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BISHOP SCORY AND SWITHUN BUTTERFIELD.

absolution July 14, 1554" (' Eccl. Hist.,' vol. ii.
bk. v.).
Nevertheless, knowing the value of Dr.
Bonner's absolution, Scory wisely fled to other
climes, and went, if I am not mistaken, not only
to Emden, but to Zurich, the mother church of
which Protestant town is still open to all comers
on payment of twopence at the door. So much
for John Scory, in his original character of the
persecuted innocent. I have only mentioned him
in order to introduce
young friend Swithun
Butterfield, "of whom presently," as Sir Bernard

my

says.

In 1577, when the spacious times of great Elizabeth were in full swing, John Scory had been
Bishop of Hereford for many a good year. He
had seen his desire upon his enemies, who, however, I am happy to find, continued to exasperate
him though they could not burn him. But he had
many privileges, one of which was the possession
of a highly respectable steward or agent, Giles
"
"
Allen to wit, the Supervisor omnium terrarum
And Swithun Butterfield, dear as he
of the see.
has become to me, was nothing more than Giles
a modest or even an humble
Allen's deputy
Yet was he a generosus and an armiger,
position.
and gave for his impresa a griffin passant gardant
or, on a field gules ; with a demi-griffin for crest,
and for motto the cheering words "ie vis en
Apparently he was not of the aristocratic
espoir."
" Natus in
county of Hereford ; for he was
Vxbridge in Comitatu Midd. et ibm' Baptizatus
D ni 1547 et Regni
fuit iiij die Mensis Januarii
Regis Edwardi Sexti Secundo."

John Scory, born at Acle, in Norfolk, and
A
Bishop successively of Rochester, Chichester, and
Hereford, is a person of whom the Earnest ProAt the age of thirty, then, and in the year 1577
testant cannot feel quite so proud as he would like
For " even Scory and Barlow, who from aforesaid, Swithun Butterfield set himself, or was
to feel.
"
the beginning had discovered a particular inclina- set by Giles Allen, to make a
of the
supervises"
in bishop's lands and rental, which took him nearly
tion to the reformed doctrine, thought fit"
" to conform for a while
three years to do, and a year more to arrange and
;
Bloody Mary's reign
index the result. And this "supervisus" is the
till, meeting with no preferment, they relapsed
and went abroad."
So saith Dodd's 'Church book whereby I came to know him. He has cast
History of England,' pt. iii. bk. i. art. iii. Some his bread upon the waters with some effect ; for
man, indeed, may say that Dodd was not Dodd at his work, the work literally of his own hands, is
still the standard and ultimate authority upon the
all, and was a base and insidious Roman Catholic.
But Collier was not so, nor was Fuller. And Fuller, subject of which it treats. It is a noble square
in his 'Church History of Britain,' bk. ix., saith that folio, bound in old calf, and consisting of 249
" John
Scory, late Bishop of Chichester," was one leaves of parchment, each of them (except two)
of the "Protestant Disputants" at the Westminster fully written over on both sides by S. B. himself.
" The And the title of
it, written in bold black letter,
Deputation in the first year of Elizabeth.
passages of this disputation," adds Reverend Fuller, and in manner of a colophon, upon the first page,
"
(whereof more Noise than fruit, and wherein is this
more Passion than Reason, Cavils than Arguments)
"Liber supervisus maneriorum terrarum tenementorum
are largely reported by Mr. Fox," whose in- Ac omnium lleddituum & aliorum profic- -orum annuastructive work is still to be found in the cabinets tim pertinentium ad Episcopatum Hereforden': factus in
:

in Chr'o patris Jobannis Scory Hereof the curious.
Collier also is very bold, and tempore Reverend!
forden: Epi'perSwithu'm Butterfield deputatum Egidii
"
speaketh on this wise
Scory, late Bishop of
Allen supervisoris omnium terrarum tenementoru' et
Chichester, though removed upon Day's being
possessionum ad
Epis- copatum Hereford- en'
restored, went a full length in his compliance" pertinentium Annis Domini 1577 & 1578."
|

:

|

|

j

|

|

|

|
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and dated from our Manor of Greenwich, this
20th of June in the tenth yeare of our reigne.
Augustine was Augustine Lindsell,* who became
Bishop of Hereford in 1634, and died in the same
the farms, the year.
This copy and Scory's mandate are, I think,

Three hundred years after date the subject
matter of such a volume as this must be interesting
But I am not now
to any intelligent Englishman.
concerned with the names of the manors, the
of
occupiers and acreage and rental
dues and customs, which it
particulars of manorial
I am only dealing
detail.
gives in clear and ample
"
with Swithun Butterfield himself,
Qui hunc

& scripsifc Anno Domini 1581,
mense Januar' ^Etatis suse Tricesimo Quarto "; for
so he says on the verso of the third leaf, whereon
also he blazons in colour the arms above mentioned,

librum congessit

the only parts of the book, except a part of the
final index, which are not the handiwork of ButterWith the fifth leaf the substance of the book
field.
The upper half of the recto is surrounded
begins.
on three sides by a border of flowers such as I
have described, within which, and headed by a
large illuminated B, the description of the episcopal

"
with the motto, stating that they are
Insignia manor of Bosbury is commenced. This description,
It may be worth written clearly in an ordinary hand of the
Swithuni Butterfield Gen'."
period r
while, however, to describe the first four leaves of goes on through several leaves, and is followed by
the book. The recto of leaf 1 contains the title similar details as to all the other manors of the see,
given above ; the verso is blank. The recto of leaf 2 the name of each manor being written, when it
occurs for the first time, in bold black letter, and
is completely filled by the verses, written as print
And the with its initial richly illuminated in body colour.
in Roman text, which are copied below.
I now transcribe the verses above mentioned,,
page is surrounded by a ruled red border, and also
by a margin of flowers, painted by hand, in body which are written on the recto of leaf 2. They are

They include carnation, heartsease, larkspur, honeysuckle, ranunculus, strawberry (flower
and fruit), and others ; also a butterfly as large as
Leaf 2 has a border of hand-painted flowers,
life.
and within this are written the heads of a general

these

index, showing the more important matters of the

And them

colour.

book.

The

:

The woond'rous

guiftes of

god are greate, y l bee on

men

bestowes

and

severall guiftes

wee

daylie see,

which euery man

well knowes

preserueth from theire birth, by his especial!

grace.

of leaf 3 has a similar border of
and amongst these is somebody's crest,
being an upright cross-hilted sword, the blade
broken, hilt or, blade sable, and a wreath of laurel
recto

flowers,

the
proper entwining
"

in

Norfolke Soyle, his Childhood past, a scholer for to
bee,
after that in

one of Than

Possibly this is
Bishop Scory's insignia mentioned in the verses
not
aware that a bishop as such
below ; but I am
is entitled to a crest.
However, this flower border
encloses an autograph Latin mandate, written and
" J.
"
Hereforden "
propria manu" by
signed
himself which mandate testifies that the volume of
"
dilectus
the book is prepared and written by his
famulus" Swithun Butterfield, and directs that
S. B. shall have the custody of it during his natural
life ; and that after that it shall go to Egidius Allen
hilt.

example now I will declare, by Byshope Scories Race,
hym, the Lorde gaue lyfe, in Okell towne,
where hee

First unto

"

;

"armigero," and to Samuel and John his sons;
and after their lives to the Bishops of Hereford,
and to whomsoever they may appoint as custodians

Cambridge towne, a student twelua
yeeres was
there he in fine, for a Divine, the Schoole degrees did
passe,

To Canterburie then he must, the

Gospell for to preacha
ther in the raigne of Kinge Henry, tenn yeeres the
same did teach,
And in the raigne of good Edwarde, the sixte kinge of
that name
his learning in gods

of y e same.
That noble Kinge

make

woorde was knowen, by preachinge

for his learninge, a

Byshope did

hym

and Byshopricke of Rochester, did first to hym betake,.
Which Byshopricke that Kinge did thincke, to small a
guift to bee

did translate

hym to Chichester, where Byshope than
was hee,
There he remayn'd till Queene Marie, did from hym take
coloured flowers.
the same
from every other; and this one besides the flowers
and putt therein a papist sure, to Laude and praise her
contains two butterflies and a caterpillar, all of
name,
life size, and also a bird, with parrot-shaped beak
When he with more exiled was, that taught the woorde
of god
and plumage, seated on one of the flowers. Within
those that remayn'd were burn'd with payne &
the border are three headings of contents referring
scourg'd w tb papists rod,
to matters in the book, and beneath these are the
In perills great, and daungers oft, on sea and eke on
"
*'
of

it.

The verso

insignia

of

of leaf 3 has another border of
Every one of these borders differs

Swithun

Butterfield,

which I have

given above. The fourth leaf was left wholly blank,
and the verso is blank still. But the recto contains
a copy, in a seventeenth century hand, of His
Majesty's Letter as to Leases for Lives, addressed
to his well-beloved Augustine, Bishop of Hereford,

lande

he

smarte but perisht not, through gods most
mightie hande

fealt the

* Lindsell
Salop.

is

the local pronunciation of Lilleshall, in
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that Queene's raigne,

he dwelt

in

Emden towne
noble Queene Elizabeth, by raigne put Papistes

till

downe,
Then home he came vnto our Queene, the first yeere of
her raigne
and Byshope was of Hereforde where he dooth now
remaine,

And where

he hath by enimyes often and by

false

sclaundroHS tongues

had troubles greate without

desert, to his continuall

wrongesj

But god our lorde hath

hym

preserv'd, vntill this time

present

and

victorie

hath geven hym, from

all his foes in-

tente

And

Gem

our noble Queene straight charge her
Heraulds gaue
that they an ensigne should geve hym, for euermore to
haue,
Which ensigne here, lo now behould in toaken of his
honor
for hym and his posteritie, for euer to endure.
God saue our Queene Elizabeth, and graunte her longe to
this

raigne

and

all

her Subjects in England

Sic explicit carmen, or so much of it as can still
be read. After the word " England," the rest of
the line has been carefully erased with pumice
Etone or a knife ; but the words " may thee " are
The line is probably the last line,
faintly legible.
and, indeed, there is only room for two or three
lines more within the ruled red border.
These verses may not, perhaps, establish Swithun
Butterfield's reputation as a poet, but
they at any
rate show that he had, as in duty
bound, imbibed
the opinions of his patron, and that he had succeeded
"
(like some later authorities) in
triumphing over
history," for he makes Queen Mary appoint bishops
" to
laude and praise her name." As to the insignia
which Elizabeth kindly gave to Master Scory, I do
not find them anywhere in the book, unless the
crest described above be a
part of them.
Perhaps
S. B. thought, when it came to the
point, that his
own blazon was the better worth giving.
At the end of the volume there is an elaborate

dated 1581, and also a list of all the
Bishops of Hereford who have been mentioned in
the book. This list begins with Saint but S. B.
is careful not to call him Saint
Thomas de
Cantilupe, elected in 1275 ; it includes Scory's
old adversary Edmund
Bonner, elected 1538 ; and
it ends, so far as S. B. is
concerned, with Scory
index,

whose name is written in gigantic letters.
hands have added the names of Eobertus
Benett, "Elizabeth: 45 "=1603, and Franciscus
Godwyn, 1617. The list concludes with a statement that no particulars are "
scripta in ullo Ee"
as to things done by the
gistro
Bishops of Here"
ford who preceded
Thomas de Cantulupo."
Finally, on the last leaf of all, Swithun Butterfield again breaks forth into
song, and chanteth
thus, in black letters written on a ground of scarlet
laid down by him
expressly for the purpose

himself,

But

later

:

3

If that I have erred, correct me w ll skyll
Before you amende me unto yo r wylle,
>

:

Soe Courte Role, & Rentrole, w<sb warranted mee
And I gan doe & finish, smale error wilbee.
The most part of three yeares did I bestowe

:

:

My laboure

in searchinge (?), the truth to knowe
e
wrightinge y same, as ia beforesaide
That Rente, Dues ('<), & Customes, maie bee well paide.
:

And

:

And

under all this comes a repetition of the
Butterfield arms, with crest, helmet, and mantling
added ; and these are flanked on either side by
the information which I have given above as to
S. B.'s birth and baptism.
Such, then, was Swithun Butterfield, generosus,
Deputy Registrar of the diocese of Hereford under
as to which
Elizabeth, and such was his work
;

one may say truly that it is not given to
every one to write a book of twice 249 pages which
shall exist and be interesting after the lapse of three
centuries.
Even the works of Charles Lamb
those which were at the India House have probably been sold for waste paper already. And
Swithun Butterfield seems to have been a kind of
Charles Lamb a man born out of due time; a
latter

matter-of-fiction

man, condemned to work among

dry facts and labouring honestly therein, but with
his heart set on birds and butterflies and flowers,

and heraldry, and scraps of verse, whereby, trivial
as these tastes must have seemed to his lordship
the bishop and his worship the registrar, S. B.
was enabled to glorify his facts and make them
luminous to us of these days.
he would

How

have chronicled and illuminated if he had had the
luck to be born in the thirteenth century and
placed in the scriptorium of a monastery
A. J. M.
!

BOOKS ON GAMING.
(Continued from 7 th S.

vii.

482.)

edition of what appears to
be Hoyle's first work, of which, fortunately, a
single copy has survived, namely, that which was
deposited in the Bodleian Library. It was received
from the Stationers' Company, according to the
Act, at Lady Day, 1743, and was bound in halfcalf (proh pudor !) by Hayes, of Oxford, in or
about the year 1825 (press-mark, 8 N. 68 Art).
copy is mentioned in the catalogue of the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, but it cannot be
There is no copy to be discovered in the
found.

I begin with the

first

A

Library of Trinity College, Dublin, where one
It is to be feared that students at
should also be.
those seats of learning yielded to temptation.
The
following is a transcript of the title of this (as
yet) unique editio princeps :
A Short Treatise On the Game of Whist. ConI

|

|

|

And Also Some
taining The Laws of the Game
Rules, whereby a Beginner may, with due Attention to
to
it
attain
the
well.
Calculations for
them,
Playing
those who will Bet the Odds on any Point of the Score
of the Game then playing and depending. Cases stated,
to shew what may be effected by a very good Player ia
:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

NOTES AND QUERIES.
References to Cases, viz
Critical Parts of the Game.
at the End of the Rule you are directed how to fine
Calculations, directing with moral Certainty,
how to play well any Hand or Game, by shewing th<
Chances of your Partner's having 1, 2, or 3 certain
ards. With Variety of Cases added in the Appendix,
|

|

|

|

them.

|

|

|

|

|

|

By Edmund Hoyle,
Watts

Gent. London
MDCCXLII.
|

for the Author,

Printed by John

:
|

|

contents, 3 ff. ; treatise, 86 pp.,
in
in twelves,
to
in fours,
signatures,
" for the
eights ; last leaf blank. This publication
"
Author disposes of the statement that he received
The misspelling of his baptismal
1,000?. for it.

12mo.

Title, 1

f. ;

A

D

B

E

was always spelt Edmond
and third editions, and the
'Piquet' of 1744, where it also appeared as
Edmund. On p. 1 there begins a sort of announcement, or preface, as follows
" The Author of this Treatise did
promise, if it met
with Approbation, to make an Addition to it by way of

name

is

after

the

curious.

It

second

:
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it in print, but at a high price.
a careful writer, as will be readily
admitted by any one who reads the following passage (p. 86), which is, however, a good specimen
of his vigorous style and acute perception

successful,

he put

Nor was Hoyle

:

" Those

who would

attain to the playing of Whist to
Perfection, must not be content only with being a Master
of the Calculations contained in this Treatise, and also
an exact Judge of all the General and Particular Cases
in the same ; but be a very punctual Observer of such
Cards as are thrown away, both by his Partner and AdWhoever attends closely to
versaries, and at what time
these Particulars, is the most likely to attain their end."
:

Our author's success, in the mean time, and the
high price of his publication, tempted the ever
ready pirate to try to share the plunder. As early
as 1743 a pamphlet appeared in 8vo. with the
On the Game of
Treatise
half-title, "A Short
|

|

Whist," and the

|

full title as follows

:

A Short Treatise On the Game of Whist. ContainAppendix, which he has done accordingly. He has also
and also Some Rules,
of the Game
framed an Artificial Memory, which does not take off ing The Laws
a Beginner may, with due Attention to them,
whereby
if
and
required he is
your Attention from your Game;
attain to the Playing it well. Calculations for those
ready to communicate it, upon Payment of One Guinea. who will Bet the Odds on
any Point of the Score of the
And also he will explain any Cases in the Book, upon
Game then playing and depending. Cases stated, to
Payment of One Guinea more. It is necessary to pre- shew what
be
effected
may
by a very good Player in
mise, That those who intend to read this Treatise are
Critical Parts of the Game.
References to Cases, viz.
desired to peruse the following Calculations ; and they
at the End of the Rule you are directed how to find
need only charge their Memories with those that are
with
moral Certainty,
them.
Calculations, directing
marked with a N. B. upon which the whole Reasoning of
how to play well any Hand or Game, by shewing the
this Treatise depends."
Chances of your Partner's having 1, 2, or 3 Certain
I need not, nor is it within the scope of a Cards. With Variety of Cases added in the Appendix.
bibliography that I should, point out at length By a Gentleman. Bath printed, and London reprinted
the difference between this class of treatise and the For W. Webster near St. Paul's, and sold by all the
rude efforts of Cotton and Seymour, who gave only Booksellers and Pamphlet Shops in Town and Country,
MDCCXLIII.
the ill-drawn laws of the game as they knew it,
with hints for the detection of cheating, if not for Collation Half title, 1 f. ; title, 1 f. ; 8vo. advt.,
2 ff. ; contents, 2 ff. ; and pp. 86.
(B.M.
cheating on the part of their disciples. On p. 74
G.C., H.H.G., and H.J.) It would appear from
(chap, xiv.) Hoyle announces
this title that there had been a previous issue,
"Some Purchasers of the Treatise in Manuscript, disposed of the last Winter, having desired a further Ex- published at Bath; but I have not succeeded in
planation concerning the playing of Sequences, they are finding or hearing of a copy of such an edition.
explained in the following manner."
The statement is probably untrue.
It may be well to remark here that Hoyle, with
This reappeared (B.M. and J.M.) in a second
"
all his original genius and accuracy, which are unedition; title same, except that after By a Gentledoubted, was yet a rather careless editor. This is man" appears "The Second Edition"; same collanot unprecedented. He continued to print and to tion; printed from the same type.
On p. 1 of ad"
reprint the announcement transcribed above with vertisement, last line but one, after
undertaking,"
small and tardy alteration, as noted below.
The the semicolon has slipped out, the hyphen from the
second edition (1743), the third and fourth (1743), last line has slipped up into the place of the semithe fifth (1744), the sixth (London, 1746), the colon, and the last letter (I) of the catch- word
eighth and ninth (1748), the tenth (1755), the ["vail") has slipped up into the place of the
eleventh (n.d.), the twelfth (n.d., circa 1760), and ayphen.
JULIAN MARSHALL.
the thirteenth (n.d., circa 1763) all had "disposed
(To le continued.)
|

|

|

|

:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

j

j

:

:

of the last winter." The fourteenth (n.d.) and the
(n.d.) editions had "some time since."
The only exception is that in the contents of the
chap. xiv. in the eleventh edition we find the word
"formerly" in place of "the last winter," which
could only have been true in the case of the first
edition (1742).
It appears, then, that Hoyle had
circulated his treatise privately at first in MS. in
the winter of 1741-2 among his pupils. Finding it
fifteenth

THE 'NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY': ADDENDA
AND CORRIGENDA.
(See 7th s. v. 504 ; vi. 38, 347; vii. 12.)
Abate, vb., III. 10 intr. To decrease in size or bulk.
'
Earliest instance in ' N. E. D.,' 1587.)
Book of
1486,
"
St. Albans,' c. j.:
She shall not endure but while she is
jfrete and fatte, for at the abatyng of hir estate she may

no longer endure."

7*
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'
Abate, ab. Depression or lowering. I486, Book of Sfc
Albans,' b. iij.: "Yowre havvke shall be Ensaymec
kyndly, and no grete abate to the hawke."
Academian, adj. (in D. only as subat.). 1598, Sylvester

'Du

17/1 (edition 1641):
Learned Lyceum, now a-while, I walk-in :
Then th' Academian sacred Shades I stalk-in.
Bartas,'

i. ii.

N

:

B.

Welcum

sb.

l=helper (D.,

Bernard Stewart,' 25

to

Dunbar

1552).

:

'

Gent.
Adieu, Adew, B. adv. (in D. only "To go adieu"; bul
it is used without "to go").
Circ. 1513, Douglas, 'Conscience,' 1. 15: "And fra Sci of Science wea adew.'
'^En.,' ii. 1, 22: "We wening thaim hame passit anc
adew." Fourth Prol., ad fin. : " Tbathonestie baith and
'
" Onone is
gude fame wer adew."
JEn.,' xi. 15, 114
he to the heich mont adew." ' ^En.,' xii. 13, 19 : " The
suerd lost and adew."

Adjutory,

Applant,vb. (not in D.). 1637, 'Learned Summary
on Du Bartas Weeks,' p. 261 " To applant thereto [to
the circles of the
the sunne or fixed starres."
Astrolabe]

Arace, arraise (D. in sixteenth century only from
The word is common in Douglas, Pal. of
Palsgrave).

Acrostic, adj. (earliest in D., 1682). 1641, Sylvester
'Du Bartas,' B. 7: 'An Acrostick Sonnet,' by R.

'

Moer in intent the auditouria to pleiss,
Nor the trew worde of God for to appeiss.

:

Welcum our

indeficient adjutorie.
Adminiculation (earliest in D., 1670). 1531, Elyot,
'Governour,' book i. cap. iii. (i. p. 27, ed. 1880) "Onely
by his natural! witte, without other adminiculation or
aide." Also pp. 48, 120.

H.,' prol., at. xi., part
xiv. 46 ; xii. xiv. 104.

i.

st. v.;

'

JEn.,' vi. viii.

:

"A

alet."

(fol. f, vii.).
partrich alet
Allective, sb. (earliest in D., 1531). 1523, Skelton :
ryght delectable traytise upon a goodly garlande

"A

or
wherein are compressyde many
Chapelet of Laurell
dyvera
allectyves of syngular pleasure."
Almadarat (not in D.). 1598, Sylvester, Du Bartas,'
"
II. ii. 142/3
With th' Azimyths, and the Almadarats."
'
Almnary, subst. 1640, Somner, Antiq. of Canterbury,'
"
Hard by this place stood the Almnery or Elep. 208

&

'

:

:

mosinary of the Church, being the place where the
poore were daily fed." P. 189: "From thence by the
Almnary wall." This form not given in D. See " Al-

monry," "Ambry."
Alrish, adj., =elrish. Circ. 1600, 'Philotus,' v. 122
(Pinkerton's Scotish Poems,' iii. 45)
First I conjure the be Sanct Marie,
Be alrisch king and quene of farie.
'

:

1603, Birnie,

'Blame of Kirk

"Becommeth

in populare opinion thereby the alrishe

Buriall,' ed. 1833, p.

30

:

Innes of bogles and Gaists."

of the Vulgar Tongue.
Anglified (earliest in D., 1816)).
1806.
Chalmers,
'Works of Lyndsay,' i. 88 " The great defect of the
successive editions consisted in their
assuming an angli:

fied

orthography."
Anodyne (necklace)=halter. Grose's Dictionary.'
Anopisthographic, adj. (not in D.). Not written on
the back ; written on the front only.
Academy, No. 797
(August. 1887), p. 102, col. 3.
Apertly, 3, boldly (D. only from Barbour, 1375 ).
'
"
1513, Douglas, ^En.,' ix. xiii. 31
Troianis, that seand,
the mar apertly Assalzeit hym"
(' Acrius,' Virg.).
Appeaser (earliest in D., 1533). 1423, King's Quair,'
"
at. 99
Appesare of malice and violence."
Appeiss, yb.,=expound? (not in D.).
Circ. 1545,
Duncan Laider; or, Macgregor'a Testament' (Warton,
'Hist. English Poetry,' iii. 158) :'

s

:

'

:

;

xi.

"Cancer."
Asperge (earliest in D. 1547).
" He
and
147:

1513, Douglas, '^En.,'
purgit
aspargit weill the men."
Attaint, v., 7, to accuse (earliest in D. 1586). 1513,
Douglas, '^En.,' x. ii. 94
Now al to layt with thyne iniust complayntia
Aganyst wa thou rysis, and attantis."
vi. iii.

:

Attemptate (earliest in D. 1531). 1386, 'Border Truce
in 'Rot. Scotiae,' p. 85 b
"Do no trispas, no attentat."

'

:

R. D. WILSON.

:

Afarrow (D., 1552). Dunbar, 'No Tressour availis
without Glaidnea,' 7:
For oft with wyse men it hea bene aaid aforrow.
Alay, vb. The participle appears to occur in the
'
Book of St. Albans,' 1486 ' Termes of Breekyng or
and Fowlis': "A ffesawnt
Dressyng of Diverse Beestis
"

96

Aries, the zodiacal constellation "which the sun
enters on the 21st of March." Here the constellation
and the sign are confounded, whereas they are duly distinguished under "Aquarius," and still better under

THE SAME HEBREW NAME BORNE BY MEN
WOMEN. In 7 th S. iv. 505 CUTHBERT BEDE,.
under note ' Noah, a Bible Name for Women/
mentioned the surprise of a coroner in Herefordshire at the name Noah being borne by a woman,,
and that he was afterwards reminded that the name
was borne by one of the daughters of Zelophehad
(Numbers xxxvi. 11). I had (as I afterwards
stated in 7 th S. v. 76) already referred to this in
7 th S. ii. 232, under reply 'Name of David's
Mother,' and pointed out that, although the name
of this lady is the same as that of the patriarch
Noah in most English versions, it is not the same
in the Hebrew, and the distinction has been preserved both in the Septuagint and the Vulgate.
But I was wrong in believing that there was " no
instance in the Bible of the same name having
been borne by a male and a female," for there is a
Hebrew name which would seem to have been

borne by both

men and women.

My

principal

reason for troubling you is to intimate that I shall
be very glad if any of your readers can point out a
The name in question is Abiah or
similar case.
Abijah (f^lX). It is the name of one of the

Kings of Judah, son of Rehoboam, as given in the
and though it is
Chronicles (2 Chron. xii. 16)
spelt Abijam in the Kings (1 Kings xiv. 31), the
ast letter in the latter name is probably an error
of transcription.
The same name was borne by
one of the sons of Samuel (1 Sam. viii. 2), by a
man who was son of Becher and grandson of Benamin (1 Chron. vii. 8), by that son of Jeroboam I.,
Sing of Israel, who died before' his father (1 Kings
xiv. 1), and by a descendant of Eleazar who gave
lis name to one of the courses into which the
priests were divided by David, and is referred to
n Luke i. 5 as that to which Zacharias, the father
;

f

John the

Now

Baptist, belonged.
in 1 Chron. ii. 24 this is given as the

name

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of the wife of Hezron (mentioned in the genealogy
of Christ, Matt. i. 3), son of Phares, or Perez, and
in 2 Chron.
grandson of Judah. It is also mentioned
xxix. 1 as the name of King Hezekiah's mother,
in
though this appears in the shortened form Abi

The fact here mentioned may
xviii. 2.
some degree affect my argument in 7 th S. ii.
232 respecting the unlikelihood that Nahash was
2 Kings

in

the name of David's mother, being also that of a
King of the Ammonites (2 Sam. x. 2). But I remain of opinion that Nahash was the name, not of

David's mother, but of her husband before she
was married to Jesse. Dean Stanley, indeed, sug'
gested (Smith's Dictionary of the Bible,' under
" David
") that she had been the wife or concubine
of Nahasb, the King of the Ammonites, and
thought this might account for the friendliness be-

tween David and Nahash.

may remark, how-

I

been married to David's mother before
she was the wife of Jesse, he must have divorced
her in early life, and it is hardly likely that David
would have been very friendly with him. It is
true that Hanun, the son of Nahash, thought
David's proffered kindness to himself in memory
of his father a mere pretext; but it would be
rather far-fetched to found any argument below
the surface upon this.
W. T. LYNN.
really

Blackheath.

JANE AND ANNE ADDISON.

s.

vm.

JULY

6,

about as appropriate a name as if we should go
to Turin or up the Adige to Verona in
The
order to get a name for the Gulf of Venice.
Johnston
French name is La Golfe du Lion.
of Geography ') has noted the English
(' Dictionary
He says that the true name has been given
error.
from the violence of the waves in the gulf, which
is

up the Po

The explanahas a villainous
Are the
look of being manufactured to order.
waves in the gulf exceptionally lion-like ? Perhaps M. JOSEPH REINACH or some other French
correspondent can give us a better account of the
C. B. MOUNT.
matter.
are likened to the roaring of a lion.
tion

may

possibly be right, but

it

ANNOTATED COPT OF 'EUPHUES.'

I have a
1581 edition, upon
margins of which are some very remarkable
annotations in a contemporary hand of almost
I shall be pleased to
microscopical characters.
entrust the book to you if you can find among
your readers a gentleman who has the leisure and
will to decipher them, if he will communicate any
result which may be of interest for publication in
the columns of N. & Q.'
of

John

Lily's 'Euphues,'

'

CHARLES

COOKSET.

F.

Wakehurst, Ardingley, Sussex.

LATIN ELEGIACS. The paragraph from
The ' Dictionary of Standard
given below is quoted, I believe,
th

National Biography,' quoting N. & Q.,' 5 S. vi.
350, says that Jane Addison, wife of Dean Lance"
lot Addison, and mother of Joseph,
died, it is
This is only approxisupposed, about 1686."
'

th

odd instance of one blunder inducing another that
we have also imagined a Gulf of Lyons, which, seeing that the city is a clear 200 miles up the Rhone,

Nahash did not die until long after
copy
David had been king (2 Sam. x. 2), if he had the

ever, that as

[7

'

the
in a

recent treatise on Latin verse (see Standard, May
"
" little
ingenuity
21) as an instance of what a
can do in the way of "very respectable Latin
Perhaps the following version, that has
elegiacs."

Re- come under
my notice, and has not yet, I think,
volume of
appeared in print, may be considered admissible
epitaphs, &c., copied by Richard Rawlinson, and in <N. &Q.':
now preserved in the Bodleian Library, gives the
" Persons
advertising in the Standard can now have
the answers addressed free of charge at our office, 28,
inscription on her tombstone as follows:
mately

Hearne, in

correct.

marks and

vol. xli. of his

Collections,' transcribing a

" On another
plain flatt stone [in the choir of LichCathedral] Here lyeth the body of Jane the wife
of L. Addison D.D. and Dean of this Church who
June 30. 1684."
(full of hope) departed this life

field

:

St.

|

|

|

|

;

|

Of Anne Addison it

is

said in

'

N.

& Q.'(Zoc. cit.)

that she "died young." Her tombstone ("in the
Choir on a flatt Grave Stone ") bore the following
inscription
"

:

Body of Anne Daughter of
D.D. and Dean of This Cathedrall
March
25'h
1680."
who dyed
She was accordingly only in her fourth year at the
time of her death.
C. E. D.
Here lyeth the

Lancelot Addison

|

P. J. F.

GANTILLON.

|

|

|

|

Oxford.

THE GQLF OF LYONS.

Bride Street, B.C."
Publica queis placuit cupientibus edere verba,
Signum cui titulus charta diurna patet.
Ediderint; cupidis fors respondebitur et sic
Nostra capit, merces non erit ulla, domus.
Exstat ab octava vicesima* pila, vetustum
Nomen ubi vico Sancta Brigitta dedit.
TJrbis et Augustaef media regione locatur
Pandit ubi Phoabi lux moda nata iubar.

1,

Montpellier Terrace, Cheltenham.

ERROR IN ALLIBONE'S 'DICTIONARY.' It may
perhaps be useful to note that Dr. Allibone, who is
t
Dictionary of English
usually accurate, in his
and American Authors has confounded Mr. A. W.
Kinglake, the historian of the Russian War,
'

On

p.

142 of

last

volume

th
S. vii.) I mentioned Lyons as a place-name
(7
which we have chosen to pluralize, on the supposi"
"
tion, as I take it, that, whatever a
Lyon may be,
it requires more than one to make a city.
It is an

*

Cf.

Catull., xxxvii. 2,

Hor.,

'

"A

Serm.,' i. 4, 71,
habeat neque pila libellos."
pila ";

pileatis

nona fratribus

" Nulla taberna meoa

f Augusta Trinobantum was the old

name

for

London.

T*

s.

vm.

JULY

6,
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with his brother, the late Mr. Serjeant J. A. KingHe was probably misled by the facts that
lake.
both bore the name of Alexander, and both were
E. WALFORD, M.A.
M.P.s.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

"
"
egend Frederick King of Prussia Lissa Dec. 5
and reverse, a camp and troops, the legend
"We submit prisoners of war Dec. 19 1757,"
Were British troops engaged at Lissa ; or what is
W. F.
the meaning of this medal ]
'?)

;

co. HUNTS.
I shall be
any one for the names of these
between 1400 and the Dissolution, with the date
of election to and vacation of the office, and the
reference. Shall be more particularly grateful for
any name from a little-known source.
MARK W. BULLEN.

ABBOTS OF RAMSEY,

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses
answers

may

to their queries, in order that the

be addressed to them direct.

PICTURE BY ZEUNEN. I have a very curious
picture or engraving on glass, in bronze colours
size
silver, two shades of gold-brown and black
about 27 in. by 21 in., representing the battle of
Rosbacb, and at foot is the following inscription,
"In marsch der Konigl: Preussichen Armee in
Bohomen in A.D. 1756 durch Friderich dem II
Deo Gloria.
selbst angefiihret. Pro Deo et Patria
Zeunen fecit." The battle is evidently only commencing, the main body of Prussians winding their
way with cannon down a steep incline, and their

greatly obliged to

Barnard

Castle.

Can any of your readers oblige
BLOIS FAMILY.
me by giving me any information relating to the
Blois family, of Belstead, near Ispwich, as I have
a pedigree of a Thomas Blois dated 1661, of his
first wife's family down to 1751, and also of MB
second wife's family down to 1818 ?

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE.

HENRY DEAN.
Can any one give a

list of the various schemes for a universal lanopponents drawn up in front of the ramparts of the
guage which have been published to the world?
town, the two armies separated by a river, on one At the
present time, when there is a talk of a conon
bank of which is seen the Austrian commander
gress with the object of establishing a universal
on
horseback, apparently taken by surprise, whilst
under the auspices of the American
the other bank are King Frederick and his staff language
Society, this subject is of importance,
Philosophical
the
skirmishers
calmly surveying the surroundings,
for it will be essential to know all that has been
men
and
on
both
The
side?.
actively engaged
done already in the matter before considering any
horses are marvellously well drawn, very minute
new schemes. The most successful artificial lanand perfect in each detail. Looking at them through
" death's head guage as yet proposed is Volapiik. A bibliography
a magnifying glass one can see the
of the writings on that scheme of language would
and crossbones " on the head-dress of some of the
be interesting. There are some modified for,ms of
Prussian soldiers, and also the time denoted by the
worth noting, but likewise some other
hands of the Eosbach Church clock. The picture Volapiik
"
schemes for artificial language, e.g.,
Lingua."
was purchased of the artist in 1790, and the artist
At this moment English is nearer to the position
informed the purchaser that there exists no second
of a universal language than any other, being used
copy, and that the likenesses of Frederick the not
only in the British Isles, but over the North
Great and of all his celebrated generals are most
American Continent, in Australasia, part of South
that
one
of
the
and
he
was
accurate,
(the artist)
but Russian and Arabic appear
Africa, and India
group near the king.
to be growing in extent.
Any scheme of universal
Can any of your readers learned in such matters
language likely to obtain common acceptance
tell me anything more of Zeunen (the artist), and
I should say, to recognize the wide extenwhat may be the value of this curious work of art ? ought,
sion of English, and therefore be to some degree
SHOLTO VERB HARE.
founded upon it.
INSCRIPTION ON GEORGE ASHBY.
Can any one
Has any artificial language besides Volapiik ever
tell me whether the MS. account of the tombs in
been accepted by any number of persons ?
Harefield Church, Middlesex, by Gregory King,
W. S. LACH-SZYRMA.
Lancaster Herald, still exists ?
It is said by
BERKS AND OXFORDSHIRE. Where am I likely
Lysons to be in the possession of Sir Roger Newdi
of a family who owned property
to find
The inscription wanted is that on the in theseparticulars
gate, Bart.
two counties temp. Henry VIII. ?
tomb of George Ashby, who died 1474. Are any
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
of George Ashby's English writings known to exist
FRANCIS
SIR
LEIGH, OF WESTMINSTER, K.B.
elsewhere than at the University Library and
He was a member of the Derby House Society of AnM. B.
Trinity College Library, Cambridge ?
tiquaries, together with Camden, Spelman, Cotton,
LISSA MEDAL. I have before me a thin bronze &c. , and was an intimate friend of the first named,
medal, rather larger than our halfpenny, having who left him by his will four pounds for a memorial
Some pieces of his are preserved in Hearne's
obverse, a crowned equestrian figure within the ring.
;
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'
Carious Discourses of Eminent Antiquaries.' Can
any one give me any further information about him
and especially about his family or connexions ?

F. R. 0.

"SOVERAIGN OF BELFAST."

Can any one

me

tell

anything about the

officia

"
referred to as the "Soveraign of Belfast ?
J. G. C.

CHIN-STAY. I find this strange word in John
Wesley's 'Primitive Physic,' p. 127 of the thirty
second edition. As a remedy for a sore throat, we

"

are directed to
apply a chin-stay of roasted figs."
It evidently means that which other books term a

If this

cataplasm.
print,

whence

is it

word chin-stay be not a mis?
BOILEAU.

derived

WILLIAM BARKER DANIEL. Where and when
was the author of ' Kural Sports born ? He was
a boy at Felsted School in 1763, and preached the
feast day sermon there in 1792.' The 'Diet. Nat.
Biog.' gives no information of him before 1787.

s.vm.

JULY e/89.

with an innocent coat." What is an innocent
and is the term used elsewhere ? I cannot
obtain any explanation from the many dictionaries
which I have consulted.
suite,

coat

;

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

In a Kirk Session

Register, under date Sept. 16, 1694, I find the
following :
"The Session finding the probation not sufficien
enough to fix guilt on the said James, appoint James
Gaford to write a letter to the Soveraign of Belfast,
before whom the said Susanna her deposition was taken
for an extract of her deposition, and to report when he
receives the same."

[7*

71,

Brecknock Road.

MTTHOLOGICS. In the Carthusian^ published
I was a boy at the Charterhouse in 1838-9,
were some amusing sketches of the affairs in
Olympus, as to the authorship of which I know
nothing. But I have lately found in the Town and
Country Magazine of 1837 (vol. ii. p. 249) 'A
Chapter from the Chronicles of Olympus,' in which
This
the same or similar scenes are represented.
" From the German." What is
article is headed

when

the
7,

German

source thus indicated

?

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

IRISH CHURCH HISTORY.

Will any reader kindly
names of books, written previous to the
Reformation, which throw any light on Irish church
history ? Also names of books written since the
Reformation on the same subject, both on the
Catholic side and the Protestant side ?
VERA.
tell

me

the

'

J. SARGEATJNT.

Can any of your correspondents
information as to whom the following arms
and
belong,
any particulars concerning them 1 Arg.,
on a cross engrailed, five crescents arg. on a chief
HERALDIC.

give

me

;

A

three bezants.
Crest :
griffin's head erased,
quarterly or and sable, holding in its mouth a trefoil.
F. W. G.
az.

Felsted.

ISABELLA PICCINI. At the beginning of the
volume of the " Lexicon Antiquitatum Romanauctore Samuele Pitisco, Venice, 1719,"
prum
first

is

It

a well-executed engraving of a Roman pavement.
was executed by "Suor Isabella Piccini." The

same lady

also engraved an ornament on the titlepage representing the miraculous victory of Constantine.
Can any of your readers tell who this
lady was, and what other works, if any, we owe to
tier?
N. M. AND A.
'

[Isabella Piccini was, according to Bryan's Dictionary
of Painters and Engravers/ a daughter of Guglielmo
Piccini, and niece to Giacomo Piccini, Venetian engravers. She was, as her name denotes, a nun, lived in
the seventeenth century, and engraved for the 'Conchilia Celeste of G. B.
Fabri.]
'

AUTERINE.
In Ainsworth's ' The Miser's
Daughter' (Routledge, 1879, p. 8) this word
denotes a stuff of some sort. What was it ? I do
not find
1

it

in the

'

New

English Dictionary.'

F. CHANCE.
Can any one inform me who is
The Fireman,' a poem I lately heard

THE FIREMAN.'

the author of '
? I should like to be
put in communication
with the author.
RECITER.
recited

INNOCENT COAT. King Charles II., in a letter
dated Jersey, Jan. 14, 1649, addressed to Edward
"
Prodgers, requested him to
bring a plaine riding

AUTHORS OF TALES WANTED.

In "Chambers's

Papers for the People," issued some forty years
ago, were three tales of which I desire to know
bhe authorship; also, whether they have been pub'
lished in any other form.
They are The Ivory
Mine,' The Sunken Rock,' and 'The Lone Star.'
'

SAMUEL FOXALL.
Kingswood Road,

Moselejr,

Birmingham.

DODDRIDGE'S EPITAPH. Where can I find an
exact copy of the inscription over the grave of Dr.
I want, also, if
Philip Doddridge in Lisbon?
possible, to know the exact position of the grave
"n the burial-ground, and the present condition of
,he gravestone
whether kept in a proper state or
'
not.
Perhaps some reader of N. & Q.' who has
visited or resides in Lisbon will be able to supply
me with this information direct.
JOHN T. PAGE.
Holmby House, Forest Gate.

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY TRIAL. I find in a
work printed at Antwerp in 1635 that a case was
iried in London in 1633 by Lord Coventry (Keeper
of the Great Seal), Henry, Lord Falkland, the first
Lord Newburgh, and Sir Edward Coke. The lists
*
)f the period given in Foss's
Judges of England
do not show that the above named sat together as
'
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Can any one inform me
what bench these four noblemen would probably
constitute, or whether they were a special comThe case
mission, perhaps of the Star Chamber ?
was a capital one "high treason."
A CONSTANT READER.

judges in any one court.

UNION JACK. I shall be obliged if you can
me if there is any suggestion of Ireland in

tell

I have always supposed that it
simply consisted of the cross of St. George (red on
white) over the cross of St. Andrew (red on white)
on a blue ground ; but quite recently a friend in"
sisted that the flag contained also a
St. Patrick's
Is there such a thing known
cross," for Ireland.
to heraldry as a St. Patrick's cross ; and, if so,
does it appear in the Union Jack ?

THOMAS ROGERS.
Can any reader
information concerning this
(Welsh ?) saint, and with the correct spelling of
JOHN E. T. LOVEDAY.
the name ?
Lathockar, St. Andrews, N.B.
oblige

JEILIAU OR TEILIAN.

me

"
during pleasure." Also that he and John Norto
the
same office
were
his
on,
cousin,"
appointed
"
during good behaviour," on May 24, 1516;
ointly,
"
and that the office was given to John Norton,
gentleman," alone on April 6, 1517. Can any of
rour readers kindly furnish me with any informaion respecting both or either of them ?
'

HENRY TAYLOR.

our

Union Jack.

ST.

with

BIBLE. I have the Holy Bible, authorized ver" with most
profitable annotations, &c., which
lion,
notes have never before been set forth with this
new translation, but now placed in due order
with great care and industrie," printed in the
year 1672, engraved title-page, royal arms (Moses,
Aaron), two shields of arms (one of which
New Testas London), and a view of London.
ment same date, with Biza's expositions and Fr.
Junius's annotations.

A

Shaddei"?

"

Shaddei," I suppose, is Shaddai ;
but why "intrigues"? In the quotation from
"
crowned " should be " clothed."
Gray, on p. 25,
But let me hasten to thank Mr. Gosse for the
There
pleasure his dainty volume has given me.
is a certain delicate
perfume of elegant leisure
about it
fiiXciKOG ofav Kcd d.Trpayfjioavvr]

Tim.

was the

printer,

and

iv.

KeplU*.

(7

face.

!

1

ITALIAN AND FRENCH CATHEDRALS.

His long chiu proved his wit ; his saint-like grace

So, at least, they run in all the editions accessible to
me ; and as Mr. Gosse, in his ' Eighteenth Century Literature,' so quotes them, I infer that this
is the accepted version.
But surely it should be
" a cheek vermilion "
Oates's flaming red cheeks
were as well known as his portentous chin. The
" Moses' face " I take to be an allusion
(not in the
"
best taste) to Exod. xxxiv. 30.
church ver"
milion strikes me as nonsense.
Speaking of Mr. Gosse's book, may I inquire
what he means (p. 85) by "the intrigues of

Who

16 is rendered "thy
doctrine." Two editions are mentioned by Cotton,
0. S.
but not one without printer's name, &c.

where printed?

"A CHURCH VERMILION." In Dryden's wellknown description of Titus Gates occur the lines:
A church vermilion and a Moses'

9

th

S. vii. 424.)

The question here
Comparisons are odious.
started is one which not the first architect in
satisfaction of all
Besides, if we are to have a comparison
why limit it to Italy and France ? England

Europe could decide to the
parties.

at

all,

all Spain, and even
Eastern Europe, not to speak of India, might have
a claim to be taken into account also. Taking the
comparison as it has been originally stated, however, I cannot complacently leave the decision as

and Germany, and above

stands.
If Northern Gothic, indeed, is to be taken as
the standard of perfection, then perhaps Italy
"
may be pronounced to be inferior," &c. ; but as
most of us have outlived the infatuation of the

it

" Gothic
mania," and have learnt that breadth and
light and grandeur and purposefulness are among
the most admirable characteristics of a great buildand
ing, we shall start from a different standpoint,
in that case find that Italy is sown broadcast with
which is unspeakably recreative to us poor fags of
ecclesiastical structures to which the massed-up
the pen.
WM. HAND BROWNE.
prettinesses of Northern Gothic cathedrals cannot
Baltimore.
hold a eandle.

The eighty-five sees of Italy have most of them
CORNISH FORMS OF EXORCISM. I understand
a duomo, not cut out more or less after one
that there is a printed book in which is
given the each
formula of exorcism as practised in Cornwall in
What
(say) the last or the seventeenth century.
is its

name ?

W.

SAMPSON NORTON, KNT.

S.

LACH-SZYRMA.

From

the Chester
Recognizance Rolls I find that Sampson Norton,
Knt., was appointed constable of Flint Castle on
April 10, 1495, and again on Jan. 23, 1509

but each
pattern, like Northern Gothic churches,
To
with a singular and original type of its own.
describe or even enumerate the characteristics of
each would be to write a guide-book, for which
time and space fail. But premising that the three
master edifices already excepted suffice alone to

put Italy beyond the reach of comparison, I must
beg your correspondent, knowing Italy so inti-
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mutely as he does, to call to mind in corroboration
of the claim I have advanced the unique conception of Rimini, the imposing width of the triforium arches of Lucca, the bizarre pagoda-like
forms of Pistoj*, the chastened majesty of Lecce,

on a Christmas night, or to wander, as I have
evening after evening, year after year, through the
unlit apse while the most tender of boys' voices
(they seem to have a succession of exquisitely
melodious voices) are making the fairy-lit vaulting
the nobility of site of Modena, the bewildering ring with the rythmic hymns of the Mois de
R. H. BOSK.
intricacy ramifying through the giddy heights of Marie.
Pisa, the inspiring elevation of the dome of Parma,
I am much obliged to MR. TROLLOPE for hi&
and the gloomy thought-compelling length of BoAbove all, what city in the world could interesting note, and I am sure be will not think
logna.
have vied with Siena had the original design of its me unkind if I say that I wish it had been twice
I think MR. TROLLOPE has misundercathedral been carried out ? The elegant perfection as long.
I do not
of the under church of St. John Baptist, the stood one remark in my letter to him.
remember
asking him to compare St. Peter's with
giant arches, with their loving waste of exquisite
Milan Cathedral. No doubt it would be next to
foliation, which go meandering all over the town,
remain to tell how titanic was its
and impossible to make a comparison between two

conception,
that conception surely is not diminished because
the plague stayed its execution.
Even in the
diminished scale in which it was completed it ever
has attracted, and ever will attract, the pilgrim of
art before all the Chartres and Caens and
Bourges
of France.
Of them all, the one that has the least
to say to my heart and soul is the flatwalled,
corpse-coloured interior of Florence.
But it has also to be taken into the account,
first, that the Italian cathedrals did not absorb
all the local architectural
Besides this,
power.
BO to speak, personal cathedral, every chief
town,
and many of the smaller ones, have numerous
other structures which vie with and sometimes
overpower it, and the loneliest country parts often
have fanes still more majestic. To allude to one
only of the former, where in all France can anything be found to vie as a secondary church in a
small provincial town with St. Pietro of
Perugia;
and for the smallest number of instances of the
where
is
there
one worthy to mention on
latter,
the same day with the Certosa of Pavia, with San
Martino of Naples, the Certosa outside Florence,
or the traceried arches of the stately ruin of San

And

then, secondly, it has to be taken
into account that in the French churches their
architecture is the chief thing they had to boast
of,
while the Italian churches are, or
were, storehouses schools of painting of the highest
reach,
of sculpture in stone and
wood, of intarsia in rare

Galgano

?

and gorgeous tinted marbles and woods, of
mosaic,
wrought iron, ivory, goldsmithery, jewellery, embroidery every art of civilized life.
As I said at the outset, however, comparisons are
od ious. Let us admire each style in its own aims without detracting from it by posting
against them unI am afraid I have, in
graciously those of others.
the warmth of my outraged feelings for
Italy, been
betrayed into a most unintentional (apparent) disof
the
beautiful
cathedrals of France.
paragement
I make amends to them all in the
person of
and
I
recommend
all who would be
Amiens,
initiated into its treasure of romantic effects to
get shut up, as I have been, after midnight mass

buildings so very different in style. MR. TROLLOPE,
I observe, does not mention Pisa.
Did MR. TROLLOPE ever hear of a young American who, when he
found himself in front of Strasbourg Cathedral,
was struck nearly mute, and all he could say to
"
his friend was,
Come for me to-morrow " ? Thiscathedral I have had the privilege to see, but it

years ago, when Strasbourg belonged to
I have a general impression of something
very grand, without remembering much detail.
This refers to the west front. I do not think the
interior struck me as anything extraordinary ; but
I defer to better judges than myself.
I have a beautiful photograph of Rheims (west
front) hanging up, and a friend who saw it recently
lost his heart to it almost as much as the American
did to Strasbourg.
If it is not boring MR. TROLLOPE too much,
might I ask him to be so very kind as to write a
brief note saying which he considers are the most
beautiful of our English minsters ?
own poor
vote would, I think, be for Lincoln and Salisbury,
a vote which I am sure will not displease CANON
is

many

France.

My

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

VENABLES.

The

sections of the chief Italian cathedrals have
always seemed to me to prove their builders alone,
of all France's neighbours, to have quite missed the

most admirable Gothic feature
lantern stories.

No

really

fine

the lighting

by

church would

suffer much by having the flank walls windowless,
as at Soufflot's Pantheon, or one side of All Saints',
Margaret Street.
Looking at MR. TROLLOPE'&
French list, at least half of them have so many
score (or perhaps hundred) of superiors, that it

surely gives strangely little idea of the stupendous
wealth of France in buildings of the very noblest
class and period.
Superior to St. George de Boscherville I would engage to find scores, almost in
its own province.
When he mentions Caen,
which of three of its churches, I wonder, does he
mean? The two abbeys, each as large as the
neighbour cathedral of Bayeux, are not to be
named with it as works of art. Indeed, like all
round-arch work in France or England, they ar*

7th s.
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Your correspondent is mistaken about the name
and their interest only antiquarian.
The Caen town church, between them, is but of of this old game, known to all lovers of Oliver
I have a copy
ordinary parochial type, and as debased a style as Goldsmith's 'Deserted Village.'
anything of its moribund age, though its tower and before me published by R. Sayers on a large sheet
It was played with dice, with figures of
spire, two centuries older, are perhaps the most of paper.
His five grander buildings bridge, geese, ale-house, well, maze, prison, and
exquisite in existence.
"
I cannot think well ranged.
Transeptless cathe- death, and he that throweth the just number 63.
drals, as Bourges and Alby (the latter probably wineth the game."
pre-artistic,

the nobler), form a class too abnormal for one of
them to take precedence of all the regular type.
Chartres and Rheims are surely the crowning pair,
and remarkably similar, at least within ; but the
former, being begun, like Paris, about a generation
too early, and having one great defect, its west
front (perhaps the very poorest for its scale and
most unlucky in later times), must on the whole
yield to Rheims, whose facade can claim, on the
contrary, to be, I suppose, the finest on earth.

But the whole

pile has not quite the strength, real
or apparent, or majestic repose of Chartres, so that
I sympathize with Henri IV., who chose the latter
as fitter to be crowned in.
Amiens and Beauvats
are specially and almost equally wanting in that

Another rare distinction of Rheims is
has escaped patching, more thoroughly
even than our Salisbury but I know of no interior more atrociously churchwardenized when I
saw it with such inanities as daubing bosses with
Its clerestory glass, which is
gold-coloured ochre.
all complete, ought to be
brought down to the
aisle windows, which have lost all theirs, and then
it would regain somewhat the
original effect, and
yet be no lighter than most interiors are to-day.
E. L. GARBETT.
quality.

the

way

it

;

If your correspondent should wish for a photographed copy, he can have it by instructing any
respectable Dublin photographer to apply to
W. FRAZER, M.R.I. A.

Harcourt Street, Dublin.

W. R. is still quite
couple of years ago I
bought one in Amsterdam for nine cents ( = ldL).
If T. W. R. has no acquaintances in Holland, I
shall be glad to procure a copy for him.
The game asked

common

in

for

Holland.

by T.

A

WlLLEM
Newton

School,

S.

LOGEMAN.

Rock Ferry.

MARY DE LA

RIVIERE MANLEY (7 S. vii. 127,
following note occurs in 'Mr. Pope's
Literary Correspondence,' 1735, vol. iii. p. 45
"This lady was born at Sea, between Jersey and
Guernsey, and christened by the name of De la Kiviere
Manley. She wrote these Letters to her Namesake and
Kinsman, John Manley, Esq.; they fully express what
kind of esteem she had for him. The Life of Mrs. Manth

The

232).

:

ley,

written by herself,

At
note

p.

is

printed for Mr. Curll."

9 of the same volume

is

the following

:

" On

Saturday morning, about one o'Clock, July the
llth, 1724, Mrs. Manley died. She was seized with a Fit
of the Cholick on the Tuesday before, which never left
Her Corpse was interr'd in the
her, till she expired.
Parish-Church of St. Bonnet, Paul's- Wharf, with great

GAME or THE GOOSE (7 S. vii. 408). I have a
copy of The Royal and Entertaining Game of the Decency."
Curll knew Mrs. Manley well, so these stateGoose which answers to the description given
by
T. W. R.
In the left-hand corner is a portrait of ments are probably correct. There is a story that
"
King George the III.," and in the opposite corner shortly before she died she had completed andfifth
S.
a portrait of
as medallions. In volume of 'The New Atlantis' ('N. & Q.,' 2
th

'

'

"Queen Charlotte,"
the bottom corner, left hand, is a
figure of Fortune
winged, blindfolded, riding on a wheel, with the
following lines above the figure
:

Fortune's the Changling Deity of Fools,
Against ill luck all cunning foresight fails,

Whether we 're wise or no it nought avails.
In the opposite corner is a representation of four
"
Printed for R. Sayer,
playing the game. It was
Printseller, 53, Fleet Street, London.
Invented
at the Consistory at Rome."
JOHN TAYLOR.

ii.

443).

might perhaps interest your correspondent to
on Mrs. Manley which are
contained in 'N. & Q.,' 2 nd S. ii. 265, 390; iii.
It will be seen that DR.
250, 291, 350, 392.
DORAN made an ineffectual attempt to whitewash
her.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
It

refer to the articles

Jaipur, Rajputana.

THE PELICAN

(7

th

S. vii. 108, 209, 374, 437).

"

In all probability " Azure, a pelican in her piety
was not the badge, but the paternal coat of Richard
Foxe, Bishop of Durham 1494-1502, and afterwards Bishop of Winchester 1501-1529. He was
of a distinguished
prelate and statesman, and founder

Northampton.
I have also, of about the same
P.S.
date, a
copy of the very interesting game entitled 'Bowie's

Royal Pastime of Cupid, or Entertaining

Game

The numbers are in circles, enlivened
with figures of Cupid in various attitudes
a
charming specimen of engraving of the period.
This was " Printed for
Carington Bowles, No. 69,
St. Pauls Church Yard, London."
the Snake.'

of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

A

much more modern example of the pelican in
her piety, carved very well in oak, may be seen
over the reredos of the altar of St. Peter's Church,
The date of this would be
Congleton, Cheshire.
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It would appear, from what your
correspondent says at p. 437, that this is the more
appropriate place for putting it than using it as a

about 1740.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

lectern.

Newbourne Kectory, Woodbridge.
'

'

EICHTER'S TITAN (7 th S. vii. 447). Kichter's
'
Flower, Fruit, and Thorn Pieces and Levana
have been translated into English by several hands ;
his 'Hesperus,' 'Titan,' and
Campaner Thai' only,
I believe, by Mr. Charles T. Brooks, of Newport,
'
E.I.
I got copies of the Hesperus and ' Titan '
some years ago of the publishers, Henry Holt &
4

'

'

'

Lfs.vm.juiY

,'>.

teenth and nineteenth centuries
(1) in Italian
by F. de Sanctis (Napoli, 1870, 2 vols.), selecting
typical authors, and Giacomo Zanella (Milano,
;

1880), from the middle of the last century to the
present, comprising also scientific authors ; (2) in
French by ^tienne, 'Histoire de la Litte*rature
Italienne depuis ses Origines jusqu'a nos Jours'

(12mo., Par., 1875), and by Am. Eoux, 'Hist, de
la Litt. Ital. Contemporaine,' 3 vols. 12mo., Par.,

H. KREBS.

1870-83.
Oxford.

'

New York;
Triibner & Co.
Co.,

A.

E.'s

query

is

but they

may be had

somewhat

puzzling.

not divided into chapters at
"
lees

and "cycles."

'

all,

also of

I can

editions

Titan

'

is

but into "jubi-

It is not in the fourteenth,
"

but in the eleventh "jubilee that the description
of the pons heteroclitus
occurs, though it is referred

Nor is it into a
again in the fourteenth.
"cellar" that Albano descends, but through a
cavern in the "magic garden" near Lilar. The
path, while seeming to descend, really leads upto

wards to Spener's cottage. Spener
explains the
"mechanical illusion," and Kichter has a foot-note
which Mr. Brooks thus translates

recommend the following work on Italian
MR. BOUCHIER. It has reached six
*'
Manuale della Letteratura Italiana

literature to
:

Francesco

da

compilato

e

ricorretta

accresciuta

Ambrosoli.
dall'

Edizione

autore.

Quattro
Volumi. Firenze, G. Barbera, 1875." The above
comes down to the year 1861.
ONESIPHORUS.
I have found useful,

'

Histoire de la Litte"rature

Italienne depuis ses Origines jusqu'a nos Jours,'
par L. Etienne, published by Hachette, Paris, in
The larger work of Maffei, in
1 vol. 8vo., 1875.
4 vols. 8vo., Milan, 1834, would probably be too
much out of date for MR. BOUCHIER'S purpose. It
is,

however, a standard work.

J.

MASKELL.

:

"

Weigal, in Jena, invented the inverted bridge (pons
a stairway on which a person seems to descend by going up. Bush's Handbook of
Inventions,'

heteroclitus),

'

vol. vii."

Will Croke's' Outlines of Italian Literature '(Ponsonby, Dublin) sufficiently meet MR. BOUCHIER'S
requirements ? It is a concise little guide.

KlLLIGREW.

1 have not the work referred
to, nor do any of the
encyclopaedias within my reach make any mention
of this toy ; but the note seems clear
enough, and
C. C. B.
thoroughly explains the text.

MORTIS MORTI," &C. (2 nd S. IX. 445,
The quotation was
55 ; 3 rd S. vii. 250).

"MORS
513;

x.

discussed

many

One

years ago.

reply said that

it

was an epitaph at Alford; another, that it was on a
tomb at Castle-Camps ; another, that it was said to
In the catalogue (1875) of the London
Library
have been found amongst Person's papers ; another,
there is under the name of Jean Paul
Eichter,
" Titan
that it was on the tomb of the Twemlow family in
; a Eomance, trans, by Charles D.
Brooks,
Witton Churchyard, Northwicb, and that it was
2 vols. cr. 8vo. 1863."
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
said to have been composed by a former incumbent,
Littler.
As to this last reply, referWORDSWORTH'S ODE TO THE CUCKOO (7 th S. the Eev.
vii. 67, 157,
Nobbe reads in Cicero, ence was made to Grocott's Familiar Quotations.'
253, 290).
'Ad Q. F.,' I. ii. 4 (p. 709, ed. 1827), "Sed in Two forms of the lines were given
publicam (sc. custodiam), an in pistrinum," &c., 1. Mors mortis morti mortem nisi morte dedisset,
2Eternee vitae Janua clausa foret.
as given by MR. MARSHALL.
I must admit the
"
"
"
"
Claudical metrum
in my proposed 2. The same with the exception of
dedisses
incharge of
correction.
stead of dedisset.
P. J. F. GANTILLON.
"
In
Variorum in Europa itinerum DeliciaB, col'PUNCH' PUBLICATIONS (7 th S. vii. 182, 289, lect, et
digest, a Nathane Chytrseo, edit, secund.,
I find I was in error in
"
375).
the
attributing
1599," p. 147, sub
Patavina," are these lines
seventeenth article in 'Punch's Snapdragons' to
D.M.
(a)
Miss Meteyard.
It was Mrs. Newton Crosland
Mors mortis, morti, mortem si morte dedisset ;
Hie foret in terris, aut integer astra petisset
(then Camilla Toulmin) who wrote Miss BrightSed quia dissolvi fuerat sic juncta necesse ;
ington's Polka Jacket,' and she tells me she also
Ossa tenet saxum, proprio mens gaudet in esse.
contributed the little
at the end of the
'

:

:

'

:

poem

volume,

The Song

of the

New

Year.'
C. A.

WHITE.

Preston on the Wild Moors, Salop.

ITALIAN LITERATURE

(7

th

S. vii. 428).

Hand-

books of Italian Literature,
including the eigh-

Obiit anno nati Christi 1309 septimo die intrante Martio

The epitaph is given as "in templo Franciscanorum " at Padua.
In the same book, p. 255, sub " Bergomatia," are
these lines

:

7*

s.
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Morti morte tua mortem moriendo dedisti,
Eat tua more mortis Christe medela mea.
"
" In aditu
are given as
templi Franciscan!

(6)

They

at Bergamo.

'

JEnigmatographia,'

Francofurti,

Pp. 172, 201. The same as No. 1 above,
excepting that "coelorum nobis" replaces "seternae
(c)

hers,
"
was mine "; or, rather, more than half was mine,"
as I feel pretty sure that the originals of Falstaff,

Monsieur Jourdain, Dugald Dalgetty, Dick Swiand innumerable other immortals, were not

veller,

nearly so delightful in the flesh as they are in the
" sacred bards."

pages of their

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Ropley, Alresford.

vitse."

(d) P. 172.

Hexameter

line only

Mors mortis morti mortem mors morte redemit.
The same as (6), "mors tua sit"
(e) P. 173.

" est tua mors."
replacing
"
In ' Poetse Minores,' Traduction Nouvelle par

M. Cabaret-Dupaty

"

(Paris,

Gamier

freres),

Nou-

381, in the notes on Pentadius, the
that the two words
couplet as in (c) (except
" coalorum " and " nobis " are
transposed) is given,
with many lines of a similar style.
velle

in their dramas
gested such and such a character
or romances, at the same time, as Wordsworth says
of his ballad on Barbara Lewthwaite and the pet
" but half of it was
and one half of it

lamb,

"

Similar lines are to be found in rpoAoyia
Nicolao
sive Sylvula Logogriphorum, auctore
Eeusnero," which is part of the second section
of Eeusner's
1602.

13

e'dit., p.

EGBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's,

Warrington.

SPEECH IN ANIMALS (7 th S. vii. 369). Like the
'
butler in The Moonstone,' who used in any trouble
'
to console himself with Eobinson Crusoe,' I am
accustomed when I meet with odd remarks about
a Lapide.
Scripture, to have recourse to Cornelius
I see that he answers MR. C. A. WARD'S question
by anticipation, not without reverence at the same
time
" Asina autem non
poterat concipere, nee intelligere
:

Hae
quid voces illae, ore suo prolatae, significarent.
ergo voces non ab asinse anima aut mente, sed a moformaaainse
in
ore
ab
vente extrinseco, puta
angelo,
Comment, in Numeros,' cap. xxii. 27, torn. ii.
bantur."
'

"A

RIDDLE OF CLARET"

A

th

S. vii. 468).
(7
riddle of claret is thirteen bottles, a magnum

and

twelve quarts. The name comes from the fact
the
that the wine is brought in on a literal riddle
magnum in the centre surrounded by the quarts.
riddle of claret thus displayed duly appeared
recently at the Edinburgh Arrow dinner of the
Eoyal Company of Archers.

A

NELLIE MACLAGAN.
I have always understood this to mean as many
bottles as

would stand up in a

riddle, or corn-sieve.

STAIR.

The
328, 457; vi. 16).
following remarks by Scott himself on the subject
"
"
of prototypes
generally are interesting in con'EEBECCA'

th

(7

S.

v.

nexion with this question
"We have heard that some of Harley's feelings
were taken from those of the author himself, when,
at his first entrance on the dry and barbarous study of
the municipal law, he was looking back, like Blackstone,
on the land of the Muses, which he was condemned to
:

leave behind him. It has also been said that the fine
sketch of Miss Walton was taken from the heiress of a
family of distinction who ranked at that time high in
the Scottish fashionable world. But such surmises are
little worth the tracing [the italics are mine] ; for we
believe no original character was ever composed by any
author without the idea having been previously suggested by something which he had observed in nature."
'
Memoir of Henry Mackenzie,' author of The Man
of Feeling,' &c., Scott's Miscellaneous Works,' ed. 1870,

p. 314, Paris, 1866.

St. Gregory of Nice is not quite the correct
It is Gregory of Nyssa (' De Vit.
authority.
Mosis,' ad fin.), who says, in the Latin version,
" ut erudiretur
not quite in the tone of the query,
et castigaretur vanitas auguris (Balaam) qui rudi-

tum

asinse et

futura

garritum avium, quasi omina quae
observare solebat" (Tbid. t

significarent,

p. 315).

I am not quite aware where St. Augustine's
I am aware of "et
"talibus monstris" occurs.
ideo quasi expertus in talibus, opinioni erat omnibus qui erant in Oriente" (Serm. ciii., *Opp.,'
torn. x. col. 818 c, Basil, 1569). Long before Eouth's

famous utterance, I learnt from Arnold, when he

me to make use of the fathers, always to
often
verify patristic references, as they were so
But I think that this is one of
misrepresented.
trught

the treatises which are spurious.

ED. MARSHALL.

BOULANGIST (7 th S. vii. 388). In reply to the
EEV. W. E. BUCKLEY'S inquiry, I venture to suggest
Boulangiste is derived from boulange, the
slang name given in derision to the movement in
favour of General Boulanger. Boulangerie, and
its
derivative boulangeriste were obviously imAs it is, the general is heavily handipossible.
that

'

'

vol. iv.

Notwithstanding this and surely Scott is a high
authority on such a point I think Shakespeare,
Moliere, Scott himself, and indeed all good poets
and romanciers, would say that, whilst admitting
that such and such a prototype in real life sug-

capped by

his patronymic.

LAC.

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH

LEAT

(7

th

S. vii. 361, 441, 501).

Those who are

Plymouth Drake controversy are
aware that, for personal reasons, I have for some
years declined to notice any remarks by DR.
DRAKE upon the question. There is still less
familiar with the
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Teason why I should do so now; but I cannot
'
imagine that the bulk of the readers of N. & Q.'
are aware of this ; and lest my silence may be
misconstrued, must ask you to be good enough to
insert this letter.

Allow me to add that if any one is curious as
my opinions, I must refer him to what I have
written, and not to DR. DRAKE'S representations

to

or misrepresentations
while, if they desire to
learn the general facts, I recommend them to require the production of the ipsissima verba of
;

WORTH.

R. N.

documentary evidence.

THE YOUNG ENGLAND POET

(7

th

S. vii. 206,

always supposed that "our old
nobility," in the Duke of Rutland's oft- quoted
lines, should be taken, as MR. PARRY suggests,
to mean nobility of character, not of caste.
But
when MR. LORD'S note appeared I hunted up the
passage and read the context carefully. I was
brought to the sad conclusion that it does cer-

had

I

498).

I purposely
tainly mean the aristocratic order.
forbear to quote.
The poem has long been dead

'

"On

N. &

the

vm. JULY

,

-39.

may be thought worthy of a
Mr. Prescott says
appearance of Sir John Barrow's 'Life of

f the case aa I
)lace in

[7<* s.

hope

Q.'

:

Lord Anson,' I sent, at my relative's wish, a bill which
he had once given me for my so-called museum of
uriosities, to Sir John for his perusal.
My grandnother (Jane, daughter of Mr. Walter and widow of
dmiral Prescott) suggested this proceeding on noticing
ith some indignation what, in Sir John's preface, she
leemed a slur cast upon her father's alleged authorship,
as the said bill was an account between Mr. Walter and
To the best of my recollection the
iis publishers
entry in the bill of allowance to the author by publishers

was

750J."

This

bill

was never sent back,

to

Mr. Prescott's

great regret; but in reply to a letter requesting its
" I
made use of it to correturn, Sir John wrote
roborate the claim of the late Mr. Walter to the
"
*
authorship of Anson's Voyage round the World,'
:

adding
'I

:

am

sorry

it

should be missing, but I apprehend
'

Life of Anson will at any time
establish the fact of Mr. Walter having been the author
'
of the Voyage,' though it might have undergone a
revisal by some other hand not uncommon."

my

a reference to

'

and buried.
Likely enough MR. LORD himself
There must be a mistake here, as the document
would be puzzled to give the name of it off-hand.
The much-respected author has ere now spoken of was forwarded to Sir John after the publication of
it as a foolish work of his youth.
Why not let nis work, and therefore could not have influenced
this unlucky couplet sleep in oblivion with the
rest? Good Americans should be above girding
at an aristocracy to the influence of which, as is
well known, they are all so sternly inaccessible.

C. B.

MOUNT.

ANSON'S 'VOYAGES': REV. RICHARD
tt

WALTER

th
S. vi. 92, 235,
78, 100, 396; 7
351, 432 ; vii. 112, 236). Richard Walter, son of
Arthur Walter, merchant, of Middlesex, was educated at Okenham, in Berkshire, under Mr. Neel,
and admitted at Sidney College, Cambridge, July

(5

S.

iii.

489;

iv.

aged eighteen years. He is mentioned by
Cole (Add. MS. 5851, fo. 286) as "familiaris
meus."
Portraits of him and his wife are in
the possession of the Rev. Isaac Philip Prescott,

3, 1735,

of

Minchinhampton,

Stroud,

co.

Gloucester.

His

will, bearing date October 18, 1783, was
proved April 15, 1785 (P.C.C. 225, Ducarel).
Mr. Walter was buried at Great Staughton, co.
Hunts, March 21, 1785, and Jane, his widow (of
whom see Gentleman's Magazine, vol. Ixxxiv

p. 99),

December

14, 1813.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

The recovery

of Mr. Walter's MS. would cer
tainly set the question of authorship at rest, as
W. C. M. B. says, but such an event is most un
I have, however, lately been in
likely to occur.
correspondence with the Rev. Isaac Philip Pres

M.A., who is descended from Mr. Walter's
daughter, as I am from his son, and who has
kindly placed at my disposal some interesting par
ticulars, which enable me to make such a summary
cott,

aim in writing. And how far a reference to the
book would favour Mr. Walter's claim we may
judge from the following extract
:

'The

then, appears to be simply this that
Walter drew the cold and naked skeleton, and that
it with flesh and muscles, and, by the
clothed
Robins
warmth of his imagination (' chaleur d'imagination,' as
a French writer says), caused the blood to flow through
the veins, giving a colour and freshness to the portrait."

He

fact,

also, in

quoting the

'

Voyage,' always writes
In the preceding paragraph he had quoted the preface to Robins's
Mathematical Tracts,' of which a portion has

"Mr. Robins

says," &c.

already appeared in your pages, and then, curiously
enough, had gone on to say
:

Mr. Walter's production be correct, Mr. Robins must have been not a
little indebted to the Journal of the Voyage,' published
three years before, namely, in 1745, by Pascoe Thomas,
teacher of the mathematics on board the Centurion,' a
very respectable work, containing nearly all that is
found in Robins, and, in some respects, unnecessarily
"If, however, the description of
'

'

more."

Now why should not Robins, for his share in
the work, have been as much indebted to Mr.
Walter as to Thomas ? The former had, in common with the other officers, been forced often to
do the work of a common seaman when the ship
was overrun by scurvy, and, being a competent
scholar, as is evident from the accounts of him
that exist, he would surely have been able to
weave his practical knowledge into something
u
better than a record of
the wind and the weather,
currents, &c., with such particulars as generally
fill
The narrative may
up a sailor's account."

7*8. VIII. JULY
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have been touched up, even to the extent of th
introduction and dissertations being composed b;
Robins ; but I cannot think that the first perso]
would have been employed in so many inter
esting scenes if they had been described by othe
than Mr. Walter.
Dr. Wilson says that the book
11
was composed by Mr. Robins in his own styl
and manner." It is at least singular that "certaii
modes and forms of expression quite peculiar t<
"

the writer
satisfied
father was the author

Mr. Walter's son that hi
N. & Q.,' 5 th S. iv. 78).

('

If it be asked why he did not assert his righ
on the appearance of the claim made for Robini
by Dr. Wilson, it may be answered that quite
possibly he was never aware of the publication o
the
Robins never pui
Mathematical Tracts.'
forth such a claim ; and when it became known
'

to Mrs. Walter, after her husband's death, she at
once stated that the work was the production o
the latter.
The exact share of each can never be known,
but I still think that the fact that Lord Anson
allowed the work to go forth with the chaplain's
name on the title-page is very hard to get over
if he had not the chief hand in the
compilation
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

"

THE "GRAVE MAURICE"

(7

th

S.

vii.

Queen
He, as well as
his better-known brother
Rupert, bore arms for
his uncle Charles I.
still
speak of the
Landgrave of Hesse, and the Electors of the Pfalz
used to be known in England as Palsgraves.

We

HERMENTRUDE.
There are two public-houses in London with the
"
Grave Maurice," one in St. Leonard's
sign of the
Road, Bow-, besides that in Whitechapel Road.
The sign simply means the Graf Maurice, and is
referred to in Larwood's History of Signboards.'
*

JAMES HOOPER.
Mornington Road, N.W.
[E. H. COLEMAN, C. A. WARD, REV. JOHN PICKFORD,
M.A., A. L. HUMPHREYS, J. W. ALLISON, and C. C. B.
are thanked for replies.]
50,

A HISTORY or ENGLAND (7 th S. vii. 487).
The 'History of England in a Series of Letters
from a Nobleman to his Son'
appeared anonymously, and was generally at the time attributed
Lord Lyttelton, who did not disavow it. It
was really written by Oliver
Goldsmith, and is
included in the series of his works in all the
to

J.

;

;

the book was the same as Lord Chesterfield's
'
Letters to his Son,' the name of which I had
happened to hear early in my childhood.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

[Very many

replies are

acknowledged with thanks.]

LlDDELL AND SCOTT'S 'LEXICON' (7 th S. VIJ*.
The unintentional pun on CTVKO^XXVT^S
427, 476).
is to be found in the fifth
The
edition, 1864.
"

definition runs thus
(rv/co<ai/T>?s, from CTVKOV,
<f>aivio, and so literally a fig-shower, i.e., one who
:

informs against persons exporting figs from Attica
or plundering sacred fig-trees, hence a common
informer
The literal sense is not found in any
ancient writer, and is perhaps a mere figment."

DE

V. PAYEN-PAYNE.

In the fourth edition of the large Liddell and

"
Scott (1855) the pun
figment," in the explanation of o-vKo<t>avTr)S, undoubtedly occurs.

ALFRED AINGER.

of Bohemia.

biographies.
Sandyknovre, Wavertree.

my copy, it shall be heartily at his service
but nobody knows anything about it, and I fear it
has vanished, as such books do vanish gone, we
will hope, where the good books go.
All I can
do is to assure M. F. T. F. that he has the title
As to the author, I know nothing but I
right.
quite well remember that for a long time I thought
find

487;.

Grave," as here used, is not an adjective, but a
noun. The name is a rough translation of " Graf
Moritz," the prince intended being Maurice, son
of Elizabeth,

15

A. PICTON.

I also was
brought up on this book, probably
about ten years later than M. F. T. F. If I ever

In the sixth edition of Liddell
Lexicon' (Oxford, 1869, p. 1524,

BUCKLEY

and
col.

Scott's
2)

MR.

the following comment upon
the usual interpretation of the word sycophant,
''But this explanation is probably a mere figment." When editing their fourth edition they
were as witty, but not so doubtful, " The literal
signification is not found in any ancient writer ;
and is perhaps a mere figment " (Oxford, 1855,
At the time of Dr. Scott's
p. 1333, col. 1).
death an article upon him appeared in the Daily
News. The writer of this article said (if my memory
erve me) that the learned editors allowed themelves two jokes ; one being that anent the meanng of sycophant. To the other joke he declined
o give a reference. Lately I read somewhere that
he figment-joke is not to be found in the last ediion of Liddell and Scott.
will find

W.

G. BOSWELL-STONE.

[The pun appears in the fourth edition, C. P. S.
BARREN, M.A., E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP ; in the fifth,
CANON VENABLES. W. C. B., E. MARSHALL, M.A., and
H. DRAKE supply the reference to the sixth edition.}

SHAKSPEARE (7 th S. vii. 366). I think I can
xplain to MR. KERSLAKE why the facsimile differs
rom the First Folio in the passage he mentions.
e present owner of the original Folio from
which the facsimile was made found, on careully examining his purchase, by holding each
eaf separately up to the light, that seven leaves
ppeared to have had bits filled in with facsimile.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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The leaf mentioned by MR. KERSLAKB was one of
them ; so there can be no doubt that the facsimilist
it was who made the mistake of "'tis" instead of
" kis." The
to
purchaser, being very particular
have his books as genuine as possible, at once
ones
exchanged those repaired leaves for genuine
with the late Basil Montague Pickering. In case
there should be any other variations, a list of the
leaves which appeared to have been tampered
with is here given, for the satisfaction of those

who

possess the facsimile:
Comedy of Errors, pp. 99-100.
Much adoe about Nothing, pp. 103-4.
Third part of Henry Sixt, pp. 169-72 (two leaves).
Richard the Third, pp. 173-6 (two leaves).
Ditto,

The

repairs in

only very trifling ; but, in addition to them, the
last two leaves are entirely in facsimile, and the
present owner of the Folio has not yet been able
to meet with genuine ones to supply their places.

Oh ! what a lot of doctoring and mixing and
juggling there has been with copies of the First
Folio; and how careful purchasers need to be!
Had I plenty of money, I would have one entirely
"
unwashed," however dirty, and in an old bindThe last
ing original old binding, if possible.
thirty years or more there has been a rage for
"
washing," till many of our old books are totally
The collectors of some of the big fashionspoilt.
able libraries will see at least their heirs will if
their books come into the market, what a grand
mistake they have made in destroying the marks
of age in their books ; for I think the tide is just
R. R.
upon the turn.

a

vra. JULY

e,

y converting his wife's grave into a miniature kitchen
arden, where he grew nasturtiums, radishes, and finally,
Sunday dinner. The officials of the

aelons, for his

emetery tolerated the two first-mentioned vegetables,
ut the melons were rather too much for them, and
ccordingly the bereaved husband was requested to withraw, which he did, as the Pall Mall Gazette informs us,
complaining bitterly of cruelty, and saying that he had
o particularly valued the vegetables grown upon the
rave, and eaten them with peculiar satisfaction, because
e felt they were offered to him by his Zoe.' Wordsworth
as some rather severe lines upon cold - hearted and
nfeeling people who can botanize upon a grave ; but
e would possibly have made an exception in such a case
s this, where the widower evidently felt that his deceased
'

'

own beautiful picture of
creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food."

realized the poet's

rife

A

pp. 185-6.

some of the above leaves were

[7*

is one of the very best adaptations of a
uotation I have ever seen. It is worthy of Charles

This

jamb.
Droll as was the Parisian widower's mode of
his regard for his deceased wife, it was, at
all events, preferable to the widower's wild delight
"
at the thought of following his spouse
pour la
'
voir enterrer," in Beranger's De Profundis,' a poem
ver which, as Byron says, one laughs in order that
JONATHAN BOTTCHIER.
one may not weep.

howing

The following story, from Hewitt's 'Visits to
Remarkable Places,' is worth retelling in the pages
I also have heard it told in much
of *N. & Q.'
Mitton
;he same language, and on the same spot

though not by the same
presumably handed down from one
custodian to another, and I can remember the look
of indignation which thirty years ago was cast upon
me as a rank heretic for venturing to smile at it.
Boston, Lincolnshire.
It has a strong resemblance to the story of the maid
REPRESENTATIONS OF TEARS ON TOMBSTONES of honour to Queen Elizabeth who died from
th
her finger, and whose monument used at
S. vii. 239, 366, 477).
(7
Putting aside the general pricking
an earlier period to be shown to visitors to Westof
of the
or
Church, in Lancashire

cicerone.

It is

sculpquestion
propriety
impropriety
tured tears on tombstones, which, as being a matter minster Abbey.
of personal feeling, scarcely admits of argument
This,' said he, pointing to the centre figure, a graceful boy, was the only son of Sir Nicholas Sherburne,
let me relate the following remarkable, and I should
and
these,' showing two chubby lads on either hand,
think unique, instance of (French) marital affection
were two poor lads that he took to be his playfellows ; and
which occurred in a Parisian cemetery about twenty
they went to play in the gardens, when green fruit was
years ago, and which leaves tears, and indeed every rife [sic], and he eat something that was poison, and died
Here you see the poor lads
other tribute of regard, altogether in the background. at nine years of age.
I have the paragraph in one of my books of news- weeping for him, and the tears are running down their
as natural as life ; here the angels are cutting down
faces,
paper cuttings. Unfortunately, I have omitted to lilies and roses with their sickles the lilies mean that he
note either the name or the date of the paper, but was cut off in his
innocence, and the roses in his youth ;
the writer's authority appears to have been the Pall
here the hour-glass, with the sand run out, shows that
Mall Gazette. Judging from other cuttings inserted time to him was no more; and here the angels are
near it, the date seems to be about 1870.
After receiving his soul into heaven. That is a very affecting
"Vol. i., p. 388, third edition.
mentioning a story told by Thackeray of a widow thing.'
who hung on her husband's tomb in Pere La Chaise
The story was improved by the addition that
a lamp with a tablet beneath stating that it had the humble friends cried themselves to death on
been invented by the deceased, and that sa veuve account of the loss of their playmate. He was the
inconsolable still carried on the business at such last male heir of the ancient line of Sherburnes,
and such an address, the writer proceeds
of Stony hurst, and died in 1702, at the age of nine
"
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
The device has been excelled of late by a Parisian years.
who
at
once solaced his grief and his stomach
widower,
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
'

'

'

'

:

7*

S.
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"DAN MACKINNON"

th

S. vii. 468).
(7
Capt
allude to Col. Daniel Mackinnon, o
the Coldstream Guards, who died in 1 836. Major
General Henry Mackinnon, also of the Coldstream
Guards, was uncle to the above, and fell at Ciudac
Vide Burke's ' Landed Gentry,
Kodrigo in 1812.
"
under heading Mackinnon of Mackinnon."

Gronow must

GUALTERULUS.
Daniel Mackinnon, who was an officer, died in
the year 1836.
See Rose's l Biographical DicMajor- General Henry Mackinnon was
tionary.'
killed at Ciudad Kodrigo.
See Rose and Annua
Register, 1812.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"YOUR

ARE GONE WOOL-GATHERING'
The following explanation is
Diet, ol
given by Dr. Cobham Brewer in his
th

(7

WITS

S. vii. 370).

'

Phrase and Fable':
" Your
wits are gone wool-gathering.
You are in a
brown study. Your brains are asleep, and you seem beThe allusion is to village children sent to
wildered.
gather wool from hedges while so employed they are
absent, and for a trivial purpose. To be wool-gatbering
;

to be absent-minded, but to be so to

is

Whether

no good purpose."

children ever are,

or were, sent for
the above purpose I am unable to say; and
though
locks of wool may here and there be seen on the
thorns and brambles of the fields in which there
are sheep, yet the value of all that
might be thus
gathered would be so very small that the wits of
the parents who sent their children out on such an
errand might also be said to be gone
wool-gatherStill I must confess that before I consulted
ing.
Dr. Brewer's book the same idea in part had occurred to me. Not that I thought that children
were ever sent out for this purpose, but that it
might have occurred to some one that it would be
worth while to gather these scattered
locks, a task
so unprofitable that the
phrase came to be used
contemptuously of those engaged in any trifling
pursuit, and so not attending to serious matters.
In this train of thought it
might seem to have
" de
come from the Latin phrase of
lana

disputing
caprina" (Horace,
Epist.,' i. xviii. 15) and be
akin to the "gathering
grapes of thorns and figs of
thistles," a vain and useless exercise of mind, and
then carelessness,
want of
to fix
'

power

inattention,

and^

as

concentrate the thoughts. Latham
explains it
old expression
applied to an inattentive or
and quotes these instances

"an

careless person,"

:

" This

gentle friar, whose wit was not gone of woolgathering, came to the Church."
Florio, 'World of
Wonders,' p. 349, 1608.
"His wits were a wool-gathering, as
they say, and his
head busied about other matters."
Burton, 'Anatomy of
Melancholy,' pt. i. sect. ii. (This reference being incomplete, I have not been able to find the
passage.)

Or might the expression have come
early days, when England was a

into use in

wool-exporting

when

17

it might at times be
of men engaged in such speculations so absorbed as to make them unable or unwilling to attend to anything else, and thus to be
"
spoken of as men whose wits were gone wool"
gathering ? Horace could say of himself, as he
strolled along the Via Sacra, "Nescio quid meditans nugarum, et totus in illis" ('Sat.,' i. ix. 2) ;

country

rife,

speculation in

and the heads

then, might men be totally absorbed in their business whose whole fortunes were
at stake ?
After all, I fear that these conjectures
may be deemed only "a great cry and little wool"
on this matter.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

how much more,

"

"Your

="

wits are gone wool-gathering
gone
In allusion to the
a-field," "gone a- wandering."
infirm
for
old
too
other
women, generally
poor
work, who go wandering by the hedge-sides to
off
the
small bits of wool left by the sheep on
pick
the thorns. Perhaps one of the poorest and most
beggarly of all employments. Now I come to think
of it, I do not remember to have seen any woolWhether because the price of
gatherers for years.
wool is now so low that it is not worth picking up
with such labour, or because the part of the country
I now live in has fewer hedges and more ditches, I

K. R.

cannot say.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

[E. H. GOLEM AN, J. P. MANSERGH, J. W. ALLISON, and
JOHN CHURCHILL SYKES reply to the same effect.]

MATER DEI (7 th S. vii. 428). Is G. aware of
the length to which his query may carry a reply ?
I will merely refer to the handling of the question
by Cardinal Newman in his translation of the
'Select Treatises of S. Athanasius,' in the "Library
In note i p. 420,
of the Fathers," Oxford, 1844.
he observes of the corresponding term GCOTOKOS
that
"
'
Socrates, Hist.,' vii. 32, says that Origen in the first
tome of his Comment on the Romans (vide De la Rue
in
Rom.,' lib. i. 5, the original is lost) treated largely
'

'

'

of the word

;

which implies that

it

was already

in use."

A list of subsequent references can be seen in note s,
p.

He

447.

then (note

i,

p.

420,

w.s.)

proceeds to

remark on the omission of divines in treating this
"
subject with especial reference to the term Mater
Dei," and observes
:

Constantine implies the same in a passage which
divines, e.g., Pearson ('On the Creed,' notes on art. 3J,
lave apparently overlooked, in arguing from Ephrem
p. Phot,, 'Cod.,' 228, p. 776, that the literal phrase
Mother of God,' originated in S. Leo, i. e., ' Ad Sanct.
Cost.,' p. 480."

The passage from Photius
'

ITpwrog
efftv, o>

is

not given, but

it is

:

iv

i7T6v avraig
ayiotQ A.&CJV idiK&g
/i)rjjp Qeov iariv i] ayta OeoroKog, T&V

nob avrov TraTepdJV ovTb> SictTrpvaio^ prjfiaffi fjitj TOVTO
Jtvwv Primus B. Leo perspicue disertis verbis pro:

nunciavit, Dei matrem ease sanctam Deiparam, cum
aliorum ante ipsum patrumnemo id tarn clare extulerit."
Phot.,

<

Biblioth.,' p. 776,

Rothom., 1653.
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In refutation of

this

x, p. 447, remarks,
'
vid. before S. Leo, Ambros,
'

Cassian,
1

Incarn. ,'

Commonit.,' 21."

ii.

5

The

New-

statement Cardinal

man, note

;

" For

De
25

vii.

'

Mater

Dei,'

Virg.,'
;

Vincent.

reference in St.

a possible misconception as to the
term in a supposed fragment in
Latin of Papias, from Bodl. MS. 2397, it is to be
observed that this is shown to be the writing of a
mediseval Papias, not the apostolic, by Bishop
'
Lightfoot in his Epistle to the Galatians,' p. 265,
The fragment was accepted by
1874.
London,
Routh as attributable to the earlier Papias in the
'
first edition of his
Reliquiae Sacrse,' but was rein
the
second,
Ox., 1846-8.
jected
The title 17 ^T^p TOV Qeov fiov occurs c. A.D.
260 in Dionysius of Alexandria, 'Adv. Paul.
ix. (Simon de Magistris, p. 263,
See Burton's Ante-Nicene Testi-

Samos.,' Qusest.

'

monies,' p. 414, Ox., 1829.
In the account of the

disputation between
Archelaus and Manes, c. A.D. 277, there is in
"
de Maria Dei genitrice " in the
chap, xxxiv.
Latin translation, which alone is extant (Routb,

219, Oxford, 1818).

ED. MARSHALL.
This question may lead to theological contro'
versies unfitted for the pages of N.
II
Q.'
your correspondent G. will consult any good

&

Church

history, whether Catholic or Protestant, as
to the first Council of Ephesus he will find an
answer to his question, though given in far dif
ferent terms according to the views of the severa

ANON.

writers.

[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.]

LORD HARTINGTON

IN

THE ROYAL ACADEMY

th

S. vii. 445).
Will
rity for the statement

H. kindly give his autho
he makes that the artist in
painting the above picture has made an heraldi
mistake in according to his lordship the coronet o
a marquis ? It certainly is news to me that th
(7

holder of the courtesy title of marquis like Lor<
Hartington is not entitled to bear a higher coro
net than that of an earl; but then I am afraid I am
not a practical herald.
I might have admitted
to be so in the case where the second title of
duke was not the next lowest in the scale of th
peerage ; but even in this case Mr. Cussans (who i
no meanheraldic authority) is of opinion that, thoug
the eldest son would not enjoy the titular rank (
marquis, he would be entitled to the station an
coronet of that degree ; and he instances the eldes

only a vis-

is
'

Handbook

J. S.

UDAL.

Inner Temple.

But are there any such things as coronets for
mrtesy titles at all ? That the holders of such
ties use them is no proof that they are right in
oing so. To the best of my recollection, I think
was told at the College of Arms that courtesy
There is no such thing,
carry no coronets.

ties

dd the

To prevent

earlier use of the

iv. p.

who

of Manchester,

Lir.,

Ambrose

ecclesiastical language.

*Rell. Sacr.,' vol.

Duke

point (see Cussans's
Heraldry,' 1869, p. 194, note).

[2], 7;

ii.

of the

>unt, as a case in
'

"
date of the
is
Quid nobilius Dei matre." The
"
conciones suos
compilation of this work, when
in tres illos libros, quos etiam nunc habemus,
digerere animum induxit," is stated by the Benedictine editors to be A.D. 377, which marks, therefore, the earliest known use of the Latin term in

Rom., 1796).

m

vm. JULY 6,

[7"> s.

officer of

arms, as courtesy heraldry.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St.

e

Andrews, N.B.

H. has raised an interesting question. Would
mind giving his authority for the assertion that

hatever title the eldest sons of dukes may have
"
they each and all bear an earl's coronet only ?
find no notice of the point in any of my books.
'
The Book of the Court ' (p. 9 4),
/Er. Thorns, in
'
uotes from Segar's Honor, Militarie and Civil,'
k. iv. c. xxii.

:

"A

Duke's eldest son is born in the degree of a Maruess and shall go as a Marquess, and wear as many
owderings as a Marquess, and have his assayes, the
a
Vlarquess being present, saving he shall go beneath
Marquess, and his wife beneath a Marchioness and above
11 Dukes' daughters."
Jut there is

no direction as

to

head gear.
ST. SWITHIN.

The statement of your correspondent H. that no
marquis, the son of a duke, is entitled to the coronet of a marquis is so startling to an heraldic mind
,hat I consulted a herald of the Herald's College, a
sound authority in his department, who assured me
that the artist who painted Lord Hartington is
right, and that your informant is wrong. It would
not be fair, I think, to name my authority. Whether
he be Blue Mantle or Rouge Dragon does not
I do not wish, after his courtesy to me, to
matter.
expose him to be bombarded with letters and
I merely write to
questions asking for answers.
beg your correspondent H. to be good enough to
tell us the authority on which he founded his
A. R.
opinion of the law.

CUMBERLAND PHRASES (7 th S. v. 325
MR. BOUCHIER, in his enjoyable note

vi. 149).
;
at the last

"
lang applereference, makes special mention of
dumplins" among the dishes enumerated, which
in a past age were the delight of the Cumberland
It may be worth noting that in the last
rustic.
century a native of that county was prompted to
write a poem, in laudatory strain, on the virtues
and under the title of The
Dumpling.' It
'

Apple

appeared

first,

circa 1770-5,

in

the

Town and

Country Magazine above the signature of Pygmalion, the writer (as his
Poems,' 1778, show)
being Charles Graham, of Penrith. A few of the
lines I venture to quote as unique on such a
'

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of an old
theme, and of value in the description
is evidently in symnorth-country dish. Graham
pathy with his subject
The task be mine
To ** . British app!e d
:

We

forth
court not, Britain's fertile isle brings

The mellow apple

,,',,

.

'

.

the reeking cavern's mouth tnou rt brought
Short respite we allow thee now with speed
Thou 'rt plac'd conspicuous in a china vase
humble delf),
(Or sometimes dost descend to
Whilst round thy [1 the] polish'd sides redundant flows
Nectarous juice in most delicious floods.
O't times 1 've seen thee (charming to relate) [s?c]
Hide buoyant on the stream, with head erect
And honest front float round the dish audacious.

When from

:
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ndertaking continued with undiminished spirit, and to
link that no extravagantly long time will pass before
he most truly national work attempted in England
uring modern days is in the hands of the public.
7reat

Writers.

Courtney.

Life of John Stuart Mill.

By W.

L.

(Scott.)

IANY fluctuations have taken place regarding Mill's
ntellectual power since he first became known as a
oung writer of remarkable promise. No one who has
matched the ebb and flow of opinion on this point can
ail to discover that opinions as to John Mill have not
Iways been based on evidence. Somehow or other it
s not very easy to tell why
Mill was considered by a
arge mass of readers as a person bitterly opposed to reigious sense, while, on the other hand, it has been evilent to

many

of the shrewdest thinkers that Mill's

mind

was arranged in such a manner as to make him feel that,
while there might be but small evidence for this or that
But when thou boastst a more gigantic size,
affirmation being true, yet so complex was nature and
Enormous, massy, ample, long, and huge [! J.
;he thoughts which she suggests, that it was quite posthe
of
the
at
"lang
I
magnitude
ible that many things might be true which are incapable
pause
Enough!
R. B. N.
)f demonstration or even of coherent statement.
To us
apple-dumplin."
t seems that on a great number of matters which haunt
Bishopwearmouth.
ihe imagination and urgently call for solution Mill was
n a state of uncertainty. He was far too honest to tell
jeople that he was sure of things on which he could bufc
nake guesses. On the other hand, the advanced Liberals
NOTES ON BOOKS. &0.
were never quite in a happy frame of mind about him,
Leslie
Because he would not support their negations.
Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by
Vol. XIX.
Those who were grown up when the essay on Liberty '
(Smith, Elder & Co.)
Stephen,
ONE more volume of this fine monument of erudition was published will call to mind the excitement caused
The
and industry is issued with customary
thereby. Some of the opinions therein called in question
" promptitude.^
from " Finch to " Porman," con- required revision, but they never received it from the
portion now covered,
im- blatant abuse of
tains no names of primary, and few of secondary
newspapers. A paper war of which no
the poet and translator,
one can easily conceive the bulk would have ensued had
portance. Edward Fitzgerald,
his editor
11 replied to the deluge of senseless chatter with which
is the subject of an excellent biography by
Dr. W. Aldis Wright. The Flaxmans are dealt with by he was well-nigh overwhelmed.
The paper on the subjection of women is said to have
Prof Sidney Colvin, and Charles Fleetwood is safe in
been written by his wife. This we think to be either a
the hands of Mr. C. H. Firth. Fisher, the Bishop o:
and mistake or an
Rochester, is assigned to Mr. Thompson Cooper,
exaggeration. The style is excellent, and
Henry Flood is treated by Mr. G. F. Russell Barker not in any way to be distinguished from Mill's other
Mr. Leslie Stephen sends but little to the presenl writings.
Of Mill's short career in Parliament it is not necessary,,
volume, his chief contribution being an admirable bio
and may, perhaps, be dangerous to speak.
It was a
graphy of Flecknoe, the poet. Mr. S. L. Lee, mean
while, is responsible for many biographies, noteworthy wonderful instance of a man who led no great movement
Among them being sent to Parliament just because he had thinking
alike for accuracy and for condensation.
are Joseph Giles and Phineas Fletcher; Mary Fitton
powers of a high order. Whatever we may think of the
"
"
'

sonnets

Jame

of Shakspeare's
;
the alleged dark lady
"
Queen's Earl of Desmond "; ' Simon
Fitzgerald, the
Paris
Ford, the divine ; Emanuel Ford, the author of
Mr. A. H. Bullen is also seen to
mus.' and others.
dramatic
of
branch
in
that
early
highest advantage
His most im
literature which he has made his own.
portant biographies are those of Fletcher, the associat
of Beaumont, and of John Ford. Both these great poet
are dealt with in thoroughly competent and appreciativ
Charles and Henry Fitzgeffrey, and John Floric
i?tyle.
the translator of Montaigne, are also in Mr. Bullen'
Lands. Dr. Garnett takes charge of George Finlay an
Mr. T. E. Kebble writes th
Albany Fonblanque.
memoir of Mrs. Fitzherbert, the wife of George IV. 1
very large proportion of the lives are Fitzalans, Fitzher
berts, Fitegeralds, &c., and these are in the hands of a few
specialists, among whom the most industrious are Pro"
Tout, Mr. J. H. Round, Mr. W. P. Courtney, and Mi
G. C. Boase. The Rev. W. Hunt remains a frequen
contributor. Prof. Laughton maintains the high standar
of excellence he attained in the lives of sailors, and Mi
Louis Fagan, Dr. Norman Moore, Mr. Cosmo Monk
house, Mr. H. R. Tedder, the Rev. Canon Venables, an
"
other known and esteemed contributors are still to th
It is pleasant to see this fine and responsifc
fore."

man

or of his views,

it is

pleasant to find our fellow

countrymen throwing themselves violently into the discussion of subjects of which they were at the time but
very vaguely informed.
Mr. Courtney has written his ' Life with great care
and deliberation; there is nothing in it with which
reasonable people can find fault.
We fear, however,
that it will not go on its way without receiving a few
shots
from
enemies
who
have
not a sufficiently
stray
clear insight into the subjects with which Mill was
at
home. The index is excellent. This is a
thoroughly
great merit, which Mr. Courtney's volume shares with
most of the others of the " Great Writers " series.
'

MR. SWINBURNE'S rhapsody on Philip Massinger,' with
which the Fortnightly opens, is remarkable in many reIt contains a further eulogy of Victor Hugo, for
spects.
which the reader is prepared, and a fierce sneer at VolOne point
taire, the motive of which we fail to grasp.
we note with satisfaction, that Mr. Swinburne ends in
'

accepting the conclusions of Mr. Bullen as to the share
of Massinger in the tragedy of 'Sir John van Olden
Barnavelt.' Mr. Edmund Gosse gives a pleasing and appreciative account of 'Edward Fitzgerald,' a propos to the
recently published editions of his works. Prof, Dowden
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Goethe and the French Revolution,' and Mr.
Archer warmly defends Ibsen from English criticism.
Somewhat analogous to this last article is that by Mr.
Henry A. Jones contributed to the Nineteenth Century
under the title The First-Night Judgment of Plays,' in
which a dramatist appeals against popular verdicts given
under unfavourable conditions. It is a significant sign
'

writes on

'

of the times that 'Sport in Nepaul,' depicting tiger
shooting, &c., is by a lady who joins in the amusement.
Mile. Blaze de Bury concludes her sketch of The Theatre
Frangais and its Societaires.' Dr. Kidd on The Last
Illness of Lord Beaconsfield,' and Mr. Karl Blind on
'

[7*

s.

vm. JUH

finishes the portion dealing with Luther and the music
of the Protestant Church, and begins that concerning
the classical tone schools of Italy. Many good Italian
plates are reproduced, and there is a facsimile of an autograph letter of Wagner. Part LXVI. of the Encyclopaedic Dictionary begins with "Seeker" and ends with

"
"
"
Shipper." Under Self and its compounds, Sense,"
"Sentence," "Serene," "Serve," &c., full and especially
"

accurate information
will

be

is

given.

Our Own Country, which

completed with the year, has reached Part

LIV.

It deals with Colchester, Glastonbury, and Bath.
Of Glastonbury Abbey and other spots of interest in this
picturesque and historical place full illustrations are sup-

Giordano Bruno and New Italy also arrest attention.
Winchester Cathedral is treated in the Century, which plied. There is a full-page view of Bath from Beechen
gives a series of admirable views of the noble pile. When Cliff. Part XLII. of the Shakespeare is entirely occucompleted these descriptions of English cathedrals should pied with Coriolanus.' Some of the illustrations are
be printed in a separate book. Mr. Stillman'u 'Italian dramatic. Cassell's Picturesque Australasia, Part IX.,
Old Masters deals with Gentile da Fabriano, a portion contains, among other things, a full account of the
of whose Adoration of the Kings appears as a frontis- rebellion at Ballarat and its suppression by the gallant
Of extreme interest, both as regards letterpress attack of Capt. Thomas. A full illustration of a mob of
piece.
and illustrations, is The Free Command at the Mines of cattle is given. Celebrities of the Century has lives of
Kara.' 'Inland Navigation in the United States' and Lord Derby, Dollinger, D'Engbien, Dickens, Sir Charles
'
On the Indian Reservation are noteworthy portions of Dilke, Eckermann, the Khedive of Egypt, &c. Woman's
an excellent number. In Macmillan Mr. Goldwin Smith World reproduces Mr. Sargent's remarkable picture of
writes on Progress and War,' and the Rev. F. St. J. Miss Terry as Lady Macbeth.
'
'
The Nemesis of SentiThackeray on Prudentius.'
MR. HAMILTON'S Parodies, Part LXVIII. gives, among
mentalism' is thoughtful and readable. Temple Bar other
contents, prose parodies of Sterne and Carlyle.
review
of Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe,'
gives a brilliant
THE Bookbinder (Clowes & Sons) has many illustrain which are some admirable reflections and some capital
'
tions
of
old bindings, and continuations of the articles
Marmontel and Handel are the subjects
anecdotes.
of papers.
'Bird Life in a Southern County' tor a on 'Bookbinding in the Eighteenth Century' and on
while deludes the reader into the idea that he has found
Stationery and Vellum Binding.'
a naturalist who can see beauty without seeking to deThe Rules, Customs, and Procedure of the House of
In
the
a
Gentleman's
Mr.
S.
it.
0.
Addy gives
stroy
Commons, contributed originally to the Universal Review
'
Sixvery interesting account of 'A Yorkshire Village.'
by Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, M.P., has, with additions,
teenth-Century Book- Fires,' by Mr. J. A. Farrer, deals with been printed in book form by Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein
books condemned to the flames.
Our Archives are &Co.
dealt with by Mr. A. C. Ewald.
In Murray's the Earl
of Carnarvon depicts 'Old Venice.' 'A Ghostly Mani'
ftatitti to
festation is to be commended to the Psychical Research
'
Varieties of Indian Sports
describes some
Society.
We must call special attention to the following notices :
'
novel forms of slaughter.
Pilgrims to Mecca gives in
ON all communications must be written the name and
the Cornhill a very animated account of Eastern life.
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
Strange Food chronicles some remarkable feats in the as a
'
guarantee of good faith.
The Potato's Place in History also apway of eating.
WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
pears. Longman's gives 'Sunrise in Sussex,' by Mr.
Edward Clayton, a pleasant account of natural scenery
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
with no disturbing element of so-called sport. The must observe the following rule. Let each
note, query,
frontispiece to the English Illustrated is a study of a or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
head by Mr. E. Burne Jones. ' Recollections of Suakim,' signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
by Mr. Walter Truscott, are very lifelike and attractive, ippear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
and are well illustrated.
Who Liveth so Merry ? is to head the second communication "Duplicate."
also to be commended.
" Praise God from whom
Tinsley's gives a sketch and porall blessings
ENQUIRER.
trait of Sir F. Leighton, and under the head Pottery delow " is by Bishop Ken. Your second query, as to the
scribes the manufactures at Minton's.
The New Review
first black man and woman, cannot be answered.
Are
has the first part of an essay by the Lord Chief Justice
sure that Adam and Eve were white 1
'
upon Matthew Arnold.' Talk and Talkers of To-day is you quite
P. MAXWELL.
confined exclusively to politicians. M. Eiffel sends an
account of the monument associated with his name.
Amphibious wretches, sudden be your fall,
May man undam you, and God damn you all.
No. I. of the Neiclery House Magazine (Griffith, FarDr.
Archibald Pitcairn, a well-known Scotch writer
By
ran & Co.) has been issued. It is a monthly review for
of medical treatises and Latin verses. See 5 th S. viii. 498.
and
and deals
with
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

i

'

'

clergy

subjects.

'

'

laity,

ecclesiastical
principally
contribute.

Many eminent clergymen

MESSKS. CASSELL'S publications lead off with Old and
New London, Part XXII., which begins at Newgate and
ends not far off, in Ely Place, Holborn. Concerning the
famous criminals confined in Newgate many curious
stories are told. Among the best views are those of
Field Lane, the Meat Market, and the lugubrious church
of St. Sepulchre.
Some Sacheverell cards are also introduced. Part XVI. of Naumann's History of Music

CORRIGENDUM.
1558 "read 1588.

P. 518, col. 1,

1.

2 from bottom, for

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We. beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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'MACBETH' ON THE STAGE.
(See 7t> s.

vii.

'

in Latyn and English 'Harrison's
Houses.'

Notices to Correspondents.

68, 130, 145, 231, 275,

315; 418.)

" Thanks\
Rosse and Angus ; then " Do\
Banquo, leading him forward.
Banquo retired back, speaking "fr
how our," and advancing at wi
Meanwhile Kean remained in
slowly and with very slight action.X
"
The service," he knelt to\
scene, at
sc. v. Mrs. Kean in reading the lett
"
vith an
vanished," and then continued to re\
"
air of the greatest wonder, to
King that shalt be."
Here she made a long pause, looking puzzled, and
sweeping her hand over her eyes. Then she resumed the reading with rapid energy. When the
attendant announced the king's coming she started
At "Come to my woman's
with great surprise.
breasts" she drew herself up, crossing her hands
on her breasts and looking upwards. (Mrs. Siddons did the same, so I was told by a lady who
had seen her in the
At " Great Glamis "
slowly, meditating.

,

part.)

!

she hastily advanced to meet her husband, and
" when
"
fondly embraced him. The
goes hence ?
was given with subtle meaning in a hoarse whisper
and with a penetrating look at her husband, on
whose arm she laid her hand. The soliloquy " If

were done " was spoken by Kean very slowly,
with a pause before " I have no spur." The " How
now, what news?" spoken rapidly, with a start
from reverie. Lady Macbeth's " What beast was
"
it ?
was converted by Mrs. Kean to "What boast."
At the end of the scene they went out together,
Mrs. Kean looking firmly in her husband's face. I
have a note that when I saw Mr. and Mrs. J. Wallack
it

in these characters

"

Macbeth

exits suddenly, leav-

his wife in a perplexed attitude of mute wonder."
14, 1853, an important revival of ing
*
Macbeth was made at the Princess's Theatre This was later on in the same year, 1853, and I think
by Mr. Charles Kean, with himself and wife in at the Marylebone Theatre.
In Act II. when Kean dismissed the servant
the two chief characters, and Mr. Ryder as a very
It is possible that some notes there was a pause of some length, during which he
effective Macduff.
When he began " Is
that I made at the time of the readings of the text seemed buried in thought.
"
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kean may not be with- this a dagger 1 " the words were spoken under his
breath up to
Thou marshall'st me," when his
out interest.
The witch scene that opens the tragedy was voice was raised and he spake loudly to the end
treated with fog and mist, which, partially clear- of the sentence, continuing the next, "I see thee
"
There 's no
great excitement. Before
ing away, dimly revealed the three witches, whose still," with "
was
there
another
was
such
"the
and
thing
pause ; and when
vanishing
fog
upwards, through
Gauze curtains were used in all the he spoke it was as though in anger with himself at
filthy air."
witch scenes.
The bleeding soldier was intro- giving way to childish fancies. His exit was L.
duced, borne on a rude litter. Just before the into Duncan's chamber. Lady Macbeth entered
entrance of Macbeth and Banquo (sc. iii.) the R., and crossing the stage listened at L. Through
"
I have done the deed," &c.,
three witches joined their crutches and went round the scene following,
in a circle, then stood still, pointing to Macbeth. both of them spoke throughout as though under
"
While Banquo is addressing them, Are ye fan- their breath. Her "a foolish thought "was spoken
"
tastical
The lines on sleep were
&c., Kean stood apart, lost in meditation. with some tone of pity.
Afterwards he speaks to Banquo (" And thane of given by Kean rapidly. After the " infirm of purCawdor "), looking abstracted and meditating on pose" Lady Macbeth's exit was L., while knocking
the witches' words.
When Rosse greets him by was heard at the gate. Their final exeunt in this scene
that name Kean started, his right hand clenched was made sorrowfully, she regarding him as though
against his breast, the fingers of his left hand open- pitying his suffering. In sc. iii. the Porter's speech
"
"
ing convulsively. He repeated Glamis," &c., very was omitted from the beginning to
bonfire," and

On

Feb.
'

'(
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Macbeth entered died hereafter " he dropped his sword. The fight
Mac- with Macduff was very vigorous ; and in place of
" had " Exeunt
duff was
fighting," Macbeth was killed upon the
" was
I but died an hour
given rapidly so also stage, and the tragedy "was there ended, the solwas the " Who can be wise ? " in which he showed diers saluting Malcolm
Hail, King of Scotland,
"
hail
as the curtain fell.
I saw Macready in
Sc. iv. was omitted.
great vehemence.
Of Act III. I have no note till sc. iii., that Ban- Macbeth, and he ended the play in the same way ;
but Phelps kept to the strict text, and made Macquo died off the stage. In sc. iv. the banquet was
write-

'f

aith) girj

to

casfc

nim>

m his night-gown," and

his dialogue with
spoken calmly, but forcedly. The
:

!

prepared on the upper half of the stage, under
a sloping timber roof, supported on either side by
a row of Saxon pillars. At the back of the hall

duff bring on Macbeth' s head on a pole.

CUTHBERT BEDE.

was an opening

in the wall, half way up, admitting
to a small minstrel's gallery, in which were seven
bards with harps.
long table was laid across the
back of the stage, with two side tables in advance
In the front of these was a
of the round pillars.

A

semicircular arch, supported by two round pillars,
at a short distance R. and L. of the centre of the
stage. Much of the business of the scene was done
by the Keans between these pillars and the footlights. The only lights for the banquet were torches
"
stuck in the pillars. At our hostess keeps her
"
state
Mrs. Eean took her place on the seat of
Kean took his seat on a bench by the front
state.
table, so that he and the first murderer were able
to converse apart. When Banquo's ghost was first
seen it appeared on the double seat of state by the
side of Lady Macbeth.
The head of Banquo was
illuminated by a strong pale blue light.
At the
"
here, my good lord," where Lennox points to the
seat by Lady Macbeth, Kean turned, and suddenly
seeing the ghost, started back in great horror; and
" never shake
"
at
thy gory locks at me all the
lords started from the tables in confusion, while
Mrs. Eean rose from her seat, bidding them to sit.
At "feed, and regard him not," she left her seat
and came down to the front of the stage to her
husband. At " prythee, see there," he clung in
terror to his wife, pointing to the ghost.
When
the wine was brought to him by an attendant
Kean was still in the front of the stage. Turning
round to pledge the guests, the L. pillar, close to

him, suddenly became illuminated, Banquo's ghost
"
being seen within it. When Mrs. Kean said, I
pray you, speak not," she spoke with great haste
and vehement action to the guests, fearing lest her
husband should disclose all.
My notes on Act IV. were very scanty. In sc. i.
Kean made his entrance from the back of the cave.

was omitted, also the Doctor's part in sc. iii.
Kyder was very fine and pathetic at the end of this
Sc.

ii.

act.

In Act V., when Mrs. Kean entered with the
I
taper, she at once placed the taper on a table.
saw Mrs. Warner as Lady Macbeth, and in this
scene she had naked feet.
In sc. iii., before Seyton enters, Kean spoke in a very
dispirited way ;
then, rousing himself to the "throw physic to the
he
uttered the lines with much intensity
dogs,"

and vehemence.

In

ac. v.

at

"she should have

THE NINE WORTHIES AND THE HERALDIC
ARMS THEY BORE.
In the MS. each stanza of this poem has on its
the Latin and on its right the English passage,
here set before it to suit the width of the 'N. & Q.'
left

column

:

ix e

worthy
Trogie.

(1)

Ector, miles pagans,
ante incarnacionem.

&

he b[ere] azure ij lyons
rampawZ combataunt or,

enarmyd

goules.

Ector, that was off alle knyghtes flowre,
wbych euer gate hym' vrith hys bond honowr,
vnware, of acbylles full of envye,
was elayn' alias, that ever shuld he deye
!

:

Messidonie.

(2)

&

Alexander, Rex pagans,
ante mcarnaciOttem.

he b[ere] goules a lyon*
gold, soyaunt in a cheyra
syluer,

enbatellyd with

pollax sabill.
Lo, alexander, that wan' r,er' all erthe,
yett haue wyne & women' hym' cowqueryd
Enpoysond was thys prmce of conquerors
whan' he was in y e freshest of hys floure.

:

Rome.

(3)

lulms cesar, Imperator
& ante mcar-

paganup,
u&cionem.

&

he b[ere] gold a dowbyll
egyll dysplayd sabyll, membryd of

hym

self.

Vfith bodkyne* was Cesar luliws

rome of brutus crassw,
Mordryd
whan' he had many a lond browght full lowe.
ho
may trust fortune any throwe ?
Lo,
at

lerusalem.

(4)
losue,

dux Iudeu8,&ante

he b[ere] eyluer a

[rest

inc&T'/iacionem.

wanting],
e
losue, of hebreuj y lynage,
whan' of egypte made was y e passage,
with dynte of swerd put in sitbieccton
And wan' y lond of repromyssyon'.

Duke

Ihmimlem.

(5)

rex ludetts,
ante inctkTnadonem.

Dauyd,

Of

souereyn' knyghtod

Kyng Dauyd epassyd

He

elowgh y lyon'

But

bersabe, alias,

Dux

&

ante

&

&

iij

harpy s

sabyll in* lange.

of prophecye

alle in

hys degre.
eke golye ;*
he rafte from' Vry.f

&

(6)

ludas

he b[ere] gold

macabetw,

inc&Tnacionem,

IudeM.3.

&

Ihertwalem.
or & gules
chekke, a serpent volant
e
vpon' y same gabyll. j

he b[erej

ludas, that macabews hyght,
e
whyche many a paynym' put vnto y
Goliath,

flite,

t Uriah.
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ie had with them' neuer pease ne truce,
ind was y e thyrde worthyest of lues.

(7)
he berg Rome
Charles, rex Christianus,
post \nca.rnacionem.
nobyll charles, of romeyn3 emperor',
And kyng of fraunce, of paynyme3 conqueror,

&

fraunce.

&

e
cowquest y crowne i?i-to fraunce,
with whych' owre saueor suffryd penaunca.

Thowe browghtyst by

Anglie.
(8)
he bere gvly iij crownys
Arthur, rex Christi&nus,
&sur.
inc&rnacionem.
imbocyd
per
pale
post
What kyng hath passyd arthur
honowr,
whych many a thowsand as seyth myne auctor
Full manly slowgh with calybron hya bronde
Ye, & yett lyueth arthur in an other londe.

&

m

;

Rex

christi&nus

&

bullaine.

(9)

post

heberequart[er]lya8rae

crosse potent betwixiiij of y

ificarnacuwm.

de
e
sarne,sylur. In y ij ,goules
a barres[yluer]witAa chere
bim kytt vpon y same or'.
Of lerusalem, Duke godfray de bullayn'
was made kyng' be d[i]uyne eleccion ;
But crowne of gold none weryd this conqueror,
Be cace that crownyd with thorn' was hys saueor.
e
Explicit ix excetera.

Mr. Bickley, the courteous superintendent of the
MS. Eoom in the British Museum, some time since
found a record of an Early English poem seemingly a long one on the Nine Worthies, and
I
asked me if I had ever heard of such a poem.
searched, but could find no trace of such a thing.
Afterwards Mr. Bickley showed me the short poem
above in Harl. 2259, leaf 39 back, and suggested
the printing of it, which ' N. & Q.' will no doubt
F. J. FCTRNIVALL.
carry out from my copy.

BELLS,

Few

bells are

PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN.
mentioned in the

classical writers.

But among those alluded to the /cwSeov perhaps
stands first, and seems to have been a loud bell, or
gong possibly.

Of.

Lucian (Variorum

ed.,

Am-

stelodami, 1687, vol. i. p. 465), dial. De Mercede
Conducts' ZuOev re VTTO KwSom e^avaoras "and
roused in the morning by the sound of the labour'

:

bell"; and i&., p. 471: In crov ravra SiaAoyi
"
opevov 6 KwScov '* "^ a nd lo while ou are in
the very act of arguing these matters the labourbell sounds," the Greek aorist
here, of course, being
used not of past time, but in the frequentative
sense.
Compare also the Greek erotic writer
!

Parthenius

('

Scr. Erot.,' vol.

i.,

Parth., p. 10, ed.

Teubner, Lipsise, 1858): rov KtooWa /caTa/co/uo-at.
compare i&.^vol. ii., Niketas, E, p. 498:
^

ruv re^ewy
avrirvTrovs, "and on

-^

bells aloft, to

As

4/c

at the Prince's Arms, on Ludgate Hill,
'
1741), and Dr. Rock, in his equally famous Hierurgia/ written in practically our own time, though
a generation or two old, represent the possibly
The connexion of
opposite sides of the question.
St. Pauiinus, of Nola, in Italy (whence the small
bell rung at the Elevation of the Host, the bell
being properly of silver, is known as the nola), and
of his disciple St. Felix with church bells is so
familiar to antiquaries that it would be almost imBut I may
pertinent on my part to say more.
note that M. du Caumont, in his 'Abe"cedaire,'
pp. 582-4, states that he has found no church
bells in France earlier than the thirteenth century.
He gives a woodcut of one of these thirteenth cen-

Manby,

Francie.

KwoWas
the walls

tury bells. In 1848 M. du Caumont had thought
that this bell, at Fontenailles, in France, was very
ancient.
However, the Rev. Canon Gue'rin, of
Bayeux, took an impression (un caique) of the inscription on the bell in question, which is as follows: xv. XR. XIPAT. MCCIL, i.e., "ChristusVincit,
Christus Regnat, Christus Imperat [the motto, of
course, being derived from the Labarum of the
Emperor Constantine], in the year 1202," which
shows that at least this bell is far more modern
than supposed in fact, of the mediaeval, and not
This bell
the patristic or missionary ages at all.
fell down many years ago, and is now in the

The parishioners

Bayeux Museum.
were going to melt

it

(la

commune)

down, but happily the French

Archaeological Society preserved this precious relic

by buying

it

hundred

for a

francs.

states that M.
Viollet-le-Duc had examined and reported on a
later French bell, but still one of the same, the

76., p. 584,

M. du Caumont

thirteenth, century. It was found at Maissac, and
had a Latin inscription in floriated letters of the
same form as those on the Fontenailles bell. But
it was seventy-one years later, i. e., of date 1273:
"A. millesimo cc. LXX. tercio." We must say
"
was," for unfortunately the bell was broken up
and recast in 1845.
It may be further worth noting that some, at
"
"
bonny Christ Church bells at Oxleast, of the
ford, which still invite men to worship their Maker,
come from the dissolved Abbey Church of Osney,
close to Christ Church, the nun's house and chapel

of Rewley, hard by, only living as the name of a
road.
An interesting little article in a religious
magazine, the Dawn of Day, January, 1883 (which,
however, I only quote subject to correction), contains these words
:

" The
bonny Christ Church

bells,

ten in number, hang

avruv in the tower of the Cathedral. They were brought thither
he hung from Osney Abbey. The Mighty Tom,' which hangs on

sound in sentinel-wise."

regards the introduction of bells and other
adjuncts into Christian churches, it will probably
be enough to say that Dr.
Conyers Middleton
(' Letter from Rome,' London, printed for Richard

'

the tower over the entrance of the college, was also
brought from Osney. It weighs 18,000 pounds."

A

popular article in Chambers's Edinburgh
Journal, No. 342, August 18, 1838, pp. 239-40,
which I need not quote at length, gives some inter-

NOTES AND QUERIES.
eating particulars.

Among

others, it states that
to Malmesbury
of Malmesbury

Dunstan gave several bells
Abbey, in Wiltshire, tbe town
St.

also associated with a notable, though
" Hobbes of Malmesbury,"
eccentric genius,
*
author of the Leviathan' and other works. To
students of Gothic architecture, as Mr. Parker of
Oxford and other eminent archaeologists have men-

being

church is specially
tioned, Malmesbury Abbey
arch either
interesting, as showing that the pointed
the sooriginated in, or at least co-existed with,

Norman

period (or Romanesque abroad),
when the semicircular arch was supposed to have
The same article states that
alone been built.
Father Lecomte had seen in Pekin, in China,
seven bells which weighed credat Judceus upcalled

fifty tons each.
References to the supposed virtues of bells are to
be found in the life of an Italian nun, B. Julia
"Vita della Beata Giulia Vergine, da Certaldo,
compilato dal Proposto Ignazio Malenotti, Colle,
1819, Presso Eusebio Pacini e F. Con Approvazione." B. Julia died on January 9, 1367, aged
a nun of
forty-eight, having been for thirty years
the order of the Eremites of St. Augustine. The
smaller bell of the Priory Church at Certaldo is
Vide ib., p. 87:
dedicated to B. Julia herself.

wards of

:

" La

Campana pure minore

gli

altri favori

"
:

'89.

my

affirmed it to be a dialectic form that had not
as yet gained firm footing in literary English.
All those who were present agreed with me that it

"

was what people vaguely call good English," but
not one of us could call to mind an example. Since

happened I have carefully watched for it in
and have met with the following three
examples, which go far to prove that for upwards
of eighty years runnel has been accustomed to
this

my

reading,

move

in

good society

:

Now let me

trace the stream up to its source
Among the hills ; its runnel by degrees
Diminishing, the murmur turns a tinkle.
James Grahame, The Sabbath, with Sabbath
Walks, and other Poems,' sixth edition, 1808,
'

p. 66.

There

is a runnel creeps across a fell,
unheeded as the tear
Far, noteless, poor,
That steals down Misery's cheek.
Sonnet, signed T. D., in Blackwood's Magazine,
March, 1824, vol. xv. p. 268.

pero 6 atato sempre nei secoli

Santa."

appendix

vm. JCLY 13,

life been in the habit
RUNNEL. I have all
of using this word to signify a small stream of
Some little
water, one of the feeders of a beck.
time ago I employed it in the hearing of one who

della Prioria, fabbri-

trapassati, ed e riconosciuto anche adesso per aingolarissimo quello, di veder lontane dai contorni di Certaldo le
grandini, ed altre tempeste devastatrici della Campagna,
che aembrano fugarsi al momento che si ricorra al suono
delle Campane della Chiesa dove ripose il Corpo della

Ib.,

s.

that the belfry is not part of the church, but simply the ringer's loft, has virtually disappeared, and
bell-ringers usually now remember that bell-ringing is a part, though not, of course, essential, and
only subsidiary, of man's service to the Deity,
neither a trade done for mere gain nor (and this
second error, being more subtle and therefore more
seductive, is the more dangerous) simply an exercise of a human craft or art.
H. DE B. H.

cata nel 1510, fu benedetta, secondo 1' antica tra" The
dizione, coll' invocazione della Beata Giulia.
was
believed
bells
the
Certaldo
of
Priory
ringing
to dispel storm and hail (ib., pp. 97-8):

"Tra

CT*

Cujus ope ab

aeris tempestatibus,

'

" The little runnels
leading to our tarn." J. E. Taylor,
Half Hours in Green Lanes,' fourth edition, 1877, p. 35.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

DR. JOHNSON'S PRONUNCIATION.

terrae-motibus, pestilentiis, se fatentur immunes."
Connected with the poetry or mythology of

father, in the introduction to his

church bells was the belief that St. Michael the
rival
Archangel controlled storms, as the celestial
'
of the Prince of the Power of the Air in Faust

says
" The

'

the evil spirits chant outside the cathedral and in
consequence churches on heights, as, for instance,
the apxayyeXiKos vaos, or Church of SS. Michael
and All Angels, at Chonse, which was the later
name of Colossse (cf. the present learned Bishop
Lightfoot of Durham's commentary on St. Paul's
Epistle to the Colossians), were specially dedicated
to SS. Michael and the rest of the company of
heaven.
Compare also St. Michael's Tor, near
Glastonbury, and St. Michael's Tor, near Totnes, in
South Devon, and of course the two St. Michael's
mounts, the Cornish and the Normandy ones. M.
da Caumont also states in his ' Abe"c6daire ' that
in many French churches there was an altar of St.
Michael in the belfry. Happily, though there are
no altars in English belfries, the old and lax idea

and Provincial Words

chaic

'

My

grandGlossary of Ar-

'

(pp.

xxii,

xxiii),

:

Londoners, indeed, are peculiarly ill qualified to
judge of dialect, being hardly sensible of their own. Dr.
Johnson himself, notwithstanding Mr. Boswell's encomium of him for the accuracy with which he distinguished dialects, as well as for the excellency of his own
pronunciation, was, in practice at least, often mistaken
in his opinions on the subject, as is well remembered by
many persons who frequently conversed with him. Nor

was his own speech perfectly exempted from all diawere I called upon to name
; though
any particular spot where the purest English was spoken,
I think I should mention Dr. Johnson's native town
lectical peculiarity

Litchfield [so spelt]."

Mr. Boucher adds in a note
"

:

be introduced to Dr. Johnson by
Mr. Boswell himself and in my ear his pronunciation
was clearly not southern perhaps it was better ; as it
differed but little from that generally spoken by educated
I

had the honour

to
:

:

persons in Litchfield, to which I own I am partial. I
have long been of opinion that persons who have learned

7*

1

<

s.
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speak chiefly in London or its environs are rarelj
ther acute or accurate in distinguishing provincial
A late tourist, Mrs. Radcliffe
eculiarities of speech.
ae celebrated romance writer, speaking of the dialec
bat she heard at Penrith, calls it broad Scotch a dia
3ct with which I happen to be well acquainted, my own
a phrase that I find in the
iJriglish being (according to
lescription of Woodstock in 'Queen Elizabeth's Pro
>

;

,'ress,' vol. i. p. 22) 'only such Englishe as I
tVestmerland,' and which, though I am far from
ng as either good English, or such as is spoken
ion, is, in all the particulars most essential to

itill

stale in

defend
in Lon
dialect

broad Scotch."

less like

"
my ancestor says that he stale his
Englishe in Westmorland," he was really a native
of Blencogo, in North-west Cumberland, about
seven miles from the Solway Frith. This is not a
very interesting neighbourhood, but there are fine
views of Skiddaw and Criffel from it:

Although

"

The

distant

Skiddaw

raised his brow, as if in de-

fiance of the clouded eminence of Criffel, which lorded
'
over the Scottish side of the estuary."
Redgauntlet,
chap. xiv.
If Skiddaw hath a cap
it

Criffel

wots

fu'

weel

o' that,
*

says a local proverb, quoted in The Heart of Midlothian,' chap. xl. (xxxix. in some editions).
With regard to the English spoken in the neigh
bourhood of London, Macaulay, in his ' Journal,'
under date Sept. 22, 1854, notes the following
:

"As I walked back from Esher a shower came on.
Afraid for my chest, which, at best, ia in no very good
state, I turned into a small ale-house, and called for a
I found there a party of hopglass of ginger-beer.
pickers come back from the neighbourhood of Parnham.
I liked their looks, and thought their
English remarkably good for their rank in life. It was in truth
the Surrey English, the English of the suburbs of London, which is to the Somersetshire and Yorkshire what
Castilian is to Andalusian, or Tuscan to Neapolitan."

JONATHAN BOUCHTER.
Ropley, Alresford.

HEAVEN: HEAVENS.
In the
cension Day we state our belief

'

material heavens.
Possibly, however, the older
use was more in agreement with Biblical Greek,
so far as the singular is concerned, which appears
to mean any one of the three heavens, including
that where God is.
Compare 2 Cor. xii. 2 with
1 Kings viii. 27,
the Greek has
^where, however,
6 ovpavos TOV ovpavov, Psalm Ixviii. 34 (o' TWV

ovpavw v, Psalm

As-

'

many

words says that He ascended cis TOVS
ovpavovs, as
does the Nicene creed.
The texts are St. Mark
:

xvi. 19; St. Luke xxiv.
51; St. John iii. 13;
Acts i. 11, iii. 21 ; Hebrews ix. 24 1 Peter iii.
;
22, which have the singular.
The following are
" asActs ii. 34, of David ;
plural
Eph. iv. 10,
cended
above all heavens"; Hebrews iv. 14,
up^far
oteAT? \v06ra, passed through the heavens (see

The

first is "cselum
"cselum empyreuna,
quod est supra firmamentum" (Pet. Lomb., 'Sent.,'

cxlviii. 4).

firmamentum," the second
lib.

Iv

ii.

dis.

P.); the place of God's dwelling is

ii.

ovpavw (1 Kings viii. 30).
The translators of our Bible have

in the

New

Testament never rendered ovpavos heavens, although they have sometimes rendered ovpavoi
heaven.
When the writers of the New Testament
speak of our Lord's ascension, they always say it
was ets TOV ovpavov, and similarly His return is
When they use the
generally to be oV ovpavov.
plural, they do not speak of His ascending "into
the heavens," as our collect, but of His passing
through and being far above all the heavens by
which, of course, they must mean the material
heavens only, those which shall pass away. If the
Holy Place represented this world, and the Holy
of Holies represented God's abode, then the material
leavens were the veil through which our great
High Priest then passed.

Our Lord always spoke

His Father Iv TOIS
down IK TOV
is used both
Compare also Hebrews i. 10,
of

ovpavois, but of Himself as coming
ovpavov. Of the angels the word

and

plural.
10, with

2 Cor. v. i., Hebrews x. 34.
but a cursory examination. Has any>ody determined the rationale of the use of the
word in the Bible, Greek and English ?
MANSI IN SOLITUDINB.
2 Peter

that our Lord
Jesus Christ has ascended "into the heavens."
The original has "ad cselos." The originals of
the three creeds the
Apostles', the Nicene, the
Athanasian likewise have it in the plural, but in
the English of them all it is
Dr. Westsingular.
cott says that as a rule in the New Testament
}
01 ovpavoi is the seat of the
heavenly powers,
o ovpavos the
physical heaven ('St. of Gosp
fourth edition, p.
It
is
360).
remarkable, however, that of all the passages which relate to our
Lord's ascension there is not one which in so

:

Pearson, On the Creed,' art. vi.); vii. 26, "higher
than the heavens"; viii. 1, the throne in the
heavens (in Psalm xi. 4 His throne is ev ovpavo ,
Acts vii. 49).
Our present English use seems to keep the
singular for God's abode, the plural for the

singular
collect for

25
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iii.

is

"OF THAT ILK." May I be allowed to call
attention to a very common misuse of this phrase by
English writers, who use it as if it were synonymous
with the words " of that sort " ? It has no such
very different
meaning, but, on the contrary, has a "
"
Of that ilk " means of the place
ignification.
Thus we speak of
>earing a similar name."
Grant of that ilk," "MacLeod of that ilk," &c.,
meaning Grant of Grant, MacLeod of MacLeod,
nd so on. Cosmo Comyn Bradwardine of Bradrardine would be called in Scottish phrase
rardine of that ilk."

am moved

I

he number of
,

to give this explanation as I see in
N.
Q.' for the 27th April that

HACKWOOD

way, where,

"Brad-

&

uses the phrase in the incorrect
speaking of making leather from
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human skins, he says, "That last sentence
and
unscrupulous camp followers
may prevent
others of that ilk from engaging in a new industry,"
The columns of N. & Q.' are so free from
&c.

will

" want to

[?

[See 7* S.

i.

it is

important
E. R.

126.]

In BlackPHILOLOGICAL ECCENTRICITIES.
wood's Magazine for August, 1825, is a review
of John Bell's Dictionary of the Turf, the King,
the Chase, the Pit, the Bon-ton, and the Varieties of
Life.' I never saw the work, but from the extracts
given it must contain much amusing information.
Nothing in the way of absurdity can surprise a
'

of reference in the
person who has consulted books
vain hope of getting hold of something sensible as
to the origin of our common words.
Though not
to
surprising, it is instructive

ments such as the following

come upon

state-

:

"
Poney. Poe'ne is a Latin word for pain or painfulmalformed
ness, and all the little wild horses being
so as to give one an idea that they walk in pain (or
poe'ne), thence comes poney."
"
Virago, derived from vir, Latin for mankind, and
acu, sharp." Vol. xviii. p. 180.

What an

entertaining book might be written by
right sort of knowledge who
should give us examples of the folly people have
been and are still in the habit of writing concernis it that no
ing words in every- day use!
previous training or instruction is thought necessary to equip a man or woman for communicating
knowledge on philological subjects ? People who
have never handled a telescope and are ignorant
of mathematics are not considered authorities on
astronomy, and are laughed at if they claim any
consideration as such ; but with regard to the history of languages and of the words with which they

some one with the

vm. JULY iv

know " from what poem

I can, alas
posterity that there

taken.

!

this line is

only assure a discriminating

is

no more of

it.

WALTER W.

{

solecisms that when they do occur
that they should be corrected.

s.

SKEAT.

SHAKSPEARE AND CALDERON.

In a play of
Calderon, abridged and partly translated by Vol'
Tout est Verite" et tout
taire, and called by him
Mensonge,' Astolpho, who had been ambassador to
the Emperor Maurice, lives in disguise as a mountaineer in Sicily, bringing up savagely, and in
ignorance of their origin, Heraclius, who is, accord-

ing to Calderon, though not according to history,
son of the murdered Emperor Maurice, and Leonidas, who is son of the usurping Emperor Phocas.
The origin of these youths is afterwards revealed
There seems to be in
to the Emperor Phocas.
(
this some likeness to the part of
Gymbeline
which treats of the story of Belarius, Arviragus,
'
and Guiderius. The source of this part of Cymbeline' is not referred to in such comments on
Shakspeare as I have read, though, of course,' the
Delikeness of the main plot to a tale in the
I do not suppose that
cameron' is observed.
PerCalderon had any knowledge of Shakspeare.
haps both dramatists were making use of legends.
Corneille has written a tragedy on the subject of
Heraclius and Phocas, but I think that there is no
'

resemblance in his play to

'

Cymbeline.'
E. YARDLEY.

How

are built

needful

up no previous
nay,

training

we have actually heard

is
it

held to be
maintained

some degree an impediment, as furnishing the mind with more materials than it can
All knowledge was, I suppose, at
fitly organize.
one time held to be instructive, and language has
remained in this state up to the present moment.
ASTARTE.
that

it

is in

THEORY AND PRACTICE.
story of a boy who summed
"
by saying that
you first

Not

long ago I read a

up the duties

of life

know your work, and

then you go and do
There is in this a reminiscence of Mr. Squeers, who first of all in"
structed a boy how to spell
winder," and then
made him go and clean one. Nevertheless, the
saying, as old Skelton would say, "hath some
little alteration will produce quite
pith" in it.
it."

A

a Miltonic precept

:

know thy work, then do it, praising God.
Perhaps in a few years some querist, with that
curious thirst for which the genus is so remarkable,
First

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses
answers

may

to their queries, in order that the

be addressed to them direct.

LIGHT-KEEPERS AND DEATH AT THE SMALLS.
There are now always three light-keepers on duty
When was this number
at off-shore lighthouses.
first

appointed by the authorities at the Trinity

House ?

It is usually stated that this course

was

adopted in consequence of the tragic occurrence at
the Eddystone, when one of the two only then employed died, and his companion, being unable to
obtain help from shore for nearly a month, owing
to the prevalence of stormy weather, was obliged
to keep his companion's body in the lighthouse
unburied rather than run the risk of being accused
It has, however, been
of having murdered him.
recently said, but without the authority for the
statement being given, that the regulation requiring the constant employment of three lightkeepers was in consequence of a death at the
Smalls Lighthouse in 1802.
The dues arising from the Eddystone light were
in private hands down to 1807.
Will any of your
readers give me an authoritative statement as to
whether the maintenance of the light was previously
in the hands of the proprietors or of the Trinity
Board?
W. S. B. H.

7*
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In default of
believe, during the years 1848-52.
Although the archbishop did not officially such precise information, I should be thankful for
indications that would facilitate the identipromulgate such a letter as the bishop wished, still general
the late Bishop Wilberforce, from the communica- fication of the articles in question.
G. A, GIBBS.
tions he received from Archbishop Longley, con"
"
sidered that his grace
dispensed with fasting for
A SMUGGLER'S MARK. In Scott's ' Guy Manthe auspicious day of the Prince of Wales's marnering,' in the "Additional Note" at the cominriage, and in doing so used a power always
mencement of vol. i., occurs the following senherent in patriarchs, exercised down to the Re- tence

THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY'S DISPENSA-

TION.

:

formation amongst us by the Pope, transferred
by the statute of Henry VIII. to the Arch-

The dauntless free-trader instantly weighed anchor,
and bore down right between the lugger, so close that

bishop of Canterbury, and constantly exercised
As, however, nothing is said about
the Archbishop of York, is it to be inferred that

he tossed his hat on the deck of the one, and his wig on
that of the other, hoisted a cask to his maintop to show
his occupation, and bore away under an extraordinary
pressure of canvas, without receiving injury."

by him.

by "Church usage, statute law, and
power
"
custom was limited to the Archbishop of Canter"
" Primate of All
England it
bury, and that as
extended in this matter throughout the province
of York? The difference between "Primate of
England" and "Primate of All England" I do not
DE S.
know.
this

"

Did smugglers use to denote their occupation by
"
hoisting a cask to the maintop ? If so, how
can the origin of the custom be traced?
should he hoist a cask and nothing else on his
maintop, and in no other place ?
"

Why

D. D. GILDER.

To RIDE BODKIN.

GINGERBREAD FAIRS. At the village of Caris"
brooke, I.W., there used to be held, up till quite
I have read somerecently, a gingerbread fair.
where, and have always understood, that this was
connected with some old religious observance, and
that such fairs were quite common in other parts.
What is their origin ? Are they still in existence
It is interesting to
in other parts of England ?
note how the taste for this toothsome delicacy has
died out. Twenty-five years ago I could enumerate
nearly a dozen varieties, some of the cakes being
elaborately gilt
156,

and quaintly moulded.
A. H. BARTLETT.

Clapham Road.

is

known

in the

West Riding.]

SIR ROBERT PEEL'S COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS.
Where are these paintings, which were described
in her 'Companion to the Private Galleries of Arts,' especially the following?
Portrait by Rubens, known as the Chapeau de Faille/
Ruins of Brederode Castle, by Hobbema.
An Old Castle, by Cuyp.
The Poulterer's Shop, by Gerard Douw.
The Landscape, by Ostade.

by Mrs. Jameson

BARMASTER. In an indenture relating to lands
in the county of Derby I find references to
" the
office of Barmaster."
Will some readers of
'
N. & Q.' kindly enlighten me as to this office ?

W. H.
Any

W. LOVELL.

M.

Monmouthshire ?

REVETT SHEPPARD.

W. H. K. WRIGHT.
[It

'

SIR JEFFERY WYATVILLE, originally Jeffery
Wyatt, an eminent architect, who died in 1840.
Are any of his drawings or papers extant respecting the old county houses which he restored,
especially in

This phrase occurs in the
words of a song by Frederic E. Weatherly, en*
titled Jessamy Town/ and I understand its meaning to be to sit in a carriage as a third person, in
Can
the middle, on a seat suited for two only.
any one tell me the origin of the term, or give instances where it is so used 1

information

about

this gentleman, his descent, birth, and death, will
be acceptable. It is known that he was a Suffolk

man, a Fellow of the Linnean Society, friend of
Kirby, the entomologist, and joint author with
Whitear of a ' Catalogue of the Birds of Norfolk

[In the National Gallery.]

BOOK ON FLAGS AND STANDARDS OF ENGLAND,
To what books can I refer for information respecting size, devices, &c. , of the royal standard of
England ? Is there any special book on this subB. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
ject ?
MILITARY. Can any reader of 'N. & Q.' inform me under what circumstances some portion
of an English regiment so distinguished itself in
France that all the officers were knighted I beH. L. C.
lieve early in the present century ?

BRISCO FAMILY. I should be much obliged if
*
any reader of N. & Q.' would tell me who General
Horton Brisco, the second brother of Sir John
HERBERT SPENCER. I should be glad if any of Brisco, first baronet, married. In Burke's Peeryour readers could furnish me with the titles and age' he is stated to have died s.p. but in Foster's
dates of the principal contributions of Mr. Herbert
Noble and Gentle Families of Royal Descent' his
Spencer to the Economist, all of which appeared, I daughter Elizabeth Millicent is stated to have

and

Suffolk,'

society just

published in the Transactions of the

named.

LAPIN.

'

t

'
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married George Arbuthnot in 1805. This gentleman's mother was daughter of Richard Stone, and
neice of
1748.

Andrew Stone, Under Secretary of State
Where could I find a pedigree of this
C. L. K,

family?

or LIVINGSTONE. I should be glad of
any information about the Hurrays of Livingstone,
In the 'Statistical Account of
Linlithgowshire.
"
'
Scotland (Linlithgowshire, Livingstone) Patrick
Murray, Baron of Livingstone," is mentioned as a
distinguished student of natural history, who
formed at his seat a collection of plants which, on
his death,

were removed to Edinburgh and became

the foundation of the Botanic Garden there.
In Groome's { Ordnance Gazetteer of Scotland
(Livingstone), the communion cups of the parish
" Gifted
are stated to have the inscription,
by Sir
Patrick Murray of Livingstone, 1696." This is
probably the nephew of the botanist, who must
have died before 1670, when the Botanic Garden
f
was stocked.
See the Inquisitionum Abbreviatio' (Abstract of the Records of Retours of
Services), 1811, where there are references to
writs of service of Patrick Murray of Livingstone
in 1659 as heir male to his father, Sir Walter,
and of Patrick Murray of Livingstoune in 1671 as
heir male to his uncle, Patrick (Linlithg., 199,
'

The latter appears to have married Janet
Hepburne (' Inq. Gen.,' 6821).
How were these Murrays connected with the
Murrays of Blackbarony; who were the descendants of the family; and how did the estate pass out
of their hands ?
It was at the end of last century
in the possession of Sir W. A. Cunninghame, M.P.
for the county, and about 1812 became the proW. J. LEE.
perty of Lord Rosebery.

f

New

Square, Lincoln's Inn.

LATIN PLAY TEMP. JAC.

un e^ui de galuchat."
of the word be ?

with the following characters

:

Crobolus, Pogglos

tns, Dromidolus (Philosophus), Pedantius, Fuscadilla (hospes), Ludio, Bletus, Lydia, Tyrophagus

Parillus.
Can any of your readers inform me
as to the title and author ; whether printed, &c. f
It may possibly be by Ruggle, who wrote 'Ig

and

W.

noramus.'

I.

AJAX CAPTURED BY THE FRENCH.
letter in

R. V.

An

old

my

possession, unfortunately undated
but written circa 1730, contains a reference t<

which had not reached the writer, and th<
non-receipt of which might be due to their beinj
"
on board the Ajax, taken by the French, thougl
I am uncertain whether she came from
Bengal.

letters

is,

What may

the etymology

A. R.

POMEROY AND SECCOMBE. On August 10, 1630,
"
Mary, the daughter of John Pomeroy, gent., and
Maris, his wife," was buried at St. Stephens by
There still remains in the church an
Launceston.
the Pome_nscription to her memory, on which are
of
roy arms impaling those of Seccombe. Can any
other
your readers favour me with the date or any
and Seccombe interparticulars of the Pomeroy
J. J. H.
marriage ?
HERALDIC. I shall esteem it a great favour if
of
any one will inform me what was the crest
Col. Gurwood, editor of the Duke of Wellington's
H. WEDGWOOD.
dispatches.
31, Queen Ann Street, W.

HALLIWELL HALL, NEAR BOLTON. Can any
one tell me if this hall was occupied by a Thomas
Holme, of Halliwell, about the year 1805; and if
J. G.
he had any interest in it ?

"DE

TRIPLICI HOMINIS OFFICIO, ex notipne

instituipsius Naturali, Morali, ac Theologica;
tiones. orthodoxae contra Atheos, Politicos, Sec-

Avthore Odovardo Westono Anglo. S.T.D.,
Anglorum Duaci Professore. AntAnno
verpise, Apud Joannem Keerbergium.
M.DCII." Thick crown quarto, engraved title.
Facts regarding the parentage and career of the
author of the above work will be welcomed thank-

taries.

et in collegio

I.

been submitted to my
MS., early seventeenth century, containing thirtyone leaves, but wanting at least the first, and per
haps some at the end. The subject is a curious
Latin play, of which no title appears, in four acts
and four, four, six, and four scenes respectively

JULY

GALUCHAT. The polished shark skio, dyed
and small boxes
green, with which spectacle cases
were covered formerly is thus called in French

fully

There has lately
examination a small quarto

vm.

of your readers supply me with the date
LAC.
the capture of this East Indiaman ?

235).

4,

s.

Can any

1

MURRAY

[7*

VENATOR.

by

RISCOUNTER.

Among

the collective

'

Letters of

No. cviii., signed
Junius,' ""Miscellaneous,"
" Veteran
it being of the late series, in which
Lord Barrington, the official chief of Sir Philip
word
Francis, is so wantonly attacked has the
riscounter, which I do not find in any dictionary,
*
" Waddlewell
thus:
Oh, fatal day!
(weeping):
Compared with this, what is a riscounter! Alas!
my dearest Lord, you have unmanned your deputy.

I feel myself already at ten per cent, discount, and
never shall be at par again'" (Feb. 27, 1772).
Waddlewell was Anthony Chamier, retired stockDr.
broker, M.P. for Tarn worth, and friend of
He died 1780. But what is a risJohnson.
A. HALL.
counter ?
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

BALDACCHINO. In the Rev. T. E. Bridgett's
'History of the Holy Eucharist in Britain' we
are told in a note that, according to Dr. Tristram,
in the famous Baldacchino controversy, the word
is

taken from Baldach, an old name for Babylon,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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whence came the
composed" (vol.
Dec.

16,

which such canopies were

stuff of
ii.

p.

On

1873).
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100, quoting the Times,
the other hand, in Dr.

KING OF ARMS OR KING AT ARMS.

th
S. vii. 448.)
Murray's 'New English Dictionary,' under the
(7
"
form
Baldachin," it is affirmed that Baldacco
I
have
through several of the most
glanced
" form of
in
Asia
the
is the Italian
city
Bagdad,
likely authorities in my heraldic library, and from
where the material was made." On a subject of a
very cursory inspection find that Edmondson,
this kind Dr. Murray's name carries with it great
Dugdale, Dallaway, Boutell, Clark, and Barringin
the
to
one
able
Is
any
prove whether,
weight.
ton say "king of arms," whilst Nisbet, Cussans,
"
ANON.
I
present case, he is right or wrong ?
and Sloane-Evans have it
king at arms."
find that the two oldest authorities I have
'
cannot
THE "YELLOW STICK." In The Personal Life
Gerard Leigh (1612) and Gwillim use either
of David Livingstone,' by W. G. Blaikie, D.D.,
expression. Your correspondent will therefore see
published by Murray in 1880, occurs:
that the balance of heraldic authority is largely in
" He
[Livingstone] has also recorded a tradition that favour of "
J. S. UDAL.
king of arms."
the people of the island [Ulva, on the west coast of
Inner Temple.
Mull, in Argyllshire] were converted from being Roman
Catholics by the laird coming round with a man having
Although modern authorities seem hardly to
a yellow staff, which would seem to have attracted more
someattention than his teaching, for the new religion went know their own minds on this point, using
I
long afterwards perhaps it does so" still by the name times one form and sometimes the other, " agree
"
of the religion of the yellow stick.'
with E. C. K. in believing
king of arms to be
" The same
Dr. Blaikie adds
story is told of the more correct. So the learned William Camden,
" Clarencieux
Kinge of Armes," subscribed himperhaps a dozen other places in the Highlands;
the yellow stick seems to have done duty on a self; and so William Dugdale, Esq., "Norroy
considerable scale."
Can any one give further King of Arms," is styled in the reprint of a docuOne
I have now before me.
particulars regarding "the yellow stick," or the ment of 1663 which
man who carried it ; or whether this peculiarly can hardly believe that Mr. J. R. Planche, Somercoloured staff is supposed to have been carried set Herald, was blundering when he dedicated his
Charles George
generally in Scotland or in the North of England 'Pursuivant of Arms' to Sir
Yonge, Knt., "Garter King of Arms." No, not
by the Protestant reformers of the time ?
MARK H.
although Sir Walter wrote
'

:

'

'

THOMAS WATTS.

of

Particulars

connexions of Thomas Watts,
Printed Books at the British

Any
spectfully requested.
him will be much esteemed.

late

the

is.

And

of

Keeper

Museum,

thy name in high account,
still thy verse has charms,
Sir David Lindsay of the Mount,

Still is

family

Lord Lyon King at Anns

re-

obituary notices of

JOHN TAYLOR.

Northampton.

!

ST. SWITHIN.
"
"
King of arms is right. I remember addressing an officer of arms at the Heralds' College as
" Herald at
corrected
but was

To UP. The library of Mr. Toup was sold in
Arms,"
immediately
Where was it sold ?
0. A. WARD.
by the herald in question. Sir Walter Scott says
" Sir David
Lindsay of the Mount, Lord Lyon
'THE BOOK OF BELLS.' Would any of your
King at Arms"; but Sir Walter is wrong.
readers kindly give me information on the followGEORGE ANGUS.
1.
ing points concerning 'The Book of Bells'?
St. Andrews, N.B.
1784.

By whom
2.

is it supposed to have been written?
In what language is it written ?
3. Richard

Lovett, in 'Irish Pictures,' says:
" On the verso of folio 344 is the

following entry: 'I

Gerald Plunket of Dublin, wrot the contents of every
chapter ; I mean where every chapter doth begin, 1568.
The boke contaynes tow hundreth v and iii leaves at this
present, xxvii

August

1568.'

"

Under this is written by Usher, who was Bishop
of Meath from 1621 to 1624, "August 24 th ,
I reckoned the leaves of this and found
to be in number 344.
who reckoned
before me counted six score to the hundred." The
If a tow
explanation given seems insufficient.

1621.

He

them

hundreth v and

iii"

makes 248, leaving a

means 208,
difference of

that, plus

40,

96 unexplained.

SERO SED SERIO.

In the 'Glossary of Heraldry,' published by
"
Parker, Oxford, 1847, there is an article on Kings
of Arms," which term alone is adopted throughout.
The ancient French titles indicate that this is the
correct form: "Roy des armes des Clarenceux,"
as do the Latin
"Roy des armes des Norreys";
"
Rex armor um Anglicorum
titles also, viz., Garter,
indefinite"; Clarencieux, "Rex armorum partium
Australium "; Norroy, "Rex armorum, partium.
Borealium." The other form, however, is in use,
as

by W. Newton,

in his 'Display of Heraldry/

Pickering, London, 1846, p. 413, "Not many
years ago one of the Kings at Arms, &c."; and
may claim the' still earlier authority of Izaak Walton,
who, in his Life of Bp. Sanderson,' speaks of a
letter of

King

Charles,

" which was

lately shew'd
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me by

Sir William Dugdale,

1678,

ed.,

f.

2

recto).

King

at

Arms "

(first

In some later editions this

has been altered to "king of arms," as in Major's,
"
King,"
Latham, s.v.
London, 1825, " p. 389.
"
king at arms only, with a long
gives the form
'
(
extract from Jacob's Law Dictionary in explanaW. E. BUCKLEY.
tion.
"

"

V* s. vm.

JULY

13, ,99.

I will undertake to show that she was
hat fact.
daid of Honour to Queen Philippa, and nothing
Ise.

A foot-note

to p. 283, vol. xxii. of Archceologia
so named her.
Carte,
"
her to have been of the

hows that Bishop Louth
he historian, pronounces

Bedchamber"

of the late Queen.
assertions are in conformity with the

Both these
Patent Roll

"
is unquestionably the correct
of arms
domicella cameras." The disintry styling her
and, as E. 0. R. remarks, in all old docufor it is a modern one comparatively
inction
"
Rex armorum." In Ye King of between Maid of Honour and
ments it is
Lady of the BedArms, a serial published in 1873, and which only shamber could not have been, and clearly was not,
ran through some fifteen numbers, he will find a
so strictly defined at that period as in the present
"
king of day.
note, on p. 71, distinctly claiming that
arms" is the correct title, and alluding to the
The term domicella is uniformly applied to
"
"
"
supposed analogy of king at arms to sergeant unmarried ladies of good birth and lineage, and
One constantly hears the appellation more
at arms."
Uniespecially to those of noble birth.
"
king at arms," though I venture to say used by no versim dictae filise
magnatum, baronum
principum,
"
one properly versed in matters heraldic. Noble is et militum
of the
innuptce is Ducange's definition
" Domicella camerse consortis
notoriously inaccurate, and so the error he falls word ;
'
'
consequently,
of
Arms
is
not
to
in
his
the
into
Coll.
Hist, of
nostrse Philippee," the designation of Alice Perers
ARTHUR VICARS.
be wondered at.
after the Queen's death, unmistakably proves that
member of my family, in 1562, " beinge un- she was unmarried whilst in attendance on Queen
E. III.), and for which Lady in
certeyne yn what manner his auncestors did use Philippa (Pat., 47
and beare their sayde Creaste and Tymber," did Waiting or Maid of Honour is the correct renderknow that she so continued until the
require Olarenceux to set them forth. The herald ing.
thus described himself: "William Heruy, esquyre end of Edward III.'s reign, when she married
or
otherwise called Clarencieulx, principall heraulde William de Wyndesore, the Viceroy of Ireland,
and king off armes off the sowthe Easte and Weasl in the first year of Richard II. ; but the precise
has
period of her marriage after the Queen's death
parties of England, from the ryuer off Trent south
no bearing on her designation before that event
warde."
A. E. W.
vii.
(S. Carte, 'Hist, of England,' ii. 534; Louth,
"
"
King at arms is the term used in the follow- 28). The foregoing, I think, quite disposes of
=
dictionaries
Littleton's
rex
arviz.,
ing
(1693)
the question of Maid of Honour, and equally puts
morum, Bailey's (1782), and Johnson's (1785), in beyond
dispute her good lineage and descent,
which Phillips and Walton are the quoted autho
Perers j
being, in fact, the daughter of Sir Kichard
rities.
J. F. MANSERGH.
and in an escutcheon still extant William de

King

title

;

'

A

We

ALICE

FERRERS

th

S. vii.

148, 215, 449),
Considerable mystery hangs about the historj
of Alice Perers, but it is not of that kind which
(7

modern

writers have indulged in, induced by he
contemporary detractors, for as to her actual socia
I
position and descent there is none whatever.
should have been content to have left matters as
they are had not HERMENTRUDE very authorita
tively stated that

"Maid

of

Honour

to

Queen

Philippa she certainly was not."
Now, although the chastity of Alice Perers i
questionable, and very much so, she was certainl;
unmarried whilst in attendance on Queen Philippa
neither could there have been anything very noto
rious against her character at that time, otherwise
she would have been unfit to have figured at court
It is chiefly from her will, after her death, that w
are really made aware of her unchastity, for sh
left two daughters born
apparently out of wedlock
and we know that by W. de Wyndesore, whom
she married, she left no issue, the inquisition take
after his death and other authentic records
provin

Wyndesore quarters the Perers coat.
Now as to the word camera. The

application
various (chamber, room, closet,
is
&c.) ; and it is far from certain that bedchamber
even the proper rendering in the case in question,
notwithstanding there is an instance in the present
of this term

is

day of an unmarried "bedchamber woman."
in
prefer to take camera, as applied to a regal court,
the sense of one of its compounds, e.g., camerarius,
a chamberlain, or as closet in court parlance, as
we say of a functionary of the royal household,
Clerk of the Closet.
Another of its compounds,
cameralis, chambermaid, in its analogy to bedchamber, induces rather to the belief that such
designation was not necessarily implied, and that
"domicella camerse" can only be taken, as we

now

say, Maid of Honour.
That Alice Perers was unmarried, and so re-

puted, whilst in that capacity to Queen Philippa
further shown by Rot. Parl., iii. 41 ; for, in
order to reverse the proceedings taken against her
in 1 Ric. II. it was argued, and insisted on as a
main point, in the second of that king, that she

is

7 th s.

vni. JULY

is,
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Drum

"

Cath-

Ulster Annals record in 741 Battle of
had been improperly called upon to answer as a
mail between the Cruithnigh and the Dalriads against
of
wife
was
the
she
the
time
at
whereas
feme sole,
Innrechtach."
JEO VOILE DROICT.
William de Wyndesore.
There is a foot-note thus
So far as I remember, she was the daughter of
" The
to find of a
only notice the author has been able
Gunnora, one of the four daughters and coheiresses place called Cathmail is in a poem attributed to St.
Gunnora married Columba in honour of St. Cormac ua Liathan, mentioned
of Sir Thomas de Ormesbye.
John Piers, Perers, or Perrirs. Alice married, in Adamnan's Life, when he came to lona. One stanza,
is this
first, Sir Thomas de Herford, and secondly, Walter,
When the blooming sweet man had arrived
Palmer's Perlustration
de
or
:

:

'

Wyndesore (see
John,
of Great Yarmouth '). Ormesbye Broad

is close to

M.

Yarmouth.

CLERICAL EXPLOSIVES

th

(7

S.

then, perhaps, they
allowed the expression." I have
'
noticed with some surprise in reading the Me'
morials of Thomas Poole that Coleridge, even in
his preaching days, permitted himself the use of
the " big D." When did this, our national oath,
as I am afraid it must be called, come into general
use ? One rarely meets with it, as a mere expletive, in the Elizabethan dramatists. There is, howif

I

ever,

may be

an instance in Massinger

D n

me, I

'11

'

in Droz's Autour d'une Source,' where it is not
used by an ecclesiastic I feel in gratitude bound
to contribute something, if only a guess, towards

it

bacco

As

a guess, then, only, I would sugelse has made reply, that dincibe dindi, a frequent child's word for

may

It

is

too

much

to

expect always Bob Acres appropriateness in expletives ; but perhaps the context may bear out
some agreement with this. It is not long since
I saw accidempoli in II Secolo, which I took to be
a variant of accidente, but without other special
sense here something as we hear scissors, Jerusha,
:

Expletives are vagrom words it may
be merely individual peculiarities, like nothing else
in heaven or on earth.
W. C. M. B.
&c., used.

the following list of Saints who
(p. 458) gives
Mansuetus: Dubthe Peregrinatio ad Romam
:

slanius

Macbethus

Fursseua:

Seginus

:

et

Finianus

Senanus

Malmurius
Cathmail

:

et

Marcellus et Marcus r
Bitheus: Kieranus-

"

:

ARGLAN.
th

S. vii.
SIR DAVID LYNDSAY'S REGISTER (7
The register was completed in 1542 with
the blazon of Lyndsay's own arms. In the memoir

427).

'

Poetical

" The
and
Register of Arms, of the Scottish Nobility
his direction, as
Gentry, was compleated [sic'] under
I5U.
the
in
the
year
life,
King's
Lyon Herald, during
This official Register of Arms was submitted by Sir
James Balfour, one of his sucessors as Lyon King, to the
Lords of Privy Council, at Holyrood-house, on the 9th
December, 1630, and approven as an authentic Register.
It is preserved in the Library of the Faculty of Advowith Balfour s
cates, Edinburgh, having been acquired
valuable Manuscript Collections in 1698."

THOMAS BAYNE,
Helensburgb, N.B.

:

Kirkby Ireleth, Haxheved. Aldynham,
Lethom in Amundrenesse, Meier, Halsall, Birnsale in
Craven, Emmyldon (? Millom) in Coupeland, Lorton,
Kelett in Lonsdall, Middleton near Manchester."
"Furnea,

My

It will be seen that Cartmell is not included.
former inquiry as to that place was prompted by a
half idea that it might prove to be the city of
'
Cathmail, referred to in Dr. Skene's Celtic Scot-

A

th

S. vii. 467).
SIR RICHARD GRENVILLE (7
Walter Raleigh, of Sir
description, written by Sir
Richard Grenville's famous battle with the Spaniards
<
will be found in Hakluyt's Voyages and Travels,'
of it
vol. ii.
665, and there is also an account
p.

in

Camden's 'History of Elizabeth'
J. F.

pp. 455-6.

:

CARTMEL (7 th S. vi. 249, 416). Canon Raine's
'Life of St. Cuthbert' gives Prior Wessington's
list of churches in Lancastrieschire dedicated to
that saint, as under

land':

made

no one

money, wealth, and bacchus.

Kentigern one finds the follow-

:

:

As I am not one of those who knew what DR.
CHANCE has said pf sac a papier I first came upon

his inquiry.

St.

ing note
"
Colgan

of the
prefixed to his scholarly edition
Works' David Laing writes thus

:

For should you vow,
do this, you are sure to break.
The Maid of Honour,' II. i.
C. C. B.
'

gest, since

'

'

In the Life of

S. vii. 326, 435).

Barham held that clergymen should not go beyond
" 'zooks." Even
ought to add
"

At Cross Cormac, at his church,
Then rang the soft-toned bell
Here at the city of Cathmail."

(ed.

1675),

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.
(
Mr. Fox Bourne's English Seamen under the
Tudors ' will tell you the contemporary authorities.
For a beautiful modern telling of the story read
In
R. L. Stevenson's 'Virginibus Puerisque.'
"
Arber's English Reprints," No. 29, are published,
for one shilling, Sir W. Raleigh's version, 1591;
Gervase Markham's, 1595 ; and Jan Huyghen van
M.B.Cantab.
Linschoten's.

THEPRINCESS HENRIETTA, DUCHESS OF ORLEANS
th

(7

S. vii. 462).

A

way into the otherwise
MR. WINSLOW JONES.

sad mistake has found its
substantial and able note of
towards the end
He
says,

" that the name in
of the note,
question (Anne)
was given to her by Anne of Austria, the mother
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The parenthesis and the italics
of Louis Treize."
are mine, of course.
Now, the mother of Louis
Treize (the thirteenth) was Marie de Medicis, the
Anne of Austria
second wife of King Henri IV.
was the wife of Louis XIII. and the mother of
Louis Quatorze (the fourteenth), to whom she
wished to have married the said Princess Hen-

DNARGEL.

rietta.

[7*

s.

vm. JULY is,

-

"

The
teenth century were negroes.
six negroes
in white dresses richly laced, and having massive
'
silver collars and armlets," as described in
Old
Mortality,' are stated to have "acted as trumis
There
not
a
as
their
word
to
peters."
being
heralds.
Sir Walter Scott knew perfectly what
were the functions of a herald, and was the most
unlikely person to have confounded one with a

Hogarth's trumpeters, again, were
trumpeter.
Heralds never were
an error in the communica- trumpeters, not heralds.
tion of MR. WINSLOW JONES at the above place. trumpeters themselves, though on certain occasions
The * Lives of the Princesses of England ' was they were, and are, attended by the royal trumpeters.
written by Mrs. Everett Green; her maiden name The confusion which prevails in the public mind on
the subject, and the reason why a herald in full
was Mary Anne Everett Wood.
official costume is so often depicted with a trumpet
H. E. WILKINSON.
(from which hangs a bannerol emblazoned with
Anerley.
Paris.

Allow me

to correct

the royal arms) are very simply explained.

LORD TRURO (7 th S. vii. 428, 478). The folI once, when a very young man, was asked by a
lowing may answer one of the queries of your cor- most eminent authority if I knew why it was comrespondent MR. T. CANN HUGHES. On the south monly supposed that heralds themselves blew trumface of the mausoleum in the churchyard of St. pets when they proclaimed peace, &c.
and on my
;

Lawrence, near Kamsgate, erected by Sir Augustus
Frederick D'Este", is the following inscription
:

Sacred

To the beloved memory of
The Right Hon bl e Thomas Wilde

who began

1 st Baron Truro
his professional life as

an attorney
by great talent, perseverance and integrity
unaided by patronage
became Lord Chief Justice
of the Court of Common Pleas
and afterwards Lord High Chancellor
of England
Born 7> day of July 1782.
Died llth day of November 1855.
he had by his first
marriage with Mary Wilemar

The

three Sons.
whom died in infancy,

eldest of

and one Daughter.
his second Wife
Augusta Emma D'Este
he left no issue.

By

my ignorance, I was told that it arose
simply from the misreading of a stage direction in
"
one of Shakespeare's historical plays, Enter herald
with trumpet," meaning " Enter a herald with a

confessing

trumpeter"! Et voila tout !
The Queen's trumpeters sound a fanfare when
the appearance of the officers of arms announces
the approach of Her Majesty in a royal procession;
and they attend the heralds on certain occasions to
sound their trumpets at a given signal.
Her
Majesty's heralds marshal and direct and head
a royal procession, but they neither carry nor blow
the trumpets which are sounded when they appear.
Hogarth and Scott were probably quite right in
depicting official trumpeters of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries in these islands as men of

They would have been quite
they had represented (and I do not suppose they ever did) the sovereign's officers of arms
as black men during those centuries, or at any
other time.
C. H.
dark complexion.

wrong

if

I supplied the above and other particulars to Mr.
John Gough Nichols in April, 1864, and in the
Herald and Genealogist, vol. ii. p. 261, it is stated
PORTRAIT OF IGNATIUS SANCHO (7 t& S. vii. 325,
"that thither (St. Lawrence) the body of Lord 457).
Ignatius Sancho was a negro, born in 1729,
Truro was conveyed from his house in Eaton Square on board a ship in the slave trade off the coast of
in 1855."
W. H. SMITH, Major- General.
Guinea, and was baptized by the name of Ignatius
Lindum Terrace, Lincoln.
at Carthagena.
His parents died soon after his
A slight error has crept into my note on Lord birth, and when he was two years old he was
Truro. The year in which he was first returned as brought to England and given to three maiden
member for Newark-on-Trent was 1831, as stated sisters, living at Greenwich, who nicknamed him
by MR. BORRAJO in his note on the same subject, Sancho, from some resemblance they fancied they
saw in him to the squire of Don Quixote.
A
and not 1838, as appears in my note.
Duke of Montagu, who lived at Blackheath, saw
T. W. TEMPANT.
and admired him, and frequently took him home
Richmond, Surrey.
to his duchess, whose service he entered, and
BLACK MEN AS HERALDS IN THE BRITISH remained as butler until her death. He afterth
ISLES (7 S. vii. 448, 517). Sir Walter Scott was wards took service again with the young duke
probably quite correct in asserting that the trum- until 1773, when his corpulence and other troubles
peters of the Scottish Life Guards in the seven- induced him to leave and take up a grocery busi-

7" s.
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ness on his

own

account.

He

wrote

many

From

very

intelligent letters, which, being the work of a
negro, attracted a great deal of attention from the
literary men of his time. He was fortunate enough
to secure the patronage of three duchesses, as wel

The fact tha
as that of Garrick and Sterne.
"
painting was so much within the circle of Ignatius
Sancho's judgment and criticism, that severa
artists paid great deference to his opinion," might
account for Gainsborough having painted his portrait.
He died in 1780.
'
If WIGAN has not easy access to
The

New

Biog. Diet/ (1784), whence these particulars are
taken, and will communicate with me, I shall be
glad to give him an extended reference.

WM, NORMAN.
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the fact of John Baldwin's association
Broke in the deed quoted by

with Serjeant

H. C. F. it is highly probable that he would be
the after Chief Justice.
He did not reach the
coif until 1531 ; but Foss tells us that he attained
so high a reputation as a lawyer that he received
the uncommon distinction of being thrice appointed
Eeader of his Inn between 1516 and 1531. In
common with your correspondent H. C. F. I
should be glad to know more about these Baldwins of Aylesbury, several of whom were afterwards members of Parliament.
W. D. PINK.
Leigh, Lancashire.

SANGATTE

(7

th

be so bold as to

S. vii. 345).

offer

I am not going to
as to the origin of

an opinion

name Sangatte, because I do not know on
which syllable the stress lies in local pronunciaIn a periodical entitled Tobacco, of June 1, 1888, tion but
I may take this opportunity of urging
;
p. 156, is a memoir of this individual, illustrated once more the
importance of a rule which is too
by a small engraving, oval in form, and under- often neglected in the examination of place-names,
"
neath is inscribed Gainsborough Pinx., Bartolozzi
and which is almost invariable, namely, that the
Sculp." It represents a hideously ugly black man, stress is laid on the
qualitative or adjective sylapparently dressed in livery; and it certainly lable. Thus in Sand
gate the stress is irrevocably
seems remarkable that an eminent painter and
on Sand ; and if, as I imagine, Sangatte carries the
engraver should have exercised their talents upon stress on the second
syllable, it is almost impossible
him. In the memoir is a woodcut depicting a
that it should be a corruption of Sandgate.
If, on
cask of tobacco, over which is inscribed, on a scroll,
the other hand, it means Sainte Agathe, it may
"Sancho's best Trinidado."
seem at first sight as if Sainte were the qualitative
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
syllable; but that is not so. The prefix Saint is, as
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
4, St.

Jamea'd Place, Plumstead.

the

were, generic, followed by a specific (or qualitaname, and we speak of St. James, St. George,
&c. (St. John and St. Maur, used as surnames,
it

Ignatius Sancho was a literary negro, who was
born in 1729 on board a slave ship, and died in
WIQAN will find
Westminster, Dec. 14, 1780.
further particulars of his life in the 'Imperial
'
Dictionary of Universal Biography/ Beeton's Dictionary of Universal Information/ and other works
of reference.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

FETTIPLACE FAMILY

th

S. vii. 443).
I know
nothing of Sir Thomas Fettiplace, a good pedigree
of that ancient Berkshire family
being still a desideratum. But Sir Eichard Carew would be the
(7

then representative of the Carews of
Beddington.
knighted in 1497, and made a banneret
in 1512.
Nicholas, his son, was afterwards the
well-known Master of the Horse, made a K.G. in
and
beheaded
on March 3, 1539, for alleged
1536,
complicity in the Exeter conspiracy.
Eichard Broke had been appointed serjeant-atlaw in November, 1510. At the time of his receiving the coif he was Eecorder of and M.P. for
the City of London.
From 1520 till 1526 he was
a Justice of the Common Pleas, and from 1526 till

He was

his decease, some three years
later, Chief Baron
of the Exchequer.
His parentage as recorded
by
Burke is confirmed by Foss.
Sir Symon (not Eichard) Harcourt was of Stanton

Harcourt.

Knighted in 1513 for bravery at the
Died in 1547.

siege of Tournay.

tive)

occasionally form singular exceptions, and are pronounced Sinjon, Seymour), just as we speak of
King Henry, Queen Mary, Sir Thomas.

The rule of the stress is as applicable to Celtic
as to Teutonic names.
In Celtic the qualitative
generally follows the noun, and the stress is conLochdow Zoc&
sequently thrown back, thus
dubh, black lake ; Poldow=pol dubh, black pool ;
~\iucbm linn cam, crooked pool.
But occasionally the arrangement is reversed, with the
f)h\ocb dubh loch, black lake ;
'ollowing result
Dipple dubh pol, black pool ; Camlin or Cameon = cam linn, crooked pool. The stress, as PROF.
SKEAT has shown with admirable clearness (7 th S.
rii.
321), does not tend to preserve the vowel
ounds unaltered; on the other hand, the tendency
appears to be for the consonants to drop out in
the syllable following the stress.
typical intance of that process is the name Brocas (well
mown to Etonians), which is all that remains of
Brockhurst, the badger's thicket.

=

:

=

=

:

=

A

HERBERT MAXWELL.
HOBBLEDEHOY

th

(7

S. iv.

523

;

v. 58, 178).

In

long note upon this word the view which I
jrincipally insisted on was that the word had
riginally had the meaning of wobbling (or inclinng) to the left, like the tongue of a balance ; and

my
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that if it had finally been applied to a lad from
fourteen upwards, either by a parent in his fears or
by a malicious cynic, it was because it is especially
during his hobbledehoy hood that the male individual is apt to incline either to the rigbt or to the
leftthat is, to turn out well or ill, both morally and
from
physically. This view of mine derives support

a French slang expression which I lately met with
'
in La Gosse,' by Olivier Marthini (second edition,
Paris, 1889), p. 135, in the following sentence:
" La belle malice d'etre honnete
quand on a tout ce
S'il etait ne dans une famille
qu'il faut sous la main
de riche, il n'aurait pas 'oblique a gauche,'* lui non
!

plus."

The person who

is here represented (in the third
person) as excusing himself, is a hobbledehoy
who has gone to the bad and been sent to a refor-

matory and his picturesque expression, obliquer a
gauche (for which, in the same book, p. 284, we
;

find mal tourner substituted) is certainly altogether
in accordance with the interpretation I have given
Nor will it seem strange that
of hobbledehoy.
"
"
moving obliquely (or sloping off) to the left
should be regarded as equivalent to turning out
badly, if we consider the close connexion which
there is in many modern languages between the

words which denote the right hand and rectitude.
F.

Sydenbam

CHANCE.

Hill.

P. S.
Since writing the above, I have met with
(
the following in
Le Joug,' by Eugene Delard,
" Si la
viz.
p. 38,
petite donnait jamais a gauche,"
:

where donner a gauche = to go wrong.

SECOND DRAGOONS, ROYAL SCOTS GREYS
S. vii.

307).

(7

th

This regiment was formed in 1681

by adding some newly

raised troops of cavalry to
three independent corps, which were known as
Scots Dragoons, and had been in existence since
1679. Col. Thomas Dalzell was appointed commanding officer, his commission bearing date Nov.
It stood fourth in the list of Dragoon
25, 1681.

regiments, but it was at first known generally as
the Eoyal Regiment of Scots Dragoons or by the
name of its commanding officer for the time being

The men wore

cuirasses until 1684, and their uniform was grey. Their head-dress was different
from that of the other Dragoon regiments, as the
officers and men wore grenadier caps instead of
hats bound with lace.
In 1707 the title was
changed to Royal Regiment of North British DraIn 1713, owing to some senior regiments
goons.
being altered from Dragoons into corps bearing
another denomination, it became second on the
list.
In 1751 its numerical title was authorized, as
well as its second name, Royal North British Dragoons. At this time the coats were scarlet, double
* The inverted
commas are not mine. I need hardly
say that "obliquer a gauche" is, strictly speaking, a
military expression. See Littre'.

[7*

and lined with

>reasted,

s.

vm.

blue

;

JULY

13,

m

waistcoat and

>reeches blue; grenadier caps, with thistle and
motto of St. Andrew in front, red flap, with the
"
white horse of Hanover and the words Nee aspera

"
over it. In 1764 the regiment was ordered
mounted on long-tailed horses, and the colour
the waistcoats and breeches was changed from

terrent
to be
of

blue to white. I imagine that at first the regiment
obtained its popular name of Scots Greys, which
aas now been authorized as a secondary title, on
account of its grey uniform, or perhaps from Lord
It was also called at one time "The
Srey.
White Horse." Afterwards the idea of mountng the officers and men on grey chargers may

bave been taken from the circumstance that a
troop of Dutch horse which accompanied William,
Prince of Orange, to England were so mounted.
In 1799 "nag- tailed" horses were ordered to be
ridden, and in 1811 the white leather breeches
were replaced by plush ones, which afterwards were

discontinued and trousers substituted, as at preThe trophies of the regiment consist of the
sent.
colours of the Regiment du Roi, taken at Ramilies
in 1706, and a standard of the French Household
Also the
Cavalry, captured at Dettingen in 1743.
eagle and colour of the 45me Regiment d'Infanterie

de Ligne, captured at Waterloo by Sergeant Ewart,.
on which were inscribed the words "Austerlitz,
Eylau, Friedland, Jena, Wagram." I regret that I
cannot inform MAJOR WELBY where these interesting trophies are kept at present. The eagle, worn
as a badge by the regiment, is in commemoration of
the capture of the standard at Waterloo. In addi" Nemo me imtion to the motto of St. Andrew,
"
pune lacessit," it also bears the words Second to
R. STEWART PATTERSON,
none."
Chaplain H.M. Forces.
Cork.

'DoRA THORNE'
Braun
initials

Brame

th

(7
It

S. vii. 108, 197, 395).

The
should be Brame.
C. M. B.
meaning Charlotte Monica
were transposed in America to B. M. C. r

is

misspelt.

and her works published under the name of Bsrtha
M. Clay; about the most barefaced piece of trickery
ever heard

HAROLD.

of.

ROUSSEAU IN ENGLAND

th

(7

S. vii. 469).

All

the

particulars required by your correspondent
WOOTTON are to be found in vols. xix. and xx. of

" OEuvres de
Rousseau, Citoyen de Geneve, a Paris
de rimprimerie de P. Didot 1'Aine, au Palais dea
Sciences et Arts, An IX. (1801)." These volumes,
the last two of the edition, are a part of his correIn a letter dated " Chiswick le 29
rndence.
ivier, 1766," he announces his arrival in Eng-

The following two letters were written from
All the letters from March 22,
the same place.
1766, till April 30, 1767, are dated from Wootton;
and in that of May 10, 1766, he gives a description of the house in which he lived there (that of

land.

7 th s.

vm. JULY is, '89.]
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In another long letter, dated
February 26, 1770 (written
he recurs to his stay in England.

Mr. Davenport).

Monquin
thus 17

26
S

(in France),

70),

DNARGEL.

Paris.

hardly be possible that Mr. Morley's
'
In it he
is unknown to the querist.
W. 0. B.
will find much of what he desires.
It can

*

pleted the old bridge when Peter of Colechurch
died in 1205 ? (2) Of whom were the remains discovered in the tomb under the crypt stairs in 1737

and where were they afterwards placed ? I hope
that MR. FURNIVALL'S note will bring forth better
information on this interesting subject than I can
furnish.

Rousseau

KNEES TURNED BACKWARDS

(7

th

35

35,

Warwick Koad,

GEORGE J. T.
Earl's Court, S.W.

MERRY.

" ON THE CARPET"
th
S. vii. 344, 432, 476).
(7
" To be
"
In Lincolnshire also
is a
carpeted
" knees
common phrase, and means that a labourer or a

S. vii. 486).

There is no bird in the world that has its
turned backwards." One of the few bits of com-

servant unused to carpets has been called into the
"
anatomy which I know is that the joint room of the master to receive a jawbation." " On
which MR. GIBSON means is not the knee, but the the carpet "=" under consideration" is also
I appeal to any surgeon who reads N. & Q.' common here and everywhere else, I should imagine.
heel.
whether I am not right.
I have just stumbled upon a curious old example
0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
in Hall's Chronicle,' 1550.
While King Richard
Longford, Coventry.
was anxiously seeking a fit instrument to murder
his
his "secret page" bethought him of
OLD LONDON BRIDGE (7 th S. vii. 483). The a nephews,
likely man, and went to tell his master, and
first stone bridge across the Thames at London was
u
vpon the pages woordes, kyng Richard arose (for
The architect was Peter
commenced in 1176.
this communicacion had he sittyng on a drafte,
parative

*

*

of Colechurcb, who died in 1205, one year before
The stone platform
the structure was completed.
was 926 feet long and 40 feet wide. The coping
stones were 60 feet above the level of the water at
ebb tide, and the bridge was formed by 19 pointed

from 25 to 34 feet in
having a draw-bridge on each side of the

arches, with massive piers
solidity,

The chapel inriver to protect the approaches.
scribed to St. Thomas a Becket consisted of two
stories, and was familiarly known as St. Thomas of
the Bridge.
It stood on the tenth or great pier,
that is, as nearly as possible in the centre of the
bridge, the lower portion being the crypt, paved
with black and white marble.
In this crypt the
architect, Peter of Colechurch, desired that his
bones might rest and there, it may be presumed,
but in
they peacefully remained for centuries
1737 the premises came into the occupation of a
Mr. Yaldwin, to be used by him as a dwelling and
warehouse. Whilst alterations were being effected
under the staircase of the crypt the remains of a
human body were discovered and removed, but no
inscription was found to afford a clue as to whose
body it was, nor were any records of the interment
;

;

forthcoming.
In the summer of 1833 old London Bridge was
removed. I was at school in Kennington at the
time, and hearing that the crypt which once contained the remains of Peter of Colechurch had
been discovered, I hastened to view the ruin.
Admission to inspect was denied to a boy, albeit of
archaeological proclivities, and I was fain to watch
the process of demolition from the nearest buttress
of the London Bridge now standing.
I

However,

secured a print, which I still retain, showing the
chapel of St. Thomas and the crypt let to Mr.
Yaldwin in the last century. The questions, therefore, remaining to be solved are
(1) Who com-

a
'

convenient carpet for
Richard III.,' f. 3, recto.

suche a

counsail)."

R. R.

Boston, Lincolnshire.

GRADUATES OF SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES
vii.

388, 454,493).

title is

'

Edinburgh has such a

(7

th

S.

list; its

A Catalogue of the Graduates in the Facul-

Divinity and Law of the University of
Edinburgh since its Foundation.' It was printed
by Neill & Co. in 1858. It gives a chronological
list of the Principals, Regents, and Professors since
1583 ; of Masters of Arts since 1587 ; of Graduates
in Divinity since 1709, and in Law since 1695,
which are the earliest notices of such degrees being
It is compiled from the
Book of
conferred.
Laureations,' which commences with the National
Covenant of 1580, which had to be signed by both
The Register of Matriprofessors and students.
culations and the list of contributors to the UniverThe list of Medical
sity Library are also used.
Graduates from 1705 appear in a volume issued in
The Bannatyne Club, I believe, has also
1846.
published a list of the Edinburgh graduates; but I
have been unable to find any of the other three
DE V. PATEN-PAYNE.
Scotch Universities.
ties of Arts,

'

A

MAYOR'S TITLE (7 th S. vi. 468; vii. 112,
The reply of the Mayor of Great Yarmouth
has drawn my attention to the original query of
MR. WALFORD and the subsequent notes that
have since appeared in your columns, which I had
494).

Had I noticed the query
hitherto overlooked.
when it appeared I would certainly have answered
it, as I was entirely responsible for styling the
Mayor of Coventry "Right Worshipful" in the
Leamington programme of the Royal Archaeological
The distinctive title, therefore, given
Institute.
to the then worthy mayor of that city did not

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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emanate from him, as

A

SEXAGENARIAN has

[7*

s.
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m

This rough statement of names
help J. C. J. in his search of the owner of the
J. F. MANSERGH.
nitials.

jall,

died 1649.

may
have always been under the impression that
mayors of cathedral cities were entitled "to be
"
worcalled
right worshipful," and other mayors
In settling the Leamington proshipful" only.
gramme of the Royal Archaeological Institute a
question occurred to me whether or not the mayor
of a city that had once boasted of a cathedral
I conseshould be styled "right worshipful."
quently sought the opinion of a learned antiquary,
it would be thd better course
to give the higher title in such a case.

and he informed me

'
in his
of Knowledge/ 1843,
" The Treasury
349, says,
mayors of all corporations, with
the sheriffs, aldermen, and recorder of London, are
"
'
I hardly think this is
styled right worshipful.'
correct as regards mayors. I shall be much obliged
for any information on the subject. Many of your
readers will, no doubt, be able to furnish a satis-

Maunder,

p.

factory reply.
I should like to know (1) Are mayors of cathe"
dral cities per se entitled to be called
right
"
worshipful ? (2) How should the mayor of a
town or city that had formerly been honoured
with a cathedral be styled? (3) What other
mayors, if any, have a right to the superior title ?
It would be interesting to have a complete list of
all towns and cities whose mayors are entitled to
be called "right worshipful" published in your

HELLIEB GOSSELIN.

columns.
Blakesware, Ware, Herts.

STAG MATCH

(7

th

S. vii. 508).

MR. LATIMER

has here been misled by a technical term. By a
"
"
in this context is not meant a member of
stag
the genus Cervus, but a gamecock not fully grown.

Vide Hoyle's ' Games,' third edition, p. 119, under
"
"
Cocking," which says, With a view to try the
virtue of a brood, choose from those that are hatched
early some of the stags that are shortest upon leg";
and a few lines further down on the same page,
"Should the stags afterwards when cocks win the
odd battle." Cockfighting, it may be noted, is
still very prevalent in Northumberland and Durham, three battles having taken place within a
radius of about a mile on one day in this neighbourhood a few weeks ago.
H. BARDLET FIELD.
Howden le Wear, Darlington
.

WAR
468).

IN THE NETHERLANDS, 1607 (7 th
The only names to which the given

S. vii.
initials

could apply, that appear in the list published in the
Athenceum, of those intended to be included under
the letter F., in the Dictionary of National Biography,' are those of Charles Ferme, or Fairholm,
Theological Professor at Edinburgh (c.) 1557-1617 ;
Charles Fitzgeffrey, divine and poet, 1575-1636 ;
Christopher Fulwood, royalist, died 1643; and
perhaps Christopher Plunket, second Earl of Fin-

Liverpool.

It is just possible that C. F.

may be

Sir Charles

commander, who was at
Nieuport, Ostend, and Sluys, and spent some time
n the camp of the archduke; see 'D. N. B.,'
Fairfax, a distinguished

W.

xviii. 130.

C. B.

th

TAILED ENGLISHMAN (7 S.vi.347,493 ; vii. 132,
The following passage from a very
212, 349, 433).
curious work gives another origin to the tails of the
Kentish men
'Men say (saith Nangiacus,
:

as Genebrard reporteth)
that Kentish men have tails like brute beasts, because
Austin
the monk when he came
their ancestors mocked
to preach among them nay by some this is believed as
a truth to this day."' A Present for a Papist ; or, the
:

History of Pope Joan,' Rivingtons, 1785.

JAMES HOOPER.
50,

Mornington Road, N.W.

THE FAMILY OF GISORS

(7

th

S. vi. 201, 297).

The recent publication by the Corporation of London of the first part of the Husting Rolls, under the
editorship of Dr. Sharpe, is of immense assistance
towards the elucidation and definition of the members of this numerous family, which I attempted
I propose
to unravel in a previous communication.
now to curtly collate the information contained
therein.

It is satisfactory (to myself) to find the surmise
I then ventured to make, that there were probably
three John Gisors, of whom the coroner was the
connecting link, fully borne out by the will of

John de Gisorzs

(the third), wherein, after giving
instructions to be buried in the church of St.
Martin, Vintry, he provides for a chantry in the

same church

for the souls of himself

wife

John and Margery,

his

;

for

and Isabella,
his father and

for John, his grandfather ; and for others
;
not specified in the ' Calendar,' although very de-

mother

sirable.

In order to distinguish these three men (grandand son) I propose to adopt the

father, father,

variable

orthography in

the

wills

themselves,

John Gisors, will enrolled
naming them thus
1282 John de Gisorcio, will enrolled 1296 ; John
:

;

de Gysorzs, will enrolled 1350-1.

By the will of John Gisors we gather he was the
son of Peter de Gisors, and he devises rents in the
parish of St. Thomas the Apostle to John and
Anketin, his sons, at the same time making a bequest to Margaret, his niece, the daughter of his
Johanna.
the will of John de Gisorcio we learn he
a
had numerous family, viz., John de Gysorzs (to
be alluded to presently) ; Anketin, to whom a
wharf upon Walebroke is demised Thomas, who inherited the "New Hall" (Gisors' or Gerard's Hall )
sister

From

;
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Bread Street ; Henry;
In
Beatrice ; Mabel ; Johanna ; and Isabella.
addition to these, in the will of his relict Margery
in the parish of St. Mildred,

made of another son,
Bichard (possibly posthumous), who, together with
Isabella, his sister, is placed under the guardianship of Thomas, their brother, during minority.
Coming to the will of John de Gysorzs; in
(enrolled in 1305) mention is

addition to the provisions already enumerated, all
and tenements in the parish of St.
Martin, Vintry, are left to Henry Pykard and
Margaret, his wife, daughter of Thomas, and niece
of the testator.
(The text of the 'Calendar' is
"granddaughter" of the testator. On referring to
Dr. Sharpe, however, he has very courteously confirmed my suspicion that it is an error.) The next
bequest is of the "New Hall," now first called
Gysors' Hall, to Felicia, daughter of the said
Thomas, and sister, therefore, to Margaret Pickard.
The conclusion seems tolerably plain that possession of Gysors' Hall must have fallen to John de
Gysorzs through the death of his younger brother,
intestate and s.p.m.
No will of the said Thomas is
enrolled.
He probably delayed until in extremis.
Indeed, it is noticeable in the wills of this period
how soon after their date (when dated at all) they
his lands, rents,

John de Gysorzs,
apparently had some compunction at
were enrolled.

nevertheless,
inheriting his
younger brother's estate, and gave effect to it in
his will by transferring it back to his brother's
family in the person of the least endowed daughter,
Felicia.
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The wife may have had two
the canons of 1603.
names, or it may have been the baptism of a child
born before marriage. Perhaps MR. J. M. COWPER
will state whether the same form of entry was continued.
ED. MARSHALL.

FLEET ON THE SERPENTINE

On August

(7

1814, there was a
the parks to commemorate the
Among other festivities, on the
was a miniature representation
which was shown the celebrated
tised

1,

th

S. vii. 507).

grand jubilee in
return of peace.

Serpentine there
of a sea-fight, in

manoauvre pracat Trafalgar of advancing in two
the enemy's line drawn up in the

by Nelson

break
form of a crescent, and the destruction of the fleet
by fire-ships in the evening. This mimic exhibition was hailed with enthusiastic acclamations from
the multitude assembled on both sides of the Serlines to

pentine.
71,

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

Brecknock Road.

The etching described by MR. PATTERSON repremimicry of a naval action on the

sents a childish

Serpentine, one of the festivities to celebrate the
I am old enough to remember it.
peace of 1814.
The ships were the long boats and jolly boats of

men-of-war, brought up from Woolwich, and rigged
Some dozen lads were placed in each,
who, with pistols and toy guns, gave a mimic reAt the same time, to
presentation of a sea-fight.
divide the London crowd, there was a fortress besieged in the Green Park, which, after the smoke
from the guns, rockets, and Roman candles had dispersed, was transformed into a Temple of Concord.
Simultaneously, in St. James's Park, there was a
as ships.

The remaining items of John de Gysorzs's will
widow (his second wife)
named Alice, two sons, Edward and Nicholas, as wooden
pagoda and bridge traversing the canal.
"
aleo
a younger daughter," Juliana.
The forth- The
pagoda was accidentally burnt, but the bridge
coming part of the 'Calendar,' which at present remained, and was found so useful that from that
only carries us down to the year 1358, will possibly
we have never been without a road and bridge
throw some light upon the later members of this day
J. CARRICK MOORE.
crossing the park.
discover that he left a

It may also enable us to trace the further
family.
successive possession of the historic Gysors' Hall.
I hope also to trace a fairly successive
pedigree of
the Gisors family, whose importance at that
period
in the City of London is one of the
many proofs
how thoroughly cosmopolitan she has always been.

JOHN
16,

Montague

Street,

J.

STOCKEN.

W.C.

PARISH EEGISTERS OP ST. GEORGE THE MARTYR,
CANTERBURY (7 th S. vii. 387). The article in
Laud's "Articles
register is this

of Visitation" respecting

the

:

"And whether haue you

a Register Booke in Parchment, for Christnings, Weddings, and Burials, and
whether the same be kept in all points,
according to the
Canons in that behalfe prouided." " Articles to be inquired of in the Metropolitical Visitation," for Norwich
and other dioceses, in 1635, Keport II. of Commission

on Ritual, 1868, App.,

p. 547,

3.

here said respecting the maiden name
of the wife, nor is there
anything in canon Ixx. of

Nothing

is

HOLLAND'S PLINY

th

(7

S. vii. 308, 435).

Al-

though the remark attributed by MR. HOPE to
Agrippa was a favourite maxim of his, as we learn
from Seneca, Epist. xciv., "Dicere solebat multum
se huic debere sententise ; Nam Concordia parvae
res crescunt, discordia maximse dilabuntur," yet,
on the principle conveyed by Hearne's motto,
" Suum
cuique," the merit of it must be assigned

He puts it into the
Sallust, its originator.
of Micipsa, when addressing Jugurtha, not
many days before his decease. See his 'Bellum
to

mouth

Jugurthinum,' chap.

W.

x.

CITY BURIAL-GROUND

(7

th

E. BUCKLEY.

S. vii. 468).

It

may

be of service to mention that the Old Bethlehem
Burial-ground in Moorfields was enclosed in 1569,
" for Burial Ease to such Parishes in London as
wanted convenient Ground within their Parishes,"
and that the Bunhill Fields Burial-ground, which
was originally " by the Mayor and citizens of Lon-

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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don, in the year 1665, set apart and consecrated as
a common cemetery," was during the last century
See
largely used for the interment of Dissenters.
Maitland's 'History of London' (1758), vol. ii.
'
Harrison's History,' pp. 215, 438,
p. 797; and
543. In Bunhill Fields Burial-ground lie the remains of Daniel De Foe, John Bunyan, George

and a good many Roman Catholics were
interred in Old St. Pancras Churchyard.
Fox, &c.

;

J. F.

vm.

JULY

13,

.erchant of the town, elected to the office in 1693,
re-elected in the following year.

nd

W. W.

DAVIES.

Glenmore, Lisburn, near Belfast.

MANSERGH.

THE
(7

s.

ody, this mark of favour being granted on acount of the loyalty of the town. The "soveraign"
as simply chief magistrate or mayor, and the
ffice continued as late as 1841, when the Municial Act came into force. The particular "soveraign"
iferred to by J. G. C., William Crawford, was a

Liverpool.

BOGUS WORDS

[7*

th

S. vii. 305).
Prof. Skeat
with J. A. H. M. in invent-

has been beforehand
ing a name for the results of a phantom etymology
"
which I think is in
by naming them " ghost words,"
"
'
It is in the Fourteenth
better form than bogus.
Address of the President to the Philological
Society,' delivered at the anniversary meeting,
At p. 373
May 21, 1886, by the Rev. Prof. Skeat.
"
(Phil Trans., 1885-6) he observes, I subjoin a

" GODDESS OF

IEVOLUTION

(7

tb

REASON " IN THE FRENCH

S. vii. 487).

There were several

Goddesses of Reason."

"Demoiselle Candeille, of the Opera; a woman fair to
ook upon, when well rouged she, borne on palanquin
in azure
with red woollen nightcap
houlderhigh
mantle ; garlanded with oak holding in her hand the
^ifce of the Jupiter- Peuple,"
was worshipped in Notre Dame at the first of the
"Mrs. Momoro," who, "it is admitted,
easts.
made one of the best Goddesses of Reason, though
list of the non-existent words, or 'ghost words,'
which I have now noticed." Among these is the her teeth were a little defective," was adored at
he corresponding festival in the Church of St.
imaginary morse, which has a place in *N. & Q.,'
">
These are the only two mentioned by
Dustache.
S. ix. 507; x. 34, 97, 195 ; and in 7 ta S. i.
199 (p. 353, u.s.). Some of these words in Jamie- name by Carlyle. The feasts were held all over
C. C. B.
son occur for notice (p. 363, u.s.) ; but there is a France.
reference for others to Prof. Skeat's own edition of
'
French RevoluIt is recorded in M. Thiers's
'
Barbour's Bruce (p. 776). Prof. Skeat has some
" Godtion that a young woman represented the
remarks upon the mistakes arising from the condess of Reason." She was the wife of Momoro,
fusion of symbols, which largely increases this
ihe printer, the friend of Vincent, Ronsin, &c.
class of words (p. 363, u.s., p. 372, u.s.).
informs us in his hisAnd, again, M. Lamartine
ED. MARSHALL.
'
'
tory of The Girondists that Mile. Maillard, the
th
"IDOL SHEPHERD" (7 S. vii. 306, 509). Per- actress, and a former favourite of the queen, had
mit me to correct a mistake in my communication been compelled by threats to play the part of the
at the latter reference, to which my attention has divinity of the people.
No exception can be taken
been called with much courtesy.
The reading to either of these statements, for the reason that a
in Matthew's Bible (1537) and the Great Bible, similar worship was imitated in all the churches in
;

;

;

;

'

'

passing under Cranmer's name, of 1541, and that
of Beeke (1549) is "0 Idols Shepherd" (with
slight variations in the spelling), not "0 Idol
Shepherd." This last appears in Coverdale's Bible
E. VENABLES.
(1537) and Barker's (1597).
'

SUSSEX ARCH^OLOGICAL COLLECTIONS

th

(7

S

I should be glad of the opinion of anj
419).
of your readers who have seen the illustrations o
the fire-backs whether the design which is there
said to represent St. Michael is not really intended

Hercules slaying the hydra. To me it look
much more like this latter.
The reviewer ha
made one slip. The fire-backs were made at Pen
for

not at Penshurst, which
Kent, and quite another place.

is

in

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"SOVERAIGN" OF BELFAST (7 th S. vUi. 8).
Under a charter of James I., in the year 1613
was given the especial privilege of having
soveraigu" and twelve burgesses as the governin

Belfast

"

actresses,

it

may

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

'

vii.

hurst, in Sussex,

Not only popular
be remarked, but also modest
wives and innocent maidens were forced to display
themselves to the public in these profane exhibitions.

the respective departments.

Besides the well-known orgies at Notre Dame
St. Sulpice, in Paris, where the women
Maillard and Momoro took the principal parts,
there were similar abominations at Lyons and
In fact, as Mr. Jervis expresses it,
other places.
" authentic details of similar brutalities in different
districts are almost endless."
See the authorities
*
in his Gallican Church and the Revolution.'

and at

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

HERALDIC (7 th S. viii. 8). It seems a pity that
the pages of 'N. & Q.' should be taken up with
inquiries of this kind, which can easily be answered
by reference to Papworth or Burke. The arms in
question are those of Green of Stanleche, co. Wilts,
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and of Yorkshire. They will be found in Burke's
'
G. L. G.
General Armory under that name.
'

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

(7

th

S. vii.

469).

The childhood shows the man,

As morning shows
By wisdom.

the day ; be famous, then,
Paradise Regained,' iv. 220-2.

'

Compare Wordsworth's

My

Londa dal
I

'

rom

II

Metastasio,

He
N.

See

&

poem beginning
when I behold.
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
mar divisa.

little

heart leaps up

Artaserse,' Atto Terzo, scena i.
E. P. B.

sleeps the sleep of the just.

Q.,' 7"> S. v. 47, 96, 176, 235, 373.

FREDK. RULE.
th

(7 S. vii. 489.)
"
"Aleator quanto in arte est melior, tantp est nequior
'
is from Seneca, and will be found in his
Proverbia.'

"
Sentences that are arranged alphabetically, juxta literarum ordinem," at the end of his works, in folio, Paris,
a
name men shrank from,
ed. 1680, p. 721. Aleator was
for Aminianus Marcellinus writes, "Aleatores se dici
timentes, tesaerarios appellari capiunt."
C. A.

WARD.

"Aleator quanto in arte est melior, tantoest nequior."
This line is the first in alphabetical order of the Trochaici of Publius Syrus, &c.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.
'

'

Quod primum

formae.

Petronius Arbiter
Quod solum formae decus est cecidere capilli
Vernantesque comas tristis abegit hiems.

ED. MARSHALL.
est,

for solum is
1709).
given in his notes, as well as in those of Dousa and those
of Gonsalius de Salas, which are in the second part of
"
Burman's edition. The above reading, with
in the notes, is that given in the ' Anthologia ' of Peter

Rhenum,"

"summum

Burman

the younger (1759), Epig. III., 257.
"
find
primum," as given in the query.

of the original. On some very curious points of difference
between the story and the play Mr. Marshall dwells
Very varied and interesting information concerning the
stage history, from the period of its performance in
1610, at the Globe, before the German ambassador and
his suite, to the representations of Mr.
Irving and SignorSalvini, is supplied, and the question as to the Moor's
complexion is carefully and convincingly argued. In
the critical remarks and the notes the same high standard
In the following playp,
is maintained.
'Antony and
'
Coriolanus,' and 'King Lear,' the measure
Cleopatra,'
of success may almost be judged by the
fidelity to the
Some change has
original system which is observed.
been made in the illustrations, in which Mr. Gordon

Browne is now assisted by Mr. Maynard Brown and Mr.
W. H. Margetson. The useful maps of the action still

constitute an acceptable feature. Messrs. Blackie & Son
are to be congratulated upon the progress of this handsome, valuable, and attractive edition, the full supervision of which, it is to be hoped, in the interest of
scholarship,

A

Mr. Marshall

will shortly be able to resume.

Brief History of the Worshipful Company of Ironmongers of London, A.D. 1351-1889. By T. C. Noble.
(Privately printed.)

THIS privately printed work of Mr. Noble is, it is to be
hoped, the avant courier of a more elaborate history
with which the writer is occupied. Much
interesting
and valuable information concerning this, the tenth of
the twelve great livery companies of London,
may be
found in Malcolm's Londinium Redivivum,' in which
are printed extracts from the company's records
in
Herbert's History of the Twelve Great Livery Com'
panies '; and in Some Account of the Guild, by John
Nicholl, F.S.A. These works are now all scarce as
must shortly become this successor, which, besides
'

cecidere capilli.
Petronius, Arbiter-Satyricon,' cap. cix.
This is the reading in Peter Burman's Petronius (" Tra" Summum "
ad

jecti

stract of the story in Cinthio's ' Hecatommithi ' is
given
since the one English translation in existence is
not
idiomatic, and does not, as is shown, render the full sense

'

:

Quod solum formae decus
'

39

I do not

ROBERT PIERPOINT.

'

being

privately printed, is issued in a limited edition. Concerning the history of this important company Mr.
Noble, who is the Warden of the Yeomanry of the company, has much of interest and value to say, the most
important chapters being the three headed "Four
Hundred Years of the Ironmongers' Company." Under
the heading " The Apprentices, the Hall, and the Irish
Estate," there is also much curious information of interest, extending outside the company itself, derived from
the stores of MSS. and other papers which it has been
the labour of Mr. Noble's life to collect. In an
appendix
some account of the Blacksmiths' Company is given
pleasing feature consists in the illustrations, which are

A

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&0.

The Works of William Shakespeare. Edited by Henry
Irving and Frank A. Marshall. Vol. VI. (Blackie &
Son.)

NOTWITHSTANDING the severe and, we regret to say, disabling illness of Mr. Marshall, whose sufferings have

been intensified by a severe attack of jaundice, the sixth
volume of the Irving Shakespeare'appears in due course.
One play only, however, of the four which it contains
has received the entire supervision of Mr. Marshall, the
others having necessarily fallen into less
A glance at the introduction andcompetent
hands.
notes to
Othello,' which are wholly Mr. Marshall's own, will
show how much exertion is necessary on the part of his
successors to approach the high standard he has set. The
literary history opens with an analysis of the Quartoes
the texts of which are from a MS. different from that
of the Folio. With the vexed question of the date of
writing Mr. Marshall deals at some length, fixing 1602
1

to 1605 inclusive as suiting internal evidence.

An

ab-

numerous and important, and comprise, in addition to
the arms of the company, some
extremely interesting

from the remarkable hearse cloth or
Ironmongers' Funeral Pall, given, in 1515, by John
Gyva, ironmonger, and Elizabeth his wife, and a
view of the siege of Londonderry. Among
past members of this illustrious guild is found Izaak
Walton, who
reproductions

was not,

as are many distinguished men whose names
appear, a recipient of the freedom, but was admitted
and sworn a free brother of the company. Mr. Noble's
'
'
Brief History is, even in its present
state, a work of
solid value.
It is to be hoped that he will be able to
give the world the projected complete history.

Blacks Guide

to the County of Sussex.
Edited by
Frederick E. Sawyer, F.S.A. (Edinburgh, Black
)
of our correspondent Mr.
Sawyer 'Black's
Guide to Sussex' has received, in the eighth edition
such supervision as works of this class seldom obtain'
Its information is carried up to
date, as a reference to
Brighton will soon prove to the reader. In the manner

AT the hands
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which

readers of

local folk-lore, proverbs, &c., are brought in,
'
N. & Q.' will recognize the hand of an inde-

At p. 29 appears an ingenious and
fatigable collector.
of Udimore from Pont
probably correct derivation
further on are
Audemer, in Normandy. A few pages
to
the " Long Man of Wilgome brilliant conjectures as
from
derived
is
Head
Bechington
mington." Beechy
" Beau
chef," a
Manor, close at hand, instead of from
and valuplausible and untrustworthy origin. Unique
able is the map of the battle of Hastings which is given
at p. 16. The volume is, indeed, in its class ideal.
Documents illustrating
in 1626.

Impeachment of the Duke of
Edited by Samuel Rawson Gar-

the

Buckingham
diner. (Camden Society.)
FIVE subjects in the famous impeachment of Buckingham are taken by Dr. Gardiner for illustration by docurelative to the
mentary evidence. These are the charges

the Cinque Ports, the
purchase of the wardenship of
Peter of Havre
guard of the seas, the seizure of the St.
de Grace, the extortion of 10,00(M. from the East India
to
the
ships to
and
English
supply
proposal
Company,
make good the deficiencies of the French navy. On four
of
is
value.
of these charges the information supplied
On the charge of neglect to guard the seas an important
letter of comment by Sir John Coke, practically the
manager of the navy under Buckingham, upon the comOn the question
is given.
plaints of Sir Francis Stewart,
of the loan of ships to the French a large mass of docuis
derived partly
This
afforded.
is
mentary evidence
from the letters of the Marquis d'Effiat, the ambassador
of France, to Louis XIII., which are preserved in the
Harleian MSS., from the State Papers (English and
French), the Proceedings of the Court of Admiralty, &c.
It is difficult to over-estimate the value of these materials
for history, which have been selected by Dr. Gardiner
with unerring instinct. At the same time it is impossible to convey an idea of the contents of the volume,
which, for the rest, have already been laid under contribution by the editor. Dr. Gardiner, indeed, corrects one
'
or two statements in his History of England,' and says
of the story of Buckingham's indictment that it is ex"
only be understood with
ceedingly intricate, and can
the help of the documents which are now collected."

The

ABC loth in Latyn and English.
M.A.

duction by E. S. Shuckburgh,

With an Intro(Stock.)

WE have here a facsimile by photography of a supposedly
unique specimen of an A B C primer now in the library

It is undated, but is
College, Cambridge.
supposed to have been printed in 1538, and is the earliest
known specimen of a class of unauthorized primers, con-

of

Emmanuel

taining not only the alphabet, but prayers and elementary religious formularies used in tuition and daily life.
As such, it has historical and antiquarian as well as
bibliographical interest. It is quaintly and appropriately
Btitched in soft leather, and is in all respects a curiosity.

Memorable London Houses.
(Sampson Low & Co.)

By Wilmot

Harrison.

who wish

to trace the footsteps of departed
In five
greatness this is a pleasant illustrated guide.
"routes" the author leads the reader to the houses

FOR

those

occupied by some hundreds of London's moat eminent

THE Rev. W. F. Hobson, M. A., a well-known contri
butor to N. & Q.,' has published Testimony ; or, No
Plain Reason for joining the Church of Rome (Parker &
This is a closely argued reply to a work of the
Co.).
Rev. Luke Rivington, but is, of course, too controversia"
in subject for our columns.
'

THE new
'

Street,

catalogue of Mr. William Hutt, of Hyd
Oxford Street, contains, amidst many curious

s.

VIIL JOLT

is,

jooks, a large number of those illustrated works of the
ast century which are the most coveted possessions of
he modern collector, and to which Mr. Cohen's work
s so admirable a guide.

THE Scottish Art Review begins with Pinkie House a
'
series of illustrated articles on The Mansions of Scotand and their Contents,' likely to be of lasting interest.
MESSRS. MARLBOROTJGH, GOULD &
new and convenient pamphlet case to

Co. have issued a
'

fit

N.

&

Q.'

'

AFTER the success which attended hia Dictionary of
Americanisms,' it is not surprising to find Mr. John S.
Farmer promising a dictionary of slang on a scale more
extensive and a scheme more philosophical than have
litherto been employed. It will be issued by subscripion through Messrs. Poulter & Sons, 6, Arthur Street
West, London Bridge, E.G.
MR. FRANZ THIMM, the foreign publisher, of Brook
Street, W., whose death took place on Saturday last, was
recognized as an author and a bibliographer. Hia bestsnown work was ' Shakspeariana from 1564 to 1871,'
which Shakspearian scholars have been in the habit of
It is pleasant to think that materials for
consulting.
continuing this are left in the possession of his son, Mr.
Carl A. Thimm, F.R.G.S., honorary librarian of the Inventors' Institute.

to

CarregpanBent*.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to

answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondent!"
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
"
to head the second communication
Duplicate."

A SEXAGENARIAN (" Caixlerie "). Is not this a mere
misprint for'Ecole de Cavalerie.' FranQois Robichon,
Sieur de la Guerinidre, is author of a book with this
title.

Miss EMILY OSBORN, Chicksands Priory, Shefford,
" Will
any one who has in his possession
original letters from Sarah Osborn (ne'e Byng). dates
"
from 1720 to 1775, kindly communicate with me]
Beds, writes

:

HENRY ATTWELL ("Hair standing on End"). A full
answer to your query seems to us to be supplied 3 rd S.
Have you consulted these references
xi. 193, 305, 409.
H. M. ("Deaths of near Kindred"). The matters
with which your communication deals are so private we
dare not undertake the responsibility of giving them
'(

publicity.

G. R. W. (" When the devil was sick," &c.). According to Bailey, to an old monkish rhyme
Daemon languebat, monachus bonus esse volebat,
Sed cum convaluit, manet ut ante fuit.
:

F. G.

citizens.

[7*

("Monthly Magazine").

Is of

no value.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and

"at

Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can maue no exception.
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Rector of Kelloe, having discovered the entry of her
baptism in the Church Kelloe Registers. There Elizabeth
Barrett was born on March 6, 1806. She was privately
baptized, but was received into the church at Kelloe on
Feb. 10, 1808, when her brother Edward Barrett
Moulton-Barrett was baptized."

Since writing the above I have seen and read an
article in the Monthly Chronicle of
North Country Lore for July (p. 303), on ' Mrs.

interesting

Browning's Birthplace.' From this it appears that
Kelloe is a village not far from Ferryhill, in Durham. The church is built on a height, and near to
After describing the hall,
it stands Coxhoe Hall.

and tracing

its history briefly since 1725, the
writer states that it was occupied at the beginning
of the present century by Mr. Edward Mouldron
(others spell this name as Moulton: which is
correct ?) Barrett (the father of the poetess), while
his new house in Herefordshire was in course of

building
" This was in
1805, and on March
:

6,

1806, hia

first

child, Elizabeth Barrett Mouldron Barrett was born;
on June 26, 1807, hia second child, Edward Barrett
Mouldron Barrett was born ; and about the commencement of the year 1809 the family removed to their
Herefordshire home, and all connexion with the North

'

'

'

'

'

'

Notices to Correspondents.

Probably they migrated to London (Mr. Ingram
says they were living there in 1809) for a short
time before moving on to Hope End, near Ledbury.
The register is stated to be " a jumbled up and

somewhat puzzling book"; the entry
Mrs. Browning is given as follows

relating to

:

ELIZABETH

B.\RRETT

BROWNING.

There has always been some difficulty in definitely fixing the date and place of birth of this
Mr. John H. Ingram, in his { Life
gifted poetess.
'

("Eminent Women Series," 1888), states that she
was born in London on Saturday, March 4, 1809.
In an appendix to his book he sums up some of
the evidence on the subject.
Mrs. Richmond
Eitchie, "authorized by Mr. Browning, declared
Burn Hall, Durham, the place, and March 6, 1809,
the date" of the birth.
This has reference, no
doubt, to her article on Mrs. Browning in the

" Elizabeth Barrett Mouldron
Barrett, first child of
Edward Barrett Mouldron Barrett, Esq., of Coxhoe Hall,
a native of St. Thomas's, Jamaica, by his wife, Mary,
late Clarke of Newcastle, born March 6tb, 1806, and
admitted [into the Church] Feb. 10, 1808."
From this it may be taken that Mrs. Browning
was born at Coxhoe Hall, Durham, then the
temporary residence of her father. On account of
her delicate health, she was privately baptized by
the Kev. George Stephenson at Coxhoe Hall, being
" received into the Church " on Feb.
10, 1808, on
the occasion of the baptism of her eldest brother.
"
The parish church of Kelloe is a low, barnlikelooking building externally, apparently built at
different periods, and looking anything but a
'thing of beauty' in a landscape that decidedly
requires all the adornment that can be bestowed

In his researches
Biog.' (1886).
Mr. Ingram discovered in the Tyne Mercury for
March 14, 1809, an announcement for March 4,
" In
London, the wife of Edward M. Barrett, Esq.,
of a daughter."
After publishing his data, Mr. upon it to make it presentable." The present
Browning himself took exception to them, asserting Eector of Kelloe is the Rev. W. R. Burnet (not
that his wife was "born on March 6, 1806, at Barrett, as stated in the Antiquary), M.A., who
Carlton Hall, Durham, the residence of her father's was made an honorary canon of Durham in 1883.
brother."
On this Mr. Ingram remarks that
Mrs. Browning's mother being born at Fenham
CUrlton Hall is in Yorkshire, and not in Durham, Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne, accounts for the entry in
and that he is informed that the place did not the Tyne Mercury. The entry, no doubt, refers to
belong to Mr. S. Moulton Barrett until after 1810. another daughter, as it cannot be a misprint. The
In the face of these statements, I find, in the Antidiscovery of the entry in the Kelloe Register is
quary for June (p. 269), the following paragraph
distinctly interesting, and merits a corner in
'
" The
N. & Q.' It seems to settle the question of the
birthplace of Mrs. Barrett Browning, the poetess,
has been finally set at rest, the Rev. Canon Barrett, date and place of birth of Mrs. Browning, a ques'Diet, of Nat.

:
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ie is

tion which even to her husband has been a doubtin his last
ful one, as his statements vary, and even
statement to Mr. Ingram he is inaccurate. The
sketches of Coxhoe Hall,
Monthly Chronicle gives
"
"
"
" The
in the
of
Long Walk and The Avenue "
"
The Hall
grounds, and a sketch of the poetess.
the
is now in the possession of Mr. W. H. Wood,

son of a Mr.

Thomas Wood, who purchased

it

some

and
Having regard to the variety of the dates
to
by various writers, it is satisfactory
have the question settled once and for all. The

two additions; one, the "Appenxiii.), promised in the "Intro"
"
other an
Explanation (contained in chap, xiv.) of "the playing of Sequences,"
as desired by the purchasers of the MS. "the last
>ur pirate prints

BOOKS ON GAMING.

A

in extenso, and the following

summary must

suf-

:

" In

an age where the ignorant and unwary are so exposed to the tricks of sharpers, I thought it would be
doing a service to put them upon their Guard when
Killing Time, which seems to be an almost necessary
I hope to deserve thanks for rescuing them from
Evil.
I am possessed of a pretty handsome fortune,
Snares.
and, having idle time, constantly spend a little Portion
of it in Gaming. The game of Whist is that which I
take most delight in, and till of late fancied myself a
pretty good Master of it. Not long since, I lost a considerable Sum of Money at it, and yet I could not perceive that the Cards ran extraordinary cross against

It is true that Sequence-playing is treated
on pp. 74-78 (to the seventh line); but from that
joint to the end (p. 86) the author gives instruciions on various points of the game wholly uncon-

winter."

(Continued from p. 4.)
few words should be said about the two lastdescribed editions, which I hold to be piracies. At
the beginning, four pages (5-8) are taken up with
"
an " Advertisement in the shape of a letter from
an anonymous "gentleman at Bath," the object
"
"
some People in particular and
being to inform
" the Publick in
the
followMeans
what
general, by
ing Treatise came to be ushered into the World in
The letter is too long to be quoted
this manner."
fice

at least very near a-kin to

made dix" (chaps, ix. to
ALPHA.
duction," and the

corrections to be
present discovery will entail
of reference.

is

After reading the pirate's Apologia, we can only
;ome to the conclusion that he was a very impudent freebooter; for his attack on Hoyle's "short
reatise" would apply with equal justice to any
>ook of instructions on any other game, and can
be accepted as no excuse for his piracy, which is
"
not
extenuated " by his professions of disintersted devotion to the public, as whose saviour he
Like the true author, in his first edition,
poses.

places given

numerous works

not a Sharper, he

ne.'"

thirty years ago.

in

[7">s.vm.juLY2o,'*9.

me

;

so that I could not but conclude that I was beat by Skill.
On enquiring the cause, I found there was a Treatise on

the game of Whist 'lately dispersed among a few Hands
at a Guinea price.' Having obtained a copy with no
small difficulty,* I found I had heretofore been a
bungler, and seeing the Advantage which possessors of
this Book have over the innocent Player, I thought I
could not oblige my friends better than by printing a
few to make presents of .f
stationer offered to make
me a present of half a Hundred copies, if I would allow
him to print a few more for his own use. This I complied with, in consideration of the Imposition and Hard
ship the Publick lay under, by not being able to get the
said Book under a Guinea, and by its being only in a few
Hands, that might make a bad Use of it: 'for, tho' a
Man of superior Skill, that takes an Advantage of an
ignorant Player, cannot, according to the common Acceptation of the Word, be deemed a Sharper, yet, when
he pursues that Advantage, after he has found out the
Weakness of his Antagonist, it must be confessed that i

A

* What
difficulty could there be, except the paymem
of the guinea ?
f What right had he to reprint another person's book
and to present copies of his piracy to his friends?

nected with the playing of sequences. Till recently
these were believed to be the genuine first and
The copy of the real
second editions of the book.
irst edition (Bodleian) has no price on its title.
One effect of the pirate's attack was to reduce the
price, whatever it was before; for very soon the
'genuine) second edition was announced in the
General Evening Post from Saturday, March 5, to
Tuesday,' March 8, and in the Daily Post, March 7,
"
1743, as with great additions, price two shillings,
Short Treatise on the Game of Whist, containing the laws of the game," &c. ; and again, in the

A

Craftsman, March 12, and Daily Post, March 15,
1743, as
in a neat pocket size, done up in fine gold emboss'd
paper, and gilt on the leaves, Price two shillings, the
Second Edition (with great additions to the laws of the
game, &c.), A Short Treatise on the Game of Whisk [sic],
as play'd at Court, White's & George's Chocolate Houses;
at Slaughter's & the Crown Coffee Houses, &c. By Edmund [sic] Hoyle, Gent."

Of

no copy was known to
One has, however, fortunately been found,
"done up" in the original "fine gold emboss'd
this edition until lately

exist.

paper," which is not extraordinarily fine, and "gilb
on the leaves." The title is as follows
:

A

Short

|

Treatise

|

Game
Game

on the

of

|

Whist.

|

Con-

and also Some
taining The Laws of the
Rules, whereby a Beginner may, with due Attention to
them, attain to the Playing it well. Calculations for
those who will Bet the Odds on any Point of the Score
]
of the Game then playing and depending. Cases stated,
to show what may be effected
by a very good Player in
Critical Parts of the Game.
References to Cases, viz.
at the End of the Rule you are directed how to find
them. Calculations, directing with moral Certainty,
how to play well any Hand or Game, by shewing the
Chances of your Partner's having 1, 2, or 3 Certain
Cards.
With Variety of Cases added in the Appendix
By Edmund [sic] Hoyle, Gent. The Second Edition.
With great Additions to the Laws of the Game, and an
Explanation of the Calculations which are necessary to
be j understood by those who would play it well, &c, &C:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

[

|

|

|

|

|

|

j
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Printed for F. Cogan at the Middle-TempleMDCCXLIII. (Price Two Shillings.)

|

|

appears the following announce-

title

The Author of the

Reader.
following: TreaPublick Notice,
tise has thought Proper to give the
hat ha has reduced the Price of it, that it may not be
vorth any Persons while to purchase the Pirated
truded on the
Editions, which have already been obPiratical Editions, are exiVorld; as likewise all those
and
incorthat
he
not
undertake
to
will
reemly
rect,
jxplain any Case but in such Copies as have been set
or
that are Au- thoriz'd as Revis'd
forth by himself,
and Corrected under his own Hand.
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

EDMOND HOYLE.

On the
the following
Advertisement, This Book having been entered at
Stationers Hall, according to Act of Parliament, whoever shall presume to Print or Vend a Pirate Edition,
shall be
Prosecuted according to Law.
N.B. The Purchasers of the First Edition, may have
the Additions to com- plete their Books, on producing
that bought of the Author, and paying one Shilling.
The signature

back of the

is

undoubtedly autograph.

title I find

|

j

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

At the

particular Desire of several Per- sons of
Quality, the Laws of the Game are Printed on a Fine
Imperial Paper, proper to be Fram'd, or made Screens
of, that the
Players may have them before them, to
fer to if any Dispute should arise.
rePrice Two
Shillings and Six-Pence.
|

|

|

I

|

|

Collation

:

"To

the Header," 1

f.;

title, 1 f.;

con-

and 92 pp. (numbered 86, pp. *5, *6,
*7, *8, *9, *10, being inserted between pp. 10 and
12mo. 2 ff. prelim., of which one is blank;
11).
A in sixes ; B in sixes 7 ff. without sig.
and
tents, 3

ff. ;

;

in twelves

E

;

being blank.
(J.M.) This, then, is no longer a book printed
"for the Author" by John Watts,* "a Printer of
first-rate eminence," in whose office the celebrated
Benjamin Franklin once worked as a journeyman,
and who was the first printer that employed William Caslon, the founder of the famous Caslon
type-foundry. At first, evidently, it was a book
privately printed for, and distributed by, the author
at his

own

mand

for

;

in eights, the last

f.

price.
Finding that there was a deit, he appointed Cogan his agent, and
or
tried
to
protected,
protect, himself against the
pirates and his own agent by signing every copy,
a practice which he kept up, I think, until his
death.
The type, however, was still that of John

JULIAN MARSHALL.

Watts.
(To

*

JULIUS C.ESAR,'

III. i.
I have to thank you
your number of April 20 my letter
suggesting an emendation in the corrupt passage in

for inserting in

:

D

SHAKSPEARIANA.

|

acing the
lent
(1

To the

43

le continued.}

MR. JULIAN MARSHALL quotes (with evident
intention of disproving the statement) Allibone's
'
" that
the last edition
Dictionary,' which tells us
of Hoyle's 'Games' was published in 1761." I
have a copy of the third edition of this work,
dated 1807, with the book-plate of Edward Scudamore, of Wye, dated 1818, which is very much at
the service of MR. MARSHALL if he cares to write
to
(Rev.) H. EARDLET FIELD.
Hovvden Le Wear, Darlington.
Died September 26, 1763, aged eighty-five

Shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar.' I write again at
the earliest opportunity to disavow any claim to
originality for that suggestion, which, after sending
that letter to you, I discovered was due to another
hand.
The circumstances under which I made
the discovery will, however, probably be deemed
by you sufficiently interesting to deserve a place
in your columns.
It was my good fortune to enjoy for some years
the acquaintance of the late Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps, and, hearing that he had been unwell, I
called at his residence, Hollingbury Copse, near

Brighton, shortly

He

before

Christmas,

to

inquire

was then well enough to see me,
and, indeed, was, to all appearance, in good health,
though he complained to me of indisposition, but
not from the cause which proved fatal to him a few
So far was he, indeed, from
days afterwards.
anticipating so speedy a close to his life, that he
after him.

intimated his intention of shortly inviting a party
of his friends to inspect his Shakespearian collection, and, opening one of the numerous drawers in
his studio, he took from it one of the treasures he
had recently acquired, in the shape of an old deed,
to which was attached the seal of Sir Thomas Lucy,
the owner of Charlcote, near Stratford-upon-Avon,
to whom tradition has assigned the unenviable
fame of having, by a threat of prosecution for deerstealing, driven Shakespeare from his native place
to London.
Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps pointed out

me

the three luces, or trout, which figure in that
also, it will be remembered, in the open'
ing scene of The Merry Wives of Windsor,' of
which, he added, there was but one other impression extant, in the possession of some noble lord
whose name I fail to remember. He was evidently very proud of the acquisition of this treaIt was now that I remembered the subject
sure.
of my letter to you, and I put it to Mr. HalliwellWas the
Phillipps if he could resolve the point
emendation a good one, and had it been anticipated or not ? He went at once to his bookshelves,
bristling with editions of Shakespeare, and, taking
'
out a volume containing the tragedy of Julius
Caesar/ he turned to the speech of Brutus to Marc
Antony, and then, consulting the numerous footnotes, he pointed out to me that the emendation
in question, viz., of "no" for in, was there suggested
by George Steevens, the well-known editor of Shakespeare. I believe that the volume consulted was one
of his own edition of Shakespeare; but, if so, he had
not adopted Steevens's suggestion, though he now
remarked that he would reconsider the point,
to

seal,

and

and

I

was looking forward with some

the result

when

interest to
I heard, very shortly afterwards of
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his death.

The hospitable bungalow

of Holling-

from a Roman camp in its
which
yicinity) is now devoid of that interest
attached to it from beincr the abode of one of the

bury Copse

(so called

most zealous and
and testimonies throwing light on the career and
times of our great poet, and his treasures are to be

indefatigable explorers for facts

dispersed to various parts of the world ; but his
live as a Shakespearian scholar, and
will always be cherished by such as had the pleasure and profit of his acquaintance, like

name will long

CHARLES FLEET.

'THE WINTER'S TALE/

II.

i.

134

(7

th

S. vi.

As still further showing the wide-spread
304).
belief in Aristotle's dictum, I may quote also the
following which I had forgotten till I again came
in bk. iv. chap. v. of Scot's
casually across it
*
of Witchcraft.'
Here, speaking of the
Discpverie
monkish legend of Sylvanus, one fishy in a double
and where this bishop's innocence was proclaimed by a devil at St. Jerome's tomb, he sar" Saincts as holie
castically sets in his margin,
and chaste as horsses
mares."
BR. NICHOLSON.
sense,

|

|

&

"INDIAN BEAUTY": 'MERCHANT OP VENICE,'
ii.

(7

th

S. vii. 42, 384).

"with the ancient Romans
beauty."
Italians.

|

[igno

|

ble]

no

vm.

JULY

now

I would

|

ble,

aim

20,

|

crave

pie nothing.

In its favour I would urge, first that Cioten was
both by birth and character an " ignoble noble ";
secondly, that the phrase, while stronger than
" that
harsh," is less strong than, but a fitting pre"
liminary to, the climax simple nothing"; thirdly,
that the similarity between "ignoble" and "noble"
gives a ready cause for the compositor catching up
the latter only.
BR. NICHOLSON.
'

Brighton.

III.

Hence

scansion imperfect.
leave to give it

With that harsh,

s.

[7*

DNARGEL
fair

says that

was the colour of

It seems also to be so with the modern
In a tender little love-ditty beginning
lo mio amore andato a soggiornare,

the Tuscan maiden sings
Tutti mi dicon che son nera, nera ;
La terra nera ne mena il buon grano,
E guarda il fior garofan com' e nero,
Con quanta signoria si tiene in mano
Tutti mi dicori che il mio damo e tinto,
:

!

Ed

a me pare un' angiolin dipinto
Tutti mi dicon che il mio damo e nero,
Ed a me pare un' angiol vero, vero
:

!

I do not know who is the author of this song.
It
has been set to pretty music by Gordigiani. I am
told that Gordigiani does not rank high amongst
composers. At all events, the music of this canzonetta seems to me very sweet.
In the third chapter of 'Marco Visconti,' by
Grossi, there is a glowing description of Oldrado
del Balzo's daughter Bice, with her eyes of " etereo
"
azzurrino and her " diffuso volume delle chiome
bionde, morbide, lucenti com'oro filato." The scene
of this romance is laid in Lombardy, A.D. 1329.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

'CYMBELINE,' III. iv.l33. By a most rarely
allowed lapse in the Cambridge Shakespeare
my
attempted emendation of this mutilated line was

CYMBELINE,' I. iv. 1 (7 th S. vii. 124, 384). I
DR. NICHOLSON has not succeeded in
" with the aid of
converting me to his view, even
" I can take
his magnifying glasses." If I say
snuff
without sneezing," will DR. NICHOLSON contend
"
that I ought rather to have said
I can take snuff
without the help of sneezing " ? I have only to say
that for me this sentence would have no meaning
whatsoever, and that it is on all fours with the
HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
passage in question.
regret that

HAMLET'S YOUTH. In a former note I gave an
extract from Bartholome showing that in Shakespeare's time Hamlet at the age of thirty, as given
him in the versions of 1604 and 1623, was a
I now give another statement from ( The
youth.
Forest,' a work written by Petrus Messia, a
Sicilian, in Spanish, thence translated into Italian,
thence into French by Claudius Gruget, and
thence into English in 1576 by Th. Fortescue,
he omitting some of the chapters.
One, however,
he retained, the seventeenth of the first part, " Of
the distinction of the age of man according to the
opinion of moste Astrologians." It continues: "The
life of man is divided in seven
Ages, over every
one of whiche ruleth
one of the seven Planets."
The following is a resume: 1. Infancy, ruled by
the Moon, continues four years. 2. Pueritia, under
3. Adolescency,
Mercury, lasts fully ten years.
under Venus, lasts eight years, beginning at the
end of the fourteenth year and finishing on the last
day of one's twenty-second. 4. Youth, under the
Sun, continues till the end of the forty-second year.
5. Is setas virilis, subject to Mars, and lasts fifteen
till the fifty-sixth year
(completed).
Senectus, ruled by Jupiter, lasts twelve years,
that is, to seventy-eight. This, governed by Saturn,
endeth "at the end of eighty-eight, which very few
in our age attain to, and is stouping and decrepit/'
And after saying that these " desire principally to
be maisters and governours," he continues, " the
same then returneth to the state in maner of infancy, and once again shall have the Moone for his

years, i.e.,
6.

Lady and mistresse."
Having again stated "that this division of ages
incorrectly given, I being desirous of adding the was left us of the olde and learned Astrologians,"
"
word [ignoble]," whereas I was made to change he proceeds to give the divisions
adopted by various
"noble "into "ignoble, "a change which left the of the ancient philosophers and writers. But while

7*8. VIII. JULY
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Pythagoras made four divisions, Varro five, &c.
yet all but one or two give adolescence as lasting
till about
Thus
thirty and Youth to about forty.
Shakespeare was amply justified in calling his
Hamlet of thirty a youth, he having only jusl
entered into that category.
I may add that I think, too, that we have some
indications in Jaques's speech that Shakespeare was
acquainted with and remembered the planet that
ruled each of his seven ages.
Also that our rulers

have forgotten, and may perhaps repent having
forgotten, the old rule that the virile age, over

which Mars predominated, lasted till the fifty-sixth
year, and now confine our rank and file to the age
not of youth, but of adolescence.
BE. NICHOLSON, M.D.

KEATS
THE GRAVE OF KEATS. Keats, as
everybody knows, lies buried in the old Protestant
cemetery outside the Porta S. Paolo at Rome, under
the shadow of the pyramid of Caius Cestius.
In order to meet the growing demand for
house accommodation, the Municipality of Eome
have decided to lay out a considerable tract
of land near Monte Testaccio for the erection of
artisans' dwellings, to form a new
gateway in the
city wall adjoining the pyramid of Caius Cestius,
and to construct a new roadway about one hundred
feet wide through the old Protestant
cemetery. The
Marquis of Salisbury, on being informed of these
:

" the new road is
proposals, and that
actually
be driven over the graves in which the remains

to
of
of
distinction
Englishmen
rest," declined
to give any sanction on the
part of the Government to a measure which, in his own words, " would
be extremely repulsive to the
feelings of a large
number of Englishmen," and instructed Mr. Kennedy, the English Charge" d' Affaires at
to

several

Borne,
remonstrate with the Municipality.
Unfortunately
the English Government had no
for
legal

ground

remonstrance, the cemetery having been already
agreed to be conveyed by the German Government, to whom it belonged, to the Roman Municipality. After some correspondence, the
Municipality
agreed to so far modify the scheme as to leave the
graves of Keats and Severn undisturbed, and to
enclose them within a small railed
garden, planted
with trees. Keats's grave will lie between two
tramway lines, and all its old associations will
be destroyed.
In a few years the
unpretending
stone which

now marks

his resting-place will
pro-

bably be removed, or will be replaced by a preten-

tious

monument, more to the taste of the Italians
and the English will know the
place no more.
J.

SIDESMEN.

These

officers of

H.

the Church were

formerly called sithcondmen, then synodsmen.
Their duties were to assist the churchwardens in

making presentments

of ecclesiastical offences

at

Of late years
the bishops' synods or visitations.
they have acted as amateur pew-openers, but in the
days of William and Mary (1689-1702) the duties
were different. The Principal Registrar of Canterbury, at a recent meeting of the clergy, informed
them that the churchwarden of Childwall, near
Liverpool, had found the following quatrain, engrossed on parchment, among the parish records as
instruction to the sidesmen of those days
To hear, and see, and say nowt,
To eat, and drink, and pay nowt,
And when the wardens drunken roam,
Your duty is to see them home.
:

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

[The REV. E.
same verses.]

L.

H. TEW, M.A., obliges with the

ENGLISH MALADIES.
Mr. Denton writes that

Of the sweating

sickness

"it was regarded as so peculiar to the people of this
'
country that it was spoken of sometimes as the King of
'
England's sickness,' at other times as the English disease,' though this name, morbus Anglicus, was more
usually, and perhaps more fittingly, applied to consumption."' England in the Fifteenth Century,' p. 209.

In these days the Germans

call rickets

" die

eng-

lische Krankheit," but I observe they manifest it
"as to the manner born," and spinal deformity and
bow-leggedness appear to at least one observer to

be more

rife in, say,

Hanover, than they are with

us.

When hay-fever becomes more generally known
upon the European continent it is probable that it
will be known there as the English or American
disorder, as we and our cousins are at present
almost the only sufferers from the complaint.
" In the north of
Europe that is, in Norway. Sweden,
and Denmark it is scarcely ever seen, and it rarely
affects the natives of France, Germany, Russia, Italy, or
Spain. In Asia and Africa, also, it is only the English
In America it occurs in nearly every state.
who suffer
,.So common is the scourge in the Great Republic
;hat a few years ago a 'Hay Fever Association' was
founded for the ' collective investigation of facts and the
" '
mutual protection of sufferers.'
Hay Fever and Paroxysmal Sneezing: their Etiology and Treatment,' by
VIorell Mackenzie, M.D., p. 29.
John and Jonathan may get, as Sir Morell says,
some crumbs of comfort from the fact that the
disease is almost exclusively confined to persons of
"
ST. SWITHIN.
cultivation
(p. 10).

"RED LIBRARY."

It ought to be
the 'Ingoldsby Legends' in this
'
ibrary is not the Ingoldsby Legends,' but a selecNot only the prose legends
ion from that work.
are left out, but also all the prose matter, of whatever kind, which introduces and connects and supdements the legends. The separation into books
In short, the volume is merely a
s swept away.
Now of this
>are reprint of the poetical matter.

CASSELL'S

cnown that

n

itself

no one would complain

;

but what

is

to

be
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complained of

The

title.

book

is

title

is perfect.

that it is not announced on the
leaves one to suppose that the
Downwards from the Bible with-

out the Apocrypha, or the Prayer Book without
the Occasional Services, to publish an imperfect
bok as if it were a perfect one is a literary immorality of which a publisher of high class should
disdain to be guilty.

WARREN, M.A.

0. F. S.
Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

ENGLISH AS SHE

WROTE.

is

The following

may amuse

'

readers of

N.

&

;

We

OLIVER CROMWELL'S PRAYER.

have the

authority of the Amsterdam Navorscher (xvii.
263) unfortunately no other, I think that Oliver
Cromwell usually said the following grace before
meals " Some people have food, but no appetite ;
I have
others have an appetite, but no food.
"
both.
The Lord be praised
or words to this
:

!

your contemporary gives them only in
Dutch translation.
L. L. K.

effect, as

BURROCK.

The

earliest authority for this

word

New

in our Philological Society's '
tionary,' ed. Murray, is 1701,
preter,'

where Burrochium

is

English DicCowell's 'Inter" Burrock or
defined

small Wear, where Wheels [i.e., weels] are lay'd in
a River for the taking of Fish." And in his comment on it Dr. Murray says, "Apparently in its
origin a mere dictionary word, though perhaps it
may have found its way into actual use." It certainly had done so 315 years before Cowell, for in
the City of London Letter-Book H, leaf 198, the
word burrokes occurs four times in a Latin entry of

<.

20,

(

F. J.

net.

FURNIVALL.

FOLK-LORE RHYME.

Here is a bit of folk-lore
I have not seen in print.
The lady who gave it to
me got it from her mother, who was an Englishwoman, and brought it with her long ago from the
mother-land

:

Monday

for health.

Tuesday for wealth.
Wednesday the best day of
Thursday for crosses.

Q.':

" T. Johnson
having promised an errata, but from the
anxiety of the Public, has published in its present state,
hoping few errors will be found and will be thankful to
those, who may find mistakes, to intimate them to him,
as they shall be rectified gratis, which may be conveniently added to the end of the book."
F. W. D.

VIIL JOLT

tionary.' This oversight will forthwith be remedied;
but I do hope that ' N. & Q.' men will continually
test the Dictionary 'in order to amend its past shortcomings, and to prevent future ones by passing all
yet unfished material through the meshes of their

notice, extracted verbatim from a book published
in England, and presumably the work of an English
pen (' Poll-Book of the Liverpool Election/ June,

1790),

s.

[7*

all.

Friday for losses.
Saturday no day at all.

ROBERT COLLYBR.

New

York.

A COINCIDENCE.

In the amusing autobiography

of Mr. Frith, R. A., a marvellous account is given
of a gentleman having slipped, unnoticed, within

the guarded grounds of Fonthill Abbey, and there
finding the eccentric owner, Mr. Beckford, whom
he mistook for the gardener.
They became very
friendly, and the intruder was asked to stay and
dine ; but at eleven o'clock he was turned out,
with the warning that bloodhounds ranged the
park during the night. So the dismissed guest
passed his night in a tree.
I have a parallel story.
deceased friend of
mine a well-known squire in a midland county
told me many years ago that he was posting northward, and stopped at Rokeby to inspect the
romantic scenery of Scott's poem.
Mr. Morritt
was alive, and as my friend wished to see his

A

interesting house and grounds, he went forward,
and found, as he thought, the head gardener

and he asked him
amongst the flower-beds
whether he thought Mr. Morritt would receive a
call from a stranger.
He was told to go to the
front door, when he would be informed whether it
would be permitted. My friend did as he was
1386 A.D., Englished by Riley in his ' Memorials ' bidden, and he found that by a slight metamor(1868), p. 487:
phose of clothes, &c., the supposed gardener had
"
22 burrokes that had been placed in the said water become the master of the house, who gave him
[of Thames], on the East side of London Bridge, and in hospitable entertainment for a day or two.
which divers fry of roach, flounders, dace, lamperns, and
Fifty years ago I called at Rokeby Park with
other fish of no value had been taken
It was theremy late wife, who hoped to see her friends, Mr.
fore ordered that the said burrokes should be burnt."
Morritt's nieces, the Minna and Brenda of
The
Will some N. & Q.' reader supply quotations for
Pirate.'
They were not at home, but their famous
burrokes before 1386 and between that date and
uncle was most kind, and showed us all his artistic
1701 ? Riley (p. 312) gives brisket "A brusket of
treasures.
ALFRED GATTY, D.D.
roast mutton 2|d."
from a Norman-French proclamation of Edward III. in 1363, as against our
WIT AND HUMOUR. As I was reading in a
'Dictionary "<c. 1450"; fossae, a hind, in 1327 (p. 153), contemporary periodical a partial attempt at a
against our "c, 1460"; and so on; while the tool solution of the much-vexed question of the disbowshave of 1356 (Riley, p. 283) is not in the tinction between wit and
humour, it occurred
'
Dictionary at all. Unluckily none of our readers to me that the essence of the matter might
took extracts from these Memorials for our ' Dicperhaps be found definable by the following for;

'

*

'

'

'

7*8, VIII. JULY
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mula, which I offer to the consideration of the
Wit
great Areopagus of Notes-and-Queryites.
(being, as has been well said, the perception of
similarities in things apparently dissimilar) is concerned with things, humour with perceptions of
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
human character.

above lady, engraved by Burnet Eeading about
PALLET.
1750, can be seen ?

TRANSLATION WANTED.
'

"

Bishop Baily, in

an English rendering of it:
Non vox, sed votum non musica chordula,

Budleigh Salterton.

;

Npn

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses
answers

may

to their queries, in order that the

be addressed to them direct.

The

CROSIER. Is anything known as to there being
a signification in the position of a crosier ? I have
heard that in his own diocese a bishop would always
hold the crosier with crook turned outwards, that is,
away from his body, which position would allow of
the meaning of drawing his flock towards him ;
but out of his own diocese the crook would be
turned inwards, signifying that the flock was not
Can any
directly under his superintendence.
readers tell me whether this is the case, and if
any other meanings may be attached to different
L. C.
positions of a crosier ?

'GULLIVER'S TRAVELS,' 1726.

I have a copy

'

Gulliver's Travels/ 2 vols., 1726, each volume
paged throughout, in the original calf. On the
back of the title of vol. i. is pasted a neatly

of

printed label, as follows:
" These
Voyages Are intended as a moral-political
Romance to correct Vice by showing its deformity,
in opposition to the Beauty of Virtue ; and to amend
the false systems of Phi- losophy, by pointing out the
Er- rors, and applying salutary means to avoid them.
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

a plate, "The Oranootan." Can any of your readers inform me if this
plate and label are found in other copies ; and
what the Earl of Orrery had to do with the publi<
cation of Gulliver's Travels ?
L. W. J.

177 in

vol.

ii.

is

'

BETHPHAGE. How is this word usually pronounced in reading Holy Scripture ? My former
vicar, a competent scholar, once asked me why I
read it as a word of three syllable?, as it is in the
Greek; and quoted the Christian Year for St.
Matthias's Day as an authority for its pronuncia'

'

tion as a dissyllable.
It certainly will not scan in
any other way in the line,
From Jordan's banks to Bethphage height;

but I can never bring myself so to use
E. L. H.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

it.

TEW, M.A.

SARAH

GYLES, OR GILLES, miniature portrait
Can
painter, daughter of James Gyles, enameller.
any reader of 'N. & Q.' kindly inform me where
(nearer than Oxford) a small octavo portrait of the

;

first

and third

lines

seem

to

me

to fail in

accuracy of expression and rhyme, and I shall be
glad if any one will supply me with a better version for the wall of our choir vestry.
It should be
terse, with an archaic flavour, and should preserve
the alliteration and musical reference of the original.
I have discarded several attempts of my own in
favour of the following
:

Not voice, nor tuneful instrument,
But will devout, and heart intent ;
Not loud, but loving, cry
Thrilleth God's ear on high.

But

I should like more decided alliteration and
maintenance of the assonance in the pentameter.

Can any one
distich?

give authoritatively the source of the
I have heard it ascribed to Venerable

Bede, also to

St.

RECTOR.

Augustine.

Upton-on-Severn.

BENEDICT. Will you kindly inform me the dehow it came to be applied ?
rivation of Benedict
It is mentioned by Shakespeare in the sense that
he must have recognized the meaning as it is today that is, I take it, he obtained it second hand.
G. PLEHDEN.

|

p.

sed cor

clamans, sed amans, psallit in aure Dei.
'Tia not the voice, but vow ;
Sound heart, not sounding string ;
True zeal, not outward show,
That in God's ear doth ring.

Orrery."

Also at

his

Practice of Piety,' quotes a Latin distich among
Rules for Singing of the Psalms," and appends

GRANT'S 'ENGLISH CHURCH AND SECTS.' In
'
the preface to the fourth volume of Grant's English Church and Sects,' published in 1825, the
author writes

:

" Several

subjects of importance remain to be diteusaed
and will occupy the half of another volume.
The
'Indexes and Chronological Tables' will complete the

work."
of your readers inform me if this volume
was ever published ? All sets of the work that I
have seen consist of four volumes only, with the
above remark in the preface to vol. iv.
Y. E. S.

Can any

LAMBERT OF MAIDEN BRADLEY.

I

shall

be

obliged for any notes, genealogical or otherwise,
referring to this family, so as to supplement the
'
pedigree in Berry's
Hampshire Genealogies/ or
discovering any present representative of the
HENRY W. ALDRED.
family.
Dover Terrace, 181, Coldharbour Lane, S.E.
I do not fitd this name in the
ST. AUSTELL.
index to Butler's ' Saints/ nor do gazetteers explain
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it

in Cornwall.

a

as

Does Austell

place-name
mean " little star," or is it not rather formed from
ouster = east? Anyhow, it compares with Ostell,

a patronymic, also Astle, Astley.
Finally, has
anything to do with the oyster fishery ?
A. HALL.

YELLOW FLIES AND JAUNDICE. Can any one
me who propounded the theory that jaunis

produced by yellow

flies

in the body,

that, therefore, the introduction of spiders
their eggs would be the correct antidote ?
it was laid down in some
works about a hundred years ago.

believe

SYNONYMOUS APPELLATIONS OF
your correspondents

to

give

me

and
and
I

satirical writer's

Nis.
I ask
a few or any

CITIES.

instances of cities (episcopal) having synonymous
"
"= Exeter, and as
appellations, as The ever faithful
another non-episcopal instance "The fair city "=
Perth. United Kingdom only. I think myself this
is a very interesting question.
I am sorry to state
my ignorance of any work dealing with the subject.

HERBERT HARDY.
Cullompton, Devon.

" BLACKWALL HALL
MAN." What is the meaning of this designation, which occurs in the Dodsworth MS. ?
M. H. P.

BATTLE OF ORTHENVILLE.

In the church of
Tenneville, in the province of Luxembourg, Belgium, is a monument erected to the memory of
Lord Trimlestown, who was killed at the Battle of
I shall be much
Orthenville, on Sept. 10, 1692.
obliged to any of your readers who will refer me to
an account of this battle by English historians.

HELLIER GOSSELIN.
Blakesware, Ware, Herts.

somewhere in London

DAUDET'S

'JACK.' In Alphonse
Daudet's novel ' Jack,' does the hero die ?
It
appears to me that the concluding pages are not
clear as to this, and that the last
word, "de"I should be glad if you or
HvreY' is ambiguous.
J. S.
any of your readers would tell me.

"

BAD BLAZON."

I inquire MR. SALTER'S
reason for asserting (7 lh S. vii. 118, 'Heraldic')
that "three nags' heads ppr., on a field az .......
would be bad blazon"? I had always supposed
that a charge proper was an
exception to the rule
F. W. D.
against colour on colour.

May

JULY

Is

?

it

C. A.

20,

now

ascer-

WARD,

Walthamstow.

STEWARTS OF STENTON,

PERTHS.

Can any

reader of 'N. & Q.' give me any information
about the above family previous to John Stewart
of Stenton, who died in 1791; and tell me whether
it can be linked on to the royal Stewart tree ?
W. L.

REFERENCE WANTED.
poems can I

find

In which of Moore's
Greek word "Spermago-

the

"
one of the words which
raiolekitholakanopolides
should only be said upon holidays, when we have

FREDK. RULE.

nothing else to do.

SIR CHARLES BRANDON was knighted in 1544,
and was returned M.P. for Westmorland in 1 Edward VI. His arms were similar to those borne
by Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, with the addition of
a bendlet sinister or. Who was he ?
W. D. PINK.

BATTLE OF CROPREDY BRIDGE.

A

A painting

by

Cowper, R.A., of the fight at Cropredy B
was exhibited in the Royal Academy in 1841. Do
any of the readers of N. & Q.' know where that
H. C. N.
painting is now ?
*

SIR JOHN HULLOCK, BARON OF THE EXCHEQUER. I shall be glad to know (1) his mother's
maiden name (2) any particulars about his wife,
who is said to have survived him her name, the
date of her marriage and death, &c.
Possibly the
inscription on his tombstone at Barnard Castle
may give some of these particulars.
;

G. F. R. B.

ANDREW, A JEW.
Brewer's

ALPHONSE

vm.

s.

tainable where?

it

inform
dice

solicitor

CT*

Roger

Bacon

(Professor

*

Opera Inedita,' preface, Ix), speaking
contemptuously of contemporaneous translators,
"
But it is certain that Andrew, a
says pointedly,
Jew, labored at them [translations] more than he
did."

Is anything

known

of this

Andrew ?
M. D. DAVIS.

" THREE BLUE BEANS IN A BLUE BLADDER."
What is the origin of this saying ? It is used by
Junius as a phrase in common use:
"This style I apprehend, Sir, is what the learned
Seriblerus calls rigmarol in logic Riddlemeree among
Schoolboys and in vulgar acceptation, Three Blue leans
in a blue bladder. It is the perpetual parturience of a
Mountain, and the never failing Delivery of a Mouse."
Letters of Junius/ Woodfall's edition, vol. iii. p. 289,
"Miscellaneous Letters," No. 79, Domitian to the
Printer of the Public Advertiser, Dec. 7, 1770.
'

ROSE, THISTLE, AND HARP. What is the origin
of the rose, thistle, and
harp on the British coinD. WATERSON.
age?
Underbill Road, Forest Hill, S.B.

CHARLES W. VINCENT.

OLD ARMY LISTS OR MILITARY MANUSCRIPTS,
whom we &c. Do any army lists or military manuscripts,

MALTBY. The William Maltby to
owe the very interesting 'Porsoniana' succeeded
to Person's post at London Institution on the
great
scholar's death.
Before that he had practised as a

&c., exist containing a list of officers serving in the
various English regiments from 1664 to 1700 ?
L. ED YE.

7'"

a vm.

JULY

20,

m
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WILLIAM GEORGE WARD AND THE OXFORD
MOVEMENT/ In Mr. Wilfrid Ward's 'William
Jeorge Ward and the Oxford Movement we are
old that "John Wesley advocated clerical celibacy,
nd yet thought that his own circumstances and
;haracter warranted him in marrying" (p. 349).
'

'

iVhat evidence is there for this ? Does Wesley
nake any statement of the kind in his published
ASTARTE.
writings ?

On the wall of the south-west
gallery of the Great Exhibition, 1851, were exhibited specimens of a most transparent paper
So
glaze, or varnish, for prints and drawings.

"

half tide under Rothir," occur several
Rothir,"
times in connexion with directions as to tides and
'
'
courses.
Smyth's Wordbook has rother, old
English for rudder; but assuming rothir to be
identical with rudder, the sense of the passages in
which this word occurs remains obscure.
E. D. MORGAN.

Btptt**,

PAPER GLAZE.

transparent was

it,

and,

apparently,

so

well

adapted to its purpose, that copies of the same
prints, covered with glass, which were exhibited
side by side with those treated with the material
were comparatively "nowhere" as to lustre and
transparency. I have many a time since searched
for any glaze or varnish like it, and have also done

my

best to trace

it in

the catalogue of the world's

but without success. Can any of your readers
direct me to it ?
I do not care for note of others,
however good they may possibly be, though I have
of late years seen some such glaze, but with far less
body, used on photographs issued by American
fair,

photographers very nearly equalling it.
K. W. HACKWOOD.
of

WELLINGORE,
'
N.

&

co.

me

LINCOLN.

Can any reader

to complete my list of the
Q.' help
successive vicars of this parish from 1200 to the

There is a "hiatus valde depresent time?
"
flendus between the death of Humphrey Tyndall
in 1585 and the institution of Edward Withers in
1651, but I know that John Nichols (instituted
in 1594) was vicar in 1633. The Dean and Chapter
of Lincoln have all along been patrons.
I have
obtained all the information hereon to be had from
the diocesan registers and some "exchequer of
account " records.
JOHN FERNIE.

CONSUL. Why, and whence, the title ?
Why
does the respectable gentleman who in a foreign
"
"
town
takes
if
I
run
in
seaport
my part
get
by
the police, and looks after shipwrecked Britons,

and

settles disputes between English sea
captains (of the mercantile marine) and recalcitrant
mariners, and so forth why, I ask, does this

good and expatriated gentleman bear so classic a
title?
A. H. CHRISTIE.

"RAGMAN

ROLL." Can any of your readers
me if the original manuscript of the " Ragman
Boll " is still in existence; and, if so, where it can
be seen ?
OLD SUBSCRIBER.
tell

ROTHIR. Perhaps one of your readers could
help me in elucidating an expression in a MS. of
the fifteenth century on navigation.
The words
"
half streme undir Rothir," " half
quarter undir

49

JOHN DUNS SCOTUS.
(7

th

S. vi.

425;

vii.

133, 451.)

am happy

to be able to agree with L. L. K.
that we are not entitled summarily to reject all
traditions which are not corroborated by contem-

I

At the same time no disporary evidence.
criminating critic will give the same degree of
credit to such traditions as to strictly contemporary
authorities, least of all when a century or more intervenes between their first appearance and the
death of their subject. In the article on Duns
Scotus, so far from summarily rejecting the traditional account, I stated the substance of it, indicating at the same time the fact that I had failed
to trace it to a contemporary source ; and I must
again enter a mild protest against being labelled
with such opprobrious epithets as sceptic and
Pyrrhonist on that account.
As to the value of Wadding's testimony, it must
be observed that he wrote in the first half of the
seventeenth century, whereas Duns died in the
earlier years of the fourteenth century.
That
Wadding, more than three centuries after Duns's
death, saw his name on the death register at the
Minorite monastery at Cologne I make no doubt ;
but I submit that it does not follow that it
was entered there at, or even about, the date of his
It is at least possible that some monk,
death.
zealous for the honour and glory of his house, may
have made the entry, and made it in good faith,
at a much later date. Tritheim's evidence is earlier,
and therefore better than Wadding's, but it is open
to grave suspicion.
According to the second pasth
sage cited by me from Tritheim (7 S. vii. 133),
interred at a spot in the choir ante
sacristiam, which I presume means at or near the
entrance to the sacristy from the choir.
In 1509
what are then taken to be the bones of Duns are
transferred from quite a different spot (viz., the
middle of the choir) to a new tomb near the high
There is, as L. L. K. admits, no evidence
altar.
of the bones so transferred having ever rested in
the tomb at the entrance of the sacristy. L. L. K.,
indeed, suggests that the pomp which attended the
reinterment in 1509 is presumptive evidence of a
prior transference from the tomb near the sacristy
But this
to the tomb in the middle of the choir.

Dans was

is
it,

merely his pious opinion, and I cannot endorse
though urbanity restrains me from returning his
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compliment of Pyrrhonism by a charge of

cre-

dulity.
I subjoin

the text of the passage from the
Kalendarium. in order that readers may judge for
themselves whether it is likely to be of earlier or
later date than the first passage cited from Tritheim
th

(7

It is as follows

S. vii. 133).

" Idus

Nov

obiit frater

:

Johannes Duns Scotus, sacre

theologie doctor eximius, lector Coloniensis, qui obiit
anno dom. 1308; tempore Alberto imperatoris llomani
hac mortali vita decessit reverendus ac eximius pater
frater Johannes Dunsius, patria et cognomento Scotus,
qui fuit auditor eruditissimi domini Alexandri Halensis,
doctoris Parieiensis; qui et ipse pater Johannes evasit
in virum doctisaimum, theologie magistrum profundissimum, qui noraen euum posteris eruditissimis scriptis suis
(licet paucis penetralibus) consecravit et felici morte in
choro Colonie sepultus eat."

On comparing

s.

vm.

JULY

20,

m

lolomseus Pisanus (cited by Wadding), states that
)uns was buried at Cologne, where he died reader,
ut without giving the date of his death or the

The detailed story of his
lace of his sepulture.
isputation at Paris, journey thence to Cologne,
eath there on November 8, 1308, and burial in
he Minorite Church, "appears," as I say in
article, "to have no more solid foundation
lan the statements of writers of the fifteenth and
xteenth centuries."
J. M. RIGG.

my

9,

New

Square, Lincoln's Inn.

am

unable to follow the remarks of L. L. K.
hen it is observed that " no attempt has yet been
made to clear up the difficulty about the date of
)uns's birth."
book which is one of the first
;o refer to on such a point, Milman's 'Latin ChrisI

A

makes the attempt, or at any rate offers
by disparaging the authority of
Mthemius, who apparently makes use of the MS.
Kalendarium which L. L. K. mentions in his first
etter, and which is also noticed in the second
communication of MR. J. M. RIGG. Milman's
ianity,'

with the first passage
from Tritheim one is struck at once by the fact
that in parts they agree word for word, while in
Thus
others they present significant divergencies.
"Parisius" in Trithiem is mediaeval Latin for " at
Paris." The author of the passage from the Kalendarium prefers to give the same sense by using the
"
Parisiensis," in agreement with
adjectival form
"
The
doctoris," to the bettering of the latinity.
style is heightened by the insertion of the complimentary epithets "reverendus ac eximius." The
absence of any reference to the philosophy of Aristotle, which Tritheim couples with the "divine
Scriptures," seems to show that the author lived at
a time when the authority of Aristotle was declining
Whereas Tritheim says drily that Duns was so
deep a thinker that his works were intelligible to
but few, and on that account the less in vogue
a slur not upon his style, as L. L. K. would have
the author of the passage
it, but upon his repute
from the Kalendarium eulogizes him in superlatives
this passage

"virum doctissimum" and "theologie magistrum profundissimum qui nomen suum posteris
as

"
a
consecravit
of writing than
Tritheim's reserving for a parenthesis the state
ment that his writings were but little understood
and saying nothing of their being on that accoun
the less in vogue.
All this seems to me to point tc
the conclusion that the passage in the Kalendarium
was written after the first passage from Tritheim
and based upon it. Further, Trithiem in the firs
passage gives no indication of the place of sepul
th
S. vii. 133) he speci
ture, while in the second (7
ante sacristiam.
fically describes it as "in choro
The writer in the Kalendarium places it simpl
eruditissimis

[7*

scriptis

suis

much more magniloquent way

" in
choro," which would seem to suggest that h
wrote at a time when the tomb of Duns was in th
middle of the choir, and, being thus a conspicuou
object, needed not to have its locality precisely d'e
fined, and that he knew nothing of its having orig
nally been in the neighbourhood of the sacristy
An obscure fourteenth century Italian writer, Ba

,n

explanation,

observation

(book xiv. chap. iii. vol. ix. p. 141,
"
He is said to have died at the
of
age
thirty-four," with this note
Haureau adopts this account of the age of Duns withis

London, 1864),

:

out hesitation (' De la Philosophic Scolastique ') ; it has
jeen controverted, however, rather from the incredibility
of the fact than from the reasons drawn from the very
See
'ew known circumstances or dates of his life.
Trithemius, a very inaccurate
Shrceckh, xxiv. 437.
writer, makes him a hearer of Alexander Hales in 1245 ;
f so, at his death in 1308 he must have been above sixty.
But no doubt the authority, whoever he was, of Tri-

themius [cf. MS. Kalen.,
not Hearer."

M.S.]

wrote Scholar (follower),

& Q.,' however, will have seen that
the conjecture of "scholaris" for "auditor "was
'

Readers of N.

ED. MARSHALL.

wrong.

be a painting of Duns Scotus, by
Spagnoletto, in the King's Presence Chamber at
Windsor Castle. What has become of this 1

There used

to

W. LOVELL.
Temple Chambers, E.G.

SHAKSPEARE (7 th S. vii. 366 ; viii. 15). Since
I wrote the last note I have discovered that the
misprint pointed out by MR. KERSLAKE is well

known, and has been pointed out long ago. A
copy containing this peculiarity was sold in Mr.
Halliwell-Phillipps's sale a few days since, and
another had previously been noticed by Mr. Aldis
Wright, and there is no doubt the copy used for
the facsimile also possessed this peculiarity ; so
the possessor of the original folio from which the
" Like the base
facsimile was made,
Judean, threw
a pearl away " a pearl of a leaf, which made the
volume of additional value while it was there.
This and other corrections of the press which were
made while the sheets were being worked show
that the greatest possible correctness was aimed at.

7"> s.

vm.
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Many such differences have been found in the see his 'Pagan's Debt and Dowry,' Lond., 1651."
Second Folio, from the same cause. As the mis- But this brings us no nearer the origin of the say"
"
tis
is almost in the middle of the leaf, it
ing, though it seems to have been one in common
print
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
is scarcely probable that it could be the work of use.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
the facsimilist, as the damaged places are almost
invariably to be found in the margins of books.
GATER FAMILY (7 th S. vii. 449). In reply toR. R.
this query, Margaret Kelland was the daughter of
SOME OLDER SPANISH WORDS (7 th S. vii. 406). William
Kelland, of Lapford, co. Devon, and sister
Almost every one of the archaic Spanish forms
of Richard Kelland, Esq., of Eastington, in the
quoted by MR. E. P. JACOBSEN already occur in said
parish, and was executrix of her brother's,
that celebrated early monument of the Spanish
his widow,
will, proved in 1718, and of that of
'
language called El Poema del Cid,' an epic poem
Mary (Quicke), of Morchard Bishop, proved in
belonging to the middle of the twelfth century. It 1739. She married in 1708 William, son of Robert
is the source of the later
Cid Romances,' and has
of Mill House, Lapford, and had issue. The
been edited, with a French version and an ex- Gater,
Rev. William Gater, M. A., Sidney Sussex College,,
cellent etymological glossary, by Damas Hinard
His son, William Gater, of
Cambridge, died 1770.
(4to., Paris, 1858), which deserves an accurate the
city of Exeter, married Isabella Anne, daughter
study by all who desire to know the earlier stages of Edward
Holwell, whose daughter, Anne Hoiof the Spanish language.
Its only drawback may
well Gater, married, first, in 1822, William Danby,
be its French bias, or tendency to present and reof Swinton Park, Yorkshire
and, secondly,
duce the Spanish language and one of its earliest Esq
in 1838, Admiral Octavius Vernon Harcourt, who
to
a
mere Proven9al patois,
literary monuments
died s.p. 1863. A pedigree of Gater appeared in
without succeeding, however, in this aim.
the Western Antiquary in, I think, 1884.
H. KREBS.
CHAS. WORTHY.
'

;

,

Oxford.

Nusco

Exeter.

formed on the analogy of migo, tigo,
and sigo, which are always used in the double conjunctive forms conmigo, with me ; contigo, with
and consigo, with him, her, or it. See the
tbee
*
Dictionary of the Academia, which does not, I
is

;

'

see, recognize nusco.
One need not go so far

Why

not nosco, I wonder
'

?
'

Decameron
for appo, which is a pretty common word, and
Your correspondent
certainly represents apud.
will find it in Baretti's Dictionary,' and also in
back as the

*

'

Dizionario della Crusca.
Pujanza in Spanish is not an uncommon word.
The Academy ' Dictionary } renders it potentia,
vigor; and pujar, from whence it comes, as eniti,
the

'

HENRY H.

conari.
St. Dunstan's.

GIBBS.

FETTIPLACE FAMILY (7 th S. vii. 443; viii. 33).
H. C. F. seems to have made some mistakes in his
remarks respecting the Fettiplace document. He
"
made on the marriage of
says that the deed was
Sir John Fettiplace, Knt., and Elizabeth Carew"
but the indenture alludes to the marriage of Sir
Thomas Fettiplace to Elizabeth Carew, a marriage
which does appear in the Heralds' Visitations and
" Is
anything
county histories. Then H. C. F. ask?,
"
known of Sir Richard Harcote ? but the inden;.

"

Sir Symon
ture, so far as quoted, only alludes to
"
Hare'cote."
And, thirdly, H. C. F. asks,
Thomas Baldwin the same person as Sir Thomas

Was

Baldwin of Aylesbury?"
alludes to

THE OXEN OF IPHICLES

(7

th

S. vii.

168, 276,433).
The expression " Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves ? "
occurs in a letter addressed by Thomas Barlow,
"
Bishop of Lincoln (1675-1692), To the Reverend
Mr. John Goodwin, minister of God's word in
Coleman-street." The date given is September,
The letter is
1651, but no name is subscribed.
printed in the Remains of Thomas Hearne,' second
edition, vol. iii. p. 200, and is said to be found in
a very scarce book, The Genuine Remains of that
Learned Prelate Dr. Thomas Barlow, late Lord
(

'

was printed for "John
Dunton at the Raven in the Poultery, 1693."
Hearne, whose pen was always dipped in gall, says
of the bishop, " For as for Barlowe, he was a Calvinistical trimming divine, and tho' a man of
A note
great reading, yet of but little judgment."
on p. 204, vol. iii., adds, "For Goodwin's answer
Bishop of Lincoln.'

It

"John" Baldyn.

The indenture only
Carew was

Sir Richard

descended from Nicholas Carew, progenitor of the
Carews of Beddington, in Surrey.
Sir Nicholaa
Sir Thomas Fettiplace died 1523.
Carew, his father-in-law, was Master of the Horse
and KG. temp. Henry VIII. John Baldwyn is
mentioned amongst those for whose souls the almsmen of the almshouses founded by William Fettito pray.
place, brother of Sir Thomas, were directed
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swall<mfield Park, Eeading.

THE CRADLE OF THE TIDE

th

(7

S. vii. 408, 474).

examiner meant the Gulf
'
to
Stream, as the two answers in N. & Q.' seem
and
muddle-headed
is
then
the
question
indicate,
most misleading, for the two phenomena are proro
" What is
If he had asked,
et puppis different.
the source of the Gulf Stream ?" I am persuaded
that every boy in the seventh and sixth standards
If

by

this question the
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would have held out his hand, as they had been
well drilled on that subject ; but the great tidal
wave and the Gulf Stream are widely different
things.
Probably the great tidal wave is due to
the motion of the moon in its orbit, which causes
a vacuum in her wake, and a corresponding condensation of air in the van, this vacuum and
condensation relieving the atmospheric pressure
behind, and increasing it before the moon. To
this attraction may also somewhat contribute. But
the great Gulf Stream is due to the heated water
of the Gulf of Mexico.
pressure of cold water
from the east side of the Antarctic drives indirectly
towards the gulf, and the hot undercurrent circulates in a very irregular course through the Atlantic
"
" the
the

[7*
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vm.
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I recollect rightly) in her contributions to 'N.

&

Q.'

with the signature of "M. P." There is a copy
of his ' Miscellany of Poems,' edition 1747, in the
Manchester Free Library, and the library of the
English Dialect Society contains both an imperfect
copy of that edition and also a complete edition of
"
his
Poems. With the Life of the Author. Embellished with Picturesque Engravings on Wood,

by Mr. T. Bewick, of Newcastle," published at
Carlisle in 1798.
I have a copy of one or other of
these editions, but I cannot now find it.
Miss Powley's 'Echoes of Old Cumberland'
A
(1875) contains some memorial verses of hers on
Relph, and an interesting note, seven pages long,
Her verses were reproduced
about his poems.
"
North Sea ; but to call this
tide
up to
during the same year in Mr.
Sidney Gil pin," his
is most
Even had the questioner 'Popular Poetry of Cumberland and the Lake
misleading.
meant the Gulf Stream, to call the rush of cold Country,' in the preface to which book Miss
water from the South Polar Sea the " cradle " is Powley's note on Relph is referred to, and certain
If "cradle" at all, the Gulf of particulars as to Relph are given, including a copy
objectionable.
Mexico creates the current, as the heat of the fire of his will and an inventory of his goods. The
creates the currents of air along the floor up the book itself contains six of Relph's poems, and these
Such questions ought to be frowned are preceded by an account of Relpb, written by
chimney.
down. If this is meant by " cradle of the tide," Robert Southey, who says that " the life of this
the phrase might pass muster with a third-rate interesting man has been written with much feelpoet, but as a serious question of physical geo- ing by his countryman the late learned Mr.
graphy it is objectionable in every respect.
Boucher," and quotes from the same, and mentions Hutchinson's 'History of Cumberland' as
E. COBHAM BREWER.
the place where the life is to be found. The first
CHESTNUTS (7 th S. vi. 407, 436 vii. 52, 392).
The following cutting from an issue of this year series, too, of Mr. "Sidney Gilpin," his 'Songs
and Ballads of Cumberland and the Lake Coungives an American version; and the word, as apcontains five poems of Relph's, all of
plied to a joke, would appear to be of probable try' (1874),
them different from those given in the 'Popular
American origin
A. J. M.
"
What is the reason an old joke is called a ' chestnut ? Poetry.'
;

:

'

a corruption of the old saying 'jest not.' When a
man told a story too old and familiar to be funny, some
one said to him, 'Jest not,' meaning that the story had
It is

no longer any point of

interest,

and

to tell

it

was

with his hearers.

to jest

This 'jest not' has become corrupted
into 'chestnut.' Such is the best information we can
on
the
gather
subject." Louisville Western Recorder.

JOHN
16,

Montague

J.

"

THE WIFE IS DEARER," &C. (7 th S.
This is the last line of a poem by Lord
508).
"
An Irregular Ode. Written
Lyttelton, entitled
at Wickham in 1746," and addressed to Miss Lucy
Fortescue.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

STOCKEN.

W.C.

Street,

BIBLE

THREADNEEDLE STREET (7 tb S. vii. 368, 478).
The word thrid, mentioned at the latter reference,
occurs in the following passage of
published in 1850

HOW MUCH

vii.

'

In Memoriam,'

:

He thrids the labyrinth of the mind,
He reads the secret of the star,
He seems so near and yet so far,
He looks so cold she thinks him kind. xcv.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

0.

th

(7

The Bible about which
was printed at Amsterdam by

S. viii. 9).

S.

inquires
Stephen Swart.

Some copies of this edition have
place, others are without either, but the
text is exactly the same in both.
It is not at all
rare, and of no interest or value whatever.
name and

J. R.

DORE.

Huddersfield.
[Will 0. S. send address

:

CLUBBING (7 th S.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

vii.

1

We

have a letter for him.]

348, 373, 453).

MR. WARD

mistaken as to the technical meaning of this word.
A line forced or driven in would not ordinarily be
" clubbed." On the
described by soldiers as being
barrack square men are said to be " clubbed " when
they are made to execute a manoeuvre which has
the unintended effect of altering the individual
order in which they were originally formed. Wedgis

JOSIAH RELPH'S CUMBERLAND POEMS (7 th S. vii.
Relph is not so completely forgotten as MR.
BOUCHIER supposes. He is a Cumberland worthy,
and as such is remembered in the North. Miss
Powley, of Langworthy, herself a Cumberland
worthy, had often something of interest to say
444).

about him, not only in her private

letters,

but

(if

ing or massing

is

by no means a necessary conse-

7*

(

i

i

s. viii.

The

uence.

mch

20,
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original formation is simply

An

itself."

upon

i

JULY

" turned

example would savour too

GUALTERULUS.

of the drill-book.

SHALL can,

53

I think, hardly suppose that I

do not

know that it is merely the word mtssa,as pronounced
" Ite missa est." But
in the formula
perhaps it may
him that the question as to the
reduced to
proper meaning of the word may be
the very simple one, What substantive does the
feminine past-participle missa agree with in that
sentence ?
There are sundry other points on which my censor's communication astonishes me not a little. But
as I am a poor lay heretic, and my censor is a
to call himself, a
Catholic, and, as he chooses
not have occurred to

YOUNGER OF HAGGERSTON
in

Adams,

77).

his

'

th

(7

Index

S.

vii.

Villaris,'

408,
gives

laggerston as in the hundred of Islam, county of
Northumberland, lat. 55'44; long. W. 1'19.
HENRY H. GIBBS.
St.

Dun s tans.

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS (7 th S. vi. 506
MR. F. A. MARSHALL Roman
vii. 154, 235, 318, 471).
;

very wrathfully "astonished" at some statements of mine concerning the mass and the celeAnd his communication on the
bration thereof.
subject leaves me in no less astonishment respects

ing sundry points of it.
"
In the first place I am " astonished at hearing
or rather seeing a member of his Church speak" we Eoman Catholics "
I have always
ing of
understood and found that members of his Church
!

especially object to be called

Roman

Catholics,

and

be addressed as such. It is true
that my conversation with members of that Church
in England had been very small; but with English
and Italian Catholics in Italy it has been very
with an invariable experience to the above
large

to save

to

Catholic, to Rome let him go ; or rather,
the trouble of doing so, I have gone

him

Rome

locuta est

"
him (by writing), and when Roma
me
from
hear
he
shall
and
again.
you
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

for
"

Budleigh Salterton.

DATE OF GARRICK'S BIRTH
'

date

is

given by

many

feel it offensive to

offensiveness of the phrase "Roman
mouth of a Protestant of course
consists in the implication that the speaker is also
a Catholic of another sort that the person of
whom or to whom he is speaking is a Catholic of
the Roman school, as the speaker is of the Anglican
effect.

The

Catholic

or

"

in the

some other school

whereas

it is

absolutely
essential to the Roman Catholic to maintain that
there neither are nor can be any Catholics save
Of course Anglicans
the members of his Church.
can have no difficulty in admitting that Romanists
are Catholics; and there would seem to be no good
reason for becoming offensive to them by insisting
on terming them Eoman Catholics, save when it
is necessary to protest against the expressed or
implied assumption that they are Catholics /car'
;

They, on the other hand, are bound to call and
consider us as heretics.
And surely in objecting
to be so called we resemble the cabman who, on
being told that he was an individual, retorted with
much anger on his accuser that " he was another."
That is, we accept the deprecatory sense wrongfully given by our adversaries to a qualification
which really belongs to us, but which, as we ought
to maintain, can have no such depreciatory sense
Did we not, indeed,
legitimately attached to it.
take for ourselves, instead of accepting as given to
us by authority, those doctrines which have separated us from other Catholics ? Was not this our

taking an atpeo-ts

With regard

?

to the

word mass, MR. F. A. MAR-

th

(7

S. vii. 447).

Thespian Dictionary,' 1802, states that Garrick was born in the year 1717, not 1716, as the

The

other authorities.
J. F. MANSEP.GH.

Liverpool.

HERALDIC KNOTS

th

S. vii. 448).
According
(7
Cussans knots of silk cord entwined in different
ways were adopted as heraldic devices at an early
of Buckingperiod, the Stafford knot of the Duke
ham being used in the fourteenth contury, as also
the Bourchier one of the Fitzwarrens. Knots generand rarely as charges
ally serve as badges or crests,

to

upon the

shield.

enumerates the knots borne by ten
commencing with the beautiful forin that
at
appears upon the robe of Anne of Bohemia
Westminster resembling the letter A.
The Wake and Ormonde knot (to which your
correspondent more particularly refers) represesents
a
intersecting two O's, and is now borne by the
Planche"

families,

W

family as a crest.
*

Mrs. Bury Palliser, in Historic Devices, Badges,
War Cries,' mentions the Order of the Knot
instituted in 1252 by Louis of Tarento (the second

and

husband of Queen Joanna). The badge was of
the arm as a knot,
silk, gold, and pearls, tied upon
and those who were invested with it made a vow
knot at Jerusalem.
Stafford knot is in the form of two S's, and
is still retained as a badge, and also appears on the
as the
rolling-stock of the North Stafford Railway
well-known cognizance of that company.
to untie the

The

The Bourchier knot forms two B's, with sometimes the water bouget added. John Berners, the
second Lord Bourchier, took as his badge the
knotted branch of a tree twisted into the family
knot, which makes a most picturesque and striking
adornment.
The Harrington knot

is

mesh of a fishtown of Herring-

a fret or

ing-net, in allusion to the seaport

NOTES AND QUERIES.
ton, Cumberland,
their name.
The

from which the family derive
motto is " Nodo firmo," with a

firm knot.
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It is
pretending to lead, it follows Italian ideas.
true that hardly any one has written about it
without reproducing the inflated praise of an
anonymous writer in the Critical Review to the
effect that "perhaps" (that saving "perhaps" is

The Hungerfords used a golden sheaf or garbe,
banded gules, and entwined with the golden sickle
of the Peverells, which was acquired by marriage.
iucky) "Italy itself can produce no modern
The house of Savoy adopted the true-lovers' building which can vie with it in taste and pro"
and each writer fancies himself qualified
knot, with the motto Stringe ma non constringe," portions',"
to base on this pronouncement still further adulameaning it binds but not constrains.
The Dacre badge is their escallop- shell united ion. Yet the proposition as it stands, in its faris too monstrous ta
by a silken cord to the ragged staff of the Nevilles, reaching comprehensiveness,
deserve a moment's consideration.
in reference to the union of the
probably
families,
or perhaps denoting descent from the Bourchiers.
It forms a most graceful combination with depend-

we even

read it with the gloss that
charitably
"
buildings is said, it is only intended to
draw into the comparison churches, and, further^
ing tassels.
The Lacy knot represented in Planches book is only domed churches with specially remarkable
taken from a shield in Whalley Abbey and is a interiors, and " also no larger in size for there
is no lack of
buildings" in Italy, and out of it,,
rebus.
that would crush poor St. Stephen's in the dust
The Bowen knot forms four loops or bows.
The Heneage knot is heart-shaped, and the yet when we have fined down the comparison by
motto " Fast though untied," and Planche" considers all these limitations, I can name, at the least, half
in Rome
this is simply a personal device of Sir Thomas a dozen churches within these conditions
alone with no one of which it can vie
(1) S.
I would just mention a rebus of Rose Knot wing Agnese in Piazz* Navona, (2) Sta. Martina, (3) S.
that appeared upon stained glass in an old house Andrea al Quirinale, (4) S. Carlo a' Catinari, (5)
at Islington, and consisted of a rose, a knot, and a S. Andrea Corsini (chapel in S. John Lateran),
The one of them
(6) Sta. Maria della Pace.*
wing.
Boutell says the Stafford knot is repeated again all with which St. Stephen's would doubtless most
and again on a slab in St. Edmund's Chapel, West- desire to compete, though left far behind in the
is the so-called church of the Pace.
People
minster, |[to the memory of John Paul Howard, race,
go to the Pace to look at Kaffaelle's Sibyls, and
1762.
J. BAGNALL.
for the most part have no time left to observe the
Water Orton.
I cannot myself
lines of the building.
[Other communications to 'the game purport are exquisite
concede to St. Stephen's that it approaches it
acknowledged.]
nearly enough to say it is copied from it, but
BURLINGTON ST. STEPHEN'S, WALBROOK, AND there is little doubt that the lines of the Pace
ITALIAN CHURCHES (7 th S. vii.
Jesse's suggested those of St. Stephen's.
If

though

"

:

:

469).

anecdote, vol. ii. (not iii.) p. 384, is so exquisitely
ben trovato that it would have been a pity if it had
been lost to us by correction of style. But if we
seek for the vero of it I fear it will be in vain.
I
have not time to sift the dates with the care necessary to enable one to pronounce authoritatively,
but if the following rough statement is correct, the

The Act of Parliament for
story is impossible.
the erection of the fifty new churches, of which
St. Stephen's, Walbrook, is one, was passed in
1709.
Lord Burlington was in Italy about 1715.
Now, even allowing that St. Stephen's was built
somewhat in anticipation of the Act, and that
Lord Burlington went to Italy a second time, there
would, even so, hardly have been time for the design of St. Stephen's to become sufficiently known
to be heard of and then reproduced in Italy.
For another point, Fergusson (' Hist, of Architecture,' 1873, iv. 306) happens to make the statement, when describing St. Stephen's, Walbrook,
that " no architect has ever copied it."
Again, any one can see for himself that what
gives St. Stephen's its beauty is that, far from

But leaving odious comparisons

aside (supra,
Stephen's, Walbrook, is unquestionably one of the most creditable bits of architecture

p. 9),

St.

Its columns, though elegant, have
northern fault of looking "stalky""
to eyes used to the solidity of Koman building;
but their arrangement supplies a commendable
effort towards obtaining that complication and
mystery of lines which a divine temple ought to
present, and which is so generally wanting in Pro-

London.

in

the

common

testant edifices.
It is greatly to be regretted that it is so unfortunately situated ; first, so far from the ordinary
walk of cultivated people, and secondly, so sunk

amid
*

inferior buildings.

Compared with these the following churches are

second rate, and yet are good enough to Ehow that, up
to the present century at all events, Italy did not need
to come to England to obtain inspiration for her architects: (1) Sta. Maria di Loreto, (2) the Trinita de' Pellegrini, (3) Sta. Catarina a Magnanapoli, (4) Sta. Maria
di Monte Santo, (5) Sta. Maria de' Fornaci, (6) Sta.
Maria Scala Coali, (7) S. Spirito in Sassia.
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The extraordinary

be observed in the

effects to

Roman Pantheon from

different points of view, at

and day, have always
building has a more unique
character than anything else in Rome, and the
other domed
study of it led me on to the study of
and more particularly those which have
different times of the year

made me

feel that that

55

The query of MR. EATON is answered by Walter
Scott, himself a very good authority on the subject.
'
says, in his Tales of a Grandfather ':

He

" How
clanship came to prevail in the Highlands and
Borders, and not in the provinces which separated them
from each other (that is, the Lowlands), it is not easy to
conjecture, but the fact was so."

buildings,

Having no English edition of the work at hand,
emulated its lines* (as St. Stephen's in very far off
MR. EATON to a good French
measure does), and it was thus I made acquaintance I am obliged to refer
Walter Scott, Remits d'un Grand-pere,'
with St. Stephen's, Walbrook but I never met any one
Extraits par Alfred Legrand, Quantin, Paris,
it and few
unprofessional person who had visited
DNARQEL.
p. 112.
who have even heard of its merits.
Paris.
I further thus came across two such modern
'

:

;

emulations, which, though built in the disastrous
and 1838 S. Fran(for art) period between 1817
cesco de Paola, at Naples, and S. Carlo, at Milan
"
both of which far outvie St. Stephen's in pro"in taste "; for at
portions," though confessedly not
R. H. BUSK.
that date where was taste ?
16,

Montagu

Street,

Portman Square.

CLANS (7 S. vii. 308, 417). Here are a few
more references to "clan," as applied to Scottish
Lowland or English Border families, from Scott's
works and the Border Ballads
th

:

And

others weened that it was nought
But Leven Clans or Tynedale men

Who came

to gather in black-mail.
'

Lay

of the Last Minstrel,'

31.

iii.

lb., v. 4.

There was mounting 'mong Graemes of the Netherby clan.
Marmion (" Lochinvar "), canto v.
'

And many a rugged Border clan
With Huntly and with Home.
II., vi. 26.

In "The Sang of the Outlaw Murray," in the 'Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border,' the supposed date of
which is the reign of James V., the king (uncertain
to the Buccleuch
which) says, with a touch of humour,
"
"
of the day, who had the cheek to accuse Murray
"
of living by
reif and felonie ":

Now had

[hold] thy tongue, Sir Walter Scott,
Nor speak of reif nor felonie ;
For, had every honest man his awin [own] kye,
A right puir clan thy name wad be
!

amusing to think of an antipodean or Polynesian commentator two thousand years hence,
seeing the familiar name Sir Walter Scott in the
It

th

NEWCASTLE - UNDER- LYME

OF

There

is reason to believe
that mock mayors were not uncommon previous to
the passing of the Municipal Corporations Reform
Act of 1835. The custom was certainly kept up
with great enthusiasm at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, as
well as at the Staffordshire borough of the same
name. Considerable preparation was made by the
boys to do honour to the occasion, or rather,
chair
perhaps, to make a good profit of it.

S. vii. 468, 516).

A

something like an open sedan was provided for
"
the youthful
mayor," who was gaily rigged out
with ribbons, feathers, and a cocked hat, and he
was preceded and followed by a complete staff of

mock officials, macebearers,
and marshalmen;

'Vails not to tell each hardy clan
From the fair Middle Marches came.

'

MOCK MAYOR
(7

in

the street, while his trusty friends collected the
unsympathetic public; for the
ancient corporation was self-elected, and like most
other bodies of the same kind was as inept as it was
offerings of a not

The civic magnates, however, had good
arrogant.
sense enough to take the satire upon them pleasantly.
painting of the boys' pageant, executed about
1830 by a local artist, was purchased by the Corporation for the decoration of the mansion house.
An engraving of the picture was also published,
but is now very scarce.
Turning to another part
of the kingdom, a mock mayor was elected annually
at Randwick, in Gloucestershire, and another at

A

Weston, one of the suburbs of Bath, apparently
as a protest against the exclusion of the village
from the privileges of the city.

JOHN LATIMER.

is

conceive how
the author of Marmion and Ivanhoe could have
"
been addicted to
lifting" other folk's cattle
I think these examples, with the others which I
quoted in my former note, are sufficient to satisfy
"
"
any one that he may apply the term clan to nonHighland septs with a clear conscience.
last passage, cudgelling his brains to
'

'

'

'

!

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
*

Some particulars of which, too long to go into here,
were embodied in an illustrated paper on the Pantheon
in No, Ixxxiii. of the Art Journal, November, 1868.

swordbearers, Serjeants,

which magnifience he paraded

Bristol.

BLOIS FAMILY (7 th S. viii. 7). Consult the
East Anglian, or 'Notes and Queries' for the
counties of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, and
Essex, vol. iv. pp. 66, 219, 273.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71,

"

Brecknock Road.

PROUD PRESTON,"

428).

IN

LANCASHIRE

(7

th

S. vii.

In the 'Tour thro' Great Britain'

(ed.

1753) it is said of Preston:
"Tho' there is no Manufacture, the Town, being
honoured with the Court of Chancery, and the Officers
of Justice for Lancaster,

ia full

of Gentlemen, Attorneys,
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Proctors, and Notaries, the Process of Law being here of
a different Nature from that in other Places, by reason
that it is a Duchy and County Palatine, and has particuThe People are gay here,
lar Privileges of its own
tho' not perhaps the richer for that; but it has on this
"
Account obtained the Name of Proud Preston (vol. iii.

n* s. vm. JULY 20,

Western with the Lancashire and Yorkshire railways owning, perhaps, the largest station, with
warehouses and approaches, out of the metropolis.
The great local industry is cotton manufacture the
old and famous firm of Horrocks, Miller & Co. still
;

flourishes in its midst.
"Families of middling
"
'
(1784) that fortune are not extinct, nor without that species
"
the situation of Preston
being healthy and plea- of pride which marks off the genteel from the
Old maids are not greatly in evidence;
sant, those of small fortunes chuse it as a place of gentle.
"
retirement
Very soon, however, after perhaps the gilding of King Cotton makes trades(p. 468).
"
the character and pursuits of men more eligible, or the young maidens too goodthis was published,
underwent an important change." looking to be resisted.
the town
The P. P. under the arms of the town (the Holy
In 1786 indications of trade began to show them" Proud
selves ; in 1791 Mr. John Horrocks came to reside, Lamb) gave rise, probably, to the term
"
Preston."
The old lines run right, except the
the
and commenced business in Preston, and
manufacturing" soon became its "predominant third, this is
The population, which had for a long
interest."
High church and low steeple.
period prior to 1780 remained stationary at about Preston has ever been a Tory stronghold, true to
The late
6,000, began to rapidly increase, and in 1821 the old faith and the house of Stuart.
amounted to 24,000. The initials P. P. in the arms Lord Beaconsfield, on being introduced to a local
=
and
of the town Princeps pads,
they were carved, alderman, asked, "Are there any Jacobites left in
A. H. H.
together with the Paschal Lamb, &c., over the Preston?"
old
to
the
Town
Hall.
entrance
See Baines's
Preston.
and
'Account
the
of
'Lancashire,' s.v. "Preston,"
CHINSTAY (7 th S. viii. 8). What more approBorough of Preston,' by M. Tulket, O.S.B. (P.
word would BOILEAU ask to express a comto
the
priate
latter
work
of
some
Whittle). According
the old leaven of pride still remained in the press for the throat tied on over the head ?
Q. V.
breasts of the Prestonians at the time of its publication in 1821.
POPE (7 th S. v. 288 [see also Homer,' 7 th S. v.
In regard to the old rhyme, as I remember it,
Mr. W. J. Courthope has kindly favoured
305]).
the words were
me with the following replies to the queries reProud Preston, poor people,
ferred to above, to which I had called his atten-

p. 251).

It is stated in the 'British Traveller

:

Built a church, and no steeple.

tion:

During the last century Preston had only two
Pope." I have never entertained any doubt that the
Church of England places of worship. One of them lines
in Johnson's Life,' to which you refer [" While
was built in 1723, and so far as I can gather it does many a merry tale," &c.], were written by Johnson himself
not appear to have had anything in the shape of a as a kind of parody on Pope's lines about Sisyphus. Johnson
was fond of illustrating his own points by r<tther pointJ. F. MANSERGH.
steeple.
leas parodies
e. g., when he wanted to ridicule the (supLiverpool.
'

;

"
"People" and
made

to

rhyme.

"

steeple

posed) triviality of the ballad style he thought

have very often been

We have in the north

cient to

make an impromptu
I put

of Lincoln-

my

head,

And walked into the Strand,
And there I met another man

shire,

Gainsbro', proud people
Built a new church to an old steeple

my

it suffi-

:

hat upon

;

Whose hat was in hia hand.
in
memory, but the above are somewhere
quote from
'
Boswell's
The lines in Pope's * Life ' are, of
Life.')
course, more elaborately finished, but as an argument
they are almost equally pointless."
Homer. "I think it very likely, as you suggest, that
the more polished epigram which you quote is an improvement of Hey wood's rough one. But it is not Pope's ;
at any rate there is no evidence to raise such a presumption. All Pope's leavings were raked together by
(I

and,
Luddington, poor people
Built a new church to an old steeple.
There are many more such jingles which I cannot
now call to mind.
EDWARD PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

In answer to GRAIENSIS'S query whether this
town still enjoys the characteristics ascribed it in
Bishop Pocock's travels through England temp.
"

1734-1757, as subsisting chiefly by being a great
thoroughfare, by families of middling fortune living
in it, and noted for the number of old
maids,
because these families will not ally with trades-

men, and have not sufficient fortunes for gentlemen," I write to say that the town is still an
important thoroughfare, the London and North-

countless collectors after his death, and many epigrams
which were not hia were ascribed to him ; but I have
never heard that the one you cite was ever supposed to
be his."

JOHN SYMONDS.
Bexley.

SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN (7 th S. vii. 407, 477).
The house in which Sir Christopher Wren by
local tradition carried on his office during the re-
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still exists in Bankside,
though somewhat altered. It is now in the occupation of the Hydraulic Company, whose enginehouse covers the garden from which it is said
the architect daily watched the progress of his

building of St. Paul's

This is a fine old
great work across the river.
house, such as one would hardly expect to find in
such a neighbourhood as it is, surrounded by
factories, iron dealers, and engineering shops. The
address is Falcon Wharf, Holland Street, S.E.
W. 0. J.

REGIMENTAL BADGE OF THE 63RD FOOT (7 th S.
If I remember aright I think
188, 254, 355).

vii.

that he must, ipso facto, receive the honour of
few months ago I was present at
knighthood ?
an investiture of the Orders of the Star of India
and of the Indian Empire which was held at Calcutta by the Viceroy of India in his capacity of
Grand Master of those Orders.
Each of the
English Knight Commanders of the Indian Empire,
after he had been invested with the insignia of the
order, received the accolade from Lord Lansdowne ;
but this ceremony was omitted in the case of the
native chiefs and nobles who were admitted to the

A

It is, of course, customary to add the
" Sir" to the
appellations of these gentlemen,
and the names of Sir Salar Jang, Sir Madhava Rao,
and others are familiar to English ears ; but they
have no right to the title, and it is omitted in the
order.

prefix

was in the churchyard of St. John's, .Jersey, that
on one occasion I observed an old tombstone having
on it what appeared at first sight to be resemblances
official lists.
" unmentionable to ears
of certain insects,
polite,"
I am not sure if the Sultan of Turkey and the
carved on the stone. On examination these proved
Shah
of Persia, when they were invested with the
to be time-worn representations of the armorial
Garter by Her Majesty, received the accolade; but
of
and
the
Luce
the
had
family,
bearings
sculptor
it

intended them for fleurs de lys.
It strikes me
that this resemblance in form between the insect
and the heraldic flower has given rise to the sobriquet of ''Bloodsuckers," which is sometimes bestowed on the gallant corps now known as the 1st
Battalion Manchester Regiment.
R. STEWART PATTERSON,
Chaplain H.M. Forces.
Cork.

WIND

properly speaking that portion of the ceremonial
should, I believe, be reserved for Christians alone.
The prelate or dean of an order, though invested
with the insignia, is not a knight, and does not,
It would have
therefore, receive the accolade.
been contrary to rule for an ecclesiastic, like Dr.
Cameron Lees, to receive the honour of knighthood,
notwithstanding his investiture with the insignia

which properly pertain to his position as Dean of
the Order of the Thistle.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

OF A CANNON-BALL (7 S. vii. 426).
Jaipur, llajputana.
officer who was affected by the wind of
th
QUOTES (7 S. vii. 505). This is not a new
a cannon-ball in the Crimean war.
He left the
service and took Holy Orders.
He told me that substantive. It was added to Johnson ' by Todd
he never perfectly recovered from the shock, but and finds its place in Webster and the Imperial
I

th

know an

felt

the effects for years afterwards.
E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

FESTIVAL OF TRINITY

th

S. vii.

(7
370,456).
This festival seems to be older than the papacy of
Gregory the Great. According to Dr. Knauz (loc.

in a fifteenth-century MS. it is said to have
been instituted in the reign of Charlemagne. It
was introduced in the diocese of L'ege by Bishop
L. L. K.
Stephen as early as A.D. 920.
cit.)

OTHERWISE (7 th S. vii. 370, 515). It is doubtuse made of it in Record Latin which has
established alias in the sense of " otherwise."
The
less the

constant recurrence of such entries as "Johannes
"
ffremantell, alias dictus Piper
(Close Roll, 1427),

and"Arnaldus Hewster,

alias dictus Doxty" (ibid.,
" dictus "
as
1455), led in time to the dropping of
inconveniently long, and the alias was then used
alone in the old sense.
It would be difficult to
alter it now, after centuries of prescription.

HERMENTRUDE.
INSIGNIA OF KNIGHTHOOD (7 th S. vii. 309, 398).
Y. S. M. asks when the sovereign invests any
person with the insignia of an order of knighthood, does it not follow as a matter of course

Cotgrave

Dictionary.'

is

"

the authority given in

KILLIGREW.

each instance.

YOUR WITS ARE GONE WOOL-GATHERING "

(7

th

hope this matter will not
be allowed to pass without a more distinct assertion
of the fact that wool-gathering was not very long
ago a common practice in pastoral districts, and
was not " the most beggarly of all employments."
I have known substantial farmers who did not
disdain to go out of their way for the purpose of
picking wool off the thorns and hedges ; and the
wool thus gleaned was found very useful, along
with the "beltings" of sheep, for stuffing horseIn earlier times,
collars, cushions, mattresses, &c.
before the spinning-wheel was abolished, and that
"household note of industry" was stilled for ever
when, moreover, wool was dear and hard to be come
by unless one had sheep of one's own the wool so
procured would be of considerable service to cottagers for spinning into blankets ; and it is quite
a mistake to suppose that our proverb has any contemptuous intention. It refers rather to the wide
and irregular range of such wanderings as the woolIn parishes like my own, where there
gatherer's.
were acres of gorse-bushes, and the hedges were
S. vii.

370 ;

viii. 17).

I
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in this
mostly allowed to run"wild, a day spent
"
unprofitable
your correemployment, however
spondents may think it, would have yielded no

small return to a large family of children.
C. 0. B.

MR. BUCKLEY seems to doubt whether children
were ever employed gathering the locks of wool
from the hedges and bushes. There can be no
doubt about the fact, as in the earlier part of this
century, when everything in the shape of clothing
was high in price, and at a still later period while
the price of wool was kept up, previous to the great
importations of foreign and colonial wool, the scraps
left on the bushes by the passing sheep were carefully collected. In a well-known tract, called The
Shepherd of Salisbury Plain,' which had a large
circulation, it is particularly mentioned that even
'

the very young children could be usefully employed
in gathering the locks of wool found on the bramble
bushes and thorns, which wool was carded and spun
during the winter evenings and made into stockings.
No doubt many other illustrations of the subject
could be easily procured were it necessary to go
GEORGE C. BOASE.
further into the matter.
36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

vm.

JULY

20.

Dosed to confer the name, there is hardly anything
more rare than to find ancient place-names compounded of Celtic and Teutonic words. Of course

without consulting early forms of the name it is dangerous to hazard suggestion as to its origin, but as
MR. LYNN says it used to be written Paington, it is
aard to believe that it is not simply the A.-S.peneg
tin, penny farm, which appears in various places in
the north as Pennytown.
The " penny land " was
an ancient form of land measurement.

HERBERT MAXWELL.
[MR. RALPH NEVILL, F.S.A., and the REV. E. MARSHALL support the view expressed by PROF. SKEAT.]

SELINA

(7

th

S. vii, 507).

a modern one.

The name

is

certainly

I have noted

hundreds of curious
names (both Christian and surname) from 1200 to
1576, and have never during that time met with
one instance of Selina in any variety of spelling.

HERMENTRUDE.

SIR CHARLES CHRISTOPHER PEPYS (7 th S. vii.
I have recently seen an engraving
389, 436, 474).
of this Lord Chancellor by H. T. Ryall after the
" in the
original by C. R. Leslie, R.A.,
possession of
William Russell, Esq., Accountant-General." The
engraving was dedicated to the owner of the
MINIATURE (7 th S. vii. 468, 495). DOROTHY will original, and was published (or republished) by
find four miniatures by Nathaniel Plimer in the Thos.
Boys in the year 1853. The picture shows
Miniature Exhibiton at the Burlington Fine- Arts the chancellor in his
robes, and is a fine portrait.
G. F. R. B.
Club.
I cannot say who now possesses the original.
There is no doubt an account of Lord Cottenham
PRICES OF JACOBEAN QUARTOES (7 th S. vii. 504). in Lord
Campbell's Lives of the Lord Chancellors.'
There is some slight evidence to show that sixALPHA.
was
in
an
for
a
ordinary price
play published
pence
Campbell, in his eighth volume of the Lives of
the early years of the seventeenth century.
The
to Lord Cot1609 quarto of ' Troilus and Cressida has an intro- the Chancellors,' gives a few references
"
that he was an
excellent Equity
ductory epistle, wherein the reader is invited to tenham, saying
"
think his
testerne well bestow'd."
The address Judge, but could not" put two sentences together in
The Times of Sept. 4, 1841,
to the reader prefixed to John Day's 'Law Trickes,' the House of Lords.
"
Farewell. Thine or any mans devotes a long article to his merits, although
1608, ends thus
to
his
The diarist was descended
opposed
politics.
for a testar."
GEO. L. APPERSON.
from a younger branch of his family (Foss, ' Judges
Wimbledon.
DE V. PAYEN-PAYNE.
of England,' ix. 239).
*

'

'

:

th

PAIGNTON (7 S. vii. 509). Surely the etymoPain is
logy of Paignton is from pain and town.
a very common name, and is merely the same word
as F. paien, Lat. paganus, a villager.
That the
word came over with William I. admits of proof ;
for the derivative paisnime, out of which we have

made

'
Laws of Will. I.,
payninij occurs in the
silent s merely helps to lengthen the
a
common
Old
French
preceding i,
peculiarity.
"villager" is much more likely than "the bloom
of fruit" to have built a town.
Moreover, the
spelling Paign is due to a reminiscence of the g in

41

;

where the

A

paganus.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

It is difficult to imagine anything less
judicious
MK. LYNN'S assertion that the Welsh pain,
or
has
to
do
with
this
name.
pollen
bloom,
anything

than

Apart from the

triviality of the

substance sup-

TOUP'S LIBRARY (7 th S. viii. 29). This library
was sold by Leigh & Sotheby, not in 1784, as
stated by MR. WARD, but in 1786, May 10 and
It was a six days' sale
but
following days.
Toup's books occupied only about half the catalogue, the large collection of Spanish books and
MSS. which followed being the property of
;

another person.
[Other replies are sent to the same

F.

N.

effect.]

'RATTLIN THE REEFER' (7 th S.vii. 486). There
can be no doubt as to this story having been
written by Lieut. Edward Howard, R.N., who died
in 1842, and was also the author of 'The Old Commodore and several other works of naval fiction,
upon the title-page of which is inscribed, by the
" Author of '
"
'

Rattlin the Reefer.'

The

story ap-

7*8. VIII. JULY
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eared originally, I believe, in the pages of the
then edited by Capt.

Metropolitan Magazine,
itarryat, so in this sense
ay that it was edited by

was correct enough to
him ; and no doubt floatand auspices
ng it under his well-known name
secured for it a sale when issued in book form. It
;ame out in 1838 in three volumes, illustrated by
There

lervieu.

is

it

a portrait of the author in the
a facsimile of his

New Monthly Magazine, with
iutograpb.

Recently I saw in a bookseller's catalogue, 'Peter
Priggins, College Scout and Bedmaker,'
Unas written or edited by Theodore Hook.
this story did appear in the pages of

described

doubtedly

the New Monthly Magazine, then edited by Theodore Hook, but it was really written by the Rev.
S. H. Hewlett, M.A., master of Abingdon
Most likely this was also issued under
School.
the wing of a great name, and for the same pursale.
pose, to obtain an enlarged

J.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

A

&0.

Dialogue against Feuer and Pestilence. By William
Edited by Mark W. Bullen and A. H. Bullen.
Bullein.
Part I. Extra Series, LII.
(Early English Text
Society.)

The Anatomie of the Bodie of Man. By Thomas Vicary.
Edited by F. J. Furnivall and Percy Furnivall. Extra
Series, LIII.
(Same Society.)
MEDICINE and surgery have a curious history, which has
not as yet been worked out in detail. Among savage
and barbarous races they are still almost entirely
magical, though we owe to the observation and experiments of our wild brethren some of the most useful
drugs with which we are acquainted. What was the
medical knowledge of the great races of the East we
have no means of knowing, and the Holy Scriptures tell
us surprisingly little as to medical practice among the
Jews. We know rather more as to the surgery of Egypt,
but what has come down to us has not survived in a very
authentic form. With the Greek writers on medicine
we reach a period when science, as we understand the
word, was first applied to the art of healing. The
medical literature they have left is surprising from its
wealth of observation and the purely scientific outlook
which it shows. No improvement was made during upwards of a thousand years. The medical practitioners of
the Middle Ages knew no more than the doctors who administered potions and took fees under the rule of the
Antonines but they mixed the old knowledge with a lot
of pernicious folk-lore, derived from northern sources
and from misunderstanding texts of Scripture. The revival of letters gave a strong impetus to the study of
;

The body

company

it

of notes and illustrations which acare out of all proportion to the text, but
the
less valuable on that account.
To any
they are none
one writing a history of surgery they will be invaluable,
and the folk-lorist cannot afford to pass them by.

The Life and Death of Llewellynn
Goss.

'

'

Dialogue

is

very amusing.

It is full of

home

quaint tales,
are, we
growth, though we think many of them may be found in
other forms in the Latin literature of the Continent,
with which we may feel sure that Bullein was familiar,
The editors promise us a series of notes, in which we
trust they will endeavour to trace some of these to their

some of which

doubt not, of

remote origin.
Vicary's 'Anatomie' forms but a small part of the

Jewitt.

By W. H.

(Gray.)

Goss has let his affection for his friend sadly outrun
To enhance the tribute to his memory
lis judgment.
he has evidently set out with the deliberate intention of
making his book as big as ever he could make it. The
result is 638 closely printed large octavo pages, when a
tithe of that number would amply have sufficed, and
have bean far better than the whole. This extraordinary
compilation seems to have been compounded out of two
scrap-books one devoted to Mr. Jewitt, the other to
Mr. S. C. Hall. Every trivial letter that either of these
gentlemen ever wrote or had written to him, the invitations they got to dinner, all the doggerel rhymes they
ever penned, their commonplace utterances and puerile
jokes, that perhaps passed muster at the time, but which
it is cruelty to stereotype in print, their very dreams and
VlR.

forebodings all are here set out at the fullest length,
with the most intolerable diffuseness and prolixity. This
small-beer chronicle is further bolstered out with newspaper cuttings, parenthetic sermons of the author's own,
superfetations of after-thoughts, and labyrinthine discussions on all sorts of subjects, dragged in by the head
and shoulders, apparently with the one ambition of
swelling out the size of the book to the largest possible
double-barrelled biography of this kind
dimensions.
is out of all proportion, and does an injustice to two
worthy men who did much good antiquarian and artistic
work in their time. We are sorry we cannot speak more
highly of Mr. Goss's book, which is evidently inspired by
an enthusiastic admiration of his deceased friends ; but
in this inflated form it is really a huge mistake.
Indeed,
he himself almost acknowledges as much when he writes,
" I feel and confess that if I were
reading such a book as
this written by somebody else I should certainly skip the
poems." Now that it is somebody else's turn he will retaliate, if we are not greatly mistaken, by skipping the
poems and a good deal more besides.

A

Words on Wellington.
M.A. (Nimmo.)

By

Sir William Fraser, Bart.,

WB have here a tardy

but important contribution to our
knowledge of the great duke. As a repertory of curious
anecdote the volume has already won general recognition.
Wellington is, of course, the centre of observation, but
the interest of the volume is not confined to him, and
other men of his epoch, as George IV., Beaconsfield, &c.,
The regret that our space does
figure in its pages.
not admit of extract from this most readable of volumes
is diminished by the fact that the most striking
portions
have already obtained a wide circulation. To those who
rise from the perusal of one of the most entertaining of
recent volumes of ana, it will be good news which is
given on p. 231, that Sir William hopes to publish a
second volume, containing recollections of Disraeli, whom
he regards as the intellectual successor of Lord Byron.
Indolent

anatomy.
Bullein's

volume.

59

Essays.

By Richard Dowling.

(Ward &

Downey.)

MB. DOWLING has given us another volume of essays, and
we must frankly say that we rank him far higher as a
writer of pleasant discursiveness in the form of essays
than we do as a novelist. There are, we understand,
certain individuals who proudly boast that they can
read, and we suppose enjoy after their own fashion, any
novel. We have noticed that this manner of folk care
very little for any other form of literature, and we have
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no doubt that as an essayist Mr. Bowling would not be
valued by them, however highly they might regard him
as a provider of fiction. The volume before us somehow
recalls to our mind Mr. Andrew Ling; not that Mr.
Dowling has in any way copied hia style or mannerisms,
but the two men have a similar way of viewing some
'
Other People's Windows is a good example
subjects.
of this. Let none who loves the memory of Don Quixote
read the article called Binding up the Sheaves.' Mr.
Dowling does not quite realize what an effect such an
essay as this must have on those who" see something
more in the grand old Spaniard than a heroic hero of
'

'

burlesque."

We

'

can give a high meed of praise to IndoMr. Dowling would leave Don

lent Essays,' but we wish
Quixote in peace.

A

'

Life and Times of Glrolamo Savonarola. By Prof. Pas2 vols.
quale Villari. Translated by Linda Villari.
(Fisher Unwin.)
PROF. VILLARI is an intrepid champion of Savonarola.
Undaunted by the criticism passed upon the first translation of his 'Life of Savonarola,' he returns to the
charge and maintains his theories with unabated zeal.
He shows himself an able writer and a keen controverHis utterances may not always be palatable to
sialist.
the worshippers of the Italian Renaissance, but his work
is at least an all-important contribution to our knowledge
of the epoch. The new translation is in two handsome
volumes, and is freely illustrated. It is fairly terse and
vigorous in style.

How

one of the M'Govern, or M'Gauran, Clan

Victoria Cross.

By Joseph Henry M'Govern.

readable and good, and the volume
to the series.

is

a pleasing addition

MR. ERNEST E. BAKER, F.S.A., has issued privately A
Few Notes on a Selected Portion of the Halliwell-PhiUipps
Library recently.

This will in time rank as a biblio-

graphical desideratum.

A

Roman du Chevalerie Francoby M. Octave Uzanne to Le Lime, and
is illustrated by M. Albert Robida, whose designs are
amusingly extravagant. M. Aimd Vingtrinier supplies
a curious and an interesting fact in connexion with the
troubled life of Etienne Dolet, which we commend to
SINGULARLY
'

Japonaia

is

brilliant

'

sent

Dolet's biographer, our friend Chancellor Christie. An
'
interesting bibliographical note on an edition of Les
Lunettes des Princes of Jean Meschiuot also appears in
'

War

Tracts and Broadsides relating to
the County of Lincoln. Compiled by Ernest L. Grange,
M.A. (Horncastle.)
SEVENTY-FIVE copies in all of an interesting catalogue of
Lincolnshire tracts and broadsides have been printed by
Mr. Grange, the editor of Lincolnshire Notes and
Queries, The author is anxious to hear of further works
of this class, and purposes to reprint some in a form
'
Lancashire Civil War Tracts
similar to that of the
Near one hundred are
issued by the Chefeham Society.
catalogued in a book that will be a welcome contribution to local bibliography.
List of Civil

a vm.

won

the

(Liver-

pool Daily Post Office.)
interest of this little brochure is more than perBesides recording a career of heroism, it forms
'
a valuable appendix to An Irish Sept,' of which Mr.
M'Govern is part author.

THE

an admirable number.

WE

regret to hear of the sudden death, at his residence, Sandyknowe, Wavertree, Liverpool, of Sir James
Allanson Picton, F.S.A., the well-known antiquary. Sir
James, who was born December 2, 1805, was the author
of ' Memorials of Liverpool,' 1875, an
Architectural
History of Liverpool,' and many other works bearing on
the great northern seaport of which he was one of the
'

most distinguished citizens. To our own columns he
was a frequent and a valued contributor. Of the various
learned societies in the North he was an active and
honoured member, and he may almost be regarded aa
the originator of the free library movement in LiverTo the last he retained a keen interest in archipool.
tecture, many handsome buildings in Liverpool being
from his designs. Not easy is it, indeed, to exhaust the
claims on attention of one of the most public-spirited,
active, and keen-sighted men of his epoch.

MB. W. E. FOSTER has just completed an illustrated
History of Whaplode Church and Parish, in Lincolnshire.'
It will be issued very shortly by Mr. Elliot
'

Stock.

THE Town Book of the Corporation of Belfast from
1613 to 1816,' containing much important historical
matter, is being prepared for publication by Mr. Robert
M. Young, B.A., C.E., the Hon. Sec. of the Belfast
Natural History and Philosophical Society. It will be
issued to subscribers only through Messrs. Marcus Ward
'

&Co.

sonal.

The Eclogues and Oeorqics of Virgil. Translated from
the Latin by J. W. Mackail, Fellow of Balliol College,
Oxford. (Rivingtons.)
WE have here a prose translation of the ' Eclogues and
'
A
Georgics,' which is not without literary merit.
prose translation of Virgil is, however, somewhat of a
burden.

$at(re

mended to students.
To the " Lotos Series " Messrs. Trubner & Co. have
added Men and Books, selected from the Earlier Writings of Lord Macaulay, with critical introduction and
notes by Alexander H. Japp, LL.D.
The essays on
Clive, Milton, the Earl of Chatham, and Lord Byron
are given with portraits.
The introductory essay is

Carrelpan&tttt*.

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

'

Contemporary History of the French Revolution. By F.
Bayford Harrison. (Rivingtons.)
FROM the Annual Register Mr. Bayford Harrison has
compiled an account of the progress of the French
Revolution which is dramatic and valuable, if not
always entirely trustworthy. It constitutes a book of
much interest to the general reader, and may be com-

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
appear.

Correspondents who repeat queries are requested

head the second communication "Duplicate."
ARTHUR H. SOAIFE (" A blue moon "). The origin of
this phrase has been asked in vain.
See 6"> S. ii. 125,
to

236, 335.
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"
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Advertisements and
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DEAN STANLEY ON THE TRACTARIAN
MOVEMENT.
Some

addressed to Mr. John Robertson,
London and Westminster Review,
was owned by Mr. J. S. Mill, have been

letters

the editor of the

when

it

One of these
printed in the Manchester Courier.
was written by Dean Stanley in 1838, and is
interesting in itself and valuable as a contribution
to the bibliography of a movement that has had so
marked an

effect

upon Anglicanism

:

Cromer, Sept. 8, 1838.
My dear Sir, I am quite shocked at the long interval
which has elapsed between this day and my promise at
the Newcastle coach office, for which I have no excuse
to offer but that of the procrastination which naturally
follows on having omitted to do a thing at the right time
I hope, however, that you will be able to do all
at first.
that you wish for forming your theory before you come
to Oxford to collect your facts, and that you will make
allowance for me in having now to express dogmatically
what but for our untimely separation I might have expressed catechetically.
I will proceed, then, at once to sum up all that I think
throws light on the subject of Newmanism and Oxford
underlining the books which seems to me most essential.
Not knowing how much labour you would devote
to it, I have thought it better to state too much than too
little.

I. For general views of the 'rjffog of Newmanism
1.
Proude's 'Remains,' especially letters, vol. i.; 2. 'Home
'
Abroad
in
British
Thoughts
(dialogues, by Newman,
Magazine, 1835 or thereabouts dramatis persona, New-

earlier

poems

Apostolica' (poems, by
the contrast between
The Christian Year '

in

'

before the rise of Newmanism is instructive. N.B. In
'
these and in Froude's Remains y represents Keble, S
Newman, j3 Froude) 4. Tracts for the Times,' 4 vols.
(curious as displaying their progress ; a striking differ*
ence between vol. i. and its successors) ; 5. Last number
of British Critic.
'

'

;

II. For religious (as opposed to theological) views 1.
Newman's 'Sermons,' three volumes (here also the first
volume stands nearly in the same relation to the second
and third as Keble's earlier to his later poems); 2.

Froude's

'

'
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Journal,' in

Froude in Brit.
preface to his

For

III.

Newman

'

Hymnae

'

Remains,' vol.

i.;

December, 1837;

3.

4.

on
Newman's

Article

Ecclesiae.'

views 1. The following works by
Popular Protestantism and Romanism,'

scientific
'

:

Critic,

(a)

(6) 'Justification,' (c) 'History of Arians' (the only
regular historical work that has been produced by them,
and the least good of all his writings I think), (d) 'Letter
'
to Fawcett (especially the end), (e] Some of the articles
'
on ' Church of the Fathers in British Magazine for

1835-36-37, by way of specimen; 2. Article on 'The
Brothers' Controversy,' by Froude, in Brit. Grit. 1835 or
1836; 3. 'Tracts for the Times' (as above), the latter
volumes much more than the earlier.
Chronologically Froude's 'Remains '(though published
in January, 1838) ; Newman's Arians/ 1834 ; Sermons,
1834-38 ; Tracts, 1834-38 ; articles in British Magazine
and 'Lyra Apostolica,' 1835-36; 'Pop. Protestantism,'
1837; Justification,' May, 1838 ; letter to Fawcett, July,
1838. I hear that in October they are going to begin
this edition and translation of the Fathers by Augustine's
'
Confessions,' containing a long appendix by Pusey, on
Manicheism, which would, I should think, be good.
If you think it worth while to examine the attack on
Hampden a remarkable, in my opinion the worst, feature of their history I should mention as characteristic
points (though to understand it fully all Hampden's
works should be read), Newman's < Elucidations,' Pusey's
'
'
Statements,' Hampden's Bampton Lectures,' Parochial
'
'
Observations on Dissent,' and Inaugural
Sermons,'
Lecture '; and, for a graphic (although most inexcusably exaggerated) picture of the proceedings, the article
upon it in Edinburgh Review of April, 1836.
One of, if not the most powerful antagonist principle
to Newmanism, controverting it in many points, and
necessary to be appreciated fully itself, in order to the
understanding of that to which and by which it is
opposed, seems to me that which has been and was before
the rise of Newmanism the idea of Arnold's life, writings, and actions, and which appears most prominently
'
in the P.S. to his Church Reform,' the preface to his
third volume of Thucydides, and the preface to his third
volume of sermons, with as many of the sermons as you
I mean the identity of the Church and the
like to read.
nation, the attempt to raise every profession and class by
destroying the notion of Christianity, and the Church
being confined to the clergy and clerical matters of
there being an eternal and religious distinction between
clergy and laity all, in fact, of which the symbol at the
time of the Reformation was to be found in the doctrine
of the King's supremacy, or what was commonly called
Erastianism. I am aware that it is a principle which
may be stated so as to seem either a myth, a paradox, or
But I think it will be
too intangible to be laid hold of.
found that, whether true or false, it has roots which,
run widely and deeply through history, and that it
cannot be omitted in a view of the theories of what is
the proper adjustment of Christianity to the world,
which I suppose lies at the bottom of Newmauiam and
'

'

'
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most other questions which have vexed the world since

[7

th

s.
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Wilberforce, a branch of whose family was once

the Christian era.
ocated in Beverley, though his father resided in
The school which immediately preceded Newmanism
It occurred to
Hull, only nine miles distant.
at Oxford, and which likewise was enthroned at Oriel,
was that from which both Arnold and Newman sprang mind what a fitting memorial of him the creation
the latter, of course, departing from it far more than of Beverley to a bishopric would be, for the bishop
the first, viz., that of Hinds, Davison, Hawkins, Senior, was always proud of being a Yorkshireman ; and,
but above all Whateley, with whose departure the outmentioning this in a letter which appeared in the
It was a
burst of Newmanism is exactly coincident.
Guardian, the idea was reproduced in the Times
school, I think, of bold, critical, vigorous thought within
a narrow sphere moulding the good parts of the old amongst the many projects which were broached
Warburtonian and the modern Evangelical theology for doing honour to his memory. Sixteen years
into an Oxford form
and this, as the precursor of have passed by since then, and now Beverley is to
Newmanism, demands some attention in a view of it. have a suffragan bishop, the choice seeming to have
It was certainly the beginning of a new mode of
fallen upon one in every way calculated to disthinking.
This is all that I can well say within the compass charge the office efficiently.
The term "suffragan" seems to have been applied
of a letter, although there is, of course, much more to be
at the present time to those bishops of the Anglican
said, and much more which I should like to say.
For Oxford itself read (1) article on it in last number Church in the
provinces of Canterbury and York
of Brit. Grit.; (2) article in Quarterly on it, January,
who presided over sees within the archiepiscopal
1838 (deducting three-quarters as exaggeration). If you
wish for any more, or more detailed information, I shall jurisdiction, and in this sense it is generally used.
be glad to give it you. I suppose it is hardly necessary Yet in former years the title of suffragan also
to say that in what I said at Newcastle, or in what I seems to have been more appropriately applied to
now write, I cannot be understood as saying or doing one who was an assistant or assessor to his
bishop.
nd S. i.
anything to imply an irrevocably settled conviction on In ' N.
1, as far back as 1856, there
Q.,' 2
the subjects in question ; on the contrary, I feel that
list
of
and
a
English
interesting
long
I have as yet to look for truth, and that, though my appeared
wishes and thoughts are certainly now on the one side, suffragans, taken, as the compiler, the late REV.
MACKENZIE E. C. WALCOTT, says, from his comyet I may be compelled to find it on the other side.
But for this very reason I thought it right to give all
yet unpublished 'Book of the British
the information in my power to any one who was plete
Amongst the last nominated were
Hierarchy.'
likely by an honest use of it to increase the means of
Robert Pursglove, Bishop of Hull in 1553, for
arriving at the truth, whatever the truth may be. As
such, and as no more, I trust that you will take it.
York, who was buried at Tideswell, in Derbyshire,
After
and a very stormy voyage I arrived at Nor- in 1579, where he had founded the grammar
wich on the Thursday, and then came on here. The
school; and John Sterne, consecrated in 1592, for
20th of October is the time of my return to Oxford,
of Colchester, who died in
but I would recommend you to wait till the University London, as Bishop
has settled itself, a we.ek or so after the Long Vacation. 1607.
After which time I think you would find it very agreeBeverley Minster is perhaps the most beautiful
able and I shall be here for ten days more ; and after- structure in
England. The blending of the Perwards at Norwich in case you should write to know
pendicular, Decorated, and early English styles is
more.
and the tabernacle work in the choir, dating
Again apologizing for so long a delay, and hoping that grand,
a little before the Reformation, is of exquisite
it does not matter.
Believe me yours very truly,
Nor must the Percy shrine, with its exA. P. STANLEY.
beauty.

my

&

John Robertson, Esq.
This

letter is in

many ways

characteristic,

shows the thoroughness as well as the friendly disposition of Dean Stanley.
66,

Murray

Street,

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Higher Broughton, Manchester.

THE BISHOPRIC OF BEVERLEY.
At

the present time,

when

attention

is

Beverley does not apquisite canopy, be omitted.
to have had a bishop from its foundation to the
time of the dissolution of the monasteries*, for the
great officer of the church was the provost (then

and pear

drawn

to the

appointment of suffragans to strengthen
the hands of overtasked bishops, it may perhaps
prove of interest to mention some facts concerning
the office and the place of the appointment of one,
the minster at Beverley, a cathedral as rich in historical associations as in architectural beauty.
One fine Sunday in July, 1873, on returning
from the morning service at the minster, the news
arrived in Beverley of the sudden death on the
previous evening of the great and good Bishop

ranking next the chancellor), the sacristan, and the
The Archbishop of York held the episprecentor.
copal prebend of St. Leonard's altar, and there was
The last of
a long train of canons and chaplains.
the provosts of Beverley appears to have been
Thomas Winter. The stall occupied by the present vicar of Beverley is the first on the south side
of the entrance to the choir, like the stall of the
dean in a cathedral. This will now probably be
allotted to the new suffragan.

A

very interesting relic of antiquity is preserved
in the minster the fridstool on which criminals

used to sit when taking sanctuary, called elsewhere
"cathedra quietudinis vel pacis."
Perhaps on
this very stone sat Sir John Holland, uterine
brother of Richard II., after having slain, as

.
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ilia was built for the community in the Green
sland, one of the western islands of Scotland,
The members
rhich had belonged to her father.
f the community took no vows, and were at

the Lord Kalph Stafford, son of
Earl of Stafford. The quaint old chronicler
lus records the circumstance
"Sir John hastened to Beverley to take advantage of
le sanctuary of St. John's Church, whither he went,
He was uncertain
nd did not quit the sanctuary
'hat his brother the King of England would say to it.
'o avoid, therefore, all these perils, he shut himself up

I roissart tells us,
t le

:

t

<i

t
^
'

i

;

the sanctuary."

_iberty to withdraw from it when they pleased,
merely forfeiting the sum of 100Z. which they had
It appears that they
aid on their admission.
rere strict Socinians.
They lived in an elegant
aanner, and entertained themselves with music,
and
conversation.
Miss Har>ainting, reading,
ourt died in Richmondshire on December 1, 1745,
nd her romantic institute did not long survive

Chap. clxx.

John, who was degraded from the title of Duke
f Exeter to his former one of Earl of Huntingdon,
^as beheaded at Plessey in 1400.
It may, however, be worth noting that in comhad a
jaratively recent times (in 1850) Beverley
who had
Bishop, for the Eight Rev. John Briggs,
n 1833 been consecrated by the title of Bishop of
lir

f

(

er.

A

is somewhat obscurely made to
containing the Lives of Several Ladies
This
if
Great Britain,' 2 vols., London, 1769.
inonymous work is known to have been the production of Thomas Amory, and the precursor of
'
'
It
Life of John Buncle.
,hat eccentric writer's
s a literary curiosity, containing an extraordinary
medley of religious and sentimental rhapsodies,
descriptions of scenery, and occasional fragments

Upon

Hazelwood is near Tadcaster,
no great distance from Towton Field.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

Beverlacensis."
at

A

MYTHICAL SOCINIAN NUNNERY. In Rose's
memoir
Biographical Dictionary' there is a brief
of Miss Harriet Eusebia Harcourt, who is stated to

*

have been born in 1706 at Richmond, in YorkShe travelled with her father over Europe,
shire.
and on his death, at Constantinople, in 1733, she
returned to England, and, as she inherited a large
her
property, she began to establish a convent on
Yorkshire estate, and another in the western isles
These institutions, which were comof Scotland.
foreign females, restrained by
posed
neither vows nor austere forms, were dissolved at
This account
the death of their patroness in 1745.
chiefly of

'

appears to be derived from Watkin's Biographical
Dictionary,' second edition, 1806, where the autho-

'Female Worthies/ the full title of
which is Biographium Foemineum. The Female
Worthies
or, Memoirs of the most Illustrious
Ladies of all Ages and Nations,' 2 vols., London,
1766. On turning to it I found some additional
particulars respecting Miss Harcourt and her sisterIt is said that she was a native of Richhood.
In
moiidshire, in the North Riding of Yorkshire.
the course of her travels she became acquainted
with some noble nuns in several convents, and was
so charmed by the goodness of their lives that she
determined to found a recluse society of Protest
ants as soon as it should be in her power to do so
Immediately after her father's death she explained
the scheme of her institute to some ladies of differ

rity cited is
'

;

ent nationalities,

who

readily accepted

her pro

They came to England in 1734, and
beautiful cloister was erected on Miss Harcourt'
estate in Richmondshire, and a charming summe

posal.

reference

Memoirs

bull of
Trachis, was nominated to the office by the
Pope Pius IX. His tomb may yet be seen in the
the
graveyard of the chapel at Hazelwood Hall,
seat of the ancient Yorkshire family of the Vavait he is described as "Episcopus
sours.

and

63

i

:

It gives many
of apparently genuine biography.
additional details about the accomplished Miss
Earcourt and her companions. Mr. Leslie Stephen,
'
in the
Dictionary of National Biography,' remarks
;hat Amory's impassable crags, fathomless lakes,
and secluded valleys containing imaginary convents
of Unitarian monks and nuns, suggest the ligbtaeaded ramblings of delirium. As the histories of
Richmondshire are silent on the subject of Miss
Harcourt and her " institute," it may, I think, be
safely concluded that they are as mythical as
Rabelais's monks of Theleme, and that they never
had any existenca except in the disordered

imagination of crack-brained Thomas Amory.
Miss Harcourt, I may observe, figures as a real
*
historical personage in Hale's Woman's Record,'
and in several other biographical compilations of
THOMPSON COOPER, F.S.A.
recent times.

KETTLE OF FISH. Not meddling with the exact
sense of kettle, this phrase, as seems to me, means
a piled, higgledy-piggledy assortment of fish, such
as one would have either in a large and well-filled
This I say
kettle or cauldron or in a kettle-net.
because Chapman's 'Gentleman Usher,' II.
has
Now such a huddle and kettle never was ;

and here

kettle is plainly

similar in

meaning

used as

kettleful,

L,

and as

to huddle.

BR. NICHOLSON.

A

an expression which, or
some other equivalent to it, is frequently found in
the notes to that most valuable Surtees book,
'
Kirkby's Inquest.' Thus, on p. 125, the note to

LOST VILL.

This

name Westingby

is

"

This vill has disappeared.
is,
probably indicated by Westonby House."
Again, p. 117, the note to Riclose is, "Ricolff:
lost vill," &c.
the Ricalf of Domesday Book.

the

Its site is

A
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am not sure that this is altogether warranted by
Of course, if we are to underthe circumstances.
stand by "vill" a hamlet or village, it may be

I

precisely what I doubt
There is no possibility
that the place so named can ever have been a vill

But that
fully justified.
in the case of Westingby.

s.
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and likely to introduce matters for consideration not hitherto made very prominent in
J. C. ATKINSON.
the history of enclosures.
interest,

is

The total extent of geldable
in the larger sense.
land in the parish it is part of at the Survey was
three carucates ; and, extensive as the manor itself
was the area is 15,657 acres yet three parts out
of four of it are described as "sylva pastilis."
a
therefore, can but have been
Westingby,

jsub-

as
sidiary grant of limited area, and, situated

it is,

with no space for expansion, simply owes its name
and being to the fortuitous circumstances that the
that his
grantee gave his name to the place, and
descendants, as it would appear, remained on the
For there is a vesicagrant for some generations.
shaped jet seal extant, the legend of which is
"S. Liholfi de Vestingbi." This may belong to
the early part of the thirteenth century, to judge
its fashion, and two or three others like, with

by

O

A

much more veritable
which I am acquainted.
case of a "lost vill" is, strange to say, found in
There is no vill
the parish of which I am vicar.
of Danby, if vill be taken to mean the village or
hamlet so called. I have been asked more times
than I can remember, " But where is Danby ; the
"
And the only answer
village of Danby, I mean 1
" There is none." And less
that can be given is,
than a century since there was not a hamlet comprising half a dozen houses together in any part of
the parish. That there was an original vill of
Danby, in the fullest sense, goes without saying
but it has disappeared, and its site can only be
inferred.
But the inference is of such a nature
that practically it amounts to certainty ; and the

;

THE POETRY OF PAINTING.

When, some few

years ago, I floated to the Palazzo Manfrini, at
Venice, to see Titian's famous portrait of Ariosto,
"
which Byron so well defined as the painting of
poetry, and the poetry of painting," I was told
that it had been torn from those walls for ever.
"
Alas the "dead Christ and live apostles and the
" learned
lady centuries old, who might at any
moment be expected to walk out of her frame,"
were gone also. What became of these famous pictures I know not, but it has always been my pride
and pleasure to view this sublime portrait of
Ariosto on the walls of our National Gallery. There
I have seen it, duly docketed "Ariosto
Titian," off
and on these sixteen years. I revered that semblance of the mighty poet with its gentle face, and
gradually forgave its abduction from Venice for the
pleasure that it gave me at home. But within the
last few days my equanimity has been disturbed
by an announcement to which I wish to draw
Under that portrait of Ariosto
general attention.
by Titian purchased, I presume, as such I find
!

these words

:

636. Venetian School
1480.
1528.

Portrait of a Poet,

by Palnaa

There is something peculiarly cautious about that
announcement, for it would not have been wise to
say, "Portrait of Ariosto, by Palma," because,
according to Vasari, Ariosto died at least seven
years before the birth of the elder Palma, and it is
obviously to the elder Palma that this poet's portrait is attributed, although the dates given are
singularly inaccurate.

otherwise anomalous position of
The elder Palma is said by Vasari to have been
the parish church, which is in the fields, more than forty-eight years of age at the time of his death in
a mile away from any group of houses, and near to 1588. I believe that both Pilkington and D'Argenno house whatever. I believe that very much the ville agree in that statement.
may thus fix
same remarks may be made touching the original 1540 as the date of his birth. Ariosto was born in
vill of Egton, and the relative position of the (old)
1474, and died, at the age of fifty-nine years, in
parish church as to it and to the modern popula- 1533. As this portrait represents a young man
tion ; but I have not had the same opportunity of presumably Ariosto
of about thirty summers, it
investigating the matter there as I have in my follows that it must have been painted in 1504,
own parish. I would be glad to know if analogous when Titian was in his twenty- fifth year. Palma
cases occur in other parts of the kingdom, and was not born till thirty-six years later. But it may
I connect the entire dis- be urged that this portrait represents some obscure
especially of Yorkshire.
appearance of the old vill of Danby with the change Venetian songster, and not the sublime author of the
When ' Orlando Furioso.' Against that assumption I adof the old system of cultivating the land.
the common-field system ceased to be exclusively vance the following facts
(1) Titian is known to
followed, and the lands of the parish began to be have painted portraits of his friends Ariosto and
apportioned in separate holdings, then the tenants Peter Aretino ; (2) for three hundred years this
"
or occupiers began to settle
almost to squat "portrait has always been considered as a semblance
on the various plots held by them ; and by the of Ariosto by Titian; (3) the elder Palma, although
middle of the seventeenth century these plots justly celebrated, never attained to anything so
amounted to nearer 200 than 150. The history of lofty either in conception or in colouring. The
this change, from an economic point of view, I fact that Palma was a
disciple of Titian seems to
believe may prove to'be one of very considerable be the sole
ground upon which this arbitrary
site explains the

We

1

:

'*s.
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on pubeory is based ; and I venture to protest,
grounds, against its free-and-easy acceptance
v ithout the most ample verification.

tl
li

;

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

33,

CURIOUS MISTAKE IN TOMBET AND SON.'
I [R. F. A. MARSHALL calls attention (7* S. vii.
4 )6) to a mistake in this story in confounding two
g ones of cards, with which we may therefore preI am absoE ime that Dickens was not familiar.
lutely ignorant of these games; but have often
a very remarkable mistake or
Tendered whether
slip in the same novel respecting the New Teatanent has ever been noticed. The edition known
to me is the original one, as it came out in parts,
and I am unable to say whether the mistake, which
is as follows, has been corrected since. Dr. Blimber,
who, notwithstanding his pomposity, &c., is, I presume, intended to be a scholar, not an ignoramus
like Sqneers, imposes it as a penalty on the boy
Johnson to repeat by heart from the Greek Testa-

ment

Paul's

St.

first

Epistle to

the Ephesians.

Could Dickens have been ignorant that there
only one Epistle to the Ephesians in the

Testament

W.

?

T.

is

New

LYNN.

ft Black heath.

We

;

cf.

O.H.G.

;

balo.

Grose reported ballow, a
I deem it sacri-

pole, polo ; bale, balo.

an epithet as " bogus word " at
Will Dr. Murray please note ?
A. HALL.
Paternoster Row, E.C,
to fling such

spere
,

!

MINSTER. It is commonly supposed that this
term means a monastery, or the church belonging
to a monastery.

No

doubt, etymologically,

it is

merely another form of monastery (Skeat). But in
practice, the use of it has considerably changed.
th
In 'N.
S. vii. 480, a correspondent is
Q.,' 7

&

although minsters, they were not monasteries.
Many place-names of towns and villages end in
Where this is the case, and has been so
minster.
from early times, I think it will be found, on examination, that in all such places there were once
Whether
sites of very ancient Saxon churches.
their foundations were regular or secular seems
nothing to the purpose. I conceive that they were
the places whence religious light was diffused in
their neighbourhood by a community of clergy,
before the bounds of separate parishes were settled.
"
Such may have been "the minster of which the
ruins remain at South Elmham, St. George, Suffolk

('

Suffolk Archeology,'

iv.

i.).

If so, a list of

"
minhaving names compounded with
ster
might throw light on the earliest settlements
In some places, as
of Christianity in Saxon times.
Warminster, the name remains, while the parish
church is not on the same site as the former Saxon
one, and it is, therefore, incorrect to speak of the
"
present church as the Minster," as the newspapers
have it. I think it will be found, also, that the first
-minster are
syllable of place-names ending in
words expressive of locality, chiefly rivers, and not
is
usual in the
names of persons or families, as
all places

"

names ending

in -ing, -ton, &c., as

Axminster,
Leominster, Sturminor
ster (two), Warminster, Yetminster;
Upminster,
Southminster, Westminster. Minster alone occurs
Ilminster, Kidderminster,

BALLOW.
Mr. Stevenson's Nottingham researches have re-established this disputed word,
used by Shakspere in 'Lear,' Act IV. sc. vi.;
mention is found of " ballow-wood " (1621) ; " un
"
ballowebaculo, tipped with iron," defined as a
"
staffe
The subject opened 6 th S. xi.
(1503-4).
"
167.
heard
of
Sallow
have since
(bal-oa),
sb., a stick, a walking-stick, a cudgel (Kent) "; cf.
bale, evil
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also in Cornwall, Sheppey, and Thanet ; others are
Beaminster, Bedminster, Iwerne Minster, Minster
This
Minsterworth.
Lovell, Minsterley, and
general absence of patronymics appears to point to
a very early time, and to show that such minsters
were not then parish churches. The six minsters
in Bernicia and six in Deira which Oswia, before
the battle of Winwidfield, vowed to build in his
kingdom were probably monasteries ; and it does
not follow that the word would be found retained
in the names of those places at the present day.
C. R. MANNING.

Diss Rectory.

A
ful

JEWEL IN A SERPENT'S HEAD.
whether Shakspere's toad,

It is doubt-

Ugly and venomous,
Wears yet a precious jewel in bis head

;

but there is a belief current in all parts of India
informed that " the term indicates that a monastery that a certain variety of snakes, called Shesh Nag,
th
previously existed on the site." But in 7 S. vii. when it attains the age of 1,000 years, has a precious
459, the reviewer of Fenland Notes and Queries jewel formed in its head. This jewel, it is affirmed,
objects that Lincoln Minster is called "Cathedral" possesses the quality of sucking up the poison of
on the cover; whereas no monastery, I believe, the deadliest snake, if applied to the wounded
ever existed on that site. I am even doubtful
Strangely enough, a Parsi gentleman is
part.
whether the term " Lincoln Minster " is more than reputed to possess this invaluable jewel, according
a comparatively modern
one, adopted in rivalry to to a correspondent of a Gujarati weekly published at
York. York and Kipon have always been called Wadhwan, in Gujarat. The correspondent says
minsters, but not because of monastic origin ; and that when the present owner who, by the way, is
the late Mr. Mackenzie
Walcott, in his book on now sixty-three was twenty-three years old, he
English Minsters,' has to omit them, because, lighted upon a snake of the above-mentioned
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variety, which he killed. Then he found the jewel
It has already saved several lives.
in his head.
Last year, when Mr. Vidal, the collector of the
The
district, was there, it was shown to him too.

'Wit and Humour,' I have quoted the
substance of this anecdote, attributing it to Douglas
Jerrold ; and I believe that it will be found to be

said to contain a thin, crescent-like fibre,
which unceasingly oscillates in the centre. His
Highness the Gaikwar of Baroda, H.H. the
Maharajah of Kolhapur, and several other native
princes are said to have offered several hundred

anecdotal volume on Wellington, he quotes Mr.
Roebuck's assertion (it was in a speech at Salisbury) that a Hampshire labourer, "a shrewd,
clever fellow," on being told of the duke's death,
"
said,
Oh, sir, I be very sorry for he ; but who
wor he ? " (See an article on this in Cornhill MagaNow this anecdote is most improzine, v. 327.)
bable, and was evidently founded on the story told
by Southey, and to be read in most modern jest
books, that an old woman, who lived in a retired
village in the West of England, on being told that
the King of Prussia, Frederick the Great, was
dead, exclaimed, "Is a', is a'? The King o' Prussia
And who may he be ? " This anecdote is far more
likely to be true than the one that has evidently
CUTHBERT BEDE.
been based upon it.

jewel

is

thousand rupees
of the

owner

Tarapur,

There

unique jewel. The name
Mr. Framji Dd^dbhdi Govekar,

for this

is

Bombay
is

Presidency.
another belief prevalent in India that

if

man be sleeping, no matter where, and a Shesh
Ndg come and sit beside him with the hood spread
a

over the sleeper's face, the latter is sure to be a son
of fortune.
Popular tradition assigns the same
reason to the rise of Haidar Ali of Mysore from a

common

D. D. GILDER.

soldier.

AFFUSE. This adjective'appeara to have escaped
'
the notice of the editors of the New English Dic'
in
to
be
found
the
It
is
Diary of a
tionary.'
Visit to England,' by Dr. Thomas Campbell, in
1775, p. 259. Napier's edition of Boswell (Bohn's
" I could
edition), 1884, Johnsoniana volume
:

clearly see he [Dr. Johnson] was fond of having
his quaint things laughed at, and they (without any
force) gratified
propensity to affuse grinning."

my

HALKETT LORD.
GOETHE'S LAST WORDS. These are said to have
"
been Mehr Licht " (more light !), and they are
often quoted as if they were regarded as worthy of
I suppose,
a philosopher and a great writer.
therefore, that they are commonly looked upon as
!

having reference to increased enlightenment of the
mind and soul only, which we must, or should, all
of us desire and long for.
But I am very much
afraid that Goethe had nothing more in his mind
than plain ordinary physical light. On the near
approach of death, light, which in the case of old
people has been for years gradually producing less

and

less

impression on the seusorium, ceases

all at

produce more than
the faintest impression, and so the dying person
imagines himself to be in the dark, and calls out for
more light. And this, no doubt, was the case with
Goethe.
F. CHANCE.
Sydenham Hill.
once almost, in

many

cases, to

lectures,

his

In

witticism.

Sir

William

new

Fraser's

!

CHURCH DECORATED WITH BIRCH BOUGHS.

In

the Essex Standard I read that when the work of
repair of the church at Tendring, in Essex, was
finished, on Whit Sunday and Trinity Sunday, in
accordance with ancient custom, birch boughs
H. A. W.
adorned the benches.

BUMPTIOUS, ITS DATE.

In the first edition of
Philology,' printed at Oxford in 1871, Prof.
Earle assigns too late a date to this word in a para"
graph at p. 347
Bumptious was a slang Oxford
It is now
adjective which started about 1841.
sometimes seen in literature." The word was in
common use when I went to Oxford in 1835, and
his

*

:

had no doubt been current

for years.

'

English Dictionary

quotes

it

The

'

New

from Clare in 1821,

and from Madame D'Arblay

The error
in 1803.
has probably been corrected in later editions.

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct

AFFIANCED BRIDES IMPALING ARMS OF
TENDED HUSBANDS. Can any of your readers

INtell

me

Samuel Warren said

of any instances in which the aims of a couple
been impaled when they were affianced
merely, and never actually married ? I know of
two only. The Princess Joan, second daughter of
King Edward III., died on her way into Spain in
1348, and was never actually married to the In-

he had dined at the Duke of Leeds', and was sur"
that no fish of any kind was
prised to find
served."
"That is easily accounted for," said
Thesiger; "they had probably eaten it all upstairs."
For many years past, in one of my public

fante Pedro (the Cruel), who was hastening to
meet her at the frontier. Her arms, impaled with
his, are enamelled in an escutcheon on the south
side of King Edward's tomb in Westminster
Another Princess Joan, niece of the
Abbey.

OLD JOKES

NEW

In Mr. Serjeant
Robinson's 'Bench and Bar,' just published, he
ascribes to the late Lord Chelmsford an anecdote
which had hitherto been assigned to Douglas
Jerrold, that

IN

the

DRESS.

boastful

have

7">s.viii.jiTLY27,'89.r
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above, second daughter of Thomas,

Duke

of Glou-

youngest son of King Edward III., was
affianced to Gilbert, Lord Talbot, of Goderich
She was " designed to be
Castle and Blackmere.
married " to the said Gilbert, but no such marriage appeared to have taken place at the time of
cester,

mother, Eleanor, Duchess of Gloucester's,
She herself died
death on October 3, 1499.
August 16 following. Her Inquisition, which is
dated August 24 to September 20, 1400, makes
no mention of any marriage whatever.
Sandford says she was the mother of Gilbert's
daughter Ankaret, but in this he is clearly wrong.
Ankaret's mother was one Beatrice, of the house of
The Princess Joan of GlouPinto in Portugal.
The arms of the
cester certainly had no children.
said Gilbert, Lord Talbot, and of the Princess
Joan Plantagenet were impaled (temp. Charles II.)
in a stained glass window at Whitchurch, co.
Salop, and may possibly be seen there still.
I should be glad to know of any other instances.
0. H.
his

Florence.

"

THE COCK,"

" KINO'S
ARMS," TAVERN,
In Archer's ' Vestiges of Old

ALIA.S

TOTHILL STREET.

4to., 1851, there is figured "a representation of the Adoration of the Magi, a piece of
wood-carving," preserved in the above-named
The house has been for many years detavern.

son of Robert Sidney, Knt., Governour of Flushand also Pereing, and Dame Barbara, his wife
grine Wingfield, son and heir of Sir Robert Wing;

his wife."

scarcely be the legitimization of persons
concerning whose birth there was a doubt ; for
that is a process unknown to English law, though
common in Scotland. But what else can it mean ?
It can

7,

E. WALFORD, M.A.
Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

CECILITE ORDER.

The Western Morning News,

in reporting the death of Lord A. P. Cecil by a
"
boat accident in America on June 12, says,
was the head of the Cecilite religious order." Can
any correspondent kindly inform me of the belief,

He

organization, &c., of this order

?

FRED. C. FROST.
Teignmouth.

PSALMOD OR SAUMAY, FIFTEENTH CENTURY.
Where was this saint born in Ireland ? He led

ST.

an eremitical life at Limousin, where he acquired
great reputation for his sanctity and miracles, and
died 589.
W. LOVELL.
Temple Chambers.

London,'

and now a part of the Aquarium occupies
What became of this curious piece of
carving? It is much praised by Archer, and Mackenzie Walcott, in his Memorials of Westminster

Dame Susan, Countess of Kent,
What is the meaning of this process ?

Knt., and

field,

"MAWDELIN Box."
find
its

In an old will, dated 1563, 1
What was
a silver mawdelin box."
"
Was it a Magdalen," or ointment box ?

named "

use

?

W. BURY.

stroyed,
its site.

'

'

281), has the following:
" In the
parlour there is a massive carving of the
Adoration of the Magi in solid oak, very ancient ; and
an alto-relievo of Abraham offering up Isaac, which ia
let into a slab, but has less of artistical design in it than
the former."
J. MASK ELL.
(p.

of

ENEB. Calmet's 'Diet.' (i. 385) gives the name
"the certain man at Lystra, impotent in his

feet" (Acts xiv. 8), as Enee, or, I suppose, JEneas.
It is given as quidam vir in the Vulgate.
Where
does he get it from ?
C. A. WARD,
Waltbamstow.

Mark

Pattison, in his work
on Milton, states that the poet did not believe in
the immortality of the soul. Can any one point
out any passage in Milton's writings which lends
any colour to this view ?

The

MILTON.

late

CHARLES DRANSFIELD.
Alfred Street, Harpurhey, Manchester.

'

in Townshend's
Historical
Collections of the four last parliaments of Queen
Elizabeth that in 1592 an Act was brought up
from the Commons to the Lords " for the naturalI

read

'

izing

and making

free of

&

Can any reader

Q.' kindly furnish me with
authorship of the following lines ?
*

N.

of

any clue to the

Eju! age; Sublimos tentet Natura recessus
Nam tangente Deo ferridus ignis eris.
They are to be seen under a portrait of Giordano
Bruno, which serves as a frontispiece to a volume
I am at present unable to give any
about him.
more accurate account of the volume in question.

The

lines probably refer to

some of Bruno's

half-

mystical, and sometimes apparently only
Christian, speculations.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPB.

half-

Budleigh Salterton.

AUTHORS OF EPIGRAMS WANTED.

Can any

of your readers give me the names of the authors
of the following epigrams ISi placeat brevitas, hoc breve carmen habe.
"
"
"Feraina dux facti: facti dux femina
"Quid turn?
"
Quid turn 1 Turn facti femina dux fuit." "01"
C. L. DODGSON.

RICHMOND (SURREY) RATE-BOOKS, 1650 TO

NATURALIZATION AND RETROSPECTIVE LEGITIMIZATION.

AUTHORSHIP OF LINES.

William Sidney, eldest

Are there any in existence; and, if so,
can they be consulted ? I have heard it
in a
whispered that some parochial books were
cellar of a house in Richmond, and that a person
who took that house subsequently invited some
1800.

wh ere

boys

to

remove them

to

Richmond Green

to assist
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the bonfire
true ; and,

November
if so,

5 celebration.

Can

books?

MASON.

0.

What would now be called

EUGENE.

be

this

what was the nature of these

the library

of the Prince Eugene ?
It is said to have con
tained the unique MS. of the spurious Gospel o
St. Barnabas.
De la Monnoye sets out that this
was forged by the Turks to elevate Mahomet. The
Epistle of St. Barnabas, though held by the Church
uncanonical, is by Jerome said to be most valuable.
If it be written by St. Barnabas, and is

why should it not be canonical? InPopes in council are about as satisfactory
as other commentators.
C. A. WARD.
valuable,

fallible

Walthamstow.

HENRY

V. AND THE SIXTH EARL OF DBS

MONO.

Gilbert has the following ('Viceroys of
Ireland,' p. 308) a propos of the burial in 1420 at
"
Paris of the above exiled earl
The deposed
Earl died at Rouen, and his Kinsman, King Henry
:

V.,

is

italics

said to have attended his funeral."
The
are mine.
What does Gilbert mean by

" kinsman "

?

ship, or point

Does he assume a blood relationmerely to a common Norman de-

scent?

J. B. S.

SELECTION OF POETRY BY A GERMAN. Can
any of your readers tell me whether such a thing
as a book of poetry by a German exists in the
?

FRANZ LUDWIG SCHWANN.

PRONUNCIATION OF PROPER NAMES, &c.
Cadogan is the accent on the first or second
lable

?

I have heard

syl-

frequently pronounced
Oaduggan, but sometimes Ca'dogan. In the House
Lords
Journals
of
of
May 7 I read, " The Lord
Somers took the oath." How should Somers be
pronounced?
ONESIPHORUS.
[The customary pronunciation is * Caduggan."]

CICERONE.

In his communication on

H. makes use

I should be

much

tell

me when

Dr. Johnson's

word

of the

'

Human

'Dictionary,' 1818 edition, it is
modem introduction to

mentioned as being "of

LAELIUS.

[In the 'Encyclopaedic
given from Shenstone.]

MOUNT PLEASANT.

'

Dictionary

a quotation

know whether

this is

a modern invention.

27, '89.

HAZING. What is the derivation of this word,
which means practical joking or bullying? It is
'
used in General P. H. Sheridan's Memoirs.' At
p. 9 he says:
"

Quickly following my admission I was broken in by
a course of Lazing, with many of the approved methods
that the cadets had handed down from year to year
since the Academy was founded ; still I escaped excessive persecution, although there were in my day many
occurrences so extreme as to call forth condemnation
and an endeavour to suppress the senseless custom which
an improved civilization has now about eradicated not
only at West Point but at other colleges."

Mr. J. H. Farmer, in
New,' says at p. 291:

his

'

Americanisms Old and

"Haze, to (1) frolic, to play practical jokea. The
term is applied either to the harmless fun and nonsense
of schoolgirls, or euphemistically in describing a drunken
'
The deeply rooted custom of hazing the new
spree.
cadets has been successfully suppressed, and no instance
of ill treatment has been brought to the knowledge of
the superintendent' ('Official Report of West Point
Academy'). 'So woman is completing her conquests of
the planet !
She rows, she smokes, she preaches, she
hazes, she shoots, she rides, and now she has lassoed the
iron grasshopper (the bicycle) that man has hitherto ex
clusively bestridden, and has fearlessly mounted it,' &c~
(Philadelphia Bulletin, February 27, 1888). (2) Amongst'
haze is used when work is being carried out at

sailors, to

Mr. Farmer gives several meanings of the word,
but no derivation, and perhaps it has none.

W. BETHELL.

Rise Park, Hull.

"

A

description of Millenium Hall, and the Counadjacent
Together with the characters of the
Inhabitants And such Historical Anecdotes and Reas
flections,
May excite in the Reader proper Sentiments of Humanity, and lead the Mind to the Love of
Virtue. | By a Gentleman on his Travels. London :
Printed for J. Newbery, at the Bible and Sun, in St.
J aul's Church- Yard. MDOOLXII."
:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

try

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

By whom was

the above work written, and is
the title-page transcribed that of the first edition?
F. W. D.

There are several places

an old name, or whether
K. P. D E

JOHN LAMBERT, SON OF THOMAS, HERALD.
At what period did John Lambert live, who wrote
an Ordinary of Arms ? He is said to have been
'

born at Skipton, in Yorkshire.
His volume, on
vellum, occurred in a recent sale at Sotheby's.
J. C. J.

is

bearing this name in England, e. g., Mount Pleasant, near Liverpool, where there is, I
believe, a
convent of the Sisters of Notre
Dame, and a farm
near
Kirton-in-Lindsey, Lincolnshire, which has
borne this name sixty or seventy
years, and probably for a far longer period. I am anxious to

is

>

cicerone.

obliged to any one who would
the word was first introduced.
In

our speech."

vm. jn

AUTHOR OF BOOK.
In

it

Leather,' A.

s.

high pressure."

Manchester.

English language

<r-

it

METROPOLITAN CATHEDRAL. In The Month
for July appears an article by the editor on
The
*

Reredos of

Paul's and the Peril of Idolatry.'
An extract from the Lord Chief Justice's decision
.s
given, in which his lordship refers to St. Paul's
as the metropolitan cathedral. Surely Canterbury,
)eing the seat of the chief bishop of the Anglican
Church, is the metropolitan cathedral, and London
s merely one of the suffragan sees
No doubt
some of your learned Protestant readers will be
St.

!

7*s. viii.

JCTLY 27,
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able to inform me if St. Paul's has any right to be
called a metropolitan cathedral.
I conclude the
fact of its being situate in the British metropolis
does "not give it a claim to the superior designation."

;

THE LOST DUCHESS.'

HENRI LE LOSSIGEL.

When

did the novelette

entitled The Lost Duchess
appear ? Was it in
the Illustrated London News or Graphic ? Is it

by Hullmandell. I have a faint remembrance of
having seen him at my father's house in NewI believe he brought letters of
castle-on-Tyne.
introduction from Sir Robert Ker Porter, with
whom he was well acquainted. I rather think he
came afterwards to England as Persian ambassador.
B. H. A.

'

'

not by Major Arthur Griffiths
Temple.

NEMO.

?

COL. RICHARD THORNHILL. To what family
did this gentleman belong ? He married Johanna,
the youngest daughter of Sir Bevill Grenville,
Knt., of Stow, co. Cornwall, and in Letters from
'

Dorothy Osborne to Sir Wm. Temple, 1652-54
Farran & Co., 1888), he is described as
" the
veriest beast that ever was."
D. K. T.
'

(Griffith,

PARBUCKLE. What is the etymology of this
word ? Skinner is not afraid of it, but Prof. Skeat
omits it, perhaps as too technical a word for his
'
JULIAN MARSHALL.
Dictionary/

FULHAM.

69

I

am

RICHARD HUTTON, M.P. for Southwark from
1584 till 1598, described variously as "esq.,"
"armorer," and "of Southwark, gent." What
W. D. PINK,
is known of him ?

"Go

BALLYHACK.

to Ballyhack" is a phrase
England, and more or less
United States. As I do not

New

of frequent use in
in other parts of the

Ballyhack in the New English Dictionary/
seems pertinent to ask whether it is one of the
few Americanisms which have eluded the Argus
eyes of Dr. Murray, or whether the term is unknown in Old England.
JAMES D. BUTLER.
'

find

it

Madison, Wis., U.S.

AUTHORS OP QUOTATIONS WANTED.
With you my superlative maiden

engaged upon a history of this
parish, and should be grateful to any readers for
early references to the place and allusions to it in
out-of-the-way corners of literature.
Quaint and

There can no comparison be.
VIRGINIA,
Clad in the gorgeous trappings of the Bast,

interesting advertisements, news paragraphs, &c.,
occurring in old magazine literature and newspapers, in any way referring to Fulham, to Fulham

never sold the truth to serve the hour,
Nor paltered with Eternal God for power.

worthies, highwaymen, blacklegs, or other evildoers, would be most acceptable.
Replies may be
sent to me direct.
CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington.

BARINE. Can any one explain the following
passage in an unpublished letter of William Lamb,
Lord Melbourne, dated February, 1800? "Adair
ought to see it [one of William Lamb's poems]
to make up for Barine." Adair is, of course, Fox's
friend Sir Robert Adair ; but who or what is
Barine ?
S.

THE WORKS OF LORD HOUGHTON. Has there
been published since his death (August 11, 1885) a
complete edition of the verse and prose works of the
late Lord Houghton (Richard Monckton
Milnes) ?
If there has not been, I trust that the owner of
the copyright will shortly
supply the deficiency.
There are those, and the present writer is among
the number, who regard him as one of the most
noteworthy poets among our contemporaries.

ASTARTE.
[No complete edition has, we

believe, yet

been issued.]

SADEK BEG. Apropos to the Shah's visit, I
should be glad to have some account of the above
Saith Satoon, Sadek Beg whose portrait I
It was published in
London, December,
1824, by Dickinson, New Bond Street, and printed

have.

Not e'en Shah Abbas at his richest
Felt so elate as Regee Pak, &c.

feast

N.

He

11.

J.

M.

The poet 's your only

practical man,
1" he can.
of the things of life

Judge
Food and

toys, &c.

ROBERT LOUTHEAK.

Keplta*.

REGIMENT OF
tb

(7

SCOTS.

S. vii. 308.)

I cannot find the name of John Lang amongst
the commanding officers of existing British regiments which had one time a connexion with HolThe English, Irish, and Scotch soldiers in
land.
the pay of the States General were very numerous,
amounting in 1626 to no fewer than 19,970 officers

and men.
The Buffs (East Kent Regiment, late 3rd Foot)
was raised in England in 1572 to assist the Dutch
in their struggle against Spain, and remained in
that service until 1665, with the exception of a
short time when
assistance during

Queen Elizabeth obtained

their

some disturbance in Ireland. In
1665 a war broke out between England and Holland, and King Charles II. demanded the return
The regiment arrived
of the corps to England.
itoder tlie command of Col. John Cromwell, a
relative of the late Lord Protector, who received
His Majesty's permission to change his name to
Col. Robert Sydney was appointed
Williams.
commanding officer, and the regiment was taken

70
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on the English establishment May 31, 1665. It ment at Avennes on the Restoration of Charles II.,
was afterwards commonly called "the Holland and the corps being sent for by that king, it
arrived from France in 1661, and from that time
Regiment."
The Northumberland Fusiliers (late 5th Foot) has been on the strength of the British army. It
was raised at Bois le Due in 1674. Its first com- is considered the senior regiment of the service,
manding officer was Col. Daniel O'BrieD, Viscount and from its antiquity has received the sobriquet
It is known
Clare, who obtained the services of many of his of "Pontius Pilate's Bodyguard."
It was therefore known as "the officially at present as the Royal Scots Lothian
compatriots.
Irish Regiment."
In 1688, when it came over Regiment. The Earl of Dumbarton remained in
with King William III. from Holland, it was com- command from October 21, 1645, until 1681, when
he was succeeded by the Duke of Schomberg.
manded by Col. Edward Lloyd.
The Royal Warwickshire Regiment (late 6th
Another Scots regiment in the Dutch service
Foot) was raised in England in 1673 for the ser- was formed of recruits from Scotland so early as
vice of the States General of Holland.
This corps came over from Holland with
It served 1586.
for twelve years on the Continent, and was present William III., and remained in England for three
at several sieges and battles
Grave (1674), years. It returned to the Netherlands in 1691,
Maestricht (1676), Mont Cassel (1677), and St. where it remained for upwards of a century. In
Denis (1678). Events transpired in 1685 which 1793 it again returned to England, where it was
occasioned its recal, and it was taken on the Eng- known as " the Scotch Brigade." It was taken on
lish establishment.
Its first commanding officer the British establishment, and Col. Francis Dundas
was Sir Walter Vane, but Sir Henry Bellasis was was appointed commanding officer on October 9,

when it returned to England, Cols. Lillington and Astley having been in command in the
interim between the resignation of Sir H. Vane
colonel

and the appointment of Col. Bellasis.
We come now to the consideration of the Scottish troops in the service of the Netherland Government, and find that at the beginning of the seven-

teenth century a number of Scottish mercenaries
entered into the service of the States General ; but
as shortly afterwards a treaty of peace was concluded for twelve years, the Dutch had no use for
them. They accordingly accepted an offer in 1613

from Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, and
while serving him their numbers were considerably
augmented by the arrival of fresh recruits from
Scotland.
The Scots in the service of the Swedish king
were organized into several regiments, one of which

was commanded in 1625 by a Col. John Hepburn.
officer afterwards left Sweden, and in 1633
proceeded to France, where he obtained a com-

1794.

when
given

As the Scotch Brigade it served until 1802,
the numerical title of the 94th Foot was
to it.
This
distinguished itself at
regiment

the siege of Seringapatam (1799), Matagorda(1810),
Sabugal, Fuentes d'Onor, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajos,
Salamanca, Vittoria, Nivelle, Orthes, Toulouse, &c.
It merited a better fate than to be disbanded in

1818.

The present Second Battalion Connaught

Rangers

(late

94th Regiment) was raised in Glas-

in 1823, and has fallen heir to the honours of
the old Scottish Brigade.
I do not know of any others regiments now ia
existence which can trace a connexion with HolNor can I, as I have said before, find the
land.
name of John Lang. He was probably an officer
in temporary command.

gow

R.

STEWART PATTERSON,
Chaplain H. M. Force?.

Cork.

This

mission from Louis XIII. to reorganize the Scottish troops in the service of France.
The newly-

formed corps was named after its commander " Le
Regiment d'Hebron (or Hepburn)," and formed a part
of the army of Marshal de la Force, which, after
having
raised the siege of Heidelberg, marched to
Landau,
and effected a junction with the Swedish army,
under the Duke of Saxe Weimar. In this army
was the Swedish Scot regiment which had been
formerly commanded by Sir John Hepburn, and
an amalgamation of it with the Regiment d'Hebron
took place. Sir John was killed at Saverne June
21, 1636, and was succeeded in his command by
his kinsman, Col. James
Hepburn, who retained
the position for a few months only, as Lord James

Douglas was appointed colonel in 1637. He was
succeeded by his namesake, George Douglas, Earl
of Dumbarton, who was in command of the
regi-

HUSSHIP

(7

th

S. vii. 370).

Many,

like myself,

be anxious to have J. T. F.'s conjecture as to
the meaning of this word.
Looking at its form it
would seem to be the A.-S. " Hus-scipe, hus-scype,
house-ship, domestic state, a family," as in Bosworth's 'Dictionary,' 1838, after Lye and Somner,
but excluded from the new edition (1882), as no
will

and huse-scipe is a possible form, of which
word in question may be a survival. As from
noun worship we have the verb to worship, so
from the noun house-ship there may have come the
verb to house-ship, or husship; but with what
ing?,"

the
the

'
History of Baptism,' comof celebrating baptisms in
the houses of the great and wealthy, instead of in
the churches, and associating feasting with the re-

meaning 1 Wall, in his
ments on the practice

7". P.
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ligious ceremony, so that to husship may mean to
provide the house and feast at the christening a

engraving from the old cookery book to which
Granger refers in the extract given by MR. MAN-

very appropriate duty for an uncle to undertake.
Another conjecture may be hazarded, that it may
mean " adopted," taken into his house and family.
res
In the query the godmother is described as "
my lady harper alderwoman" which is the feminine
of alderman, and used in a general sense for a person of rank, or noble, as aldermen, eldermen, have

SERGH

M

that

meaning assigned

to

them

in Halliwell's 'Dic-

It is called in the 'N. E. D.' a "nonce"
word, with a reference to Brome's play 'The Antipodes'; but the above entry shows that it was in
tionary.'

W.

ordinary use.

Can husship have anything

E. BUCKLEY.

do with the
"Husseling people" were "communiSee Littleton (1693),

sacrament?

cants at the sacrament."
Bailey (1782), &c.

to

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

The word looks much

A

like a misrepresentation

two godfathers, one god"
"
mother, and a superfluous unkle gossiped him
i. e., brought him to baptism, and "stood" to him.
of gossip.

child's

0. B.

MOUNT.

Most

likely written for gossip, and therefore
meaning to act as godfather or godmother at a

JULIUS STEQGALL.

baptism.

WARD

BANKES (7 th S. vii. 489). If MR. 0. A.
will refer to Murray's 1838 edition of Moore's
'Life of Byron/ pp. 41, 42, 60, 87, 162, 173, 176,
421, 428, 435, 437, 457, he will find that William

Bankes was highly esteemed by the poet.
a member of Parliament and a traveller.

He was
I have

not been able to consult other works, but MR.
WARD will soon be able to gather fall particulars

by reference

to

contemporaneous biographies.

KICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33,

Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

account of William John Bankes is given in
the 'Dictionary of National Biography,' vol. iii.

A man who

was the life-long friend of Lord Byron
and Hobhouse must have been possessed of something more than mere impudence.
EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.

If MR. WARD will consult the third volume of
the 'Dictionary of National
Biography' he will
find a record of William John
Bankes, the friend
of Byron, Hobhouse, and 0. S. Matthews.

G. F. R. B.

AUTERINE (7 th S. viii. 8). This is an obvious
See
misprint for antherine, a kind of poplin.
New English Dictionary,' sub wee.
Q. V.
'

(7

th

His short will,
S. vi. 47, 95, 294, 433).
10, 1823, was proved August 3,

PORTRAIT OF CROMWELL'S WIFE
470).
bers's

H. J. A.
{

Book

may

S. vii. 308,
(7
like to be referred to Cham-

of Days,' vol.

ii.

p. 426,

where the

dated

1824

DANIEL HIPWELL.
(P.C.C., 458, Erskine).
34, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.
th
S. vi. 28, 71 ;
(7
exact information is wanted as
to the practice of a Church or communion, surely
the best thing to be done is to apply to its authoIn the case of the orders of the
rized books.
modern Church of Rome it would seem best to go

SEVEN CLERICAL ORDERS

vii.

149).

When

For this purpose
at once to the modern Pontifical.
I have used a Pontificale Romanum published at

Rome

in 1868

by the Congregation "de Propaganda

Fide," com paring it with an Antwerp edition of 1765.
These both belong to that series of revised and

reformed liturgical books which was begun after
the Council of Trent by Pius V. with his Breviary
and Missal in 1568 and 1570, continued by Paul
V. in his Rituale, and by Clement VIII. in thia
I have also compared with these an
Pontifical.
unreformed Pontificale Romanum printed at Venice

by Junta in 1520, and the edition of the Pontifical
with learned notes by Catalan! (Paris, 1850).
When the bishop is about to confer orders, he
gives to the ordinands a short address, which contains a summary of their duties ; and I do not find
that the Pontifical agrees in every case with MR.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE'S views. For example, the
Pontifical tells us that the reader's duties are as
" Lectorem
follows :
siquidem oportet legere ea
ei qui) prsedicat ; et lectiones cantare ;
(vel
quse
et benedicere panem et omnes fructus novos."
MR. TROLLOPE does not tell us of this last rite.

In the same way, to the sub-deacons the bishop
" Subdiaconus autem
oportet aquain ad
ministerium altaris praeparare ; Diacono ministrare ; pallas altaris, et corporalia abluere ; Calicem,
:

Patenam in usum sacrificii eidem offerre."
Whether the sub-deacon pours the wine into the
The Plan Missal contains
chalice seems doubtful.
et

the following rubric at the offertory "Diaconus
ministrat vinum, Subdiaconus aquam in Calice."
Is it also the fact that the priest reads the gospel ?
As to the age of
Is it not rather the deacon?
candidates, the Pontifical gives the following rules:
"Nullus ad Subdiaconatus Ordinem ante vigesisecundum, ad Diaconatus ante vigesimum
tertium, ad Presbyteratus ante vigesimum quintum setatis suae annum promoveatur." All the
editions of the Roman Pontifical that I have by
:

mum

and MB.
agree with the REV. E. MARSHALL
in placing the exorcist between the reader and the acolyte.
It would be interesting, too, if MR, TROLLOPE
would give us his reasons for disagreeing with the

me

HENRI LE LOSSIGEL

th

ALPHA.

reproduced.

January

says

An

is

GEORGE HANGER, FOURTH BARON COLERAINE
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scholars who regard the Tgnatian epistle to
the Antiochenes as spurious.
There are good historical articles on each of the

modern

seven orders, under their respective names, in
Smith and Cheetham's Dictionary of Christian
J. WICKHAM LEGO.
Antiquities.'
47, Green Street, W.
'

OLIVER GOLDSMITH (7 tb S. v. 368;
The origin of the second couplet in the

vi.

34).

'

'

Traveller
seems to be due to an incident that befel Goldsmith in the course of his wanderings, as will be
seen from the following passage in the author's

IT*

in Brome's time.

HEEL-BLOCK

(7

S.

vii.

Does not the

468).

line,

That from a

keel block to a pulpit climbs,

contain a nautical allusion ? It seems to me that
"
"
heel- block is a name given to what is generally
called a "step," which is a large clamp of timber fixed
on the kelson of a ship to receive the " heel " of a
mast.
This "step," of course, is in the lowest
part of the hold, and the height from it to the
rostrum, prow, or forecastle of old-fashioned ships
was very considerable. As a speaking-place, the
further allusion is to "the pulpit made and trimmed
with stemmes or forefronts of ships " in the Rostra
at

Rome.

c

See Holy-Oke's

'

Rider (1659).
J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

Means that Mr. Josias Shute was an educated
preacher, and not that frequent prodigy of those
days (and of later days), a cobbler
That from a heel-block to a pulpit climbs.
See also South's

'

Sermons.'

THOMAS KERSLAKE.
Wynfrid, Clevedon.

BR. NICHOLSON.

EDWARD

warmly asserting, "I ken your meanin' by your
mumpin'." This was at the time quite new to me,
and I have never heard it used again ; but it is
duly entered in Jamieson as a Scottish proverbial

It seems desirable to connect mumming also
with mumping, for mummers are quasi-beggars.
Take May 1 and November 5, when people go
about disguised, so mumming, and collect tribute.
A. H.

GOMEZ

PERO

S.

vii.

427,

497).

The

A

UNION JACK (7 th S. viii. 9). If MR. ROGERS
will refer to 7 th S. iv. 486, he will find a note of
in Council, 1801,

whereby the
was united with the crosses of

"
St. Andrew in the present
Union
I therein stated, the battle of the Nile
and Lord Howe's "glorious first of June" were
" old Jack
victories gained under the
"; but TraSt.

George and

Jack."

As

and Waterloo were fought when our present
was " braving the battle and the breeze."
J. STANDISH HALT.

falgar
flag

As to the specific or technical meaning of the
One
word, I have received two explanations.
Wellingtons

th

(7

Spanish muleteer in Grant's 'Romance of War' is
so named.
very common Spanish name as
common as John Smith in our own country.
A. H. BARTLETT.
156, Clapham Road.

cross of St. Patrick

Temple.

me

that in his father's time, when
were worn and therefore, I would

THOMAS BAYNE.

expression.
Helensburgh, N.B.

mine on the Order

shoemaker told
"
"

H. MARSHALL, M.A.

MUMPING (7 th S. vii. 427, 494). It may not be
out of place to put on record the fact that mump"
"
"
or
muttering
hinting," is
ing, in its sense of
still in occasional use in Scotland.
I once listened
to a somewhat warm dispute regarding certain village rights, and was struck with the turn suddenly
given to the discussion by one of the disputants

The same Alex. Brome, writing on the Restora:

w.

Hastings.

This word immediately suggests a shoemaker
or cobbler, and it was in those days a common
reproach against the Puritan Nonconformist
preachers that they were drawn from trades, and
more especially, I think, from those mentioned.
tion of Charles II., says
They use Auxiliary Lecturers;
Illiterate Dolls, pickt out of every Trade,
Of the same metal, as Jeroboams, made,
That ne'r took Orders, nor did any keep,
But boldly into others Pulpits creep,
And vent their Heresies.

27,

Surely this must refer to the last upon which
shoemakers fit the leather they are making up.
And the reference would be to the unlicensed
preachers of the times before the Restoration.

D. D. GILDER.
th

JULY

add, similarly, when other boots were the front
leathers were shaped to the foot by wetting them
and placing them on a properly shaped block,
while the heels were treated similarly, but sepaAnother said that the
rately, on a heel- block.
heel-block of a military spur was that part that
entered the square hole made for the purpose in
the heel of a boot, and thus, by means of a spring,
fixed the spur in its place.
As to this second explanation, it would require, before it can be applied to the passage in question, to be ascertained
whether such a mode of affixing a spur was known

'

Life/ by Forster, book i. chap. v. :
" In
Car'nthia the incident occurred with which his
famous couplet has
a people,
top hastily reproached
when, sinking with fatigue, after a long day's toilsome
walk, he was turned from a peasant's hut at which he
implored a lodging."

vm.

s.

SIR FRANCIS
(7

th

DRAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH LEAT

S. vii. 361, 441, 501; viii. 13).

"Those who are

7*8. VIII. JULY

27, '89.]
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familiar with the Plymouth Drake controversy'
are aware that Mr. Worth's peculiar position, as a
journalist, and as a member of the committees ol
the Devon Association and Plymouth Institution,
and his connexion with the publishing office of the
organs of those societies, gave him great opportunities of attack and defence.
Sucb, therefore,
are pleased to see that I have taken their advice in

laying some broad facts before the more learned
readers of N. & Q.,' whose reverence for historical
truth is not swayed by personal feeling to unfit
them for weighing evidence a failing that forced
itself on the attention of Mr. Worth's reviewer
'

73

The Town applied to have fresh Water brought into
In Deit, and gave 200J. in hand to Sir Francis Drake.
cember he began on the Leat, and brought it into the

Town (25 miles) on Saturday April 24 following when
the Corporation, attired in full Civick costume and
attended with a Band of Musick, went out to ' Motte
Leigh to meet it ; and the Worthy Baronet, turning
round, said, 'Now, Gentlemen! I have brought it thus
far : I leave it to you to carry it into Town.' The Corporation, however, had not the sense to wind it round
the hill '; and, for a length of time, it ran to waste down
into Dead Lake."
:

'

'

How

is this latter statement to be reconciled with
that usually current that Sir Francis brought the
water to the head of Old Town, where a conduit
W. S. B. H.
long existed ?

(Saturday Review, May 8, 1886).
His silence had been construed into admission of
WERE PROOFS SEEN BY ELIZABETHAN AUTHORS
error, but his frank avowal will now assist the discernment of any reader who may take the pains to (7 th S. vii. 304). As nearly as possible a perfect
wade through the voluminous attacks on the fame, edition of an Elizabethan classic has been prepared
name, and arms of Sir Francis Drake (Trans. Ply- by Dean Church and Canon Paget in their new
mouth Inst. and Devon Assoc.). My appeal is edition of Keble's Hooker,' Clar. Press, Oxford,
now to a higher class of men, who are not im- 1888. It so happens that they are able to state in
'

patient of correction, who know in what fields to
labour, are keen to detect an alien motive, and
quick to see when a provincial writer has wandered
out of his depth.
Did our forefathers pay 300Z. for the leat once in
1589-90 ; once again by instalments ending in
1593 ; and then, in feigned gratitude for a gift,
drink to the pious memory of Sir Francis Drake ?
That is the question. Drake's statue adorns Plymouth Hoe in evidence of opposition overcome.

Hinc illce lachrymce.
As to the demand for ipsissima verba, space in
1
N. & Q.' is too valuable to encumber it with detail
Richard
readily to be found in the Record Office.
Browning, of Buckland Monachorum, tinner, aged

sixty- one, was the man who had not assented to
the cutting of the leat. John Edwards and Richard
Grippes, of the same parish and calling, deposed
that they had consented like men of their class.
Martyn and Stanning were the men carried off
summarily to Lydford Gaol (see Star Chamber

Dep., p. 10, bund. 30; p. 21, bund. 27; p. 22,
bund. 47. Eliz.).
The Plymouth Corporation
pleaded that Crymes's new tin or clash mill had
ruined the poor owners of older mills. Yet, in Mr.
Worth's controverting words, " Tin or classe mills
were not in use when the water scheme originated
in this district."

Certainly his allusion to my
"representations or misrepresentations" would
sound more accurate as my representations in correction of misrepresentations.
H. H. DRAKE.

the preface
" The

copy from which Book V. was printed,
with Whitgift's signature and corrections in Hooker's
handwriting, procured for the Bodleian by Mr. Coxe,
has been collated
An account of this MS. will be
found prefixed to Book V."
facsimile of one leaf of this MS., as well as the

A

notice of it, may be seen at the beginning of vol. ii.
At p. v there is, " It is clear that the MS. is that
from which the first edition (1697) was printed";
and at p. vi there is the following note by the
printer, taken from the last leaf but two
:

'

to this subject, I

should like to

know

'

Good Mr. Hooker

I

pray you be so good as to send

us the next leaf that followeth this, for I know not by
what mischance this of ours is lost, which standeth uppon
the finishing of the book."

DR. NICHOLSON

If

will

librarian of the Bodleian,

ask the homonymoua
he will be able to see an

Elizabethan author and printer at their work.

ED. MARSHALL.

SHAKSPE ARE'S LONDON LODGING

(7

th

S.

vii.

In haste to avert that dreadful explosion of
which PROF. BUTLER is apprehensive, I beg you to
"
"
say at once that the student whose good luck
in obtaining "a most precious Shakespearian find,"
new to all the cockneys and others who have lived
on the spot, in which PROF. BUTLER, on behalf of
the United States, rejoices, evidently derived his
knowledge from a rare volume, printed in London
,D. 1855, and there reprinted in 1867 and later.
'
Curiosities of London/
This tome is entitled
483).

&c.,

Apropos

the authority for the following
statement, made in
a book entitled ' Mayors and
Mayoralties ; or, the
Annals of the Borough (Plymouth), by the Poet
Corporate, Robert Webb Stone Baron, published
in Plymouth in the
year 1846. On p. 33, under
the year 1590, he writes :

:

printer's

not

by "John Timbs, Esq." The author was
unknown to some of us, and his name is still

honoured elsewhere than at the office of the Illustrated London News, where PROF. BUTLER should
nquire respecting a worthy who joined the
This writer,
majority so long ago as 1875.
on pp. 238-9 of the first edition of the work
in question, and p. 297 of edit 1867, follow-

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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thus the 'New Illustrations' of the Rev.
Joseph Hunter (another author PROF. BUTLER
would be glad to hear of), noticed the facts
in question, and, with his accustomed acumen
and inaccuracy, recorded them.
Again, they
'
are mentioned in
Annals of St. Helen's,
Bishopsgate,' pp. 221 and 332, in every other
work where they are desirable, and in Cunningham's Handbook of London.'
Of course it is
ing

'

questionable if the "William Shakespeare" who
was taxed in happy days when County Councils
had not been imposed upon us was the same as
he who is supposed to have written Hamlet and
other plays.
F. G. STEPHENS.
'

*

"QUITE THE CLEAN POTATO"
vii.

that
*

457).

Dean Burrowes was

De Nite

is

The note on

th

S. vi. 366;
(7
this appears to assume
the author of the song

But

before Larry was Stretched.'
certain

by no means

:

this

[7*

s.

vm.

JULY

27,

although many men love to eat turnips, yet do
wine abhor them.' "Vol. ii. pp. 348-9.
s regards the garden culture of turnips, see also
hat

'

Parkinson (1629), and 'The
House- wife's Garden' (ed. 1631), by
Villiam Lawson. Napus=" nauew, or turnepe,"
rerarde

(1597),

ountry

ccurs in Cooper's

'

Thesaurus.'
J. F.

MANSERQH.

Gerarde in 1597 and Parkinson in 1629 mention
he turnip as a garden vegetable. The first notice
f sheep being fed on ground with turnips is given
n Houghton's Collections on Husbandry and
*

a periodical work begun in 1681. Loudou*
for
ays we are indebted to Sir Richard Weston
he adoption of the clover and turnip as agricul'rade,'

Sir Eichard Weston in 1645 gives
ural plants.
an account of the culture of the clover and turnips
n Flanders, where he says he saw it cutting near
Antwerp on June 1, 1644.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

" The celebrated
Swallowfield Park, Reading.
song composed on him (Lambert) has
th
acquired a lasting fame, not only as a picture of manners,
ITALIAN AND FRENCH CATHEDRALS (7 S. vii.
but of phraseology now passed away ; and its authorship
424 ; viii. 9). As MR. E. L. GARBETT is so great
is a subject of as much controversy as the Letters of
Junius. Eeport has conferred the reputation of it on an admirer of Chartres, a feeling with which I
Burrowes, Curran, Lysaght, and others, who have never much sympathize
although, without having any
asserted their claims. We shall mention one more claim)rofessional knowledge of architecture, I prefer
other.
of
are
to
those
whose
any
ant,
pretensions
equal
he will be interested
Doth Amiens and Rheims
There was at that time a man named Maher, in Waterwithout agreeing) in the following remarks of Lord
v
ford, who kept a cloth shop at the market cross ; he hac
a distorted ancle, and was known by the sobriquet ol
Probably MR. GARBETT is acquainted
jiacaulay.
'
Hurlfoot Bill.' He was ' a fellow of infinite humour,' with
them, but they will bear reproducing for the
and his compositions on various local and temporary
sake of readers who may not know them. In a
subjects were in the mouths of all his acquaintance
etter to his sister, Aug. 21, 1843, Macaulay says :
There was then a literary society established in Water
" The
ford, which received contributions in a letter-box thai
cathedral, which was my chief object at Chartres,
was periodically opened, and prizes awarded for the rather disappointed me not that it is not a fine church ;
jut I had heard it described as one of the most magnificent
compositions. In this was found the first copy of this
celebrated slang song that had been seen in Waterford
in Europe. Now, I have seen finer Gothic churches in
Its merit was immediately acknowledged; inquiry was
England, France, and Belgium. It wants vastness and
made for its author, and ' Hurlfoot Bill presented him its admirers make the matter worse by proving to you
We give this anec that it is a great deal larger than it looks, and by assuring
self, and claimed the prize awarded.
dote, which must go for tantum quantum valet ; but w
you that the proportions are so exquisite as to produce
have heard from old members of this society that n
the effect of littleness. I have heard the same cant
doubt at the time existed among them, that he was th
canted [sic] about a much finer building St. Peter's.
author. His known celebrity in that line of composition But, surely, it is impossible to say a more severe thing
rendered it probable, and he continued to the end of hi
of an architect than that he has a knack of building
short and eccentric career of life to claim the authorshi
edifices five hundred feet long which look as if they were
with confidence."
Ireland Ninety Years Ago,' being
only three hundred feet long. If size be an element of
revised edition of ' Ireland Sixty Years Ago p. 77, Dub
the sublime in architecture and this, I imagine, everylin, 1876.
body's feelings will prove then a great architect ought
to aim, not at making buildings look smaller than they
ED. MARSHALL.
If
are, but at making them look larger than they are.
TURNIP (7 th S. vii. 445).
there be any proportions which have the effect of making
It is stated i
'
St. Paul's look larger than St. Peter's, those are good
Bohn's edition of Beckmann's History of Inven
To say that an artist is so skilful that he
proportions.
tions' that
makes buildings, which are really large, look small, is as
"
the turnip was well known to the Romans (see Colu
absurd as it would be to say that a novelist has such skill
mella and Pliny)
It is very probable that the garde
in narration as to make amusing stories dull, or to say
culture of the turnip was introduced by the Roman
that a controversialist has such skill in argument that
into this country, and that
wa
it
though neglected,
strong reasons, when he states them, seem to be weak
never altogether lost. There is no doubt that this roo
ones."
was in cultivation in the sixteenth century. Whethe
Thirteen years later (August^, 1856), Macaulay
revived by native industry, or introduced at that perio
says of Milan
by the Flemings, is a question differently answered b
" From the
different writers.
Towards the latter end of the six
balcony we caught a sight of the Cathedral,
teenth century it is mentioned by more than one write:
which made us impatient to see the whole. We went.
I never was more delighted and amazed by any building
Cogan, in his 'Haven of Health,' published in 1597, say
;

;

'

'

'

:
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a

is undoubtedly
xcept St. Peter's. The great facide
)lunder ; but a most splendid and imposing blunder. I
jvish that our Soanes and Nashea and Wilkinses had

Sundered in the same way."

Of St. Mark's, Venice, Macaulay writes
" I do not think
can think it, beautiful, and
it, nobody
entertained by any building. ]
yet I never was more
never saw a building, except St. Peter's, where I could
be content to pass so many hours in looking about me
Everything carries back the mind to a remote age."
:

JONATHAN BOUCHIBR.

THE

YELLOW STICK

(i

"

th

(7

S. viii. 29).

In the

Rev. Xavier Donald Macleod's 'Devotion to the
Blessed Virgin Mary in North America,' published
a!;
New York, reference is made to the Scotch
Oo. pp. 341 and 342 the
emigrants to Canada.
author gives the following account of the heroic
Catholics
seas
" The

coronet of a marquis to all eldest sons of dukes,"
and that the " herald of the Heralds' College " is
Any sound heraldic authority will
equally so.
show that the eldest sons of dukes rank next above
earls, and that they an entitled to bear a coronet
to their arms, but this coronet is the coronet of an
earl, and not the coronet of their mere courtesy
It may be added that the eldest sons
title.
of marquises, although they bear various courtesy

a safe asylum beyond the

who sought

earls, viscounts, and lords, all rank after
and before viscounts, and all have the right

titles,

earls

Eopley, Alresford.

only to bear a viscount's coronet to their paternal
coat.
Again, the eldest sons of earls, many of
whom have the title by courtesy of viscount, rank
after viscounts but before barons, and all bear a
I supposed that
baron's coronet, not a viscount's.
this was all well known, and was only surprised that
Lord Hartington did not correct his limners, when
adding the Hartington arms to the Hartington

H.

portrait.

:

hundred in number, came with their
Later, the
good priest Angus Macdonald, in 1786.
heroic Hon. and Rt. Rev. Bishop Macdonnell, who had
raised for the Crown a regiment of his Catholic clansmen
and others, and had served them as chaplain, led them,
when their wars were over, to the shores of the broad
Ten years later, the Hebrideans set
Saint Lawrence
sail from Kanna, and Muick, and Ronin, and the shelter
from the shadow of sacred
of towering Scaur-Eigg
from Uist and Skye, of
lona, from Mull and wild Tirea
first, five

75

Temple.

THE
15).

"

"
GRAVE MAURICE (7 th S. vii. 487; viii.
should HERMENTRUDE suppose that by

Why

Graf Moritz Prince Maurice is intended ? Prince
Maurice, grandson of our James I., and son of the
lovely but luckless lady called by English people
Queen of Bohemia, by her friends the Queen of
Hearts, by her enemies the Snow Queen, and by
Hither they came, these servants of God her mother Good Palatine, was brother to Electress
grey mists
He was also
and children of Mary, with their utter impossibility of Sophia and uncle to our George I.
enduring a spy; with their narrow -bred loathing of an unsuccessful soldier through the wars of the
informers with their thouaand-year-old incapacity for
Great Rebellion, but he was not a graf, or count,
hither, to be free to adore the sacred Trinity
servility
he ever called anything
and to worship tenderly the Mother of Emmanuel, after nor, so far as I know, was
I do not see how he should
Macleoi and his 'yellow but Prince Maurice.
the rites of their fathers.
etick' disregarded."
ever have come in for public-house honours. Graf
In a note, on p. 342, Father Macleod writes as Moritz of Saxony, who outwitted and changed the
luck of Charles V., is a much better godfather for
follows
A. H. CHRISTIE.
" This
con- a signpost.
the ancient
after
:

;

;

:

:

forsaking
religion,
Chief,
verted some of his ancient clansmen by the argument of
Hs cane. Hebridean Protestants have been ever since,
and are now called Protestants of the Yellow Stick."

accordance with the creation of the
Viscount Mandeville therefore ranks

EST VERITAS ET PR^EVALET" (7 th S. i.
All who appreciate
343, 492).
accuracy of quotation must have enjoyed MR. C. A.
WARD'S delicate sarcasm at the last reference. Who
wants truth in such matters, even when the subject
What matter if the context shows
is truth?
unmistakably that the whole contention and the
final assertion refer to what is the strongest, without
consideration of its gaining or not gaining the
a
advantage in a particular instance? Once let
we will find
misquotation become familiar, and
or
good reasons for maintaining it. 'YTre/no-^vo-ei
in the mouth than vTrepicrrno-x^o-ei is rounder
It is the
vti, and prcevalebit than prcevalet.

above several marquises and earls by courtesy,
the Marquis of Stafford and the Earl Percy
(when not a peer) and the Earl of Lincoln (when
there is one) and again, the Earl of Burford ranks
above the Marquis of Carmarthen and the Marquis
of Tavistock, &c.
I believe that Mr. Cussans is
" station and
quite wrong when he assigns the

as that of the introduction of the full
" whole world
stop or note of admiration after
case of the
kin," to the utter destruction in this
The author of the 'Books
author's meaning.
'
'
of Esdras and the author of Troilus and Cressida
meet with equal respect. To the compiler of a
book of proverbs and sayings rien est sacre; and,

HELLIER GOSSELIN.
Blakesware, Ware, Herts.

LORD HARTINGTON IN THE ROYAL ACADEMY (7 th
445 viii. 18). It appears to me that MR.

S. vii.

;

UDAL proves my proposition in citing Viscount
I stated that
Mandeville as a case in point.
amongst the eldest sons of dukes there are
"marquises, earls, and viscounts, by courtesy,
and that they have " precedence amongst themselves

in

dukedom."
e. g.)

;

"MAGNA

87,

193;

vii.

same story

'
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as noticed in 7 th S. i. 193 with regard to the case
*
in point, the compiler of a
Dictionary of Mis'
but has the
quotations not only gives prcevalebit,
"
"
to his
ultimately
effrontery to add the word
of
how the
more
his
idea
to
show
fully
translation,
passage ought to have been written.

KILLIQREW.

SERGEANT OF THE BAKERY

th

(7

S. vii. 467).

From the list (No. 20) of " Hia Majesty's Household Officers and Servants attending in the several
Offices below Stairs" appended to Chamberlayne's
'
'Present State of Great Britain (1726), I find that
at the time of the publication of this volume there
were connected with the "Bake-house" one yeoman
and two grooms

J. F.

(p. 106).

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

[7

vm. JULY 27, '89.

s.

William Ffennell, of Reaghill, whose
(their father's Christian name was
Johua) married Joseph Jackson, of Tincurry
House, was descended from John and Mary
Ffennell, who came to Cahir from Cardiff about
1653.
The descent through the above William

for tillage.
sister Mary

Ffennell I gave in my former note,
the Ballybrado branch of the family.

when

tracing

M. H.

RUNNEL (7 th S. viii. 24). A. -S. rynel; the pi.
'
rynelas is in Spelman's A. -S. Psalter,' Ixiv. 11,
as a gloss to rivos.
The A.-S. y splits into E. u
and i; hence the M.E. forms would be runel and
The latter occurs in the * Troy Book,' ed.
rinel.
Panton and Donaldson, 5709, spelt rynel. It is
derived from runn-, the pp. stem of the A.-S. irnan,
'
to run.
I mention runnel in my Dictionary,' s.v.
"
Run," and refer to Collins, Ode to the Passions.'

'
In Chambers's Journal for 1882 (vol. xix. fourth
No. 950, p. 153) there is an interesting I offer my thanks for the new quotations.
account of ' The Queen's Household as now conWALTER W. SKEAT.
There is no mention of a " Sergeant of
stituted.
must
have forgotten for the
MR.
PEACOCK
the Bakery," but in the confectionery department
moment Tennyson's ' ClaribeP (published 1830)
are employed a first and second yeoman, a pastryHer song the lintwbite swelleth,
cook, and a baker, with their various assistants and
The clear-voiced mavis dwelleth,
Would not one of the two yeomen proothers.
The fledgling throstle lispeth,
"
"
bably fill the place of the old
sergeant ? At
The slumbrous wave outwelleth,
th
answer
in
S.
xii.
the
6
REV. J. MASKELL,
The babbling runnel crispeth,
475,
'
The hollow grot replieth
to a query on the Clerk of the Kitchen,' mentions
Where Claribel low-lieth.
'A Collection of Ordinances and Regulations for
C. W. PENNY.
the Royal Household,' published by the Society of
Wellington College.
Antiquaries, London, 4to., 1790; and also Harleian

series,

'

:

MS.

ALPHA.

642, as sources of information.

It seems likely that

Queen Elizabeth's Sergeant
of the Bakery had much the same official status as
her Clerk of the Buttery, a post held by Roger,
Lord North, who had been ambassador to France,
and was afterwards Treasurer of the Household.
W. BURY.

BARMASTER

th
S. viii. 27).
(7
Explained in
Dictionary,' also, at great length, in my
'
reprint of Tapping's edition of Manlove's Rhymed
Chronicle,' published in No. 5 of the English Dia{

Murray's

lect Society's publications, p. 21.

WALTER W.

SKEAT.

GALUCHAT (7 S. viii. 28). Galuchat was the
name of the case-maker who invented the covering
DNARGEL.
(see Bescherelle and Littre', s.v.).
th

DR. MARAT (7 th S. vii. 488). In the library of
the Medical and Chirurgical Society of London
there is a copy of a phamphlet in quarto thus cata" Marat
(J. P.),
logued in an abridged form
of
disease
the
into
a
eyes, produced
singular
Enquiry
mercurial
1776."
the
use
of
Lond.,
preparations.
by
I read it thirty years ago, and found it to be a mass
of incoherent rubbish; and I sent a little paper
:

"
about it to N. & Q.' (2nd S. viii. 93). The documents existing in England relative to the doctor's
"
will probably be found among
sojourn amongst us
the sessions papers, inasmuch as the wretch varied
'

his occupation as a quack doctor by stealing coins
from the Ashmolean Museum, for which he was
(See
tried, convicted, and sentenced to the hulks.
<
N. & Q.,' 2nd S. v. 32, 79 ; viii. 52, 93, 158, 256 ;
rd
th
S. ii. 317; 4
S. xi. 136, 188.)
x. 214; 3

Paris.
Littre'

JAYDEE.
explains this word.

It

is

the

name

of a

well-known artificer who covered cases and boxes
with coloured skate's-skin.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

JOHN FENNELL, OF CAHIR (7 th S.
I do not know of the
353, 418).
MRS. E.
pagh, in

vii.

128, 212,

Col.

Fennell

PIGOTT alludes to as residing at CapTipperary. There are several places so

S.

named in the county,
common one, signifying

name being a very
plot of land laid down

the
a

A full account of

Jean Paul Marat's connexion
"
with Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he practised both
human and veterinary medicine about the years
1770-73," contributed by the late James Clephan,
a local antiquary, will be found in the first volume
of the Monthly Chronicle of North-Country Lore
and Legend, pp. 49-53, April, 1887.

W.

To RIDE BODKIN

th

E.

ADAMS.

This phrase
S. viii. 27).
(7
is fully explained and illustrated in a recent work

7 tbS. VIII. JULY 27,
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A

New English Dictionon Historical Principles,' and printed at Ox"
WALTER W. SKEAT.
Bodkin."
brd, s.v.
>y

Dr. Murray, entitled

'

,ry

RIDICULE or ANGLING

th

S. v.

(7

189,

352,

173).

Enjoy thy stream, O harmless fish
And when an angler for his dish,

Through gluttony's

Basingfield, Basingstoke.

I am obliged to C. C. B. for correcting
error
'
in transcription of note from Gordon's Grammar of
Geography.' "Shirt" is correct. I had written
"
"
shoe just before, and unwittingly repeated it.

my

To a Fish, by Dr. Wolcot.
;

vile sin,

Attempts, a wretch, to pull thee

He was executed in January, 1829. I believe this
specimen of human leather was presented to the
museum by the late Sir William Fergusson.
S. JAMES A. SALTER.

out,

God give thee strength, gentle trout,
To pull the raskall in !
Quoted in 'Muses of May fair (London, 1874),
'

R. E. N.

p. 355.

LINES ON Music (7 th S. vii. 508). The lines
book are
quoted by J. G. C. from a commonplace
'
from Capt. Alexander Montgomery's Cherrie and
the Slae,' and form the seventh stanza of that
charming old Scottish poem. The first edition of
the poem was published in 1597, by Robert WaldeMany subsequent
graye, printer to James VI.
one by the celebrated Glaseditions were issued
gow printer, Robert Foulis, in 1746 another by
Burns's first printer, John Wilson, Kilmarnock, in
;

Later editions have appeared, the latest, so
W. N.
far as I know, being in 1885.
1782.

R.

is now at Chelsea Hosguide to the hospital gives the
following extract from a letter written by the sergeant to his father
" It was in the first
charge, about 11 o'clock, I took
the Eagle from the enemy. He and I had a hard contest for it.
He thrust for my groin, I parried it off and
cut him through the head, after which I was attacked
by one of their Lancers, who threw his lance at me, but
missed the mark by my throwing it off by my sword at
my right side then I cut him from the chin upwards,
which went through his teeth. Next I was attacked by
a foot soldier, who, after firing at me, charged me with

Scots Greys, at Waterloo,

The

pital.

MARRIAGE ONLY ALLOWED AT CERTAIN TIMES
or THE YEAR (7 th S. vii. 6, 156, 234, 356, 514).
In Mr. Chester Waters's * Parish Registers in Engis the following paragraph
Marriages were prohibited by the ancient discipline
of the Church during the seasons of Advent, Lent, and
Whitsuntide, and the old register of Cottenham, Cambs.,
contains this triplet in doggerel Latin
Conjugium Adventus prohibet, Hilarique relaxat,
Septuagena vetat, sed paschae octava remittit,
Rogamen vetitat, concedit Trina potestas.
Similar lines in English are inserted in the register of
Everton, Notts
Advent marriage doth deny,
But Hilary gives thee liberty.
Septuagesima says thee nay,
Eight days from Easter says you may.
Rogation bids thee to contain,

land,' p. 33,

:

"

:

:

But Trinity sets thee free again.
close time was restricted to Advent and Lent by the
Council of Trent (Concil. Trident, 24 Sessio, cap. x.),
but this decree had no force in England, and the canons
of the Anglican Church still forbid marriages to be celebrated between Rogation Sunday and Trinity Sunday.
Such prohibitions, however, have in practice ceased to
be regarded in England, and Lent has become, during
the present reign, the favourite season for royal mar-

The

riages."

M.B.Cantab.

HUMAN LEATHER

th

S. vii. 326, 433).
There
(7
is, or was a few years ago, a piece of human leather
in the Anatomical Museum of King's College, LonIt was made from the skin of the notorious
don.

Burke, the murderer, who suffocated (" burked ")
people in Edinburgh for purposes of dissection.

official

:

;

he very soon lost the combat, for I
and cut him down through, the head, so that

his bayonet; but

parried

Warrington.

W. HACKWOOD.

SECOND DRAGOONS (ROYAL SCOTS GREYS) (7 th
The eagle and flag of the
S. vii. 307; viii. 34).
45th French Regiment, taken by Sergeant Ewart,

it

finished the contest for the Eagle ...... I took the Eagle
into Brussells midst the acclamations of thousands of

who saw it."
The sword used by Sergeant Ewart may now be
seen at the Naval and MUitary Exhibition in EdinROBERT RAYNER.
burgh.
spectators,

A

SMUGGLER'S

MARK

th

(7

S.

viii.

27).

Of

impossible to pronounce that no
smuggler except Mr. Yawkins ever "hoisted a
cask to his maintop "; but it is none the less clear
that Sir Walter Scott tells the story of Mr. Yawkins only, who had at the moment a special reason
course

is

it

showing his occupation, which smugglers generwould not want to show. (I should as soon
have expected a lady I know very well, who quilted
her petticoats with smuggled tobacco for her husband, to stick a bit in her hat.) As to why he
hoisted a cask, it was because he was smuggling
his
casks,, i. e. of brandy or gin ; as to why to
maintop was the
maintop, it was because his mai
for

ally

.

clearest

.

t

and handiest

lace.

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

A
"To

cask in nautical language is termed a keg.
carry the keg" was formerly a smuggler's

phrase,
71,

"

and may be

so now in some seaports.
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

Brecknock Road.

SADDLES, WONTOWES, AND OVERLAYES

from PROF.

"

th

(7
Little as I feel inclined to differ
take
I
cannot
still
quite the
SKEAT,

S. vii. 370, 473).
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of wontowe as is taken by him ; so far,
as the second element is concerned. I have
acquainted with the word waimtow or wame-

same view
that

is,

been
tow for many years, and the meaning I have always
been led to associate with it has been that of
belly-band, certainly, but still a belly-band the
chief material of which was hemp, in contradistinction to leather.
The earliest occurrence of the
word known to me is in a roll of disbursements
made on account of Whitby Abbey in 1394-5,
among the items in which are found charges for

"

vi pes de gyrthwebs, iv pese de waimtowebs, ii
dosan wamtowschafts, ii dosan heltirschafts," &c.

From
were

this it is clear that while girth and waimtow
they were still both of them woven,

distinct,

and supplied

in

taken to be, in

" webs."

And

all particulars,

tow I have always
the same word with

Scottish tow, a rope, a word of which I should be
sorry to have to maintain that it is extinct in North
The wame-tow, made from a
Yorkshire even yet.
hempen material, woven in webs on purpose, cerThe document from which I have
tainly is not.
"
pro ii
quoted has also the following entry in it,
panels et i howse ad sellas nostras," the panels
being in a subsequent place described as of wood
(ligneis). In editing the aforesaid document (amon

some

six hundred others) I illustrated panel an
'
howse both from Prof. Skeat's Dictionary,' and I

will not reproduce the illustrations here. But may
not the overlaye have been rather of the nature of
" howse " than of the
the
whip ? Pack-saddles

and cart-saddles had often, in
younger day?, a
it might be but a folded clout
sort of pad
placed
between them and the back of the beast. I think
draw
a
distinction
between
ib is necessary
to
"
"
"
More

my

saddle

(sella)

and

pack-saddle," or pad.

than forty years ago I once and again bought a
chaldron of coal which had been brought from th
Durham coal-field hither on the backs of a string
of ponies and mules, from twenty to twenty-five in
number. Each of these had some sort of pad on
"
the
a
secured

back
by
wame-tow," and
were guiltless of wooden frame-work.
its

pads

The

olc

name

for the flagged stone causeways which are
still to be found traversing the moors in divers

"

The pan
directions is Pannier-man's Causey.
niers," so called, for the reception of the good
carried, were suspended one on each side of the
beast by aid of a band, rope, or thong passing
across its back ; and in such cases, as I had reasoi
to conclude, the cross-band was kept off the bad
of the beast by a covered wooden panel.
J. C.

ATKINSON.

of the use of the won
'
overlay may be found in Mrs. Prosser's tale Th
Heiress of Cheevely Dale,' published in the Lei

The only instance

I

know

A

sure Hour for 1867.
gentleman who has, wit'
masculine inconsiderateness, stopped a draugh
with the negro maid's " best black lace handker
chief, adorned with coloured ribbons," is asked b

[7*

s.

vm. JULY 27,

>.

"

Do you know you have spoiled
mistress,
best overlay ?" Is this word a provincialsin in any part of England in the sense given
The dialect usually employed by Mr?,
bove?
er

iillah's

'rosser is that of the

Southern Midlands.

HERMENTRUDE.
PICTISH LANGUAGE (7 th S. vii. 348, 411). In
The Four Ancient Books of Wales,' chaps, vii.,
and ix. the Pictish race and language are
iii.
In a more recent book Dr. Skene thus
iscussed.
,

,

xpresses himself
"In one respect the author has been led to modify
he views there stated. An examination of the old forma
f the Cornish names in the Manumissions in the Bodmin Gospels, printed in the Revue Cellique, vol. i. p. 332,
las led. him to see that there is a British element in the
iroper names in the list of Pictish kings, and that that
lement is not Welsh but Cornish."
:

?he subject is one requiring patience rather than

We want a thoroughly systematic
examination of the existing and recorded placenames of Eastern Scotland. They give the two
sounds which English indicates by th, though
modern Norse and modern Gaelic have neither.
There are Abers and Invers. I know of no Cymmers, though the Cuddy water at the Peebles conAs Abers are found in
luence seems suggestive.
Brittany, their absence from Cornwall (if so it be)
seems of little moment. The coast-names of the
latter would naturally be to some extent changed
The
in the days of Brito-Scandinavian alliance.
prefix cen, can, or kin does not seem necessarily
to belong to the Erse branch, since the Welsh
Kinver,
cefn might easily be thus contracted.
There is
near Stourbridge, may be an instance.
as
the
in
and
Highlander blends
Peninver,
Argyll ;
p and &, we can never be quite sure that we are
not near a parallel case to Bunbrosna, near the
Pinsource of the river Brosna (Westmeath).
wherry and Pinmore are not far from Galloway.
Ster, the Breton for a river, links with the Struther

positiveness.

of Scottish place-names.
Neither of the Eoman walls

at

any

rate) to

is

likely (at first,

have divided either race or speech.

ARGLAN.
SOMERSET SUPERSTITION

(7

th

S.

vii.

488).

A. E. W. does not say in what part of Somerset
In West
he has found this belief prevalent.
Somerset there is a kindred sup arstition that if
at its tolling the death bell sounds heavy, or not
clear, there will be occasion for it to ring again
I got this
within a short time some say a week.
from a schoolmaster, and I do not think it has
A, L. HUMPHREYS.
appeared in print before.
Baling.

A NEW

CECILIA METELLA (7 th S. vii. 465).
doubt your correspondent will remember the
fine allusion in 'Childe Harold' to the conspicuous
sepulchre of Csecilia Metella on the Appian Way.

No
As

to the

Lady

Cecilia Hobart, concerning

whom

7*8. VIII. JULY
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ttle more to tell,
of her birth,
We can explain matters when we
inquiry, perhaps the entry
nd that there has been little left to tell of
her to
Shakspeare,
very likely that of her burial, supposing
or Collins; but it is puzzling that men who were
)ryden,
nave died a spinster, might be discovered at Blickontemporary with the elder generation yet with us
where the stately mansion, one of know hardly anything of one of the most
ling, in Norfolk,
noteworthy
Mr. Hannay speaks of Marryat as
the finest in England, was so long their residence. men of his day.
'
one of the most brilliant and least fairly recognized of
In the adjacent church many of the Hobarts are
This is not easily to be accounted
English novelists."
in a vault of gauged
buried, in an upright position,
or.
Prom 1830 for upwards of fifteen years Marryat
brickwork now under the organ and perhaps was pouring out novel after
in
novel, as well as
Hobart may be buried there. In reviews and magazines, and the demand for writing
Lady Cecilia
them waa
*
Memoirs of the House of Cromwell,' unfailing, not among children only, but through all
Noble's
classes of the community. Old men in those days would
vol. ii., No. xi., is an account of the Hobart family.
augh and cry over his pictures of sea life in a way which
The copy in my possession is dated 1786, but her iheir
more hardened followers of this generation would
name does not occur. The children of John, first 30 ashamed of being found doing. Fifty
years ago it
Earl of Buckinghamshire, by his two wives are did not seem so imperative on our predecessors to hide
an iheir feelings as it does at present. We are sorry for
given in the book as follows:!. Henry, died
for those are by no means the best who determine
infant; 2. John, second Earl; 3. Robert, died this,
not to show what lies beneath the surface. Another
1733, aged eight years; 4. George, third Earl; reason
may be given, not so forcible as the last, but one to
6. Dorothy,
5. Henry, married Peggy Bristow;
which due weight should be given. The great war had
the
It
is
said
Charles
married
Hotham, Esq.
ihen become but recently a thing of the past. Middlesisters of Dorothy died infants.
aged men could remember the rejoicings over Trafalgar,
and the deep shadow which fell on the nation when it
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
icard that Nelson had passed away. They were those who
LIGHT-KEEPERS AND DEATH AT THE SMALLS thought that Trafalgar was the greatest naval battle in
'
all history, and Nelson the greatest of sailors.
th
Wonderful
In
The serviii.
S.
Grainger's
26).
(7
vice has changed now. A new kind of armament has
Museum,' published in 1808, the same story of seen
discovered, We do not think it unlikely
gradually
the death of one of the two attendants and the that there are seamen now afloat who could not
undernon- interment of the body is given on the autho- stand all Marryat's writings without now and then
of having recourse to Admiral Smyth's 'Sailor's Wordand
builder
the
of
Mr.
engineer
Smeaton,
rity
the Eddy stone, who died on September 8, 1792. Book.' The changes that have taken place during the
last five and-twenty years have been so vast that there
From the same source I learn that the "pro- are
few who can fully comprehend the written accounts
"
were induced to employ a third hand, of what went before.
prietors
consequently the regulation must have been issued
We gather that Marryat had not a happy childhood.
before the Trinity Board were responsible for the Few of us have.
He pictures fathers, mothers, and
schoolmasters as being very far from amiable or benemaintenance of the lighthouse.

ie

makes

md

We do not for a moment call in question the
truth of what he described. There is not much doubt
that the early life of the generation which has just
GINGERBREAD FAIRS (7 th S. viii. 27). Gilt arisen into manhood and womanhood have had a far
better time of it than those who went before them. In
gingerbread seems at one time to have been his earlier works this feeling is by far the more noteconnected with the marriage ceremony, for in worthy. With some the bitter
feeling against home,
'
Stephen's Character of a Plaine Countrey Bride,' made for ever unhappy, lasts the whole life; with
it
or
carried
o]
others
wears
rases
as
time
the
bride
that
It is not
we find
away
goes on.
gave
gilt
" Guilt Rases of
as a limner of domestic life that we value
Marryat
Ginger, Rosemary, and
ginger :
most highly. As a painter of the home life of the time
Ribbands be her best magnificence."
there are one or two who surpassed him ; but we do not
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
accept the conclusion that any one, living or dead, can
Swallowfield, Reading.
describe the sea battles of the old time as Marryat has
described them. He had, moreover, the advantage of
frequently coming in contact with Lord Cochrane, a
sailor who had what Mr. Hannay calls " that combination of passion and faculty which makes the man of
&o.
NOTES
BOOKS.
genius." Various definitions of genius have been given,
not one of which is not open to objections. Cochrane's
Great Writers. Life of Frederick Marryat. By Davic
career had been a chequered one, and there are few now
Hannay. (Scott.)
who are so violent as not to see that great faults someTHIS volume is somewhat less in the number of page
times obscured his far higher virtues. We believe that
than moat of the others of the same series have been
The author tells his readers in an introductory note the nobler side of Cochrane's character made a deep imthat the materials for a life of Marryat are scanty. In pression on Marryat, and stirred up many of the noblest
Could we have materials for a
187'2 Marryat's daughter, Mrs. Ross Church, collected
qualities within him.
naval history of Marryat, it would be a most valuall the knowledge that came to her hands with regard
Mr. Hannay has made the best use able book.
We fear that if ever they existed they
to her father's life.
have perished beyond recovery. Strange thinga,|howhe could of the former biography, and, we believe, ha
added thereto but little. It is strange that the life of s ever, happen in letters as well as in law, love, and
man born in 1792, and who died so recently as 1848 politics. It may be that a life from the seaman's point
should so have fallen into oblivion that there seems bu
of view may still be vouchsafed us. We should then

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
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to the conclusion that, besides being one who took
high rank as a man of letters, he was also one who would
have made an important mark on the naval warfare of

come

his time.

Sometimes good fortune

is

thrust on naval men, as on

Marryat was comwas to make an alland then to take upon him-

others, without leave being asked.
his duty

mander of the Beaver, and

round sail on the Atlantic,
self guard duty at St. Helena. When the Beaver reached
her post Napoleon was near death. The wildest enthusiast to whom the name of Bonaparte suggested schemes
by which the captive eagle should be set free had now
The man who had ruled from Calais to
lost hope.
Palermo and from Breslau to Cadiz was on the point of
ceasing to regard things of earth. England's guardianship was over, and soon even the name of Sir Hudson
Lowe might be forgotten. An English man-of-war was
always kept cruising to windward of the island. This
painful office was last performed by Marryat.
The chronological list of Marryat's works given at the
end of the volume will be found most useful. Everything he wrote is worth reading, and it is better to deal
with them in the order in which they have appeared.
We wish his daughter, Mrs. Ross Church, could be
induced to undertake the task of preparing a complete
edition of her father's writings.

A

Glossary of Words used in the WapentuTces of Manley
and Corringham. By E. Peacock, F.S.A. Second
2 vols. (English Dialect Society.)
edition.
THIS glossary when it first appeared was considered one
of the most satisfactory issues of the English Dialect
Society ; and now that in its second edition it has received extensive revision and enlargement, together with
judicious condensation of some article?, it is substantially
a new work, which comes much nearer to the ideal of
perfection. The first edition, published in 1877, contained 281 pages, in double columns. The new edition, in
larger type and modified form, with 636 pages, presents a
much more handsome appearance. We still find included
an appreciable number of words which, being in general
use all over the country, have no right to be here, such
as linsy-woolay; reel, a spool ; safe, a meat cupboard. A
serious fault of arrangement is gathering all the local
bird-names together under the oqe heading of " Birds,"
instead of dispersing them throughout in their proper
Thus any one consulting the glossary for billyplaces.
liter, bog lull, develin, dollpoppet, &c., and not finding
them in their alphabetical order, would be tempted\to
tax the work with shortcomings which really do not belong to it. RecJcin-hooJc, the hook by which a pot is suspended over a fire, is probably not, as Mr. Peacock
supposes, reeJcing-hook, the hook which hangs in the
reek, or smoke, but merely a colloquial perversion of
rack-and-hooJc, as pointed out in our columns some years
ago.

The Divine Liturgy. By H. M. Luckock, D.D.

(Riving-

tons.)

As a manual of instruction on the Eucharist from a high
Anglican standpoint this volume will, no doubt, prove
acceptable to many. It takes in detail the various parts
of the Order for Holy Communion, and discusses them

To criticize
historically, doctrinally, and devotionally.
a treatise of this kind in its theological bearings lies outside our metier, but taking account of it in its literary
aspect there are sundry matters which seem to challenge
comment. In his occasional etymological notes, for in-

stance, Dr. Luckock is sadly behind the times. He thinks
the credence (table) may stand for an imaginary geredens,
from the A.-Saxon gereden, to make ready (p. 158). He
treats it as still an open question how Whit Sunday
should be derived, and we have all the old rubbish raked

.

vm. JUL* 27,

up about pfingslen, huit, and the rest (p. 256). This in
1889
Liturgically we doubt the propriety of arguing
that the absence of a special preface in the Communion
Office for Good Friday affords evidence that no celebration was formerly held on that day (p. 241).
The practice of the great Caroline divines was certainly to the
contrary, and Bishop Andrewes winds up some of his
Good Friday sermons with an exhortation to the people
then and there to communicate.
!

Proposals made ly Rev. James KirJcwood to found Public
Libraries in Scotland. With Introductory Remarks
by William Blades. (Privately printed.)
BUT two copies of An Overture for Founding and Maintaining of Bibliothecks in every Paroch throughout the
'

'

Kingdom are known. One of these, discovered by Mr.
Henry T. Folkard, and secured by him for the Free
Public Library, Wigan, of which he is chief librarian,
has been reprinted in facsimile, and issued with an introduction by Mr. Blades. Greatly in advance of his time
was the Rev. James Kirkwood, to whom the tractate has
been assigned by Prof. Dickson, and the plea of a poor
scholar to have within reach the books which he cannot
afford to purchase has deep interest. The execution of
this reprint is a boon to scholarship.

The Bible in Spain.

By George Borrow.

(Ward

&

Lock.)
IN the " Minerva Library of Famous Books," edited by
Mr. Bettany, number three consists of Sorrow's Bible in
The sensation made by this volume on its first
Spain.'
appearance is now almost forgotten, but the book itself,
with its marvellous picturesqueness and insight, is a
A few
classic, and must add to the value of any series.
illustrations form a feature in a cheap and well-printed
work.
'

An Odd

Volume for Smokers. By Walter Hamilton.
(Reeves & Turner.)
is a collection of poems in praise of tobacco, and
of parodies relating to smoking. Most of the poems and
all the parodies have already appeared in print.
Mr.
Hamilton hap, with his usual care, judgment, and research, compiled a very interesting and handy volume,
which can well be commended to all smokers and to idle

THIS

readers in general.

otire* to

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name an
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to

Correspondents

appear.
to

who repeat queries are requested

head the second communication "Duplicate."
G. C. P. Your letter was forwarded to Dr. Chance.

ERRATUM.
worthy

"

P. 52, col. 1,

1.

3 from bottom, for " Lang-

read Langwathby.

NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
"
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to
The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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Notices to Correspondents.

M.

J. D'Egville.
Geubilei.

Baptiste, Mr. W. Peake.
M. Corbin, Mr. 0. Byrne.

A

Madeline, Madame Spittalier.
Immediately after which
LOVER'S CONFESSION, in the shape of a SONQ,

by M. EMILE
(From the Theatre de la Porte St. Martin, at Paris).
To conclude with a Pathetic Drama, in One Act, called
The Sorrows of Werther.
(N.B. This Piece was damned at Covent Garden
Theatre.)

Werther, Mr. C. J. Mathews.
Friend), Mr. J. D'Egville.
Albert, Mr. Gyles.
Fritz ( Werther 's Servant), Mr. R. B. Peake.
Snaps (A IberCs Servant), Mr. W. Peake.
Charlotte, Mrs. Mathews.
Brothers and Sisters of Charlotte, by six Cherubims got
for the occasion.
Orchestra.
Leader of the Band, Mr. Knight. Conductor, Mr. E.
Knight. Piano Forte, Mr. Knight, Jun. Harpsichord,
Master Knight (that was). Clavecin, by the Father of
the Knights, to come.
Vivat Rex ! No Money returned (because none will
be taken).
KS" On account of the above surprising Novelty, not an
ORDER can, possibly be admitted :

Schmidt

(his

it is requested, that if mch a
thing finds its way into
the front of the house, IT WILL BE KEPT.
Doors open at Half past Six, begin at Half past Seven

But

precisely.

I have lately
playbill,

ELIANA.
come into possession of a singular

which seems,

for several reasons, to merit

preservation in the pages of N. & Q.' (I assume
that it has not previously been noticed, although it
'

is, of course, possible that I may have been anticipated.) It is certainly of great rarity, if not unique,
and the vein of humour which runs through it, and
the singularity of the performance which it chro-

nicles,

be

render

uncommonly

it

interesting.

well, perhaps, to give it in extenso before

any remarks upon

it

It will

making

:

Theatre Royal, English Opera House, Strand.
Particularly Private.

This present FRIDAY, April 26, 1822,
Will be presented a Farce called

Mr. H
(N.B. This piece was damned at Drury Lane Theatre.)
Mr. H
, Captain Hill.
Landlord, Mr. Gyles.
Belvil, Mr. C. Byrne.
Melesinda, Mrs. Edwin.
Betty, Mrs. Bryan.
Previous to which a PROLOGUE will be spoken by
Mrs. EDWIN.
After the Farce (for the first Time in this country, and
with
now performing
immense success in Paris)
a French Petite Comedie, called

(N.B. This

Le Comedien D'Etampes.
wai never acted in London, and may

piece

very probably be damned HERE.)
Dorival (le Comedien), M. Perlet.

(Positively for this night only, as he is engaged to play
the same Part at Paris To-morrow evening.)

The Entrance for all parts of the House at the
Private Box Door in Exeter Street.
Lowndes, Printer, Marquis Court, Drury Lane, London.
Of course nothing is better known than that
Charles Lamb's farce 'Mr.
was damned
on its production at Drury Lane, but I do not
think the fact of its having been afterwards acted,
even though for one night only, has hitherto been
noticed by any of Lamb's editors or biographers.
As Lamb must have been interested in the performance, the question suggests itself whether he
may not have drawn up the playbill. Of course
in such a matter we cannot attain certainty, and it
may be that I am mistaken, but I cannot help
thinking that Lamb's peculiar vein of humour is
to be detected in it.
The manner of stating (as
if by way of recommendation) that the first and
last pieces had been damned, and that the other
would very probably meet with the same fate ; the
enumeration of the members of the orchestra, and
other little touches seem plainly to betray the hand
of Elia.
Further confirmation of my supposition
may, I think, be derived from the fact that on the
night of performance the following printed apology
(a copy of which accompanies the bill) was circulated in the theatre
" The Ladies and Gentlemen who have honoured the
Theatre with a Visit, are most respectfully informed
that MRS. EDWIN has been very suddenly and seriously
In this emergency MRS. J. WEIPPART
indisposed.
(formerly Miss J. STEVENSON), of this Theatre, has
kindly undertaken the part of Melesinda in the Farce
The prologue, intended to have been
called MR. H

H

:

'
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recited by

MRS. EDWIN,

will

be read by MB.

H

him-

selfwho solicits the customary indulgence.
"As a conclusion to this complicated Apology, it is
with sorrow announced that M. PERLET, M. EMILB,
Mathews, have had the misfortune of
and sprained their right ancle
anxiously hoped that as the actors intend to
lest leg forward, the performance will not be

and Mr. C.
falling from
but
put

it is

their

J.

their horse

[7-

s.

vm. A

As if his enemies weare putt to flight
When yett hee was not come w th in the ringe ?
Soe gyannt-like did this victorious kinge
Exult to runn the race he had in sight
That he anticipated w' delight
The p r sent paines wch should such glories bringe.
3.

Over the brooke of Cedron Christ

is

considered a lame one."

gone.

4.

Here, again, the humour of the second paragraph
(which is probably a sarcastic hit upon some
ungrammatical announcement put forward by
the Drury Lane or Covent Garden management)
The pun it conseems to be in Lamb's style.
tains is one we can well fancy his giving utterance to, and adding point to it by his habitual
hesitation of speech.
More might be written about this bill and about
the famous actors who took part in the performance,
but the Editor will probably think that I have
already occupied as much space as he can afford to

BERTRAM DOBELL.

give me.

[If such hitherto unchronicled representation ever took
Even if the whole
place, the fact is of much interest.
prove to be a jeu d'esprit, it deserves a place in Eliana.]

A SONNET SEQUENCE OP

What blessed

ferriman will
this brooke to ferrie

Over

undertake

my

desires.

6.

Upp

to

mount

my

Olivett,

soule, assend.

7.

What

should there bee in Christ to giue offencev
8.

Alas o sheappeard now is strocke againe.
See how the sillie flocke away doth bye,
Doe hye away, themselues to saue thereby,
As if they might bee safe, when hee is slaine.
r

9.

When all forsake, whose courage darr abide
Seeing the strength of each p'ticular
Consisteth in the strength of all.
11.

His death begins wthin a farme, wi l hin
The farme of Jurie.
12.
to Christ are

My sinnes in multitude

1627-8.

In a copy of Heures En Frap9oys & Latin a
1'usage de Kome (Lyon, chez Guillaume Rouille,
'

'

1558), written in a handwriting of the seventeenth
century, and placed at the beginning of the book,

gone

Against my soule inditemt for to make
That they his lingringe vengeance may awake

Uppon my just

desarts.
13.

My soule w th in the bedd of heauen doth growe.

is

15.

" An admonition for the
morninge,
When thou arisest lett thie thoughts assend that
and if thou canst not weepe for
grace may discend

My

soule a world is

by Contracc'on.

'

;

;

weepe because thou canst not weepe ";
and so on, for a page and a half. The next thirtytwo pages are filled with sixty-four sonnets, numbered and dated " Anno dom' 1627 " at the comand "
Anno dom' 1628 " at the
thie shines

mencement,

21.
soule, into the lowest Cell.
22.

Sinke downe,

my

Jesus

from the Infernall myre.

;

is

risen

23.

O

sweete and bitter monuments of paine.

Finis.

I proceed to give the first in full, and the
first line or lines of some of the others, in the
hope that, if they are already known, they may be
recognized

end.

24.

When to the Closett of thie prayers devyne
And sacreed muse sweete clusten I retire.
27.

Behold a Cluster to

it selfe

:

The night, the starlesse night of passion
From heaven begann on heaven beneath

a vyne.

28.

Ah mee

that thornes his royall

head should wound.

33.

to fall

Christ did sound the onsett martiall
sacred hymne uppon his foes to runn
w th the fierie Contemplac'on
Of loue and Joy his soule and senses all
Surchardged might not dread the bitter thrall

Like as the winged spiritts alwaies stand.

Of paine and greife and torments all in one.
Then since my holie vowes haue undertooke
To take the portrait of Christs death in mee,
Then lett my loue w th sonnetts fill this booke.
Wth hymnes to giue the onsett as did hee
That thoughts enflamed w th such heauenlie muse
The Coldest Ice of feare may not refuse.

One

When

A

39.

Holie, holie, holie, lord

That

unnamed

:

45.

Two

vett butt one wch eather other IP,
c
yett in two w h eather other bee.
46.

The unbounded

sea of th' incarnao'^n

.

48.

:

2.

What meaneth this, that Christ an hymne did
An hymne triumphantt for an happie fight
* The
punctuation, where attempted,
original.

is

not

t

singe,

of the

Humanitie the

feild of miseries.

50.

God longed for^Mans

loue

;

and downe was sent

Christ.
55.

Jesu the handle of the worldes great ball
ch
By w the finger of omnipotence
Tooke hold of us.

f th
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W' h

glasse of resemblance

lieate

and Cold

may wee

see.

69.
I feele the sprightfull feinde.
63.

High towringe Eagle rightlie may [...] feast.
I shall be glad of any information which will
The book has,
throw light on these sonnets.
since they were written, been in other hands ;
the commencement of a
for there are two lines
prayer to Our Blessed Lady on a leaf at the end
in Dutch ; then it passed into the collection of

Thomas Baker, and was bequeathed by him,

at his

death in 1740, to the library of St. John's College,
0. S.
Cambridge, where it is now.

BOOKS ON GAMING.

In the

first

there

No " To the Reader," and
No "Advertisement" on

1.

2.
title,

which

is

the back of the

therefore blank.

is

The "Contents" (A

2) has the same block at
top in the second as in the first edition, and the same
type and setting, as has also the verso of this leaf;
but
3 is differently set, being crowded to admit
fresh matter, under "Chap, viii.," after "forcing
your partner." Here the words "To explain the
word Force," &c., down to the end of tf
Case to
"
demonstrate the Advantage by a See-Saw (ending
added in
"Trump two different Suits"), are all
the second edition.
At the end of the " Contents"
the block is different (flowers and scrolls) from that
which appeared in the first edition (Fame with a
3.

A

A

trumpet).
"

A

A

4.
Short Treatise," &c. (B 1 in first,
5 in
second edition). Here the block at the top is
different again, but the type is the same, though
The matter is the same down to
differently set.
this Treatise" is
p. 4, where "An Explanation
all added in the second edition.
"
5.
Some Computations " begin on p. 4 (first
edition), and are all the same in the second until
we come to p. 7 (in first, p. 10 in second), where,
under " With the Deal," the odds are given,

8 to 7
9
7

is
is

above 3 to 2
about 12
7,

whereas in the second edition they are given
8
9

7
7

is
is

above 12 to 7.
about 12
8.

Hoyle had here reconsidered his
6. The laws are only fourteen

calculation.
in number in the
first, but in the second edition they are twentyfive.

Law

1 says

This, however, becomes in the second edition
"If any Person [utsup.~\
Party to call
revoke)
or to call the Suit which he would have him play from ;
which done, it shall then be in the Option of the Person
called upon, either to name the Suit he chooses to
have led, or to desire his Partner to lead as he pleases ;
but in Case he names a Suit his Partner must play it."
:

Law

2 (claiming a revoke). The first edition
the Trick is turned "; but the second
edition says, "turned and quitted,"
which is a
"

says,

till

very important alteration.
Law 3 (penalty for revoking). First edition says,
the player may "take down 3 Points from the
[adversaries'] Scores, or add 3 Points to his own
Score, or take 3 of his Adversary's Tricks." This
is right.

(Continued from p. 43.)

A comparison of the second with the first edition
is interesting.

make him revoke) or the Person who is to lead may
demand bis Partner to name the Suit which he would
have him play from."
not

57.

By what

83

:

"If any Person plays out of his Turn, it is in the
Option of the adverse Parties either to call the Card
then played at any time in that Deal (in Case he does

Hoyle

laid it

down

the penalty remains the
second edition omits the

so first in 1742, and
same even now; but the
first and third penalties

altogether, retaining only the second, with the
" the
addition that
revoking Party, provided they
are up, notwithstanding the Penalty, must remain
at 9." And the first and third penalties are omitted

in every edition of Hoyle down to the twelfth, in
which the laws of 1760 were first published, when
those penalties reappeared, as they have done ever
since that date to this day.

Law 4

(not a law, but an example

;

first

edi-

tion):

"A

and B are 9 Love, the next Deal they win 13
Tricks with 4 Honours, A revokes ; Query, what is the
Penalty] A and B are to score 10 Points, and the Adversaries are to take down 3 Points from the Score, and
A and B to remain 7 only."

Here the penalty is clearly stated erroneously.
Accordingly this disappears in the second edition,
and never reappears.
Law 5 (first edition ; calling honours at any
"
The adverse Party may
point [score] except 8).
call a new Deal"; but the second edition says
"
Either of the adverse Parties may call a
(law 4),
new Deal ; and they are at liberty to consult each
other whether they will have a new Deal."
Law 6 (first edition) is same as law 5 (wrongly
numbered 6, second edition) " After the Trumpcard is seen, no Body ought to remind his Partner
:

to call."

Law 7 (first edition). "If the Trump-card is
seen, no Honours in the preceeding Deal can be
set up, unless they were claimed."
This, in law 6
(second edition), reads,
claimed."

Law

8

from the

(first

edition).

rest, either

provided he names

it,

of

"

" unless
they were before

If

tlie

any Person separates a Card
adverse Parties may Call it,

and proves the Separation."

the same as law 7 (second edition).
9 (first edition). " Each Person ought to lay hia
Card before him ; after he has done so, if either of the
adverse Parties mix their Card with his, his Partner is

This

is

Law
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intitled to

demand each Person

to lay his

Card before

him."

This
with

is

the same in law 8 (second

this addition

edition),

but

:

" But not to
enquire who played any particular Card ;
and in Case he calls a wrong Card, either of the adverse
Parties may once call the highest or lowest Card in any
Suit led during that Deal."

All of this addition, except the first nine words,
was omitted in all editions after the next ensuing
(third).
(first edition). "No person ought to demand
the Trump-card after he has played, because it
puts it in the power of his Partner (if he thinks fit) to
name the wrong Card."

Law 10

what

is

This does not appear in the second edition, but reappears amplified in later editions.
Law 11 (first edition). " If any person revokes, and before the Cards are turned, discovers it, the adverse Party
may call either the highest or lowest of the Suit led."

To

this is

"or have

added by law 9 (second

at any other time,

as

is still

edition)

:

Card then played
does not cause a revoke ";

their Option, to call the

when

it

the law.

" If a Card in
dealing is turn'd
up, it is in the Option of the adverse Party to call a new
unless
have
the
been
Cause
of
they
Deal,
turning up such

Law

12

(first edition).

Card."

Law
"

10 (second edition) says

:

unless they, or either of them have been the
Cause of turning up such Card, in which case the Dealer

has the Option ";

the last eight words being new.
Law 13 (first edition). " If the Ace, or any other Card
of any Suit is led, and that it should so happen that the
last Player plays out of his Turn, whether his Partner
has any of the Suit led or not (provided you do not make
him revoke) he is neither intitled to trump it, nor to win
that Trick."

the same as law 11 (second edition).
" If a Card is faced in
the
(first edition).
Pack, they must Deal again, except it is the last Card."
This is the same as law 12 (second edition).
now come to the new laws added to those of

This

is

Law

14

We

1742:

Law 13. " None of the Players are to take up, or look
at their Cards, while any Person is Dealing, and if the
Dealer should happen to miss Deal, in that case he shall
Deal again, and if a Card is turned up in Dealing, no new
Deal is to be call'd."
Law 14. " When a Card is led, if one of the Adversaries
plays out of his turn, his Partner is not to win the Trick,
if he can avoid it without
revoking."
Law 15. " Every Person ought to see that he has 13
Cards dealt him ; therefore if any one should happen to
have only 12 Cards, and does not find it out till several
Tricks are played, and that the rest of the Players have
their right Number, the Deal stands good; and also the
Person who plays with 12 Cards, is to be punished for
each Revoke in Case he has made any, but if any of the
rest of the Players should happen to have 14 Cards, in
that Case the Deal is void."
Law 16. " If any Person throws his Cards upon the
Table, with their Faces upwards upon Supposition that

[7

s.

vm.

A.

3,

m

lost the Game, if his Partner does not give up the
Game, the Adversaries have it in their power to call any

he has

of those Cards, when they think proper, provided they do
not make the Party revoke."
Law 17. " A and B are Partners against C and D. A
leads a Club, his Partner B plays before the Adversary
C ; in this case D has a right to play before his Partner
C, because B played out of his turn."
Law 18. " If any Person is sure of winning every Trick
in his Hand, he may shew his Cards upon the Table, but
shou'd it so happen that he has any loosing Card in his
Hand, he is then lyable to have all his Cards called."
Law 19. " No Person ought to ask his Partner whether
he had played an Honour, while the Cards are playing."
Law 20. " A and B are partners against C and D. A
leads a Club, C plays a Spade, B plays the King of Clubs,
and D plays a Club, C discovers he has revoked before
the Trick is turn'd. Query, what is the Penalty] B
may take up his Card again, and so may D, and either A
or B have it in their Option to oblige C to play the
highest or lowest Card of the Suit led."
Law 21. " If any body calls at the Point of 8, without
having two Honours, the adverse Party may consult with
one another about it, and are at Liberty to stand the Deal

or not."

Law 22. " And if any body answers, when he has not
an Honour, he is to incur the like Penalty."
Point of
calls at
Law 23. " If

Game,
any body
any
8, the adverse Parties may consult with one
the
Deal
or
not."
whether
shall
stand
another,
they
This is a mere repetition of law 4.
"
Law 24. If any Person calls at the Point of 8, and
his Partner answers, and both the opposite Parties have
thrown up their Cards, and it appears that the other
side had not 2 by Honours, in this Case, they may consult
with one another about it, and are at Liberty to stand
the Deal or not."
Law 25. ' No Person may take new Cards in the
middle of a Game without the Consent of all Parties."
except at

JULIAN MARSHALL.
(To

le continued.)

In the
COPERNICUS AND EEGIOMONTANUS.
account of Copernicus contained in the ninth
'
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (vol. ix.
we read that "in 1500 he was at
L346)
me, enjoying the friendship of the astroIn the eighth edinomer Eegiomontanus."
'

that
stated
it
tion
Coperwas, indeed,
nicus went to Rome for the express purpose of
"
kindly received
visiting Eegiomontanus, who
him there." It is odd that the writer of the biography in the ninth edition did not, instead of
modifying this statement in the eighth, "reform it
altogether," which could only be effected by erasing

Eegiomontanus (whose real name was Miiller)
died at Eorne in 1476, whilst Copernicus, then only
three years of age, was still at Thorn. The revival
of astronomy in Europe may be said to date from
1472, when Miiller obtained the friendship and
assistance of Bernhard Walther, a wealthy citizen
it.

Nuremberg, who established there at his instance an observatory, where they together made
astronomical observations during the three followIn 1475, however, Miiller was suming years.
of

7*
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moned to Rome by Pope Sixtus IV. (who conferred
upon the astronomer the titular dignity of Bishop
of Ratisbon) to assist him in the long- projected reformation of the calendar, which was not executed
until more than a century afterwards by Gregory
XIII. But, unfortunately, Miiller died at Rome
the year after on July 6, 1476 either of the

plague or (as was suspected) of poison. Walther
carried on the observations they had commenced
in concert at Nuremberg until his own death in
1504, the year after Copernicus returned from
Italy and took up his abode at Frauenburg, in
East Prussia, where he died in 1543, three years
before the birth of Tycho Brahe'.
It may be mentioned that Alexander Ziegler
published at Dresden in 1874 a small work giving
an account of all that is known of Regiomontanus,
whom he calls " ein geistiger Vorlaufer des Columbus." I venture to think the last word should be

W.

"Copernicus."

T.

LYNN.

Blackheatb.

ADVERTISING IN OMNIBUSES. Some of your
readers would perhaps be ready to hold up to
execration the name of the man who first proposed
to use omnibuses for advertising purposes, and

85

London News seem the only quoted sponsors
" residential " in the
sense of

for

that
house-agent's
which may be inhabited. It is better in this sense
"
than
resideable."
An instance of a "maid"
using herself in an advertisement as a verb has
I do not
lately been brought to your notice.
think this use likely to conduce to her finding a
"
"
valet is given in
situation, notwithstanding that
'
the
Imperial Dictionary* as a verb, with the
"
Hughes," and has been in colloquial
authority of

use (among jobbing valets) for some years. Milton
"
"
as a verb active, but in a
once has
lackey
passage of such intentional extravagance as cannot
have been intended to form a precedent for general
usage. What I would urge is that, while poets, and
"

who want places are
penny-a-liners, and "maids
equally justified in coining for their temporary
needs, they need not have the desire imputed to
them of adding their tokens to the current coin
of the realm.
accept them.

Still less

should

we be

in haste to

KILLIGREW.

KOSHER. A Liverpool newspaper a short time
ago reported that a woman, who keeps a small shop
"
in this city, was summoned for
supplying a pint
bottle of rum to a customer," she not having a
For the defence it was stated that
licence.

& Q. on the same
terms as notorious criminals or persons who have
"the defendant kept a 'kosher' shop in a neighbouroutraged every feeling of humanity. Trusting to hood in which there were large numbers of the poorer
your judicial sense of what is due to the memory class of foreign Jews. Just before the Passover, in
accordance with the old Levitical rites, the Jews had to
of the founder of a large branch of
business, I
should like to record that the inventor of advertis- buy all their things they required for the Passover from
a kosher,' all their meat and other things being in'
ing in omnibuses was Mr. Frederick Marriobt, of
spected by a schokat 'an official who had to see that
335, Strand, who in the year 1846 registered as an the Jewish rites were observed in the killing of meat, &c.
'
article of utility, a
"publicity omnibus." Douglas The rum found by the police was kosher rum, specially
Jerrold happily referred to the proposal as one
prepared and authorized by the chief Rabbi, and bearing
by
had bought the
which the " advertising vans," which were then ex- bis name on the label. The defendant
rum simply as an agent for her customers and without
tremely popular, would be turned outside in. See
the
transaction
The Bench
on
making any profit
farther Mechanics' Magazine, xlv.
dismissed the case."
(1846), 631.
R. B. P.
J. F. MANSERGH.
would only admit him to 'N.

;

'

'

WORDS THAT AEE NOT WANTED. Will you
me to mention a few of these which I have

allow

with a view of anticipating some
other observer who may bring them to
your notice
in a different spirit and with the
publicity of head"
the
ing a paragraph ?
habit
of walkBonafiding,"
ing or driving three miles on Sunday to qualify for
"
refreshment (Observer, June 16); "
speechfully
happy (Saturday Review, June 22) ; doing their
"wanding" (ibid.) ; an " Changeable " editor
(Mr. O'Brien's evidence, Parnell Commission) ;
"nationhood" (speech of Mr. Parnell).
Mr.
Gladstone, in the current Nineteenth Ctntury,
mentions "regrettable" as a word
coined, he chinks,
at the Foreign Office.
if not so
a
lately observed,

But,

word as "eatable,"

justifiable

it is a less
regrettable word than
word which some rare examples in
good authors, and innumerable examples in current
literature, have made part of the language.
On the
other hand, Mr. Gladstone and the Illustrated

reliable," a

Liverpool.

The following bit from Mr.
Clark Russell's new story in the English Illustrated Magazine is too good to be lost
WORD-PAINTING.

W.

:

" I beheld it
[the sea] in the scarlet sunset when the
mountainous ocean billow ran blood-red to the incandescent limb of the sinking luminary, in the melancholy
gray of dawn brightening into an incomparable loveliness
of pearl and silver and azure, in the leap of the flying
ball of greenish golden moon from one speeding wing of
vapour to another, with a lagoon of dark and liquid
blue between, out of which would fall the flashful javelins
of the planet, making molten ivory of the melting crests

of the surge, and streaming a fan-shaped throbbing
wake of star-coloured splendour from the remotest rim
of the deep to the white sides of the Lady Charlotte, in
which there would be kindled for a breath a hundred
constellations."-^^, lllus. Mag., No. 68, p. 558.

C. C. B.

"WASHING THE

BABY'S HEAD." In a village
street I met Farmer A., who was on his way from
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"

w<
the house of Farmer B., where, said he,
have been washing the baby's head." Farmer B
born
to him, the first boy in
had just had a son
"
re
succession to four girls and the
washing
ferred to consisted in the two farmers drinking the
The phrase was new to me.
baby's health.
;)

;

CUTHBERT BEDE.
West Riding.]

fit is familiar in the

"MEDICOS"

The English Ian
IN ENGLISH.
guage has no name at once accurate and compre
hensive for one who practises the healing art in its
two branches, surgery and medical prescription or

We

possess four words, physician,
surgeon, apothecary, doctor.
1. Physician.
Properly a student of physics,
But as physic has been assigned as
naturalist.
term for medical druggery, physician, following the
fortunes of physic, has been taken for a prescriber
of drugs, whence, by an utterly absurd restriction
it has been again confined to one who has taken
the degree of M.D., and practises only the prescription of drugs, being precluded by professional
The word is
etiquette from practice of surgery.
"
" Honour a '
healer,'
says
every way inadequate.
" for of the most
the son of Sirach,
High cometh
direction.

tWis, medicummedela). But
how entirely we miss the fine force which comes
throe gh coincidence of terms when we read,
"

healing" (larpov

Honour a

1

physician.'

A

A

remedial operator.
good
word so far as it goes. But, seeing that, with a very
few exceptions, every surgeon is also a physician
in the less restricted sense, we scarcely use the
word in common speech, unless we think of him as
2.

Surgeon.

having to perform an operation.
3. Apothecary.
Properly one who keeps

an

The
apotheca, botteca, boutique, (druggist's) shop.
word has had a life of its own, with a more extended significance. The apothecary has a legal
status as practiser of medicine by examination and
licence of the Apothecaries' Company (' N. E. D.'),
and I can recall among my own early memories
the fact of an old man bidding to send for the
"potticary" where we should now send for the
"family doctor." But the use of the word has
certainly died out of common speech.
4. Doctor.
comprehensive term, but utterly
inaccurate; for, as all men know, there are plenty
of doctors who are not medici, and there are plenty
of medici (in fact, much the greater number) who
are not doctors, being unable or unwilling to curtail their practice by taking a doctor's degree.
employ also the terrible circumlocution
"general practitioner." I believe that our nearest
approach to an accepted term is the shambling
"medical man."
C. B. MOUNT.

A

We

MOXON'S ' CHAUCER,'
any one

pretending

1843.

to

It is strange that

know anything about

[7*

s.

vm.
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Chaucer should ever have been deceived by the
dishonest title-page of this volume
"The Poetical
Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, with an Essay on his
Language and Versification, and an Introductory
Discourse
together with Notes and a Glossary.
By Thomas Tyrwhitt." But many persons have
been so deceived ; and even so high an authority
in literary matters as the Saturday Review has not
escaped, for in a recent number (June 8, 1889) the
:

;

reviewer of Prof.

of

Skeat's edition

Chaucer's

1

Minor Poems' alludes to this "Tyrwhitt's edi"
tion
in a manner which implies a belief that Tyrwhitt not only printed, but wrote notes on the
whole of Chaucer's poetical works. He tells us
Tyrwhitt only "edited" the 'Canterbury
"
but merely reprinted the minor poems,
Tales,'
although he has notes on them "; whereas the
plain truth is that, with the exception of an occasional reference (and there are not above a dozen
at the utmost) in the notes on the 'Canterbury
Tales,' Tyrwhitt never reprinted a line of any other
of Chaucer's poems; and as for the "notes on
them," the reviewer's error is still more unaccountable, for they most certainly never had any existence,
either in Moxon's edition or in any other.
that

N.

F.

HALLAM'S LANGUAGE.

you a few instances of the use of words by Henry Hallam in
senses and modes of construction which appear to
me unusual, and which, looking to the authority
I send

his name carries, seem to be worth noting.
edition of his works referred to is that in
fcap. 8vo. of Murray, without date, proh pudor I

which

The

The

precise clergy

"=the

stricter clergy, precisians

'

in a

Cons. Hist.,' vol. i. p. 97.
word.
" Several of the Council had more tender
regards to
'
Cons. Hist.,' vol. i. p. 208.
called Anabaptists, Thacker and Copping,
hanged at the same place on the same statute for

sincere

"

men."

Two men

were
denying the Queen's ecclesiastical supremacy, the proof
of which was their dispersion of Brown's tracts."
Cons.
'

Hist.,' vol.

"

i.

p. 215, note.

Though no manner of person or cause be unsvfoject
power."' Cons. Hist.,' vol. i. p. 223.

to the King's

"

Illegible to

me."' Cons.

Surely should be

"

Hist./ vol.
"

illegible

by

me

i.

p. 236.

!

It will be seen that all these quotations have
)een culled from the space of a very few pages.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Budleigh.Salterton.

SIR GEORGE BAKER, KNT. The annexed acGeorge Baker appears on the fly-leaf
Monumenta Anglicana,'
>f a copy of Le Neve's
718, vol. iii., in the Guildhall Library, London
lount of Sir

'

:

"

S r Geo: Baker. When the Earle (or Marq.
123.
r
Newcastle) was at Newcastle circa an: 1644, S George
Baker made an Oration to him in y e name of the Body,
nd was then knighted by him, by Commission from the
S r John Marley, Maior, was, 1 think, knighted
ting.
ch
I mention, because they are not,
t the same time, w
f

Pag
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far as I can hear, entred in the Heralds' Office and
appears from Rushworth's Collect :' vol 5. pag 635.
347-8, as well as from the Duke of Newcastle's Life
is

'

jet it

wrote by his Lady, that the Duke made 12 Knights by
Commission."

Oa p. 123
MS. note

of the

same volume

is this

additional

>ut of use,

we understand,

Maitland said

)r.

87
in 1852,

when

the late

:

There has heen much talk about the March of Intelect much dispute about its causes and consequences, its
'
advantages and disadvantages."
Eight Essays,' p. 107.

N. M. AND A.

:

"N.B. S Geo: Bakers Burial is entred upon the
otherwise I
Register of the great Church at Hull
should not have given him a Monument. See Rush'
Heath's
P.
See
Par
3.
vol
&c.
worth's Collect.'
647,
2,
'
Citron.,' P. 68; and Lloyd's Memoirs,' P. 684."
r

:

To what part

GOIT.

erm apply
3as

it

?

What

is

of a mill-stream does this
the origin of the word ?

any connexion with

goitre ?

R. T. H.

:

'

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, W.C.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct.

DATE OF BELLAMY'S BIRTH.

Can any

REED-STAKE," A DEVONSHIRE WORD.

Halli-

'
Dictionary contains the following entry
'Reed stake. An upright stake to which an ox is
JDurh." Halliwell copied all
tied in the shippen.
the available words he could obtain from Kennet's
MS. Glossary in Lansdowne MS. 1033. But a
reference to that glossary points out that both it

well's

and

'

:

its

shire,

DevonDurham.
T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.

variant Rydstake are assigned to

and not

to

Salterton, Devon.

light be

thrown on the mystery which seems to surround
the birth of George Anne Bellamy ? In Letter IV.
of the 'Apology for her Life' she says explicitly,
"I was born on St. George's Day, 1733"; but

HERDMAN FAMILY. I should be glad of any information concerning members of this family prior
to 1680, and to know whether the Hirdmans and
Is there a
Hardmans are of the same family.

practically contradicts this statement in Letter
VIII., in saying that she was "just fourteen" at

published pedigree

" entered into an
the time she
agreement with Mr.
Rich." The reference here is to her appearance as
Monimia Nov. 22, 1744, as she makes no allusion
throughout her Apology to the fact that her actual
debut took place at Covent Garden March 27,
'
1742, when she acted Prue in Love for Love' for
On the latter showing the
Bridgewater's benefit.
date of her birth would be 1730.
Confusion is worse confounded when we find
'
Chetwood, in his History of the Stage,' giving
L. W. J.
1727 as her natal year.
SCOTS.

Can any one explain

of the factor Scots as
tish or Scotch ?
Scot
a native of Scotland.

or justify the use

an adjective, instead of Scotis a substantive, and means

=

Its plural is Scots
natives
Scots is customarily used as
an &d]eci\\e Scottish or Scotch; thus, "pounds
"
the Scots Greys," " the Scotsman newsScots,"
paper," &o. Such a use of the word, though it
may be sanctioned by the jits which is founded on
communis error, is surely incorrect. It is just as
if we said "Poles" for
Polish, or "Swedes" for

Yet

of Scotland.

=

Swedish.
Bath and County Club.
'

P.

MAXWELL.

"MARCH OF INTELLECT." Can any reader o
& Q.' tell us who invented this phrase, and

N.

when

A

it came into use ?
correspondent o
'N. & Q.' well remembers hearing it used be
thinks that it occurred in a paragraph read aloud
from a local newspaper somewhere between 1836
and ] 840. It had been laughed at and was going

?

E. F.

HERDMAN.

Berwick-on-Tweed.

THE VOCABULARY OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE.
it been ascertained how many different words

Has

(whether proper names are included or not in

number) make up the vocabulary, or thesaurus
lingua, of the Authorized English Bible version ?

their

X.

OSMUND A.

There are two beautiful royal ferns

(Osmunda regalis) springing tall and stately by
This suggests the
the window where I write.
query, Who was the Queen Osmunda to whom
Wordsworth refers in his famous description of
this fern

?

Plant lovelier, in its own retired abode
On Grasmere's beach, than Naiad by the side
Of Grecian brook, or Lady of the Mere,
Sole- sitting by the shores of old romance.

There is a legend that a waterman of Loch Fyne
hid his wife and daughters under the luxuriant
foliage of this fern from a sudden raid of the
Danes whilst he ferried the invaders over the lake,
praying meanwhile for the safety of his dear ones,
and that one of his daughters in after years gave
the fern the name of her father, Osmund. Did she
That the waterever come to queen's estate ?
man was really the fern's name-father seems clear
from the fact that Gerarde calls the white centre
"
of the stem
the heart of Osmund, the waterman."
C. C. B.

This word occurs in the sermon
GREEZED.
preached by Thomas Prior, Prebendary of Glouof Gloucester, at the funeral of Miles Smith, Bishop
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'

and printed at the end of the bishop's Ser" Not
mons,' London, 1632, small folio, at p. 304
many houres before his departure I drew "neere his
Is this
bed, he reached for my hand and greeted it.
a real word, or a misprint for grasped or squeezed ?
It is not in Halliwell.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

cester,

:

ARMS or NOTTI N OH AMSHIRE. The Notts County
Council have failed to find any arms for the county,
and are much exercised in their minds as to designs
A committee appointed for the purpose
have now reported that a satisfactory seal could be
had in the form of a shield with four quarters, one
having an oak tree, as representing the forest

for a seal.

another with a wheatsheaf, as
representing the agriculture of the county ; another
with a pick and shovel, representative of the mining
interest ; and the last a representation, so far as it
could be got on a seal, of a hosiery frame
It is
sincerely to be hoped that some herald will arise in
But are there no arms for the
Nottinghamshire.
of the

[7*
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lam, to his cousin Mabel, daughter of the then
ate Gerard Russell, of Fordham. Mary, daughter
of Rich and Mabel, was married to the Rev.
Richard Mills, Vicar of Hillingdon, at Hillingdon,
Middlesex, Dec. 7, 1731, and died there in hip lifetime, leaving issue, in 1743. She is named in the
wills of her grandmother Dame Frances Russell,
proved Feb. 16, 1719/20 ; of her cousin Elizabeth
Cromwell, proved April 12, 1731 ; and of her father,
F. W. M.
proved June 28, 1735.

METRICAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Can any
me the name of a metrical history of

reader give

England suitable

for a child of seven or eight

N.

county;

!

s.

HUYSSEN.

I

L. B.

In Reitstap's 'Armorial,' Huyssen

de Kattendyke is described as an English baronet
at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Where
are particulars of this baronetcy to be found ?
L. C.

W. M.

PEDIGREES OF SHACKLETONS AND HALHEADS.
Can any correspondent inform me of a work containing the above pedigrees 1 Some years ago Mr.
the great difficulties, if not the greatest, in
of Leeds, now deceased, had sent
of a biographical writer, anxious for complete Roger Shackleton,
to him two leaves extracted from a book (pp. 97 to
details, is to discover the graves of his subjects.
for
Can readers of N. & Q.' assist me in discovering 100) in which were the pedigees, and a request
information about the Shackletons.
where the following are buried? The Beautiful supplementary
As there are numerous inaccuracies in the ShackleCharles
Gunnings Hugh Kelly, the dramatist
ton pedigree, notably one showing a connexion
Phillips, the Irish poet (died in London 1859),
to make corJames Brontere O'Brien, the Chartist ; Dr. Thomas with the Halheads, I should like
rections for any future publication, if I can ascerSheridan and Michael Kelly. The latter two are
tain what work it is contained in.
interred at Margate, but in what churchyard I
WM. SHACKLETON.
cannot find
county

?

GRAVES OF CELEBRATED PERSONAGES.

One of
the way

'

;

;

;

out.

3,

MICHAEL MACDONAGH.

Rutley Gardens, Kennington Park, S.E.

FOUR-CENTRED ARCH. Can any one explain
this old and useful form of arch,
employed in
the Middle Ages through all Mohammedan Asia
and Catholic Britain, seems never till this year's

why

Paris Exhibition to have set foot on the intermediate continent of Europe ? Away from these
new Champ de Mars erections I never saw nor
heard of such an arch between Calais and Constantinople, or Gibraltar and Moscow. Here in England
though it did not become as common as in Asia til_
the Tudor dynasty, it had been increasingly used
from the twelfth century, to which belongs the
earliest example I know, the chancel arch anc
About a cenvaulting of Easton Church, Hants.
tury later we have those of the east chapel of St.
Albans ; and by 1360, when tracery became " Perpendicular," these arches grew abundant.
E. L. G.

MARY

RUSSELL. Can any of your readers
furnish me with date or place of birth or
baptism oi

Mary Russell,

great-granddaughter of the Protector
Oliver Cromwell ? She was the only child of
Capt
Lieut.
(afterwards
-General) Rich (not Richard^
Russell.
Rich was married April 5, 1693, at Ford

94,

Rosebank Road, Leeds.

ONE TRACT MORE.'

All who take interest in
the controversies which have disturbed the Established Church during the Victorian era will remember that ' The Tracts for the Times ' conclude
At about the time that this remarkwith No. 90.
able series came to an end a little pamphlet was
'
issued entitled One Tract More.' It was certainly
not by any of the tract writers, and was not, as its
author informed me, intended to form a part of
the series. This, if I remember aright, is obvious
from the fact that it is of a much smaller size than
It is many years since I read it.
its forerunners.
1

I am anxious, for a literary purpose, to examine it
once more. If any one of your readers will lend
me a copy I will return it in a very few days.

EDWARD PEACOCK.

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.
'
MRS. GIBBER. A scarce pamphlet, called See
and Seem Blind,' was published about the year
1732, which contains a very good description of
An exthis charming actress, then Miss Arne.
tract from this pamphlet was given in 'N. & Q.,'
4 th S. v. 8, the gist of which was that Miss Arne
contributed so much to the success of an English

7f

s.

viii, AUG.
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which she sang that, in order to counterHandel was compelled to bring out
As every detail relating to Mrs.
oratorio.
Jibber is of interest, I should be glad to learn the
name of the English opera in which she sang, and
that of the oratorio which Handel brought out in
>pera in

ict its effect,

m

W.

opposition to it.
Jaipur, Rajputana.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

HERALDIC. Can any of your readers give me
any information as to the owner of the following
coat of arms, which is emblazoned on parchment,
and was discovered in an old tin box, and which,
from the state of the colours, seems very old
Azure, a crescent argent, in dexter chief on a can:

ton gules a saltire azure ? I dare say my description is not so correctly described, from an heraldic
point of view, as it might be ; but it is sufficient.
There are nineteen other quarterings on the shield,
which is surmounted by three helmets a knight's
The
in the centre, and on each side an esquire's.
dexter esquire's helmet is surmounted by a beacon
that might be argent ; the knight's helmet by a
cresi coronet or, on which is a gryphon azure,
armed and langued gules ; the sinister esquire's
helmet by a crest coronet or, out of which grows
a poplar tree vert. Beneath the shield is the
motto, "Gloria deo in excelsis."
E. CARRINGTON OUVRT.
East Acton, W.
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that for a space of two hours, is painful indeed to
"
Politeness costs nothing," runs
the proverb.
It cost here more than the battle ot
Pavia to Francis, who wrote his mother that he
had lost all but honour.
C. A. WARD.

have recorded.

Walthamstow.

DESCENDANTS or SHAKSPEARE. M. L. Jeny,
in L'Intermtdiaire, March 25, says :
" Je Us dans L'AleilU du Cher du
Vendredi, 18 No'
Un pauvre viellard de soixante-dix-sept
vembre, 1836
ans, nomme George Shakespeare, a ete trouve expirant
de froid et de faim dans la rue de Clarence, a Londres,
au milieu de la nuit affreuse de mercredi dernier. On
1'a porte a 1'hopital, ou il est mort apres quelques heures
"
:

d'agonie.'

M. Jeny then asks me if I can give him any
further details of this sad end of one of the great
poet's descendants, and whether any such exist at
Does any reader of ' N. & Q.'
the present day.
know anything about the above incident and can
;

any one answer the second query

?

B. S.

J.

Manchester.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Mr. Lockhart closes his beautiful account of the death
of Sir Walter Scott with these words
:

And now

Enchanter, fare thee well
In the notice of Sir Walter in Chambers' s ' Cyclopaedia
of English Literature the full couplet is given
A wandering witch-note of the distant spell ;
And now 'tis silent all
Enchanter, fare thee well
THOMAS DYSON.
Whence is the quotation made ?
'tis

silent all

!

!

'

:

!

THE COUNTS or TOULOUSE TOLER. I should
be much obliged by any information tending to
confirm the statement that the Toler family (Earl
of Norbury) is descended from Fridolind, Count

!

:

of Toulouse, 849.
I noticed when lately in the
" the arms "
Salle des Croisades, at Versailles, that
Count Kaymond of Toulouse (a leader, with

KtpUrrf.

WORDSWORTH'S ODE ON INTIMATIONS OP
<

IMMORTALITY.'

Godfrey de Bouillon, one of the heroes of Tasso's
great poem, of the Crusaders), a cross fleury, are
the same as those borne by the family named, and
in which I am interested.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
6,

Freegrove Road, N.

COLERIDGE.
Wordsworth and Kogers called
upon Coleridge one forenoon when he was lodging
in Pall Mall.
How came Coleridge to be at any
?
On quitting, Eogers
Wordsworth, Well, for my own part, I could
not make head or tail of Coleridge's oration.
Pray
did you understand it? " " Not one
syllable of it,"
Wordsworth replied. He had talked for two hours
uninterruptedly, and Wordsworth had appeared to
listen with profound attention,
every now and then
nodding assent. If Rogers reports this truly, it is
little to Wordsworth's credit.
He was not so polite

time so fashionably located
"
said to

man that we should expect him, out of deference
even to a genius greater than his own, to act a lie.
To sit nodding like a mandarin figure when he did
not understand a syllable of what was
said, and
a

The

th

S. vii. 168, 278, 357, 416.)
winds come to me from the fields of sleep.

(7

of

Imaginative sympathy, indispensable as an aid in
interpreting poetry, subjective poetry especially, is
not wisely entrusted with the reins. Disposed to
assent rather than to question, her mood is the anticritical, and she is apt on occasion to whisper to
the mind that it sees a meaning when it is only the
How
ear that has been made captive to a sound.
far these remarks derive point from the comments
of those who seem to claim that imaginative sympathy alone can explain the line in question, the
reader will judge from what follows. The line as
it stands describes the winds as coming to the poet
from the realms of Sleep ; for, as intimated in my
" the " is
first note, the
imperative in restricting
the reference in "the fields of sleep" to sleep
itself in the abstract, as distinguished from any
fancied sleep of winds, fields, mountain valleys,
&c. The question, therefore, is one not so much of
a mere obscurity as of a plain incompatibility of
imagery, rendering the line in which the phrase
occurs wholly unmeaning and severing that line
from any intelligible connexion with the context.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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One correspondent, recognizing how completely be first two stanzas will show that their imagery
" nocturnal
s mainly of the day, not
the context forces the line, as it stands, into isola"; nor are the
"
noughts of those two stanzas in any way dreamtion, discovers a propriety in this isolation, and has
ke." The opening words, " There was a time,'*
an explanation thus: As "the fields of sleep"
must refer somehow or other to night and dreams, mark the point of departure for the ode and releu
he compels into relationship with it the preceding
ate the dreamlike to the distant past.
Where,"
two stanzas of the ode, by assuming them also to he poet sadly asks, as he argues out his theme
"
In
be concerned mainly with things dreamlike and
where is it now, the glory and the dream ?
is to
in
order
to
draw
the
that
the
to
of
those
stanzas
as
dreamlike
inference
nocturnal,
fine,
speak
"
fields of sleep
may well be an echo of all this a jonfound the child-visions themselves with the obnote or two of the old theme purposely struck
ective statement of them by the man, as he sum"
again as we enter the new
why purposely, or mons them up from memory after the visions
what the purpose, we get no hint, any more than hemselves had long faded, in order to gather, in
what the distinction of old and new may mean. 'the philosophic mind," their meaning and sugBut it does not matter. For all purposes of an ex- gestionthe purpose of the ode, in brief.
So far, then, as to the negative evidence which
planation of the line, he is arguing in a circle, as
we see by the result ; for at the close of the seem- lie failure of efforts to explain the line in question
:

ing explanation he says
" There is
still, however, a difficulty
winds come^to you from the metaphorical
in which you have been lying"
:

The

actual

fields of sleep

he finds himself round again to the
and he appeals a second time to
imaginative sympathy, with even a more disastrous
result, for we are now at sea amid declamation on
the grandeur of the ode generally and comparisons
Exactly so

:

original difficulty,

jy means of imaginative sympathy supplies, in
'avour of the suggestion of a possible error in the

The direct evidence, however, supplied by
the stanza in which the line occurs appears to me
x> be in itself all but conclusive against that line
having been intended as other than part and parcel,
and that intimately, of the context, and, by con-

text.

sequence, against any metaphor having been intended. (1) In the line
No more shall grief of mine the season wrong,
of it to other work, the question at issue vanishing
from the purview. It is best so; for the confusion, the poet expressly disclaims reference to the past,
especially in metaphor, had become inextricable. for the rest of the stanza certainly, and gives himIn fact the winds, which at first had duly come self up almost with abandon to the influences of
from the fields of sleep, in process of argument had the scene around him. (2) Had the disputed line
"
as the man is wakened been intended as an interrupting note referring tobegun to blow into them
out of the fields of sleep by the winds " of morning. the past, the next line could not possibly comSo far, then, imaginative sympathy seems rather a mence with " and." (3) That it does commence
" and " makes the conclusion almost inevitWill-o'-the- wisp to lead inquiry astray, except in so
ith
" I hear
" The
far as it results in still further strengthening the able that the lines
cataracts," &c.,
"
the fields of sleep," whatever the echoes," &c. , and the line in dispute, must be
contention that
meaning was intended, cannot be regarded as meta- regarded as a set of consecutive sketches thrown
phor consistently with any meaning in the line it together from the scene before him, which, as the
forms part of.
contributing conditions, he sums up in the lines
The force of this conclusion, and thence the " And all the earth is gay," &c.
reasonableness of my suggestion of a possible error
The insurmountable bar which the context thus
in the text, will be all the more apparent when we opposes to a sleep-and-dreams explanation of the
look at the assumptions relied on for giving colour disputed line is borne strong if unconscious testito the far-fetched notion that the line in question mony to by another correspondent, who essays to
may be regarded as an echo of something outside explain away even Wordsworth's distinct statethe stanza, a sort of exclamatory interjection ment. It is not correct, he tells us, to say that
isolated from its context and finding its connexion nature is represented in that stanza as giving herelsewhere. For those assumptions are not ground
"It is rather the poet that is
self up to jollity.
less merely
they involve misconceptions of the represented as awaking" to the jollity which he
current of thought in the ode and also of its them
The distinction i&
forthwith describes, as we see
in several respects.
The "thought of grief" in even finer than that of Hudibrastic fame between
stanza iii. is not the thought expressed in the firs
the south and south-west side of a hair, and I weltwo stanzas ; nor is the " timely utterance " those come this yet further proof of the shifts we are put
"
"
two stanzas or any other stanzas of the ode.
The to if we attempt to give " the fields of sleep any
"
light of common day in stanza v. is not the fulle
intelligible connexion with the context.
"
"
As for the kind of" bathos " felt in passing from
light into which you now emerge from the stage
of dreamlike things, but the comparative dimnes
the cloudland of ideas conjured up by a phrase
and dulness of ordinary life in which the brigh which baffles explanation to the level of intelchild- visions are finally extinguished.
it.
If, howglance a
ligible expression, I quite understand
:

!

A

7*s.

vm.
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"

ver, it be meant that the transition from
sleep''
"
r "steep" to
sheep," or even the introduction
f

the

word " sheep

"

at

all,

involves a bathos, the

beyond my humble suggestion
touches Wordsworth himself and other poets,
in the vision in The Brothers,' where the
i.
g.,
shepherd-boy who had gone off to sea
>rotest reaches far

'

Below him,

bosom of the deep,
saw the forms of sheep that grazed, &c.

in the

Saw mountains

"The forms of sleep that gazed" might have
sounded finer, and as for the meaning
But, at
any rate, Wordsworth wrote as we see. Or turn
to where, in Keats's
the sea-coast heard

'

Endymion,' the voyager along

The shepherd's pipe come

clear from aerie steep
Mingled with ceaseless bleatings of his sheep,
just as the bleatings would have come to Wordsworth's ear mingled with the sound of the cataracts
from that other "steep."
THOMAS J. EWING.
Warwick.

PARISH REGISTERS OF ST. GEORGE THE MARTYR,
th
S. vii. 387; viii. 37).
The REV.
(7
ED. MARSHALL'S reply does not meet my difficulty,
inasmuch as Archbishop Laud's Articles of
cannot well apply to his " order " given about the
close of 1633.
The new form of entry to which I
referred came into use at Lady Day, 1634, and
was continued in this particular parish until
Michaelmas, 1637, after which the old form is
A slight error crept into my query, and
resumed.

The quotation I gave
does not appear in the register, but it appears in
the bishop's transcript.
The form of entry of baptisms changes in both register and transcript at the
this I should like to correct.

date.

Nightingale, first baronet of Newport Pond, co. Essex.
He assumed the name of Nightingale on becoming
heir to his kinsman Sir Robert Nightingale, fifth
The Funeral Book, quoting his coffin-plate,
baronet.
says that he was baptized 19 Dec.. 1695, and died
16 July, 1752. as in the text, but the latter date is given
on his monument as 20 July. The inscription contains
other errors, due probably to the fact that the monument
was not erected until many years after, in obedience to
the will of his son, when accuracy was not obtained, even
if sought.
He died at Enfield. His will, dated 25 Oct.,
1731, shortly after the death of his wife, was proved
3 Aug., 1752, by his eldest son, Washington GascoigneNightingale, Esq. His wife, Lady Elizabeth Shirley, the
eldest daughter and co-heir of Washington, second Earl
and died
Ferrers, was born 1704, married 24 June, 1725,
17 August, 1731, not 1734, as given on her monument, by
Roubiliac, which is considered the gem of the Abbey."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

The monument in Westminster Abbey to which
MR. PICKFORD refers was not erected until 1758,
"
and " was really a monument to Mr. Nightingale
'Westminster Abbey,' 1868,

(Stanley's

p.

342).

Lady Elizabeth Nightingale died in 1731. Her
husband, who is described in Collins as of Enfield,.
Middlesex, and Mamhead, co. Devon, and was one
1635 of the members for Stafford from 1727 to 1734,

CANTERBURY

same
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J.

M. COWPER.

G. F. R. B.

died on July 15, 1752.

CASA DE PILATOS

th

(7

S.

vii.

107, 237, 433,

who

Allow me to refer your correspondents
475).
'
are interested on this point to Smith's Dictionary
"
of the Bible,' *. v.
Pilate," and the next article,
" Acta
the difPilati," in the same book, where
ferent traditions concerning the scene of his death
Sir Walter Scott makes a powerful
lays the scene at the Lake of Lucerne
of Geierstein' (chap. i.).

are discussed.

use of
*

in

it,

and

Anne

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Canterbury.

Newbourne

Rectory, Woodbridge.
KNEES TURNED BACKWARDS (7 th S. vii. 486
viii. 35).
MR. WARREN is perfectly right as to the
It may be of interest to mention that Archbishop
anatomy of birds. I know of no bird in which the Trench, in his charming little book The Study of
;

*

knee-joint is formed in the abnormal manner suggested; but in birds, as in nearly all long-legged
mammalia (e. g., the horse), the thigh is short and
the knee-joint close to the
abdomen, while the
bones of the tarsus are prolonged so as to form a

second joint (directed backwards) about
half-way
between the foot and the knee-joint.
J. FOSTER PALMER, M.R.C.S.
Chelsea, S.W.

in
Words,' has fully explained the error contained
" The
the name Mont de Pilate. See chap, ii., on
Poetry in Words."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.
tb

REPRESENTATIONS OF TEARS ON TOMBSTONES (7
Your correspondent
S. vii. 366, 477; viii. 16).
ALPHA states that he remembers reading in a newswhose name and date he has forgotten, that
la Chaise cemetery there is a monument
in the form of a tear.
Having an opportunity
recently to visit that same cemetery, I inquired
of the head guide after the monument in the
The answer was that such a
form of a tear.
paper,

JOSEPH GASCOIGNE-NIGHTINGALE

487)."

1752, July 25.

th

(7

S.

vii.

Joseph Gascoign-Night-

ingale, Esq.; died the 16th: in the vault in the
North aisle of the Tombs." To which Col.
Chester,
'
in his Registers of Westminster
adds the

Abbey,'

following note:
"Son of Rev. Joseph Gascoigne, vicar of
Enfield,
Middlesex, by Anne, daughter and heir of Francis
Theobald, of Barking, co. Suffolk, by Anne, daughter
of Robert Nightingale, eldest son of Sir Thomas

Pere

in

nor has ever existed, in
our guide added
Do you see, sir, newspapers may say what they please.
They are not in the secret of what is going on here, and
f they were they would have lots of things, not exactly

monument does not
Pere la Chaise.
1

exist,

And

:
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of the funny kind, to relate about our great city of the
dead. For instance, which of them has ever talked of an
event which took place here so late as last week 1 A
young man, twenty-five years of age, had been married
twenty-six days when he died. He was interred here,
and when the body was committed to the ground his
wife, a girl of eighteen, dropped down stark dead on the
spot."

The story told by Thackeray about the vmve
inconsolable with the lamp may be true.
It is a
"
good tale, and will bear repeating, decies repetita
placebit." But what of Zoe's unfortunate husband ?
Shall we pity him for not being any longer allowed

[7*

s.

vm.

AUG.
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SIR FRANCIS LEIGH, K.B. (7 th S. viii. 7). -He
was of Newnham Regis, in Warwickshire, being
the son of Sir William Leigh, Knt. (third son of
Sir Thomas Leigh, Lord Mayor of London, and
brother of Sir Thomas Leigh, first baronet of
Stoneleigh), by Frances, daughter of Sir James
Harington, of Exton. His wife was Mary, daughter
He was one of the
of Lord Chancellor Ellesmere.

K.B.s made at the coronation of James I. on
He represented Oxford in the
July 25, 1603.
Parliaments of 1601 and 1604-11, Leicester in
I do not
1614, and Warwickshire in 1621-22.
to grow his melons on the tomb of his better half? know the date of his decease, but his only son,
Not I, for he was a downright fool. He ought to Francis, was raised to the peerage as Baron Danahave sent the officials of the cemetery about their more in 1628, and Earl of Chichester in 1644.
own business, and he might have continued
W. D. PINK.
for many years to grow his vegeon the grave of his dear Zoe.
In
England "a man may call his house an island if
he likes, there 's no Act of Parliament against
that "; so in France a man may grow whatever he
pleases on the plot of ground he has bought and
paid for, be this plot of ground in Pere la Chaise or
anywhere else. There is no law, statute, or regulation whatever against that.
So late as last month
I saw potatoes actually growing on the tomb of
Parmentier in Pere la Chaise, and I was told by
the chief guide that it has always been the custom
to grow them there.
I do not know whether anybody eats them, but they do grow on the tomb of

Leigh, Lancashire.

peacably

tables

DNARGEL.

the importer of the vegetable.
Paris.

GAME OF THE GOOSE (7 th S.
Perhaps Byron on this game
ing

408 ; viii. 11).
be worth quot-

vii.

may

ENGLISH AND ITALIAN PRONUNCIATION

(7

th

S.

There is no hint of a resemblance between English and Italian pronunciation to be found
vii.

487).

Thomas Uvedale's translation of John Veneroni's
Method of Learning Italian,' which was published

in
*

In his "Epistle
early in the eighteenth century.
"
Dedicatory the translator says of the Italian language,
''that by its inexpressible Delicacy and Softness it
seems to have been design'd purely for Musick, Love,
and Poetry; a Language fram'd on Purpose to charm
and bewitch the Heart; and, in short, a Language,
which for Sweetness and Harmony is as much superior
as that is to the Dutch, or Welsh.
to the French
There is certainly Inchantment in the very Sound of it,
and therefore I don't wonder that a Passionate Admirer
of it heretofore was of Opinion, that the Serpent made
use of it in Paradise, to Ruin and Seduce our Mother
Eve." P. vi.

:

A young unmarried man, with

a good name
fortune, has an awkward part to play ;
For good society is but a game,
" The
royal game of Goose," as I may say,
Where everybody has some separate aim,
An end to answer, or a plan to lay
The single ladies wishing to be double,
The married ones to save the virgins trouble.
'Don Juan,' canto xii. stanza Iviii.

And

K. E. N.

WILLIAM SALMON, M.D.
"
His

will, as

th

(7

S. vi. 308, 491).

of the parish of Blackffriers,

Lon-

don, Physician and Surgeoo," dated Nov. 30,
1711, was proved April 22, 1713 (P.C.C. 91,
In it he says
Leeds).
" And whereas
my wife Ann Salmon to my very unspeakable grief has for more than Eight years last past
:

conducted herself towards me in a far different manner
than what in respect to my justice and uprightness
friendly conversation and kind dealing both to her self
and her Relations (upon whom I solemnly declare I have
expended more than double the fortune I ever had with
her) might have [been] reasonably expected I do hereby
nevertheless give and bequeath unto her my said Wife
fifty

pounds."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Peter Heylyn, in his
says

'

'

Cosmographie

(1657),

:

" The
present language of Italy is a decompound, made
especially of Latin and the old Italian : some notions
of the Lombard being mixt with it in the North, and
West, some of the Gothish, in the middest, about Rome
itself; and not a little of the Greek, in the East of
Naples." P. 36.
J. F. MANSEP.GH.

up

Liverpool.

PADUS (7 th S. vii. 488). Writing of the
" Cerasus racemosa
putida Padus Theophrasti
dicta, the strange long cluster cherry," Parkinson
('Thea. Bot.,' 1640) says that
" it is taken
by Dalechampius to be the Padus of TheoThe Burgonians about the river of Seine,
phrastus
doe call it Pudis (from whence it is likely Dalechampius
tooke the name, to come neere to Padua) and take it for
and because the wood smelleth
akinde of wilde Cherry
Pp. 1516, 1520.
strong, the Savoyans call it Pwtor."
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

As a term in botany, Padus is taken from the
Greek, as Theophrastus mentions a tree called
TraSo?, which, like the yew, greatly delights in a

7 th S.V III. AUG.
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"
ihady situation. Liddell and Scott have TraSos,
v
tree or shrub, perhaps Lat. prunus padus, v.
word they say, " some think
irfjSos" under which
that Tr^Sos was a wood, because the Gauls called
This last form is in
the fir tree pados or pades."
"
Ducange " Pades, Arbor Picea, Gallis, ut auctor
who says in his account of the river
est Plinius
" Metrodorus tarn en
Padus,
Scepsius dicit quoniam
circa fontem arbor multa sit picea, quales Gallice
"
N. H.,'
vocentur Padi, hoc nomen accepisse
('
W. E. BUCKLEY.
iii., xx., ed. Harduin.
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the completion, but apparently the merchants of

London did it without his help. It is said that
when the chapel on the bridge was taken down in
1832 they came upon the monument of Peter of
Colechurch. If the body was removed in 1737,
that accounts for no remains being found when
the bridge and chapel were removed.

CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
St. Saviour's,

Southwark.

When the mews at the bottom of Ennismore
Gardens were being built, in 1871, my husband's
who lived in a house
Probably from the Greek TraSos, the name of uncle, Sir James Scarlett,
some tree, whether the prunus padus or not. close by, told me that the pillars which now supEven though the Greek and Latin words may port the entrance formerly were part of old London
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
denote different trees, yet the Latin may come Bridge.
from the Greek word, as fagus, a beech, from
th
CELTIC CHURCH (7 S. vii. 429, 476). I cannot
There is a note on the
<??yos, a kind of oak.
connexion between the words TraSos, TnJSos, padus think that the fact of Easter having been observed
the Celtic Church in Britain at a different time
(the bird-cherry tree) and padus (the pitch pine) by
from that at Kome, or that the form of the tonsure
in Liddell and Scott, sub voce "TT^SOS."
was different, affords proof (as MR. H. J. MOULE
JULIUS STEGGALL.
I wish to augment this query.
Is there any
connexion between the pitch trees, called Padi,

and the amber-bearing
on the Baltic

district

Eridanus or Po,

i. e.,

pine, seeing that the
is

amber

confused with the river

Padus

or

Padanus

?

A. HALL.

MISTARCHY (V S. vii. 188, 296, 414). I am
glad to see that this monstrosity is knocked on
the head by G. F. S. E., and I would humbly
crave leave to add my voice to that of MR.
th

JULIAN MARSHALL

in

denouncing polygarchy as
equally monstrous. Surely polyarchy (TroAvap^ta)
is on all fours with
polyandry (TroXvavSpia).
E.
7,

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

LATIN LINES

(7

th

S.

vii.

WALFORD, M.A.

348, 470).

Another

English version of the Latin lines of Thomas War'
ton's Somne Veni ' runs more
trippingly, I think,

though some will object to the "I vouch" and
say," but they do not offend me :
O Sleep, an image true of death thou art, I vouch,
And yet I pray thee to lie with me on my couch.
Come hither to me Sleep, and do not haste away,
For life, thus sunk in thee, is pleasant death I say.
0. A.

"

I

WARD.

OLD LONDON BRIDGE (7 th S. vii. 483; viii. 35).
On referring to my book Southwark and its Story
I find that MR. MERRY is right as to Peter of Cole-

'

church dying in 1205, but the bridge was not comfour years afterwards, in 1209.
"The
"was carried on by three
worthy Merchants of London, Searle Mercer, Wil-

pleted

He soon obtained his pious request, and the Britons preserved the faith they received in peace and tranquillity
until the time of the Emperor Diocletian."

The 'Anglo-Saxon Chronicle' notes the same
event under date A.D. 167.
It was during the Diocletian persecution (about
A.D. 305) that St. Alban and many British martyrs
suffered ; but the Church must have continued
robust in spite of persecution, and it must also
have kept up its communion with the rest of the
Catholic Church, since we hear of British bishops
at the Council of Aries, A.D. 314 ; at the Council
of Sardica, 347; and at the Council of Arirninium,
in Italy, 359.

Fifty years after this last-named council the
his protection from
Britain, which, left to itself, became a prey to inIn time Christianity was exterminated on
vaders.
our island within the bounds of the Saxon heptarchy, and by the year 596, when Pope Gregory
was able to send Augustine to England, it was
chiefly among the mountains of Wales that the
remnant of the old British Church was to be found.
For nearly two hundred years the terrible wars of
the times had caused the Celtic Church to be isoI would suglated from the rest of Christendom.
gest that this isolation accounts for the differences
found by Augustine as to the observance of Easter
and the tonsure. That this was the case may be
gathered from what Bede tells us of the way the

Roman emperor withdrew

Walthamstow.

'

considers it does) of the non-Roman origin of the
ancient British Church.
In Bede's 'Ecclesiastical History' (chap, iv.,
Bonn's edition), it is stated that in the middle of
the second century
"
Lucius, a British King, sent a letter to Pope Eleutherius, entreating that he might be made a Christian.

till

work," says Stowe,

liam Almaine, and Benedict Botewrite."
But
Peter was not buried in the chapel till 1225.
King
John wrote a letter recommending one "
Isembert,
Maister of the Schools at Xaintes," to
superintend

matter of Easter was finally settled for England.
was at a synod held at Whitby A.D. 664, in the

It
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[?*

s.

vm. A

s.

time of Oswy, King of the Northumbrians, who, book will be found a splendid monument of original
H. LITTLEHALES.
says Bede, "came thither." Bede gives the speeches research and learning.
Clovelly, Bexley Heath.
made on both sides very fully. Bishop Colman
"
spoke first on the Celtic side, and then the Priest
In Stubbs's edition of Mosheim's * Ecclesiastical
Wilfred" on the Roman side. Wilfred tells the
History,' vol. i. p. 438, note 4, is the following
assembly that the Roman way of keeping Easter quotation and editorial comment
" There are
was decided on by St. Peter " when he preached
many traces of a connexion having existed
at Rome," and that the same way is practised "in between the Christians in that part of the world
Italy and in France, in Africa, Asia, Egypt, Greece, [the South of France] and those of Asia Minor. It has
and all the world, except in these two remote been supposed that Polycarp sent missionaries into Gaul
:

He afterwards urges the necessity of
the most blessed prince of the apostles,
to whom our Lord said, ' Thou art Peter, and upon
this rock I will build my church, and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it, and I will give unto
thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven.'" When
Wilfred had spoken, King Oswy asked the speakers
on both sides if they were agreed that these words
had been spoken to St. Peter by our Lord. They
both answered that they were so agreed. " Then,"
"I
said the king,
will, as far as I know, and am
able, obey his decrees ; lest, when I come to the
gates of the kingdom of heaven, there should be

islands."

obeying

"

(Burton's 'Hist, of the Christ. Church,' London, 1838,
[The arguments that have been used to prove
the independent Oriental origin of the British Church
from the Paschal computation and semicircular tonsure
vanish before careful criticism. The usage on both these
points differed as much from that of the Eastern as from
that of the Western churches. In the former they followed the ancient usage of Rome, and the latter practice
may have been indigenous, though it was ascribed to
Simon Magus by its opponents, and to St. John by the
"
Britons themselves. ED.]
p. 237).

M.B.Cantab.

JOSEPH ALLEN, BISHOP or ELY

th

(7

S. vii. 370).

In the* Manchester School Register,' soably edited
for the Chetham Society by my old friend the Rev.
none to open them, he being my adversary who is J. Finch
Smith, M.A., vol. ii. pp. 43-47, there is
"
proved to have the keys." After this all present," the fullest notice with which I am acquainted of
their
says Bede, "gave
assent, and, renouncing this prelate.
Joseph, son of William Allen, E^q.,
the more imperfect institution, resolved to conform of
Manchester, was baptized at St. Anne's Church,
to that which they found to be better."
Manchester, on December 6, 1770 ; entered ManVERA.
chester School on January 14, 1779
went to
The history of the Celtic Church may be found Trinity College, Cambridge, as a Fellow Commoner
in Warren's 'Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic in 1788, and on his father's reverse of fortune became a Commoner, read hard, and was placed
Church,' where R. T. H. will find on p. 46
seventh among the Wranglers in 1792. Having
" It is
hardly possible to pass over in silence the theory
of the Eastern origin of the Celtic Church which was once been elected Fellow of Trinity, and engaged in
much in vogue, but which is now generally abandoned as the tuition of the college, he became private tutor
;

:

untenable."

As

to the differences

Celtic,

"

1.

" 2.

Mr. Warren gives them

The

Roman and

as follows

:

calculation of Easter.

Baptism, (a) Single immersion ; (6) the omission
of unction ; (c) the ceremonial washing of the feet.
"

3.

The tonsure.
The ordinal,

(a) The consecration of bishops by a
(b) the lections of Scripture;
(c) the
of
the
hands
anointing
; (d) the prayer at the giving of
the stole ; (e) rite of delivering the book of the Gospels
to deacons at ordination; (/) rite of investing priests
with a stole at ordination.
"5. Peculiar mode of consecrating churches and
monasteries, (a) Celtic churches as a rule
were not
named ofter departed saints, but after their living
founders ; (6) the consecration of a church or monastery
was preceded by a long fast
"6. The Liturgy and Ritua of the Mass."
'4.

Lord Althorpe, and was presented by Earl
Spencer, his pupil's father, in 1808, to the vicarage
of Battersea, having been made a Prebendary of
Westminster two years previously. In 1829 the Dean
and Chapter presented him to the vicarage of St.
Bride's, Fleet Street, from which he was promoted,
in 1834, to the see of Bristol, and translated in
1836 to the bishopric of Ely, which he held till his
death in 1845. He printed a few sermons and
"
The Dangers to which the Church of
charges
to

between the

single bishop;

.

The author also speaks, amongst other things, of
the benediction, pax, prayer for the dead, eastward position .vestments, colours, incense, wafer
bread, mixed chalice, reservation, eulogise, and
sign of the cross, all of which are proved to have
been in use in the Celtic Church, though perhaps
some of us regard several as novelties. Though we
may not all agree with the author's conclusions, the

:

England is Exposed, both from Without and
Within: a Sermon, 1822, 4to."; "A Charge,
1835, 4to."; "A Sermon at the Anniversary of
the

British

Ordination

District

Sermon,

Societies, 1835, 4to.";

"An

"A

Charge,
1837, 4to." On
Ely he had
some dispute with the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
4to.";
his appointment to

1836,

which resulted in an augmentation of the income
The correspondence was printed as a

of the see.

pamphlet, and when the bishop appeared in the
House of Lords Lord Lyndhurst remarked to him,
"
Well, Bishop of Ely, you are the first man I ever
knew to get 1,500Z. a year by writing a pamphlet."
He was buried in the cathedral, and in the south
aisle of the choir there is a statue of the bishop

7">S. VIII. AUG.
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I am anxious to obtain information concerning
with a Latin inscription, the date
death, being according to the Roman system of the family in the seventeenth century ; and if any
reckoning, seems to have misled the sender of the of your readers can favour me with any notes on
query, who gives it as April 13, whereas the "xiii the subject I shall be greatly indebted to their
The fol- courtesy. Information might be given by any one
Cal. April" is March 20 of our calendar.
lowing anecdote may be deemed worthy of pre- possessing any records of the Sancroft and Guybon
When Dr. Allen was families. Archbishop Bancroft's nephew, William.
servation in 'N. & Q.'
made Bishop of Bristol in 1834, the patronage of Sancroft Damant, acted for many years as his
vacated
the living he
devolved, as is usual, to the private secretary, and handed down to his family
Crown, and the Whigs being then in power, St. many interesting relics of the archbishop. Among
Bride's was conferred on Dr. William Carwithen,
them is an account-book kept at Lambeth Palace,
then a leading Whig in the city of Exeter, with wherein many entries as to moneys lost and won
whom Lord Ebrington, one of the members for the at play show that the taste for gaming penetrated
county of Devon, used to stay when in Exeter, even to the home of the Primate.
and to whose influence the doctor was, no doubt,
I may perhaps be permitted to remark on the
Soon afterwards curious fact that within a few weeks two of your
indebted for his promotion.
meeting Dr. Philpotts, then Bishop of Exeter, correspondents should ask for information in your
his lordship, after the usual words
of con- columns on the same passage in Gwillim.
With
" And I should recommend
gratulation, added,
you, reference to the inquiry as to the introduction of
Dr. Carwithen, to lose as little time as possible in the turnip, I may mention a quotation from an
The advice was not old ballad which I am anxious to find. It runs
embracing your bride."
And one avers his house still bears
heeded, the Whigs were defeated on some question and turned out, Sir Robert Peel came in, and
A turnip for its crest.
the ecclesiastical bride was united to some more
MR. HIPWELL gives the lion as the crest of the
fortunate suitor.
Peel's ministry, however, lasted Norfolk Damants.
They are unacquainted with
only for a few months, and on the Whigs' return the fact that a dexter hand is borne as crest by
to office Dr. Carwithen was soon presented to Stoke
Y. T.
any of the family.
Climsland, a valuable living in the gift of the
somewhat
WISHING BONE (7 th S. vii. 509).
Duchy of Cornwall, which he held till his death.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
similar question was asked in I 8 ' S. vi. 54, to
AJAX CAPTURED BY THE FRENCH (7 th S. viii. which there was no reply. Nor am I aware that
another reference to the wishing bone
LAC being doubtful as to the date of this there was
28).
until 5 th S. xi. 86, when the question was the
capture, ib may be worth while to inform him that,
'
This was followed
subject of a note by ZERO.
according to
Chronological Annals of the W?r
by a rather long communication from MR. E.
(1763), in March, 1761,
SOLLY at p. 173, MR, SOLLY refers memoriter to
" the
Ajax East Indiaman, homeward bound, of 750 tons, the
The exact reference is to No. 7 :
Spectator.
26 guns, and 100 men, with a valuable cargo on board, "
And have seen a man in love grow pale and lose
worth 200,000 pounds sterling, was taken by the Prothee
of 64 guns, Captain Gornei commander." P. 187.
his appetite upon the plucking of a merrythought."

on which of his

:

A

'

J. F.

ED. MARSHALL.

MANSERGH.

"A MORT " = MucH (7 th

Liverpool.

HERALDIC (7 S. vii. 268, 317, 472). These
arms, quartered with those of Eyre, Sancroft, Guybon, and Castell, are to be found on the old tombs
of the Damant family in
-Lammas, in Norfolk.

must say that, in spite of all that has been said
in favour of Forby's derivation from the Ice), mart

th

m.

P P
y m ^
S^JSESk
K
1
El!! ft!^6!?^ century by the marriage

i

6 fir

{

,

!u

of

with

his day, for seven

name has not altered,
ciation has varied
greatly.
ditions is that the
of the

ue

v

SpeUmg

5
the pronun-

turnip was introduced into
England by the Damants. Another is that the
cause of their leaving Flanders was the
religious
The well-known tombs in
presecution of Alva.
and
Antwerp
Ghent, from the thirteenth centurv
and the records preserved there, give the same
snolKnr* of
rt f rW
AT e ii i_
the
name as *u
the Norfolk branch retains
spelling
i

-

nt<

S. vi. 128, 153, 176).

|

(neut. of margr, many), I much prefer Bailey's
derivation from the French amort, which he should,
however, have written a mort. For in the patois
of Normandy a mort (lit. to death) is still used in
the meanin
of
e n grande abondance
(Moisy),
"
a 1'exces (Dubois), and may be com"
with our to death, as in
I am worried to
"
death,"* and with mortal = very, exceeding, ex"
*
Glossary,' and
cessive, abounding
(Brockett's
see W. C. B.'s note, 7 th S. vi. 176).
Compare

/

A la mort (to the death) seems to have been used in
other parts of France=a mort in Normandy, in the mean"
"
to exceS8
ing of
"very abundantly." See Moisy'a
from
8 econd <l uo t ati<m
om er n de Pa is ? v
t
<?
? of, v,
\
^ocame
in
south-west
the
Agcn,
g
France), in which a vine is
a
charee
la
mort
"oaded
to
death,
8p0 ken of as
8p
chargee
with a superabundant quantity of grapes.
-

'
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especially Dubois's example,

"

il

y

avait

du monde

& mort," which exactly corresponds to the East
"
th
Anglian a mort of folk," quoted in 7 S. vi. 153,
And compare also Moisy's first example,
176.
"
u Note
peirier bara s'te annaie d6 peires h mort

=our pear tree will give (yield) this year pears in
great abundance, or a mort of pears.
When this expression was transferred into English it would seem that the preposition a came to
be regarded as the article, and so a mort obtained
Its place in the
the meaning of a great quantity.
In French, the expression,
sentence, too, changed.
being used adverbially, comes last or late; in English it is regarded as a simple substantive, and so
comes early.
it is this change of position, I

And

think, which has made modern English etymologists fail to recognize the connexion between a
mort and the French a mort,
F. CHANCE.

Sydenham

Hill.

CHARLES I.'s GLOVES (7 th S. vii. 368, 431, 517).
The supposition " perhaps we may hear of more "
is not likely to fail.
At a meeting of the North
Oxon. Archaeological Society, in 1854, Canon Payne,
Vicar of Swalcliffe, read an unpublished
written in

king's execution
by one of the family of the Scotts of Eacrick, in the
East Riding, to a relative of the same name, who, as

Lord Mayor of York, had entertained the king on
with

Together

WILLIAM RENDLE.

ton.

"

John Cholmley, of S Olave's, South wark, co.
Surrey, brewer, and Alice, d. of John Standbrooke,
citizen and barber-chirurgeon of S' Margaret's,
Westminster, 20 July, 1687" ('Mar. Lie. Vic.
A new writ was ordered for Southwark
Gen.').
December 8, 1711. Administration of his goods,
&c. was granted to Alice, the widow and relict,
December 7, 1711 (P.C.C.).
DANIEL HIPWELL.
Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

34,

BENEDICT
asks

how

(7

this

th

S. viii. 47).

name

is

this notice

the

:

" The
gloves were given by King Charles to the abovementioned Lord Mayor of York in memorial of the hoswith
which Mr. Scott had received him ; they
pitality
descended as heirlooms from him to Zachary Scott from
;

him

to the grandfather of the Mistress Mary Scott, of
the Close, Winchester, who is now their owner, and who
has kindly lent them to me for your inspection to-day.
With one exception, when they were sent to the late Sir
Walter Scott, they have never been out of her custody,
until I brought them away for our present purpose.
" The
gloves, if you will take the trouble of examining
them at the conclusion of this paper, you will find
beautifully embroidered about the wrists, after the
fashion of their day, in gold tissue and silk upon white
satin.
There does not appear to be anything heraldic or
emblematic in the pattern of the embroidery. It is
simply composed of wreaths of leaves and flowers. Nor
is there anything remarkable in the shape of the gloves,
except the well-known characteristic of the royal hand ,
the great length of its fingers."
Transactions, 1833-5 ,

pp. 38-9.

ED. MARSHALL.

JOHN CHOLMLEY, M.P. FOR SOUTHWARK

th
S.
(7
I cannot speak of his descent, but the
509).
following particulars, if new to MR. PINK, will

vii.

'

him.
Reasons for choosing Cox and
Cholmley Parliament Men for the Borough of
S thw k,' a broadsheet, c. 1704: "3rd reason,
because Mr. Ch mly's father broke and paid but

5

shill in

the pound," &c.

"4th

reason, because

Our

MR. G. PLEHDEN

derived and applied.

in referring to Shakespere

this letter

interest

vm. AUG. 3,

Mr. Ch mly has so Distinguishing a Faculty,
that after 8 years being a Parliament Man he could
after an Hours Discourse be Convinced that there
might be a Bill in Parliament before it had pass'd
the Royal Assent."
The broadsheet looks like an
election scandal or mere abuse.
Another broadsheet I have, dated December 25, 1701 ; the inhabitants assembled at the Bridge House Hall
tender deliberate advice to their members Cox and
It ends thus:
"Above all gentlemen
Cholmley.
we conjure you to be most tender of the Person
of his Majesty, to endeavour that no Indignity
may be offered to a Prince born for the good of
Cholmley was a brewer, of MaudEurope," &c.
lin's Lane and of Griffin's Wharf, and there had
been notable Cholmleys of Wai worth and Newing-

were exhibited the gloves formerly
belonging to the king, of which Canon Payne gave

^

s.

,

letter,

London on the day of the

his visit to that city in August, 1641.

[7*

But

must only be of Benedick
to the founder of the
There is a play
great order which bears his name.
upon the opponent of marriage afterwards becoming a married man. And the term Benedict
is, or should be, so appropriate that it insensibly
However, the Editor of
passes into a proverb.
'
N. & Q.,' in replying by a note to a similar query,
Why a person recently married is called a Benedict, whereas St. Benedict was never married,
"
We are disposed to look further back
observes,
talk

name Benedict belongs

[than Shakespere] for the original use of the word
"
Benedict to signify a married man (3 rd S. viii.

ED. MARSHALL.

210).

For a discussion on the derivation of this word
see N. & Q.,' 3rd S. viii. 210, 276, 317, 342, 399.
*

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

So far
ST. PAUL'S DEANERY (7 th S. vii. 508).
as can be judged from the map of London, originally "publish't by authority" about the year
1600, which is contained in the 'New View of
London' (1708), it does not seem that the gardens
of the old deanery at that date extended to any
Indeed, nearly
great distance towards the river.
all the land south of Carter Lane is represented as
being covered with buildings. In the 'Plan of

Baynard's Castle

Ward and

Farringdon

Ward

VIII. AUG.

7th s.
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and was published
Within,' which is dated 1755,
'
in Maitland's History and Survey/ almost all the
west and north of the deanery,
garden is to the
and it is surrounded, except one small portion
abutting on St. Paul's Churchyard, by buildings
in Ludgate Street, St. Paul's Churchyard, Dean's
and Creed Lane. One
Court, Great Carter Lane,
to the north is almost cut off
part of the garden
from the rest by a building which projects into it.
J. F. MANSERGH.
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Harold (2.) himself and trumpeter." The Guards'
bands used to have black men who played the
cymbals, but they were only introduced at the end
of the last century, and the last was discharged
from the Scots Fusilier Guards in 1841.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

BERKS AND OXFORDSHIRE

(7

th

S.viii. 7).

T. P.

Anderson's 'Book of British Topography' gives,
among others, for Berkshire Elias Ashmole's 'An:

Liverpool.

In SpelS. vii. 428).
(7
Villan Anglicanum,' London, 1656, "Bent-

BENTHAM VICARAGE
man's

'

th

CPL.

ham, Gloc., Dunstone hund."

WHORWOOD FAMILY AND CROMWELLIAN RELIC
I have a photograph of this relic,
505).
late Rev.
given me by its former possessor, the
T. H. Whorwood, D.D., Vicar of Willoughby,
Warwickshire, together with a copy of the in-

(7

th S. vii.

scription,

which

is as

follows

:

Henricus Ireton, Ursulas
"Anno
Dominse Whorwood ob hospitium muneri misit hunc
scyphum, ab illo magno Olivario Cromwell, socero suo
sibi datum."
F. D. H.

MDCXLVI

Sacro

And

William Berry's 'County Genealogies.'

for

'

Oxfordshire Pedigrees/ edited by
Sir T. Phillipps ; Harleian Society's Visitations of
the county, 1866, &c., edited and annotated by
W.
Turner, vol. v. of the Society's publications.
Oxfordshire

:

H

M.B.Cantab.

MRS. B.

If

SCARLETT were

F.

to insert the

of the family with the locality, there
more chance of offering suggestions which

name

might
might
ED. MARSHALL.

be
be useful.

TRANSLATION WANTED (7 th S. viii. 47). The
RECTOR of Upton- on-Severn asks for a terse, archaic,
and alliterative translation of the lines
Non vox, Bed votum ; non musia chordula, sed cor ;
Non clamans, sed amans, psallit in aure Dei.
The two following are not more than paraphrase ;
and the first of them, indeed, is a mere adaptation.
But at any rate they are only two lines apiece
:

THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY'S DISPENSATION (7

th

The inference drawn by
S. viii. 27).
so far as that this dispensation runs,

DE S. is correct

as the Pope's formerly ran, throughout the realm ;
but the right of the Archbishop of York and other
bishops to dispense in cases accustomed is reserved
by the enabling Act, which is that 'Concerning
Peter- pence and Dispensations,' 25 Henry VIII.,
'
See Gibson's Codex/ i. 107.
cap. 21.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

:

1.

not art, but heart
;
Devotion's part.

Not sound, but sober sense

And

love,

not learning,

is

;

2.

Only the sense in tbe sound and the heart in the art of
the music,

'THE FIREMAN' (7 th S. viii. 8). I think it possible that the poem to which RECITER alludes may
be found in Chambers' s Journal for October
1887.

Though

"The

city lies in

it

bears the

name

of the

1,

first line,

hushed repose," it might well be
called The Fireman/ as it describes the outbreak
of fire in the dead of night and the heroism of a
fireman in saving a mother and child. It appears
with the author's name, and might be considered
'

very suitable
If

T. F.

for recitation.

RECITER means 'The Fireman's Wedding'

Only the love in our

lays,

reaches the ear of the Lord.

A.

How

does

RECTOR

of the verse given

by

J.

M.

like the following rendering
him in ' N.
Q.' ?

&

Let vow with voice accord,
Sound heart with sounding string,
True zeal with sacred word,
Then in God's ear 'twill ring.

LEIRION.
too late.]
[Si. SWITHIN'S version arrived

ALICE FERRERS

th

S. vii.

449;

viii.

148, 215,
(7
What are you looking at, guv'nor ? "), the author
I must ask leave to differ from your corre30).
is W. A. Eaton, by whose permission A. H, Miles
modern origin
spondent JEO VOILE DROICT as to the
inserts it in the Al Reciter,' p. 10.
between Maids of Honour and
("

'

ED. MARSHALL.

BLACK MEN AS HERALDS
th

IN

THE BRITISH ISLES

S. vii. 448, 517; viii. 32).
I can add, in sup(7
port of C. H.'s statement about the herald and his
trumpeter, an extract from the State Papers of
1513, where, in a list of salaries paid on account
of the war with France that year, occurs the
"
John Skarlett, Wyndsore
following entry
:

of the distinction
Ladies of the Bedchamber.

I find on the rolls of
the thirteenth century a very plain distinction
between two classes of ladies attendant on a queen,
one of which consisted of maidens who were termed
" Domicellse
called
Reginse," the other of matrons,
" Domicellse Cameras
Reginse." I have not found
among the former any instance of a married woman,
nor of an unmarried one among the latter, so far as
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extends. I know only of two doubtwhere the mention and the marriage are so
nearly synchronous that evidence is not forthcoming
which stood first. I also find several married women
"
styled
nuper Domicella Reginse." In the list of
"
Domicellse Reginao " (Maids of Honour, as I
take it) pensioned on the death of Queen Philippa,

my knowledge

ful cases,

the
she

name

of Alice Ferrers does not occur, while

" Domicella Camerae
is always termed
Reginse,"
as also is Philippa Chaucer, the poet's wife.
This
evidence seems to me sufficiently conclusive that
Alice Ferrers was certainly not a Maid of Honour,
as distinguished from a Lady of the Bedchamber.
Would your correspondent be so good as to give his
authority for the statement that Alice was the
daughter of Sir Richard Perers ?

HERMENTRUDB.

"PAKEHA MAORI"

th

The
Mannings of Sydney and the Manings of Hobarts
and Hokianga are not connected. Mr. Frederick
(7

S. vii. 327, 373).

Maning, a north of Ireland man, emigrated with
and settled at Hobart, Tasmania, calling
his property "Red Knights."
His eldest son,
Frederick E. Maning, eventually went to Howhere
he
obtained
kianga, N.Z.,
great influence

his family

with the Maoris, passing his

life in

New
J.

Zealand.
B.

McC.

Hobarts.

'GULLIVER'S TRAVELS' (7 S. viii. 47). This
is one from Lord
Orrery's Remarks on the
Life and Writings of Dr. Jonathan Swift,' 1751.
Other extracts from this work are given in various
editions of Swift, from the first collective one,
edited by Hawkesworth and others, 1755-1779.

a.

vm.

AUG.

3,

have crossed it where its current is
runs strongly, with its limits well
defined, viz , between the Bermuda Islands and
Savannah, Ga. By testing the temperature of the
surface-water of the sea it was easy to discover
when we entered the Gulf Stream.
point.)

I

larrow and

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

COBHAM BREWER that tides
distinct effects, arising from totally
different causes ; but I cannot allow his theory of
the origin of the tides to pass unchallenged.
Bis
I agree with DR.

and currents are

" the tidal wave
is due to the motion
theory that
of the moon in her orbit, which causes a vacuum
a
in her wake, and
corresponding condensation in
the van," &c., is utterly untenable.
If anything
in
be certain
physics, it is that the moon is reor
in
a
vacuum,
quasi-vacuum. All atmovolving
spheric influences cease at some sixty miles above
The
moon's
distance is about 240,000
the earth.

DR. BREWER adds, " to this, attraction may
somewhat contribute." Unless Isaac Newton,
La Place, Whewel), and our late Astronomer Royal

miles.
also

Airy are all grievously in error, the tides are
wholly due to the attraction of the moon and sun,
though in a problem of such exceeding complexity
these great men may have differed about its modus
J.

operandi.
th

[7-

CARRICK MOORE.

co-tidal curves will show
enclosing the Galapagos Isles, or a
space near them, and extending southward, perhaps,
That is the region
to Juan Fernandez, or near it.
I have always understood to claim the above title.
The existence of any such primary starting-place
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
for each wave is merely due to that of a meridional
Longford, Coventry.
barrier from the Arctic ice to within one or two
Were there two
I have several copies of the first edition, and thousand miles of the Antarctic.
have examined a good many, but never met with or three such barriers, and nearly from ice to ice,
one having either the plate of " The Oran-ootan " they would almost prevent all tides. Each enclosed
or the label by Lord Orrery.
Both these are most ocean would be nearly in the condition of the present Mediterranean, and have but a very slight
th
S. xi. 367, 431 ; xii.
probably insertions. See 6
in its easternmost bay, and
198, 350, for bibliographical notices of the first tide-wave, generated
its west recesses.
The actual form
edition, none of which mentions the plate or the dying against
of the American barrier, the sole one, extending far
label.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
beyond half across the south temperate zone besides
CRADLE OF THE TIDE (7 th S. vii. 408, 474 ; the whole of the tropical and north temperate,
viii. 51).
DR. BREWER may rest assured that makes the easternmost Pacific practically a new
the phrase " the cradle of the tides " has no con- starting-place, each twelve hours, for a tide. Such
"
nexion in any way with the Gulf Stream.
In a " cradle must, in any case, be within the tropical
the work from which I quoted at the second refer- zone, or that out of which neither sun nor moon are
ence the phrase occurs under the heading " Tides," vertical j for if the whole of that zone were land,
and the Gulf Stream is treated of and doubtless the polar oceans, however large, would have no
The whole idea of a huge " Antarctic
under "Currents." Will DR. BREWER tides.
properly so
"
pardon me for saying that I do not understand waste is but a delusion born of Mercator maps,
what he means by " the hot undercurrent " of that ought never to be seen but by navigators.
which he speaks ? The Gulf Stream forms no ex- The entire Antarctic circle, we must remember,
ception to the general rule, that hot water floats on like the Arctic, is but a seventh of its hemisphere,
"
the top of cold water. (Of course I am not
speak- and were it all water would hardly be an ocean,"
ing of comparative temperatures near the freezing and in any case must receive all its tide from with-

note

'

Any

that of

of the

Hour

maps with

I.,

ftb S.
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tidal
as much as the Thames. To speak of the
" due to the motion of the moon " is also
ave as
all the
might as well declare
c lite misleading.
" due to the
electrical machine
e Fects of a common
It is the earth's rotation
r lotion of the rubber."
the latter move or not)
i nder the moon (whether
creates the two daily tide- waves, and has to
t aat
absorbed by their friction, and
t
apply all the force
There is no
alone losing momentum thereby.
i j
3ss in the lunar motion (or any orbital one), though
driven further off, and the
i he moon is being slowly
E. L, G.
month lengthened.
c it

t

We

:
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great writer of tragedy and ballad. This series of
meant above all for the ordinary reader those
imong us who have neither the time nor the inclination
;o read long, and it may
perhaps be dull, biographies,
>ut who yet wish to know somewhat of the surroundof
those
whose
writings they admire. If the pubngs
ication of this 'Life of Schiller' tends to make his
writings more studied in this country, it will have
;be

"ives is

Mr. Nevinson has
amply justified its existence.
worked very hard to make his hero beloved and underdo
think
he
not
has altogether sucstood, but we
ceeded in his object. The book will be read, and in a
measure appreciated, by those who already value the

German but it is not calculated to attract those
The Song of the
who have little knowledge of him.
Bell is perhaps the best known of all Schiller's works

great

;

'

'
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Three Generations of Englishwomen, By Janet Ross.
2 vols. (Murray.)
IF Mr. Galton wants any further instances of certain
sorts of genius being hereditary, these memoirs will supfor three
ply them. They show marked literary ability
will perhaps be ingenerations at least; some people
who
one
ever
four.
it
to
extend
to
clined
Every
enjoyed
Lady Duff Gordon's 'Letters' will heartily welcome this
account of her, her mother, and her grandmother, given
Mrs. Ross has most
to the world by her daughter.
wisely let letters speak whenever she was able to do eo,
narrative
as was needed
added
so
much
and only herself
to help us to understand the events brought before us.
Perhaps the memoirs of Mrs. Austin will prove most
attractive to the general public ; but we are inclined to

wish that, if possible, more letters to and from Mrs.
John Taylor had been given. They are especially interesting, as showing the intense mental activity of a woman
who must have had scant time to devote to what it is the
fashion of these days to call "intellectual culture."

Sound common sense, the capacity to extract all that
was worth remembering from whatever she read (she
was a great reader), and a decided gift as a conversationalist, seem to have been the more salient points in
Mrs. Taylor's character. She was a good letter- writer,
too, in a day when letters were expected to be worth
reading, and not the mere disjointed remarks that they
usually are now. Mackintosh wrote thus to her: "I
know the value of your letters. They rouse my mind on
subjects which interest us in common friends, children.
I ought to be made permanently
literature, and life
better by contemplating a mind like yours." On p. 36
is given a characteristic letter from Mrs. Opie to Mrs.
Austin. She had just read Don Juan,' and evidently
was delighted with it. She speaks of its " tenderness,
pathos, and poetry." Quite true; but at the same time
'

we cannot

help being surprised that the other side of the
picture did not strike a woman of Mrs. O pie's well-known
We suspect from her letter that had she never
opinions.
heard of ' Don Juan and its author before reading it her
views would have been different. We have not space to
give further quotations from these delightful volumes
The parts of them dealing with Mrs. Austin and Lad;
Duff Gordon contain letters from nearly every eminen"
man of the age. There are several from Mr. Gladstone
never before published.
'

Great Writers.
son.

Life of Schiller.

By Henry W. Kevin-

(Scott.)

IT is often said that Schiller is little read in
England at
the present time, the taste of the general reader
being
for Goethe and the writers of his school rather than for

'
outside his native country. At one time Maria Stuart '
was considered only as a means by which a knowledge of
the German language might be introduced into the heads
of people far too young to be able to appreciate what
manner of man they were face to face with. It has been
said by a modern writer that the great interview between
the two queens was only to be compared to the quarrelWe are happy to say Mr.
ling of two fishwives.
Nevinson does not take this somewhat extraordinary
view cf the situation. We think that his account of
'
Maria Stuart is one of the best things in the book ,
though, much as we love and admire the great tragedy,
'

we can

scarcely endorse Mr. Nevinson' s statement when
says, speaking of the historical characters, that they
are not much distorted from the truth." They may be
as truthful as Schiller could make them with his knowledge and information, but they are in no sense historical,
and thoughtful Germans would be the last to claim it for

he
"

them.

Mr. Nevinson seems

to have consulted the best authoorder to gain the information which he has very
worked up into the biographical part of the
book. Like nearly all of the other writers in this series, he
does not tell us where he obtained his information ; but,
as it is fairly correct, and as one cannot expect too much
from a book of this kind, we find no fault. On the
whole this volume is up to the level of most of those that
we have seen in the " Great Writers " series, but it is
not one of the best.

rities in

skilfully

Northern Notes and Queries; or, the Scottish Antiquary*
Edited by Rev. A. W. Cornelius Hallen, M.A. (Edinburgh, Douglas.)
WE have received the parts constituting vol. iii. of our
interesting northern contemporary, together with the
initial part of the current volume, thus covering the year
June, 1888-1889. The subjects taken up are of a varied
character, principally in the fields of genealogy, heraldry,
and antiquities, such as 'Sculptured Stones at Culross,'
'
The Scots in Poland,' Dragon Legends,' &c,, together
with short notices of current literature, mainly as bearing upon those topics. Some very useful features are
'
running through, such as Scot's Transcript of the Perth
'
Registers and the so-called
Runaway Registers at
Haddington ; while the latest parts give us the commencement of what promises to be an interesting contribution to Scottish family history in the shape of a
History of the Ross Family,' or, as it might more
plainly have been set forth, of the clan Ross, or Celtic
Rosses of the Scottish earldom of Ros?. With the Rosses
of Hawkhead before his eyes, the writer of this history
would have done well to have connoted his subject by
the title of his essay. As to the question whether Ross,
or rather, no doubt, in charter language, De Ross, was or
was not the surname of the earls of the original male
line, we should differ from the writer in holding that it
'

'

'

'
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W as

just as

much and

just as

little,

that

is

as

De

Sutherland and De Mar were the surnames of the Earls
of Sutherland and Mar of the original Celtic lines. The
clan members took the name of the earldom, when Burnames came into general use, because they were members
of the earl's race, not because the earldom in each case
went with a lass. We shall look forward with pleasure
to future numbers of Northern Notes and Queries.

and North Yorkshire Antiquities. By George
Frank. (York, Sampson Brothers.)
YORKSHIRE has of late been prolific in books concerning
Mr. Frank has made use of the works
local antiquities.
Rye.da.le

[7<" s.

vm. AUG.

3,

m

'

India carries us to distant climes, where once Gautama
preached and Asoka ruled. It were well if, on reading
this article, the masters of India would awake to the
duty, which they may yet fulfil, of rescuing from ruin
the wondrous remains which tell of Asoka's faith, Asoka's
might, and Aaoka's culture. The Diary of Gouverneur
Morris tells us graphically of the beginnings of that
great revolution concerning which, in another article,
1789 and 1889,' the question is discussed as to what, if
anything, that revolution has effected for the modern
world, which "all that was best and noblest in France"
hailed at its outset, but of which, the Quarterly decides,
" France was
the victim, not the author."
'

'

'

of his predecessors and the articles that have been published in various archaeological serials, and from his collections has compiled a handbook which may be useful to
have
those who visit the places of which he treats.
not observed anything in his pages that cannot be found
wonof
those
detected
we
have
any
elsewhere, neither
derful mistakes which are so often to be come upon in
our minor topographical literature. The volume contains several engravings, which are of various degrees of
merit. There is one of an object we know well the

IN the Edinburgh Review for July three centres of
enthusiasm, each remarkable in its day and in its in*
fluence on history, find their record.
Villari's Life of
Savonarola brings before us the striking personality of
the great Dominican who for a time swept all before
the irresistible flow of his scathing denunciation of Pope
and Medici alike, and who dreamed of a purged Church

monolith near Rudstone Church which is strangely out
It is certainly a lofty stone. Mr. Frank
of proportion.
but it looks in the ensays it is twenty-five feet high,
of the chancel, which it
graving taller than the ridge
not an index.
has
The
volume
not.
is
certainly

chance

We

Is there

any Resemblance letween Shakespeare and Bacon ?

(Field

&

Tuer.)

little volume is by one who holds the
old-fashioned view that Shakspeare wrote the plays that
The ideas
It is a good little book.
name.
his
under
go
have been well thought out, but it has been in some reout
could
We
written.
point
many
spects carelessly
verbal errors, some of which cannot well be charged
the printer. We doubt not that another edition

'

and a new republic.

'The Land of Manfred'

recalls

vmd memories of Frederick. " the wonder of the world,"
and of Peter de Vinea, who held both the

keys, perto his master's ruin, perchance not.
In ' Maria
Theresa, Empress,' we are reminded of one who could
rouse Hungary as one
Moriamur pro rege nostro
Maria Theresa." Among other noticeable features, the
Duke of Coburg's Memoirs,' as reviewed in the present
number, bring us down to the days of the second French
empire and the marriage of our Princess Royal to
Frederick the Noble.

man"

'

THIS anonymous

upon

will be called for. When this comes to pass we trust
that the author will carefully re vise what he has written.
We have no manner of doubt that his estimate of Bacon's
the main just. We are glad of
personal character is in
the Bacon-Shakspeare controversy,
it, for, apart from
there is a foolish kind of sentimentality abroad which
makes many people inclined to excuse all Bacon's faults
and weaknesses because he holds a high rank as an exThis is silly, and sometimes far
presser of thought.
worse. The book is calculated to form a wholesome corrective to this pernicious nonsense. It is not large, but it
is full of facts, and should not have been issued without an index.

Bacon, Shakespeare, and the Rosicrucians. By W. F. C.
Wigston. (Red way.)
THIS is another book by a gentleman who thinks that
Bacon wrote Shakspeare's plays and poems. According
to him, Bacon-Shakspeare were
or, as we ought to write,
wag a Rosicrucian. The volume before us is devoted
to an attempted demonstration of this proposition. We
have neither time nor space to argue the matter with
Mr. Wigston. If Mr. Donnelly's "great cryptogram"
should turn out to be a real discovery, we do not see why
Mr. Wigston's should not be so too. We fully believe
that the two theories must stand or fall together.

THE

Quarterly Review for July will gladden the hearts
of some of our contributors by the space which it devotes
'
to Virgil, at a verse from whose
^Eneid,' we are told,
" the sun
goes back for us on the dial," Quaint are the
mediaeval legends about the great Mantuan, some of
which bring the article to a close, where we leave Virgil
dead in that barrel from which he hoped to emerge in
the vigour of a magically renewed youth. ' Ancient

to

Correspondent*.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
head the second communication " Duplicate."

appear.
to

PRINCE ARTHUR'S MARRIAGE WITH KATHARINE OP

ARAGON (7 S. vii. 463). Some interesting replies on
this subject are at the service of MR. FOWKE.
More than
one correspondent has, however, written to protest
'
the
discussion
of
the
in
&
N.
against
subject
Q.'
tb

A. H. ("Tipton Slasher"). This pugilist's
Bill Perry.
account of his career will no
found in ' Fistiana.'

An

A

CORRESPONDENT wishes

tracing a family
co. Waterford.

known

Prepaid

PAUL Q. KARKEEK

to

know

of

doubt be

some means of

have belonged to Lismore,

letters shall

be forwarded.

("St. Swithin

equivalents for St. Swithin

<N. &Q.'
D. VALE

to

name was

").

The

foreign

have been fully discussed in

("Pompeii").

Not previously

received.

Shall appear.
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Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and

Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and

"at

to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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THE THIRD VOLUME OF WILKES'S EEPRINT
OP THE 'NORTH BRITON.'
of

Everybody who is at all familiar with the story
John Wilkes knows that he set up a printing-

own house

and, while the prosecution
No. 45 of the North Briton
was pending, reprinted the first forty- five numbers
" in two
volumes, with notes and some comments."
To these, however, he added a third volume,
which was not published, and respecting the contents of which, I may add, I have been unable to
find any description.*
Writing from Paris to Mr.
Cotes, under date Feb., 1764, Wilkes says :
" What is to be done with the third volume of the
North Briton ? I think presents should be made to some
of our friends. Among others, pray send one to Dr. Fry,
president of St. John's College, Oxford, and one to Mr.
office in his

for the original issue of

Atterbury, of Christ Church, Oxford."

To

Almon

Correspondence of the late John
" Two
p. 60) appends a note
copies Mr. Almon had; the remainder were burnt."
this

('

Wilkes,' &c. , vol.

ii.

101

:

* " You
may likewise reprint, from the third volume
of the North, Briton, the dedication to Mortimer. If you
do I will send you two or three curious notes" (Wilkes
to Almon, dated Paris, Aug. 28, 1767). " I shall send you
two or three notes for Mortimer, which should
by
be printed from the third volume of the North Briton,
which was never published, but which you have"
(Wilkes to Almon, Paris, Oct. 15, 1767).

They are a very small 8vo., and
probably be described by most booksellers as
12mo., and the title-page of each
volume bears the words, " London printed for
J. Williams, near the Mitre Tavern, Fleet Street
1763." This is, of course, the edition for which
Williams was pilloried ; but it is also identifiable
and for which he was
as that printed by Wilkes
subsequently imprisoned and fined first by the
date 1763, and secondly by a note appended by
Almon to a paragraph in a letter from Wilkes,
Wilkes writes
dated Paris, June 5, 1764.
three.

would

:

:

" I have heard

there is a new edition of the North
Briton printed with the third volume, either at Amsterdam, Geneva, or Berlin, I forget which. It is said with

many additions."

Almon adds
" This

(

Corr.,' vol.

iii.

p.

130)

:

there never was any edition of
the third volume of the North Briton but that printed
himself
in
Wilkes
his own house."
Mr.
by
is

a mistake

;

It is clear, therefore, that this edition is the Wilkes
reprint, with the third and suppressed volume, of
which there can be only a very few copies in exist-

Almon's statement is correct, as I suppose
He would be as likely to know as any one;
and in 1805, when he published the ' Correspondence of Wilkes,' there was no apparent motive for
The contents of the
saying what was not true.
His
third volume (206 pages) are as follows:
Majesty's most Gracious Speech to both Houses of
Parliament on Tuesday, April 19, 1763 ; Articles
of Impeachment of High Treason and other High
Crimes and Misdemeanours against Robert, Earl
of Oxford, and Earl Mortimer; His Majesty's
(King George I.) most Gracious Speech to both
Houses of Parliament on Tuesday, Jan. 17, 1726 ;
A Memorial presented to His Majesty on Thursday, March 2, 1726, by Monsieur de Palm, the
Imperial Resident ; the Monitor, No. 357; the
Monitort No. 360; the Auditor, No. 31; the
Auditor, No. 19 ; the Auditor, No. 38 ; The Judgment and Decree of the University of Oxford,
passed in the Convocation July 21, 1683; The
Humble Address and Recognition of the University of Oxford presented to His Sacred Majesty
James II.; Extract from an Affidavit; A Frag-

ence

if

it is.

ment; The Dedication prefixed

to the 'Fall of

Mortimer'; Letters, &c., between Earl Talbot
and Mr. Wilkes, &c.;
Key to the North Briton,
North Briton Extraordinary, which
No. 29 ;
was printed, but never published ; the North
Warrant against Arthur BeardBriton, No. 46

A

A

;

A

more A Warrant against the Authors, Printers,
and Publishers of the North Briton, No. 45;
A Warrant of Commitment of John Wilkes,
Esq., to the Tower ; St. Jameses Chronicle, Tuesday, May 5, 1763 ; St. James's Chronicle, Satur;
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day,

May

7,

1763

;

A

Speech said to have been
the first day of the

made by John Wilkes, Esq., on

Session, Nov. 15, 1763 ; Articles of Impeachment
against Sir William Scroggs, Knt. Chief- Justice of
the Court of King's Bench ; St. James's Chronicle,
Tuesday, May 24, 1763; Standing Orders of the
Lords and Commons ;
Protest of the Lords
J. T. Y.
Nov. 29, 1763.
,

A

HOWARD KNIGHTS.
Having recently had occasion

to analyze and, to
the best of my ability, identify the various knights
of the name of Howard as tabulated in Metcalf s
1
Book of Knights,' I venture to " make a note of"
the result of my analysis and forward it to

<N. &Q.'
Sir John Howard.
Knighted by Edward IV.
created Baron
at the battle of Towton, 1461
Howard, 1470 Duke of Norfolk, 1483 but he
appears to have been a knight before 1461, and
was probably made knight banneret at Towton.
Sir Thomas, son and heir of John, Lord Howard.
Knighted January 18, 1477, at the marriage of
;

;

;

Richard, Duke of York ; created Earl of Surrey,
1483 ; second Duke of Norfolk, 1513.
Thomas, Lord Howard. Knighted in Scotland
by Thomas, Earl of Surrey, 1497; third Duke of
Norfolk, 1524.
Sir Edward Howard.
Knighted at the same
Second son of Thomas, Earl of Surrey (aftertime.
wards second Duke of Norfolk).

Edmond Howard.

Effingham

;

Howard

of

Effingharn.
of
created Earl of Nottingham in 1596.
;

Lord Thomas Howard.

second Lord

Howard

Knighted at

sea, 1588.

Afterwards first Earl of Suffolk.
Sir William Howard.
Knighted at Cadiz by
the Earl of Essex, 1596 ; of Lingfield, Surrey.
Second son of the first Lord Howard of Effingham.

Died

in 1600.

Sir Charles

Howard, of Sussex.

Charterhouse, May 11, 1603
tingham, 1624.
Sir

Edward Howard,

;

Knighted

at

second Earl of Not-

of Surrey.
Knighted at
Eldest son of Sir
11, 1603.
William of Lingfield. Died 1620.
Sir Francis Howard, of Surrey.
Knighted at
Chatham, July 4, 1604; of Great Bookham, Surrey.

Charterhouse,

May

.

10,

Died

Howard.
Knighted at Whitehall,
Son of Lord William Howard of
Na worth. Died v.p.
Sir Thomas Howard, Earl of Berkshire.
K.B.
in 1603.
First Earl of Berkshire.
Died 1669.
Sir Charles Howard.
Knighted at Newmarket,
February 16, 1610/11. Third son of Sir William
of Lingfield.
Died 1653.
Sir Charles Howard.
Knighted at Eoyston, October 11, 1612.
Sometimes regarded as identical
with the last named, but more probably was of
Clun Castle, Salop, and fourth son of the first
Earl of Suffolk. Died 1626.
James (Howard), Lord Maltravers. KB., November 3, 1616. Son of Thomas, Earl of Arundel.
Died v.p. circa 1618.
Sir Henry Howard.
K.B., November 3, 1616.
Sir Robert Howard.
KB., November 3, 1616.
Sir William Howard.
KB., November 3, 1616.
Sir Edward Howard.
KB., November 3, 1616.
Third, fifth, sixth, and seventh sons of the first
Sir Edward was created Baron
Earl of Suffolk.
Sir

Philip

Howard

of Escrick in 1628.
Sir Francis Howard.
Knighted at Whitehall,
Second son of
February 16, 1616/17 ; of Corby.

Lord William

of

Sir Charles

Na worth.

Howard,

" son to the Earl of
Notts."

Knighted April 29, 1623 ; third Earl of NottingSaid also to have been knighted
ham, 1642.
April 2, 1624 but query if the latter not a differ;

Sir William

Lord
Sir
Charles,
Knighted April, 1575

AUG.

July 21, 1604.

Third son of the same.
Field, 1513.
Sir Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, attainted.

count Bindon, 1559.
Sir George Howard.
Knighted in Scotland,
Eldest son of Lord Edmond Howard.
1547.

vm.

1651.

ent individual

Knighted October 18, 1537; beheaded 1547.
Sir Charles Howard. Knighted at Leith, May 13,
Second son of Lord Edmond Howard.
1544.
Lord Thomas Howard, Knighted in Scotland
by the Protector Somerset, 1547. Created Vis-

s.

Second son of Sir William of Lingfield.

Knighted at Flodden

Sir

[7*

December

Howard

of

8,

?

Howard.
1623.

Knighted at Whitehall,
Third son of Lord William

Naworth.
Howard.

Sir Charles

KB., February 2,

1625/6,*

second Earl of Berkshire, 1669.
Sir William Howard. KB., February 2, 1625/6;
created Viscount Strafford, 1640.
Sir James Howard.
K.B., February 2, 1625/6;
third Earl of Suffolk, 1640.
Sir Charles Howard, son and heir to Sir Francis.
Knighted by the Earl of Lindsey on board ship,
September 23, 1635. Son of Sir Francis of Great
Bookham. Died 1672.
Sir William Howard of York.
Knighted at
Father of the
Whitehall, February 7, 1636/7.

Earl of Carlisle.
Sir Charles Howard.

first

Knighted at Berwick,
Fourth son of Lord William
1639.
Howard of Naworth. Died 1640.
"
a younger son to the Earl
Sir Robert Howard,
of Berks." Knighted at Cropredy Bridge, June 29,
1644 ; of Vasterne, Wilts. Sixth son of first Earl
of Berkshire.
The foregoing are all the Howard knights prior
to 1660 the date of whose knighthood is on record;
but it is doubtful if the list is exhaustive.
Sir
Charles Howard of Somersham is repeatedly men-

July 27,

A

.

viii.

A.
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ned as flourishing circa 1640 (vide N. & Q.,'
also a Sir Charles Howard of
S. i. 342)
E jdesdale, if the two last named are not one and
It is possible that one of these
tl e same person.
k lights was the Sir Charles Howard knighted on

how?

*

Actually by Hamlet of his living body:
" Thine
evermore, most dear lady, while this
machine is to him Hamlet." And lest MR. NEILSON should say that Hamlet could not use the
word thus except playfully, I will ask him to look
a little further down the same scene, where the
"
thought recurs. The highest height, indeed the
top," of admiration of the living human body is
"
What a piece
reached in the famous apostrophe,
"
And let us not forget that this
of work is a man
"
"
"a
is to Hamlet but
quintessence
piece of work

ti

6<

'

;

A pril

1624, before referred

2,

to.

W.

D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

SHAKSPEARIANA

!

"
"
SHAKSPEARB LEXICOGRAPHY:
MOVE," MOTION" (7 tu S. vi. 342; vii. 302). MR. NEILSON
v

ill

"automaton"

of dust,"

my

moved by

the
out of his
one of these
motions in a great antique clock." In 1645 "automaton" is the word used for such a figure by
It is used, e.g., of figures
'

machinery of a clock in Every
" He looks like
Humour,' II. i.

Man

:

Evelyn

(vide

MR. NEILSON

Murray's 'Dictionary,' s.v.). Let
refer to the other passage at issue
for Measure,' viz., III. ii. 119, and

in 'Measure
Ask himself why Lucio
generative." Because he

"a

kneaded

"
" mixed
3. MR. NEILSON discovers
metaphor
in our passage, and he asks whether my inteipreta" Has
tion would free us of it.
Shakespeare perpetrated a confusion of images worse confounded than
that of making 'a warm automaton' become 'a
kneaded clod ' ? " Where is the confusion save in
MR. NEILSON'S apprehension of the meaning of metaphor ? To say that the body is an automaton is
metaphor ; to say that an automaton becomes" a
" Kneaded clod is
clod is not metaphor at all.
not metaphorically, but in fact only a vigorous

Let us take his objections seriatim.
1. Motion in the dramatists, he says, means
"puppet," not "automaton." MR. NEILSON is
120.

mistaken.

and therefore potentially

clod."

interpretation of motion as
in 'Measure for Measure,' III. i.

have none of

103

equivalent for

"moulded

earth."

MR. NEILSON

" a motion apparently thinks a " warm automaton " is ludi" Angelo " ? Absurd! crous ; does he not perceive that the opposition
is a
puppet
Look at the context. The man is no man, nor the implied in the epithet is of the essence of metaI cannot without risk of misconception
doll likeness of one, but a machine,
not, let MR. phor?
NEILSON note, the " warm sensible motion " that speak of draining the sap from a man's body
Claudio speaks of, but a refrigerating machine ; ('Richard III.,' IV. iv. 277), but if I speak of
"
"
purple sap
every one will know that I mean
"his urine is congealed ice," and, as the Duke
elsewhere says, " he scarce confesses that his blood blood, because blood is purple and sap is not.
A motion, then, I repeat, is "an auto- "Motion generative" might have warned MR.
flows."
NEILSON against this mistake. Motion, says MR.
maton," i. e., a figure mechanically moved, not exNEILSON, means "living, breathing flesh and
clusively "a puppet."
Of course it does ; but this is only ren2. But, says MR. NEILSON, Claudio "in that blood."
most tragic moment" would not call himself " a dered possible by metaphor. The material body
be said to be a machine ; it is
marionette, puppet, or automaton." "Marionette" may metaphorically
is
and " puppet " need trouble us no further but neither metaphor nor sense to say "that the body
movement " or
if motion only means
why should not he call himself (rather, his body) motion,
"
And since become prean automaton ? Is the word itself unbefitting the
capability of moving."
"
"
nature of the occasion ? It is the very cludes metaphor, how does a "capability of
tragic
word which Shakespeare uses for sad, "tragic" moving" become a clod or anything material?
calls

;

sights

To

('

Lucrece,' 1324)

see sad sights

:

moves more than hear them

told,

For then the eye interprets

The heavy motion that

it

to the ear
does behold,
doth bear.

When every part a part of woe
Or will MR. NEILSON tell us

that the comparison
automaton only befits the ribald
jests vented by Lucio on "the villain Angelo"?
<(
(Why villain," by the way ? Lucio takes him for
a distressingly immaculate person.)
Will MR.
of the

body

to an

As for move, MR. NEILSON satisfies himself with
a simple negation of my interpretation. But mere
negation will not do, unless MR. NEILSON is prepared to tell us what move does mean in the pas'
'
Othello,' IV. ii.
sages Macbeth,' IV. ii. 22, and
That move in these passages does not merely
55.
"
mean move "in its ordinary sense is so apparent,

except, perhaps, to MR. NEILSON, that I know of
no edition which does not question the correctness
of the reading.
And move being in each case the
NEILSON refer once more to Dr. Murray's Dic- defaulting word, what is the word which MR.
tionary for instances in which the beautiful me- NEILSON would propose to substitute which will
chanism of the human body is most seriously called equally accommodate itself to the drifting of a
an automaton? Nay, Shakespeare himself shall
ship and the stealthy movement of the hand of a
settle the point.
Automaton he never uses
clock ? To the passages already quoted let me add
machine once only ('Hamlet,' II. ii. 124) and ' Timon,' I. i. 45
'

'

;

:
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Records there appears to have been a Jonat Arnot
(Lady Lochrig), 1671, thus pointing to a family of
the name into which Neil Cunninghame is said to
have married. Further, it is a curious circumstance
that an Englishman named Cunninghame should
take up his abode in a district of the same name in

My free drift
Halts not particularly, but moves
In a wide sea of wax.

And

itself

'

motion Love's Labour,' V. ii. 403
never will I trust to speeches penned,
Nor to the motion of a schoolboy's tongue.

for

:

If motion there does not refer to the mechanical
repetition of his lesson by schoolboy Moth, I really

do not know what

it

does mean.

ARTHUR GRAY.
Jesus College, Cambridge.

A

PHILOLOGICAL COINCIDENCE. The following
coincidence in the vernacular name of the kernel of
the cocoanut in two different languages of the two
hemispheres, viz., Samoan and Gujarat! (spoken in
India), appears to be strange and deserves a place
in ' N. & Q.' The Gujarati word is Jcopru, while
the Samoan word is copra, as will be seen from the
following lines taken from the New York PhrenologicalJournal for March, 1889, p. 110: "The
in fact, the only staple
chief product of the islands
is copra, which is the dried meat of the cocoanut,

and from which cocoanut

oil is

[7tbs.vm.Aua.io/89.

expressed."

Scotland, while, I imagine, the earliest record of
the place-name in Scotland is not anterior to the
English family name here given.
I should be glad if any of your readers who are
much better acquainted with the subject would
probe this interesting matter.

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.

Swansea.

INDEXES. Your pages have from time to time
contained protests against those who publish books
That ' N. & Q.' is not alone in
without indexes.
its warfare on imperfect volumes of this sorb need
It will not, however, be out
not be pointed out.
of place if you reproduce the following paragraph
from the Dublin Review, July, 1889. It occurs in
'
a notice of Le Vicomte de Meaux's La Reforme
et la Politique Franchise

en Europe jusqu'a

la

Paix

highly commended.
The reviewer says that the author
CUNNINGHAME: DISTRICT AND FAMILY NAME. " has
produced not only a valuable, but also a most readBuchanan states that in the Danish language able book.
It has, alas
one very terrible defect, which
this name means "King's home."
Camden says in a work of this kind is absolutely unpardonable it has
that it signifies "King's habitation." The lead- no index whatever. For this reason it is impossible for
a reviewer to do justice to the work. We had noted in
ing families of the name, I believe, adopt Buof reading the two volumes many points of
chanan's derivation.
Robertson says the place- the process
interest to which we intended to refer our reader?, but
name is derived from the Celtic cuinneag-a, butter they have vanished in the mass of information the book
churn, or cuinneag-an, the churn district. In a contains, and the absence of an index makes it impos'
charter of David I. (so says Paterson's History of sible to determine, without an infinity of trouble, their
In these days of life at high pressure
position.
Ayr and Wigton ') to the Cathedral of Glasgow, exact book
intended to obtain a permanent position on
every
prior to 1153, the district is designated Cunegan, the shelves of our libraries must be furnished with this
and in later documents it is styled Conyghame.
necessary means of putting our finger at a moment's
In the introduction to the Scottish History Society's notice on the information we require. For this reason
diary of Wm. Cunninghame of Craiginds it is we regret to think that M. de Meaux's work will not
stated that the founder of the family name of gain the position it deserves." P. 231.
Cunninghame is said to be Neil Cunninghame,
Many very excellent indexes were prepared in
born in England 1131, that he was one of Becket's days when life is assumed not to have been at the
murderers (something to the same effect is said high pressure which it has now reached. Some of
are
by Camden in one place, but in another the four the works of the great Benedictine scholars
'
generally known names only are given), and that admirable in this respect. The index to the Maghe married a daughter of the Laird of Arnot. In num Theatrum Vitse Humanse' of Laurence Beyeranother place Weinebald is said to be in possession linck (Lugdun., 1678) is a large folio of 675 pages,
of the manor place of Cunningham, and that his containing three columns on a page.
have
grandson was the first to assume the surname of frequently consulted it, and have found it very

D. D. GILDER.

de Westphalie.'

The book

is

!

We

N. M. AND A.
accurate.
Cunningham.
In the descent of the ' House of Eowallane we
read that, at the end of the eleventh or the beginning
"LONDRES A TRAVERS LES AGES." A notice
of the twelfth century, Hugh de Morville, of Nor- in a daily paper of a forthcoming complete history
man descent, whose family had previously settled of London, subsidized by the Corporation, has
in the north of England, coming to Scotland, stirred me up to express a yearning which has
obtained a grant of regalities of Cunningham and been at my pen's end for many a year. I want to see
Largs. There seems to be something in all this that done for London which has already been done for
The man of education, of
that points to the murderer, Hugh de Morville and Paris and for Brussels.
Cunningham being one and the same. From my whatever nationality, who knows anything of Paris,
transcriptions of portions of the Kilmaurs Burgh especially if his knowledge be pre-Haussmannite,
'

7*s. viii.

an hardly

A.

fail
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thoroughly to enjoy the text an

most desirable set of volume
'
mtitled Paris a travers les Ages,' a work owin
ts existence, I believe, to private enterprise alom
Eerein we have a compendious history of the city
aach important section of which has, perhaps, fift
devoted to its description
large folio pages
jopiously illustrated with engravings in the text
representing the various changes which have taken
from age to age, and in addition a series o
plans of the whole area of the part of Pari
r consideration, copied from maps
of th
llustrations of that

Ei

various epochs,

over which, for convenience

identification of localities (often so altered as

o
tc

be almost undiscoverable), are placed plans of the
existing sites, drawn to the same scale as the olde
ones, but on tracing paper, so that the exact poin
where any old street or building stood, say, 200
"
"
300, or 400 years ago can be
spotted with per
feet accuracy.
Then there are a large number o
fine tinted lithographic views of various parts 01

Paris at different epochs, conjectural, of course, to
some extent, but most carefully compiled from
authentic sources, and admirably adapted to stamp
on the imagination and memory the alterations
which the ages have wrought.
have nothing
of just the same kind to show for our grand old
Much has
metropolis, but we have the materials.
been done for us by such books as ' Old and New
London,' and in the Grace and Gardner collections
are still countless and invaluable stores on which
to draw, with the consent in the one case of the
authorities of the British Museum and in the other
of the courteous and obliging owner of the finest
collection of London views in existence.
I believe the venture would pay; but
public

We
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from resenting those terms of reproach." Letter
"
VII., motives very different from any apprehension of your resentment"; and in a foot-note to
that letter, "I never spoke of him [Lord
Granby]
with resentment." In Letter XL, "engrosses all
our resentment "; "neither sense to feel or [sic]
" or to
spirit to resent" In Letter XV.,
gratify his
resentments"; "their spirit and their resentment."
"
In Letter XVIII.,
the personal resentments";
"
they will join you in your resentment "; "peevish
expression of resentment"; "having no private resentments to gratify." In Letter XX., "cannot
excite my resentment."
In Letter XXIII., "we
may judge from your resentments." In Letter
" I should be
XXV.,
exposed to the resentment of
the worst and the most powerful men in this
" conscience has some
share in your recountry ";
sentments "; " your resentments may be safely laid
In Letter XXVII.,
up for future occasions."
"the generous warmth of his resentments." In
Letter XXXIV., "justified the severest measures
of resentment"; "and resent it like a man of
honour." In Letter XXXV., "motive of pique

and resentment"; "your Majesty's personal resentment "; " ill-advised, unworthy personal resentment"; "the English people should no longer
confine their resentment"; "fresh marks of their
resentment"; "dread the undisguised resentment
of a generous people"; "their resentment would
operate like patriotism"; "discard those little
personal resentments"; "and if resentment still
an act not of mercy, but of
prevails, make it
contempt." This is the famous letter in which
Junius says
" It

:

may be matter

of curious speculation [italics in

opy] to consider, if an honest man were permitted to
approach a king, in what terms he would address himself to his sovereign... ..Unacquainted with the vain im>ertinence of forms, he would deliver his sentiments

be forthcoming in furtherance of
support ought
so important an
undertaking. It must not be supposed that I undervalue Messrs. Cassell's spirited with
dignity and firmness, but not without respect."
production ; but in beauty and in many special
features it will not bear comparison with ' Paris a The sentiment of resentment, it will be noticed, is
In Letter
repeated nine times in this letter.
travers les Ages.'
J. ELIOT HODGKIN.
"
XXXVI., would disarm a private enemy of his
th
COINCIDENCE.
In
'N.
& Q.,' 7 S. resentment"; "assert his separate share in the
^CURIOUS
viii. 58, I had occasion to
note, with reference to public resentment."
the etymology of Paignton, that the name Pain is
Vol. ii., Letter XLI., "beware how you indulge
derived from F. paien. On the
he first emotion of your resentment."
Letter
very same page is
"
a communication with the signature DE V. PAYENXLIX, they will resent more than ever the real
to

PATHB.

THE WORDS

WALTER W. SKEAT.

"

"

"

RESENTMENT," RESENT," RESENTING" IN THE LETTERS OF JUNIUS. In the
"
Dedication to the English Nation " I
the
find,
[

prospect of your resentment is too remote "; in the
"a
discreet and moderate resentment."
In
Letter I. that word occurs five times : " fills us with
preface,

resentment"; "how much warmer will be our resentment"; "rouse a spirit of resentment"; "the
settled resentment of a
people"; "the resentment
of a court to be
I do not find any form
gratified."
of the word in Letter II.
In Letter
III.,

"far

Letter L., "as incapable as you are of
njuries."
he liberal resentment of a gentleman"; "you are

he pillow upon which I am determined to rest all
"
resentments."
Letter LIL,
you are blinded
Letter LEV., "the resent>y your resentment."
ment of a priest is implacable."
It need hardly be said that resentment was
unius's forte, as may easily be discovered in other
inds of word?.
T. HUNTLET.

my

29,

Tonbridge Street, Leeds.

COFFEE AND BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD.

The

Mdy's Magazine for 1781 states that Nathaniel
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Conopius, a native of Crete, came to England with
credentials to Archbishop Laud, who allowed him
maintenance in Balliol College. He took his B.D.
degree there in 1642, and, returning to the East,
became Bishop of Smyrna.
" In

he made for his own use the drink
called coffee, and usually drank it every morning, being
the first, as the ancients of the house asserted, that ever
was drank in Oxon."
Balliol College

Antony a Wood says that in 1656 a Jew from
Lebanon opened a coffee-house near St. Edmund's
Hall and Queen's College, and afterwards removed to Southampton Buildings, London.
E. WALFORD, M.A.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.

A

GROTESQUE EXPRESSION. In a new novel,
'
The Land of my Fathers,' published by Longmans,
I find this sentence

" Had

:

brain been encased in this
man's splendid head, it were rash even of Homer, and
to
rasher
set up pretensions to the
of Bacon,
infinitely
Authorship of his matchless works."
Shakspeare's prolific

A

The writer is apparently quite serious.
collection of similar curiosities of expression would be
J. SPENCER CURWEN.
interesting.
Forest Gate.
YOSTREGERE.

Dr. Murray

may

like

to

have

authority for this variety of austringer, a keeper
of goshawks.
He gives austringer (also astr-,
ostr-), corruption of earlier ostregier, O.F. hostur,
ostour, the goshawk, now autour. (For corruption
of ostreger to ostringer, austringer, cf. messenger,
passenger, porringer, &c.)
1486, 'Book of St.
"
Albans,'
They be calde Ostregeris that kepe Gos'
hawkys, or jercellis." 1575, J. Turberville, Falconrie,' 63, "Falconers and Astragers."
1601,
'
Shakespeare, All's Well,' V. i., stage direction,
" Enter a
gentle astringer."
1670-1717, Blount's
'Law Dictionary'; 1695, Kennett's 'Parl. Ant./
It occurs on a brass in Alton Church,
ix. 117, &c.
Hants, for a rubbing of which I am indebted to the
Rev. F. Why ley, vicar.
square plate, with a border
of scrollwork, and the rebus of
and a tun at
the corners, has the following inscription in black

A

W

letter:

"Here vnder lyeth Xp'ofor Walasto' who somtyme
was grome of y e chamber & on of y e yostregere unto y e
late kynges & queues of famous memorye
Henry the
e
VIII, Edwarde y Syxte Philype and Marye and to our
e
Sov'ayn ladye Elyzabethe y Quenes majesty that now is.
w eh Xp'ofor Departyd they [sic] miserable worlde the
Kvi daye of y e monght of ianvari. An d'ni. M. v c Ixm."

The day and month and
year have been inserted.

last

three figures of the
C. R. MANNING.

Dias Rectory.

THE HEBREW EXODUS. Canon Isaac Taylor
has a very interesting article on 'The Hebrew
'
Exodus in Good Words for the month of July.
But there is an odd inadvertence in it which I
should like to point out.
"The narrative," he

[7*

s.

vm.

A.

*

10,

"does not affirm that they [the Israelites]
crossed the Bed Sea at all, but rather implies
that they did not.
are told that they crossed
a sea, the Yam Suph, or ' sea of reeds/ and after
says,

We

days encamped by another sea, which is called
Red Sea." Canon Taylor refers here espe-

five

the

cially to the record of successive encampments
in the thirty-third chapter of Numbers.
But
the sea by which the Israelites are related in
verse 11 to have encamped after leaving Elim is
in the original
Suph, and the sea in which
Pharaoh's troops are said to have been swallowed
up is also called by the same name in Ex. xv. 4,
although in the narrative of the Exodus in that

Yam

book

it

is

designated simply "the

The

sea."

Sea, in fact, in Hebrew is always the Yam
Supb, the Erythraean or Red Sea being an ex-

Ked

pression (of

unknown

origin) first used, so far as

known, by the Greeks, who applied it to what
is now called
the Arabian Sea, of which the
Eed Sea seems to have been considered by
Herodotus a part, though he also calls it the
Arabian Gulf (a more natural designation).
What strikes me as odd is that Canon Taylor
should have drawn a distinction between the sea
which the Israelites crossed and that by which
For he
they encamped in Num. xxxiii. 11, 12.
accepts the view which, supported by Sir William
Dawson, seems so exceedingly probable, and is
advocated by myself in 'N. & Q.,' 7 th S. v. 516,
that the Red Sea extended at the time of the
Exodus " much farther to the north than it does
now," and included what are called the Bitter
Lakes.
W. T. LYNN.
is

Blackhealh.

THE TITLE OF WICGER^FFA.

Among

the titles

of officers during the Anglo-Saxon period there
"
* so
appears in some places that of
Wicger6fFa,'
;

be of some interest to

know

that there is
an instance of the same title being used with the
Saxons on the Continent. From the book of H.
it

may

'

Beitrage zur Verfassungsgeschichte der
westfalischen Reichsstiftsstiidte,' Paderborn, 1889,
p. 52-73, we learn that at Minden, in Westphalia,
the count, installed by the bishop for the government of the town, was called " wicgrave," or
"
wichgravius." It may likewise be worth mention that while in England the title does not appear after the Norman Conquest, at Minden the

Lovinson,

to hold his office down to
when his magistracy was abolished
by Frederick II., King of Prussia, in accordance

"wichgraf" continued

the year 1749,

with his wish to bring on a more equal footing the
administration of the towns in his territories.

a

WOLFGANG MICHAEL.
THE MEANING OF THE NAME Hoo. Owing to
local occurrence, the name Hoo has been proVide Kemble.

1876,

ii.

175.

'

The Saxons

in England.'

new edition,

7*s. vin.

A.

10,
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inently brought forward in this neighbourhood
late, and questions have been asked as to its
Not being able myself to
rigin and meaning.
nd out any satisfactory derivation of the name,

i

c

:

(
i

f

(

which there are several examples in Herts and
e.
g., Kimpton Hoo, Lilley Hoo, Luton Hoo,

Seds

!

raddesden

nd with

;

Hoo

I wrote to

his permission I

Canon

Isaac Taylor,

append a copy of

his

eply
" The Hoo names
(there is one at Luton and another
it Plymouth) are generally referred to O.N. haugr, a
In this neighbourhood they are
lill or funeral tumulus.
called howes.
See Cleaaby and Vigfuason, p. 241. But
I think your southern hoo is from a different source,
corresponding dialectically to our Yorkshire hu in HutThis means not a hill,' but
ton, formerly spelt Hoton.
:

'

'

'
by referring to the Codex Diplomaticus,' Nos. 139; 162, 663, where
(hoh, hoyh} means
a, point of land formed like a heel or
boot, stretching out

a

heel,' as

you

will see

U

into a plain or into the sea. Ho is the modern English
I do not think this explanation has yet been pubhock.
lished,

but I

am

pretty sure

and the books

it is right,

which equate hoo with howe are wrong.

Howe

the
tumulus, hoo the projecting spur. I should be glad to
know whether your hoos are hogsbacks (=howe) or
is

heels."

On

receiving the above letter I examined the
Map (one inch scale), and found in each
of the cases I have named in the beginning of this
letter (Lilley Hoo especially) that the derivation
suggested by Dr. Taylor holds good.
In a further letter Dr. Taylor says
" You
add the

Ordnance

:

interesting fact that the hundred
of Hoo (in Kent) was the place where the Council of
Clovesho was held. The place is now called Cliff-at-Hoo.
The chalk cliff runs out like a heel into the marshes,
and must at one time have projected into the river."

might

W. T. TYRWHITT DRAKE.
Great Qaddesden Vicarage, Hemel Hempstead.
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'

My Pal and I '; tune, sporting song from
Spouse and I.' The other is called 'Isaac
Walton was an Angler True '; tune, ' A Famous
Man was Robin Hood.' Can any of your readers
assist me to the music, which would be at least
H. M. P.
sixty or seventy years old ?
is

called

'My

SHIELD'S

'

FARMER.'

CLATES. The 'Military and Sea Dictionary/
fourth edition, 1711, has
Delates are the same as commonly we call wattles,
being made of strong stakes, interwoven with Oziers or
other email pliable Twigs, and the closer the better. The
use of them is to cover Lodgments overhead with much
earth heap'd on them, to secure the Men
against the
Fire-works and Stones thrown by the Besieg'd. They
are also cast into a Ditch that has been
drain'd, for the
Besiegers to pass over on them without sticking in the
:

I have not found this word elates
elsewhere, and
be glad to receive any further information as
to it and its
Please
send
direct.
origin.

shall

(Dr.) J. A.

H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

FISHING SONGS. I have two fishing
songs, the
music of which I am desirous of
One
obtaining.

this called

an opera?

as the music
J.

?

POMPEII. What sense is there in the contention
that the correct pronunciation of the name of the
city in the title 'The Last Days of Pompeii' is
Pompei, and that the pronunciation Pompa-yee
only applies to the modern city, which has not yet
seen its last days ?
D. VALE.
St. Paul,

Minn., U.S.

PORTRAIT

AN EARL OF ANGUS. Thenow known as the 1st Battalion

OF

Oameronians,

Scottish Rifles, recently celebrated at Cork their
bicentenary, and it is the intention of the officers
of the corps to erect a suitable memorial on the
moor near Edinburgh where the regiment first
It was determined that this memorial
assembled.
should take the form of a statue of the Earl of
Angus, the first colonel. This officer was killed,
however, at a very early age, and it seems that
no portrait of him can be discovered. Perhaps
some of the readers of ' N. & Q.' could give some
information which might tend to extricate the
"
" Memorial
Committee from their difficulty. I
would inquire, therefore, if any of the readers of
'
N. & Q.' know of the existence of a portrait of
the nobleman who bore the title of Earl of Angus
in the year 1689.

R.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

Was

Did Shield write the words as well
In what year was it performed ?

STEWART PATTERSON,
Chaplain H.M. Forces.

Bellevue Park, Cork.

CHRISTMAS PLUM PUDDING. Can any of your
readers tell me how long plum pudding has been
a regular Christmas Day dish? It is not mentioned in a bill of fare for that day contained in a
F. B.
cookery book dated 1674.
Sheffield.

MERIC CASAUBON.

When and

where was

married (about 1668) to
the Rev. John Dawlinge ?
And where are the
portraits of the Casaubons formerly in the pos-

Ann,

his only daughter,

session

of

the Bunco family (see

Gent.

Mag.

}

The one mentioned in
462) 1
Neale's 'Seats' appears to have been of Isaac
Casaubon.
A. WILKINSON.

vol.

Ixxviii.

p.

I am anxious to obwithout being ponderous
information concerning the

BOOK ON GENEALOGY.
tain

some book which

shall
give full
sources of genealogical knowledge in the British
Islands (and especially in Ireland), the ways
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which lead to

it,

and the

fees

which must be

paid for it. The last three hundred years is the
period I am most interested in. I shall feel extremely obliged for the name of such a book and
the address of the publisher.
W.

which is, I believe, still existent, can answer this
ALPHA.
query should it attract his notice.

TRANSLATIONS WANTED.
Mihi est propositum
In taberna mod
;

Yinum

sit oppositum,
Morientisori;

'

Ut dicant, cum verierint
Angelorum chori,
Deus sit propltius
Huic potatori

of quoting religious

!

renderings in English are known of these
lines besides that of Sir T. Martin in his volume

What
of

translations

attempt

J.

My

it is

Here

published?

an

is

to die

In a tavern lying ;

When my

M.

In the Art Journal for
a facsimile of one of the pages of Sir
Joshua Reynolds's diary on April 30, 1761 in
which a certain Capt. Crawford appears as having
an appointment for his portrait. Can any of your
readers let me know who this was, and if the
L^ELIUS.
picture is extant ?

intent

With the wine cup

closely nigh,

spirit 's flying,

That the angel choir may cry,
When they come a-spying,
God have mercy by and by

CAPT. CRAWFORD.

June

just

:

hardly yet, I think, even an undergraduate.

A.

vm. A. 10, '89.

h s.

what part of the Abbey his grave is to be found ?
Perhaps some member of the Hakluyt Society,

MORRIS. Who was Morris ?
This question
may, perhaps, seem rather vague, but I have
no means of making it more definite. In his work
that is called Compitum,' Mr. K. H. Digby is fond
verse of a rather mediocre
sort, which he merely attributes to "Morris,"
giving neither the author's Christian name nor the
title of the poem from which he quotes.
There are
now two men of the name of Morris, William, to
wit, and Lewis, in the field of poesy ; but in the
year 1851, when the first book of 'Compitum' was
published, my friend Lewis had not begun his
career, and William was a curly-headed stripling,

[7<

is

On

this toper dying

!

JAMES HIBBERD.
Preston.

[Nearer to the metre of the original is perhaps
In a tavern I propose to end my days a-drinking,

With the wine-stoup near

my

hand

to seize

:

when

I

am

sinking,

VEGETABLE RENNET. I have been told that in
the past, and to a considerable extent at the present time, the dairymen in Herefordshire and
Somersetshire use the common yellow galium for
coagulating milk instead of the rennet from calves.
Can any of your correspondents confirm this in
any

KEN.

way ?

HINDU TRIMURTI.

Was Sakyamuni, as Boodha,

ever portion of a triad, such as Brahma, Vishnu,
Siva, or the earlier form, viz., Agni, Indra, Surya?

That the angelic choir may

sing,

sweet tuneful voices

linking.

God be merciful to one in cups who knew no shrinking.
Leigh Hunt has also a paraphrase upon this poem.]
'
HUGO'S TOILERS OF THE SEA (part ii. book i.
" The
rays of the sun pouring through
xii.).
this inlet, passing through the medium of the sea'

chap.

water, were of a bright green colour, and resembled
a ray of light from Aldebaran." How could this
be, seeing that Aldebaran is a ruddy orb ?

KEN.

A. H.

ROYAL LEPERS. In an interesting brochure by
Dr. Hubert, of Louvain, entitled
'Hominage
National au Pere Barmen,' I read, " La lepre a
frappd grands et petits, peuples et rois "; and, in a
foot-note, "Henry III. et Henry IV. d'Angleterre, Eobert Bruce et Baudouin IV," are given as
instances.
Has this statement any true historical

value?

J.

MASKELL.

CATHERINE WYNNE. Who was father of this
who in a pedigree now before me is stated to

lady,

have married about 1770 one Robert Hall, and is
described as " Miss Catherine Wynne, of
Wynstay, North Wales"? The said Robert Hall was the
son of John Hall, who was admitted a freeman of
the Feltmakers'

JAPHET.
Company in 1762.
RICHARD HAKLUYT. Hakluyt died in 1616,
and was buried in Westminster Abbey. No monument marks his last resting-place. Is it known in

PEDIGREES WANTED. I should be obliged if
any of your readers could inform me where I could
obtain or see the pedigrees of the families of
Stewart of Dowally, Stenton, and Tourbain, all in
Perthshire ; also of the different families of Scott.
W. L.

CURIOUS MEDAL. In my collection of coins
and medals is an elaborately chased alto-relievo
silver medal, 2| in. in diameter, of an allegorical
character; obv., an old man with wooden leg
and two cornucopias on his left shoulder, full, the
one of grapes and the other of money, a city
around him, and people apparently pursuing

"

Sic veniunt."
various industries, with the legend
On the reverse is an old man with wooden leg and
also with wings,

but with one cornucopia only and

into a circular
it
either
large cistern or melting-pot, and at his back
a fortress or a prison with peacocks on the ground,

emptying the

money from

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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him a city in the near distance with
oke issuing from several of the buildings, and an
with arms, banners, &c., with the legend
arny
"
Can any of your readers skilled in
sic abeunt."
m mismatica interpret this medal, and tell the
ai list's name, date, value, and occasion of its being
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ai 1 in front of

Kepltrt.

BL

st.-uck,

SHOLTO VERB HARE.

&c.?

McGrOVERN OR MAGAURAN's CASTLES.

TRIAL OF BISHOP KING

Joyce

Angelus

the fort of Pride or Lissanover Castle, held in former days by a chieftain
The head chief's castle was
n; uned Magauran.

Catholic

refers to Lios-an-uabhair,

situated in Bally magauran, or McGovern's town
(an Irish chieftain's town was termed his castle),
Prein the barony of Tullyhaw, co. Cayan.
viously to the adoption of surnames in Ireland
the McGoverns (written in Irish MacSamhradhain) were known by their tribe name of Tully-

haw

(Teallach Eachach), which their patrimony
There was a
transmits up to the present time.
pamphlet issued in London A.D. 1650 by order of

Parliament, and signed Henry Scobel, which gives
the names of several hundreds of Irish fortresses
destroyed by the forces of Cromwell in the short
space of one year from August, 1649, to July 26,
1650.
I should be thankful to any one having
access to this chronicle to inform me whether there
is any reference to the above castles therein.

JOSEPH HENRY McGovERN.

27,

King

Street, Liverpool.

LIVES or ENGLISH SAINTS. In Ormsby's 'Life
of Hope Scott,' vol. ii. p. 31, it is stated that the
'Life of St. Stephen Harding' was written by
J. D. Dalgairns, afterwards Father Dalgairns of
the Oratory, and that Keble (p. 27) had undertaken the 'Life of Bede.' Is it known by whom
the other lives in this series are written ?

W. M. M.

:

THE ANGELUS.

(7* S. vii. 387, 519.)
I have so bad (or overcrowded) a memory myself,
that I cease to be surprised at any bizarrerie that
falls under that category; yet the fact that the
is

said,

churches

or at all events rung, in all
everywhere three times a

day (morning, noon, and night) is a fact generally well known to all who have been impressed
worship in
Indeed, many must have
observed the tender, unobtrusive notes of the
Angelus bell here and there plaintively pleading
for a hurried thought of higher things, even amid
the hideous din of carriage and cart wheels, of the
cried horrors of watercresses and murders, strawwith the poetical

effects of Catholic

their foreign travels.

berries

and turf winnah, of German bands and
even in London. But what

Italian organ-grinders,

does (almost) astonish me is that MR. TROLLOPE
has forgotten a fact with which he could not but
be familiar during his long acquaintance with
Rome, viz., that the most prominent phase of the
Angelus there is not the mid-day one, which he
remembers, but exactly the evening one, which he
has forgotten. And he must sleep soundly indeed
if he has never chafed at the shrill ring of the
dawn Angelus. It is not so very long ago that the
evening Ave or Angelus regulated the whole horoI have a Diario, nearly a hunlogy of the day.
dred years old certainly, belonging to one of my
grandfathers, in which the hour of midnight and
for the convenience of
midday is daily put down
"
To-day midday occurs at
people, thus reckoned,
at 6f," or "Midday occurs at 16J, mid&c., according to the season's changes
of sunset, the evening Ave, rung half an hour after
1 8|, midnight

night at

4,"

BALLADS OF THE MIDLAND COUNTIES. Under sunset, being always twenty-four o'clock. All^who
heading MR. JOHN TAYLOR, of Northampton, have studied Italian remember the occasional inci-

this

stated (4 th S. i. 492) that he had printed for private circulation a copy of an old ballad entitled
The Three Buxome Lasses of Northamptonshire,'
which he would be pleased to forward to any gentleman desiring it ; and that he had also a volume
in MS. of ' Old Songs and
Ballads,' collected by
John Clare, the Northamptonshire peasant poet,
which he was prepared to print as a private tract
if a few gentlemen would
express their wish to
possess it at a small cost. I have looked through the
indices of the Fourth Series, but can find
nothing

bearing on

MR. TAYLOR'S

offer.

Perhaps a corre-

spondent may be able to inform me whether the
intention to print the volume was carried
out; or,
if not, where it is at
present to be found. I should
be glad to obtain one of the
privately-printed copies
'

of

The Three Buxome

Lasses,' if possible.

W.
Jaipur, Rajputana.

F. PRIDEAUX.

dental mention of this puzzling computation in
'
such works as Goldoni's Plays,' &c. Frequent
allusion to the same also occurs in books of Italian
travel.

The French occupation of 1846 familiarized the
population with the more general computation of
time, and thereafter all the new clocks were set
accordingly ; but there are many clock towers which
even still display two dials, one for the civil and
one for the ecclesiastical computation. This was
the case even at the post office so long as it remained in Piazza Colonna. The Diario of the present day notes the hour of the evening Ave (the
" The Ave Maria is at
5j," or
evening only) thus :
"
The Ave Maria is at 8," &c., dating from the civil
computation. But the fact of the original reckoning from the Ave continues to haunt the popular
language in a thousand ways. To mention only
two or three of them: not only are all afternoon

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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religious services

announced as commencing at one,

two, orthreehoursbeforetheAve,buteveryshopman
"
emporiums")
(except, perhaps, in the new Jewish
says to you he will send your purchases home not
"
" in the
but
verso
1'Ave
evening,"
Maria," i. e.,
" about the hour of the
evening Angelus." Every
servant, in answering the door, tells you his people
" in
" verso
will be home not
the evening," but
and
I
think
the cab law is not yet changed
1'Ave";
which allows the cabman to charge at a higher
rate "dopo un* ora di notte," i.e., after the De
"
bell at

one hour of night," or one hour

Profundis

after the evening Angelus.
Nevertheless, this popular devotion has nothing
whatever to do with the "canonical hours." So

from

a provision that if any
it,
"
is prevented from saying it because
Religious
he or she happens to be reciting the office at the
time the Angelus bell rings, an equal indulgence
far

indeed, there
"

is

may be

gained by saying it immediately after.
Mr. Neale's mixing up the Angelus with Compline
comes under the category of errors so aptly defined

by MR.

A

7 th S. vii. 471.
special interest attaches to the Angelus at

F. A.

MARSHALL,

moment, when Millet's painting, whose merit
consists in the depiction of the philosophy of this
Catholic devotion, has just created such a contest
between the representatives of a Protestant and a
It is a proof that,
freethinking government.
whether Christianity be truth or not, the nobler
part of human nature approves the sentiment

this

which, at

all events, tends towards
something outside toil and money, whether there be any such
thing or not.
I am old enough to remember the time when

travellers spoke

sometimes contemptuously, some-

times rapturously

of the impression they received
in their travels in " Catholic countries " from this
habitual public recognition of higher things in the
midst of every -day concerns. But " Catholic coun"
tries
had almost ceased to be more than a verbal
expression before I began to travel, and I have
even in Rome, seen but furtive and scattered
attention to the Angelus bell.
I saw the othei
'
day, however, in a work entitled Suisse et Italie,
Voyage de Paris a Naples,' p. 131, mention so late
as the year 1854 of all the people in an inn
getting
up and standing round the dinner-table to recit<

the customary devotion when the evening Angelu
rang a sight which I am inclined to think could
be witnessed nowhere at the present day.

R. H. BUSK.
16,

Montagu

MR.

Street,

Portman Square.

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE is right, so fa
as he goes, when he says that the
Angelus i
"invariably rung at noon" in Italy; but it i
T.

rung there and elsewhere both morning an<
evening at six o'clock, or, as in the case of Rome
at sunrise and sunset.
The form of devotion pre
scribed for use when the bell calls the world t

also

IT*

a vm.

A.

10,

ommemorate the Incarnation

is to be found in
Its key-note is the angelic salutarayer books.
"
on,
Angelus Domini nuntiavit Marise, et conepit de Spiritu sancto.
Ave, Maria," &c. Hence
he name Angelus, which has passed on from the
Dr.
rison to the bell that gives the signal for it.
^eale was too learned a Catholic to make the
1

under MR. TROLLOPE suspects him

of,

and when

e wrote

The Angelus at Compline shall sweetly close the day,
may be regarded, I think, as certain that he was
ot referring to the bell, but to the Ave, which is
>ne of the final devotions a good Roman Catholic
t

epeats silently to himself after the blessing is
given, and before he goes forth from the last public
It may be well to note that
service of the day.
vespers and compline are sometimes merged into
ne.
Six o'clock P.M. is the canonical hour for
vespers, 9 P.M. for compline ; but the fact is freST. SWITHIN.
quently disregarded.

There

is

an error in one of the

lines

quoted by

The original runs thus
four correspondent.
And the faithful dead shall claim their part in the
Church's thankful prayer.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
:

th
STELLA, LADY PENELOPE RICH (7 S. vii. 347,
MR. ACTON inquires whether there is any
known portrait of Stella. I am unable to answer
the question with certainty, but there is a portrait

431).

of a lady in the entrance corridor of Lambeth Palace

which has no name, except that on the back is
'
Countess of Devon." Archroughly inscribed,
bishop Benson conjectures that it is a portrait of
Lady Penelope Rich, and that it was placed amongst
the pictures of Lambeth Palace by Archbishop
'

A

to remind him daily of his grievous fault in
uniting her in marriage with the Earl of DevonIt is well known that Laud, who was the
shire.

Laud

earl's chaplain, was subsequently
"
with shame and remorse

He ever after
overwhelmed
converted the festival of St. Stephen (on which day he had
fast in
annual
into
an
the
unhappy solemnity)
performed

penitential remembrance of his error, and composed a
prayer for the pardon of his offence, which remains to
See
this time as a monument of his sincere contrition."
Le Bas's ' Life of Archbishop Laud,' p. 11.

C.

W. PENNY.

Wellington College.

MONEY SCRIVENER

To
387, 496).
of Scotland a
solicitor is called a writer, which, of course, is just
equivalent to a scrivener, and in many cases they
might be called money scriveners, for the principal business of many firms of writers is the investthis

th

(7

S. vii.

day throughout the greater part

ment

of

money

(generally trust funds)

upon mort-

Thinking the name
writer obsolete and misleading, I made a motion

gage or other like
at a

securities.

meeting of the Faculty of Procurators here

7*s. viii.

A.

io, '89.]
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'the principal legal body in Glasgow) on April 14,
1884, to the effect that the name of solicitor should
be adopted; but my proposal was rejected by a
majority of about two to one. By the way, the

quotation from Dry den is wrong. It should be
How happy in his low degree

Who

leads a quiet country

And from

J. B.

HERALDRY
th

(7

I

FLEMING.

Glasgow.

Milton, the poet's father, one of this
There were some actions pending against
him for years which could hardly arise from the mere
engrossing part of his profession or trade, but might
readily be caused by money-lending transactions.
A. H.

496;

little,

I

132, 175, 278, 376, 497).
as well say nothing, about

vii.

may

heraldry myself, but I think the article which MR.
at the last reference, says he cannot find
must be that in ' N. & Q.,' 4> S. vii. 147.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

?

ta

DRAGOONS AND HUSSARS (7 S. vii. 267, 335,
The statements of EBORACUM should
391, 489).
not be allowed to go down to posterity under
The llth Hussars
the sanction of *N. & Q.'
at no time wore purple jackets or yellow boots.
When their uniform was altered by Prinee Albert
from that of Light Dragoons to that of Hussars, it
corresponded in every respect to that of the other
Hussar regiments of the period, with the exception

that their overalls were crimson instead of blue

and

know

DESCENT OP ARMORIAL BEARINGS

:

S. vi. 427,

UDAL,

Was John

class

ing those" numbers. The designation of "Light
I
is no longer used in our service.
Dragoon
should add that the whole of these regiments are
now on the roster for service in India, except the
F. D. H.
Royals and the Greys.

life,

the griping scrivener free.

Ill

so far

from their " retaining

this

;

remarkable

uniform to this day," the fact is that, in common
with the rest of the Hussars, the pelisse and sash
have been abolished, and a tunic of a far simpler
The
pattern has been substituted for the jacket.
4th Dragoon Guards are no longer " Heavies," but
"
nor
do
they represent Ireland in any
Mediums,"
special sense mere than the 5th Eoyal Irish Lancers,
the 6th Inniskilling Dragoons, or the 8th Koyal
The " Union Brigade " at WaterIrish Hussars.
loo was composed of the 1st Royal Dragoons (Eng-

2nd Dragoons (Royal Scots Greys), and the
6th Inniskillings. The original 5th Dragoons were
disbanded in 1798, not 1768. The number of
Dragoon Guard regiments has been for the last
hundred years, and still is, seven, not six. The

The medal de447, 518).
scribed by SIGMA was struck on the death of
" Successor verus utriusCharles I. The motto,
"
que (" True successor of both "), alludes to the
two roses above the head. The same medal has a
initials
variety in the obverse, namely, the king's
on the sides of the head, and "Divus Carolus
divine and pious British
Bri. Pius" ("The
Charles "). Both are depicted by Pinkerton.

MEDAL

(7

th

S.

vii.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield.

CLANS (7 th S. vii. 308, 417; viii. 55). Clan is, I
and originally consuppose, a word of Celtic origin,
But in all essentials of
fined within Celtic limits.
meaning it applied to the borderers as well as to
I cannot now trace the term
the highlandmen.
from the northern Gael to the Saxon borderer. I
transfer of the
suspect there was a relatively late
roll made up in 1587 calls the border
name.
families clannis (' Scots Acts,' iii. p. 466), so the
transfer had been made ere then.
Possibly I may
be allowed to return to this subject the thing as
well as the name some other time.
Meanwhile,
MR. BOUCHIER and Sir Walter Scott have fitly

A

answered the initiatory question.

lish),

present classification of the cavalry of the line is as
thirteen regiments of " Mediums," comprising the seven regiments of Dragoon Guards,
numbered 1 to 7; five regiments of Lancers, viz.,
the 5th, 9tb, 12th, 16th, and 17th ; and the 6th
"
Inniskilling Dragoons ; two regiments of Heavies,"
the 1st Royal Dragoons and the 2nd Royal Scots
"
Greys ; thirteen regiments of Light Cavalry," the
follows

:

3rd, 4tb, 7th, 8th, 10th, llth, 13th, 14tb, 15th,
Of these, the
18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st Hussars.
18th have been Hussars since they were reembodied in 1858, not only since 1861, as stated

GEO. NEILSON.
Glasgow.

THOMAS WATTS

th

(7

S.

viii.

29).

The

late

courteous and learned Mr. Thomas Watts was
His father, I believe, was the
a self-made man.
the Peerless
proprietor of a public bath known as
A. J. M.
Pool, near the City Road.

See short notice in Cooper's ^ Biographical Dic-

and obituary memoir in Illustrated London News, Sept. 18, 1869.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
tionary,'

Hastings.

"A

CHURCH VERMILION"

th

(7

S.

viii. 9).

If I

may venture to give an opinion and judge Dryden
as a poet, I think that the true reading in the two lines
here quoted is, and must be, "church vermilion,"
which is in perfect keeping with "saint-like grace,"
"
which goes before, and with Moses' face," which
"Cheek vermilion" would be a
comes after.

The
by your correspondent MR. PATTERSON.
nucleus of the 19tb, 20th, and 21st was formed
by the European cavalry regiments of the East
India Company, but they are permitted to wear
the war honours of the old King's
regiments bear- mere tautology

another expression for "Moses'

NOTES AND QUEEIES.
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face."

Moreover,

"cheek vermilion" would ba
"

"

rather prosaic, but
church vermilion
is much
more suggestive, gives a more lively idea of the
thing represented, and consequently is the right
expression to have been used by such a poet as

Dryden.
Titus Gates had been a Catholic and a Jesuit in
Holland.
Now it is well known that

[7ts.viiL AUG. 10/39.

It is a long, heavy,
his friend.
rambling thing, expressed with all the dulness of
Nonconformity in the middle of last century, and
may be read, if anybody thinks it worth the search,
in Kippis's 'Biog. Brit.'
The rest must be answered by some one who has seen the grave reC. A. WARD.
cently at Lisbon.

by Gilbert West,

Walthamstow.

Dieu prodigue ses Liens
ceux qui font voeu d'etre siens,

LORD TRURO (7 th S. vii. 428, 478; viii. 32).
A
In the
communicated by MAJOR-GENERAL
La Fontaine; and the French Pope, Boileau W. H. epitaph
SMITH the name of Lord Truro's first wife
who
was
no
thus
Despre"aux,
profane scoffer, speaks
as
Wilemar." Burke
as says

of a Catholic prelate :
La jeunesse en safleur brille sur son visage :
Son menton sur son sien descend & double e'tage.

*******

"Mary
('Peerage,'
appears
"
Mary, daughter of
1886) describes this lady as
Wm. Wileman, Esq., and widow of W. Devaynes,

deesse en entrant qui voit la nappe mise,
Admire un si bel ordre et reconnait I'Eglise.
'

The

italics

Le

Lutrin,'

c.

i. 1.

65

HERALDIC

Paris.

JOHN DUNS SCOTUS (7 S. vi. 425; vii. 133,
451; viii. 49). With reference to MR. LOVELL'S
note I would point out that as Spagnoletto was
not born until late in the sixteenth century, his
portrait of Duns Scotus, who is supposed to have
died at the beginning of the fourteenth, would be
looked upon with the gravest suspicion by such a
"
"
discriminating critic as MR. RIGG.
G. F. R. B.
L. L. K. in his first communication on this subject
expressed some curiosity as to the present condition of the subtle doctor's tomb.
This I am now
in a position to satisfy.
friend who has recently
visited the place writes me as follows

A

:

" The

jingling inscription quoted from the tomb of
Duns Scotus in the guide-books (even in the latest Baedeker) is non-existent. It perhaps was there once, but
the original stone exists no more/'

He

adds that in the absence of the sacristan he
inquiry of his housekeeper, from whom he
learned that the original stone, or what remained
of it, was broken up about fifteen years ago; that
"
the present tomb is a brand new looking affair,
apparently not much more than fifteen years old, at
any rate quite modern"; that it is "immediately
behind the high altar"; and that the inscription is

made

Sacrse Theologiae
Doctor Subtilis
Ord. P. F. Minor.

Obiit anno 1308.
J.
9,

M. ElGG.

Square, Lincoln's Inn.

DODD RIDGE'S EPITAPH (7 th S. viii. 8). His epitaph at Lisbon I have never seen ; but the congregation at his own meeting-house at Northampton
erected a handsome monument to his memory.
The epitaph

(7

S. viii.

8,

28).

(or rather inscription)

was drawn up

In answer

to

G.j

STONE COFFINS FILLED WITH COCKLE-SHELLS
th

S. vii. 507).
May not the presence of cockle
or other shells in tombs be a survival of an ancient
custom of which the origin and reason are now
quite lost sight of ? In all the cromlechs which
have been opened in the Channel Islands, and I
believe also in those near the sea in Normandy,
(7

Brittany, and Cornwall, limpet shells have been
found in great numbers ; and I remember having
heard some time ago, from a person who had lived
many years in Ceylon, that the natives of that
island did not consider an interment properly performed until a few sea-shells of a particular species
E.
.
had been thrown into the grave.

McC

Guernsey.

REVETT SHEPPARD (7 tb

This gentleS. viii. 27).
perpetual curate of Willisham, in Suffolk, in 1811, and was presented to the rectory of
He contributed to
Thwaite, in Suffolk, in 1825.
the Transactions of the Linnean Society and to
the Gentleman's Magazine, and was an acute and
He died at the Glebe
accurate observer of nature.
House, Wrabness, in Essex, in 1830.
C. GOLDING.

man was

Colchester.

BATTLE OF CROPREDY BRIDGE

:

Joannes Scotus

New

th

the arms of Greene, co. York, are
Argent, on a cross engrailed gules five crescents of
the first, a chief azure charged with three bezants.
B. A. S.

th

as follows

W.

F.
et seq.

DNARGEL.

are mine.

GUALTERULUS.

Esq."

La

(7

th

S.

viii. 48).

For an interesting note on the entry in the parish
register books of Wardington, near Banbury, on
'
'
the
Fight at Cropredy Bridge/ see N. & Q.,'
Is not H. C. N. in error in ascribing
3 rd S. ii. 5.
the painting to A. Cowper, R. A. ? I believe I saw
it on the easel of my old friend Abraham Cooper,
R.A., who died on December 24, 1868, aged

EVERARD
eighty-two years.
71, Brecknock Koad.

HOME COLEMAN.

" KING OF ARMS " OR " KING AT ARMS "
th
(7
448 ; viii. 29). MR. UDAL has fallen into

S. vii.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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slight error in saying that Cussans, Nisbet, and
lloane-Evans use the expression King at Arms. I
ind the first authority has King of Arms only, and
n Sloane-Evans King of Arms occurs several

imes and King at Arms only once.
both expressions in his folio work.

Nisbet

May

ises

I

by giving some authoThe title King of
rities referred to at random ?
Arms is used by Handle Holme, Sylvanus Morgan,
3egar (both works), Bolton, Phillipot's Camden,
Milles, Favine, Ashmole, Anstis, and others;
while in more modern times we have Berry, Kobson and Seton, &c.
King at Arms I can only find in Markham
and the pedantic Feme. Mackenzie, in his work
upplement MR. UDAL'S

list

on the 'Science of Heraldry,'

p.

7,

says,

113

./' agent charge* de prote'ger ses nationaux, et
les interets commerciaux, en pays
The power of the consuls passed away
etranger."
under the emperors of Rome, but the title was retained, and thus it was easily transferred to officers
of more limited jurisdiction, as in the south of
France to municipal authorities called in the north
i.

specialernent

W.

tchevins.

E. BUCKLEY.

Skeat, s.v., says, "Etym. doubtful; perhaps
from consulere, to consult." Such commissioned
persons, indeed, have very often to consult with
the local authorities about the rights, the claims,
and the general welfare of their own countrymen.

DNARGEL.
Paris.

"The

Would the reason be because he is consul-ted ?
Lyon King of, or
G. D.
Kex Armorum in Latine ";
then he gives a series of grants of arms by Lyon
WILLIAM BARKER DANIEL (7 th S. viii. 8).
and extracts in which the term King of Arms The annexed extract from the admission-book of
appears. The first King of Arms was Sir William Christ's
will meet the
chief of that Society is called

at,

Arms, with us

:

Brugges, and was called in the institution of his
" Jartier
Eoy d'Armes des Anglois." It will
be thus seen that the preponderance of authority
is in favour of King of Arms.
office

ARTHUR VICARS.
TIMOTHY BRIGHT

(7

th

The

S. vii. 488).

decimo octavo

'

Worshipful M. Peter Osbourne (The Epistle Dedi" To his
Melancholicke
catorie)," four leaves ;
Friend M.," four leaves ; " The contentes of the
booke according to the Chapters," four leaves ;
"Treatise on Melancholic," pp. 1-284, in eights
(the British Museum copy has pp. 33-48 missing) ;
"Faults escaped in the printing," one leaf. This
should be a previous edition to that printed by
John Windet in 1586, for the latter has no list of

The

title-page runs

:

Treatise of Melancholic | containing the Causes |
thereof, and Reasons of the Strange Effects it worketh
in our Miud.s and Bodies with the Phisicke, Cure, and
Spirituall Consolation for such as have thereto adjoyned an Afflicted Conscience The difference betwixt
it, and Melancholic with Diverse
Philosophicall Discourses touching Actions, and Af- fections of Soule,
and
the
Particulars
whereof are to be
Spirit,
Body
scene before the Booke. By T. Bright, Doctor of Phi|

|

|

:

|

|

|

|

|

:

|

|

anno Collegium hoc nostrum
Minor sub D re Shepherd."

His name must have been removed, probably after
keeping two years of residence, for there is the following readmission
:

"1785. Sep.
missus est."

6.

Gulielmus Barker Daniel iterum ad-

DANIEL HIPWELL.

:

A

aetatis

ingressus est Pensionarius

tion of the edition of Bright's Treatise of Melancholy/ printed by Thomas Vautrollier in 1586, is
as follows : title-page, one leaf ; " To the Eight

errata at the end.

:

"1771. Jul: 3. Gulielmus Barker Daniel Gulielmo
ortus, natus est apud Camoluduuum in Agro Ess: Magistrurn Drake scholar apud Felstead moderatorem audivit
atq.

colla-

points

College, Cambridge,

raised

34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

CHAMPION OF ENGLAND (7 th S. vii. 482). I
have so often heard an anecdote corresponding in
nearly every particular with that related by SIR
W. FRASER of Ledeclune that I venture to ask
him if he is quite sure that the refractory steed he
alludes to was the mount of the Iron Duke, and
not of the champion himself. My father, who
acted as page to his father, the second Lord
Kenyon, on the occasion, used always to tell the
But there must still be many
tale in this sense.
survivors, who were witnesses of the last great
coronation ceremonial,

upon the

who

could give evidence

GEORGE KENYON.

point.

|

[Here is the symbol of an anchor with the legend
"Anchora Spei" round it.] Imprinted at London by
sicke.

|

Thomas Vautrol-

|

lier,

dwelling in the Black-

|

Friers.

1586.

DE

V. PAYEN-PAYNE.

CONSUL (7 th S. viii. 49). It seems not unlikely
that this use of the word has been derived from
the French. Lithe" says, "Autrefois,
juge pris
marchands pour connaitre d'affaires comparmi
merciales.
Un juge consul. Les tribunaux de
commerce ont remplace les juges-consuls." Part,
however, of the title remains in the form consul,
les

PRAYERS OF LORD BACON (7 th S. vii. 447).
There are three prayers ' A Prayer or Psalm/
The Student's Prayer,' The Writer's Prayer,'
The last of these contains an idea of which the
expression has lately been inquired for as to
:

*

'

authorship
"

;

We humbly beg

that Thou by our hands, and also
by the hands of others, on whom Thou shalt bestow the
same Spirit, wilt please to convey a largess of new alms
*
to the family of mankind."
Verulamiana,' by P. L.
Courtier, London, 1803, pp. 306-314.

ED. MARSHALL.
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a.

vm.

A. 10, m

ENGLISH DICTIONARY': ADDENDA ET There could not be much wool gathered in the
CORRIGENDA (7 th S. y. 504; yi. 38, 347; vii. 12; fields where such came from, I '11 bet a guinea."
viii. 4).
Does not C. C. B. think that if the " substantial
Angler. This word is given from Grose
" a
as
But a more specific defini- farmers " of his acquaintance were to " stub " the
petty thief."
tion is to be found in Harman's Caveat for Corn- acres of gorse-bnshes, and chop down the hedges
men Cursetors,' 1566 or 1567 (N. Sh. S. ed., p. 35), run wild, they would be much better employed
"A
Hoker [hooker] or Angglear," though than in gathering odd bits of wool off the bushes,
cap. iii.,
he is not mentioned in Awdeley's
Fraternitye which surely all men of right feeling would leave
'

'

'
Dekker, also, in his Bel-man of for the poor, the same as they leave the
gleanings
"
London,' 1608, wherein he, in his description of of the corn 1 Such conduct is worse than beggarly ";
the angler, hooks or angles from Harman, says it is mean and despicable. These persons are worse
that the rod that such use
than Tennyson's Northern farmer (that is, a farmer
"is a staffe of five or six foote in length
into which of the northern part of Lincolnshire), for he did
" Substantial farmers"
" stub
they put an yron hooke, and with the same doe they
Thornaby Waste."
angle at windowes about midnight; the draught they who acted so in this part would
probably be hooted,
pluck up being apparell, sheetes, coverlets, or whatsoever Neither have I heard of
any of our cottagers or
their yron hookes can lay hold of."
Grosart's " Huth
"substantial farmers" "procuring wool for spinning
vol. iii.
94-5.

of Vacabondes.'

'

Library,"

Dekker,'

pp.

We are a less frugal and apinto blankets."
BR. NICHOLSON.
parently a less clever people than we might be.
'
BURIALS IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY (7 th S. vii.
As the Shepherd of Salisbury Plain has been
Dean Stanley, in his ' Memorials of West- referred
508).
to, we will take that tract for an authority
"
minster Abbey,' gives, as might have been expected, as to the "
While
beggarliness of wool-gathering.
some interesting particulars as to the burial of the " Mr. Johnson " is
talking to the shepherd, a little
Duke of Montpensier.
This
girl runs up with an apronful of wool.
'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.
f

ACROSTIC (7 th

light,

S.

beginning with

The missing
489, 516).
and ending with G, to suit

vii.

L

the lines,
I 'm prized as priceless in the world's wide
history,
Now clothed in light, now veiled in antique

mystery,

is

doubtless "Learning."

The

good one.

acrostic is a very

SIGMA.

Perhaps "Learning" may be regarded as an
answer to the third light of this acrostic.

ANNIE CHARLTON.
" YOUR WITS ARE GONE
WOOL-GATHERING " (7 th
S. vii. 370; viii. 17, 57).
It seems pretty generally
" that
agreed
wool-gathering was not very long ago
a common practice in pastoral districts," and it may
be inferred that, if not entirely discontinued, it is
less general than it used to be.
Continuing to
wonder, after I had sent my former note, how it
was that I never saw any wool-gatherers now, I went
to consult a large farmer on the
subject, who gave
me the following explanation. "You see, the
farmers do the sheep so much better than
they used
to do.
It 's poor sheep on bad land, where
they
do badly, where the wool comes off. In these
days
we all dip our sheep and ' fag-watter 'em,' and give
the breeding 'yows' cotton cake to warm 'em
when they are on the 'tonnups,' and attend to
them altogether better than they used to do years
ago, when they were often eaten half to death with
*
It 's bad doins ' make the
fags and vermin.
sheep
lose their wool.
In a fair you will see the jobbers
make right for the pens of sheep where their wool
is smooth and
bright, shed down the back, and

hanging as straight as

if

it

had been combed.

to a conversation, in which the shepherd
explains that his children who are "too young" to
work wander over the hills to pick up the wool.
Afterwards the girls, when they are six years old,
"
can first get a halfpenny and then a penny a day
by knitting. The boys who are too little to do
hard work get a trifle by keeping the birds off the
corn for this the farmers will give them a penny
When the season of crow-keeping
or twopence
From
is over, then they glean or pick stones."
the above extract it will be seen that even a penny
a day for bird-tenting or stone-picking was preferred to wool-gathering, which was thought so
remarkable an employment that the authoress ap" This
piece of frugal industry is
pends this note
not imaginary, but a real fact, as is the character of
the Shepherd." I think this amply supports my
statement, which C. C. B. so positively contradicts.
To sum up, it appears that wool-gathering was
"
an employment not
beggarly," but so poor and
unremunerative that well-wishers of their species
could not help feeling pity for those who had no
better employment.
They had to wander through
many fields painfully to pick from the thorns
small scraps of wool torn from sheep generally poor
So when it is said of one that his
and lousy.
" wits are
gone wool-gathering," I understand by
it that his mind is wandering, and wandering

leads

,

;

:

where it is not likely to find anything of value.
"
Perhaps some other may think it means that his
mind is wandering in fields which will yield rich
rewards." In that case we hold different opinions ;
that is all.
R. R.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

I have seen women and children gathering wool
on commons in this neighbourhood within the last

7 th s

.
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I knew an old woman called Mar,wenty years.
Richards, who lived at Northorpe, near
iirton in Lindsey, who had permission from the
from the
aeighbouring farmers to gather wool
"
This wool she spun into
mop-yarn,"
hedges.
which she sold to the wives of the cottagers and
Several manor-court rolls that I have
farmers.
seen indicate that this practice was common in the
It is, no
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
garet

doubt, really of immemorial antiquity.

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

"
th
IN A BLUE BLADDER
(7
Instances of this have been given at
S. viii. 48).
3 rd S. v. 297, 385, 444, to which I may add the
"
His bones rattle in his skin like
following
'
beans tossed in a bladder" (Massinger's Picture,'
"
Three blue beans in one blue bladder "
IV. ii.) ;
'
W. C. B.
Alma,' ed. 1718, p. 320).
(Prior's

"THREE BLUE BEANS
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The third instance in the paragraph
a proof of Scott's accuracy in detail, for an old

and others.

field

quoted

is

friend, the Baron, was a Lowlander, whose ancestor
gave his name to his lands; but another character in
the same woi k more completely refutes the writer referred
to.
Fergus Maclvor would, according to modern Scots-

men, be called Maclvor of Maclvor, but Scott knew the

history of his country better, for, as if prophetically foreseeing this heresy, he tells us that Fergus had two designations, Vich Ian Vor among his Highland neighbours
and his clansmen, and Glenquoich among the Lowland
gentry and farmers whom he plundered ; but Sir Walter
would never have dreamed of calling him Mac Ivor of
that ilk. Perhaps, as a minor matter of Scottish history,

the above may not be uninteresting when everything
about ' oor ain countree is receiving more or less atten'

tion."

E. F.

HERDMAN.

th

S. viii. 46).

Berwick-on-Tweed.

:

MR. VINCENT'S query
"
"

has

beans

blue

come

suggests another.
to

How

OLIVER CROMWELL'S PRAYER
is

The Selkirk Grace.

be commonly used

Some hae meat and canna eat,
And some wad eat that want it
But we hae meat and we can eat,

as a slang simile indicative of vigour, rapidity,
intensity, &c. ?
E.g., "It's raining like blue
"
He scooted [run off] like blue beans."
beans,"

GUALTERULUS.

" OF THAT ILK "

(7

th

S. viii. 25).

Perhaps the

following letter, copied from the Edinburgh Evening
News of July 16 will be acceptable. It was
written in reply to your correspondent's note on
the subject
:

"Lowlander writes

The writer of the paragraph
this phrase quoted in last night's News, while correcting others, is himself in need of correction. He is quite
correct in his definition that it means ' of a place bear:

on

ing a similar name,' but tlie two examples he gives,
being both the styles of Highland chiefs, do not fulfil
his condition.
There is no such place as 'Grant' or
'MacLeod.' There is, indeed, Castle Grant,' but this
is merely the chief's residence.
The proper style of a
Highland chief is not 'of that ilk,' but the clan surname
with the prefix ' The,' exactly the same as the Irish
chiefs for example, ' The MacLeod (MacLeod of Dunvegan), 'The Chisholm (of Erchless) just as the Irish
The O'Donoghue,' ' The O'Connor Don.' The territory
of the clans also was not known by the clan name as a
'
place-name, but was called their country,' such as The
Macgregors' country,' which included Glenlyon, Glenstrae, Glengyle, &c , all the district inhabited by the
clan, and not merely the private patrimony of the chief;
but it WHS never called Macgregor,' as if this were the
name of this portion of the kingdom. This mode of
designating the Highland families is entirely a modern
inaccuracy, the only deviation from the foregoing practice being the case of a patronymic from some
great
ancestor, such as Maccallum More among the Campbells,
or of a disputed succession to the
chiefship, as Lochiel
and Fassifern among the Camerons
The fact is, as the
words show, ' of that ilk is peculiarly a Lowland Scottish
to
some
of
the
phrase, pertaining only
oldest of Lowland
houses, who in some cases took their name from their
lands, and in others gave the name they had previously
borne to their lands on settling in Scotland before the
use of surnames was at all fixed
Anstruther of that
ilk, and of Anstruther-Blane of that ilk, and of Blane'

'

'

;

(7

not a prayer in any sense or of any kind.
But let that pass. L. L. K. has not remembered
Burns's version of it, which he calls
This

And

sae the

;

Lord be thankit.

Apropos of graces, I was once in the vice-chair
at a village cricket dinner, after the end whereof
"
my principal spake on this wise, Mr. Robinson,

we must thank you

God be

praised."
Longford, Coventry.

and God too.
WARREN, M. A.

for our dinner

0. F. S.

[G. L. G., ME. ALFRED WALLIS, and the REV. R. M.
SPENCK oblige with the same information.]

LlDDELL AND ScOTT*S LEXICON (7 th S. Vli. 427,
The "figment" pun can hardly, I
viii. 15).
*

476

'

;

think, have been unintentional, for though found
in the fourth (1855), fifth (1864), and sixth (1869)
editions, it is not in the third (1849), in which

"invention" appears, where "figment" must
have been substituted for it afterwards, of malice
prepense.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

1

'

'

'

MINSTER (7 th S. viii. 65). I have never been
make out why so many churches and places,

able to

not being sites of conventual establishments,
"
minster." Yet I have
should bear the name of
usually found on examination that they were
situated on monastic or quasi-monastic estates.
Thus, Beaminster was an appanage of the cathedral
chapter of Salisbury ; Sturminster, in the same
county, belonged to the abbey of Glastonbury; and
Lytchett Minster to Sturminster Marshall. Yetminster (? Gateminster) and Charminster, both in
Dorset, were also attached to the Cathedral of
Sarum. Warminster (? on the Were) was in like
manner a Sarum possession, although there is a
faint tradition of a monastic establishment here.
Bedminster and Ilminster were possessions of the
Abbey of Bristol ; but the origin of Kidderminster

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Wimborne
and Upminster I cannot discover.
Minster was originally monastic, but afterwards
collegiate ; and Leominster the seat of a priory
founded by an Earl of Arundel in Norman times.
"
minster " is used it
It seems that when the word
points at least to a monastic origin.
J.

AUTHOR OF BOOK

(7

th

S. viii. 68).

MASKELL.
'

Millenium

Hall ' was written by Mrs. Sarah Scott, sister of
the famous " blue - stocking," Mrs. Elizabeth

Montagu. The first edition, of which your correspondent transcribes the title, was published in
1762. In a copy of the second edition (1764), in
the British Museum, Horace Walpole has written
the following note
" This book was written
by Lady Bab Montagu (the
sister of George Montagu Dunk, Earl of Hallifax) and
Mrs. Scott, daughter of Matthew Robinson, Esq., and
wife of George Scott, Esq."
:

It is doubtful, however,

whether Lady Barbara

Montagu had much share

in

the

authorship.

other books written by Mrs. Scott are
'The Life of Theodore Agrippa D'Aubign6 ' (published anonymously) and 'The History of Gustavus Ericson (published under the pseudonym of
"
Henry Augustus Raymond, Esq.").
EDWARD M. BORRAJO.

Among

The Library,

{

Millenium Hall' is ascribed by Watt ( Bibl.
Brit.,' ii. 840 c) to Mrs. Scott, widow of George
Lewis Scott, and sister to the late Mrs. Montagu.
second edition appeared in 1764, 12mo. Watts
"A
quotes only the first words of the title, viz.,
Description of Millenium Hall."

A

W.
TURNIPS

(7

th

S. vii.
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New Burlington Street. It
represented the struggle between Sergeant Ewart
and the French Lancer for the eagle and flag of
the 45th French Regiment of the line at the
moment when the latter received "the cut from
the chin upwards which went through his teeth."
The sergeant was in attendance daily to answer
any questions which might be put to him on the
He was then a hale man, about fifty years
subject.
old, and had with him the famous sword he used
at Waterloo, which appeared to me to be a most
a few doors south of

made and ill-balanced weapon. As your
columns state where the eagle, flag, and sword are
now to be seen, perhaps some correspondent of
'N. & Q.' can tell where the above-mentioned
painting is, and who was the painter.
clumsily

GEORGE
35,

Warwick Eoad,

CROSIER

th

(7

;

viii.

E. BUCKLEY.
74).

They

are

mentioned by an author of earlier date than any
of the writers quoted by your correspondents.
In
'The Castel of Helth,' 1541, fol. xxviii b, Elyot
"
says,
Turnepes beinge welle boyled in water, and
after with fatted fleshe, norisheth moch."
J. DIXON.

To RIDE BODKIN (7 th S. viii. 27, 76). Since
sending you the above query my good friend Dr.
T. N. Brushfield, of Budleigh Salterton, has
favoured me with a large number of references,

me all the information needed on this point,
f'ving
thank PROF. SKEAT for his reference to Dr.
'
Murray's Dictionary,' which I ought to have consulted before making the inquiry.
chief
reason for putting the question, however, was to
ascertain if the phrase was general, or confined to
the Western Counties.
W. H. K. WRIGHT.
Plymouth.

My

SECOND DRAGOONS (ROYAL SCOTS GREYS) (7
S. vii. 307; viii. 34, 77).
In the summer of 1835
a life-size oil painting, called ' The Fight for the
th

Standard,' was on view at a shop in Regent Street,

Earl's Court,

S. viii. 47).

J. T.

MERRY.

S.W.

The difference between
how carried, and the

a crosier and a pastoral staff,
instances wherein the crook

is bent inwards, as
have been fully discussed in ' N. & Q.,'
1
S. ii. 248, 313, 412, 523 ; 2nd S. vii. 107, 178 ;
3rd S. viii. 328 ; x. 356, 434 ; xi. 192 ; 5 th S. iv.

also outwards,
st

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

86.
71,

Brecknock Road.

CRABBE'S

Guildhall, E.G.

'

i7s.vra.Ai.ia,'89.

'

TALES

'

(7

th

S. vi.

506

;

vii.

114, 214,

am

very much obliged to MR. C. A.
WARD for his kindly mention of myself (p. 373),
which I will not deny pleased me much, as I
emphatically hold, with Sydney Smith, that "praise
is the best diet for us all."
I think, however, that
both MR. WARD and ALPHA have not quite caught
'
'
the drift of my note on Crabbe's Learned Boy
I
of
214).
(p.
Although
corporal
disapprove
punishment unless under very exceptional circumeven
and
should
then
it
be
stances,
employed very
cautiously, still my article referred to a special case
of outrageous assault
I can call it nothing less
committed by a father on his son not in a fit of
overmastering passion, but deliberately and with
forethought.
Might I ask MR. WARD and ALPHA
to carefully read the poem above mentioned, and I
am sure that, whatever may be their views of corporal punishment generally, they will agree with
me that such a tremendous thrashing as the poet
373, 511).

I

(without disapproval) describes would be totally
unjustifiable under any circumstances whatever.
'
'
Although I think the Learned Boy is discreditable to the poet, I wish to be just to Crabbe, and
it is only fair to admit that poetry which had a
great charm for Sir Walter Scott must have considerable merits of its own (I hope Scott did not
embrace the 'Learned Boy* in his admiration !).
It is quite curious to observe how frequently in
'
the Waverley Novels Scott quotes Crabbe ; and
when he was dying he got Lockhart to read
Crabbe to him. Crabbe also, much to his credit,
took the 'Rejected Addresses' parody good'

7

s.
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viii.

Would that Crabbe ha
humouredly enough.
given us more lines like the pretty description o
'
Th
the disappearance of the fairies, &c., in
Library' (571-582), quoted by Scott in 'Thi
Pirate,' motto to chap. xxi. ; but admirers o
Crabbe must allow that this is a " purple patch
such as one does not often meet with in the poet
As I have spoken somewhat severely of Crabbe':
'
ethics as exhibited in his unhappy Learned Boy,
let me say, on the other hand, that his poem
The Confidant ' contains an excellenl
entitled
I also owe Crabbe a debt of gratitude foi
moral.
the amusing story told of him in Lockhart's ' Lift
of Scott,' under the date August 15, 1822.
With regard to Solomon, may I remind
WARD and ALPHA that Solomon, at all events in
his own person, approved of seven hundredfold
matrimony 1 but I do not suppose that either of
'

MB

your correspondents would quote Solomon in support of the lawfulness of such polgamy extraIf then, as would be universally allowed,
ordinary
Solomon was wrong on such an important subjecl
as marriage, why should he
necessarily have been
right on the subject of chastisement ?
!

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
HERALDIC

:

GURWOOD FAMILY CREST

Burke's

(7

th

S.

'

General Armory' (1878) gives
two crests as belonging to the Gurwood family.
(1) A unicorn's head issuant ; (2) Out of a mural
coronet a castle ruined in the centre, and therefrom an arm in armour embowed, holding a scimiThis latter savours more of a
tar, all proper.
military character, and may be the crest of which

viii. 28).

MR. WEDGWOOD

is

in search.

J. S.

UDAL.

Inner Temple.
1

vii.
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backs in the

'

'

th
S.
(7
I think the writer on iron fire38).
S. A. C.,' the Eev. R. F.
Whisteler, is

I have seen a good

having

mytho-

logical subjects ; but if the carver of the rude
patterns for these backs bad intended this one for

Hercules, he would surely have been represented
with a club, not with a sword. The
proportions of

the figure also are too small for the
brawny god.
It may be said these
founders were far too ignorant
to discriminate on such a
but
I
am inclined
subject,
to think some of these
ironmasters were fairly well
informed.
I have the
original will of one of them,
the writing and
signatures of a person evidently of
some education.
learn also from the diary of
Thomas Turner (' S. A. C.,' vol. ii.
p. 188), a man
who resided among these ironworks
all his life,
reading, among other books, Homer's '
Odyssey,'
lelemachus,'&c., and possibly a heathen mythology
may have been found in his library. Doubtless
these books circulated
among his neighbours.

We

many of

these backs, all being

what are termed open sand castings, in many cases
the ornamental portions and mouldings of these
patterns being separate, and pressed into the sand

We

find
according to the taste of the moulder.
on some of these backs the first two figures
of the date cast on, the two which should denote
the year missing, showing they were either loosely
tacked on or pressed into the mould after the pattern had been removed.
Unfortunately a great
number of these old castings have been made off
with by the local founders during the last fifty
years, although they dislike the iron, as it runs
sluggish, being made with charcoal.
JAS. B. MORRIS.
also

Eastbourne.

ETYMOLOGY OF PAIGNTON

th

(7

S. vii.

509 ;

viii.

Why

does not somebody write a grammar
of British place-names ? Is it because of its requirements 1 All that is needed is a comprehensive knowledge of seven or eight languages and a
half hundred or so of dialects, a grasp of general
58).

principles

and

particular instances of the

word

changes in each language and dialect, and a wide
acquaintance with early, earlier, and earliest
records.
These accomplishments are so common !
Hence our present glorious scientific accuracy in
are a good many
place-name etymology.
degrees above grammar. MR. LYNN sins in the
best of company.
But I would venture to assert
that in the vast majority of cases you do not find
a Celtic first syllable and an English second, or
vice versa.
Welsh pain and English tun would
never combine. The general rule stated has many
xception?, but Paignton is not one of them.
When you find an etymology, only half reasonable,

We

in

two languages,

strike

it

out.

GEO. NEILSON.
Glasgow.

correct in his conjecture that the
subject repre-

sented is St. Michael
overcoming the dragon. In
favour of MR. MARSHALL'S
theory, it is true the
other two backs
a similar border are

117

PROF. SKEAT'S interpretation of

mends

this

word com-

acceptance as soon as it is brought
toward.
Next time I see the vicar of that town
will inform him that he presides over a nominally
>agan town, which I think will be at least as good
a joke as PROF. SKEAT'S pleasantry about the
itself to

[

greater probability of villagers than flowers buildng a town (or making an enclosure). I remember
nee being at a place in French Flanders called
Kosenthal ; it appeared evident that the name
arose from the abundance of the flowers, but it
lid not occur to me that that implied that the

valley was

made by

the roses.

see why SIR H. MAXWELL
hould speak of my suggestion (made with all
W. T. LYNN.
iffidence) as an "assertion."
It is difficult

to

Blackheath.

This name must have been in place before
Villiam I.
Paignton was already in the hands of
"Bishop Leofric on the day when King Edward

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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was

alive

Domesday

and dead.

chequer D.

among

Ib appears in the Exeter
In the reposted ExPeintone." It may have been

as "Peintona."
it

is

"

the alienated lands which Leofric reclaimed

THOMAS KERSLAKE.

for his see.

Society, vol. i.,
points required.

as

much

an instance
ENE"E (7 th S. viii. 67). ^Eaeas was the name of
the man whom Sb. Peter healed at Lydda (Acts ix.
There is no authority
33), not St. Paul at Lystra.
for the name in the latter case, and we can only suppose Calmet's memory played him a trick. It is very
easy to make small blunders between the two saints.
When I was ordained deacon, four candidates out
of the six of us (I was not one of them) stated that
St. Paul, instead of St. Peter, lodged with Simon
the tanner at Joppa.
Dean Howson of Chester,
who was examining us, was very worth about it.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A..
Longford, Coventry.

[Other replies to the same
ST.

SEINE

WEDGWOOD

effect are

acknowledged.]

-MR.

th

S. vii. 205, 333, 415, 477).
(7
at p. 415 cites Annan as a family name
a river. I think not.
It is from the

taken from
town. De Anandia and De Anand could not have
come from the Annan water. In the year 1220
there was a man who rejoiced in the name of
"
"
Hugh Hoppoverhumbr (' Crown Pleas,' Selden
GEO. NEILSON.
Society, Plea No. 189).

SANGATTE

(7

th

S. vii.

345;

viii.

33).

Surely

SIR HERBERT MAXWELL does not mean that " the
Brocas" at Eton takes its name from "Brockhurst,
"
" The Brocas " of
the
thicket
badger's
formed part

to-day
of the property in the neighbourhood of Windsor owned by Sir John de Brocas,
Master of the Horse to Edward III., and by his
descendants for seven generations, who were all
This
Hereditary Masters of the Buckhounds.
property was sold by William Brocas in 1499 to

Beaurepaire till 1861, when Bernard Brocas, the
last male descendant, died.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

A,

iq,

89.

contain information upon the
W. E. BUCKLEY.

:

as possible, of

the

TEW

gives

to give

them

which MR.

more modern

style

is

obstinate people who persist in saying that
" Fine-ease " stood
up and prayed. In the same
way it appears wrong to reduce Bethphage to two

know

syllables.

But names which have been adopted

into the English tongue should

keep the English
sound; thus, perhaps David, and certainly Jacob
and Joseph, should have their usual pronunciation.
However, the ford Jabbok with a hard J I never
could stand, and this, not being very English, I
think we may sound with a Y, as Tennyson prints
it

in his

poem

'

To

.'

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Foleshill Hall, Coventry.

In Scottish pulpits this name is usually proas a dissyllable, although the trisyllabic

nounced

The latter,
pronunciation is occasionally heard.
however, is grouped by the laity with Deuteroaomy,
Alexandria, and quadrasyllabic Magdalene as distinctly pedantic and objectionable.

THOMAS BATNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

The word is to be found in Matt. xxi. 1. In the
Dictionary of Scripture Proper Names," at the
end of the Holy Bible, Oxford (" Oxford Facsimile
Series," No. 5), no date, the pronunciation and the
meaning are given thus, "Beth'-fa-jee, house of un"

ripe figs." In the pronouncing vocabulary of Scripture proper names at the end of Webster's un-

abridged 'Dictionary' it is given thus, Beth'-pha-ge.
For the pronunciation of the consonant g in this

word see " Remarks and Rules,"
of the said vocabulary.

No.

6, at

bhe head

DNARGEL.

Paris.

Swallowfield Park, Reading.

with sandwiches, so Sangatte is named " from
the sand which is there"; it is a land of dunes, the
drift sand blown up and around.
Gatte, like gate
in Ramsgate, Margate, &c. ; the term gate, for a

As

opening, being distinct from stairs, which
indicate a steep ascent, as Eschelles from Scala.

level

A. H.

In his 'Key to the Pronunciation of Proper
Names,' London, 1818, Walker gives Beth-fa-je
" This word
as the correct form, adding in a note,
is generally pronounced by the illiterate in two
syllables, and without the second h, as if written
Keble may have intended the final e
Beth-page.
In
to be elided as coming before 'height.'"
Smith's Diet, of Bible the accent is placed on
the first syllable, as in Beth'-any, Beth'-lehem, and
'

'THE BOOK OF BELLS' (7 th S. viii. 29). This
should be 'The Book of Kells.'
"The Irish
Charters in the Book of Kells, with a Translation
and Notes by John O'Donovan, LL.D.," the tenth
article in the

viii.

what is supposed to be the original sound. As
usual, the middle course is the best. If there is any
rule to be laid down, it would seem to be that the
number of syllables is not to be diminished. Thus
no one now reads of the wilderness of Cades, or the
gainsaying of Core, in one syllable ; I do, however,

!

Sir Reginald Bray.
The De Brocas family was
of Gascon origin, and many of them were distinguished men.
They continued in Hants at

s.

BETHPHAGE (7 th S. viii. 47). The old-fashioned
pronunciation of Scriptural names was to Anglicize
them

Wynfrid, Clevedon.

may

r_7

Miscellany of the Irish Archaeological

'

the name is evidently intended to be pronounced
as a trisyllable, as it is generally.

W.
Middleton Cheney.

E. BUCKLEY.

7*
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AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

th

(7

S. viii.

J9).

A wandering witch-note
And now

'tis silent all

Concluding lines of

'

The

!

of the distant spell ;
Enchantress, fare thee well
Lady of the Lake,' canto vi. ad
M. A. M. JESSOPP.
!

readable and valuable account of wanderings and researches on Dartmoor, which we heartily commend to all
who are familiar with that " happy hunting-ground of
the antiquary and the lover of nature," or who seek au
acquaintance with its beauties and treasures.

Manual Franqais- Anglais
Marine.

mard

NOTES ON BOOKS.

&0.

THOUGH written to serve a technical purpose for the
usage of candidates at the Ecole Navale and similar
institutions, this work may be commended to philologists,
It is an all-important supplement to dictionand not a few of our contributors will be glad to
It is pleasing to see a passage from Nelson
it.
possess
affixed as motto to a French naval work.
Prof. Legrand
is a well-known scholar, and, among other claims on
is
a
welcome
contributor
to
our
columns.
attention,

generally.

(Rivingtons.)
are here in the borderland between history and
It is a territory in which he that wanders
theology.
must look warily to his steps. Mr. Gore has done EO.
reader must be very sensitive who takes offence at
any single passage in the volume before us. Yet Mr.

aries,

A

Gore is a man of strong opinions, and does not shrink
from their expression. There are few subjects relating
to ecclesiastical history around which controversy has
more persistently clung than the question, What was
the outward polity of the early Christian Church?
When she emerges into the light of day it is conceded
by all that she had become hierarchical, but in that
early period during which written records are 80 scanty,
and what we have are capable of such various interpretaOne school
tions, there is much room for controversy.
maintains that the various orders with which we are
familiar were evolved gradually; another holds that they
To this latter class
existed from the apostolic times.
Mr. Gore belongs. We shall not take upon ourselves
to say whether he has proved his case or not ; but no
one can read his pages without becoming assured that he
is a thorough master of the subject, and that he has submitted every scrap of early testimony to diligent scrutiny.
know no book of Church history which gives the imIt
pression of having greater care bestowed upon it.
may well be, as not a few contend, that the records of" the
first two and a half centuries are too scanty, and
the
discipline of the secret "too well kept in the face of
a heathen and hostile world for us ever to be able to
make out from the documents themselves what was the
outward organization of the Church during its years of
infancy; it is well, however, that the hierarchical view
should be stated w ith fulness and care by one who is so
well master of the subject.

We

Great Writers.

Life of Crable.

By

T. E. Kebbel, M.A.

^WVUVIto J

PEOPLE dp not read Crabbe now, and yet most of what
he wrote is well worth reading, and is up to a certain
standard of excellence. He was one of those men who,
if tliey never rise to
any great height, never sink into
twaddle. Like most of the other writers in this series,
Crabbe's life has been told at greater length and with
far more detail than was possible in the limited
space to
which Mr. Kebbel was obliged to restrict himself. It
has evidently been a labour of love with him, but we do
not think it will ever become a very popular book. Crabbe
does not interest the reading public of
to-day in the way
that Rossetti, Darwin, or Shelley do.
Where their lives
in this series are asked for a dozen times at Mudie's or

Smith's the volume before us will not be once
inquired
for ; nevertheless, it will be well for all cultured
persons
to get it, unless they have
studied the life of the
already

poet by his son.

Amid

Devonia's Alps. By William Croising. (Plymouth
W. H. Luke; London, Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)

MB. CROISING, whose 'Ancient Crosses of Dartmoor' is
well known to many of our
readers, has published a

de Termes et Locutions de
Par Alfred Legrand.
(Paris, Mesnil-Dra-

et Cie.)

The Ministry of the Christian Church. By Charles Gore.

WE
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PKOF. R. Y. TTKRELL, in the Fortnightly, is very severe
upon the recent utterance of Mr. Browning concerning
Fitzgerald. Mile, de Bovet supplies a very interesting
account of Gounod's Views on Art and Artists.' Mr.
Walter Pater on Giordano Bruno and Mr. W. L. Courtney on Roger Bacon both merit study, and Mr. Oswald
Crawfurd ventures on a defence of 'Portuguese Bull-fightOn the whole, the most interesting articles in the
ing.'
Fortnightly are political, and as such outside our province.
In an excellent number of the Nineteenth Century,
Dr. Burney Yeo's paper on ' Change of Air is of most
general interest. Lord Ribblesdale deals with The Art
of Conversation/ but can scarcely be said to leave the
subject much advanced. In title, at least, Mr. Frederick
Greenwood's paper on Wool Gathering interests readers
of ' N. & Q.' Mr. F. Harrison describes the conversation
at ' A Breakfast Party in Paris.' Mr. Gladstone writes
on ' Phoenician Affinities of Ithaca,' and Lord Brabourne
writes on Mr. Gladstone. Sir Joseph Fayrer has an
'
important contribution on The Deadly Wild Beasts of
India/ and Mr. Lord writes on Ibsen. Mr. Clifford
in
Harrison,
Murray's, deals, in a second part, with the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'Art of Recitation.' An art of recitation there may be,
but the ordinary practice has little connexion with it.
The first part of A Reindeer Journey in Arctic Russia' is a pleasing record.
Mr. Ac worth begins some
'
papers on Scotch Railways.' Mr. W. E. Axon, in the
on
writes
D'lsraeli
the novelist, not to be
Gentleman's,
confounded with his son. Mr. Percy Fitzgerald gives
'
the history of The Lady of Lyons.' Mr. W. H. Patterson sends a 'Log- Book'; and Mr. H. Schiitz Wilson
writes on the Henri Trois ' of Dumas.
In the New
Review Mr. Lang has a characteristic and valuable paper
on 'Mythology and the Old Testament.'
The Lord
Chief Justice supplies a second part of his notice of
Matthew Arnold; and Talk and Talkers of To-day is
agreeably concluded. A biographical sketch of Mr.
Balfour is given in Tinsley's. The Cornhill has a remarkable paper on ' Curiosities of Leperdom/ and an
appeal in The Duddon Vale as It Is and Is To Be.'
'
The National Sport in Virginia,' otherwise coon hunt'

'

'

'

ing, finds an animated depicter in Longman's.
Shrews/
discussed by Mr. Aubyn Battye, are field mice, and not
relatives of the fair Katharine.
The English Illustrated
reproduces The Card Players/ attributed to Nicholas
Maas ; has a good account of ' Out-Door Paris,' and
'

other articles, mostly illustrated by Mr. Archibald Forbes
and Mr. Whitworth Wallace. Mr. Charles Dickens, Jun.,
supplies some pleasing letters written by his father in his
editorial capacity.
In the miscellaneous contributions
to All the Year Round we included Tree Superstitions'
'

and Society
'

A

in Italy Fifty Years Ago.'
good number
of the Century opens with a fine portrait of Lord Tennyson.
The sketches of English life in this magazine have

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of a river
always a charm of their own, and the description
'

trip from Oxford to Richmond, called The Stream of
Very different in character,
Pleasure,' is delightful.

[7*

s.

vm.

A. 10, m

WITH No. 25 of the Bookbinder (Clowes & Sons) a new
volume is begun. The paper on ' Ornamental Leather
Binding of the Fifteenth Century is important, and is
'

but no less interesting;, are the purely American articles, well illustrated. The facsimiles of binding are of sus'
Afternoon at a Ranch and The Poison of Serpents,' tained interest.
'
State Criminals at the Kara Mines
which follow.
PART LX1X. of Mr. Hamilton's Parodies deals with
continues the admirable series of pictures of Russian
prose travesties.
of
are
a
feature
the
which
life
convict
distinguishing
GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS have added to
Century. The whole is of high value. In Macmillaris "
"
a very cheap and useful
Morley's Universal Library
Mr. D. G. Hogarth describes Macedonia, and Mr. J. C.
William edition of Sheridan's Plays.'
Bailey writes with judgment and taste on
'
article
Cowper.
Hippolytus Veiled is a characteristic
'
PROP. MINTO writes concerning the MSS. of Scott's
of Mr. Walter Pater. In the Temple Bar Garrick and
" I venture to
the Shakespeare Revival supplies an account of a por- poems
appeal through you to the courtion of Garrick 's life concerning which information is tesy of the owners of certain of the MSS. of Sir Walter
not easily obtainable. It is, however, not trustworthy in Scott's poems. Messrs. A. & C. Black, who represent
statement. Garrick was not born February 20, 1716, in Scott's original publishers, are desirous, as a matter of
Hereford, nor is it certain that Nell Gwyn was born professional pride, of issuing a complete revision of
at Hereford. Garrick did not play in Ipswich Aboun in Lockhart's edition of the poems, and have asked me to
'
Oroonoko,' nor was his first appearance before a Lon- collaborate with them in the preparation of it. Seeing
don audience such as is stated. 'Apropos of Samuel that doubts have been cast on the accuracy of the reRogers' is another paper in the usual style of Temple ceived text, I am anxious, as one means of making the
Bar.
A Collector's Dream 'is not unlike some of M. text as correct as possible, to collate it with the original
Uzanne's contributions to Le Livre. To the Newlery MSS. Some of these are in the possession of the family
House Magazine the Rev. S. Baring-Gould supplies the at Abbotsford, and to them I have kindly been promised
first part of
Recent Discoveries in Christian Archaeo- access. But Messrs. Black, though they have taken a
The Bishop's Bible is a strange title great deal of trouble, have failed to trace the present
logy in Rome.'
for a story by Mr. D. Christie Murray and Mr. H. ownership of the MSS. of ' The Lady of the Lake,' ' Don
'
Herman.
Roderick,' and Auchindrane.' Can any of your readers
help us ? All that I want is access to the MSS. for the
AMONG Messrs. Cassell's publications, the Encyclo- purposes of collation I would rather not take the repesdic Dictionary still occupies a foremost place. sponsibility of borrowing them."
Part LXVII. begins with "Shipping" and ends with
"
BY. the death of Mr. William Ralstom Sheddon RalSlipknot." The words treated are principally Angloof which we hear with regret, ' N. & Q.' loses an
Saxon, as "Shipwreck," "Shoe," "Shop," "Shore," ston,
but under words such as occasional contributor. In connexion with Russian folk"Shoot," "Shovel," &c.,
"
lore Mr. Ralston was an authority.
He was an inde"Sikh" and "Signature the encyclopaedic character of
the whole is shown. Part LV. of Our Own Country fatigable worker, and his demise, which took place in
his sixty-second year, is a loss to literature.
the
from
Stone
to
and
Trent
LanBath,
Burton,
depicts
caster and the coast of Morecambe Bay. A full-page
illustration of Beaudesert is supplied, and there are also
flatitt* to
views of Ingestre and of Burton Abbey. Old and New
London, Part XXIII., proceeds from Ely House and
We must call special attention to the following notices :
Chapel to Gray's Inn. The now departed Middle Row,
ON all communications must be written the name and
Holborn, is, of course, depicted. There is an antiquarian address of the sender, not
necessarily for publication, but
picture of drawing the State Lottery in the Guildhall, as a
guarantee of good faith.
some old houses in Holborn, happily still existing, are
WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
presented, and there are views of Leather Lane, BarTo secure insertion of communications correspondents
nard's Inn, and Gray's Inn Garden.
In Shakespeare,
must
observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
Part XLIII., Coriolanus is concluded. After rejecting 'Titus Andronicus' as not being by Shakspeare, the or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
editors give two acts of Romeo and Juliet,' with good signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
illustrations of Romeo when he first sees Juliet and of appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
the Nurse and Peter. Picturesque Australasia, Part X., to head the second communication "Duplicate."
opens with a picture of what is known as the Town Belt,
T. S. (' Future Rewards and Punishments believed by
Dunedin. Newcastle follows, and there is a striking piche Ancients,' 1742). By J. Tillard.
ture of a bush track, Murrurundi. As a volume is comEUAN. This method of spelling is correct.
pleted, a map, &c., are issued. Naumann's History of
J. J. LEADAM (" Mestelyn ").
Look under metlin or
Music, Part XVII., is principally occupied with the Tuscan
school and the musical drama, and begins Lotti and the maslin=a. mixed corn crop.
Masters of the Catholic Restoration.' A facsimile of
J. W. ALLISON (" Keeners ").
Hired Irish singing
Schubert and a picture of the interior of the Sistine mourners. See 'Encyclopaedic Dictionary.'
Chapel are among the illustrations. Celebrities of the
CORRIGENDUM. P. 39, col. 1, 1. 35, for "Petronius,
(
Century, Part VII., gives lives of Mary Ann Evans (under
"
Arbiter-Satyricon/" read Petronius Arbiter, Satyricon.'
George Eliot "), of Elliston, Emin Pasha, ErckmannNOTICE.
Chatrian, Sir William Fairbairn, and many men and
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
women of note. Woman's World has a striking portrait
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
of Madame Talben and a good variety of general conBusiness Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
tents.
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
THE Scottish Art Review once more claims and repays
We beg leave to state that we decline to return comboth
for
the value of its designs and of its
nunications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
attention,
letterpress,
to this rule we can make no exception.
'
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'

'

'
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or about June 24, 1380, she was marKenilworth to John Hastings, Earl of
Pembroke, the noble bridegroom being eight years
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Me*.

at

of age, and the princess seventeen.
During the
brief period of their union (they were separated

three years later on) the princess seems to have
been fond of giving her youthful lord presents,
for which her royal father had to pay.
In his
register one such is noted on March 6, 1380/1, as
"
given to our son of Pembroke in the name of our

daughter of Pembroke"; and again, on May 6,
"
1382, for a gold rosary and gold fermail given by
our daughter of Pembroke to her lord," the sum of
40s. was paid.

In 1359 the Princess Margaret, youngest
daughter of King Edward III., was married in
the Queen's Chapel at Heading to John Hastings,
Earl of Pembroke, father of the above-mentioned
John, the boy husband of the Princess Margaret's
niece, Elizabeth of Lancaster.
This, I think, is
the last union of the kind in our royal family
which can be compared in any sort to the one in

which we are so much interested at the present
moment, viz., the marriage of H.E.H. the Princess
Louise of Wales with the Eight Hon. the Earl of
Fife, K.T.

The following is a list of the princesses of England who from time to time since the Conquest
have been united to earls, subjects of the English

Crown

:

Princess Eleanor, daughter of King John,
was married first to William Marshal, Earl of
Pembroke ; and secondly to Simon de Montfort,
Earl of Leicester, both powerful English peers.
Her second husband proved a formidable foe to
her brother, King Henry III.
She died April 13,
1275.
2. Princess Maud of Lancaster, great grand1.

ENGLISH PRINCESSES, WIVES OF EARLS.

It is 348 years since an English princess bore
the title of countess. She was the last survivor of
the royal house of Plantagenet, and she was a
countess in her own right. The tragic end of the
Princess Margaret of Clarence, Countess of ^ Salisbury, is one of the many blots upon the reign of
her kinsman Henry VIII.
daughter of King Henry III. Her first husband
The last English princess who was styled countess was William de Burgh, Earl of Ulster, who was
by reason of her marriage with an earl was the murdered June 7, 1333, being only twenty years
Princess Catherine, sixth daughter of King Edward of age.
She afterwards married Ealph de Ufford,
IV. She married Sir William Courtenay (son of son of the Earl of Suffolk, and died (having taken
Earl
of
a
the
the veil at Campsey, in Suffolk) on or about May 5,
Devonshire), who, being suspected of
treasonable correspondence with Edmund de la 1377.
Earl
of
was
3. Princess Eleanor of Lancaster (sister of the
Pole,
Suffolk,
attainted, imprisoned by
Henry VII., and debarred from succeeding to his Countess of Ulster) married first John, Lord Beaufather's title.
the
accession
of
Upon
Henry VIIL, mont; and secondly Eichard Fitzalan, Earl of
however, he was liberated, and a fresh patent of Arundel, surnamed Copped Hat. She died Januthe Earldom of Devonshire made out in his favour. ary 11, 1372.
The ceremony of creation was not entirely completed
4. Princess Joan (surnamed of Acre), daughter
when he died, and his royal nephew gave express of King Edward I., married first Gilbert de Clare,
orders that he should be interred with the honours Earl of Gloucester; and secondly Ealph de
due to an earl. His widow, the Princess Cathe- Monthermer, who was summoned to Parliament as
rine, bore the title of countess till her death, which Earl of Gloucester during the minority of his stepoccurred November 15, 1527.
She died April 23, 1307.
son, Gilbert de Clare.
It is 509 years since an English maiden princess
5. Princess Elizabeth, daughter of King Edward
was led to the altar by an earl. The bride on that I., who married first John, Count of Holland ; and
occasion was the Princess Elizabeth of Lancaster,
secondly Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford
second daughter of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lan- and Essex.
She died on or about May 5, 1316.
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Princess Joan of Kent (commonly called the
Maid of Kent), granddaughter of King Edward I. who married William de Montacute, Earl
of Salisbury, having been affianced to Sir Thomas
6.

Fair

'rincess

[ing

[7*

s.

vm.

A. 17, w.

Joanna, third and youngest daughter of
II.
of the Princess Beatrice, second

Henry

;

aughter of King Henry III.; of the Princess
Vlaud of Lancaster, eldest daughter and coheir of
de Holand, afterwards created Earl of Kent. She lenry, Duke of Lancaster ; and of the Princess
was divorced from the Earl of Salisbury by Papal Eleanor, eldest daughter of King Edward I. These
jrincesses all married foreign counts of princely
bull, and ordered to return to her lawful husband,
She married thirdly her ank. The Princess Constance of Normandy is
Sir Thomas de Holand.
"
"
of Bretagne, but her coffin
kinsman, Edward, Prince of Wales (the famous >ften called Duchess
"
"
Black Prince), by whom she became the mother of >late was inscribed Comitissa only. Her (half?)
ister Gundreda was the wife of a Norman earl,
King Kichard II. She died August 7, 1385.
who was created Earl of Surrey after her death by
7. Princess Isabel, daughter of King Edward
Lord de Coucy, lis brother-in-law, William Rufus. The Princess
III., was married to Ingelram,
who was afterwards created Earl of Bedford. She Vtary of Blois became Countess of Boulogne in her
wn right. The Empress Maud became Countess
died circa August, 1378.
f Anjou by her second marriage with Geoffrey
8. Princess Margaret, daughter of King Edward
Joanna,
i'lantagenet ; and her granddaughter
III., was married, as already stated, to John
Queen of Sicily, married the Count of Toulouse
Hastings, Earl of Pembroke. She died in 1361.
of
first
The
her
husband.
Princess
9. Princess Philippa of Clarence, granddaughter after the death
of King Edward III., was married to Edmund Maud of Lancaster (niece of the Countess of Ulster)
Duke
of
who
was
also
Bavaria,
Mortimer, afterwards Earl of March. She died married William,
The Princess
3ount of Holland and Hainault.
on or about January 7, ] 377/8.
of
Edward
eldest
is
often
I.,
10. Princess Elizabeth of Lancaster, grandEleanor,
daughter
daughter of King Edward III. , was married (as we styled "Duchess" of Barr; but in the State
father's
she
and
of
her
her
husband
have seen) to John Hastings the younger, Earl of records
reign
Pembroke. This marriage, too hastily contracted are invariably called "Count and Countess" of
eldest
The
and soon dissolved, is noticed by very few genea- Barr.
daughter of King Stephen,,
Neither Sandford nor Anderson mentions who died an infant, is sometimes called Countess
logists.
She was affianced to the earl of that
of Mellent.
it ; but it is proved beyond question by the register
of the princess's father, John of Gaunt, and also name, but was certainly never married to him or to
The Princess Margaret of Norfolk,
the Patent Eoll of 50 Edward III., part ii. any one else.
,

by
She died November

24, 1425.

Constance of York, granddaughter
of King Edward III., married Sir Thomas le
Despencer, afterwards created Earl of Gloucester.
11. Princess

She died November

28, 1416.
12. Princess Anne of Gloucester, granddaughter
of King Edward III., married as a child Thomas
Stafford, Earl of Stafford, and was left a widow at
She afterwards married his
nine years of age.

granddaughter of King Edward I., was for some
time known as Countess of Norfolk before she was
created a duchess in her own right.
Lastly, the Princess Margaret, eldest daughter
King Henry VII., and sister of King Henry
VIII., after the death of her first husband, King
James IV. of Scotland, married Archibald Douglas,
Earl of Angus ; but, like her sister the Princess?
of

Mary, Queen

of

France (who

married

secondly

of Stafford ; and the Duke of Suffolk), she retained her regal style
thirdly Sir William Bourchier, afterwards created and title as long as she lived, and, indeed, was
Earl of Eu. She died October 16, 1438.
Queen Regent of Scotland during the greater part
13. Princess Isabel of Cambridge, great-grand- of her son's minority.
I might be blamed for omitting to mention one
daughter of King Edward III., married firsl
Thomas Grey, of Werke, Esq. ; and secondly interesting fact, viz., that circa 1320 the grandEarl
of
Eu, afterwards created daughter of an English sovereign married an Earl
Henry Bourchier,
But she was not a princess; her grandEarl of Essex. She died October 2, 1484.
of Fife.
14. Princess Catherine, daughter of King Ed
parent was not living at the time of her marriage;
ward IV., whose marriage with Sir William and she was the daughter of a daughter, not of a
I allude to Mary de MonCourtenay, created Earl of Devonshire by King son, of the sovereign.
Henry VIII., has already been noted.
thermer, daughter of the princess Joan of Acre (by
The husbands of the above-mentioned princesses her second marriage with Ralph de Monthermer,
were either earls at the time of their marriage or the esquire of her first husband, the Earl of Glouafterwards became such by creation or inheritance
cester) and granddaughter of King Edward I. On
To these we may add the names of the Princesses March 14, 1344/5, according to the Issue Roll of
Constance and Adela, daughters of William the 19 Edw. III., the sum of 61 was paid for " Furs
Conqueror ; of the Empress Maud, daughter am for the Countess of Fife." This was the lady in
heir of King Henry I.; of Princess Mary, secom
question, and it was probably a cold spring in
and youngest daughter of King Stephen of thi 1344/5.
H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.

brother and heir,

Edmund, Earl

'

:
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P. 262 b. Fleetwood in Ireland. See N. & Q.,'
7 th S. vii. 85, 212.
P. 265 b. Isaac Watts addressed a poem to 0.
"
'

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND COERECTIONS.
(

h
See 6th s. xi. 105, 443 ; xii. 321 ; 7< S. i. 25, 82, 342,
376: ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 506 ; vii. 22, 122, 202, 402.)

Vol. XIX.
"
P. 1 b, line 3 from foot. "At the admiralty ?
P. 5 a. Edward Kellett, D.D., Canon of Exeter,
*
ledicated his
Miscellanies,' 1633, to the elder
brother of Sir John Finch, Baron of Forditch and
"
'
'
Miscellanies I offered unto
Lord Keeper
Aaron (your elder Brother) who is set over us by
our most gracious King ; as a ruler of the House
"
of God (ded. of ' Trie. Christi ').
P. 10 a. Luke de Beaulieu dedicated to Lord
Finch his translation of Bishop Cosin on ' Transubstantiation,' 1676, "public fame I hear of a
:

My

long time speaking loud for you."
'
P. 10 b. Patrick's Autobiog.,' 83.
P. 11 a. Garth speaks of Finch's "tropes," and
Oldham of " smooth-tongued Finch."
P. 12 a, b. If he was created a baron in 1703,
how could he be raised to the peerage in 1714 ?
P. 13 a. Cp. 7 a. Finch on codification and on
baronets.
Coincidence or error ?
P. 17 b. Edward Kellett (see above) dedicated
'

Tricoenivm Christi,' 1641, to Sir John Finch,
Baron of Forditch and Lord Keeper
he had
known K. in his youth and had helped him later,
"
in ways of which our Western parts take notice."
K. says his worth is known, he is endowed with
an excellent spirit, has a glorious name, and is in
favour with all good men.
P. 18. Sir John Finch, physician. See Wrangham's 'Zouch,' ii. 116, sq.
"
"
Pp. 62 a, 63 a. For Channey read Chauncy.
'
th
P. 68 b.
Payne Fisher. See N. & Q.,' 4 S.
his

:

360.
P. 72 b, line 34. For "lodge" read badge.
P. 176. St. William of York. Add the account
of his window in York Minster, Yorksh. Arch.

iv.

Jour., iii. 198-348.
P. 192 a. Fitzpatrick
Mathias, 121-2.

7

'Rolliad,'

see

1708, p. 132 ; 'Free-Thinker,' 1718, i. 7.
Pp. 253-4. John Flavel. Two letters by him,
'
'
Smith, Bibl. Anti-Quakeriana,' 185 ; Saint Indeed,' for "1673" read 1671; 'Righteous Man's
"
1682 " read 1681; ' Divine Conduct,'
Refuge,' for
add 1822
an ed. of 2 and 25 together, 1791;
second collected ed. 1716, also Paisley, 1770.
P. 260.
Oldham mentions Flecknoe twice, as a
type of the lowest sort of poets.
;

S. Fleetwood,
young generous pair."
P. 269. Bishop Fleetwood.
Amhurst, 'Terra
i.
12, questions the honesty of F.'s arguFilius,'
"
ment, and calls him a most excellent casuist."
Bis sermon on suicide is praised in the 'FreeThinker.' Of No. 6 there was an ed. 8vo., 1736.
Sermons
against coin-clipping, at Guildhall
Chapel, Dec. 16, 1694; at St. Paul's, before the
Queen, on the victory, Aug. 19, 1708 ; at Ely
House, on the rebellion, June 7, 1716 (seventh
ed. same year) ; on swearing, 1721.
'
P. 286 a. Debate betwixt M. Fleming and T.
Beverley, whether the Reign of Papacy ends in
Of Fleming's book on the
1697,' 4to., 1701.
Papacy there were editions 1794, 1809 (sixth), and
Aberdeen, 1848.
P. 312. Wesley's 'Life of J. W. Fletcher 'appeared in 1786 ; another by Robert Cox, 1822 and
1825; Benson's book was reprinted as late as 1860;
'Life of Mrs. Fletcher,' by Henry Moore, 1818,
1824 ; ' Wesley's Designated Successor : Life
of Fletcher of Madeley,' by Rev. L. Tyerman,
:

1883;

Spectator,

Union

Rev.,

1883, pp.
pp. 263-76.

April 21,

May, 1864,

520-21;

Some

of

posthumous pieces were published by Benson, and others by Melville Home, curate of
Madeley, 1792. His books are, or were until
lately, kept on sale by the Wesleyan Society.
Other notices of him Sidney's ' Life of Rowland
H.
Hill,' 1834, pp. 13, 40, 41, 92, 104, 438
Venn's 'Life,' 1835, pp. 238, 240, 376 ; 'Life of
his

:

;

C. Neale,' 1835, p. 7; Jay's 'Life of 0. Winter,'
'
1843, pp. 259, 494 ; Simeon's Life,' 1848, p. 80 ;
Berridge's 'Works,' 1864, pp. 373, 377; Ryle'a
'
Christian Leaders,' 1869, pp. 385-425; Southey's
'
'
Wesley,' chap. xxv. ; Life of Lady Huntingdon ';
'
Life of Jos. Benson.'
P. 427 b. Cp. xviii. 165 a.
W. C. B.

'LE GRAND CHOLEUR': "To CHULLE."
and the

Pp. 224-5. Lord Fitzwilliam. Pryme's 'Autob.,'
289, 306.
Account of, in
Pp. 228-9. Ralph Fitzwilliam.
Yorksh. Arch. Jour., ii. 197-201.
Pp. 242-8. Flamsteed. See 'Life and Corresp.
of Abr. Sharp,' by Wm. Cudworth ; Locke's ' Letters,

and

The

curious golf story in Longman's Magazine of July,
'
The Devil's Round,' a translation
p. 271, called
'
of Le Grand Choleur of M. Charles Deulin, is
'

introduced by some remarks by Mr. A. Lang on
the words choulle, or chole, " golf," and decholer,
" to
make a stroke back." Ducange gives a French
"
choule as
globulus ligneus qui clava propellitur,"
as if choule was the ball; but that perhaps may be
doubted. The word occurs in an English form as
" beat
"
a verb to chulle, meaning " to strike or
about." Thus in Wiclif's English sermon for the

"Forthe Sondai in Lente," 'Select English
Works,' ed. Arnold, vol. ii. p. 280, in a passage
on the thraldom of the Church under Antichrist,
there are these sentences
" Now Cristene men ben

now with

bishopis

;

:

now with popis, and
cardinalis of popis, now

chullid,

now with
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with prelatis under bishopis ; and now thei clouten ther
shone with censuria, as who shulde chulle a foot-lalle.
But certis Baptist was not worth! to loose the thwong of
Cristia shoo ; and more, Anticrist hath no power to lette
the fredom that Crist hath broujt. Crist jaf this fredom
to men to come lijtli to blis of hevene, but Anticrist
chullith men, to ^elde hem to 37 ve hym moneye."

The passage is plain; to chulle is "to beat about"
and then " to harass or bother." But the glossary
at the end of vol. iii. p. 530 (a very poor glossary,
"
by the way), explains chulle quite wrongly, as to
sole or patch (?)." The editor has wholly misunderstood the sentence, and has punctuated it wrongly.
The words " and now thei clouten ther shone with
censuris" are a parenthesis, and the clause "as who
shulde chulle a foot-balle" follows closely on the
words "prelatis under bishopis," and not on the
words " clouten ther shone." The passage is not
in the corresponding, but more academical Latin
sermon (' Sermones,' vol. iii. p. 169), but was
evidently a homely illustration for homely village
folk.
The noun choller or chullere occurs in the
'Catholicon Anglicum,' E.E.T.S., ed. Herrtage,
"
glossed
questor," i.e., a, troublesome beggar such
as a pardoner, the quaestuarius or pardoner, with
papal or episcopal letters, authorized to issue pardons for sins in return for contributions.
Mr.
Heritage's note is curious, on account of his omission of any reference to Halliwell and to Strattmann, who both quote passages for the verb chulle,
and on account of his astounding derivation of the
"

word, probably from French cueilleur." The
lowing from Halliwell is a good illustration

And
That

chulles
is

hym as men

don a

fol-

balle,

casten fro hande to hande,

though these quotations do not prove that golf
was an English game, I fear. 0. W. TANCOCK.
Norwich.

EPISCOPOS AND EPIMELETES. Dr. Hatch, in
'
Bampton Lectures on The Organization of the
Early Christian Churches' (Rev. Edwin Hatch,
Hon. D.D.Edinb., second edit., Lond., Rivingtons,

his

1882), maintains that the "bishops," eTrto-KoVot,
in the
Church were officials like the
^primitive
pagan iTrto-KoVot or evri/xe Ararat, i. e., that they
were stewards, almoners, and " cseremonarii," rather
than, as generally held, a distinct clerical order,
i. e,,

above and distinct from priests and deacons.

Into the theological point, in which, strangely
enough, the ultra-Roman agrees with the Presbyterian hypothesis
the Latins aiming at the depression of the Episcopate to exalt the Papacy,
and the Presbyterians wishing to depress the
Episcopate to exalt the Presbyterate, or rather
affirming that Episcopos and Presbyter mean the
same thing I will not, of course, enter in a secular
and literary paper like ' N. & Q.' The book was
reviewed in the Church Times of Nov. 3, 1882,
where the point in question is referred to.
But I may note that in M. Jules Martha's ' Les

[7<* s.

Sacerdoces Ath^niens

'

many

vm. A. 17, '89.

instances are given

from Greek inscriptions of the use of the verb
^

and of

its

7ri/xeA7T^s, which,

as

corresponding substantive
"m^moires pour servir"
"
"
may show what the pagan Epimeletes in fact
was, only adding that even should it be proved
that the Christian " Episkopoi " were at least at
times also " Epimeletai," it would not be a neces"
"
sary logical inference that
Episkopoi were only
certain Presbyters chosen as bursars, treasurers,
or almoners ; for another theory is possible, and
that is that the bishops in the primitive Church
were often chosen as almoners and stewards
because of their exalted and separate rank, and
therefore presumably more suitable trustees than
7n/>ieAeo-#ai

mere presbyters.
Cf. Martha, p. 51,
<5e

-njs

7y>a7reas.

inscription, eTrejueAi^r/fcraJv
Ib., p. 71, office of CTTI-

TTO/ATT^S ; and so p. 72, where the
"
eTTi/AeA^rcu were obviously
cceremonarii," or
" masters of
the ceremonies," just as sometimes at
a Roman high mass, besides the priest, deacon,
and sub-deacon, there is a fourth ecclesiastic, the
"cseremonarius." Aristotle (' Politics,' vi. 5, 11)

jueA^rai TT/S

speaks of cTrt/ieAeta, i.e., what M. Martha rightly
a specific commission, "une charge determine'e."
Ib., pp. 95-6, the veoo/copos or aKopo?
was apparently a kind of pagan deacon, while the
vTro^aKopos was a kind of pagan sub-deacon, or
"
perhaps acolyte or ostiarius."
Strictly speaking, the pagan Greeks had no sacer-

calls

dotal hierarchy as such, though, e.g., the Epiboutadai seem to have been at least originally a
Dr. Hatch's theory, and
priestly clan and caste.
those theories which maintain that the organization
and the music and ritual of the Church were derived partly from pagan antiquity and partly from
the Synagogue, are too large points to discuss here;
but the facts in Martha may possibly serve as a
hint to deeper scholars than myself.
H. DE B. H.

PIGS IN CLOVER. Turning over the leaves of
Mr. J. W. Mollett's 'Illustrated Dictionary of
Words used in Art and Archaeology,' 8vo., London,
1883, at p. 213, 1 came upon the device assumed by
Gonzalvo Perez the minotaur in the Cretan laby-

The representation of the maze bears such
rinth.
a striking resemblance to the arrangement of the
"
"
barriers in
pigs in clover that it may have suggested that puzzle. At any rate the coincidence is
noteworthy.

FRANK REDE FOWKE.

24, Victoria Grove, Chelsea.

A

SHAKSPEARE AND VENICE.
contribution to
the current number of the Quarterly Review, with
the view of showing how intimately acquainted
Shakspeare was with Venice and its surroundings,
appears to me to have fallen into the common error
of supposing that the Rialto signifies the bridge, or
Ponte di Rialto, whereas the fact is that the Rialto

7*8,
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properly the market-place or exchange of Venice
o which the bridge leads. That Shakspeare knew
his well enough is proved by his references thereto
7
n the 'Merchant of Venice. Shylock, when speak
"
ng of Antonio's ventures, says, He hath an Argosi
)ound to Tripolis, another to the Indies I undertand, moreover, upon the Rialto, he hath a third
it Mexico, a fourth for England "; and, again, he

introduced into our language.
One of these appeared, "The 'Linotype' Composing Machine/
advertised on a whole page of the Daily News, on

3

"
July 27.
Linotype," if it meant anything, should
mean an engine for beating flax, linen, or flaxen
cords.
Here, however, it seems to be used to describe a newly- in vented machine by which a " line

;

"

What news on the
exclaims, on seeing Antonio,
"
Rialto ?
and, further, when addressing him re
the
projected loan, says :
specting
many a time, and oft,
you have rated me
About my money and my usances.
The reading is " in," and not " on" the Rialto.
I believe that the bridge was built about Shakspeare' a time, i.e., the end of the sixteenth century
but the Rialto is of much earlier date. Shakspeare
knew and wrote of the market-place, which still
exists, and is a most interesting bit of old Venice,
situated on the Frari side of the Grand Canal, just
over the bridge named from it, and which was
probably built to enable the merchants of Venice
dwelling in the more fashionable quarter of the
city conveniently to reach their exchange without a
J. STANDISH HALT.
gondola.
Temple.
Signior Antonio,

In the

BLUNSHAM

:

BLUNTISHAM.

lage pronunciation of Bluntisham.
The value of
the sermon to me is its
topographical use in supplying the above rendering of the word Bluntisham. Although I possess a large number of Huntingdonshire books, this is, I think, the only instance
of the name
It is rather curious
being so spelt.
that the learned rector of the
parish should have
written it according to
popular usage.

an ancient village in Huntingdonshire.
The etymology is generally
thought to
denote the farmstead,
I
&c., of the Blunt family.
have seen the word spelt in old documents Bluntesis

ham, suggestive of the possessive case. But the
Rev. J. Bedford only wrote on his
title-page the
contracted form as it is now
usually spoken to-day
the
by
village people.

The word

Erith, occurring in conjunction with
Qshani on the
title-page, is always now spelt
but
I
am familiar with the former orthowith,
as
at
one
time in old papers it was common.
graphy,

HERBERT
St. Ives,

"
is set up, or composed, instead of the
type
old-fashioned method of hand type-setting with
the "composing-stick." The new machine, if the
advertisement speak truth, is a wonderful machine
o'

but

it is

not happily named.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

Rialto,,

I have just added
to my library a rather scarce
sermon, entitled The
Perusal of an old Statute concerning Death and
Judgment as it was lately Delivered in a Sermon
at the Funeral of Mrs. Francis
Bedford,' by James
Bedford, B.D., Pastor of Blunsham and Erith,
Hunts, 4to., 1657. Blunsham is the popular vil-

Bluntisham
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E. NORRIS.

Hunts.

ANOTHER BARBARISM. It seems to be conidered desirable to record in N.
Q.' the new
and barbarous words
which, from time to time, are

&

" DICKY SAM." Now that the
great leveller has
claimed that lamented worthy the late Sir J. A.
Picton, who wore his literary harness to the very
end, I ask, Is it more than an open secret that he
used the pseudonym of" A Dicky Sam " in former
A. H.
years?

THOMAS A KEMPIS. In the prospectus of a
'
recently-published rhythmical version of the Imi'
tation of Christ the translator states
:

'

md
be

Thomas A'Kempis is incorrect,
of misunderstanding. Whether the a

Thomas a Kempia

or

is the result
looked upon as Latin or French,

'

it

is

'

incorrect.

Thomas Kempis, i. e., Thomas Kempeusis, Thomas of
Kempen, is the writer's name."
A' Kempis is the form by which
fs this correct ?
the author's name has come down to us; and unless
there be some very good reason shown we ought
His patronymic was Haemnot to depart from it.
merlein, but he appears to have become better

mown

by the name of his birthplace, Kempen,
ust as William Patten is best known as William
should be prepared for a Latin
of Waynflete.
rendering Thomas Kempensis, or for Thomas of
iempen or Thomas de Kempen, or for simple

We

Thomas Kempen, but not for Thomas Kempis.
The traditional form is probably nothing more
ban a corruption or contraction of Thomas at
empen.
Analogous examples are Atwood or
Awood, while the form A' Wood, analogous to
A' Kempis, was adopted by the antiquary Anhony A' Wood, and is familiar to all. At or a
s evidently the prefix of origin which in some disiricts was more usually indicated by de or of. Two
;ood examples have just come under my notice in

he Calendar of Berkshire Wills, which I am editng for the Oxford Historical Society and the
Index Library." The will of Philip Apusey, of
'usey, gentleman, was proved in 1574, and thb
rills of three persons named Abaughurst or AbagThese two names
urst in the period 1596-1640.
re evidently of local origin, viz., from Pusey and
Baughurst, and most Oxford men of a few years
Landing will remember one who bore the first of
tiese names, Philip Pusey, the only son of Dr.
'

usey.

I

am

not acquainted with German patronymics,
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bat these English analogies may suffice to justify
us in preferring to use the form of name by which
the author of the
than a

'

Imitatio Christi

'

familiar to

is

new rendering suggested by an
"
anonymous Clerk of Oxenford."
W. P. W. PHILLIMORE.
" WEEP NOT FOR THE DEAD."
th
(See 4 S. i. 55.)
Under this heading at the above reference there
appeared a query from J. B. as to the name of the
author of some lines of verse which he had copied
from an old magazine. If the lamented John
us, rather

Bright penned this query, a reproduction of the
lines which took his fancy would probably at this
time be of interest to many of your readers. They

run as follows
Weep not for the dead
Thy sighs and tears are unavailing
:

:

;

Vainly o'er their cold dark bed
Breaks the voice of thy loud wailing.
The dead the dead they rest :
Sorrow, and strife, and earthly woes,

No more shall harm the blest,
Nor trouble their deep, calm repose.
Weep

not for the dead.

The query was not answered.

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

COMBINED CHRISTIAN NAMES. (See 7 th S. vi.
In the register of St. Mary Magdalene,
6, 97.)
Canterbury (now printed), I find the following
entries

:

1744. Annaria, d. of Henry and Mary Whatson.
1750. Annaria, d. of Elizabeth Brown.
1767. Rosara, d. of Solomon and Mary Foot.

Here Annaria = Ann Maria, and Rosara = Rose
J. M. COWPER.

Sarah.
Canterbury.

SiTALA, THE GODDESS OF

SMALL-POX.

The

following notice of Sitala, the goddess of small-pox,
appears in the Bombay Civil and Military Gazette
of last month
:

CT*

a.

vm.

A.

17,

m

accord. The ape was probably a domesticated pet, and
the iron wheel would do for it to play tricks on.
" Sitala was a
very wayward creature, if her record goes
for anything ; for in a fit of temper she took off a necklace of gold beads that she was wearing and threw it at
Siva.
The beads raised ulcers hence the origin of
small-pox.
Siva, finding his face disfigured, became
to get rid of her, sent her from Kailasa the
and,
angry,
Sivian Olympus to torment the people on earth. Her
adventures on earth are marvels in their way. She gets
married, and then loses her husband. While in search
of him, she meet, first, a dove, of whom she gets a hint
of his whereabouts, and as a reward she puts a necklace
around its neck hence the ring on the dove's neck. She
next meets a cow, who kicks her, and this animal she
curses condemning one of her teats for the gods, another
for the king, the third for her owner, and the fourth for
her calf. Drums were to be made of her hide, and she
was to be subject to blows, dead or alive. The lawarchies
probably fulfil this part of the curse when they batter
the tough steaks in the kitchen to render them soft
eating for the sahebs. She next met a mango tree, and
as this could tell her nothing about her husband's whereabouts she cursed it also ; its wood was to be only used
;

for burning dead bodies, and it was to be subject to
insects ; and, strange to say, there is a great demand for
mango wood for burning bodies even to his day. Then
she met a fisherman, who, as he did not step aside quickly
enough, she sentenced to exclusion from the houses of
higher caste people from February till October. Lastly,

she met a pariah (clamor), and he being civil, she permitted him to eat beef and drink daru (which he does to
this day).
"
Enough has been said of the exploits of Sitala to show
that she was endowed with great power. She still roams
the earth, demanding sacrifice of goats and cocks at the
hands of her votaries. All over India, wherever Hindoos
do congregate, there is a niche for a stone representation
of Sitala. Here you will see her represented as described
in the commencement of this sketch while numbers of
cocks lose their heads on her behalf. The superstitious
Hindoo, supposing small-pox as a scourge from Sitala,
neglects sanitation, and leaves its treatment to the mercy
of the fiendish goddess, whom he propitates with goat and
fowl blood."
;

India

is

which
been placed under the

not, I think, the only country in

this hideous disease has

invocation of a tutelary deity or supernatural being.
"Sitala has a niche in the Hindoo Pantheon, being
WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
the goddess of small-pox.
Her origin was somewhat
Manchester.
curious, for she was born of Vishnu in the forehead of
Siva a not altogether consistent arrangement, perhaps,
TWOPENNY POSTMEN. It is stated in the Daily
yet not at all strange when considered in a mythological
The personal Telegraph of July 3 that when the Queen came to
light, especially of Hindoo mythology.
attractions of Sitala consisted of eight faces studded with the
throne,
eyes like saucers. She had a set of teeth like boars'
the streets of London were perambulated at intervals
tusks, wore peacock-tails in her hair, a pair of elephants
by the 'twopenny postmen,' who rang a bell as an
for earrings, and serpents for garments and, needless to
advertisement of their propinquity, and collected letters
One can imagine those eight faces as
Bay, she was black.
they walked ; while from the courtyard behind St.
constantly frowning with four of the saucer-like eyes Martins le Grand there
periodically issued small boys
looking towards the cardinal points of the compass, and mounted on
weedy ponies, with letter-bags at their
the other four between. Imagination even fails in consaddle bows, who blew horns as they clattered over the
jecturing the size of an ear that required a nine foot stones."
elephant to ring it. Sitala carried in her hands a sword,
As the Daily Telegraph is generally a carefully
a trident, a basin, a dagger, a robe, an ape, and an iron
wheel. Being of a bloodthirsty disposition, the use of edited paper, and may perhaps be referred to by
the sword, trident, and other weapons is apparent. The some future historian as an
authority, it may be as
basin naturally served for catching blood, as it is recorded
well to put on record a warning that this statement
that she was partial to this liquor. What the rope was
The twopenny postmen
s altogether erroneous.
for is enigmatical, unless it was a spare one for fastening
the elephants to her ears ; for it would be unreasonable neither rang a bell nor collected letters as they
to except those pachyderms to hang on of their own walked.
The general postmen, to whom this state:

;

7*s. vni.

i

?
f
r
.

1

A.
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lent applies, were a totally different set of men,
ad only came to collect letters once a day, from
ve to six o'clock in the evening, not "at intervals."
he " small boys "who carried the threepenny post
ags wore a blue livery, to distinguish them from

he boys employed in the G.P.O., I remember well,
The boys
I have no recollection of their horns.
-vho drove the carts in which the letters were colected from the men who carried the bags and bells
lad horns to warn carts and coaches to clear the
G. S.
coad.

t

1

>ut

'.
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Dr. Johnson's or the Aldine ?
I hear from the
British Museum that it is in no edition there.

LIBRARIAN.

'THE CRAFTY COURTIER.' Can any of your
readers inform me who was the anonymous writer
book (small 8vo.) 1
The Crafty Courtier or the Fable of Keinard the
Fox newly done into English Verse, from the Antient
Latin Iambics of Hartm. Schopperus, and by him Dedicated to Maximilian then Emperor of Germany. London.
Printed for John Nutt, near Stationers' Hall, 1706.

of the following

;

:

There is a copy in the Douce Collection at the
Bodleian Library, but no intimation as to the

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses
answers

may

to their queries, in order that the

be addressed to them direct.

been dead

CLIMB. In working out the form-history of this
verb I find it difficult to tell when the spelling
climb had the i short and when it had it long.
When we find clymme on the one hand or clime on
the other, or when we have rhymes with limb or
time respectively, we are on sure ground, but
otherwise not. As a help, I should be glad of information from every part of England as to the
local pronunciation, whether the word is now dim
(rhyming with limb, dim) or clime; also, what
are the past tense and past participle.
In Scotland and parts of North of England I know dim,
clam, clum, but the weak dimmed is widespread.
Does the literary archaism clomb (dome') occur
anywhere ? Along with this, similar information
as to bind, find, grind, will be useful.
In parts of
the North these are pronounced binn'd, finn'd,
grinn'd, with inflections band, bund, or bun . Will
readers kindly send me each a post-card addressed
"
Dr. Murray, Oxford," giving the facts for their
own locality ? They will thus help us to complete
the history of climb. Upon the origin of clomb I
1

write again when my investigations are more
complete but the question is curiously complex,
and not to be settled off-hand.

may

;

J.

A. H.

MURRAY.

Oxford.

WHISKEY. -What is the

earliest authentic record

of the introduction of
whiskey into Ireland
Scotland as a manufacture or a
?

and

beverage

TEMPERANCE.

AUTHOR WANTED.

I have an old book in my
possession the title-page of which is lost. It is called
'
Of the Societie of the Saints.' It was published
before 1679, for that seems to be the date of
purchase by first owner.
Can any one give me the
name of author and the title in full?
T. S.

'TOWN MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE.' Can
tell me where I can find Mat Prior's
Town
Mouse and Country Mouse,' and how it is that it
'

you
is

in

The book is coarse in parts and extremely
I should
personal, but very clever and spirited.
have supposed it to be Dryden's but that he had
author.

no edition of his poems that I can

find,

e. g.,

five years

when

this

was printed.

EDW. G. HUNT.
Bampton Vicarage,
" THOMAS DE

Oxfordshire.

HOLAND, COMES KANTIJE." In
Post Mortem' occurs the following:
" Thomas de Holand comes Kantiae et Alesia uxor

1 'Cal. Inquis.
ejus.

" Fulham

de Fulham.

unum

messuag' et 50 acre
Midd'x. 20 Ric. II."

terr'

ut de maner*

much obliged for any information
concerning this Earl of Kent, his pedigree, or the
probable location of the land which he held of the
I should feel

manor

of

Fulham.

Kindly reply direct.
CHAS. JAS. FERET.

49, Edith Koad, West Kensington.

ENLIST.

I should be glad to be furnished with
this word in the seven-

any example of the use of

The only instance known
by Richardson from Ludlow's

teenth century.
is

that cited

to
'

me

Me-

moirs ' (1698-9). In the eighteenth century the
Johnson has neither
prevailing form was inlist.
enlist nor inlist in its alphabetical place, but ex" to enlist." It seems
plains the verb list by
possible that enlist is really derived from the verb "to
"
list
which
there
are
in
the
(of
many examples
seventeenth century), and not directly from the

HENRY BRADLEY.
substantive.
6, Worcester Gardens, Clapham Common, S.W.

MACKAY OF RHINNS. I am desirous of learning what the connexion was if any between the
Mackays of Rhinns, in Islay, the Mackays of
Ugadale, in Kintyre, and the main branch of the
clan, which had its home in what is now the
letter from a corresponcounty of Sutherland.
dent states that the " papers and title-deeds of the
Rhinns family are [or were] in the possession of
the MacLintocks of Londonderry." If this should
meet the eye of any member of the latter family,
I shall be glad to receive any genealogical parti-

A

culars he may be pleased to impart, either direct
'
or through the columns of N.
Q.' I seek the
information for a clan history I am preparing.
It may not be generally known that tradition in

&
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Kintyre asserts that it was in the barn of Mackay
Ugadale that Bruce watched the spider, and
seeing its success resolved to make one more effort
of

JOHN MACK AT.

for his crown.
1,

Dana

Richard

LISLE.

who held land
II.

In

?

'

Is

anything

at

Fulham

Oal. Inquis.

known of this
in the time of

Mortem

Post

the following entry :
" 6 Hie. II. Warinus de Insula ch'r

et

'

is

Margareta uxor

ejua.

" Fulham

unum

messuag' 3 acr' terr' 3 acr' et
dimid' prati et una acr' pastur'. Midd'x."

De
we

villa

Lisle probably married again, for in 15 Hie. II.
read:

" Joh'a uxor Warini
de Lisle ch'r.
" Fulham unum
messuag' duo gardin' tres acr' et tres
rode prati et una acra pastur'. Midd'x."

Any information about Waren de Lisle or his
family would be welcome.
Kindly address direct.
CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington.
ST. VKEPS.
This name appeared a short time
ago in the papers, and struck me as unusual.
It is that of a saint to whom a church in Cornwall is dedicated; but I am unable to find
any
reference as

be obliged
assist

me

who St. Veeps was. I should
some of your readers would kindly
some details concerning this saint.
to

if

to

s.

VIIL AUG.

G. S. B.
ST. PETER NOLASCO, Founder of the Order for
the Redemption of Captives.
When was this saint
born, and where, in the year 1189 ?

17,

only, of which there are eight volumes, divided
into two parts each. I shall be obliged to any one
who will tell me if my set is perfect, and if, as I
suspect, it is not, will let me know how
I require to make the set complete.

Street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.

WAREN DE
worthy,

[7*

many

parts

EDWARD PEACOCK.
It would not, I think, be generbelieved that these cumbrous contrivances
could have long survived the successive introduction of the comparatively handy wheel-lock, of the
snaphaunce, and the fire-lock ; but this seems to
have been the case. In the ' School of Recreation/
12mo., London, 1701, we are told that
" these Locks
[Match-Locks] were formerly in more use
than Fire-Locks, * and at this day they are sometimes
mixed among them ; wherefore I shall speak somewhat

MATCH-LOCKS.

ally

relating to the Words of
from the Fire-Lock, viz.:

Command

that seem to differ

2.

Lay down your Match.
Handle your Match.

3.

Draw your Match.

1.

4. Cock and try your Match.
All these chiefly consist in keeping your Match in order,
with a good hard and well-lighted Coal fastning it on
Command, advantageous in your Skrew, blowing the Coal,
and so by pulling the Trigger, trying your Pan with false
Flashes, laying it down at command and by the same
order taking it up again; shortening it to the Pan, that
it may give true Fire, and upon firing to return it,
and recover the Coal, if it be shattered by the force
of the Powder. You must observe also to keep your
Match dry, that on occasion you may not be disap-

pointed."
If we believe this statement, we need not wonder
that those of our army swore terribly in Flanders
who had to make such preparations in the face of

an

enemy.
W. LOVELL.
In an original MS. Accompt of Arms delivered
SIR RICHARD DEANE, LORD MAYOR OF LON- up at Inverary in obedience of the Act of ParliaDON. How old was he when de died ? An old ment for securing the peace of the Highlands,
"
picture painted by Mytens (the immediate pre- 1717, mention is made of Two pitteraroes, one
decessor of Vandyke) represents a Lord
Mayor broken." What were these ? Is the word conin

sitting

a chair.

In the corner

is painted
information rethe
of
Sir Richard Deane and the
specting
age
above-mentioned painting will much oblige.

"JETATIS

SUM

83,

1628."

Any

W. WINTERS.

Waltham Abbey.

"CHURCH HISTORIANS

OF ENGLAND." In 1853
became a subscriber to a series called "The
Church Historians of England," published
by

Messrs. Seeley.
I paid all the subscriptions as
they became due. The issue was divided into two
to

Of the first, or pre-Reforination,

want two

half- volumes

that

is,

series I

vol.

i.

seem

part

which, in a circular which was issued with
we were told was to consist "
part
ii.,

"

"

'

Pederero
(in
Encyclopaedic
[For pitteraro see
used as charge before the use of balls.]

Diet.'), a stone

I

series.

nected with petard or petronel ? They were, I
think, from the position they occupy in the list,
J. ELIOT HODQKIN.
firearms of some kind.
Richmond, Surrey.

vol.

i.,
i.

chiefly of

prefaces and other introductory matter."

The

pre-Reformation series ends with vol. v., part i.
It would seem,
therefore, that I ought to possess
at least one half- volume more. The
post-Reformation series seems to be
complete. It contains Foxe

RELICS OF ST. THOMAS A BECKET. Madame
de Barrera, in her 'Gems and Jewels,' mentions
a grace cup, formerly belonging to St. Thomas a
Is it
Beckett, as "still existing in England."
known where this relic is now ? The following is
the description of

" The
cup

it:

of ivory, mounted with silver, which is
studded on the summit and base with pearls and precious
stones ; the inscription round the cup is Vinum tuum
bibe cum gaudis,' but round the lid, deeply engraved, is
the restraining injunction Sobrii estote,' with the initials
T. B. interlaced with the mitre."
is

'

'

Another

relic is

Under

thia

mentioned in the

will of Sir Miles

term wheel-locks are often included.

s.
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co. Norfolk, who died in
son Brian "siphum argenteum
c im coverculo qui fuit Sancti Thome Cantuarensis
1 rchepiscopi." The Butlers, Earls of Ormonde,
v ho were heirs of Becket, possessed an ancient

-apleton, of

1 114,

and

Ingham,

left to his

k Drn, called the Becket or Butler, horn,
i
Does this still exist ?
silver.

BENJAMIN WARD.

A

the error

?

Also what was the Homeric
C. A.

passage?
Walthamstow.

WARD.

SOVEREIGN. I want to know the value of a
from the middle of the fifteenth to the
mounted sovereign
middle of the sixteenth century as compared with
its value in our own time ?
Is there any book

i

B.

What was

129

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

giving tables of the comparative value of English

W. BURY.
Benjamin Ward coins at different periods ?
S3ttled in Boston, New England, between 1630
[Have you consulted Professor Thorold Rogers's
and 1640. He had previously married Mary, the 'History of Prices'?]
vddow of
Butler, who had a son Stephen. This
"RESCUE SHOT." What is the "rescue shot"
Ward was a shipwright, and may have been connected with a namesake in Norwich, co. Norfolk, referred to in the following lines of the Border
ballad of' Jamie Telfer'?
regarding whom I have discovered the following
"
And he has paid the rescue shot,
John Eye of Scottow mentions his old acquaintBaith wi' goud and white monie.
ance Benj'n Ward of Norwich
and the Kev.
Nathl. Rye (grandson of Wm. Rye), in his will Was it a custom in the days of Border reiving
dated 1654, refers to his cousin Benj'n Ward of that the owner of rescued booty should give payW. B.
Norwich" (Genealogist, vol. i. p. 71, note). The ment to the rescuers ?
certain

:

;

Heralds' Visitations of Norfolk, it is thought, may
give further details concerning this Ward, but
it
'

my reach. Some correspondent of
1 trust, will either confirm or confute
conjecture that the New England Ward came

is

N.

my

Radernie, Fifeshire.

beyond

&

Keplie*.

Q.,'

from Norwich.

Where in county Norfolk was
shipbuilding carried on in the seventeenth century ?
If I knew that Norwich abounded in
shipwrights
about 1600, it would thicken other proofs which
do demonstrate thinly the connexion of the Boston
Ward with Norwich.
JAMES D. BUTLER.
Madison, Wis., U.S.

STAVORDALE. The Earl of Ilchester's sub-title
Baron Stavordale is derived from a priory near
Can it be explained
Bruton, in Somersetshire.
how the name Stavordale was fabricated ?
A. H.
of

THE FLEET PRISON. Is there an^
who have been imprisoned in the Fleet ?
M. B.Cantab.
RUBRIC MEETING.

What

is

meant by this?

Mrs. Gaskell says of a well-known Yorkshire
clergyman, some sixty years ago, that

" in his
extreme old age a rubric meeting was held, at
his clerical brethren subscribed to
present him
with a testimonial of their
deep respect and regard."
Life of Charlotte
Bronte/ ch. vi.

which

The

expression can hardly mean ruri-decanal
meeting, as such things are, I suppose, of later
date.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings.

GEORGE IV. It is said that George IV. had
only two classical quotations, one from Homer and
one from Virgil, which he
constantly sported, and
on very slight provocation. The
Virgilian one was
}
'Non illi imperium pelagi," &c. ( l
Mn., i. 138),
and this he always
gave with a ridiculous error.

MARRIED WOMEN'S SURNAMES.
th

S. iv. 127, 209,

297; v. 149, 216, 374, 451.)
very probable that in England such
foreign double names as Lemmens-Sherrington
and Sainton-Dolby are, as MR. JULIAN MARSHALL says, applied to the wife only.
But the
question which I and other correspondents have
been considering is not how such French and
Belgian double names are treated in England,
but how they are treated in France and Belgium.
Now, in these latter countries I shall endeavour
to show that the rule is for the wife to be called by
the husband's name only, and for the husband
commonly to be called by his own name only,
though occasionally, for one reason or another, he
may be called by, or himself may use, the double
name. But I deny in toto that such foreign double
(7

It

is

names as those quoted above, and as Bodda-Pyne
(also cited by MR. MARSHALL), in which the wife's
name comes last, are formed in the "regular
British manner," for in Great Britain, and I
believe I may add in America, the universal rule

am

is, if

I

come

first,

not mistaken, for the wife's
as in

The very fact
SHALL, that neither M.
Stowe.

name

to

and Beechermentioned by MR. MAR-

Garrett- Anderson

Lemmens

nor M. Sainton

ever called himself by his wife's name,* shows that
they never really took their wife's surname, but
that it was added to their own as a mere qualificative appendage, which they were at liberty to drop
I never
at pleasure, or frequently, at any rate.

contended that French or Belgian husbands con"
* But
though in England they may never have called
themselves" by their wife's surname, it is probable that
they occasionally made use of their wife's surname.
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stantly made use of their wives' surnames; indeed,
I maintained the contrary, so that MR. MARSHALL
should not have written as if it were I who had
said so.
I advise him to read my note once more,
for

he has evidently mixed up

my views with

those

of another correspondent.

p.

346, and see p.

Astier-Re'hu),

vm.
1

and he

AUG.

17, '89.

Le"onard-Pierre-Alexandre
is

rather

more

often called

The
by the double name than by the single.
double and more sonorous name seems to be used
when there is an official, solemn.
especially
ceremonious, or ironical tone or twang about the

Since writing my last note I have happened to passage ; and as the whole book is a skit upon the
read two French books in which such double sur- French Academy, it is natural that this tone or
names frequently occur, and he who wishes to twang should be frequently employed, and hence
study the question thoroughly will do well to read no doubt the frequent adoption of the double
these two books carefully, as I have done.
They name; though there are some passages also in
'
are VolonteV by G. Ohnet, and ' L'Immortel,' by which Astier-R6hu and Astier (or Leonard Astier,
or Leonard alone) are found in the same page
A. Daudet.
In ' Volonte" ' the husband's name is Herault, and in the same connexion, and in which the
the wife's Gandon, and the compound name change seems to be made for the sake of variety
He"rault-Gandon is formed, both husband and only, or chiefly.
See, e. g., pp. 27, 28, 90, 104,
wife being Belgians.
The hero of the book is the 121, 168, 171, 191, 206, 255, 262. That the man's
grandson, Louis Herault, but his father and grand- real name is considered to be Astier is shown in
father, though dead, are mentioned more than p. 1, where we have "Astier, dit Astier-R^hu,"
twenty times, and in all but two they are called and in p. 119, where we have, "Cette lettre
In these two cases (pp. 7, 40) the occupe les journaux depuis deux jours, retentit
He"rault only.
compound name He" rau It- Gandon is used, once of par toute 1'Europe, r^percutant le nom d' Astier."
the grandfather and once of the father. The grand- Still once (p. 90), where the celebrated Mommsen
son also is always called Louis EUrault (or Louis is represented as ridiculing our hero, he is made
"
alone), excepting on two occasions, when he is called to say,
Ineptissimus vir, Astier-R^hu," and then
by the more sonorous appellation Louis Herault- the double name comes in well. As for his wife,
Gandon (pp. 132, 181). In the first of these cases she is invariably called Madame Astier ; her own
it is used by his mother when
introducing him to maiden name is never added. The son is always
his future wife, that is to say,
In called Paul Astier or Paul, never Paul Astierceremoniously.
the second case the young man is apostrophized Rehu. The family is once called "les Astier(p. 18), but seven times "les Astier"
ironically by this longer name.
see, therefore,
that the added wife's name may descend not
178, 180, 218, 252, 260, 286), and once we
only (pp. 63,
"
to the son, but also to the grandson, but that it is have
la famille Astier" (p. 365).
used only on certain special occasions, particularly
If now we compare the two books, we find that
when, for one reason or another, that sonorousness they agree in this, that the wife is always called
and impressiveness are called for which the addition by the husband's name only ;* whilst the son or
of a second surname undoubtedly somehow
is all but always called by the father's or
gives. grandson
As for the grandmother, she is invariably called grandfather's own name only. As for the husband,
Madame Hdrault, that is by her husband's name he may evidently be called in both ways; that is, he
only ; and it is this name also (sometimes with may either have his wife's name added or not. la
'
the addition of "la jeune") which is
Volont6 ' the wife's name is scarcely ever added ;
invariably
given to the wife of the son and of the grandson. in L'Immortel the wife's name is rather more
Their grand Paris hdtel is twice called "Th6tel frequently added than not ; but as A. Daudet is
H^rault-Gandon " (pp. 7, 55), but nine times running down a supposed member of the French
"1'hdtel Herault" (pp. 11, 16,
64, 156, 222, 229, Academy and the double and more sonorous name
also have "la maison H^rault312, 370, 381).
"
* I
"
Gandon once (p. 39), but la maison Herault "
think, however, that it is not improbable that,
even in France and Belgium, when two professional*
four times (pp. 54, 130, 183, 292) ; and
we
lastly
each of whom is well known to the public, and a
"
"
marry,
have la famille Herault once (p. 196).
double name is formed, the wife may use the double
In ' L'Immortel ' the hero's name is Astier and name, and that constantly (as Madame Sain ton-Dolby
his wife's maiden name Re"hu, and the com- was used in England), so that her own name may conpound name Astier-Re'hu is formed, both hus- tinue to be before the public. And the same rule is
band and wife being French. Now this gentleman still more likely to apply when, from any cause, the
wife's name is better known than the husband's.
When
is called
throughout the book both Astier (or Le"o- a double name is not formed the wife may continue to
nard Astier, or Leonard alone) and Astier-Re'hu use her own name alone, as is the case with Madame
I do, indeed, now sometimes hear her called
Patti.
(a few times Leonard Astier-Re'hu,* and once

We

R&m"

'

'

We

Madame

* Once
(p. 380) on a visiting card, where
the
lengthened name is evidently used for the sake of
effect.

Patti-Nicolini, but this I take to be a purely
It might, however, well be used in
France or Belgium (when Patti would be the principal

English formation.

name) on the ground that the wife
the husband.

See note

f, p.

131.

is

greatly superior to

ft

s.

vm.

A.
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him in his purpose admirably,* I take it tha
VolonteY which is a simple story of ordinary
'ench life (for though the hero's family is Bel

whose life is thus blighted, Jack is made, in
spite of his chances and good qualities, to die in a
I have now looked into the book again,
hospital.

we are more likelj
what actually takes place in France or Bel
In not one
g urn with regard to double names.
si agle case is the husband called by his wife's nam
a one, although ifc does come last, and this sup-

and cannot understand any reader having a doubt
on the subject. The whole last chapter is essentially a dying scene ; and in the final page, when
the heartless mother, whom Jack's dying eyes have
so longed to see, is at last forcibly dragged to his

my view that the wife's name is not taken by
the husband, but simply added as a qualification
a ad that the French and Belgian fashion of putting
the wife's name last exactly corresponds to the
British and American fashion of putting it first. 1
For, though Mrs. Garrett Anderson and Mrs
Beecher Stowe may very probably often have been

"Mort!" she
bedside, they are closed forever.
"
screams hysterically.
No," says old Rivals, in a
tone of fierce reproach.
"No; say rather released
Nothing can be more emphatic of
[delivrA]."

ai Is
ir

F
g

tc

'

JD, the scene lies in France),

find

p jrts

Mrs. Anderson and Mrs. Stowe, and il
would be quite correct to call them so, I am quite
sure that Mr. Garrett Anderson and Mr. Beecher
Stowe, however often they may have been called
by their original names, Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Stowe, have never yet been called Mr. Garrett
cilled

and Mr. Beecher.
It will very likely be observed that with regard
to the principal, most frequently
recurring names
in the two French books mentioned, I do not

any

of the passages in

of course, because the

which they occur.

names occur

quote
This is,

so frequently

but if any correspondent wishes for the quotations
he can have them, as I have noted down every
single instance in which these names occur, so that
my conclusions are based upon a consideration of
the actual facts, and have not been made haphazard.
F.

Sydenham

CHANCE.

Hill.

finality,

for

Jack from

nothing but death could "release"

all his

troubles

S. viii. 48).
The immind by reading
pression of long ago left on
4
Jack ' was distinctly that the author meant him
to die.
The main point the book establishes is

my

I

the misery resulting to mankind from a certain
class of mothers, and as the
type of the beings
* This view of
mine with regard to Daudet's frequent
use of the double name has met with the decided
approbation of a French friend who had read the
book, and is
confirmed by the double name being even
given to the
'

'

miseries.

R. H. BUSK.

From
I fear J. S. must believe that Jack died.
'
the account given by Daudet in his Thirty Years
'
of Paris it will be seen that the lives of Jack and
are similar in all their
his original, Raoul
,
chief points, and Raoul certainly died in the
civilian hospital of Algiers on February 13, 1871,

D

J. DE
Fairy Hill, Limerick.

COURCY MACDONNELL.

HUMAN LEATHER

th
S. vii. 326, 433; viii.
(7
I have a recollection of reading in somebook (French) on the French Revolution of 1789
that human skin was tanned and made into book

77).

covers, some of which were in the larger libraries
"
in Paris.
Some gentle " membre de Comite* of
that time suggested the tanning of skins provided

by the guillotine as a good and useful speculation;
but, for the credit of human nature be it recorded,
the suggestion fell to the ground.
B.

DAUDET'S 'JACK' (7"

and

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

literature of this subject would not be complete without a reference to Dr. 0. W. Holmes's
story of the church door as told in that delightful

The

book 'The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,'

sect. v.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"BLACKWALL HALL MAN"

to

(7

S. viii. 48).

Blackwell Hall was a weekly market-place for
woollen cloths, established by the Mayor and Cor3oration of London in the twentieth year of
Richard II. (1396-7) in a house in Basinghall

grandson in Volonte" (as I have shown above) when a
ceremonious or ironical tone is adopted, and then
only.
f I find a further confirmation of my view in a passage
in Jules Sandeau's well-known
close to Guildhall, once belonging to the
play Mile, de la Sei- Street,
gliere (IV. ii.). A young man of obscure origin, named
wealthy family of Basings, but in 1362 the residence
is
in
love
with
the
Stamply,
daughter of the Marquis de of one Thomas Bakewell, from whom it took its
la Seigliere.
An avocat named Destournelles
is endeaname of Bakewell Hall, subsequently, accordvouring to persuade the marquis to consent to the marng to Stow, "corruptly called Blackewall Hall."
riage, and he knows that the chief objection is the low
birth of the suitor. He tells the
In the mayoralty of Whittington it was decreed
marquis, therefore, that
he can, if he likes, leave his title to his
ihat "no foreigner or stranger should sell any
son-in-law, and
he says, ' Le marquis de
Stamply-La Seigliere cela woollen cloth but in the Bakewell Hall, upon pain
Bonne-Mi si mal a 1'oreille 1 " To this the
remarquis
)f forfeiture."
Burnt down in the Great Fire,
phes "Stamply-La Seigliere
J'aimerais mieux La
"
Blackwell Hall was rebuilt in 1672, and, its use
the reason being
beighere-Stamply
evidently that
in Stamply-La
Seigliere, Stamply would be the principal
aving ceased, it was ultimately removed for the
name whereas in La
rection of the Bankruptcy Court in 1820.
Seigliere-Stamply, La Seigliere
would be the principal name, and the one
Black wall Hall man" would be an intelligible
chiefly used.
'

!

A
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designation for a frequenter of the cloth market at
that place.
EDMUND VENABLES.

This designation in a Dodsworth MS. means, I
imagine, a "Black well Hall Factor." I have before me as I write the London Post Office Directories of 1814, 1823, and 1889, containing examples
of this kind of commercial agent.
In the last-

named volume there appear to be only six sur" See
viving specimens, with the added direction,
Woollen Warehousemen." What these factors
is told in P. L. Simmonds's 'Dictionary of
Trade Products ' (1883) as follows:
also

are

" Blackwell Hall
Factors, agents in London for woollen
manufacturers in the country. They are BO called from
Blackwell Hall, formerly in Basinghall Street, which is
the metropolitan seat of the wool and woollen trades."

may have some special privileges,
worth the while of six firms still to pos-

Possibly they

making

it

sess the title in question.

"

JOHN W. BONE, F.S.A.
HARK THE HERALD ANGELS " (7 th S. vii. 360,

In reference to MR. WARREN'S cri419, 517).
ticism, allow me to point out that if Madan was
in error, at least he erred in very good company,
for Milton wrote :

The helmed cherubim,

And sworded

'

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

"Hark how

altered into

known hand

s.

via

AUG.

17,

consequence they all, with the exception of sixtyone, elected to remain in the service of the States
in their old regiments, which for some years continued to bear the names of their Scottish colonels
in the Dutch Army Lists, and to have a preponderance of Scottish officers in their ranks. Those who
returned home, including Lieut. -Cols. Cuningham,
Halkett, and Ferrier, petitioned to be received
into the British service, but their rank and
rights were ignored until the French Revolution
in 1793, when letters of service were issued to the
three lieutenant-colonels above, authorizing them to
raise three battalions, to be officered by half-pay
fourth
members of the late Scotch Brigade.

A

was authorized, but ultimately two only
were completed, and placed under Major-General
Francis Dundas, as Colonel Commandant, under
battalion

name of the Scotch Brigade. It afterwards
became, in March, 1803, the 94th of the line. T wo
of the king's colours carried by the old brigade in
Holland prior to 1783 were, by the kind intervention of Lord Reay, obtained from Holland a
few years ago, and placed in St. Giles's Church, Edinburgh, along with other old Scottish colours. For
the

further particulars of the old brigade, an article in
Colburn's United Service Magazine, 1868, p. 244,
J. J. DALGLEISH.
may be consulted.

seraphim,

Are seen in glittering ranks with wings displayed,
Harping in loud and solemn quire,
With unexpressive notes to Heaven's new-born Heir.
Morning of Chiefs Nativity.'

Wesley's

IT*

REFERENCE WANTED (7 th S. viii. 48). MR.
RULE will find what he wants in Moore's ' Fragments of a Journal,' addressed

American

the welkin rings" was
Hark the herald angels " by an unin George Whitefield's Hymn-Bookin
all

"

says

M., Esq., from

rivers, &c., are designated,

which

are,

he

:

Worse than M...'s Latio,
Or the smooth codicil

1753, and in doing so he committed an historical
mistake, for we do not read of the herald angel
having sung at all, the singing having been performed by the " multitude of the heavenly host,"
who suddenly appeared after he had delivered his

To a

witch's will, whan she brings her cat in
I treat my goddess ill,

(My muse

I

Like the

!

make her speak 'em ;
Verbum Graecum,

mean)

to

Spermagoraiolekitholaknopolides,*
Words that ought only be said upon holidays,
When one has nothing else to do.

J. T.

message.
Edinburgh.

to G.

The poet inveighs
Fredericksburgh, Virginia.
"
against the ," names so barbarous by which the

ALFRED WALLIS.

EEGIMENT OF SCOTS (7 th S. vii. 308 viii.
The KEY. E. STEWART PATTERSON has fallen
;

ROYAL BAILIWICKS (7 th

69).

into

a prevalent error regarding the history of the Scotch
This fine old
Brigade in the service of Holland.
corps, which in 1782 consisted of three regiments,
of two battalions each, did not return to Great
Britain in a body, but by a resolution of the States

General was incorporated into the Dutch army on
Jan. 1, 1783. The officers, about 300 in number,
were mostly of Scottish extraction or parentage,
but many of them had formed connexions and ties

7 Ed. VI.,

c.

The Act of
S. vii. 447).
v., applied to all places that were not

"Cities, Townes Corporate, Boroughs, Post Townes,
or Market Townes," excepting the Townes of

Gravesend, Sittingbourne, Tuxford, and Bagshot.
Does not this simply prove that the four towns
thus excepted were not considered to come under

any of the designations mentioned in the Act, but,
on account of some peculiarity, were exempted from
its

provisions

I find that all the places specified

]

were in the eighteenth century famous for their
by marriage and otherwise in their adopted country. inns, three of them being on important high-roads,
wrote
to the British Government for advice in and the other one,
They
Gravesend, the shipping port
the circumstances, and received only a very qualified for London of "incredible numbers of
people."
promise of protection, with a free permission for
in Holland.
In

any who chose to accept service

*

From

the

'

'

Lysistrata

of Aristophanes, v. 458,

7aB.viii.AuG.i7/89.]
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Jravesend and Sittingbourne were not incorporated

Bagshot was originally
noted for its inns.
royal demesne, afterwards

util the time of Elizabeth.
,

MANSERGH.

J. F.
Liverpool.

HUSSHIP ALDBRWOMAN (7 th S. vii. 370 ; viii.
these
/0)._As the owner of the MS. in which
words are found, I have been much interested in
MR. BUCKLEY'S communication. I cannot, how:

133

I
respectable publisher says is really true ; though
can quite understand that booksellers and pub-

may know better. I think this title-page is
a cruel fraud, and ought to brand the perpetrator of
I would fain hope that
it with indelible disgrace.
cases of equal enormity are uncommon.
'
The extremely artful way in which the Minor
Poems are introduced between portions of Tyrwhitt's genuine work is extremely baffling to the
There is not the faintest hint anyuninitiated.
where that any one but Tyrwhitt ever touched the
F. N. is quite wrong in
preparation of the book.
on the
saying that there are no notes by Tyrwhitt
"
'
Minor Poems.' The fact is that the Kemarks
edition
on the Minor Poems," printed in Moxon's
lishers

'

with him in thinking that "alder" used in a
here
general sense for a
no doubt that
person of rank or noble." I have
alderwoman in this case simply means the wife of
an alderman; and I believe "my lady harper"
to be no other than the wife of Sir William Harper, at
own
pp. 445-452, are palpably Tyrwhitt's
alderman of London, and Lord Mayor in 1561-2.
of them are valuable.
ever, agree

woman "

He

is

often referred to in Machyn's Diary/ and is
gratefully remembered in Bedford as the
founder of the Grammar School.
"E. S. DEWICK.
*

is

still

If MR. COLEMAN
S. viii. 45).
will please to look at 5 th S. xi. 504, he will see a
long reply in refutation of the meaning and deri-

SIDESMEN

(7

th

"sideman" in favour of which he has
given his opinion, and further at xii. 31 a notice
It has
of PROF. SKEAT approving of this reply.
vation of

absolutely nothing to do with Synod, the first
known connexion of which with the English word
"
sideman," or assistant, is mentioned.

I

may add

that

;

many

and
The
and

advertisement at pp. 443, 444, is Tyrwhitt's,
The glossary is
his name is printed on p. 444.
And it is precisely because
bodily.
Tyrwhitt's,
the book is

all Tyrwhitt's down to p. 209, and
the end, that
again all Tyrwhitt's from p. 443 to
the deception is so clever and so complete.

WALTER W. SKEAT.

PRINCESS HENRIETTA, DUCHESS or ORLEANS
In the list of Charles I.'s
S. vii. 462; viii. 31).
Elizachildren, written and signed by the Princess
th

(7

the name of the
beth, Harl. MS. 6988, fol. 220,
"
born at
youngest is given as Princess Henrietta,
She signed her marExeter, 16th of June, 1644."
" Henriette Anne."
riage contract, however, as

ED. MARSHALL.
HERMENTRUDE.
SAMPSON NORTON, KNT. (7 th S. viii. 9). Sir
Norton was " Master of ye Ordnance of
th S. viii.
Sampson
The English
MRS.
GIBBER
88).
(7
Warre " to King Henry VIII., and is buried with
to the success of which this young singer,
Dame Elizabeth his wife ("base daughter to... L. opera
then Miss Arne, contributed, was the pirated
Zouche") in Fulham Church, Middlesex. My
Acis and Galatea of Handel, produced by Arne,
note is from Top. and Gen., i. 60 ; but I believe
"
and father of Dr.
the
'

'

Arne,
"political upholsterer
Handel produced his 'Esther,'
17, 1732.
his firsc oratorio (written long before), in the same
month, May 2, but not in reply to the piratical per-

Faulkner has some mention of him.

JOHN
16,

Montague

Street,

J.

May

STOCKEN.

W.C.

MOXON'S 'CHAUCER,' 1843 (7 th S. viii. 86).
With reference to the remark by F. N., that " it

formance of
is

'

Acis.'

To that he

replied,

June

10,

by producing the same serenata, with several addiaction.
tions, scenery, and costumes, but without

strange that any one pretending to know anything
about Chaucer should ever have been deceived by
the dishonest title-page" of Moxon's 'Chaucer,'
I have to confess, with shame and confusion, that it

WORDS THAT ARE NOT WANTED (7 th S. viii.
N. & Q.' stateI am sorry to find in
85).

was

ments about the good,

some time before the truth about this
title-page dawned upon me ; and hence I have not
shrunk from saying, in a note to p. xviii of
my edition of Chaucer's ' Minor Poems,' that " I
cannot but think that this title-page may have
really

misled others, as it for a long time misled myself."
I beg leave to say that I have probably instructed
more pupils in Chaucer than any one else ; and I
never yet met with any one who had not, at the
To every young student
outset, been deceived.
the revelation has been a surprise.
The reason is simple, viz., that the unsophisticated reader is quite ready to believe that what a

JULIAN MARSHALL.
'

useful, well-formed,

and

ancient word reliable, of the kind that one used to
see in the pre-scientific stage of our knowledge of
It is now twelve years since Mr. FitzEnglish.
edward Hall published his scholarly and exhaustive
treatise 'On English Adjectives in -able, with
in
Special Reference to Reliable' (Tru'bner, 1877),
which he exhibited the authority for the word ; and
it is somewhat marvellous at this time of day to
see it characterized as a word resting merely upon
"some rare examples in good authors, and innu-

merable examples in current literature." Every
one who knows the history of the word knows
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it has been used
freely by good writers for
nearly a century, and that it was current English
as early as 1624 at least.
The tirade against this

that

word appears to have been begun
by some uninformed writer in Punch about 1861,
long- established

who, ignorant of the fact that it had been freely used
by Coleridge, Martineau, Gladstone, Newman,
Mill, Mansel, Peel, Rawlinson, Dickens, Charles
Reade, and scores beside, feebly tried to brand it

American solecism." When its American
origin was disproved, another writer audaciously
asserted that it had been invented by the newsas "this

[7*

s.

vm. AUG. 17,

'89.

2. There is really no
outside Porta San Paolo.
growing demand for house accommodation to jusHome has long been overtify the desecration.
stocked with new tenements, and there are hundreds upon hundreds of half-built houses falling to
3. The arrangement
decay for want of tenants.
to which the German Government has delivered
a
The reason
us is
perfect satire on compromise.
why we pleaded that Keats's grave might be left
undisturbed was out of love for the solitude of the
a miniature solitude, indeed, but endeared
site

to us by its appropriateness and by the prescriptive
Well might sympathy with which the pilgrimages of tens of
papers during the Crimean War
Mr. Fitzedward Hall say, in the work already cited, thousands of our countrymen had surrounded it,
"With nine in ten of the occasional critics of as with a halo. The road would in no way have
words who contribute their superficial views to suffered by being carried past this enceinte along
newspapers and magazines, a declaration of per- the old line. But to make of this tranquil site a
sonal approval or disapproval, generally accom- mere street-refuge, closed round with the clatter of
panied by some audacious historical invention, is business traffic and the hideous erections of modern
Far
propounded as if it ought to be received as con- Rome, is simply adding insult to injury.
clusive."
There is no particular objection to the better to have removed the lonely grave to the
sciolist railing at reliable as
vulgar, absurd, low, remotest part of the Campagna, the Pontine
outrageous, malformed, stupid, ungentlemanly ; Marshes, or the Maremma ; any desolation of
these are expressions of his own good taste ; but nature would have suited it better than the
when he proceeds to invent a history of its origin desolation of vulgarity.
E. H. BUSK.
and use, it is time to protest in the interest of
ELIANA (7 th S. viii. 81). In the 'Life of Charles
historical truth.
As to the form of reliable, it is
quite as good as that of accountable, unaccountable, James Mathews,' edited by Charles Dickens, vol. i.
laughable (Shakspere, Dryden, Pope), and a score pp. 49-54, MR. DOB ELL will find a perfect copy of
the playbill mentioned by him (Theatre Royal, Engof other words in -able.
lish Opera House, Strand, April 26, 1822), with
It may be added that residential has been
good
part in the
English at least since 1690, and that residence, remarks on the several actors who took
"
Mr. Mathews says, I am enabled
resident, residential, are as good a series as con- performance.
fidence, confident, confidential. Of regrettable good to give the playbill in full, thanks to my friend
English examples can be quoted from 1632 on- E. L. Blanchard." Mr. Mathews was responsible
for the getting up of the several pieces ; and on p. 54
wards. When will people learn that the
history of
"
words, as of anything else, can be learned only he says, So pleased was my father with my performance
that he seriously urged me to adopt the
oneself
in
the
of
a
by putting
position
learner, and
ought not to be invented to give support to pet pre- stage as a profession." No mention is made of the
If I might offer an
judices or aversions ? Let a man who has a chronic playbill or the writer of it.
"I
It
know nothing opinion, I should say Mathews wrote it.
antipathy to reliable say frankly,
about the history of this word, and I care less
requires a practical man, well up in theatrical
but its colour irritates me and drives me furious." matters, to form a playbill, however easy it seems.
I was well known to Mr. Mathews, and I remember
should then know where we
were, and keep
out of his way, recognizing that the case was one once he remarked to me, about posters and playthe necessity of making them striking.
He
not for the etymologist or
lexicographer, but for bills,
"
He found a great difference in
the pathologist.
finished by saying,
J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.
drawing up a bill and in paying one." Poor fellow I
WILLIAM TEQG.
he paid dearly for the lesson.
CEMETERY GUIDES (7 th S. vii. 508). There is a
*
13, Doughty Street, W.C.
Handbook for Visitors to the Kensal Green
MR. DOBELL will find all the information he
Cemetery/ by Benjamin Clark. The preface of
'
seeks concerning the performance of Lamb's Mr.
the copy which I have has
"July, 1843." The
book of 108 pages is s.a. There have been issues H. 7 by the younger Charles Mathews and his
friends in so easily accessible a book as the Life of
from time to time, I think.
ED. MARSHALL.
C. J. Mathews,' by Mr. Charles Dickens, the
KEATS THE GRAVE OF KEATS (7 th S. viii.
It is absolutely certain that Charles
45). younger.
While professing entire sympathy with the note Lamb had
nothing whatever to do with it ; and
at this reference, permit me to make three remarks the humour of the
playbill (such as it is) savours of
thereon for the sake of exactness. 1. The beauti- the Theodore Hook
style of comicality, and not at
ful old Protestant
burying-ground was inside, not all of Elia. I may add that the imitations of
!

;

We

'

:

7<b s viii.
.

5

erlet

A. 17,
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and Etnile were by Charles Mathews, and

Perlet playing the same
explain the joke about
at Paris ; for the days
part on the following evening
A. A.
>f Club trains had not yet arrived.
Clifton.

"
The announcement that M. Perlet, M. Emile
And Mr. C. J. Mathews. have had the misfortune
of falling from their horse and sprained their righl
assumed that
ancle," &c., is easily explained if it be
those three personages were but one.

JULIAN MARSHALL.
" C. J. M. states that
[M. E. F. adds:
vain offered for a copy of the playbill."]

DR.

MARAT

th

(7

S. vii.

488

;

had been

51.

viii. 76).

in

In addi-

tion to the information given regarding Jean Paul
Marat at these references, the following may be of use.
'
It is stated in 'Biographic Universelle that Marat
tried to support himself by giving lessons in Frendh

In Edinburgh.
Though it is said that he attended
the University at Edinburgh, his name does not
time. Eeferappear on any of the class-lists of the
'
ence may be made to Chambers's Book of Days
for a full account of Marat's proceedings in this
country. But the most astonishing item of news
"
According to one of the
regarding him is this
Reports, Marat was filling the Chair of French
Language and Literature in the University of
'
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stone was very common in Shakspeare's time, and
There is an
was not confined to the toad.

account (quoted by Miss Phipson) in Purchas
(vol. ii. p. 1169) of an Indian snake "which they
call, Of the Shadow, or Canopie, because it hath
a skin on the head, wherewith it covereth a very
precious stone, which they say it hath in her head."
Albertus Magnus, in the second chapter of his
second book, tells us that the stone draconite is
"
obtained from the head of the dragon, and is good
and marvellous against poison and venom." Other
stones he describes as being formed in the bodies
of various creatures, as the silonite in the tortoise,
C. C. B.
&c.

such stones with references
Something about
'
be seen in N. & Q.,' 3rd S. vi. 37, with the
'
title
Bezoar Stones,' in reply to a query at v. 398.

may

There are references to Tavernier's 'Travels in
India,' bk. ii. ch. xxii. pp. 153, 154, Lond., 1678,
"
and for the 'Serpent Stone,' and another said to

be found under the hood of the cobra," p. 155 ;
Mandelso's 'Travels into the Indies,' ii. p. 124,
At 6 th S. viii. 158, there is an
Lond., 1669.
answer from MR. F. R. FOWKE to the query at 3rd
ED. MARSHALL.
S. vi. 338.

:

"
See ' Jean Paul Marat,'
Edinburgh in 1772
by Ernest Belfort Bax, Lond., 1879.
ALEX. FERGUSSON, Lieut.-CoI.
!

Lennox

Street,

Edinburgh.

th

GOIT (7
Of course goit has
S. Yin. 87).
nothing whatever to do with goitre. May I suggest that a correspondent who inserts a query
should always be barred from hazarding a guess ?
It would save us all untold trouble.
Why should
we who answer queries be burdened with exploding
fallacies as well as with answering reasonable
questions ? I, for one, shall carefully refrain from
answering questions put in so needlessly complex
a form.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
Plainly the word meaning passage, which occurs
in so many forms.
For example, gut the passages of the body ; ghaut the mountain passes of
=
India ; gate a street, as Broadgate, in Coventry.

=

=

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

See the instances and references collected in the
Yorkshire Archceological Journal, vii. 50, to which
may be added Kay's English Words,' ed. Skeat,
'
pp. 47, 83, 101 ; Poulson's Holderness,' ii. 441.
'

W.

C. B.

[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.]

A JEWEL IN A SERPENT'S

HEAD (7 th

S. viii. 65).

The notion that venomous creatures carried also
an antidote in the form of a precious

in their heads

POPE JUTTE

man form

(7
of Joan,

th

S. vii. 449).

and

Jutta

is

a Ger-

Pope Jutte is
Pope Joan. The

so, of course,

the same mythical personage as
real name of this woman was said to be Gilberts,
and it is told of her that she adopted male dress in
order to be permitted to enter the monastery where
a young Englishman, a monk, to whom she bore an
Her later history is too well imaaffection, lived.

JULIUS STEGGALL.

gined to be known.
th

CRADLE OF THE TIDE (7 S. vii. 408, 474 ; viii.
I must ask MR. MOORE slightly to extend
51, 98).
his limit to which atmospheric influence reaches,
for there are indications (especially in meteoric
phenomena) that this is considerably more than
sixty miles above the earth's surface. But certainly
no effect of our atmosphere can extend to the thousandth part of the distance of the moon. Galileo
thought that the tides were caused by, and were a
proof of, the earth's rotation ; but he himself
admitted that he might be in error in this, and it
s now understood that the small connexion which
there is between these two phenomena is in the
reverse direction, the tides causing by their drag
slight alteration in the duration of the earth's
rotation.
The tides themselves are clearly due to
.he diurnal apparent revolution of the sun and moon
caused by the rotation of the earth on its axis, and
engthened in the case of the moon by her simultaneous orbital revolution round the earth. The
principal tide is due to the moon, and corresponds
n length to half a lunar day. The smaller tide
s due to the sun, and its length is that of a solar
day. The height of the former to that of the latter

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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When
in the proportion of about 5 to 2.
moon is at fall or at change, the two act together, and we have what are called spring tides ; at
the first and third quarters of the moon the two
tides act antagonistically, the principal or lunar
one being then called neap tide.
W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.

is

the

In reply to MR. J. C. MOORE, allow me to ask how
"
the attraction of gravitation acts " in a vacuum ?
I presume there must be some medium which
connects two bodies together before one can act on
another, and that medium which conveys the force
of attraction is quite sufficient to convey the force
of condensation and rarefaction of which I spoke.
Great names are great authorities, but even that of
Sir Isaac Newton is not enough to quash inquiry
witness his theory of light. And what place is
now held in the universities by his ' Principia ' 1
I fear only a very small part of one of his three

books has much authority. The world will move
and man will think though the seven sages are all
E.

dead.

COBHAM BREWER.

TRANSLATION WANTED (7 th S. viii. 47, 97).
Non vox, sed votum non musica chordula, sed cor ;
Non clamans, Bed amans, psallit in aure Dei.
;

A.

J. M., in his rendering of the above by an English hexameter and pentameter, very closely and
mind, reproduces the spirit and
charmingly, to

my

purport of the original, but omits the negative element and the quaint jingle of clamans and amans.
further attempt of mine to preserve both these

A

is as follows:

Not

voice, but will devout; not

intent

harp in tune, but heart

;

Not sounding

(loud toned) zeal, but love that
shall ear of God (God's own ear) content.

's

leal,

KECTOR OF UPTON-ON-SEVERN.
Will the following jingle convey the
required

Not

alliteration

?

voice,

but vows ; not beat of harp, but heart
; of prayer the holy art.

;

Desire, not fire

E.

COBHAM BREWER.

Not voice, but devotion ;
Not music's art, but heart
Not sound swelling,

my

the version of one

who

signature.

takes shelter under
ST. SWITHIN.

The following is suggested as containing
some of the shortcomings of the original

at least

:

Not words, but work ; hearts, not art's fullest chord
Might, not of lung, but love, are music to the Lord.
J.

ANALCADE AND CAVALCADE

(7

th

;

M., Jun.

S. vii. 425).

via

That cavalcade is used in ordinary French of
persons even when mounted on asses is shown
by the

A. 17, m

(

F.

Sydenham

CHANCE.

Hill.

OLD JOKES

NEW

IN
DRESS (7 th S. viii. 66).
the anecdotes mentioned by CUTHBERT
BEDE be true the new as well as the old ? Such
humorous incidents and speeches do undoubtedly
often repeat themselves where there is no conscious
I can give two instances from my own
imitation.
Dean Alford somewhere tells a tale
experience.

May not

all

an Irish footman who, being asked whether Mr.
So-and-so lived in a certain house, replied, " Yes,
The story is
faith, he lives there, but he's dead."
old enough, but precisely the same answer was
once given to me by a Surrey peasant in answer to
a similar question, and given in evident good faith.
Again, it is related of Dean Swift that, having had
occasion to rebuke his servant for bringing a dirty
dish to table, and being reminded by the fellow
that one "must eat a peck of dirt before one dies,"
he replied, " Yes, sirrah, but one need not eat it all
at once." I remember hearing the very same reply
given in answer to the same excuse by a Nottinghamshire farmer's daughter, who had certainly never
read it in Swift.
C. 0. B.

of

I

am

very

much

of opinion that

it

was neither

Thesiger, as Sergeant Robinson thinks, nor Douglas
Jerrold, as CUTEBERT BEDE thinks, who said to
the man who complained that there was no fish at
"
the duke's on the day he dined there,
They had
probably eaten it all upstairs." Twenty-five years
ago I heard it often told as the retort of Pat Costello to Pierce Mahony; and Mr. J. T. Gilbert,
F.S.A., assures me to the same effect. I remember
that the World of August 14, 1885 (it might be
1886), assigns the repartee to Serjeant Murphy.
That it is of Hibernian origin there can be, I think,
no doubt.
It is the fashion latterly to attribute nearly every
good thing to Douglas Jerrold.
correspondent
'
th
of N.
S. vii. 148) says that he never
Q.' (7
understood the term clocked in connexion with
stockings, and furnishes a mot of Douglas Jerrold
"
who could always
regarding a man thus dressed
state the time by looking at his own legs."
In 1863
the late Canon Koche, of St. Michael and St.
John's, Dublin, told me that the Rev. Dr. Hamill,
R.C. Vicar-General of Dublin (obiit 1823), usually
wore black silk stockings with the ornamental
working called clocks. One day when he arrived
at John Keogh's late for dinner, Curran exclaimed,
"
" I did
It is not for want of clocks."
not think
that the Master of the Rolls would stoop so low for a
pun," replied Dr. Hamill. I gave this, with many
other anecdotes, at p. 215 in a book long out of

A

Thralls God's ear on our part.
is

s.

following passage from La Linda,' by A. Sirven,
Paris, 1889, p. 251. The passage runs as follows:
" Les filles des
fermes, crSnement assises surs leurs
fines charges de hottes bondees de legumes et de choux,
venaient de la campagne par cavalcades rieuses."

&

;

But love welling,

This

[7*

T

s.

?IIL AUG.

17,
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Irish Wits and Worthies,' and pub*int, called
Canon Roche had been curate in
ished in 1872.
he parish of which Dr. Hamill was vicar. I am
orry to dispute any of the jokes assigned to
Douglas Jerrold, but no man can better afford to
'

The now all but
ose those which are apocryphal.
word clock, as an ornament on the stockng, is, of course, given in HalliwelFs 'Archaic

>bsolete

W.

Dictionary.'
Dublin.

I read in

"In

'

N.

&

J.

FiTzPATRiCK, F.S.A.

Q.' at the

Sir William Eraser's

J.

anecdotal volume on

Wellington, he quotes Mr. Roebuck's assertion (it was in
a speech at Salisbury) that a Hampshire labourer, 'a
shrewd, clever fellow,' on being told of the duke's death,
"
'
said,
Oh, sir, I be very sorry for he ; but who wor he 1

I find in

'

Words on

Wellington,' p. 196, that I

wrote:

"
Staying in a country house he (Roebuck) heard the
news of the duke's death. He spoke in the early morning to the gardener, an elderly man, who was mowing
the lawn.
He said, There is bad news come.' ' Is
the duke's
there, sir?' said the man.
'Yes,' he said;
'
dead at last.'
The Duke of Wellington.
Who, sir 1
'
I 'm very sorry for the gentleman,' replied the man,
going on with his work ; but I never heard of him.'
The speech, which was one of importance, was published
in the London newspapers.
Sitting next to Roebuck
afterwards, at a dinner of the Salters' Company, he
assured me that it was true."
'

'

'

'

'

WILLIAM ERASER

th

(7

S. vii. 305).

modern writers on ceremonial, not the
Missals, that limit the colours used at Salisbury to two. The printed editions of the Sarum
Missal give distinctly three colours, red, white, and
saffron (croceus). See the rubric in the 'Ordinarium
Missae' of Mr. Dickinson's edition, Burntisland,
col. 582.
In a MS. Missal in Bodley (Rawl.
It is the

Sarum

A. 387,

folio 14),

Sarum Missal

in

thought by some to be the oldest
Oxford, to these three colours

there is added a fourth, viz., black, "In omnibus
missis pro defunctis per totum annum utuntur
vestimentis nigris." So that in this ancient recension we find at Sarum the four
liturgical colours

preserved, black, white, red,

and

croceus,

which

47,

Green

Street,

WICKHAM LEGG.

W.

A mass of information about the colours of vestments in the old English Church will be found in
As I pointed out on
Monasticon.'
Dugdale's
'

March

6,

1860, in the Ecdesiologist, there are

examples of no fewer than twelve colours and mix" Pannus aureus." 2.
tures, viz., 1.
Red, including
pink(?), "rubea sarcenet pallida," and red satin with
green orphrey. 3. Blue ("Colour de Blod, Blodius,
purpre blodii coloris," Dugdale, vol. ii. p. 365),
very common. 4. White, red, and blue orphreys.
5. Green, with black orphreys and blue orphreys.
8.
6.
7. Yellow.
Black,
Purple, not blue.
e.g., velvet altar cloth at Lincoln with fringe,
embroidered with flowers of silk and gold,
having in the midst a pane of green satin, and in
the same a picture of Christ on the cross and Mary
and John. 9. Dove colour (vestment at Peter-

of Ledeclune, Bt.

ERROR AS TO SARUM COLOURS

the forthcoming part of the Transactions of the
Ecclesiological Society will appear an
exhaustive paper on the ' English Liturgical
Colours,' by Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, the wellknown energetic secretary of the Society of AntiIt is based on a complete examination of
quaries.
the English wills and inventories ; and those who
heard the paper read at St. Paul's must, I think,
agree with me that it absolutely destroys the
modern theories of the Sarum colours, and of their
St. Paul's

predominance in England.

above reference:

new
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is

held by the mediaeval writers to be the same as
green for liturgical purposes.
I do not think the mediaeval writers can be
properly understood unless we keep in mind their
practice of using, instead of the ritual colour, colours

akin to, but not the same as, the ritual colour. Thus
black is, no doubt, the ancient colour
spoken of in
the liturgical books for
Lent, Advent, funerals, &c. ;
but in place of black the mediaeval ritualists had

no hesitation in using
purple, violet, blue, brown,
and even grey and ash colour. In like manner
they used yellow, saffron, orange, or gold coloured
in place of
green.
As to the results of the investigation of inventories, I may perhaps be allowed to say that in

11.
10. Tawney.
Changeable (cf.
borough).
Shakspear, 'Twelfth Night,' "The tailor make
thy doublet of changeable taffeta for thy mind is
"
12.
Casula glauca" (grey?), Ely.
very opal."
Besides various combinations, as altar cloth of red
and blue ; hangings of yellow and red ; yellow,
white, and tawney ; altar cloth of red and blue
velvet on yellow ground ; cope of green and red ;
"
"
with green and blue ; chasuble of
red
pallyd
I found no
red, white, black, and divers colours.
fewer than forty-two places in Dugdale, the new
edition, bearing on the subject of vestments.
J. 0. J.

"MEDICUS"

IN

ENGLISH

(7

th

MOUNT

S. viii. 86).

MR.

"

properly one who
says that apothecary is
keeps a shop," and he is no doubt right. But the
word shop in this connexion is rather misleading,
as it implies at present nothing more than sale
over a counter. The apothecary, I believe, as such,
was so called because he prepared and stored away
^

ready for use, in bottles,

jars,

and

gallipots, all

kinds of conserves, extracts, decoctions, infusions,
Of course he had a shop
ointments, and the like.
here these were kept ; but he was no more called
an apothecary because he sold such things than a
bibliothecary was so called because he sold books.
Romeo's apothecary had a shop, on whose shelves
were placed his boxes, pots, and bladders. So far
as medical practice is concerned, let it be

remem-
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bered that the general practitioner in generations

gone by used

to

make, compound, and dispense

his

own drugs (' Cymbeline,' I. vi.). This is now
almost (the making quite) at an end, and the
druggists (wholesale and retail) do it instead, thus
becoming the real apothecaries. Hence comes in
the modern notion of a shop.
Nevertheless, of old
they were called apothecaries who sold other things
besides drugs that had to be stored away in pots
and jars. Thus in W. Perkins's Cases of Conscience,' 1619, mention ia made of "diuers wines,
and the daintiest iuncates that the Apothecaries

[7*

"

W.

being called doctor.

The

C. B.

oldest vernacular English term denoting a

medical man,

= Got.

a leech, = Anglo-Saxon Icece,
Germanic word which is akin to
physician) and has also entered the

lek-eis,

viz.,

a

Irish liaig (a
Slavonic region (cf. Euss. lekar, a physician or
surgeon), it seems to me was undeservedly omitted
by MR. MOUNT from his list of synonymous
Notwithvarious terms for medicus in English.
standing its briefness and antiquity, it is not likely,
however, that the secondary lower meaning attached to a leech will render it again a popular
and generally acceptable term among the medical
X.
profession of our days.

DESCENDANTS OF SHAKSPEARE (7 th S. viii. 89).
Does it necessarily follow from the fact that the
old man mentioned in the query was named George
Shakespeare that therefore he was one of the great
I take up a Liverpool direcpoet's descendants ?
tory, not of very old date (1875), and I find in it
no fewer than six householders named Shake-

viii.

A TO

BRIEF HISTORY OF BIRMINGHAM

.

'

17,

th

(7

.

S.
yii.

At the British Museum are the following
507).
copies of this work :
A Brief History of Birmingham. 8vo. Birmingham
797.

A

Concise History of Birmingham. Fourth edition.
plates. Birmingham, 1808, 8vo., being another edi-

With

ion of the above.
Fifth edition, pp. xv, 124.

Birmingham, 1817.

8vo

DANIEL HIPWELL.

'

shoppe can affoard (p. 255).
In Scotland and in the North of England general
practitioners not uncommonly kept apothecaries'
shops also. I knew one such in a Yorkshire town
certainly later than 1850.
The members of the medical profession who do
not hold the degree of M.D, very much dislike

s.

34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

DATE OF BELLAMY'S BIRTH (7 th S.
Thompson Cooper, in his Dictionary,'
*

viii. 87).

states that

person was born on April 23, 1733,
'
as recorded in her Apology for her Life,' said to
aave been written by herself, but in reality by
However that may
Alexander Bicknell in 1785.
of
be, the following is Horace Walpole's opinion
this notorious

viz.

it,

:

Now

I declare I have no more regard for Phoenicians,
than I have for Madame de
Pelasgians, the Vies
Qenlis. I read such books as I do Mrs. Bellamy's, and I
believe in them no more. The one nation worth study'
The Letters of Horace Walpole,'
ng was the Greeks."
vol. viii. p. 572.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

WARD

This
S. viii. 49).
WILLIAM GEORGE
(7
refers to Wesley's little pamphlet, published in
'
1743, entitled Thoughts on Marriage and Celith

bacy,' which is in vol. xxiv. p. 252 of the original
'
His advocacy of celibacy
edition of his Works.'
is not restricted to its practice by the clerical order.
'
See Mr. Tyerman's admirable Life and Times of
John Wesley,' vol. i. p. 432. Wesley also issued
'
in 1765 another pamphlet, called Thoughts on a
"a
queer
Single Life,' which Mr. Tyerman calls

same

tract," to the

effect (vol.

ii.

p. 551).

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

The

John Wesley in reference to marriage
'
Life of
an examination in Southey's
and
"named
Are
of
all
xxiv.
vol.
ii.
twenty-three
Dryden,
Pope.
p. 129, London, 1858.
chap.
Wesley,'
these descended from the respective famous poets? Wesley wrote a treatise on celibacy.
His opinion
J. F. MANSEP.GH.
changed after a conference with Mr. Perronet,
But his
I do not see how J. B. S. proposes to connect Vicar of Shoreham, respecting himself.
with the single members of
George Shakespeare, who is reported to have died meeting subsequently "
November 18, 1836, with our dramatist, it being the society in London, to those who properly reclear that no brother or son of the poet left sur- spected Mr. Wesley, must have been a painful
ED. MARSHALL.
scene" (Ibid., p. 130).
male issue.
A. H.

speare.

I also find four

named Milton, two named

case of

receives

viving

There is not now, and has not been for more
than two centuries, any descendant whatever oi
Shakspeare. It is well known that the last oi
them died as early as 1669. Therefore, whoever

poor old George Shakespeare was, and whether or
not he was a descendant of the poet's family, he
certainly was not a descendant of the poet.
C. F. S.
Longford, Coventry.

WARREN, M.A.

"

CLUBBING
Clubbing

"

th

(7

453 ; viii. 52).
and I may say wholly,

S. vii. 348, 373,

is essentially,

confined to an error in drill, or in the incompetent
manosuvring of a regiment by the officer in command of it, as also of any smaller body of men (aa
a company) by its commander. It is a gross and
unpardonable affair, and has more than once (but
happily not often) occurred before the enemy, being
laying aside incompetence generally the result

'th

c:
ii
\*

s.
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"
what is called losing your head," not from a
"
An
getting into a funk."
nnon-ball, but from
stance of it took place during the Indian Mutiny,
the 82nd
hen the officer, Col.
, commanding
clubbed bis men whilst under fire, and

hen a subject has been discussed the metaphors are
;aken from it.
Thus, when a hero visits a woman for
the purpose of gambling with her, we are told that " the
gambler of the sky closed the chess-board of the sun in
the house of the west, and threw upon the table of the
east the golden dice of the stars."
In whatever light
these stories are regarded, their value to the world which
occupies itself with such subjects is equally great. In
ihe shape of introduction, notes, and illustrative
appendix
Mr. Clouston has furnished a mass of pleasantly conveyed
and valuable information.

K

1 egiment,
g

)t

his regiment into disorder.

OLIM MEMINISSE JUVABIT.

BISHOPRIC OF BEVBRLEY (7 th S. viii. 62).
Ileverleydid not long enjoy its bishopric nominated
In 1878 the Roman Catholic
I y Pius IX. in 1850.
c iocese of Beverley gave way to the new and present dioceses of

Shakespeare der Autor seiner Dramen. By Karl Heinrich
Schaible, Ph. and Med.D., late Professor at the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich, and Examiner in the
University of London. (Heidelberg, Winter.)
IT is distressing to find that the Donnelly;heresy as to the
Baconian authorship of Shakspeare's dramas has received
a certain amount of acceptance even in critical and
Sbakspeare-loving Germany, and in this little work Dr.
Schaible makes a vigorous and laudable effort to stamp
"
it out.
As he
in his
in

Leeds and Middlesborough.

GEORGE ANGUS.
The Presbytery,

St.

Andrews, N.B.
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A

Group of Eastern Romances and Stories from the
Persian, Tamil, and Urdu. With Introduction, &c.,
by W. A. Clouston. (Glasgow, Wm. Hodge & Co.)
To the reader of N. & Q.' and the student generally of
Oriental literature and of comparative folk-lore Mr.
Clouston needs no introduction. The latter is familiar
with his editions of the 'Book of Sindibad' and the
'
Bakhtyar Nama,' his Popular Tales and Fictions,' &c.
The former has been delighted with analogues of
Chaucer's tales, and a still, it is hoped, to be renewed
A mere
series of Oriental stories and illustrations.
mention of the appearance of this 'Group of Eastern
Romances' is accordingly enough to set the mouth
watering. As the edition is limited to fifty-two largepaper copies, numbered, and to three hundred copies in
crown octavo, the supply is not likely to meet the
united requirements of the book-lover and the student of
'

to whom, in an equal degree, it appeals.
Four romances found diverting by Mr. Clouston, and
judged by him peculiarly interesting from a folk-lore
folk-lore,

point of view, are given.

To

describe

what these are

would be a task equally difficult and superfluous. All
have the customary Oriental attributes, depicting objects
of incalculable riches, gardens with sleeping beauties of
ineffable charms, and the like, and all have the Eastern
raptures and the metaphorical speech with which the
student is familiar. Some only deal with supernatural
Of these the Rose of
afrits, diys, fairies, and the like.
Bakawali is a striking and satisfactory specimen. Others,
though scarcely less extravagant, depend wholly upon
human effort In these, even, fortun e, good or bad, proves
an effective substitute for bad or evil genius. How true is
this will be seen by reading the adventures of Shah
Manssur, whom fortune relentlessly persecutes, and those
of Farrukhruz, in whose favour alf things conspire. Perhaps the most interesting portion of the entire volume
consists of the Persian stories at the close.
These are
selected from the 'Mahbub ul-Kalub,' some of which
have
been
studied
with advantage by the Italian
might
In these the satire of
predecessors of La Fontaine.
feminine humanity has truly Oriental severity, and the
use of the favourite form of Persian conceit is sometimes very whimsical. European
burlesque of this can
scarcely go beyond the description of the sensations
of a man who, while
drugged, has been shaven
"He washed his face, and perceived that the caravan of his mustachios had
departed from the plain
'

.

:

A

139

of his countenance."
curious practice
Persian writer, fully illustrated in these

of

stories, is

the
that

preface,

Although

Eng-

land Mr. Donnelly's theories and so-called discoveries
have failed in attracting the adhesion or support of
Shakspearian scholars, a book has lately appeared in
Germany which, while partly adopting his opinions,
developes them still further by new and independent
testimony. This work is from the pen of the accomplished and popular writer Count K. F. Vitzthum, and
exhibiting as it does in its composition a large amount
of research and scholarship, together with a wide range
of reading, contains, even to the opponents of his views,
much that is interesting. It is beyond question that
those who have written on the subject have been animated but by one intention, and that intention is to
ascertain, as far as may be possible, the truth, and the
truth only.
Earnestness and sincerity are distinctly
manifest in all their works, and especially in that of
Count Vitzthum. I myself, however, am firmly convinced that this Bacon enthusiasm, this zeal for the
Baconian theory, has merely led them into mistakes
and false conclusions, and that they are far from having
found that truth which they honestly and earnestly
As Mr. Donnelly's book, and still more that of
desired.
Count Vitzthum, has of late been much discussed in the
German press, and the contention of the latter writer
especially seems to have made a deep impression upon
many of his readers, I have thought it right, in accordance
with my firm persuasion of the incorrectness of their
views, to undertake a short examination of the question,
and to attempt to prove that William Shakspeare the
player, and Shakspeare alone, was the author of his

immortal dramas and poems." The task which he had
performed with the greatest
care and diligence. Every scrap of evidence bearing
upon his subject he has collected from all possible
The difference between Shakspeare and Basources.
con's literary style and modes of thought; the errors
and anachronisms of which Bacon never would have
been guilty the testimony of contemporaries, and espeof Ben Jonson, in
and verse the " second-

set himself Dr. Schaible has

;

prose

cially

;

hand " learning which the almost omniscient Bacon would
have looked upon as a disgrace ; all this, and as much more
evidence as was to be scraped together, Dr. Schaible has
brought forward, and set forth with much patience and
c kill.
The pamphlet on the subject by our correspondent
Dr. Nicholson has not escaped him, and in the very
beginning of his book he

is careful to acknowledge his
Count Vitzthum, who, as a former
London, is favourably known to a
large section of English society, is no doubt a formidable
opponent. Indeed, it is clear, from what Dr. Schaible

obligations to

it.

Saxon Minister

in
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had it not been for his powerful support, the
Baconian theory would have attracted as little attention
in Germany as in England. Dr. Schaible may, however,
console himself with the assurance that all the qualities
for which he gives his adversary credit are to be found
says, that

It exhibits in almost every line
in his own work.
wide a range of
industry of an indefatigable sort, as
reading as Count Vitzthum himself can possibly possess,
and a careful discrimination in the selection of materials.
If our Teutonic brethren are still unconvinced, all that
can be said of them is that they must be incapable of
weighing evidence, impervious to argument, and blind to
logical demonstration.

Index
Northamptonshire and Rutland Wills, 1510-1652.
Library, I. Edited by W. P. W. Phillimore, M.A.

WE

have so often spoken of the instalments of this
valuable collection of references for the genealogist
while they were coming out in the monthly issues of the
" Index
Library," that we have really not much left to
do now beyond calling the attention of our readers to
Mr. Phillimore dethe handsome volume before us.
serves well of the genealogist for a work which must so
need
greatly facilitate research into family history. We
of the interest
scarcely remind our American readers
which Northamptonshire has for them ; and, indeed, we
believe that they are, as a rule, more alive to the value
of such work as Mr. Phillimore is doing than our own
students of family history. We do not know that we
should ourselves have indexed William Dyckins, priest,
"
because, although no
1545-8, as Sir" William Dyckins,
"
was generally rendered
doubt the epithet " Dominus
by "Sir" at the period named, the use is a confusing
and they are probably the majority
one to those
of our nineteenth century genealogists who have not
studied the customs of the Middle Ages, and the extent
to which they survived during the Reformation period.
The general execution of the calendar, however, is
excellent, and it places in our hands the key to a vast
amount of knowledge of Northamptonshire and Rutland
families in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The Antiquary.

Vol.

XIX.

(Stock.)

THE opinion has often been expressed that Mr. Stock's
show to more advantage in vdlumes than in parts.
In the nineteenth volume of the Antiquary a large mass
of valuable matter is seen to be brought together. The
volume opens with Mr. Talfourd Ely's important conThis
tribution on Recent Archaeological Discoveries.'
Some Myths of Modern
is followed by Mr. Bent's
his
invaluable
in
researches
of
Hellas,' a further product
the Grecian Archipelago, which, again, is followed by
Ancient
Mr. Sparvel- Bayly's Essex in Insurrection.'
Peru is the subject of a very important series of papers
P.S.A.
Mr.
Ward
C.
A.
R.
the
Rev.
S.
B.C.L.,
Milne,
by
supplies an interesting account of Thomas Doggett, of
Roach
C.
Smith
Mr.
the coat and badge reputation.
'
sends the 'Walls of Chester.'
Early Hospitals in
Southwark is, of course, by the historian of South wark,
of
other
Mr. Rendle. Among
genuine value may
papers
'
be mentioned Mr. Philip Norman's London Sculptured
serials

'

'

'

'

'

House

Signs.'

'
August 10 opens with L'Estampe Franwhich M. Octave Uzanne introduces
to amateurs the scheme of M. Henri Beraldi for the

Le Livre

for

9aise Moderne,' in

reproducing
publication of a limited number of engravings
'
Alfred de Musset
contemporary subjects exclusively.
Inedit,' by M. Charles Glinel, gives some precious poems
of Musset, and M. Ferdinand Drijon continues his papers
on ' Biblioly tie,' or the voluntary destruction of books.
The full-page illustration consists of the design of a

17*

s.

vm. AUG. 17,

morocco binding for M. Uzanne's work,

Femme

'

Son Altessela

'

MK. W. G.

B.

PAGE has compiled a bibliography

of

Hull for 1889, which is published at 77, Spring Street,
It is a well-executed compilation, and a
in that city.
fitting addition to county bibliography.
to Corregpanirent*.

We must call special attention to
ON all communications must be

the following notices :
written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to

head the second communication "Duplicate."

CREDO (" Question Royale,' Paris, 1609 "). This book
was originally in some estimation, but is now of little
account, selling for three to four francs. It is by Jean
du Verger de Hauranne, Abbe" de Saint-Cyran. See on
the 'Analecta Biblion,' ii. 133; Sainte-Beuve, 'Port
i. 290;
Dictiounaire dea Ouvrages
Barbier,
Anonymes,' iii. 1155, ed. 1875; Brunei, 'Manuel,' &c.
It was never the victim of any condemnation, its theme
being whether a subject may be compelled to preserve
at the cost of his own life that of his prince.
it

'

Royal,'

WM. BONYNGE. The lines you give in a different form
'
are those quoted in Redgauntlet,' vol. ii. p. 222, ed. 1867,
as from an old song
The fruit that must fall without shaking
Is rather too mellow for me.
:

Scott gives no further account of it than that
two other lines:
When ladies are willing
man can but look like a fool.

it

contains

A

PKATT ("To give the sack"). "Donner a
quelqu'un son sac; c'est le congedier brusquement."
See Quitard, 'Dictionnaire des Proverbes." See also
G.

C.

'N.&Q.,'l

st

S.vi. 19, 88.

E. S. (" Pedigree of Descendants of Oliver Cromwell ").
'
N. & Q.' overflows with information bearing on this.
Consult especially Indexes to Fifth and Sixth Series.
Is not this "campF. GREKN ("Camp Shooting").
sheeting," a term familiar in hydraulic engineering ?
See ' Encyclopaedic Dictionary.'
1

ARTHUR H. SCAIFE, Constantinople ("He speaks
French like a cow"). The resemblance between Basque
and Vache in this saying has already been noted in
'N.&Q.'
JOHN W, BELL, New York Shakespeare

Society
These were in Eastern literature a sign
(" Horns ").
of advancement, and as such appropriate to one whose
prosperity came as an appanage to an unscrupulous
wife.

CORRIGENDA. P. 67, col. 1, 1. 7, for " his " read her,
"
and 1. 8, for " 1499 read 1399.
ERRATUM. P. 112, col. 1, 1. 15, for sien " read sein.
NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at
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Silver Bodkin, 141

:

consists of ear-pick, bobbin-hole, ribbon-slit, and
has the initials S. 0. punctured on it.
measures five and a half inches ; also has
ear-pick,
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Ebsworth's

141

'

'

'

but has no initials on it
measures six and one-eighth inches, has no
ear-pick, but a small knob at the top, beneath which
is displayed a two-headed eagle ; and
lower, perbobbin-hole, ribbon-slit

haps cross-bones.
size, but the slit

The bobbin-hole

is of the usual
only three- eighths of an inch.
Mr. Joseph Stevens, Honorary Curator of the
Reading Museum, has kindly informed me of
another silver bodkin in his keeping, which measures five and five-eighth inches, and was obtained
from Caversham.
The top, marked with three
small stars engraved, is heart-shaped ; beneath is
the bobbin-hole, and again lower the slit, one-half
inch long. J. S. are initials on it. The Yaxley
specimen, which measures six and a half inches, is
thus the finest silver bodkin at present known.
is

I believe that the common size of modern bodkins is no more than two or three inches long.
Some explanation, therefore, of the use of bodkins
five and upwards of six inches long seems desirable.
learn from the Oxford dictionary that
bodkin was a name given (among other things) to

We

"a long pin or pin-shaped ornament used by
women to fasten up the hair." John Baret (1580),
'

in his

Notices to Correspondents.

;

C

ing a

Quadruple Dictionary,' is quoted, explainto be a "big needle to crest the

"bodkine"

"

discriminate
Thomas
(i. q., hair-pin).
Decker, a dramatist, who died about 1641, is also
quoted by Dr. Murray as referring in his plays to
bodkins for the hair. One of his characters, Bella" with
her bodkin curls her hair." Mr. Fairfront,
'
'
holt, in his
Glossary (s. v.), quotes from a play
termed 'The Parson's Wedding,' 1663, a stage direc" He
tion
pulls her bodkin that is tied in a piece
of black bobbin."
may, therefore, conclude that
in England in the seventeenth century the bodkin
was not only used by ladies " to crest the heares,"
or arrange the hair perhaps in the form of a crest,
but was also worn in the hair both as an ornament
and to keep up the back-hair. This last use is
clearly shown in an engraving in Montfaucon, re"
produced (s.v.
Bodkin") in the 'Dictionary of
heares,

A SILVER BODKIN FOUND AT YAXLEY,
SUFFOLK.
In January of the present year, while some farm
labourers in this parish were, as they would say,
fying out (or cleaning out) a ditch in a field called
'
Block Close," one of the men picked up a blunt
needle, bent almost double, which on examination proved to be silver, and when straightened
was found to be a bodkin six and a half inches long.
It may be thus described.
At the top is an earpick, beneath which is a round hole, large enough

flat

for a. calking-pin to enter.
Still lower is a slit,
nearly half an inch long. The lower part has a
blunt point.
The front and back are similarly
engraved with a flower, a cross, and a zigzag pattern.
The initials A. F. are punctured on the back, the

F.

probably representing Felgate.

named formerly owned land
sides of the bodkin are not

A

family so

in the parish.
flat,

"The

but angular

;

so

thatja section, if made, would show the bodkin to be
It probably belongs to the first
hexagonal.

quarter
of the seventeenth century. But few similar bodkins are known.
In the British Museum four
specimens are shown. They have no hall-mark,
and herein resemble the Yaxley example.
By the
kindness of Dr. Franks, I was allowed to take a
rubbing of the three which I thought of most
interest.
measures five and a quarter inches,

A

:

We

of Art,' by Mr. Fairholt, who remarks that
at the present day the peasant girls of Naples wear
silver bodkins.
The latest use of the word seems

Terms

to

be by Sir Walter Scott, in 'The Monastery'
i. ch. xvii.
p. 264

(ed. 1830), vol.

:

"The White Lady

undid from her locks a silver
bodkin, around which they were twisted, and gave it to
Halbert Glendinning; then shaking her dishevelled
hair till it fell like a veil around her, the outlines of her
form gradually became as diffuse as her flowing tresses."

Modern bodkins, like the ancient one found at
Yaxley, have both a long slit for ribbon and a
round hole for bobbin. What is bobbin ? It is a

known to elderly needlewomen, although at present, as I understand, it is not in

material well
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"

common

a round tape."
Webster terms it
use.
It is stated by Dr. Murray, quoting Beck's 'Draper's
"
"
a fine cord in haberdashery.
Being
Diet.,' to be
it was employed especially
door-latch
for pulling, e.g., in a door-latch.
when raised with bobbin was known as a bobbinTo the latch inside the door was fastened
latch.
one end of the bobbin. The other end, after being

round and very strong,

A

r_7* s.

vm.

A.

24,

.

De La Hire. Gnomoniques ; or, the Art of Drawing
Sun-Dials on all sorts of Planes by different Methods.
Translated by John Leek.] 8vo. London, 1685.
De La Hire. Gnomonicks; or, the Art of Shadows
8vo.
[mproved, &c.
[Later edition of the ^above.]
London, 1709.
Ditto.

Fale,

[In French.]

8vo.

Paris, 1685.

The Art of Dialling. [Mostly in black
"
Dedication, To my louing kinsman Thomas

Thomas.

etter.] 4to.

Osborne," and dated London, January 3, 1593. Titlepassed through a hole in the door to the outside, aage wanting. Margins and fly-leaves covered with MS.
nail
to
a
sometimes
was again fastened,
by
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth century notes" Thomas Skelson his
the door, and sometimes to a ring-handle or These record several owners.
Booke
common
fasten1675, But affter giv'n unto Mr. Oliver Bullock,
the
These were formerly
tingle.
From an astronomical judgment on a fly-leaf
ings of the door of a house. The old bobbin-latch pewterer."
it would seem as if the Bullock
family were of High
once an outside door in
is still in use on the door
" Thomas LudStreet, Dublin. Then comes the name of
The
bobbin
is
Church.
of
south
aisle
the
Yaxley
man, Pewterer in Chester." William Rhodes, pewterer
"
raises
the
and
thus
and
in
tobacconist
with
the
Liverpool, writes,
Thursday, August
right hand,
pulled
this book bought at Chester."
William Rhodeslatch, while the left hand grasping the old iron 5, 1802,
has literally covered the book with family memoranda
it
was
once
door
So
the
it
thrusts
with
open.
ringle,
and commonplaca Latin mottoes. The most curious
with another "bobbin-latch," of which we heard in notes consist of a
quantity of seventeenth century astro"
the nursery, Pull the bobbin, and the latch will go logical judgments at the end. There is one entitled "An
the
Hood
schem
once Inquired of by a Royalist whether
Little
Bed
astrological
pulled
bobbin,
Hiding
up."
King Charles y e fust should live or Dye: being Fryday
W. H. SEWELL.
and the door opened.
e iQth O f
January: 1648/9." Then follows the judgment,
y
Yaxley Vicarage, Suffolk.
and after that:" The party yt Inquired of me gave it
out,

THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DIALLING.
The

following list is a small contribution
that more complete catalogue of works
on dialling which the writer hopes may one day
be given to the world. When the great libraries
of Europe have been examined with a view to
extracting a list of the works upon this interesting
subject, it will in all probability surprise many to
find how numerous and how learned have been the
writers who have devoted their services to the now
bygone art. The writer has collected the books

towards

here catalogued quite casually, as they have accidentally come to hand ; and the list will prove a
somewhat interesting appendix to the new edition
*
of Mrs. Alfred Gatty's Book of Sun-Dials ':

Ex Variis Authoribus. GulielAnnuli Astronomic!
Cavellatius Typographus. [Explains the ring-dial.

mus

Lutetiae, 1557.
Apian, Pierre. Cosmograpliicua. 4to. Antwerp, 1533
Ditto. [In French.] 4to.
Antwerp, 1544.
et des Spheres. lOmo
Bion, N. L'Usage des Globes
Paris, 1717.

Bonhomo, F.Gabrielle. Horographia. 4 to. Palermo
1758.

Born, Officier D'Artillerie. Gnomonique Graphique el
Analytique. 8vo. Paris, 1846.
Brown, John. Horologiographia ; or, the Art of Dyal
ling.
London, 1671.
Cagnoli, Antonio. De' Due Orologi Italiano e
4to.
cese
Venice, 1797.

CMlmead, John, M.A. of Ch.

Fran

how

1

I

eayd

if his

majesty escaped y

e

30 th of

e
privately or publiquely I aduised his death, either to y
owne thoughts were
souldery or any other authority.
euer he would die a violent death, for his nativity did
e
promise so much ; which was y reason I so many times
hinted such a thing in many of my books, he had y e Sun
in his Radix, &c
But he is dead, of whom his worst
enemies cannot but giue this civill yet true character,
viz., That he was a prince of most excelent naturall
parts, an universall gentleman, very few men of any
Rank or Quality exceeding him in his naturall endowments, and had God Created in him an English hart for
his Scotish body, he had been y e most accomplished
ead fate
King this nation had ever since y e Conquest.
of from heaven surly atends y e Kings of Scotland. Hi
Grandfather and Grandmother died violently, and his
one father not without suspition of poyson, which made
a stranger to write, Scotie reges fere omnes' fero pereunt.
I may not devine into y e seecrets of God, or why he thus
suffered, let all men Judge with Carity and Sobriety of
his end, for neither was y e Gelileans whose blood pilett
mingled with theire sacrifices or those Jews on whom
the tower of Shiloe fell, greater sinners then other jews.
Christ himself sayd noe, but except yea repent yea shall
likewise perrish."

My

A

Ferguson, James, F.R.S. Lectures on Select Subjects;
With the Use of the Globes, the Art of Dialling
8vo.
London, 1776.
Ditto. Select Mechanical Exercises: showing how toConstruct different Clocks, Orreries, and Sun-Dials. 8vo.

London

A

y

January there was hopes of his life, which begot y* Infamous Scandal cast upon me, viz., y* I should aduice y
councell of warr to put him to death the 30 of January,
or else they should never haue power to doe it. Against
this absurd untruth I absolutely protes & deny, I either

1778.

Linea Gnomonica.
Cappucini 1667."]

Learned
Ch., Oxon.
Treatise of Globes both Coelestiall and Terrestrial!
Written First in Latino by Mr. Robert Hues: and by him
so published. Afterward Illustrated with Notes, by Jo
to make a Sunne
Isa. Pontanus.
[Chap, xvi.,
Diall,"&c.] 8vo. London, 1639.

Retta
Figatelli, Giuseppe Maria.
"
[On p. 10 is written, Pozzuoli alii
In Forli, 1667.
4to.

Di Corsanico, Giuseppe Antonio. Trattato
monica Prattica. 8vo. Roma, 1829.

Tiempo Traducido de Lengua Latina en Castellana y

"How

di

Gno

Floutrieres, Pierre de. Traite D'Horologeographie 8vo.
Paris, 1619.
Theatro del Mundo y de el
Gallucio, Joan Paulus.

Anadido por Miguel Perez

Folio.

Granada, 1606.

s.

A. 24,
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De Fabrics, et usu novi HoroVenice, 1592.
De Fabrica, et usu Cujusdam

A Tutor to Astronomy and Geography.
Moxon, Joseph.
"
[Book v. on Dialling."! 4to. London, 1674.
Oddi Mutius. Degli Horologi Solari nelle Superficie

fnatrumenti ad Omnia Horarum Genera Describenda
Uo. Venice. 1592.
Gangemi, Pasquale. Sulla Construzione degli Orologi
Solari.
Naples, 1869.
Gatty, Mrs. Alfred. The Book of Sun Dials. 4to.

Piano. 4to. Milan, 1614.
Paduanii, Johannis. Opus de Compositione et usu
Multiformium Horologiorum Solarium. [112 pages. 1
4to.
Venice, 1570.

Gallucio,

Joan Paulus.

ogii Solaris

4to.

Gallucio, Joan Paulus.

London, 1872.

A new

Ditto.

issue, edited

by H. K. F. Gatty and E.

4to.
London, 1889.
Gauppens, Jobann. Gnomonica Mechanica Univerealis.
4to.
Augsburg, 1711.
'[In German.]
Gnomonica Piana. 8vo. Pavia,
Giuseppe Saccbi.

Lloyd.

1846.

Good, John. The Art of Shadows or, Universal Dialling.
[This volume belonged to William Rhodes, the
Liverpool pewterer, and is full of MS. notes, chiefly of a
domestic character. Amongst others is a " list of writers
on Dialling in possession this 30 October 1784." The
writers named are Witekendus, T. Fale, Leadbetter, Leybourn, Bmerfon, Well, Brown, Fisher, Good, Phillip, T.
Brown, Jonas Moore, Norwood, Gunter, T. W., Ferguson,
and Delahire. Mr. Rhodes was apparently a Catholic,
:and some of his notes are in Latin. A few refer to historical and local events, but they are principally on
family matters, and some of them exceedingly quaint.]
8vo. London, 1721.
;

Guida Gnomonica. 4to. Catania, 1743.
Works. Fifth edition [ed. Ley4to.
London, 1673.
bourn].
Horology, article on, from an old encyclopaedia. Folio.
Gregorio, P.

Gunter, Edmund.

1309.
Hatton, E. A Mathematical Manual ; or, Delightful
Associate.
[Containing description of sun-dials and
moon-dials.] 8vo. London, 1728.
Haye, le Sieur. Regie Horaire Universelle pour Tracer
des Cadrans Solaires
4to.
Paris, 1731.
Kircher, Athanasius, S. J. Ars Magna Lucis et Umbra.
Folio.

Rome,

1646.

Lansbergius, Philippus.

graphia Plana,'

fifth

Opera Omnia.

treatise.]

Folio.

['

Horologio-

Middleburgh,

1663.

Mechanick Dialling;
Leadbetter, Charles.
Art of Shadows. 8vo. 1737.

Uew

or,

the

Leybourn, William. The Art of Dialling Performed
'Geometrically by Scale and Compasses. [This volume
belonged to William Rhodes, the Liverpool pewterer,
and is filled with his quaint memoranda. ] Small 4to.

London, 1669.
Leybourn, William. Dialling, Plain, Concave, Convex,
Projective, Reflective, Refractive. [At end is a plate and
" brief
explication of the Pyramidical Dial which was
set up in the King's Majesty's
Privy Garden at Whitehall, Anno 1669." Portrait.] Small folio. London, 1682.
Leybourn, William. Cursus Mathematicus. [Book viii.
"
treats

Of

Dialling : Arithmetical, Geometrical, InstruFolio.
Portrait/]
London, 1690.
Livet, G. S. F.
Gnomonique. 8vo. Metz and Paris

mental."
1839.

Nuova Scienza di Horologi
Rome, 1665.
The
N.
Meredith,
Description and Use of Pocket
Cases of Mathematical or Drawing Instruments
together with Plain Instructions for Making the Several
Kinds of Sun Dials. 8vo. London, n.d.
Mollet, John. Gnomonique Graphique. 8vo.
Paris,
Marini, F. Gio. Batt. de.

a Polvere.

4to.

1853.

Morgan, Silvanua. Horologiographia Optica. Dialling Universal and Particular.
[This volume belonged
to William Rhodes, the Liverpool pewterer. 1
don, 1652.

4to.

Lon-

Ditto.
[279 pages.] The writer gives a small collection of quotations from authors suitable for placing on
From St. Paul, "
sun-dials.
tempus habemus,
from St. Jerome, " Omne tempus,
operemur " bonum";
breve est and " Omnia in tempore suo comprobantur ";

Dum

from Periander, " Ne credas tempori "; from Maximianus,
" Omnia fert
omnia
&c.
tempus, pariter rapit

tempus,"

;

from Ovid, " Tempora praeterunt, tacitisque eenescimus
annis, Et fugiunt freno non remorante dies"; From
" Sed
Virgil,
fugit interea, fugit irreparabile tempus ";
from Marcus Tullius, " Ambiguis alis labilis hora volat."

[Two copies.] 4to. Venice, 1582.
Pierre de Sainte Marie Magdalene, Dom.
Traite
D'Horologiographie.
[On the title-page is written,
"
Congr. Orator. Neap."J 8vo. Lyon, 1691.
Pini, Valentino. Fabrica de gl' Horologi Solari. Folio.
Venice. 1598.
Quadri, Gio. Lodovico. Tavole Gnomoniche per Delineare Orologi a Sole. 4to. Bologna, 1733.
Cesare.
Scaletti, Carlo
Epitome Gnomica. 4to.
Bologna, 1702.
Memoria Sopre la Forma delle
Settele, Giuseppe.
Linee Orarie. [Two copies.] 8vo. Rome, 1816.
Gnomonica Universalis sive
Stengel, Joan Peterson.
Praxis Ampliasima Geometrice Describendi Horologia
Solaria.

8vo.

Stirrup,

Ulm, 1679.
Thomas, and W. Leybourn.

Horometria

;

or,

the Compleat Diallist. [Imperfect.] 4to. London, 1652.
Ditto.
[Three copies, two imperfect. Two of these
belonged to William Rhodes, the Liverpool pewterer,
and are filled with his memoranda. He notes, " Oct. 22,
1813. Lord Nelson's monument opened for publick inspection in the area of Liverpool Exchange yesterday."
The following extraordinary domestic entry occurs under
date Sept. 13, 1813, " Jacobus nunc in Liverpool, going
of to London to day tho' rainy. He has been cursing and
swearing beyond anything ever heard of; it is highly
probable he will make an ignominious exit out of this
world. Nothing remains for him but the everlasting
flames of hell for all eternity."]
4to.
London, 1659.

Orologi Riflessi. 4to. Macerata,
Taliani, Giuseppe.
1648.
Praxis Horologiorum ExTrotta, Jo. Baptista, S. J.
peditissima. 4to. Naples, 1631.
Nuovo
Gio.
S.J.
Trotta,
Battista,
Horologio Notturno
per Mezzo delle Stelle. 4to. Naples, 1651.
Vimercato, Gio. Battista, Milanese Monaco de Certosa.
de gli Horologi Solari. 4to. Venice, 1567.
Dialogo
W. I. Sciographia; or, the Art of Shadowes. [This
volume bears the name of Samuel Durham in MS. on the
title, and was also the property of William Rhodes, the
Liverpool pewterer.] 8vo. London, 1635.
Wilson, Henry.
Leybourn's Dialling Improved
The Third Edition Corrected and Improv'd by Charles
Leadbetter. [Two copies. Both belonged to William
Rhodes, the Liverpool pewterer, and full of his MS.
notes. Amongst them, " Mr. Alban Butler died May 15,
1773, in the 63 year of his age. Ad perpetuum memoriam.'
"
Saturday, Sept. 19, 1835. The Firat Stone of the new
Catholick Chapel at Birkenhead laid Monday Sep. 14 for
Mr. Prate." " Aug. 12, 1796. Came from Wigan pridie.
Heard this journey of Rich. Townly, Esq., of a stone
whereon he had a number of Dials, now on view."
"
May 21, 1796. Saw the fine Sun Dial in Mr. Jones'
Dated 1766, Lat: 53.30."
garden at Crosby pridie.
'
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"
May 21, 1795. Filius Jacobus apud vivos in present!
anno astatis suae duodecimo. Katug Nov: 1, 1783 "; and
on the opposite page, " March 12, 1812, Jacobus since
then turned out a ecounderel, going to America tomorrow." Some one, probably Jacobus himself, has
"
"
Poor Mr. Rhodes adds to
added, It is a d d lie
the above, " July 22, 1829. What I wrote was very true,
he has been a drunken scoundrel ever since. Has been
drunk these 6 days now." A further memorandum states
!

that J. E. retired to the Bridewell March 8, 1836.] 8vo.
London, 1728.
''
Wolffen, Christian. Mathematischen. [Chapter Der
Gnomonica," and plates.] 8vo. Frankfort and Leipsic,
1732.

Two

loose sheets of seventeenth century MS. on dialwith Italian writing and diagrams.
Seven pages of Italian MS. headed " Gnomonica Prattica," and dated "1779."
Manuscript on dialling, containing numerous folding
French.
Eighteenth century.
diagrams and tables.
202 pp.
<
Manuscript, entitled The Art of Dyaling,' filled with
beautiful outline drawings of dials.
English. Seventeenth century. 264 pp. [Book-plate of John Plumpling,

tre.]
'

Manuscript in Latin entitled Sive Gnomonica Tractatus de Horologiis describendis.' A large number of
diagrams, &c. Dated Naples, March, 1739. 254 pp.

CHARLES

T.

GATTY, F.S.A.

(Continued from p.

begins

(p. 11)

m

the introductory part.
Under chap. viii. we find
the following: "Let us explain what is meant by
the word Force, which implies that you oblige your
Partner to trump a Suit of which he has none,"
" To
instead of
explain the word Force, which in
other words is, that you oblige your Partner to
Trump a "Suit, not being strong enough in Trumps
to do so
(second edition) ; and, in the explanation of "See-Saw," "your Adversaries" (second

The
edition) becomes "the Adversaries" (third).
block at the top of p. 1 is the same, and the type
and eetting the same (except the signatures at
foot), in both editions until we come to p. 10,
6 " is corrected
where, in the fourth line, "6

"9
6"; and, in the sixth
"
7 is above 3 to 2
again, as in the
first edition, the author having revised his calculation a second time.
The laws are identical down to and including
law 22 in the second and third editions. Law 23
(a repetition of law 4) now disappears ; laws 24
(third edition) to

"8

line,

and 25 become 23 and 24 (third edition) ; and
law 25 is added
" The Dealer
ought to leave to view upon the Table
his trump Card, till it is his turn to play, and after he has
:

mix'd

i.

vm. AUG. 24,

with his other Cards, no body is entitled to deis turn'd up, but may ask what is
this Consequence Attends such a Law, that the
Dealer cannot Name a wrong Card, which otherwise he
might have done."
it

mand what Card

BOOKS ON GAMING.
Chap.

s.

[7*

Trumps

84.)

with the same ornament

and with the same type, similarly set.
P. 45 is the same, with the same ornament; and the
whole book is identical to the end in both first and
second editions. No set of the laws printed on " Fine
at top,

Imperial Paper," as advertised in this and following editions, has ever yet, so far as I know, been
unearthed from the libraries or dust-heaps of the
last century.

A

copy of the third edition of this little treawas sent for review to the Gentleman's Magazine; and it must have appeared rather early
tise

;

After this, chap. i. begins (p. 17), and the book continues very similarly, but with differently set type,
and the ornaments are not the same. The matter,
however, is identical, with the following excep"
tions
Case to demonstrate the Advantage by
Save" (second edition, p. 45) is corrected to
"
by a Saw" (third edition, p. 51), and the
same correction is made on the following page,
II. 2 and 11.
(The wary pirate had seen this error,
and did not fall into it.) All the rest, saving a few

A

:

misprints, remains the same down to p. 92, which
in 1743, for the newspapers contain announce- corresponds to p. 86 of the second edition.
Then
ments of the fourth edition as being ready on follows "An Explanation for the use of Beginners,
or
Words
made
Technical
July 2. Until very recently, however, no copy of of some of the Terms
the third had been discovered; but within the use of in this Treatise," filling the two remaining
last few weeks I have had the good fortune to find
leaves of the book.
The advertisement of the fourth edition, already
The
one, which is, so far as is known, unique.
title is the same in every respect as that of the mentioned, was repeated in July and in August
second edition, Hoyle's Christian name being still '1743) in the General Evening Post, Craftsman,
"
The following is a transcript of
Third Edi- and Daily Post.
spelt wrongly (Edmund), the words
tion" being simply substituted for "Second Edi- the title
tion."
The address "To the Keader," signed
A Short Treatise on the Game of Whist. Conand also Some
The Laws of the Game
;aining
(autogr.) by "Edmond Hoyle," again faces the
with due Attention to
a
"
Advertisement " Rules, whereby Beginner may,
title, on the back of which the
it
well.
Calculations for
;hem, attain to the Playing
The collation, those
appears, as in the second edition.
who will Bet the Odds on any Point of the Score
however, is not the same, for the book has grown in of the Game then playing and depending. Cases stated,
size
"To the Header," 1 f.; title, &c., 1 f.; con- to shew what may be effected by a very good Player in
12mo.
to
in Critical Parts of the Game. References to Cases, viz.
tents, 3 ff.; and 96 pp.
at the End of
the Rule you are directed how to find
twelves; E in fours. (J.M.) The table of con,hem.
Calculations, directing with moral Certainty,
tents is now rather fuller than before, has no block
low to play well any Hand or Game, by shewing the
at top, and includes "An
Explanation," &c., in Chances of your Partner's having 1, 2, or 8 Certain
:

|

|

|

|

:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

:

|

A

D

|

|

|

|

|

|

|
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With Variety of Cases added in the Appendix.
The Fourth Edition.
Hoyle, Gent.
Laws of the Game, and an
\\ ith great Additions to the
E splanation of the Calculations which are necessary to

C

B

|

rds.

I

Edmond

'

|

|
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"
ogether with the old laws for the Use of those
'ho don't chuse to play by the New."

JULIAN MARSHALL.

|

(To le continued.)

understood by those who would play it well, &c. &c.
b
London. Printed for F. Cogan at the Middle-Temple)

I

I

g

ite.

|

(, ollation:
T

Two Shillings.)
("To the Eeader," title, "Adand contents), 4 ff., and 96 pp. (H. J.

MDCCXLIII.

|

(Price

Prelim.

ertisement,"

A

to D in
End J.M., slightly imperfect.) 12mo.
The "Advertisement," as in
twelves; E in fours.
the third edition, appears on the back of the title.
signature is found
Edmond Hoyle's autograph
" To the
Reader," facing the
at foot of the address
his Christian name appears for the
title, on which
first time
Pp. 93-96 contain
correctly spelt.
" An
in
Explanation for the use of Beginners," as
In the table of contents
the preceding edition.
'Let us explain," &c., and the explanation of
"See- Saw," under chap, viii., are omitted, and

"An

explanation of the Technical Words, &c.,
The type is the same, rather
p. 93," is added.
are identical.
differently set, and the ornaments
The laws are now twenty-four in number. Putting
aside mere verbal and literal differences, the variations between these and those of the third edition
are briefly as follows

:

"
" The
Option of the adverse Party be"
comes here (in fourth edition) the option of either
"In Case he does not make
of his Adversaries."
him revoke" becomes here " provided it does not,"
"
Or to call the Suit," to the end, becomes
&c.
" or if either of the Adverse
Party is to lead,
here,
he may desire his Partner to name the Suit he
chooses to have him lead, and when a Suit is then
named, the Partner must play it if he has it." This
is a simplification, and the addition of the last four
words a necessity.
Law 7. After " proves the separation " the fol" But in
lowing addition occurs (fourth edition) :
Case he calls a wrong Card, either of the adverse
Parties, may once call the highest or lowest Care
in any Suit led during that Deal."
Law 8. After "particular Card" the rest is
omitted.
It was added in error to this law in the
second edition, and remained uncorrected in the

Law

1.

third.

ACCOUNT OF THE ELECTION OF PROVOST OF

On
COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, IN 1743.
of this
Tebruary 9, 1889, the election of a Provost
the Rev. Augustus Austen
college took place, when
The following amusing
Leigh, M. A. , was chosen.
account of an election to the same office, nearly
.50 years ago, is taken from Nichols's 'Illustrations
"
and is dated Cambridge, the 19th
of

KING'S

Literature,'

January, 1743":

"The election of a provost of King's is over. Dr.
into chapel on
George is the man. The fellows went
as the statute
Monday, before noon in the morning,
After prayers and sacrament, they began to
directs.
eote 22 for George ; 16 for Thackery [sic] ; H
and walkChapman. Thus they continued, scrutinising
of them smoking.
ing about, eating and sleeping, some
till
yesterday
Still the same numbers for each candidate,
about noon (for they held that in the forty-eight hours
allowed for the election no adjournment could be made),
:

the Tories, Chapman's friends, refusing absolutely
concur with either of the other parties, Thackery c
votes went over to George by agreement, and he was
friend of mine, a curious fellow, tells me
declared.
o'clock in the
lie took a survey of his brothers at two
or a more
morning, and that never was a more curious
erect in
in
blankets
some
wrapped
diverting spectacle:
lik
their stalls like mummies ; others asleep on cushions
a
Here a red cap over wig, there
so many Gothic tombs.
dish
a
one
a
chahng
of
in
the
blowing
a face lost
rug
cape
with a surplice sleeve another warming a little negus,
or sipping Coke upon Littleton, i.e., tent and brandy.
Thus did they combat the cold of that frosty night,
which has not killed any one of them, to my infinite

when
to

A

;

:

surprise."

This letter was written by Daniel Wray, of
Teller of the

Queen's College, afterwards Deputy
William George,
Exchequer, who died in 1783.
D.D. , was Provost of King's College from 1743 to

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

to 1756.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

BRAZILIAN SUPERSTITION RESPECTING LEPROSY.
I send you the following extract from a letter
received on June 13, from an English merchant afc
Pernambuco, in Brazil
:

Law

21 of the second and third editions has dis
appeared, and law 21 (fourth edition) is the same
as law 23 (third edition).
Law 22, after "has not an Honour," reads
"
the adverse Party may consult
(fourth edition),
with one another about it, and are at liberty to
stand the Deal or not."
Finally, laws 23 and 24 (fourth edition) are
identical with laws 24 and 25 of the third
edition.

These twenty-four laws, then, with few typo
graphical variations, reappeared verbatim in thi
fifth and in all
succeeding editions down to the
twelfth,

when the new laws

of 1760 were given

There has been quite a reign of terror here past fortabout a dozen children,
night owing to disappearance of
who have, it is said, been kidnapped, some say to be
of
trained for circus, others to be killed for benefit
is no cure,
sufferers from leprosy, for which disease there
if persons
done
be
it
is
that
may
old
but an
superstition
and kidneys of a young,
attacked eat
heart, liver,

its blood, and make
healthy child, wash themselves with
their bodies. Whether
grease of body also for anointing
between this belief
any truth in the presumed connexion
and the disappearance of the children, I cannot tell;
the demand, and price
anyway, report says there is
seems really too horrible to
paid for a child is 10*. It
be true ; anyway a panic exists, and hardly any children
and the public schools have been almost
are now seen
_

out,

deserted

Some people who were supposed

to

have bought
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some children had their carriage stopped in the street,
and were stoned. Our children now go out for their
walks attended by two servants."

ACHE.

A

row of cotBARRACK. (See 7 th S. ii. 326.)
tages in the village of Langley, Bucks, is known as
"The Barracks." I was unable to ascertain the
origin of the name when visiting the place a few
ft. B. P.
months ago.
ST.
vii.

PRUDENTIANA (? PUDENTIANA). (See 7 th S.
H. DE B. H., in his note on 'Gattico

381).

of Novara on Altars,' speaks more than once of a
I
certain St. Prudentiana, whom I do not know.
am inclined to believe that he means St. Puden-

tiana; but does Gattico, an author who is unfortunately not on my shelves, himself use the

in

many

*

s.

vm. AUG. 21,

other forms in books which are made up
first comes to the book-

from the material which
maker's hands
:

''Gardiner
was the illegitimate son of Dr. Lionel
Woodvill or Wydville, Dean of Exeter and Bishop of
Salisbury, brother to Elizabeth, queen consort of Ed-

ward IV."

ASTARTE.

LAW

AGAINST FEMALE BLANDISHMENTS. The
following extract from p. 5 in the Times of April 26
is, I think, worthy a corner in 'N. & Q.':
" An old colonial statute has been discovered in New
Jersey still unrepealed, which provides that all women,
of whatever age, profession, or rank, whether maids or
widows, who shall, after this Act. impose upon, seduce,
or betray into matrimony any of His Majesty's subjects,
by virtue of scents, cosmetics, washes, paints, artificial
teeth, false hair, or high-heeled shoes, shall incur the
penalty now in force against witchcraft and like mis'

form Prudentiana ? The tradition concerning St.
mensa is usually told of the high altar of
demeanours."
at least that is what was shown
St. John Lateran
JOHN TAYLOR.
to me as such before the Vatican Council, and, I
In the
VISIT
THE
EMPEROR
OF
GERMANY.
OF
think, by Dr. Smith, O.S.B., a well-known ecclesioTimes of Aug. 3 there was given an extract from a
NOMAD.
logist and antiquary in Kome.
Berlin paper, in which allusion is made to the
" MISTER " AND " GENTLEMAN." In reference to leading
visit of the Emperor to England, and in which the as'
these once kindred appellations, Burn's Justice of sertion is made that this is the first time that an Em"
the Peace' (1610), s.v.
Addition," has the follow- peror of Germany has landed in England. The Gering comment of mark
mans, of course, may be supposed to know their own
" As for
gentleman, says Sir Thomas Smith, they be business best, but that no German emperor has
made good cheap in this kingdom for whosoever studieth visited England before the present occupant of the
the laws of the realm, who studieth in the universities, throne is not
exactly according to my readings of the
who professeth liberal sciences, and (to be short) who
There have been German emperors and Gercan live idly, and without manual labour, and will bear past.
the port, charge, and countenance of a gentleman, he man emperors ; and doubtless the powers wielded
shall be called Mr. such-a-one, and shall be taken for a have varied from time to time, and the tenure of the
throne has also been insecure, and perhaps illegal
gentleman. 1 Black, 406."
This pungent delivery applies with equal truth now and then. In the year 1416 Sigismund, who
" Mister " is
the time was de facto Emperor of Germany (he
to-day.
now,' however, according to for
the ' Imperial Diet.' (1886), " the common title of was King of Hungary and Bohemia), came here on
Charles V. of Spain he had
address to an adult male." Bailey (1775), oddly a visit to Henry V.
enough, gives "Kind, as Mister Person, a kind of been elected Emperor of Germany in 1519 landed
Perchance he at Dover in 1520, and spent some days at the court
Person," in defining this term.
wandered back to Master Slender, who (' Merry of Henry VIII. and Catherine of Aragon. This
Wives of Windsor/ I. i) alludes to Justice Shal- visit was supposed to be out of respect to his aunt
the queen, but court gossips believed that his real
low, as "a gentleman born, master parson."
R. E. N.
object was the Princess Mary, then six years old,
and who afterwards married his son, Philip II.
CANTERBURY PARISH REGISTERS. The follow- Neither of these
emperors had undergone the cereis
a
of
its kind, and seems to be worthy of
ing
gem
mony of coronation, but that also applies to his
a place in 'N. & Q.':
PAUL Q. KARKEEK.
Majesty William II.
" From 29th
Sept., 1607, untill 29th Sept. last, 1608.
Torquay.
There hath of our owne Countrey people beene buried
none, & of others very fewe, if any at all, w'ch we are
UNWHIPPEDNESS. I was reminded by ALPHA'S
not bounde to set downe.
th
"
S. vii. 511, of a good snatch of a sermon
reply, 7
Concordat cu'
Peter's

:

;

originali.

Jacobus Byssell."

I have copied the above from the transcript of
St.

Mary Bredman

in this city.
J.

M. COWPEK.

Canterbury.

STEPHEN GARDINER, BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.
The following statement is made, and it occurs

The clergyreported to me once in conversation.
man had discoursed on what he aptly termed " the
unwhippedness of the present generation." As
N. & Q.' sometimes records happy verbal coinages, I make a note of it, as it was too good to be
"
'
'
Tales."
buried under the heading of Crabbe's
16,

Montagu

Street,

R. H. BUSK.
Portman Square.

.
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nd

tihttrtaf.

must request correspondents desiring information

We
(
i

i

a family matters of only private interest, to affix their
ames and addresses to their queries, in order that the
nswers may be addressed to them direct.

CLEARINGS.
erms inform

Will some one skilled in military

147

Thorough Guide' to South Wales,
by Dulau & Co., a good many details

In the

?

ablished

re briefly given, for

ad the

which I have been unable to
G. F.

authorities.

M.

BOWKER.

Particulars of the family connexions
" an Irish
f Mr. Bowker, described as
gentleman,"
ho married Miss Steer (about 1800-1810) are

meaning of this word 1
W. J.
equested.
497 (1857) has, "Theyshal
'
aave subsistence money and clearings constantly
CHARLES KEAN'S MACBETH.' Will CUTHBERT
ii. 11, "The Lord Ranelagh
paid as usual"; also
JEDE, or some one who remembers, kindly tell me
is paying 2 months clearings to the forces in Engwhether the opening scene was sung in this repre'
entation ? In Phelps's Macbeth it was spoken ;
land"; and a Sotheby's book-list for the present
month has, "No. 1003 Army: computation of
nd this appears to have been looked upon at the
MS. ime as an innovation a very excellent one I
clearings for Regiments of Foot and Dragoons,

me

of the

uuttrell, 'Brief Rel.,'i.

'

Answer

of 1766."

direct.

J.

OFFICERS OF SPANISH LEGION.

"Locus CLASSICUS."
occur

FOSTER PALMER.

Chelsea.

Oxford.

first

J.

bought.

A. H. MURRAY.

?

Where does this phrase
J. A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

I shall be

inform me if it is pos>bliged if any reader will
ible to obtain a list of the officers of the Spanish
jegion

commanded by

Sir

Lacy Evans.
PORTSMOUTHIAN.

CAPT. JOHN STANSBY. In the 'Calendar
State Papers for 1659-60, p. 530, I find Richard
HERALDIC. A few years ago I bought a threeWhithed, in writing to Lord General Montague, sided seal. The first impression is a man's head
recommends " Captain John Stansby for employ- with a halter round it ; the second and third are
chevron
ment he is of a very good family, has served a arms, but I cannot tell the tinctures.
by a
long time as commander, took more prizes than Between three crosses fitches, differenced
" Audaces
In subsequent communi- crescent, and underneath is the motto,
any other man," &c.
Can any fortuna juvat." The third seal is quarterly, first
cations Stansby is rendered Stanesby.
one tell me to which family of Stansby or Stanesbj and fourth a chevron between three crosses fitches,
second and third a lion rampant, also differenced
Capt. John belonged, and where I can get particu
?
lars as to his ancestors and descendants ?
by a crescent. Whose arms are they
'

A

;

L/ELIUS.

S. E. S.
6,

Bolingbroke Grove, S.W.

HOGARTH'S

'

MODERN

NAME
MIDNIGHT

CONVER

SATION.'
Can you inform me if the original of thi
is in existence ; and, if so, where it is to be found
It represents a group of men and a woman seatei
round a table drinking and smoking, one of whom
is lying on the floor, and dressed in a crimson coa

and knee-breeches; the woman is smoking a Ion
clay pipe, and an overturned candle is setting ligh
to a man's sleeve.
OWEN DAVIES.
[All we know about Hogarth's 'Modern Midnigh
is embodied in an article on the recen
Grosvenor Exhibition, Athen., 3196, 123, 3, and in th
*
of
Satirical
Prints in Brit. Mus.,' No. 2122
Catalogue
There must have been a picture similar to the print
because the publication line of the print, which is b
m
Hogarth himself, is"
Hogarth, Inv'. Pinxt. & Sculpt.
No such picture has ever been exhibited publicly. Th
last news of it was given in 1839 by J. B. Nicols, on th
authority of Mr. J. Twining, that it then belonged t
Mr. William Wightman, of Hampstead. There is n
woman in the print, though MR. DAVIKS says there
one in the picture, which he describes as if he had see

Conversation'

W

it.]

THE FRENCH LANDING AT FISHGUARD,
What contemporary local publications

accouut'of this, the last French invasion of

WORK WANTED. Not

a

Eng

farther back

than three years (I think) a book appeared upon
the African slave trade, in which it was stated that
the supply of ivory was gradually diminishing, and
that with its decrease the traffic in slaves would
In the second part of the work were
also decline.
of "mimicry" in
given some peculiar instances
I forget the
plants and insects of the country.
names of the book and author. Can any one sup-

ply

me

with them

W.

1

G.

SONGS OF INNOCENCE.' I have a
small fcap. 8vo. volume (London, Pickering, 1866),
entitled 'Songs of Innocence and Experience,
with other Poems by W. Blake.' It has on the
" J.
inside of the cover the name
Fremlyn Streatand beneath the
former
a
owner,
field," apparently
note:
name, in the same handwriting, the following
BLAKE'S

" This

is

'

one of the few copies of this (or other)
In most of this (or

editions, printed verbatim.

or the stanzas conother) editions impolite words,
Of impolite words the
taining them, are omitted."
two
little volume seems to contain none, save in
places a monosyllabic

1797.
give

OF

synonym

(vel quasi) for

a

which may be considered such. Nor do any
lacuna occur where such words may be supposed

harlot,
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But in the anonymous prea statement that " in one poem a
stanza, and in another a couplet have been suppressed for sufficient reasons, and asterisks subNow nothing of the sort is to be
stituted."
found in the volume. There is no indication of
any passages or words having been suppressed
or omitted, or any asterisks to be seen, or any
blank spaces where asterisks might have been.
to

have been written.

face

there

is

vm. A

2*.

.

1712 Richard Kelland, of Kelland, is buried;
but in 1766 Thomas Crispin, "of Kelland," is
" of
buried, and in 1812 Edmond Moon,
Kelland,"
is buried.
In 1859 and 1862 John Kelland, of
Kelland, and his son are buried. Was Kelland
sold

by the family;

if so,

when

?

W.

D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

AN EPISCOPAL QUERY. I once heard a sermon
Can any N, & Q.'-ite explain this 1 Has anybody a copy of this edition of Pickering in 1866 on the death of Bishop Hamilton, of Salisbury,
The preacher's name, which
in which the word above alluded to has been sup- who died in 1869.
in which it occurs ? And was obscure, need not be given, although I see
pressed in the two
*

places

has anybody a copy in which lacunae, filled by
It would seem as if the preface
asterisks, occur ?
prefixed to my little volume must have been written
for

some other

cult to imagine

But it is exceedingly diffiwhat stanza or couplet there printed

edition.

could possibly have called for suppression.
T.

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

Budleigh Salterton.
[In the copy in our possession the lacunae in question
are found at the bottom of p. 89, in the poem called
"
'Mary,' and in the middle of p. 100, after the line But
BO good if a passion is in you."]

CATS AND KAIN.

On

the night of August 2
a Newnham girl called out reproachfully to a cat
behind me, at a friend's house, " Oh, puss, don't
do that " I turned round and saw the cat quietly
"
cleaning her face. So I asked the damsel,
Why
did you scold the cat for washing herself ? " The
answer was, "She was cleaning behind her ears;
and whenever a cat does that it 's going to rain. I
don't know the reason, but rain always follows."
Sure enough, when I left the house, an hour after,
at half-past ten, a few drops of rain were falling,

that he has recently departed this life.
He said,
not in the very best taste:
"
I have known intimately two bishops, one our late
fainted chief pastor, who, although he had the highest
regard for his office and authority as of divine appoint-

ment, treated his suffragan clergy [sic] as younger
brethren ; the other, who usually disparaged his office as
a divine ordinance, was most harsh and distant, not to
say cruel, in his relations towards his clergy."
"
would be likely to be the other" prelate?
J. M.

Who

MRS. GARRICK. A lady of this name was a
well-known singer at Vauxhall Gardens in the last
century.

Was

she related to the actor's family ?
GEORGE ELLIS.

St. John's Wood.

!

A

and just as I got home they came quickly.
wet
night and morning followed. Has this instinctive
of
rain
ear-foretelling
by cats been noted by other
observers?
F. J. FURNIVALL.
[No prognostic of rain is more familiar. The belief is
spread over most parts of the United Kingdom. In Dr.
Jenner's ' Signs of Rain ' it is embodied, with other
similar observations :
Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws,
Sits smoothing o'er her whisker'd jaws.
*
*
*
*
'Twill aurely rain.

I see with sorrow

Our jaunt must be put

off

to-morrow.]

Can any of your correspondents give
information about Eobert Martin, who was
an ensign in the 28th Foot Eegiment at Waterloo ?
Did he marry and have children ; and, if so, what
has become of them ?
0. T.
MARTIN.

me any

KELLAND FAMILY. Who was the great-greatgrandmother of the present William H. Kelland,
of Kelland, in Lapford ?
In the Zeal parish re1735-45, she is variously called Tryphena and Frances. In 1679 Christopher Kelland
is described as of
Kelland, in Lapford, and in

gisters, temp.

SIR THOMAS DAVIES. Can any of your readers
give me any information respecting the descendants
of Sir Thomas Davies, Lord Mayor of London in
1677 ? I know he had four sons Thomas, John,
The eldest, Thomas, of CrissingRobert, James.
ton Temple, died prior to July 23, 1705, when the
three younger were alive. I believe the second son,
John, lived at Wanstead.

ARTHUR

C. DAVIES.

Coalbrookdale, R.S.O., Shropshire.

In the

CARTE.

lines

W. G. WardHow subtle at tierce

by Lord Tennyson on Dr.

and quart of mind with mind !

The thrust is called and
spelled quarto sometimes, but carte is the established spelling, and there is little originality in
*
Q.'
deviating from that. Can any one in N.
the

word

is

spelt quart.

&

assign a reason for this singularity

?

C. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.

CLIVE FAMILY. What was the exact relationthe
ship between the husband of Kitty Eaftor and
great Lord Clive 1 The biographers of Mrs. Clive
are very vague on the subject of her husband.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Is there any list of the victhe ancient Grecian games Olympian,
list
Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean? Such a
the value of athletics in our
is desirable for

OLYMPIC VICTORS.

tors

in

testing

7*s.

vm.

those

By

)lleges.
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who have no

resent craze about gymnastics

me the dates of the making of these
Their average distance from one another,

any one give

liking for the
asserted that

locks

it is

?

little under three miles, is the general Thames
average, as there are thirty three locks in the
ninety-three miles between Oxford and TeddingF. J. FURNIVALL.
on.

uring the thousand years through which Grecian
no man who gained the
ighest prize as an athlete also gained the highest

a

bhletic training flourished

onour as warrior, statesman, philosopher, poet,
How far is this assertion from
he truth ? What exceptions to the rule that the
>est athletes are good for nothing else can be
JAMES D. BUTLER.
pointed out?
rator, or historian.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Those emblems Cecil did adorn,
And gleamed on wise Godolphin's breaet.

BUNNELL LEWIS.

Madison, Wis., U.S.

Since our boat went

by

Will some correspondent help me, either

private letter or in

'

N. &

Q.,' to solve these

1
The first looks like Kabelais, but the
Oracle of the Holy Bottle was never made into a
E. COBHAM BREWER.
fite that I remember.
Edwinstowe, Newark, Notts.

puzzles

GLADSMOOR. Gladsmuir is to be found in ScotCan it be explained how the name travelled
south to the home counties ? Gladsmoor Heath is
land.

the reputed site of the fatal battle of April 14,
1471, near Barnet, a sign-post sort of obelisk being
erected in commemoration thereof.
It is apparently in the parish of South Mimms, adjoining
Hadley Green, at the junction of the old cross
road to St. Albans with that to Potter's Bar and

A. HALL.

Hatfield.

EARLDOM OF ASCELES.
pended

to

the

Among the names apcelebrated letter of the Scotch

;

Buzzing fly, when autumn's fled ;
Drone, whose summer mates are dead ;

:

3).

down

at sea
There is none left to care for me.
is
cold ;
the
hearth
when
Cricket,
Swallow, when the year grows old

I am very desirous of finding out the
F^TES.
nature or character of the following festivals ; I
all
think they
belong to the fifteenth and sixteenth
" La Fete de la
" La Fete
centuries
Bouteille ";
des Cornards"; "La Fete du Ge"ant aux Ours"

(July
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Cricket, swallow, drone, and
are not so poor as I.

fly,

M. P. H.
Good Lord, how sweetly smells the hawthorn tree,
Breathing as if the world were peace, were love, &c.

You

W. WILKINS.

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS.
th

506

vii. 154, 235, 318, 471; viii. 53.)
ready, as I promised, to do the best
I can to relieve the "astonishment" which my
former communication on this subject has occaI shall come
sioned to MR. F. A. MARSHALL.
presently to such information as I have been able

(7

S. vi.

At

last I

;

am

obtain for supplementing my own imperfect
knowledge of the subject, and will first say what
I have to say in reply to MR. MARSHALL'S criticism
to

of

former utterance.

my
"
MR. TROLLOPE

states," says

MR. MARSHALL,

Estates to Edward I. from Brigham, March 12, " that no sacred service whatever in which the con"
"
contes
or earls
Maliz secration of the Elements does not take place is, or
1289, there appear as
de Strathern, Patrec de Dunbar, Johan Comyn de can be, called a Mass." The statement is, I venture
Buchan, Dovenald de Mar, Gilbert de Humpavel to think, correct and accurate. I could adduce
de Anegos, Johan de Asceles, Gaulter de Meneteth, sundry authorities, but prefer on the present occaRobert de Brus de Carrik, Guillame de Ros, Mall- sion that of MR. F. A. MARSHALL himself, who, at
colm de Lovenaus. Lovenaus is, of
the bottom of the column at the top of which the
course, Lennox
Anegos, Angus. The other names are familiar above quotation from me is given, writes as folenough to students of Scottish history ; but can lows
" The service on Good
any of your readers tell me what district or place
Friday is always known as the
in Scotland could have
it cergiven its name to the earl- Mass of the Presanctified, though, strictly speaking,
is
not
a
as
there is no consecration of the
dom of Asceles ?
Mass,
tainly
B. G.
:

;

:

Elements."

THAMES LOCKS.

Pennant, writing in 1790, and
dying in 1798, says in his 'London,' p. 629, ed.
1813, on the Thames: "Boulter's Lock, above
is the last lock; from thence to
Maidenhead,
the sea

requires no further art to aid its navigaAlas we have since found that our
poor
river has needed the aid of eleven locks in the
tion."

it

!

thirty-two miles between Boulter's
ton
(1) Bray, (2)

and Tedd ingBoveney, (3) Romney or Windsor, (4) Old Windsor, (5) Bell or Egham, (6)
Penton Hook, (7) Chertsey, (8)
Shepperton, (9)
Sunbury, (10) Molesey, (11) Teddington.
Can
:

Because there is
is that service not a Mass?
no consecration of the Elements. Yet MB. MARSHALL is "astonished" at my saying there can be
no Mass in which that consecration does not take

Why

to observe

Perhaps it is hardly necessary
place
"
"
that the
Mass of the Presanctified is so called
because the "Host" has been previously, i.e., on
the preceding day, consecrated.
"
Next, objecting to my remark" that the word
itself is sufficient to indicate this
(the necessity of
!

consecration to constitute a Mass),
says,

MR. MARSHALL

"Surely he [MR. TROLLOPE] should know
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that the word Mass has nothing whatever to do
with the consecration of the E'ements." This is, in
strict linguistic sense, perfectly true, seeing that
etymologically the word has no connexion with
But practically the word and the
consecration.
" to
do with " each other that
thing have so much

they cannot, as MR. MARSHALL points out, exist
one without the other. If MR. MARSHALL meant
his
observation to be purely linguistic, he
should have expressed himself more clearly and
What he has written is, as it stands,
cautiously.
calculated to mislead, or at least puzzle, many
readers.
little further on MR. MARSHALL writes, "MR.
TROLLOPE says, ( No priest can on any occasion
celebrate Mass more than once in each day.'" And
he goes on to state that it is " not unusual for one
priest to have to celebrate Mass and to preach at
two churches or temporary places of worship at the
distance of as muchas seven miles from one another."
Firstly, I have here to thank MR. MARSHALL for

A

having spared

more

me where

he might have hit me
he has done. My
I forgot when I wrote the

severely, I think, than

statement
words " on

erroneous.
"
any occasion that every priest is permitted to say three Masses on Christmas Day, a
permission which is in some places extended to All
Souls' Day. This error MR. MARSHALL has mercifully abstained from stigmatizing.
is

But the statement that, with this exception, no
Mass more than once in each
day would be confirmed by any theologian unaware
of the practice in this country. The rule, to which
this is an exception, was made in the fifteenth cenOf course I accept the facts, as MR. MAR
tury.
SHALL states them, as regards that practice, and
frankly admit that, my information on the subject
having been gathered elsewhere, I was ignorant ol
the exceptional facts set forth by him.
But I in my turn am " astonished " that MR.
MARSHALL, telling us thus much, should not have

priest can celebrate

seen the necessity, or at least expediency, of telling us more of the circumstances under which this
English practice takes place, and of the special
difficulties

attending

it.

The circumstances

are these. Where the number
of priests in a diocese is so small, or the members
of the Church so scattered, that all the faithful could

not otherwise hear Mass on Sundays and holy days
the bishop of the diocese applies to Rome for a
faculty to license certain priests named ad! hoc to
celebrate more than once in a day.
Of course the
rule is a matter of discipline only; and of course
the Pope can suspend, modify, or grant dispensa
tion from it.
But the difficulties with which a priest who has
to celebrate Mass and preach twice in one day anc
in two churches several miles apart has to contend
are very much greater than any MR. MARSHALL

adverts

to.

Surely he must

know

(to

quote his

B.

vm.

AUG.

24,

me) that both Masses, the second as
must be said absolutely fasting,
can either of them (as must be presumed from

jwn words

to

well as the
tfor

IT*

first,

for which they are celebrated) be celebrated at a very early hour in the morning. Now
many a fairly robust man would find it exceed-

he purpose

"ngly trying to celebrate Mass, preach, walk (or
jven ride) seven miles, then celebrate again, and all
his without having in the slightest degree broken
his fast.
So absolute and rigorous is this requirement that
further difficulty is occasioned by the necessity of
,bstaining from swallowing the ablution, i.e., the

wine and water with which the chalice has been
consumes
purified, and which a celebrating priest
t the end of the Mass. The swallowing this would
break his fast. But it can be disposed of no otherwise than by his consuming it. He therefore is
obliged to carry it (in a bottle, as one informant
celebrate
states) to the church at which he has to
a second time, and at the end of his second Mass to
swallow both "ablutions."

With regard to the inseparability of the acts of
consecration of the Elements and the consumption of them (though they are separated, as haa
been shown, on the one exceptional occasion of the
theoquasi- Mass on Good Friday, which many
logians consider as a prolongation and completion
of the Mass of the preceding day), it may be mentioned as a curious illustration of the rigorous
a
necessity of this that it has been provided that if
priest should die suddenly after

having consecrated

and before consuming the Elements another priest
must complete the sacrifice by consuming them.
And, now, what is the right and proper meaning
of the word Mass? The English word has, of
and
course, been formed from the Latin Missa,
this has been used to designate the service, which
" Ite Missa
is concluded by the words
est"; in

a noun
English, "Go It (something designated by
substantive of the feminine gender) has been sent.""
What is the noun substantive understood ? As I
said in my former communication, the simplest
"
form in which the question can be put is, What
is the substantive with which the feminine past
"
participle agrees ?
It may be replied at once that this has alway*
been a disputed point in the Church. Two explana!

tions

mainly have been, and are,

offered.

One

is

that the substantive referred to is congregatio, tha
classic
congregation present at "the Mass. The
words would thus mean, Depart. The congregaAnd it would seem from the
tion is dismissed."
authorities which I have been able to consult that
this opinion is prevalently held

Catholic theologians.
Dr. Daniel Rock
p. 71) says

('

by English Roman

Hierurgia,' London, 183S,

:-

" The
English word Mass, in Latin Missa, is derived
from the word Missio. It was the practice in the primi-

7t> s.
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ive Churcb, during the celebration of the mysteries of
he Lord's Supper, to dismiss from the assembly at a cerain part all those who had not been perfectly initiated
nto the truths of the Gotpel and admitted to the comThis was denominated the
nunion of the faithful.
Missio,' or the Dismissal, whence is formed the Latin
the
and
abbreviation Missa
English Mass"

neither here, nor at p. 298, where he dis"
courses more at large on the term
Mass," does he
allude to any other suggested explanation of the

And

phrase.

MR. MARSHALL gives (' N. & Q.,' 7 S. vii. 472)
*
The Mass
an entirely similar explanation from
Dom. J.
the
Eev.
by
Very
compiled
Companion,'
Alph. M. Morrall, O.S.B., which for the saving of
space I do not quote, as you have already printed
But neither does this writer, at least so far as
it.
he is quoted by MR. MARSHALL, mention any
th

other suggested explanation.
In the well-known and largely-used little work
'
entitled Catholic Belief,' by the Very Rev. Joseph

Fa a di Bruno, D.D., which is evidently intended
for popular use by the laity, strangely enough, no
" Mass " is
given at all.
explanation of the term
The second explanation to which I have alluded
"
"
Missa in the formula in question agrees
is that
"
"
Ite Hostia missa est in Deurn,"
with Hostia."
"
And
in caelum."
Koman informants
or
!

this,

my

considered the preferable and more proSo much so is that the case that I,
bable one.
living to the south of the Alps, had always imagined that this was the accepted meaning of the
words, and did not know that there was any doubt
upon the subject.
tell

me,

is

To me it seems very difficult to accept Missa as
a contraction of Missio, as Dr. Bock says it is, referring to Cicero, VirgiJ, Ovid, and Suetonius, but
without quoting any passage in any of these
authors in which such use of the word occurs. He
"
quotes Tertullian, who uses the phrase Diximus
de remissa peccatorum "; and St. Cyprian, who
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so much as a drop of water, yet, if by any accident a
when the
parish priest shouM be absent at the moment
Mass should be celebrated for the congregation, another
rather
from
the
celebrate,
even
may
table,
rising
priest,
than that the people should be deprived of the service of
of the
needs
the
of
the
consideration
because
Mass
the
;
override the disciplinary law."
people must in this case
With regard to the derivation of the word Mass

by

Parisian correspondent writes :
" The
written on
etymology of the word Mass has been
to some extent everywhere (un pen partout) ; but I am
not aware that it has ever been treated exhaustively
I do not, how(cTune maniere absolument superieure).
the substantive ot
ever, think that Missa is an adjective,
It is
est.'
Missa
Ite
which is understood in the phrase
St. Augustine, St. Isidore of
in fact a substantive.
of Auxerre, Paulmus of
Seville, Florus of Lyons, Remy
it as such, and attriPerigueux, and others, already u?ed
dismissal
of
sense
the
to
it
(renvoi)"
bute

my

'

It seems to me that the authorities here given,
what was said and
though interesting as showing
understood at the times and places when and where

My

they wrote, are of small value linguistically.
French correspondent concludes with a curious
note on the subject
" As an indication of the uncertainty which reigns oncited
this matter, and as curious, an opinion may be
which has been advanced by Genebrard, Munster, ReucnMissa
the
word
that
to the effect
lin, and other Hebraists,
else than the Hebrew word HDD, which occurs
is
:

nothing
Deut. xvi. 10, where

'

it

signifies

a voluntary offering.'

"

am not a Hebrew scholar ; but a very competent
Hebraist to whom I have submitted the foregoing
his opinion on Gesenius
suggestion maintains,basing
that the word cited from Deut. xvi. 1O
and
I

Fiirst,

cannot bear the signification attributed to it by
Genebrard, Munster, and Reuchlin. Being entirely
on the point myincompetent to form any opinion
leave the question to the Hebraist
self, I can but

'
N. & Q.'
Thus far we have been dealing with explanations
and etymologies of the word Missa proposed by
But it will
writers within the pale of orthodoxy.
says, "Dominus remissam peccatorum daturus." not be without interest to supplement these by
But neither of these phrases quite persuades me some of the speculations on the subject by writers

that "Missa" can be taken tor "Disinissio," or
that.
that
"Dismissio," or "Missio congregationis [or
"
" fidelium
can have signified u The congre"] est
is
dismissed."
gation
It is right to state that Dr. Rock
quotes also
Isidorus, who says simply, "Missa dicta est ab
emittendo," because, as be goes on to say, the catechumens were at a certain point in the service
dismissed.
But Isidorus wrote in A.D. 595.
Some of the information which has reached me
from a very high authority in the Gallican Church,
writing from Paris, is too curious to be omitted,
even at the cost of making this note,
already too
With regard to the rule of fasting
long, longer.
my French correspondent writes
:

"Although the rule of

fasting is so absolute that a
priest cannot celebrate, say, for his own devotion, or for
the convenience of any family, if he has broken his fast

readers of

outside that pale.
In that very able and interesting work 'The
Gnostics and their Remains,' by W. C. King, of
Trin. Coll., Camb. (London, 1864), at p. 53, the
author writes
" In the
down to us of the
particulars that have come
sincelebrations of these Mithraic sacraments' certain
The bread used
gular analogies arrest our attention.
termed
and
solar
the
of
disk,
emblem
round
a
was
cake,
of
the Mizd, in which word Seel detects the etymology
for
the name Missa applied to the Bloodless Sacrifice
:

'

;

;

was certainly the prototype of the Host, which
and of the same dimensions.'
in a note on the same page the author

this Mizd
is circular

And
writes
"

:

of Missa from the concluding
'
exwords of the service, Ite Missa est,' is absurd in the
to
It is the object sacrificed that gives its name
treme
this oband
in
such
rule
the
to
cases),
the rite (according

The popular derivation
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ject, the wafer,

haa ever been styled the Hostia, the

Hebrew Messah"
From this it would seem that Mr. King was not
aware that the explanation making Missa agree in
"
"
the Ite Missa est with Hostia, and abandoning
Mr.
the dismissal theory, had ever been adopted.
"
King adds, The Latin term Missa is a neuter
Victim, in

noun[!], in itself a complete refutation of the vulgar
derivation."
This, I confess, is wholly incomprehensible by me.
In short, as to the meaning and
derivation of the word Missa, adhuc sub judice Us
est.

But why do the English writers on the subject
allow their readers to remain in ignorance of the
fact that an alternative explanation has been proposed, and at least largely held ?
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Budleigh Salterton.

MR. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE'S inquiry regarding
the word missa admits of a very ready answer.
Missa is not a past participle of the feminine
gender requiring a substantive to agree with, but
a noun substantive capable of standing by itself.
It is nothing more than a late form of missio, akin
"
"
ascensa for

to
ascensio," accessa for
accessio,"
ulta for "ultio," and many similar forms which
will be found in Ducange.
There are classical
" collectam
of the same form. Cicero has
examples
"
"
"
facere
for
to make a collection
(' De Or.,' ii.
57, 233); and Horace's "Virtus repulsce nescia
"
sordidse
is familiar to all.
The lexicons supply
instances of the use of the word missa in the sense
" dismissal." Thus Cassian
of
speaks of a late
comer to church standing at the door, waiting for
the dismissal of the congregation, " congregationis
missam, stanspro foribus, praestolatur"; and in the
4
Chronicon Paschale ' it is said of Justinian, when
dismissing his court on the outbreak of a sedition,
cSwK /uWas, "missas dedit," with the words,
"
Depart every one to guard his own house."

EDMUND VENABLES.
THE VOCABULARY OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE

v* s. vm. A. 2*,

Max Miiller, whose statement is that " the Old
Testament says all that it has to say with 5,642
"
words (' Lectures,' i. p. 269). As his authority
Prof.

Max

Miiller

'

If

refers

we turn up

version. Renan says explicitly that"Leusden, avec
sa patience presque Massoretique," counted 5,642

Hebrew and Chaldee words in the Old Testament.
This seems to be the sole actual enumeration on
which a vocabulary of 6,000 words has been assigned to the English Bible.
have correctly traced the passage in Marsh
which Mr. Oliphant refers and I cannot be
certain that I have done so, as Mr. Oliphant gives
no reference to the page or even to the book we
have a good example of the need of the scholar's
"
motto,
Verify your references." At each successive repetition the original statement of Leusden
has, as in the game of Russian scandal, become
more and more inaccurate the most guilty party
If I

to

being, I

am

when he

left

afraid, Prof.

out the word

"

Max

not improbably quote a statement, which has got
into certain books, that the vocabulary of the
Authorized Version does not exceed 6,000 words.

The authority for this estimate is, I believe, Mr.
Kington Oliphant, who, in his Sources of Stan'

dard English,' affirms that " of the English Bible's
6,000 words, only 250 are not in common use now."
This statement affords, I think, an excellent example
of the

way

errors first get into text-books,

and are

then quoted by successive compilers without examination.
Mr. Oliphant's statement can happily
be verified, as he gives a reference. He says in a
note that he takes his statistics as to the words in
the Bible from Marsh. Turning to Marsh, I cannot
discover that he has any other authority than Prof.

Miiller himself,

Hebrew."

Mr. Oliphant's enumeration may not, however,
be very far out in itself, at least if we may trust an
unverified statement of Mr. Marsh to the effect that
there are not above 8,000 words used in the poems
of Milton and not more than 15,000 in all the
works of Shakespeare. In Milton's prose works
the number must, I imagine, be considerably
greater, and in the works of Jeremy Taylor or of
Sir Thomas Browne greater still.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING

th

S.

(7

viii.

communicate to the press,
which I did to the Newcastle Weekly Courant, the
fact that Mrs. Browning was born at Coxhoe Hall,
co. Durham, from particulars kindly given me by
Canon Burnett, the vicar. It was thence, with
several misprints, copied into other papers. I have

41).

I

was the

first

to

a copy of the entries in the register sent to
the vicar.

Moulton

is

the

name

th

S. viii. 87).
In answer to the question under
(7
this reference some of your correspondents may

1

to Renan,
Histoire,
this reference, the real meanIt refers
ing of the statement becomes manifest.
only to the Hebrew Bible, and not to the English
p. 138.

me by

in the registers.

R. B.

The name

of

Moulton

is

the correct one for this

branch of the Barrett family, who were connected
in Jamaica with the families of Morris, Gordon,
Scarlett,
others.*

Lawrence, Johnson, Waite, and many
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

ARMS OF NOTTINGHAMSHIRE (7 th S. viii. 88).
H. W. M.'s query reminds me that a good many
'
years ago N. & Q.' pronounced that no English
county has an heraldic coat of arms, although some
have fancy badges, e. g., Kent, a white horse ;
Here in Dorset the same
Yorkshire, a white rose.
question has arisen as in Notts, and the Dorchester
* Mrs.

Browning had a

entry of 1807

may

sister

refer to her.

Henrietta, and the
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irms, with a difference, have been used by the
Dorset County Council. But the question here
In a contemporary
has been rather complicated.
MS. copy of the 1623 Visitation of Dorset now before me there are sketches of seals of arms of several
Dorset boroughs. Heading them is one bearing a
"
Dorchestre," the whole
fleur-de-lis, over which is
encircled

"
by the legend, Sigill

:

Comitatus Dor"

not a town and
county," what does "comitatusDorcestrise" mean?
cestrise."

Now,

as Dorchester

is

of the borough are totally different. The
fleur-de-lis is the coat of the Digbys, not of the
H. J. MOULE.
Sackvilles, Earls of Dorset.
Dorchester.

The arms

There are no arms to the county of Nottingham,
one very good reason, viz., that prior to the
creation of the County Council there was no recogfor

nized body corporate in existence to whom the
heralds could grant a coat.
The proposed design
is, of course, absurd ; but this is not to be wondered at when amateur heralds set themselves a
task which belongs of right to a regularly constituted body of official heralds.
Why does not the
County Council apply to the Heralds' College for
the grant of a genuine coat of arms, instead of
using a "bogus" one, to which, having had no
legal grant,

they can have no more right than I

MONS.

have.

In reply to H. W. M/s query as to whether any
arms exist for the county of Notts, allow me to inform him that no county possesses any coat of
arms.
The seal arranged by the committee appointed for the purpose does not sound satisfactory
from an heraldic point of view. Why do not the
council, if they form a corporate body (and are
therefore enabled to use a corporate seal), apply
in the usual way to Her Majesty's
College
of Arms (Queen Victoria Street, B.C.) for a

grant of armorial bearings under the Earl Marshal's authority?
They would then not only
make sure of having what was heraldically correct

and proper

in every way, but, instead of
having a
fancy seal of merely private arrangement, they
would possess arms which they were
authoritatively
entitled to bear.
L. M. H.

No

wonder the Notts County Council failed to
any arms for their county, for there are none.
The utmost that any county as such can claim is a
*
badge. See a contribution of mine on County
th
S. ii. 34, and other references in
Badges,' at 7
find

that volume.
Inner Temple.

J. g.

UDAL.

[MR. R. W. HACKWOOD sends a drawing of arms,
which we cannot reproduce, but which is at the service
of H. W. M.]

PIGS OF LEAD (7 th S. vii. 386). It
appears to
be doubtful whether many specimens of mediaeval
"
"
will come to light, or, if
pigs of lead
they
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should, whether they would prove of any such service as your correspondent surmises, on account of
the rude method of smelting which obtained in
those days, there being then few, if any, actual
smelting houses properly so called, and the rough
and ready method then pursued of obtaining the
metal from the ore not pointing to much marking
of the "pigs."
From the remains of smelting discovered in the
great lead-producing districts of Derbyshire, it is
surmised that in early times, and thence to a somewhat recent date, the ore was brought from the
various mines by pack-horses to spots where timber
grew plentifully on the side of any hill or rising
ground facing the west. This timber was then cut
and arranged so as to ensure the greatest amount of
draught possible for the fire, and the ore was fixed
in the pile in such a position as to be readily acted

upon by the blaze or heat produced by the burning
wood. In this way the molten lead was obtained;
a hole was dug at the foot of the pile to receive the
metal as it flowed from the burning mass, and thus
the rude slabs were formed.
Several of these do,
I understand, exist.

The smelting arrangement was called a " bole,"
and the village of Bolehill, near Wirksworth, in
its name points in the present day to the position

of such a smelting place, it being exactly that required, and evidence being still extant of the
wood, which at one time thickly covered the

western face of the

been cut away

Owing

hill

to the imperfect

ore, the slag or dross

was
of

left

behind the

village,

having

for the purpose.

method

from

this

of reducing the
of smelting
found within hail

mode

very rich, and much of it
smelting works has been resmelted

existing

with good result.
"
Sows " are not now generally made. Some years
back they were run in bars of 168 pounds at various
works, and so called to distinguish them from bars

weighing 140 pounds called
"pigs"; at most
"
"
now rarely exceed
places, however, the
pigs
112 pounds in weight.
As I am indebted for the " core " of the above
information to the kindness of a gentleman practically engaged in lead smelting, and as very few
works deal practically with the subject, I trust it
prove of interest to MR. PEACOCK.
Three slabs of lead (hardly pigs) were found on
Cromford and Matlock moors, part of the lead" The
producing tract of Derbyshire known as
"
which comprised the wapentake of
King's Field

may

Wirksworth and part of the High Peak in 1777,
1783, and 1787 respectively, all of Roman manufacture, and with inscriptions which gave rise to
some archaeological dispute.
The positions of the later cupolas for smelting in
county were at Barbrook, in Baslow, Bradwell,
in Alderwasley, Kelstedge (the first),
Lea, near Cromford, Stoney Middleton, Stone
this

Meer Brook,
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Edge, in Ashover, Totley, Via Gellia, and Binsal;
but few of these are in work now. At Lea Mills
much of the old slag has, as above referred to,
been resmelted with good results.
"
As to the
of the terms "
and "
is

A

friend of mine saw some years ago, in a private collection of antiquities at Southampton, a
curious mass of tin described as " an ingot " by the
collector.
It was marked S. P. Q. R., and had
been dredged up in the Solent between Lepe and
Gurnard Bay, the supposed Eoman ferry.

Y. T.

SELINA

th

S.

A

vii.

507; viii. 58).
person
called Zelina Gardener, spinster, had a true bill
found against her for not going to church in 16
James I. ('Middlesex County Records,' ii. 137).
(7

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

r to hoist some weighty body by means of gently
pulling up or letting slip the two ends of the rope >
Thus the puryhich are not very close together.
chase or doubled up rope is quite like a buckle,
of the Latin
so, I think, the word is composed
par equal, like, and the French boucle= buckle.

md

=

DNARGEL.

Paris.

THREADNEEDLE STREET
In Beattie's

52).

OF INTELLECT "

and

Sillina

Barbery

(7

th

S. viii. 87).

478

;

:

;

Wordsworth likewise, in the last paragraph o?
The Excursion,' book vi., speaks of the mountain'

rill

That sparkling

thrids the rocks.

In the interests of precise reference, by the way,
let us hope that when Messrs. Macmillan issue a
new edition of their admirable single - volume
Wordsworth the lines will be duly numbered.

THOMAS BAYNE.
Helensburgh, N.B.

CONVICTS SHIPPED TO THE COLONIES (7 th S. i.
104; ii. 162, 476; iii. 58, 114, 193; iv. 72, 134,
395 ; v. 50, 195 ; vi. 227). Under this heading^
and at 7 th S. iii. 114, it is stated that many
prisoners were, by order of CromGovernment, "given away as slaves 2,000*
at a time, or sold at the nominal price of half-acrown a dozen." I know from the 'Calendar of
'
State Papers Domestic Series that many were
shipped to New England and the plantations, and
also that a proposal was made "for taking off
1,000" of them "for the service of France under
Marshall de Turenne," but I have not come across

Scottish
well's

any record

of actual sale.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

W.
same

its

authen-

Cambridge, Mass., U.S,

The colonies to which I have traced the shipment of prisoners as slaves during the second

a

proportion of sexes which that war had occasioned,

C. B.

effect are

and

The

in Bartlett, q.v.

replies to the

made the statement

quarter of the seventeenth century are those of
Virginia, Guinea, Barbadoes, and Jamaica; and
the practice seems to have commenced about 1635
with the deportation of criminals and parish children to the first-named colony, or plantation, as it
'
was called (see references, mainly from the State
'
Papers Domestic Series of that year, named by
MR. J. J. STOCKEN, ' N. & Q.,' 7 tb S. v. 196). Ten
years afterwards, at the close of the Irish war (see
'
Walpole's Kingdom of Ireland '), the practice was
resumed, partly as a method of equalizing the dis-

Freegrove Road, N.

Quoted from Southey

I

&

Q./
recently, quoting from N.
ticity has been called in question.

JOHN MACKAY.

This

'
phrase will be found in Southey's Collection, on
Progress of Society,' vol. ii. p. 360.

[Very numerous

S. vii. 368,

'

They meet, they dart away, they wheel askance
To right, to left, they thrtd the flying maze.

J. J. S.

MARCH

th

(7

Minstrel/ i. 35, the word
hrid is happily employed in a description of a
airy dance

viii.

'

:

1697, April 11. William Burchett

"

vm. AUG. 24,

:

The following entry of marriage in the St.
James's, Clerkenwell, register, hardly goes beyond
the instance of Lady Frewen, but may be some
index of the use of that name about the same
time

s.

mrchase or doubled up rope, tied at its middle to
he top of some declivity, and used either to lower

origin
sow,"
pig
a kind of cross derivation existing, out of
which it is difficult to extract the truth.
The
" sow " was
originally from the A.-S. sausan, to
scatter, or the German sausen, to rush, and was
the term applied to the channel into which the
metal when melted first ran, the smaller side
branches from this in which the metal cooled being,
a not very elaborate stroke of wit, dubbed
by
"
pigs," and from which the blocks ultimately re"
ceived their name. On the other hand, "pig
is
the old name for a small bowl or cup (appearing in
"
"
"
the
piggin or
biggin," the country term for a
small pail without a handle, but with one stave
"
"
elongated for the purpose), and this bowl or pig
is plainly to be recognized in the pit referred to
above as used in the old method of smelting,
" sow "
whilst the
appears as merely the enlargement of the " pig."
E. W. HACKWOOD.

there

IT*

acknow

:

PARBUCKLE

found, without

Webster's

th

S. viii. 69).
any attempt at

(7

'

Dictionary.'
there does not seem to

following

is

The word

more ample.

definition given

very adequate.

A

be

an etymology, in

But the

me

is to

nautical

word

:

7 *s. YIII.

A. 24,
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1

nt during the second civil war, in

t

ae prisoners after Preston,

1648 and 1649

D unbar, and Worceste

ere so disposed of systematically.
Many in
tances will be found at the above references.
1.
authority for the use of the definite ex
is a letter from Crom
pression "2,000 at a time"
It is in th
veil himself to the Speaker Lenthall.
I have n<
Bodleian, among the Tanner MSS.
note of the reference number; but as the collection
r

v

My

arranged chronologically, the letter will be easil;
]bund under date October 8, 1648 (O.S.), and th
Oliver Cromwell applies
ibllowing is an extract.
on behalf of Col. Montgomery, for a grant of 2,000
"
men from the Common Prisoners that were with
.Duke Hamilton's army," i.e., taken at and aftei
the battle of Preston and Wigan. He continues
" You will have
very good security that they shal
not for the future trouble you he will ease you
is
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same") that I have never until quite lately
The means are the points which lie beman and his object,
correspondent to
the "steps" he must take to obtain it.
When
there is only one such, it is a mean, and so the
word is correctly used in the twenty-eighth of the
"
The mean whereby the body
Thirty-nine Articles,
the

noted it.
tween a

of Christ is received

is faith."
That part of
the Church catechism in which the words above
quoted occur was added in 1604, same half century later than the Articles, and in a folio Prayer
Book of that year I find it printed ' a meanes."
Shakspeare has both singular and plural, e.g.
'

:

How

They have devis'd a meane
he her Chamber window may ascend.
1

A

means

Two

Gentlemen,' III.

my master good.
Winter's Tale,' IV.

i.

to do the Prince
'

iv.

;

j

I

of the charge of keeping them, as speedily as any
other way you can dispose of them"; and Carlyle
in including this document among the 'Letters
and Speeches,' appends the remark, "Doubtless
the request [i. e., for reducing 2,000 men to life-

j

!

long slavery for political reasons] was complied
with."

BUSK be good enough to exwhat she means when she speaks of the

Will Miss R. H.
plain

words

tactics, morals, obsequies, nuptials, espousals,
" each
rites
owing its plural" treatment to the
accident of the s in its descent ?
F. W. D.

and

My
"

authority for the second statement, of a
'
sale
at half a crown a dozen," is Howell's Germ.
Diet.,' printed 1653, and therefore contemporary.
It is quoted in 'N. & Q.,' 1 st S. ii. 445, as follows
2.

Thus, as with besides and towards, we obtain a
date pretty clearly marked for the prevalence of
the plural or sigmated form.
C. B. MOUNT.

COLERIDGE'S ' EPITAPH ON AN INFANT (7 th S.
Menander's line (the Greek adage) is,
yii.^149).
6V 61 deol (faXovcnv <x7ro$y^o~Kei veos (Menandr.
"Many of them [the Scots prisoners] died of mere et Philemon., 'Reliquiae,' p. 46, Amst., 1709),
hunger besides that, they were sold at half a crown a which was cited by Dr. Routh in reference to the
dozen for foreign plantations among savages."
early death of a chorister of Magdalen College, in
I may add that Miller's ' History of Doncaster
the preface to his edition of the * Euthydemus ' and
quotes a letter from Sir Philip Monckton, in which 'Gorgias' of Plato, Ox., 1784. There is possibly
he says of himself
a confusion in the editorial article of the Times
"I suffered many long and chargeable imprisonments between the epitaph by Coleridge and the famous
during his Majesty's exilement, and had been sent a one in Cuddesdon churchyard by Bishop Lowth,
slave to Jamaica, if God had not prevented it by Oliver's
on his daughter of the age of thirteen,
'

:

;

:

Death."

R. H. H.
Pontefract.

Cara vale ingenio pr EOS tans, &c.,

which I give in English from a volume, privately
vately printed, Ox., 1856, p. 44
dear that thy worth was great,
Farewell, my child
:

FESTIVAL OF TRINITY

th

456 ; viii.
It maybe worth while to
57).
mention, what does
not seem to have been brought out in the
replies
hitherto printed, that in the Dominican Calendar
the second Sunday after Pentecost is called Sunday within the Octave of Trinity (this upsets MR.
HACKWOOD'S theory, 7 th S. vii. 456), and that the
(7

S. vii. 370,

third Sunday after Pentecost is called the first
Sunday after the Octave of Trinity, and the following Sundays are reckoned from the same day, i. e.,

from Trinity Sunday, not from
Pentecost, as in
the

Roman

Calendar.

NOMAD.

PLURALIZATION (7 th S. vii. 142, 309, 471, 517).
To my list of perverse plurals may well be added

"a
means," with which I have been from childhood so familiar through its occurrence in our
Church catechism ( a means
whereby we receive

!

For thou wast modest, wise, and holy too ;
dearer, that the sweet and sacred name

And

Of daughter was

thine

own

:

my

child, adieu

!

yet brighter times shall come,
When I, from earthly cares and sin set free,
In worlds where parting grief is all unknown,
May once again behold and dwell with thee.
happy day then shall my cheerful voice
Call on my lov'd and lost in scenes above :
Come, dear Maria seek the fond embrace
Dearest, farewell

!

!

!

Thou left'st awhile, and bless thy father's love.
In 'N. & Q.,' 1 st S. xi. 190, there was this query
n reference to "Ere sun" (cor. "sin"):
'
the above very beautiful epitaph On an Inby Coleridge, ever executed; and, if so, where?
W. D."

Was

ant,'

sTo

reply
aphs.

came

to this query,

but only similar epi-

Since writing the above I have seen that Dean
*
Burgon, in his Life of Dr. Routh (' Lives,' vol. i.
in
lins from Dr.
p. 24), gives the
Routh's^ preface
6V yap <t/Vei TO Geiov diro6v-r)(TKei
this form
veos. Bat I have not to recall my note, as I have given
'

:

as it is by Plutarch, the original authority for it,
in 'De Cons, ad Apoll.,' 'Opp. Mor.,' fol., p. 119 e.
It is the same also in the scholiast on Homer,
*
I am not aware of the source of
Od.,' 0, 245.

it

Perhaps he quoted memoriter,
an intentional application.
ED. MARSHALL.

Dr. Routh's form.
or possibly

it is

RICHARD HDTTON, M.P. FOR SOUTHWARK

th

(7

S.

notes re Southwark show very little
as to him; but what follows may, perhaps, help
an
MR. PINK. Hutton seems to have been rather
'
unlucky man, and yet it is not clear. In Townsend's Historical Collections,' 1680, under date

viii. 69).

My

Thursday, March

8,

1592

:

" Mr.
Speaker shewed unto this House that according
unto the appointment of this House he hath attended the
Lord Keeper touching his Lordship's pleasure for the
directing of a new writ for the chusing of another Burgess for the Borough of Southwark instead of Richard
Hutton, Gentleman, supposed to have been unduly and
indirectly elected."

His lordship's answer and resolution in the case was
" that the return should stand and continue according to the return without taking notice of
therein or in the election at all." Again,
1595, letter from Lords of the Council
Mayor touching the removal of Richard
Bailiff of

brancia,'

[^ a. vm. A. 24>
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Southwark, from his
1878,

p.

Mayor and Court

office

(

(

>er

.

1259, by Walter Bronescombe, Bishop of
The town was, there-

9,

Cxeter, to Saint Austolus.
ore,

known

as Austell-Prior.

Cornwall swarmed

saints, as well as with giants, and the traitions relating to both have become a good deal

with

ntermixed. The late Robert Hunt collected a store
f legends of Cornish saints, which will be found in
'
he second series of his Popular Romances of the
West of England.' St. Austell was, I think, the
aint whom the devil annoyed by transforming his
nit and walking-stick into stones; the Longstone
emains to this day in proof of the accuracy of the

ALFRED WALLIS.

radition.

Nothing certain can be predicated with regard to
,he saint whose name is preserved at St. Austell,
In the margin of Leland's 'Itinn Cornwall.
'
erary he is said to have been a hermit (' Itin.,'
Others suppose the name to
be a contraction of Augustulus, though no saint
of that name is mentioned ; while by others he is
dentified with Auxilius, a nephew of St. Patrick.
vol. vii. p. 120).

W.

Borlase, from whose 'Age of the
87) these notes are derived, thinks it
possible that St. Awstle, as Carew spells it, may
36 the same as a Welsh female saint of the Brychar
*
family, mentioned in Rees's Welsh Saints,' p. 152,
under the name Hawstytl, residing at Caer HawVL r.

Saints

C.

'

(p.

EDMUND VENABLES.

any fact

stytl.

April 5,

said to be named after St. Auxilius.
John Austill was Sheriff of Cornwall 25 Hen. VI.
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
See Fuller.
Swallowfield, Reading.

to Lord
Hutton

Remem

Letter from the Lord
284).
of Aldermen to the Lords of the

This town

is

MART DE LA

RIVIERE

MANLEY

(7

th

S. vii.

Council upon the complaint of Richard Hutton
who has been removed by the Court from the offic
of Bailiff of Southwark on account of his unfitnes
Elsewhere he
(!&., April 9, 1595, p. 285).
Richard Hutton, armourer, of St. Olave's, South
ward, and Richard Hutton, Alderman. Probably

She was buried in the church
127, 232; viii. 11).
of St. Benet, Paul's Wharf, in the City of London,
as appears by the annexed extract from the re-

there are clues to further information; for instance
in the record books of St. Thomas's Hospital, which
are in the office at Westminster Bridge, and in th

Her

will, as Delarivier Manley, of Berkley, co.
Oxford, dated October 6, 1723, was proved September 28, 1724 (P.C.C., 211 Bolton). In it she

City.
'
I find on the same page of Townsend's Historica
Collections' as that referring to Hutton, 1592
'
Th
N. & Q.'-ists.
this, which may interest
heading is "Proceedings, &c., of both Houses o
Parliament." "Three Bills had each of them on
reading; of which the second, concerning the law
ful deprivation of Edward Bonner, late Bishop o

says:

gister:

"Delarivere Manley

Widow

in the

Church 14 July

1724."

" I commit
my body to the Earth to be as decently and
obscurely interred as consists with the Circumstances of
my birth and present manner of living and if I dye at
Berkley my desire is that I may be buried in the body
of the said Church with a plaina white Marble stone
But
bearing a Short Inscription to be laid over me
if it be the will of God that I should dye at London or
elsewhere my request is that I may be buried in the
Churchyard belonging to the same parish in which I
London, was read the second time."
shall happen to dye with the same Covering Stone of
WILLIAM RENDLE.
white Marble only with this Addition that my grave
Forest Hill.
may be ffenced in with Iron Rails to preserve it from
th
Item, ffifty pounds a year from off
This
ST. AUSTELL (7
Cornish being disturbed
S. viii. 47).
by Queen
manor
was the profits of patent for Kings printer granted
sometimes written St. Austle
and John Barber printer
Ben.
Took
Bookseller
to
Anne
granted, circa 1169, to the Benedictine priory of my Salary of fifty per annum to commence when they
St. Andrew,
at Tywardreth, by Robert Fitz- shall receive any profit of the said patent and to conWilliam; and the church was dedicated on Octo- tinue for the same number of years as their grant shall''

7*
e

s.
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in force to

which end

I

humbly begr

tonoured friend the Dean of S' Patrick D
promise that was made me
be received from the
fifty pound a year to
hat he will aid and assist my Executors in
ame or having it secured to them especially
ras privy to the

my much
Swift as he
of the said
said patent

getting the
the Moyety
rom r Tooks Executor acknowledging to have received
r Took when
living upon the
wenty pound of the said
Motive of that Claime for which I then gave him my
Note but could never get him to anything decisive notwithstanding the Deans Letters and Alderman Barbers
Solicitations from whom I acknowledge to have received
so many favours that I cannot with any assurance
make my Claime from him of the half of the fiftie
pound a year from the patent only beging he may out
of his usuall goodness assist my Executors in their lawfull
r
Claime upon
Benjamin Tooks share my Collection of
Books one Tragedy called the Duke of Somerset and one
Comedy named the double Mistress which may perhaps
turn to some account all my other Manuscripts what ever
I desire may be destroyed that none ghost like may walk
after my decease nor any friends Letters to me nor Copies
of mine to them or in a word nor the least from my papers
be published but the said Tra and Com."

M

M

M

Appoints sisters Cornelia Markendale and Henrietta Essex Manley, late of Covent Garden, child's
coat maker, but theni n the Barbadoes, joint executors of this her will.
34,

DANIEL HIPWELL.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

TURNIP (7 th S. vii. 445; viii. 74,116). This word
used by William Turner, in his 'Names of Herbes,'
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As an argument against
Mr. Cussans's statement

entitled to such a coronet.
this I

adduced

(viii.

18)

that everywhere such an eldest son did not enjoy
the titular rank of marquis (e. g., Viscount Mandeville), he nevertheless would be entitled to the
I do
station and coronet of the degree of marquis.

not consider H.'s reply (p. 75) at all satisfactory.
He says that the case I quoted of Lord Mandeville
proves his proposition. This I fail to see, for he
must remember that the issue between us is not
that a viscount when eldest son of a duke is entitled
to the coronet of a marquis (as Mr. Cussans asserts),
but that such an eldest son as Lord Hartington
a marquis by courtesy is not entitled to a coronet
In reiterating his denial of this
of that degree.

H. still gives no positive authority for his
" believes Mr. Cussans is
statement, but says he
quite wrong, and the herald of the Heralds' College
that all this was
equally so," and supposes generally
Will he kindly particularize "any
well known.
sound heraldic authority" he calls in aid J That it
is not common knowledge among those interested
in heraldry may be shown by the remarks of your
several correspondents on p. 18 ; and in the absence
of any such definite authority as I and others have
asked for, as at present advised, I prefer to side
" herald of
with Mr. Cussans and that misguided
right

the Heralds' College," who, at all events, might
Greek Bounias, in have been expected to have known better.
Duche Stekruben, in French Rauonet or naueau, I
J. S. UDAL.
have hearde sume cal it in englishe a turnepe, and
Inner Temple.
"
other some a naued or nauet.
In Robert Armin's
'
IRISH CHURCH HISTORY (7 th S. viii. 8). Vol. ii.
Nest of Ninnies,' 1608, a special kind of turnip
*
"
is mentioned
But phisick could not alter nature, pt. ii. of Haddan and Stubbs's Councils and
and he would neuer be but a S. Vincent's turnip, Ecclesiastical Documents,' Ox., Cl. Pr., 1878,
"
contains an authentic account of the
thicke and round
(p. 17, Shakespeare Society's pp. 271-361,
Irish Church from the beginning, A.D. 350, to the
ed., 1842).
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
The Paddocks, Palgrave, Diss.
conquest in 1175, with the remains of St. Patrick,
of which there has recently been an English trans'
CAPT. CRAWFORD (7 th S. viii. 108). I have a lation for the R.T.S. J. Lanigan wrote An Ecclecopy of Sir Joshua Reynolds's portrait of my great- siastical History of Ireland, from the First Intrograndfather (maternal), Sir Alexander Craufurd of duction of Christianity to the Beginning of the
Kilbirine Baronet, in a maroon coat and waistcoat, Thirteenth Century,' Dubl, 1822, in 4 vols.
Bp.
the hair of natural colour. I do not know the Chr. Wordsworth's fourth series of occasional
date of the original, which is possessed by my sermons, at Westminster, 25-33, is On the Hiscousin Sir Charles Craufurd Bt.
The correct tory of the Church of Ireland.' He also published
The Church of Ireland, her History and Claims,'
spelling of our Craufurds seems to be hopeless.
WILLIAM FRASER of Ledeclume Bt.
third ed., Lond., 1868, in which the sermons were
times of the
LORD HARTINGTON IN THE ROYAL ACADEMY recast. This begins from the earliest
Church. W. G. Todd published an 'Historical
th
S. vii. 445
viii. 18, 75).
I am not able just
(7
the Ancient
Inquiry into the Independence of
at present to turn to any books of
reference, but
1844. The more recent
I may say that I was not concerned to question H.'s Church of Ireland,' Lond.,
*
learnt from Bp. Mant's
History
statement at the first reference that the eldest sons history is to be
of Ireland from the Reformation to
of
the
Church
of dukes, by whatever
title
be
courtesy
they may
the Union in 1801,' Lond., 1839-41, in 2 vols.
known, "take precedence among themselves in
ED. MARSHALL.
accordance with the creation of the dukedom," but
only his assertion that the eldest son of a duke,
MILITARY (7 th S. viii. 27). A gold medal was
is

1458:

"Napus

is

named

in

:

'

'

;

whatever the courtesy title he takes, only bears an
earl's coronet ; and I asked for his
authority when
he stated that the Marquis of Hartington was
only

to each of
presented by the Emperor of Germany
the officers (eight in number) of the two squadrons
of the 15th Light Dragoons engaged at the action
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of Villier3-en-Couch on April 24, 1794, by which
action the emperor was saved from capture by the
French. Crosses of the Order of Maria Theresa
were subsequently granted to these officers, and
permitted to be worn in uniform.

EGBERT RAYNER.

[7*

s.

VIIL A TO

.

2*.

the top of it Pilate and his wife were depicted as
'ooking upon it through a lattice.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
GRANT'S

*

S. viii. 47).

ENGLISH CHURCHES AND SECTS

My

set consists of four

'

(7

th

volumes only,

METRICAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND (7 th S. viii. with the notice in the preface of vol. iv. I think
An Historical that no more was published. Some half-century
I remember using as a child
House that Jack Built,' a little work giving in ago I frequently heard Mr. Grant preach at Kentish
metre the outlines of English history, published (I Town Church, and was much impressed with his
W. E. BUCKLEY.
0. 0. B.
ability.
believe) by Whittaker.
*

88).

1
Chronological Rhymes,' by Mrs. E. B. Cowell,
of Cambridge, are short, but exceedingly pretty,
and suitable for childern. Published some years
A. B.
ago by Hatchard & Co.

N. L. R. will, I think, find ' Historical Rhymes
Boys and Girls,' by John Box, published by
Kent & Co., just what is required. It contains a

for

fair sprinkling of chronological information as well,
and is very handy in size for little children.

W. HACKWOOD.

R.

UNPRINTED SERMONS OF JEREMY TAYLOR

(7

th

This is the repetition of an old query
'
unconsciously. Robert Aris Willmott, in his Life
of Bishop Jer. Taylor,' p. 87, Lond., 1847, had a
S. vii. 505).

reference to Coleridge (not Coleridge's
'

'

Omniana,'

251, which
cites the assertion in Coleridge's 'Literary ReThis attracted the notice of
mains,' vol. i. p. 303).
OXONIENSIS, who inserted a query as to Taylor's
MS. volume in 'N. & Q.,' 1 st S. i. 125. There
was no reply till iii. 249, when so eminent a contributor as JAS. CROSSLEY stated that, as no such

but Southey's

Omniana,'

MS. was known to
from the wishes of

vol.

i.

p.

exist, this must have proceeded
S. T. C. rather than his know-

as to whether it were in
ledge, with a suggestion
"
the " Lands of Vision
that " the transcendental
philosopher beheld it." I suppose that Mr. Eden
in preparing his edition thought nothing of it.

ED. MARSHALL.

BURIAL IN ERECT OR SITTING POSTURE

st

(1

S.

nd S.
59, 233, 455, 630 ; ix. 88, 279, 407; 2
ix. 44, 94, 131, 188, 250, 513 ; x. 159, 296, 396,
520 ; xi. 58 ; 3 rd S. i. 38, 99 ; iii. 264 ; x. 423 ;
4th S. v. 249, 349, 412 ; 5 th S. ii. 346 ; 6 th S. i.
495 ; ii. 138). To the instances given at the above
references it might perhaps be well to add the instance given at 7 th S. viii. 79 :
viii. 5,

" In the
adjacent church [Blickling, Norfolk] many
of the Hobarts are buried in an upright position in a
rault of gauged brickwork, now under the organ."
J. B.

CASA DE PILATOS
viii. 91).

On

FLEMING.

th

S. vii. 107, 237, 433, 475 ;
(7
a visit to Fairford Church, Gloucester-

the other day, in order to see the famed
stained glass windows, I saw in one of them a reAt
presentation of the scourging of our Saviour.
shire,

makes the publication in 1825. If
correct in his statement of the publication, 1811-26, it is presumable that the supplement
ED. MARSHALL.
has come out.
Y. E.

S.

Lowndes

is

CURIOUS

MEDAL OR TOKEN

(7

th

S. vii.

349,

have one very similar to the second token
described by MR. PIGOTT. Obv., bust of George II.
" Clauduis
[sic] Romanus,"
facing left, legend
I. C. beneath the bust.
Rev., Britannia seated to
left, in right hand an olive branch or sceptre, in
"
Delectat Rus," in
left a spear (?), with legend
458).

I

I, too,
exergue 1774.
history and meaning.

should like to

know

its

C. SOAMES.

Mildenhall, Marlborough.

ABBOTS OF RAMSEY, co. HUNTS (7 th S. viii. 7).
John Lawrence, "de Wurdebois," or "de WerdeHis will
bois," was Abbot of Ramsey, co. Hunts.
was dated 1541, and he died the year after, leaving
his nephew, William Lawrence (son of John Lawrence, of Ramsey, who died in 1538), his executor.
William was sheriff for Cambridge and Hunts, and
died in 1572, leaving to his son, Henry Lawrence,
of St. Ives, his armour, all his silver plate, which
had been left to him by his uncle the abbot, and
" the iron chest in the
library, containing papers
and evidences." This Henry Lawrence was the

grandfather of Henry, the President of Cromwell's
Council, and ancestor of the Lawrences, Barts.,
now extinct, and the Lawrences of Jamaica. I
have not full notes of the abbot's will, but it may
give some information respecting the abbey.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

ETYMOLOGY OF PAIGNTON

th

S. vii. 509 ; viii.
(7
I beg leave to endorse MR. NEILSON'S
remarks at the last reference. It would be far
wiser to put off the investigation of place-names

58, 117).

another half-century, till we know more about
the phonetic laws of the English language and its
dialects, and till we have tabulated all the forms.
There is one thing that might be done at once, if
any one has the courage to undertake it. And
for

this is

We

it.

want a complete dictionary

of place-name?,

to contain a collection of all the early forms, with
exact and sufficient references, and excluding, at
want to be
the same time, all etymologies.

We

able to look out such a

name

as Paignton,

and
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u ider that head

-we

MR. KERSLAKE

a

D ore of the same

ought to find such references

has very properly supplied, and

sort.

Even a complete index

to

the names in Domesday Book and to all the
Dimes in the A.-S. Charters would be something.

a

1

Ve may,

perhaps,
that
i; a
great pity
Charters has come
is
ber, part xxv.

hope for it from Germany. It
Mr. Birch's reprint of the A.-S.

The last numto a standstill.
dated September, 1887. I am
know if any steps are to be taken
very anxious to
f jr the resumption of this work ; and, in particular,
whether we are ever likely to see the index which
was at one time promised, and which would be

invaluable.
I have already told

my German

friends

that, if any young student wants a valuable subject
want a
for study, I can supply him with one.
history of the phonetic laws of the forms

We

complete
used in Domesday. If we knew these, we could
even reconstruct the A.-S. forms ; but at present
I can exemplify this by the remark
all is darkness.
that some French scribes, despairing of realizing the
sound of the A.-S. ht, later English ght, actually
rendered it by st.
knowledge of this fact enables

A

that the Domesday spelling Brut- sometimes
want a
corresponds to the Mod. E. bright.

us

tell

We

whole book, and a good one

upon

too,

this subject,

before we can make a reasonable beginning.
I do not think the forms Peintona, Peintone,
adduced by MR. KERSLAKE, affect the etymology.
There were French-speaking Norsemen in England
before the Conquest ; and I believe that paganus

would regularly become pein

in

Domesday.

We

even find the A.-S. form Cartaina for Lat. Cartha'

ginem in ^Elfred's Orosius/ as is remarked by
Pogatscher, only in this case the g is followed by i.
And I may here remark that if any one really wants
to know anything about the phonetic laws of A.-S.
loan-words, he may profitably study the work entitled 'Zur Lautlehreder Griechischen,Lateini3chen,

und Romanischen Lehnworte im Altenglischen,' by
A. Pogatscher, Strassburg, K. J. Triibner, 1888.
For the A.-S. g between two vowels, the latter
being c, we may notice the A.-S. pcegel, Mod. E.
I

regret that the etymology of pail given in
'
excuse is that the
Dictionary is wrong.
A.-S. pcegel is a recent discovery by Kluge, included
pail.

my

'

My

in Toller's

'

was unluckily printed
Dictionary.'
wagel by Mr. T. Wright, owing to the close likeness between the A.-S. forms for
p and w. Many
of our older printed glossaries confuse
p, w, and
the symbol for th a cheerful reflection
It

!

WALTER W. SKEAT.
CHRISTMAS PLUM PUDDING

We have

all

(7

th

S. viii. 107).

heard from our earliest years that

Jack Homer sat in the corner
Eating a Christmas pie,
He put in his thumb, and took out a plum,
And said, " What a good boy am I."

Little

Now

piced broth, and plum porridge, are all mentioned
at an earlier date than plum pudding, but from the
receipts handed down to us it is difficult to draw
he line of separation.
Christmas pudding is
leither referred to by Evelyn (1623-1706) nor Pepys
1659-1669), although the Chevalier d'Arvieux,
who made a voyage to England in 1658, describes
he plum pudding as a detestable compound of

icraped biscuits or flour, suet, currants, salt, and
jepper made into a paste, wrapped in a cloth, and
)oiled in a pot of broth.
question respecting the
date of the introduction of Christmas pudding into
'
st
England appeared in N. & Q.' many years ago (1

A

which only met with one reply (1 st S.
essay on this subject will
)e found in All the Year Round for December 23,
L876, to which reference can be made for further

S. vi. 604),

some of

Christmas p:e, December

pie,

mince pie
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ii.

604).

A very good

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

particulars.
71,

Brecknock Road.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

&o.

The Roxburgh Ballads. Part XIX. Vol. VI. Edited by
Joseph Woodfall Ebsworth, M.A. F.S.A. (Ballad
Society.)

UNDEK

the direction of Mr. Ebsworth the sixth and
'
penultimate volume of the Roxburghe Ballads sees
the light. We congratulate the Society upon the advance
that has been made, and once more urge upon the members the importance of securing the completion of the
task while the services of the present editor are available. Not easy is it to rival the erudition that is brought
to bear upon the subject by Mr. Ebsworth, whose soul ia
steeped in our early English literature, while the capacity to reproduce the quaint illustrations of the original
broadsides renders him an absolutely ideal editor. Vol. vi,
opens with an admirable frontispiece by Mr. Ebsworth,
after one by William Vaughan in Mustek's Handmaid,'
1678, followed by a poetical prologue, in the editor's
"
cheeriest style, complaining of having been born
twenty
years too early," a lament many would be found to echo,
and extending to his readers an invitation so generous,
so hospitable, and so widespread, we hesitate to give it
A poem of complaint follows, and has an
currency.
Then comes the
illustration worthy of Crispin de Pas.
preface, with a graceful and heartfelt tribute to Wm.
Chappell, Mr. Ebsworth's predecessor in his task, with
a declaration of the treasures that are still to be printed,.
and an earnest appeal for further support, in order that
the task may be completed.
After that come some
humorous and satirical references to the Trowbeck collection of ballads, the mystery of which must be left to
the ingenuity of the reader, and the whole winds up
with a characteristically loyal tribute to the late Halli'

'

well-Phillipps.

The prefatory matter

of which a small portion only has
dismissed, the contents of the concluding
part of vol. vi. begin at p. 657 with a continuation of
the " Legendary and Historic Ballads." These are of
'
highest interest. They include a Dialogue between an

been indicated

Englishman and a Spaniard,'
'

'

'

Cupid's Revenge (King
Cophetua), Deloney's The Life and Death of Fair Rosamond,' A Proper New Ballad Entitled Jeptha, Judge
of Israel,' quoted by Hamlet, and others on the subject of
the Wandering Jew, Dr. Faustus, King Lear, Arthur of
the Table Round, St. George and the Dragon, Guy Earl
'

o
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of Warwick, and Chevy Chase. Following these comes
a miscellaneous collection of no less interest. All are
illustrated by parallel ballads and the like, and accompanied by Mr. Ebsworth's scholarly and brilliant comments. Concerning the value of the antiquarian portion
of the work two opinions will not be held, and the fact
that so large a quantity is now safe against destruction
Of the personal matter
is matter for thankfulness.
introduced different estimates will be formed. Prejudices and convictions may be hurt. The breezy freshness, animal spirits, and conviction of the whole will
secure forgiveness where assent is not primarily given.
Meantime it is pleasant to hear that much progress
has been made with vol. vii., and that portions of it, as
well as of a collective index, are in print. Every reason
is there, accordingly, why members, old and new, should
send in the subscriptions which alone are wanting to
secure completion. This point we have previously raised,
and on this we are ready to insist and to fight until, as
"
Mr. Ebsworth himself might quote, our eyelids will no

s.

vm.

AUG. 24,

'89.

of the writer been less worthy, these outskopen utterances would have lost half their value. So genuine
are they, however, so clever and so womanly, that we
rise from their perusal with an admiration almost akin
to affection for the writer. Not in the least conventional
are they, and they contain things that the "unco guid"
may regard asquint. To the student of human nature
they are, however, invaluable. In connexion with Carlyle himself, some of whose letters are for the first time
published at the close, we leave the reader to form his
own conclusions. We shall be sorry for him, however,
if he is not a bit in love with the heroine.
The illustrations add to the attractions of a work that already
ranks as one of the best of its season.

WITH

new and very interesting catalogue Messrs.
Son resume the publication of the literary flyleaves, the cessation of which was a subject of general
regret. Some very curious books are the subject of comment in the latest number.
Jarvis

their

&

longer wag."

Memoirs relating to the Lord Torrington. Edited by
John Knox Laughton, M.A., R.N. (Printed for the

Camden

$at<ce* ta

We must call special attention to the folloioing notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and

Society.)

of the Camden Society differs from
predecessors. It is of more recent interest
than the majority, and appeals to a less limited public.
The memoirs are printed from the MS. formerly in the
collection of Lord Hardwicke, purchased in 1882 for the
Prof. Laughton, under whose adBritish Museum.
mirably competent direction it appears, has no doubt
that it is compiled, as it purports to be, from Byng's
journals and papers, and is in many respects a unique
contribution to history. By whom it is executed he is
unable to trace. It stops in 1705, but was obviously intended to be continued, since George Byng was not made
Viscount Torrington until 1721, after the decisive vicchief claim to consideration is
tory off Cape Passaro.
the light it throws upon the manner in which in 1688 the
the
side
of the Prince of Orange.
was
won
over
to
navy
"
"
The great number of captains in the fleet at the Nore
"
in October, 1688, were steady in their principals for the
King, yet the chiefest and most considerable of them
were otherwise inclined, and were in frequent meetings
and cabals at this time." Ashby and Woolfrid Cornwall,
both zealous for the king and of great credit in the fleet,
were people it was sought to win over, and in this task

THE new volume
most of

its

A

George Byng was employed. A full and very interesting
account of the manner in which the Dutch fleet passed
the English on October 20, of the slow pursuit, the
council of war, and the decision not to fight the Dutch
if in honour it can be avoided, is furnished.
Byng's adventures carrying the message from the fleet to the
of
and
Prince
the description of the desertion
Orange,
of the king, constitute very stirring reading. This is not
the only respect in which this important work will repay
perusal. It is, indeed, priceless in value, and we can
only share the regrets of Prof. Laughton that it is not
carried down to the Peace of Utrecht. It is, of course,
admirably edited.
Letters of Jane Welsh Carlyle. Edited by David
G. Ritchie, M.A. (Swan Sonnenschein & Co.)
To a full knowledge of the domestic life of the Carlyles,
supposing such to be desirable, these letters will contribute, though less by any new light they cast upon a
domestic interior than by their revelations of character.
The early letters, which are those of highest interest,
are written by Mrs. Carlyle before her marriage, and
are addressed, in the closest and most unsuspicious intimacy, to a friend, a Miss Stodart. In the freshness and
outspokenness lies their chief attraction. Had the nature

Early

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake

to

answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
"
to head the second communication
Duplicate."

HORACE LAMBERT.
ings,' 1812,

Cotman's 'Miscellaneous Etchin high estimation and worth a
Modern London,' by Richard Phillips, 1804,
has also some value. Miller's 'Figures of

28 plates,

good price.
with plates,

is

'

Plants,' 2 vols., russia, 1771, sold in 1887 for 23*. None
of the other books mentioned is of much account. Con"
sult a good London bookseller.
Sizes of Books." Consult the Athenaeum for the past year under Watermarks
and Sizes of Books,' and 'N. & Q.' under 'Sizes of
Books.' There is no classification that wins universal
'

acceptation.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Piou, or piou-piou=jeuue

fantassin, from the old word pion, itself possibly from
Tourlourou is from the old French word turepieton.
lureau=80\da,t de garrison. " Turelure etait une sorte
de chateau flanque de tourelles.
Si le tourlourou est
solide sur 1'ecole de peloton, il n'est pas moins ferre sur
"
1'ecole de la seduction" (Saint Hilaire).
Ronsard."

Received.

" Baron of
ETYMOLOGIST.
Beef."
Origin un(1)
known. (2) "Sirloin." French surlonge, from sur and
"

Parson's Nose." Is not the allusion
longe, a loin.
(3)
to the supposed joviality of the parson, whose ripe nose
"
this succulent morsel resembles.
Alderman's Walk."
(4)
With this, as applied to the undercut of a sirloin of beef,

we are unfamiliar.
ERRATUM. P. 136,
"

thralls

"

read

col.

1,

1.

11 from bottom, for

thrills.

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
"
'
Editor of Notes and Queries
Advertisements and
'

"at

the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
look's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
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THE DEVIL'S WALK.'

This has been assigned to Person, to Southey,
to Coleridge.
In N. & Q.' (3 rd S. ix. 197)
much interesting information about this poem is
given, and it is there stated that it first appeared
in the Morning Post.
The date, which is not
'
given in N. & Q.,' is 1799. I find it to be a very
inferior version of that which is published in Cole'
ridge's
Works,' in 3 vols., Pickering, 1840, and

and

there called The Devil's Thoughts ' (ii. 83).
In 1830 H. W. Montagu published ' The Devil's

Walk

'

by itself, with pitiable illustrations by K.
Cruikshank, and he in that issue claimed it for
Porson, appending a brief but good memoir of the
scholar. He declares the poem not to be Coleridge's,

and

further pretends to familiar knowledge of the
MS. It exhibits, according to his romance
or fancy, " a constant violation of quantity " defective metrical skill he means to
express showing a writer unaccustomed to English composition
in verse.
Having prepared us by this criticism,
he retails a story about Porson at Dr. Vincent's,
when Mrs. Vincent, to prevent him from leaving,
asks him to write some verses, on which Dr. Vincent suggests the subject to him of the devil
coming
to look after his servants here
upon earth.
Immediately after the appearance of this publication another came out, illustrated
the same
original

by

161

designs, entitled The Eeal Devil's Walk, not by
Professor Porson.' This quotes from the John Bull
of May 16, 1830, as follows :
" We know the
poem was Mr, Southey's, and we said
so over and over again, whereupon somebody claimed it
for Porson. Mr. Southey, in his preface to Bunyan's
'
Life,' ridicules the idea, but does not claim the merit
himself. We have had a copy, coming direct from Mr.
Southey's hand, in our possession since the year 1808."

Byron and Moore assign the authorship to Person ; and Byron was so struck with the piece as to
'
'
write his own Devil's Drive on the strength of
Here we
it, and it is but an inferior imitation.
come by another copy, this time in Southey's
handwriting, in the possession of the John Bull.
Further than this, in Southey's preface to Bun'

'

Life I cannot find the passage, but it may
be given in some other edition, for in all investigations of this sort I come upon nothing clear ex-

yan's

cept the confusion.

Thomas Landseer published in 1831 'Ten EtchHe says
ings illustrative of the Devil's Walk.'
those are wrong who give it to Porson, that
Southey did the first three verses and the other
touching the "prisons in hell," and that all the
rest are by Coleridge.
That is an incorrect statement, for Coleridge says that the sixteenth was
by Southey, that on the Scotchman, which he
afterwards suppressed.
H. W. Montagu, in October, 1830, brought it
out again as Coleridge's and Southey's.
He does
not properly clear up his previous blunder, but
introduces another name and house, possibly with
as little ground for so doing as before.
Porson
enthusiastically admired the verses, he adds, and
When at
always had them about him in MS.
Mr. Lodge's house he was asked for some verses,
he gave these without a comment. As compensation for all this uncertainty, Montagu records that
in a letter sent to him Coleridge generously avowed
that the ninth verse, by Southey, was "worth all

the rest twice over." Another of the flying rumours
stated that Porson wrote the lines at Beloe's house.
In Southey's ' Poetical Works,' issued by Longman, 1850, at p. 166, it is stated that Prof. Porson never had any part in these verses, and Montagu's tale of a party at Dr. Vincent's is called a
fabricated story.
It is further stated that
"
a friend of one of the authors, more jealous for him
than he had ever been for himself, urged him then to
put the matter out of doubt (for it was before Mr. Coleridge had done so) ; and as much to please that friend,
as to amuse himself, and his domestic circle, in a sportive
rnood the part which relates the rise and progress of the
poem was thrown off, and that also touching the aforesaid professor.
The old vein having thus been opened,
some other passages were added ; and so it grew to its

present length."

ran it on
Southey, under a curious infatuation,
'
to fifty-seven verses, and in the Selections from
the Letters of Southey,' 1856, iv. 51, one of February 24, 1827, says he has enlarged

it

on account
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of its being still claimed for Person; and Mr.
Warter's note states that the "original scrawl"
was given to Miss C. Bowles, who became Southey's
wife afterwards, and she left it to Mrs. Warter. In
the Monthly Magazine, May, 1838, E. H. Barker
writes that he thinks the idea originated with
Coleridge, and remarks that after the death of

Coleridge Southey produced (January 1, 1838) his
fresh version of the fifty-seventh stanza, which is a
very weak rendering of the old seventeenth stanza.
In his fresh verses (Nos. 37 and 38) Southey claims

the origination when shaving
That it would happen when two
Should on a time be met,
In the town of Nether Stowey,
:

poets,

In the shire of Somerset.

There while the one was shaving
Would he the song begin ;
And the other, when he heard it at breakfast,
In ready accord joined in, &c.

The

nett result of all this is, I think, to be taken
that Person had nothing to do with it beyond an excessive admiration of the startling
ability it displayed; that it has passages entirely
beyond the professor's power in verse. Not that he
could not write in metre, as Montagu would persuade us, but that the best passages of ' The Devil's
Walk are wholly out of the reach of Porson's con-

thus

;

'

ceptual capacity. He had a biting wit, which he
exercised without bit or bridle of restraint ; but
his renderings of Horace are, if not miserable, not
above fourth- rate in quality. He was excellent at
Take this.
macaronic verse, Greek or Latin.
When in his cups he was requested to name the
He went off with
bards of his age.
Poetis nos laetamur tribus,
Pye, Peter Pindar, et small Pybus ;
His si tu quartum addere pergis,
Quartus addatur ; Sir Bland Burgees.

His epigram on Brunck and Runcken is capital.
'
Devil's Walk,' till Southey spoilt it, was,
however incomplete, worthy of the genius of ColeWe may admit Southey, as he claims it,
ridge.
to have started the original hint when shaving, and I
would have given him the benefit of the magnificent first verse if he had not shown such incapacity
when he voluntarily stepped in to spin the fiftyseven.
Coleridge allowed him the first three verses.
But what is his first verse ?
From his brimstone bed at the break of day
A-walking the Devil is gone,
look at his little snug farm of the world,
And see how his stock went on.

To

Coleridge's

first

verse

in

'The

Devil's

'

Thoughts runs :
From his brimstone bed
A-walking the Devil

is

at break of

day

gone,

To visit his snug little farm the earth,
And see how his stock goes on.
This shows the master hand, and the other the ap'
Ancient
; and the first line has more of the

prentice

s.

vm.

AUG.

si. -89.

Mariner' than of Southey in it. I should incline to
swear that the second line of stanza ii. was Coleridge's, and in Galignani's ed. (1829) Southey has
the feeble phrasing of

He

walked, and over the plain,

and so on throughout.

C. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.

SHAKSPEARIANA.

HENRY

th

V.,' II.

iii. (7
S. vi. 84, 304; vii
302).
" His nose was as
sharp as a pen (Quarto), and a Table?
of green fields." Folio.
"
His
and a' babbled of green fields." Theobald.

That this emendation of a nonsensical passage is
as near as we shall attain to the very words of
Shakespeare all but some recent critics have firmly
believed, one reason being that the thought is,,

under the circumstances, so natural and so exIn addition, I hope to show clearly that
quisite.
it is founded on a slight change of reading in the
folio as compared with the quartoes, a change known,
indeed, but so slight that it has passed as trivial,
and has not been taken into account by any save
Theobald.
Before, however, touching on this, I would say
and cruxes, the second
greatest crux to me in Shakespearian matters is
that MR. SPENCE should hold that MR. FITZGERALD'SThe objection
objection to babbled is insuperable.
is, that to make Falstaff babble is going back from
the second class of symptoms, those of bis appearance, to the first class, those of his behaviour.
that, while there are cruxes

Were a

logical precisionist speaking, and speaking
calmly and of aforethought, this would be of force.
But who is speaking 1
Was
prattling ale wife.
Shakespeare so bad an imitator of nature as to
make a Quickly, now giving tongue on an unexpected and interesting matter one whose reasoning power, bad English, and local fame were much
on a par one whose literary knowledge extended,
it may be, to her Criss-cross row and her chalk
numerals, did he, I say, make such a one narratein order like a strict logician, or even in the pre-

A

But The

Now

CT*

arranged firstly, secondly, and so forth, of a divinity
student preaching for a call ? Being Scotch, MR.
SPENCE'S elderly dames may possibly do this ; but
those who have heard old women of that class south
of the Border
have
aye, and younger ones too
been taught to account logical arrangement and
logical precision as their weakest points. It is true
that some of our newer critics may yet prove that
a quotidian tertian, Arthur's bosom, and the like,
are either precise or are to be emended into preciseness. Nay, this female Dogberry may be proved
to understand ens, genus, and species better than
Marston and beyond the ken of a Mary Somerville,
as also that Caliban's gutturals before the advent
of Prospero are more easy of decipherment than a

7*s. VHI.

AW.

si. TO.]
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For the present, however,
and
Falstaff*,
fools,
Malvolios,
he was able to depict
<
juicklys seem to show that
t ae
customs, manners, oddities, and ignorances of
t nose that
passed before him.
But to come to particulars in the speech before
< s.
Neither in the quartoes nor in the differing
a revision of the quartoes, and very
i
olio, which is
probably a revision after the accession of James,
:n either form is MR. FITZGERALD'S logical division
meiform

c

inscription.

hakespeare's

fr

t

fi

he
In the quartoes we first have
to.
vent away like a chrysombd child" (his behaviour);
-i,hen "his nose was as sharp as a pen" (his appearance) ; and then the fumbling with the sheets, &c.
attended

More than this, his behaviour at
\his behaviour).
his departure is put first of all, and his behaviour
-at

an

earlier period last.

This hysteron proteron

in the folio, where, at the same time, we get
Christome child " (behaviour); " fumble," &c. (be-

is also

"

"Nose
pen" (appearance) ;" cry ed
out God, God, God " (behaviour).
But enough of Dame Quickly and her logical
Let me now turn to the particular
precision.
haviour)

Should we not have found, " His nose was as sharp
"
pen or the bill of a green finch ? The main
objection, however, is to the total mutilation of the
as a

line in dispute,

twenty

Shakespeare, he reasoned, must have
had some reason for altering the apparently trivial
talks to the apparently trivial plays.
Probably he
wished to make him talk elsewhere.
If I alter
the newly added folio "a table" into "a' babbled,"
"
we find this talking elsewhere," and at the same
time reduce nonsense to sense.
I have said that MR. SPENCE'S adoption of the

Theobald.

objection to "babbled" as insuperable is my
second greatest crux in matters Shakespearian.
But my greatest crux, greater than Uliorxa for I
can conceive the occurrence of a printer's error far
more readily than thestudied lapse of a clever man
" the
is
bill of a green finch."
Hence, and because
the comments of my literary correspondents might
not be thought decorous enough to publish, and
because the result of the words on myself, then

somewhat depressed with cares, was a genuine
laugh mingled with vexation, I will say nothing

more on

as, despite the greater critics
before us, Theobald's emendation
may be discarded, I, not liking to lose my chance
in the sport of grinning through a horse collar that
will ensue, would say that I
prefer to this mute
piping of a song-bird one which calls for less strain
it.

Still,

who have gone

on our imagination,

chiefly requires but a transposition of words, and is more worthy of the rural
and poetically learned Quickly, and that is, "as
green as the fields of the Thebaid."

BR. NICHOLSON.

Supposing the author to have intended to write
as suggested, the conjunction seems out of
place.

letters,

"
" a'

A

twenty-two, and

table of greene fields," has
babbled of green fields " has
but one word ; the very

alters

"

the bill of a green finch,"
standing, viz., "of
green," thus altering thirteen out of the twenty
letters, which seems too radical a change for acceptance, in the face of an antecedent improbability
and the violence done to composition about the
Personally, I am content with Theoconjunction.
"
a
bald's idea ; but if the text is to stand intact,
"
table of green fields might symbolize a vegetarian
repast of what we call salads, &c., while the

bypothetical suggestion,
leaves

but two words

"sharpness" may stand for pickles ad lib. Here,
"sharp" being explained in two ways, the con-

A. HALL.

junction stands correct.
13, Paternoster

;

difference between the quartoes and folio alluded to
in my second sentence.
In the quartoes Falstaff
fumbles with the sheets and talks of flowers. In
the folio he does not talk of, but plays with flowers.
And this change gave his clue, as I take it, to

163

Row, E.G.

The publication, by the late J. Payne Collier in
1852, of the "corrections and emendations" in the
so-called Perkins folio (1632) raised such a storm,
of controversy on their authenticity and the authority claimed for them, that comparatively little
attention was given to the readings themselves.
can now view the matter calmly, and consider
the value of an emendation without caring to in-

We

quire whether it was made by Perkins soon after
the publication of the second folio, or by some one
else at

a

much

later period.

extract bearing on the
passage in question seems to me worthy of con-

The following (abridged)

sideration

:

"The mention

of 'pen '."and 'a table of green fields'
might have led to the detection of the error; writing
tables were no doubt at that period often covered with
green cloth and it is to the sharpness of a pen as seen
in strong relief on a table so covered that Mrs. Quickly
'
likens the nose of the dying wit and philosopher, for
his nose was as sharp as a pen on a table of green frieze.'
The emendation is merely on for ' and,' and frieze for
;

'fields.'"

would suggest pin for "pen," both because
was the article more likely to occur to Mrs.
Quickly, and because it would certainly stand oat
in stronger relief on the green table.
I

it

CHARLES WYLIE.
3, Earl's

Terrace, Kensington,

W.

Surely this alludes to the "calenture," a not unSailors in an
at a death-bed.
advanced condition of starvation for want of water
are frequently visited with this delusion, and fancy
that the ocean around them is replaced by beautiful

known symptom

meadows.

'HENRY

WILLIAM FRASER
VIII.,'

V.

iii.

10-12

We

all

of Ledeclune Bt.
th

(7
are

S. vii. 203).

men

In our own natures frail, and capable
fOf our flesh ; few are angela.
I read with

much interest MR. LLOYD'S historical
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introduction to this passage.
his able pen

more such from

May we

have many

I cannot, however,
It so happens that under
accept his emendation.
heading 'Obeli of the Globe Edition in "King
Henry VIII." I have a note on the same passage
th
S. ii. 143), which, as it is very short, I may be
(6
allowed to quote
'
" For '
'
We are peccable
capable I read peccable.'
[in consequence] of our flesh,' which, from its frailty,
!

'

:

'

renders us liable to sin.
passage, and St. Paul in

[7*

a.

vm. AUG. 31,

provider" 'N. & Q.,' and acquaint himself with
the anecdote as given by THE KNIGHT OF MORAR
before publishing the story.
However, it cannot
be denied that, in whatever form the tale is told, it
is well worth the
telling, and if the remainder of
Sir William Fraser's book answers to the specimens given in the Pall Mall Budget, it must be a
very interesting addition to our stock of "anec"
dotage upon the Great Duke.

Shakspeare, or Fletcher, in this
vii., teacb the eame sad

W.

Romans

F. PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

commonplace."

E. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

">EE;DS, NOT WORDS." The Law Journal of
August 10 contains an interesting letter, headed
Reminiscences of an Old Subscriber,' in which I
'

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON AND THE BISHOP OF
The other day, on reading a notice of
*
Sir William Fraser's recent publication, Words on
Wellington,' in the Pall Mall Budget for June 27,
I came across the story of the duke and his breeches,
which formed a subject of correspondence in * N. &
Q. several years ago, and affords almost as good
an illustration of the old saying, " Vires acquirit
eundo," as the other world-famed narrative of the
nine black crows. According to the original version of the story, Mr. Loudon, the botanist and
landscape gardener, wrote to the duke, asking permission to go and see the trees at Strathfieldsaye
th
This was corrected by THE
S. viii. 433).
(4
KNIGHT OF MORAR (ib., 554), who stated that
what Mr. Loudon wished to inspect were the
beeches at Strathfieldsaye, and that his letter,
being written indistinctly, produced the following
reply, addressed to the Bishop of London
LONDON.

'

:

My

dear Lord, I shall always be glad to see you at
Strathfieldsaye; and my servant shall show you as many
pairs of my breeches as you choose to inspect ; but what
you can want to see them for is quite beyond me.

This version gave a point to the anecdote which
was wanting to the original story, and the matter
might well have been allowed to rest there ; but it
seems Sir William Fraser is able to quote a letter
to the following effect, from which it will be seen
that the desire of Mr. Loudon's heart was to be
permitted to inspect the Waterloo beeches
:

dear Bishop of London, It will always give me
great pleasure to see you at Strathfieldsaye. Pray come
there whenever it suits your convenience, whether I am
at home or not. My servant will receive orders to show
you so many pairs of breeches of mine as you wish ; but
why you should wish to inspect those that I wore at the
battle of Waterloo is quite beyond the comprehension of

My

Yours most truly,
WELLINGTON.

As I am much of the clown's opinion, that " anything that 's mended is but patched," I venture to
think that the later version of the letter is not a
patch (or but a patch) upon the earlier one for
directness, conciseness, and the other qualities that
we usually associate with the duke's correspondence, and I therefore consider it a pity that Sir
William Fraser did not consult that "universal

find the following paragraph :
"
'
Being the last of six generations of One, &c.,'
chiefly on the paternal side, all in this parish, and for
160 years in this house, I have nearly one hundred shabby
boxes of papers, with an index, made by my father when
confined to his room at the beginning of the century, a
large thick folio. They fill a loft, instead of the hay and
straw. Amongst them I have seen hard and fast feoffments which might be written on the first side of a sheet
of note-paper."

The

On

writer states he

reading this one

is

is

over ninety years of age.

much tempted

to speculate

inwardly what will one day become of this large
collection, probably useless except from the antiquarian and historical point of view. Will it be
sold en bloc, dispersed, burnt, pulped, or handed
on to a successor ? There are so many instances
known of the destruction of quantities of docu-

ments invaluable for local histories and other purposes, that one is inclined to shudder at hearing of
a hundred boxes lying in a loft, the valuable grains
of wheat perhaps mouldering slowly among all the
chaff collected in the course of years
in an office.

by necessity

FIRST REAL NEGRO ON THE STAGE.
Laurence Hutton's otherwise satisfactory

W. H.
In

Mr.

article in

Harper for June there is a singular evasion of the
point as to when a real negro first appeared upon
the stage.
While some slight difficulty may arise
in determining the exact date of the occurrence,
there is little room for doubting that it took place
within the British Isles.
'
Place aux dames ! Jackson, in his History of
the Scottish Stage,' relates that in passing through
'
Lancashire he saw a performance of The Beggar's
Opera,' in which the Polly had every qualification
the part save that of complexion.
She was a
Like her gifted compatriot Ira Aldridge,
negress.
she was devoured by a desire to shine in the classic
drama ; but, unfortunately, there are no female
Othellos, no petticoated Oroonokos in our higher
dramatic literature, so she was fain to fall back on
which, all things considered, she played
Had it pleased fate to send her upon
respectably.
the boards some forty years later (when Elliston
Juliet,

was at the head of

affairs

at

Drury Lane), the

7 >s.

usky lady would have found a

c
1

t

worthy companion picture to the
in's

'

'

Mungo

'

of Dib-

It is

'

Padlock

'

me

reminds

'

r

Writes genial Sir Jonah

:

when the

audiences of

Smock Alley

So

The public

curiosity

is

few survivors of the early " Tractarians," told me
that he had heard it confidently attributed to the
late Lord Houghton.
I asked his lordship about
He assured me that he was not the author,
it.
and had no idea who was.

'

was excited, and youth,

EDWARD PEACOCK.

tremulous modesty were all anticipated.
The house overflowed. Impatience was unbounded.
The play ended in confusion, and the overture of ' The
Padlock was received with rapture. Leonora at length
The clapping was like thunder, to give
appeared.
courage to the debutante, who had a handsome face, and
was very beautifully dressed as a Spanish donna, which
it was supposed she really was.
Her gigantic size, it is
true, rather astonished the audience ...... Her voice, too,
was rather of the hoarsest, but that was accounted for
by the sudden change of climate. At last Leonora began
her song of ' Sweet Robin
beauty, and

Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

A

'

FUNERAL CUSTOM AMONG THE ARABIC CHRISTIANS OF PALESTINE. As a missionary, now residing at Bethlehem, informs us, the Arabic Christians of the Holy Land
and noteworthy custom

observe the ancient

" to enable
doing so it is their object, as they say,
the departed to reach eternity with the olivebranch of peace."
H. KREBS.

:

little foolish, fluttering

still

at every funeral, before
burying their dead, always to place a fresh olivebranch beneath the head of the departed. In

'

Say,

it.

A

were beginning to flag, Old Sparkes [Isaac] told Ryder
he would bring out the after-piece of The Padlock,'
and permit him to manage it, he would ensure him a
wiccespion of good nights. Ryder gave him his way, and
the bills announced a first appearance in the part of
Leonora. The debutante was reported to be a Spanish
if

lady.

thirty years since I read

remember, it is a very poor production,
not without interest as showing what were
the hopes, fears, and aspirations of the time. It has,
I believe, become a scarce book. I never saw but one
copy, which is, or was, in the Subscription Library
I have been informed that on its appearat Hull.
ance it was attributed to several prominent literary
men.
clergyman, who is yet living, one of the
but

of a pas-

fage in Barrington's Kecollections of His Own
on
?ime0,' which shows that a negro had appeared
the Dublin stage at least so early as the year 1770,
time,

more than

far as I

Padlock.'

Talking of the

"At one

165

ford (that is, somewhere between forty and fifty years
ago) a quasi-religious novel was published part of
the title of which was 'The Anglo-Catholic Family.

completely to

role

er liking in the musical farce of The Lady and
The negress Negombo in this piece is
le Devil.'

t
(
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thing,

Whither, oh whither would you wing ]
And at the same moment, Leonora's mask falling off,
Old Sparkes stood confessed, with an immense gander,
which he brought from under his cloak, and which he
had trained to stand on his hand and screech to his
The whim took. The
voice, and in chorus with himself.
roar of laughter was quite inconceivable. He had also
got Mungo played by a real black. And the whole was
BO extravagantly ludicrous, and so entirely to the taste of
the Irish galleries at that time, that his Sweet Robin
was encored, and the frequent repetition of the piece
replenished poor Ryder's treasury for the residue of the
!

Oxford.

7 th S. viii. 95.) The " inter" (See
in reference to the late Dr. Carwithen mentioned by the EEV. W. E. BUCKLEY
contains several inaccuracies.
As the son of Dr.
Carwithen, I have reason to remember the St.
Bride's incident, as it delayed my ordination to
the curacy of Manaton for many weeks.
Lord
season."
Melbourne, the then Prime Minister, offered the
W. J. LAWRENCE.
Crown living of St. Bride's, vacated by the proQUANGO, VEL CONGO. With names so closely motion of Dr. Allen to the see of Bristol, to my
allied as Congo and
Quango, one naturally asks, father, who accepted the offer. Lord Melbourne
Are they not variants of the same word? Put went out of office before the appointment could
geographically, the Quango is described as one of take effect, as there was a delay, occasioned by a
the head-waters of the
mighty Congo, so they are claim set up by Lord Brougham, as Chancellor, to
connected topographically the entire
;he patronage.
Sir Robert Peel became Prime
water-way,
with numerous other affluents,
forming the largest Minister, when it was found that the patronage in
river of Africa.
Let us take the case of our Thames. question was vested in the Premier. Sir Eobert
have the Thame in Oxfordshire and
Peel did not follow the usual custom of confirming
Bucks,
which joins the Thames or Isis ; but Thame and
he appointment made by his predecessor in office,
Thames are mere variants of the same root word. )ut conferred St. Bride's on his friend the Rev.
"
"
It appears that
Quang means wide in Chinese. Dr. Dale. As to the Ion mot attributed to Bishop
No term could more appositely define a river that Phillpotts, it might have been said to one of his
expands to three miles in width. The Quango, like 'ordship's friends, but I do not think it at all likely
our Thames, has two
names, for it is also called .0 have been said to my father, as the relations bethe Zaire, which sounds Semitic.
.ween the two were somewhat strained, partly in
A. HALL
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.
sonsequence of his lordship's conduct towards myself.
father, as rector of this parish, had given
ANGLO-CATHOLIC FAMILY.' During the me a title to the curacy, which had been accepted
height of the so-called Tractarian
y Bishop Phillpotts. The bishop, on seeing, as
controversy at Ox'

CARWITHEN.

esting anecdote

'

We

My

"
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he stated, Dr. Carwithen'a appointment to the
living of St. Bride's in the Times newspaper, chose
to recall the title, on the ground that in strictness
Dr. Carwithen was no longer in a position to give
a title. My father never became vicar of St.
Bride's, and he then gave me a fresh title to
Manaton, on which, in due course, I was ordained,
and, strange to say, by Dr. Allen, Bishop of Bristol.
Dr. Phillpotts's "quibble" caused me much inconvenience and unnecessary expense, so I have reason
to

remember

St. Bride's.

Dr. Carwithen was not "soon presented" to
He became vicar of BoveyStoke-Climsland.
Tracey in 1836, and it was not until 1841 that he

was presented

to Stoke-Climsland, which, as
stated, he held till his death.

it is

W. H. CARWITHEN.
Manaton Rectory.

FOLK-LORE.

wounds has

An

interesting cure for punctured

come under my notice. I recently
injured my hand by running into it a point of the
now commonly used barbed wire, which left a piece
of rust or some other foreign matter in the flesh.
I was for some time in a surgeon's hand?, when a
Warwickshire yeoman suggested to me a cure,
which he gravely assured me would be effectual,

Wood, Burchetts, Wolvyns, Joldwyns

the older names of the labouring classes
Edser, Evershed, Worsfold (pronounced Wuzfold), Spencer, Groombridge, and
of
whose ancestors were formerly
Gander, many
owners of the farms they now work upon as
labourers.
Tenniaa.

Rtdon, or Bodryon, Copse.
Chapel House Furze Wood.
Gal ton Copse.
Alderraoor.

Knob

itself,

so that

it

might more

easily

way through the tissues. He thought my
plan too much like putting salt on the bird's tail in
order to catch it, and preferred his own mode of
cure, as he knew of several instances in which it
had been effectual.
N.
work

its

Hovel Rew.
Bookifc Field

Rows.

Copse.

Great Bushy Plat.

Axle Lag Mead Pasture.
Great Wooden Lags.
Charles's Coppice.

Flushet Coppice.

Amberley Plat.
Rainbow Field.
Bagshot Field.
Great Statch Field.
Clapper Lag.
The Figg Field.

Clamp Field.
Broomy Close.
Dirty Mead.

B.

FIELD-NAMES. I do not think that among the
lists of farm and field names
any from Surrey have
been given, and send a few in case they may
interest your correspondents that care for such
matters.
Most of them are from our own farms,

(or Joldens),

Among

which had pierced my hand, and greased it well
with lard or some other grease, the fact of the barb
being well greased would facilitate the passage of
the rust from the bottom of the wound to the surface, whence it could easily be removed. I thanked

piece of rust

31, '89.

may mention

Azle Furze Field.

for his advice, but suggested that the grease
could more usefully be employed in lubricating the

AUG.

Deacons, and perhaps Bedford, as the last was
the name of a family formerly settled at Shere in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Shere
is about ten miles distant.
The only change which seems to have been an
improvement on the original name is Forest Green,
which on the tombstone of its owner in the eightteenth century is called Folles Green.

as well as less costly than a doctor's bill.
He informed me that if I could find the particular barb

him

S. VIII.

farm, called Sprotsham in maps of forty years old,
and Squalls in earlier ones of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
Rumbeams, Fishfold, Lower Breach, North
Crofts (or Furnace), Goldings (formerly Gabridge),
are names of other farms near.
Names derived from previous owners are Wallis

I

lately

th

(.7

FLORENCE SCARLETT.
Of recent years

THE STYLE OF A MARQUIS.

a.

custom has arisen of styling a marquis the " Most
"
Honourable," instead of the Moat Noble," which
was the prevailing mode. I have always held that
"
the
Most Noble " is the correct style, and I find
chat Mr. Porny, in his excellent work on Heraldry,'

and the origin of many of these curious names has not,
to my knowledge, been traced. Most of these farms
when describing the coronet of a marquis, says
lie between Leith Hill and the Weald of
Sussex,
This is to be understood as the Coronet of a real
and it will be noticed that great changes have been
whose title is ( Most Noble,' which I mention
made in some of the names within the last century Marquis,
lest any one should be led into a mistake by not distinand a half.
guishing a real Marquis, i. e., by creation, from a nominal
Smokejack Farm, close to Oak wood Church Marquis, i. e., the eldest son of a Duke ; the latter is only
'

:

(

'

(formerly Chapel), comprises three or four different farms, formerly known as the
Chapel Farm,

Okewood, and Broad Okewood, Songhurst, and
Bodrydon. The last name has a Cornish sound,
but we could never trace the origin of it.
Prattsham Cpronounced Prats-ham), formerly a

styled

Most Honourable.'

J.

STANDISH HALT.

Temple.

EXESUBJECTIVE: OBJECTIVE: ^ESTHETICS
These words are, I think, of such a
kind that a record of the date of their coming into
:

GETICAL.

7*

s.

vm. A,

si,
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general use will not be out of place in N. & Q.'
Edward Fitzgerald, in a letter to Frederick Tennyson (March 21, 1841), writes
"The words subjective and objective are getting into
'

:

Donne has begun with aesthetics and
Kemble's review."' Letters and Literary

general use now, and
Ixegetical in

Kemains of Edward Fitzgerald,' vol. i. p. 71.
He does not take kindly to subjective. Five years
he
later, in writing to the same correspondent,
scheme (d n the
says, "The whole subjective
word !) of the poems I did not like" (p. 161).

HENRY ATT WELL.

Barnes.
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Steevens, or in Halliwell's catalogue of ShakeI shall be pleased if any of your
speare's plays.
correspondents can give me information on this
Several of the so-called players' quartoes
subject.
were published between the years 1681 and 1705, of
hich no mention is made by Lowndes. As these
quartoes are well known, and not scarce, I am at
a loss how to account for their omission.

MORRIS JONAS.
INSCRIBED GLASSES. What is the meaning of
this inscription on the bowl of a plain wine-glass
of about 1750 ?
" Fuller and Brown
Ihe 394."

And

Qtttrtaf.

We

must request correspondents

desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct

In Fabyan's
CLEFFE.
under Henry III, it

'

is

Chronicle,'
said

pt.

vii.

e

"Where before tyme y weyer vsyd lene his draught
towarde the marchaundyse, soo that the byar hadde by
that meane x. or xii. 15. in a draughte to his aduauntage,
and the seller so moche dysauauntage, nowe, for indyfferency and egalytie of bothe personys or marl
chauntys, was ordeynyd, y the beame shulde stande
vpryght, the cleffe thereof enclynynge to neyther partye,
as it doth in weyinge of golde and eyluer."
Here cleffe appears to be applied to the pin or
tongue ot the balance. But the same passage is,
after the ordinary wise of the chroniclers, served
with a notable altera(ii. 131)
up again by Grafton
"
Ordeyned that the Beame should
tion, thus:
stande vpright in the cleft thereof, enclynyng
This looks as if Grafton did
to neyther partie."
not understand cleffe, and took it for the cleft or
I know nothing
slit in which the tongue moves.
cleffe

in Fabyan's (apparent) sense,

account for

it

?

etymologically.
clofi, the turn of the scale,

connected, but this

merely a suggestion.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

is

Oxford.

CLAWSICK. The dictionaries from Kersey (or
Phillips, 1706) downwards have clausick or clausike
(altered in Bailey to claw-sick), the claw-sickness
or foot-rot in sheep.
I have no authority for the
word from other sources. Is it genuine ; and, if so,

where used

glasses were obtained lately in

Norwich.

?

J.

A. H.

HEIRLOOMS. I am at present engaged in putting together notes on this subject, and shall be
much obliged to any correspondents of ' N. &

Q/

who

will help
of such as are

MURRAY.

me by
known

giving authentic particulars
to them.

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

TOMBSTONE IN CLAVERING CHURCHYARD.

Can

me

the history of an old tombstone in
Clavering Churchyard, Essex, out of which a large
L. CRANMER BYNG.
ash tree has grown ?

any one

tell

THE GATE HOUSE PRISON, WESTMINSTER.
are the records of this prison now to bf?
I wish to see particularly the list of perUnder whose
imprisoned there in 1720.

Where
found
sons

?

jurisdiction

when ceased

was

it

placed

as such

?

when

first

29,

a prison

and when pulled down

?

C.

and cannot

Can any one help

A friend suggests that
may be

m

m

m

Both

ALBERT HARTSHORNB.

p. 342,

of

of this one round the foot of another wineglass of about the same time ?
Rn Bullock 434 296 9 1628 747575."

?

?

MASON.

Emperor's Gate, S.W.

COCKFOSTERS is the name of a hamlet between
Barnet and Enfield, unmentioned, so far as I can
see, in Mr. Thome's Handbook to the Environs
What is the significance and what
of London.'
'

the origin of the

name

H. T.

?

CATHERINE HUTTON. In her obituary notice in
the Gentleman's Magazine (1846, N.S., vol. xxv.
"
produced
p. 436) it is stated that Miss Button
more than twenty years since '
History of the

A

Queens of England, Consort and Regnant, from
the Norman Conquest downward.'" I have been
'
OTHELLO.' Under this heading, in Lowndes's unable to discover any trace of this work, and
should be glad to know any further particulars of
'Bibliographer's Manual,' appears the following
entry:" Othello, a Tragedy. Altered by Dryden. it. Possibly it still remains in manuscript.
G. F. K. B.
Oxford.

Lond., 1670, 1674, 1681, 1687, 1697, 1701, 1705.
All these are quarto editions." I have examined
several lists of Dryden's works, but can find no
mention of this drama, nor is it enumerated among
the plays altered from Shakespeare as
compiled by

APOSTOLICAL SUCCESSION. I have no wish to
introduce theological discussion into the pages of
1
N. & Q.,' but I am anxious for an answer to a
I have heard it asserted again
simple question.
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and again that some time between the years 1820
and 1835 a bishop of the Church of England stated
in some charge or book that he issued, that tht

HERALDIC. I have noticed in the north aisle of
Worcester Cathedral the monument of a bishop
with his coat of arms showing those of the see on

belief in the doctrine of the apostolic succession

the sinister side of the shield.
who were on duty could give

was an opinion that went out with the Nonjurors
Who wag the bishop who said this; and where
shall I find the passage where it occurs ?
ANON.

MR. BUSKIN'S POEMS.

These were collected in

Can any of your
1850, and issued in one volume.
readers inform me where the following poems firsl
appeared?
"I
Song
weary
The Avalanche.
:

for the torrent leaping."

Ehrensbreitstein.
The Emigration of the Sprites.
Good Night.
On Adele, by Moonlight.

The Gipsies.
The Exile of

St.

Mont Blanc

And

if

Revisited.

any one could

tell

me on what

pages of

'Friendship's Offering/ 1843-4, and Heath's 'Book
of Beauty,' 1845-6, Mr. Ruskin's
poems were
printed I should be greatly obliged.
J. P.
5,

Mount View Road, Crouch

Hill,

SMART, Jun.
N.

BONHAM FAMILY.

Major Payne Fisher, in
Catalogue of Tombs, Monuments, &c., in Old

his
St.

'

Paul's (privately printed in 1684),
referring to the
of William Bonham (who died in
1628), late
vintner of London, son of Thomas
Bonham, of
Stan way, in the county of Essex, remarks :

*omb

" This Thomas Bonham
(father of the said William)
was the eon of Thomas Bonham, Esq., and Sheriff of the
same County in the reign of Henry VIII. In which

this family (as I am informed) is still extant.
here have been men of his name of good remark in
the counties of Buckingham, Warwick, Wilts, and
Hants,
in which last County is there a
person of both name and
sirname, living in good estate and paralel esteem, vide
Mr. Thomas Bonham, of Westmean, co.
Southampton,
Gentleman, who bears the same coat as was borne by
those ancient Bonhams.
" Which coat was
borne by Thomas Bonham, Sheriff
of Wilts, temp. Richard II., and Thomaa
Bonham, Sheriff
of Wilts, temp. Henry IV., Walter
Bonham, Sheriff of

County

And

Wilts, temp, Edward IV., Thomas
Wilts, temp. Henry VIII., and John
Wilts, temp. Edward VI."

Bonham, Sheriff of
Bonham, Sheriff of

I should be much obliged for information
respecting the pedigree, place of residence, &c., of these
Wiltshire Bonhams, and I should also be glad to
learn from which branch of the
family Thomas
Bonham, of Westmean, sprang.
ALFRED T. EVERITT.
High Street, Portsmouth.

LORD CHATHAM.

Is there anything

Lord Chatham translated
Pericles in Smith's
Thucydides ?
that

THE LATE REV.
HAM.

the
C. A.

to

show

speech of

WARD.

An

T. S. EVANS,

CANON OF DUR-

obituary notice of this most distinguished scholar, in the Athenceum of June 1, says
that he was in the habit of turning the Times into
Greek iambics. Are any specimens preserved ?
Was the Canon's version of Tennyson's
(2)
(1)

'

Oenone published

?

Was he

c

the author of an edition* of Mother
Hubbard,' with notes burlesquing the old heavy
notes on classical authors ? In the long defunct
Cambridge University Magazine, i. 74, there is a
version into excellent Latin elegiacs of the timehonoured ditty. Would this be by Prof. Paley ?
(3)

Helena.

None of the officials
me any explanation

of this singular departure from the laws and rules
of heraldry.
Perhaps some of your readers can
throw light upon it.
J. BAGNALL.
Water Orton.

<

Charitie.

1

[7*

(4) I have lately re-perused Mct6ty^aToyoi/ta, to
which there has been allusion in various obituary
notices of Canon Evans. There used to be a tradition in Cambridge that it was written in the Senate

House, the bill of fare there provided not being to
the author's taste.
The poem was published in
1839 ; the high terms of approval pronounced by
Bishop Butler may be most emphatically re-echoed
in 1889.

The Canon's lines on c Haymaking
peared in the Camb. Univ. Mag., ii. 255.
'

(5)

first

ap-

Other
from his pen may be seen in the Journal of
Philology, v. 307. There appears, by the way, to
be a mistake of " 1837 " for 1834 or 1835 as the
date of entry at St. John's, Cambridge. Graduating in 1839, residence must have begun in 1834
or 1835.
P. J. F. GANTILLON.
lines

1,

Montpellier Terrace, Cheltenham,

SHAKSPEARE IN
'

318.)

N.

&

ST. HELEN'S.

rd
(See 3 S. viil
an account of

Q.' long ago published

an indenture, copied from an American geneadictionary, showing that Shakespeare in
1598 was taxed in the parish of St. Helen, BishopsIt also stated that that indenture had been
gate.
first brought to light by Joseph Hunter, and printed
logical

in

his

'

New

Illustrations of Shakespeare

'

in 1845.

Mr. Hunter does not mention where he found the
ndenture.
Where was it? To several names
as well as Shakespeare's the syllables "Affid." are
What is their meaning ? The name of
prefixed.
Robert Springe is followed by the characters

'xxx 1 ."

Is the

valued at 30Z.?
placed after

all

meaning that
If

names

so,
?

his property

Madison, Wis., U.S.
*

was

why is not a valuation
JAMES D. BUTLER.

Cambridge, W. P. Grant, 1837.

7*

s,

VIIL

A,

si,

CLAW: GLITCH.
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In Grimm's 'Dictionary' (by

lildebrand) mention

eschwind laufen, sich

An

missions in the French service, and other treasonable
lord advocate

and after examination 'by the
made of " Brem. klauen, practices,
and solicitor general were committed for
fort machen (wie Engl. claw Sir Hector to the
castle, Mr. Blair to the

is

not
<.way; vgl. Engl. claw 'eiligarbeiten.'" I do
ind in English dictionaries any such sense given
s to make off with haste, or to work with haste,
Jthough I have some faint notion of having heard
.t.
Can any one help me 1
Glitch.

anonymous

slip,

dated 1863,

tells

"
that this verb is used in the Western Counties of England in the transitive sense of stick toas ditch these papers, i. e., gum them together,
gether." WiU any reader of <N. & Q.' tell me

me

is used, and give particulars?
similar use occurs in the 'Dispute betwene Mary
c.
(of
1305), 1. 410, where Mary
"
says,
Cros, when Crist on f>e was cliht" i. e, ,

the servant to the cannon-gate.
days after to London."

and the Cross'

fast, fixed,

stuck.

A. H.

J.

MURRAY.

Oxford.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
If every man's internal care
Were written on his brow,
How many would our pity share

Who

raise our

envy now.

JOSEPH HERBERT.
Unanswered yet the prayer your lips have pleaded,
In agony of heart, these many years.
JOSEPH J. SPRAGGON.
To tell thy miseries will no comfort breed,
Men help thee most who think thou hast least need.

DARNED. Can any of your contributors give the
meaning of the word darned in the annexed extract from a book on the Gunpowder Plot ?

His spurs of steel were sair to tide,
And frae her fore feet flew the fire.
C. E. G.

"Although divers of the King's Proclamations were
posted down after these Traitors, with all the speed posdeclaring the odiousness of that bloudy attempt,
the necessity to have Percy preserved alive, if it had
been possible, and the assembly together of that rightly
damned crew, now no more darned conspirators, but
open and avowed Rebels," &c. P. 64.

high treason,
city gaol and

They were ordered a few

Is there any record of the fate of these three?
Is anything known of the family to which Mr.
JOHNSON BAILY.
Blair belonged ?
The Vicarage, South Shields.

where this expression

A

made
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XUplfetf.

eible,

The
after

BURLINGTON

:

ST.

STEPHEN'S, WALBROOK.

469 ; viii. 54.)
Whatever may be the value of the Lord
book was published soon Burlington anecdote, there are no chronological

first edition of this
the discovery of the plot

;

the second (the

(7* S.

in

difficulties

the

vii.

way

of

its

acceptance.

St.

one I have) in 1679, edited by Thomas, Bishop of Stephen's, Walbrook, was not one of the sofifty in plan, but not
Lincoln, who states that the first edition had been called "fifty new churches"
and it belongs
half that number in execution
diligently sought for by
"many Pious and Learned Persons but, (above 70 yeres not to the eighteenth, but to the seventeenth cenThe first stone was laid October 16, 1672,
having passed since the first impression,) they found it tury.
not, and, therefore, to satisfie their Desires and supply
and the church was completed in 1679. I need
that Defect

it

was thought convenient, and

dition of the Kingdom
to Re-print it."

now

(as

the con-

stands, or staggers) necessary

Has the old form of darned any connexion with
the present American word ?
A. W.

'I

SIR DAVID LINDSAY'S WORKS.
should be
obliged if any one would tell me all the editions of Sir David
Lindsay's 'Works.' Those I

much

already know are 1559, 1568,
1592, 1597, 1604, 1610, 1614,
1709, 1720, and 1776, which
the Lives of the Lindsays.'
'

1871 edition.

Will any one

1571, 1574, 1578,
1634, 3648, 1696,
are enumerated in
I also know of the

fill

up the hiatus

?

L^ELIUS.

SIR HECTOR

McLEAN AND BLAIR

OF CASTLE-

Under date June 5, 1745, the following
paragraph occurs in the historical chronicle of the
Gentleman's Magazine of that year (vol. xv.
p. 330)
" Sir
Hector McLean, hia servant, and Mr. Blair of
HILL.

:

were taken into custody at Edinburgh,
being
newly come from France, on suspicion of bearing comCastlehill,

not say that the artist was Sir Christopher Wren,
who died in 1723, at the age of ninety-one, having
long before ceased from any professional work.
The praise lavished on St. Stephen's is certainly
somewhat exaggerated, and the first feeling on
entering a building of which one has heard so
much will probably be that of disappointment,
especially since the recent alterations, particularly
the removal of the old pewing, which have inflicted so grievous a wrong on Wren's design.

We

that Wren disliked pews, and wished for
benches in his churches, but was beaten by the
" There is no
stemming the tide of
pew-openers.
he writes, "and the advantage of Pew-

know

Profit,"

openers"

('

Parentalia,' p.

321).

But not being

able to have his own way, like a wise man, he
made the best of it, and, with his consummate
architectural genius, converted the pews into a
his
stately stylobate, from which the columns of
churches rise, their white stone contrasting well
with the rich dark oak of the woodwork. This
the
carefully considered feature is destroyed by
removal or lowering of the pews, which causes the

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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octagonal stumps on which the columns
Wren meant to hide, to be painfully
obtrusive, making the columns look more "stalky"
than they really are. Many of Wren's best works
are being thus irretrievably spoiled in the unceastall, plain,

stand, which

ing raid against pews and galleries by men who,
while they sneer at the coarseness of Wren's detail,
have none of Wren's exquisite sense of harmony
and proportion. But although St. Stephen's is not

[7"> s. viii.

A. 31,

'89.

HAZING (7 th S. viii. 68). We say " As mad as
March hare," and the Germans use some com)ounds and derivatives of the word hase, a hare, in
a similar way,
"

e.g.,

Hilpert, sub.

v.

t

gives

Hasen-fatt, figuratively and in vulgar language, he:
a a coxcomb, a fool, hare-brained.
Hasen-fuss, fig., a
lare-brained, ridiculous fellow. Hasen-fussig, fig., playhare-brained.
ul, waggish,
Hasen-kopf, hase-witz, a sillyr
Haseldnt (in familiar language),
hare-brained fellow.
Haseln (allied to hase in fanx
eater, buffoon, droll.

consummate marvel of architectural beauty anguage), (1) to play, to trifle, to jest (2) v. tr., einen,.
some have represented, it is certainly a very ,o make a fool of any one, to banter, to mock any one."
Jence the verb to haze. In the jest-books printed
charming interior, and even in its mutilated state,
"
in Mr. Fergusson's words, there is a cheerfulness,
n Germany in the seventeenth century the term ia
an elegance, and appropriateness about the in- Jatinized, and ludicrous dissertations composed
Far as it may upon the subject. For example, in the ' Nugse
terior which pleases every one."
"
" Theses de Hasione
culti- Venales,'
be " from their ordinary walks," even the
1648, p. 99, we find
vated people" Miss BUSK speaks of might find et Hasibili Qualitate, de quibus sub presidio Fabii
that
that

;

themselves repaid if they condescended so far as
to visit that remote region which contains not only
St. Stephen's, but the Mansion House, the Eoyal
Exchange, and the Bank within a stone's throw of

EDMUND VENABLES.

one another.

Stengleri Leporini, respondente Lepido Capitone,.
Pro gradu in eadein facultate assumendo disputabitur," derived from another set printed 1593, and
the useearlier, in quarto, which theses illustrate

of the

word as applied by Hilpert.

W.

Lincoln.

As

the present church had been opened in 1679.
I submit there was time for it to have become
famous, and even copied by some Italian, before
Lord Burlington travelled. In proof of the above
'
date, Elmes's Life of Wren gives at p. 388 this
'
yestry entry, as preserved in Ward's Lives of the

E. BUCKLEY.

old partner, who served his time at sea,
always spoke of giving a man "a good hazing"
when he meant he had been finding fault with his,
H. J. A.
doings, &c.

My

'

Gresham

Professors,' p. 104

"August
guineas be

:

24, 1679, Ordered that a present of twenty
made to the lady of Sir Christopher Wren

as a teetimony of the regard the parish has for the great
care and skill that Sir Christopher Wren showed in the

rebuilding of our church."

He

had, I believe, nothing to do with any of the
"Queen Anne's churches" proposed thirty
Of his own fifty-eight (including but
years later.
one in the provinces, at Northampton, and one
other outside London walls, in Piccadilly) Waibrook is the indisputable gem ; but wholly for
plan and general proportions, not for those o

fifty

columns, entablature, or any detail, all of which
may be inferior to those in others of his works
An early prototype, which he can hardly, however
have heard of, is St. Fosca at Torcello. In ou
own time Allom's small Gothic cruciform church

Highbury copies the main arrangement, as
several later ones more or less approximately.

at

do

E. L. G.

Dates are useful things occasionally. Although
Stephen's, Walbrook, was designed by Wren
(and in the opinion of many is his masterpiece), i
was not built under the provisions of the Act o
1709.
The first stone was laid in 1672, and th
church was completed in 1679, so that there, wa
plenty of time for the building to become known
St.

before Lord Burlington's visit to Italy.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library,

[Other contributors are thanked for replies ]

LISSA MEDAL
year 1757 that,
Seven, "even
'

despair,

We

th
It was in the
S. viii. 7).
(7
after the convention of Closterthe impassive Chesterfield cried in
"
The elder
are no longer a nation.'

undertake the conPitt, however, being recalled to
trol of our foreign policy, gave Frederick the Great
"The English
a firm and energetic support.
minister poured subsidy upon subsidy into
Frederick's exhausted treasury" (see Green's
Short History ') and that monarch's victories werethus felt to be also ours; doubtless hence the
'

medal.

According to
(1763), on

'

r

Chronological Annals of the War
near
5, 1757, Frederick,

December

Leuthen,
"obtained a most amazing victory, and pursued

the*

In this, and the following.
Austrians as far as Lissa
days of pursuit, the Austrians lost 307 officers and 21,500
soldiers made prisoners, besides 116 pieces of cannon, 51
colours and standards, and 4,000 waggons of ammunition

and baggage

The city of BreslauKing of Prussia, and the garrison off
were made prisoners of war."

taken....!. December 20.

surrender'd to the
near 14.000 men
P. 31.

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

No

in
English troops appear to have taken part
this battle, for full accounts of which see Smollett's
'
1
'
the
History of England and Carlyle's Frederick
But the medal may be a part of the general
Great.'
in England for
enthusiasm which then

the

"

prevailed
Protestant Hero," as that not very religious

7*8. vni. AUG.

31,
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person was called. Carlyle has a very characteristic
description of a mug made at Worcester in 1757,
after this victory, which he terms "a PotterySmollett states that
apotheosis of Friedrich."
over ten thousand prisoners were taken from the

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

imperialists.
Hastings.

This

is

not a rare medal.

The equestrian

figure

that of Frederick, King of Prussia.
It commemorates the victory of Lissa and the subsequent
capture of Breslau, where Capt. Sprecher was com
pelled to surrender, after a siege of twelve days, on
December 19, 1757. See 'Medallic Illustrations,"
by Messrs. Hawkins, Franks, and Grueber, vol. ii.
G. F. E. B.
p. 685.
is

RUNNEL

th

(7

S. viii. 24, 76).

She Btoop'd her by the runnel's side.
Scott, 'Marmion,' canto

vi. 30.

Bubbling runnels joined the sound.
Collins,

The

Passions.'

J.

DIXON.

In the quotation from Tennyson's

'

Claribel,' at
In
p. 76, MR. PENNY writes "fledgling throstle."
the only editions I can at the moment refer to

the ten-volume Cabinet Edition of 1875 and the
is printed "callow
single- volume edition of 1880
throstle."
Has the phrase been altered since 1830;
or has MR. PENNY made a slip in copying ?

171
'

Kempis "; and W. D. Adams, in his Dictionary
of Literature,' expresses the opinion that A' Kem" Thomas Hamerpis ought properly to be called
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
ken of Kempen."
Freegrove Road, N.
SCOTS (7 th S. viii. 87). MR. P. MAXWELL having
a Scots name, and presumably having some experience of " crooning ower some auld Scots sonnet,"
ought to know a little more about the national adScots plural of Scot, and Scots adjective, are ?
" the same combination of
as Cobbett says,
letters,
but they are not the same word." The old native
form of the adjective was Scottis the southern
Scottish; by later reduction to a monosyllable
these became respectively Scots and Scotch. Many
Scotsmen naturally prefer the native form to the
" Scotchmen." The northern,
English equivalent
-is
is well known also in Inglis,
ending
adjective
Scotsmen very properly
later Ingles
English.
have given up their form Inglismen or Inglesmen
in favour of Englishmen, which their neighbours
be
prefer, and may expect with equal courtesy to
jective.

=

=

called by the name which they prefer. Similar adjectives are the older Scotch Denis, later Dence,
Danish, and Eris, later Erse, Irish.

A

SCOTSMAN.

The perplexity of a student of English may be
pardoned when he finds the equanimity of another

English-speaking person disturbed by the adjectival
use of Scots, a form in use at least from the days of
Elizabeth and Shakespeare. Because -ish is the
th
THOMAS A KEMPIS (7 S. viii. 125). The more usual
and
adjectival formative in such cases
"
explanation that Thomas a Kempis is
probably he has Scottish as an alternative would he eschew
nothing more than a corruption or contraction of that of French and take to Francish or FranJcish I
Thomas at Kempen " is wrong. And it is un- Must Italian become
Italish, or with the German
necessary to use the word "probably" when we Italianish?
Or because we speak substantively
know all about it for certain. Mr. Bardsley made of the
Hollander, are we in future to speak of the
the same mistake years ago, when he told us that
Italier or Italianer, and of the Finner ? Our overGeorge a Green meant George at Green (' Eng. sea cousins
speak of the Englisher, but with us
Surnames,' third edition, p. Ill), and went on to our
adjectival English becomes a collective noun
tell us that Thomas a Becket is for Thomas atte
in "the English"; are we, therefore, to speak thus
It is almost too
Becket, i.e., the streamlet.
collectively of "the Danish" or "the Germanish"?
absurd for no one calls a cat a ca, or a hat a ha
;
Or, on similar principle?, are we to reduce to rule
then why should at become a f And
why do not and uniformity our be, is, and was, our has, have, and
reason
1
people
had ? When all these irregularities and others are
Of course, a is short for o/, as in " what's o'clock,"
shaven off we may have a world's Volapiik, or at
"man o' war," "John a Gaunt." And the whole least
an improved Aryan, but we shall not have
matter is worked out in
Murray's 'Dictionary,' the speech of Shakespeare and Milton, nor evea
col.
p. 3,
It makes me
3, admirably and fully.
that of MR. MAXWELL'S father.
ashamed of my countrymen to observe how freBR. NICHOLSON.
Dr.
work
is snubbed
quently
Murray's
by being
is etymologicfrom
The
left unconsulted; and it seems
Scottisc,
Scots,
adjective
altogether too bad
correct.
See DR. MURRAY'S explanation of ife
that writers should take such
pains to set wrong, ally
th
"n N. & Q.,' 6
S. xi. 90 ; and cp. x. 526 and xi.
for the hundredth
time, what he (it ought to be
THOMAS BAYNE.
194.
once for all) has set right.

EUGENE TEESDALE.

Hull.

;

WALTER W.

SKEAT.

in his 'Literature of
Europe,'
1873, refers to the reputed author of ' De Imitatione Christi' as "Thomas von
or a

Henry Hallam,

Kempen

Helensburgh, N.B.

EOOK= SIMPLETON

(7

tb

S.

vii.

423,

476).

I

would, for reasons that the reader will at once see,
add one of Jonson's uses of this word that I had
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form and term.

In The Poetaster,' 1602, I. i., the
forgotten.
father of Ovid, having heard that he had written
'
Medea,' a tragedy, swears by his household gods
that if he comes to the hearing of it he will add

The popes' canopy or curtain,
them in processions (like their eastern
rival's umbrella), was made of precious Baldachinus,
and was called by the name of the stuff of which it

one more tragic part, and continues

was made, Baldacchino, and architects assumed the
term for canopies of stone and wood over altars.
Thus there has been a threefold transference of name,
from the country to the material, from the material
to the structure made from it, and from a textile
fabric to erections of wood and stone.

'

"

What ?

:

have my son a Stager now 1 an Enghle
for Players? a Gull? a Rooke ? a Shot-clog? to make
"
suppers, and bee laught at?
shall I

Next

I would add, in confirmatory proof of my
suggestion that it was thus used in English, on
the same grounds that the Italians call a chatterer
or prater "una cornacchia," the following, from
'
Tell-Trothes New-Yeares Gift,' N. Sh. S. ed.,
p. 13,

"But

after calling his wittes together (of

which he had no small neede being mated with two
such rookes) "; while in the margin is, " They are

One
[rojokes for [thjeir trou
[b)]ing tongs."
l
might also quote the Second Lord's speech, All 's
Well,' IV. i. 19, "Chough's language, gabble
enough, and good enough."
Chapman, in his
'
May Day/ II. ii., also uses rook in this sense.
|

|

(7

th

S.

viii.

49).

logicum Anglicanum' there
"
Bother idem cum Rudder."

In 'Junius Etymoare

allusions

to

Swallowfield Park, Reading.

BALDACCHINO (7 th S. viii. 28). I suppose
word is related to Arab, baldat, a city, and
the Arabic

name could be

applied to various

this

that

cities.

means Mecca, and sometimes Con-

Florio's
according to Richardson.
" BaldDictionary has the curious entry,
acca, Baldacco, an alehouse, a taphouse, a tiplinghouse, a taverne ; it was woont to be the name of
an Inne in Florence. It is taken in an ill sence
for Babylon, or the whore of Babylon."
This mention of Babylon is probably the origin of Dr.
Tristram's mistake.
The place really meant in
connexion with the stuff for canopies was, however,
can hardly have a better authority
Bagdad.
for this than Devic.
See his 'Supplement 7 to

stantinople,

'

'

Ital.

We

'

French Dictionary,' which is certainly one
of the most valuable works on the
etymologies of
Oriental words.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
Littre's

F.

HOBSON.

In the 'Vocabolario degli Accademici della
"
BaldCrusca,' amongst other definitions given of
"
acchino," is
pannus sericus Babylonicus."

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

In connexion with this query, it may be considered worthy of attention that, in the Middle
Ages, and even later, Babylon and Bagdad were
names which were used for one and the same place.
The site of ancient Babylon was left desolate, and

Heylyn, in

his

'Cosmographie' (1657), writing of

Seleucia, situated

"about 40 miles more North

than Babylon," says that

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

It sometimes

W.
Temple Ewell, Dover.

|

BR. NICHOLSON.

ROTHIR

carried over

it

"

robbed the

latter

not

onely of its power and greatness, but also of its
very name ; being called Babylon in some of the
But this Supplanter was in
antient Authors
time brought to ruin also, and Bagdad, a new city
"
Moreri's
raised from the ruins of it
(p. 786).
'Diet.' (1694) states that the situation of Bagdad
"
destroys the Opinion of those that call it Babylon
(as it) is upon the Tigris, where Seleucia
stood "; and there can be no doubt that Bagdad is
the place referred to in the following extract from
'

Naval Tracts,' puband Travels '(1704):
"
Babylon stands upon the River Tygris, which
one of Sir William Monson's
lished in Churchill's 'Voyages

into the River of Euphrates ; it is a great
"
I do not find
(vol. iii. p. 426).
Baldach used as a name for Babylon, but it is
applied to either the ruined city of Susa or the
province of Susiana in Sir Thomas Herbert's
'
Travels begun in 1626,' contained in Harris's
'Voyages and Travels' (1705), at vol. i. p. 437.
'
'
"
Trench, On Words (ed., 1861), has The baldachin' from 'Baldacco,' the Italian name of Bagdad,"
J. F. MANSE RGH.
&c.
falls

thoroughfare

'

According to Du Cange this word comes from
name of Babylon, Baldacco, not from Bagdad.
Liverpool.
The former was immemorially famous for its rich
woven fabrics (Joshua vii. 21). The costly and
The "great weight" of "Dr. Murray's name"
coveted material, a sort of tapestry or embroidery, may be relieved of all responsibility with regard to
with warp and woof of silk and gold thread and of this word ; for the derivation quoted for it by
" divers "
precious colours, was carried westward in ANON, from the New Dictionary is to be found
the way of trade, and was named after the
place in any number of good Italian and French dictionthat produced it, Baldakinus or
The former of
Baudequinus, and aries of a long range of dates.
otherwise ; so that it became a common mercantile these seem to be chargeable with the strange conword.
Its great beauty and costliness caused it to fusion between
Bagdad and Babylon which ANON.
be used for altar coverings, for vestments of
at
kings points out. As the later Italian dictionaries are
and priests, and it became also an architectural pains themselves to rectify this confusion, and to
the

'

'

7*

s.
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was Bagdad that gave the name
which the baldacchino was

I thought it quite poscizing of the Latin word.
sible that the French bourroiche might at some

not my concern to trace out how
nominated,
it arose; but the La Crusca of so late a date as
1729 gives as the Latin equivalent of baldacchino,
"mappula, pannus sericus Babylonicus." The confusion is accentuated by its breaking out in the
derivation of another word, gualdrapa, formed by
renversement from baldracca, corrupted from baldacca and baldacco. Baldacca is explained in one oi
the
dictionaries as a " contrada e osteria di
old^
Firenze in cui contorni abitano femmine di mondo.
The name of this ill- famed locality, clearly derived
from Babylon, and not from Bagdad, seems to
have passed on both to other houses of ill-fame
and to their denizens generally.
R. H. BUSK.

earlier date have been adopted into English (of
course with its original meaning), but it seemed
needless to mention this possibility in the absence
of any evidence that the adoption had actually
taken place.
The passage translated in Riley's
'Memorials' (unfortunately the Latin original is
not given), which I regret not to have seen until
too late, seems to show that burroke was used as
English in the fourteenth century. But the matter
is not quite certain, for we find Anglo-French as
well as English words in the text of our Latin
documents of that period. However, I should not

point out that

it

to the rich fabric from
it is

There

no doubt that baldacco, from which the
cloth woven of gold thread and silk derived its
name (which, from its use for the portable canopy
borne over the Host or shrines in processions, has
is

given rise to the title baldacchino for the fixed canopy
over an altar), is the Old Italian name for Bagdad.
Some of the earlier geographers having erroneously
identified Bagdad with the old city of
Babylon,
the confusion to which your correspondent refers
'
has arisen. See Diez, Etymol. Diet, of the Ro-

mance Languages ';

HEAVEN

:

'

Lithe",

HEAVENS

(7

th

Dictionaries
E. VENABLES.

S. viii. 25).

Although

the singular form is used in the account of the
Ascension, as well as in that of our Lord's return
to earth, His actual presence is referred to in the
plural, TOVS ovpavovs (Acts xii. 56), at the martyrdom of S. Stephen. In this, as in the preceding
verse, the usual custom appears to be reversed, the
" heaven "
and the
singular form being translated
"
plural the heavens," both in the Authorized and in
the Revised Version.
J. FOSTER PALMER.
Chelsea, S.W.

ANDREW, A JEW

(7

th

S. viii. 48).

For the Jew

Andreas in Roger Bacon, see 'Histoire Litteraire
de la France,' t. xxvii.
A. N.
p, 583.

BURROCK
word

th

(7
in the

S. viii.

46).

As the

article

on

'New English Dictionary was in
substance mine, I ask permission to show that the
conjecture there offered is not disproved by the
this

facts

'

mentioned in DR. FURNIVALL'S note.

The

"a
burrock of modern
dictionaries, explained as
small dam or weir," is taken from Rennet's edition
of Cowel's
Kennet gives
'Interpreter' (1701).
burrock (with an
explanation) as the rendering of

burrochium, which he found in legal documents,
is a Latinized form of the Old
French

and which

bourroiche.

But

this

word

meant a wickerwork contrivance for catching
fish, like an eel-pot,
not, as Kennet thought, a "dam or weir" on which
ach contrivances were
placed.
My surmise was
that Kennet's burrock was
simply his own Anglireally

be surprised to meet with more unequivocal evidence of the early English use of the word but,
until proof is shown to the contrary, I should still
be inclined to think that Kennet's burrock was a
new adaptation from Latin, not a continuation
of the older word.
Of course this is not certain,
;

three other hypotheses being possible : (1) that
Kennet found the word in some older document
written in English ; (2) that the word was still in
use in Kennet's time, but had changed its meaning ; (3) that it was in use in its original sense,
but that Kennet was misinformed as to its meaning.
Perhaps some of your correspondents may
be able to furnish information which may throw
light on the history of the word in English.

The Old French bourroiche, "fishing-basket,"
seems to have some connexion with bourrichet
meaning a

sort of

hamper. It is phonetically posmay descend from a provincial
Latin word beginning with butr-, and it seems
sible that bourroiche

noteworthy that the Spanish synonym ("basket

made

of osiers for fishing,"

Neuman and

Baretti)

butron or buitron, though these forms apparently
point back to an original bultr-, from which the
French word could not directly proceed.
is

HENRY BRADLEY.
6,

Worcester Gardens, Clapham Common.
th

RISCOUNTER (7 S. viii. 28). Is it not likely
that riscounter was a misprint for discounter ?
J. F. MANSEEGH.
Liverpool.
'

viii.

TOWN MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE
127).

LIBRARIAN

will find this in

'

(7
'

th

S.

Poems

by the Earl of Hallifax,' London, Jacob Tonson,
" The Hind and the Pan1750, where it is headed
ther, transversed to the Story of the Country
Mouse and the City Mouse. Written in conunction with Mr. Prior." It is exceedingly im'
jortant, both as a parody of Dryden's Hind and
;he Panther and as a refutation of his theological
It does not appear in my copy of
arguments.
Prior's Poems,' dated 1754.
Perhaps Lord Halifax wrote the larger portion.
Is there any resemblance or connexion between
'

his

[poem and one called

'

The Uplandis Mous

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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and the Surges Mous ? I have a note that the hausted. The earliest edition that I have seen
7
was written by Robert Henrysoun before bears date 1684, the last, according to Bib. Pise.,
1508, but I have failed to find it. Henrysoun, or is just a century later (1784) and as the passage
Henderson, was a Scotch poet, I believe.
quoted by MR. HODQEIN with the date 1701 apWALTER HAMILTON.
pears verb, et lit. in a copy dated 1732, now before
'

'

latter

;

it probably continued to be printed until 1784,
This satire on Dryden's 'Hind and Panther' me,
was written by Charles Montague, afterwards when the match-lock must have been finally hung
on the walls of armouries as a curiosity.
Earl of Halifax, and Matthew Prior.
It will be up
Pitteraroes, "cannon perriers, unde pierriers,
found in "The Poetical Works of
Charles,
pedreros, pattereroes, were chambered pieces for

late

Earl of Halifax

London, 1716."

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The

throwing stones" (Grose).
of Antiquities,'

Library, Guildhall, B.C.

ii.

823.

'

See Fosbroke's Encyc.

ALFRED WALLIS.

A pitteraro was a small gun working upon a
LIBRARIAN may hunt in vain in the many editions
Mat. Prior for this poem, and for a good reason, swivel. Falconer has the couplet (I quote from,
It was memory)
viz., it was not written by Mat. Prior.
While peteraroes swell with infant rage,
written by Pope, and will be found in ' Imitations
Prepared, though small, with fury to engage.
of Horace,' book ii. satire vi.
I remember Disraeli,
of

:

whom

it was a favourite,
quoting on several
" For
your d d stucco has no chink."
Pope says that Prior told the story, but in con-

with

occasions,
versation.

versified

Pope

has lived, and will

it.

The

final couplet

live.

WILLIAM FRASER

of Ledeclune Bt.

*
The
[Various correspondents confound this with
Mice,' a different poem, which appears in most editions
of Prior's works. MR. N. E. ROBSON, of Harrington,
Sunderland, and Ma. M. DOREY say the correct title is
The Hind and the Panther transversed to the Story of
the Country Mouse and the City Mouse.' It is in State
Poems Continued from the Time of O. Cromwell,' 1697,
and is bound up with vol. iii. of 'Poems on Several Occasions,' by Matthew Prior, Esq., 1727, second edition,
12mo. MR. ROBSON offers to lend this to our correspondent, for whom also MR. J. THOMPSON, Fellside
Villa, Penrith, has copied the poem from memory.]
'

'

Gallant

little

peteraroes!

C. C. B.

The pederaro doubtless

in early days of artillery
was used for discharging stone balls. But it was
also used with iron shot so lately as the middle of

the last century.
Smollett, who had served on
board a man-of-war, and been in action, tells us in
'
Peregrine Pickle that Commodore Trunnion de'

fended his garrison with peteraroes ; and I remember, when a boy at Westminster School, that the
park guns which were fired on occasions of vic-

went by the name of peteraroes. They
had much degenerated, for they were stout cylinders
tories still

of iron, only about a foot long, not formidable to
an enemy ; but with a small charge of powder,,
and a tompion, or wooden plug, hammered into the

mouth, they made plenty of noise, which was all
J. CARRICK MOORE.
that was required.
PEDIGREES WANTED (7 th S. viii. 108). I think
the most complete set of Stewart pedigrees is in
EOTAL LEPERS (7 th S. viii. 108). There is, I
possession of Thomas Culleton, of Cranbourne think, no doubt that Henry IV. of England and
About Henry III. I
Street, W. They are the result of extensive searches Robert Bruce were lepers.
made for families of the name. This I learn from am not sure. But I have tried to discover any
S. OF K.
my own personal application.
authority for what I am quite sure that I read
but where I cannot remember
For the Genealogical Memoirs of the Family of some years ago
that Adelicia of Louvaine, second wife to Henry L,
Sir Walter Scott, Bart.,' see the Transactions of
became a leper, and that that was the real reason
the Eoyal Historical Society, 1877.
why, when a happy wife and mother, she left her
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
'

71,

Brecknock Eoad.

W. L. will find lists of printed pedigrees of the
families of Stewart, Stenton, and
Scott, in Mar'
shall's
Genealogists' Guide to Printed Pedigrees/
second edition, 8vo. Lond., 1885 (Bell &
Sons).
A. VICARS.

MATCH-LOCKS

th

second husband, William de Albini, to whom shewas tenderly attached, and entered a convent. Miss
Strickland makes no mention of it, and considers
her conduct quite unaccountable. I should be glad
if any one can confirm or contradict my memory.
CHARLOTTE G. BOQER.
St. Saviour's,

Southwark.

Dr. Simpson, the celebrated anaesthetic physician,
l
(
to infer from such an
authority as The School of wrote an almost exhaustive article, Leprosy and
Recreation that the match-lock survived as a Leper Hospitals,' for the Edinburgh Medical and
The little Surgical Journal, v. 56. He cites instances, i. e. ,
military weapon in England until 1701.
book in question is one of the catchpenny class of Henry III, said to be a leper, and Henry IV., and
publications which were hawked about the country that the disease appeared to have been in the
(7

S. viii. 128).

It is not safe

'

by pedlers, and reprinted again and again, in the Angevin family. Henry IV., according to Lamsame words, as the various editions became ex- barde, came to a " stone house in Bermondsey to

7*
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be cured of the leprosy," and while there gave th
They, however
Bermondsey monks a charter.
failed to cure him, and he died the following year
A leprosery, or hospital, had been there long before
and was managed, no doubt, by the monks. Th
Lock Hospital, in Kent Street, is supposed to hav

been the Stone House, or at least to have, as its
An account of this one
successor, represented it.
with a plate of the chapel of the Lock Hospital
built 1636,

is

'

in Wilkinson's

Londina.'

WILLIAM RENDLE.
REGIMENTAL BADGE OF THE 63RD FOOT
vii. 188, 254, 355
viii. 57).
constituted 1758 from the
;

(7

th

S

This regiment was
8th

2nd Battalion

175

"

He was a fine-looking youth, but bearing, perhaps, a
little too much the appearance of a maiden knight to be
the challenger of the world ia the King's behalf. He
threw down his gauntlet, however, with becoming manhood, and showed as much horsemanship as the crowd
of knights and squires around him would permit to be
exhibited."

W. Scott, however, remarks that
"Lord Howard's horse was worse bitted than those of
Sir

the other noblemen, but not so much so as to derange
the ceremony of retiring back out of the Hall."

Richard Rush, the American Ambassador, who
was present, makes no mention of the "horse"
incident in his reminiscences, but thus refers to
the Champion
" He
appeared at the opposite extremity of the Hall,
directly in front of the King, attended by Howard of
Effingham and by Anglesea, and by another greater than
all, the Duke of Wellington, and these, all on horseback,
:

It went abroad to Martinique 1759
King's Own.
In 1775 it went to America, and
returning 1764.
thence to Jamaica, returning 1786.
In 1795 it
again embarked for the West Indies, returning now entered abreast, the Champion heralding his chal1799 ; and yet again 1807, returning 1820. After lenge, and the horses seeming almost in contact with the
this long service in islands sacred to the mosquito, outward line of Peeresses at the table, yet obedient to
the
which they kept champing. This equestrian
can we wonder that the regiment was nicknamed trainbit,
slowly advanced in martial grace and strength up
'
the "Bloodsuckers"?
It also served nineteen 'he aisle towards the
King." Rush's Court of London.'
years (1828 to 1847) in India and Burmah, the
But surely the various accounts in the daily
whole forming a term of tropical service equalled,
and other papers of 1821 could easily be referred to
I should fancy, by very few regiments in the ser'n corroboration of the incident
if it occurred.
If
vice in those days.
Archer says that the fleur-de- recent
history, with all the appliances which we
lis badge was
adopted about 1815 for services now have for accuracy, is to be written in this
rendered at Guadeloupe.
A. H. BARTLETT.
.oose way and accepted, what reliance is to be
156, Clapham Road.
placed in the historical ana of bygone time?.

THE CHAMPION OF ENGLAND
viii.

113).

I

(7

th

S. vii.

482

JOHN TAYLOR.
;

cannot but think that the anecdote

about the backing of the horse at the coronation of
George IV., whether that of the Duke of Wellington or the Champion, is open to considerable
doubt. I have the Examiner newspaper, 1808 to
its close, some
seventy years afterwards, and have
referred to the account there given in 1821 of this
famous pageant. It is pretty full of detail, but
there is not the slightest allusion to such an inci-

dent, which, had it occurred, would have been too
fine a nut for the Examiner to have omitted to
I make
crack, the paper being extremely Radical.
the following quotation from that
part of the Examiner's article relating to the
Champion and the
ceremony of the challenge :

"The Champion, a young man, entered the hall in
polished steel armour, between the Lords High Constable
and High Steward (Wellington and Howard of
Effingham), and the Herald read aloud the Challenge after
three trumpet blasts. The
Champion tlirew down his
gauntlet, which was picked up again for him. This was
done in three parts of the Hall, after which the
King
drank to his Champion's health/and the
Champion, receiving the goblet as his fee, returned the compliment
and backed out of the Hall in high
style."
Sir Walter Scott
subsequently wrote an account
of the
ceremony, which also appeared in the Examiner of 1821. He is in like manner silent as to
any such mishap as that referred to, and, speaking
of the
Champion and the challenge, says :

Park Lodge, Dagnall Road, South Norwood.

REVETT SHEPPARD

th

(7

S.

viii.

27, 112).

The

Revett Sheppard, an accomplished naturalist,
F.L.S., the eldest son of John Sheppard, of Campsey Ash, co. Suffolk, Esq., by his second wife
Vtary, the daughter of John Revett, of Brandeston
EEall, co. Suffolk, Esq., was of Caius College, Cammdge, B.A. 1801, M.A. 1804, and married Sarah
Oobb, by whom he had issue three sons and two
ftev.

He was latterly curate of Wrabness,
Essex, and died there Aug. 10, 1830, in his
ifty-second year. Mr. Sheppard contributed valu'
ible Biographical Notices of the Family of Shepdaughters.
50.

Mendlesham, Ash by Campsey, Wetherand Thwaite, in the County of Suffolk/ to
'j-ent. Mag., 1830, vol. c. part i.
A
pp. 398, 510.
hort memoir of him will be found in Gent. Mag.,
ard, of

ngset,

830, vol.

c.

part

ii.

p. 186.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, W.C.

MORRIS

th
The quotations in
S. viii. 108).
(7
'Compitum' under this name are taken
rom "Nature, a Parable: a Poem, in Seven Books.
y the Rev. John Brande Morris, M.A., Fellow of

)igby's

London, 1842. Small 8vo.,
367." Out of twenty-three quotations from this
the
writer's name only is apto
work,
twenty-one
ended; but in vol. i. p. 338, the reference is "Morris,
eter College, Oxford.

_ p.
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and a

Nature"; and in vol. ii. p. 5, it is "Morris, Nature,
a Parab.," the title of the poem being here given
in full. The author was one of the hardest readers
and most learned men among those who with Car-

vm. AUG. 31,

m

was erected to his memory somewhere
In the Catalogue of the
"
British Museum Library, under Morris
(Henry),"
"
will be found the following,
Poems and Poetical
Fragments, Including an Historical Sketch of Ford
Abbey, Devon. Sherborne, 1835. 8vo." Doubtless this is the Morris quoted by K. H. Digby in
'
his Compitum.'
W. R.
tablet

about the year 1840.

dinal Newman joined the Church of Rome.
Both
he and his work seem to be almost unknown nowadays. As an instance of his reading and memory I
recollect that at one of Dr. Pusey's lectures, after
the Regius Professor had gone through the meanings of some word which had been under discus" Jack Morris "
sion,
(as he was commonly called)
said, "Dr. Pusey, you have omitted one meaning
of the word," and, on being requested to state it,
that it also meant " needles before the

eyes

replied

s.

[7

Morris, Lewis, Welsh antiquary and poet, born
1702, died 1765 (Rev. C. Hole's 'Biographical
A. A.
Dictionary').

THE WATERLOO BALL
vii.

34).

th

(7
It is strange that

S. vi. 441, 472, 515;
corre-

none of your

were made in them." I have forgotten the word,
should have seen a way to explain the
and whether it bore this meaning in Hebrew, or spondentsraised as to how to reconcile
Lord Byron's
difficulty
one of the cognate languages. His poem ' Nature,'
"windowed niche "in the "high hall "with the
and the notes, chiefly from the Fathers, will repay
admittedly small and low-ceilinged room in which
study, and are full of interest.
the Duchess of Richmond gave her dance at BrusW. E. BUCKLEY.
Your correspondents write as if
sels on June 15.
The Morris to whom there is reference is pro- there were only one ball on that day at Brussels,
bably J. B. Morris, of whom DR. GREENHILL namely at the Duchess of Richmond's, and that it
wrote at 7 th S. vi. 481 as the last believer in the was that ball which Lord Byron describes. Nothing
*
phoenix. He was the author of a poem on Nature.' could be further from the facts. He is speaking of
"
ED. MARSHALL.
a large ball, at which a thousand hearts beat hapIt appears to be probable that the Morris about pily," in a lofty hall, with niches, or alcoves, in it,
whom A. J. M. desires information was Eliza, where non-dancers could sit. Brussels had very
hundreds of men army and civilian in it
Fanny Morris, who wrote a hymn, dated 1858, many
on that memorable night. The Duchess of Richbeginning
mond's room might have accommodated three or
Poor child of sin and woe,
four hundred, mostly her own friends and acquaintNow listen to thy Father's pleading voice.
The Duke of Brunswick
This hymn is to be found in Lord SelborneVBook ances and their friends.
was not there at all. I quote the following from
of Praise
No.
342.
:

'

(1867),

323, p.

J. F.

the latest edition in English of De Bourrienne's
1
Memoirs of Napoleon Bonaparte,' 1885, vol. iii.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

p. 294
Could not he be John Morris, Fellow of Exeter
" The
gallant Duke of Brunswick was at a ball at the
College, Oxford, who turned Roman Catholic, and Assembly Rooms in the Rue Ducale on the night of the
wrote a poem called Nature, a Parable ? Men- 15th of June, when the French guns, which he was one
tion of him is made in *N. & Q.,' 7 th S. vii. 481. of the first to hear, were clearly distinguished at BrusHis poetry was pronounced to be very obscure, sels."
"
and Moseley, in his ' Recollections of Oriel,' said The Assembly Room was no doubt a " high hall
when he was editor of the Tracts for the Times with niches, &c., in it, and could easily accommo"
"
it was difficult to
put sense into the prose Jack date the thousand whom Lord Byron speaks of.
MICHAEL FERRAR, C.S.
Morris sent him for publication. One who was at
school and college (Balliol) with him.
Fyzabad.
:

'

'

'

'

W.

J. BIRCH.

See 'Lyra Urbanica,' by C. Morris (London,
Bentley), 2 vols., 1840.
Capt. Morris was well
known to a former generation.
A. HALL.
If I cannot give A. J. M. full
particulars with
"
"
regard to his query Who was Morris 1 I may at
least be able to
put him on the track of further information about him.
few years since I remember
reading a short biography of him, I think

A

prefixed
to his works, as under.
If I remember rightly he
was born at Ilminster, Somerset, and lived there
the greater part of his life,
following the vocation
of a schoolmaster.
He died in the
of

prime

life,

INNOCENT COAT (7 th S. viii. 8). May pot this
mean a stylish or pretty coat, intended as a set-off
to the

"

plaine riding suit

word innocent is used
sense of "small and

"

?

Halliwell says the

in .Northamptonshire in the
pretty, chiefly applied to

flowers" ('Dictionary/ 1850, sub voce).

EUGENE TEESDALE.
Hull.

MRS. CIBBER (7 th S. viii. 88, 133). Susannah
Maria Arne made her debut as a singer in 1733.

Her brother, the celebrated Dr. Arne, set for her
It ran but ten
Addison's opera 'Rosamond.'
the
nights ; and it is, therefore, improbable that

i.

AUG. 31,
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success of the piece compelled Handel to bring out tions it was necessary for Englishmen born abroad
an oratorio to counteract its effect. During the to have been naturalized by Act of Parliament
Many of
following year Miss Arne unfortunately became before they could inherit real estate.
the second wife of Theophilus Gibber, which these naturalization acts are mentioned in the
'
ASTARTE.
Commons Journals.'
brought her under the more immediate notice of
his father, Colley Gibber, the celebrated actor

EVERARD
dramatic author.
71, Brecknock Road.

and

HOME COLEMAN.

FLEET PRISON (7 th S. viii. 129). I have the
original register of the Fleet Prison for the reigns
of James II. and William and Mary, which I
should be glad to show M.B.Cantab,

if

make an appointment.
I do not know any complete

J. C. J.
list

he would

of persons

who

have been confined in this prison ; there is, how'
ever, A Schedule or List of the Prisoners in the
Fleet remaining in Custody May 25, 1 653,' a copy
of which is in this library. Much curious information on the subject will be found in Mr. Ashton's
book on 'The Fleet its Eiver, Prison, and MarEDWARD M. BORRAJO.
riages.'
The Library, Guildhall, E.G.
:

MERIC CASAUBON

th

DODDRIDGE'S EPITAPH

S.

sketch

:

erected over the Grave of Doddridge in the
English Burying-ground at Lisbon.
Philip Doddridge, D.D.
Died 26th Oct 1751 Aged 50
with high respect for hia
character and writings, this
monument was erected in June 1828
At the expence of Thomas
Tayler, of

gent., of the

at Hackington, alias St. Stephen's.
They chose
the latter, and their marriage is entered in the

"
Mr. John Dawling
bishop's transcripts as below
of Ringwould, and Mrs. Ann Casaubon of
:

ye

p'cincts of Xt. Church, Canterbury, married Oct. 13,
J. M. COWPER.
[16]68.
Canterbury.

NATURALIZATION AND RETROSPECTIVE LEGITIMATION (7 th S. viii. 67). I understand this to be
simply the naturalization of children of British
subjects born abroad, who would not have otherwise had the usual rights of
legal British subjects,
with no reference to legitimation.
For instance,
I have a note of " letters of naturalization" taken
out Nov. 27, 1656, for William
Lawrence, one of
the sons of Henry Lawrence and
Amy Peyton his
wife.
Henry Lawrence was then President of
Cromwell's Council, but had been much in Holland, and many of his children were born there.
All these were
subsequently "naturalized."
B.
I

am

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

not able to follow the
changes of the law
on this subject. I
think, however, that MR. WALFORD will find, on i iquiry, that at the date he men-

In

Monument

viii.

appeared personally John Bawling, of Ringwold,
age of twenty-four years or thereabouts and alleged that he intended to marry
Anne Casaubon, of the age of nineteen years or
The licence granted allowed them to
thereabouts.
be married either at St. Martin's, Canterbury, or

S. viii. 8, 112).

monument, cut out on its edges, with simply his
name, age, and date of death upon it.
The following particulars are given with the

Anne
107).
Casaubon was married at Hackington, alias St.
The
Stephen's, near Canterbury, on Oct. 13, 1668.
marriage allegation, dated Oct. 8, 1668, is registered
in Lib. Lie. R. f. 87 &., and states that on that day
(7

th

(7

the old vestry of Doddridge Chapel, Northampton,
is a pen-and-ink sketch of the monument erected to
It consists of two
Dr. Doddridge at Lisbon.
monolithic blocks of stone, cubical in form, the
upper one somewhat less than the lower, and
divided from it by a simple 0. G. moulding. The
inscription is upon the upper block, and appears to
be upon a sunk panel, while round the outsides
and top of the panel runs a wreath of laurels. The
whole is surmounted by a classic vase with a wreath
of laurels round it.
There appears to be also the
very small upright original stone at the back of the

all his

Pupil's the only

numerous

one then

This drawing was made (from

A

living.

sketch taken on the
presented to the Castle Hill Congregation,
by D. Edwards, Esq'R.N.
Philip Doddridge, DD.
Died Oct 2Gi 1751
Aged 50
to the back of the Monument.
stone
close
Original
The inscription, which is badly arranged, is, however,
a correct copy of the original.
The English Burying Ground at Lisbon contains
several acres of ground, laid out as a garden, and tastefully adorned with funeral trees, with shrubs, and many
spot),

&

beautiful flowr's.

The remains of Fielding [the novelist] and of many
distinguished Officers who fell in the Peninsular War
repose there.
31" Dec r, 1835.
D. E.
Capt. Edwards, who presented the drawing, was
the nephew of the Rev. B. L. Edwards, minister of
King Street Chapel, Northampton, 1786-1831.

JOHN TAYLOR.
Northampton.
I recollect perfectly visiting the grave of Dr.
Philip Doddridge in the beautiful and interesting
English cemetery at Lisbon, where Henry Fielding
was also buried. I cannot, however, remember the
I should think that
epitaph on Dr. Doddridge.
MR. JOHN T. PAGE would obtain all the information
he requires by applying to the English chaplain at
Lisbon.
H. T. MACKENZIE BELL.
4, Cleveland Road, Baling, W.
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BOOK ON FLAGS AND STANDARDS OF ENGLAND

vm. A, si,

s.

[7*

'*

also of the English Jack, p. 1799, in the left-hand

The best book on flags that I corner at the bottom.
DNARGEL.
Paris.
know of is Flags, some Account of their History
and Uses,' by Andrew MacGeorge, Esq., of Glenarn
"A
Flag Book, containing 306 Flags
Probably
Row, Dumbartonshire, published by Blackie & Son
f all Nations," by Francis Steinitz, London,
1849,
I rather think it is now out of
in 1881.

(7

th

S. viii.

27).

l

print,

but a copy might perhaps be got by advertising in
If your correspondent cannot
the Bookseller.
mine.
I
get a copy I shall be glad to lend her (?)
"
"
put a ? at her, as I have seen the name " Florence
tb
Nicholas"
S. x. 478), and
borne by a man (4
borne by a woman (2 nd S. vii. 27, 264), as we once
had a cook of that name, whom we boys profanely
dubbed "Old Nick," with whom, however, we
were on as friendly terms as Burns was with

" Auld
Nicky

Ben."

Capt. Wintour, West View, Ryde, Isle of Wight,
has published a very interesting little illustration of
the origin of the Union Jack, showing, first, the St.
Andrew's ensign, a white cross, or rather saltire, on
a blue ground, the foundation of the Union Jack
(one for "puir auld Scotland"); second, the St.
George's Cross, a red cross upon a white ground
placed upon that ; and third, the St. Patrick's
ensign, a red cross, or rather saltire, upon a white
ground placed over all (no doubt one of the numerous " wrongs of Ireland "). Fifty copies can be had

from him for 13s. Qd., post free ; they
both interesting and instructive.
J. B.

will be

may

contain the required information.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Koad.

POPE JUTTE

(7

th

S. vii.

449

viii.

The

135).

Joanna, Margaret, Isabel, Dorothy, or Jutt,
"
ast must have been a nickname surely

Li

!

ST. SWITHIN.
th

CLIMB

S.

(7

viii.

DR.

127).

MURRAY

say

'Does the literary archaism clomb (dome) occi
"
It is used by Tennyson, in his poeu
anywhere 1
Recollections of the Arabian Nights,' st. 4
1

:

from the clearer light,
Imbower'd vaults of pillar'd palm,

I enter'd,

Imprisoning sweets, which, as they domb
Heavenward, were stay'd beneath the dome.

found

BIRKBECK TERRY.

F. C.

FLEMING.

;

"
"
chapter on Antichrist and Pope Joan in Baring'
jrould's Curious Myths of the Middle Ages' may be
In speaking of the final
referred to with profit.
development of the Joan story "under the delicate
ingers of the German and French Protestant controversialists" the author says, according to different
writers, "she was christened Agnes, Gerberta

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

Dies.

Beaconsfield, Glasgow.

I think MRS. SCARLETT would find a good
deal of the information she requires in Boutell's
*
Heraldry, Historical and Popular' (1864), and
*
'
Cussans's Handbook of Heraldry (1869).
J. S.

UDAL.

FOLK-LORE

RHYME

has been familiar to

th

all

This ven

S. viii. 46).

my

life

as the nurs-v

Your correspondent
rule for cutting nails, &c.
informant has, however, inverted the order of
i

Thursday and Friday

Inner Temple.

be,

A useful little popular handbook is 'The National

not Thursday.

Arms

(7

me

lines.

Of course

it

;

shon

Friday for crosses,

United Kingdom/ by the Rev. James
King, M.A., vicar of S. Mary's, Berwick-uponT weed, an undated publication issued by Hatchards,
of Piccadilly, in or about 1887.
ST. SWITHIN.
of the

In

my

nursery, too, the

day and Saturday lines were

different.

Wedn-

They

stni

thus,

Wednesday for a good fortune,
which was pronounced, for assonance sake,
tin."

Refer to Art Journal, 1859, 1860 and 1861 ; Bou'
tell's Heraldry,' 1864 ; Cussans's 'Heraldry,' 1882;
Berry's Encyclopaedia Heraldica'; Robson's 'Bri{

tish

Herald

1833,

p. 50,

'

';

Bentley's
et seq.

'

;

Excerpta Historica,' 8vo.

The National Arms of the

United Kingdom,' by Rev. J. King, sm. 4to. Lond.,
and also a
1887, published by Hatchards
pamphlet by Sir C. Young, Garter, entitled The
National Ensigns of Great Britian,' 1855 which

Saturday

signifies nothing,

it be on Saturday night,
then you '11 have your heart's delight.
Nothing is said in it about Sunday, and when I

Except

And

ifcd

to inquire after this I used to be told,
Better never born

Than Sunday

;

shorn,

'

;

your correspondent wishes to see, I shall
be happy to lend her.
ARTHUR VICARS.
last, if

I can name no particular book on the subject,
but MRS. SCARLETT will find an accurate figure ol

the royal standard of England in Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,' London, George Bell & Sons
1883, p. 1845, second flag of the first row ; and
'

however, apparently of a different d*e.
Similar verses to the above occur in the folk- re
R. H. B'
of most countries.
16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.

which

is,

a well-known rhyme, familiar to nny
but it is printc at
it in print
>rn
any rate, in Henderson's 'Folk-lore of the Nort
Counties,' London, 1879, where it is given on ]33
as relating to marriage, with the following aihfc

This

is

who have not seen

;

7*s.

vm. AUG. 31,
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from MR. COLLYER'S

text.

Henderson

s.

Thursday for losses,
Friday for crosses,

" no luck
at
Saturday he has

for

rile

me

all."

This

in Norfolk, and is therefore eerily not confined to the northern counties of
But the same may be said of the
]gland.
ajority of the miscellaneous items of folk-lore in
is

known

NOMAD.

iderson's indigesta moles.
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oyster" is a saying which Englishmen easily under"
stand ; but Close as a clam " has the apt advantage of alliteration, and means a little more.
Dropped into hot water he does open his mouth.
When a man is inclined to be too self-contained,
to withdraw within himself and shut the
door, he
is sometimes met with the
adjuration, "Don't be a
clam."

A broken-down
the knacker's,

is

old horse, fit only to be sent to
sometimes called a clam as a term

of

opprobrium, possibly because nothing will make
Near Manchester, in 1885, 1 heard a Lancashire
him move. The clam ( Venus mercenaria) has given
lan of the working class discussing with a
the vulgar an addition to the language.
The
3nd the beat day for moying into a new house,
clam belongs to the sea. Some fresh- water shellthe
MR.
COLLYER
repeated
rhyme quoted by
fish called clams are
mussels.
properly
the above reference.
GUALTERULUS.

Clam soup

This rhyme appeared in Bye-Gones, published
Oswestry. In this version, however, "health"
ad "wealth," and "crosses" and "losses" are
F. D. T.

;spectively transposed.
b

CLAM (7 S. vii. 447, 498). Not the verb, for
nich see Webster, quoting Nares, but the noun.
lie word clam is applied to
many bivalve molluscs
various genera.
Perhaps the most noteworthy
these is the Tridacna gigas, which is said to
ss the largest shell known.
single pair of

A

has been

known to weigh five hundred pounds,

o of them are used in the church of St.
Sulpice,
Paris, for holding holy water.
The common clam of the United States,
wria, often called the soft clam, is used for

toothsome ; clam chowder, properly
appetizing ; but the quahaug from Little
Neck that has been kept cool on ice, when eaten
on the half shell, with a dash of lemon, is a dish
for the gods, and had Horace known of it the
world would have had one more of his odes.

made,

is

is

JOHN

E. NORCROSS.

Brooklyn, U.S.

"RAGMAN ROLL" (7 th S. viii. 49).
tion of this see Sims's 'Manual for the

For explana-

Genealogist,'
&c., p.
especially the foot-note, p. 408.
It is a collection of rolls, or sealed instruments of

407, and

homage and
land.

fealty,

executed by the people of Scot-

R. A. FLATHER.

Mya

also to furnish bait for the fisheries.
This
,
an oval shell, and must be distinguished from
round clam, or quahaug, also called the hard
and known to the naturalist as Venus mtrbecause from its shells the Indians made
,

ampum.
The habitat of the clam
ground

is

on the coast, upon that

rip of

Between the sea-side and the sea
hich has received the attention of Mr. Justice
lackstone, between high and low water mark.
Jere he is sought and
dug from his sandy bed.
T
hen the sweet June
have
and the

days

fster is off

come,

on his

summer vacation, his place is
by the clam, especially the quahaug, or hard
when
am, \vhich,
young, and not larger than a
wo-shilling piece, may be eaten raw, or fried as
asters are fried.
His elder and larger brethren
iled

re

chopped up to make chowder. The soft clam
be used to make soup, but he does not
enjoy

tay
le

distinction of being eaten raw.

The clam

is only gathered when
the tide is out.
he digger walks
along the shore, and with a
lovel brings the bivalves to
daylight and air.
hen the tide is in the clam is secure
from

lolestation,

and

this accounts

Happy as a clam at high
laturb him or make him

tide."
afraid.

for the proverb,

Then none may

"Dumb

as

an

NOTES ON BOOKS.

&o.

English History by Contemporary Writers. The Crusade
of Richard /., 1189-92. Selected and Arranged bv
T. A. Archer. (Nutt.)
AUTHORS and publishers will not be to blame if the
rising generation grow up in ignorance of the history of
their country. The amount of good work of a
popular
character that has been done in this direction
during
the last ten years has, we believe, no parallel in
any
other country. The idea of causing contemporaries to
tell their own story in their own words
(translated) is
From a notice by Mr. F. York Powell,
very happy.
the editor of the series, it seems that the
plan was
suggested by the valuable French series published by
Messrs. Hachette under the editorship of MM. Zeller,
A valuable work of the same
Darsy, and Luchaire.
character has long existed in our tongue. Mr. W. B.
Mac Cabe, the author of ' Bertha, a Romance of the Dark
Ages,' a forgotten novel, which exhibited remarkablepower of picturesque description united with a surprising
knowledge of the history of the empire and the Papacy
in the days of Gregory VII.,
published between 184T
and 1854 a work entitled ' A Catholic History of England as described by the Monkish Historians.' The book
was avowedly compiled from the Roman Catholic
point
of view, and therefore has, we imugine, never had a
very
wide circulation. Though it suffered from some
great
defects in execution, the plan was
excellent, and mediaeval students find it most useful as a book of reference.
It would, however, be most unfair to
compare Mr*
Archer's little volume with its forerunner in
anything
except its plan, In the volume before us we have the
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history told by contemporaries without any thought of
giving support to the political and theological controwhich distract our modern days. Such a book as
Mr. Archer's can never supply the place of the original
authorities. No such idea can ever have occurred to the
compiler; but it is not given to every one to read twelfthcentury French, and there are intelligent persons among
us who find the Latin of the Middle Ages a stumblingThe late Mark Pattison said of some one who
block.
did not write after the fashion affected in public schools,
that his works were "all the more readable because
not classical or idiomatic." To a scholar of his wide

The Lost Towns of
Chapter on the
Yorkshire.

versies

grasp such an opinion was natural, but it must have
appeared shocking to those who had been told from the
first day they opened a grammar that all the Latin of
Barbarous or not,
the Middle Ages was barbarous.
every one who has tried to put it into an idiomatic EngMr.
lish dress has found that the task was not easy.
Archer has succeeded in making hia rendering pleasant
it
is
that
a
as
You
feel
go
translation,
along
you
reading.
not an original work you are reading; but this no
amount of literary cunning could have prevented without rendering the version so free as to be worthless.
The historians from whom most of us have learnt
what we know of the Crusades had to be content with
Western accounts. The Christian literature on the subject is vast, and it is only recently, and little by little,
that the Moslem accounts have become known to us.
They have been utilized here with great effect. In fact,
for most serious readers they will form the more important part of the volume. In a work like this it is
not to be expected that anything will be found which
can materially change our estimate of the king or the
cause to which he devoted his energies. The Crusades
The
are still a battle-ground for historical students.
eighteenth century view, that they were an outburst of
stupid fanaticism, that Peter the Hermit was half imOn the other
postor, half madman, has still adherents.
hand, there are those who look upon them as the noblest
example of Christian heroism which history furnishes.
This is not the place for us to air our own peculiar Views
on the subject. We believe, however, that this little
volume, which may be called a handbook to the Eastern
question as it presented itself seven hundred years ago,
will turn many people's minds afresh to one of the most
interesting pages in the world's annals.

The Hansa Towns. By Helen Zimmern. (Fisher TJnwin.)
IN an interesting and beautifully printed book, forming
the twentieth volume of Mr. Fisher Unwin's successful
" The
series of
Story of the Nations," the rise and fall of
the Hanseatic League is graphically described by Miss
Zimmern. There are few more remarkable chapters in
history than those which deal with the vicissitudes of
this once powerful trading corporation.

Bremen, the

last

two

cities

Hamburg

arid

which upheld the name and

traditions of the Hansa Towns, were incorporated into
the German Zoll Vereiri only last year. During the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the influence of the
League was at its greatest, but with the sixteenth century it began to decline. One by one the towns fell off
from their allegiance, and the finishing blow to the

power of the League was given by the Thirty Years'
War. It no longer has any existence, though it has
strong claims for our grateful remembrance the chief
;

title to

which, as Miss Zimmern rightly points out,

is

that, though formed solely for the security and extension
of commerce, it was the means of spreading culture
throughout wide tracts of the European continent, and
of introducing " western customs and civilization into
all domains of private and social life for millions upon

millions of people."

THIS

is

[7*

vm. A

s.

With an Introductory

Humler.

the

Roman Geography

of South- East

J. R. Boyle.
(Hull, Brown
useful compendium, but it is

By

a most

si,

&

Sons.)

something

Several of the documents contained in it have
never been printed before. We are sorry that these
records have been given in translations. It may be well
to supply an English rendering for such as cannot make
out the Latin of the old charters, but it is important
when anything is given for the first time that we should
have it in the original.
far more.

The Humber appears to have been constantly shifting
its channel.
It would seem that in prehistoric times its
basin was wider than it now is. In the Middle Ages
villages and towns sprang up where is now nothing but
silt and coffee-coloured water.
Ravenser, Ravenserodd,
Frismark, Sunthorpe, and other places have entirely
passed away.
Mr. Boyle has given (p. 52) a pedigree of the family
of Atte See or Da la Mare. It is a race in which we
take much interest. Many of the more notable races
of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire have the Atte See blood
in their veins.
This pedigree is by far the best account
of the race that we have seen.
Picture- Making ly Photography. By H. P. Robinson.
(Hazell, Watson & Viney.)
SECOND edition has been issued of a email work thoroughly meritorious in scheme and happy in execution.
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NEMO (" Johnson on Mrs. Pritchard "). " Mrs. Pritchard being mentioned, he said, Her playing was quite
mechanical. It is wonderful how little mind she had.
to

'

she had never read the tragedy of "Macbeth" all
through. She no more thought of the play out of which
her part was taken than a shoemaker thinks of the skin
out of which the piece of leather of which he is making
a pair of shoes is cut " (Bos well's ' Johnson,' ed. Birkbeck Hill, vol. ii. pp. 348-9.
Sir,

'

JAMES DOE (" Skeleton at Egyptian Feasts "). Jeremy
" The
Taylor says,
Egyptians used to serve up a skeleton
at their feasts, that the vapours of wine might be
restrained with that bunch of myrrh, and the vanities of
their eyes chastened by that sad object " (see ' N. & Q.,'
1 st S.

iii.

424, 482).

(" Now Barabbas was a publisher '').
This was written by Byron to John Murray, and will, we
fancy, be found among the notes to the poems.

J.

W. ALLISON

!
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Notices to Correspondents.

HARCOURT PEDIGREE.
Numerous

inquiries

respecting this pedigree,

but insufficient replies,
have appeared from time to time in the pages of
'
N. & Q. and other periodicals. It is not to be

eliciting few, or at least
'

wondered

at that those interested in English genealogy should thus betray their bewilderment the
moment they attempt to explore the history of the
house of Harcourt.
They cannot take up any two
or three genealogical works without being at once
confronted with a mass of contradictions and misstatements regarding this family.
Indeed, the
pedigree in its later, no leas than in its earlier

generations abounds in statements so palpably
erroneous that one is surprised at the carelessness
with which recent " authorities," in
dealing with
the Harcourt descent, have
stereotyped the blunders
of their predecessors, and so assisted in
perpetuating, perhaps, one of the most discordant narratives
in the English peerage. It is cause for much
regret
that a genealogy so historically
interesting as this
is should remain uncorrected in the face of fresh
evidences which, during the last
have

come
I

fifty

years,

to light.

not burden this communication with
concerning the period from the Conquest to

will

much

the close of the fifteenth
century ; but there is one
point which, as it has been the subject of
inquiry

vol.

ii.

tomb and
effigies of Sir Robert Harcourt, E.G., and his wife
Margaret (Byron), who lived in Edward IV.'s
p. 229, in

describing the very beautiful

time, says that
" on the front of the tomb
are, in four spread six-foila,
Harcourt impaling Byron twice, and twice Vaire arg. et
az., a fess gules
Marmion, which Maud Grey, his (Sir
Robert's) grandmother, bore in right of her mother,
heiress of the

Marmions."

This learned antiquary errs in stating the lastnamed impalement to be that of Marmion. It is
true Marmion, an ancestor of Sir Robert HarBut why should
court, bore Vaire", a fess gules.
those who thus commemorated Sir Robert, or he
himself, assuming that he left instructions as to
the form of his tomb, go back four generations for
an impalement ? Or, yet further, on what ground
is the coat, if that of Marmion, impaled at all (for
no male Harcourt ever married a Marmion), even,
if it were inherited by Sir Robert, as
suggested,
which it was not. Another family, however, that
of Bracebridge, of Kingsbury, co. Warwick, bore

argent and sable, a fess gules, which an
early progenitor of that race acquired, probably as
a subfeudatory of the Marmions of Tamworth
Castle.
Elizabeth, one of the daughters of Sir
Vaire",

Robert Harcourt, E.G., was the first of the three
wives of John Bracebridge, of Kingsbury, which
John died 8 Hen. VIII. I think it probable that
Elizabeth Bracebridge, dying at a comparatively
early age, found sepulture with her parents, and,
therefore, that the two shields in question on the
Stanton-Harcourt tomb should be Bracebridge impaling Harcourt, the impalement having been reversed by a blunder either of the designer of the

tomb
when

or of the sculptor.
Gough is again at fault
stating that the above-named Sir Robert
Harcourt was ancestor of the Earls Harcourt. The
progenitor of that ennobled line was Sir Richard
Harcourt, of Witham, co. Berks, brother of Sir
Robert.

may be worth

noting here, though somewhat
purpose, that Harcourts were
in possession of lands at Kingsbury at a subsequent period, and that the name is traceable in
the neighbourhood at the present day, though
under the corrupted form of Aucott.
Coming now to a later period, we find another
It

wide of

my present

member

of this family whose history is little less
interesting than that of the preceding, and about
whose posterity further information is desired. I
allude to the Rev. Vere Harcourt, D.D., Archdeacon of Nottingham, Prebendary of Lincoln, and
Rector of Plumtree, co. Notts, born 1607/8, died
1683. He married in 1643, at Castle-Hedingham,
co. Essex, then part of the barony of the Veres, his

kinsmen, Lucy, daughter of Sir Roger Thornton,
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Knt., of Snailwell, co. Cambridge, by Mary, his
wife, daughter of Sir Thomas Eden, Knt., of Ballingdon Hall, co. Essex, near Sudbury, co. Suffolk.

They were aged respectively thirty-five and twentytwo at the date of their marriage licence, 1643.
With regard to Dr. Harcourt's wife, Escourt and
Payne, in their most valuable catalogue of 'English
Catholic Nonjurors in 1715,' at p. 177 refer to her
thus

:

"
Lucy Harcourt of St. Giles-in-the-Fields, widow of
Vere Harcourfc, late of the same, gent. Two leasehold
houses in Gerard-street, Westminster, and St. Anne's,
Westminster, 58Z."
Adding in a foot-note
"Identical probably with Lucy, daughter of Roger
Thornton of Snailwell, and widow of Vere Harcourt,
D.D.," &c.
:

The archdeacon's wife preThis is a mistake.
deceased him by a year or more, dying in 1682,
upwards of thirty years before the date of which
the compilers treat.
The printed pedigrees of Harcourt rightly make
the archdeacon to have, with numerous other
issue, a son named Vere, aged twelve in 1662,
and they accord to the latter a son, also of
I believe the
the same name, living in 1707.
Lucy Harcourt, widow, of St. Giles-in-theFields, in 1715, mentioned as a Catholic Non juror,
was the widow of Vere, son of Dr. Vere Harcourt.
If so, however, it is remarkable that the wife of
each of the three (if there were so many) Vere
Harcourts in succession should have been named
Lucy. My reason for assuming this to have been
the case is as follows. At Gray's Inn Chapel,
London, were married June 30, 1698, Vere HarThis last-named Vere
court and Lucy Ply ford.
was afterwards of Little Walsingham, co. Norfolk,
where he was buried on September 13, 1714, as
"
Vere Harcourt, Esq." There also are recorded
"
the burials of seven of the children of Vere Har"
court and Lucy within a period of eight years,
viz., Judith, buried 1706 ; Elizabeth and Maria,
1709
Simon, 1710 ; Benjamin, 1712 ; Teresa,
1713 ; and Magdalen, 1714 conveying a sad tale
of parental bereavement, to which the father would
;

;

appear to have succumbed.
Vere Harcourt is described in the Gray's Inn
"
Chapel marriage register as gent, of St. Ann's,"
and that was probably the place of abode of his
widowed mother, afterwards of St. Giles-in-theFields, as above stated. The compilers of the Non-

Lucy (Plyford), widow
of the supposed third Vere Harcourt, at p. 195, as
"
Lucy Harcourt, of Norwich, widow ; estate in

jurors' list correctly refer to

fee at Clay, Little Walsingham, &c., upon trusts
named in the will of Vere Harcourt, her husband, and

Dame Anne Colston,

97Z. 15s."

In

my

possession

is

an indenture, dated March 7, 1709, made between
Vere Harcourt, of Walsingham Parva, co. Norfolk,
gentleman, sole executor of the last will of Dame
Anne Colstone, late of Walsingham Parva, widow

.

vm. SEW. 7,

8.

[query, of Sir Joseph Colstone, Knt.), and Francis
Thorisby, of St. James's, Westminster, Esq., and
Bridgett, his wife, and John Hare, of St. BenePaul's Wharf, London, Esq., "which,
dict's,
Bridgett Thorisby and John Hare are the cousins
and next heir [sic] of the said Dame Anne Colston," of the one part, and Robert Gosling, citizen
and stationer of London, of the other part, and referring to land whereon once stood certain tenements which were burnt down by the " late fire in;
the City of London."
These evidences suffice for the identification of

Vere Harcourt,

of Little

Walsingham, and

his wife

(Plyford) ; but the doubt, which, after considerable search, I have been unable to solve, remains open, namely, as to whether the second andthird Vere Harcourts of the pedigree were father
and son or one and the same individual. I have
not met with any other reference whatever to Vere
Harcourt, son of the archdeacon, if there were
three, and shall be very glad to learn more about
him, and especially as to his wife's parentage, his
paternity to Vere, of Little Walsingham, his placeof abode and burial, and whether he left other

Lucy

In concluding
court

and

this reference to Dr.

his children it

misapprehension of Nichol
shire

Vere Har-

may be
(*

well to correct a
Hist, of Leicester-

who

says of Benjamin Harcourt, fourthson of the archdeacon, born 1659, that he was supposed to have died young. On the contrary, he
lived to the age of fifty- eight, and a tablet in
Wheathampstead Church, co. Herts, records his
merits and his death.
Can any Norfolk reader of ' N. & Q.' assist me
to affiliate Jermy Harcourt, Mayor of Norwich in
1762, living 1808, and his brothers Edward, who
died in 1798, and Boys, buried 1785 at St. Peter
Mancroft, Norwich 1 Were these in any way connected with Vere Harcourt, of Little Walsingham,
and was the " Mr. Harcourt, Alderman of Norwich," who married a Miss Dixon in 1760, Jermy
FCIMUS.
Harcourt, the mayor ?
'),

DERIVATION OF "OMELETTE": A

MART

WORD

FOR

Dr.

Kitchiner, in the 'Cook's
(note), unmercifully quizzes Mary
Smith, who compiled in 1772 a culinary handbook
'
called the Complete Housekeeper,' for translating
" Roe- Boat
Omelette, "Hamlet"; Sauce Robert,
"
Sauce "; and Potage a la Heine, Soup a la Rain."
Now I wish to put in a word for Mary. The
derivation and the orthography of omelette are in
a desperately unsettled state.
Howell, in the
*
Lexicon Tetraglotton,' 1658, gives omelet as an

SMITH.
Oracle,' p. 311

1

English word, but translates

it

into

French as

aumelette, homelette, haumelette, and eeuf molette.
Pierre Larousse points out that the word wa*
anciently spelt amelette, which some authorities
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ink to be a diminutive of d mi, the soul or
wards of the egg, while LUke" is disposed to

tl

ir

183
which Theocritus's goatherd

erited the blessing

nvoked on Thyrsis

the assertion that omelette is derived
short
alumette, a diminutive of alumelle, the
d it blade of a knife or dagger. The latest edition
Webster derives omelette from ceufs miles. The
nore cautious Ogilvie and Annandale say of

:

TOL //.eAiros TO

ftsfour

KaAov

o-TO/>ta,

Qvpcri,

)m

fr

nelet, "Fr. omelette or aumelette, origin unknown."
G. A. SALA.
I give up "Soup a la Rain" as a bad
P.S.
was (perjob; but in "Roe-Boat Sauce" Mary

haps unconsciously) nearer the

mark than

Kitchi-

rpwyois
eiav, reTTiyos ITTCI

TV ya <eprepov

aSets.

Had

Ronsard's strength been equal to his sweetness, the verdict of his contemporaries that he was
"
"
he prince of poets would not have been much
it is not sweetness alone
But
the
truth.
aeyond
that makes a great poet. To read Ronsard's sonnets

derives
rer, who, without the slightest authority,
See on
/Sauce Robert from a cook by that name.
"
"
Sauce Robert in Kettner's
4his head the article
'Book of the Table,' edited by the late E. M.

and odes

Dallas.

much pleasure. Let me rather express my gratitude
to the manes of Sainte-Beuve, who may be said to

WHO WROTE THE HYMN " OFT IN DANGER, OFT
IN WOE"? This week I met the accomplished
The maiden name of
authoress Mrs. Walford.
her mother (Mrs. Colquhoun) was Fuller Maitland.
It was Miss Fuller Maitland who wrote all the
"
hymn Oft in danger, oft in woe," save the first
six lines, which were the composition of Henry
Kirke White. Originally the first line was worded
"Much in sorrow, oft in woe." The hymn
thus
:

"
Henry Kirke White
generally attributed to
and others." The testimony of Mrs. Walford will,
1 am sure, be valued by your readers, who look
to
N. & Q.' for assistance in any literary diffiH. P. WRIGHT, M.A.
culty.

is

is like eating spoonful after spoonful of
aoney without bread. But I feel as if I am guilty
of ingratitude in saying a word which sounds like
depreciation of a poet whose verses give me so

have dug Ronsard out of the dust under which he
had been nearly buried for ages.
Ronsard's roses blossoming
Long are faded, long are frail,

sings a living poet, mourning in beautiful verse
"
over souls of poets dead and gone," as Keats has
it.

" Ronsard's roses " on
I may address
my own
account in the words of a great poet who has lived
to see himself a classic
To me, tho' all your bloom has died away,
You bloom again, dead mountain-meadow flowers.
:

*

Qreatham, Hants.

RONSARD. Claude Binet, in his memoir of his
friend Pierre de Ronsard, prefixed to a selection of
Ronsard's poems, edited by

M.

Becq de Fou-

L.

quieres (Paris, 1885), says
"
11 fut tant admire par la royne d'Angleterre [Elizabeth], qui lisoit ordinairement ses escrits, qu'elle les
voulut comparer & un diamant d'excellente valeur qu'elle
luy envoya. De mesmes aussi ceste belle royne d'Escosse,
toute prisormiere qu'elle estoit, laquelle ne ae pouvoit
eaouler de lire ses vers eur tous autres, en recompense
desquels et de sea louanges parsemees, 1'an 1583, elle luy
fit present d'un buffet de deux mil escus
qu'elle luy envoya par le sieur de Nauaon, secretaire, avec une inscription sur un vase qui eatoit elaboure' en forme de rocher,
representant le Parnasse et un Pegase au-dessus. L'inecription portoit ces mota 'A Ronsard, 1'Apollon de la
:

:

source des Muses.'

"

Do this buffet and vase still exist ; and, if so,
where 1 Perhaps CDTEBBRT BEDE can answer this ?
See his articles on Queen Mary in N. & Q.,' 7 th S.

It is

amusing to see that Ronsard had (certainly

with justice) "a guid conceit o' himsel'." He addresses H&ene de Surgeres, maid of honour to
Catherine de' Medici, as follows
Tu as pour tea vertus en mes vers un honneur
Qui malgre le tombeau auivra ta renommee.
Lea dames de ce temps n'envient ta beaute,
Mais ton nom tant de fois par lea Muses chante,
Qui languiroit d'oubly ai je ne t'eusae aimee.
:

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Kopley, Alreaford.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF " TOWN."

The other day I
across the amazing statement that the etymology of town depends upon the Gothic tains, a
And, sure 'enough, it is all in Taylor's
twig.
came

'

Words and Places
"

:

suffix ton is to be sought
Old Norse teinn, and the Prieaic
of which mean a twig a radical signification
'
which survives in the phrase the tine of a fork.'

The primary meaning of the

in the Goth, tains, the
tene, all

"Ed.

1873, p. 79.

iv., v., yi.
it

still

Was Ronsard whom a Queen of France, seeing
asleep in an antechamber of the palace, kissed an
lionour which it is difficult for us, in these demo-

This was all very well in 1873, when the idea
survived that vowels went for nothing, and
that the chief qualification for meddling with
Gothic, &c., was not to understand the pronunciation or the phonetic laws of the Teutonic languages.

cratic days, duly to appreciate 1
The story is told,
'
I think, in
Gary's Early French Poets,' which is
not at hand. If it was not
Ronsard, it

But what complex confusion it is
" the
The Goth, tains is quite as remote from
"
The tine of a
as it is from town.
tine of a fork

ought to have been, as Ronsard seems to have in-

fork

'

certainly

!

is

a slovenly form of tind, just as literary
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English has turned the beautiful word woodbind
All the words
into the unmeaning wood-bine.
should be kept distinct, as in Anglo-Saxon. The
The A.-S. for twig is tan;
A.-S. for tine is tind.

and the A.-S.

town is tun.
and all from

for

different words,

They

[7*

s.

vm.
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.
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Stamford Mercury which stated that a Mr. Atter,
then a recently deceased centenarian who had long
resided at Woolsthorpe, near Grantham, had been
in the habit of affirming that Newton was not

born, as commonly supposed, in the present
and manor house of that village, but in a house very
near it, which was pulled down about seventy

are all quite

different roots,

survive in English.
tind we have tine; from tan we have years before the date of the publication of the
MR. PEAA.-S. mistel-tdn, mod. E. mistle-toe, with the n cut number in question, which was 1859.
off by confusion with A.-S. tan, Mid. E. toon, the COCK inserted the quotation in the hope of obtainold plural of toe ; and from tun we have town. To ing thereby some further information on the subconnect E. -toe (in mistletoe) with E. town is like ject from readers of 'N. & Q.'; but nothing subsequent appeared in reference to it. I visited the
connecting E. doe with E. down.
What, then, is town ? It is A.-S. tun, cognate manor house at Woolsthorpe in the autumn of
with G, zaun, a hedge, and with the 0. Irish and 1873. It was then in the occupation of Mr. John
Celtic dun, a fort, which so often appears in the Woollerton, a farmer, whose wife courteously
tablet over the
The original Teut. form showed me over the house.
Latinized suffix -dunum.
door stated that Sir Isaac Newton was born in
is tu-no, where -no is the suffix, and tu, equivalent
to Aryan deu, is the form of the root, though its the house, and another tablet (which contained
meaning is unknown. The A.-S. tun became -tun, also Pope's famous lines) in a room upstairs stated
mod. E. -ton, in unaccented positions, as in mod. E. that he was born therein. I had no idea at
the time that any doubt had ever been raised upon
Bar- ton.
Bar-ton is the A.-S. bere-tun, a barley enclosure, the subject. But I now desire to put a query on
from A.-S. bere, barley. The former e in A.-S. another point in this connexion. In the twelfth
bere is a mutated form of a, as shown by Goth. volume of the 'American Cyclopaedia,' under
"
It is therefore quite distinct from
Newton, Sir Isaac," it is stated that the house in
baris, barley.
the e in A.-S. ber-an, Lat fer-re, Greek <ep-v. which he was born
Yet here again we are told
"was purchased in 1858 by Miss Charlwood, of Grantham,
"In many parts of England the rickyard is called the to be pulled down, that a scientific college might be
erected on its site."
barton, i. e., the enclosure for the bear, or crop which the
land tears."
This doubtless refers to the manor house which I
But bear simply means "barley," and the connexion visited fifteen years afterwards. Was there ever
with bear is problematical. Note, too, that the any such intention of pulling it down ? I presume
A.-S. tynan, to hedge (with long y), is merely a it is not now in the occupation of Mr. Woollerton,
derivative of tun, not the original of it, and is as I do not see this name in the 'Post Office DiThe
rectory of Lincolnshire under Woolsthorpe.
quite distinct from the tines of a fork.
I make these notes just to show the sad con- 'Directory,' I may remark, speaks of Newton's
What foundation
fusion of errors which pervade the whole account, birthplace as still standing.
and I now enumerate them for the reader's con- there was for the statement in the 'American
'
W. T. LYNN.
venience
Cyclopaedia I cannot imagine.
Blackheath.
1. The suffix -ton is allied to Goth, tains, a

they

all

From

A

:

'

:

twig.
2.

The sense

of Goth, tains survives in the tines

of a fork.
3. It is insinuated that tine, to hedge, is allied
to the tine of a fork, i. e., that A.-S. tind is all one
with the secondary verb tynan (with long y).
4. In Iceland the homestead is called a tun.
No ; it is a tun, with a long u.

A

5.
barton means an enclosure for what the
land bears.
Besides this, the connexion between town and
tains is emphasized on the next page by comparing
the totally different words yard, a stick, and yard,
a court, though they are from different roots. But
I reserve my remarks on yard.

WALTER W. SKEAT.
HOUSE

IN

WHICH NEWTON WAS BORN.

In the

eighth volume of the Second Series of 'N. & Q.'
(p. 185) MR. PEACOCK gave a quotation from the

A

A

few years
BORDER GRACE BEFORE MEAT.
ago, through the courtesy of Sir Alexander Grierson, Bart., of Lag, I was favoured with the perusal
of a remarkable volume, a small pocket-book that
had been used by his notorious predecessor of
'
Covenanting times, the hero of Eedgauntlet,' Sir
Robert Grierson, the persecutor. Singularly enough
as I have stated elsewhere
the book contains

amongst other things, the last receipt for rent signed
by old Lag and known to have been granted by him;
and it is in favour of a tenant, by the way, who
appears to have been somewhat behind-hand with
his annual payments.
The peculiar interest of this
circumstance will be apparent to all who are acquainted with that masterpiece in prose of Sir

Walter Scott, " Wandering

Willie's Tale."
the curiosities in this old volume, but in
a hand of more recent date than the receipt, may
be found what seems to be a form of "Grace

Among

7*

b
t'

s
'

g
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after a very rude model.
I trandeserves a corner in 'N. & Q.'
ribe literatim :
O, Lord weir ay gangan and wer ay gettan,
We soud ay be comman to Thee but wer ay forgettan.
We live in the gude Mailen o' Kellochside suppan the
>fore

Meat," drawn

ink

it

ide peise kail,* puir sinfou' sons that we are.
ercies we receive, gude throuthe, and wer little

Monie

thankand aw'

Gude faith, Jannet rax by the Spuns ;
and glory sail be thine. Amen."
It would be
glossary seems hardly necessary.
well could one believe that the notorious Lag was in
the habit of using a formula so godly ; of this there is
feu'.

praise

A

From documents before me it appears
that his literary tastes ran rather in the direction
of Rabelais and the 'Turkish Spy,' which were
The grace, or an
purchased by his direction.
adaptation of it, may, however, have been used by
to
whom the receipt for rent was granted,
the tenant
"
namely, by Andrew Davidson in Woodside," the
date whereof is " att Drumfries ye tenth day of
no evidence.

who formerly lived in this Kingdome, The other good
brother named W ra descended of the Earl of Chevlers in
France, of him descended all the name of Chevlers in
Scotland. As for the eldest son of James Dauphin the
King gifted him the lands of Pitmilly, Kingkel and
Earlshal, and married him to a Lady related to Macduf,
Than of Fife, of him descended all those of the name of
Monypenny which surname the King gave him by hia
fathers answer. His brother named Robert was married
Lady related to Gospatrick Earl of Northumberland, of him descended all those of the name of Ftz James
in Dorsester Shire in England. King Malcolm had by
Blancha 3 daughters Anleta maried to Signet the 7th
Earl of Orkney, Monifeda married to Colin on of
d
Progenitors of Cambel, the 3 Mauld to Gilchrist Earl of
Angus and on son named Duncan who by the asistance of
William Ruffus king of England made an insurrection in
Scotland and forced his uncle Donald to flee into the
Western isles and reigned for an year.
to a

viic

&

Street,

W.

:

Dear Cousine, This account of our name came no
shooner to my hand then I purposed to give you the
trouble of this, If you were searching your English chronicles for William Ruffus of England I doubt not but you
will find something of this story there.
My mother and
Bisters gives their humble service to your Lady and
you
as does
Dear Cousin
your affext. Cousin and
most humble servant
DAVID MONSTPENNY.

March y e 3 d 1719.
The Genealogy of the name of Monypennie conform to
an old Manuscript in James the 3 d time King of ScotPitmilly

land by William Tulloch bishop of Murry.
Malcolm the 3d Surnamed Canmoir King of Scotland
being obliged to flee out of Scotland after his father was
murdered by Macbeth (who then usurped the
throne)
came into England, where he lodged with a French
gentleman named James Dauphin, a rich merchant at London who proved an extraordinar friend to the
king by
reason he had a fair daughter named
Blancha.whom the
King loved and procreat privately with her some natural
children. This gentleman being
extreamly rich and a
brave friend to the King, wherfor the
King discovered
his mind to him, and desired he would assist
him with
some few pennies, to which the gentleman answered in
sport that it would not be few pennies but
monypennies
but that he did what he could, these words came
verry
true to pass afterwards. The
King being resolved went
away and was accompanied with a great number of all
nations, amongst the rest were this gentlemans two sons
named Ritchard and Robert and two other
gentlemen
their good bretheren, on
by name Hieronimus surnamed
Magvalha son to the Lord Delbusha in Italie, of him dem
scended
De Buska who was chancellour of Scotland
in iimg Alexanders
time, and many more of that name

W

*

2.

e.,

pease broth.

D. PARISH.

THOMAS A BECKETT AND THE CITY OF LONDON.
In the City of London Library may be seen the

Lieut.- Col.

I beg to enclose a
curious letter concerning the origin of the name
of this family, a member of which is anxious for
further information

Hole
In Kent.

Selmeston.

Edinburgh.

MONYPENNY FAMILY.

Monypenny
att

twenty eight years."

ALEX. FERGUSSON,
Lennox

Captain James

To

:

October Jaj
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City seal as it existed prior to its alteration by
order of the Court of Common Council, 1539. O a the
reverse is shown the figure of St. Thomas of Canterbury, which was ordered to be destroyed (see
extract from the City records) 1539, September 28,

31 Hen. VIII.,
"

ys

fol.

14,

1586

:

And forasmuche
made wt

as the Co'mon Seale of thyse Cytye
the Image of Thomas Beket late Arche-

bysshop of Canterbury and all suche Images owght by
the Kynges Highnesse p'clamacon to be alteryd chaungyd

and abolysshed w'tyn all hys domynyons. Wherefore
nowe yt ys enactyd establysshed that the sayd comon
Seale shall be alteryd and changed. And th'armes of
thys cytye to be made yn the place of the sayd Thomas
Bekket on the one syde and on the other syde the Image

And all
of Saynt Powle as hath been accustomed.
w'tynges hereafter to be ensealyed wt the sayd newe
Seale shall be good & effectual yn the Lawe any
use custome or usage to the contrary hereof notwtstandyng. And all other w'ynges afore thys time ensealyd
under the sayd olde comon Seale shall remayn yn as full
strength and v'tue as they were at any tyme afore the
makyng of thys Acte."
comon

WALTER LOVELL.

Temple Chambers.

'THE REPOSITORY.'

I lately picked up at a
"

The Repository a
bookstall a copy of vol. i. of
Select Collection of Fugitive Pieces of Wib and
Humour in Prose and Verse, by the most Eminent
Writers." It bears the imprint of Edward and
Charles Dilley, and the date is London, 1777.
:

What

is

known of

this publication

?

No

signature

which contains a reference to Dr. Johnson, and which justifies the
"
though various
publication on the ground that,
not
publications of fugitive pieces have appeared,
one has been particularly appropriated to the preservation of pieces of wit and humour." Among
the contents of this volume are "Ver-Vert; or,
is

appended

to the preface,
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the Nunnery Parrot, an Heroic Poem, inscribed
translated from the French
to the Abbess of
,
'
of Mons. Gresset '; An Ode on Dedicating a Buildand Erecting a Statue to Shakespeare at Strat-

D

ing
ford-on-Avon'; 'The Splendid Shilling'; 'The
Crooked Sixpence'; and 'The Battiad,' in two
cantos, a satire on the College of Physicians in
Warwick Lane, "first printed in the year 1750."
E. WALFORD, M.A.

To CLAWBACK

:

A BOGUS WORD.

In Warner's

Albion's England,' v. xxv. 125, we find
The Ouer-weening of the Wits doth make thy Foes to
:

smile
Friends to weepe, and clawbacks thee with Sooth-

Thy

ings to beguile.

it

line it is

vm.

SEPT. 7,
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not a preposition at all, and has no grammatical
" Down " is an adverb
connexion with " shield."
" downwards " and
being simply the poetic for
as such goes with the active intransitive participle
"glauncing." "Shield" is nominative case to
"
blest." With these explanations we immediately
see what the poet is talking about.
Indeed, to
follow in the mind the expected incidents of the
fight should have been sufficient to prevent any
is

bungling.

The Sarazin struck
"

"

the Knight heavily

(the Sarazin's sword evidently)
hewed a piece out, and glancing off (and downwards, of course) would have wounded the Knight
in the body had he not prevented it by using his

on the

crest

;

it

" blest him from
blame."
thus the shield
is caused by the change of subject
from "it" to "shield." In the sentence, indeed,
shield

:

The confusion

clawbacks into claw-back,
How he made sense of the
hard to imagine perhaps he did not, but

Eichardson,

makes

.

altering
into a verb

!

:

only meant to try what nonsense servile copiers
would swallow. Claw-back, vb., with reference to
Warner, duly appears among the hundreds of
bogus words served up by current dictionaries.
J. A. H. M.

"

"

there are three subjects" he," it," and ''shield
which renders the point somewhat critical, but
not at all sufficiently so to excuse the slipshod endeavours made to clear it up. The punctuation (or
rather want of punctuation) of the passage as
printed above clearly indicates that the sense has
been entirely missed. If the last line is printed
:

SPENSERIAN

COMMENTARY.

An

interesting,

almost amusing, instance of blundering a passage
which does not seem to be exceptionally obscure
is afforded by the efforts of the commentators on a
The Clarenstanza of Spenser's 'Faery Queene.'
don Press edition exhibits with sufficient fulness
the confusion which has arisen. In book i. canto 2,
where we have the account of the combat between
the Ked Cross Knight and the Sarazin, the closing
lines of stanza xviii.

appear as follow
Therewith upon

:

his crest

With

rigor so outrageous he smitt,
That a large share it hewd out of the rest,
And gkuncing down his shield from blame

him

fairly

blest.

The
The difficulty, of course, is with
Clarendon Press editor (Kitchin) supplies the following annotation
"From blame him fairly blest. Church says, acquitted
him of having given but an indifferent blow.' But surely
Spenser connects this him with the following who
[first word of next stanza], so that it is the Red Cross
Knight who is 'blest from blame,' whatever it may
mean. Perhaps it means that the Sarazin's sword fairly
delivered the Red Cross Knight from blame, blemish,
harm did not wound him at all."
the last line.

'

'

'

'

:

fair!

blest,

the poet's meaning becomes at once apparent.
C. J. FLETCHER.

CHAWORTH FAMILY.

The

following note occurs

'Illustrations of the Anglo-French Coinage,'
1830, 4to., p. 108, n., said to be by the late Ed-

in

ward Hawkins
" The ancient
Nottinghamshire family of Chaworth (a
mere corruption of D Cahors), now represented by John
Masters, Esq., who married the heiress, celebrated as his
:

first love by Lord Byron, was from Cahors, and frequently
'
figures in the Aquitaine wars. See old MS., L'Histoire
de la Generalite de Querci.' The date has escaped by me,
but I found it in the Bibliotheque Publique at Agen."

One would like some further evidence as to the
Chaworths and the De Cahors being of one blood.
The termination worth compels the unenlightened
to believe that it is the same as the dialectic wath,
AST ART E.
i.e., a ford.

'

Church's attempt at interpretation is certainly
but even Kitchin were wiser had he re;
mained satisfied with expressing his dissent, for
when he proceeds to furnish an opinion it is as
Obviously the
helpless as the one he condemns.
On
key of the passage is in the correct parsing.
"
"
the flush, I admit, the tendency is to make down
a preposition governing "shield" in the objective
case
when we at once find ourselves in a fog, out
of which perhaps there may be no escape.
It is
here the solution depends.
The truth is " down "
ludicrous

And, glauncing down, his shield from blame him

THE DIVINING ROD.
" Our
Tinahely correspondent states that a farmer
named Griffin, residing at Knocknaboley, who returned
some time ago from America, where he had seen the
divining rod used in finding water, found his family
still drawing water from a great distance. The residence
was situate upon a high eminence, where none of the
family ever dreamed of finding water. He went over
the ground with the divining rod, and just behind the old
family mansion (!) the rod turned in his hands. He excavated only a depth of six feet when he struck a splendid
spring, which has since given a copious supply." Dublin
Daily Express, Jan.

15, 1889.

have copied this remarkable account verbatim,
and perhaps some correspondent in the co. Wicklow may "inquire and report" on the truth of this
Y. S. M.
strange story.
I
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"
ENTUSYMUSY." In 'N. & Q.,' 5 th
asked for some explanation of this odd
perversion of the word enthusiasm, which is quoted
'
by the Rev. Francis Hodgson in his Memoirs as
having been mentioned in a letter written by Lord

two trustees in the family documents of Martin,
or Martyn, of Telira (now Tillyra), in that county.
At the time the bishop was elevated to the see all
the various branches of the Galway family were
Roman Catholic. In the Ulster's Office, Dublin

their entusy-

Castle, he is entered in a sheet pedigree as son of
Richard Martin, of Kinvarra, part of the present
This pedigree being erroneous
estate of Tilly ra.
Ware states
in other respects, may be so in this.
further ( Antiq.') that he was educated partly in
France and partly in Emmanuel Coll., Cambridge.
Would not the college books show his birth and
parentage ? His funeral entry shows that he bore
the arms of Martin of Galway, with a cross patri-

BRAHAM'S

S. xi. 8, I

'

"
Nothing was like
Byron, who says,
musy (you remember Braham) on the
th

subject." In
S. xi. 30), describing

reply a correspondent (5
Braham as " a well-educated man, peculiarly impatient of blunders in pronunciation," suggested
" some
that Byron's story probably originated in
misunderstood joke, or after-dinner chaff."
The other day I was reading Planches ' Recollections and Reflections/ 1872. At. p. 86 of vol. i.

he says

:

"Tom

Cooke

asked him

how

met Braham
his opera

('

in

Oberon

Bow
')

Street,

was going

and

Lord Byron and

Tom

Cooke, on two
separate occasions, should have misrepresented
Braham's pronunciation
JAYDEE.
if

archal instead of a cross calvary. Any information?
in regard to him will much oblige.

ARCHER MARTIN.

on.

'Magnificently,' replied the great tenor; and added, in a
'
fit of what he used to call enthoosymusy,
not to speak
"
profanely, it will run to the day of judgment.'

Strange

{

!

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

HENRY SCARLETT.

Who

was Henry

Scarlett,,

of the City of London, who died in 1765, or previous to that year, leaving a widow Elizabeth,
who in 1765 sold property in Tottenham called

Langford Lands to James Townsend, Esq.
" now
in the
described herself as

We must

request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct.

Louis BTJVELOT. Is there any example in
England of the work of Buvelot, the Australian
painter, whose landscapes are greatly esteemed
in Victoria and New South Wales, and whose

name

spelt in Australian catalogues in the
L. B.
singular form in which it occurs above ?
is

CLENSIEVE. In C. Butler's ' Feminine Mobook upon bees, 1609, 1 find, at p. 157,
ed. 1634, "Let the pure live-honey run thorow a
clean Clensieve." Also in cb. x. of the same work,
" The
Clensieve is vnto the Tap-waze for Methe,
as the Strainer to the Ridder for Honie."
Is the
word clensieve now in use anywhere ?
J. A. H. MURRAY.

narchy,' the

?

She

parish of
living
St. Andrew's, Holborn, but late of St. Dunstan'sin-the-West," which latter place was probably her
husband's home. She is supposed to have been Elizabeth, daughter of John Diodate(Diodati),a descendant of Dr. Theodore Diodati, physician to the family
Was Henry Scarlett of the family
of James I.
of

"John Scarlett, of Sb. Dunstan's-in-the-West,
who married Katherine, daughter of Sir

gent.,"

William Humble, and whose will was proved in
1707 1 " John Scarlett, gent.," lived at Stratford
Langthorn, in Essex, on a part of the Humble
property, and in 1694 was of St. Andrew's, HolWhat was his ancestry? Can any other
born.
information be obtained about Henry Scarlett
than the few items above mentioned? What is
known of his wife Elizabeth ? Information is
needed immediately for a large genealogical work
now nearly ready.
E. E. SALISBURY.

New

Haven, Connecticut, U.S.

FIRE WATCHES. The following notice occurs
Weekly Miscellany of Nov. 7, 1727:

Oxford.

in Bradley' s

CLIFFERY. In the Philosophical Transactions
of the Royal Society, 1757 (vol. 1.
p. 145), a writer
"
I tried in the same way another mineral,
says
that the miners call blaes, which is
acliffery stratum
of a blueish colour, that often lies both above and
below the coal." What does cliffery mean ; and
:

is it still

used anywhere

?

J. A.

H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

ANTHONY MARTIN, BISHOP OF MEATH.

a fire broke out at the Crown Tavern,
"Last Sunday
The same morning I
King Street, near Guildhall
inform'd
two
other
Fires happened, but I have not
am
heard the Particulars. In some of these, however, I hear
that the Famous Machines, or Fire Watches, invented
by Mr. Godfrey, the Great Chymist in Southampton

in

Street,

Covent Garden, display'd their wonderful Effects,

and prevented the Progress of that furious Element ; with
what Quiet and Satisfaction may we not therefore live
when we have the Advantage of such Safeguards."

Ware What were

says that this prelate (also Provost of T.C.D. and
a P.O.) was a native of
Dublin, but born in Galway. What branch of the Martin family of Galway did he belong to ? He is mentioned as one of

watches."

"

these

"famous machines,
B.

WOODD

To COME ROUND "= RECOVER.

or

fire

SMITH.

I have always

regarded this expression as a provincialism.

It is
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common enough

in the

North Riding

and, I believe, elsewhere.

of Yorkshire,

Is the

origin of it
known ? Is it becoming general ? In part iii. of
the Folk-lore Journal for the present year I find
(p.

This, Admiral D'Arcy explained,
was an attention paid to all first visitors to the
market, upon which the prince, amused by the
Does a similar custom
incident, paid his footing.

with her apron.

exist elsewhere

179):-

"When

ho saw the half-fainting one he went compassionately to him, raised him up, poured a strengthening draught out of his flask for him, and waited till he
came round"
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
The Paddocks, Palgrave, Diss.

DERBYSHIRE WORTHIES.

Who were the follow-

v a vm. SBPT. 7,

71,

?

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

Brecknock Road.

MOHAMMED'S COFFIN. The Spectator refers to
the familiar story as follows :
" Like the
magnets which travellers have told us are
placed, one of them in the roof and the other in the floor
of Mahomet's burying-place at Mecca, and by that means,
they say, pull the impostor's coffin with such an equal at"
traction, that it hangs in the air between both of them

have been " of Wirksworth," and
whose names occur in a list of Derbyshire worthies ? (No. 191).
What is the origin of this fable ? Burckhardt
Mrs. Elizabeth Bagshaw, 1797; Elizabeth Blackthe floor.
ED. MARSHALL.
burn, 1754; Ellen Buckley, 1680 ; Anthony and saw the coffin on
ing, all said to

Francis Bunting, 1685-93; German Buxton, 1765;
Mrs. Bridget Cheney, 1822 ; Daniel Deane, 1637;
Agnes Feme, 1574; Henry Gee, 1619; W. Greatorex, 1734; Mary Hoades, 1702; George Summers,
1683; John Taylor, 1744; Sarah Woodis, 1707.
Any information or references will oblige.
R. W. HACKWOOD.

REYNOLDS.

Is the story true that is told of

Rey-

'

Table-Talk of Samuel Rogers,' 1856,
child had sat to Sir Joshua for a model,
p. 23 ?
and was crying on his doorstep because the shilling
he had given her was a bad one, and he would not
give her another.
Rogers says he can hardly
believe it, but that a gentleman in the Temple
CURATE OF SALFORD. The following entry is assured him it was a fact, for that he saw the girl
taken from 'Commons Journals,' ii. 805 (Octo- crying, and asked her all about it. This particular
ber 12, 1642):
statement admits of no verification, of course.
"
Ordered that the information against the curate of But a further anecdote of similar import would
Salford concerning a libel taken with him sent
up by the materially enforce it. Two or three other traits
bailiffs of Chopping Norton be referred to the consideratend to show great coldness of temperament.
tion of the committee for informations."
WARD.
nolds in the

A

C. A.

Where

is this

ferred to

Owens

Salford; and

?

who was

the curate re-

WM.

College.

Walthamstow.

A. SHAW.

SOCKDOLOGER. What is the etymology of this
word ? We used, as children, to apply it to anyPROSE,' thing uncommonly large of its kind; and there is

'FUGITIVE PIECES IN VERSE AND
Strawberry Hill, 1758.
Ought this edition to also an adjective socking, perhaps connected with
contain a portrait of Pope Benedict XIV. to face
as "a socking great spider." Lowell, in his
it,
" An
"
Inscription on a Picture of the late Pope ? lines to Mr. 'John Bartlett, calls the seven-pound
"
Lowndes does not mention such plate, but I have trout which
sogdologer." I do
inspired them a
been informed there should be one.
B. G.
not remember to have seen the word in print elseRobert John Wilmot-Horton
(afterwards Sir Robert) was on May 23, 1827,
admitted to the Privy Council, being at that time

Under

Secretary of State for War and the Colonies.
Taper says, in 'Coningsby,' that "there is no
precedent for an under secretary being a privy
counsellor." Can any reader of ' N. &
Q.' supply

other exceptions to this
general rule

?

G. F. R. B.

MITTENS OR GLOVES AS FUNERAL DECORATIONSAllow me to ask whether many instances remain
of mittens or gloves
suspended in churches after
use as coffin decorations at funerals of ladies?
Was the custom ever common ?
C. G.
'

f

CUSTOM AT BRIXHAM MARKET. On the rece^
Henry of Battenburg to the market

visit of Prince

at

Brixham, he was watching the sale of some
fish, when a fishwoman wiped his shoes

smoked

C. C. B.

where.

PRIVY COUNCIL.

We

are told that
DOLMEN AND CROMLECH.
these forms are dialectical variants of the same thing,
viz., an incumbent flagstone forming a sort of table
or altar ; as an ideal, take Kit's Cotty House,

now quite denuded but solid. Yet an
authority implies that dolmen is a corrupted form
of the Cornish maen an tol, a holed stone ; and
that
the Welsh cromlech (crom= bowed -{-llech, a
"
Are we to
igstone), is properly a stone circle.
infer a complete circle, with its lost mound and
enclosures?
A. HALL.
Kent,

13, Paternoster

Row, B.C.

ANNE YEARSLET OF BATH.
know anything

Does any one

of this poetess, if she is worthy to
be distinguished by such a title ? She was, I
understand, a milk-woman in Bath ; and in Hole's
'
Brief Biographical Dictionary she is described
as "poetical and dramatic writer," ob. 1806.
'
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Whait

and titles of some of her
I do not see her name in
the Catalogue (1875) of the London Library. Are
there any of her works in the British Museum ?
Mr. Boucher (my grandfather) in the introduction
'
'
to his Glossary of Archaic and Provincial Words
" for a season
(p. Iv.) says that Mrs. Yearsley
wrote verses with vigour, and was regarded as a
prodigy "; and further on, in the same paragraph,
he speaks of her with praise.
very intelligent
are the subjects

poems and dramas?

"
Engraved above book-plate is the motto, Nemo
me impune lacessit." Below book-plate, "Noli
irritare Leones. James Forth."
Arms, Three lions
rampant, crowned, in a circular untinctured shield,
which rests on a cartouche, from which spring the
surroundings of shield.
crowned.

floral

DOUGLAS.

lady friend, residing in Bath, tells me she cannot
learn anything about Mrs. Yearsley there.

(7

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

To A.

THE DESERTED VILLAGE.'

In a French translation in juxtaposition of Goldsmith's * Deserted
Village,' by M. Alfred Legrand, I find the following line,
Lands he could measure, terms and

tides presage

(1.

explained for the first time thus
He could measure lands
II pouvait mesurer les

209),

:

presage

predire

terms

les

and

et

tides.

les

terres

epoques (sessions dont

nom

finit

en term)

temps (fetes dont
en tide)

finit

le

le

nom

.

of the passage runs thus in M.
"
II annongait d'avance la
Legrand's translation
date des sessions des tribunaux et des fetes re:

ligieuses."
I feel the full force of the alliteration in this
line ; but if the rendering of terms and tides is not

would one of your correspondents
kindly let me knowr how these words are to be explained and translated to foreign boys ?
correct here,

DNARGEL.
Paris.

HERALDIC. Can any of your readers give me
the origin of the following arms, with
any particulars concerning them?
I find them in the
'Armorial General,' by J. B.
Kietstap, p. 1297,
second edition, Gouda, 1887:

"Roy

D'azur a une brebis paissante
(le), Amsterdam.
nature!, sur une terrasse de sinople, couronnee d'or,
corps surmonte d'une autre couronne aussi d'or, le tout
accompagne de trois etoiles (5) du meme, rangees en

au
le

The family
at the

referred to left La Rochelle, France,
of the Edict of
and
I

moment

Nantes,
went,
to England and then to Holland.
not
able
to
tell
me where he found
Eietstap
these arms, as he has
destroyed his notes. Ib is a
great pity that such references were not added to
his book.
J. RUTGERS LE ROY.
14, Rue Clement Marot, Paris.
believe, first
is

is

J.

th

S. vii. 247, 329, 432, 490.)

M.

I cry gramercy for his courtesy.
It
know that he means no disrespect
He only means to say, and does again

satisfactory to

to Douglas.
say in round unvarnished terms, that the

good Sir
James, through an infirm purpose, threw away with
his own hand the behest of Bruce.
That is all.
Everything turns on the actual terms of Bruce's
injunction.
Douglas was to go "to the Holy
Sepulchre and present the King's heart there." So
Now the question is, was this the
says A. J. M.
mission,

The good French

Crest, lion rampant,
J. HATES.

SUplfe*.

A
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and was

this its

head and

tail ?

If so,

and

only if so, can A. J. M.'s imputation attach. If the
mission involved the fighting of Saracens, the imputation has not a leg to stand on, for if so the
gallant Scot died in fulfilment of the vow he
swore.
I shall state the entire case, so far as I know it,
from the ancient records and chronicles, suppressing
no adverse points, if adverse points there be. There
is no space here for a comparative table of the
value of the various authors. The order adopted
in citing them, with the hints of date, will serve.
Most Scots antiquaries would rank them as I do.
1. Foremost by many years in date, and first in
importance, is the already submitted testimony of

Douglas himself.

On

Sept. 1, 1329

Bruce had

died on June 7 he obtained from Edward III. (1),
a safe conduct on the ground that he was about to
" towards the
proceed
Holy Land to the aid of
Christians with the heart of King Robert of Scot"
land (Rymer, edition of 1727, iv. 400) ; and (2)
a letter commending him to Alfonso, King of
" on his
Castile, as
way to the Holy Land against
the Saracens " (Bain's ' Cal.,' iii., No. 990). The
is
fighting purpose
apparent, so is the destination
to Spain first of all ; the aid of Christians, the encountering of Saracens, these are the aims of the

Are we to suppose he had
forgotten Bruce's behest within three months ? Or
are we not rather to believe that this contemplated
journey, via, Spain towards the Holy Land against
the Saracens, was a literal observance of his comDouglas pilgrimage.

mission ?
2. Barbour's

'Bruce,' written about 1375, is
Who was James Forth, whose admitted on all hands to be of the first credit the
0k pl te and aufc g ra h 16
P ( ?2) I find in a copy of chronicle of King Robert in life and death.
What
/ ?.
kp .Bertii
Tabularum Geographicarum Contractorum
says Barbour? When Bruce lay at Cardross, he
libn Septem.,
Amstelodami, lodoci Hondii, 1618"? summoned his lords and prelates round his dying

JAMES FORTH.
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bed and made

Then he thanked
had been given him to repent.

his testament.

God

that time
"And," said he,

And myn

hart fichyt sekyrly was,

I was in prosperite,
my synnys to sauffyt be,
trawaill upon Goddis fayis;
And sen he now me till him tayis,
Swa that the body may na wyss
Fulfill that the hart gan dewiss,
I wald the hart war thiddyr sent,
Quharin consawit wes that entent.

Quhen

He

[7*

s.

via SHI. 7,

is that of Galfridus le Baker de Swinbroke.
1
he date of its origin is perhaps near 1360.
new
uote from Giles's edition, 1848 (p. 105).
In this
dition from Oxford I have not seen.
"
I
aronicle the words of Bruce to Douglas were

ich

A

God

that I would fight in person against

Off

owed

To

he enemies of Christ, but as I cannot now do this
n my lifetime, I pray thee, as the most valiant of
11 the Scots whom I most dearly love, to carry my
eart against the enemies of the name of Christ at
" ut cor meum contra
of

bade them choose one of

their

lie

own number

to

carry the heart.
They fixed on Douglas as fittest,
a choice which Bruce warmly approved. Then the
good Sir James, kneeling, accepted the trust
:

For yow, Schyr,

I will blythly

mak

This trawaill, gif God will me gif
Layser and space swa lang to lyff.
There was no little weeping, the good archdeacon
of Aberdeen tells us,

Quhen the Lerd Dowglas on

this wiss

Had

undretane sa hey empriss,
As the gud Kyngis hart to ber
On Goddis fayis apon wer.

After Bruce's death, and so soon as all preparations
were made, Douglas sailed from Berwick to Seville
with a goodly retinue, bearing the heart in a "case
of silver fine." King Alfonso on his arrival offered
gold and arms
:

Bot he wald tak tharoff na thing,
For he tuk that waiage,

To

On

pass in

Spain"

xpress.
5. Fordun, written, perhaps, about 1385, says
nothing of Bruce's behest, but describes the fall of

Douglas "in aid of the Holy Land" (Skene's
dition,
6.

ii.

345).

All that

Wyntoun

(viii.

ch. 23), written, per-

haps, between 1420 and 1424, has to say
And gud Jamys off Dowglas
Hys hart tuk as fyrst ordanyd was
For to bere in the Holy Land.

is,

7. Bower, in the middle of the fifteenth century,
be sent to
says that Bruce bequeathed his heart to
Jerusalem and buried at the sepulchre of the Lord,
legavit suum cor mitti Hierosolyma et recondi

apud sepulchrum Domini" (Bower, by Goodal,,

dun

pilgramage,
Goddis fayis, that his trawaill

frontier

nimicos nominis Christi deportes ad fronterii Gariaviam."*
Again, the fighting of Saracens is
is
ippermost, and this time a mission to Spain

xiii.

till

to

The next chapter describes, as Fordid, the fall of Douglas in aid of the Holy

ch. 20).

Land.

8. The 'Extracta ex Chronicis,' written long after
Bower, published by Abbotsford Club, says (p. 159),
"
Land as he had proDouglas went to the" Holy
"
mised to King Robert
profectus est ad Terram
The narrative in the Bruce (edition Jamieson Sanctam sicut promiserat regi Roberto."
1820, bk. xiv. 11. 740-1210) has not one word of a
9. There is what A. J. M. says Froissart says.
behest to present the heart at the Holy Sepulchre
But equally important is what Froissart says, but
According to John Barbour, the highest authority A. J. M. does not say he says. In the very speech
the heart of Bruce was sent with Douglas on a which A. J. M.
quotes, Bruce is made to say (1

Mycht

till

his saule-heel awaill,

And

sen he wyst that he had wer
With Saryzynys, he wald dwell ther
And serve him at his mycht lely.*
'

'

crusading pilgrimage to travail against the foes o
God to fight the Saracen.
3. The 'Scalacronica,' written 1355-1363, say
(Maitland Club edition, p. 163) that Douglas
" morust en le frounter de Gernate sure lez
Sarazin

qavoit enpris cest saint veage od le quere Rober
de Bruys lour roys qi le avoit devise en sou
moriaund." The statement that he "had under
taken that holy journey" with the heart of th
Bruce, who dying bequeathed it to him, confirm
" That
"
The author o
Barbour.
holy journey
'
the Scalacronica did not think Douglas had gon
out of his way.
4. Some English fourteenth century chronicle
are of value for Scots affairs of the period.
On
!

'

* Gloss for a few word?.
zauffyt, saved

wer, in war;
loyally.

,j

Fichyt sekyrly, fixed securely
consawit, conceived ; apo

tayis, takes

saule-heel,

;

salvation;

wyst,

knew;

quote in brief because of the already portentous
make
space taken) that he had vowed to go and
war against the enemies of Christ and the adversaries of the Christian faith, but that since his body
could not go, he would now send his heart to fu!61
A. J. M. must not blow hot and blow
his vow.
cold with Froissart, trying Douglas on a single
sentence without its context.
Surely this omittedBarbour
passage proves that in Froissart as well as
the Douglas mission was to carry that gallant heart
Burial in holy earth wa
against the foes of God.
the end of all the destination of the heart after tbe
* I do not know the
two
precise equivalent of the last
words, but presume it is a province near Granada. This
ComGervacum."
"versus
fell
chronicle eays, Douglas
'
"
Gerrmte " in passage supra from Scalacronica.
pare
"
Which is correct reading, " Gernate or " Gervace ?
[One MS. of this chronicle reads "ad fronterium

Granardianum,"]
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crusade was over, not the prime purpose of the exIs it quite fair of A. J. M. to leave out of
pedition.
account also the express statement of Froissart that
" considered that if
Douglas, in fighting in Spain,

he should go thither he should employ his time

and journey according to the late king's wishes " ?
In my opinion no candid reader even of Froissart
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and grammar, the task of learning it was so great
Max
that no one, it is said, ever succeeded.
Miiller, so late as 1863, speaks of Bishop Wilkins's
"
the best solution that has yet been
system as
offered of a problem which, if of no practical importance,
of view."

is

of great interest from a scientific point
Wilkins's book was published by the

could consider differently.
Besides, I suppose
J. M. has heard of a thing called chivalry.

Royal Society in 1668, and entitled 'The Essay
towards a Real Character and a Philosophical

10. The sword which is said to have been
bestowed by Bruce on Sir James on his deathbed
bears inscribed certain verses, two of which are ad

The author died in 1672, without
Language.'
seeing the fruits of his labour in this direction.
later Leibnitz, the learned German
little
philosopher, who was born in 1646, took so great
an interest in this problem that he devoted almost
before hisfifty years to its study ; and a few years
death invented what he called "Spe'cieuseGe'nerale,"

A.

rem :
I wil ye charge, efter yat I depart,
To holy gravfe* and thair bury my hart.

Naval
(See Bishop's Castle Catalogue, No. 125
and Military Exhib. Cat, No. 3628.) This in;

A

of which, however, he published no explanation.
His labours in this direction were not looked upon?
with favour by his contemporaries, as they were
'
*
The Buke of the Howlat is not quoted as incredulous in
11.
He wrote
regard to their utility.
'
in the main romance.
Godscroft's
House of just before his death that he had spoken to many
Douglas copies Froissart.
men about his "
Generale,"'

scription I think is very
it

much

later

than the event

commemorates.

'

now for argument. The conwhole matter is that the chief
expressed purpose of the Douglas pilgrimage was
There

clusion

is

not space

of the

the vicarious fulfilment of Bruce's vow to fight the
Ultimate burial of the heart in holy
Saracens.
ground was doubtless contemplated, but first it was
to serve in the crusade, as its owner had vowed
himself to do. Is A. J. M. aware that in 1329 the
Holy Sepulchre was in the hands of the Saracens?
Robert the Bruce was not mad enough to expect
that Douglas and his handful of men could retake
what Christian Europe had been unable to retain.
The centre of crusading at the time was in Spain,
and Douglas died fighting there " in aid of the

Holy Land."

His monument at Douglas, in Lan-

arkshire, figures him cross-legged as a Crusader.
I have so much trust in the honour of a
disputant

who

has, for this once only, been a little rash, that
(although the infinitude of the possibilities of argument with or without foundation is a fact only too
well known to me) I believe he will with his own
hand remove the stigma he has endeavoured to
affix on the most radiant escutcheon in Scottish

Specieuse

distinguished

without gaining from them more attention than if
he had been telling them of a dream. About the
same time several very distinguished scholars seem
to have been simultaneously engaged in the study
of the problem of a universal language.
Philippe Labbe, a Jesuit priest, a man of great
diligence and learning, invented a "Philosophic
He was soon followed by Father
Language."
Athanasius Kircher, another Jesuit father, famed
for his variety of knowledge and the multitude of
He published his ' Polygraphia,' in
his writings.
which was contained an elaborate scheme for a

philosophic language.
Most of the early inventors of universal language
aimed to make it ideographic that is, to invent a
series of signs to represent ideas instead of words,,
so that when such signs were seen by persons of
all
nationalities they would convey the same
notion, although each individual might give them

We

have such ideographic signs
- minus,
where
plus,
equal to, &c., mean the same in English, French, and
German, and this principle has been the basis of
heraldry.
GEO. NEILSON.
nearly every system except that of Volapiik the
Glasgow.
most recent of the ideographic type being that of Don
UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE (7 th S. viii. 7). One of Sinibaldo de Mas, published in Paris in 1863, and
that of Stephen Pearl Andrews, brought out in
the earliest records we have of a universal
language New
York in 1871. Andrews also constructed a
is of one constructed
by John Wilkins, Bishop of
Chester, who was born in the year 1614.
He was grammar and dictionary. None of the attempts
to construct a universal language on the ideoone of the founders of the Royal
Society, and a
has succeeded.
brother-in-law of Oliver Cromwell.
Wil- graphic principle
Bishop
"
"
kins's
Volapiik is the invention of the Rev. Father
Philosophical Language
(for such it was
Johann Martin Schleyer, of Constance, Baden,
called) made very little impression on the people
He is an accomplished linguist, having
of his day.
Although he constructed a dictionary Germany.
for about fifty years been interested in the study
*
He can write and speak twentyPrinted "Grofe" in catalogues. The v eubsituted of language.
is my correction from
examination of the interesting eight languages, including Chinese and three
different names.

now

in mathematics,

=

+

;

weapon.

African languages.

He

invented his language in
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1878, announced it in 1879, and in 1881 had so far
perfected it as to publish, in 1881, a small book
*
entitled
Entwurfeiner Weltsprache fiir alle gebildte Erdbewohner'
'Plan of a Universal Language for all the Civilized Inhabitants of the
Earth." Volapiik appears to be the first artificial
language that has been learned by any considerable number of people, or that has had a literature.

After Father Schleyer published his first book,
in 1881, he was soon able to interest a number of
people in Germany in Volapiik, and during the
past few years

it is estimated that more than ten
thousand persons have learned it, and use it, and
about four hundred have received diplomas as

adepts.

There

have

been

eight

monthly periodicals

printed in Volapiik or partly in Volapiik and
other languages, but one or two of them are sus-

pended now.

They

are as follows

:

Volapukdbled, published in Constance by Father
is printed in Volapiik
and German now in its ninth year.

Schleyer, the inventor, and
;

Volapukaklubs, published in Breslau, entirely
The organ of the adepts.
Le VolapuJc, published in Paris, in Volapiik
and French. Edited by Prof. Kerckhoflfe, the
principal advocate of the language in France.
El Volapuk, published in Madrid. First printed
in Volapiik and Spanish, but afterwards entirely
in Volapiik.

in Volapiik,

and

is

an international gazette, comand entertaining.

mercial, scientiBc, literary,

SusVolapuhabled, published in Rotterdam.
pended.
Timabled Volapukik, published in Porto Rico.
II Volapiik, published in Milan, Italy.
Volapukagased, published in Vienna, entirely in
Volapiik.

Cogabled Volapukelas, a comic journal, published
in

Munich, entirely in Volapiik.
of books in Volapiik, or about
it, have appeared in Germany, including grammars
in eighteen languages, a GermanVolapiik dictionary, containing 12,000 words, and a biography
of the inventor.
GEORGE BETHELL, Jun.

A large number

Free Library, Hulme, Manchester.
[Other replies embodying the same information are
acknowledged.]

A

MYTHICAL SOCINIAN NUNNERY

This institution
63).
a faint imitation of

would seem

to

(7

th

S. viii.

have been

the ancient chapters of
canonesses
chanoinesses seculieres
of which
there were examples in Lorraine, in Germany, and
notably in Belgium, although they were unknown
in England.
In Belgium there were four of these,
attached to the churches of Nivelies, Mons, Mauberge, and Andenne, all founded during the seventh
century, and continuing to flourish till the French
Revolution.
It is curious that these four
semi-religious esta-

[7*

s.

vm.
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blishments should have been founded in one age
and by members of the same family. They were
not convents, nor in any sense cloistered ; their
members were not bound by any vows of poverty
or separation from the world, except the obligation
to attend regularly the services of the Church, and
to live a sober, righteous, and godly life. Celibacy
was required of the abbesses ; but the other members of the order were allowed to marry and to
leave the order whenever they pleased. They sang
in the choir of the church, and had stalls like
secular priests ; they also received as pupils the
At first they had a common
daughters of nobles.

dormitory; but by degrees they | were allowed to
live in separate abodes near to the church to which
they were attached, and could absent themselves

and visit their friends at pleasure. Membership
was confined to nobility
no one was admitted
unless born in wedlock and in possession of at
;

least the

rank of files de

chevaliers.

In Germany

had the status of princesses of the
empire, and in Belgium they were the civil
governors of the town and district in which they
their abbesses

were located, with

all

the powers of chief magis-

trates.

The principal and most ancient of these chapters
of canonesses was that of Nivelies, established by
Iduberge, widow of Pepin de Landen and by her
The latter was
daughter Gertrude, about 650.
canonized, and is revered on March 17. She died in
664, and was followed by a regular series of fifty-five
successors, till the abolition of the chapter in 1795.
The Abbess of Nivelies was the chief magistrate of
the town and territory, possessed the right to coin
money, and to administer justice, both civil and
The endowments of the chapter were

criminal.

it held properties in Belgium, in
;
Holland, and in the Rhineland. The establishment
consisted of forty-two canonesses and thirty priests
or secular canons for the service of the church.
The chapter is gone, but the church remains, and is
now parochial. It is one of the most ancient and
remarkable in Belgium, but has been considerably
"
"
defaced by (so-called)
improvements during the
" Chasse
It contains the magnificent
last century.
"
de Sainte Gertrude and the ancient stalls, those
of the forty-two canonesses above and those of
*
the thirty canons below,
Comp. Annales de la

considerable

Arche^ologique de Nivelies,' ii. p. 57, &c.
Sainte Waudru (or Waltrude), sister of Sainte Aldegonde and wife of
Magdelaire, known now as St. Vincent de Soignes,
where he founded a similar establishment for
secular priests. Ste. Waudru died 670, some twenty
She
years after the foundation of her community.
was canonized in 1039. The chapter consisted of
of
thirty noble ladies, and six canons for the service
the church. The canonesses lived in isolated houses
Socie'te'

Mons was founded by

in the south side of the church, which is still called
The constitution was
la place du chapitre.

=
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similar to that of NiveJles, and the abbess had
equal powers in her own town and district. See
'
Vinchant, Annales du Hainaut,' vol. ii. p. 644,
and Devillers, * Eglise de Ste. Waudru a Mons,'
8vo. 1857.
Mauberge, formerly in Hainault, now in France,
was founded by the sister of Ste. Waudru, Ste.
Aldegonde, in 661. Into this chapter, like the rest,
none but the daughters of nobles were admitted,
and the abbess possessed a like secular jurisdiction.
The members were required to be of " a nobility so
ancient as not to know its origin."
Oomp.
Molanus, 'Natales SS. Belgii,' p. 19 ; and De
'

du Hainaut/ vol. i. p. 43.
Andenne was founded by Ste. Begge, sister of
Ste. Gertrude, and widow of Angelice, about 686.

Beiffenberg,

It

Hist,
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landson compared with those of Hogarth would
As to the clerical
furnish pretty full particulars.
'
rd
use of the wig at the period, N. & Q.,' 3 S. xii.
th
and 5 S. ix. and x., may be consulted. Fairholt
'
Histoire des Perruques,' pubrefers to Thiers's
lished at Avignon 1779, and Nicolais's 'Recherches
Historiques sur TUsage des Cbeveux Postiches et
des Perruquee,' as worth referring to on this part
of the costume of the time.
R. W. HACKWOOD.

THE GULF OF LYONS (7 th S. viii.
was right in his origin of the name

Johnston

6).
:

" Lion
de la mer
(le Golfe de), Sinus Leonis, gr. golfe
Medit. entre 1'Esp., la Fr. et 1. Ita. II est ainsi nomme,
parce que la mer y est toujours agitee, nageuse et
'Dictionnaire Geographique Portatif,' Paris,
cruelle."

was suppressed in 1785, before the Kevolution,

ED. MARSHALL.

by Joseph II. The church remains, but is a
modern building of the eighteenth century. It

The French name is "Le Golfe du Lion" (not
contains the silver shrine of Ste. Begge, and a " La Golfe "). The Dictionnaire Universel d'Histable
the
twelfth
curious black marble
of
century, toire et de Geographic,' by Bouillet, 1880 edition,
standing on five pillars, a visit to which is re- which is a classic book in France, says
" II a ete ainei nomme
and
as
a
for
hernia
rupture. This
garded
specific
(Golfe du Lion), dit-on, & cause
establishment resembled the others, and provided de 1'agitation de ses eaux, dont on comparait la violence
a celle du lion. D'autres ecrivent Golfe de Lyon, et
for thirty-two canonesses and ten canon-priests.
derivent son nom de ce que ce Golfe, qui regoit le Rh6ne,
J. MASKELL.
'

:

seems unlikely that these sisterhoods
were founded as secular colleges ; they were probably, at first, double monasteries of the Benedictine order. Vinchaut enumerates fourteen of these
P.S.

It

four in Belgium, the rest in Germany.
In addition to the authorities quoted may I refer
'
the reader to Mirseus, Fasti Belgii,' 8vo., Brussels,

conduit, en remontant le fleuve, a Lyon, la metropole des
Gaules/'

On

the French

maps the name

is

written

" Golfe

DNARGEL.

du Lion."
Paris.

colleges

'

1522; Kyckel, La Vie de Ste. Gertrude,' 8vo.,
1639; Ryckel, 'Vita Sanctee Beggse,'
4to., Louvain, 1631;
Benit, 'La Vie de Ste.
Aldegonde [Delbos], 12mo., Paris, 1859?
" Now
"
th

Brussels,

'

AUTHORS or EPIGRAMS WANTED

th

S. viii.
(7
of these two epigrams is by John
was
and
printed
Norbury, Fellow of Eton College,
'
in the first edition of the Arundines Cami,' 1841,
I think
third
edition.
in
the
p. 27, but is omitted
67).

The former

have read somewhere that "Brevity is the
"
having been set as the subject for an
essay, Norbury sent up his paper with only the
"
line
Si placeat brevitas hoc breve carmen babe."
I

soul of wit

BARABBAS WAS A PUBLISHER (7 S.
You have done an injury to the memory
of my father, John Murray, in applying to htm
Norbury
"
the

viii.

180).

translated Gray's 'Elegy' into Greek
'
Barabbas was a publisher."
hexameters, 1793, sm. 4to. (Nichols, Lit. Anec*
1. It was not a saying of
dotes,' ix. 154).
Lyte, in his History of Etoa
Byron, and is not to be found in any of his letters
College,' says
or journals.
2. The real author was Thomas
"John Norbury, known as 'Skimmer Jack,' used to
Campbell, who always lived on terms of close cause a good deal of amusement by preaching the same
with
friendship
my father. 3. It was applied to sermons over and over again in the College Chapel. One
another firm of publishers.
Pray do your best to morning, on mounting the pulpit, he found on the
c uehion before him a list of his favourite texts, headed,
contradict the aspersion which,
through mistake, no ' Skimmer
Jack, which is it to be?' "P. 355.
doubt, you have affixed upon an innocent person.
cutting reproach,
These are the facts.

:

W.

JOHN MURRAY.
[Had we

not assumed' the whole to be a piece of
waggishness, we should certainly not have inserted it.
Mr. Murray's name is, of course, above reproach or
suspicion.]

CLERICAL DRESS 1790 (7 th S. vii. 448). The
exhibition of works of " The English Humourists
in Art," now
open at the Royal Institute, no doubt
contains much that would be of service to
your
querist ; and, indeed, any of the works of Row-

The former
found in

'

of these

E. BUCKLEY.

two Latin epigrams

will be

Arundines Cami.'
E.

WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
I have often been told by an old Wykhamist
"Dux femina facti" being the subject set for
a "vulgus" or verse task at school, a boy (T.
Bowes or Charles Fox) had the temerity to send

that

up

the couplet in question instead of the regula-
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tion ten or twenty lines, but was excused from
inpunishment on account of his ingenuity.
formant was at Winchester about 1793, but
whether the author was a contemporary of his I

My

cannot say.

J.

H. PARRY.
th

OR TEILIAN (7 S.
If MR. LOVEDAY will read Teilo he
179).
will find a short account of this saint, the immediate
successor of St. Dubricius in his see of Llandaff, in
ST. [TEILO, NOT] JEILIAN

viii. 9,

'The Ancient British Church,' by John Pryce,
M.A., Vicar of Bangor (London, 1878). Three
forms of his name are given by Mr. Pryce, op. cit,
162 Teliau, Teilo, or Eliud but Teilo is that
under which both Mr. Pryce and other writers usually
speak of him. His life is evidently full of legend.
Accompanying Saints David and Paternus (the
eponymus of Llanbadarn) to Jerusalem, a trial of
the humility of the three is made by the Bishop of
Jerusalem, and Teilo comes out victor. He is given
a bell remarkable for its sweetness and its healing
p.

powers. St. Teilo's temporary flight into Brittany
during the visit of the Flava Scabies to these
islands in 547-50, is regarded by Mr. Pryce as
one of the few incidents in the legendary life of
After
Teilo which can be considered historical.
his death three parishes, Tenby, Llandeilo-Fawr,
and Llandaff, each claimed his body.
Llandaff
The
naturally records that it got the real body.
'
lives of Teilo cited by Mr. Pryce are in Liber
Landavensis,' where he is called S. Telianus in the
Latin; also, "in part," in 'Anglia Sacra,' and

"abridged," in Capgrave, 'Nova Legenda Anglise,
and in the 'Acta Sanctorum.'
NOMAD.

E

In Appendix
to vol. i. of Haddan and Stubbs's
'Councils,' Oxford, 1669, p. 159, there is notice o
"Vita S. Teliani (or Teilo), episcopi: (second bishop
of Llandaff, contemporary with S. David)," with a
list of authorities for his life.
He is called St
Theliau, bishop and confessor, in Butler's

is

no reference

to the

vm.

Lives,

(7

th

S

Maria (Gunning), Countess of Coventry
88).
died at Croome Court, and her remains now lie in
the parish church adjoining.
The following ex
tract is from the register of Pirton Church
ber
10 was buryed the Right Hon: Marl
"1760, 8

viii.

:

Countess of Coventry in her twenty-eighth year. As sh
was not Buryed in Woollen the forfeiture was mad
as the

Act in that case

7, '89.

removal of the body in

burial-places of

"
" the beautiful
Gunnings

Maria, Countess of Coventry, died
t Croome, in Worcestershire, her husband's place,
nd was buried there. The furore she created in
fe followed her to the grave, and it is said that
en thousand persons were present at her funeral.
"lizabeth, Duchess of Argyll, was buried at the
ollegiate church of Kilmun, in Cowal, Argylle as follows:

lire,

1

the burial-place of the Argyll family.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

MR

MACDONAGH I haveSome queries put by
Iready answered by letter. To his public question,.
Where is Charles Phillips interred ? " the answer
the entrance to the Catas, At Highgate, facing

W.

FlTZPATRICK.

J.

SHIELD'S 'FARMER' (7 th S. viii. 107). The title
" The
f the pianoforte score runs thus
Farmer, a
3omic Opera, performed with great applause at
Selected and
he Theatre Royal, Covent Garden.
:

omposed by Wm. Shield. The words by J.
TKeefe, Esq." It was performed for the first
ime at the above theatre on October 13, 1787^
See European Magazine, vol. xii. p. 390, where a
G. F. R. B.
cast of the characters is given.
" Ere around the
I possess a copy of the ballad
'
The
Farmer.'
from
the
title-page dehuge oak,"
scribes it to have been a comic opera, the music
written by William Shield, and the words by
It was first performed in 1787.
O'Keefe.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

This is a burletta by O'Keefe. It was first perW. H.
formed at Covent Garden in 1787.
*
Garden[" O'Keefe's Farmer was played at Covent

October 31, 1787. with the following cast: Jemmy
Jumps, Edwin Valentine, Johnstone Farmer BlackBetty Blackberry,.
berry, Barley ; Rundy, Blanchard
Mrs. Mattocks; Molly Maybush, Mrs. Martyr; Louisa,
Miss Rowson, succeeded on the third night by Mrs.
Mountain. It is a reduction into two acts of The Plague
of Riches,' a five-act play, offered by O'Keefe to Colmanand rejected. It was revived at Drury Lane May 17,
1814, and at the Haymarket August 28, 1820.]
;

;

GRAVES OF CELEBRATED PERSONAGES

SEPT.

GERALD PONSONBY.

parish register.

The

s.

'

'

ED. MARSHALL.

at February 9.

here
le

[7*

directs."

The curious notice about burial in woollen refer
to an Act of Parliament at that time in force fo
the encouragement of the woollen trade.
l
Then, in Nash's History of Worcestershire,'
find as follows
:

"Pirton. For many years were deposited here th
remains of the once beautiful Maria Countess of Coven
When she die
try, without memorial or inscription.
Croome Church was building. They have since been re
moved to the family vault there."

;

'

METROPOLITAN CATHEDRAL (7 th S. viii. 68).
The subject referred to in this query was discussed
in 5 th S. x. xi. At p. 512 of vol. xi. the REV. MACKENZIE E. C. WALCOTT wrote
,

:

" I have found an authoritative declaration in favour
of my contention that it is improper to designate St
The Archbishop of
Paul's a metropolitan church.
of
Canterbury on May 2, 1582, wrote to the Lord Mayor
London that the law could not bind the province of
'

Canterbury to contribute to the re-edifying of St. Paul's,
Canterbury being the metropolitan church and St.^
Paul's only a cathedral' (' Index to the Remembrancia,
1879, p. 325)."

7 ta

S,.

viii. SEPT.

K. R., at
'

thegms

of

x.
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525, has a reference to the

English translation

When

'Apoph

Erasmus, or rather to the note in th
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a boy, about forty years ago, I lived for
at the country seat of my grandparents

some years

west of France,
that all the old

and I remember perfectly
women, and a few old
would
and
some cross themselves, in
men,
pause,
the midst of their work in the fields when the
church bell rang the Angelus at noon and at even.
But I must own that the noon bell was the more
welcome, because, with its sacred notes, it was the
in the

:

"And

thereof is Metropolis, called the chief cite
where the Archbishop of any province hath his see, am
hath all the other diocesses of that province subject t
liim, as Canterbury and Yorke, here in Englande."
Book i, p. 110 (Udall, Grafton, 1542).

Inwndes has some remarks on the notes, s.v
"Erasmus."
ED. MARSHALL.

well

At that time in
harbinger of dinner hour.
thus called, just as anything country places the masters dined at twelve and
else may be called metropolitan which is in or bethe servants and labourers about one o'clock.
Then the good people at home, in many homelonging to the metropolis ; but in no other sense
nor is there any such legal or official title. Canter- steads, used to
pray aloud and say the Angelus
bury is not the metropolitan, but the metropolitical before graces when sitting at table, but I fear
cathedral.
This is its formal name.
This (like, I me much that it is no longer so now. " Quantum
really begin to believe, most other things) has been mutatum ab illo."
The puzzling computation in Goldoni's c Plays,'
already explained in 'N. & Q.' (see 5 th S. x. 397).
0. F. JS. WARREN, M.A.
referred to by the same correspodent, is also menSt.

Paul's

may be

Longford, Coventry.

TRIAL OF BISHOP KING

:

THE ANGELUS (7 th S.
ST. SWITHIN must be

vii. 387, 519 ; viii.
109).
complimented on the extreme ingenuity of his plea
in defence of Dr. Neale's correctness of
expression.
He has only delivered him out of Scylla into

No Catholic, whether
Charybdis, however.
learned or unlearned, would ever call a
simple
Hail Mary," privately said at the conclusion of an
the
name of "the Angelus." It would have
office, by
been far better to treat this little
as a
"

poetical

slip

and to suppose that Dr. Neale used " compline not actually as the canonical hour of that
"
name, but as a metonymy for evening."
Will MR. TEW kindly tell us the date of the
licence,
"

'

copy of Hierologus in which he finds the line

And

the faithful dead shall claim their
part in the
church's thoughtful prayer

(correctly thus quoted
into "thankful"?

by MR. VINCENT)

The ballad from which

Oh

it is

altered

quoted,

the good old times of
England, ere in her evil day
Holy Faith and their ancient rites her people

in such
flowing
committed to
is

measure that, long as

it is,

once

memory in early childhood, when
it does not
depart from it. In my
stands distinctly
but

one grows old

memory

it

before writing about it
British Museum
copy.
published in 1843, and

"thoughtful";

I have referred to the
I find

'

'

Hierologus was
"thoughtful" is the word
there.
If an
"expurgated" edition has been
brought out, it would be curious to know the date
of the alteration and the
circumstances which led
R. H. BUSK.

That the Angelus

m

is,

as stated

by Miss BUSK,

all Catholic churches
rung
everywhere three
times a day
(morning, noon, and night) is quite
true, and her memory has put no trick on her in

this particular.

tioned by more modern (and British) writers.
Charles Dickens, in his 'Pictures from Italy,'
1844, "Eome," p. 89 of Chapman & Hall's

1885

edition,

says,

"The beheading was

ap-

>ointed for fourteen and a half o'clock, II D man
lime : or a quarter before nine in the forenoon."
The italics are mine, of course.
I think ST. SWITHIN'S statement is not sweep-

ng enough. In public churches, throughout France,
and compline are always merged
nto one, and they begin always at two, half-past

at least, vespers

wo, or three at the latest in the afternoon. When
is a sermon to take
place at this office, it is

here

elivered between vespers and compline.
Formerly the French word vepre, in the singular,
ras employed with the
meaning of evening, night.
'
io in
La Comtesse d'Escarbagnas,' by Molilre,

Bobinet, one of the dramatis personce, says,
le bon vepre a toute 1'honorable com"
agnie (sc. xvii.) But now vepres, always in the
lural, is used in a religious sense only.

I.

Je donne

DNARGEL.
Paris.

GREEZED

th

S. viii. 87).
This may be a misadmits of a satisfactory solution.
Grice, greece, greese, greeze, &c., as a noun, was not
an unfrequent synonyme for step. Here, I take it,
the grievously sick man reached for his friend's
hand and lifted it, lifted it a step, or on to his own
body, a most natural act under the circumstances.
BR. NICHOLSON.
print,

but

There

is

(7

it

a reference in Halliwell's

'

Dictionary,'

"Grease," in the sense of to bribe, from Cot'
"
Enfonser." The
grave's Dictionary (1611), s.v.
word is used by Dryden. See, for other examples,
s.v.

Nares's

Glossary,'

and 'N.

&

tu
S.
Q.,' 7

iii.

246.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

Waltham Abbey,

ELIANA

(7

th

not, of course,

Essex.

S. viii. 81, 134).

have contributed

Though

my note

I should

under

this
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& Q.' had I known
that the playbill in question had been already
'
given in the Life of Charles Mathews/ yet I am
unable to agree with the correspondent who says
positively it is certain that Lamb had nothing to
do with it. It is certain, at all events, that Lamb's
farce could not have been performed without his
consent ; and the whole performance was one in
which he must have taken the liveliest interest.
If I mistake not, the elder Mathews was a particular friend of Lamb's, and it would have been very
unlike him if he had not taken a keen interest in
the first appearance of his old friend's son before a
London audience. Though I did not, and do not,
assert positively that Lamb drew up the playbill,
it yet seems to me as likely now as before that he
heading to the pages of 'N.

did

BERTRAM DOBELL.

so.

THE POETRY OF PAINTING

th

(7

S. viii. 64).

The

following are some of the particulars, given in
the Catalogue, of the picture mentioned by MR.

EDGCUMBE:
" Purchased at Paris from M. Edmond Beaucousin in
This portrait of an unknown personage was
1860.
formerly ascribed to Titian, and supposed to represent
It has long since been recognized as a fine
Ariosto.
work by Palma. A head precisely resembling this and
to
Palma was in 1874 in the Giustiniani-Barassigned
barigo collection at Padua; the figure, however, painted
was arrayed to represent a ' Salvator
by another
" hand,
Mundi.'

The subject of MR. EDQCUMBE'S note being the
description of pictures in the National Gallery, I
would take the opportunity of making a humble
protest against the description of a well-known
by" Rubens, which is shown beneath the
picture as
Chapeau de Poil by Kubens."
While in the case of the Palma picture the
portrait

visitor gets all the information that he can expect,
in the case of the Rubens picture the information
It is not a picture of a felt
given is misleading.

hat ; indeed, if it were it would probably be called
"
chapeau de feutre." I am aware that a writer in
some French newspaper stated authoritatively that
the name by which the picture was formerly known
was a mistake for ' Chapeau de Poil,' and that this
statement has been copied into N. & Q.' Not
being a Frenchman, I am not ashamed to confess
that I am not acquainted with this expression.
The picture is a portrait of Mile, de Lunden, and
may just as well be called so. But it happens to
bear a fancy name, Chapeau de Paille/ for reasons
fully set forth by M. Jules Noll6e de Noduwez, in a
letter which he addressed to the Times three years
He wrote as follows
ago.
"
Rubens tenait beaucoup a faire le portrait de Madlle.
*

'

:

de Lunden.

Cette derniere s'y refusait obstinement,
Rubens u-sa de stratageme et peignit la belle des belles
celle-ci
travaillait au jardin en chapeau de
pendant que
Le portrait une fois fait, Madlle. de Lunden
paille.
pardonna au grand peintra sa flatteuse indiscretion, et
accepta I'oauvre de son celebre admirateur.
Rubens
refit le portrait de Madlle. de Lunden, mais cette fois
ci,

[7>

s.

viii. SEPT.

7, '89.

au lieu de la coiffer d'un chapeau de paille, il pla$a sur
la tete ira chapeau de feutre.
Le portrait primitif avait
'
re?u le nom de Chapeau de Paille dans la famille. Le
second portrait en depit du changement du couvre chef,
conserva le premier nom en souvenir de la premiere
'

oeuvre."
it be thought inadvisable to
preserve it longer,
can, at all events, refrain from giving the picture
a second fancy name, without meaning or interest.
In the Catalogue the picture is described as " Por'
'
trait known as the Chapeau de Paille
Chapeau
de Poil."
KILLIGREW.

If

we

It may be of interest to MR. EDGCUMBE to know
that in Pilkington's ' Dictionary/ revised by Allan
Cunningham, and published in 1840, it is stated,
regarding the elder Palma, that he was born
"about the year 1540 or 1548, but the year is very
uncertain, owing to the contradictory accounts of
biographers," and that "some place his death in
1588, others in 1596, and others in 1623."
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

CELTIC CHURCH (7 th S. vii. 429, 476 ; viii. 93).
I hasten to acknowledge my error in giving the
Easter observance of the early British Church as
evidence in favour of the Oriental origin of that
Church.
The Oriental use was to keep Easter on
the Passover Day, whatever day of the week it
might be. The British Church held that feast
always on a Sunday. The tonsure, on the other
hand, does seem to point to an Eastern origin, I
still think.
But whoso reads the first twenty or
'

thirty pages of Boultbee's
History of the Church
of England will probably feel that we know, and
that Bede knew, very little indeed about the origin
of that Church. Gildas, a member of it, and writing
long before Bede, knows absolutely nothing on the
subject except that the gospel was first preached in
Britain in the latter part of the reign of Tiberius.
The tales of Philip and Joseph, of Lucius and
Eleubherus, grew up after the time of Gildas, one
is forced to suspect.
H. J. MOULE.
Dorchester.
'

VERA'S remark as to the effect of isolation in
respect of the different customs in the churches of
the British confession is confirmed by a very high
authority.
"

The

late

A.

W. Haddan

writes

:

The

and
special customs traceable at a later time
the well-known though perfectly mistaken peculiarities respecting Easter and the tonsure, are all referable
solely to the natural effect of isolation from other
churches, that is to say, there is nothing, or next to
nothing, in them bearing internal evidence of their being
derived from other churches.
With respect to the
Easter Cycle and the tonsure, this is demonstrable."
'
Remains,' p. 217, note m., Ox., 1876.

ED. MARSHALL.
"

THE FRUIT THAT MUST

FALL," &C.

th

(7

S. V1U

The couplet occurs in the following lines
140).
composed by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu for

s.

vin.
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in answer to some rathe
tender verses addressed to him by Lady Hertford

Lord William Hamilton,
Good Madam, when

ladies are willing,

A man must needs look like a fool;
For me, I would not give a shilling
For one who would love out of rule.

is

H.

J.

BUSHBY.

SIR JOHN BULLOCK, BARON OF THE EXCHEQUER
S. viii. 48).
The son of Timothy Hullock
junior, he was baptized in St. Mary's Church
Barnard Castle, co. Durham, April 3, 1767. In
the baptistery of the same church is a monumen
(7

th

bearing this inscription
"To the memory of the Hon able Sir John Hullock
Knt. and Baron of the Exchequer. He was born a.
Barnard Castle, April 3^, 1767. Called to the bar by the
Society of Gray's Inn in 1793, married in 1794, raised to
the Bench of the Exchequer in 1823, and died at Abingdon in Berks, on his judicial circuit, 31 st July, 1829. By
a clear and vigorous mind he rose to eminence as a sound
lawyer, and promoted solely by his learning, industry,
and integrity. He discharged the duties of a Judge to
:

the general satisfaction of his country.
" This monument is
erected by his afflicted widow,
"
Westmacott, R.A., London."

Another monument commemorates his widow,
Hullock, who died Nov. 18, 1852.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

Dame Mary
34,

MARSHALL, M.A.

[Very many replies repeating MK. MARSHALL'S
mation have since been received.]

See the small edition of Lady M. W. Montagu':
works printed by J. F. Dove, London, 1825, p. 506
where may also be found poor Lady Hertford's
verses.

:

At

E. H.

can fall without shaking,
too mellow for me.

fruit that

Indeed

its title,

immediate future."

terrible taking,
these sweet oglings I see;

all

vii.

:

That you are in a

By

"

Mimicry the Ways
Pref., p. vi, there is the
" The
remark,
publication of
Mimicry has been
already forestalled by one of the monthly magaAt p. 61 is written
zines."
Chapter

of African Insects."

" There is still
undoubtedly a supply of this precious
material [ivory] in the country a supply which may
last yet tor fifteen or twenty years.
But it is well to
frame future calculation on the certainty of this abnormal source of wealth ceasing, as it must do, in the

You should leave us to guess by your blushing,
And not speak the matter so plain ;
'Tis ours to write and be pushing,
'Tis your to affect a disdain.

But the

has for
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Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

SIR FRANCIS

infor-

DRAKE AND THE PLYMOUTH LEAT

to

S. vii. 361, 441, 501 ; viii. 13, 72).
Your corS. B. H. may open vol. xxvi. of
respondent

(7

W.

the Charity Commission Reports (Thirty-second
Rep., pt. ii., 1837-8), in the Newspaper Search
Room, British Museum, and see a folded contemporary plan of the Plymouth Leat, which on approaching the town took (it appears) a rectangular
turn westward, by Mill Lane, to work certain
mills there before entering Mill Bay, and he will
see the conduit drawn outside the Old Town
Gate,
within a few yards of this turn.
No doubt the
" r
S Francis Drake first brought the
inscription,
water into Plymouth in 1591," led the poet Barou
and others to infer that he brought it twenty-five
miles to the actual site of the conduit, now within
the town
a point of fact important to a local guidebook, but trivial and irrelevant to the attacks on
Drake, whose zealous admirers suggested legal
action by Drake's representatives (West. Morn.
News, March 4 and 7, 1881), seeing that the
assailant could command hundreds of
pages in
"ocal organs from which rebutting evidence was
igorously excluded. Hence the more sober appeal
to
N. & Q.,' that historians hereafter may knowhat the statements did not stand unchallenged.
'

OLD ARMY LISTS OR MILITARY MANUSCRIPTS (7 th
S. viii. 48).
logist,'

See Sims's

and Phillimore's *

<

Manual

for the

How to Write

Genea-

the History

of a Family,' second
edition, p. 184.
Many regiments preserve nominal rolls of all officers who have
ever served in them.
GUALTERULUS.

Baron the poet made two mistakes. Drake was
a baronet, and the town did not give him two
hundred pounds in hand, or the receiver's official
accounts would have shown it. The remitted mill
ent was, I believe, like the tun of wine to the
udges, a token of gratitude, and a valuable conlot

SELECTION OF POETRY BY A GERMAN th S. viii.
(7
ideration
-The following title of a
fulfilling the letter of the
handy volume of aw. The ostensibly
and
poet varied his story from the Black
be
of service to
poetry
prose may
your inquirer,
which states that three hundred pounds was
Select Specimens of the National
Literature of Book,
th
England from G. Chaucer to the Present Time, with prepaid (vide 7 S. vii. 441), and is inadmissible
s evidence.
The
and
Critical
entry is wrong in date and conBiographical
Sketches/ by L. Herrig.
radicted by thousands of veracious tongues and
Brunswick, printed and published by George
iumerous well-informed scribes.
Westermann, 1855 (fifth sterotyped edition) The
Mr. Worth wrote (West. Morn. News, Feb. 9,
preface is dated Berlin, Aug. 7, 1855.
881), "My authority throughout has been, and
W. H. K. W.
Plymouth.

NAME

OF WORK WANTED (7 th
the work for which there is an

Drummond's

'Tropical

Africa,'

should not have attempted to assail even a traon less firm ground, the Receiver's Accounts
f the Corporation of
Plymouth for the years under
eview." For description of these accounts see 7 th
. vii. 442.
ition

S. viii. 147).

inquiry

is

H

London, 1888

'
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I had long accepted this assurance without quesand was surprised when I set about testing
the validity of his evidences to discover that he
had travelled away from the official accounts to
produce a memorandum simply indicating the line
Hele followed in drawing up the credentials or
powers for Drake under the seal of the Corporation,
who could not act otherwise than by power of
tion,

attorney (Plowden, 91). The only legal functionary
besides Drake who was mulcted, as I remember,
in the costs of both sides was the constable in the
case of Schoonhoven v. Bleecker, tried at NewAmsterdam before Wouter van T wilier, in or
about 1629 (Knickerbocker's New York,' bk. iii.
c.

i.).

Baron's anecdote is founded on fact. Drake
brought the water from Sheepstor to the conduit,
or thereabout, outside the town gate a costly
work, considering all it involved and the Corporation led it thence to the doors of the inhabitants.
Richard Hawkins's fifty pounds did not
cover the cost of lead piping. This can be gathered
from the mayor's official letter to Sir Robert Cecil
in 1601 ('State Papers, Domestic') and from the
Receiver's official accounts (Trans, of Plymouth
Inst.

and Devon

Assoc.).

H. H. DKAKE.

[7-

h

s.vm.s E p T .7,

r
ties
belonging to divers of y Ma
poore subjectes
which had little or nothinge els to live uppon nor
where w tb all to relieve themselves their wives

children and families are utterly decayed."
Respect for your space requires me to conclude.

SEARCHER.

THE PRINCESS HENRIETTA, DUCHESS OF RLEANS
(7

th

S. vii.

462

;

viii.

31, 133).

I

have to thank

DNARGEL for correcting my careless description of
Anne of Austria as the mother, instead of the
widow, of Louis Treize; but is MR. W. E. WILKINSON correct in

his statement that the

maiden name

*

Lives of the Princesses of
England was Wood, and not Green ? The work
bears the name of Mary Anne Everett Green, but
in the British Museum Catalogue it is indexed as
" Wood
(M. A. E.), formerly Green."
WINS LOW JONES.
of the authoress of the
'

RUBRIC MEETING (7 th S. viii. 129). The sugMR. E. H. MARSHALL, M.A., that this

gestion of

a mistake for ruri- decanal is no doubt correct.
office of Rural Deans, after being long in
abeyance, was revived about 1825, or perhaps
somewhat earlier, as appears from the preface by
'
the Rev. Wm. Dansey to his
Horse Decanicse
is

The

London, 1835. He says:
"Having been requested by my venerable diocesan,
soon after his accession to the See of Sarum (A.D.
MDCCCXXV.), to accept the appointment of Rural Deanthen recently revived in the diocese, I was naturally
desirous of obtaining what information I could on the
P. v.
history and constitution of the office."
Rurales,'

Very few old hands at the Record Office, I
believe, would think of questioning DR. DRAKE'S
authority.
They know how legal fictions abound,
and I select an example from the Plymouth Corporation's complaint in the Court of Star Chamber
" Without that the said
viz.
in

ipsissima verba,
by the Complainants [the Mayor and
Corporation] upon the said new river are any way
As a matter
prejudicial," &c. (May 8, 45 Eliz.).
of fact, Sir Francis Drake built the mills at his
own expense. And so the Corporation claimed
that they cut the leat, when we know from various
authorities that Drake did it at his own cost under
:

mills erected

power of attorney.
Mr. Worth's followers can have no conception

Thomas Drake, the accredited agent
of the Corporation, and a freeman of Plymouth,
was assaulted on Roborough Down, and his men
were lodged in gaol, for daring to turn the water
back into the leat after the tinners had turned it

of the truth.

off to

work their tin mills in Buckland MonaThomas Drake and others were

chorum.

"

severally accused and Indicted (to weete) seaven or
eight several 1 times in the several Stannery Courts of
Chagford, Ashburton, Plymton, and Tavistock in Devon,
for turning again the said water from the said new [tin]
milles into his lawfull and due Course, supposing the
same to be an offence and Contempte unto the Customes
and usages of the said Stannereyes."

Very curiously, the tinners charged the Corporation with damaging the flour mills to the
amount of six thousand pounds by erecting new
mills, and the Corporation said that through the
"
tinners' new mills
divers auncient tynne mylles

"
Again, on p. xvi he expresses his thanks to the
Archbishop of Canterbury for a copy of the Commission of Rural Dean,' lately used in that diocese,
'

on the occasion of the office being revived"; and
on p. xvii, "to the Bishop of Lincoln, for the
modern usages of the diocese of Lincoln, in one of
the archdeaconries of which the office has been
Mr.
lately revived, after a long suspension.''
Dansey, in his two volumes in small quarto, seems
to have collected nearly all that is to be known
about the office. A rubric meeting is clearly a

W.

mistake.

E. BUCKLEY.

About 1861 before or after I cannot say how
long some clergy of Bristol and the neighbourhood
"
"
used to hold what they called rubric meetings
for the express purpose of discussing the meaning
J. T. F.

of the Rubrics.
Winterton, Doncaster.

A JEWEL IN A
135).

Some

HEAD

SERPENT'S

interesting

(7

th

information

S. viii. 65,
upon this

subject, with coloured illustrations, may be found
'
'
upon reference to the Ortus Santitatis of Joa-aCuba, a work published at Mayence in 1491. In
'
his Tractatus de Lapidibus he enlarges very con'

siderably upon the virtues of the bezoar stone, and
man.
gives an illustration of its application to a sick
In chap, xxvii. he gives an account of the properties
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two kinds of the borax stone, which

is

specimen of printing, and the engraved portrait of Sir
Walter Raleigh had better have been omitted. Nothing
whatever can be said in its praise as a work of art,
and the great sailor's features are sufficiently well known
not to call for a badly-executed presentment. Having
said thus much, we have said all we can in dispraise of
a volume which contains a mass of information which,
will be new to nearly every English reader.
Almost
every country except our own is proud of its colonies,
and has a well-known and well-read popular literature
concerning them. For some reason, we know not what,
English people are content to remain in almost complete
ignorance as to the early history of our vast colonial

obtained

rom the head

of a toad ; in chap, cvi., of a stone
jxtracted from the head of a vulture; and in
jhap. cvii., an account of the stone radaym,

respecting which he says "Kadaym lapis est niger
Invenit in capite galli Maris,
itque translucens.
the
}uum datum est comedere formicis."
dating of ants should contribute to the formation
of this stone is not very comprehensible. Through:

Why

out the treatise Cuba quotes largely from Albertus
Magnus, Pliny, and Avicenna. The illustrations,
which are very numerous and of an extraordinary

empire.

The

history of the discovery and settlement of Guiana
picturesque, but in many ways cruel. Frenchmen,
Spaniards, Portuguese, and Dutchmen flit before us, but
there is hardly one of them who seems to have been
moved by any spirit that we can commend. Some of the
leaders who called themselves Christians seem to have
been at least as savage as the unhappy natives whom
they dispossessed of their lands. The volume has a good
index, and contains many little scraps of information,
apart from the main subject, which will be of interest
to our readers.
How many of them know, we wonder,
what is the derivation of the name Venezuela. The
writers tell us it means Little Venice, from its supposed
likeness to the Queen of the Adriatic.

character, constitute, in all probability, the earliest
illustrated work on natural history which we have.
It would trespass too much upon your space to give

is

the account of the various "operations" of the
above stones. With reference to the idea that a
serpent carries within it an antidote to its venom,
I may mention that an impression prevails in this
part of the country that adder's fat is the best
remedy for an adder's bite.
C. LEESON PRINCE.
The Observatory, Crowborough, Sussex.

ffiistteUmtawt.
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Great Writers. Life of Heinrich Heine.
By William
Sharp. (Scott.)
THE English poet who said of HeineAll he mocks in a cynic strain ;
Nothing he spares; not his own love even,
Or his own despair and pain
ga ve a very much truer picture of the great apostate
Jeew poet than any one else has ever succeeded in doing.
Mr. Sharp has done his best, and has compiled a careful,
and in some respects a pleasing life of Heine ; but somehow or other we cannot help wondering in what light
the subject of it would have viewed it could he have
read it. That Heine, under great social pressure, gave
up the outward form and practices of Judaism, and professed himself a Lutheran, may deserve, nay, does deserve
our pity as we as our condemnation ; but surely that is not
" Heine's hand
justification for Mr. Sharp when he says,
was forced; he yielded against his better judgment ......
and as he had not then a Deity to consult, he did not
take Providence into account." Heine had calculated
calmly on whether it would pay him to apostatize ; and
though he made a great mistake, as it turned out, it is
nonsense to talk about
yielding against his better
judgment. The sort of life he led is but briefly touched
upon by Mr. Sharp. Perhaps it could scarcely be otherwise
book of this kind; but, at the same
time, the
picture of Heine is incomplete without doing so in a more
marked manner. Heine's best poems must
always live ;
he can never cease to be a
charm, but there is much that
he wrote which we hope will
pass away into oblivion.
Let us try to remember
only the glorious lyrics, and
forget the blasphemy and coarseness that spoil much
1 1

ma

of

what he wrote.

199

IN the Fortnightly Mr. W. M. Gattie discusses What
English People Read.' It is easily conceivable, though
not wholly encouraging, to find that fiction under which
head is not very sensibly classed " general literature "
absorbs sixty to eighty per cent, of our readers.
For
science, art, poetry, philosophy, and theology the general
reader cares little.
In Aberdeen "awa" things are
better, but even there light literature is in the proportion
of 63.26 per cent. Prof. Dowden, writing on ' Coleridge as a Poet,' is specially interesting in regard to the
influence on Coleridge of local associations. Lady Dilke
takes a sanguine view of the issues of ' The Coming Elections in France.' Mr. E. B. Lanin opens with the subject of "Lying" a series of papers on 'Russian Characteristics.' If the statements advanced are trustworthy,
the Russians in respect of mendacity are thorough
Orientals.
Prof. Knight expounds, in the Nineteenth
Century, his views as to Criticism as a Trade.' In the
main he is correct in his views. Except in a few organs
of special critical purpose and independence, omniscience
is expected from
the critic.
Wordsworth's Great
Failure,' by Prof. Minto, deals with the unfinished
poem The Recluse.' It is interesting to find that Wordsworth, the great eulogist of solitude, was seldom long
alone without becoming restless and pining for change.
Canon Perry writes on ' The Grievances of High Churchmen,' and Colonel Lonsdale Hale gives a ehort account
of Das I. Garde- Dragoner- Regiment.' The most attractive portions of the contents are,
however, controversial.
Among many excellent and well illustrated articles in
the Century attention is arrested and repaid by ' An
American Artist in Japan,' Winged Botanist,' Th&
Pharaoh of the Exodu?,' and the History of the Kara
Political Prison.'
The last named, with its account of
the " goloddf ka," or hunger strike, is harrowing, and the
pictures of the Russian heroines are inexpressibly touching.
Cefalu,' by Mr. E. A. Freeman, contributed to
Macmillan's, is a fine specimen of descriptive writing.
Mr. Weyman's ' On an Old Book will be disappointing:
to bibliophiles.
The reflections are correct enough, but
the knowledge of a specialist is not shown. 'A Real
'
should make respectability shudder.
Working-Man
Rhymes after Horace,' by Ofellus, show the influence
of Mr. Austin Dobson.
Temple Bar gives an account of
J
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

and Settlement of
Rodway and Thonmi

Chronological History of the Discovery
Guiana 1493-1668. By James

Watt.
IT

is

(Georgetown, Demerara, Royal Gazette Office.)
a rare thing for us to receive a
book printed in
The one before us is not a very favourable

Demerara.

p

'
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'

Charles Whifcehead,' founded on

by Mr. Mackenzie

Bell.

Eighteenth Century

'

is

'

A

Forgotten Genius,

'The Court of Vienna in the
agreeable reading. To the Gen-

Bent sends a good account of ' A Russian
'
Monastery '; Mr. Launcelot Cross a rhapsody* on Sun
Arcadian
Dials '; and Mr. Leyburn a paper headed
Extremes.' Murray's leads off with 'Dramatic Opinions/
by Mrs. Kendal. Very outspoken opinions they are, aud
tleman's Mr.

with all the impress of sincerity. They constitute interLord Brabourne writes eruditely and
esting reading.
'
well on Books and Book-buying,' and Mr. Strobel writes

o

s.

vm.
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IN the Bookbinder (Clowes & Sons) concludes ' Bookbindings in the Eighteenth Century,' a good paper with
a portrait of Roger Payne. An article on Bindings in
the Paris Exhibition' is continued, and ia
agreeably
'

illustrated in colours.

THE appearance

of the Civil Service

Manual

for 1889

Kerry (Simpkin, Marshall & Co.), has been
delayed
consequence of the Royal Commission on
Civil Appointments. It is an indispensable guide to all
candidates for employment in the military and
naval,
home, Indian, and colonial civil services, &c.
MR. ERNEST AXON has reprinted in pamphlet form
from the Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire
Antiquarian Society his list of the writings of John
Eglington Bailey, F.S.A. In this interesting brochure
'
N. & Q.' is largely represented. From the same Transactions Mr. Axon and Mr. Thomas Formby have also
reprinted a list of the writings of W. Thompson Watkin.
by G. E.

S.

in

on La Comedie Franfaise.' 'Elephant Kraals,' by
A. Gregory, is worth reading.' The Dying Drama
is treated of by Mr. Wm. Archer in the New Review,
and our correspondent M. Joseph Reinach, editor of La
Republique Franqaise, writes on The French Elections.'
The Hon. George Curzon,M.P., gives an account of some
rather repulsive ' Wrestling in Japan.' A new volume
of the English Illustrated opens with a capital engraving
MR. WILLIAM THYNNE LYNN, B.A., F.R.A.S., has
of Van der Heist's 'Portrait of a Lady.' Mr. Grant
'
'
Allen's pleasant account of Glan Conway is well illus- issued Brief Lessons on the Parables and Miracles of
Our
on
Homeric
is
Green's
as
Mr.
Lord, a small but pregnant volume, with two expaper
Imagery.'
trated,
'
Very pretty are the designs to Lyly's Cupid and My cellent illustrations. The publisher is Geo. Stoneman.
to
Sweet
from
Pills
Lady,'
Campaspe' and Come,
Purge
EDWARD LAMAN BLANCHARD, who died on Wednesday,
Melancholy.' The Corrihill has Fresh Water Fishes,'
'A Trio of Frauds,' and 'A Border Hillside '; Longman's in his seventieth year, at his residence in London, was a
a capital paper by Grant Allen on Tropical Education '; well-known dramatist and critic, a genial, humorous,
and Tinsley's a portrait and life of the Marquis of Duf- and fascinating companion, and the best-informed stuferin and Ava.
The Rev. S. Baring-Gould contributes dent of things theatrical in London. On these subjects
to the Newberry House Magazine. A U the Year Round he contributed to
N. & Q.,' from whose columns, in
has papers on Somnambulism
and
Round About consequence of illness, he has lately been missed.
'

libly
ir

W.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Paris.'

THE

publications of Messrs. Cassell lead off with
of the Shakespeare, containing ' Romeo and
Juliet in the illustrations is a blonde.
Juliet.'
Our Own
Part
LVI., deals with Morecambe Bay, the
Country,

Part

XLIV.

Tweed, and Southern Pembrokeshire.

A

full-page view

The picture of Furness
Abbey disappointing. Of Kelso, Dryburgh, Melrose,
Coldstream, and Berwick good views are given. Pembroke Castle is also depicted. Opening at Staple Inn,
Old and New London, Part XXIV., gives a full-page
representation of a play in a London Jnn Yard in the
time of Elizabeth. Views of Furnival's Inn follow. A
bound is then made to Westminster and the western
suburbs. Wynyarde's View of London from Temple
Bar to Charing Cross, A.D. 1543,' is reproduced, and
of Lancaster is a pleasant feature.
is

'

Row and Suffolk House.
Picturesque Australasia, Part XI., has a map of New Zealand, a striking picture of a flood in the Otira Gorge,
and illustrations of early explorations of Tasmania.
Part XVIII. of The History of Music treats of Emile
'
Naumann, concludes the chapter on Lotti and the
Masters of the Catholic Restoration,' and supplies Music
in England from the Norman Conquest.'
A portrait of
Girolamo Frascobaldi, an early view of organ bellows
and blowers, and a facsimile of a madrigal are among
the illustrations. Celebrities of the Century, Part VIII.,
ends at Greg.
Garibaldi, Garfield, Gerome, Geoffrey
St. Hilaire, Goethe, Gortschakoff, and Grant are among
the most extended biographies.' Life at Girton,' in
the Woman's World, is very interesting.
The Encyclopaedic Dictionary, Part LXV1II., begins with "Slip"
link
and ends with " Specialize." A history of the
"
"
Southcottians, an analysis of Soph and its derivatives,
and an account of " Socage," will show how ample and
varied is the information supplied.
there are views of Butcher's

'

THE

Art Review reproduces Mr. Whistler's
portrait of Carlyle and Mr. Arthur Lemon's Centaur
The ' Te Deum ' of Mr. C. W. Whall is finely conceived,
and the entire number is praiseworthy.
Scottish

ta

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."
J. CHARLES, Partick (" Beggar's Benison ").
This
society was constituted at Anstruther during the last
century, for the purpose of collecting facetiae. The entry
Fee was ten guineas, and George IV. and the leading
nobility were members. For the disposal of the diplomas,
seals, &c., see

'

N.

&

Q.,' 5th s. xii. 98.

" Old
Subscriber," who gives no address and
assumes a pseudonym, characterizes as ungrammatical

AN

We

;he plural quartoes, and likens it tofolioes.
shall be
;lad if he will favour us with any rule of grammar that
s violated in the plural of which he complains.

CORDTJFF is anxious to find particulars of a person
iving in Lismore previous to 1770, and will be glad to
iear of a resident with antiquarian tastes to whom to
apply.
C.

noted

WHITE (" Folk-lore ").
5th s. vi. 144.

A.

This superstition

is

NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and

"at

the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
to
return comWe beg leave to state that we decline
munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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that no copies of these books are genuine, but such as are

14, 1889

sign'd
"

CONTENTS. N
I

OTES

Books on Gaming, 201 Moritz's Travels in EngGrave Domesday Phonetics

land,' 202 John Howard's
" March of intellect

"Holy Cross, Crediton, 203 Bi-cliff
Book
Chingford
Burial on Northern Bide of Church
Obelisk, 204 Weather Folk-lore Healing by Touch Provincial Publishing, 205 Column on Calais Pier Sir W.
Browne, Knt. All Hallows Barking-MealsCuriosity of
Cataloguing, 206.
Dick "CommonCUERIES James Hammond, 206 "The
'
wealth Presbyterianism
Cowper's Conversation " FreeFour
man's Quay Dramatic Burlesques, 207 Radcliffe
corners to my bed "Licences to pass beyond Seas' The
Devonshire Lane' Motto of Trin. Coll., Oxon. GrandAuthor
Address Wanted
father of the Conqueror
Wanted Isleworth Pigott Frederick Howard, Earl of
Carlisle Fonts, 208 Anthony Allen Laird Kinkell Rev.
White Authors Wanted, 209.
I. Allen
EEPLIES Translation" Wanted, 209 Cradle of the Tide,
Minster Benjamin Ward, 212
"Rescue Shot
210
Clubbing Erasmus Earle Citizen and Toloser Ballads of
Midland Counties St. Veeps Kosher Church decorated
with Birch Boughs Visit of Emperor of Germany, 213
:

Fleet St."

The 'Backgammon' was published separately,
and is exceedingly scarce, only two copies being at
sresent known.
Neither of
(G.O. and J.M.)
;hese has a formal title, but each begins with the
following address
" To the Reader.

'

:

Printer's Chapel

" Proud Preston"

Moxon's

by him.

Printed for F. Cogan, at the Middle Temple Gate, in

194.
'

:

201

'

Chaucer'

Latin Play Thomas Watts, 214 Hakluyt Clates Hugo's
"Toilers of the Sea 'St. Peter Nolasco-Sir Sampson Norton, 215 Date of Garrick's Birth Turnip Pluralization
of Scott's Poems Blake's 'Songs of Innocence'
wits are gone wool-gathering," 216 Arms of NotRoyal
tinghamshireConvicts shipped to the Colonies

MSS.

"Your

Climb "Mister" and "Gentleman" Morris
Baines Officers of Spanish Legion, 218.
NOTES ON BOOKS ' Thompson's ' Chronicon Galfridi le
Prideaux's Pedigree of the Family
Baker de Swynebroke
of Prideaux 'Payne's 'Old English Catholic Missions'
Baker's Ludlow Town and Neighbourhood.'
Lepers, 217

Heirlooms

'

:

'

:o

The Author has thought proper
inform the Pub- lick, That no Copies of these Books
are genuine, but such as are signed by him.
" EDMOND
|

|

|

|

|

HOYLE."
(signed autogr.)
Facing this is a page on which appears an advertisement (in twenty-six lines) :
" Just
Done up in
publish'd, In a neat Pocket Size,
ine Gold emboss'd Paper, & gilt on the Leaves, Price
Two Shillings, The Fourth Edition of A Short Treatise on the Game of
Whist "; &c. " By Edmond Hoyle,
|

|

|

|

|

1

|

Gent."

3n the back of this is an announcement " To the
Eeader," as follows :
'

The author

of the above Treatise [on whist] gives

That he has reduced the Price of it, that
.t
may not be worth any Person's while to Purchase the
Pirated Editions which have been obtruded upon the
World, which are extreamly incorrect and that he
will not undertake to explain any Case but in such
Copies as have been set forth by himself, or that are
authoris'd as Revis'd and Corrected under his own
Hand.
" Several Purchasers of the former Editions
I
Notice,

1

|

|

"

;

|

having
been entirely at a loss how to apply the Calculations, f
were obliged to have recourse to the Author to explain
them, which was both troublesome and expensive ; in
this Edition, he has explained the Use of them, and
"

BOOKS ON GAMING.

|

(Continued from p. 145.)
In the same year (1743) we find Hoyle entering
'
at Stationers' Hall the
Short Treatise on the
Game of Piquet, &c.,' in his own name, "Edmond Hoyle, Gent.," and that of his agent or publisher, Francis Cogan, on January 11 ; and again,
June 18, the * Short Treatise on the Game of Backgammon,' in the same two names. Emboldened
by the success which had crowned his first attempt,
the first by which any one had ever aimed at treating a game scientifically in this country, he seems to
have turned his attention to other games with the
same good fortune, which, indeed, he fully deserved.
The treatise on piquet did not appear, I believe, before 1744 ; but that which he wrote on

h'as

also given the

Signification of

the

Technical

j

Words.
" N.B.
|

At the particular Desire of several Persons of
Quality, the Laws of the Game are printed [&c., as
|

Price

before]

"

2s.

6d.

I^T Whoever pirates either of these Works will be
sued. The Proprietor has already obtained an Injunc|

|

tion against Nine Persons for piratEditions of one of them."

|

ing or selling pirated

After these two preliminary leaves follow 69 pp. ;
B to in twelves ; the last page (70) being blank.
So it appears this little book came out simulf
taneously with the fourth edition of the Short
Treatise on Whist.' There is no title, as has been
remarked, and the first two leaves are without

D

signature this pamphlet was, therefore, probably
the " artificial intended to be tacked on to the 'Treatise on
It has not yet been found so appended ;
the treatise on Whist.'
whist) in the General Evening Post from Thurs- but later editions of it, in such position, will be
day, November 17, to Saturday, November 19, described presently.
Of the fifth edition of the 'Short Treatise on
1743, and afterwards, as follows
"This day was published (price 2s. 6d.) in a neat Whist* there is a copy, the only one at present
The title is the
pocket size, done up in fine gold emboss'd paper, and known, in the British Museum.
gilt on the leaves, a Short Treatise on the game of Backsame as that of the fourth edition down to the
gammon. Containing a table of the 36 chances [on two twelfth
line, in which, as in a few of those which
dice], with directions how to find out the odds of being
hit upon single or double
follow, the words are differently arranged and
dice; &c.. &c. By Edmonc
" MDCCXLIV
divided, and it has at foot the date
Hoyle, Gent.
"
N.B. The author has thought proper to inform tl
[Price Two Shillings.]." "To the Reader," 1 f.
F ublic, (to prevent their being
imposed on by pirates]
(not signed); title, with "Advertisement" on
:

was announced (with
backgammon
"
memory and the fourth edition of

:

I
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"

Contents," 2 ff. ; and pp. 76, 12mo. ,
verso, If.;
in twelves,
in twos.
It is
to
in fours,
very odd that the address "To the Keader" should
be unsigned. The leaf, in the opinion of experts,

A

B

D

E

" washed." It
must, therefore, have
escaped signature by a rare accident. I have never
seen another copy of a genuine edition, published
during Hoyle's lifetime, unsigned by the author.
There is, however, no reason to doubt the authenIt came there in a
ticity of the Museum copy.
batch of pamphlets and books, in August, 1859,
from an anonymous donor, who thus, perhaps, rid
himself of a quantity of what he considered the
It is singular that the
rubbish of his library.
Museum should have become possessed in this
way of a volume which is certainly very rare, if
not unique. The laws in this edition are, except
for a few typographical variations, the same as in
The first page of the
the preceding edition.
'
*
Short Treatise contains the same promise (that
has not been

had appeared in that edition) of "an Artificial
Memory which does not take off your Attention
from your Game ; and if required, he [the author]
is ready to communicate it, upon payment of one
Guinea." This work was, therefore, still in MS.
It did not appear in print until it was given with
the sixth edition.
In the same year appeared 'A Short Treaon the Game of
tise
Piquet,' including a
treatise on chess.
Facing the title is a blank
leaf, across the middle of which is pasted the
address "To the Keader" in five lines, and
|

|

|

signed (autog.) by Edmond Hoyle (cut from
the treatise on backgammon?). Title, 1 f., the
verso blank, "by Edmund [stcj Hoyle, Gent.
Printed for F. Cogan at the Middle
London
1744.
Price Two Shilling [sic] and
Temple-gate.
in twelves
Six Pence"; Contents, 1 f.; B to
E in fours ; pp. 80 (the last page blank), exclusive
Chess occupies pp. 55-79.
of title and contents.
(Bod.; a copy is also in the B.M., without "To
the Eeader," which was, perhaps, an insertion.)
|

:

|

|

|

D

JULIAN MARSHALL.
(To

le continued.)

Pasto
MORITZ'S 'TRAVELS IN ENGLAND.'
'
Charles Philip Moritz, in his Travels in England
in 1782,' describes feelingly the great incivility he
met with at various inns on his journey from
London to Derbyshire on account of his being a
" foot-wobbler "
(to use Mrs. Nosebag's phrase in
'
Waverley ') in those days when, as Prof. Henry
Morley, in his short introduction (1887) to the Eng

"

everybody who was anybod;
rode." Moritz's experience of English inns seems tc
have been exactly the reverse of that described by
Shenstone in his well-known quatrain. And not a
inns only. In passing by the Eton playing-fields
the aristocratic young Etonians (qy., might Canninj
have been one of them ?) stared at him, dusty as h

lish translation, says,

s.

[7*
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way that he was fain to get out of
soon as possible. Without in the
east doubting the veracity of the excellent and
beral-minded young Prussian clergyman, it is

was, in such a
leir sight as

'

evertheless noteworthy that in Guy Mannering/
le period of which, after the tenth chapter, is
ontemporary, or nearly so, with that of Moritz's
ravels, Scott represents Bertram walking through
Cumberland into Scotland without meeting with
ny incivility, but rather the reverse (see chap. xxii.) r
n account of his " foot- wobbling." It may be
'
'
aid that Moritz's Travels are real, whilst Guy
'

;

bannering

is fiction,

but I think Scott's

fiction ia

most people's reality. See also
Wordsworth's poem, 'The Brothers,' the date of
which is 1800, eighteen years later than that of
Vtoritz's travels, in the opening lines of which
valuable

s

iourists,

as

evidently pedestrian tourists, are spoken

as quite familiar objects at that period, at all
Can any one point
vents in the Lake district.
tut contemporary records of incivility at inns or
elsewhere towards travellers on foot in England
during the last two or three decades of the
if

eighteenth century, in confirmation of Moritz'sexperiences 1
"
"
which
friend suggests that the
'arf bricks
were (metaphorically, not actually) "heaved" at
Moritz were on account of his foreign appearance^
and not on account of his travelling on foot^
This may have had something to do with it, but
much of his trouble undoubtedly sprang from hi&
alking (see Letter ix.).

A

The following amusing statement

of our traveller
a confirmation of the general ignorance of mountains which prevailed in England, and apparently in
Moritz says
foreign lands as well, a century ago.
is

"

"

was told by others (a saving clause !) of
"Chatsworth, a palace or seat belonging to the
Dukes of Devonshire, at the foot of a mountain
whose summit is covered with eternal snow, and
therefore always gives one the idea of winter, at
the same time that the most delightful spring
blooms at its foot." Eternal snow in Derbyshire I
I suppose, or rather I am sure, that the snow on
Ben Nevis and Ben Mac Dhui melts in the summer.
few pages before Moritz says of some place in
" We now ascended such an
the Peak country,
amazing height, and there were such precipices on
each side, that it makes me giddy even now when I
think of it." This reminds one of the ascent of
Blencathara (Saddleback) by a party of gentlemen
and a guide, mentioned by Mr. H. I. Jenkinson

that he

A

in his 'Practical Guide to the English Lakes':
"
had not walked more than 1 m. when one

They

'
looking around was so astonished
with the different appearance of objects in the
valley beneath him that he declined proceeding/
'
Another had not gone much farther when he waa
suddenly taken ill, and wished to lose blood and
return.'
Only one of the party and the guide

of the party on

^

s.
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read
,ched the summit." This was in 1793, only
'
seven years before Wordsworth, in his lines To
"
looking upon the
Joanna,' described himself as
hills with tenderness," and twelve years before
Scott apostrophized in heartfelt strains
Caledonia stern and wild,
Meet nurse for a poetic child
Land of the mountain and the flood.
Pastor Moritz, however, seems to have been
greatly impressed by the fine scenery of the Peak,
a region which is to myself, I regret to say, a terra
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
incognita.
Eopley, Alresford.

Some years ago a
527) having reference
to Howard's monuments in Eussia, but it remains
unanswered in the pages of N. & Q.' to this day.
As Dr. Stoughton, the latest and ablest of
Howard's biographers, following in the track of

JOHN HOWARD'S GRAVE.

th
juery was inserted (4 S.

viii.

'

many of his predecessors, states that Howard was
buried near the village of Dauphigny, a place
which cannot be found either in any modern map
*

or gazetteer, and the
Encyclopaedia Britannica,'
"
Howard," follows suit, but s.n. "Kherson"
states that he was buried near the Church of the
well to point
Assumption at Kherson, it seems as
*
out that a reference to Murray's Handbook for
'
Travellers in Russia (1888, pp. 356-7) will clear
up the confusion of the authorities.
From Murray it appears that Howard was buried
in a walled field in a village then called Dophinovka,
s.n.

owner, but now known as
Stepanovka, six versts north of Kherson, and that
the monument over his grave bears the following
after

M.

Dauphine",

inscription

its

:

Johannes Howard

Ad Sapulchram

staa

Quisquis ea

Amici
1790.

The other monument which was erected
memory at Kherson stands near the Church
Assumption, opposite the old prison.

to his

It is in the

:

died on the 20th January
in the year 1790
in the 65 th year of his age

Visit propteratios
Alios Salvos fecit.

township, it is quite
name of the township

Probably some scribes

G. F. R. B.

scribe

names
same name was differently pronounced by different
tenants
but making every allowance for such

in catching the

;

sources of error, it is difficult to believe that
.dentical values were uniformly attached to the

same alphabetic

signs.

Thus, to take the Yorkshire Domesday alone, as
I happen to be most familiar with it, I have noted
with n, p with b, g with c and
interchanges of
and gn, t with d, th, st, ct.
gh, n with
medial a is interchanged with ai, aie, and u; a
In the
medial e with ei, ai, ia, u, ue t and o.
middle of words the consonants s, v, l,J, h, m, n, g,

m

m

A

are often omitted.
Of the commoner suffixes, hi is
almost the only one which does not vary. The

next commonest, ton,

is

spelt tone, tune, tona, tun,

would seem almost impossible that
the ingenuity of the Domesday scribes should have
contrived fifteen ways of spelling the common

and

It

ton.

termination

I find, however,

-ley.

le, la, lei, lai,

laia, lege, lage, laga, lade, laf, lac.
also noted fifteen ways in which burgh is

lie, laie, leie, leia,

I have

We

have burg, burgh, burc, berg, bergh,
bergue, berc, berga, berge, bergie, borg, borch, bore,
have also stain, stane, stan, stein,
broc, and bud.
written.

We

sten,

and

stone.

The patronymic

suffix appears in

fourteen

forms, viz., ing, eng, inge, inga, inghet
inc, enc, ige, ig, ic, ice, ine, in, i ; while ham becomes hem, hen, am, em, um, an, on, un. There
are ten ways of spelling hall and seven of spelling
The orthography seems to be as uncertain
ford.
as that of our great grandmothers, or of the old
Duchess of Gordon, who used to say to her cronies,
" You
know, my dear, when I don't know how to
spell a

word I always draw a line under it ; and if
wrong it passes for a very good joke, and

spelt

A

complete
spelt right it don't matter."
history of the phonetic laws of the forms used in
the correspondence of the duchess would be an
easier undertaking than a similar history for DomesOn her Grace's principles of orthography all,
day.
or nearly all, the proper names in Domesday would
if it is

ISAAC TAYLOR.

require to be underlined.

" MARCH or INTELLECT."

th
(See 7 S.

viii.

87.)

a novel adaptation of this remarkable
It is contained in an answer to a rephrase.
presentative of the Pall Mall Gazette who wished to
"All right. Friday about
interview Mr. Edison.
I '11 be sane by that time.
eleven in the morning.
intellect is now making 275 revolutions a
KILLIGREW.
minute."

Here

th
S. viii. 158.)
(See 7
Under this reference, PROF. SKEAT suggests that
"
some one should undertake a complete history of
the phonetic laws of the forms used in Domesday."
I have devoted a good deal of time to the ascertainment of the said laws, and have reluctantly come
to the conclusion that the attempt is
hopeless.
The difficulty is what astronomers would call the

was a law unto
hold lands in the same
the exception to find the
spelt alike in both entries.
were more acute than others
as pronounced, possibly the

Every

When two tenants

aimself.

it is

of the

form of an obelisk, having a sun-dial on one face and
Howard's medallion on the other, and bears the
following inscription in Russian and Latin
Howard

DOMESDAY PHONETICS.

personal equation.
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is

My

HOLY
that

CROSS, CREDITON.
some newspapers have

vertence, doubtless),

It is well to

mention

lately (from pure inad-

when mentioning

the reopen-
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after restoration, of Holy Cross Church, at
" cathedral "
Crediton, in Devonshire, called it a
church. This statement incorporates certainly a
valuable historical truth and reminiscence, but no
more, for, unless I am entirely in error, although
a bishop's chair, or, as Dr. E. A. Freeman often
"
prefers to call it, a
bishop's stool," probably was
in Crediton anciently, before the Bishop of the
West Country established himself in Exeter, there
is no evidence that the present church of the Holy
Cross of Crediton had ever risen to more than collegiate rank, which, of course, since the Reformationthe exact date of the dissolution of the college I do not know, but perhaps it is mentioned in
'
it has ceased to claim,
Dugdale's Monasticon
being, like Ottery St. Mary, at present simply a
parish church. There is an extinct or transferred
see of Crediton, but I doubt whether the walls of
the existing church ever enclosed an episcopal
The see had been shifted before the
throne.
ing,

'

present church of Crediton arose.
Both Dr. E. A. Freeman's 'Exeter' and the
'Tourist Guide to Devonshire,' by Mr. R. N.
Worth, F.R.G.S., third edition (London, Edward
Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, 1886), part. ii. (North
Devon), pp. 36-7, mention that Crediton Church
is ex-collegiate, but not ex-episcopal.
Mr. Worth
mentions the local pronunciation "Kirton" for

Crediton, and the rhyme :
Kirton was a borough town
When Exon was a vuzzy down.
As Mr. Worth rightly adds, Crediton was without
controversy the birthplace of St. Winfred of Boni-

p* s. vm.
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buried on the northern side of the church was
recently received with general incredulity in the
House of Commons, the Home Secretary, for one,
declaring that he had never heard of such a preIt exists, nevertheless, and was once unijudice.
In Epworth churchyard there is a tombversal.
stone in this position, bearing date 1807, which
may be cited in evidence. It has a long poetical
inscription, of which the concluding couplet runs
thus
That I might longer undisturb'd abide,
I choos'd to be laid on this northern side.
:

C. C. B.

BOOK.

One

new

lights proposes to separate book from beech, involving, as it appears to
me, a distinction without a difference. The argu-

of the

book, primarily a board made of
beech-wood, represents as a survival the Roman
waxen tablets; we see it in the "horn-book," a slip
of wood holding an inscribed paper, which is protected by a thin shaving of horn, practically transto split, to
parent. Book is cognate with Skt. bhaj,
f
So
to cook," &c.
divide ; but bhaj also means
We get (f)fjyo<s, <^wyw,/agrws, Eng. bake; also A.-S.
The agreebook.
bece, Eng. beech, A.-S. boc, Eng.
ment is even closer in German, where buch is
"
"
beech." What can we hope to
book," buche is
A. HALL.
prove by raising the question ?

ment runs thus

:

'

OBELISK. Allusion is made
which is exactly on the meridian of
the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and therefore
has no longitude, in Mr. Walford's 'Greater
of
face, apostle
Germany and martyred Archbishop London,' vol. i. p. 420, where it is stated to be
of Mainz, in Germany.
We Englishmen and "maintained at the instance of the Astronomer
Englishwomen ought to be proud that the mis- Royal." Reference is also made to several comto
the
Teutons of the Rhine was of munications in the Sixth Series of 'N. & Q.,' and to
sionary
English blood. The Drakes, Raleighs, and Fro- some other obelisks nearer Epping which are supbishers fought in the Elizabethan age in a cause
posed to be not far from the site of the battle between
perhaps more secular, but manifested anyhow the Queen Boadicea and the Roman general Suetonius
of
the
old
vigour
English blood; and when I my- Paulinus. Into the latter question I do not purpose
self visited the noble (modern) basilica of St. Boni- to
enter, having nothing to add to the information
face at Munich, I felt that I was reminded not contained in the letter of MR. EDWARD SMITH (6 th
of
a
but
of
an
from
Devon- S. vi. 272), referred to by Mr. Walford. But as
only
saint,
Englishman
shire.
H. DE B. H.
the expression of the latter with regard to the
BI-CLIFF.

'
not given in the New
It occurs in Michael Dray-

This word

is

English Dictionary.'
ton's 'Elegy to Master William Jeffreys':
The Muses here sit sad, and muse the while
A sort of swine unseasonably defile
Those sacred springs, which from the li-cliff hill
Dropt their pure nectar into every quill.
"
"
Bi-cliff hill
is evidently a reminiscence of Per" in
sius's
bicipiti Parnasso."
F. C.

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

BIRKBECK TERRY.

Diss.

BURIAL ON THE NORTHERN SIDE OF THE
CHURCH. The assertion that in many country
districts there is

a strong prejudice against being

THE CHINGFORD

to this obelisk,

Chingford obelisk (which I once, being in the
neighbourhood, visited from mere curiosity whilst
attached to the Greenwich observatory) may lead
some to an erroneous notion about it, I should like,
with your permission, to mention the facts of the
case, which will also enable me to correct some
th
S. v. 426), to
errors in MR. J. BAILLIE'S letter (6
which my attention was directed by reading Mr.
Walford's interesting book. It is more than fifty
years since the mark on the obelisk in question
has been made any use of at the observatory.
Prof, (now Sir George) Airy was appointed Astronomer Royal, in succcession to Mr. Pond, in Octoin the following
ber, 1835, and came into residence
Both the mark at Chingford and
December.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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nother at Blackwali were employed in deterlining the collimation error of the transit telecope then used. But the latter was too broad for
he new fine wires introduced into the telescope in
Fanuary, 1836, and the Chingford obelisk was only
Sir G. Airy, thererisible in the finest weather.
ore, at once discontinued the use of both, and obtained the collimation error by a cross-wire in the
focus of a small subsidiary telescope mounted in
the transit-room a short distance to the south of
the transit telescope. MR. BAILLIE'S letter would
lead readers to suppose that it was the substitution of the great transit circle for the old transit
instrument in 1851 which made the Chingford
obelisk obsolete ; whereas, as I have said, its use
was discontinued fifteen years before that. The
only change of method in this respect made necessary by the change of instrument was, that as the
transit-circle was not capable of reversal, a second
collimating telescope was introduced on the other
side of the room, due north of the principal teleBut MR. BAILLIE greatly exaggerates the
scope.
distance between the position of this and that of
the old transit telescope. The former is 19, not
120 feet to the eastward of the latter, so that the
difference of longitude is scarcely appreciable,
amounting, in fact, to only about 0"'02. Had the
distance really been 120 feet, the change would
not have altered the longitude by more than a
small fraction of a second in time.
W. T. LYNN.
Blackheath.
;

WEATHER

FOLK- LORE, PEMBROKESHIRE.

The

following lines, which I recently heard quoted by
a native of Pembrokeshire, seem worthy of inser'
tion in N. & Q.':

A fog from the

sea
Brings honey to the bee ;
from
the
hills
fog
Brings corn to the mills.

A

These lines remind
*

me

of those given in Swainson's

Weather

Folk-lore,' p. 198 :
When the mist comes from the

Then good weather

When the

it

doth

Then good weather

it

hill,
;

will be.

F. C.

The Paddocks,

spill

miat comes from the sea,

BIRKBECK TERRY.

Palgrave, Bias.

HEALING BY TOUCH.

Amongst the numerous

superstitions on this subject the following is not
the least curious or
revolting, and does not seem to
me to be very familiar. The author of <

Souvenirs
de mes Voyages en
Angleterre,' 8vo., Zurich, 1795,
after describing an execution at
Newgate, says
"
My horror was intensified by seeing many men and
:

women

m

carried to the scaffold in order to have
applied to
for the cure of various diseases the still
>f

the just-executed crimiaala;

throbbing

was
among
a young and handsome woman
who, pale and almost
ymg in the arms of the hangman, was obliged to consent to having the hand of one of
the criminals placed
others

205

under the handkerchief which covered her bogom, and
this in the presence of some thousands of spectators."

Strange and cruel superstition, which, in the midst
of a philosophical people, has still the power to
compel a disregard for the violation equally of

common

sense and of imagination, of delicacy and
J.

decency
Richmond,
!

ELIOT HODGKIN.

PROVINCIAL PUBLISHING. I learn from a recent
of N. & Q.' that a book has lately been
"
published at York. The book seems to be only
a little one," as the young woman said of her baby;

number

but

'

appearance in such a quarter is surprising
to suggest a remark or two on the decay of
There was a time when
provincial publishing.
books were occasionally issued even at York ; but
that was in the days of Thomas Gent, who was not
a York man. And so late as the beginning of the
present century Messrs. Thomas Wilson & Sons
used to publish there, not indeed new books, but
editions of popular works of a domestic or scholastic
'
'
sort : the Sandford and Merton kind of thing.
I should suppose, however, that no book has been
its

enough

published at York for the last sixty or seventy
years, except perhaps a few sermons, tracts, and
pamphlets such as a certain pamphlet printed
some years ago in the form of a letter to the
present Archbishop of York in which letter his
" Sir
"; the author and the
grace is addressed as
publisher, who were both York men, being ignorant
how to address even their own archbishop. Since
then a certain man, one of the few intelligent persons (none of them natives) who reside in the town,
was good enough to send me a copy of a handsome
illustrated volume of which he was the author. As
:

related mainly to York and its neighbourhood,
I inquired why he had not published it at York.
"
" I could find there
neither a
Because," said he,
publisher, nor even, or hardly even, a subscriber."
It would not be fair to test all England by the
example of such a town as this, especially as we
know that a hundred years or even sixty years ago
books were freely issued in towns not indeed so
obscure intellectually as York, but often of less
account in point of population. Stokesley, for init

and Guisborough, and Gainsborough, and
Boston, and Derby, where the Mozley firm had a
wide reputation ; Norwich too, and Ipswich, and
Exeter, and (I think) even Truro. These are mere
samples stated from memory ; and in the matter
stance,

and printing where are they all now ?
Messrs. Child & Co. date from Bungay, but do
they not print in London ? Messrs. Hazell & Watson, Mr. Euskin's printers, who used to date from
'
Aylesbury, are they not now written in the London Directory ? The two university towns hold
of publishing

'

own, and Manchester and Birmingham have
gained ground in these matters ; but every other
place seems to have yielded to that centripetal
force which Cobbett so vigorously denounced.
In
their

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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one generation the

tall

well-nigh disappeared.

I speak, however, not as

COLUMN ON CALAIS PIER TO COMMEMORATE
THE RETURN OF Louis XVIII. TO FRANCE.
This column originally bore the following inscrip
tion :
" Le 24 Avril 1814. S. M. Louis XVIII.
debarque vis
a vis de cette colonne et fut enfin rendu a 1'amour des
Frangais pour en perpetuer le souvenir la ville de Calais
a eleve ce monument."

As an additional means of perpetuating this a
brazen plate has been let into the pavement upon
the precise spot where his foot first touched the
An English traveller noticed in his journal,
soil.
" as a sinistrous
omen, that when Louis le Desir4
after his exile stepped on France he did not put
the right foot foremost." At the Revolution in
1 830 both inscription and footmark in bronze were
removed, and are now to be seen in the Mus^e
Hue

W. LOVELL.

Royale.

Temple Chambers.

SIR WILLIAM BROWNE, KNT. This celebrated
After thirty years'
physician was very eccentric.
practice at Lynn, where he acquired a competent
fortune, he received the honour of knighthood, of
which he was not a little proud.
"About this same period too he distinguished himself
as a champion of the fair sex at Lynn, but under what
circumstances and in what manner is now unknown.
The
it

incident led to the following epigram, the product,
has always been thought, of his own pen
:

Domino Wilhelmo Browne,

Militi.

'

89 .

faithful city of

;

an expert, but as an observer only; and therefore
A. J. M.
I speak subject to correction.

vm. SEPT. u,

Lion King was interred in the cathedral of his
Rouen, and is, or was some years
ago, in the museum of that city, having been sacrilegiously exhumed from its intended resting-place.

English peasant shrink

puny London cockney in two generation!
the country printer and publisher seems to have
into the

s.

[7*

As for Surrey the poet and the saintly Bishop
Fisher, their bodies were never laid in the church,
but only temporarily in the churchyard.
Fisher's
mutilated body was removed to the Tower to be
laid to rest by the side of Sir Thomas More's, and
Lord Surrey's ashes in 1614 were taken to Framlingham, in Suffolk, to the burial-place of the
Howards, his ancestors. Laud's remains rested for
about sixteen years beneath the communion table
of All Hallows Barking, but were taken for interment to Oxford in 1663. Beneath this table there
is a small
heart-shaped shield of arms of the Bond
family, which is often taken to mark the spot
where the Lion King's heart was buried.
Accuracy should be cultivated even by a writer
of fiction, in spite of Sir Robert Walpole's assertion
"
that all
J. MASKELL.
history is fictitious."
MEALS.

In a

of old Derbyshire customs,
which I
have not noticed before
" Ye
e
gentrie after y southern mode, have two statemeales a day, with a bitt in y c buttery to a morning
c
draught ; but your peasants exceed y Greeks, who had
e
four meals a day, for y e moorlanders add three more
y
e
e
e
bitt in y
morning, y anders-me&te, and y yendersmeate, and so make up seven, and for certaine y great
housekeeper doth allow his people, especially in summer
;ymo, so many commessations."
list

&c., I find the following, containing terms
:

:

R.

A

W. HACKWOOD.

CURIOSITY OF CATALOGUING.

son Observation dans tous

'Le Deuil,

Temps,' 1877, I find
n a recent Liverpool catalogue under the alarming
head "Devil."
H. T.
les

Sia, Miles, terror castigatorque Gigantis,

Victima cui Virgo nocte dieque cadit.
Herculeo monstris purgata est Lerna labore,
Monstris purgetur Lenna labore tuo.
Be thou, knight, the giant's scourge and dread,
Who night and day preys on the victim maid.
Herculean labour Lerna's monsters slew,

Oh may
!

answers

thy labours those of Lynn subdue.
Munk's ' Roll of the Royal College of
Physicians,'

ii.

86.

This work was printed in 1861. I do not know of
any light having been thrown on this mystery since
that time, or if any elucidation of it can now be

W.

given.

E.

BUCKLEY.

ALL HALLOWS BARKING, LONDON. In a clever
and popular novel entitled ' George Geith of Fen
Court,' by F. G. Trafford (Mrs. Riddell), 8vo.,
London, 1866, 1 read, on p. 3
:

"Underneath the high

Hallows Barking
lies, crumbling to dust, a heart which knew no such reIn the same
pose in life, that of Richard Coeur de Lion.
church sleep Surrey the poet, and bishops Laud and
executed
on
the
Tower
Hill."
Fisher,
adjacent
t

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the

Every word of

altar of All

this is incorrect.

The heart

of the

may

be addressed to them direct

JAMES HAMMOND AND CATHERINE DASHWOOD.
In N. & Q.,' 2nd S. xi. 348, 430, 493 ; xii. 33,
56, there are some very interesting notes regarding
he family of James Hammond, the author of

Love

Elegies,'

and M.P.

for

Truro (1741-2)

;

but

said concerning the lady who, if not
ihe object of his love, was the subject of his elegies.
should be glad of any information which may
>e available regarding her family and her later
know from Walpole that she retained
sareer.
er place at court till after the marriage of King
his
Greorge III. and Queen Charlotte ; and in
little is

very
'.

We

otes to Dr.

'

Maty's

Memoirs

of

Lord Chester-

(privately printed by Mr. R. S. Turner
he Philobiblon Society) he says of the amorous

field

'

for

.SEPT. 14,
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" He
Hammond of Lord Boling(the silver-tongued
to speak
broke) was a man of moderate parts, attempted
the House of Commons and did not succeed, nor is
He was in love with Mr?.
his poetry at all remarkable.
Catherine Dashwood, a beauty (since woman of the bedchamber to Queen Charlotte), who, finding he did not
broke off all connexion, though much in
mean
in

marriage,

with him."
" The
silver-tongued Hammond of Lord Boling"
broke is usually supposed to be Anthony Hammond, the father of the poet ; but Walpole's
did
accuracy is not to be depended on. Nor
love

Parliament, which
for
scarcely extended to a year, afford much scope
In a copy of the 'Love
a display of oratory.
Elegies' in my possession (12mo., London, 1782),
which formerly belonged to Thomas Park, various
extracts have been made by that industrious annoculled
tator, and among them is the following,
from the Universal Magazine for January, 1792
"
Hammond, had not his lovely mistress been the
ward of an hostile politician, whose narrow passions, it
is probable to conclude, were desirous of making felicity,
as well as honours and emoluments, the exclusive property of a party, might perhaps in the arms of his
Delia, have rivalled the felicity of his friend and compatriot Lyttleton, for the after conduct and deportment
of Mies Dashwood sufficiently show that she was not
insensible to the merits or the passion of her unhappy

Hammond's

short career

in

:

lover."

I should be much obliged for an explanation of
the allusions in this passage, from which one would
infer that the separation of Hammond from Miss
Dashwood was not attributable to the cause assigned
Miss Dashwood's devotion to the
by Walpole.
memory of her lover may be argued from the fact
that she never married, although she survived him

nearly forty years.

The mother of James Hammond is stated by
Walpole (I.e.) to have been famous for her wit.
Mr. Park, in his copy of Hammond, notes that the
marriage of Anthony Hammond and Jane Clarges
took place, according to the Tunbridge register, on
She was the daughter of Sir
Aug. 14, 1694.
Walter Clarges, Bart., and was only sixteen and a
half when she married, having been born on Oct. 6,

W.

1677.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

"

THE DICK." This is the name of a publichouse two or three miles from here. What does it
mean 1 I do not remember to have met with it
elsewhere.
It is not given in Larwood and Hotten's

'

What were

the meeting-places of those
is there of procuring any
of the classical records?
Further, is there in
existence any parliamentary ordinance consti"
"
and classes,
province
tuting this county into a
John Maiden was one
&c. ? The data are these
"
"
of the
acting class of Presbytery of the hundred
of Bradford North, in Shropshire, and his name
appears to the certificate of ordination of Philip
*
Henry, September, 1657 (Matthew Henry's Life
contain

classes

1

and what hope

;

:

of Philip Henry,' p. 40).

History of Signboards.'
F. C.

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

BIRKBECK TERRY.

WILLIAM A. SHAW.

Owens

College.

COWPER'S 'CONVERSATION.' About two pages
from the close of this little poem occur the following lines

:

It has indeed been told me
That fables old, that seem'd for ever mute,
Revived, are hast'ning into fresh repute,

And gods and

goddesses, discarded long
Like useless lumber, or a stroller's song,
Are bringing into vogue their heathen train,
And Jupiter bids fair to rule again ;

That certain

It is evi-

dent from the following fact that there was
a Presbyterian classical organization in Shrop-

many

Commonwealth period.
known of this organization

classes did the

feasts are instituted

now,

Where Venus hears the lover's tender vow;
That all Olympus through the country roves,
To consecrate our few remaining groves,
And Echo It arns politely to repeat
The praise of names for ages obsolete.

Asked by a lover of Cowper to explain these, I
could only refer to the fashionable and unfashionable scepticism of the times ; but as such an explanation was to both of us insufficient, I would
ask what were the Venus feasts of which I have
somewhat of an inkling what is the Olympus
reference, and is there anything in the reference
to Jupiter beyond its being a sort of introduction
to the rest ? Possibly these things may have been
In that
explained in some edition of Cowper.
case the naming of that edition, or those editions,
will suffice

and much

oblige.

BR. NICHOLSON.
[The reference
to be to the

is supposed
in these verses 815, etseq.
revels of Sir Francis Dashwood

Medmenham

See Aldine edition.]

FREEMAN'S QUAY. Can the position of this
quay, near London Bridge, be given ? Is there
porters and carmen calling
had beer given them gratis,
"
which gave rise to a local proverb, Drinking at
C. A. WARD.
Freeman's Quay," i. e., gratis.

any history of

it 1

A.11

there are said to have

DRAMATIC

thing further

or-

Diss.

COMMONWEALTH PRESBYTERIANISM.
shire during the

John Machin was

dained presbyter by the Whitchurch classis, Salop
(Derbyshire Archaological Journal, ii. 154).

and his companions.

Jaipur, Kajputana.
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Is any?

How

"province" of Shropshire

issue of

my

'

BURLESQUES. In the December
Collection of Parodies I intend to
'

dramatic parodies and burlesques,
with particulars as to when and where they were
I shall be
first performed, authors' names, &c.
'
N. & Q.' correspondents for ingrateful to any
formation, especially with regard to provincial propublish a

list of

NOTES AND QUEKIES.
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I

ductions.

incomplete.

have French's list, but it
to be sent direct to

is

WALTER HAMILTON.
57,

Gauden Road, Clapham, S.W.

RADCLIFFE.
Can any information be given
concerning one Anthony Radcliffe and his ancestors, of Kell Head, Dumfriesshire, who possessed a large estate, lime-kilns,
&c., and who
was buried at Crummertrees in the year 1800"
Also information as to Arthur and Edward Radcliffe,

London merchants, who

lived about 1790.
W. J. P.

North View, Heaton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

BED." I have been
asked the origin of the underwritten lines. I have
hitherto failed to discover it.
Will you inquire
through the medium of your well-nigh all-discover-

ing paper

?

Four corners to my bed,
Four Angels round my head ;*

One

Two
They seem

Can any

of your correspondents give the name of
and any particulars of him ? Rapin,
in a note, says of the name Arlotta, whence it is
said comes the word " harlot."
I should doubt
this skinner,

[This derivation

of course, absurd.]

W.

AUTHOR WANTED.

to be a sort of rich relation of

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John
Bless the bed that I lie on,

both of them belonging to the English

is,

folk-lore

Who

0.

was the author of the

'Revisal of Shakespeare's Text,' referred to in
Johnson's preface to Shakespeare as one of Dr.
Warburton's antagonists, the other being the
author of ' Canons of Criticisms ' ?
E. A. H.

WM. W. GARWOOD.

LICENCES TO PASS BEYOND SEAS. In the Public
Record Office, London, are preserved " Licenses to

PAYNE.

ADDRESS WANTED. Could any one put me in
the way of obtaining the present address of the
lady (Miss Fowler) who worked with Eglington,
the medium, when he was in London a few years

my

family.

W.

.

ago?

to watch, one to pray,
to bear
soul away.

m

Rapin says William's father was not married (in
that historians agree).
He says also :
" One would be
apt to think this resolution [not to
marry] was owing to his insensibility for the fair sex had
we not a proof to the contrary in his passion for a young
damsel with whose graceful mien he was charmed as he
saw her dancing. The damsel was called Arlotta, a skinner's daughter of Falaise," &c.

this opinion.
Soutbsea.

"FOUR CORNERS TO MY

vm. SEPT. u,

GRANDFATHER OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR.

very

Answers

rjr* s.

ISLEWORTH.

In 1211 (Enor

St.

Valery held

of Isleworth, Middlesex, in her own
right as heiress, and afterwards married Robert
This branch of the house
III., Count de Dreux.
of De Dreux died out in 1340.
I shall be glad of

the

manor

I am anxious to know (1)
pass beyond Seas."
between what dates these licences were issued.
information concerning this manor, as to what
(2) Do they apply to all ports in the United King- any
became of its manorial rights and title after 1340,
dom, or only to the port of London ?
and whether the manor is still in existence, and
GUALTERTJLUS.
in

'

'THE DEVONSHIRE LANE.'
Lives of Twelve Good Men/

Burgon, in his
says of Rev. John

Marriott (p. 298) that he is chiefly remembered
as the author of * The Devonshire Lane
'; and in
a foot-note adds
" This
jen d'etprit is not known to have been ever
:

It begins

printed.

:

In a Devonshire lane as I trotted
along,
T' other day much in want of a
subject for song,
It came into my mind,
p'rhaps inspired by the rain,
Sure marriage is much like a Devonshire lane."

Where

is

the remainder to be found

?

H. A. W.

MOTTO or TRIN. COLL., OXON. The usual
motto, as found on the college plate and elsewhere, is "Quod taciturn velis nemini dixeris."
But I remember seeing somewhere, I think carved
upon an oak door in Oxford, the arms of the
college, correctly executed, but with the motto
"
Gardy le foy." I shall be glad to learn whether
this alternative motto has
any authority.
GRYPHON.
*

Var.

lee.,

" there are
spread."

whom

M.

vested.

PIGOTT FAMILY. Will some correspondent of
N. & Q.' kindly give me the names of the children
of Granado Pigott, of Abingdon Pigotts, and their
marriages ? Was this Granado the eldest son of
George Pigott, of Abingdon and did any of the
family marry Constance, daughter of Sir Roger
'

;

Burgoyne, Bart.?

PIGOTT.

FREDERICK HOWARD, FIFTH EARL OP CARLISLE.
Can any reader of ' N. & Q.' give me the exact
date of Lord Carlisle's appointment as guardian
Lord Byron?
G. F. R. B.

of

it the custom at the present time in
Catholic churches of Great Britain,
Ireland, and the Continent to keep the fonts
locked ? That such was the practice here before
the Reformation is well known. In the orders
made as to the ornaments of churches by Arch-

FONTS.

the

Is

Roman

bishops Winchelsey (Canterbury, 1293-1313) and

Gray (York, 1216-1255) "fons sacer cum serura"
is mentioned, and the council held at Durham in
1220 provided "fontes sub sera clausi teneantur
propter sortilegia" (Wilkin's 'Concilia,' i. 576).

7*8. VIII,

SEPT. 14, '89.]

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Umost every old font which I have had an opporunity of examining contains marks indicating
In the late
rhere the staple has been inserted.
'
] Ir.
Benjamin Webb's Continental Ecclesiology,'
848, p. 54, it is noted that the author saw in the
( hurch of
St. Andrew, Rungsdorf, a marble font
"
*
without a padlock
let into the north wall.
I
have not seen any evidence as to what kind of
magical rites are referred to in one of the above
K. P. D. E.
quotations.
v
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of his residence there, or any fact as to his
generally during this period in Yorkshire ?

WM.

'

.

;

ANTHONY ALLEN.
notice of this lawyer

The contributor of the short
and antiquary in the new

"He

also col-

'Biographical Dictionary' writes,
an English dictionary of obsowords, and of those which have either changed
their meaning or assumed a proverbial use."
I
have just purchased some papers which appear to
be Allen's rough notes for this work, mostly in his
own autograph. These notes are written on some
sixty-six folio pages, with numerous additional
smaller scraps pinned to them.
The words illustrated are nob very numerous, but the information
given is frequently curious and interesting. The
following will serve as an illustration of the author's
lected materials for

lete

I

I

|

Owens

life

A. SHAW.

College.

WHITE. Is anything to be found now about
Lydia White, the Irish lady of 113, Park Street,
celebrated for her literary parties in Sheridan's
C. A. WARD.
day?
Walthamstow.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Theme

and beacon of the wise.
FRED. W. MANT.
Rough lads were they, most blasphemous to oxen,
Whose eyes and livers all day long they curst.
B. B. KENNEDY.
of the young

BepKrf,

TRANSLATION WANTED.
(7

th

S. viii. 108.)

When the Venerable Archdeacon Grantley heard

some one approaching the study door he hid his
Rabelais in a drawer. This was in the middle of
the nineteenth century. But the Venerable Archstyle and method :
deacon Walter Mape, in the twelfth century, had
"Pantaloon, according to Bayley, in vo. meant the no such
scruples ; not only because Master AlcoBreeches and Stockings made of one continued piece of
Cloath. But as antient People tell me (an. 1737), Pan- fribas n'etait pas la, but because he, the archtaloon was a pair of Breeches quite open and wide at the deacon, was not afraid to express unto all men the
His
Knees, and hung w th Points or Bunches of Ribbands. cheerful beauty of the mediaeval church.
Describe it how you will, in either Case it was once in
truly archidiaconal utterance, which we all know
Fashion and Repute ; but y e fantasticalness of y e mode
and admire, deserves a competent translator, and
carried it y e sooner into Disuse, especially when at
doubtless has found one in Sir Theodore Martin.
length it was, and indeed still is worn by Merry Andrews, Jack Puddings, Pickled Herrings, Buffoons, But as I have not yet seen Sir Theodore's version, it
Scaramouchs, Harlequins."
may not be presumptuous in me to supplement our
Editor's rendering of the first stanza by an attempt
Pinned to this is
" Panlalones. The
of my own.
The original has an antepenultimate
Stockings and Breeches, part of
e
the Habit of a Knight of y Garter (being the same), are rhyme (such as it is) in the first and third lines,
of :Peach-colour'd Silk, and called Pantalones. MS. it has no
rhyme at all in the fifth and seventh,
e
History of y Garter,' p. 84."
and it has a penultimate rhyme, the same rhyme
Is any fair
of
this glossary known to be in all through, in the intermediate lines.
MR. Hpcopy
existence ? If not, it behoves one to make such BERD'S version
preserves this last feature, which
extracts as may prove of service to Dr.
Murray I have not been able to do ; the Editor's has the
and Mr. Smythe Palmer.
0. DEEDES.
same double rhyme throughout. With regard to
the word propositum, I have always supposed that
LAIRD KINKELL, on KINALLE. What was the
the suggestion comes to the writer from without,
family name of the above Scottish undertaker, who and is not the same
thing as mihi ipse statui. But
had a patent in 1612 for one thousand acres in
as the writer does not say whence the suggestion
Fermanagh, named Aghalaga, or Aghlane, precinct
comes, we have no right to introduce the word
of Knockninny (' Calendar of State
Papers, Ire- nature, or habit, or the like, as one would be
land,' 1611-14)?
CHARLES S. KING.
inclined to do.
Therefore I would put it thus :
:

Corrard, Lisbellaw.

REV. ISAAC ALLEN, LANCASHIRE MINISTER.
Isaac Allen was Rector of Prestwich,

The Rev.

near Manchester,
during the years 1632-46, and
then again from about 1658 to his death in 1660.
During the intermediate period he found shelter,
and, according to Oliver Heywood, seems to have
exercised his
ministry, at Ripponden, in Yorkshire.
Is anything known as to the exact
period

Something doth propose to
In an inn to die, sir ;

With a

bottle close to

When my mouth
Then they
"

'11

is

me

me

dry, sir

:

come, and then they '11 say,

Angels all in chorus,
our God be merciful
To the bloke before us."

May

The word Uoke sounds

irreverent after the line
preceding, but this irreverence is intentional on

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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"

of 'SalmaA. J. M.

I think the happiest translation I have seen of
the confession by Walter Mapes I copied fiftyfive years ago from Tail's Magazine, 1842.
I
give two out of the twenty- three charming verses
In a tavern I shall die, unless my purpose misses,
With old wine upon my lips, to cheer me with its kisses ;
:

And when

the angels

They

"

come

to take

say,

The Lord be merciful

my

soul

to a toper

away

I 've drained my liquor out,
And eat what 's in the dish up,
Tho' I am but an Archdeacon,
I can preach like an Archbishop.

May I be allowed to add the following extempore version ?
'Tis

to

When

cruel ;
Toil for immortality, and as they grasp the jewel,
Die off from inanition, like your fire for lack of fuel.
:

treasure

my

and I '11 perform,

sins,

at

my

good

:

When life's battle fought
On my lip the red wine lie

very earliest

enjoin, with a very great deal of

Angelorum

xvii.

a rendering in the Annual Register,
"
Mr. Derby." I should advise the
217, by

My purpose it

is

in a tavern to die

;

To the mouth of the dying the wine shall be nigh
So the choirs of angels in coming shall cry,
"
May the soul of the drinker in happiness lie."

:

Note

that chori should not be singularized.
No
doubt Archdeacon Mapes knew the
Heavenly
Hierarchy of Dionysius the Areopagite.
'

'

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

By

far the

somewhat
'

most spirited translation (though a
above is in 'Salma-

free one) of the

gundi (London,
under
:

4to., 1791).

The

first

verse

is

chori,*

" God assoil the soul of him
In a toper's glory."
C. A.
Walthamstow.

is

following as curt and literal, except in avoiding
the divine name, whose introduction in such a context is somewhat profane :

is;

In extrema mortis.
Let there sing at twilight dim

WILLIAM RENDLE.
There

BIRKBECK TERRY.

Diss.

I think the best rendering for monkish Latinis in macaronic lines in precisely the same-metre as the Latin
In a tavern may I die,

tongue in his cheek, no doubt.

his

lips,

oozing ;

verses

pleasure.

With

my spirit's

F. C.

leisure,

Whatever penance you

out

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

One more, the last of the twenty- three
Lord Bishop, pray be merciful to me, and from the
measure ;

fixed intent to die

That the angel bands may say,
Finding me no sloper,
" God have
mercy on his soul
For being such a toper."

is."

Forgive

my

In a tavern boozing,
With the wine-cup at my

such as this

yield thy suppliant

r

'

Essays on Latin Rhyming Verse
(Oxford, 1828) there is another such translation
(by Mr. Derby, of Fordingbridge, Hants), but it is
inferior to the above.
G. E. 0.

In Croke's

There be bards who put themselves on thin water gruel,
Fly the world's loud bickerings, strife, and jarrings

Of thy abundant goodness

cry,
I lie dead as door-nail,
Rise, genial deacon, rise and drink
Of^the well of life eternal."

When

But when

blisses,
'11

*

I never could unfold 'em
Without a flagon of good wine
And a slice of cold-ham ;

He

author

u,

This translation concludes thus ;
Mysteries and prophetic truths

:

Huddesford,

SEPT.

Replete with sparkling sherry,

I devise to end my days in a tavern drinking;
May some Christian hold for me the glass when I am
shrinking,
That the Cherubim
when they see me sinking,
" God be merciful tomay cry
a soul of this gentleman's way of
thinking."
also refers to an imitation of the poem by the

George

vm.

That angels hov'ring round may

drinking and boozing.
Leigh Hunt's paraphrase or translation of this
stanza is as follows

gundi,' &c.
Bormio.

s.

I Ml in a tavern end my days
'Midst boon companions merry,
Place at my lips a lusty flask

the worthy archdeacon's part, for he evidently
wished by the use of the word potatori to secure
that "sudden glory" of surprise which befits a
stroke of wit.
Sot would be too strong a word ;
and UoJce includes, besides much else, the idea of

Rev.

[7*

WA

-

[Other contributions are acknowledged.]

CRADLE OF THE TIDE (7 S. vii, 408, 474 ; viit
With much deference to MR. LYNN,
51, 98, 135).
I cannot but think all discoveries have confirmed
Galileo's notion that tides are caused by, and are a
proof of, the earth's rotation. What other force
would he regard as causing them ? Their friction
th

now admitted to be retarding, i. e., actually using
up, her rotary momentum (which fact, by the way,.
I believe I was, by several years, the first in Eng'
land to note in Tomlinson's Cyclopsedia,' article
"
Steam-Engine ") ; but if they are using up this
is

other, what else than thi
rotation can be said to cause them? The question

momentum, and not any

as
*

Pronounce

like Italian.

7* a VIIL SEPT.
7a

14,

mj
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Would

the present earth and waters, if non- the moon and sun is the cause of the tides (their
and merely having the sun carried round apparent revolutions determining the periods of
Ptolemaically in twenty-four hours, and the moon their respective tidal waves) is certain ; but the
in twenty-four and three-quarters, have any tides ? modus operandi by which attraction acts, either at
arises,

rotating,

I incline to think practically none. If the quantity
of water were, as in the school-book tide diagrams,
a general ocean somewhat like one thousand miles
deep, perhaps the Ptolemaic theory would do as
well as the Copernican, both giving high water
under the moon. Bat mathematicians have long
known that between tidal effects on an ocean one
thousand miles deep or only four miles there is flat
contrariety, the latter having (were there no fricThis latter, or
tion) low water under the moon.
shallow-water effect, which Sir G. B. Airy showed
mathematically half a century ago, has not yet
to be popularized.
People have to disregard, as insensible, the moon's vertical pull, and
attend only to her horizontal one, retarding or
accelerating the water's eastward rotary speed relatively to the ground's. She is always retarding the
rotation of all particles that are being carried
away
from the line joining her centre to the
but

begun

earth's,

always accelerating those that are being brought
back to that line of centres. Now so long as they
are retarded they must be
heaped up, or the tide
rise.
But where and when they are accelerated
they must be sinking. If you pour treacle from a
height its acceleration in falling thins out or
So throughout the
tapers the stream downward.

two accelerated quadrants of the layer of waters
on the globe that layer is thinning, or, in other
words, the tide falling. But through the other two
quadrants the water, being retarded, is heaping
There would, in the absence of friction,
up.
be high water at the places where its eastward

itself

is slowest,
namely, those furthest from the
line of centres, or where the moon is
rising and
setting ; while places at the line of centres, or

long or short distances, science cannot yet explain,
The ' Principia,' in which the law of its action (as
shown by its effects) is demonstrated, is a work
which can never become obsolete ; and every succeeding investigation has only confirmed more and
more fully the truth of Newton's great principle.*
No one who has studied the third section of the
'
'
Principia will ever forget the pleasure and satisNor will any student
faction he derived from it.
of optics undervalue Newton's great discoveries in
that science, although it is admitted he was wrong
with regard to the nature of light ; the undulatory
or true theory had, indeed, been started in histime, but the facts by which it was established had
not then been discovered. His fluxionary calculus
was merely superseded in consequence of the

greater convenience and mathematical power
afforded by the notation of the differential calculus.

I suppose, like the captain of the Pinafore,

Bother

explain
;
that I hold Galileo was
right in saying the tides
direct
of
the
give
earth's rotation.
proof

E. L. G.
"

As DR. COBHAM BREWER does
men will think," let me ask him to

that
think, and (if
believe

possible) explain how, if the principal tidal wave
due, as suggested by his communication in ' N.
th
S.
Q.,' 7

its

day

is

&

51, "to the motion of the moon in
wave is half a lunar
indeed, the earth did not rotate on its
viii.

orbit," the period of that
?

If,

axis, the moon's motion in its orbit
tidal wave, but one of much

would create a

longer duration than
that which
subsists, amounting, in fact, to half a
or
fifteen
lunation,
nearly
days. It is demonstrable
that the earth's
cannot extend
like five

atmosphere
hundred miles above

anything

its surface,

since if

it

did the increased
centrifugal force would throw it
off as a
mop does water. That the attraction of
A-

I

may

"
" a solar
the bottom of p. 135,
day instead of
"half a solar day." It is evident that by the;' tides
themselves " I meant the tidal waves which, of
course, follow the diurnal courses of the moon and
sun, the attractions of which bodies produce thenu
For full accounts of this matter, which are unsuited to your pages, I must, with MR. MOORE,.
refer to the works of Sir G. Airy and others.

W.

speed

where the moon is over head or under
foot, must
have low water. With a motionless Ptolemaic earth
no solar or lunar movements could
this so

it!

Occasionally say,
and a slip of the pen certainly makes one feel inI see this caused me to write, at
clined to do so.

T.

LYNN.

Blackheath.

The pages of 'N. & Q.' are not adapted for
Let DR. COBHAM
mathematical controversy.
BREWER send to some scientific body or journal
his theory that tides are occasioned by "the motion;
of the moon in her orbit, which causes a vacuum in
her wake and a corresponding condensation in the
van"; and if it meets with general acceptance
from competent authorities, then erit mihi magnus
Apollo.

DR. COBHAM BREWER seems to be under a great
i&
misapprehension when he says, "What place
now held in the universities by Newton's ' Prin'

?
I fear only a very small part of his three
books has much authority." All the great truths
respecting the inter-action of the heavenly bodies
'
'
expounded in the Principia remain unassailable
to this day.
But he was obliged to use for his de-

cipia

The
monstrations the old cumbrous geometry.
wonderful engine of analysis, invented simultaneously by him and Leibnitz, was not then
snown. The moderns, by substituting the differential calculus for the old geometry, are enabled
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to solve the

same and vastly more complex pro-

The

universities now teach how to arrive
results in a far more expeditious way.

blems.
at

Newton's

But

[7*

s.

vm.

SEPT.

u,

other, at the west end of the church, is a private
dwelling-house, but is still called the Chantry.
They were certainly in some sort monastic establishments.
Ilminster Church was a Peculiar, i.e.,
the vicar was his own ordinary, and he invited the
The
bishop to come and confirm in his church.

was never higher.
thank MR. LYNN for his suggestion. I was
aware that the limits of the atmosphere which had
been fixed by Kepler, and then by Wollaston and bishop had no authority there. It still retains
Sir John Leslie, had been somewhat extended. some of its ancient privileges.
But when treating of such a quantity as the moon's
CHARLOTTE G. BOGER.
St. Saviour's, Southwark.
distance, a score or two of miles may be neglected.
his authority

I

J.

"KESCUE SHOT"

CARRICK MOORE.

th

(7

the "rescue shot" be

S. viii. 129).
Would not
paid to those who were not

obliged by Border custom to succour Jamie Telfer
and help him to recover his cows, but who nevertheless did so ? It would appear that Jamie Telfer
paid blackmail to "auld Buccleuch" at Branksome Hall, and therefore on his applying there for
aid in his distress Willie Scott was sent to- help
him ; but Gibby Elliott had said to him
:

I beg to correct MR. MASKELL in his statement
that Ilminster was a possession of Bristol Abbey.
Ilminster never was a possession of that foundation,
but was given by Ine, King of the West Saxons,
'
to the Abbey of Muchelney (see Collenson, Hist,
of Somerset,' vol. i.), and thus remained till the
With regard to the minster, in this
Dissolution.
name it was doubtless given to the place by way of
eminence and of distinction from the other iles in
the same neighbourhood, and meant the church

upon the

Gar seek your succour at Branksome Ha',

ile,

which

also gives its

name

to Ilton, lie

For succour ye'se get nane frae me
Gae seek your succour where ye paid black mail,
For, man ye ne'er paid money to me.

With regard to the
Abbots, and Ile Brewers.
church here that splendid specimen of Gothic architecture about the tower of which Prof. Freeman is

Considering that, as the ballad tells us, Jamie
Telfer "instead of his ain ten milk kye" had
"
gotten thirty and three," he could well afford to
pay those who out of neighbourly kindness had
assisted him. Those to whom he paid " blackmail,
or protection rent," were bound to help him,
" for a Scottish borderer
(even), taking blackmail from
an English inhabitant, was not only himself bound to
abstain from injuring such person, but also to maintain
his quarrel and recover hia property if carried off by

so justly enthusiastic
the first mention of it occurs
in 1201, when the parsonage was given to Savari-

!

!

others."

See Scott's 'Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border'
(1803), vol.

i.,

introduction, p. Ixvii.
J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

No part of
cus, Bishop of Bath and Glastonbury.
the present edifice is older than the latter part of
the fifteenth century. The north transept contains
the tomb of Nicholas Wadham and Dorothy, his
This part
wife, the founders of Wadham College.
of the church has been much neglected, and is fast
traces
of the older church
going to decay. Possibly
might be found by an inspection of the vaults. If
will
not
be
long presented, as
so, this opportunity
the order is given for them to be filled up with
is
of
the finest of the
This
minster
one
concrete.
cruciform churches for which Somerset is so celeW. K.
brated.

'

'
Gray, in his Chorographia (1649), referring
to the Border reivers of Tynedale and Beedsdale,

says:
" These
Highlanders are famous for thieving
They
come down from these dales into the low countries, and
carry away horses and cattell so cunningly that it will be
hard for any to get them or their cattell, except they be
acquainted with some master thiefe, who for some mony
(which they call saufey-mony) may help them to their
stoln goods, or deceive them."
Mackenzie's 'Northumberland,' vol.

i.

p. 58.

K. E. N.
Bishopwearmouth.

MINSTER

(7

th

S. viii. 65, 115).

May

I correct

an error in MR. MASKELL'S note on minsters.
Ilminster had nothing whatever to do with Bristol.
It belonged to Muchelney Abbey, both in SomerThere used to be four chantries in Ilminster,
set.
two of which remain. One, facing the north side
of the church, was turned into a grammar school,
and of late years has become a girls' school. The

As regards the age of the term "Lincoln Minster,"

"
Dec. 12tb,
my parish register
1714, Lionel Coles and Lettice Thompson were
Lincoln
was
in
Minster."
Coles
rector
married
here from 1704 to 1718, and buried here March 30,
WM. GRAHAM F. PIGOTT.
1718.
Abington Pigotts, Cambs.
I find a note in

BENJAMIN

WARD

:

th

(7

S. viii. 129).

There

;

pears to have been very little shipbuilding in Norfolk in the early part of the seventeenth century.
<
Kobert Hitchcock, in his Politic Plot,' published
1580, mentions Yarmouth as one of the eight
principal English ports able, by borrowing, to provide fifty "fishing ships"; but Tobias Gentleman,
a Yarmouth man, writing thirty- three years later,
speaks of the port as being very much decayed,
and distinctly says that its merchants would not
build "busses," because they could make more
and that the
profit by dealing in Dutch herrings,
The anonymous author
fishermen were not able.

7*s.
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of Britain's Buss/ published 1615, says, however,
that one Roger Godsue, Esq., of Bucknam Ferry,
in Norfolk, had in that year four or five " busses"
on the stocks at Yarmouth, and that these were,
with the exception of one similar vessel then being
built at Limehouse, the only fishing-boats then in
course of building in all England, so far as the
writer knew.
As the Norfolk ports subsisted
chiefly upon the herring trade, it may, I suppose,
be inferred that when fishing-boats were not built
there other vessels were not.
C. C. B.

CLUBBING

Many

138).

CITIZEN AND TOLOSER (7 th S. vii. 387, 454).
this person have been connected with the
"
"
"
tolhouse or
tolbooth (as our town halls were
In this place the
called in the Middle Ages)?

May not
"

name of " tolhouse " is still retained. At Norwich
there was a family, called after such hall there, Del
" Curia
Theolonii"; at
Tolhus, and a court of law
"
Worcester the word became tolsey," which seems
" toloser."
to lead up to our
F. DANBY-PALMER.
Great Yarmouth.

th

S. vii. 348, 373, 453 ; viii. 52,
years ago there was exhibited in the

(7

window

of a printseller's shop in Lower Regent
Street a coloured picture of a number of soldiers
"
clubbed." The subject of the picture in question
was the inspection of a regiment of the line by a
general officer, in undress uniform, accompanied by
an aide-de-catop.
junior subaltern having been
summoned to take the command, the effect of the
ordeal was depicted as follows, viz., the battalion
in column, the men of which were represented in
a variety of indescribable positions some were
turned to the right, some to the left, others to the
rear, &c., but all were in a state of utter confusion.
The youthful officer in command stood
contemplating the ludicrous result of his manoeuvring in anamazed,a dazed, and a limp state of mind,
his sword erroneously very much indeed at " the
slope," his left hand convulsively clutching his

A

BALLADS OF THE MIDLAND COUNTIES (7 th S.
'The Three Buxome Lasses of North109).

viii.

amptonshire' has been printed, and can be obtained at a trifling cost from the publishers, Messrs.
'
Taylor & Son, Northampton. The Old Songs and
'
Ballads collected by John Clare, the Northamptonshire peasant poet, will be found at the end of
'
The Life and Remains of John Clare,' by J. L.
Cherry, 1873, published by the same firm.
S. B.
th

St. Veep, Veepe,
S. viii. 128).
ST. VEEPS (7
Vepus, Vepa, Wenep, Wymp, are the various
names given to this saint, the history of whom is

unknown

(cf.

Borlase,

December 9

is

JOHN CLARE HUDSON.
Thornton, Horncastle.

and altogether he was evidently wishing himanywhere but in uniform and in command on

The inspecting officer, on foot, red in the face
with passion, both arms raised, his fist clenched in
a threatening manner, was in a condition of extreme excitement, and about to express his opinion
of the luckless subaltern in some of the
language

'

Age of the Saints,' Truro,
the date given for the commemoration of this saint in * Memorials of Ancient
British Piety,' London, 1761.
1878).

chin,
self
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KOSHER

th

(7

S. viii. 85).

About Passover time

the windows of public-houses in the east of London, where Jews most do congregate, will always
be found placarded with the notice of "Passover
"
''
Kosher shops are
(or Kosher) Rum," and many
Years back I
to be found in the same district.
remember a near relative telling me that on his

said to have been
prevalent, according to Capt. spending an evening about Passover time with a
"
Shandy, among our troops in Flanders.
Jewish acquaintance, and saying he should like a
As I was a captain of volunteers at the time I
either
not
would
his
friend
supply or join
cigar,"
"
first came across this illustration of an
weeds " had been
episode in him, I forget which, until the
military life, it naturally was to me a source of
passed by the proper official, or obtained from the
some amusement.
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
I was impressed
accredited "Kosher" source.
N.
6, Freegrove Road,
with the idea, however, that they had to be sent to
R. W. HACKWOOD.
ERASMUS EARLE (7 th S. vii. 407, 515). A the Chief Rabbi.
grant of arms to Erasmus Earle, of Salle, co. NorCHURCH DECORATED WITH BIRCH BOUGHS
folk, Esq., by Richard St. George, Clarenceux
th
The same was done in some
S. viii. 66).
King of Arms, April 12, 1635, Azure, a fesse (7
See a
churches in the Bishopric of Durham.
between two gemells or ; and for his crest,
upon a volume of
wreath of colours, or and azure, a lion's
Vestry Books' published (or ready for
paw erased
Index.
the Surtees Society
proper, holding a pheon or, mantled gules, doubled publication) by
*

J. T. F.

argent.

"The said Erasmus was son of Thomas Earle, of
Salle, who was son of John Earle, of Salle, in the County
of Norfolk, in which
County of Norff their Surname and
Family have continued many Descents." Add. MS.,
14,295, fo. 105.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Winterton, Doncaster.

VISIT OF THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY (7 th S.
Allow me to remind MR. KARKEEK
146).
"
that there is not, and never has been, an
Emperor
viii.

Germany," and that the first German Emperor
was Wilhelm I., the grandfather of his present
of
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f

w.

Imperial Majesty. The empire which subsisted
from A.D. 800 to 1806 was considered to be not
German, but Roman ; the Roman Empire of the
West being nominally restored under Charlemagne.
The Emperor Charles V. was Charles I. as King
of Spain ; his son, Philip II. of Spain, was never
emperor at all, Charles V. being succeeded in the
I am
imperial dignity by his brother Ferdinand.
afraid to speak of " Charles V. of Spain" would be
like
in
that country.
something
high treason

he memory of a deceased publisher, of more thanMoxonjjwas no Curll or
ordinary personal merits.
3atnacb.
He, or his editor, has copied Tyrwhitt's
wn title-page, just exchanging the words "The
"
Canterbury Tales of Chaucer, to which are added
nto "The Poetical Works of Geoffrey Chaucer,
with" a vast improvement ; the rest follows verbaI pronounce
tim; see the Oxford edition of 1798.
Moxon's book to be very creditably edited ; note the
careful insertion of fresh references necessitated by
;he altered pagination; the no less care with which
W. T. LYNN.
'
Blackheath.
)he errata are incorporated (see Poudre Marchant,
1
N. & Q.' should hardly support the error that 3. 176, Moxon). It is true that readers rise with an
that Tyrwhitt had printed the minor
our late imperial visitor is Emperor of Germany. impression
He is der deutsche Kaiser, which is, being inter- poems ; but can any one prove that the printing
s faulty, or that Tyrwhitt himself would have
ST. SWITHIN.
preted, the German Emperor.
done it better ? I cannot see deception in subTHE PRINTER'S CHAPEL (7 th S. vi. 364, 450; vii. stituting ""with" for "to which" are added," yet
by Thomas Tyrwhitt is too inclusive.
I have met with the following in the Mer- :he final
38).
curius Publicus, No. 25, June 14, 1660. Will it I thank F. N. for drawing attention to the point,
confirm MR. BLADES'S suggestion that the chapel is and thus giving me the opportunity of speaking up
For a brother bibliopolist, whom I knew and rethe meeting, and not the meeting place ?
and sure am I that Lord Tennyson
" The French
here [Rome] are very much displeased spected ;
A. HALL.
at the design which he [the Pope] shows to have to would support me therein.
transfer the Chappel which the Colledge of the Cardinals
th
viii. 28).
JAC.
I.
S.
LATIN
TEMP.
(7
PLAT,
holdeth every year in the Church of St. Ives, to that of
This MS. is a fragment of 'Pedantius,' a wellthe Sapience."
known Latin play, by Thomas Beard, Oliver CromH. H. B.
well's schoolmaster, which was printed in 1631,
Derby.
12mo., Londini. The MS. wants the fifth scene of
"
"
th
PROUD PRESTON (7 S. vii. 428 ; viii. 55, act
iv. and all the fifth act, which has six scenes.
179).The names of some of the dramatis personce are
Proud Preston, poor people,
incorrectly stated, e.g., Dromidolus should be DroHigh Church and no steeple.
and Fuscadilla, Tuscidilla. The printed
I remember there being no steeple ; but that, I modotus,
edition has pp. 167, and on the back of the title
must
have
been temporary. At least a
think,
there is an engraving of Dromodotus, and the folThe
steeple was built, and has been added to.
leaf has one of Pedantius, with some Latin
Earls of Derby had a large mansion in the town, lowing
" Beard
lines at the back. Lowndes (under
") call*
and patronized it on great occasions. At that time
this engraving of Pedantius a portrait of the author.
of
could
'
people
position
only post to London an For a notice of the
play see Baker's Biographia,
expensive matter and thus a great many of the
Dramatica,' vol. iii. p. 438, ed. 1812; and for a
families
came to Preston for the criticism
good county
upon it the Retrospective Review, vol. xiu
winter, were hailed with delight by the resident
it is
pp. 16-18, the writer of which says "that
made
gentry near,
delightful society, and left seldom met with
having the frontispiece, where
widows and spinsters, who often subsided into
Dromodotus is said to be the portrait of Beard.'*
houses where they could enjoy a very genteel but
As this portrait is on the back of the title, it would
not very expensive locality, and where they were
seem that Dromodotus is a mistake for Pedantius,
out
and
sought
acknowledged by the county and that Lowndes is right. There is a manuscript
Cotton had begun to assert itself, for
squireage.
of the play in the library of Trinity College, Camwhile Lord Derby returned one member, Mr.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
Samuel Horrocks was the other.
When first bridge.

Henry Hunt and then William Cobbett was
elected, the pride of Preston of course got a blow.
The old sporting lord withdrew his various patronBut
ages, much to the annoyance of the Radicals.

times were changing.

Preston had got richer

London was accessible by
ladies went elsewhere.

train;

and the

elderlj

P. P.

MOXON'S 'CHAUCER,' 1843 (7 S. viii. 86, 133)
I do not see the equity of this violent attack on
th

THOMAS WATTS AND PEERLESS POOL
viii.

29, 111).

th

(7

S.

Thomas Watts was
public bath known as the Peer-

If the father of

the proprietor of a
less Pool (Peerless Pool), near the City Road, then
the father would be in a position to give him good
There were good schools in the City in
schooling.
those days not far from Peerless Pool, under learned
schoolmasters, and there were grammar schools
So early as 1760 Peerless Pool was a
enough.

well-known large pool in a

field,

and was devoted

7*8.
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to the purposes of a swimmin
hatb, having a sufficient but safe depth of water
The charge was sixpence. It continued to be use
as a bath until comparatively late years.

by the proprietor

HYDE

RICHARD HAKLUYT (7 th S.
Abbey Register Col. Chester

viii.

CLARKE.

108).
corrects an

In th
erro:

which records the burial of Richard " Hackler,
He always signed himself Hakluyl
The entry occurs under the year 1626; but Cheste
has no hesitation in correcting this to 1616, as hi
will was proved Nov. 29, 1616.
He simply re
cords that he was buried " in the Abbey." Cheste
limits himself so rigidly to the registers themselves
that he does not even mention Milton's monument
There is plenty of room for an interesting work t(
be still written on the monuments and tombs o
the Abbey; on those who are buried there, lik
Kakluyt, without monument; on the remarkabl
funerals that have taken place there; and on man;
other details archseologic.
C. A. WARD.
Prebendary.

Walthamstow.

215

with Simon de Montfort at the battle of Muret,
and was entrusted by him with the care of the
child-king James I. when his father, Peter II. of
Arragon, was killed there. He took him to Spain,
and it was while living there that St. Peter conceived the idea of forming a society for the redemption of captives, finally becoming the founder
of the illustrious military order of that name, called
also the Order of Mercy.
He died 1258.
R. H. BUSK.

According to Vaissette's
'

Languedoc

A village

'

Histoire G6n6rale

du

was born near St. Papoul.
Mas de Ste. Puelle, near Castel-

this saint

called

naudary, has also claimed to be his birthplace.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
The Library,

Guildhall,

KG.

'

The Miniature Lives of the Saints,' edited by
Henry Sebastian Bowden, of the Oratory, states
that this saint was born at Languedoc, and died
on Christmas Day, 1256, but the place is not given.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71,

Brecknock Road.

Dean Stanley says that Hakluyt was buried "in
The Roman Breviary says he " was born of
an unmarked and unknown grave"; Chester merely noble
parents at Recaudun, near Carcassone, in
says "in the Abbey "; and Mr. J. Winter Jones, France." The date is not given.
in his introduction to the Divers Voyages touching
GEORGE ANGUS.
the Discovery of America and the Islands Adj&
St. Andrews, N.B.
cent' (Hakluyt Soc. Pub., 1850, p. xv) gives no
SAMPSON NORTON, KNT. (7 th S. viii. 9, 133).
further information on the point.
G. F. R. B.
*

This person

CLATES

th

S. viii. 107).
In the 'Military
Dictionary' by C. James, published 1816, elates
and clayes are given as synonyms of hurdles. In

the

(7

'

'

Military Dictionary

1779, clayes

is also

by Capt. Geo. Smith,

given.

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Swallowfield, Reading.

In the passage here quoted

th

S. viii. 108).
(7
Hugo refers evidently

to the great
brilliancy of the star, and not to its
particular hue.
Aldebaran, or the Bull's Eye, is
tfhe largest and most brilliant of a cluster of five
stars called the
Hyades by the ancients.

DNARGEL.
Paris.

ST. PETER NOLASCO (7 th S. viii.
In
128).
Moreri's 'Dictionary' (1694) it is stated that
""Peter Nolasque, founder of the Order for the
Redemption of Captives, was a Frenchman, born
in a place call'd the Mas des Saintes
Pueles, in
Lauraguais, in the Diocess of St. Papoul in LanHe is called Peter
guedoc, near Carcassonna."
Notaseus in Gabriel d'Emillianne's
of

'History

p. 138.

J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

Peter Nolasque was born of a noble
family
He was
Languedoc, near Carcassonne, 1189.

St.

of

The
"

lies

buried in the church

Fulham, but

his

monument

is

of All

now defaced.

inscription ran:

Of your

charite pray for the Sowl of Sir Samson
Norton, Knyght, late master of the ordinance of warre
with King Henry the eyght, and for the sowl of dame
Ulysabyth hys wyff. Whyche Syr Sampson decessyd the
eyght day of February on thowaand fyve hundryd and

eventene."

HUGO'S 'TOILERS OF THE SEA'

Monastical Orders' (1693),

Saints',

have no doubt that Sir Sampson Norton once
Fulham ; but where, I have as yet been
unable to discover.
In the rate books appears
he name of Sir Gregory Norton. What relation
was he to Sir Sampson 1
If your querist, MR.
HENRY TAYLOR, is able to throw any further light
n the history of Sir Sampson Norton, will he
indly communicate with me direct ?
CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.
I

esided at

'

Faulkner, in his Account of Fulham,' p. 67,
uotes from Weever the inscription on the monument to Sir Sampson Norton (died February 8,
517) and his wife Dame Elizabeth. Lysons, in
'
Environs of London,' vol. ii. p. 366, mentions
lat on the north wall of Fulharn Church was a
ch Gothic monument perhaps that of Sir Samp-

on Norton with an obtuse arch, ornamented
ith oak leaves and other foliage, under which
ere the vestiges of brass figures

and escutcheons.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.
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DATE OP GARRICK'S BIRTH (7 th
53).

S. vii.

447

;

viii.

Is not this apparent discrepancy explained
the fact that the
Style was adopted for

New
from
the Old Style in 1752 ? The historical year began
on January 1, whilst the civil or legal year began
on March 25. David Garrick might have been
born in one sense in 1716, and in another in 1717.
Charles I. was beheaded either Jan. 30, 1648 or
1649, according to the use of one or other compuJOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
tation.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
TURNIP

(7

th

S. vii.

445;

viii.

74, 116, 157).

At

*
the last reference, the date of Turner's Names of
Herbes is given as 1458, instead of 1548. So I
'
Dicstill think that the quotation I give in my
'
is
the
viz.
from
Castel
earliest,
tionary,'
,
Elyot's
'

of Helthe,' 1539, fol. 25, bk. ii. c. 9.
MR. DIXON
quotes the same passage, but from a later edition.

WALTER W.

SKEAT.

PLTJRALIZATION (7 tfc S. vii. 142, 309, 471, 517;
Fen^lon points out that it is idle to ask
viii. 155).
an explanation in cases where language does not
supply a second set of words which would make
the original statement any plainer.
I think this
stricture almost applies to the case of F. W. D.
But I will endeavour to meet his request by put-

"
accident." It is surely
ting happen in place of
incontrovertible that it is a vulgar error to treat a
word as plural merely because it happens to end
in s rather than in a, 6, or c, &c. , and equally incontrovertible that this error is often made ; while
it is further obvious that the question of the plural
treatment, or otherwise, of some sigmated words is
fair matter for discussion.
I may add to what I said before about vespers,
that even in French the plural treatment does not
appear to be universally adopted ; e. g., George
Sand, in 'Consuelo,' ed. 1869, p. 92, uses the
expression a vepres in place of the confessedly
more usual aux vepres. I beg also to refer to the

most valuable, because quite independent testimony which I observe is accidentally given in
favour of this fact ante,

p.

195,

col. 2.

E. H. BUSK.

MSS. OF SCOTT'S POEMS (7 th S. viii. 120). I
see PROF. MINTO asks for information as to the
present ownership of the original MSS. of three
of Scott's paems.
I am unable to speak of these ;
but in their catalogue for March, Messrs. Brough

&

Sons, 8, Broad Street Corner, Birmingham,
advertised for sale, at twenty-five guineas, the
original MSS. of 'Masaniello,' and other shorter
pieces. I have the advertisement by me as I write.
Doubtless they would give PROF. MINTO privately
the name of the buyer, should he desire to collate
the printed version with the MSS. The catalogue
This manuscript is neatly and legibly written on one
of the paper only, and evidently carefully correc ted

[7<* s.
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'or the press, with corrections and interpolations, and
with notes and additions on the opposite pages has
many curious variations from the printed text in Sir
Walter Scott's works."

J.

CUTHBERT WELCH,

F.C.S.

'

SONGS OF INNOCENCE' (7 th S. viii.
These gaps are filled up in the complete
147).
edition of Blake's Poems,' published by Pickering,
1874, and edited by E. H. Shepherd.
BLAKE'S

'

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

My

copy corresponds exactly with the Editors.
in which the lacunae occur are in
and O, and it is supposable that these were
sheets
cancelled and reprinted after some few copies had
been struck off, one of which became the property
of Mr. Streatfield.
The two poems, ' Mary ' and
'
Auguries of Innocence,' are printed without any

The two poems

N

omissions in W. M. Eossetti's edition, published
similar instance
by Bell & Sons, London, 1875.
of suppression occurred in regard to a note by J.

A

Toup, in Warton's edition of Theocritus, Oxon.,
1770, which led Toup to print his 'Curse Posteriores, Londini, 1772,' with the note, and some
sarcastic observations on Bp. Lowth and others, a
very rare tract, said to be wanting in most copies
W. E. BUCKLEY.
of Warton's edition.
"

YOUR WITS ARE GONE WOOL-GATHERING " (7 th
370 viii. 17, 57, 114). I am sorry if my

S. vii.

;

former note has made E. E. angry, but I cannot
I spoke of a time as
take any blame to myself.
far back as my memory reaches, and with especial
(though not exclusive) reference to one particular
substantial farmer" of whom filial piety compels
me to say, in answer to E. E.'s strictures, that he
"
was neither a bad farmer nor a " mean man. He
probably did more "stubbing" that the "Northern
Framer " himself could boast of, and his whole life
was one long series of
little nameless unremembered acts
Of kindness and of love.

In him, probably, the habit of picking wool
from the thorns as he strolled about his fields was
inherited from a long line of yeomen forefathers ;
but surely if this were so it is sufficient to prove
that in former times the wool so gathered was
My note meant no more than
really valuable.
In my father's house there were certainly
this.
several old spinning-wheels, as well as blankets
which in her youth my mother had spun, but I
never dreamt of saying that nowadays either
farmers or cottagers spin blankets out of wool,
however procured. Blankets, perhaps, was rather

"

large order," even in the case I supposed.
"
E. E. has withdrawn the word beggarly," or I
that better
mention
several
employments
might

a

deserve the epithet than wool-gathering ever did.
The " muck-major's," which still survives, is one of
these.

I

s.

vni.
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It appears to have been forgotten that Wordsworth has a sonnet (No. 37 of the third series of
'Miscellaneous Sonnets') of which the motive is
derived from this old custom of wool-gathering
and that I may leave the subject in the most

amiable light, I transcribe the poem
Intent on gathering wool from hedge and brake
:

"Yon busy Little-ones rejoice tha tsoon
A poor old Dame will blesa them for the boon :
Great is their glee while flake they add to flake
With rival earnestness ; far other strife
Than will hereafter move them if they make
Pastime their idol, give their day of life
To pleasure snatched for reckless pleasure's sake.
Can pomp and show allay one heart-born grief 1
Pains which the world inflicts can she requite 1

Not
The

for

an interval however brief;

silent

thoughts that search for stedfast

light,

Love from her depths, and Duty in her might,

And

Faith

these only yield secure relief.

C. 0. B.

When

I used to be in

Eomney Marsh, which

consists of more than fifty thousand acres, chiefly
used for grazing sheep, many years since, when
wool was at a good price, I calculated roughly,
from such data as I could obtain, what was the
possible value of the wool collected by children

in a season, and it came to four hundred pounds.
The children used to catch up the bits of wool
quickly by means of short sticks with a bit of
notched iron hoop at the end.

ED. MARSHALL.

ARMS OF NOTTINGHAMSHIRE (7* S. viii.

88, 152).
If a fanciful design for a seal is required, Dray'
ton has provided one in his Battle of Agincourt,'

where the banner of the men of Notts bears an
archer with a drawn bow standing under a tree,
a memorial of bold Robin Hood. As no county
bears arms, the other alternative is to apply to the
College of Arms for an authorized heraldic design
suitable for the County Council.

B.

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

"

L. M. H. states that
no county possesses any
coat of arms."
But are not the arms of Cornwall
authentic? Any way, the county of the city of
Exeter is entitled to arms, crest, and supporters;
and I believe the county of the city of Bristol is

extant

somewhere

records.
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among

the British national

book gives some, but only
Our American cousins should

J. C. Hotten's

a small portion.
these particulars, so far as those sent
to America are concerned, for I am told that all
such convicts gave their names, &c., on landing in
America, and again when grants of land there

know

were made to them. Americans are frequently
asking us through your columns for such information. Will they not help us in return by publishing a better book, similar to Hotten's ; and
so give to the world all they know as regards the

landing of these convicts in America, many of whom
must have been of good family, as instanced (Sir
C. MASON.
Philip Monckton) by E. H. H. ?
29. Emperor's Gate, S.W.

"
"
reference to the disposal
systematically
of the Scottish prisoners after the
battles of Preston and Dunbar, it may be remarked
that in the treaty of Uttoxeter, signed on Aug. 25,
1658, it was stipulated that the officers and
" shall have their
soldiers
lives, and safety of their

With

by Cromwell

persons assured to them, and shall not be stripped
pillaged of their wearing clothes"; and as
regards the "near ten thousand soldiers" taken
at Dunbar, the following, from John Hill Burton's
or

'

History of Scotland,' p. 281,

interest E.

H. H.

vol. vii., 1870,

may

:

"After the heat of

battle [i.e., at

Dunbar J had

let

'
out in the ' chase and execution of nearly eight
miles, the conqueror showed a temper of humanity and
lenity to the wounded and the prisoners. It was not to
be a continuation of the Irish work. The Lowland Scots
were not enemies of God and civilised man, whose doom
was extirpation. Their hostility was the incidental effect
of political conditions, and with their invaders they had
many common ties of brotherhood."

itself

If, as MR. MACKAY quotes, "2,000 Scottish
prisoners were given away as slaves at a time, or
sold at the nominal price of half-a-crown a dozen,"
may I inquire what was the object in view when

Cromwell consented to the treaty of Uttoxeter 1
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

EOTAL LEPERS (7 th S. viii. 108, 174). That
Eobert Bruce was a leper seems sufficiently clear,
and also, with respect to our English Henry IV.,
J. D.
similarly endowed.
there is little doubt that some form of leprosy
th
CONVICTS SHIPPED TO THE COLONIES (7 S. i.
accompanied the epilepsy from which he suffered.
104; ii. 162, 476; iii. 58, 114, 193; iv. 72, 134, Yet Hall, in his ' Chronicles,' p. 506 of the edition of
u
395 ; v. 50, 195 ; vi. 227 ; viii. 154). Many of
1809, asserts that he died of no lepry striken by
your correspondents have given recently much ;he hand of God, as folish friers before declared,"
information upon this subject.
But in order to jut of a rt sore
apoplexye." Sir James Simpson,
*
make that information of real practical use, from a in his
Archaeological Essays,' vol. ii.
interesting
of
genealogical point
view, both here and in America, p. 108, states that
I
would
ask
where
are
the
lists
of
names of
&c.,
the
and Scotland did not
families of
;

those so shipped (some to Virginia, Guinea, Barbadoes, and Jamaica, as E. H. H. says), showing
also the vessels'
names, ports of departure, and
dates of shipments and
are
sailings 1

Surely they

royal

England

Iways remain exempt from the suspicion, at least, and
if not from an actual attack of the

accusation of leprosy,
disease ";

nd while evidently

disbelieving

it

in regard to
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G. H. THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

"MISTER" AND "GENTLEMAN"
146).

Afflighem, long since destroyed.
Baldwin IV., King of Jerusalem, was an undoubted leper.
He died in 1186, leaving a
child nephew to succeed him, the consequence of
-which was the loss of the Holy Land and the
triumph of Saladin after eighty-eight years of the
Christian kingdom.
J. MASKELL.
It may not be out of place to mention, in connexion with this subject, that a hospital for lepers
was founded about the year 1118 in St. Giles's, on
land belonging to the Crown, and near the present
I.

by Queen Matilda, the wife
HENRY GERALD HOPE.

of

Freegrove Road, N.
th

CLIMB

S.
(7
oftener, I believe)

Thrice (and
178).
'
Wordsworth, in the Excursion,'
viii.

127,

uses the word clomb.
As the lines in my edition
are unnumbered, I can only give the books in
which the archaism occurs, e.g., in book ii. is this
line

:

We
In book

ix.

:

misunderstood Bailey's
Bailey's example, "mister Person [your
correspondent gives mister with a capital], kind of
Person (Spen.)," shows that mister is not used in
the same way as we now employ the word, but is
a word not uncommon in Spenser, with the sense
of kind of, manner of.
Cf.
The Redcrosse knight toward him crossed fast
To weet what mwter wight was so dismayd.
The Faery Queene,' book i. canto ix. st. 23.
1

F. C.

BIRKBECK TERRY.

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

Diss.

MORRIS

108, 175).

th

(7

S. viii.

John Brando

Morris graduated from Balliol College as second
class in Lit. Hum. in Michaelmas term, 1834, was
afterwards Fellow of Exeter College, and joined
the Church of Rome.
There are notices of him to
be found in Memoirs of Mark Pattison,' at pp.
I have frequently heard my late valued
184, 222.
friend the Rev. William Falconer, M. A., Rector of
Bushey, Herts, from 1839 to 1885, formerly fellow
and tutor of Exeter College, speak of him, as they
had been brother fellows of Exeter College toHe was popularly known in Oxford as
gether.
'

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Jack Morris.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

HEIRLOOMS (7 th S. viii. 167). Mr. T. Y. DallasYorke, of Walmsgate, Lincolnshire, is said to possess the privy seal of James VII. of Scotland as
an heirloom inherited from his ancestor George
'
Dallas, of St. Martin's, author of A System of
A. C.
Stiles,' &c.

of co. Surrey,

In Milton's 'Paradise
also occurs

viii.

76, 517).
reference

eldest son of Lieut.-Col. Jeremy
Baines and Katherine (Otway) his wife, was admitted pensioner of St. John's College, Cambridge,
August 24, 1658, as son of Jeremy Baines, Esq.,

Alert to follow as the Pastor led,
We clomb a green hill's side.

word

S.

that Jeremy,

:

Three Sabbath days
Are scarcely told, since, on a service bent
Of mere humanity, you clomb those heights.

In book

th

curiously enough, has
definition of mister as

BAINES FAMILY, co. SURREY (6 th S. i.
I would add to my reply at the second

clomb without a track to guide our steps.
iv.

(7

Your correspondent,

kind.

Queen?,' vol. ii. p. 78.
There seems literally no evidence that Adelicia,
or Alix of Louvain, was a leper.
This fact is not
mentioned in the exhaustive account of her in the
*
Dictionnaire Nationale de la Belgique,' vol. i.
p. 222, nor by any of the authorities there referred
to.
She did, indeed, like others of her race, enter
a convent to die, viz., the monastery of Affiighem,
near Alost, founded by her father Geoffrey and
her brother Henry.
There she died April 23,
1151, and her remains were laid in the church of

parish church,

vm. SEPT. u,

ones in the nest. I clomb a tree yesterday,
my
Clom is in use in Northumberland
father," &c.
as the preterite of climb, pron. cZtra, i short.

Henry III., he concludes his examination of the
evidence respecting Henry IV. by stating that it
"
is
sufficient either to confirm or to
by no means
"
controvert the idea that he was a leper.
That Henry III. was called a " leper " was due,
as Simpson shows, to a probably false charge
brought against Hubert de Burgh, who was a rival
suitor with Henry for the hand of Margaret of
Scotland.
Simpson concludes that the accusation
was "unfounded." See Strickland, 'Lives of the

Henry

a.

Lost,'

book

iv.

London

:

cet.

tutor

fourteen, from St. Paul's School,
surety, Mr. Turner.

and

W.
1.

192, the

:

I.

R. V.

OFFICERS OF THE SPANISH LEGION (7 th S. viii.
The Army List of the British Auxiliary
147).
'

So clomb the

first

grand

thief, &c.

FREDK. RULE.

'

Ashford, Kent.

An

Legion of Spain/ corrected to April 1, 1837, being
the last printed, will be found added to the History of the British Legion and War in Spain,' by
Alexander Somerville, non-commissioned officer of
the 8th Regiment of the Legion, known as the
The work was published by
"Highlanders."
James Pattie, of Brydges Street, London, 1838,

instance of the recent use of the " literary

archaism" clomb is to be found in Coleridge's
'
Wanderings of Cain,' Moxon's ed., 1856, p. 148
"And the old squirrels play round their young
:

7*8. VIII. SEPT.

;

will doubtless be

nd

iritish
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found in the Library of the

Museum.

I have always felt interested in the career of the
Legion, because I served in the army of the first
Don Carlos of Spain during the campaigns of 1836,
1837, and 1838, and was present at many of the
military operations of that period, perhaps the
nost eventful of the seven years' Carlist war.
Somerville's book affords the best account of the
Legion which has as yet been compiled. In de-

and the sufferings
they endured, he wrote about what was passing
under his eyes ; but his Carlist information is
scribing the battles they fought

vague and unreliable in fact, mere hearsay, which
he was unable to sift or verify at the time. He
died at Toronto in June, 1885. It is a pity he
never brought out a corrected edition of what is
really an historical work of importance, relating to
events which belong to our own time and which
are rapidly being forgotten.
For years I have preserved all obituary notices
referring to officers of the British Legion, and shall
be glad if I can assist your correspondent PORTS-

MOTJTHIAN about any particular case in which he
may be interested ; but if his inquiry be general,
he cannot do better than consult Somerville's
(Capt.)

'History.'
35,

Warwick Road,

GEORGE

J. T.

MERRY.

Earl's Court, S.W.
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How

the authorship has come to be ascribed to
Thomas
de la More, the patron of the
writer, the reader must
learn from tne admirable
preface of the latest editor
From this preface also must be obtained
particulars a&
to the sources of information of the writer
and the use
that previous scholars have made of his work.
Singularlv
is
much
of
the
new
interesting
matter that is givtn, and
the entire preface is a piece of
and
thorough
scholarly
work. Baker's debt to De la More, who has
long worn
his laurels, appears to be confined to the scenes
in connexion with the abdication of Edward II. in
which Dela More himself took part. The
story of the persecution
of Edward II. Baker had from William
Bishop, who participated in the infliction of suffering, repented, and told
the tale. A list of the particular
events, beginning with
the battle of Bannockburn and
ending with the battle of
Poitiers, for which the Chronicle is of
special value is
given at p. xi of the preface. Stowe made liberal use' of
the Chronicle,' and through this medium
portions of
the narrative have filtered into other works. The ' Chroniculum which follows is a very
uninteresting abstract,
" In
beginning,
primordio temporis ante omnem diem "
'

'

Little short of half of the

volume is occupied by Dr
Maunde Thompson's notes and illustrations. A facsimile
of the Bodley MS. serves as
frontispiece to a book which
is

an admirable product of
scholarship.

Pedigree of the Family of Prideaux of Luson in Erminqton, Devon
By T. Engledue P. Prideaux, L.R.C.P,
(.nxeter, Pollard.)

THIS is an elaborate compilation,
illustrating in tabular
form the history and descent of a name famous
among
Western men. There has long been a
literary eavour
about the name of Prideaux, and its ancient
reputation
in that respect, from the
days of Bishop Prideaux,
deprived under the Commonwealth, has been well sustained down to our own day, alike
by the author of thePrecedents and by our correspondent Col. Prideaux

NOTES ON BOOKS, &o.
Chronicon Oalfridi le Baker de Swynelrolce. Edited, all of whom have their place in the tables so carefully
with Notes, by Edward Maunde Thompson. (Oxford, drawn up by their kinsman. We do not understand
however, long as we have been familiar with AngloClarendon Press.)
AN authoritative edition of the ' Chronicle ' of Galfridus Indian designations, what is meant by a " First Class
Political Agent of India."
The " Politicals," we know
le Baker, of Swinbrook, has long been
Such
required.
are one of the special products of old John
is now supplied by the chief librarian of the British
Company's
but
'
the
Raj,
description given in the Pedigree we fail
Museum from the two existing MSS. of the Chronicle,'
to recognize. For " matrie " in the
and
MS.
Cotton
lii.
Of
entry
viz., Bodley
761,
MS., appendix
relating to CoL
these the earlier named contains the ' Chronicle and rndeaux should, of course, be read matrie. The printer
the Chroniculum,' the later gives a portion only of the has not remembered that Pennsylvania is a state not
un y Chronicle of the reign of Edward III. The former
"Bedford, co Penn.," should clearly be
i
D !
was edited by Dr. Giles for the Caxton Society, and an Bedford co., Penn. It would have been well to have
"Pa." to Altona wherever it occurs in the
appended
extract from it is given, under the head 'Douglas,'
by
Mr. George Neilson, in N. & Q.,' ante, p. 190. Dr.
Pedigree, in order to avoid confusion with Altona near
at Clearfield, co. Pa." is
Giles, however, trusted to a transcript, in the opinion of Hamburg. Again, by
obviously
meant
either
at Clearfield, Pa.," if Clearfield
his successor, who holds that there is
very good reason we
be? al
for believing that he never saw the
apprehend it is, a town or village in the state of
original MS. Very
"
curious has been the fate of the MSS.,
Pennsylvania, or else in Clearfield co., Pa.," if it be the
and, indeed, of name
of a county, which does not seem so
the work. The Cotton MS., which "does not
probable. These
appear to are
have formed any part of the Cottonian
mmutice, no doubt ; but they would attract attention
Library, as catain
and it seems worth while pointing out such
was
America,
found
logued,"
among the burnt MSS. which suffered
with a view to their correction in
in the fire of 1731 at Ashburnham
any future
House, Westminster. things,
issue of the ' Pedigree.'
It is supposed by Dr. Maunde
The form Prideaux may be
Thompson never to have
contained the earlier portion, giving the life of Edward compared with Budeaux, or Budock, near Falmouth. Sofar as we remember, the local
II.
Nearly one-half of the remaining text has been
pronunciation of the twoIn the Bodley MS., meanwhile, for the first three is substantially identical; the history may be different
lost.
F Im uth P lace - Q ame is, we believe, traced or
years of the reign of Edward III. we have two versions,
^-K ? ?to a local
,
attributed
the second written immediately after the
saint.
first, leading
the editor to the conclusion that the author intended to
Old English Catholic Missions. By John Orlebar
revise or rewrite this portion of the work
Payne,
when, proM.A. (Burns & Oates.)
bably, overtaken by death. The Chronicle,' which is FROM the
nature of the case Mr. Payne's book is
written by an Oxfordshire clerk
fragassumed, on inadequate mentary. The time has not come
yet when a history of
evidence Dr. Maunde Thompson
holds, to have been a the Roman Catholic
religion from the time of the ReCanon of Osney covers the period from 1303 to
1356, formation to our own
days can be
with
'

'

'

'

-

'

(

attempted

any
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hope of success. Such a work will have to be undertaken
some day, we hope on a scale such as shall remind us

wares, turning goose-quills into pens, and making anew
those that had been worn out.

of the labours of the Benedictine scholars of past days ;
but at present the duty of those who are interested in
the fate of the fallen religion is to collect materials. As
many of our readers are aware, it is not much more than
half a century since a centralized national register-house
was established. At that time an endeavour was made
by the Government of the day to collect all the non-

Ludlow Town and Neighbourhood.

parochial registers of births, marriages, and deaths in
We believe circulars
one place of deposit in London.
were sent to the ministers of all religious bodies except
the Established Church requesting that such registers as
were in their custody should be deposited in Somerset
House. In the first instance the Roman Catholic authorities raised difficulties as to the surrender of these precious documents; eventually, however, a considerable
number of Catholic registers found their way to SomerIt is much to be wished that they could all
set House.
of them be printed in full. As, however, this cannot be,
at least at present, we are most grateful to Mr. Payne
for his most useful and interesting volume. If it were
but a series of extracts we should be grateful for it, but
The quotations are accomit is much more than this.
panied by a commentary, which indicates great learning
on the part of the author, and will be found most useful
to those who wish to understand what was the condition
of our fellow countrymen of the Roman obedience during
the last century, when the cruel penal laws were yet
unrepealed but Englishmen were becoming sufficiently
merciful to refuse to permit them to be put in force in
There are a few precious exall their ancient rigour.
ceptions, but, as a rule, the Roman Catholic registers do
not go further back than the beginning of the last cenHad records of ministerial acts been kept in the
tury.
earlier time they might have fallen into the hands of
Government officials, and entailed imprisonment, if not
death, on those who performed the ceremonies.
;

Such registers were, however, much needed, and as
soon as it was safe to do so registers began to be kept ;
but even then they were in many cases written in such
How far
a manner as to avoid using the word priest.
these papers are legal evidence we are not concerned
to inquire. The information they contain is, no doubt,
authentic, and will prove most useful to all persons who
are interested in the pedigrees of our old Roman Catholic
families.
They also, at times, throw a curious light on
the habits and beliefs of the times in which they were
written. At one place Danby, in Yorkshire, the seat
of the great historic family of Scrope we find the vicar
of the parish rebaptizing children who had received
"
"
Popish priest. This shows strange
baptism from a
ignorance, as the Church of England has always recognized as valid the sacraments of the Latin communion.
The title "Miss" was, when it first became prevalent, a
term of reproach. When it became the recognized title
of a young unmarried woman is, we believe, far from
In the pages before us we have noticed two
certain.
instances of this designation being given to a newly born
infant.
At Weston-Underwoods, in Buckinghamshire,
"
in 1723, " Miss Teresa Mary Throckmonton, who was
born on Trinity Sunday, was baptized on Jupe 9 following. And at Spofforth, in Yorkshire, so late as 1813, we
have a record that " Miss Mary, dfaughter] of Peter and
Juliana Middleton," was born. We were not aware that
the trade of penmaker was ever a recognized one, except
in those places where quills were turned into pens in
large quantities,

an industry which we believe flourished

only in a few large towns. In 1779, however, we have
mention of a certain Charles Stewart, a penmaker, a man
of no fixed habitation. It would seem, therefore, that
penmakers wandered about the country selling their

By Oliver Baker.
(Ludlow, G. Woolley; London, Simpkin, Marshall &
Co.)

THOMAS WRIGHT

is the acknowledged historian of Ludgeneration has passed since, wandering southwards from Uriconium, he stopped a day with us at Ludlow for the purpose of showing us its antiquities. While
'
making additions to Wright's Ludlow Guide,' Mr. Baker
determined to write and illustrate a more ambitious
volume. This was issued last year by subscription, and
obtained a complete success. A new and cheaper edition
With its well-executed illustrations
is now published.
and its agreeable letterpress it constitutes a pleasant and
a trustworthy guide to a place almost as sacred in association as Stratford- on- A von, and yielding in natural beauty

low.

A

and antiquarian

interest to

few spots in England.

DR. ALDWELL NICHOLSON, the Incumbent of St. Albanthe-Martyr, Leamington Spa, and not, as stated p. 139,
our correspondent Dr. Nicholson, is author of 'No
Cipher in Shakespeare.'
A COLLECTION of ' Slavonic Folk-Tales,' from various
sources, collected and translated by the Rev. A. H.
The
Wratislaw, is announced by Mr. Elliot Stock.
volume will contain, besides a general preface, a short
introduction to each group of tales, according to its
nationality.

to Carreipattfrent*.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
who
repeat
queries are requested
appear. Correspondents
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

The best digest of the
J. V. C. (" Mandrake ").
various speculations as to the mandrake and its pro'
will
found
in
Harris's
be
Dr.
Dictionary of the
perties
Natural History of the Bible.'
This
(" Mind your Ps and Qs ").
was suggested should be substituted
" was
Mind your N.s & Q.s,'
fully discussed 1st S. iii.

HKNRY H. GIBBS

phrase, for which

"

it

'

328, 357, 463, 523

;

iv.

11

vi.

;

HARRY HEMS ("Ramp ").
road in a fortification.

Hence

150, 611.

This signifies an inclined
its

use at Gibraltar.

Miss METFORD. You have forgotten to enclose the
MS. of your query.
A. E. B. (" The Case is Altered "). Consult ' N. & Q.,'

2 nd S.

iv.

182, 235, 299, 418.

R. M. S.

No.
CORRIGENDUM. P. 198,
" Bristol " read JBirstal.

col. 2,

1.

14 from bottom, for

NOTICE.

"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
"
the
The Publisher
Business Letters to
Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, B.C.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at
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translated direct from the

Rum ani

language, which
light, and be
welcomed
all
who
are
interested in
by
cordially
N )TE8 Gipsy Versions of an Old Story, 221 Shakspeariana, the genealogy and diffusion of popular fictions.
of
Dead
Bodies
The
Preservation
!22
Humphrey Wanley
That the Gipsies have not been indebted for their
Jueen's Welsh Pedigree Lucretius and Tasso Parallel or
stories to European sources does not admit of any
Plagiarism Burial-place of Jethro Tull, 224 Queen Anne
)andurth Song without the Letter E First Use of Limetheir stories
resemble Eastern
21, 1839

it
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to

is

be hoped will soon see the

195.

:

light,

Forerunners of

Eight of Asylum at Altars

225

Sleep, 226.
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Monuments

Hempland
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The Lay
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" Welt-schmerz "
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Trodden Flowers
Henry Home, Lord Kames Five Eeasons for Drinking
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NOTES ON BOOKS :-A
'

Southern's

'

Clavers, the Despot's

Through England on a Side Saddle
Champion
Alger's Englishmen in the French Revolution.'
Fiennes's

'

'

'

THE STORY OF THE
MILKMAID AND HER POT OP MILK.

GIPSY VERSIONS OP

Mr. F. Hindes Groome, in a most interesting
and instructive paper entitled ' Gipsy Folk- Tales
a Missing Link/ published in the National Review
for July, 1888
a paper which does not appear to
have attracted the full amount of attention on
the part of folk-lore students which it merits
:

maintains that the diffusion throughout Europe of
popular tales of Asiatic origin was largely due to
that ubiquitous people the Gipsies, adducing many

examples of their mdrchenin support of his theory.
Mr. Groome justly remarks or rather, complains
that English folk-lorists as a body seem strangely
But
ignorant of the very existence of Gipsy tales.

continental

scholars

have for

some years

some with

translations, by Dr. Friedrich Miiller,
Dr. Paspati, Prof. Kirilowicz and Dr. Miklosich,

Dr. Barbu Constantinescu, Dr. H. von Wlislocki,
&c.
The only English folk-lorist who has made
a special study of Gipsy tales is Mr. Groome himbesides the contribution above
self, who has

given two long Welsh-Gipsy stories in
'
charming book In Gipsy Tents (Edin., 1880)
and he has been for some time engaged in preparing

mentioned

for publication a

Oriental Society (Zeitschrift derDeutscher Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft), vol. xxxii., 1888, gives

from an unpublished collection of
Hungarian and Transylvanian Gipsy versions of a
number of stories in the 'Panchatantra,' an old
Sanskrit form of the work known generally in
'
Europe as the Fables of Pilpay,' or Bidpa'i. Of
these Gipsy tales one, which will probably be
interesting to readers of N. & Q.' generally, is a
translations,

'

'
version of the 'Panchatantra story of the Braiman
and his pot of flour (B. v., Fab. 9), which finds
'
its analogue in the familiar Arabian tale of
Alnaschar' ( En-Nashsbar) and his basket of glassware, and has its Western representative in the
'
Milkmaid and her Pail of Milk '
story of the
whence, probably, the proverb, "Don't count your
chickens until they be hatched." This is how it is
told by the Tsigane, or Gipsies, of Southern Hun-

=

gary

:

"THE BEGGAR WITH THE THREE

POTS.

" There was once a
beggar who used to go every Saturday from house to house to gather alms. One Holy
Saturday he thus passed along the village and got very
many gifts of the folk. His wallet was already full of
cakes and meat when he got, over and above, in one
place a pot of milk, in another a pot of honey, and the
innkeeper gave him a pot of wine. So now the beggar
trotted home. He lived far out in the country, in a
little hut.
On the way he got tired, and sat down on an
earthwork to rest. He set the three pots before him,
and took stock of the gifts in his wallet. He ate a piece
of meat and a bit of cake, and then drank some of the
wine, after which he began to muse on his poverty. He
'
said thus to himself:
Why cannot I eat meat and cake
and drink wine every day ? Now this can't last. I must
He took up the pot and drank
try to get rich somehow.'
a little wine. Then he said farther: Yes, yes I must
This
is
rich
wine
very good. I '11 drink no more
get
of it I '11 sell it and get money for it. With the money
I '11 buy me a hen that lays eggs, and from the eggs will
'

!

past

recognized their importance for the study of comparative folk-lore, and several collections of Gipsy
tales have been published in the original Rumani,

his

closely
question ;
versions, and this is, perhaps, the more remarkable
in the case of such an illiterate people, who must,
therefore, have carried with them, when they
migrated from their homeland, oral forms of tales
which are found in ancient Indian collections.
Dr. Wlislocki, in the journal of the German

'

;

comprehensive collection, mostly

!

j

come chickens. Ah

then I shall be able to eat poultry.

!

Then I shall have
'11 sell the honey.
money, and I '11 buy me a little sow ; and when
she grows big she '11 have young ones, and then I shall
be able to eat pork
Yes ; I '11 do it
Nay but I '11
And again he drank a
just drink a drop more wine.'
He said, moreover:
little wine, which got into his head.
'I '11 carry my pots into my hut at once ; and as soon as
the holiday is over I '11 sell the wine, the milk, and the
honey. I must take care my three youngsters don't
junket on them, Ah I have my own trouble with those
brats
My wife, now, she bothers herself little with the
children lets them do what they like; but I I '11
I

'11

sell

the milk, I

lots of

!

!

!

!

;
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cudgel the rascals every day.

From

whack, and ever whack them

!

this

So

time I '11 whack,
so will I cut at
'
!
On this he

the rascals ; so so do I cut at them
laid about him with hand and foot, and screamed aloud
'
'
All at
So ay ; so will I cudgel the rascals so !
:

He had smashed

the honey-pot
with his foot ; this fell on the milk -pot, which beat in
the wine-pot. Now the beggar began to cry and wail
'
Oh, my wine my honey my milk Oh, my chickens
He had lost all with a kick." Pp. 137-8.
Ob, my pigs
once, crash

crash

!

!

:

!

!

!

!

[7*
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each year; and in two or three years he would build hira
a cottage and buy better horses, for those he now had
were not worth their provender. Then thoughtlessly he
whacked the slon'-gnng beast?, who took fright, rushed
wildly forward, and upset cart, potter, giant pot, and
pots and dishes, and pans and all, so that everything was
smashed into a thousand pieces. And there lay the
potter among the sherds, the game poor devil he lucf
"
P. 139.
always been
!

'

Of some other Gipsy tales which are paralleled
In my * Popular Tales and Fictions' (1887), in European and Asiatic popular fictions I may
vol. ii. pp. 432-43, under the heading, "Don'o have somewhat to say in a future note.
!

W.

count your chickens until they be hatched," are

number

of versions of this story, which was
probably first brought to Europe from Syria by
Jacques de Vitry, who died at Borne in the year
'
1240, and who tells it in his Sermones de tern"
pore et sanctis 'of "a certain little old fellow
with an earthen pitcher of milk, and from De
cited a

Vitry

may have been reproduced by Etienne de

it

'
Liber de
(thirteenth century), in his
'
It reappears in Dialogus CreaturaDonis,' &c.
rum optime Moralizatus,' by Nicolaus Pergamenus
'
(fourteenth century), and in El Conde Lucanor,'
by the Infante Don Manuel, ob. 1347. In the
former it is told of a maid with a pot of milk ; in
the latter, of a poor woman with a pot of honey.
Rabelais alludes to a story of a shoemaker and a
pot of milk ; and our nursery tale is very similar
to La Fontaine's La Laitiere et le Pot au Lait.'
In ' Kalila wa Dimna,' an Arabian version of the
f
Fables of Bid pa i/ a devotee has a pot of butter
and honey, and, as in the foregoing Gipsy story,
when he becomes rich in imagination he smashes
the pot, thinking he is chastising his little son.
In the ' Panchatantra,' the Brdhman kicks his
*
potential wife. In the Hitopadesa,' another Sanskrit form of the same collection, he thrashes his
four supposititious quarrelsome wives ; and in the
Arabian tale of Alnaschar that day-dreamer
spurns with his foot his wife when she offers him
a cup of wine, and down falls his brittle stock-intrade.
modified form of the story is related of
Foolish Sachali in Miss Stokes's ' Indian Fairy
In the Turkish story-book 'History of
Tales.'
the Forty Vazirs ' (' Qirq vazir tarikhi') a devotee
takes a pot of oil and honey to the baza>, to sell it,
and in leaning his staff against the wall, his pot is
broken and the contents run down his beard.
Dr. Wlislocki also gives a German translation of
what is to me a unique version current among the
Gipsies in Transylvania

Bourbon

A

:

"

There was once a potter who was very poor and had
many children, and was moreover blessed with a very
bad wife, who reproached him daily for his poverty. So
the poor potter had a peculiar thought. He made a pot
o big that two couples could well have danced the
Ceardas within it. With this giant pot, and a number of
common ones, covers, plates, dishes, &c., he drove to the
next town for the annual market. On the way he
thought what a deal of money he should get for his huge
pot. With this he should buy a field ; half the corn he
would eat with hia family, the other half he would sell

233,

Cambridge

A. CLOUSTON.

Street, Glasgow.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
th

S.
vii.
'CYMBELINE,' I. iv. 1 (7
124).
Loving and honouring as I do the original document on this side first- foliolatry as much as any, I
have no doubt that a gross corruption is rightly
imputed to the first speech of I. iv. of Cymbe'

In response to a general invitation for suggestions, I give the best I can.
lachimo, as the
text has stood hitherto, says, in disparagement of

line.'

Posthumus

:

" I could then
have looked on him without the help or
admiration though the catalogue of his endowments had*
been tabled by his side and I to peruse him by items."

An

error must needs lie in the italicized phrase,,
which makes nonsense; either help or admiration
is wrong, or both may be. My first
thought was ta
substitute inventorie for admiration, having in
'
mind Henry VIII.' (III. ii. 138) and Hamlet r
(V. ii. 110), and even Olivia's playful inventory of
her charms. But this would leave "looked on,
him " chargeable for a meaning of " looking contemptuously," which it will not bear. The word
admiration cannot be spared, and we are thus-

A

driven upon superseding help.
positively ceris probably beyond
hope ; we must,,
then, be content with adopting a reading which at

tain correction
least

may be Shakespeare

certainly cannot be. After

many comparisons
"

with the

in place of one which-

much

consideration and
on these terms

I rest satisfied

I could then have looked uponthe eyes of admiration," &c., as giving.
the meaning which the poet certainly intended ta
'
convey. Compare 1 Henry IV.,' III. ii., "Shines,
'
with admiring eyes." In Timon of Athens we
" It
'
have,
opens the eyes of expectation "; Merchant of Venice,' "The eye of honour"; 'King
"
Close the eye of anguish."
Lear,' IV. iv. ?
text,

him without

'

W. WATKISS

LLOYD.

'MERCHANT OP

Knowing
VENICE,' IV. i.
that your pages are always open to any inquirer
in the field of Shakspearian criticism, I venture
to put, through their medium, a question that
How comes it
I have been unable to solve.
'
that Shakspeare, in the Merchant of Venice,' puts
into the mouth of Portia, when she is arguing

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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with a most bitter Jew, a thought from the Lord's
do all
?
Prayer in support of her argument
same prayer doth teach
pray for mercy, and that
us all to render the deeds of mercy." I am unwilldramatist could have
ing to think our greatest
seemed to me a
erred, but this matter has always
weak point in an otherwise faultless speech.
T. G. WATTS.

"We

'TIMON OF ATHENS,' IV.

iii.

440

th

(7

S.

vii.

125).

The moon 'a an arrant thief,
And her pale fire she snatches from the sun
The sea 'a a thief, whose liquid surge resolves
The moon into salt tears.
MR. LLOYD would have us read
;

The emth

HENRY

The Globe edition
1
IV.,' IV. i. 49.
prints four lines thus obelized :
It were not good; ffor therein should we read
The very bottom and the soul of hope,
The very list, the very utmost bound
Of all our fortunes.
Correct two gross misprints here, and read confidently

For therein should we reuch
The very bottom and the shoal of hope,
The very list, the very utmost bound
Of all our fortunes.
Compare for the metaphor '2 Henry IV.,' IV.

Thus do the hopes we have

And

Sounded

If for moon we can read
one word for any other.

cynical view of nature, while the moon
from the sun, she in her turn is robbed by
the sea; because, while the moon shines by reflected

In Timon's
steals

sunlight, the sea shines by reflected moonlight.
V. ii. 6-10. I take the liberty to refer^ your

my

note on this passage (7 th S. vi. 85),
I have shown that the text as it

where

I think

stands

is

quite intelligible.

It is

somewhat

'Henry
As

all

III.

ii.

437:

the depths and shoals of honour.

V.,' I. ii. 167:
the ooze and bottom of the sea.

allusion to incidents of navigation is further

The

determined by the words "list" and "bound."
Compare 'Twelfth Night,' III. i. 83
'
I mean she is the list
I am bound to your niece, Sir
:

;

of

my

voyage."

Grant White proposed reach, of small avail taken
alone ; there are no other trial shots on the target
W. WATKISS LLOYD.
worth recording.

'THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.' It was
I think, who first brought the

re-

markable that while MR. LLOYD is "averse to
made
accept the monotonous repetition of the word

is

him touch ground

in

dash themselves to pieces.

'Henry VIII.,'

into salt tears.

had hoped that the days of purely conjectural
emendation of the text of Shakespeare, with nothing
in the ductus literarum to give a shadow of sup-

readers to

i.

17:

I

port, were for ever over.
earth, we may read any

:

Mr. Gladstone,

"
"
it is
phrase a measurable distance into use, and
probable that he derived it from our great poet,
for Mrs. Page, speaking of her husband and his
" He 's as far from
jealousy as I am
jealousy, says,
R. M. SPENCE, M.A.
tion of the word make.
from giving him cause, and that I hope is an unManse of Arbuthnotfc, N B.
J. STANDISH HALY.
measurable distance."
Temple.
When any one has accepted the changes here
SHAKSPEARE AND VENICE (7 th S. viii. 124).
proposed it will be time enough to state one's obMeanwhile, I would say The Rialto of ancient commerce is an island, one
jections more at length.
that the "liquid surge" to those who know it- of the largest of those on which Venice is built.
jobs the earth of what becomes mud, sand, or Its name is derived from riva alta, high shore, and
If these, by poetic licence, can be its being larger and somewhat more elevated than
larger stone.
"
described as salt tears," then the proposed change the others accounts for its being the first inhabited.
is doubtless right.
The most ancient church of the city is there ; and
In the other instance there is in the second there were erected the buildings for the magistracy
line, to our more grammatical ears, a want or and commerce of the infant settlement. The Rialto
" to whom " or of "
verbal elision of
opposed island is situated at the bend of the Grand Canal.
Whether the critical servant would have There is a vegetable market there daily ; and,
to."

in consecutive lines as true Shakespeare," in the
very next passage on which he comments (IV. iii.
134) he accepts without hesitation a similar repeti-

" where " I
doubt,
approved of the change to
though possibly Sancho Panza might have done so.
To the Lindley Murray objection to the repetition
"
of
made," it need only be said that here such

though the great squares by St. Mark's are now
"
the places where merchants most do congregate,"
the old rendezvous is still so thronged and has yet

repetition makes the sequence of cause and effect
not being
clearer and more emphatic, and that he
a child in leading strings who cannot see that
"made
made" is in these clauses far better

now, as formerly, the question,

and

far stronger

than

make an admired
even in prose.

"had

made,"

will

never

so

much

the character of a

the Rialto 1"

The bridge

as to justify

"What news on
referred to by MR. HALY

1591 by A. da Ponte, under the Doge
'
Pascal Cicogna. From Knight's Pictorial Works
of Shakspere,' vol. i., second edition, 1867.

was

built in

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

writer of English in poetry, or

BR. NICHOLSON.

"mart"

Freegrove Road, N.
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HUMPHREY WANLEY,
SCRIPTION.

HIS
Harl. MS., 6835,

M

r

MONUMENTAL
fol.

IN-

121:

Here lyes
Humfrey Wanley

Library-Keeper to the
we Robert
Right Hon

MDCCXXVI

in the 55 th
year of his Age.

in

vm. si. 21,

57, and the other from the 'Gerusalemme
Conquistata' of Torquato Tasso, the date of which
Both predictions
is remarkable.
is A.D. 1593
were most literally fulfilled in the French Revolution of 1792, and to a great extent recently within
our own remembrance

B.C.

Ergo, regibus occisis, subversa jacebafc
Pristina majestas soliorum et sceptra superba ;
Et capitis summi prseclarum insigne cruentum
Sub pedibus vulgi magnum lugebat honorem
Nam cupide cor.culcatur minis ante metutum
Res itaque ad summarn faecem turbasque redibat,
Imperium sibi quum ac summatum quigque petebat.
:

:

" Mr
Wanley's Tomb Stone

s.

:

and Edward Earls of
Oxford &c. Who Dyed
the 6"" day of July

Endorsed

[7*

Marybone Church."

lyes cross the Passage from the
at the Distance of 6 ft 9 inches from it & on
the other side is within 6 Inches of the Communion
Rails."

"N.B. This Stone

North door

DANIEL HIPWELL.

Francia, adorna hor da Natura e d' arte.
Squallida allhor vedrasd in manto negro,

La

Ne d' empio oltraggio inviolata parte,
Ne loco dal furor rimaso integro
;

34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

THE PRESERVATION OF DEAD

BODIES.

Many

instances are recorded in the lives of saints of
bodies remaining for a great length of time without any signs of decay. The same phenomenon
has been said to happen with corpses of persons
who certainly have not left behind them the reputation of esteemed holiness.
In Blackwood's
Magazine, Aug., 1823, vol. xiv. pp. 188-190, is a
letter from James Hogg giving an account of a
If the Ettrick Shepcircumstance of this kind.
herd was not the victim of a hoax, it is one of the
most curious examples of the kind I have ever

heard

ASTARTE.

of.

Vedova la corona
Le sue fortune,

afflitte e

sparte
regno oppresso et egro
E di stirpe r< al percosso e trpnco
II piu bel ramo, e fulminato il tronco.
xx. st. 76.
o' 1

In Punch of March 2, 1889, is a large drawing by Mr. Linley Sambourne representing 'La
France's Lament,' a female mourning over the sad
fate of her country, and lamenting the former
great

men

in feeling language.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
PARALLEL OR PLAGIARISM ?
There are a thousand doors to let out life ;
You keep not guard of all and I shall find,
By falling headlong from some rocky cliff,
:

THE QUEEN'S WELSH PEDIGREE.

In the Evening News and Post of Monday, August 26, is an
interesting article, giving in minute detail the
Welsh pedigree of the Queen, showing that Her
Majesty is the legal representative of Llewellyn
the Great, whose daughter Gladys married her
ancestor Ralph Mortimer. This would be the case
if there was failure of the issue of his grandson
Llewellyn, the last Prince of Wales ; and the
writer refers to what he terms the apocryphal
claim of Owen Glendower to have descended from
Llewellyn's imaginary daughter Catherine, adopting evidently the apparently better opinion that
Gwenlian, his only daughter, the grand-daughter
of Simon de Montfort, has left no issue.
Nevertheless, as several families of importance cling to
the tradition that they descend from this imaginary Catherine through her asserted marriage
with one Philip ap Ivor, and this idea is favoured
by some authors 'of note, it would be well if it
could be settled one way or the other.
I may
point out that Philip ap Ivor did marry a wife

named

Catherine, but

Welsh

entirely different ancestry.

genealogists give her

CYMRAES.

Poison, or

fire,

that long rest.
'

Massinger,

The Parliament

of Love,'

iv. 2.

At once give each inquietude the slip,
By stealing out of being when he pleas'd.
And by what way; vhether by hemp or steel

:

Death's thousand doors stand open.
'

Blair,

The

Grave.'

C. C. B.

BURIAL-PLACE OF JETHRO TULL. The information contained in the annexed cutting from the
Times of August 24 is of sufficient value to find a
place in N. & Q.':
" It will interest a
large number of persons to know
that the burial-place of Jethro Tull, the inventor of
and
horse
hoeing, has at length been found. He
drilling
'
but there is no trace
lived at Shalbourn, in Berkshire,
of his burial in the parish register ; the tradition of the
in Italy 'so wrote
he
is
that
was
buried
neighbourhood
Cuthbert Johnson. Chambers, in his biographical sketch,
says that 'strange to say, no man can tell where the
remains of Jethro Tull, the benefactor of his kind, were
At length this doubt has been cleared up.
deposited.'
Mr. Money, F.S.A.. the hon. secretary of the Newbury
District Field Club, has just published an account of the
'
parish of Baeildon, in Berkshire, entitled Stray Notes of
the Parish of Basildon.' In this he reports as follows
'A cursory glance at the registers of the church of this
parish shows that they contain many names of historical
importance and interest, and by their means the writer
has been enabled to solve a problem which has hitherto
baffled all the inquiries and researches of the professional
:

PARALLEL PASSAGES IN LUCRETIUS AND TASSO.
The resemblance between the following passagesone from the 'De Serum Natura' of
Lucretius, the probable date of which

may be

7>s. viii. SEPT.

2i,

m
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the burial place of
genealogist and local historian viz.,
Jethro Tull, the eminent experimentalist in agriculture.
Jethro Tull was buried at Basiklpn, as will be "seen by
Jethro
the following extract from the parish register
the
Tull, gentleman, of the parish of Shalburne, in
Mem.
1740-1.
March
buried
ye 9th,
county of Berks, was
This Jertho Tull, Esq., was the author of a valuable
:

'
Horse Husbandry.' Geo.
It appears that Jethro Tull was
Bellas, Rector."
educated for the bar originally, but an acute disease prevented him from following the profession. During his
travels in search of health he devoted his attention to
the agriculture of the countries in which he travelled,

book on agriculture, entitled
'

and when he came home he experimented upon
known as Prosperous Farm, Shalbourn."

his

own

land,

In a letter to the Times

Joseph Foster says

of

August 31, Mr.

:

" So far from
being prevented from following his profession at the Bar, Jethro Tull actually became a
Bencher of Gray's Inn, May 5, 1724, having been admitted to that Society on December 11, 1693. He was
called to the Bar on May 19, 1699. In his admission
entry he is stated to be standing at Staple Inn, and to be
the only son and heir apparent of Jethro Tull, of Howberry, Oxon."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

IN QUEEN'S SQUARE, WESTMINSTER. In an article on 'London Statues/ in
the Pall Mall Gazette, it is stated that the origin
of this statue is shrouded in as much mystery as
the other effigy of the same queen in Queen's
"
The name of the sculptor,
Square, Bloomsbury.
the date of the erection, and the source of the

QUEEN ANNE,

funds, are
quantities."

of them absolutely unknown
The statue of Queen Anne in Queen's

all

Square, Westminster,

is

really a beautiful one,

must have been placed in position when the
square was built so that I should suppose there
would be no difficulty in solving the question of
the date of its erection. The sculptor was probably
the same as that of the statue of Queen Anne in
front of St. Paul's, the likeness, attitude, and
dress being very similar.
J. STANDISH HALT.

and

it

;

Temple.

OANDURTH. This picturesque and curious old
Lancashire word has, I fear, been obsolete for at
least two generations.
But it was commonly used
in Tim Bobbin's time
say, a hundred and thirty
It means afternoon, or early evening.
years ago.
It is duly entered in Messrs. Nodal and Milner's
'Lancashire Glossary,' in the E.D.S. series, and
is there expressed to be derived from Icelandic
undorn.
Mr. Nodal, who was good enough to
answer an inquiry of mine on the subject, says
"
very truly that Oandurth is a difficult and obscure
word quite obsolete now.
Underne and undorne
are used in Mallory's ' Morte d'
Arthur,' and
Chaucer has undern in the 'Canterbury Tales.'"
Yes ; but is oandurth really derived from undorn ?
Prof. Skeat has lately ruled that no one who
pro'
pounds a query in N. & Q.' shall be allowed to

225

it by a guess.
And truly, the guesses
him who knows not are often very trying to
him who knows two such have appeared even
now in N. & Q.,' as if to justify the Professor's
But if I may not submit my guess, how
ruling.

supplement
of

;

'

am

I to ask Prof. Skeat, as I wish to do, whether
Lancashire man,
the guess is valueless or not ?
even at the present day, says ja for yes, like a Gerdoes not spell it with a j.
"Yah,
man, though he
wa mun gan " said Nancy Cook to me, not long
since ; and we did go, pouring wet as it was.

A

!

And may not oandurth, meaning what it does, be
a contraction for the German abendroth ? That is
my guess, concerning which I would willingly be
A. J. M.
instructed ex cathedra.
SONG WITHOUT THE LETTER

E.

th
S.
(See 6

ii.

The song given

at the latter reference
has been "going the round of the papers" for
about thirty years ; the first verse of it for about
It was composed by me in 1849, and
forty years.
in a local print, and afterwards in a

220, 317.)

published
small collection of poems,
lished in

1850

(or 1851).

'

Lays of Affection,' pubWhen my friend Mr.

William Stevens became proprietor of the Family
Herald (I think in 1856), he invited me to contribute to it, and, amongst other trifles, I sent him
"
the
unique verse." He wrote to me that I had
" taken it from the
Family Herald." But I convinced him that the Family Herald had taken it
from ' Lays of Affection '; and I added two verses.
Dr. Belcher, of Birmingham, set the song to music.
Each bar has A, B, c, D, F, and G, but there is no E
The song appeared as a
in the composition.
" in a
"
publication
literary and musical curiosity
I have not seen a
called the Musical Herald.
to time
time
from
But
for
of
it
many years. "
copy
Notes and Queries'*
I have seen in newspaper
(Newcastle Chronicle, &c.) the question of origin
discussed. I have repeatedly promised literary
friends to settle the matter in N. & Q.' some day.
I had not till recently the remotest idea that my
"
of literajuvenile contribution to the' curiosities
"
ture was immortalized in N. & Q.' The statement that it was contributed to the Northampton
'

Mercury in 1880 no doubt is correct ; but it was
not contributed by me, and no one else could
honestly contribute it as original.

EDWARD N. MARKS.

Preston.

FIRST

USE OF LIMELIGHT ON THE STAGE.

effect is
Seeing that the progress of modern stage
summed up in the one word limelight, I think it
might not be inappropriate if' a discussion were
the
opened up in the columns of N. & Q.' with
aim of definitely arriving at the exact date when
that grateful but much abused auxiliary first shed
Few points in theatrical
its rays upon the boards.

seem to have been disputed so much as
Mr. H. Barton Baker gives the date as 1855,

history
this.
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the year in which Charles Kean revived Henry
Mr. E. L.
VIII.' at the Princess's Theatre.
Blanchard, on the other hand, goes back another
lustrum, associating the earliest theatrical use of
the limelight with the Drury Lane spectacle of
'Azael,' as produced at the national theatre by

Mr. James R. Anderson.

Desiring, if possible, to
the matter to the bottom, I wrote, some twelve
months ago, to the veteran tragedian, asking for
his corroboration of Mr. Blanchard's statement.
sift

In reply, Mr. Anderson very kindly informed me
that the limelight was very much improved in
1851-2, when 'Azael' formed the attraction at

Drury Lane, but that within
knowledge

it

season of 1837-8.

At

own

his

had been used so

far

that time

it

personal

back as the
appears that

one particular kind of limelight was the exclusive
property of Mr. Frederick Gye, afterwards recog-

From him
nized as the Italian opera impresario.
it was hired by Macready, to give extra effect to
Stanfield's diorama of continental views in the
Govent Garden pantomime

of

*

Peeping

Tom

of

Notwithstanding its extreme gratefulness in the moonlight views, Macready thought
the expense of hire (thirty shillings a night) too
great, and so only made use of it for a week.
" But that was the man all
over," says Mr. Ander" To
son.
argue with him was useless."
Coventry.'

While there can be little doubt that this powerand searching illuminant was in occasional use

ful

fifty years ago, it is equally certain that its resources had not been tested to the uttermost until
An incident
the days of Anderson and Kean.
related in a work that bids fair to become the
modern Gibber's ' Apology
I refer to Marston's
'

'

Oar Kecent Actors

'

will illustrate this.

Mrs.

Warner, on assuming the reins of management at
the Marylebone Theatre in 1847, was accustomed
to amuse her friends with accounts of the extraordinary stage effects introduced into their plays
by suppliant dramatists. Among the impracticable
ideas laughed over was one in a classic drama
which "required that the defeated hero of the
piece, after having been pierced by a javelin,
taking advantage, probably, of the courtesy of his
enemies, should ascend the slope of a mountain,
and compose himself to die in such an attitude
that the rays of the declining sun would just rest
upon his brow."
Alack-a-day What degenerate times are these
The melodramatic hero no longer needs to climb
the slope in search of departing rays. Die where
he will, Nemesis, in the shape of the limelight, is
!

!

sure to pursue his features.
Well, indeed, may
sexagenarians sigh for the severe simplicity of the

palmy days

!

W.

J.

LAWRENCE.

vm.

fled to a church, and
altar.

c

1.

s.

Hypatia

butchered before the high

S.FT. 21,

<t

was unhappily

The

patristic

sources of the narrative are well known, and
Charles Kingsley (using, however, some literary
license) has described the tragic episode in the
otherwise brilliant novel named after Hypatia, the
beautiful pagan woman philosopher, herseK

2. The wretched Eutropius
whom Claudian
has satirized and pilloried in vigorous verse, not
unworthy to be compared with the imperishable
invectives of Juvenal
was more fortunate than
Hypatia, for he fled from his eneraus to a Christian church, and though he was dragged out, the
sanctity of his whilom asylum saved his life, and
he was sent under a strong guard, quite as much

as deliverers from impending popular vengeance as
Vide
his actual gaoler?, to the island of Cyprus.

Jeep's 'Claudian,' i. prsefat. Ixxiii., and 'Zosimus/
v. 18, 2, 3, there quoted
:

'0

Se (EirrpoTrios) Spo/mtos

TTJV TOJV Xpto*K~'"
!

eiri

riavoiv exwprjcrev e/c/cA/^o-iay, f^ovcrav
TO aa~v\ov
e^apTrao'avTes avrov

Kwrpov

4/c7re/x7rot'O"iv,

VTTO

eis

<j>vXa.KY]v

'Claudian in Eutrop./ ed. Jeep,
MDCCCLXXVI., pp. 182, 183, 11. 27, 28
Cf.

Lipsise,

:

Suppliciterque pias humilis prostratua ad araa
Mitigat iratas voce trcmerite uurus ;

and

11.

51, 52

:

Improbe, quid pulsas muliebribus aslra querelis,
Quod tibi sub Cypri litore parta quies ]
3. Further evidence can be given from patristi
sources of the right of asylum at Christian altars.
I cannot give it in better words than those of the
I
late learned Dr. Daniel Rock's 'Hierurgia.'
quote from the edition in my possession, London,

Joseph Booker,
ii. p. 751

vol.

New Bond

Street,

MDCCCXXXIIL,

:

"St. Gregory Nazianzen instances the courage of St.
Basil in affording protection to a widow who had sought
refuge at the altar of his church from the importunity
and persecutions which she had to suffer Irom the
Governor of Pontus ; and in Synesius, as well as in other
ancient writers, the altar is frequently denominated the
AffvXos rpcnrtZa, or table of asylum, from, which it was
unlawful to force any one away."

Dr.
'

Rock

(

gives the references as Naz. Orat.,' xr.,
'
Basilii,' and
Synes. Epist./ Iviii.
H. DE B. H.

De Laud.

FORERUNNERS OF SLEEP.

In the course of the
during which I have slept less
well than previously, it has not unfrequently hap-

last ten years or so,

pened to me, just as

I

am going off

to sleep, to feel,

hand clutching at the bed-clothes behind my head and trying to pull them off. I know
full well that it is merely an illusion caused by a
as

it

were, a

partial

very partial

loss of consciousness;

still,

I

RIGHT OF ASYLUM AT CHRISTIAN ALTARS.
always put out my hand to assure myself that no
Some early cases of the right of asylum in Chris- other hand is there. I lately spoke of this to a
tian churches are worth noting.

French lady, and she declared that she sometimes

7*

s.
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the same thing.
daughter, too, told me
when she was quite a girl, and did not sleep
very well, she often used to feel, as it were, a hand
passing over her body outside the bed-clothes.
This used to frighten her so much as to prevent
her from going to sleep, and once she even left her
room to go to a lady friend. She had never felt this

My

felt

that,

excepting in
it

anywhere

my

house, and I also have never

else.

felt

The French lady above men-

tioned declared besides that she sometimes felt, as
it were, mice trotting over her bed.
This was the
more interesting to me, as I had said nothing about

mice to her, and

I,

too,

sometimes

am

visited

other time than just after I have got into bed.
I
awake several times in the night, but I
have never yet had anything of the sort on going
to sleep again after having awoke in the night.
F. CHANCE.
generally

We must

Hill.

request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct

the Right Honourable the Lords

person

whom

and

'

New Monthly

Magazine, then edited by the late
Hood the elder, appeared an essay en-

Thomas
titled 'The Lay
reprinted
in vol. ix.,

all

arms, genea-

whether to be
painted
engraved on tombs, should first be
seen and approved by the officers of arms, and
that a copy, with the form of the monument,
should be drawn and entered in a book, to be
called the Book of
Monuments, to be kept in the
Oflice of
;

inscriptions,

Arms

for ever.

and does such a book

Was
still

article is

SOURCE or BALLADS. Where can I find the
humorous ballads: 'The Cruise of
The Lay of the Capstan Bar ?
GEO. G. T. TREHERNE.

Commissioners

following two
the Calabar,' '

this ever acted

exist

?

J. C. J.

"

'TRODDEN FLOWERS.'
poem of thirty

author of a

Is

Lord Tennyson the
'
Trodden

lines, entitled

Flowers,' which appeared in a newspaper, about
VARSITY.
1867, signed with his name ?

THE LONG HUNDRED.

In what parts of Eng-

land is this term used, and does it always mean
120 and no more ? What articles besides cheese
in Cheshire and potatoes in Essex are sold by the
hundredweight of 120 pounds, and is the weight

customary throughout the kingdom
A.

?

S.

NAPIER.

Headington Hill, Oxford.
[Mackerel are sold in Yarmouth by the pad, or 120.]

*

It is true that I have
occasionally had real mice
chasing one another over my bed, and always within a
few minutes of my getting into it, and once I found the
next morning on my bed a mouse which I had disabled
by a chance blow in the dark. Still it is very easy to
distinguish between real mice and phantom mice. The
former scamper away if not hit; but when I strike a
blow at the latter (and I always do strike a
blow),
nothing more is heard, forjl have then fully regained
my consciousness, and the illusion is at an end. The
French lady denies that in her case there ever were real
mice.

'

WELT-SCHMERZ." In which of Goethe's works
occurs the expression " Welt-schmerz" ? Exact
context greatly desired.
A. M. T.

or

upon

The

of the Labourer.'

Hood's 'Collected Works,' I think
The
ed. London, 1882-1886, 11 vols.

in

'Lay,' a metrical composition, was interpolated in
the prose. I have an idea, perhaps derived from
imperfect memory, that the metrical lines appeared
about the same time in Punch, either as an oriCan any
ginal contribution or as an extract.
reader kindly inform me if I am right in my impression, and, if so, refer me to the number of
the facetious periodical containing the lines ?

it

they demonstrate,"

logies, epitaphs,

PEARSON.

THOMAS HOOD THE ELDER
THE LAY OF THET
LABOURER.' Some forty-seven years ago, in the-

order of

was enacted that, on
account of the irregularities committed by "masons
which commonly makes t)mbs and monuments, and
do engrave divers arms, &c., and set forth in their
inscriptions false genealogies with vain and frivolous titles, setting up coronets on some unfitting and impertinent to the qualities of the
1618,

F. S.

meaning.

NEMO.

By an

of the Office of Earl Marshall of England, dated
November 10 in the sixteenth year of His Majesty's
I.) reign, &c.,

a garden hempland and backside thereto
belonging or used therewith." I cannot discover
the meaning of the word hempland, although I
have had some experience of court rolls, &c., of
manors in the vicinity. I should be much obliged
if any reader of 'N. & Q.' would help me to its

with

Temple.

THE BOOK or MONUMENTS.

(James

HEMPLAND. In an indenture of release, dated
circa 1810, being a conveyance of a cottage in?
Solihull, Warwickshire, the cottage is described
as follows, "All that messuage or cottage house

:

by

* But neither the
phantom mice.
clutching
nor the phantom mice ever come to me at any
similar

Sydenham

227

EOSE FAMILY.
'

N.

&

Q.' oblige

me

Can any of

the

readers

with information on the

of
fol-

lowing points ? 1. What was the name of Bishop
Alexander Eose's (of Edinburgh) first wife, and
the name of his son, who was out in 1715? 2.
Who did William Eose, second son of John Eose,
fourth of Bellivat (Nairnshire), marry ? How many
sons had he ? Early replies would be gratefully

acknowledged.

M.
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HENRY HOME, LORD KAMES,
1782.

Where was he buried 1

died on Dec. 27,
G. F. K. B.

FIVE REASONS FOR DRINKING. Can any reader
give authoritatively the authorship of the wellknown lines embodying five reasons for drinking

?

Good wine a friend or being dry
Or lest we should be by and by ;
Or any other reason why.

Lord Stanhope,

;

*

Hist, of England,' vol. ii. p. 145,
1858, attributes them to Dean Aldrich of
Christchurch ; but I have always heard them
fathered on Dr. Haygarth.
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Budleigh Salterton.
ed.

ENIGMA.
I 'm the loudest of voices in orchestra heard,
But yet in an orchestra never have been.
I 'm a bird of gay plumage, but less like a bird
Nothing in nature ever was seen.
Touching earth I expire, in water I die,
I 'm air, I lose breath, I can swim, I can fly.
Darkness destroys me and light is my death,
And I can't keep alive without stopping my breath.
If my name can't be guessed by a boy or a man,
By a girl or a woman it certainly can
!

This

is

said to be

by the Bishop

of Oxford.

M. A.

S.

NAME

OF AUTHOR WANTED. Perhaps some
reader of *N. & Q.' can inform me who is the
" modern
"
English poet whose fine verses, beginning
Your voiceless lips,
flowers, are living preachers,
Each cup a pulpit, every leaf a book,
to
Supplying
my fancy numerous teachers

From
are cited

COL.

by

Outre Mer 1
W. A. CLOUSTON.

JAMES

GARDINER,

'

(if

not

earlier),

opinions than my own for or against this view.
Personal names ending in an appear to be somewhat characteristically Celtic, while in English
this unaccented syllable is most frequently spelt
en, as in leaven, seven, risen, golden, children, &c.,
which might cause a substitution of one for the

Thus I have seen
other under English influence.
Evans (from Welsh Evan) spelt Evens in English
newspapers and over English shops. Another form
of the Welsh name Evan was, I believe, Ivan, and
I know of no other origin for the surname Ivens,
rather numerous in Warwickshire, which contains

many Welsh-descended names. A Welsh clergyman named Beavan tells me that English corre-

English) not unfrequently adspondents (and only
"
Beaven."
dress his letters
It would settle the question if I could be informed of any family who have long spelt their
own name Beaven, yet are known to be sprung
from, or to share a

1688-1745.

Dod-

'

Col. Gardiner's letters and papers.
Can any one
say where these are now, if, indeed, they are still
in existence, or where any further information as
to the subject of the memoir is to be found ?

H. M.
Southport.

ORIGIN OF THE SURNAME BEAVEN. This surname, spelt with an e, not a, in the last syllable,
is found rather
Can
numerously in Wiltshire.
any one tell me where besides it is met with, and
especially if it exists, or ever has existed, with this
I want to know whether it
spelling, in Wales ?
is a Welsh name, and in
any case what is its origin

This Wiltshire family, or families,
they are of more than one stock, believes itself, in every case I have met with, to have come

common

origin with, a family

on the other hand, a distinct
origin, whether Celtic, Saxon, or anything else,
Has
could be pointed out for the form Beaven.
such distinct derivation ever been suggested or
surmised and, if so, what ?

named Beavan

;

or

if,

;

there any good
names that might help

work on Welsh

Is

personal
I.

?

M.

Warwick.

Hood's poem

CLIPPER.
the lines

c

'

Miss Kilmansegg has

:

It

's

than Turpin's ride to
Bess, that notable clipper.

faster

On

'

dridge's memoir of this distinguished Christian
soldier will no doubt be familiar to many readers
'
of N. & Q.
From repeated quotations it is clear
that the writer had before him a large number of

and etymology.

from Wales in the seventeenth century
and my impression is that the name
is simply an Anglicized spelling of the Welsh surname Beavan; but I want proof, evidence, or better
originally

loneliest nook,

Longfellow in his

O"s,vm. SEPT. 21/89.

York

A

I should be glad of earlier quotations for this ?
st
writer in 'N.
Q./ 1853, 1 S. viii. 100, says

&

a hackney,
clipper "in former times meant merely
or horse adapted for the road
Fast-trotting
horses were eagerly sought after, and trials of
speed became the fashion "; but he gives no eviI also want
dence. Will any one supply it?
quotations for clipper, a ship, before 1840.
J.

A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

THE CLINK
known

IN

SOUTHWARK.
name

as to the origin of the

Is anything
_
of this prison ?

In the eighteenth century the same name appears
"
have been applied generally to a lock-up," at
least in the south-west of England ; the state of
"
the
the
Ply mouth clink" specially engaged
Was this an extension of
attention of Howard.
the Southwark name, or was the term a common
noun to begin with ? If those who know anything
of the history of the word will send notes to me
to

direct,

they will greatly oblige.

if

J.

Oxford.

A. H.

MURRAY.

7*
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"CLIP AND CLEAN." In W. Mather's 'Young
Companion/ 1727" (p. 75), occurs, in direcions for making a pen,
Take the first, second, or

Fairfax, of Leeds Castle, and the names of the
wives of his son and grandson, both of the Charter-

Vtan's

house,

bird Quills in the Wing of a Goose or Raven,
-hose that are round, clip and clean, are the best."
/Vhat does clip, adjective, here mean ?
J.

Christian

name

of

this

actress,

?

B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

LANGUOROUS, AS USED BY KEATS. What is the
exact meaning of the word languorous as used by

A. H. MURRAY.

THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. HARTLEY.

and both bearing the same name of John

Spencer Colepepper

Oxford.

the

229

Keats in the sonnet "first given in the 'Literary
written on Oc-

What was Remains 'in 1848, but probably
whom Sir tober 10, 1819" (Forman's note)?

Joshua painted as Jane Shore, Calista, and a Bacchante? She left the stage in 1780, lived in ease
for many years, and died at Woolwich Feb.
1,
1824, aged seventy-three. Some one with oppor-

tunities of access to the Woolwich registers
may
be able to ascertain her Christian name, which is
nowhere given. She had the Titian coloured hair,
concerning which men rave. Garrick said of her, "A
finer creature I never saw.
Her make is perfect."
Tom Davies, with the lt pretty wife," said, " The
most serious satirist who bestows one look on Mrs.
Hartley must be instantly charmed." Northcote
declared her one of the most beautiful women he

lines are

The

first

four

:

The day

is gone, and
Sweet voice, sweet

Warm

all its

sweets are gone
hand, and softer breast,
!

lips, eofc

breath, light whisper, tender semi-tone,
Bright eyes, accomplished shape, and lang'rous waist.
(

The word occurs
3,

in The Craft of Louers,' stanza
Poets,' i. 558
medicine sanatife to langorous sores ;

Chalmers's

O

:

and in Spenser, 'Faery Queen,' book

ii.

canto

i.

stanza 9,

Whom

late I left in

languorous constraint;

and has in these passages the meaning "melan'
choly, tedious," in accordance with which Tennyever saw and the finest figure; and
"
Boaden, Life son writes " the
languorous hours in some poem
of Mrs. Siddons,' says, "The author could not
have wished a more perfect form and face than published since 1869, as the word does not app?ar
this lady displayed upon the
When com- in Brightwell's Concordance.' Where ?
stage."
W. E. BUCKLEY.
Sir
Joshua
her
plimented by
upon
beauty, she said,
"
[Does it not mean languor inspiring ?]
laughingly,
Nay, my face may be well enough
for shape, but sure 'tis as freckled as a toad's
FRANCIS JOSEPH DE RIDDERS. The other day
The information is wanted for literary I stumbled
belly."
upon some water-colour paintings
purposes.
URBAN.
which have been in the possession of my family
over
eighty years.
They are signed "Francis
PLYMOUTH SURNAMES.
When in Plymouth
de Ridders." Could any of your readers
recently I was struck with the number of mono- Joseph
'

surnames on the signboards of the various
shops, such as Crapp, Fore, Ching, Pike, Chown,
Foss, Dawe, Sears, Smale, Goad, Geach, &c.
I
made a list of more than thirty from signboards
syllabic

only. Can any one say if this monosyllabic nomenclature is purely local ?
ONESIPHORUS.

"FE ASTER" AS A CHRISTIAN NAME.

inform

else,

this is a

unique specimen of outlandish baptismal

ALEXANDER PATERSON.

designations?
Barnsley.

to

find

I have failed hitherto in
the families connected by

attempts
marriage with the Colepepper branch, who had the
Charterhouse, Kent. Can any one assist me by
giving me the names of the wife of John Spencer
Colepepper, of the Charterhouse and of Greenway
Oourt, which last place he sold to the Hon. Robert

R. RUDD.

In a review of BoswelFs Life of Johnson the editor of
the Gentleman's Magazine asks in what treatise of
Bacon's works the following lines occur
'

'

:

Who

then to frail mortality shall trust
But limns the water, or but writes in dust.
L.ffiLIUS.

JOHN ADAMS was head master
School from 1540 to 1543.

Westminster
Nothing further is
of

him in Mr. Phillimore's edition of the
Alumni Westmon.,' and his name does not appear
n the Dictionary of National Biography.' Can
any reader of N. & Q.' give me any information
about him?
G. F. R. B.
said about
'

'

LANE FISHER AMPHLETT. Can any one tell
me whether Jane Lane, daughter of Col. Lane,
:

COLEPEPPER FAMILY.

my

?

W.

or two ago, while
spending a brief holiday on the
East Yorkshire coast, I came
across, in the quaint,
out-of-the world fishing
village known as Robin

Hood's

anything of this artist

REFERENCE TO QUOTATION WANTED.

A week

Bay, near Whitby, a publican's signboard
bearing the odd name "Feaster Stubbs."
Can
any reader of <N. & Q.' say whether such name
has been met with anywhere
or whether

me

:

and afterwards Lady Fisher, had any daughters
and, if so, whether one married into the Amphlett
amily ? Jane Lane was instrumental in aiding
;

:

Oharles II. to escape after the battle of Worcester,
she riding behind him on a pillion, he acting as
her groom.
Her portrait was exhibited in the

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Stuart Exhibition, and was engraved in Clarendon's 'History.'
H. K. HOWARD.
Verulam Road, 8t. Alba* s.
'

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
As long

as life its term extends
Hope's blest dominion never ends,
For while the lamp holds on to burn,

The

greatest sinner

The sweet
Quoted in the

Tablet,

may

return.

B. H. D.

oblivion of flowers.

February

2, p. 178, col. 2.

ANON.

Not

failure, but low aim is crime.
Quoted in an article on Isabel Dallas- Glyn

Theatre,

number

for July, p. 18,

THE ETYMOLOGY OF
(7

th

in

the

by Cecil W. Franklin.
NEMO.

TOWN."

[7*

s.

vm.
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best preserved in Africa, among groups of languages representing that ancient epoch of culture
in the old world which long preceded the Aryan, and
which, with many relics of archaic civilization, is
preserved in that remote region by the savages to
whom they were communicated. We have tuni,
idon, tan, tana, tanne, dan, odane. The form in
Soso a language in which Mr. Haliburton has
found so many illustrations of the heroic and
mythological class is tana. In that remarkable
group the Naga, in India, which represents an
epoch long antecedent to the Aryan, or even the
Tamil, we have teng. It will be less strange to

is

Aryan from the great field of language,,
instead of treating it as the be all and end all, now
that Prof. Carl Abel, the apostle of the new philology in Germany, has published the fourth part of
illustrate

his

'

Wechselbeziehungen.'

HYDE CLARKE.

The etymology

S. viii. 183.)

It has been pointed out to me that besides the
usual editions of * Words and Places,' with which
alone I was acquainted, there are editions with
references, justifying the conclusions given by
means of good authorities. Hence it is that the
errors which I have pointed out were, in
fact, inevitable at the time of
writing, and should be
the
German
writers who originated
charged upon

them, such as Diefenbach and Leo.
Diefenbacb, in his 'Gothic Lexicon,' 1851,
vol. ii. p. 654, distinctly connects A.-S. tun with
Goth, tains, a twig. Leo, in his A.-S. Names of
Places,' English translation, 1852, p. 32, says of
tun that "allied to it is the Goth, tains, &c
the signification of tan [twig] stands to tun in the
same relation as gerte, a switch, does to

garten,"

of the word town is not quite soPROF.
simple a matter as seems to be supposed.

SKEAT equates the O.E. tun with the Gaulish
dunum, and equates O.E. tu- with an Aryan or
Indo-Germanic v' deu. Of course if an Indo-Germanic deu- had had an equivalent in 0. E. it would
have appeared in the form ieo-, but that is a mere
matter of

detail.
Is it quite certain that there
ever was an Indo-Germanic ^/ deu ? If so, it is
somewhat strange that the root should have
escaped the notice of comparative philologists
up to the present hour. What is the meaning of
this mysterious root deu ?
If it is Indo-Germanic
how is it that we find no trace of it in Sanskrit,
Zend, Armenian, Greek, Latin, or in the Slavonic
languages ? The only evidence offered of the existence of an Indo-Germanic ,/ deu is the alleged existence of a Cel to-Teutonic base represented in

which puts the whole matter in as
perversely
wrong a light as is well possible. Perhaps there Gaulish Latin by dunum.
But is it quite certain that O.E. tun and the Old
could be no clearer comment on the swiftness
with which philology has lately advanced than to Celtic dunos (gen. dunesos) are formal equivalents ?
find that the German authorities of 1850 fell into I have my doubts.
From a grammatical point of
view O.E. tun and Old Celtic dunos are certainly
the grossest errors, and are as obsolete as if
they
had written three centuries ago. It shows what not formally equivalent, as they differ in declension
extreme caution is necessary ; but the situation is and gender, the English word being of the o- dealso full of hope.
clension, masculine, the Celtic word belonging to
WALTER W. SKEAT.
the os- declension, neuter. From the point of view
PROF. SKEAT rejects Dr. Isaac Taylor's
position of original meaning and ancient usage they appathat ton or town is of the same
as
a
like
origin
The original meaning of
rently differ toto ccdo.
word meaning " twig." He finds town to be
cog- dunos (Latinized dunum) was mountain, then a
nate with a Germanic word for hedge, and a Celtic hill
'
'
fortress, so in Eadlicher's Glossary Lugduno
"
word for fort, which may be. A word like town is
desiderate monte, dunum enim monglossed
has its psychological reasons for being, and these tem." In Old Irish
dun meant a fortified hill"
can scarcely be provided by the
twig." London in its origin was a Celtic hill fortress, the
We find in primary language thatmeaning
town is related dinium of the Latinized form Londinium
repreto house, and likewise to field, enclosure.
It is
senting the form dunium, the Sovviov of Ptolemy.
strange that, with a language sufficiently character- The Old Celtic dunos was borrowed
by the English,
istic like English, PROF. SKEAT cannot find a
pre- immediately from the Brythonic Celts, and appears
cise type. If he goes a little further
as
O.E.
afield, beyond
dun, our down, a hill, a word widely differAryan bounds and there is no reason why he ing in meaning from town. The original meaning
should not he will find it. Indeed, it is rather of this
word, the O.E. tun, was not a mountain,
widely dispersed as a root for town and house.
It but a
hedge, and hence the land and dwelling en-

7*8. VIII. SEPT.
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by a hedge, an enclosure, a farm ; O.E. tun
was never used as the characteristic term for a
Mod.Ger. zaun well maintains the
fortified place.
old radical meaning of "an enclosing hedge."
These Teutonic words are possibly cognate with
A. L. MATHEW.
Old Irish dunaim, I shut.
closed

Oxford.

me

Let

plead for Barton, taken literally as a
found about a mile outside Roman

that the word is found in the Samoan language as
HENRY H. GIBBS.
a native word.
th

PRIVY COUNCIL (7 S. viii. 188). Exceptions
to the rule stated in 'Coningsby' are now frequent;
in fact, it may be said to be the rule now that a
gentleman who has long served as a political Under
Secretary of State is made a Privy Councillor.
P. C.

barrier, often

Holborn Bars, Temple Bar, &c.,
I do not reject
the distance being unimportant.
"
but
claim room for the alternabere for
barley,"

VEGETABLE RENNET

stations, just like

A. HALL.

tive etymology.

Homer,

this is their only possible crop.

The word used

for

homestead is -sta%e, ending the place-name. I do
not swear to the spelling, as I only know the words

by

ARTHUR DILLON.

ear.

CLIMB (7 th S. viii. 127, 178, 218). May I ask a
second time for information as to the local native
pronunciation of this verb (whether like limb or
and of its past tense and past participle?
Only a very few answers have yet been sent to me.
It is a disappointing sample of the work as yet
done for the English Dialect Society that only
from a very few of its glossaries can one learn the
elementary fact whether people say dim or clime.
There are Lancashire, mid- Yorkshire, Whitby,
Sussex, Hants, Berks, W. Somerset. In all of
But what do people say in Shefthese it is dim.

6V

Leicester, Chester, Shropshire, Kent, Worand all the other localities of which the

cester,

omit the word ? Those mentioned, with
the returns made to me, show that dim is universal in the north, and apparently widely prevalent in the south.
Where, then, is dime found ?
Is it Midland, or is it only a literary pronuncianot
native
tion,
really
anywhere ?
I am sorry to see that two or three people have
run off on a wrong tack about domb. I asked to
know whether this common literary form occurs
anywhere in the dialects. Several persons have
sent examples to show that it is a common literary
form, a fact of which no corroboration was needed.

glossaries

But

is domb, with
long o, rhyming with roam,
home, said anywhere in dialect speech ? It must
not be confounded with dom, with short o, from
dam or clum.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

Iliad,' v.

ov

th

900-904:

yap

/J.ev

OTTOS

(7

-

S.

viii.

See

108).

n

KarddvrjTos y* ITCTVKTO.
Xf.vK.ov eiret'ydfifl'OS crwe-

yaAa

irrigev,

/

KVKOOOVTI*

vypov eov, juaAa S'OJKO, Trepirpe^erat
cos dpa /capTraAi/jitos t^craro 6ovpov"A.p'r)a.
Thus translated by Mr. Walter Leaf (1883)

:

Paieon laid assuaging drugs upon the wound
and healed him; seeing he was in no wise of mortal
mould. Even as fig juice maketh haste to thicken white
milk, that is liquid but curdleth speedily as a man
stirreth, even so swiftly healed he impetuous Ares."
Pope's version is as follows

"And

?

:

As when the fig's pressed juice, infused in cream,
To curds coagulates the liquid stream,
Sudden the fluids fix the parts combined.

like lime)

field,

'

TiKea-ar'*
a>s S'

Icelanders call their enclosed hayfield tun (long
continental ?*), not the homestead ; hay because

231

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

I cannot say as to Herefordshire and Somersetshire,
but the golden Galium verum of the madder tribe,
bedstraw,
commonly known as the (or our) lady's
"
contains an acid which Curtis says is more subtle
than that of sorrel," and a vinegar has been made
It was formerly used in Cheshire for
of its juices.
of cheese, and
coagulating milk in the manufacture
with the addition of salt and nettles by the Highlanders still for the same purpose. This appears in
its botanical name and also in its old title of cheeseIt is somewhat curious that the plant
rennet.
boiled in alum makes a good yellow dye, but that
the roots yield a rich red colour, long used for the
same purpose in Scotland and also by the North

American Indians

for

dyeing porcupine

quills,

while the plant also possesses the further pecubones of animals which
liarity of turning red the
This peculiar property was first
feed upon it.
noticed by Mr. John Belchier, and was communicated by him to the Royal Society, some
curious experiments in that direction being made
R. W. HACKWOOD.
with it.

Oxford.

or as

A PHILOLOGICAL

COINCIDENCE

Copra (or copperah)

is

th

(7

S.

viii.

104).

the ordinary commercial

word used in English for the dried flesh of the
coco-nut, and is no doubt taken from the word
used for that substance in the dialect of
Ceylon.
Its use,
therefore, in an American magazine treating of the trade of Samoa does not seem to

prove

It is likely enough that Galium,
is still
larly called, lady's bedstraw,

it is popuused as rennet

its use having formerly
over England, especially in Cheand
shire.
Culpeper calls the plant cheese-rennet,
Gerarde says the cheese made with it^ in Cheshire
was esteemed before any other. Rennie, writing in

in

some neighbourhoods,

been

common

all

1837, speaks of

it

as

still

in use, although nearly
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Galium had the adsuperseded by calf's rennet.
vantage that it could be used both as rennet and
annatto, as indeed it was before the introduction of
the latter.

C. C. B.

I do not know what the custom of the dairymen
in Herefordshire and Somersetshire has been, but
there can be no doubt that the yellow bedstraw
(Galium verum) has for a long time been used as
rennet to curdle milk. It is stated in the ' Flowers
of the Field,' by the Rev. C. A. Johns, B. A., F.L.S.,
that "the Highlanders use the roots, in conjunction with alum, to dye red, and the rest of the
"
plant as rennet to curdle milk
(p. 305) ; also that

the

name (galium)

is

yet recorded

which

is

set

Galarion, and waa so called from the
to cause the milke to gather into a curd,
to make cheese ; and therefore in many

it

Countries, as well here as beyond the seas, they call it
Cheese rennet, and serveth for that purpose very well "
(p. 565).

J. F.

MANSEP.GH.

Liverpool.

WOODROOFE: PUDSEY (7 th S. vii. 208, 292, 433).
As *N. & Q.' is nothing if not correct, its cor-

SEPT. 21,

:

'

tact at throwing off 'trifles light as air
in that language, of which his following version of three blue
beans in a bladder is a sample:
Tp?i KvafAOi s.vi Kvffridi Kvavtr]<f>i." P. 104.
'

'

Joshua Barnes died in 1712. This pun was applied
as his epitaph

:

Hicjacet
Joshua Barnes
judicium expectans.

Felicia memorise,

gala, milk, for curdling which some species are
"
(p. 303).
Our old friend Parkinson ('Thea. Bot.,' 1640),
referring to Dioscorides, remarks that the plant

effect,

vra.

"Dr. Bentley said of our Cambridge Professor,
Joshua Barnes, that 'he knew about as much Greek
as an Athenian blacksmith,' but he was certainly no
ordinary scholar, and few have excelled him in his

Here lieth
Joshua Barnes,

used

when they

s.

verbial saying, whatever it may mean, showing its
origin to have an earlier date than any instance as

derived from "the Greek

has been called
" Galerion and

[7*

Of happy memory, awaiting judgment
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
!

I think the words of this sentence are arranged
thus for alliteration's sake, {l Blue beans
blue
bladder." GUALTERULUS'S query may suggest the
Because when boys play with
following answer.
such a toy they will twirl it with a vengeance, so
to say ; for the more energetically the bladder is
twirled the more noisy it is, and the better fun. In
the same way Bacon has said, alluding to chess,
"
Audacity doth almost bind and mate the weaker
sort of minds."
DNARGEL.

respondents should spell surnames correctly.
Paris.
Should not " Power " be Paver, and " Worley "
GOETHE'S LAST WORDS (7 th S. viii. 66). DR.
From a pedigree of Pudsey of Bolton
Wooley.
and Barford it appears that Lord Clifford's first CHANCE'S opinion appears to be confirmed by that
wife Florence was a daughter of Henry Pudsey, of of Mr. Oscar Browning, who, at p. 736 of his
Barford. Clifford's daughter Dorothy married Hugh article on Goethe in the ninth edition of the
'
Encyclopedia Britannica,' says
Lowther, and his great-great-granddaughter Mary
" His last words were an
Cleburne (daughter of William Cleburn, of St.
order to his servant to open
John's manor) married a Eichard Allen, and left a the second shutter to let in more light. After this he
his forefinger letters in the air."
traced
with
son Stephen, living 1680, who may have been of
ERNEST HOBSON.
Tipperary or Wexford and the person inquired for
Tapton Elms, Sheffield.
G. B. W.
by your correspondent.
:

BLUNSHAM

:

BLUNTISHAM

Your correspondent may be
that in a

map

in

th

S. viii. 125).
(7
'interested to know

Camden's 'Britannia '(my edition

dated 1610) the name of the village is given as
Bluntsham, whilst Erith has the same form as in
1657. Edmunds, in his Traces of History in the
Names of Places,' defines Bluntisham as "Blunda's
home." Who was Blunda ? What authority has
he for the statement?
Furthermore he says,
"Hence, too, the Giant Blunderbore, i.e., Blunda
is

'

the bear, of our nursery tales." Is this
imagination
or not?
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

Diss.

"THREE BLUE BEANS
rd

IN

A BLUE BLADDER"

7 th S. viii. 48, 115).
There is the following anecdote in ' Oxford and
'
Cambridge Nuts to Crack concerning this pro(3

S. v. 297, 385,

444;

DR. CHANCE'S opinion
'

is confirmed by E. FourI/Esprit dans PHistoire,' Paris, 1883,

nier

in

chap.

Ivii. p.

"

379

:

On

a ramene a sa simple expression le dernier cri de
'
Goethe: ' De la lumiere, encore plus de lumiere! "

With
"

this note

II dit

:

en se tournant vers sa servante: 'Approchez
"

la

chandelle.'

ED. MARSHALL.

DICKY SAM

(7

226 a query as

th

In 1 st S. xii.
S. viii. 125).
to the origin of this name

designate a Liverpool man appeared with
the signature W. T. M., Hong Kong ; and as no
reply was elicited, the query was repeated in 1868
tb
S. i. 493) by the same contributor, with a sug(4
gestion that it might be a contraction from the
Greek Si^acra/zevot, in allusion to the many
political contests that have occurred in Liverpool.
to

T*
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This was well characterized as "far-fetched" (4 th
th
i.
546), though again urged by W. T. M. (4
In his valuable little c Dictionary'
S. i. 570).
(London, 1855) Dr. Hyde Clarke inserted the term
under "Dick," viz., "Dicky- Sam, a Liverpool
man," without any further explanation, so that the
question still remains, Why was this appellation
bestowed ? When and by whom was it introduced ?
W. E. BUCKLEY.

It is possible
year dated on the picture (1628).
the portrait was painted after its subject had occupied the chair, although draped in the official robe.
I premise MR. WINTERS has satisfied himself that
the robe is that of a mayor, and not of an alder-

May I inquire if the late Sir J. A. Picton would
have really adopted a second-hand pseudonym ?
Dicky Sam having already been applied to the inhabitants of Liverpool
Vide W. A. Wheeler's

of the City at that time.
Perhaps the following
data may be of service to MR. WINTERS.
Sir John Garrard, sheriff in 1592 and mayor in

S.

!

1

Noted Names

of Fiction,' 1876.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.
th

HERALDIC
crest,

These are the arms,
Davenport of Davenport. The
Argent, a chevron between three cross(7

and motto

colours are,

S. viii. 147).

of

crosslets fitchee sable.
The crest of the felon's
head is in allusion to the Davenports formerly

having been magisterial Serjeants of the hundred
of Macclesfield; their duties were to clear that dis-

Ormerod says that at Capesthorne is still preserved a long roll of the names of
the robbers taken and beheaded during the serjeantcy of three of this family, together with the
fees for capturing them.
The fee for a " master
robber " was two shillings and one salmon, and for
ordinary criminals twelve pence each.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
trict

of banditti.

[Very many

replies to the

same

effect are

acknow-

ledged with thanks.]

WYRE

LACE

:

HUMMED

(7

th

S.

vii.

The remarks which Dr. Johnson
457).
his life of Sprat, on the old practice of
be worth

208, 277,

makes, in

humming

Burnet
recalling.
Writing
and Dr. Sprat he tells us that
"on some public occasions they both preached before

may

of Dr.

the House of Commons.
There prevailed in those days
an indecent custom: when the preacher touched any
favourite topic in a manner that delighted his audience,
their approbation was expressed by a loud hum, continued in proportion to their zeal or pleasure. When
Burnet preached, part of his congregation hummed so
loudly and so long, that he sat down to enjoy it, and
rubbed his face with his handkerchief.
When Sprat
preached he likewise was honoured with the like animating hum; but he stretched out his hand to the congregation and cried Peace, peace, I pray you peace.' This I
'

was told in my youth by my father, an old man, who had
been no careless observer of the passages of those times."
Lives of the Poets.'
J. F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

SIR KICHARD DEANE, LORD

DON

(7"J

S. viii. 128).

MAYOR

MR. WINTERS

OF LONis,

I sus-

pect, mistaken in concluding the portrait by
Mytens to be that of Sir Richard Deane, upon the
sole ground,
apparently, that he was mayor in the

man?
I incline to the belief that

it is

a portrait of Sir

John Garrard, who must have lived to a very old
age, and who, without much doubt, was the father

1601, was first elected of Aldgate
about the year of his shrievalty).

Ward (doubtless
He removed to

He

Candlewick in 1606.
certainly was a member
of the Court of Aldermen in 1620, and apparently
retired before his death, which took place in 16351636, as his name does not appear in a list of the
Court for 1633. I believe also he must have removed from Candlewick to another ward about
He was the son of Sir William Garrard,
1616.
mayor in 1555, who died in 1571, so that his own
death took place sixty-four years after the death
of his father.

Deane was

Sir Eichard

elected to Bridge

Oat

in

1619; sheriff in same year; removed to Candlewick 1623; mayor, 1628; and died in July, 1635.
He was the son of George Deane, of Much-Dunrnow, Essex, where I expect to find his burial.
The following aldermen had superior claim to
seniority to Sir Eichard Deane, although, without
the exact relative ages, that is not conclusive:
Sir Edward Barkham, Bart., elected to Farringdon Within 1611, died January 15, 1633/4.
Sir John Gore, elected to Aldersgate 1615, died
January 23, 1636.
Sir Allen Cotton, elected to Dowgate (probably
the year
in) 1616, died on December 25, 1628
dated on the portrait.
Most probably the authorities at the Guildhall
could determine the portraiture if they saw the
JOHN J. STOCKEN.
picture.
16,

Montague

Street,
th

W.C.

There are estimates of the comparative value of English coins at

SOVEREIGN

different

Arber's

'

(7

periods

S. viii. 129).

scattered

English Garner.'

up and down Mr.
As regards the Eliza'

bethan period, Mr. Hubert Hall's Society in the
Elizabethan Age ' and its appendices constitute a
good guide. Mr. Hall estimates that in 1589 250Z.

In his editions of writto 1,200Z. now.
ings of about the same period Mr. Arber multiplies
sums by four and a half to bring them to present
C. C. B.
value.

was equal

BOWKER

Samuel Bowker, of
married Martha, third
daughter of Thomas Pigott, of Dysart (died 1687),
and Elizabeth, daughter of William Weldon, of
Eahinderry, co. Kildare, M.P. for Athy 1661 (son
(7

th

S. viii. 147).

Coolcreagh, King's

co.,
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Walter Weldon), ancestor to the present baronet, Sastington, a cousin, but not the heir, of the above
and had issue (1) John Bowker; (2) Samuel Bow- Richard Kelland. Mr. Moon, a grandson of Edker; (3) Robert Bowker and (4) Frances Bowker, ward Moon and Frances his wife, nee Kelland,
of Coolcritch, whose will, in the Eecord Office, sold Kelland in 1854 to his cousin, John Kelland,
"
She Jun., a grandson of Richard Kelland and Frances
Dublin, is dated July 3, 1736, proved 1743.
directs her remains to be laid in Dysart Church
elland, nee Wreford, and great grandson of
Richard Kelland, of Eastington.
ANTIQUARY.
vault, and leaves all her property to her mother."

of

PIGOTT.
th

WALKING STATIONERS
In

th

S. vii. 428, 516).
(7
reference to this subject I may state that some

thirty years ago I purchased a small book bearing
the title " The Life, Adventures, and Experiences
of David Love. Written by Himself. Fifth Edition.

YOUNGER OF HAGGERSTON (7 S. vii. 408, 477 ;
mi. 53).
Surely Haggerston is in Islandshire
the shire of Holy Island), not in the hundred of
I was not aware that there were hundreds[slam.
R. B.
n Northumberland.

Nottingham. Printed by Sutton and Son, for the
STEPHEN GARDINER, BISHOP OF WINCHESTER
Author, July, 1824." From the contents of the 7 th S. viii.
On further investigation of the
146).
volume which are very curious it appears the
matter, ASTARTE will discover that, instead of
author, David Love, was born near Edinburgh in
Deing the illegitimate son of Dr. Lionel Wydevile,
1750, and at an early age showed a tendency for
Bishop of Salisbury, brother to Elizabeth, queenrhyming, as his little work contains many curious consort of Edward
IV., Stephen Gardiner, born
examples ; and in early manhood he commenced about the
year 1495, was the son of one John
life, as he names it, as "a flying stationer," describGrardiner, a cloth worker, of Bury St. Edmunds..
ing as he does but briefly his travels to many towns
find that Elizabeth

and

fairs in

Scotland, and subsequently, later in

he does the same in many parts.of England,
until his death at Nottingham in, I believe, 1827,
life,

aged seventy-seven, thus furnishing a pretty

fair

insight into the life of a member of that fraternity.
was thrice married, viz., in Scotland, at Duffield, Derby, and lastly in Nottingham, in 1810, to

He

one Elizabeth Laming, who was some twenty years
his junior.
I have heard my father say " he knew
old David Love well, and he believed he was about
the last of his class of 'flying stationers'"; and
that Mosley's, of Gainsborough
my father's native
place
Lincoln, was also about one of the last
firms
who
the
printing
supplied
"flying stationers"
with their stock-in-trade of chap-books. F. M.
Carrington, Nottingham.

REGIMENT OF SCOTS

th

308 ; viii. 69,
I have waited a month hoping that some
132).
one would call attention to what I think must be
an error of the REV. STEWART PATTERSON. MR.
PATTERSON states that Lord Dumbarton was
in command of the Royal Scots until 1681, when
he was succeeded by the Duke of Schomberg. I
(7

ASTARTE

will also
Wydevile
was married to Edward on May 1, 1464, and died
and
death
n 1492, nine years after the king's
Sir Richard Wydevile having predeceased his
daughter Elizabeth many years, Stephen Gardiner
was nof, therefore, the brother-in-law of the King,
;

of England.
Freegrove Road, N.
'

TOWN MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE

th

'

(7

S.

The story told by Robert Henry127, 173).
'
The Uplandis Mouse and the Burgesson in
Mouse is essentially the same as that borrowed by
Pope from "our friend Dan Prior." Henryson
gives "Esope" as his author, and his story has
more of detail than Pope's, as well as a more
The burden of the latter is
elaborate moral.

viii.

'

:

Of

u,n.
eirthly joy it beiris maist degrie,
Blyithnes in hart, with small possessionei\

S. vii.

think the mistake consists in this, that the Duke
of Schomberg came over in 1688 with William III.,
and could not have been colonel before that year.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

'

The poem is printed verbatim in Morley's
Library of English Literature/ vol. i. pp. 77-80.
0. C. B.
The works

of Robert

Henryson

1450-1480).
I believe
the late Mr.

(fl.

are, unfortunately, not easy of access.

the excellent edition published

by

David Laing (Edinburgh, William Paterson, 1865)

This is rather a scarcethe only complete one.
There is also a reprint of an early edition
book.
'
KELLAND FAMILY (7 S. viii. 148). The great- of Henryson's Moral Fables 'among which, of
'
great-grandmother of the present William H. Kel- course, the story of The Uplandis Mouse and the
land was Frances (sometimes called Frances Burges Mouse ' is to be found among the MaitTryphena), daughter of William Wreford, Mor- land Club publications. The numerous early edichard Bishop. She was buried at Lapford 1760, tions of the poems, which once enjoyed a great and
Richard Kelland, of Lapford, buried 1712, was o deserved reputation in Scotland, have almost enKelland. He died without issue, and his cousin
tirely disappeared. The story as told by Henryson-,
John Crispin, succeeded to Kelland. The Crispin though embroidered with his own peculiar humour,
family sold it about 1767 to E. Moon, whose son is substantially the same as that given by Horace
1
F. R. O.
married a granddaughter of Richard Kelland, o (' Satires, ii. 6) and Phseirus.

KELSO.

th

is

7

lfc

S.

VIII. SIFT. 21,
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" KING OF ARMS " OR KING AT ARMS "
MR. VICARS
vii. 448; viii. 29, 112).

th

''

S.

(7

saj

have fallen into an error in quoting
Cussans as using the expression King at Arms.
He says that he finds he has King of Arms only.

{p. 112) that I

'
May 1 refer your correspondent to the Handbook
of Heraldry,' published in 1869, where at p. 233
"
he will read that a King at Arms was appointed,
oalled Garter"? And so again in the index.
Although I premised my note (at p. 29) with the
observation that I had merely glanced through the

various heraldic authorities I quoted from, I hope
will now give me credit for a little
more accuracy than he at first thought I was en-

MR. VICARS

titled to.

J. S.

UDAL.

Inner Temple.

of Worcester College,

Oxford Rector of Easthopp,
Salop, 1843, and Perpetual Curate of Preenchurcb,
He was descended from the Armitage
1843.
mentioned in the above work, and died at Easthope
Rectory, Feb. 2, 1852. Also he was the author of
'
The Primitive Church in its Episcopacy,' 1844,

JOHN PICKFORD,
135, 237, 359.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

(7

th

S.

The

parts were published :
Series," vol. i. part ii. to vol. v.
part i., inclusive; "Reformation Series," vol. i.
part i. to vol. viii. part ii. , inclusive ; that is, there
are two parts missing (never published) in the
"
Pre-Reformation Series."
The "Reformation
128).
following
" PreReformation

Series" was

completed by the publication of
The
part i. of vo'. i. some time after the others.
authority for this is a letter, dated March 12,
1883, written to me by Mr. G. Seeley in answer
to a letter of inquiry.
I am without part i. of
"
vol. i. of the
Reformation Series," which I much
wish that I could get.
ROBERT PIERPOINT.
St. Austin's, Warrington.

STAVORDALE

th

I have always
a form of Stourdale.
are close under the western precipice of the height of Stourhead, within which are
the six springs that are the source of the river
Stour.
This river gives names, successively, to
(7

S. viii. 129).

indulged a belief that this

is

The priory ruins

Stourton, Eist Stower, West Stower, Stower
Provost, Sturminster Newton (i.e., Leonaford =
Alaunaford, where Alfred held literary companionship with Asser for eight months),

Stowerpaine,
[?S]Durweston, and Sturminster Marshall.

THOMAS KERSLAKE.
Wynfrid, Clevedon.

'THE ANGLO-CATHOLIC FAMILY' (7 th S.
The book which MR. PEACOCK refers
165).

8vo.

:

his

Religious Life

By mistake

I attri-

'

the Yorkshire Post
Novelists,'
during last year, gives a short notice of the Rev.
Robert Armitage and his works.
W. G. B. PAGE.
to

Subscription Library, Hull.

THE FRENCH LANDING AT FISHGUARD, 1797

L^ELIUS.

'CHURCH HISTORIANS OF ENGLAND'

Doctor Johnson

his Death,' 1850,

contributed

G. F. M. must be content with
S. viii. 147).
a roundabout reference for the details given in the
'Thorough Guide to South Wales.' When at
Fishguard in September, 1884, being in need of a
barber, I was directed to a tailor (whose name I
forget), who lived a short distance from the Commercial Hotel, on the left hand side of the street
He showed me a pamphlet on
leading to Goodwic.
the French fiasco, published, if I remember rightly,
at Haverfordwest soon after the event.
When, in
1885, I borrowed the pamphlet, it had passed into
the possession of the tailor's son, a national schoolmaster in Kent. Inquiry at Fisbguard will probably enable G. F. M. to discover the father or son.
Since the second edition of the 'Guide' (1888),
inquiry at Stacpoole has failed to discover any
evidence for the truth of the Porchester Castle
C. S. WARD.
incident.
(7

best proof of Lyon King at Arms being the
correct title is afforded by the signature of Sir
David Lyndsay of the Mount at the end of his

viii.

'

;

buted these books (' N. & Q.,' 6 th S. ii. 396) to
the Rev. J. Hewlett, and take this opportunity of
Rev. R. V. Taylor, B.A., in
correcting the error.
Yorkshire Novels and
his series of articles on

M.A.

The

register.

and

8vo.,

and

This subject has already been discussed in 5 th S.
i.
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viii.

to is

'Doctor Hookwell ; or, the Anglo-Catholic
Family,'
published by R. Bentley, 1842, 8vo. 3 vols., and it
is still in the Hull
The
Subscription Library.
author was the Rev. Robert
Armitage, M.A, late

th

Wootton

"

St.

Lawrence, Basingetoke.

"
DEEDS, NOT WORDS

th
I have
S. viii. 164).
(7
raised my feeble warning touching the continual
"oss of topographical and genealogical

knowledge,

t>y the destruction of old deeds, in the Yorkshire
Archaeological Journal, x. 63, 64, to which I would
lumbly refer any of your readers who are interested
"n such matters.
At the death of an old solicitor
whom I knew, a box of old deeds and papers was
sent to a bookseller to dispose of, and of these I
Decame the purchaser.
W. C. B.

LORD TRURO (7 th S. vii. 428, 478; viii. 32, 112).
As N. & Q.' is nothing if not correct, I would
joint out that the answers to MR. HUGHES'S
question of how long Wilde was member for
'

Newark are hardly accurate. Following in the
ootsteps of Foss, both your correspondents state
.hat Wilde represented Newark from 1831 to
1841. Though Wilde was returned at the top of
the poll at the general election in 1831, he was
defeated at the general election of the following
year by Messr?. W. E. Gladstone and W, F
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Handley. Daring the whole of this Parliament
Wilde had no seat but at the succeeding general
election, in 1835, he was again returned for
Newark, for which he continued to sit until the
;

G. F. R. B.

dissolution in 1841.

BED-STAFF (6 th S.
279, 412 ; vii. 512).
America,

7 th S. i. 30, 96,
;
In old colonial families in

496

xii.

many words and customs have been

preserved after they had become obsolete in EngIn such a family I, as a boy, have seen a
land.
bed-staff.
It was a cylindrical rod of light wood,
about an inch in diameter and about four feet long,
and was used in making the bed, to smooth down
the sheets and coverlets, and to turn them down
On one of the old
neatly and evenly at the top.
gigantic four-poslers it was no easy matter for the
chambermaid to reach across the bed ; hence the
Such a staff might well be used
use of the staff.
to illustrate the handling of the long rapier, and
hence Bobadil's request to be " accommodated "
with one.
WM. HAND BROWNE.
Baltimore.

Again indebted to the readingof my Shakespearian
friend Mr. P. A. Daniel, I give the following from
'
Letters from Dorothy Osborne to Sir W. Temple,'
1652-4, as quoted on p. 198 of the Academy,
Sept. 29, 1888
" And such a wife
may be said to do as a kinswoman
of ours that had a husband that was not always himself;
and when he was otherwise his humour was to rise in the
night, and with two bedstaves labour on the table an
hour together. She took care every night to lay a great
cushion upon the table for him to etrike on, that nobody
might hear him and so discover his madness."
:

On my view of the meaning of bedstaff, his
getting hold of two and here I would regret that
the spelling has been modernized is most natural ;
but if they were our bedstaves, whence did he procure them ? If from their or from his own separate
bedstead, would not the kinswoman have laid two
spare one?, or rather two less dangerous staves or
staffs near him 1
And would not Mistress Dorothy
have so said, as also that the cushion was laid to
save the table, injuries to it being as difficult to
explain as the noise ?
But I pass on

"

vm. SEPT. 21/59.

"B"

page of the text, and under

we

Bedstaves, Bacilli tornati."
Admitting the
possibility of his himself having made up the
Latin phrase for he admits that with due regard
to his choice of words he had sometimes done so
no one can suppose that he called the solid parallelograms on which in a wooden bedstead the mattress
rests baculi, much less bacilli; or that these
would be called " turned " when they were only
planed. On the other hand, bacillus tornatus would
be the exact equivalent for a slender rod, such as
would be used in the more wealthy houses that
could indulge in pleadings at law, one turned out
of ash or other pliable and hard wood.
He also referred me to Glanvil's 'Saducismus

Triumphans,' second edition, 1682, pt. ii., for five
examples of bedstaff (pp. 75, 79, 212, 213 bis), and
to four of the plural bedstaves (pp. 212, 213, 214,
226) ; but I do not quote them, since, except as
to the singular bedstaff, they are not decisive, and
would merely add that in pt. ii. p. 159 we have

" three
persons riding upon three Broomstaves,"
where we would use broomstaffs.
Be. NICHOLSON.
Sett, servant to Bonner, 1550, says of his master
" that about Allhallowtide he did fall out with me
and did beat me out of his chamber at the Marshalsea with his bed-staff" (Salisbury MS., Hist.

WILLIAM KENDLB.

MS. Commission).

MR. DRANSFIELD
67).
will find Milton's views as to the mortality of the

MILTON

(7

th

S.

viii.

'

human

soul in his
Summary of Christian Docchap. xiii. He believed that men die entirely
at death, to be revivified at the resurrection for an
everlasting destiny of happiness or misery.
J. T. Y.
trine,'

CUSTOM AT BRIXHAM MARKET (7 th S. viii.
Under this heading we are told that a fishwoman in Brixham Market lately wiped with her
apron the shoes of a certain prince, who thereupon
paid his footing to the market or to her and MR.
E. H. COLEMAN asks, Does a similar custom exist
I have never
elsewhere ? Most certainly it dees.
188).

;

been at Brixham, but I have had my boots wiped in
abroad,
my next instance, one to my mind this way many a time, both in England and
remember rightly, by women or
it shall be
my last, unless I should and always, if I never
men.

My fiiend

Mr. W. G. Boswell-Stone, always ready

to enter

into a question which may interest his friend?, has
referred me to the anonymous ; Law-Latin Diction'
ary of 1718, "the second edition, corrected and

enlarged," the first having been issued in 1701.
The writer's preface says
"I
having been a Collector of Entries, of Declarations
and Pleadings
for above thirty years last past, have
thought fit at last to publish my Notes of such Law
Latin words as occurr'd in my Reading the Entries above:

named."

The

first

find

s.

to

so decisive that
hereafter meet with one equally decisive.

words "

the

u*

The Pleader's Dictionary" surmount

girls

certainly

by grown

Bumping

Nelly, for instance, who stands five feet nine in her
stocking feet, has wiped my boots thus at Bottom
Place ; not with her apron for she wore no brat
but with her bare hands.
wisp of straw, however, is the most usual and proper implement ; and
it was used for my benefit on the last occasion of
About
the kind which I can distinctly remember.
five years ago I was standing talking with Virginie
Le Rat and Louise Moustiers, and several other
had
lasses, below the brow at Mambourg.
finished our talk, and the girls were summoned to
when Virginie suddenly ran into the
their

A

We

labour,

7*8. VIII. SEPT.
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stable close by, brought out a wisp of straw,

wen

wearing a somewhat similar livery to that worn
the royal trumpeters at the present day.

her hands and knees on the ground, anc
diligently wiped the dust off my boots with th<
The other maidens smiled, and Virginie,
straw.
looking up, explained to me (for she was a gooc
girl, and conscientious) that what she was doing
was not done as a hint for future largess, but was
simply an act of gratitude for the footing which 1
had already paid her of my own accord.

down on

A.

J.

custom similar to that mentioned by MR.
E. H. COLEMAN obtains in Kent, both in the cornfields and in the hop-gardens, where all visitors for
time are beset by women who, after
wiping the visitors' boots with a wisp of straw or a
hop-bind, or, lacking these, with an apron or a
handkerchief for a wipe, expect such visitors to pay
their footing.
Only the other day a gentleman
who refused to comply with the custom was seized
by a bevy of the fair sex and deposited in a large
hop-basket, whence he emerged with the feeling as
regards the custom
the

first

He

that complies against his will,
own opinion still.

Is of his

FREDK. RULE.
Ashford, Kent.

RONSARD (7 th S. viii. 183).
who received the kiss from

It

was not Ronsard

or rather
the queen
from Margaret of Scotland, wife of the Daubut the poet Alain, or
phin, afterwards Louis XT.
Alain Chartier. The story is told in the bio'
graphical dictionaries and in D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature.'
Chartier was decidedly plain,
and Margaret excused herself by saying, " I did
not kiss the man, but the mouth which has uttered
so

many

fine things."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
The poet who was kissed by the Queen of France
was Alain Chartier, who is said to have been a
very ugly man. The queen in question was Margaret, daughter of James I. of Scotland, and wife

XL

th

(7

S. viii. 68).

The

prince's library
forms part of the Imperial Library at Vienna,
some
volumes
have
been
sold as being
though
duplicates. They are mostly bound in red

morocco,
with the prince's arms on the covers.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

PERO GOMEZ

(7

th

S. vii. 427, 497; viii. 72).

MR. A. H. BARTLETT is in error in stating that
Pero Gomez is the name of the Spanish muleteer
in the late James Grant's The Romance of War.'
On reference he will find the name to be Lazaro
Gomez, the trusty muleteer of Merida, who
'

rendered such signal service to Ronald Stuart, the
hero of the novel in question.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

EARLS OF Ross (7 th S. viii. 99). I have only
now seen a review of Northern Notes and Queries
at the above reference.
Will you allow me to
'
state that I am not responsible for the title
The
'

Ross Family which appears on the outer sheet,
nor for that on the key-chart, although there it can
only apply to the descendants of the earls. The
passage about the surname of Ross is a quotation
from Sir Robert Gordon, and by an oversight was
not so marked.
F. N. R.
Minori, per Ravello, Salerno.

HERALDIC (7 th S. viii. 168). May not such mistakes arise from the arms being copied from not the
mpression of a seal, but the seal itself ? In Prestbury Church, near Cheltenham, there appears over
a tomb a shield with the arms of Delabere impaling
Both coats have bends ; and on the
Baghot.
shield both are given as bends sinister.
theory
s that they were copied from a seal.

My

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

of Louis

by

A. VICABS.

EUGENE

-

M.

A
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F. R. 0.

GEORGE ANGUS.
St.

"

Andrews, N.B.

"
QUITE THE CLEAN POTATO

th
S. vi. 366 ;
(7
Mr. Alfred Percival Graves,
he editor of Songs of Irish Wit and Humour,'
jublished by Messrs. Chatto & Windus, London,
1884, in stating that "William Maher" was the
uthor of The Night before Larry was Stretched,'
remarks that

vii.

457;

viii.

74).

'

In reply to MR. BOUCHIER, I beg to say that it
was Alain Chartier, and not Ronsard, who was
kissed as he relates, though not by a Queen of
France.
The princess who kissed Chartier was
Margaret of Scotland, the unfortunate wife of the
this famous gong has been long cruelly attributed to
Dauphin Louis, afterwards Louis XI.
)ean Burrowes of Cork; but I have indisputable eviW. ALEX. SMITH.
dence before me that the Dean had no hand in the
Red House, near Collingham, Newark.
'

'

vriting of it."

BLACK MEN AS HERALDS

IN

THE BRITISH ISLES

th
S. v.i. 448, 517; viii. 32, 97).
In Pine's 'Pro(7
cession and Ceremonies observed at the Time of
the Installation of the Knights Companions of the
Order of the Bath,' fol., London, 1730, one of the

twelve trumpsters in the procession is represented
as being a black
man, the rest being white, and all

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

THE STYLE OF A MARQUIS

th

(7

S. viii.

166).

All persons acquainted with heraldry are aware
hat the coronet of a marquis is surmounted by
our strawberry leaves and four pearls alternately.

do not question MR. STANDISH HALY'S descrip-
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Porny's 'Heraldry' as an "excellent"
I think, in describing the above as the
coronet of a "real" marquis, he might have given
us the one belonging to a "courtesy" marquis
(i. e., the eldest son of a duke) as well.
Perhaps
he would have found it difficult to do so, for the
simple reason that the eldest son of a duke (whatever may be his courtesy title) is but a commoner,
and, as such, not entitled to any coronet whatever.
The correct style of a marquis is the " Most
tion

of

work; but

Honourable."

Porny is quite mistaken in asserting that this is the style of a "nominal" marquis
The "Most
{i.e., a marquis by courtesy) only.
Noble " is the style of a duke. I am surprised to
"
" recent
learn that it is only a custom of
years
to
a
the " Most
At
style
any rate,

Honourable."

marquis

C. H.

the right one.

it is

METRICAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND

th

S. viii.

(7

I have a 'History of England' in rhyme,
88, 158).
from the Conquest to the Restoration, published

by Hope

& Co.,

1854.

ALFRED CHARLES JONAS.
Swansea.

GROTESQUE EXPRESSIONS

S.

viii.

106).

*

Diary,' vol. iv. p. 102, quotes from
" Irish
"
poet's address to the river Barrow :
Wheel, Barrow, wheel tby winding course.

Moore, in his

an

(7

th

W. H. DAVID.
46,

Cambridge Road, Battersea Park.

SOINSWER

(7

th

S. vii. 509).

Since sending the

above query to ' N. & Q.' I have been informed
that the word soinswer is a printer's error for
wrivner. In the ' Register for the Parish of All
Saints, Roos,' the paragraph should have read
Sept. John Bothamley, Scolemaster and Scrivner, was
:

fouryed the

viii th

day of September, 1654.
W. G. B. PAGE.

77, Spring Street, Hull.

more

th
S. viii. 166).
(7
curious bit of folk-lore of

One

of

my

There

is

a

still

a similar sort to

when

a lad, had the
misfortune to have a hay-fork run through his arm.
His old nurse, hearing of the accident, fetched
away the fork, that she might keep it bright until
the wound healed; for she said if the fork got rusty
the wound would "take bad ways." Similarly,
when a rustic is bitten by a dog, he kills the dog,
not out of spite or to prevent its biting any one
else, but because he believes that if the dog subse
quently goes mad he will go mad too.
0. C. B.

CARTE

(7

th

brothers,

S. viii. 148).

If

MR.

C. A.

WARD

had looked out "Carte" in the much neglected 'New
English Dictionary he would have found the word
'

spelt quart in the first quotation given for the use
'
of the
1707, Sir W. Hope, Method of
Fencing,' 15. The only sure defence and preserva-

word:"

ive upon the ordinary Quart and Tierce Guards.'
Smollett, in his translation of Gil Bias,' 1749, has
"
The assassin stab of time was
the same spelling:
"
(bk. iv.
parried by the quart and tierce of art
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
7).
'

.

The Paddocka, Palgrave,

Diss.

In one of the most amusing scenes in Moliere's
Bourgeois Gentilhomme' (A.cte III. scene iii.),
where Monsieur Jourdain passes on to Nicole the
instruction in fencing which he has received from
" Tu me
his maitre d'armes, he say?,
pousses en
tierce avaut que de pousser en quarte, et tu n'as
Eirlier in the play
the maitre d'armes, in giving
" Touchez -

pas la patience que
(A.cte If. scene

M.

je pare."

iii.)

Jourdain his lesson, says,
de quarte, et achevez de

re* pee

me me."

moi
In

four different editions of the play that I have conThe above are not the
sulted quarte is so spelt.
only passages in the play in which the word occurs.
Under the head of" Quarte" Spiers gives, amongst
"
"
"
other meanings, fenc. quarte "; but under Carte
he does not give any such meaning, either ancient or

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

modern.

This fencing term is spelt, according to some
of our dictionaries, at least, as carte, quart, and

Looking to tierce, Lord Tennyson probably
thought, and think3, that the q forms are the more
correct, and that carte is merely a corruption, as
indeed it is. Moreover, carte is French for a card,
chart, &c., and has been adopted by us in our
BR. NICHOLSON.
carte de visite.
quarte.

In

'Fencing

Familiarized'

(1780),

by Mr.

Olivier, tierce and quinte are given as being spelt
the same in both French and English, and the

same remark applies to seconde, &c.; but, as an
exception, the French quarte appears in English as

MANSERGH.

J. F.

carte.

Liverpool.

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE

FOLK-LORE
this.

C7*s.viii.s. ra .2i,'<A

his reply
from his

th
In
S. viii. 7, 191).
(7
this subject MR. BETHELL omitted
list
of Volapiik journals the Nunel

on

Valemik ( Universal Messenger), a monthly VolapiikEnglish magazine, edited by Dr. G. Krause and
published by us. The first number appeared in
January of this year. Your correspondent may be

know that we have the following
books on Volapiik
Volapiik or, Universal Language, a Short Grammatical Coursp,' by Alfred

interested to

'

:

;

'

Kirchhoff, authorized translation
Volapiik Commerical Correspondence,' edited from the German
'
of Kniele by Dr. Krause ; and a
Volapuk-Eng'
lish Dictionary (in preparation) by the same.
SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & Co.
Paternoster Square, E.G.
;

ELIANA

(7

th

S. viii. 81, 134, 195).

MR. DOBELL

seems to make a needless difficulty out of the per'
formance of Lamb's Mr. H.' by Charles Mathews
and his brother amateurs. He says that "it is
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certain, at all events, that

Lamb's

farce could not

I
have been performed without his consent."
The farce
would venture to ask, Why not ?
had been for several years in print, and the performance was a private one, and by amateurs. As
to Lamb having drawn up the playbill, I can only
once more say that the evidence of style seems to
me absolutely fatal to such an hypothesis.
A. A.
Clifton.

MARRIED WOMEN'S SURNAMES

th

S. iv. 127,
(7
216, 374, 451 ; viii. 129). DR.
CHANCE complains that I have misunderstood or
If I have
misrepresented some of his remarks.
done so, it has been inadvertently done on my part,
I need hardly say.
But I cannot see how I have
sinned. I did not take part in the general discussion
on this subject. I merely quoted a passage from DR.
CHANCE'S note (7 th S. v. 375), and objected that

209, 297

;

v. 149,

it was incorrect,
will not restate

according to

my

but

I assert again,

my

objection, to

with

little fear

experience.

which I adhere

I
;

of contradiction,

that Miss Pyne, Miss Sherrington, and Miss.Dolby
tacked on the names of their husbands before their
maiden names as a qualification, and that their
husbands never used the double names so formed.
If I am wrong, I can be confuted by facts ; but till
so proved I must continue to think that this is the
usual practice in England when such compound
names are fabricated, at least, for dramatic use.
I think that Madame Patey, formerly Miss Whytock, for

some time

after her marriage was called
bills"; and I

Madame Patey-Whytock "in the
have no doubt that many other
might be quoted in support of

my

similar
view.

cases

JULIAN MARSHALL.

NOTES ON BOOKS,
Champion. A
Southern. (Longmans & Co.)

Clavers, the Despot's

fee.

Scot's Biography.

By a
THE author

of this book says, in the last chapter, that
the great soldier of whom he is writing was " a high-

born gentleman, working his way through the drudgery
of every rank in his profession, unostentatiously yet
steadily religious in an age that oscillated between
fanaticism and profanity, sober and self-restrained in a
time of reckless licence, gentle and considerate in his

domestic authority while resolutely withstanding public
factiousness, faithful alone to his principles when all

around compromised them, wise, courtly, accomplished,
ardent as flame, steadfast as iron !" This is the de"
scription of the man who is ofttimes known as
Bluidy
Clavers
man of whom there is much recorded that
is great and noble, and but little that is evil.
Why he
has been thus libelled for more than two hundred years
is one of those devious points in
history that has been
the battle-ground whereon have been waged long and
bitter arguments, and will, no doubt, continue to be so.
This book is one of the most valuable contributions to
the mass of literature that has gathered round the life of
" Bonnie Dundee."
The author does not fail to point

"a
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out the great injury done to the memory of the man
who " died in battle harness, for his country and King
James," by Sir Walter Scott. < Old Mortality is, without doubt, one of Scott's greatest
novels; EO great that
no other man could have written it, hut at the tame
time nothing can be said to justify its existence. The
study of history is at all times difficult enough. The
mass of tradition grows all too thickly on what has come
down to us of the past, and it requires great care and
deep veneration to scrape away the moss and fungus, and
show us the crumbling ruins underneath. But this is
only the natural accumulation of time, and is quite
another thing to the parasitic growth of the organisms
scattered by the novelist. There is this much to be said
for Scott ; and though it is in no sort an
excuse, yet it isIt is very unlikely that he
perhaps an explanation.
should have imagined that his novels would ever be
treated as history. He was fond of all things
feudal,
historical, and belonging to by-past times ; and he had therare art of being able to make ordinary novel-readersinterested in them too while under his spell; but it is not
to be supposed that he for one moment dreamed that
they could seriously influence any one's mind on any
historical subject; and yet there are persons who have a
kindly feeling for Charles II. because of Woodstock,'
and more who are utterly unable to weigh the evidence
for or against Queen Mary because they in their
youthful days read
The Abbot.' The author of the volume
before us goes carefully and clearly through all the
evidence against Claverhouse, and no future historian
will be justified in writing about him without
having
read this book. It is a triumphant vindication of one
whose sole thought was to serve his country. It is true
he made a mistake when he conceived that keeping
James II. on the throne was the best means to take to
attain that end. But. as the author of this book
truly
absays, "He championed an hereditary despotism
stract right is discernible with certainty by no human
faculties
and heroism consists not so much in adherence to a cause long successful and esteemed, as in
unselfish devotion to one which a man believes to be
righteous, even though his creed be afterwards held
erroneous. History has too few examples of it to afford
the loss of one through misrepresentation."
Quite
true ; and we can only thank the Southern who has at
done
and
to
one
of
length
full, ample,
complete justice
the most generous souls that ever suffered under unjust
There
is
no
index to this book, we are sorry
obloquy.
'

'

'

to say.

Through England on a Side Saddle in the Time of William and Mary : leing the Diary of Celia Fiennes,
With an Introduction by the Hon. Mrs. Griffiths.

(Field & Tuer.)
is a delightful hook.
Celia Fiennes seems to havetravelled over nearly the whole of England, and during
her journeys she kept a diary, which all who value quaint
and out-of-the way knowledge should read. A word of
praise must be given to Mrs. Griffiths for the excellent
manner in which she has edited the diary. She tells us
in the introduction that "the original MS. has been,
copied verbatim, as I believe any correction or alteration
would spoil its quaint originality." Would that all those
who profess to put before us works as written by their
authors could only say the same.
The Percy tomb in Beverley Minster, the price of ale
and fish at various placee, the Devonshire lanes, the
Glastonbury thorn, and, indeed, almost every object seenis described or commented upon.
The account of the
" There is the
holy thorn is too good to pass over
holly
thorn growing on a Chimney, this the superstitious Covet
much and have gott some of it for their gardens and soe

THIS

:
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a
it, w^i did grow quite round
account of a visit to
chimney tunnell in the stone." The
" Wiandermer " is thus
and
is
the Lake district
given,
" Tbis
described
great water seems to flow and wave
about with y e wind, but it does not Ebb and flow Like

have almost quite spoiled

:

the sea with the tyde, neither does it run so as to be perThere is an account on p. 161 of the way in
ceivable."
which " oat Clap bread," i. e., oat cake, is made.
The writer seems to have had considerable sympathy
with Nonconformists. She rarely omits to tell us when
"
"
there is a
populaCbapple or a large Nonconforming
" There is InIn speaking of Coventry she says
tion.
:

deed the Lirgest Chappie and y e greatest number of
e
way. There
people I have ever seen of y Presbiterian
e
e
is another meeteing place in y town of y Independants

w

ch
ia nott so bigg, but tho' they may differ in some small
e
things, in y maine they agree and seeme to Love one
another \\<> h was no small satisfaction to me, Charity

and Love to y e bretheren being
xmrke of Christs true Disciple?."
" Y" Characteristicall marke " of

e

y

Characteristicall

book is the vivid
interest taken by the author in whatever came under
her notice during her long and, at times, far from pleaeant journeys. One seems to realize what travelling
meant in the reign of William and Mary and of their
successor more than one ever did before. No person
can read Celia Fiennes's diary without adding greatly to
his knowledge of the manners, habits, and customs of
the time which she writes about. We can only add that
there is an index by the author and another by the careful editor, and that we consider this one of the best
books published by the Leadenhall Press.
this

By John G.
Englishmen in the French Revolution.
Alger. (Sampson Low & Co.)
MR. ALGER has been fortunate enough to discover a
neglected subject on which to employ his talent for research. Though Englishmen took part in the taking of

the Bastille, in Cloots's deputation of the human race,
at the feast of pikes, and in fact in every stage of the
Revolution, no one has hitherto attempted to chronicle
their adventures.
Though Paine was the only English-

man who

sat in the Convention,
Clarkson, Mackintosh. Priestley,

Bentham, Wilberforce,
and Williams, as well
Wordsworth
French
created
were
citizens.
as Paine,
in
Club
to
the
Jacobin
a
visit
1791, and took away
paid
a fragment of the Bastille as a relic. Arthur Youngr,
who busied himself more with agriculture than with
politics, was stopped in the provinces in 1790 because he
wore no cockade. Watt was the hero of the dramatic
sitting of the Jacobin Club so vividly depicted by CarSpace, however, would fail us if we attempted to
lyle.
enumerate all the members of the motley crew who
Suffice it to say, that Fox, and
George Grieve, who hunted Madame
D'Arblay to death, Rogers, and Jean Baptist O'Sullivan,
dexwho, though adored by women, and wonderfully
"
terous with his sword, is said to have boasted of having

figure in these pages.

the infamous

slaughtered men like sheep with his pocket-knife," Sir
Samuel Romilly, and Joseph Kavanagh, the butcher of
unarmed prisoners, with many other famous and infamous celebrities, jostle one another on Mr. Alger's
stage. Of necessity the book is of a somewhat desultory
character, but it contains much that is both interesting
and entertaining. The class of readers it appeals to is a
large one, and it should have a considerable popularity,

'LETTRES
PEDANT,' by M. Chrysostome,
Mathanasius, which appears in Le Livre for September,
deals brightly with Boileau, Pradon, and Desmarets de
e
Saint-Sarlin. Under the heading <Un Editeur au
Siecle M. Louis de Hessem gives an account of Anthony
Koberger,of Nuremberg, condensed from* Die Koberger
D'UN

II.

XV

'

'

s.

[?

vm. a. 21/59.

of Oscar Hare. An account of the rarities in the library
of Saint-Germain-en-Laye is also supplied, together with
the customary comptes rendus of recent works and the
*
Gazette Bibliographiques.' An 'Affiche d'un Libraire

Ambulant au XVe Siecle is supplied as an illustration.
MR. W. LOVELL obliges us with a very interesting and
privately-printed monograph on Banlury Cross, giving
'

all

the references to his subject that can be found in

and some curious epitaphs from Banbury
Church and the adjoining churchyard.

literature,

MR. ELLIOT STOCK promises a facsimile of the first
edition of John Bunyan's Country Rymes,' which has
recently been discovered and acquired by the British
Museum. The Rov. John Brown, of Bedford, will furnish an introduction, giving the history of the little
'

volume.

0t{rc* to <Dorre$p0nlmit*.

We miisl call special attention to
ON all communications must be

the following notices :
written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."
or reply be written

<
F. W. D. ("Names of Author* Wanted ").
Strephon's Revenge, a Satire on the Oxford Toasts,' London,
1718, 8vo., is by Nicholas Amhurst; Protestant Popery,'
London, 1718, 8vo., by the same; 'The Last Guinea,'
a poem, by John Fowler. ' A Familiar Epistle to Mr.
Mitchell,' by a Money'd Man, London, 1720 ; Horace to
'

'

ScEeva, Epist. XVII. Book I. Imitated,' 1730, we must
leave to some better informed contributor to answer.

CUMMIN-SEED ("Meaning of Motto "). The meaning
of this is what you yourself supply.
Ice is Low Latin
for "sheave?."

GM

A

J. B. S. ("Voragine's 'Aurea Legenda'").
copy
dated 1483 sold last November, at Messrs. Sotheby's,
for 26s.
Brunet quotes sale of similar copies for twenty" editions
five to thirty francs, and says of
gothiques de

cette legende imprimees sans indications avant 1'annee
" elles sont de
1500," that
peu de valeur." Further particulars might enable us to recognize the edition.

M. E. M. ("Author of Quotation Wanted "). " Be
the day weary, be the day long," &c., is by Stephen
'
S. i. 30, 231, 353, 519;
Hawes, 1517. See N. & Q.,'
5
S. iii. 10, 74 ; vii. 229, 259, 300 ; viii. 479.
Your
"
inquiry as to the authorship of 'Twere infamy to die
and not be missed" we must leave to others to answer.
CHARLES J. HILL, Waterford (" Embalmed Head of
Cromwell "). Consult the indexes to the First and Third
'
Series of N. & Q.,' and see especially lt S. xii. 75; 3 rd
Our correspondent suggests a
S. v. 119, 178, 264, 305.
Cromwell exhibition in London.
ERRATUM. P. 203, col. 1, 1. 11 from bottom, for
"
"
read propter alios.
propteratios

W

NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at

Y in.
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pose the paper has been lying perdu for a great
numberof years'^ cheek by jowl" with marriage lines,
antique and curious love letters, and even a frank
by Mr. William Pitt, addressed to Mrs. Lillias
Morrison, a sister-in-law of the above-mentioned

James

Dallas.

The Royal Laddie.
To all Loyal Subjects glad tidings I bring
come let us be merry and Chearfully sing
and drink a health round to the Son of our King
the Royal and Charming bright Laddie.

who now

is arrived on our Scotish Shore
his own and asking no more
but to banish the usurping son of a whore
who possesses the rights of our Laddie.

demanding

who
And

plundes [see] our Nation of money and store
to his poor Dutchy sends our british oie
we are pore we '11 never grieve more
when we have got home our bright Laddie.

yet tho

Our money is thievishly sent on the main
our trade is decaying our brave men are slain
our Land with high taxes is grieving in pain
and longs for the Royal bright Laddie.
its time you should open your eyes
your present folly the world should surprise
for favouring a stranger a woolf in disguise
who worries the friends of our Laddie.

Britons

lest

'

'

Yorkshire.'

Notices to Correspondents.

Second Part.
Let Sol curb his Coursers and stretch out the day
that time may not hinder Carousing & play
that we may be Chearful and all mirth and gay
upon the birth day of our Laddie.
with the Down of a Thistle we'll make him a bed
with Roses and Lillies we '11 pillow his head

"PRINCE CHARLIE" AND HIS FRIENDS.
and with a tuned harp we
To ease in soft Slumbers our
Eight pages of MS. have recently come into my

'11

hands containing copies of verses which I imagine
have never before been printed. They may perhaps possess a certain interest for students, though
must be admitted that they are not distinguished

it

either

by

tion.

The MS. came

originality of thought or beauty of dicto me in a small trunk of

family papers, few, if any, of which date back so
Yet this particular document apearly as 1745.
pears to be of about that date, and was written, I

should suppose (whether composed or not), by
James Dallas of Inverness, who, as well as his
father, Lachlan Dallas, was concerned in the rising
of '45, and who is said to have been " out " on the
fatal day of Culloden.
The line
These thirty years the Cause has been asleep
serves to fix the date at which the production was
In the paper there is an elaborate waterwritten.
mark, but hitherto I have been unable to decipher
I propose presently to submit it to
it.
expert?.
It seems a little remarkable that these
very com-

promising verses should have remained in existence
triumph of the house of Brunswick,
as undoubtedly the possession of such
papers
would have seriously jeopardized the safety of

gently him aid
Laddie.

Our Laddie can fight and our Laddie can sing
he 's fierce as the North wind and blythe as the Spring
and his Soul was designed for no less than a king
Such virtue appears in our Laddie.
Let thunderbolts rattle o'er mountains of snow
hurricance over cold Caucasces blow
Let care be Confin'd to the Regions below
when we have got home our bright Laddie.

And

The following fragment precedes the verses given
It is clearly the termination of anoth.tr
above.
song of a similar character
:

These Lions for their Countrys cause
and Natural Prince were never Slow
So now they come with their brave Prince
the Clans advances oho oho

And now the Clans has drawn thoir swords
they vow revenge against them a
that do lift up the usurpers Arms
to fight against our King and Law
then God preserve our Royal King
and his dear Sons the Lovely twa
and set him on his fathers Throne
and bless his Subjects great and sma.

after the final

their

owner had the

the authorities.

As

fact

come

to the

knowledge of

a matter of fact, however, I sup-

To his Royal Highness Charles Prince of Wales, &c
Hail Glorious Youth the wonder of the Age,
subject of th' Historian's page ;
best of princes
best of patriots, deign
A Loyal muse to Hail thy happy reign.
!

The future

!
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Thou wast the first that lent thy friendly aid,
Of no Usurper's bloody Lawa afraid
Thou wast the first, and thy Example drew
The honest Loyal honorable few.

Thou born to right three Injur'd Nations Cause
To stop oppressors of oppressive Laws

:

;

Like Heaven, thou comes with mercy in thy Eyes,
And tears drop down when ev'n a Rebel dies.
When shall the muse begin to sing thy praise
When fix a period to her Honest Lays?
Oh could my fancie with my will agree,
I still wou'd sing, and still wou'd sing of thee.

Few, few indeed, but mighty hearts they had
Thou, Prince, their Leader, who cou'd be afraid
So fair a Copy all must Imitate,

!

;

And join

to hasten the Usurper's fate.
O're the Bleak Mountains see the sons of

Vain are the efforts of an artless Man,
His fire extinct and shortened half his span
Another Mars shall arise, whose pen
Shall place the Hero with immortal Men.

Fearless advance and catch the Glorious

Fame

Flame

They saw

their Prince they lov'd, and they admir'd'
glory burn'd, with Loyalty were fir'd.

For

But ye Gods, allow me time to breathe,
While to my prince's head I add a wreathe ;
While I contribute one unheeded mite,
Tis all I can, and all for which I write.

Oh Name long lost, and scarsely understood,
And only living in the Scotish Blood,

Oh God-like-Man what Angel Bteer'd thy course
What God directed, where was thy resource ]

Oh

!

Soon

And

shall it spread, and soon the Flame return,
soon each British heart with ardor burn.

Glorious Youth they cry'd while we have Breath
Nought, nought shall part us but immediate Death,
Our honest Fathers loyal Blood we share,
Thou art our Prince, and Thou the righteous Heir
See, see that Face, where all the Stewarts shines

!

Th' Usurper's Fleets, in Triumph, seal'd the Wavea

The base Usurper's Mercenary

m

:

Slaves.

!.

In a poor Shallop;

And God who

set at

Twas

the main,
rtfe for gain :
ike, rode [1]
the cause of God ;

nought

th'

!

Assyrians pride

Thy
[st'c] and their Pow'r defy'd.
But say when, landed on a Native shore,
What Friends thou found'st, or what could foes do more
Vessel gaurded

Friends faithless some, and some by far too slow,
O'erwhelm'd thy Princely heart with Gen'rous woe
Whiles foes had deatin'd thy devoted head,
Like Charles, and Mary's on a block to bleed.

!

:

;

:

And

hardy Highlanders arose,

poor'd Destruction on their foreignn Foes.

Thus soon great Sir, thy honest cause procur'd,
A Loyal Race ne'er swore, or ne'er abjur'd ;
A set of Men, the Terror and the Dread
Of the detested Hanoverian Breed
A set of Men, whose worth was scarcely known ;
:

A

set of Men th' Usurper did disown
Disown'd indeed reserv'd for som[e] great Blow ;
Some hangman work, like Loyal good Glencoe.
These are the few whom Heaven and Fate reserve,
:

From

further slav'ry Scotia to preserve ;
To aid their Prince and set him on his Throne ;
Strike Tyrants dead, make James be king alone
These are the Hardy Sons the Gods decree
To set three Nations from Usurpers free.

Proceed great warriors, worthy Men proceed,
latest Ages shall the Annal read ;
How hardy Loyal Highlanders alone
Restor'd the Stewarts, and set them on their Throne.

And

What

Cameron ! can the Muse ascribe
praise
free from Censure, as thou wast from bribe ;
Unstain'd, unsully'd in a Corrupt Age,
Reserv'd for Fame in every poet's page :
The Sun shall fade, the stars shall lose their Light,
But Cameron's Fame shall never suffer Night :
Bright as thyself it ever shall appear,
To all good Men, to God and Angels dear ;

Thou

Thou,
"
I

Glorious Prince,

come

:

Meantime ungaurded youth thou stood'et alone,
The Cruel Tyrant urg'd his army on ;
But truth and goodness were the best of Arms
And, feerless Prince, Thou smil'd at threat'd Harms.
How happy he where honest views presides,
That is the man the God of Nature guides
Thus Glorious Vasa work'd in Sweedish mines
Thus helpless saw his Enemies designs
Till rous'd his

Is bright Divinity in fairer Lines?
See mild good Nature Join'd with Noble Grace,
Is 't not the Stewart and Sobieski Race 1
Here the warrior glows,
Glorious connection
There, like hia Great Fore- Fathers, Mercy flows
Mercy ill tim'd, ill plac'd, their only Crime
To trust too much, and trust it out of time.

to

Conquer or

r

how
I

great was thy reply
come to Die
I Conquer Hearts;

1

:

"And great the Conquest if
" No
Joy the Field of Death

so great Imparts.
Let proud Usurpers rule by penal Laws,
Your Prince from no such right his Title draws
I come poor Scotia's cause to vindicate
With you I dare the most detested Fate
Think not I '11 punish every trait'rous Deed,
"
My Arms are open, for my Sons I bleed ;
" See here
my Father's Royal Word, and see

"
"
"
"
"

"My

;

:

actions,

and

his will shall

still

agree."

The Gracious

Declaration, issu'd forth,
Resound glad ecchoes through the spacious North,
Repenting Subject, weeping, own their Crimes
Curse the Usurper and degenerate time?,
With Noble ardor rush into the Field,
to such manly goodness all must yield.
See the Bold Chiefs their hardy warriors lead,
Eager in such a Cause, with such a head,
Glengary, Keppoch, Alpin, only weep,
These thirty years the Cause has been asleep ;
Nor good Glenbucket, Loyal thro' thy Life,
Wast thou untimely in the Glorious Strife
Thy Chief degen'rate, Thou his Terror stood,
To vindicate the Loyal Gordon's Blood,
The Loyal Gordons own the gen'rous call
With Charles and Thee resolv'd to live or fall.

For

.'

See Athole's Duke in Excile, ever true,
His Faithful Toils for Thee his Prince renew;
By tyrants first, then by a Brother spurn'd,
Still, still, with Loyalty his bosom burn'd ;
One of the select never-dying Train
Conveyed their Prince, thro' Dangers on the main
See how hereditary Right prevails
And see Astraea poise the wayward Scales!
Th' Usurping Brother to the Usurper flies, )

While hia Return is Ecchoed to the Skies, V
And happy Vaesals to his Standard flies. J
His worthy Brother bursting into Fame,
Asserts the Honour of Murrey's Name,

;

7*8. VIII. SEPT.
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And

Glorious in the Field;

Dialling; or, the Art of Drawing
all Sorts of Planes whatsoever.
In three parts.
1770.
London,
Foster, Samuel. Elliptical or Azimuthal Horologiograpby, comprehending Severall Wayes of Describing
Dials upon all Kinds of Superficies, either Plain or
Curved, and unto all Upright Stiles in whatsoever Posi4to.
tion they shall be placed.
London, 1654.

Emerson, William.

His Prince's Thunder born with grace to weild

Dials on

To hurl Destruction on Invet'rate Foes,
And give Britania long desir'd repose.
The Murreys glowing with a gen'rous Flame,
Affords still subject for the Noblest Theme;
But tbee

Nor

I pass

Their vertue speak their praise,

shall be lost

by inexpressive Lays.
Perth why should I silent be,

But why

Nor

the world the Worth that lieves in Thee
Thy hospitable doors to Foes were wide,
Even to Foes by whom Thou wast betray'd
But Heaven thy guardian, stop'd the threaten'd
And Perth preserv'd and will preserve him still.
Elcho but words are weak, for who can tell
What Godlike actions have express'd so well.
tell

Belov'd by

all see

?

read,

Loyal and Just, sincere as weeping Truth,
in manhood as in Early youth ;
But while the Sun the blue Horizon gilds,

The same

witness to his brightness yields.

little

whom

both Minervas crown

Illistrious BarJ, thou suff'rer of Renoun,
Long dim'd, like Rays shot from a clouded Star,

In verse Apollo, and a Mars in war.
Menzies reserv'd to add a Nobler Grace,
To an illistrious, but forgotten Race ;
A Race that added to the Brucian Fame,
And rises now with no less Loyal Flame.
Th' immortal Grahams but ah without a head
Yet always shew that Loyalty's their Creed.
These Mighty Prince, were men by Heaven's decree
Reserv'd to catch new hopes, and life from Thee ;
Reserv'd with thee to pull th" Usurper down
To right Thy Country, and to right thy Crown.
!

Whether

unable to say

the

MS.

;

it is

"

"
poem I
the end of the last page of

this is the conclusion of the

am

edition.

Hall, Francis. Account of the Diall sett up in the
King's Garden at London, in 1669. Liege, 1673.
The Doctrine of Plain and
Hawney, William.
Spherical Trigonometry, with its Application and Use
Dialling. 8vo.
London, 1725.
Hoi well, John. Clavis Horologias; or, a Key to the
whole Art of Arithmetical Dialling in Two Parts
Whereunto is annexed an Appendix, &c. Small 4 to.
The first shewing how to draw the Hour-lines on all
manner of Regular Dials, and how to reduce all Irregular
Dials into Regular Forms, by Means of a new Latitude
in

;

Thee Nairn, and Gask, with Rapture could I sing,
Still true to God your Country, and your King,

Each

Foster, Samuel. Miscellanies; or, Mathematical LucuGeometrical Square, Projections; Dialling,
brations
&c.
Folio.
London, 1659.
"
'
Dialling," Encyclopaedia Britannica.'
Godfray, H.

Ninth
111,

Oglvie appears,

A man in Courage, tho' a youth in years
Thy Fame, succeeding Ages pleas'd shall
And future Airlies emulate each Deed.

JStrowan, great Chief,

N. CALDER.

and new Declination, and that Arithmetically.
The
Second Part sheweth how to place all manner of Furniture on all Sorts of Dials, let them be never so irregular,
and that Arithmetically
Whereunto is annex'd the
:

Tables of the Altitude of the Sun for every Hour of the
Day, at his entrance into the 12 Signs, from one Degree
of Latitude to 90 ; with Tables of Azimuth to each Latitude, and for every Hour of the Day, at his Entrance into
each Sign ; with many other Tables useful in the Art of
"
Shadows. London, 1712. The "Appendix to this very
scarce book contains a full description of the "Dyall"
which formerly stood in Whitehall Gardens, at a short
distance from Gibbons's noble brass statue of James II.
It stood on a stone pedestal, and consisted of six parts,
rising in a pyramidal form, and was erected by order of
Charles II. in 1669, but for want of proper protection
during the winter soon became useless. My copy of this
very scarce book is illustrated with a vertical section of
the dial and seventy-three representations of its several
parts.

THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DIALLING.
(See 7

S. viii. 142.)

complete catalogue of the works on dialling
would be very desirable. I therefore send a small
instalment of the titles of those books not named by
MR. GATTT which have come under my observation, and hope space will be found in the columns
'

of

N.

&

Q.' for further contributions

:

Abbatt, Richard. The Elements of Plane and Spherical
Trigonometry and its application to Astronomy, Dialand Trigonometrical Surveying. 8vo.
London,

ling,

1832.

Blagrave, John.

make Dyals

The Art of

to all Plaines.

Dyalling, shewing how to
London, 1609.
Gnomonices, Libri Octo: in
4to.

Clavius, Christopher.
quibus non Solum Horologiorum-Solarium, sed aliarum
quoque rerum, quse ex gnomonis umbra cognosci poseunt, Descriptiones Geometrice Demonatrantur.
Folio.

Romae, 1581.
Davies, Thomas Stephens. An Inquiry into the Geometrical Character of the Hour Lines upon the Antique

Sun

Dials.

4to.

Edinburgh, 1831.

2 vols.

London, 1815.

4to.

which he gives the following

list

Mathematical
Article "Dialof writers on

Vitruvius, in his 'Architecture'; Sebas'
'
tian Munster, his Horolographia '; John Dryander, De
Horologiorum varia Compositione '; Conrade Geener's

that subject:

'

A

Philosophical and

Hutton, Charles.
Dictionary.
ling," in

th
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Andrew Schoner's Gnomonicee '; Fred.
'
De Horologiorum Descriptione
Joan
'
De Gnomonum Umbrarumque
Bapt. Benedictua,
Solarium Usu
Joannes Georgius Schomberg, Exegesis
Fundamentorum Gnomonicorum'; Solomon de Caus,
Pandectae

'

';

Commandine,

';

'

';

Traite des Horologes Solaires '; Joan Bapt. Trolta,
'Praxis Horologiorum'; Desargues, 'Maniere Univerpour poser 1'Essieu et placer les Heures et autrea
Choses aux Cadrans Solaires '; Ath. Kircher, 'Ars Magna
Lucis et Umbrze'; Hallum,
Explicatio Horologii in
'
Horto Regio, Londini ';
Tractatus
Horologiorum
'
Joannis Mark '; Claviu?, Gnomonices de Horologiis.'
M. Lahire printed a treatise on dialling in 1683, and
Everhard Walper in 1625: Sebastian Munster his 'Rudimenta Mathematica in 1651 and Sturmius published a
new edition of Walper's Dialling in 1672. Paterson,
Michael, and Muller have each written on dialling in the
German language, and Coetsius in his ' Horologiographia
'

selle

'

'

;

'

'

'
Plana,' printed in 1689, and Gauppen in his Gnomonica
Mechanica.'
Panorganon ; or, a Universal
Leybourn, William.
Instructor. "Problem? in Dialling, both Universa and
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inscribed on the
Particular, performed by the Lines
Quadrantal P.trt of the Instrument." London, 1672.
Oughtred, William. The Key of tbe Mathematicks
and a most easie Art of Denew Forged and Filed
lineating all manner of plaine Sun Dyalls. 8vo. London,

1647.

Ozanam, Jacques. Recreations Mathematiques et
de
Physiques qui Contiennent Plusieura Problemes
Gnomonique. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1694.
Pitiscus Bartholomseus. Trigonometriae, sive de Di
mensione Triangulorum Libri Quinque item Problematum
Gnomonicorum.

Variorum
Sargues,

M.

de.

Universal

Francofurti, 1612.
of Dyalling ; or, Plain

4to.

Way

and Easie Directions for Placing tbe Axletree and
Marking the Hours in Sun-dyals, after the French,
Italian, Babylonian, and Jewish Manner, by Daniel
King. 4to. London, 1659.
Strode, Thomas. A New and Easie Metbod of the Art
of Dyalling, Containing all Horizontal Dyals, all Upright Dyalls, Reflecting Dyalls, Dyalls without Centres,
Nocturnal Dyals, Upright Declining Dyals. 4to. Lon
don, 1688.
Wells, John. Sciographia ; or, the Art of Shadowes,
plainly Demonstrating out of the Sphere how to Project

Great and Small Circles upon any Plane whatsoever,
with a new Conceit of reflecting the Sunne beames upon
a Diall contrived on a Plane, which the direct beames
can never shine upon. 8vo. London, 1635.
Wells, Edward. The Young Gentleman's Astronomy,
Chronology, and Dialling, containing such Elements of
the said Arts or Sciences as are most useful and easy to
be known. 8vo. London, 1725.
Wollaston, Francis, F.R.S. Directions for Making an
Universal Meridian Dial capable of being set to any
Latitude, which shall give the mean solar time of noon
bv inspection, without any calculation whatever. 4to.
London, 1793.
Wright, Edward. A Treatise of Dialling; or, the

Making of all sorts of Sun-Dia^s, Horizontal, Erect,
Direct, Declining, Inclining, Reclining, upon any Flat or
Plaine Superfices, howsoever placed, with Ruler and
Compasse onely, without any Arilhmeticall Calculations.
Small

4 to.

London, 1614.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

[^s.vm. SEPT.

the one mentioned by MR. GATTT to Thos. OaThe ' Diet.
borne, dated Jan. 3, 1593 (one page).
of Arts and Sciences,' published by J. Cooke in
1770, contains an article on dialling, illustrated by
J. F. MANSERGH.
plates.
Liverpool.

De Inventoribus Rerum. Lib. ii. c. v.
Amst.,1671.
G. Pancirollus. Rerum Memorabilium sive Deperditarum.
Pars. i. tit. Ixv. t. i, p. 348.
Francof., 1648;
Polyd. Vergil.

p. 97.

Pars.

ii. tit.

Wood

x.

t. ii.

p. 167.
*

Athen. Oxon.,' vol. i., fol.
1691, Robert Hegge wrote certain books, the title
of one of which is thus described
" Treatise of Dials and
Dialling, MS. in C. C. Coll.
Library in which book is the picture of the Dial in the
said College garden, made by Nicholas Kratzer (whom I
have mentioned under the year 1550), with a short discourse upon it. In like manner is the picture of that first
Cylinder standing on a pedestal in the middle of the said
Coll. quadrangle, made by Charles Turnball, 1605, with
a short discourse on it, which he entitles 'Horologium
Sciotericum in Gratiam Speciosissimi Horoscopii in area
has, col. 455,

:

;

quadrata C. 0. C.,&c.'"

At

the reference u. s., for 1550, col. 64, Nicholas
Krach, Karche, or Chracher, Kratcher or Kratzer,
is named the author of the treatise 'De Composi'

tione Horologeorum existing in
of C. C. C.
Wood says that he

MS.

in the library

"made the old Dial, which is at this day in C. C. Cgarden, and that standing on a pillar in St. Maries South
Churchyard in the High Street of the City of Oxon ; on
which, soon after, was hung up the Universities condemnation of the doctrine of Luther."
There is also
Francis Hall. An Explication of the Dial, set up in
1669 in the King's Garden at London.
Liege, 1673.
4to.

An

Brecknock Road.

edition in Latin: Leodii Ebur., 1673.

4to.

Plates.

(Lowndes.)

The following works on dialling, which are not
mentioned in MR. GATTY'S list, are included in
one published in the earliest English encyclopaedia,
'
Lexicon Technicum ; or, an Univiz., Harris's
versal English Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,'
London, 1710, vol. ii,, s.v. "Dialling":
J. Bapt. Benedicti, de Re Gnomonica.
Marignani Perapectiva Horaria.
Colling's Geometrical Dialling.
Cir. Clavii Gnomonices.
Libri viii.

Folio.

Voellus de Sciotericis Horologiis.
Horologiographia Plana.

GRAVIES," IN JEREMY TAYLOR.
GRAVES,"
In Sermon XIII. " On Lukewarmness and Zeal,"
pt. ii. sect. 1 (' Works,' by Eden, vol. iv. p. 155),
Taylor writes
:

"

In feasts or sacrifices tbe ancients did use apponere
frigidam or calidam; sometimes they drank hot drink,
sometimes they poured cold upon their graves or in their
wines, but no services of tables or altars were ever with

lukewarm."

Caestii

Hollwell's Dialling. 4to.
Fr. Comondini de Horologio Descriptione.
Sargue's Universal Way of Dialling.
Foster's Elliptical Horologiography.
Wells's Art of Shadows. 8vo.

ED. MARSHALL.
"

"

same in the first edition, p. 165, London,
in Heber's, London, 1828 ; and there is no

It is the
4to.

Kircher's, Leybourn's, and Fale's works appear in
both lists. In regard to the last-named book, I have
a copy of ' Horologiographia the Art of Dialling.'
:

London, 1652, by Thomas Fale. The body of the
work is printed in black letter, and it has an address
"To the friendly Reader," &c. (four pages), and

1653

;

note by Eden.
The context apparently makes
"
"
graves in the sense of burying- places unsuitkinds
ble, for it occurs in connexion with certain
of liquids.

Archbishop Trench in citing the passage (' Com
mentary on the Epistles to the Seven Churches in
Asia,' Eev. ii. iii., London, 1861, p. 187) has
shows how he understood
'gravies," which
'

graves

"

as a

word

in its archaic form.

If this

7*8. VIII. SEPT.

28, '89.]
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had struck C. P. Eden, he probably would have
ED. MARSHALL.
inserted a note.

NUNCUPATIVE WILL

In the Probate
I spent niy
Registry of Lichfield (near which city
August holiday this year) is the following, shown
me by Mr. Marston
To all CAnstian people to whome these yreaentes
shall come, greeting!
We, John Martin and Marie
Forman of Chellaston in the Countie of Darby, being
wzth our neighbour, Raphe Read, in time of his sicknea, when he was of good understanding & before his
decay of memorie, & telling him it were needfull to
make his will, & to set althings straigat between his
IN 1618.

:

& his daughter, he said all his goods should be
divided equally between them two: this was hia answer
& of this
to vs, & all the will that he would make
we are witnesses & this was the fourtienth or lifwe
well
as
remember.
tienth day of this instant October,
Wherunto we put our handes the xxvj th of October 1618.

The emerald

On
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of Europe

it

sparkled,

it

shone,

In the ring of the world the most precious stone.
p. 3 occur these lines
:

Nor one feeling of vengeance presume to defile
The cause or the man of the Emerald Isle.
These two words he claims in a note at p. 4 as
being peculiarly his own. He there says that he
used it first in a prior song, and that he now re-

"
claims the
priority of the application in the use
of the epithet," which he had employed in a party
Looking into an old
song in the year 1795.
volume of ballads at the British Museum, which
it ought
they have dated 1820 (?) though I think

it is on wretched paper and very
came upon a song published at Dublin without name or date, called Wack for the Emerald
and, if
Isle.'
This, no doubt, is Drennan's song
most likely the same
so, the date of the volume is
JOHN MABTYN.
But who can believe that the witty Celts,
(1795).
MARY FORMAN.
who had discovered that theirs was par excellence
The whole value of his goods, in the inventory of the "green isle of the ocean," as I presume they
F. J. FTTRNIVALL.
them, was 50Z. 2s. 2d.
had before Drennan was born (1754), came to wait
0. A. WARD.
for Drennan ?
LETTER FROM SIR WILLIAM SELBY TO LORD
Walthamstow.
FAIRFAX. The following is a copy of an autoPARALLEL DESCRIPTIONS SCOTT AND BYRON.
graph letter in my possession from Sir William
The references to the
In 'Kenil worth' (chap, xxi.) a passage occurs
Selby to Lord Fairfax.
Plague and the Marquis of Montrose are interest- which recalls vividly certain beautiful lines of

wif

:

be 1795, for

to

old, I

'

!

:

;

:

Do

ing.

the troubles referred to

mean

arrest for

debt?

Byron describing the enraged Sultana Gulbeyaz.
They are these
:

My

Lord, I inderstand by some freindo y' yor honoure
hath a purpose to endeavour to make me a member of
the house of p'liament. It is a favour I confesse y l I
cannot deserue or euer be able to requite but I shall not
faile to be thankfull for it, & euer to be yo r Lo'pps true
and faithfull servant. If it can be p'cured it will come (in
many respects) in a very acceptable time, I haue many
vrgent occasiones at London and dare not well come in
respect of some troubles I may happen into, besides the
plague is broken out in this tonne within this ten dayes
in a very daungerous manner, & the great enemy (Mountrose) of Scottland groues so stronge that he is much
feared. Report giue us some hope that we shall shortly
see yor Lo'pp in Yorke Shire I should ba glad it proued
so that I might haue an opportunity to wayte on your
honour. My wife doth p'sent her humble duty to yo r
Lo'pp & so doth, my Lord
Yo r most humble Seru 1
B&rwick the eixte
WILLIA' SELBT.
of Januarie 1645.

*******

Her cheek began

She stood a moment as a Pythoness
Stands on her tripod, agonised, and full
Of inspiration gathered from distress.
'Don Juan,' canto vi. stanzas
Thus Scott

the right honourable the Lord ffairfaxe at his
in Queene Strete these.

ci.-cvii.

:

"The Countess [Amy Robsart] stood in the midst of
her apartment like a juvenile Pythoness, under the influence of the prophetic fury. The veins in her beautiful
her cheek and
forehead started into swoln blue lines
neck glowed like scarlet her eyes were like those of an
imprisoned eagle."
The coincidence between these master passages
" Great
a suspicion arises that the
is so
striking,

Unknown" may have

(unconsciously, perhaps)
E. E. N.
plagiarized Byron's rare lines.

In dorso:
ffor

her eyes to sparkle,
blue veins to swell and darkle.

to flush,

And her proud brow's

BOLE.

&

Q.,' ante, p. 153, under 'Pigs
It is
told what a bole was.
bole (4), in the 'Dictionary,' but the
Now that we are told
is not given.

In

we

'

N.

are

Lodgeing

of Lead,'

The

Murray's
etymology
that it was originally a blazing wood- pile, it seems
not wrong to derive it from loel. bdl, with the
same sense. Compare E. fro with Icel. frd for the
The A.-S. form was bael (see bale (2) in
vowel.
'
I note that a sow; merely means
the Dictionary ')
"
"
Pig''
big lump," and a pig a smaller one (see

seal is a plain shield
barry of seven with
annulet in the middle chief.
A. G. REID.

Auchterarder.

EMERALD

ISLE.

Dr. William Drennan wrote a

called 'Erin,' which was published in 1815,
in 16tno., at Belfast.
The book was entitled
'
'
Fugitive Pieces in Verse and Prose. His Erin
heads the volume, and runs in that rattle that

poem

'

Irishmen,

two

lines

Moore included,
run

:

call poetry.

The

first

Wedgwood and in my Dictionary ') ; and it
must have been a bold and reckless guesser who
'

in

invented the A.-S. sausan, to scatter

(!),

seeing
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that the A.-S. alphabet has no au at all, though
are told
aw.
put it in place of
"
by the way, that a pig is the old name for a
small bowl or cup"; but I shall be extremely sur
prised if there is any proof at all of this guess.
course I know piggin ; but I am incredulous as to
the form pig in this sense as an old word.

We

late scribes

WALTER W.

DEAN

SKEAT.

The following poem is tranPoemata Anglorum (" editio
eecunda emendatior," 1779), and happily sketches
SWIFT.

scribed from

'

'

Selecta

the character of the versatile Dean of St. Patrick's,
It would be
was, indeed, a many-sided man.
The
interesting to know who was the author.
date 1740 is appended, only four or five years
before the death of Swift took place.

who

Quid

veiat.

Ridentem dicere verum
Hor.

Dulce, Decane, decus, Flos optime gentis Hibernce,
Nomine quique audis, ingenioque Celer ;
lepido indulges risu, et mutaris in boras,
Quo nova vis animi, materiesque rapit ;
Nunc gravis Aslrologus coelo dominaris et astris,
Filaque pro libitu Partriyiana secas.
Nunc populo speciosa hospes miracula promis,
Gentesque aequoreas, aeriasque creas.
Sou plausum captat queruli persona Draperi,
Seu levis a vacuo Fabula eumpta cado.

Dum

Mores egregios mira exprimis arte Magister,
Et vitam atque homines pagina quaeque sapit;
Socraticce minor est vis, et sapientia charter,

Nee

P. 320.

The

lines very

much remind one

of the

happy

description and address to him given by Pope in
the ' Dunciad,' the first book of which, published
in 1728, is dedicated to Swift
:

O

thou whatever title please thine ear,
Dean, Drapier, Bickerstaff, or Gulliver
Whether thou choose Cervantes' serious air,
Or laugh and shake in Rabelais' easy chair,
Or praise the court, or magnify mankind,
Or thy grieved country's copper chains unbind.
Bk. i. v. 19-24.
!

!

7 >s.

vm. SEPT. 23,

such peccadilloes) are great (in number and
law of synchronism. The
'
authoress of Robert Elsmere is the latest recruit
to the rank of these literary recidivi.
Describing,
at p. 327 of that work, a meeting between her hero
and Reginald Newcome " some time towards the
end of July'' she add?, four pages later " and
then, suddenly as he stood gazing at his companion,
the spring sun, and murmur all about them," &c.
The italics, of course, are mine. Novelists of both
sexes may, I suppose, plunge wildly into theology,
and even lunacy, but the natural sciences require
in

guilt) sinners against the

'

:

firmer handling.
Manchester.

J. B. S.

FLY-LEAF

INSCRIPTION
REGISTRATION OF
The annexed note by Mr. Halliwell-Phillippa appears on the fly-leaf of a copy of
Andrew Yarranton's 'England's Improvement by
Sea and Land to outdo the Dutch without Fighting,
Pay Debts without Money, set all the Poor of England to Work, prevent unnecessary Suits in Law,
prevent Fires in London,' &c., 1677, 8vo.

LAND

:

TITLES.

:

"A

very curious book, containing much about Stratford-on-Avon, Kidderminster, and many other places.
It is, perhaps, the earliest work in which the registration
of land titles is earnestly recommended."

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

tan turn potuit grande Platonis opus.

1

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

KITTY HYDE, DUCHESS OF QUEENSBERRY. I
have a copy of Prior's 'Poems on Several Occasion?,'
in the third volume of which (second edition, London, 1727) there occurs an odd mistake, which it
is difficult to account for, as the person principally
by it held, when the book was published, a
position second to none in the fashionable society
of the day.
Everybody knows 'The Female
affected

Phaeton,' which begins

:

Thus Kitty Beautiful and Young,

And wild as Colt untam'd ;
Bespoke the Fair from whence she sprung,

With little Rage inflam'd.
In the picture gallery at the Bodleian Library
A note in my copy says " Lady Catherine
in Oxford is a fine portrait of the dean, half Hyde, afterwards Lady Essex.
She died in France,
1723 "; while Lidy Jinney, who is mentioned in
length, painted by Charles Jervas, and presented
John
by
Barber, Alderman of London, who filled the fourth stanza, is described as "now Duchess of
the office of Lord Mayor in 1733.
Lady Catherine Hyde was the
Queensberry."
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
wife of Charles, third Duke of Queensberry and
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
second Duke of Dover, and not Lady Jane, her
sister.
She died July 17, 1777, aged seventy-six
CARELESSNESS OF AUTHORS. Slip-shod narrayear?, and was buried in the Douglas vault in Durristion is a
sin not far removed in
:

degree

literary

from slip-shod grammar and slip-shod

style.

The

difference in literary casuistry is lesser than the
scholastic distinction between a mortal and venial
offence against the Decalogue.
But there is a
difference,

which accounts, perhaps,

for

some book-

makers being so irrifcatingly peccant in the matter.
polish and vigour of style and grammatical
accuracy are sadly marred by such carelessness.
Novelists (who, by the way, can ill afford to indulge

Yet

deer Church, Upper Nithsdale,in Dumfriesshire (see
N. & Q.,' 4 th S. x. 169).
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Jaipur, Rajputana.

THE NAME SHAKSPEARE.
name no

As

to the

man

etymology

has any doubt.
Che analogies of Feuterspear and Wagstaff are
lufficient.
But as many unreasonable people, deighting more in paradox than in plain sense, have
ried to derive the name (why this name only ?)
f

this

reasonable

7*

S.

from

VIII. SEPT. 28,

kinds

all

sources, I think

of
it is

'89.]
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extraneous

and

impossible

worth while to add to the ana-

logies the following.

Being lately in Lichfield, I
saw over a Bhop-door the name of Shakeshaft.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
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a representation of Christ entering Jerusalem humbly
riding on an aas, intended as a reflection on the state assumed by the prelates.)"

Can any correspondent supply information about
Peter Payne, with respect to his birthplace, education, or his occupation in England or abroad ?

WILLIAM PAYNE.
Woodleigb, Southsea.

We

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct

'

A BRETON

Can any of
the author or publisher of a
poem entitled, I believe, 'A Breton Fisherboy'a
Lament,' the first verse of which is as follows 1
your readers

"A

We

have three old

paintings which we are
very curious to know something about, as there is
a belief that they are those of Burns's father,
The description in
mother, and brother Gilbert.
Burns's * Life exactly corresponds with their apon
pearance
canvas, and the name Gilbert Burns is
written on the back of one ; the dates of the others,
I think, are 1760 or 1770.
The pictures were formerly in the possession of an old relative (now deceased), who lived near Kilmarnock, whose name
was the same as that of Mrs. Burns before her mar-

ENQUIRER.

riage.

CORIOLANUS

'

IN DUBLIN.
Can any reader
'
supply the exact date of the last revival of Coriolanus at the Theatre Royal Dublin ? If I mistake
'

Guatavus Brooke appeared as Coriolanus,
and was supported, among others, by Mr. Bancroft.

not,

W.

J. L.

'VERDANT GREEN.' Would CUTHBERT BEDE
kindly inform me how many copies of the first edition of the

first

H. P. M.

THOMAS HARRIS.

Are any particulars concerning this manager of Drury Lane Theatre to be obtained; and where are they to be found?

URBAN.
CRICHTON OF LUGTON AND GILMERTON. I

oil

'

*

Buzzing fly when autumn 's fled,
Drone whose summer mates are dead,
Cricket, swallow, drone, and fly,
You are not so poor as I.

?

RAEBCRN PORTRAIT OF BURNS.

According to
yesterday's Truth a dirty old portrait of Burns was
recently bought at a broker's shop in Toronto for 21.
It has been carefully cleaned, and turns out to be an
oil painting by
Raeburn, dated 1787. The purchaser
now values it at 2,000^., and intends to send it to Scotland for exhibition, with a view to its sale. This picture
was bought many years ago at the sale of the household
effects of a deceased Scotch farmer in Canada."

part of this

work

left the press

F.

W.

?

D.

me

Since our boat went down at sea
There is no one left to care for me.
Cricket when the hearth is cold,
Swallow when the year grows old,

PORTRAIT OF BURNS. Can you give me any
information on the subject of the following paragraph, which appeared in the daily papers about a
year ago

FISHERBOY'S LAMENT.'

tell

should be glad of any information relating to above
The mother of Dr. James
family, its county, &c.
Spottiswoode, Bishop of Clogher 1621-1644, was
Beatrix, daughter of Patrick Crighton, of above

CHARLES

estates.

S. KING.

Corrard, Lisbellaw.

LADY MORGAN'S 'ST. CLAIR; OR, THE
OF DESMOND.' Can any contributor or reader tell
me where I can obtain or see a copy of that novel,
which Webb (' Compendium of Irish Biography ')
"
" was much
admired ?
J. B. S.
says
Manchester.

FOWLING-PIECE. I find in the Penny London
Morning Advertiser of June 11, 1744, under the
head of Dublin, June 2, of the same year, the following paragraph

:

"We

hear that a person has lately laid before the
Society [the Dublin Society for the Encouragement of
Arts and Sciences] a new and neat invention of a Fowling-piece that discharges two shots, one immediately
after the other."

PETER PAYNE. In the Lives of English Car- Was this the first double-barrelled gun;
species of fowling-piece does it refer ?
dinal?,' by Folkestone Williams, vol. ii. p. 57,
C. A.

describing the attendance of three hundred reformers at the Council of Basle on
January 9,
1433, the author states
^

Among them were

their principal preachers, and
prominent in their company the inevitable Englishman,
a Peter Payne,' said to have been the artist who some
years previously had painted a very striking cartoon that
had adorned an inn at Prague. We are not
quite sure of
the authenticity of this incident. It is
All
just possible
that is certain is, that the
Englishman led the Hussites
when they entered Basle. (The cartoon alluded to was
'

what

WHITE.

Preston on the Wild Moors.

:

"

or to

ANGELS AND NEEDLES.

sities of
Literature,'

D'Israeli, in his

Curio-

makes merry over Pope's 'Mar-

tinus Scriblerus,' chap, vii., in which he attributes
certain statements about angels to St. Thomas

Some of these are right enough, as
Aquinas.
any one who knows what St. Thomas says is well
aware.
But D'Israeli not only refers to these, but
inserts another about dancing on needle-points,
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with the number that do this, of which Pope says
Can any one refer to an earlier statenothing.

ment to a similar effect ? I know what St. Thomas
Aquinas and Duns Scotus actually say too well to
ask for the references ; but they have no mention,
I believe, of this.
I know what has been said in
'N. & Q.' also.
ED. MARSHALL.
MRS. M. HODSON

(NE'E

Can any

HOLFORD).

reader of 'N. & Q.' give me the titles or dates of
'
'
publication of the Lives of Balboa and Pizarro/
which were translated by Mrs. Hodson, and are
'
referred to in N. & Q.,' 4 th S. xi. 412 ?
Also the
date of the death of her husband, the Rev. Septimus
Hodson, D.D., who was vicar of Thrapstone.
W. G. B. PAGE.
77, Spring Street, Hull.

HUTCHINSON FAMILY OF CARELEP, co. MONACan any one kindly refer me to the living

GHAN.

representatives of this family, so described at the
allied, I believe, to Hut-

beginning of the century,
chinson of Grange ?

CORDUFF.

INSCRIPTION IN PARISH REGISTER.
In the
parish of Sandon, in Essex, the register begins,
"
Anno 2 do Marise Reginse, festo Sancti Michaelis
Anno Domini 1554." On the
at the befly-leaf
ginning is the following inscription, in a handwriting later than that of the first part of the

A

register

:

Hwura
Fosta

Dial duw,
Dial duw.

dial,

dial,

that Philadelphians would like
subject.

THE SPECTATOR,' in 8 vols., London, 1807.
have a copy of the above, in which the seventh
and eighth volumes are exactly alike, from the
dedication to William Honeycomb, Esquire, to
"
Finis." The sixth volume ends with Letter 473,
the seventh and eighth each begin with Letter 556.
The true seventh volume, with dedication to Mr.
(afterwards Sir Paul) Methuen, is entirely wanting.
'

Is this a peculiarity of
it in existence ?

translation follows in the

:

same hand

Some time
1856 some
facetious rhymes appeared in your comic contemThe
porary bearing the above or a similar title
Lay of a Bustle' the doggerel production might
have been called, for I do not think that at that
time we had so far advanced in euphemism as to
call that presumed enhancement of feminine charms
a "dress improver."
The story turned upon a
cautious feminine economist depositing her savings*

STORY OF A BUSTLE': 'PUNCH.'

during the

:

e

m

let him feare who ever he be
y* dare
Purloine God's tribute, or the Church's share.

Are the first eight words Welsh ; and, if so,
what is their meaning ? And are the Latin lines
Brian Walton, editor of
original or a quotation ?
the Polyglot Bible, was rector of Sandon
1635-41,
when he was deprived, but was reinstated after
the Restoration, and was shortly after made
Bishop of Chester. I should be disposed to attribute the poem to him.
It may express the
feelings of a Royalist rector when he saw the
eagles of Presbyterianism and Independency about
to swoop down upon his
glebe and tithes.
R. E. BARTLETT.

C helms ford.

WEMYSS: MOORE.

In the Philadelphia Sunday
"

it is

stated that

1854,

years

1855,

or

'

for greater security, in that article of
The opening lines, if I re-

member

accurately, ran

:

partial power, that to the female race
Is charg'd t' apportion gifta of form and face.

So

Press of August 10

are there others
0. C. B.

That

off'ring broils ; y eagle spies
gob she lurch'd, and to her young she flies.
e
spark unseen lurke (? lurked)
y fatall stealth
Befyrde her nest and burn'd up all her wealth.

A
A

my copy, or

like

her sex's adornment.

Sic metuat, quicunque dei violate ministros
Et eacras audet despoliare domos.

The sacred

some light on the
RAZZLE-DAZIL.

I

Fatali igniculus predse interceptus adhaesit
Sacrilegasque sacer devorat ignis opes.

The

a vm. SEPT. 28/89.

daughter of Earl Wemyss, married William
Moore, of Moore Hall, Montgomery County."
What authority is there for this statement ? Her
brother James, afterwards fifth Earl of Wemyss,
had been driven from Scotland because of his
"
friendship for the house of Stuart." These statements so conflict with pedigrees and the peerages

bank book,

Victima sacra deo comburitur: abripit offam
Hinc aquila; ad pulloa fertque jucunda suos

[7*

Williamina,

Can any of your readers kindly refer me to the
number of the famous periodical in which the
NEMO.
metrical legend appeared?
Temple.

CRAB HARVEST.

I do not find in the pages of
any mention of this Worcestershire expression, which I think is worthy of preservation.
A few days ago I was speaking to a bricklayer's
man who is engaged on a new building in this
parish, and I congratulated him on the good pro"
Yes,
gress which was being made in the work.
" we be
getting very near crab
sir," he replied,
harvest again "; by which he meant that he would
soon be out of work, and would have to look out
for another job.
Is the expression found in other
1

N.

&

Q.'

counties?
Knightwick Rectory.

J. B.

WILSON, M.A.

LISTS OF STEWARDS AND SOLICITORS TO MARQUISES AND LORDS. Are there any lists of names,
MS. or printed, of solicitors and stewards to the

Marquis of Northampton and Lord Southampton
I should also be
for the year and prior to 1782.
glad to know the date of the earliest list of attor-

7'" S.

VIII. SEPT. 28, '89.]

neys, and whether
act as stewards.

it

G. V. BROOKE'S

NOTES AND QUERIES.

was common

for solicitors to

J.

LONDON D^BUT.

E. D.
It

known that Gustavus Brooke's first
"
appearance in" London was made as the Hibernian Koscius
some time during the season of
1833-34.
Virginias was the play, and the Victoria Theatre the scene of action.
Can any reader
'
of N. & Q.' supply the exact date of Brooke's
debut?
W. J. L.
generally

'

In 'De Proprietatibus Eerum'

COCKS.

The

1831"?
&c.,

|

existing

Monu|

letterpress title adds,

" St. Paul's
Churchyard."

What

THEATRE.

iii.), makes the word a
"
rhyme with bare ":

And

:

in a

moment throng

:

:

to all cockes, but to
it not, & therefore
not to bee pertaker of our cockes prayses "
(!;
Is there any ground whatever for this assertion
;
or is it only a characteristic touch of John-Bullism ?

slurring monosyllable

Each other overbare

said
" He
loueth ieolouslye his hennes
and when he
findeth meate, he calleth his Hennes, together with a
certaine voyce, and spareth his owne meate to feed
them therewith: and he setteth next to him on the
rooste, the hen that is most fat and tender, and loueth
her best, & desireth most to haue her presence.
In
the morow tide when he flyeth to get his meate, first
he layeth his side to her side, and by certayne tokens

caling them together beelongs not
English, for in Germany they vse

E. L. G.

has been the history of the

(book

is

and beckes, as it were loue-taches, he wooeth hir."
In a very old hand in the margin of
my copy this
note is written
" That kindnes
of sparing his meat for the hens and

"Longman,"

Our plebs stick
pronunciation of this word ?
loyally to the antique : 'Arry takes his 'Arriet to
'
'
the theayter.
Dryden, in Palamon and Arcite
in

it

demonstrated by an Appeal to

ments, Sculptures,
Gems, Coins, and Medals.
By a Fellow of Several Learned Societies. London,
|

not

is

|
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the spacious theatre.
J. C.

Temple.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Christ

is

the Master of this House.
at every meal.
of every conversation.

The Unseen Guest
The Silent Hearer

N. 0.
to loose the bands that God decreed to bind,
Still will we be the children of the heather and the wind.
It

's ill

Far away from home, oh it 's still for you and me
That the broom is blowing bonnie in the North Countrie.
These lines form the dedicatory page of E. L. Steven'
son's Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.'
Are
S. A.
they original, or from what are they taken ?
!

E. E.

Kepli**.

Boston, Lincolnshire,

THE EEV.

F. W. FABER, D.D.
What does F.
In biographical dictionaries he is put
down as "Francis William," but the title-pa^e
<
The Cherwell Water-lily, and other
(1840) of
Poems,' gives his name as "Frederick William."
The volume was dedicated "To Henry Faber,
Esq., and the Eev. Francis Faber, B.D., my
Brothers and second Fathers." It would seem,
then, that Frederick was the proper name of the
CDTHBERT BEDE.
poet and theologian.

stand for

?

Who

DISCOVERIES IN THE BIBLE.
is the Scripture character that was blessed and cursed
by the
same authority for the same act ? Lord
Coleridge
implies there was such in p, 230 of the New Review, August, but only in a sentence of strange
misquotations. There is no such phrase in Scrip"
ture as
the Fall," nor as " the man after God's
own heart"; and the question whether God be

"the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever" is
whether "a man" that he
heart" at the age of thirty
continued so at the age of seventy. His
lordship
is very hard on the late Matthew Arnold if
fatherthis
ing
E. L. G.
upon him.

totally distinct from
"found after his own

'THE TRUTHS OF EEVELATION.' Who was the
author of a small volume with two
title-pages, the
first
engraved thus, "The Truths of Eevelation
|

|

ANNE YEA.RSLEY OF BATH.
(7* S. viii. 188.)
In 1784, the year that Dr. Johnson died, Ann
Yearsley was a milkwoman at Bath. She was
afflicted with a husband and several children
which evils, however, she seems to have deserved,
ex post facto at any rate, by reason of her inMrs. More's
gratitude to Mrs. Hannah More.
cook, who contributed on easy terms towards the
support of Ann Yearsley's only blessing, her pig,
introduced the pig's mistress to her own mistress,
thus establishing, perhaps for the first time, a connexion between pig-meat and poetry; for Mr?.
More soon discovered that this uneducated Ann
had written verses which "bore striking indica-

owing to which misfortune, and
and children, the poetess was
reduced to a state of penury that could not be
averted even by the generous efforts of her pig to
fatten himself for the market.
Mrs. More, therefore, at once presented Ann with a grammar, a
dictionary, and a spelling-book; she corrected and
polished Ann's verses ; she wrote, by the space of
thirteen months, hundreds of letters to her influential friends on Ann's behalf.
She thus raised
a sum of ho less than six hundred pounds. She
that
Ann's
with
the latest imverses,
arranged
provements, should be published, and that the
profits (for of course there would be profits),
tions of genius,"
to her husband

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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together with the six hundred pounds, should be
held in trust for the benefit of Ann and her
belongings. Then, after the work had been issued
and fairly well sold, then, and not sooner, was
that fatal weakness of the poetic character revealed.
Ann wanted to have her money for herself She
basely ignored the fact that but for Mrs. More
and the pig, who had now accomplished his benevolent purpose she would not have had a penny
to bless herself with.
She objected to being called
!

" an
"
object of charity
by Mrs. More, who had
kindly written a preface to her book ; she showed
"

equally a stranger to gratitude and prudence "; she expressed " in the coarsest terms her
"
about the money. So
rage and disappointment
herself

says William Roberts, Commissioner in Bankruptcy,
in his pious and voluminous 'Life of Hannah
More.'
Which conduct of Ann's excites one's
wrath, even after the lapse of a century ; for I
know, by the example of my own Kitty and by
many other examples, that milkwomen, if they are
not poetical, are at least innocent, inoffensive, and

There were, however, some odious
persons who took part with the ignorant poetess,
stimulated, perhaps, by Mrs. More's too frequent
and indiscriminate use of the religious dialect of her

interesting.

period.

Ann Yearsley's verses, so far as I can recollect
"
them, were of the occasional" kind, and were often
for your uneducated or half-educated
devotional,
bard was always devotional until the Board Schools
knocked all that out of him. I have a copy of her
book, a thin quarto, dated, I think, 1785, and
would gladly lend

it

to

MR. BOUCHIER, knowing

to be a man of probity and
promptitude ir
these matters.
But lovely woman, the fons et
of
too
often
disturbs or demolishes
origo
poetic art,
with her duster that which owed its existence to
her other charm?, and in this instance she has no

him

spared even her
volume.

own

sex.

I cannot find the

A.

J.

M.

In a letter from the Rev. Dr. Lort to Bishop Percy
dated Saville Row, October 31, 1785, and printec

vm.

s.

[7*

SEPT. as,

305. Her death is thus recorded in Gent.
806, vol. Ixxvi. p. 485:

).

Mag. t

"
May 8. At Melksham, Wilts, where she had some
ime resided, Mrs. Anne Yearsley, well known in the
oetical world as a self-instructed votary of the Muses,

nder the name of 'The Milkwoman of

Bristol.'

She

)088essed an extraordinary degree of genius, and an exiensive and rare information and abilities, seldom found
n the obscure path of life in which she originally moved."

ler works at the British

bllowing

Museum

comprise the

:

Poems on Several Occasions. With a Prefatory Letter
Other copies of the
by Hannah More. Lond., 1785.
above, third edition, 1785 (with a portrait inserted of
he authoress, published 1814) ; fourth edition, 1786.

Poems on Various Subjects. Being her second work.
With Mrs. Yearsley's Narrative Exculpating herself
from the Charge of Ingratitude to Hannah More.'
'

Lond., 1787.

A Poem on the Inhumanity of the Slave-Trade.
Lond. [1788].
Stanzas of Woe, addressed from the Heart on a Bed of
Eames, Esq., &c. Lond., 1790.
Earl Goodwin, an Historical Play in Five Acts, and in
Verse. Lond., 1791.
Reflections on the Death of Louis XVI. In Verse.

Illness to L.

Bristol, 1793.

An

Elegy on Marie Antoinette, Queen of France.

Bristol, 1795?]

The Royal Captives : a Novel, founded on the Story of
the Iron Mask. 4 vols. Lond., 1795.
The Rural Lyre. A Volume of Poems, &c. Lond.,
1796.
[With a portrait inserted of the authoress, published 1787, and engraved by Lowry.]
An autograph letter, dated 1787, addressed to the Rev.
.

(Add.

MS.

18,204, fol. 196).

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

[Very many

replies are acknowledged.]

CLERICAL EXPLOSIVES

"
:

PER

DINCI

"
(7

th

S.

The "explosive" "per
326, 435; viii. 31).
dinci" is to be heard every day in everybody's
mouth in Italy ; it is by no means confined to
The Italian authentic vocabulary is said
priests.
to be the poorest of any of the greater European
languages ; but the number of quasi-arbitrary

vii.

Nichols's 'Literary Illustrations,' vol. vii
474, Mrs. Yearsley is thus spoken of
" The
Bishop of Derry is now at Bath, and has given
fifty pounda to the Bristol poetical milkwoman since sh(
has quarrelled with some of her first patrons and pro
tectors, and has threatened to write the Life and Adven
tures of Hannah More, who first drew her from ob

variations of which every word is susceptible is
so prodigious that the whole world could hardly
contain all the volumes that might be formed out
of their enumeration.
When the laws against swearing and blasphemy
carried terrible penalties
heavy fines, long imprisonment, branding, and cutting out the tongue,

scurity."

&c.

in
p.

Accounts of her

:

will

be found in Gent. Mag., 1784

ii. p. 897
vol. Iv. part ii. p. 812
'Biographie Universelle,' 1828, vol. Ii. p. 458
and 'Censura Literaria,' pp. Ill, 112. A review
of her maiden tragedy, entitled
Goodwin,' per
formed at the Bath Theatre November 2, 1789, i
in
Gent.
vol.
lix. part ii. p. 1045
given
Mag.,

vol. liv. part

;

'

while a specimen of her poetry, in the form of an
'Epistle to Miss H. More,' appears in vol. Iv

practice of confession was so
exercised an irksome restraint on
every-day life, both reasons for constraint led "men
the
to envelope or disguise their oaths (otherwise
relief of their feelings ") in forms of expression,
which saved them equally from the necessity of
private confession and from legal penalty.
It was thus that the oath, apparently commonestin"
some form or other among all peoples, per Dio,'*
"
came to be commuted into " per dinci j and thus "per

and when the

general that

it

T*

a vm, SEPT,

28, '89.]
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The astute confessor at first
dinci bacco" is nothing but "by the god Bacchus." ing was incurred.
smelt a rat, and parried the intended reproach by
Another evasive form of "per Dio" is "per
"
the use of the
mio," which some take to have arisen from per detailing the circumstances in which
mio Dio," stopping short of using the sacred name, expression would be innocent ; but before he had
and others in mitigation of it by substituting m concluded his speech his conscience and his habit
with a
forZ>.
got the better of him, and he wound up
It would far exceed the limits of an ordinary warning seasoned with his favourite expletive i
"
after all it is best to avoid
into all the
ma
to
if I were to

go
attempt
reply
various forms of evasion common in Italy of the
I should
counsels and enactments against oaths.
want a whole column to write about " magari "
"
alone, for instance.
very favourite one is diaof
"diavolo"
and
said
to
be
a
mixture
mine,"
"domine"; and this, among other varieties, some"
"
"
imes takes the form of diacine and diancine."
!

A

Mais,

saying

foi!

it."

As an

instance of

it is

easy

how extremes meet, and how

for people of the best intentions to mis-

understand each other, I may mention the followfriend of mine, whose English dread of
ing.
any taking of the name of God in vain was exa French
treme, was one day horrified to find that
to her
nurse, who had been specially recommended
for her piety, was teaching her little girl the force

A

"Diascolo," again, is an improved form of "dia"
diascane."*
volo," and this again is disguised as
"
When
la Tuscany, where the habit of swearing seems of the common French use of "mon Dieu
to be reckoned more rampant than in any part of called to account for profanity, the pious Frenchwoman not only testified the most evident surprise
Italy, if we reckon from the common saying,
" bestemmiare come un
bufc
toscano," the involutions at being taxed with anything of the sort,
"
"
of the simple
per Dio have gradually developed turned the tables on her mistress by clearly regardinto the complicated form "per Dinderindina"; ing her as little better than a freethinker for ob"
her child should prendre le bon Diea
"per Cristo" into "per Cristalina"" and "per jecting that
"
I
of every minute action of her life.
Cribbio"; and to wish any one an
accidente," a temoin
which was itself originally a polite form of cursing, am bound to say that this idea, rather than intengrew to be so terribly significant that it in turn tional profanity, really seems to me to pervade
came to be disguised into "acciderba" and other much of the calling on God and the saints with
"
of
which
forms,
given by which continental peoples season their conversaaccidempoli,"
Hundreds of times I have noticed such exW. C. M. B., is one.
tion.
But "dindi" is quite another matter, and is pletives uttered with an intonation which savoured
It is rather of an invocation than an oath.
innocent of all connexion with swearing.
!

simply an onomatopoeia, adapted from the jingle of
money, just as in England we used to call a horse
to children, because carters used to
"gee-gee"
"
" Gee
I know a child who long resay
up
!

fused to call a horse anything but a "poo," because the first time she saw one he happened to
sneeze a good deal, and she unconsciously made
up an onomatopoeia of her own. Italians similarly
use "dinderlo" and "dinderli" for any pendant
"
ornaments, and "dindon" ( = ding-dong") and
"
dindonare " for the sound of a big bell, and " tin"
tin
and " tintinnare " for a small one.
The query brings to mind a story of a French
priest who, having a habit of constantly saying
"Ma foi," which gave scandal to the more straitlaced of his parishioners, one of them undertook to
give him a hint of the same by asking his advice
as to whether by saying " Ma foi " the sin of swear* In the
lately published novel 'Les Fiances de Radegonde,' par Adrien Gbabot, occurs an allusion to the
facility with which the people makeup these transformations of words.
The hero is an enfant trouve, and instead of calling the woman who brings him up either
"madarae" or "mother," he finds a middle term "Par
une habitude d'enfance, il donnait a la vieille femme un
nom qui, sans etre mere, etait moins dur que madame ; il
disait m$ne.
Ni Tun ni 1'autre n'auraient su dire d'ou
venait ce mot dans la bouche du jeune homme, il avait
une certaine tendresse. Mene, je suis ma'heureux," &c.
:

;

B. H. BUSK.
"

"
KING OF ARMS " OR " KING AT ARMS

(7

Either I or the
the readers of
printer must apologize humbly to
'
N. & Q.' Last week a note was published by me
in which I referred readers to Sir David Lyndsay's
"
King "at Arms." I need
signature, saying it was
it should be
that
King of Arms";
say
hardly
but it is always well to correct errors immediately.
I^ELIUS.
S. vii.

448;

viii.

29, 112, 235).

[Our contributor

is

responsible for the error.]

OSMUNDA. (7 S. viii. 87). A popular handbook
on 'British Ferns' (1859), by Thomas Moore,
th

connected

F.L.S., F.H.S., &c., recites the legend
with the Osmunda regalis, but it states that
" some derive it
(osmunda) from the Saxon mund, which
consider the word
they say signifies strength. Others
the
of
domestic
peace, and derive it from
expressive
Saxon 05, house, and mund, peace." P. 88.
in the legend as given to show
There is

nothing

that the child who was saved along with her
See also
mother ever came to queen's estate.
the 'Ferns of Great Britain,' by Anne Pratt,
has the following:
pp. 116-17. Parkinson (1640)
" It

munda

called in Latine (it hath no Greeke name) Ostherein ; it is
regalis of the singular properties

is

also called

or
by some Filicastrum and Filix flonda,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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It is called in
florescens, Filix palustris, or aquatica
Italian, Osmunda, in French, Osmunde and Feugiere

aquatique, in high Dutch, Wasser Farn and Orosse Farn
some in English, Osmund Feme, Osmund the waterOsman, Osmund royall, and S. Christophers herbe
mund is not particularly remembred by the ancients,

probable enough they knew it, and comprehended it under the male Feme, for Galen commendeth the roote of Feme to be very profitable, and
therefore the later times added a Royall title unto it, in
that it had rather more effectuall vertues than others."

although

-P.

it

is

1039.

J.

F.^MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

Withering observes,

"

Name

of

origin :
I can only

volume of Macgillivray, London,
1848, p. 393. In the 'English Botany,' vol. iii.,
or 'Engl. Flora,' vol. iv. p. 327, there may be
more. The legend of the Osmunda regalis is given
from Moore's ' Popular History of British Ferns

refer to the small

'

in'N.

&Q./2 nd

s.

vm.

SEPT. 23,

'89.

the alienated lands which he recovered to his see
were the surrounding places of Marychurcb,

Staverton,

Dawlish, and Holcombe.
a curious contrast with

Sparkwell,

The word Paganum

offers

home or cathedral residence, still
"
The Deanery of Christianize."
called
'
'
Cartularium is only deI trust Mr. Birch's
" index
layed, and that it will be followed by an
"
an inthe district of his

and other apparatus, including
dex of persons.
Phonetic "laws" may be valuable auxiliaries,
but should not overrule more constant causes.
uberrimus

THOMAS KERSLAKE.

Saxon

Osmunden was one of the names of Thor. "

CT*

S. viii. 116.

Wynfrid, Clevedon.

HUMAN LEATHER
131).

Many

(7

th

S.

vii.

326, 433

;

viii.

77,

when looking over Jarrow
Venerable Bede's native place, we
years ago,

Church, the
were told that the dark, hard substance nailed on
the door was the skin of Danes. Can any one inA. B.
form me if it is there still ?

ED. MARSHALL.

TRANSLATION WANTED

th

(7

S. viii. 108, 209).-

None

of the contributors mentions a translation
by J. Addington Symonds of the venerable archdeacon's song:

In the public-house
Is

Let

my resolution
wine to my lips

At

BONHAM FAMILY (7 th S. viii. 168). It may be
of use to your correspondent MR. A. T. EVERITT to
learn that Thomas Bonham was of Kent, and had
the wardship of the great heiress Dorothy Basset,
and, being her guardian, kept his first court at
Bradwell, near Coggeshall, in Essex, in 1531. He
married her, when very young, to his son Robert

to die

;

life's

be nigh.

dissolution

:

That will make the angels cry,
With glad elocution,
"
Grant this toper, God on high,
"
Grace and absolution
!

See " Wine,

Women, and Song

It is from Montgaillard (iv. 290) that Carlyle
takes his account of the tanning of human skins at
Meudon. The passage has been already quoted in
C. C. B.
these columns.

Mediaeval Latin
Students' SoDgs.
Now First Translated into
English Verse, with an Essay by John Addiogton
Symonds. Ohatto & Windus, 1884."
To show how opinions may differ, here are some
of the translator's concluding remarks
:

:

"In

spite of a certain literary
edifying product of mediaeval art
been dealing. When I look back

charm, it is not an
with which I have
upon my own work,
and formulate the impression left upon my mind by
familiarity with the songs I have translated, the doubt
occurs whether some apology be not required for having
With
dragged these forth from antiquarian obscurity
regard to women, a note of undisguised materialism
rounds throughout the large majority of their erotic
Tenderness of feeling is rarely present."
rongs.

Bonham, and the

issue

was two sons and two

Robert Bonham's widow married
daughters.
secondly Anthony Maxey, of Saling, in Essex, and
she disinherited the children by her first husband,
so that Jeremy Bonham became a poor pensioner,
to whom she allowed the miserable pittance of 101.
a year for

life.

Thomas Bonham,

of Stanway, in Essex, was
second husband to the widow of Edward Knivet,
and after her death, in 1535, he came into a moiety

and resided at Stanway Hall.
The Bonham arms are Gules, a chevron

of the estate,

en-

grailed between three crosses patte", fitche.
C. GOLDING.
Colchester.

Pp. 168-9.

R. R.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

In Wiltshire Archceological Magazine, vol. i.
"
note 2, it is given
Bonhome," Bonham.

p. 144,

principal Wiltshire family of this name lived
at Great Wishford A.D. 1315-1637. Leland says:
" The manor
place of Haselbyry stondith in a litle
vale, and was a thing of a simple building afore that old
Mr. Bonehom father did build there. The Bonehomes
afore that tyme dwellid by Lacok upon Avon."

The

ETYMOLOGY OF PAIGNTON

(7
this

th

S.

vii.

509;

Does
58, 117, 158).
name, existing
before the Conquest, need the help of NormanFrench at all?
In chartular language Paganum
equalled Prsedium, and Paignton was a country
residence of Bishop Leofricus and his successors,
most likely also of his antecessors
either in
the removed see or in the monastery to which it
was removed ; most likely the latter for among
viii.

Some curious correspondence between Lord
Stourton and Sir John Bonham, of Brook (Brook
is a tithing of the parish of Stourton), is to be
found in an article by Canon Jackson relating to

7*8. VIII. SEPT.

28, '89.]
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the murder of the Hartgills by Lord Stourton, A.D.
1553, published in Wiltshire Archaeological Magatithing of Stourton parish, called
zine, vol. viii.

A

Bonham, was conveyed to Lord Stourton by Walter
Bonham, of Great Wishford. Nicholas Bonham,
Esq.,

was owner

of

Mere Down, Mere,

Bonham A.D. 1549.
THOMAS HENRY BAKER.

coronet and higher precedence than I have indicated.
After all, these matters are governed by
common sense, and if the eldest sons of dukes are
to bear the coronet of a marquis, what position
were they in before that title was recognized in the

English peerage

?

There are two dukes whose creations are earlier
than that of any existing marquisate, viz., Norfolk

Wiltshire.

WERE PROOFS SEEN BY ELIZABETHAN AUTHORS
S. vii. 304; viii. 73.)
Since I wrote my note I

?

(7

253

th

have found,

and Somerset, and neither of their eldest sons has
the title of marquis.
Does not common sense
show that the rank and coronet are guided by the

in the quarto 1601 edition of 'Every
rank of the earliest creation, viz., the Earl of
His Humour,' what seems to me like an
Arundel and Surrey, which titles date from 1155
allusion to the custom of receiving proofs. Speakand 1483 respectively ? Again, if the eldest sons
ing of his father having seen the letter addressed of dukes have the
rank, title, and coronet of a

Man

in

to himself, Lorenzo junior says (II.

iii.),

"My father

had the proving of your copy, some howre before I
saw it."
But as giving proof positive that in 1624, or in
the

first half of 1625, for Fletcher died of the
plague August 29 of the latter year, my friend
Mr. P. A. Daniel has come across a passage whose
whereabouts he had forgotten. It is in ' The Nice
Valour,' IV. i, and though it was written in say
1625, I know of no reason for supposing that the
customs of printers had altered within that quarter
of a century. Nay, taking it with what I have
before quoted, we have every reason for believing
that they had not altered. Lapet (I quote the
second, or 1679 folio) says to his servant, the

clown Galoshio,
So, bring

And

me

the last proof, this

is

corrected.

Galoshio having gone and returned, the

fol-

Lap. What says ray Printer now ?
Clow. Here 's your last Proof, Sir.
You shall have perfect Books now in a twinkling.
It is worth noting, too, that the work is but a
booklet, and that after each of these quotations we
have remarks about such and such words being in
pica roman, italica, commencing with capitals, and
there being "pilcrows," and the paper being of
such base quality as pot paper.

BR. NICHOLSON.

HEAVEN

HEAVENS

th

S. viii. 25, 173).
The
(7
account of St. Stephen's vision (Acts vii. 56, mis:

printed xii. at p. 173) tells us that he saw the
heavens opened, but not that he saw our Lord in
them. Bather their opening was, as it were, the
rending of the veil, whereby things beyond become
visible.
St. Matthew iii. 16 is a similar case.
On the other hand, St. John saw a door opened ev
TW ovpava , and a throne was set ev TO> ovpava
MANSI IN SOLITUDINE.
(Rev. iv. 1, 2).

LORD HARTINGTON

IN

THE ROYAL ACADEMY

S. vii. 445; viii. 18, 75, 157).

not think

As MR.UDAL

(7

th

does

statement "satisfactory," I would
him to name any trustworthy
authority for giving the eldest sons of dukes a

my

respectfully ask

marquis, the eldest sons of earls should bear the
coronet of a viscount.
In what position, then,
were they before the title of viscount was recognized ? It is true that the first English viscount
was created in 1440, but it was scarcely recognized
as a degree in the peerage before the end of the
sixteenth century.
When the
Valiant Lord Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury,
Created, for his rare success in arms,
Great Earl of Washford, Waterford, and Valence ;
Lord Talbot of Goodrig and Urchinfield,
Lord Strange of Blackmere, Lord Verdun of Alton,
Lord Cromwell of Wingfield, Lord Furnival of Sheffield,
The thrice victorious Lord of Falconbridge ;
Knight of the noble order of St. George,
Worthy St. Michael, and the Golden Fleece ;

Great Mareshal to Henry VI.
Of all his wars within the realm of France,
there was no mention of the creation of a viscount
in his person; and the title of Viscount Ingestre
only dates from 1784. This great peer and warrior was probably well content by his eldest son
ranking as a baron of England. In fact, the eldest
sons of dukes have no position by Act of Parliament
a decree of the sovereign but only by an ancient
Table of Precedence, dated 1399, at which date
they ranked, as they do now, next above earls.

H.
Temple.

CLIFFERY (7 th S. viii. 187). The blue clay
by the miners blaes, which accompanies coal,
is a laminated clay.
The writer has invented a
word to express that it is a clay which cleaves.
J. CARRICK MOORE.
called

Probably what we now call shales ; for as cliff is
Swedish skala, to pee], and
A. H.

to cleave, so is shale to
Lith. sJcelti, to cleave.

SHAKSPEARE'S LONDON LODGING (7 th S. vii. 483;
If 'N. & Q.' had but remembered its past
a little better it would have reminded PROF. BUTLER
that he had been anticipated so far back as 1865.
In 3 rd S. viii. 418 the very indenture over which
viii. 73).

PROF. BUTLER desires not to "burst in his igno"
was brought to the notice of English Shakspearians by S. Y. R., whose extract was stated

rance
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to be taken from Savage's ' Genealogical Dictionary
of the First Settlers in New England,' ii. 528. In
an editorial note appended to the query of S. Y. E.
it was mentioned that the document referred to
was discovered by the late Joseph Hunter (who

can with

difficulty

'

s.

vm. SEPT,

28, '89.

seems strange that sixty-eight years have
and no one seems to have heard of this

ilapsed

ncident.

The Annual Register of 1821 gives a very long
and interesting account of the ceremony, which
occupies thirty pages, from which I quote the entrance of the Champion and the nobles

be identified with PROF. BUTin England"),

"young American student
and printed by him in his New
LER'S

It

[7*

:

Illustrations of

Before the dishes were placed upon the table by the
the Life, Studies, and Writings of Shakespeare,' two Clerks of the Kitchen, the great doors at the bottom
of
the
Hall were thrown open to the sound of trumpets
Since sending his query, PROF.
1845, i. 77-9.
BUTLER appears (cf. 169, ante) to have seen or and clarions', and the Duke of Wellington as Lord High
of Anglesey, and Lord Howard
heard of the former communication on this subject Constable, the Marquis
of Effingham as Deputy Earl Mashal, entered upon thel
William Shakespeare '), but cites it wrongly, floor
(s.t.
on horseback, remaining for some minutes under the
the page being 418, not 318).
NOMAD.
archway. The Duke of Wellington was on the left of the
King, the Earl Marshal on the right, and the Marquis
*
th
AUTHOR OF BOOK (7 S. viii. 68).
Millenium of Anglesey in the centre. The two former were mounted
Hall is by Lady Barbara Montague and Mrs. S. on beautiful white horses, gorgeously trapped, and the:
Scott.
Collation of first edition, 1762: title and latter on his favourite dun-coloured Arabian, the capariEach was followed by
sons of which were equally rich.
advertisement two leaves, then pp. 1-262.
The a Groom and
;
by the head of the horses walked three
*'
imprint of the second edition is London, J. New- pages, occasionally soothing the horses by patting their
bery, 1764," and of the fourth edition "London, necks. Their excellent temper and the skill with which
T. Carnan and F. Newbery, Jun., 1778."
The they were managed, however, rendered this almost needThe manner in which these noblemen, and
less.
first scenes in this novel are laid in Cornwall.
especially the Marquis of Anglesey, rode up the avenue
GEORGE 0. BOASE.
formed through the Knights of the Bath, the Knights
36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.
Commanders, and Companions, the Heralds, the Pages,
a vast number of officers in every variety of uniform,,
HENRY HOME, LORD KAMES (7 th S. viii. 228). and
While the twenty-four
excited general admiration.
G. F. K. B. is informed that Lord Kames was covers were
placed upon the royal table, these noblemen,
buried in the churchyard of the parish of Kincar- remained on horseback, at the lowest .step leading to thedine (Perthshire), in the Blair-Drummond pro- throne, and as the Gentlemen Pensioners delivered their
There is an immense whito marble monu- dishes, they retired backwards between the three horses,
perty.
by the Duke of
ment to his memory, on which all his merits are and so left the Hall. They were followed
Wellington, the Marquis of Anglesey, and Lord Howard
set forth.
D. FORBES CAMPBELL.
of Effingham, who backed their steeds with great skill
down the centre of the Hall. The animals were most
OF AUTHOR WANTED (7 th S. viii. 228).
tractable and gentle, nor did they exhibit the least sign.
The lines quoted by MR. CLOUSTON are taken from of fear or impatience but when an attempt was made
to applaud the proceedings the horse of the Earl Marshal
Horace Smith's poem 'Hymn to the Flowers.'
then became somewhat alarmed, as in the course of his
JOHN W. HOWELL.
rehersals he had not met with anything like this species
Fulham.
of reception; he reared once or twice, but was soon
THE CHAMPION OF ENGLAND (7 th S. vii. 482; viii. pacified by the groom in attendance. As soon as they
closed."
SIR WILLIAM FRASER has described a were beyond the limits of the Hall the doors were
113, 175).
ludicrous incident stated to have occurred at the
After this the Champion rode into the hall,,
coronation of George IV., when the Duke of between the Duke of Wellington on his right and
Constable of Lord Howard of Effiogham on his left, whenWellington officiated as Lord
'

NAME

;

High

England, in which capacity it was his duty to ride
beside the champion into Westminster Hall, and,
after the latter had received the
gold goblet from
the hands of the king, to back their horses the
whole length of Westminster Hall to the door.

SIR WILLIAM FRASER says that the duke engaged
a horse from Ducrow's Amphitheatre, which was
taught to retrograde with proper dignity, and the
intelligent animal learnt his lesson only too well

and adds

ceremony of the challenge and throwing down the gauntlet was gone through amidst
the acclamations of the assembly. The report goe&

the

on to say
"His (the Champion's)
:

charger was considerably
alarmed by the noise, but he seemed to have a complete
command over him, and restrained his action within limits
suited to the narrow space in which he could be permitted
to move."

;

I

:

" The
Champion appeared, accompanied on one side by
the Lord High Constable, and on the other by the Lord
High Steward, the Marquess of Anglesey [this is wrong
as I shall presently
show]. What was the horror of the
spectators, and what must have been the condition even
of that iron soul, when the duke found that his welltrained horse considered it part of its duty to proceed
up
the hall towards the king's chair of state backwards."

do not

FRASER

for a

moment suppose that SIR WILLIAM

anything that he does not believe
be the fact but my idea is that he has stumbled
upon an anecdote of an incident that occurred at
the coronation of George III., in September, 1761,
to

states
;

son
just sixty years before the coronation of his
and successor.

Horace Walpole,

in a letter to his friend

George

s.

vni.

SEPT. 23,
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Montagu, gives a humorous account of the corona
and says :~
" The
Champion acted his part admirably, and dashe
down his gauntlet with proud defiance. His associates
Lord E. (Erroll), Lord T. (Talbot), and the Duke of B

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS
vii.

;

the spectators clapped, a terrible indecorum, but suitable
to such Bartholomew fair doings."
Vide Walpole's
WorkP,' vol. vi, p. 260.

This I firmly believe is the true solution of the
matter and I cannot conclude without remarking
that it is very much to be regretted that the name
of the illustrious hero should be tacked to a
gossiping story one hundred and twenty-eight
;

WM. HENRY WOOD.

years old.
Shrewsbury.

T trust that SIR WILLIAM FRASER has been
misinformed as to the Duke of Wellington's backward approach to George IV. at the close of the
coronation banquet in Westminster Hall. It is
the first time one ever knew the Great Duke to be

Haydon, the historical painter,
was present, and thus described what he saw
" After the
banquet was over came the most imposing
ir.ade ridiculous.

:

scene of

the

championship.
Wellington, in hia
coronet, walked down the hall, cheered by the officers of
the Guards. He slowly returned, mounted, with Lords
Anglesey and Howard. They rode gracefully to the
foot of the throne, and then backed out."
all

The backing

is

here happily reserved for their

retiring.

Sir Walter Scott, who was also present on this
occasion, wrote a long letter to the Edinburgh
Journal, dated July 20, 1821, in which
he described what occurred, both in the Abbey
and in the Hall. Of the banquet in the latter he

WeMy

said:" The Duke of
Wellington, with all his laurels, moved
and looked deserving the baton, which was never grasped
by so worthy a hand. The Marquis of Anglesey showed
the moat exquisite grace in managing hia horse, notwithstanding the want of his limb, which he left at
Waterloo. I never saw so fine a bridle-hand in my life,
and I am rather a judge of noble horsemanship.' Lord
Howard's horse was worse bitted than those of the two
former noblemen, but not so much so as to derange the
ceremony of retiring back out of the hall."
'

It would, indeed, have been a
derangement of
the ceremony if the duke's horse had advanced
tail foremost; and this could not have
escaped
Sir Walter's observation.

ALFRED GATTT, D.D.

Was

not this story

first

told

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE'S communication

think such an anecdote would have been allowed
to go to sleep.
p. P.

S. vi.

506

;

(7

th

S< viii.

149) remain so long unanswered.
First, let me
disabuse MR. TROLLOPE'S mind of the notion that
there was any "wrath "in my astonishment.
I

have to apologize to him for being too hasty in assuming that he intended to defend the erroneous
derivation of the word mass, which connects it with
some word meaning "sacrifice" or " consecration."
When I re-read my communication (vii. 471) I had
my doubts as to whether I had not fallen into the
serious mistake of presuming ignorance where it
did not exist and I must acknowledge the justice
of MR. TROLLOPE'S reproof, that if I meant my
;

" to be
"
observation
I should
purely linguistic
have expressed myself " more clearly and cau"
"
wrathfulness of tone
tiously." But so far as any
is concerned, let me assure MR. TROLLOPS that I
have far too much respect I might almost say,
from a reader's point of view, affection for the
author of those delightful ' Autobiographical Re'
miniscenses to feel any anger with him for such a
paltry cause.
But I must join issue with one point in

TROLLOPE'S communication

(viii.

53),

MR.

where he ex-

astonishment at my calling myself "a
Catholic." Certainly, if I were speaking
to a Frenchman or to an Italian, I should say, in
the first case, " Je suis Catholique," and in the
" Sono Cattolico." But if I call
"a
latter
myself
"
Catholic in England I find that I generally propresses

Roman

voke some such observation from my Anglican
" So are
friends as
we"; and as I do not wish to
dispute the question, I always call myself as I
am called in all official documents in this country
a "Roman Catholic." Nor
relating to religion
can I allow that there is the slightest insult con"
veyed in the term Roman Catholic," when applied
to those
,he

who acknowledge

Church

;

for

we

the Pope as the head of
are Catholics, inasmuch as we

belong to the Catholic and Apostolic Church, and,
same time, we belong to the communion of
There is an expression much in favour
;lome.
with foolish and bigoted Protestants, "Roim'sfc
Churcb," which I do resent ; for it would be quite
"
sensible to talk about the
AnglicuA Church,"
>r the "Lutheris/i Church."
I respect those who
3all us bluntly "Papists"; in fact, when I find
myself, by any misfortune, in the society of narrowat the

minded
;o

by Horace Wai-

pole ? I cannot be sure, as I cannot give a precise
reference.
I think it was told of the coronation
of George I. or
George II. Party spirit ran so
high at the coronation of George IV. that I hardly

th

(7

154,

235, 318, 471; viii. 53, 149).
Illness must be my excuse for letting MR. T.

tion,

(Bedford), were woeful. Lord T. piqued himself on
backing his horse down the Hall, not turning its back
towards the king but he had taken such pains to dress i
to that duty, that it entered backwards, and at his retrea

255

anti- Catholics I invariably declare myself
be a Papist.
For another reason I confess I love the name

Roman Catholic," for that is the title by which
ur religion is known in the laws of England as
hey exist now ; and the fact that these laws have
een purged of those infamous penal statutes
rhich were a disgrace alike to our country and to
ustice, coupled with the assurance we feel that in
'
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no country in the world do members of our religion

much
we do

true liberty in the practice of their
both these facts make
in England
faith as
me glory in the name of " Roman Catholic."
Finally, I think MR. TROLLOPE deserves the
sympathy and respect of all my co-religionists for
the trouble he has taken to examine the question
I confess
of the real meaning of the word missa.
that I inclined strongly to the theory that it was
an adjective used elliptically ; but the evidence
seems to be decidedly in favour of the view that it

enjoy so

is

a substantive =dismissio a meaning which is
supported by CANON VENABLES (viii.
}

strongly
152).

MR. TROLLOPE is wrong in saying that "English
writers on the subject allow their readers to remain
in ignorance of the fact that an alternative explanaAddis and Wright's
tion has been proposed."
*
Catholic Dictionary,' which I mentioned in a previous communication, certainly gives the alternative derivation; and, unless I am mistaken, Canon
'
Oakley, in his Book on the Mass,' also discusses
the various meanings which have been given to the

F. A.

word.
Seale,

MARSHALL.

Farnham.

in their references to the use of
Correspondents
"
missa
have not noticed the earliest known
occurrence of the term in the sense of the Mass,

"

which

is

in St.

Ambrose

:

die, erat

basilicam de

Palatio decanos miaaiaaent, et vela suspenderent, populi parteni eo pergere. Ego tamen man si
'
in munere, misaam facere coepi."
Bp. xx., Ad Soror.,'
*.

In the Oxford
note

translation, p.

129, there

is

the

:

Prof. Bright, in his ' Hiatory,' notes that thia is
'the earliest inatance, apparently, of this term being
uaed for the Eucharistic Service [p. 188, Oxf., 1869].' "

The Benedictine

editors

show

the meaning here.

When MR. TROLLOPE

at

that this must be
ED. MARSHALL.

the

last

reference

speaks of "the Galilean Church," does he not
"
"
simply mean the Church in France ? A peculiar
tenet of the G-allican Church would hardly serve
his argument.
I hope he will excuse my interference in vindication of a technicality.
I leave
the main controversy, fortunately, in abler hands,
or I might have more to say than my time would
allow.
R. H. BUSK.
16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.
I fancy the word " messe " is often carelessly
employed, even by strict Roman Catholics. Some
time since I was shown a letter written by a
visitor in

which he

un peu

to his friends in

England
writes,

" La

singuliere

;

s.

viii.

SEM.

Balgium, in
vie ici est tres agreible mais
tous lea jours unt mtssi

29,

8.

The " messe " was simply our daily
huit heurea."
morning prayer, which he courteously attended
with the family in which he was a guest.
He was
an intelligent and devout person, but ill acquainted
with the English tongue, and still more with the
customs of the English Church.
J. MASK ELL.
"

THE THREE BLACK GRACES "

453).

The following

is

the centenary edition of

Of the

th

S. ix. 389,
(6
the literal quotation from

*

St.

Ronan's Well

'
:

'

three black Graces,' as they have been
termed by one of the moat pleasing companions of our
and
Law
time,
Phyaic haatened to do homage to Lord
Etherington, represented by Mr. Moiklewham and Dr.
Quacleben ; while Divinity as favourable, though more
coy, in the peraon of the Reverend Mr. Simon Chatterly, stood on tiptoe to offer any service in her
"
power." Chap, xviii., headed Fortune's Frolics."
'

One correspondent

at the latter reference assigns
the phrase to Theodore Hook, another to James
and Horace Smith. Most probably it was said by
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
the former.

DIVINING ROD (7 th S. viii. 186). This subject
was discussed and some authenticated instances of
the apparent success of the water-diviners were
referred to in the columns of the Standard newspaper of December 25, 28, 29, and 31, 1888, and
January 1, 2, 3, 4, and 12 of the present year.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

[See 4th s. xii. 412 ; 5th 3. i. 16 ii. 511; v. 507;
33,106,150, 210,237; x. 295, 316, 355; xi.157;
;

autem Dominica, post lectiones
atque tractatum, dimissia cathecumenis, symbolum aliin
quibua competentibus
baptiateriia tradebam basilicae.
Illic nuntiaturn eat mini comporto quod ad Portianam
"Sequent!

[7*

iii.236;

vi.

vi. 19,

6'h S.

325.]

th
S. viii. 68, 170).
This word seems
(7
have changed its meaning in some degree in
In the
passing from the old world to the new.

HAZING

to

northern parts of Lincolnshire and in some other
the East and West Ridings
places in England
of the county of York, for example
a " hazing "
"
means a beating." On several occasions persons
have addressed me thus " I Ve corned to see you
he's
;
'Squire about getting a summons for
been a hazing my lad shameful."
writer in the
"
for
:

A

1825 says,
This word
Gentleman's Magazine
is undoubtedly derived from the name of the instrument originally used in beating, that is a twig
"
of the hazel-nut tree (p. 396).
Because I quote
'
the above I trust that no reader of N. & Q.' will
imagine that I accept it as correct. I have somewhere or other met with hovsl derived from the
Latin ovile, a sheep-fold.
Bath these derivations
are mere guesses, and extremely bad ones too
but if we were to go into such a matter at length
the labour would be endless, and useless to every
one except some Mr. Caxton who was engaged on
"a
history of human error."
;

EDWARD PEACOCK.
BRAHAM'S "ENTUSYMTJSY"

(7

th

S. viii. 187).

I have spent a long evening with John Braham
without observing the supposed innate taint of
vulgarism, and yet I knew well his early years. It

.
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of Byron and
possible to suggest that the joke
other theatrical friends was prompted by Braham's

is

using fantastically an Italian form for enthusiasm
and some other words. Enthusiasm was hardly
but an
likely to be a word unknown to Braharn,
affectation of lugging it in as Italian would mark
him for the jeers of the wags. HYDE CLARKE.

THE GATE HOUSE PRISON, WESTMINSTER

(7

th

I should think it very probable that
Trollope, the Town Clerk of Westminster, could give some information as to the
whereabouts of the records of the above-named
"
It was built,
together with the addibuilding.
S. viii. 167).

Mr.

W. M.

tional building on the east," by Walter Warfield,
butler or cellarer to the abbey, in the reign of Edward III., and the Eev. Joseph Nightingale, in

" the
first
Beauties of England and Wales,' says
common gaol ; and the building on the east
side of Dean's Yard Gate for the Bishop of Lon'

for a

don's prison for clerks convict," although this
of Dean
scarcely tallies with the statement
'
Stanley in his Memorials of Westminster Abbey,'

where we read

:

"It was after the changes of the Reformation that
one of the chambers became the Bishop of London's
prison for convicted clergy; the other the public prison
of Westminster ";

while Edwards, in his 'Life and Letters of Sir
"
two- floored
Walter Ralegh," says that it was a

building of the age of Edward III., erected merely
use indicated by its name." It will be
seen that there was apparently a dual control
exercised over the building by the Bishop of London and by the authorities of the liberty of Westfor the

minster, as Walcott, in 'Memorials of Westminster,'
says "there were offenders committed from the
Liberties or City of Westminster, debtors and
prisoners from the Court of Conscience," the
debtors letting down an alms-box attached to a
pole to receive money from the passers-by in the
It remained standing until 1776-7, when
street.
it was pulled down at the instigation of Dr. Johnson, except one arch, which remained standing
until 1836 in the wall of the house which had been
inhabited by the Right Hon. Edmund Burke.
W. E. HARLAND-OXLET.
20, Artillery Buildings, Victoria Street, S.W.

An

account of the prison, with two illustrations,
found in The Memorials of Westminster,'
by the Rev. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, London,
1851, pp. 273-8
"Many distinguished prisoners have been immured
within its walls.
The gate-house was held by lease
under the Dean and Chapter as a speculation the keeper
will be

'

:

;

obtaining fees, but being responsible for the safe keeping of his prisoners, and also for the good behaviour of
his warders.
In 1749 it had fallen into a dangerous
state of decay, and was shored up completely from the
bottom to the top. An order was made by the Dean
and Chapter, dated July 10, 1776, directing the gate-
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house, being ruinous, to be pulled down, with the adjacent almshouses, the lead and iron to be sold by direction of the Surveyor of the Church."
Its records will

probably be in the keeping of the
or Town Clerk of Westminster.

Dean and Chapter

DANIEL HIPWELL.
Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.
[Other replies to the same effect are
MR. MASON.]
34,

at the service of

th
S. viii. 167).
In Sir R. C.
(7
History of Modern Wiltshire,' pp. 205212, hundred of Mere, is a copy of an ancient roll
of accounts of the possessions of the earldom of
Cornwall in the twenty-fourth year of the reign of
King Edward I. from which I extract the follow-

CLAWSICK

Hoare's

'

,

ing

:

"In xij pe't's lard empt' ad bidentes curand' de cloysita xijs. iiijrf. p't' cui' lib' Petre de viijcZ. xij et de
In una

libr' de verdegre empt' ad idem ijs.
de cop'ose empt' ad ide' ijd. In iij lagenis
unguendid'ci c'orre empt' ad idem ijs. iiijcZ. In
ho'i'b conducuctis auxlliant' ung'e bidentes \jd
In
agn' lanand' & tondend' cito post' fim' S'c'i Mich'ia
iiijs. xiijc?.

In una

libr'

cui' da'

p' claysica xvjrf."

On p. 218 of the same work Sir R. C. Hoare
gives a translation of this deed, and the above sentence he renders thus
"
In 12 stone of lard bought to cure the sheep of the
The price of each stone of
foot-rot (cloysick) 12*. 4d.
8 of them 12rf. per stone and of 4 stone 14d. per stone.
In 1 Ib. of virdegrease bought for the same 2s. In 1 Ib.
of copperas bought for the same 2d. In 3 flaggons of a
certain
(oil) for oiling the eaid leather bought for the
same 2s. 4d. In men hired to rub in the unguent on the
In cutting and shearing the lambs, soon
sheep 6d
after the feast of St. Michael for the claysiclc, 16d."
:

At

p. 226 he adds this note :
'It appears in the annals of Waverly that in 1277
the foot rot, called then the clawsick, was very prevalent
in England."

THOMAS H. BAKER.
Mere Down, Mere,

Wiltshire.

FIRE WATCHES (7 S. viii. 187).
of these machines for extinguishing
th

brose Gottfried Hanckwitz,

The inventor
fire

who seems

was

Am-

to

have

dropped his surname after coming to England,
where, under the name of Ambrose Godfrey, he
established himself as a chemist in Southampton
Street, Covent Garden, in the house which afterwards became so celebrated under the firm of
Godfrey & Cooke, and where to this day, under
the great phoenix, carved in stone, which stands
over the front, may be seen the date (1680) of his
In the year 1724 he pubstarting in business.
ished a pamphlet entitled,
"An Account of the new Method of Extinguishing Fire
by Explosion and Suffocation introduced by Ambrose
Godfrey of Covent-Garden, Chymist, wherein a descripis given of the several Machines and their uses, &c.
To which is added, A Short Narrative of Mr.
Povey's* Behaviour in relation to this useful Invention;

tion

* This was Charles
Povey, of Belaizs Park, Hampstead,
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it will appear that the ea'.d Mr. Povey's pretended Watch Engine is at best a precarious and often
dangerous Remedy, imperfectly stolen from Ambrose
Godfrey's Method, &c."

by which

experiment, he informs us,
<
was try'd in Behize Park, at Hampstead, on the 2d of
a wooden House three stories high having
April, 1723
been erected for the purpose, with the addition of

The

first

l

Shavings', Brushes. Faggots, Pitch, Oil, &c., to increase
Fury of the Flame?, which were suffered to rise to
Then a Machine was flung into
their utmost Height.

the

the Ground Appartment, which instantly extinguished
the Fire there."

An accident, through want of skill on the part of
one of the men engaged in the operation, seems to
have prevented the success of the experiment in
the upper parts of the building but the second
experiment, on May 30, in Westminster Fields,
was completely successful, a house similarly prepared having been set on fire in all three stories at
the same time, and the whole fire completely exThe
tinguished "in less than three minutes."
pamphlet was reprinted in 1743, after his death,
" the
as appears by the title-page, where he is called
late Mr. Ambrose Godfrey."
Ambrose left two sons, who, in 1747, published
;

"

A

curious Research into the Element of Water ; containing many noble and useful Experiments on that
Fluid Body
The whole interspersed with curious
Queries and Remarks. Being the Conjunctive Trials of
Ambrose and John Godfrey, Chymists, from their late
Father's Observations";

and I presume that Boyle Godfrey, Chymist,
M.D., author of 'Miscellanea vere Utilia; or,
Miscellaneous Experiments and Observations on
'

various Subjects (printed for J. Robinson, near
the Bedford Tavern, in Tavistock Street), was also
one of his sons, to whom the name of Boyle was
given in remembrance of the Hon. Robert Boyle,
his father's patron, who is thus gratefully alluded
to in the preface to the pamphlet on the fire
machine, in reference to his success in the manufacture of
*'

Phosphorus Glacialis, of which, since the death of one
Mr. Bilger, I may without Vanity, call myself, for near
these forty years, the sole Maker in Europe ; for on the
strictest Enquiry I could never hear of any Body either
at home or abroad, nor have I met in my late Travels,
with any Person that did prepare the solid and transAnd though this
parent Phosphorus besides myself
Preparation is entirely of my own finding out, yet here
I confess, with the utmost Sense of Gratitude, that 1 am
indebted, for the first hints of the Matter whence it is
made, to that Ornament of the English Nation the great
Mr. Boyle, my kind Master, and the generous Promoter
of my Fortune, whose Memory shall ever be dear to me."

Godfrey & Cooke took their departure from
No. 31, Southampton Street about the year 1862
Dart, who had been for some time in
their employ, started in the same business on his

when Mr.

whose name often appears in the earlier volumes of
N. & Q.,' and who is supposed to have had some hand in

founding the Sun Fire Office.

s.

vm. sr.

23, <#.

>wn account, and remains to this day in the adoining house.

F.

N.

th
S. viii. 208).
(7
Probably M.
manor of Isleworth Lyon, of which
the Duke of Northumberland is lord. The stewards
are Messrs. Bell, Stewart & May, solicitors, of 55,
incoln's Inn Fields, who probably could give
'urther information.
A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

ISLEWORTH

refers to the

Waltham Abbey.

'THE DEVIL'S WALK' (7 th S. viii. 161). The
poem was given in the Cambridge Tart (1823)
'
inder the heading
Extemporaneous Lines ascribed to the late Professor Porson.' Other pro'
Stanzas on the
ductions of Porson, including
Popular Play of Pizarro,' will be found in the

CUTHBERT BEDE.

same volume.

MOUNT PLEASANT

(7

th

S. viii. 68).

The

follow-

ing extract from 'Memorials of Liverpool' (ed.
1875), by your late venerable correspondent Sir
J. A. Picton, will give K. P. D. E. the information he requires concerning Mount Pleasant in
Liverpool, which is now surrounded for miles with

and houses
"About this time (1765) the beauty of the situation (of
Mount Pleasant) began to stimulate building, and on the
south side of the road a number of noble mansions were
erected with ample gardens and grounds behind. Somewhere between 1765 and 1769, the name of Mount Pleasant was adopted. In Eyes's map of 1765 it is called
Martindale's Hill, and in Perry's map of 1769, the name
About 1773, young Roscoe
Mount Pleasant appears
wrote his poem on Mount Pleasant,' which was not

streets

:

'

published, however, until
Vol. ii. p. 209.

four

years

afterwards."

The convent

referred to in the query judging
from the Liverpool directories was first established about the year 1856.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

A

correspondent is "anxious to know whether
Pleasant is an old name or whether it is a
modern invention." That it is not very modern is
evident from the fact that Dean Waiter Blake
Kirwan, the great Anglican pulpit orator and exfriar, died at Mount Pleasant, near Dublin, Oct. 27,
'
1805 (vide Ireland before the Union,' Dublin,
Mount Pleasant is an old suburb
Duffy, p. 241).
Mount Pleasant, an old thoof the Irish capital.

Mount

roughfare in Liverpool, will also be remembered.

JUVERNA.

A place

name, situated between the site
of the late House of Correction, Cold Bath Fields,
and Gray's Inn Road, appears in maps of London
in my possession published in 1742 and 1745, but
I cannot trace the name in any plan issued at an
of this

earlier date.
71,

'

[7*

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

Brecknock Road.

COFFEE AND BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD (7 th S.
MR. WALFORD'S notice of Canopius
105).

viii.

.SEPT. 28,
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The extract from
receive a supplement.
magazine of 1781 appears thus in Wood's
'Athenae':
"It was observed that while he continued in Ball.
Coll. he made the drink for his own use called Coffey,
and usually drank it every morning, being the first, as

may
the

the antients of that house have informed me, that ever

was drank

in

Oxford

"

(vol.

ii.

col. 658, fol. 1692).

But how can MR. WALFORD arrive at the statement that he took his B.D. degree ? There ought
to have been a reference, for Wood says (ibid.),
" but whether he took a
degree in this university, I
know not"; so in 'Fasti' (fol., vol. ii. col. 706)
"
Tho' 'tis said that Nath. Conopius, a Grecian, and
about this time one of the petty Canons of Ch. Ch., was
actually created Bach, of Div., yet no thing appears in
the University register of that matter."
:

ED. MARSHALL.

CURATE OF SALFORD (7 th S. viii. 188). The
mention of "the bailiffs of Chopping Norton"
shows that the Salford in question is the place of
name in Oxfordshire, a parish in the modern
poor-law union of Cbipping Norton, and situate
JOHN W. BONE.
two miles from that town.
that

On

p.

819 of the

{

:

be forthwith discharged."
There is no mention of where Salford is situated.
The index at the end of the volume gives the name
E. A. FRY,
of the curate as Mr. Rivington.

CHAWORTH FAMILY

(7

th

S.

viii.

186).

The

of the Nottinghamshire squire who married
the heiress of this family was Musters, not Masters.
Is not the termination -worth in this cise, as in
that of such place-names as Epworth, the A.-S.
*
Placeworth, a farm, estate, or manor ?
(See
Names of the Isle of Axholme.')
C. C. B.

name

ORDER

th

(7

S. viii. 67).

Lord Adelbert

Cecil founded an order, of which the tenets, I have
heard, were nearly the same as those of the Ply-

mouth Brethren.

B.

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

CHARLES KEAN'S 'MACBETH'

th
S. viii. 21
(7
In answer to your correspondent, I find
147).
that I accidentally omitted to transcribe from my
notes (p. 21) these few words, " Locke's music was
given." I imagine from this that the opening

scene was sung (or droned) by the witches ; bu
my memory fails me on this point, and I did no
make a special note upon it. CUTHBERT BEDE.

AN EPISCOPAL QUERY (7 th S. viii. 148). Th<
other bishop, standing in strong contrast with
Bishop Hamilton, is Baring, then Bishop of Glou
In the former diocenter, afterwards of Durham.
cese he

was generally called "Bishop Overbearing.
E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

(7

th

S. viii. 146).

There

is

no men-

ion of the row of cottages known as The Barracks
n the village of Lingley in Thome's * The Enirons of London,' John Murray, 1876.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

(7

th

S. viii.

169).
If every man's internal care, &c.
Plie quatrain quoted is a translation by (I am told,
;hough I cannot verify the statement) Southey of these
ines by the late Italian poet Metastasio
Se di ciascun 1' interno affanno
Si leggesse in fronte scritto,
:

Quanti mai ch' invidia fanno
Ci farebbero pieta.

FREDK. RULE.
I do not know the English author, but these verses
are the literal translation of the well-known popular
words by Metastasio, in his 'Giuseppe Riconosciuto.'
(Dr.) C.

TAMBUBINI.

Milana.

[Other replies

H. of C. Journals' (Oct. 22,

1642) MR. SHAW will find
" Ordered that Mr.
Riddington, Curate of Salford, who
was sent up a prisoner for having libels found about him,

CECILITE

BARRACK
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to the

same

effect are

NOTES ON BOOKS,
Historic Oddities

and Strange

acknowledged.]

&0.

Events.

By

S.

Baring -

Gould, M.A. (Methuen & Co.)
ALMOST, if not quite, unequalled among modern writers
s Mr. Baring-Gould in clothing in comely flesh and
attractive draperies the dry bones of history. His 'Historic Oddities,' the first aeries of which now sees the
light, is in keeping with a dozen different works which
have won their author deserved reputation, and have ia

some cases come to rank as bibliographical treasures. Of
the dozen or more narratives Mr. Baring-Gould reprints
from the Cornhill or the Gentleman's, two only have a slight
garniture of fiction. Most are as exact as curioup, and
the whole constitutes pleasant and profitable reading.
That some of the histories should be familiar to certain
readers was inevitable. It is useful as well as acceptable
to have them within reach; and the work, besides
being agreeable to read,

is valuable for purposes of
We own, after beginning its perusal, to put'
work
aside
until
other
it was finished.
The Disting
appearance of Bathurst,' with which the volume opens,
most
and
is the
is perhaps the most
striking story,
piquant of modern historical mysteries. For a full record
of the adventures of the Duchess of Kingston most
readers will be thankful. General Mallet's attempt, all
but successful, to overthrow Buonaparte will be entirely

reference.

new

'
to many readers.
The Locksmith Gamain i
'
familiar. In The Countess Goerlitz a grim story
ia told of a mysterious murder, which might
supply an
idea to some of our dramatists. The entire contents are,
'

more

'

indeed, stimulating and delightful, and
some impatience for a following series.

we

look with

Parish Church of All Saints, MaidCave-Browne, M. A. With Illustrations,
(Maidstone, Bunyard.)
THE Vicar of Detling has gathered together all the information he could collect about the parish church of
All Saints, Maidstone, and not only has he done th s,
but he tells us, in a clear and intelligible manner, the
authority for all the statements he makes. If people
would ouly consider how much more useful a book ia
when references are given in such a manner that they

The History of
stone.

By

the

J.

:
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verified, we tliink that the most careless
ere he put before the
compiler of literature would pause
references are not given, or if given
public a work where
are presented in such a manner that they are really useThe author of this book has taken great pains to
less.
let us know where his statements are to be found, and
we owe him a debt of gratitude for so doing. Any one
interested in ancient buildings should read this book,
and all who are in any way connected with Kent will
find much in it that will repay them for spending an
same time, it is in no
hour or two over it ; but, at the
"
"
book. A pleasant, wellsense of the word a learned
illustrated contribution to our shelves, a book that can
in any way the work
fatigue no one, it is ; but it is not
of a student of the deeper and more serious side of hisand its author would, we feel sure, be the last to

can be easily

tory,

The All Saints' registers begin,
it.
are told, in 1542, and we wish that Mr. Cave-Browne
would print them in full down to the end of the eighteenth century. There must be much in them that one
would like to know ; and we feel sure that with such
claim such a place for

we

an editor we should get them printed in full, if done
To publish extracts is worse than leaving them
all.
some one else
alone, as it may be the cause of preventing
from undertaking the task.
at

The Folk-Speech of East Yorkshire. By John Nicholson.
(Hull, Brown & Sons; London, Simpkin, Marshall

&

Co.)

a most valuable addition to the collection of
books already published in and on the Northern dialects.
Mr. Nicholson has produced a work that no one who is
interested in dialects and the growth of language should
miss reading. The folk-speech of the eastern part of
Yorkshire is much like that spoken in the northern part of

THIS

is

Lincolnshire, though there is a slight difference in the
vowel sounds. As Mr. Nicholson points out, the East
town in it, and so there are
Riding has only one large
"
fewer importations of foreigners," i. e., people who use
We remember an old
a somewhat different dialect.

woman who had

lived in the parts of Lindsey, in the

county of Lincoln, all her life speaking of a Yorkshirea native of Scotland as equally foreign. This

man and

volume contains stories and verse in the vernacular, a
and much
glossary of the words used in the East Riding,
other useful knowledge.
Lastly, there is a very good

vm. ST. as,

*

MR.

'

WALFORD, having ceased to edit Lodge's Peerabout to bring out a peerage, baronetage, and
knightage of his own, to be styled The Royal Windsor
Peerage.' One feature of it will be the omission of the
dates of the births of ladies, which may or may not be
an improvement in the eyes of our readers. The Windsor
Peerage will be published by Messrs. Chatto & Windus.
THE Shropshire members of the Harleian Society will
be gratified this week by the receipt of the Visitation of
Shropshire of 1623, in two volumes, edited by Mr. George
Grazebrook, F.S. A., and Mr. J. Paul Rylands, F.S.A. It
has contributed
may be mentioned that Mr. Grazebrook
'
a valuable introduction to the Visitation,' giving many
interesting details concerning heralds and their duties.
Accompanying the volumes are four plates, illustrating
the seals of the leading gentry of the county and that of
the town of Bridgenorth. The books have been issued
to the members by the society's publishers, Messrs. MitE.

age,' is

'

'

'

'

'

& Hughes.
'How TO CATALOGUE A

chell

LIBRARY,' by Henry B. Wheatannounced by Mr. Elliot Stock as the forthcoming
"
Book-lover's
volume of The
Library."
ley, is

at((ttf ta

Carretfpan&enW.

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name and
:

'

of the book that have been most altered from the
We
told in the preface.
original, as we are carefully
arisen for such a book, exceptquestion the need having
to them it will prove an easy
but
for
schoolboys;
ing
way by which they may acquire much useful information.
Why is there not an index to it ? We think the illustrations have been used before.

s.

and published by Rivingtons. The editor seeks further
information from those who possess it.

The History of Ancient Civilization. Edited by the Rev.
J. Verschoyle. With Illustrations. (Chapman & Hall).
THIS will, no doubt, prove a useful book to the upper
forms in schools. It is a translation, and at the same
time in parts only an adaptation, of Ducoudray's Histoire Sommaire de la Civilisation.' The parts that relate
to Greek and Latin art and literature are those portions

[7*

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear.

Correspondents

who repeat queries are requested

head the second communication "Duplicate."
VIRGIL (" Nicolas Borbonius "). You will find a full
account of two Latin poets of this name under the head"
"
in the'Nouvelle Biographic Generate'
ing Bourbon
of Firmin Didot and in the biographical dictionaries of
Chalmers and Rose. The poems of both are accessible.
Those of the elder, who is the subject of your inquiry,
were published under the title of 'Nugse,' Paris, 1535.
LAMBERT WOOD (' Florus Anglicus'). This work was
originally published in Latin, 12mo., 1652. It was issued
Your copy must have been
in English in 1657 and 1658.
interleaved by the binder. It was not the custom to issue
books interleaved.
C. A. WARD.' Pen and Ink Sketches of Poets,' &c.,
1846, is by John Dix, alias John Ross, the biographer of
Chatterton. He went to America in the year in which
'
he published the work. For his life see Diet, of Nat.
Biog.,' or N. & Q.,' 4th g. i x 294, 365; x. 55.
to

'

.

H. F. ("Bob=a shilling"). The origin of this is unknown. See the New English Dictionary.'
index.
CORRIGENDA. P. 211, col. 1, 1. 3 from bottom, for
MB. CHARLES MADELEY, the curator and librarian of "five hundred" read five thousand; p. 234, col. 2, 1. 20
"
the Warrington Museum, has printed, with illustrations, from bottom, for " possessioner read possessioun.
at the Guardian Office, Warrington, a paper read before
NOTICE.
"
the society last April on Some Obsolete Modes of PunishEditorial Communications should be addressed to The
ment, the Stocks, Branks, Man-traps, and Gibbet-Irons. Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
The subject, which is of high antiquarian interest, is Business Letters to " The Publisher " at the Office, 22,
ably and conscientiously treated.
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, B.C.

WE

A

have received
List of Parish Churches retaining
Special Mediaeval Features, Glass, Vestments, Plate, &c.,
compiled by Henry Littlehales, of Clovelly, Bexley Heath,

'

We beg leave to state that we decline to return commd
munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; ar
to this rule we can make no exception.
'

7'hS.VIII. OCT.
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"

5, 1839.

Having nothing to live upon, Loku-Appu now began
borrow from some tom-tom players. After a few
months these men, finding that he did not
repay them,
determined to call on him and make him come to a settlement. Loku-Appu saw them at a distance and,
guessing
their errand, quietly put a
young girl into the paddy
store-room and began to trim a club with his knife.
When the creditors arrived he politely requested them to
be seated. Soon afterwards he fetched up an old woman
who lived in the house, gave her a smart blow with his
club, and put her also into the store-room. After a few
minutes he called for betel* to be brought, and the little
girl came out with it. At this the tom-tom beaters were
to
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Salt*.

STORY OP THE CLEVER DECEIVER.
There is, I believe, no popular tale more widely
'
diffused than that of Little Fairly/ so divertingly
'
told by Samuel Lover in his Legends and Stories
'
of Ireland.'
Referring readers of N. & Q.' who
are interested in comparative folk-lore to my
'Popular Tales and Fictions' (vol. ii. pp. 229288, and 489-491), where versions are cited
from Norway, Iceland, the West Highlands of
Scotland, France, Germany, Italy, Sicily, Greece,
Algeria, India, &c,, I have much pleasure in here

adding two others, one from Ceylon and one from
Ainoland, of which the first will probably be new
to most English folk-lorists, while the second must
be little known to those vaguely-termed indi"
viduals,

general readers."

In the Orientalist, an excellent periodical published at Kandy, Ceylon, vol. ii. pp. 53, 54, and
under the title of Matalange" Loku-Appu,' Mr. H.
Parker gives a translation of an interesting Sin'

'
halese variant of the Irish story of ' Little
Fairly
and its congeners above referred to. The first part
of this tale I pass over, as it recounts some
exploits
of the lucky hero which have nothing in common
with other known versions. Suffice it to

say that,
after playing mischievous tricks at the
expense,
he is
successively, of his father and two

gardeners,
finally dismissed by his second master, and the
tale thus proceeds
:

greatly astonished, having seen only the old woman
placed in the store-room, and they made inquiries regarding the miracle, for such they considered it. Loku-Appu
told them that the virtue lay in the club, with which all
old women could be converted to young girls. Of course

when they heard

this they became
exceedingly anxious
to possess the wonderful club, but
Loku-Appu refused to
part with it on any terms. At last, finding persuasion
useless, the tom-tom beaters took it from him by force,

and went straight home with
called together a

On

it.

number of the

old

arriving there they

women of their village,

and after beating them well with the club put them into
the store-rooms. To give the charm ample time to work,
they waited three days. Then they went to examine the old
women, expecting to find them become young again, but
they were all dead. Full of anger, they went to Loku-Appu
to tell him that he had deceived "them and that the old
women were all dead. While they were still at a distance Loku-Appu cried out, 'Alas, they have taken hold
of the wrong end of the stick
and on their near approach he explained to them the blunder they had made.
As they took the club from him by force, he was entirely
innocent. This time he cut a mark on the right end of
the stick to be used, telling the tom-tom beaters that if
the wrong end were used the women would certainly die,
while the proper end would as surely change them into
young girls. When the tom-tom beaters returned to their
village they fetched up the rest of the old women, and
after belabouring them well with the proper end of the
club put them also into the store-rooms. Yet after three
days they found that the result was just the same as at
first: all the women were dead.
"Determined to revenge themselves on Loku-Appu,
they returned to his house, tied him up in a sack, and
set off to the river with him, intending to drown him.
On the way they heard the beating of tom-toms, whereupon they set the sack down on the road and went to see
what was the matter. During their absence a Mohammedan trader in cloth who was coming along the road
found the sack and heard a voice proceeding from it:
'
Alas, what a trouble is this that has come upon me
How can I govern a kingdom when I can neither read nor
write ?'
The trader immediately untied the bag, and
questioned Loku-Appu as to how he came there. LokuAppu explained to the trader that he was about to be
'

!

!

1

made

a king, but, not possessing the requisite

amount of

knowledge for such a high position, be had refused the
dignity, and now he was being carried off in this way to
be put on the throne ' By force they are going to make
me king.' The Moorman remarked to him: It will be
a great favour if you will let them do it to me instead,'
and eventually they changed places. Loku-Appu, tying
the Moorman up in the sack, and taking his clothes and
bundle of cloth, then hid himself. la a short time the
:

'

*
Betel, the areca or Penang nut palm, grown in many
parts of the East Indies. Its kernel is used as a masticatory in India, Ceylon, &c., and is an essential part of
all

ceremonial

visits.
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chief should become her spouse. When the chief
he bids the rogue tie him up
n a mat and cast him into the water, which done, the
returns
and
become
the chief, and dwells in the
rogue
chief's house.

tom-tom beaters came back, carried away their sack with
the would-be king, and threw it into the water. As they
were returning by the bank of the river they saw, to

,he

lears of this high honour,

Loku-Appu washing cloth in it.
They came up to him and said: 'What is this, LokuWhere have you come from
Where did you

their intense surprise,

1

Appu?

The trickster's pretence of making an old woman
young again by thumping her with a cudgel in the

?

cloth 1
He replied : < These are the thipgs
which I found in the river-bottom when you threw me
in with the sack ; and as they are rather muddy I am
The tom-tom beaters said to him that
cleansing them.'
they would be greatly obliged if he would put them in
the way of getting such treasures, on which he requested
them each to bring a sack like that in which he had been
tied.
They soon came back with the sack?, got inside of
them, were tied up, and duly thrown into the river by
Loku-Appu, who then went to the village of the tom-tom
beaters and took possession of their lands and houses."

get

all this

'

Sinhalese story has its analogues in one of three
'
[ndian versions, the Icelandic tale of Sigurdr the
'
Sack-Knocker,' the Irish tale of Darby Daly,' and

His
Italian, Sicilian, and two Gaelic versions.
device of pretending to the traveller that he was to
made king against his will occurs in one of the
[ndian variants, where the rogue declares that he
s to be married to the king's daughter ; in the
'
story of the Young Kalandar (Gueulette's 'Contea
Tartares '), where he is to be made to espouse the
Kazi's daughter ; in a German version the rogue
cries out that his father means to make him learn
the goldsmith's craft ; in another that the citizens
'

The version from Ainoland differs considerably
from all other known forma of the story ; and if it
was derived from the Japanese as is probable

" Frenchmen of
there may yet exist among those
the East" a Buddhist original.
Prof. Basil Hall

Chamberlain gives it in his 'Aino Folk-Tales,'
privately printed for the Folk-Lore Society, 1888,
p. 49, and also in the Folk-lore Journal for 1888,
p. 43. This is the substance of the Aino version
A rogue goes one day to a mountain to cut wood, and
climbs to the top of a great pine tree. Having munched
some rice he spreads it on the branches so as to make it
look like birds' dung. Then he comes down and goes to
the chief, and tells him that he has found a peacock's
nest.* They go together to the pine tree, and as the
chief cannot climb it he induces the rogue to go up, promising him a great reward. When the man is about half-"
" Your house is on fire
way up he cries out to the chief
and on the chief starting off to run home, he adds " You
needn't run now, for it 's all burnt down." The chief,
however, continues to run, intending to go anywhere and
die ; but on second thoughts he resolves to go and look at
the ruins of his house. Finding all right at home, he
orders the servants to seize the rogue, roll him in a mat,
and throw him into the river. So they carry him on a
Then the rascal says to them
pole to the river-bank.
" I
have some precious treasures in my house. Do you
go and secure them, and then come back and throw me
into the water." The men set off accordingly, and meanwhile a blind old man comes along, groping his way, and,
his foot striking against the rogue wrapped in the mat,
he taps it with his stick. The rascal cries " Blind man,
if you do as I tell you the gods will restore your eyesight.
Untie me, and I will pray the gods and your eyes will be
opened." So he unfastens the mat and lets the rascal out,
who, discovering the blind man to be richly dressed,bids him
etrip off his clothes and get into the mat,which he does, and
the rogue ties the mat securely and then conceals himself
:

are determined to make him Bishop of Cologne ;
and in Tyrolese, Italian, and Sicilian versions that
be is to be forced to marry the king's daughter.
With the exception of Herodotus's story of the
robbery of the treasury of King Rhampsinitus, thia

'The Clever Deceiver' seems to be the
most wide-spread of popular fictions.
W. A. CLOUSTON.

tale of
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:

Street, Glasgow.

:

:

:

close by.
Presently the chief's servants return, full of
rage at having found no treasure in the rogue's house, and
the
blind man in the mat fling him into the river,
seizing
believing they had done for the artful deceiver, and return

(Continued from p. 202.)
of Saturday, December 22, 1744, contained the advertisement, reprinted in subsequent issues, of
"A short Treatise (price 2s. 6d.) on the Game of Quadrille, showing the odds of winning or losing most gamea
[. e., hands] that are commonly played ; either by calling the King, or by playing sans prendre. To which are
added, The Laws of the game. By Edmond Hoyle, Gent,
Printed for F. Cogan, at Middle- Temple-gate."

The Westminster Journal

This also appeared first appended to the sixth edition of the Treatise on Whist,' the title of which
fifth
is the same as that of the
edition, but
differently spaced, down to the word "Gent."
Then comes "The Sixth Edition," and the rest
is the same as before, down to "would play it
well" (" &c., &c." omitted). Then follows
:

never before published, A Dictionary for
Whist, which resolves almost all the critical Cases that

"And

also,

|

|

home.

may happen at the Game. To which is added, An
Artificial Memory
Or, an Easy Method of assisting the
Memory of those that play at the Game of Whist.
And several Cases, not hitherto published. London

the goddess of the river had fallen in love with him, bul
as he felt himself unworthy of her, he had arranged that

Printed for T. Osborne, at Gray's Inn ; J. Hild- yard,
Leake,
at York ; M. Bryson, at Newcaste [sic] ; and J,
"
at Bath. M Dec XLVI. | [Price One Shilling.]*

The rogue now presents himself before the chief,
who is amazed to see him alive and dressed so splendidly,
and asks how this came about. He tells the chief that

*

The peafowl is a native of India and Ceylon, but I
not aware that it has also its habitat in Ainoland, or
in Japan. What is called the "Japanned peacock" is
not a native of Japan, but so named from its glossy
wings, which have the appearance of "japan lacquer."

am

|

|

:

|

|

|

:

|

j

|

|

This bears the signature of Edmond Hoyle on verso
the notice "To the Reader."
title, at foot of

of

Note reduction in

price.
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Title and advt., 1
prelim., 3

B

ff. ;

f.

Contents, 2

;

to Gr in sixes

The same volume contains
Short

Treatise

|

also

|

On

Game

the

of

trea-

title

:

Quadrille.

1

|

The Odds of winning or losing most Games
either by calling a King, or
commonly played
by play- ing Sans Prendre. To which is added, The
Laws of the Game. By Edmond Hoyle, Gent. London:

Shewing

|

I

that are

;

|

|

|

|

|

|

Printed for T. Osborne, in Gray's Inn; J. Hildyard,
j
at York; M. Bryson, at Newcastle; and J. Leake, at
Bath, 1745. [Price One Shilling.]
|

|

|

This

the

is

edition of Hoyle's 'Quadrille.'

first

and pp. 3-46 ; but p. 3 is numbered 6 on
There are, therefore, only 20 ff. beside the
A has only 11 ff., B has the same number.

Title,
verso.
title.

A 2 is wanting,

At foot of B 10
as is also B 11.
catchword is "To," the next page
having evidently borne the notice "To the Reader,"
which appears to have been torn out of my copy.
Very probably these pages were present in the
pamphlet when separately published, and were
deemed unnecessary when it was included with
The last leaf bears
the treatises on whist, &c.
the

(verso)

only the warning, as before, "Whoever Pirates
either of these
Works will be sued," &c.
|

Next comes,

A Short

same volume,

in the

Treatise On the Game of Piquet. Directing with Moral Certainty how to Dis- card any Hand
to Advantage, by shew- ing the Chances of taking in
any one, two, three, four, or five certain Cards. Computations for those who Bet their Money at the Game.
Also the Laws of the Game.
To which are added,
|
Some Rules and Observations for play- ing well at
Chess. The Second Edition. By Edmond Hoyle, Gent.
London
Printed for T. Osborne, at Gray's Inn ; J.
Hild- yard, at York ; M. Bryson, at Newcastle ; and J.
M DCC XLVI. [Price One Shilling.]
at
Bath,
Leake,
This is really the second edition ; the first has
been described before. Title and advt. (on verso),
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

)

|

|

|

|

:

j

M. Bryson,

|

at

One

[Price

|

some other

which has the following

tises, the first of

A

and 80 pp.;

ff.;

H in fours.

;

|

203

Newcastle ; and J. Leake. at Bath, 1745.

Shilling.]

This again is the second edition, though nothing
on the title shows it to be other than the first.
Title and advertisement (on verso), If.; B to E in
sixes ; F in eights, the verso of p. 61 and last leaf
being blank.
(B.M., H.H.G., wanting 'Quadrille' and 'Piquet,' HJ., and J.M.
B.M. has
also the 'Backgammon' separate.)
This has no
It contains the same adversignature of Hoyle.
tisement of "Laws printed on fine Imperial paper"
again
but, as this advertisement is evidently
copied from the 'Whist,' and the price of the
laws (of which backgammon has only five) is
2s. 6d., the advertisement refers probably not to
the laws of backgammon, but to those of whist.
It may be worth while to note that the third law
runs properly, "If you play
to make up your
tables."
It is so printed in the (real) first edition.
In the edition just described, however, it ends,
"
take up your tables "; and so it ran through all
subsequent editions to the eleventh, in which it
;

was at

last corrected.

Meanwhile, in the year 1743, there had appeared
the first of a series of piracies of these works, published in Dublin, the first, at any rate, of which I
am aware, though it bears on its title the words
"Fifth Edition." It is merely a reprint, so far as
the 'Whist' is concerned, of the genuine fourth
edition, with the same title, rather differently
spaced, and ending
"
By Edmund [fc] Hoyle, Gent. The Fifth Edition.
:

|

With great Additions

[&c., as on the title of the fourth
Printed for George Ewing at the
Angel and Bible in Dame-street, 1743."
|

edition],

|

Dublin

:

|

|

|

|

1

Contents,

f.;

B

1

f.

;

G

and 68 pp.;

prelim., 2

ff.;

to F in sixes ;
in four?.
Chess occupies
Not signed, though " To the Reader"
pp. 48-68.
(verso of title) says that no copies are genuine
unless set forth as revised and corrected under
his own hand.
The laws of the game are adver"
tised as
printed on fine imperial paper, &c.,

Of

Price Is."

68 pp., including the title, contents (1 f.),
and about a page and a half of advertisements of
8vo.,

G.

E wing's

in eights,

A

publications.
in fours,

D

E

in eights,
in eights, and

these again I have never seen a

in fours,

F in fours.
words " An

Then comes a sub-title, bearing the
Artificial Memory."
The verso of this has the
following advertisement
"Justpublish'd Price 6^d. By G. and A. Ewing at
the Angel and Bible in I)ame-street, Printed on the
same Size with the Artificial Memo- ry. The Fifth
Edition of A Short Treatise on the Game of Whist ;
White's and George's Chocolate(as play'd at Court,
houses, at Slaughter's and the Crown Coffee-houses,
:

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

copy.

B

|

|

|

Following piquet and chess, comes next
A Short Treatise On the Game of Back-Gammon.
|

|

|

Containing A Table of the thirty-six Chances, with
Directions how to find out the Odds of being hit, upon
double Dice. Rules whereby a Beginner
single, or
may, with due Attention to them, attain playing it
well.
The several Stages for carry- ing your Men
home, in or- der to lose no Point. How to find out
who is for- wardest to win a Hit. Cases stated for
Back-Games, with Directions how to play for one.
Cases stated, how to know when you may have the
better of saving a Gammon by running.
Variety of
Cases of Curiosity and Instruction. The Laws of the
Game. By Edmond Hoyle, Gent. London
Printed
for T. Osborne, in Gray's Inn
J. Hildyard, at York ,
;
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

j

|

|

&c. &c.*)."

Then comes the

An

title

:

Or, an Easy Method of
Assisting the Memory of those that play at the Game
of Whist. To which are [sic'] added, Several Cases not
hitherto Publish'd By Edmund [sic] Hoyle, Gent.
|

Artificial

Memory.

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

j

|

|

|

|

j

|

|

|

|

|

|

[

:

|

* This is an
interesting note of the principal whisthousep, of which the only one now remaining is White's,
now known as White's Club. The Crown Coffee-house,
Bedford Row, was celebrated as that in which whist was

played scientifically by Lord Folkestone and others,
It has been asserted that Hoyle played there
himself; but this was probably only a guess, without
valid foundation.
first

circa 1728.
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Printed for George and Alexander Ewing
Dublin
the Angel and Bible in Dame-street. 1744.
:

|

21 pp., including the sub-title and

|

at

followed

title;

pp. of advertisements of "Books lately printed
for and sold by" the pirates, George and AlexThe
in fours.
in eights,
ander Ewing.
same volume includes the piratical issue of the

A

B

on Piquet and Chess,' immediately following, with a title which is a reprint of that of
the genuine (second) edition, found with the sixth
of 'Whist.' It is a mere copy of that edition,
bearing the name of the author (Edmund [sic]
Hoyle) on the title, above those of the pirates,
"Dublin, 1744." Title and contents, 2 ff.; and
'Treatise

68 pp.

A

in twos ;
in fours

B

E

;

;

in eights ;
eights ;

D

C

in fours ;
in twos.
The last portion of the volume, following those
which have just been noted, is the treatise on

in eights

F in

and

George and Alex. Ewing
Dame-street,

by 3

G

"Back- Gammon, By Edmond [sic] Hoyle, Gent.
"
for the same pirates, MDCCXLIV.
Dublin
and
70
pp., the last (unnumbered) being the
Title,
verso of p. 69, and containing the Messrs. Ewings'

Title, 1

advertisements of their piratical productions. These
are very interesting, as showing how the pirated
treatises were printed and sold in Dublin separately at very low prices, viz , the 'Piquet' at Gjtd.,
'
the Whist at 6|d., and the ' Artificial Memory
at 3d.
The title of the 'Backgammon' in this
Irish piracy is a close copy, with slight differences
of spacing, from that of the (second) edition of the
genuine treatise, published with the sixth edition
of the 'Whist.' It is notable that the misprint
" take " for make does
in
not occur in law 3.
C
eights, the title counting as A 1 ; B in fours
'

'

A

in eights

;

D

;

in fours

;

E

in eights

F

;

in fours.

(B.M. and H.J.)
I am not aware what, if any, protection was
given to English authors against Irish pirates by
the copyright law of that time.
At all events, it

was not sufficient to prevent their depredations; or
the pirates were bold enough to run the risk of
for the profit to be reaped from the
Sunishment
audulent republication of Hoyle's very saleable
works. Perhaps some correspondent will kindly
The Ewings, howenlighten us on this point.
ever, do not seem to have been among those against
whom our author, according to his own statement,
had obtained an injunction ; for they continued the
war, republishing the volume last described in 1745.
The title of the whist treatise has in the later
edition, still called "the Fifth," the imprint,
"Printed for G. and A. Ewing at the Angel and
Bible in Dame- street, 1745." The author's name
is still misspelt "Edmund."
The first page of the
treatise is numbered 1, and not 5 (as in the 1743
edition).
Title, contents, and pp. 66, followed by
no advertisements.
|

Next comes

A Short

|

By Edmond

on the Game of Quadrille.
Printed for
[>c] Hoyle, Gent. Dublin

Treatise

|

|

|

:

|

|

Bookseller?.
|

|

s.

OCT.

5, '89.

Angel and Bible in
MDCCXLV.

at the

on the verso of which

f.,

vm.

is

the advertise-

ment of the other treatises "Lately Published by
the same Author,
and sold by George and AlexJ

ander
|

Ewing," &c., at the low prices mentioned

above.

"N.B. The above Treatises may be had, together
with that on Quadrille, all neat- ly bound together and
Lettered. Price a British Half Crown."
|

|

|

Pp. 24, including the title. This is copied from
the genuine (first) edition, 1745, described in its
place, with the sixth
Whist,' &c.
Immediately
following is the treatise on backgammon, identical
with that which has already been noted in the
former Dublin issue. After that follow the trea'

on piquet (and chess) and the 'Artificial
Memory,' identical with the corresponding por-

tise

tions

|

:

|

[7*

of the earlier publication of the pirates in

Dublin.

JULIAN MARSHALL.

(J.M.)

(To

le continued.)

THE TELESCOPE. I am not aware whether it ia
known that some instrument like the telescope
must have been more or less familiar in Wiklif's
In his treatise 'De Civili Dominio,' recovered from the Vienna Library, and recently

time.

published,
p.

is

the following passage

(lib.

i.

cap. 43,

377):-

" Sicut
enim, juxta perspectives, contingit per specula
vel media diversarum dyafanitatum, quantumlibet parvum per quantamcunque magnam distanciatn apparere
ex elargicione anguli piramidis radialis ita contingit fide
videre ea quae sunt in principio mundi et die judicii ex
narracione fidelium gibi succedencium tarn disparium
fidei speculorum."
JAMES E. THOROLD EOGERS.
Oxford.
:

A

JAPANESE TRANSLATION OF THE 'IMITATIO

CHRISTI.' The existence of a Japanese version of
'
'
the Imitatio Christi is not generally known, I
think, to the admirers of Thomas a Kempi?.
Archdeacon Cotton mentions a book printed in

1597 at "Toquinum," and entitled 'Contemptus
Mundi,' but there is no place of that name, which
But
has merely been evolved from a misreading.
Jesuit fathers had a printing press at the Amakusa
College, and there printed several books in Romanized Japanese
a remarkable fact when it is remembered that there is now in Japan a native society
for the purpose of advocating the adoption of Latin
characters in place of the syllabary commonly used.
Mr. Ernest Satow has printed for private circula'
tion a monograph on The Jesuit Mission Press in

Japan, 1591-1610.' This important work I have
not seen, but it is evident, from the analysis given
by Mr. B. H. Chamberlain in the Transactions of
the Asiatic Society of Japan (vol. xvii. p. 91), that
contains an excellent and exhaustive treatment
of the subject.
it

7'

h 8.

VIII. OCT.
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'

The Contemptus Mundus is a translation of
the famous treatise attributed to A'Kempis, the
title being selected from the heading of the first
Christi et Contemptu
chapter, "De Imitatione
Omnium Vanitatum Mundi." Of the character of
the transliteration the following specimen is given
'

:

" Christono von
voxiyeua

moromoronojenninnovoxiyeni suguretamayeri: jenno
michini tachiiri taran fitoua

govoxiyeni comoru fucaxi-

guinocanmiuovoboyubexi.
Xicaruni vouoqu no fito
Christonominoriuoxiguequ

chomo suredomo, focqi
sucunaqi cotoua, Christono
gonaixoni chigii xitatematuranu yuye

Chris-

nari.

micotobauo agiuai
tono
funbet
taxxite
fucaqu,
vomoni
xttatematcuranto

vagamino

guioguiuo cotogotocu Christoni
xi
tatematguranto
fitoxiqu
naguequ bexi. Fericudaru
cocoro naqini yotte Trida-

voiteua,

deno gonaixouo sorauqi
tatematguru ni voiteua,
sono Trindadeno
tacaqi
von cotouariuo ronjitemo

nanno yoqizo 1 Macoto ni
cobitaru cotobaua fitouo
jennin

nimo,

tadaxiqi
fitonimo nasazu, tada jenno
fitouo
Deusni
coso
guiogui

xitatemaxe

mono

" Doctrina Christi omnes
doctrinas Sanctorum prse-

& qui Spiritum
Christi haberet, absconditurn ibi manna inueniret.
cellit;

Sed contingit, quod multi
ex frequenti auditu Euangelii
paruum desiderium
sentiunt,
quia
spiritum
Chriati non habet.
Qui
autem vult plene & sapide
Christi verba intelligere,
oportet, ufc totam vitam

Euam

illi

studeat

confor-

mare.
Quid prodest tibi
alta de Trinitate disputare,
careas humilitate, unde
displiceas Trinitati ? Vere
no
verba
faciut
alta
fanctum et iustum, Bed
virtuosa vita efficit Deo
charu. Opto magis senfcire
si

1

compunctionem, quam scire
eiusdefinitionem. Siteneres
tota Biblia memoriter &

omnium

Philojophorum

dicta:
quid tptum prodesset sine charitate Dei &

gratia?"

tatematcuru
Contriguo

nare.

toyu cdquaino cotouariuo
xiru yorimo, sono Contrigaouo cocoroni voboyuru
cotoua nauo conomaxiqi
coto nari.
Biblia toyu
tattoqi

giomono

"D. D.," and among the anecdotes is the
following, which D. D. does not relate as coming
within his own personal knowledge ; he only says,
" I was told." There is at
present such an interest
in everything relating to Thackeray, that the anecdote will probably find its way into other publications, and I am therefore anxious to explain at
signed

it is altogether fabulous
" I leave
my anecdotes to point their own moral, if
any be discernible. Again I cite Oldfield. For a 'lark
and a lounge on leave days there was a phrenological
shop in the Strand, which I almost fancy lasted until
my own time, kept by a Frenchman, one Deville, or
Thither with a 'pal' or two would
Delille, I think.

once that

:

'

Thackeray betake himself, and anxiously inquire how
much he had increased in philoplilebototny since hia
'bump of that useful quality was last thumbed by the
'

'

'

This intellectual
professor of this key to all sciences.
recreation of poking fun at the Frenchman came in hia
way, I was tolJ, as he was going up to Cambridge, or, at
hands with
any rate, lasted till then. For, on his shaking
'
Monsieur vill
the professor at parting, the latter said
:

next year I vill tell him if he have study
clasique or mattematique, by feel of his bump.' My informant went on to say that in the next Long Vacation
Thackeray actually reappeared to consult the oracle and
challenge its verdict. It pronounced for one or the
other, Oldfield did not remember which but the answer
I haven't opened
of the facetious patient was, Sold
"
a page of either.'
Deville kept a lamp-shop at 367, Strand, on the
north side of the then narrow part, to the west of
I suppose his ancestors were
Exeter Change.
French, but he was himself an arrant Cockney,
talked of "wices" and "wirtues," and even called
" Deweel." When
himself
craniology was at the
height of its fashion, he became an enthusiast
about it, and on certain days gave sittings to all

come

;

'

!

who

liked to come and have their bumps felt. This
was done in the wareroom over the shop, and I
and a schoolfellow went several times to see the
JATDEB.
performance.

mocuuo

cotogotocu soranji,
moron o gacuxono

265

morogouo

mina

Deusno
xiritemo,
gotaixetto, sono gocoriocu
naqunba, kore mina nano
yeqica aran ?"
1

It will be noticed that the term for the Trinity
not Japanese, but
merely an importation from
the Latin.
Mr. Chamberlain also mentions that
is

the phrase " taisetsu ni omou," by which love in
"love of Christ," "love of God," is rendered,
means rather " honour," and, literally interpreted,

is only "to think
The difficulty of
highly of."
finding an exact equivalent for "amare" is still
felt.
But my object is only to call attention to
the exceedingly
interesting "find" made by Mr.
E-nest Satow. All who value the 'Imitatio' will
be grateful to him for this curious
chapter in the
history of that world-famous book.

66,

Murray

Street,

THACKERAYANA.
August there

is

an

WILLIAM E. A. AXON.
Higher Broughton, Manchester.
In the National Beview for
article entitled

'

Thackerayana,'

ROSE, WHITE AND RED, SUPERSTITION. Some
time since a farm labourer in a Dorset village said
"
to me that it was
injurious to smell a white rose,
and beneficial to smell a red one." I thought no

more of the superstition

the other day I

till
'

met

A

Rich Storehouse
or Treasury for the Diseased,' by A. T., 8vo., London, 1596. Amongst the things described as good
and wholesome for the brain, on fol. 29 of this
of red roses,"
volume, I found, "to smell thesauour
" ill for the
and amongst those that are
braine,"
"to smell to a white rose." Yet I have always
unconsidered
was
rose
red
understood that a
'
th
lucky.
(See N. & Q.,' 4 S. iii. 339.)
with an old volume entitled

J.

MASKELL.

In
Ashley 0. Glyn's translation of Ozanam's
'History of Civilization in the Fifth Century,'
vol. i. p. 35, we are told that an alb, on which the
were depicted,
nuptials of Mercury and Philologia

CHRISTIAN USE OF HEATHEN SYMBOLISM.

Mr.
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was given to the monastery of St. Gaul. This is an
early and curious instance of the use of heathen
symbolism by Christians, of which it may be well
to make a note.
K. P. D. E.

POMPOUS EPITAPH.

The following

is

to be seen

in the churchyard of St. Michael's, Dumfries, the

same yard that contains the poet Burns's remains
and mausoleum
To the Memory of James Corbet Esq
late Provost of this Burgh who died
:

the 25th of Jan'* 1762 aged 53 years

Endued with an understanding

solid

and acute

Yet he was distinguished

By an unassuming Modesty
Honest and Benevolent
Sedate and good humourd gentle and obliging
An agreeable and usefull member of Society
A Warm and Steady Friend,
A Husband and Father affectionate and tender
In Health he maintained a Conduct
Regular and Virtuous
In Sickness a Behaviour
Patient and resignd

And

in his last

moments

a Fortitude

Decent and Manly.

PHILOTAPHOS.
"

BELTED WILL." Prof.
lisle' ("Historic Towns"

Creighton, in his 'CarSeries), p. 149, says,
" Lord William Howard's
'
popular name of Belted
'
Will seems to be due to the imagination of Sir
Walter Scott." With all deference to the learned
professor, I think this is extremely improbable.
Scott not only speaks of Lord William by this
'
sobriquet in the text of the Lay of the Last Minstrel' (iv. 6 ; v. 16), but he calls him" Belted Will
Howard " in one of the historical notes to the poem
It seems to me contrary to literary precedent, I may say to literary propriety, that a poet
or romance- writer should invent a worn de guerre
for an historical parsonage.
novelist, writing of
Marlborough, might very properly allude to him as
"
Corporal John," because he was actually so called

(Note Z).

A

his soldiers
but what should we think if we
found a romancier speaking of Nelson as, say,
"The Little Boatswain"? In 'The Talisman,'

by

;

chap, xi., the Duke of Austria's court jester speaks
of Richard Plantagenet as " Dickon of the Broom,"
but this is in a passing way ; and it is obvious,
from the spirit of the passage, that Scott simply
means us to understand that this is how a court

who wished to please his master, might
have spoken of his master's rival. The late Earl

jester,

of Carlisle, in his pretty verses,
at Naworth Castle/ calls his

*

To a Jasmine-tree
ancestor "Belted

Will":
Say, did they from their leaves thus peep
When mailed moss-troopers rode the hill,
When helmed wardens paced the keep,
And bugles blew for Belted Will?

I do not

know

if

Lord

Carlisle

was the

lineal

descendant of Lord William Howard, but he was

CT*

s.

viu. GOT.

5,

same family
and his speaking of Lord
William as " Belted Will " is strong, though not
conclusive, evidence that Lord William was actually
so distinguished by his contemporaries.

of the

;

What is the earliest known instance of the
sobriquet "Belted Will" as applied to Lord
William either in MSS. or in printed literature ?
What was the date of Lord William Howard's
death ? I cannot find it in any book I have at
Did Lord William live into the reign of
hand.
Charles I. ? His appearance in the Lay of the
Last Minstrel,' the period of which is circa 1547,
is an allowable poetical anachronism.
Scott is, I
believe, in error in stating that Lord William was
Warden of the Western Marches, which ofli;e it
seems he never held ; but that Scott invented the
now familiar nom de guerre " Belted Will " I
cannot think.
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
'

" ANDER " AS A TERMINATION. That ander as
a termination frequently comes from the Gr. d.vrjp
(avSpos) I need hardly say ; but I am not aware
that it has yet been recognized as a mere termination
with the meaning akin to, like, accompanied by a
slight depreciatory tinge, though less than that contained in aster.
Thus, in Evelyn's description
of the arrival of Catherine of Braganza at Portsmouth (as quoted in the 'Catalogue of the Exhibition of the Royal House of Stuart,' No. 110,
" The
Queen arrived with a train of
p. 44), I find,
Portuguese ladies in their monstrous fardingals and
guardinfantas, their complexions olivander, and
Here, the ander in
sufficiently unagreeable."
olivander is most certainly a mere termination. In
Africander also it cannot well be anything else.

In oleander, again, which is generally derived from
the L. Latin lorandrum, it seems to me more
reasonable to take the ander to be a termination
for, if I am not deceived in my recollection of the
shrub, it has leaves much resembling those of an
olive tree, and yet, as it has nothing to recommend
it beyond its leaves and flower?, ranks in the South
of Europe, where it flourishes, far below the olive
;

And so
tree, which brings in much more money.
in goosander (a kind of duck), surely it is more
likely that the word means "somewhat like (or a
bad imitation of) a goose " than that it is composed,
as

Mahn

gander

(in

Webster) maintains, of goose and

!

And lastly, in philander, the ander was probably,
in the first instance, taken from avrip, as Mahn (in
Webster) maintains, for 4>[X.av8pos exists in Greek ;
but at the present time the termination seems to
have drifted away into the meaning which I have
assigned to it, so that the notion of love contained
in the phil has become degraded by it into that of
playing at love and flirting; and the word seems to
be much more commonly applied to men than to
women, if it is not entirely confined to the former.
I could say much more upon the subject, but I

7"> S.
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Vienne " portaient Paurnusse sur les ^paules," and
afterwards adds, " Ce n'est que depuis les guerres
What were
Sydenham Hill.
qu'ils ont mis 1'aumusse sur le bras."
les guerres to which he refers, and why should
REMOVAL OF ANILINE IMPRINTS. I read in the they have had anything to do with the manner of
" Mr.
Woodward, carrying the fur aumusse ?
Library for July, p. 237, that
H. A. W.
of the Mason Science College, Birmingham, has
SINCLAIR. Can any one give any information
discovered that the aniline ink used in stamping
books with rubber stamps can be entirely removed concerning John Sinclair, or any other Sinclair,,
It would be a boon if Mr. including pedigree and native place, who emifrom the paper."
Woodward would communicate his discovery to grated to the United States about 1658? Address
the readers of N. & Q ,' for many of my books answers to
Hon. LEONARD A. MORRISON, A.M.
are disfigured through the former owner having
Canobie Lake, New Hampshire, U.S.
stamped his name in aniline ink on the leaves,
'
generally speaking on the back of the title-page.
THE RETURN OF APHRODITE.' Can
tell me
A bookseller of my acquaintance assured me that the author of this poem, which appearedyou
in Temple
these imprints would fade away if exposed to the Bar about
August, 1883, over the initials G. A. I
sun but I find that, while the sun has a damaging
DE V. PATEN-PATNE.
effect upon the books, it does not alter the comThis is given as a place-name in
KWADIJK.
of
of
the
The
aniline.
plexion
age-tinted delicacy
"
a seventeenth- century title-page does not accord Holland, but I do not find Kwadijk" in gazetteers.
I should like to identify the prefix Kiva-.
We
with the purple obtrusiveness of a modern stamp.
have kwaad = bad, &c., in Dutch.
A. HALL.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
;hink I have said enough to

worthy of consideration.

show that my view
F. CHANCE.

is

'

;

JOHN LILLY, THE DRAMATIST.
"

ber of Parliament
tihttrtatf.

We

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

"

In * Homes with138, the Kev. J. G. Wood speaks
of "the Eed-tipped Humble Bee of Shakspere,
known as the Lapidary Bee (Bombus lapidarius)."
No doubt he refers to the game of which Bottom
sent Fairy Cobweb in quest
:

Mounsieur Cobweb, good mounsieur, get you your weapons in your hand, and kill me a red-hipped humble-bee on
the top of a thistle ; and, good inounsieur, brinaj me the
honey-bag.

Do

not fret yourself too

much

in the action,

mounsieur; and, good mounsieur, have a care the honeybag break not; I would be loath to have you overflown
with a honey-bag, eignior."
'Midsummer Night's
Dream,' IV. i.
I suppose "red-hipped" is the correct reading;
but a young naturalist, who has observed bees quite
as narrowly as Shakespeare can have done, assures
me that " red-tipped," which I had corrected as a

misprint,

is

more exactly descriptive of the pecu-

liarity of the lapidary
poet's text.
says,

bee than the epithet of the

He
and so says Mr. J. G. Wood,
that the orange-red " decorates the three last segments of the abdomen." There is a little russet
fringe on the lower parts of the legs, but they are
black where they join the thorax. Had the writer
of

'

Homes without Hands

stituting

t for

get the tip ?

"

h?

'

any authority for sub
In other words, Whence did he
ST. SWITHIN.

John

Was

he a

mem-

Lillye, Gent.," re-

Leigh, Lancashire.

DATE OF APPEARANCE OF SMALL

p.

"

A

presented Hindon in 1589, Aylesbury in 1593,
Appleby in 1597-98, and Aylesbury again in 1601.
The dramatist, who was born in 1553, and took his
M.A. at Oxford in 1575, died in distressed circumstances in November, 1606.
W. D. PINK.

BED-HIPPED HUMBLE-BEE."

out Hands,'

?

-

POX.

Dr.

"
Vaccination " in the
Creighton, in his article on
'Encyclopaedia Britannica/ describes small-pox as
"a tropical skin disease," which "rose into prominence in Western Europe in the sixteenth cenHe
tury, and in England in the seventeenth."
adds that
"

Hirsch says of the western
hemisphere,

'

A

still

more

terrible source for America was the importation of Negroslaves, so much so that in after years, particularly in

South America and the West Indies, not only the first
appearances of small-pox, but every fresh outbreak of it,
could be traced to importation from Africa,' the African
continent being then, as now and always, one of its principal seats."

Now
or

is

this correct ?

known

little

sixteenth,

and

in
If so,

Was

small-pox

unknown

Western Europe prior to the
England prior to the seventeenth

in

we may regard small-pox, like
leprosy and the plague, as a foreign invader, which,
after a period of prevalence, may, like them, pass
century

?

away.
Again, it is asked, How did small-pox come to
be described as small pox, unless to distinguish it
from the French or great pox, which, it is allowed,
first overran Europe in 1494, after the discovery of

America

KENTIGBRN.

?

L'AUMUSSE SUR LE BRAS."- De Moleon, in his
THE NAME CANT (KANT).
'Voyages de France/ says that the canons of borne by Immanuel Kant,

Doubtless the name
the

philosopher of
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Konigsberg, as a form of Cant, his Scottish grandfather's name.
It went through slight variations
before being perpetuated in Germany by the
famous bearer of it as Kant, and amongst such
variations Kandt was one.
Books mention Kandts
at Konigsberg, and it is known to me that Kandts
existed for at least two or three generations in

Pomerania down to 1764, when one removed from
Pyritz, and became Kant on the burgher roll of
Stettin.
Others of this burgher's family adopted
the changed name Kant, but to this day several
families around Stettin are known as Kandt in
various humble occupations.
It is not known
whether any relationship existed between the
Konigsberg and Pomeranian families. High authority in Stettin pronounces the name Kandt or
Kant to be outlandish, non- German.
The undersigned greatly desires information con-

cerning the locality of families on the Scottish and
English borders which bear the name of Cant, with
a view of discovering, in parish registers or in topographical accounts, whether any traces exist of
Cants who have emigrated to Poland, Sweden, or
Germany between 1600 and 1700.
The family of Andrew Cant, of East Lothian,

the Scottish divine, does not seem to come within
the scope of this query.
KANTIUS.
.

13,

The Beacon, Exmouth.

EGBERT ARMSTRONG. Can any one give information of Robert Armstrong, who went from the
North of Ireland about 1719 to the United States,
or give any information of his
pedigree, or of any
other emigrant Armstrong of that period ?
L. A. MORRISON.
THE LAST OP THE "

The City

CHARLEYS."

Press says

:

the person of Mr. William Mason, who died on
Wednesday, at the age of eighty-nine, we lose the last
survivor of the Charleys who used to patrol the streets
prior to the establishment in 1849 of the City police
force.
Another fact of interest is that, as beadle to
Alderman Finnis, he assisted in the Lord Mayor's Show
of 1856, the last occasion on which the pageant proceeded
to Westminster by water."
Is this the fact

p. C. J.

?

nd
[See 2 S.

vi.

310; 4>

S. v. 342.]

LODGE'S 'GEORGE WASHINGTON.' To the disappointment of many, the recent excellent work
of Mr. Henry Cabot
Lodge throws no new light
upon the ancestry of General Washington. Even
the early origin of the family is still
hazy, though
the late Lord Farnham
(no mean antiquary) held
that the family had a common
progenitor with
the Fitzhughs,
Askews, Cliburns, and other
northern branches, in the feudal lords of Eavenswortb. There was a Bonde Fitz
Akary, of Washton, co. York, in the time of Stephen, but I can

no connexion between this
family and the De
Wessingtons of Northumberland, from whom some

find

s.

vm.

OCT.

5,

m

derive the Washingtons of Westmorland and Sulgrave.
Perhaps HERMENTRUDE or some northern
antiquary may enlighten us on the subject.
G. B. W.

of

JOHN MORISON. Can any one give the pedigree
John Morison, who is said to have been born in

Aberdeenshire, Scotland, about 1628, emigrated
from Londonderry, Ireland, in 1703 to Londonderry, New Hampshire, United States, where he
L. A. MORRISON.
died in 1736 ?

Under

NOTCHEL.

certain painful matrimonial
the custom in Lancashire for a
man to advertise that he will not be responsible for
He is
debts contracted by her after that date.
"
"
thus said to notchel her, and the advertisement
"
"
What is the origin
is termed a
notchel notice.
CLIO.
of the term ]

circumstances

'

it is

MUCH ADO ABOUT

NOTHING.'

Arthur Hallam

in the part of Verges, and J. M. Kemble in the
part of Dogberry, played in a performance at
'
Cambridge of Much Ado about Nothing on
March 19, 1830. Monckton Milnes played Bea'

Will some
There was a long epilogue.
tell me who was the author
of the epilogue, who recited it, and where the play
VARSITY.
was performed ?
trice.

correspondent kindly

CORMORANTS ON THE THAMES. By Act of
Council "Die Jovis, 17 Decembris,

Common

A

Ma "

3 et 4 Ph. et
(1556), the Chamberlain
of the City of London was ordered
" to
pay 3s. 4d. to every Person that at any time thereafter should kill any manner of Cormorant upon the
River of Thames, he presenting or showing the same to
the Chamberlain, and leaving the head thereof with
Hargrave MS. 134,

him."

"la

[7*

If.

181.

Is there any other notice of cormorants injuring
F. J. FURNIVALL.
fish in the Thames 1

THE "VILLE" OF DUNKIRK, ORIGIN OF THE
NAME. Between Canterbury and Faversham is a
"

It was formerly
ville" called Dunkirk.
an extra-parochial liberty, and formed part of the
Hasted says that, from successive
forest of Blean.

village or

" lost all the
privileges
grants of land within it, it
of a forest, and even the name of being one," but
was called within the memory of persons then
living simply Blean.
"But," he adds, "several houses having been built
within the bounds of it, many especially on the south
side of the common, at the bottom of Boughton Hill,
which w ere inhabited by low persons of suspicious character,

place

who

parish, a

without

name

sheltered themselves tbere, this being a
the jurisdiction of either hundred or

exempt from

in a free port, which receives all who enter it
distinction, the whole district hence gained the
s

of Dunkirk."

Was

at that time synonymous
was Hasted mistaken in
The place is now a parish, and a

Dunkirk, then,

with "free port";
his

etymology

?

or

VIII. OCT.
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hurch (called Christ Church) was erected there in
It stands on a hill, making the name ap840.
propriate to a very different etymology ; but as
he church is modern, this must be merely a reThe neighbourhood was
narkable coincidence.
ormerly a great resort of smugglers. May the
lame have any reference to that, and to the wellinown port of Dunkirk, now a frontier town of
France?
W. T. LYNN.
Blackheatb.

Every thing relating to Bacon

BACON'S 'ESSAYS.'

Who

translated the Latin version
interesting.
*
of his Essays,' first published in the collection of
'
his
Opera Moralia et Civilia,' by Dr. Rawley, in
is

269

(1640), Sir Philip Parker (1647), Charles, Earl of
Nottingham (1647), Col. Langham (1649), Col.
Paine (1649), Sir Roger Burgoyne (1650), Mr.
Thomas Winter (1674), Sir William Powell (1674),
Lady Danlove (1630), Capt. Blake (1674), Madame
Savill (1674), Mr. Rob. Blanchard (1674), Col.
Norwood (1674), Sir Jo. Clayton (1674), Mr. Jo.
Shercroft (1674), Sir Hy. Barker (1628), Countess
of Exeter (1630), Mr. Chamberlayne, "a poore
minister" (1632), Sir Ralph Hopton (1638), Lord
Morton (1638), Lady Eliza Stonehouse (1640),
Benjamin and Nathaniel Rench (1730), Mr. Vanderplank (1731), Marchioness of Anandale (1734),
Lady Bridges (1734), Sir Ed. Grevill, or Grivill

1638

?

(1633), SirDavid Kirke (1635), Sir

ham

is

(seventeenth century).

The dedication to the Duke of Buckingsigned by Bacon himself; but it is only a
translation of the dedication of the English original
in 1625.
This Latin version was apparently republished at Leyden in 1641 and in 1644; also at
Amsterdam in 1662, "ex officina Elzeviriana." I
cannot get much information on this topic from the
'
masterly work of Spedding and Heath. The Dictionary of National Biography,' in its account of
Bacon, asserts that the Latin version of the 'Essays'
" was executed or
superintended by Bacon himself," and a recent writer has attributed it to Selden.
In a letter to Tobie Matthew (Spedding, vol. xiv.
p. 428), written 1623, Bacon expresses his desire
'
" retractate and made more
'
to have his
Essays
well
translated
into Latin by some good
perfect,
pens which forsake me not," giving the strange
reason that in that ancient tongue they would have
"For these
their only chanca of immortality.
modern languages," he adds, '' will at one time or
another play the bank-rowtes with books."
He expresses a similar intention in an epistle to

racter especially acceptable.
49,

CHAS. JAS. FERET.
Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

SIR ROBERT MURRAY, VIVENS 1692. In a will
above date it is mentioned that "Sir Robert
"
"
Murray (alias Crighton) was bequeathed by the
will of the Earle of Annandale, deceased," the
lands of Boylagh and Banagh, that his (Sir R.'s)
mother was Agnes McBriar, who subsequently
(apparently) married a Creichton, and had a son
John Creichton, of Achalane, co. Fermanagh.
What Sir Robert Murray was he ? Sir Robert of

of the

Abercairney, knighted by Charles II., who died in
1704, cet. sixty-eight, is the only one of the name
I can find.
What family of Crichton did Sir
Robert's mother intermarry with in Scotland ?

CHARLES

perfectus et editus est, et partitiones scientiarum complectitur ; quseest Instaurationis meae pars
prima. Debuerat sequi 'Novum Organum'; interposui
tamen scripta mea moralia et politica, quia magis erant
in promptu. Haec sunt primo
Historia Regni Henrici septimi '; deinde sequetur libellus ille, quern vestia
Verum illi libro
lingua 'Saggi Morali' appellastis.
nomen gravius impono, scilicet ut inscribatur, Sermones
Erunt autem sermones
fideles, sive Interiora rerum.'
isti et numero aucti et tractatu multum
amplificati."
'

'

'

:

'

He
it

clearly approved of the Latin version, and left
behind for publication.
J. MASKELL.

BIOGRAPHICAL.
readers

who

I

will kindly

shall

send

be grateful to

any

me

bio-

(direct)

any

graphical information touching any of the following persons.
They were all, at one time or another,
residents of Fulham.
The years given after the
names are those for which I have found them rated
in the par ishhooks:
Sir Michael Wharton, (1644),
Sir Edw. Harbert
(1644), Mr. Edw. Harbert(1640),
Mr. Edmond Lawrence (1640), Sir Edw. Powell

KINO.

lUffliftf,

:

jam

S.

Corrard, Lisbellaw.

Fulgentius (Spedding, vol. xiv. p. 531)
"Optimum autem putavi ea omnia, in Latinam linguam traducta, in tomos dividers. Primus tomus constat
ex libris 'De Augmentis Scientiarum ': qui tamen, ut
nosti,

Abraham Dawes

Information of a local cha-

PROVINCIAL PUBLISHING.
(7

A.

th

S. viii. 205.)

M. has suggested a subject of
trust may increase in strength

J.

that I

local interest

as the

weeks

go by, and that out of recollections of the past
something may spring of good for the present.
It is pleasant to know that such towns as Newcastle- on-Tyne,

Halifax, Bradford,

Wolverhamp-

ton, Dudley, Bromsgrove, and others besides those
mentioned by A. J. M. once published books of

some repute; but why should not Birmingham
and Manchester, Liverpool and Leeds, Glasgow
and Sheffield, Edinburgh, and some of the Irish
and Welsh towns publish their own special books ?
I place Birmingham first, because it has so nobly
Let
way in many other noble things.
Birmingham tax itself to the extent of 2,OOOZ. a
year to retain some writer to write for the town a
new book on a subject to be selected by the town,
led the

every subscriber to the local literary fund to reIt may be a novel
ceive free a copy of the work.
or a poem, a local history or a treatise on some
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s,
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on which the town requires more
It seems to me that your correspondent in
often given large monetary
peaking of York as a town puts himself very
ouch in the position of the York author and pubretainers for a piece of music, why should it not
isher who knew no better than to address the
retain some discreet and learned man to give the
" Sir." I do not know in which
to be their own book, to be arckbishop as
citizens a new book
printed in the town, read, criticized and enjoyed ;ase the intellectual obscurity is greater.
It only remains for me to say that if your correby the town as much as the 'Elijah' has been
heard, criticized, and enjoyed.
Twenty thousand pondent knew anything of York he would be compiled to admit that it contains as many refined
people subscribing a penny a week would supply
ind intellectual men and women as any place of
the necessary funds to pay the author of the book
and provide a copy for each subscriber. But the ts size in the United Kingdom. It has produced
book should be of a kind that would appeal to the men and women who have come to the front in the
work of the world. We have such with us now, and
reading public of the kingdom and the colonies
and if every large town in the kingdom followed ihere is little fear that this despised "town," in spite
the example of Birmingham, we should get the of the splenetic disparagement of A. J. M., will fail
best of books at a price that would bring them to hold its own in that respect in the future.
YORK PUBLISHER.
within the reach of all who like to possess their own
books, and the reign of good books would begin,
The note of A. J. M. on this subject is very
and the demolition of rubbish would set in. Per.nteresting, and it is to be hoped that it may elicit
haps no country has so remarkably published its some further information on the
history and biblio'
own literary decadence as Spain. When the Don
of books published at provincial presses,
graphy
Quixote* was published the Spaniards were a more of which have been issued than is
generally
reading people, and gorgeous books were printed
Some of these were printed and puband published at Burgos, Seville, Malaga, Coimbra, supposed.
lished at Burslem, at the early part of this century
Toledo, Alcala de Henares, Valladolid, Huesca, a
chapelry in the large parish of Stoke-uponCuenca, Barcelona, Medina del Campo, Valencia,
The
Trent, now a large and important town.
Salamanca, Perpinan, Ziragosa, Tarragona, Evora, name of the
publisher was J. J. Tregortha, pro"
Bilboa, Logrorb, Baeza, Tolosa, Jaen, Cordova,
Trogothy of Burslem,"
vincially denominated
Pamplona, Lerida, and, of course, Madrid a fine
a Cornish man by birth or descent. There
perhaps
list of publishing towns.
no
I
have was a '
Some,
doubt,
Herbal,' a History of the Battle of WaterBut now the Spanish publishing busiforgotten.
'Wonderful Characters,' and several other
siness is confined for the most part to Madrid, loo,'
works issued under his name.
Barcelona, and Seville, and it is not a flourishing
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
business.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
I thank A. J. M. for starting this subject, and
A. J. DUFFIELD.
you for giving him tongue.
THE LATE T. S. EVANS, CANON OF DURHAM
Savile Club, 107, Piccadilly.
th
The following translations by
S. viii. 168).
(7
of this distinguished scholar, under the
I am not disposed to quarrel with your corre- the pen
Sabrins&
initials T. S. E., may be found in the
spondent A. J. M. with regard to the evil of
Corolla' (editio altera, 1859), from which it appears
centralization
it is an evil which
every thinking
man appreciates and deplores ; but I must protesl that he was one of the chief contributors
1. The Lake has Burst.
his
By Barry Cornwall. Transthat
excellent
text
a vehicle for
against
making
special subject

light.

Birmingham has

;

A

'

'

:

the conveyance of a quantity of unjust abuse of
the city of which I am not ashamed to say I am a
resident and a native.

"

He cites the case of a certain man, one of the
few intelligent persons (none of them natives) who

reside in the town " (sic), who failed to fiad a
pub
lisher for his book relating to York and its
neigh
bourhood in that city. Well, I do not know

any

thing about your correspondent's friend nor his
book, but I should like to say that I have printec
and published in York within the last twelve
months three octavo books of 236, 296, and 40(
and a "
pages
respectively,
shilling shocker," now
third thousand, with, I
believe, credit to my
self and satisfaction to the authors
; and that if h<
had come to me I should have been perpared t<

in

its

produce his book.

But I think he did

not.

P. 25.
lated into Latin alcaics.
2. The Vegetable Creation.
into Latin hexameters. P. 41.
3.

The Brook.

elegiacs.
4.

By Tennyson.

Milton.

Translated

Translated into Latin-

P. 87.

The Chase.

hexameters.
5.

By

By

Somerville.

Translated into Latin

P. 93.

The Warring Angels.

By

Milton.

Translated into

Latin hexameters.

P. 111.
Bees. By Shakspeare.
meters. P. 121.
6.

Translated into Latin hexa-

7. The Happy Man.
By Cowper. Translated into
Latin hexameters. P. 145.
8. The Architect of Hell.
By Milton. Translated
into Latin hexameters.
P. 207.
9. A Bill of Exceptions.
By Goldsmith. Translated
into Metrum Trochaicum Catalecticum (Grasce). P. 227.
10. The Idle Shepherd Boys. By Wordsworth. Translated into Latin hendecasyllabics. P. 231.
11. Tha Gout in the Hand.
By Herrick. Translated
into Latin elegiacs. P. 239.

vin.

.

GOT.
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12. Storm in the Alps.
By Byron. Translated into
Latin hexameters. P. 251.
13. The Cycle of Existence.
By Pope. Translated
P. 267.
into Latin hexameters.
14. The Archangel. By Milton. Translated into Greek

Dactylicum Hexametrum Heroicum.

Greek iambics.

more, for the

ch.

Accordingly,
'

in English writs, onward from 1286 (Bain's 0*t,'
ii. No. 285) for thirty years the name takes forms

P. 275.

15. Eve at the Fountain.
By Milton. Translated into
Latin hexameters. P. 283.
Psalm cvii. Trans16. The Wonders of the Deep.
lated into Greek iambic?. P. 311.
17. The Restitution of Man.
By Milton. Translated

into

for the th, or, still

271

P. 315.

Proverbs, chap. xix. TransP. 317.
Trans19. The Day of the Lord.
Isaiah, chap. xiii.
lated into Greek iambics.
P. 329.
20. The Praise of God.
By Milton. Translated into
Latin hexameters. P. 331.
Omitted 21. Tearless Eye makes Careful Heart.
Byron. Translated into Latin elegiacs. P. 85.
22. Ulysses and the Cyclop?.
By E. [Qy. Who is
Translated into Greek iambics. P. 269.
this?]
18. Sayings of the Wise.
lated into Greek iambics.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

me to be a
form, with its pluralized ending, seems to
It is, at any
variety introduced in French writs.
of three documents in
rate, worth noting that
'
1311 and 1312 side by side in the Eotuli Scotise
in the first, which
Atholia
finds
one
(i. 106-108),
is in Latin, and Asceles in the other two, which
'

are in French.
letter are
John, Earl of Athol, whose seal and
mentioned above, was the earl who was executed
reby Edward I. with all the gruesome details
served for traitors (' Chronicles Edward I. and II./
Rolls Series, i. 149-50). Scotsmen call his treason
In going through Madox's 'History
patriotism.
of the Exchequer,' I lately came upon an entry of

the thirty-fifth year of

Edward

I.

regarding the

It styles the
Mother event (Madox, ed. 1711, p. 257).
The
Asceles."
Hubbard,' Cambridge, W. P. Grant, 1837, with victim "Johannes Comes de
of Westminster),
burlesque notes, was by the lace Ven. John Han- 'Flores Historiarum' (Matthew
him "Johannes de Ascella."
nah, Vicar of Brighton and Archdeacon of Lewes. ed. 1570 (ii. 456) calls
GEO. NEILSON.
It was issued before he came into residence at
Brasenose College, Oxford, where he remained but
Asceles is a
thirteeth-century form of
3.

The

Mother Hubbard.'

edition of

'

a short time, having been elected scholar of Corpus.
He was afterwards Fellow of Lincoln and Warden
of Trinity College, Glenalmond, before his removal
This early brochure is not mentioned
to Brighton.
in the list of his works in Crockford, 1883 ; nor is
it there stated that he was for a time at Brasenose.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

me

thank MR. GANTILLON for his notes. I
had already asked in vain in the Durham University
Let

Journal,

viii.

190, for a complete

His

remains.

'

(Eaone

'

bridge, by Deighton, Bell

list

of his printed

was published at Cam-

&

EARLDOM OF ASCELES

Co., 1873.

(7

th

S.

W.

C. B.

viii.

149).

Asceles is a form for Athol found in English writs
of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries relative
to the affairs of Scotland.
If used at all in Scotland, the word was rare ; seldom, if ever, employed
unless when, as in the letter of March 12, 1289-90,
quoted by B. G., the writing is in French. It
furnishes what is perhaps an illustration of the
principle observed in Domesday Book by PROF.
SKEAT (7 th S. viii. 159) that in the hands of a

French scribe

s may replace a guttural or
unpronounceable consonant.
This is not the whole explanation of Asceles, but probably it is a part of it.
Athol appears as Atholia in all, or almost all, Scottish writs.
I have never seen Asceles till late in
the thirteenth century.
seal of Earl John of
that period unquestionably spelt the word Acholia

A

(Bain's

'

ii.
PROF. SKEAT'S
plate 1, No. 19).
law, stretched a little, might give an s

Cal.,'

Domesday

regular
Scotland.
Atholl, one of the seven earldoms of
the reign of
Thus, in the controversy which arose in
Alexander III. as to the right of Isabella to the
'
earldom of Athol), it is designated in the Chronicle
as the Earldom of Astheles ; and in
of
'

Kishanger

BalioPs claim to the crown of Scotland he thus
" Ausi la counted
quotes the decision in this case
de Asheles demora a Isabele." The earlier forms
:

are Athfodla, Athfhotla, Athfoitle, Adtheodle, and
'
Celtic Scotland,' vol. iii.
Atheodle. See Skene,
ISAAC TAYLOR.
pp. 43, 74, 75.

Asceles is simply the mediaeval legal French
form of Athole, one of the seven earldoms of Scotthe race of
land, which goes back to the time and
Malcolm Can more, being first known to history in
the person of Earl Madach, son of Melmare,
brother of Malcolm III., who witnesses the Scone
foundation charter of Alexander I., in 1115, as
Earl of Athole. There are conflicting statements
as to the filiation of Earl Madach ; G. E. C., in his
'
vol. ii.,
Peerage,' in the Genealogist, N.S.,
the pedigree as above,
s.v.

New

"Athole," giving
1885,
'
while Burke, in his Dormant and Extinct Peer"
Strathbogie," and Anderson, in
ages,' 1883, s.v.
"
'
his Scottish Nation,' s.v.
Athole," make Madach
a son of Donald Bane. In any case, however, the
filiation is on the ancient Scottish royal stock, the
house of Athole, membership of which is, indeed,
of the earldom of
practically connoted by the gift
a district evidently the cradle of the royal race
whose direct male line ended with Alexander III.
The earldom was carried by heiresses into the
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family of the Earls of Fife of the old Celtic stock,
Countess Ada having married, circa 1250, David,
a younger son of Duncan, Eirl of Fife, who took
the name of De Strabolgi, from the lands of Strath-

unworthy of repetition in 'N.

bogie or Strabolgi, and whose line was forfeited in
Scotland for its adherence, after various mutations,
to the English side
during the war of independence.
For some time a double series of Earls of Athole
confronted each other, the one recognized in Scotland and the other in England, but the Strabolgi
line came to an end in 1375.
0. H. E. CARMICHAEL.
New University Club, S.W.

rate, if the story

Asceles is the Norman - French rendering of
Athole.
little glossary of similar terms would
be a good feature in ' N. & Q.,' as
they often perplex unaccustomed readers. I have been asked on
what authority I called a man Edmund when his
name was given in the charter I quoted as Esmon.
The querist evidently did not recognize the latter
as merely the Norman - French version of the

A

former.

[Many

HERMENTRUDE.
similar replies are
acknowledged with thanks.]

DARNED

th

S. viii. 169).
to conceal (' S. Acts,' James VI.).
To
darn, v.n.
(1) To hide oneself (Hudson).
(2) To
hearken or listen (Fife). 'He was darnin at
my door,'
a secondary sense, borrowed from the idea of a listener
posting himself in a secret place, or keeping himself in
darkness. Anglo Saxon
dearn-an, occultare [? dyrnan,
to conceal]."
Jamieson's 'Scottish Dictionary.'

(7

" To
darn, v.a

,

E. M. SPENCE.
Means, as the context shows, hidden.
See
Jamieson's 'Dictionary,' vocibus "Darn" and
"
Dern." Connected with Mid. Eng. derne, secret,
and A.-S. dearn, secret, and dyrnan, to hide
The present Ameri(' Spec. Early Eng.,' part ii.).
can word, I fear, has not so innocent an
origin.
GEO. NEILSON.
As might have been gathered from its opposition
"
to
open and avowed," this word means " secret
and hidden." It is now confined to Scotch, and
will be found in any Scotch
dictionary or glossary,
as

"

I

find

it,

e.g.

(spelt

derned), in that to

Waverley Novels," Black, 1860, 25
C. F. S.

my

Longford, Coventry.

for damned.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
[Other replies to the same effect are acknowledged.]

euphemism

THE POETRY OF PAINTING

(7

th

S. viii. 64, 196).

Q.'

Any

artist

At any
would make not the

presents had sat diligently to Kubens.

were true,

it

National Gallery picture, but the other, if there
ever was one, the ' Chapeau de Paille,' and leave
the former to be what it truly represents a lady
in a chapeau de poil.

F. G. S.

TOWN MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE (7 th S.
viii.
SIR W. FRASER makes a
127, 173, 234).
f

'

strange mistake when he says that the reason why
poem is not to be found among Prior's is that
it was written by Pope (' Imitations of Horace,'
bk. ii. sat. vi.).
Every one knows that Horace gave
the story, and Pope reproduced it ; but that has
nothing to do with Prior's travesty of Dryden's
'Hind and Panther.'
Of course Pope's lines
this

(written after 1714)

Our

A

friend

tale

Dan

Prior told (you know),

extremely d-propos

:

Name a town life, and in a trice
He had a story of two mice,
may refer, as SIR W. FRASER thinks,

to Prior telling the story in conversation ; but as he had written
his poem the year before Pope's birth, and it was
very well known, I think it very unlikely, and that
the way of putting it is owing to the need of a
e
good rhyme for mice." As Halifax wrote a part
of it (probably a small part), I looked in Dr. JohnI was
son's edition of Halifax, but it is not there.
wrong in saying that it was not to be found in the
The friend who looked for me
British Museum.
did not notice that a reference for it is given under
'
" Prior " to "
Hind," the correct title being The
Hind and the Panther transvers'd to the Story of
the Country Mouse and the City Mouse." It is
"
because the original edition of
not under " Prior
1687 (of which there are several copies in the
:

They have

Museum) appeared anonymously.

also

do not
understand why it is not given in the Aldine
Edition of Prior, or in Dr. Johnson's, or in any

a copy of a later edition of 1709.

I

still

other that I can find.

W. KENNEDY

(Librarian).

Haileybury College.

F. R. 0.

This word, contrasted in the extract
quoted with
the words " open and
avowed," means secret, hidden, concealed, from the A.-S. dyrnan, to hide,
conceal, and has no connexion with the modern
American word, which, like tarnation, is only a

&

can affirm that in either version this picture could
not have been painted unless the lady whom it re-

vols.

WARREN, M.A.

vm. OCT. 5, w.

s.

inaccurate.
the Country
not in Phaedrus.
is

Mouse and
it is

The fable of the Town
Mouse is in Horace, but
E. YARDLEY.
'

'

"OF THAT ILK"

th
The
S. viii. 25, 115).
(7
of the reply in the Edinburgh Evening
News quoted in the communication from MR.
KERDMAN, himself, though a corrector, stands in

writer

need of some correction.

There

is

no mystery what-

ever about the meaning of the epithet

" of that ilk."

" of that
story repeated by KILLIGREW from M. Jules It simply means
same," and is therefore
Nolle"e de Noduwez anent the
of the
history of the a convenient way of avoiding the repetition

The

'

Cbapeau de

Poi),'

by Rubens,

is

pure nonsense,

family name, where territorial.

It is so far

from

7* S. VIII. OCT.
7*S.
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"
pertaining only to some of the oldest of Lowlam
houses," that, from its very signification, it belongs
and must belong, to the heads of all those house
whose forefathers were in the Middle Age
"
Domini de eodem," or "ejusdem," i.e., lords o
the lands of the same name.
There is sufficien
evidence that the epithet was also used in lega
instruments by abbots instead of repeating the
name of their house, as may be seen, e.g., in the
7

'Register of Cupar Abbey
(Grampian Club)
313, "Be it kend, &c., ws Donald, be the permissioun of God Abbot of the Abbay of Cowpar
and Conuent of that Ilk," &c. (A.D. 1532). SimiThis
larly, Abbot John, 1497, op. cit., p. 309.
shows very clearly that " of that ilk " simply means
"of the same." When the writer in the Edinburgh Evening News speaks of "Anstruther o
that Ilk and of Anstruther," he produces a reduplication which might lead to the suspicion thai
he did not, after all, understand the meaning ol
the words he was using. Anstruther of that Ilk
and Anstruther of Anstruther are, like Hierome
p.

and Jerome, one and identical.
stance selected by him is a strange

The other inThe name

one.

possibly connected with St. Blane at least,
that seems the only theory advocated ; but I must
say that no published pedigree of Blane of Blanefield that I have seen goes back into the Middle
Ages at all, and I am not acquainted with any
mediaeval Blane, Dominus de Eodem.
is

NOMAD.
SOCKDOLAGER
Vere's

f

(7

th

S. viii.

Americanisms,' this

According to
word " is said to be a
188).

corruption of doxology," receiving its meaning as a
concluding and conclusive argument from the doxology being a concluding part of a religious service.

Vere says
"It now

:

denotes anything conclusive, from a word
that closes a debate to a blow that finishes a
fight
Sockdolager means also a double hook, the two parts of
which close with a spring as soon as the fish
bites, as
if in grim expression of the unavoidable result."

often used interchangeably for the same monuments. As scientific terms they are defined by
'

Mortillet, Le Pre"historique,' p. 583-9
" Les vrais cromlechs sont des enceintes formees
par
des pierres fichees en terre
Le dolmen est un monument compose de dalles en pierre placets sur champ,
supportant d'autres dalles horizontales qui servent de
En Angleterre, les enceintes acplafond ou de toit
compagnant frequemment les dolmens, les deux choses
ont etc tout d'abord confondues ensemble, et le nom de
cromlech etait donne aux dolmens. Maintenant, on est
generalement d'accord pour reserver le nom de cromlech
aux enceintes, et donner le nom de dolmen a la chambre
avec supports et table de recouvrement qui se trouve au
:

milieu.''

Dolmen is from the Armorican daul, a table, and
not from dol, a hole.
As to the origin of the word
see Ferguson, 'Rude Stone Monuments,' p. 44,
'
and Cartailhac, La France Pre"historique,' p. 169,
who quotes an essay by Schuermans, 'Neologismes
Arch^ologiques ; Dolmen, Menhir, Cromlech.' The
introduction of the term is due to Coret, who mentions in his ' Origines Gauloises that he found the
table stones of Locmariaker locally designated as
dolmin by the Breton peasantry. Legrand d' Aussy,
'

in his

"
Sockdolager
(written also sockdologer), a corruption of doxology."
He gives two meanings of the word, both indicated
as belonging to the United
States, and the first
marked as colloquial. He does not give the word
:

DNARGEL.

socking.

work on Les Anciennes Sepultures Nation'

adopted the name from Coret as a scienISAAC TAYLOR.
archaeological term.

ales,' first
tific

All interested in antiquities are beholden to
for calling attention to the strange
doubt as to the actual, and even conventional
meanings of those two words. It is more than
time for the question to be finally threshed out.

MR. HALL

Surely there are plenty of travelled linguists who
could tell us authoritatively what is the sense of
those words in situ.
I may remark that in one of
the newest books of general reference and a capital
book it is, taken all round dolmen and cromlech are
said to be the same thing, and a woodcut of the
great trilithons of Stonehenge is given as an illustration of the latter.
The book is Cassell's ' En-

H. J. MOULE.

cyclopaedic Dictionary.'
Dorchester.

JULIUS STEGGALL.
Webster, in his 'Dictionary,' says

273

MR. A. HALL will find
wants about these words in

I think
ae

new

cyclopaedia,'
*'

edition, vol.

all
'

iii.,

the particulars

Chambers's Enrecently issued,

Cromlech," where it seems to me that the
"atest information about the matter is given.
s.v.

DNARGEL.
Paris.

Paris.

About twenty-eight years ago

I read in an article
Americanisms in one of the reviews that this
word meant the knockdown blow that finished a
fight, and was derived by a common process from the
'

on

"

J

doxology

that

marked the

ings at a religious meeting.

DOLMEN AND CROMLECH
Dolmen

close of the proceedJ. A. 0.
th

(7

S.

viii.

188).

an Armorican, cromlech a Cornish
term, and in the infancy of archaeology they were
is

See Saturday Review, September 7, 1889, p. 269.
~n an article on ' The Cambrians in Brittany ' this
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
ubject is dealt with.
Baling Dean.

HOUSE

IN

WHICH NEWTON WAS BORN

In

'

(7

th

S.

Wensleydale ; or, Rural Contema poem by Thomas Maude, the first ediplations,'
ion of which was published in 1771, is a wholejage engraving of the house in which Sir Isaac
Newton was born, at Wools thorpe, a hamlet in the
viii.

184).
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parish of Colsterworth, near Grantham, in 1642.
Most likely this was supplied on the information
of the Rev. Benjamin Smith, Rector of Linton, in
Craven, a son of the sister of Sir Isaac Newton,
who gave the author of the poem several curious
anecdotes concerning his celebrated uncle, which
are incorporated in the notes on the poem, and
most probably are not either generally known or
to be found elsewhere.

th

The

S. vii. 388, 455).

edition of this book has the following title

The Practice of Quietnes, Or

A

direction

1631, 1653, 1663, 1705, the two latter with portrait
nd frontispiece.
The Bodleian has the eighth
The portrait by T. Slater in the
edition, 1653.
edition
must be a late impression, or a copy,
1705
" that he
as Bryan says
flourished about the year
and
L630,
engraved among others the portrait of
G. Webbe, Bishop of Limerick."
There is another

engraved by Cross, in 12mo. Both are
mentioned by Bromley, p. 83, and by Granger, ii.
See also Wood, ' Athense Oxon.,'
345, ed. 1824.
iii. 29, ed. Bliss.
Can any one refer to another
portrait,

first edition, and state in which edition the portraits respectively first appeared ?

copy of the

W.
ENIGMA

readers of

There are two dedications: 1, "To the Right
honorable S r Henry Hubbert Knight Baronet,
Lord cheife Justice of his Malies Court of common
" To the
pleas," on A 2, 3 ; and 2,
Right Worship-

and Gentlemen, and to
all the rest of my religi-ous Countri-men in the
Countie of Wiltshire," on A 4, 5, 6. The text,
The last, which seems to be the tenth,
pp. 1-196.
is

entitled

The Practice

N.

Justices,

:

of Quietness, Directing a Christian

&

Q.' as A. J,

M.

1

C. C. B.

MOHAMMED'S COFFIN (7 th S. viii. 188). In the
seventeenth century Heylyn and Thevenot confuted the then popular idea regarding Mohammed's
coffio, which the latter writer stated was considered
'
by the Turks to be ridiculous (Harris's Voyages,'

Wiltshire by George Webbe Preacher of the Word and
Pastor there. London, Printed by Edw. Griffin for Ralph
Mab, and are to be Sold at bis Shop in Paules ChurchYard at the Sigae of the Grey-hound. 1615. Sm. 8yo.

edition

'

:

how

to liue
all times, in all place?, vpon all occasions,
to auoide or put off, all occasions of vnquietDeliuered in Six Sermons at Steeple-Ashton in

The Knights,

my

May

first

Quietly at

fvll,

E. BUCKLEY.

th

S. viii. 228).
Unless
(7
memory
deceives me, this riddle is given without an answer in that capital collection "Charades, Enigmas,
and Riddles, collected by a Cantab " (Bell).
I ask whether the editor thereof is known to

And how
nesse.

5,

According to the life, p. iii, the third
edition was printed 1631, 12mo., no other edition
)eing mentioned. Lowndes notices the editions of

Whitaker's 'History of Craven,' second edition,
1812, p. 462. He was rector of Linton, in Craven,
from 1733 to 1776.
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
(7

VIII. OCT.

at the end.

The Rev. Benjamin Smith, who was born in
1700 and died in 1776, was most probably personally known to Mr. Maude, as Linton, where he
held one of the medieties, is not more than twentyfive miles from Bolton Hall, in Wensleydale, where
Mr. Maude resided, and only a few miles from
Burley Hall, in Wharfedale, his family seat.
There is some account of Benjamin Smith in

BOOK WANTED

[7th s.

These authors, how&c., 1705, vol. ii. p. 324).
ever, do not give any explanation as to how the
fable originated, but in Moreri (1694), s.v. "Medina," I find
" The common
:

that

it

Opinion, that this Coffin was Iron, and
in the Air between 2 Load-stonea,
for the Turkish Pilgrims that become Christians

hung suspended

is false

;

'tis supported by small Marble Pillara, and environed
with a Ballister of Silver, on which hang a great number
of Lamps, whose Smoke renders the place somewhat ob-

say

scure."

Gibbon

How

to live Quietly In this troublesome World. By Dr. George
Webbe Lord Bishop of Limerick in Ireland. With The
Life of the Author, and additional Prayers for Peace and
Quiet. London, Printed by J. Downing for D. Brown at
the Black-Swan and Bible without Temple-Bar, and T.
Davies at the Bible in Red-Lion-Street in White- Chappel
1705. 8vo.
title in nine compartments.
Portrait,
"Effigies Reverendi in Christo Patris Georgii
Webbe Limericensis apud Hibernos Episcopi.

Engraved

Thomas

Slater, Sculpsit." Printed title (as above),
having on the back two stanzas upon the picture
of the author in the frontispiece. The second dedication only, and contents A 2-5 ; the life A 6-8

;

the text pp. 1-156. The first edition, though said
" delivered in six
to be
sermons," is printed without break as one, upon the text 1 Thess. iv. 11.
The last edition is transformed into a regular
treatise, the sermon form being dropped, and is
divided into twenty-nine chapters, with five
prajers

1790, p. 319) has a foot-note on
which he says that "the Greeks
and Latins have invented and propagated the
vulgar and ridiculous story." He gives references
to Laonicus Chalcocondyles and others.
The following passage may be worth transcribing from
the Travels of Martin Baumgarten, who went to
(vol. ix.,

this subject, in

'

'

Palestine, Arabia, &c., in 1507:
"
Mahomet before his Death desired of his Friends and
Acquaintance he should not be buried till three day*
after he was dead; for that on the 3 rd Day after his
Death, he should be taken up to Heaven. But they delay'd burying him not only three but twelve Days
and his Body stinking most horribly, being thus enraged,
they thrust him under Ground without a Coffin. After
the Death of this wicked Impostor, his Followers, and
chiefly the Caliph who succeeded him in the Empire
ordered his nasty Carcase to be taken up again, and put
in an Iron Coffin or Chest, and they placed it in a Temple
whose Walls were of Loadstones
It is reported it
there hung pendulous in the Air without any thing to
it
until
our
of
Lord
the
1470, being the
support
year
space of 870 Years [s?c] ; for at that time a violent storm

'

,,vin.
.
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of Lightning and Hail falling upon part of that Profane
with the
Temple, did so shake it, and dash'd the Coffin
wretched Body to piecas, that it was all beat to ashes,
and sunk into the Earth so as it could never be found
Churchill's

nor seen again."
1704, vol.

i.

'Voyages and Travels,'

p. 482.

J.

F.

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

In " A Faithful Account of the Religion and
Manners of the Mahometans, by Joseph Pitts of
Exon," published by him in 1731, the story is
told of his capture by Moorish pirates off the coast
of Spain in 1678, and of his fifteen years' experience as a slave in Africa. After experiencing innumerable sufferings, he was induced to nominally

embrace the Mahometan

religion,

and subse-

quently he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca. This
is how he describes the prophet'a tomb
" About the tenth
easy Day's Journey after we come
out of Mecca, we enter into Medina, the Place where
Medina is but a little Town
Mahomet lies intomb'd
and poor, yet it is wall'd round, and hath in it a great
Mosque, but nothing near so big as the Temple at Mecca.
:

In one Corner of the Mosque, is a Place built about fourteen or fifteen Paces square. About this place are great
brass Grates. In the Inside it is
deck'd with some Lamps, and Ornaments. It is arch'd
all over head. (I find some relate, That there are no less
than three Thousand Lamps about Mahomet's Tomb
but it is a Mistake, for there are not, as I verily believe,

Windows fenced with

:

an Hundred. And I speak what I know, and have been
an Eye Witness of.) In the middle of this Place is the
Tomb of Mahomet, where the Corpse of that bloody Impostor is laid, which hath silk Curtains all around it like
a Bed which Curtains are not costly, nor beautiful.
There is nothing of his Tomb to be seen by any, by
:

reason of the Curtains round it: nor are any of the
Hagges permitted to enter there: None g} in but the
Eunuchs, who keep watch over it, and they only to light
the Lamps which burn there by Night, and to sweep
and cleanse the Place. All the Privilege the Hagges
have, is only to thrust in their Hands at the Windows,
between the brass Grates, and to petition the dead
Jugler which they do with a wonderful deal of Reverence,

Padroon had his silk Handkerchief stole out of his Bosom, while he stood at his
Devotions here. It is storied by some, that the Coffin of
Mahomet hangs up by the attractive Virtue of a Loadstone to the Roof of the Mosque, but believe me, 'tis a
false Story.
When I looked through the brass Grate I
saw as much as any of the Hagges and the Top of the
Curtains, which cover'd the Tomb, were not half so high
as the Roof or Arch, so that 'tis impossible his Coffin
should be hanging there. I never heard the Mahometans
Affection and Zeal.

say anything like

My

it."

P. 155.

Joseph Pitts escaped from captivity in 1693, and
reached Exeter again safely the following year.

HARRY HEMS.
Pair Park, Exeter.

The Spectator was

guilty of a strange slip in

speaking of Mahomet's bury ing-place as at Mecca.
The prophet was buried at Medina. There is a
long description of the tomb in 'Ray's Collection
of Carious Travels' (London, 1693), tome ii.
chap,
iii.
It is enclosed in a little tower, covered with
a dome, and called by the Turks Turbe. Into this
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building only those are allowed to enter who have
" when there is no clutter of
to do so
strangers there "; and

leisure

"
those then who enter into the Turle, see that the Tomb
hangs not in the Air, as many have falsly written, and
(which is more) never did hang so, but is upon the flat
Ground raised and covered like the Tombs of Turkish
11
Emperors and Bashaws.

So writes Ray's anonymous author. He gives no
explanation o"f the fable of the coma's suspension,
but his description of the decorations of the

may perhaps suggest one. There are,
he says, "two Diamonds, heretofore but one,
which Sultan Oaman caused to be sawed in two in
the middle," placed the one at the head of the
tomb, the other above it. May not these have
been the origin of the idea of the two magnets
whose equally balanced attractive force kept the
sepulchre

iron coffin suspended

midway between them

?

C. C. B.

The following statement
'

Bouillet's
s.

graphie,'

to

is

Dictionnaire d'Histoire

v.

be
et

read in
de Geo-

"Medine":

"

Les pelerins y visitent son [Mohammed's] tombeau,
qui est place dans une grande ec riche mosquee a c6te de
ceux d'Abou-Bskr et d'0;nar; il est suspendu par des
cordons de soie et garde par 40 eunuques."
The italics are mine, of course.
few years ago I had on my writing-table an
inkstand which was sold to me at Tangier as being

A

It
the perfect imitation of Mohammed's coffin.
was a cubic piece of some material looking like
painted clay, rather roughly made, with two large
holes for the ink, and two or four smaller ones to
put the quills in, and a cover with a knob to

DNARGEL.

match.
Paris.

I have met with an earlier reference to the coffin,
as follows
"Historiis traditum legimus Turcarum eagacitatem,
hujus lapidis \_scil. magnetis] adminiculo, Mahometi
corpus infame, terrea conclusum tumba, a terra elevatum,
nee ullo corpore, nisi solo ae're tactum, immobiliter tirmasse."
Thaumaturgus Mathematicus,' p. 120, Colon.
:

'

1651,

ED. MARSHALL.

FOUR CORNERS TO MY BED " (7 tb S. viii. 208).
Halliwell, in his Nursery Rhymes of England,'
"

'

gives the following version of this go-to-bed
for children

rhyme

:

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
Guard the bed that I lay on
Four corners to my bed,
Pour angels round my head ;
!

One to watch, one to pray,
And two to bear my soul away

And also this note
"A charm somewhat

!

:

similar may be seen in the
See a paper in the Archceop. 91.
xxvii. p. 253, by the Rev. Lancelot Sharp,
See also MS. Lansd. 231, fol. 114, and Ady'a
M.A.
'
Candle in the Dark,' 4to., London, 1660, p. 58."

'Townley Mysteries,"

logia, vol.
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Another copy which
thus

I

have in

my

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
God bless the bed that I lie on
Four corners to my bed,
Four angels lying spread ;
Two to foot and two to head,
Four to guard me when I 'm dead.
!

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

in

Brecknock Road.

Is part of "Matthew,
some versions.

THE LONG HUNDRED

Mark, Luke, and John"
J. T. F.
th

(7

The

S. viii. 227).

b

S.

VIII. OCT.

5, '89.

" From time immemorial there has been a
popular

collection runs

:

[7-

prejudice among the inhabitants of rural villages against
burial without the sanctuary.' This does not imply
in unconsecrated ground, but on the north side of the
church, or in a remote corner of the churchyard. The
origin of this repugnance is said to have been the notion
that the northern part was that which was appropriated
to the interment of unbaptized infants, excommunicated
persons, or such as had laid violent hands upon themHence it was generally known as 'the wrong
selves.
In many parishes, therefore, this
side of the church.'

spot remained unoccupied, while the remaining portion
of the churchyard was crowded. White, in his History
of Selborne,' alluding to this superstition, says that as
most people wished to be buried on the south side of the
churchyard, it became such a mass of mortality that no
person could be interred without disturbing or displacing the bones of his ancestors.' A clergyman of a
If I was on any occasion
rural parish in Norfolk says
to ur^e a parishioner to inter a deceased relative on the
north tide of the church, he would answer me with some
at the proposal,
expression of surprise, if not of offence,
"
No, sir, it is not in the sanctuary.'
'

'

long, or, as it is sometimes called, the great hundred,
The following articles
or six score, equal 120.
were, and may be are still, sold by that weight or
quantity : a box of salmon, a fagot of steel, a puncheon of brandy or whiskey (110 to 120 gallons), a

barrel of candles, seam of glass, hundredweight of
potatoes or cheese, hundred of walnuts, nails,
tacks, &c., skein of silk (yards), a cable length
(reckoned in fathoms), and planks or deals in

Sweden.
71,

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

Brecknock Road.

In S.W. Wilts the hundred of young cabbage,
&c., plants consists of six ssore, but I never heard
"
it called
F. W. D.
long."
[Eggs are so

sold in

London.]

BURIAL ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE CHURCH
th

In this neighbourhood there
S. viii. 204).
until lately a feeling against being buried on
the north side of the church, where, as a rule,
(7

was

none were buried but unbaptizad and stillborn
infants, and, perhaps, suicides or excommunicate
Hence it is that almost all the older
persons.
gravestones in the churchyards about here are on
the south, east, or west sides.
I can myself
remember when there were scarcely any burials on
the north side here, though there have been so
many within the last thirty or forty years (the
other parts bsing so full) that the whole has been
closed by order of the Home Secretary.
I doubt
whether a dozen gravestones over fifty years old
could be found in as many parishes in this deanery
on the north sides of the churchyards. It is the
same in Yorkshire ; and I have heard of an old
sexton who requested that he might be buried on
the north side, because in any other part of the
churchyard the Lord would have enough to do
sorting bones at the last day without his being
added to the number.
J. T. F.
Winterton, Doncaster.

'

:

"

ED. MARSHALL.
In a small town in Staffordshire the north side
of the church tower was a flat wall, without window
It was seized upon by the boys as
or buttress.
most suitable for playing ball. The rector tried in
vain to put a stop to this practice. When he died
he left directions that he should be buried in the
ground where the boys played, and an altar tomb
be built, so as to hinder the game expressing his
determination to do by his death what he could
His was
not effect in his life. It was effectual.
the first burial on the north side of the church.
In this parish (Springthorpe) there had never been
a burial on the north side, though burials had
been in the churchyard for a thousand years.
E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP.
Springthorpe Rectory.

This subject has been already well ventilated in
& Q.' (see l si S. ii. 55, 92, 126, 189, 253, 346;
iii. 74,
125, 332; iv. 309; vi. 112; viii. 207).
No very satisfactory reason for the custom seems
to be given.
Perhaps the best is that the north
side of the churchyard is not so sunny as the south ;
and occasionally suicides were buried there. Per-

1

N.

haps Brand, in his

are too numerous to state, there was nothing to
convey more information than is contained in the
following extract from T. F. Thiselton Dyer's
'Djmasiic Folk-lore' (Oassell, 1831, p. 62)
:

Popular Antiquities,' may

Magazine.
It had escaped my notice that the matter had
been alluded to in the House of Commons until I
'
took up N. & Q.' of Sept. 14. Your correspondent

At
being received with incredulity.
is one instance to be recorded
that of the churchyard of this small pirish in East
The churchyard is
Suffolk of which I am rector.
filled and taken up with graves and enclosures on
the south side, as well as on the east and west
but the ground seems never to have been

speaks of

This subject was exuninsd in vols. ii., iit., iv., vi.,
viii. of the First Series ; but while the
passages

'

information upon the
give some reason, or some
'
point may be found in Chapters on Churchyards,'
by Mrs. Southey (Caroline Bowles), which appeared originally in the pages of Blackwood's

any

its

rate, there

sides,

.
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broken on the north. All endeavours to get it
used for burial are fruitless ; and yet it is quite as
of the churchyard, and in a
eligible as the rest
it would long since have
large and populous parish
been filled. The curious reason assigned is that
"the bishop never walked over it" which presumably means that it never was consecrated.
And yet it must have been enclosed when the
church was built, perhaps four hundred years ago.

The consequence of digging graves close to the
walls has been to weaken the foundations of the

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

church.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

ADDRESS WANTED
dress in question

Daybreak
58,

Mount

57,

(J.

is

(7

th

S. viii. 208).

given in the

Burn?, 15, Southampton
Grosvenor Square.

Street,

The ad-

Medium and
Kow)

aa

viii.

London Magazine for
Hartley,' appeared in the
Beyond giving her maiden name
October, 1773.
The
as White, the writer does not particularize.
information rendered, however, regarding her histrionic career is not without its value to the bioof use to the
grapher, and will doubtless prove
W. J. LAWRENCS.
querist.

There was a portrait of this lady in the National
In
Portrait Exhibition, South Kensington, 1868.
" Mrs.
the catalogue (No. 810) she is entered as
Elizabeth Hartley"; but what was the authority
In the
for her Christian name I do not know.
Gentleman's Magazine of 1824, vol xciv. p. 88,
there is an obituary notice of Mrs. Hartley, but
R. F. S.
with no Christian name.
burial

is

not found in the

DANIEL HIPWELL.

the bad condition of roads, it is given in Smiles's
Life of Telford,' London, 1867, p. 7, and in The
West Country Garland,' by R. N. Worth, London,
1875, p. 97. If neither of these books is accessible to H. A. W., I will copy the lines and send
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
them.
Ealing Dean.
'

Little is known concerning the Rev. J. Marriott,
the author of the verses mentioned by H. A. W.,
save that he was at one time vicar of Broadclyst,
in Devon.
But it is a mistake to suppose that
the little poem has never been printed.
It may
be found in several collections, of which the fol-

lowing

may be

sufficient for

in the

West

of England.

W. H.

K, WRIGHT.

Plymouth.
[More than one copy of the poem has been forwarded,
and may be had by our correspondent. ]

LYDIA WHITE (7 th S. viii. 209). There are
several allusions to this lady (ob. January, 1827) in
Here are
Sir Walter Scott's letters and diaries.
Letter to Lady
the dates of Scott's reference?.
Louisa Stuart, Jan. 19, 1808 ; to the same, June 16,
Diary,' Nov. 13, 1826 ; Jan. 25, 1827.
In the first of the
personally.
above-mentioned letters he says
" We have here
[Edinbugh] a very diverting lion and
but the most meritorious is Miss
sundry wild beasts
is what Oxonians call a lioness of the
who
Lydia White,
first order, with stockings nineteen times nine dyed blue,
very lively, very good-humoured, and extremely absurd."
*

;

knew her

your correspondent

In the second

:

letter Scott says

:

"To

the best of my thinking, notwithstanding the
cerulean hue of her stockings and a most plentiful stock
of eccentric affectation, she is really at bottom a goodnatured woman, with much liveliness and some talent."

"

inimitable Lydia White,
calls her the
so long ruled without a rival in the soft realm

Lockhart

who

JONATHAN BOUCHIEB.

of blue Mayfair."

annexed entry in the
It is
Hanover
of
St. George's,
register
marriage
refers to the Irish lady of SheriSquare, London,
"
possible that the

1809.
day
and Lydia White."
dan's
34,

:

Oct.

6.

William Meeten

DANIEL HIPWELL.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Need
article

I

on

p. 374, vol.

DEVONSHIRE LANE' (7 th S. viii. 208).
Dean Burgon was in error if he said that this poem
had never been printed in fall. As illustrating
'

known

;

por-

with accompanying
Anecdotes and Character of Mrs.

trait of the actress referred to,

The entry of her
Woolwich registers.

:

:

THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. HARTLEY (7 th S.
It may interest URBAN to learn that a
229).
'

'

;

Scott

Howell Road, Exeter.

sketch, entitled

'The Imperial Speaker,' edited by H. A. Viles,
London, n.d., p. 301; 'The West Country Garland,' edited by R. N. Worth, Plymouth, 1875,
Devonshire Scenery
its Inspiration in
p. 97
Prose and Song,' edited by the Rev. William
The verses are well
Everitt, Exeter, 1884, p. 17.

1808

CHARLES WARE.
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draw MR. WARD'S attention to the
Old and New London,'
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
iv. 1

this lady in

'

Freegrove Road, N.
th
So
S. viii. 108, 174, 217).
(7
knowledge extends, MR. MASKELL has
conone
from
accurately stated the facts, apart
Authorities are not agreed what dissideration.
ease it was which the Middle Ages called leprosy,
and the weight of evidence rather leaves it doubtful whether it was the leprosy of Holy Scripture.
Is it not possible that any eruptive cutaneous disease was known by this name ?
To the list of royal lepers, whatever the malady
of Anjou,
was, must be added Queen Marguerite

ROYAL LEPERS

far as

my

who died

of this disease.

There were many leper
hospitals in England
~
beside that of St. Giles. I append a list of such as
I know, which perhaps can be extended by other
correspondents

:

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Fugglestone, Wilt?, founded by Queen Adelicia.
High Wycombe, Bucks.
Ilford, Essex.

(St. Mary Magdalene).
Eumney, Old and New.
St. Albans "in le pret," dedicated

site of

Reading

to St.

Mary

;

and

another in the town, to St. John.
Sherburn, co. Durham.
Stamford.
Stourbridge, co. Cambridge.

Sudbury

(St.

;

:

fifth, sayd vnto my sayd Lorde of Gloucester, that his
father kynge Henry the fourth liuyng, and visited then
greatly with sickenes of the hande of God, my saied lorde
of Winchester saied vnto the kyng (Henry the fifth then
beyng prince) that the kyng his father, so visited with
sickeriesse was not personable : and therfore not
disposed
to come in conuersacion and gouernaunce of the
people,
and for so muche, counsailed hym to take the gouernaunce and croune of this lande vpon hym." Hall's
fol. 13.

R. E.
Boston, Lincolnshire.

Maidstone.

Some

years ago I found out, and
from Gascoigne, that Clement
had appropriated bodily the narrative of Gascoigne,
only omitting those personal and family references
which Gascoigne had inserted in his narrative of
the execution of Archbishop Scrope. The

my extracts

document which Clement pirated

original

is printed in
my
Locie Libro Veritatum,' pp. 225-229.
Gascoigne's
informant was one George Plimtun, who, he
says,
was in attendance on the king at the time. Henry

'

probably was infected during his campaigns with
the Teutonic knights.
JAMES E. THOROLD ROGERS.
Oxford.

WHO
IN

it.

Her

version appeared

WROTE THE HYMN " OFT IN DANGER, OFT
WOE"? (7 S. viii. 183). The authorship of

for

Private

first

in 1827 in a

Devotion,

Selected

title

and

C. C. B.

Original.'

HARCOURT PEDIGREE (7 th
who was Mayor

Harcourt,

S.viii. 181).

of

Jermy

Norwich

and whose

in 1762,
gallery of civic

portrait is in the
worthies in St. Andrew's Hall, was unquestionably the Mr. H., "Alderman of Norwich," who
married Miss Dixon in 1760, and was living in the
But
parish of St. Giles, in the same city, in 1761.
FOIMUS is certainly mistaken in saying that he
was still living in 1808. The exact date of his
death I cannot tell, but it must have been before
1800, and I have some reason for thinking it
many years before. He may have had a son

named Jermy living in 1800, or even
but of this I know nothing I only know
;

alderman was

OANDURTH

F. NORGATE.

not.
th

(7

in 1808,
that the

S.

yiii.

225).

My

respect for

M.'s contributions is much tried by his
I have
astonishing suggestion about this word.
been accused of caricature in asserting that Englishmen still exist who derive English words, of all
The critics say that no
languages, from German.
one now seriously does so. But, alas I am right.

A.

J.

!

possible that A. J. M. is unaware that the
German th is a mere t, and was formerly so written ? The G. roth was formerly rot, and is merely
the peculiar High German form of the English
Is

The common authority for the statement that
Henry IV. was afflicted with leprosy is Clement of
stated in

known, but Mrs. Walford's

Collyer, who added to them six lines of his own,
and published the hymn in bis hymn-book of
Miss Maitland
1812, where it is numbered 867.
afterwards completed White's fragment " more
words
are Lord Selborne's) as we
happily" (the

'Hymns

Hall denied that Henry IV. died of
leprosy he may have stretched a point, because
" foolish friers had said it
was a judgement from
God." Some casuists would argue thus. The king
had the leprosy a long time, and he did not die
but when he had a fit or some other disease then
he died, therefore he did not die of leprosy, but of
the other disease.
This kind of logic was much
used in those days. And in another place Hall
makes a statement which strongly supports the
opinion that the king did suffer from leprosy, for
he was so disfigured with something that he did
not like to appear in public
" Item our
souereigne lord that was, kyng Henry the

Hen. VI.,

5,

volume published by Hatchard under the

When

Chron.,' 1550,

OCT.

Lord Selborne's note upon the subject is too circumstantial to allow us to think it inaccurate. He
says the first ten lines were left a fragment by
Kirke White on the back of one of his mathematical papers.
They came into the hands of Dr.

know

Leonard), co. Suffolk.

HERMENTRUDE.

'

well

is

vm.

memory has apparently played her false as to the
number of lines in it written by Kirke White.

Kingswood, Wilts.
Lincoln (Holy Innocents), without city.
London (St. James's), for leprous maids, on the
the palace.
Newcastle-on-Tyne (St. Mary Magdalene).
Nottingham, "at West Barre."
Pontefract (St. Mary Magdalene).

hymn

this

[7<- s.

it

red; and the G. Abend is merely the peculiar
High German form of our even, in the sense of
The English form of Abend-roth, is evenevening.
red, a compound which I do not think was ever
used by us. And even if the M.E. euen-reed or
A.-S. acfen-read had ever been in use, no force
known to me could have twisted either of these
So I am obliged to add
phrases into oandurth.
this guess to
collection of "awful examples";
I feel sure that the suggestion would never

my

and

have been made

if its author had even the ghost of
a glimpse of a notion of its unparalleled comicality.
The fact that many of our words, such as yea
(A.-S. gea), resemble German more or less is practically accidental, i. e., due to the accident that
German is a cognate language. The same is true

7'

S.

VIII. OCT.

5, '89.]
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And if
which has perished.
)f Mo330- Gothic,
Grerman had either perished or had never been developed, it would not have made the faintest
difference to a single one of any of our dialect
Old Norse (better called IceThe hardy Norsemen did
some to England, and are here still ; so that if
any one proposed to derive the Lancashire yah
from Icel. jd, perhaps there is not much to be said
against it, though it is more likely that yah is
really Old Northumbrian, from which Icelandic
words.

andic)

The

is

case of

different.

differed in

many respects very slightly.
I am not able to say what oandurth is precisely,
the difficulty lying in the th. But the th is susThe Shroppiciously like a suffix or an addition.
shire form is oander, and so is the Cheshire.
Cheshire also has oanders, for the afternoon meal.
Kay, in his glossary, gives aandorn, orndorn,
doundrins, all with a like sense ; and the last form
shows a pre6xed d, which is a mere ignorant addition, and raises a suspicion that the Lane, suffixed
I really cannot go into the whole
th is no more.
history of the A.-S. undern and all its various
uses and derivatives, with all the numerous examples that show how precisely it answers to
oander.

As

to the pronunciation, the regular de-

velopment of A.-S. undern would naturally be such
as to give a mod. E. ounder, just as A.-S. bunden
That
gives bound, whilst the n is lost in silvern.
ounder should become oander dialectally can cause
no difficulty. See further in Kay, Miss Jackson's
Shropshire Glossary,' Darlington's 'South Cheshire
WALTER W. SKEAT.
Glossary,' &c.
'

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&o.

The Cistercian Alley of Strata Florida. Its History
and an Account of the Recent Excavations made on
its Site. By Stephen W. Williams, F.R.I.B.A. (Whiting

&Co.)
MR. WILLIAMS ought to be proud to think that the great
Cistercian Abbey of Strata Florida is under such a debt
of gratitude to him. He has worked very hard in its
volume before us proves. It is an
exhaustive account not only of the abbey itself, but of
that
bears
everything
upon its history in the most remote
manner, and Mr. Williams has the spirit of a true Cistercian.
He gives in the form of notes precise references
for all the statements he makes or extracts he
quotes.
We are much pleased with the scholarly manner in
which he has undertaken and carried out his work. It
is impossible in a short article such as this must of
necessity be to do justice to a book of this kind. We can
only say it ia a magnificent contribution to Cistercian
history, to the history of Cardiganshire, and to the history of architecture. Lovers of folk-lore should see what
Mr. Williams says (p. 186) about the cup at Nanteos.
service, as the goodly

Worcestershire Nuggets. By an Old Digger. (Worcester,
Deighton & Co.)
study of local history must at all times be interesting, and it would ecarcely be possible to produce a

THE

volume on any given place which should not contain
some facts worth preserving. However deeply they may

279

be buried in rubbish, once let them be in print and they
will not be lost.
The author of this book modestly says
that it ia but a contribution towards a history of Worcestershire ; and we are only sorry that he haa not given
more references, that our future historian might know
at once where to seek for information.
There is little
use to the serious student in a book of this kind unless
the most careful and exact references are given, so that
any fact or quotation can at once be verified. There is
no doubt that the compilation of a volume of this sort
must have taken an enormous amount of time and
trouble, and we can only regret that the want of exact
references makes it of much less value than it would
have been had it had them.

The Holy Land and the Bible.
By Cunningham
The first number of this important pubGeikie, D.D.
ia issued by Messrs. Cassell, with numerous
illustrations and a map of the Holy Land.
lication

In the Fortnightly Review Mr. George Moore, writing
on -'Some of Balzac's Minor Pieces,' shows a commendable familiarity with the work of the great Franch
romancer and analyst. Much is to be pardoned in the
zeal of a pupil, and what Mr. Moore says is true, that " of
all imaginative writers he ruled over the greatest
variety
of subjects, peopling his vast empire with a greater number of human souls and ideas." But some astonishment
is caused at the conclusion of the writer, " I would will'
'
ingly give up Hamlet,' Macbeth,' Romeo and Juliet/
'
&c., for the yellow books." Writing on Eastern Women,'
Horace
Mr.
Victor points out very clearly how necessary
it is for us in dealing with the
problem of Eastern
civilization to get rid of the idea that our social system
alone is compatible with a high state of advancement.
'
In the Forests of Navarre and Aragon shows a keen
appreciation of natural beauty. Sir Samuel Baker writes
on 'The Soudan.' 'Russian Characteristics' are continued, and a marvellous picture is presented of a people
leaving almost everything to chance. In the Nineteenth
Century Mrs. Henry Ady draws a gloomy picture of the
condition of ' Rome in 1889,' left to the devices of the
It is deplorable to learn that no place is
jerry builder.
safe against these enterprising gentlemen, and that what
has gone on in Oxford and Rouen, Angers and Venice, is
to be found also in Rome.
Freedom brings with it itsdrawbacks. Dr. Collier holds some sanguine views as to
'
the Comparative Insensibility of Animals to Pain.' Sir
Edward Strachey makes an eloquent appeal in favour of
'
Old Country Houses.' A curious and important subject
is discussed by Miss Laura A. Smith in ' On Some WarSongs of Europe.' The music of some is given. It is a
little whimsical, however, to find among songs of
triumph
the satirical lines on Julius Caesar and Nicomedes, 'Lady
Toad,' by Prof. Max Miiller, is a study of comparative
'
folk-lore.
The City of Lhasa,' unvisited by any living
European, is also described. 'In East Siberian Silver
Mines,' excellent both as regards letterpress and illustrations, opens the Century.
M. C. Coquelin writes on
'
Molten and Shakspere,' and his article is illustrated by
engravings of Mignard's portrait of Moliere in the
Comedie Franfaise, and of a photograph of M. Coquelin
as Mascarille.
Fra Lippo Lippi is treated by Mr. Stillman in the ' Italian Old Masters.' Three Jewish Kings *
is another paper of a kind of which the
Century appears
to have a monopoly. In the pleasantly varitd contents
of this magazine all tastes may find constant delight.
The Laureate's new poem forms, of course, the most
attractive feature in the New Review.
It is a pleasantlyinspired and exquisite lyric, over which Philistinism and
ignorance will, of course, make merry. Prof. Vambery
deals with 'The Shah's Impressions of Europe,' Mr.
Frederick Greenwood finds commerce no deterrent from
'

'

'
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war, and Lady Middleton and Miss Constance F. Gordon
Gumming give an interesting account of what is found In
the Old Muniment Room of Wollaton Hall.' In Macmil
lan's Mr. R. Dunlop supplies 'Archibald Prentice: aPag<
A Scholastic Island ii
in the History of Journalism.'
one of Mr. Bent's now familiar pictures of Eastern
'
scenes.
English Birds of Prey contains, among other
'
Sir Philip
things, a handsome vindication of the owl.
Francis is the subject of an essay in Temple Bar by Mr
Fraser Rae, which, without dealing with the great Junius
controversy, casts some doubt on Francis's claim to have
written the letters. ' George Cruikshank as Virtuoso
gives another aspect of that many-sided character
'

'

'

'

'

"

'

Shakespear's Bear-Garden As It Is will interest many
of our readers. Mr. F. Brierley writes in Murray a defence of Rabelais, in which there is much truth, but very
'
The Railways of Scotland
far from the whole truth.
are continued. Archdeacon Farrar advocates Brotherhoods of the Poor.' '"Parsifal" at Bayreuth is also
The new volume of the English Illustrated
given.
begins with new type and other improvements. One
of Mr. Swinburne's recent experiments in rhyme consti'
tutes the opening paper. Mrs. Jeune writes on Children
1

'

'

in Theatres,' and supports their employment.
The Em'
bossing of Metals,' by Mr: Benson, and The White and
Silent Nuns,' by Mr. Lucy, are noteworthy portions of
the number. 'Mostly Fools in the Cornhill deals with
court wearers of the motley, Triboulet, Archie Arm'
'
Court-Day in Fiji and Weeds
strong, and so forth.
'

'

A

'

'

are readable articles. Mr. Brander Matthews writes
pleasingly in Longman's on 'The Dramatization of
'
Novels.' Among scientific contributions The Fohn is
agreeably conspicuous. Mr. Lang in 'At the Sign of the
Ship is in his best form. A portrait and memoir of

Lord Tennyson appear in Tinsley's, to which Mrs. Lynn
Linton also contributes. The Rev. W. S. Lach-Szyrma,
M.A., is among the contributors to the Newlery House
Magazine. A new series of the San opens with an agreeMr. H. Schiitz Wilson writes in
able variety of contents.
"
the Gentleman's on ' The Second Part of " Faust '; Mr.
Mr. Barraclough on
Willis
on
Swanage
';
Amstrong
'
Early Mormonism '; and Mr. Fox Bourne on Our West
African Possessions.' 'Ipplepen: Round and About an
Old Devon Village,' by Mr. W. G. Thorpe, has a pleaeant
'

'

antiquarian flavour.

THE current number of the Bookbinder (Clowes &
Sons) has a handsome coloured plate of a Grolieresque
binding of about 1540, and illustrated articles on the
'

Worcester Cathedral Library
Painted Book-Covers.'

'

and

'

Embroidered and

MESSRS. CASSELL'S publications lead off with the Encydopcedic Dictionary, Part LXIX., carrying the language
from "Specially" to "Statice."
Eminently valuable
"
"
"
articles appear on
Spectrum Analysis," Spectroscope
(illustrated), "Sphere," "Spiritualism," "Square," and
other similar subjects. Part XLV. of the Shakespeare
concludes 'Romeo and Juliet,' and begins 'Timon,'
The frontispiece to
of which four acts are given.
'Timon,' showing the man-hater tired with labour,
is well designed.
Many other illustrations, full page
and others, are given.
Our Own Country, Part
LVII., opens with a view of North and South Shields.
It has views of the Tyne, including, of course, Newcastle and the Priory ruins at Tynemouth, and of New-

bourn and Hexham.

Southern Pembrokeshire

is

also

illustrated, the views including Manorber and Carew
Part
of Old and New London begins at
Castles.
St. Clement Danes, with a view of the theatre once existing in Portugal Street. Lyons Inn, Old Craven House,

XXV.

"The Cock and the Magpie," near where Pepys saw
G wynne, &c., are given, and we then reach Lincoln's

Nell

vm.
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Inn, of which there are many views. Some old views of
the Strand from the river have great interest, though the
perspective shows Harrow-on-the-Hill occupying the
place of the British Museum. Naumann's History of
Music, translated by F. Praeger, Part XIX has portraits
of Sebastian Bach and Rameau, and opens out a very
"
interesting chapter on
Lully and the Old French
,

Opera." Picturesque Australasia, Part XII., gives representations of the marvellous cliffs, Mount Victoria.
Turning to the Blue Mountains, it depicts the Kaloomba
Falls, Govett's Leap, and other points described by Mr.
Darwin ; Geelong and Springfield are also described.
Celebrities of the Century, Part IX., "Gregory" to
"
Home," has lives of Grillparzer, Guizot, and the Maharajahs of Gwalior. Such names as Hall, Hamilton, Hare,
Herne, Herschel, and Hill furnish matter for attractive
biographies. Many living men are also dealt with. Of
many good and well-illustrated papers in the Woman's
World, Woman's Dress in Florence is the most inter'

'

esting.

THE

Rev. J. Cave-Browne, Detling Vicarage, Maid" In
your very flattering notice of my
History of All Saints' Church, Maidstone,' you throw
down a challenge to me to bring out in extenso the
highly interesting and valuable registers of that parish.
May I avail myself of your pages to say that if the Harleian or any other society would undertake to print, I
would gladly transcribe and edit them?"
stone, writes

:

'

to Carretfpantteut*.

'

'

.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of

good

faith.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."
A. P. H. ("Collyridians"). From Greek K o\\vpa,
a sort of bun or cylindrical cake. A set of Arabian
Christians, principally women, who appeared in 373 A.D.,
who worshipped the Virgin Mary, and made offering to
aer of a toasted cake called collyris.
See Cobham
Brewer's ' Dictionary of Phrase and Fable.'
There is no0. A. WARD (" Sir Walter Raleigh ").
;hing to connect this worthy with Gray's Inn. A Wiliam Rawleigh, gon and heir of R. Rawleigh, of Land)each, co. Camb., is the only man of the name on the
Gray's Inn registers.
J. B. PALMER (" Enigma," ante, p. 228).
It is to be
'eared that your case is not singular, and that the
answer is not known. Some information concerning the
ubject will appear.
W. P. (' Oft in the stilly night "). Is not this one of
Moore's Irish melodies and are not the words his?
;

J. C.

WELCH

(" Bibliography of Dialling ").

See ante,

.244.

NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Advertisements and
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'"

"at

the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
o this rule we can make no exception.
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But he was soon noted as inpolitical despotism.
corruptible himself, and gained the Naples Chair
of Diritto Criminale. He was an advocate not
only
eloquent, but also intrepid, and his biographer,
rather rhetorically perhaps, calls him the Plato of

Naples. Luigi Medici, an honest minister, supported him. Carrying out the principle of Beccaria's 'Dei Delitti e delle Pene,' Pagano, as a
second law reformer, wrote his legal tract Sul Processo Criminale/ Beccaria having attacked a vicious
system of law, and Pagano attacking a vicious
'

The 'Saggi Politici,' which followed,
was an essay, based on Giov. Batt. Vice's lines,
on the origin of civil society. Like Burnett, he
maintained that the cradle of mankind had been
procedure.

in Asia.

But, strangely enough, almost as I write,
have just read that Mr. Andrew Lang and other
eminent students are now reverting (for " nothing
is new under the sun") to Buffon's and
Bailly's
theory that not south-western Asia, but northern
Europe, and possibly northern Asiatic Russia, are
I

phesied Nihilism:

MARIO PAGANO.
This unhappy patriot and humane jurist deserves
a brief memorial. My authority is the " Biblioteca
Scelta del Foro Criminale Italiano, diretta dall'
Avvocato Giuseppe Toccagni ; della Raccolta
Vol. ii
Milano, per Francesco Sanvito, successore a Borroni e Scotti, 1858."
The writings
of Beccaria and of Pagano are printed together in
the octavo volume now before me, and memoirs of
each jurist are given. Pagano is the less known of
the two. Hence this note. Pagano, like S. Alphonso
L'guori, and like the distinguished Rossetti family
in our own time
the Rossettis coming from the
town of Vasto, the ancient Istonium was a
native of the now dissolved Neapolitan kingdom, having been born, towards the middle
of the last century, of respectable parents, at
Brienza, near Salerno, which latter town has a
castle and an ancient university.
The whole district is in the Abruzzi hills.
Early sent as a
student to Naples, Pagano combined study with

we would now

seemed to give his humanitarian instincts a nobler
To his disgust he found the criminal
vocation.
courts not so much a shrine of justice as a nest of
"
and
venal corruption, or else the mere in"jobs
struments, under forensic and judicial forms, of a

the true cradle at least of the Aryan races.
But
this only en passant. Pagano's theories on the oriHe was not an
gin of humanity I may pass over.
He proantiquary, but a jurist and politician.

Notices to Correspondents.

"athletics," as
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say,

and

distin-

guished himself at once as a skilful fencer and as
the pupil and friend of the learned Genovesi and
Grimaldi.
He had a handsome, intellectual, and
fascinating figure and countenance, but enthusiasm
and a noble hatred of injustice were his spiritual
characteristics.
When he joined the bar he chose
criminal as opposed to civil practice, as that course

"Despotism promotes the destruction of the State,
Thus we may say that Despoti. e,, it promotes anarchy.
ism makes the State a corpse Anarchy bleaches it and
the end is a skeleton."
:

Pagano, as an Italian, was bound to write a play
or two; but his tragedies, 'Gerbino'and * Corradino,' are long forgotten, which I trust will never
be the case with his heroic personality. His friends
were nobles, but with generous popular sympathies.

The
Queen

excesses of the French Revolution drove the
of Naples to despotic extremes.
The gaol,
the firing platoon, and the gallows were the order
'
of the day, and the Giunta di Stato ' reproduced
in the secular region the horrors of the Roman Inquisition.
Vitaliani, Galiani. and Dideo, the leading Liberals, were hanged. 'Pagano's zeal as an
advocate in defending the political prisoners inflamed
the Neapolitan Court
a Bourbon one against
But in despite of their hostility Pagano was
him.
made Judge of the Admiralty Court. He displayed
integrity and humanity; yet two miserables, highly
placed, named Capuozzolo and Vanni, denounced
Pagano, who, as though it had been the days of
Tiberius and Sejanus and the herd of delatores,
was lodged in prison, where he was treated, though

untried, with

great rigour.

Like Bcethius, he

He

was finally tried
his profession. Flying to Rome,

occupied his time in writing.

and degraded from
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he was well received by the Republicans, then in
But those were evil days for
the ascendant.
The great powers were leaguing against
liberty.
Republican France, and (for the occasion) the Pope
and the Sultan of Turkey were on friendly terms.
Pagano left Rome for Milan. Later on he was
nominated by General Championnet as a member
of the Provisional Government of Naples; but he
offended the barons by attacking their feudal priviand yet, by a strange irony of fortune, he was
His " paper "
himself denounced as an aristocrat.
and partly
classical
on
based
constitution,
partly
on French revolutionary precedents, was momentand
arily adopted, but the reaction soon took place,
"
"
the short-lived
collapsed.
Republic of Naples
The British Government was in Italy, as then it
was every where for it was the hour of monarchical
reaction reinstating the old sovereigns, and Nelson with the British fleet aided the cause of the

leges,

Neapolitan monarchy, for which he and his government are heartily abused by poor Pagano'a biographer

:

"Nelson, degno

satellite

d'un governo, un

di, artefice

lacero la capitolazione
di tutte le
calamity dell' Europa,
e caric6 di catcne i patriot!."

Among other distinguished
were

all,

ciolo,

as

it

political victims,

who

seems, executed, were Nicola Carac-

who was

certainly sacrificed

by Nelson

to

appease Lady Hamilton ; Domenico Cirillo, an
eminent physician and botanist Francesco Conforti, a publicist ; Nicola Pacifico, whom Genovesi
calls "gloria di tutta la botanica'; Vincenzio Russo,
a young and eloquent orator and publicist and,
unhappily, a lady was also executed, Fonseca
Eleonora Pimentel, "rarissima donna, che possideva le scienze piu astruse, e che brillava straordinariamente nell' amena litteratura." Pagano, "the
;

;

Phocion of Naples," was also condemned to death.
On October 6, 1800, Pagano died on the gallows.
But for him death had no terrors. " Visse da
Aristide e mori come Socrate."
H. DE B. H.

ANIMAL SYMBOLISM IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
I have recently been favoured with the loan of
a volume, purchased for a few centhime in a small
Italian town, which is the reprint of a very ancient
book entitled 'II Fiore di Virtu.' The work is well
known in Italy, if not in England, and has been
frequently reprinted since it first issued from the
in the fifteenth century.
The author is unwn, but the evidence of style and one or two
other features tend to fix the date of the original
MS. at about 1320. Gamba, Serie dei Testi di

Cis

'

p. 141, and Zambrini,
Opere Volgari,' Bologna, 1878, p. 413, enumerate
most of the editions, some of which are in the
British Museum Library.
There is also an early
French version, and one in English of the Elizabethan period. But the English version omits the

Lingua,' Yenezia, 1839,

[7

s.

vm. OCT.
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most interesting portions of the original Italian,,
and is translated only " out of the French." The
volume which I have seen has been edited by P.
^iaccadori, of Parma. Though written in a simpleityle, it is the work of a man who was well in'ormed, for numerous ancient writers are quoted,
50th amongst the Christian fathers and the classical
The book consists of a series of descriputhors.
tions of the most common virtues and vices, with
xamples drawn from history and from the animal

The curious part of it is the symbolworld.
sm the choice of the characteristic qualities of
animals to illustrate human virtues and vices. The
natural history is that of the times, and, although
Iways interesting,

is

not always correct.

The passion of love, for instance, is symbolized
by the lark (allodola), which, if brought to the bed
of a sick man, turns away if the patient is likely
;o die, but fixes its gaze upon him if he is bound
In like manner true love avoids all
;o recover.
hat is base and wicked, and delights only in that
which is lovely and of good report.
Envy, again, is symbolized by the kite (nibbio),,
because this bird, if it sees even its own chicks
grow fat in the nest, pierces them with its beak to
make them thin and feeble ; so envy manifests itself in intolerance of others' prosperity and delight
in others' misfortunes.
Joy is symbolized by the cock (gallo), which
crows for joy all day and even by night.
Sadness by the raven (corbo), which, when it
sees its chicks issue from the egg with plumes that
are white, and not black like its own, abandons

them

in sorrow.
Peacefulness

is symbolized by the beaver
(casan animal which possesses "certain little
grains of which remedial medicines may be made,"
and for this, above all, hunters seek it; "and since
the beaver knows by experience, or by instinct, the
intention of the hunters, when it sees no other
means of escape, draws out these grains with its
teeth and delivers them to its pursuers, thus recovering the peace which it desires."
Rage is symbolized by the bear (orso), greedy of
honey, attacked on all sides by the bees which ib

toro),

designs to rob,

till its rage is ungovernable.
figured by the stork (figliuoli dello
uccello Ipega), for when they see that their parents
are old and decaying, young storks build a nest
for them and feed them, and rob themselves of
their own feathers to give them warmth.
Cruelty is given to the basilisk (basilisco), a ser-

Mercy

is

pent which kills only for killing's sake, and which
empoisons the very herbage in which it rests.
Generosity is the mark of the eagle (aquild), the
most generous of all the feathered tribe, leaving
always the half of its prey to other birds.
Avarice is attributed to the toad (botta), which
eats even earth, and very little of that, for fear
that the ground should be entirely consumed.

7*s. viii. OCT. 12, '89.]
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always so shamefully

Constancy is the attribute of the phoenix (fenice),
which lives 315 years and does not move when his
Correction is symbolized by the wolf (lupo), be- nest is on fire, assured that he will be reborn at
"
cause when it goes after its prey and its foot is the end of nine days.
In fact, some humours of
caught in a snare, it releases its foot with its teeth, his body produce a worm, which is developed little
biting and punishing itself to teach avoidance of by little, its wings shoot out afresh, and it becomes
a new bird, which in consequence of its continual
future danger.
Flattery is compared to the mermaid (sirena), renewal never dies ; thus there exists in nature one
which shows only its more lovely upper parts and only phoenix."
enchants the mariner to his destruction.
Inconstancy is attributed to the swallow (ranPrudence is symbolized by the ant (formica), dinella), always flying round and round, and eating
which labours all the summer to hoard up a store here and there without rest.
of provisions for the winter season.
Temperance to the camel, who can go so long
is

why

are

meagre and worn."

Folly finds

its

type in the bison (bue selvatico),
is thus

which hates every object coloured red, and
taken by the hunters.

Justice, in the queen-bee (regina delV api),
rules the hive absolutely according to reason,
all respect her as their chief.

who
and

Injustice belongs to the devil (diabolo), who, as
do all demons, acts without reason and always out

of an unalterably perverse and evil will.
Devils
are perpetually at discord amongst themselves,
and delight in the torments of those whom they

have tempted to their ruin.
Loyalty is symbolized by the crane (gruga), since
the cranes have a king whom they serve and most
In the night they place their sleeployally obey.
ing monarch in safety, and form a circle around
him to protect him from harm, with two or three
eentinels to keep guard and avoid surprises. They
sleep also with one foot uplifted, holding a stone,
which they drop if disturbed and are quickly
awakened.
Clever deceit is attributed to the fox (volpo\ because when he wants food he extends himself on
the ground as if dead till birds and other animals
approach, thinking themselves safe, and are quickly
dispatched.
Truthfulness is symbolized by the partridge (pernice), for these birds are accustomed to filch eggs
from one another and hatch them, but the young
birds by instinct recognize their true mothers and
follow them ; so truth will in time " out."
Falsehood is given to the mole (tapinara), which is
blind and cannot live in the open air, just as a lie
when the light of truth is shed upon it dies at once.
Courage is symbolized by the lion, which sleeps
always with its eyes open, ready for the hunter,
but meets him without fear and fights to the last.
Fear finds its emblem in the hare (lepre), the
toost timid of animals, frightened even at the least
rustle of the leaves.

Magnanimity
symbolized by the falcon (girjalco), which will die of hunger rather than eat
carrion, and which attacks the larger bird?, disdaining the smaller.
Vainglory is given to the peacock (pavone), so
full of himself that he finds all his
delight in displaying his feathers in order to be admired.
is

without food and drink; intemperance, to the unicorn (liocorno) ; humility to the lamb ; pride to
the hawk ; sobriety and abstinence to the wild
ass ; gluttony to the vulture ; chastity, to the
turtle-dove, which after the decease of either male
or female observes a perpetual widowhood ; luxury
to the bat (pipistrello) ; moderation, to the ermine
(ermellino), which eats only once a day ; and silence
to the cock, who before crowing claps his wings
thrice.

In some MSS. this work bears the title of
Similitudini degl' Anirnali.' It would seem to
have inspired the ' Delia Proprieta degl' Animale '
of Sacchetti, and perhaps also * Gl' Animali Parlanti/ of Casti, who imagines a time
'

che

Possedean

le bestie

antiche

la ragione e la loquela.

any good work on the animal similitudes
symbolism of the Middle Ages 1

Is there

or

J.

MASKELL.

PLURALS OF WORDS ENDING

IN O.
At 7 th S.
OLD SUBSCRIBER, who gives no ad200,
dress and characterizes quartoes as ungrammatical,
is invited to cite any rule of grammar that is violated in that plural.
I can find him what he is
asked for at p. 38 of Adam's ' English Grammar,'

AN

viii.

1871
" Certain words
ending
:

into oe.

canoes

changed.

in o of foreign origin change o
Cargoes, echoes, heroes, negroes, potatoes, volOthers, including all proper names, are unCantos, ffrottos, quartos, Calos, Scipios."

Again, at

p.

18 of Yates's

'

Civil Service English

Grammar,' second edition, 1884
" The
following nouns ending in o

:

es in the plural.
buffalo, cargo, echo, grotto, hero, manifesto, negro, potato^
and volcano. The rest of the nouns in o which have been

take

thoroughly naturalized follow the general rule, as canto,
cantos; solo, solos."

Thus in the

latter of these grammars quarto is
omitted from the words taking e in the plural,
while in the former it is given as an example of
words not doing so.
Lindley Murray, 1871, is neutral. At p. 51 he

says
''

:

Nouns which end in
form the plural, cargoes

o

have sometimes
sometimes only

e
s,

added to
as folios
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and not including
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Memorials of Westminster Abbey,' 1882, p. 308)
remains of Paoli had already
been removed to Corsica, M. Franceschini Pietri,
the great-nephew of the illustrious patriot, had the
vault in Old St. Pancras Churchyard opened on
August 8, and found the leaden coffin inscribed as
in stating that the

set.

These authorities may, perhaps, be condemned
as belonging to the dark ages of English grammar,
which, according to present information, seem to
have terminated very recently, but the matter
seems worth ascertaining.
It seems odd that in importing into the English
language words from such different sources, as
potato, quarto, calico, negro, and sago, we should
form their plurals in a way as exceptional in the
languages they come from as in ours.
As for modern usage as affecting the particular
word quarto, I find two able writers in ' N. & Q.'
of September 7 spelling the plural with an e, while
one of them, as I should have expected, spells the
In John Bull of
plural of Malvolio without an e.

"
September 7 I read, sober

follows

:

Pascal de Paoli

Corsorum olim
Supremus
Dux et Moderator
Natus Die V Aprilis

Ann

:

Dom

:

1725.

Vita Functus Londinii
Die V Februarii

Ann

:

Dom

:

1807.

Requiescat in Pace.
The entry of the burial in the register of Old St.
Pancras reads
"
February, 1807. Names and Where Brought from
Pascal de Paoli, St. Marylebonn. Age 82. Died: 5.
When buried 13. III. Us."
:

scientific quartos."

The evidence of many of the plurals in oes is
tainted by the singular being also found with the
apparently redundant e, as potatoe (Gay and Sydney
Smith), calicoe and cargoe (instances given in the

New English Dictionary '). Accidentally, under
the head of " Cargo," occurs a different instance of
a perversely redundant e following o, namely, in
Barbadoes.
KILLIGREW.

:

:

:

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

*

FOLK-LORE : CAUL. The following newspaper
cutting is worth preserving, for a finer example of
the development and modernization of an old
superstition could scarcely be found
"An extraordinary affair has occurred at Maryport.
A few days ago the wife of a labourer in the town gave
birth to a son. When the child was born it was found
that its head was covered with a veil or caul. The veil
was placed on one side, and no notice was taken of it
until some hours after the child's birth. When examined,
however, it was found that the words 'British and
Foreign Bible Society were deeply impressed upon the
:

DOG LAW,
an original

The following is a copy of
document in my Banks Collection, and
1808.

at the present time may prove of interest
Middlesex, Parish of Heston. By the Common law of
the Land " If any Person have a Dog liable to hurt
people and he hath notice thereof, and if, after, he doth
any hurt to Cattle or otherwise, it is a Misdemeanour of
the highest kinds ; and if he doth bodily hurt to any
of His Majesty's liege subjects so that death ensue, it is
Manslaughter or Murder in the owner of the said Dog,
after notice, according to the circumstances." These are
to give you notice by order of the Magistrates assembled
in Petty Sessions this 19' h day of January, 1808, at the
Three Pigeons, New Brentford, that if, from and after
the date of this Notice, any Dog your property, is found
at large out of your house, such Dog will be destroyed,
under the authority of the said Magistrates
and if any
mischief or accident ensue, the Law will be put in force
:

;

in all

its

rigour against you.
Signed by order of the Magistrates,
RALPH SHERVILL, Constable.
Personally served on Sir Joseph Banks Bart,
this 2d day of February 1808.

Sir Joseph

Banks resided

Heston.
Greenwood Road.

GENERAL DE PAOLI.

at

'

this discovery was made the greatest exciteprevailed in the neighbourhood, some of the women

When

veil.

ment

declaring that nothing short of a miracle had been
The doctor, who inquired into the matter,
enacted.
however, soon explained the affair. The veil, whilst in
a pliable condition, had been placed upon a Bible, on the
'
cover of which the words British and Foreign Bible
The words were in this
Society' were deeply indented.
way transferred to the veil ; but some of the inhabitants
still ascribe the affair to supernatural influence, and
declare that the child is a missionary born,' and that
they will evidently watch his career with a great amount
of interest." Leeds Mercury, Sept. 14.
'

M.

P.

CHARLES
GLASGOW THEATRES IN 1830
Smallbury Green, MATHEWS. The following notes are taken from
the MS. diary of a gentleman who at the time was
T. 0. NOBLE.
:

a student of medicine at the University of Glas-

Under a

from the
Home Secretary, dated July 22, 1889, the remains
of General de Paoli were exhumed in Old St.
Pascras Churchyard, on August 31, for conveyance
licence

to his native Corsica, to find burial in the little
oratory attached to the mansion in which he was
born, alongside those of his brother Clement,
who also fought during his whole life for the inde-

pendence of the isle. To set at rest any doubts
caused by the late Dean Stanley's error (' Historical

gow

:

"

Tuesday, 26 January, 1830. At 9 P.M. went to the
The play 'King John'; the part of Philip Falconplay
bridge by Mr. Barton (Edinburgh); figure and action
good, voice remarkably bad, seems to want teeth, or if
this is not the cause, he has an impediment in his speech ;
cannot conceive how he can have arrived at any note,
for in speaking he puts you in pain. Mr. Alexander took
the part of King John for him it was tolerable, but he
is no actor, is only a buffoon.
Frimbley took the part
of Hubert, and did well. Miss Philips sang Macgregor's
Gathering, a fine national song, and she executed it well,
;

7*
T*
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t>ut it seems more fitted for a man's voice than a
woman's; however Miss P. is a good singer; her appearia tolerably good, fair, but with red hair, and has an
Frimbley's dance, a medley hornobliquity in vision.

ance

'

Interlude of Matrimony,' poor thing altho'
'
Ellen Rosenberg.' Rosenberg the
Mrs. Heila, a masexile, Mr. Barton; Ella Rosenberg,
culine woman, plays tolerably well, the principal performer that Alexander has, indeed in some scenes she
pipe, good.

laughable.

her chamber closet, and appears (as does also our
have entirely overlookad the fact
that these
than the creamy curd,
soother
jellies
And lucent syrops tinct with cinnamon,
critic's critic) to

Farce,

was good. Mr. Mason as Captain Stone (?) good ; he
was formerly manager of this theatre, and then of the
Queen-st. one, and lost by the last his all. Left at 12.
"Friday, Febr*.
thews.

285

'Home

5.

Went

to the Theatre to see

Ma-

and 'Before Breakfast,' as a
Mathews is a tall, awkwardly made

Circuit,'

Full house
to corpulency, but his limbs are
quite disproportionate in thickness to his body, one leg
is much shorter that the other, and he must have many
Hia
ups and downs, which by the by is his trade.
farce.

had been placed there for the occasion by Porphyro's friend, the aged beldame, as promised in
Her purpose was to provide refreshstanza, xx.
ment for the lovers before their long and perilous
journey, and the incident, so far from being a blot
upon the poem, is an evidence of the care with which
every detail in its story had been prearranged.
C. C. B.

man, rather inclined

appearance is somewhat droll, and yet it is not strikingly
BO, unless he ia giving some of his characteristic sketches,
and then his appearance is totally changed. He is like
the chameleon, and can assume any color ; like the
mocking-bird, he can imitate almost every sound,
whether human or not; he can assume almost every
shape, indeed he is inimitable in what he professes, and
we shall ne'er see his like again. He has not by any
means a pretty face, all the asperities or angles are
rounded ; it is confoundedly red, perhaps from good living;
his hair is scant, and dark coloured, eyea good, nose
nothing particular, mouth distorted by paralysis, chin
rounded. His voice ha? nothing particular in it when
speaking or conversing in common conversation, and it
is owing to the changes he can work in voice and person
that we are struck with him, for it is not his person,
face, or figure, but his abilities that please us.
"Saturday, Febr y 6. Livingstone in, from Hamilton
came in last night to see Mathews ; thinks that he ha?
great abilities for a comic performer, thinks that he
could personify Paul Pry well."
W. C. B.
.

'

;

'

'

BROOSE. In the Clarendon Press Burns/ just
"
broose," as
issued, Mr. J. L. Robertson explains
it has been explained since the days of Jameson, to

mean a race at country weddings, resulting in a
dish of brose as prize. Poor as Scotland was, I
cannot think that on a wedding day the characteristic feature of that day should be a dish of
unattractive brose.
The identical custom prevailed
in Iceland up till 1767, when Eggert Olafason
brought home his bride. This was called the
"
briiS-guma-reifc," the bridegroom's procession.
" Brufc
"
"
sigmated becomes
broose," and retains
the correct vowel sound (vid. Vigfusson, s.v.).

JAMES MACLAREN.

SECRET CORRESPONDENCE BY MEANS OF POSTAGE-STAMPS. Such a correspondence might very

A

be carried on.
postage-stamp can be
stuck on each of the four corners of an envelope in
at least twelve different positions, forty-eight in all.
These twelve different positions can be repeated on
quite eight to ten other points of the envelope, if it
easily

is square and of good size, ninety-six to one hundred
and twenty in all. This will give us, say, one
hundred and fifty different modes, easily distinguishable one from another, of applying a stamp on

an envelope.

Let each one

of these different posi-

modes (or as many of them
represent a word or a sentence, and
tions or

as are wanted)
let these

words

or sentences be tabulated so as to form a code, such
as is used by those who telegraph to very distant
and the system of correparts of the world
spondence is dompiete. If adopted <and I dare

say it has already been adopted)^ it would, I fear,
be used principally by lovers, but it might evidently
be used as a cipher, for all purposes/ anj^ a cipher
that could not possibly be found out unless the
code were laid hold of.
The only objection is that it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to carry on any lengthy ''corre<

spondence in this way

;

but

it

'

would be very easy

&

to substitute pieces of coloured or white paper
the shape of stamps for stamps, and to paste* <fcr
gum them in various preconcerted positions on a
sheet of note paper, instead of on the en^el(Jpe,
and then there could be no limit to the length of

the correspondence.

F,

CHANCE.

SydenhamHill.

SIR WILLIAM D'AVENANT AND THE Due DE
Of Gaston-Jean-Baptiste, Due de
Rcquelaure, it is said that he might have made
his escape from Rabelais in order to occupy the

ROQUELAURE.

BLUNDERS OF CRITICS. After the samples we
have had of poets' blunders, it is only fair that the
critics should have their turn.
I have not read
Sir Edward Hamley's recently published volume of
'Essays,' but the accomplished literary leaderwriter of the Daily News has twice referred
(and
upon each occasion with approval) to an extra-

Louis XIV. All the
place of buffoon in the court of
to him. It
floating stories of the day were attached
not very surprising to find told conis, therefore,
cerning him a well-known story attributed also to
Sir William D'Avenant. On account of the loss of

'
ordinary bit of criticism upon Keats's Eve of St.
'
in it. Sir Edward complains of
the absurdity of representing the heroine of the
poem as keeping a store of " spiced dainties " in

D'Avenant, as well as for other causes,
was the butt of the poets and wags of the court
of Charles II. One of the best-known stories concerning him is that an Irishwoman said to him once,

Agnes contained

'

his nose

.
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"
God bless your honour's eyesight " "Why ? "
"
asked the astonished poet.
Because in case you
lose it you will not be able to wear spectacle?,"
or words to that effect, constituted the answer.
Now this story is told of the Due de Eoquelaure
!

in a curious, untrustworthy, and unsavoury record
of his adventures. It was in this case an Auvergnat
who said to the duke, " Monseigneur, que Dieu
veuille vous conserver la vue "; and being asked

[7*

s.

vm.
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*

what they did from Viigil to Tacitus. End of
Paganism.
Lecture 4. Middle Ages. Christianity; Faith, Inventions, Pious Foundations, Pope Hildebiand, Crusade?,
Troubadours, Nibelungen Lied.
Lecture 5. Dante. The Italians, Catholicism, Purgatune,

tory.

Lecture 6. The Spaniards. Chivalry, Greatness of the
Spanish Nation; Carvantes, his Life, his Book; Lope;
Calderon. Protestantism and the Dutch War.
Lecture 7. The Germans. What they have done; Reformation, Luther, Ulrich Button, Erasmus.
Lecture 8. The English. Their Origin, their Work and
Destiny, Elizabethan Era, Shakspeare, John Knox, Milton; Beginning of Scepticism.
Lecture 9. Voltaire. French Scepticism from Rabelais
to Rousseau.
(Wanting.)
Lecture 10. Eighteenth Century in England. Johnson

why, replied, "(Test qu'il me semble, monsieur,
que si votre vue s'affaiblissait vous avez un nez
qui ne serait guere propre a porter des lunettes."
Eoquelaure and D'Avenant were contemporaries.
The story is more probably true of the Englishman.
I do not even know whether the facial disfigurement which certainly affected D'Avenant befell David Hume.
Lecture 11. Consummation of Scepticism Werterism ;
also Eoquelaure. More than one reference is, howthe French Revolution.
ever, made to it.
Eoquelaure is said to have
Lecture 12. Of Modern German Literature. Goethe
pleaded the case of this Auvergnat successfully to and his Works.
;

Louis,

who asked him

the cause of his interest.

Sire," exclaimed the duke, "votre majeste"
ne voit-elle pas bien que sans ce magot-la je serais
le plus laid homme de France ?
N'est-ce pasla une assez grande obligation 1 "
This story also
Bounds suspiciously like the plea said to have been

"Ah,

put in by Denham at the Eestoration in favour of
a pardon for Wither. " Don't hang George Wither,
your majesty, an it be only that I be not called the
worst poet in your majesty's dominions."

H. T.

UNPUBLISHED LECTURES OF CARLYLE. The
London correspondent of the Manchester Guardian writes

:

"I have just been shown a unique manuscript in the
shape of a verbatim report of a course of twelve lectures on the Literature of Europe, delivered by Carlyle
in May and June, 1838. These lectures discuss the literature of Greece, Italy, Spain, France, Germany, and England of course giving special prominence to Dante,
Luther, Shakespeare, Johnson, and Goethe. They have
never appeared in print, as Carlyle would only publish
the lectures on 'Heroes,' and this is probably the only
record of them in existence, &c. Lecture 9, on Rabelais and Voltaire, is unfortunately missing, its absence
'
being accounted for by the following note
Being
confined to my bed with a new access of the Malaria
I brought back from Rome I was enabled (sic) to attend lecture 9, in which Rabelais was discussed and Vol:

taire.'

J. C.

A."

The MS. alluded

to is not unique, as I have one,
similar to that noted above, also

evidently a copy
wanting Lecture 9, several blank leaves intervening between the eighth and tenth lectures. The
title

of

my

copy

is

given thus

:

On the History of Literature, or the Successive Periods
of European Culture.
Period First. Lecture 1. Of Literature in General.
The Greeks,
Language, Tradition, Religions, Races.
their Character in History, their Fortune,
Performance,
of
Gods.
Mythologies, Origin
Lecture 2. Homer. The Heroic Ages from ^Slschylus
to Socrates; Decline of the Greeks.
Lecture 3. The Romans. Their Character, their For-

From

the fact that Lecture 9

is

omitted in

my MS.

would seem to be a copy of that made by J. C. A.
Who was J. C. A. ; and are these manuscripts from
it

his shorthand notes, or

how obtained

1

F.

W.

C.

MINIMITUDE. In the Times for Sept. 14, Prof.
Sir William Turner is reported to have said, in his
address on heredity before the British Association,
in

spaaking of the physical basis of heredity
These nuclei are so small that it seems almost a
contradiction in terms to speak of their magnitude,
rather one might say their minimitude, for it
:

"

requires the highest powers of the best microscopes
to see them and follow out the process of conjugation."
Commenting on thi?, the St. James's
Gazette of Sept. 17, says
" The
average reader of the proceedings of the British
Association would need a special vocabulary to help him
out with the lucubrations of the savants. But even the
average reader, who submits like a lamb to the newly
invented technical terms, will kick when he finds Prof.
W. Turner suggesting minimitude as the opposite of
magnitude. If minimitude, why not maximitude ? The
antithesis of magni-tude, one would think, should be
parvi-tude, and a pretty word that would be."
:

The word parvitudo does not
parvitas

is

exist in Latin,

and

only used once by Cicero.

DE

V. PATEN-PAYNE.

THE DUCKING STOOL.
N. & Q.' has contained
much information concerning this instrument of
torture.
It may be well, therefore, to reproduce
{

the following in its columns
" A
contemporary states that last week the Grand
Jury of Jersey City across the Hudson River from New
York caused a sensation by indicting Mr?. Mary Brady
as ' a common scold.' Astonished lawyers hunted up
their old books, and discovered that scolding is still an
indictable offence in New Jersey, and that the ducking
stool is still available as a punishment for it, not having
seen specifically abolished when the revised statutes were
adopted." Catholic Household, Aug. 3, p. 10.
K. P. D. E.
:

7*

s. vni.
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DICKENS AND BESANT.

During a recent holi'
second time Dickens's Great
Expectations.' Almost immediately afterwards I
read Mr. Besant's ' Children of Gibeon.' I do not
know whether any of the critics noticed the resemblance, but it struck me at once. In both
there is a convict who returns to be a terror and a
nuisance to his friends ; in both cases the convict
is pursued by one of his early victims, who has
day I read

for the

been patiently watching for his opportunity; in
both cases the opportunity arrives, and convict and
victim are drowned in a death-struggle, the one
pair in the Thames, the other in one of the London

W.

docks.

C.

B.

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct

:

At a cart's tail some years ago
The female thief was dragged on
The stern beadle's eager whip

OWEN

mentioned.

DAVIES.

PALAEOGRAPHY.

Euripides in one of his plays
introduces a peasant who, being unable to read,
describes the shape of the old Greek letters in the
name " Theseus," which he had seen in an inscrip-

Where

tion.

is this

passage to be found

?

A. S. P.
Will some one of your readers and writers help
me to solve the following query ? Manning and
'
Bray, in History of Surrey,' vol. iii., say as follows
App. xvi.,
"Margaret Symcott or Eleanor
"
Gwynn"; xxii., Margaret Symcott, i.e., Eleanor

Gwynn";

xxxi.,
"Margaret Symcott,
King
Charles's Eleanor Gwynn."
I have quoted it from
definite anhaving no other.

this authority,
swer will oblige

slow,

to clip, &c.

any foundation for this allegation 1 In
sketches which I have seen of a judicial whipping, whether at the cart's tail or the whippingpost, the culprit (whether male or female) is merely
stripped to the waist. Most probably Landor had
never seen a female whipped in England.
Was
the mode of whipping to which he refers adopted
in his native country (America) or in Scotland ?
How was whipping in the army and navy inflicted in the last century ?
In a sketch of Hannah
Snell (who enlisted as a soldier) which I read some
time ago Hannah is stated to have been twice
on the last occasion on board a ship eviflogged
dently without discovering her sex. This seems
impossible if she had been stripped to the waist.
I doubt whether she was flogged at all.
Is there
all

Were private whippings and whippings for
breaches of prison discipline (under which head I
suppose those at Bridewell are to be classed) inflicted in the same manner as public ones ?
On another point I would be glad to be informed.
Though only the nobility were legally exempt from
corporal punishment, so far as I can learn it was
never inflicted on persons belonging to the better
class.
few persons in the rank of gentlemen
appear to have been whipped under the Stuarts,
but always for offences supposed to be of a seditious
or blasphemous character.
I have never heard of
a lady being judicially whipped in England for
any offence, unless we go back to Queen Boadicea.
Possibly, however, some of your readers can correct me on this point.
A SCEPTIC.

A

should like to know if it was his usual plan to
paint on metal, and whether many of his works
are known, especially the work I have above

:

JUDICIAL WHIPPING IN ENGLAND. In some
verses which afterwards became the subject of an
action for libel, Walter Savage Landor wrote

Followed the naked haunch

FRANCIS FRANCKS. This artist was born at
Antwerp 1546, obit. 1616. I have seen a painting
It seems to represigned by him done on copper.
sent the Tower of Babel, or is a parody on it.
I

MARGARET STMCOTT OR ELEANOR GWYNN.

(Btttrtaf.

We
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A

WILLIAM KENDLE.

me.

Could any correspondent kindly

KADCLIFFE.

give information concerning one Anthony Hadcliffe (or his ancestors and successors), of Kelt

Head, Cleughbrae, Dumfriesshire, who was buried
Crummertrees in the year 1800, and who claimed
to be a direct descendant of the Earl of Derwentwater ? Also information of Arthur and Edward
at

Radcliffe,

London merchants, who died about the

middle of the

last

century

W.

?

J.

P.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

WILLIAM MARKWICK. Is anything known of
the drawings or unpublished manuscripts of this
'
naturalist, mentioned by him in his Catalogue of
Birds found in the County of Sussex,' which was
printed in the fourth volume of the Transactions
If they are
of the Linnean Society of London ?
still in existence they would probably be of considerable service to my friend Mr. William Bower,
of Cowfold, near Horsham, who is preparing
a work on the ornithology of that county, and on
whose behalf I make this appeal to the readers of
'N.

&

ALFRED NEWTON.

Q.'

Magdalene

College, Cambridge.

THE 'PREM SAGUR.' I have been asked for an
answer to the following question By whom and
when was the Prem Sagur written (probably incorrectly spelt), a Hindu book, giving an account
:

'

'

of Krishna, his birth

and

life ?

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

OLD INNS AND TAVERNS OF LONDON AND
SUBURBS. Where can I inspect a good collection
of drawing?, photographs, and prints of these, more

NOTES AND QU EB1ES.
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particularly those in the counties of Surrey, Kent,
I am anxious to know if any
" Old
drawings or photographs were taken of the

and Middlesex?

White Horse
Brixton Rise, Surrey; the
" Old Horse andInn,"
Groom Inn," Streatham, Surrey
"
and the Old Greyhound Inn," facing Streatham
Common, Surrey, all of which have been pulled
down and rebuilt. I should be glad of any information as to their history and when erected.
J. R. D.
;

'

THE YOUNG ROSINIAN.' I shall be grateful to
any one who will put me in the way of procuring
a novel which appeared under this title in 1809.
I have tried the second-hand booksellers.

ANDREW W. TUBE.
The Leadenhall

Press, B.C.

MISPRINT IN THE OXFORD BIBLE. Has it been
noticed that there is a serious misprint in the Ox"
ford edition of the Bible ?
Pearl
copy is
16mo. refs.
Oxford Facsimile Series, No. 6."
"
Proverbs vi, 20 reads
son, keep thy father's
commandment, and for like not the law of thy
mother." This should, of course, be "forsake."
The error is a curious one in such a generally

My

My

correct edition.
146, Leinster Road, Dublin.

WILLIAM CROOKE.

"ONE WOODCOCK MAKES NO

WINTER. "--This

ENGLISH GODDAMS.
'

Account

of a

'The Cheat?,' 1664:
"
Aft. Thou art a strange

fellow.

What

dost think of

those
Jol.

Have gone before us, and commend
One woodcock makes no winter."

th

s.

viu.
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Dawson Turner,

Tour in Normandy,' 2

w.

in his

1820,
writing of the lady abbess of a convent of Ursulines,
says
" She has
upwards of a dozen English heretics under
her care ; but she will not compromise her conscience by
allowing them to attend the Protestant service. There
are also about ninety French, scholars, and the inborn
antipathy between them and the insulaires will sometimes evince itself. Amongst other specimens of girlish
spite the French fair-ones have divided the English damsels into two genera.
Those who look plump and goodhumoured, they call Mesdemoiselles Roslifs ; whilst such
as are thin and grave acquire the appellation of the
Mesdemoiselles Qoddams, a name by which we have been
known in France at least five centuries ago. This story
is not trivial, for it bespeaks the national feeling; and,
although you may not care much about it, yet I am sure
that five centuries hence it will be considered as of infinite importance by the antiquaries who are now babes
unborn."
vols.,

:

What authority has the writer for stating that the
English were given the appellation of*' Goddams"
J. WHITELET WARD.
five centuries ago ?
MILTON AND VONDEL. In Southey's review of
'
'
Hayley's Life (Quarterly Review, March, 1825)
occurs the following passage
" If Milton was incited
by the perusal of any poem
'
upon the same subject to compose his Paradise Lost/
we are persuaded it was by studying the Lucifer and
the Adam in Ballingschap of Vondel; for he tried his
strength with the same great poet in the 'Samson
Agonistes,' Vondel being, indeed, the only contemporary
with whom he would not have felt it a degradation to
:

'

'

'

'

proverbial expression occurs in J. Wilson's play of

[7

vie."
it

too

?

P. 22, reprint, 1874.

Is this proverb an invention on the
part of Wilson,
or can an earlier use of it be cited ?
Ray gives
"
One swallow makes not a spring, nor one woodcock a winter."
F. C. BIRKBECK TERKY.
The Paddocks, Palgrave, Dies.

I shall

be glad

to

know any

earlier references to

C. S.

this subject.

W.

SIR THOMAS LEIGHTON, OP FECKENHAM, co.
He was knighted in 1579, was Constable of the Tower and Governor of Jersey and
He married Anne,
Guernsey temp. Elizabeth.
daughter of Sir Francis Knollys, KG. Where

WORCESTER.

1 KINGS x. 3.
The Authorized and Revised shall I find a reliable pedigree of his descendants?
Versions of this passage agree in
to Playfair, Betham, and most of the
translating it, According
'
Solomon told her all her questions there was usual authorities, he had issue an only son
not anything hid from the
king which he told her Thomas, who married Mary, younger daughter
not," the obvious meaning of which would seem to and coheir of Edward, Lord Zouch, of Heryngbe that Solomon told the Queen of Sheba all the worth, by whom he left two daughters and cothings that he did not know everything that was heiresses Elizabeth, married to Sherrington Talbot,
hid from him he told her. The intended
St. John,
meaning, of Lacock ; and Anne, wife of Sir John
however, is that he kept back nothing from her of On the other hand, T. C. Banks ('Peerage,' ii.
all the things which he knew.
The Septuagint 628) gives to Thomas Leighton, the son, no fewer
renders it, "There was not a word overlooked than four sons, of whom the eldest, Edward, he
|>a/>ewpa/Ai'os] by the king which he did not tell states, married a Mary Stanley, and left issue
her."
The Vulgate has, "Non fuit sermo
third account
three sons and three daughters.
qui
regem posset latere, et non responderet ei." Has makes the wife of Sherrington Talbot the daughter
the sentence ever been understood in its literal of Sir Thomas
Leighton the father, instead of
acceptation, that Solomon confessed to her all the Thomas the son, and this, I believe, is in accordthings of which he was ignorant ? The commen- ance with one of the pedigrees produced in evitaries I have referred to
is to
give no light on the dence at the Shrewsbury peerage claim.^ It
matter
be observed that prior to the termination of the
A, SMYTHE PALMBR.
Woodford.
abeyance of the barony of Zouch in 1815 in favour
:

A

7s.
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of the eldest coheir, Sir Cecil Bishopp, the representatives of Thomas Leighton and the daughter
of Lord Zouch were coheirs to that barony, as
they appear to be still to one or two other abeyant

W.

peerages.
Leigh, Lancashire.

D. PINK.

HOGARTH'S PORTRAIT OF FIELDING.

the

Is

original pen-and-ink sketch, which was engraved
in facsimile by James Basire, still in existence ?
According to Mr. Dobson,
" it was
engraved with such success that the artist is
said to have mistaken an impression of the plate (without its emblematic border) for his own drawing."

Several years ago I bought from an old printselling friend in Green Street, Leicester Square, a
copy of this engraving without the border and

accessories.
friend, who had a large experience
in these subjects, told me it was a very early
It might certainly
proof, and extremely rare.

My

pass,

on a cursory inspection,

W.

drawing.

for a

F.

pen-and-ink

PRIDEAUX.

Wager

?

FAIR.

accurate & well authenticated particulars
but it is
highly probable that he was sprung from a family not
either
for
or
&
that the
distinguished
antiquity
wealth,
rank which he afterwards attained, & the foitune he acquired, were solely the reward of his own personal merit
:

&

professional services."

But perhaps some member of the Parker, Watson,
Allix, or Wilmshurst family can throw light on
the subject.
(2) I also possess a notice of a Capt. Charles
Wager, R.N., who died at Deal Feb. 24, 1665.
What relation was he to the admiral ?

GUALTERULUS.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
That

6 th S.

In 'N.

vii.

And sword and

men in awe.
V. PAYEN-PAYNE.

:

the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor,
Aldermen, &c., will go from Guildhall to proclaim
South wark Fair, which is annually held by statute ;
after the cremony is over they will be elegantly entertained at the Court-house, St. Margarets-hill.
or puppet-shews are permitted at this fair."

No

drolls

J. E. D.

WALKING- STICKS.
origin the

What

chains held

Da

DOUGLAS.

"Next Thursday

its

earlier time,

The byegone rule of force and crime,
The good old days when might was law

48, 334, I find it stated that this fair was finally
suppressed in 1763. Is this not an error ? as I
read in No, 13,271 of the Gazetteer and New Daily
Advertiser, for Thursday, September 12, 1771, the

following

:

" Of the
family from which Sir Chae: Wager was descended, the rank and circumstances of his parents, the
place & time of his birth, the education which he received, the events of his earlier years, and the period of
life at which he entered into the sea-service, there are no

Jaipur, Eajputana.

SOUTHWARK

MS. note (or exhim, which does not promise well

I possess the following

tract) concerning
for
inquiry

my
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Has any one ever traced

to

custom of carrying a walking-stick

?

the earliest reference to the habit being
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
practised in England ?
Baling Dean.
is

GEMS. Can any one give me the reason for
giving different gems to the months, as January,
garnet ; February, amethyst, &c. ? Also, origin of
the meaning given to those gems or others bearing

(7

th

S. vii. 247, 329, 432,

490

;

viii.

189.)

have read MR. NEILSON'S last article hereon
with interest and with advantage ; and having
done so I would fain have kept silence, yea,
even from good words, for my heart is by no
MB.
means hot within me on this subject.
NEILSON'S courteous, and even complimentary
I

He
appeal has indeed a really chilling effect.
" remove the
" of a mere
wishes me to
stigma
private opinion ; which opinion, moreover, was by
no means meant as a stigma, and is of no more
value than that of the man who died o' Wednesday, supposing that obscure individual to have
had ordinary sense and judgment, and to have
exercised them upon truthful and sufficient evidence.

A. Z.
It seems to me, after considering MR. NEILSON'S
OF SWANSEA, AUTHORESS. Does anyone
paper, that the evidence of Froissart is sufficient
know anything of this lady? When did she live; and
truthful, and is not contradicted in the main
and what was her surname 1 Did she not write
of the authorities (so far as I understand
any
by
romances ?
Was she a writer for the Minerva
which are cited in the paper. Let us take
Press ? I think Thackeray mentions her in one of them)
them in order. No. 1 says that Douglas was going
his lectures or essays, but I do not remember "
towards the Holy Land to the aid of Christians
which.
I do not think, however, that
Thackeray with the heart of King Robert of Scotland," and that
does more than allude to her in passing.
Any he was " on his way to the Holy Land against the
information concerning her will oblige.
Saracens." But it does not explain why he was
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
thither by Spain, which is certainly a long
going
Alresford.
Bopley,
way round, instead of going, as I believe most CruSIR CHARLES WAGER. (1) What is known of saders did, either by Venice or some other Italian
the birth and
And as to
parentage of Admiral Sir Charles port, or else by the South of France.
significance?

ANNE
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Holy Sepulchre and
Spain are, I submit,
The one thing we have to find out is,
irrelevant.
What was Brace's behest, and what was Sir
James's promise ?
No. 2 exhibits a discrepancy, not rare among
ecclesiastics, between the Ven. Archdeacon Barbour and the Eev. Canon Froissart. But is it a
Barbour
real discrepancy, or only an omission ?
" to travail
that Bruce wished his heart

it unfair in me to
out also " the express statement of Frois'
sart that Douglas, in fighting in Spain,
considered that if he should go thither he should
employ his time" and journey according to the late
king's wishes.'
Well, let us then have Sir John's
ipsis&ima verba here too, as they are given by my
Lord Berners. Froissart says that Douglas went
first to Sluys, in Flanders ; adding, significantly,
that he went there " to hear tidings, and to know

God's

there were any noblemen in that country who
would go to Jerusalem, to the intent to have more
"
And," he continues,
company."
when he had thus tarried there the space of twelve

this point the condition of the
the question of crusading in

upon
As MR. NEILSON points out, he says
Bruce's
wishes
more
than
this
concerning
nothing
and certainly he does not say that the foes of God
whom Bruce meant were the Saracens of Spain.
says

foes."

;

From

a Christian point of view, the Saracen headIt seems odd, too,
quarters were at Jerusalem.
that Bruce should have made no provision for the
Barbour does
burial of his heart after its travail.
not say that he made none ; he simply omits to
say what the provision was. Froissart supplies
His statement about it is ignored,
this omission.
but not contradicted, by MR. NEILSON'S authorities numbered 3, 4, and 5, and is confirmed,
more or less explicitly, by the authorities numbered 6, 7, 8, and 10. As to No. 11, I do not

understand it.
No. 9 is the authority of Froissart himself,
which I quoted. And here I perceive that one
must not only verify one's references, but also give
them in extenso, lest haply he be accused of " blow"

ing hot and cold therewith. To save space, I left
out the passage to which MR. NEILSON refers,
because it did not appear to affect the argument
" When
one way or other.
However, here it is.
I had most to do," says the king to Sir James,
" I made a solemn
vow, which as yet I have not accomplished, whereof I am very sorry which was, if I might
achieve and make an end of all my wars, so that I might
once have brought this realm into rest and peace, then
I promised in my mind to have gone and waged war
:

against Christ's enemies, adversaries to our holy Christian faith. To this purpose my heart hath ever intended,
but our Lord would not consent thereto ; for I have had
so much to do in my days, and now in my last enterprise
I have taken such a malady, that I cannot recover.
And since it is so that my body cannot go, nor achieve
that which my heart desireth, I will send the heart
instead of the body, to accomplish my vow ; and because
I know not, in all my realm, any knight more valiant
than yourself, nor of any body so well adapted to accomplish my vow instead of myself, therefore I require you,
my own dear especial friend, that you will take on you
this voyage, for the love of me," &c.

What

voyage ? After a few expressions of tender
king goes on, in the words I quoted
before, to direct that Douglas shall take his heart
and present it " to the Holy Sepulchre "; adding an
explicit charge that wheresoever Sir James went
he was to proclaim that that was its destination.
Does not all this show what " voyage " the king

trust, the

meant ? And there is nothing in the quotations
from Barbour to suggest that he did not mean it.

But MR. NEILSON thinks

have

left

if

days, he heard it reported, that Alphonso, King of Spain,
made war against a Saracen King of Granada ; then he
determined to draw to that party, thinking surely he
could not bestow his time more nobly, than to wage war

against God's enemies and that enterprise done, then
he thought to go forth to Jerusalem, and to achieve
what he was charged with."
:

Clearly,

then,

according to

Froissart,

"that

enterprise," namely, fighting the Saracens of Granada, was, in the mind and conscience of Douglas,
no part of " what he was charged with." It was
an episode a mere preliminary to his behest. It
is fair, however, to call attention here to a real

discrepancy between Froissart and MR. NEILSON'S
authorities numbered 1 and 2. Froissart says that
Douglas sailed from Montrose to_ Sluys ; MR.
NEILSON, apparently following Barb'our, says that

Seville. And Froissart
implies that Sir James only went to Spain because
of the report above mentioned, whereas MR. NEILSON quotes a letter which, if Douglas obtained it
before he left Britain, would imply that he had
from the first intended to go to Spain. On the

he sailed from Berwick to

other hand, Barbour, as quoted by MR. NEILSON,
suggests, in accordance with Froissart, that Douglas

had not heard of Alphonso's war with Granada
on the Continent.

until he arrived

After saying thus much in response to an appeal
that could not properly be disregarded, what more
can I say ? Simply this, that I have written the
foregoing with reluctance and regret, and with a
due respect both for the name and fame of Douglas
and for the patriotism and good faith of MR.
NEILSON. This case of Bruce and Douglas has

me one of the most pathetic
instances in all history of the vanity of human
The devout and noble purpose of a dying
wishes.
king, that his heart should lie in God's sepulchre,
after having travailed against God's foes who held
that sepulchre, is frustrated ; and this, not becausethe paladin who undertook his trust was wanting
in sincerity or chivalrous ardour, but because, like
Launcelot in another field of ethics, his faith unfaithful kept him falsely true
yes, even though
he himself was the soul of honour.
Whether all this be so or not, the belief that it
was so and the psychological interest of such a

always seemed to
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was the only motive of that casual remark
And
which has led to the present discussion.
therefore I now beg leave to withdraw from the
A. J. M.
controversy.
belief,

"

THE

GRAVE MAURICE "

th
S.
487 ; viii.
(7
yii.
That the Maurice of the signboard was

15, 75).

the son of the

Queen

of

Bohemia

is

not, as

MR.

CHRISTIE seems to think, a baseless supposition on
my part ; and the Prince was "a graf or count,"
for he was a Pfalzgraf, or Count Palatine of the
Rhine, which in England at that time (and for at
least a hundred years before) was always pronounced Palsgrave. " Goody Palsgrave " was the
epithet bestowed by Queen Anne upon her daughter,
" Good Palain contempt for her lack of ambition
"
tine is not only inaccurate, but misses the point
:

HERMENTRUDE.

intended.

Fletcher's

Maid"

For in Beaumont (?) and
Love's Cure ; or, the Martial

after all.
'

play
Bobadilla says

(I. ii.)

Why,

trick in charity,
holpe the king to a subject, that may live

To take grave Maurice

:

!

London, John Murray, 1888). The words are
by the Irish Monthly,
edited by Rev. M. Russell, brother of Sir Charles.
p. 9,

EBLANA.

[Hood's lines

may

be quoted

:

The great judge and the
The judges of assize.]

little

judge,

SIR WILLIAM FRASER notes that the

I but

And

'

:

Taught her a Spanish

And

may add that Judge Day's representatives in Ireland are positive as to the Hibernian origin of the
epigram.
Serjeant Robinson assigns to Dr. Maginn the
recipe for making punch, "First put your sugar
and lemon in, then your spirits, and every drop of
water you add spoils the punch." Does not this'
occur in Sir Samuel Ferguson's Father Tom and
the Pope ? I have heard it also attributed toW. H. Maxwell.
Mr. Robinson observes (p. 227) that the author
" What a
of the following remark was Sugden
pity
for then he
little Law
a
know
not
does
Brougham
"
These wordswould know a little of everything
would seem to have been the property of O'Connell
'
(see
Correspondence of Daniel O'Connell,' vol. ii.

also assigned to O'Connell

There seems to be at least a literary reason for
"
"
supposing that the Grave on the signboard was

an adjective
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prisoner

!

Seward's note is
" Grave is
printed in the last editions with a great letter
and in Italics, as if it was a proper name, whereas it is
an epithet only, and a characteristic of Prince Maurice
:

Hamp-

shire gardener who had never heard of the Duke
of Wellington said, on being told of his death by
'
"
Roebuck, I am very sorry for the gentleman/
but I never heard of him." That is certainly very
remarkable, as the "elderly gardener" of 1852.

must, one would suppose, have heard of the battle
of Waterloo, fought only thirty-seven years previously, if not of some of the more recent political
events of the duke's life. Moreover, he was living
Was he a temperance
in the duke's own county
Of course, Seward may be in error.
gardener, or did he frequent his village ale-house ?
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
The application of the term "gentleman" to the
James Howell wrote concerning the "Grave great duke recalls to my mind a similar applicaMaurice," Prince of Orange, and the following tion to the unfortunate Duke of Monmouth also
entries are from the index to the 1650 edition of similar ignorance on the part of a Dorset coachhis 'Familiar Letters':
man. Some few years ago, when in Dorsetshire
" Of Grave
excursion
Maurice, Prince of Orange, and of his with Sir William Fraser, we made an
regular coura of life.
from Wimborne to the scene of the Duke of Mon"Of Grave Maurice's death, and of the taking of mouth's
capture after the battle of Sedgmoor, a
Breda."
deep ditch on a farm on Lord Shaftesbury's estate.
J. F. MANSERGH.
It is close to Wimborne, but the driver of our carLiverpool.
riage had never heard of the battle of Sedgmoor,
of Nassau, who after performing great actions against
the Spaniards, is said to have died of grief, an account of
the siege of Breda."

!

OLD JOKES

NEW

IN
DRESS (7 th S. viii. 66, 136).
to those already indicated, in re Ser-

of the

Duke

of

Monmoutb,

or the place of his cap-

Yet all this had convulsed the West of Engand Dorsetjeant Robinson's Reminiscences,' it may be men- land, and particularly Somersetshire
two hundred years before. After long
tioned that Mr. O'Flanagan describes
('Munster shire, only
the driver at last reCircuit,' p. 139) Judge Day a tall man and Assize- delay and many inquiries,
"I
turned and said,
think, sir, I have found out
Judge Brown a dwarf occasioning this epigram
"
where the gentleman was taken
As brawny Day and puny Brown
J. STANDISH HALT.
Came thundering into Limerick town,
Apropos

ture.

'

:

'

'

!

"

Lord " cries a lout, with wondering eyes,
"Call you them Judges of Assize ? "

Temple.

!

1

This epigram, laying the scene in
England, and
making Justices Williams and Tindall the subjects
of it, instead of
157
Day and Brown, appears at

of Mr.

p.

Serjeant Robinson's

amusing volume.

I

There are few of us who are past our premiere
jeunesse, I fancy, but must have our righteous
souls vexed from day to day by the arbitrary
ascription of the traditional jokes with which our
elders delighted us in days gone by to new names.
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We

hug the original ascription, which from that
simple fact acquired a prescriptive right of possession, and the new one (which may be just as correct, or as incorrect) is odious as a usurper or
For my own part, I hate to take up a
interloper.
so-called comic paper of the day, for the irritation
it gives me to meet
invariably some dear old joke
hashed up in a new sauce in the attempt to make
it "topical" at the
moment, and generally spoilt in
the cooking. It cannot but lose the
racy twang it
left when we savoured it for the first time on an a
propos occasion. It is a common mechanical art
of the present day to obtain an old book at some
public library and work a selection of its contents
"
;;
up to date ; just as many a popular air has been
constructed by altering the time of an established
favourite.
Still, of course, it often happens that "les beaux
esprits se rencontrent," and it could hardly but be
that the same play of words should occur to a
variety of people.
Many of us, of course, know

that we have ourselves made jokes which we have
afterwards seen put in type by those who have not
had the opportunity of plagiarizing us, thus proving
a dual origin.
I do not know why MR. FITZPATRICK calls

He

such in a book called Law
I forget the ascription, but some
salient beauty of a certain clocked
stocking having been made, the wearer retorts he
did not know he was wearing a striking clock.
I do not know, either, why CDTHBBRT BEDE
should think it so improbable that there should
have been a Hampshire labourer who had never
heard of the Duke of Wellington. An almost
parallel case came within my own knowledge.
Some children in a convent school at the time of
the Crimean war were
indulging in boisterous rejoicing over the news that Sevastopol was taken.
"
Mercy to the prisoner is enjoined us by our holy
" let us
religion," observed a lay sister ;
say a Hail
*

will find another

and Lawyers.'
remark on the

for him, poor fellow, however bad he may
have been."
R. H. BUSK.

Mary

I find that the speech is attributed to Douglas
Jerrold in ' Jeux d'Esprit,' edited by Henry S.
" The
Leigh (Chatto & Windus,
Mayfair Library,"

COTHBERT BEDE.

n.d.), p. 68.

The prototype of Mr. Paul Eooney, the fashionattorney, and one of the most prominent
'
Jack Hinton (published in
figures drawn in
a man of mark,
1842), was Mr. P
and a member of the Liberal party in his native
able

'

M

,

city, Dublin.
Lever, as a good Conservative, supported his cause in his writings ; and he therefore
some
freedom
to his imagination when depict,
gave
ing the characters of the hospitable and good.

s.

vm.

OCT. 12,

hearted Mr. and Mrs. P. Rooney. The following
(
anecdote, however, does not appear in Jack Hinton,' although Lever was heard to repeat it on

more than one occasion, viz.
" The swell
M
moved
society in which Mr. P
led to jealousy
and many efforts were made to take
down the pride supposed to be fostered by such privi:

;

'

I dined at the Duke's yesterday,' he once said,
'
'
and, strange to say, there was no fish.'
Oh, perhaps
they ate it all in the parlour! was the reply of Pat. Cosleges.

'

tello."

Vide

1879, by

W.

'

The

Life of Charles Lever.' vol.

J. Fitzpatrick, LL.D.,

i.

p.

W,

M.R.I.A.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

POMPEII (7 th S. viii. 107). Perhaps D. VALE
need not be anxious about our pronunciation of
Latin.
But if it is the spelling which is in question, there is no uncertainty about that, for the ei
is an integral part of the original name.
Tacitus
has: "Et motu terrse, celebre Campanise oppiduro,
Pompeii, magna ex parte proruit" (' Ann./ xv. 22).
It was near the Sarno, and so there is the line
of Statius

:

Nee Pompeiani placeant magis

In Greek

it is

otia Sarni.
1 ' Silv.,' ii. 265.

no/wr^ibt, Tlofjnrdia,

"

clock," as applied to stockings, an obsolete word.
I hear it in daily use, and the
jokes cited about it
are so obvious they might occur to many people.

[7*

TLojj,7rr)ta.

ED. MARSHALL.
In pronouncing ancient Pompeii with an Engpronunciation we follow the custom which, in
the absence of any means of ascertaining the pronunciation of Latin in the last days of Pompeii,
obtains with regard to the literature of that period.
In doing our best to pronounce modem Pompeii
as the word is now pronounced on the spot we
must surely be right, until familiarity or convenience causes the name to be Anglicized, as in the
cases of Florence and Leghorn, when we may
lish

perhaps

call it

Pompey.

KILLIGREW.

PORTRAIT OF AN EARL OF ANGUS (7 th S. viii.
The earl thus vaguely inquired after by MR.
107).
PATTERSON bore the title as Master of Douglas,
being John, eldest son of James, second Marquis of Douglas, by his first marriage with Lady
Barbara Erskine. He is stated to have fallen at
the battle of Steenkirk, 1692, and was succeeded
in the mastership, under the same courtesy title,
by his half-brother Archibald, subsequently third
Marquis and first Duke of Douglas. If any portrait of the first colonel of the Cameronians exists,
the most likely place for it clearly is, or was,
It would be interesting to
Hamilton Palace.
know whether the family pictures have shared the
fate of other collections which formerly enriched
Hamilton, or whether they still hang on the walls
NOMAD.
of the palace.

MITTENS OR GLOVES AS FUNERAL DECORATIONS (7 th

In past times the custom
S. viii. 188).
prevailed in Derbyshire of giving gloves at funerals
black in ordinary eases, white
to all who attended

7*

if

s.

vni.
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young virgin. In the latter
was borne by her maiden companions,

the deceased were a

case, the pall

who

likewise carried garlands of white flowers,
In 1817
which were placed upon the grave.
(
Lysons noticed ( Mag. Brit./ v. ccxli) "the ancient
custom of hanging up in the churches garlands of
roses, with a pair of gloves cut out of white paper,
which had been carried before the corpses of young
unmarried women at their funerals, still prevails
in many of the parishes of the Peak." Some
quarter of a century later I remember seeing
several of these curious and interesting memorials
of the dead hanging in the old church (now destroyed) at Matlock town, and others in the
churches of Ashford-in-the- Water, Hope, and, if
my memory serves me, Castleton, all' in the Peak
The Rev. Dr. Cox, in his Notes on the
district.
Churches of Derbyshire/ makes mention of others,
and there is an article upon the subject, by the
late Llewellynn Jewitt, in the first volume of the
It appears that the Matlock garlands
Reliquary.
were, in 1859 or thereabouts, added to the church
spoil with which the late Mr. Thomas Bateman, of
Middleton, enriched his museum. If so, they have
probably been transferred to Sheffield by the collector's son and successor, in company with corbels,
coped tombs of Saxon workmanship, monumental
effigies, headstones, and incised slabs, portions of
crosses, &c., all of which are duly catalogued, and
many of them, as we learn from the printed catalogue, were most improperly, if not sacrilegiously,
carried off during the restoration of several Derbyshire churches, particularly from Bakewell.
The
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I have since heard that they remain in the

same

place.

0.

[Other interesting communications have been received,
and are at the service of G. G. if he will send a stamped

and directed envelope.]

BELLS, PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN (7 S. viii. 23).
To supplement with a few lines the communicaI am not quite sure that
tion of H. DE B. H.
the mention of bells is not more frequent in antiquity than he intimates. The use of icatoW for a
small handbell occurs in a passage to which he has
no reference, where at the end of the fourth book
th

Thucydides notices the time of the fruitless attempt
of Brasidas at Potidsea by TOV yap KwSavos Trapethe bell which was passed on from one
veX^evros,
sentinel to another round the walls, or carried by
the governor to try their watchfulness.
Nor,
again, has he a notice of the bells on the harness
in
the
of the horses to which there is allusion
'
Septem contra Thebas/ circ. v. 395-400.
Polydore Vergil carries back the reference to
the time of Moses
"An quid gratius ipso tintinnabulo, quod alii cam:

panam, nonnulli nolam nuncupant, inveniri potuit 1 quod
inventum non sit, Mosis enim temporibus
'
teste Josepho in lib. iii.
Antiq.' ejus usus erat, de quo

licet recens

Martialis ait

:

lledde pilam, sonat aes thermarum, ludere pergia

Utriusque tamen

Much

(ecil.
'

latet."

De

?

et horologii) pariter auctor
Invent. Her.,' 1. iii. c, xviiL

remains concerning the use and super-

stition in respect of bells in mediaeval times.

Ashover garlands are, I have every reason to beED. MARSHALL.
lieve, still hanging in the church, and I trust that
th
I do not
PHONOGRAPH
S. vi. 125, 253).
(7
be long before any relic-hunter or museum
think that the subjoined curious passage relating
purveyor is permitted to lay hands upon them.
to a machine intended, to a limited extent, to perALFRED WALLIS.
form the same duty as that which a modern phonoExeter.
graph does has been before noticed in this con'
Mr. S. W. Beck, in Gloves, their Annals/ &c., nexion. It is taken from ' The Secret and Swift
London, 1883, gives a long account of this custom. Messenger (ed. 1707), by Bishop Wilkins :
" There is another
The practice seems to have been very general in
mentioned by WalExperiment.
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and chius, who thinks it possible so to contrive a Trunk or
it will

'

Dr. Cox, in his
lingered longest in Derbyshire.
*
Churches of Derbyshire/ mentions a number of
churches where gloves so placed were once to be
The following lines, attributed to Anna
Seward, and referring to Eyam, are given by Mr.
seen.

Beck

:

The gloves suspended by the garland's side,
White as its snowy flowers with ribband tied ;
Dear Tillage long may these wreaths funereal spread
!

Simple memorials of the early dead.

A. L. HUMPHREYS.
Eccleston Road, Baling.

About thirty years ago I saw hanging in the
then unrestored church of Flamborough, Yorkshire, a white pair of lady's gloves, and was told
they commemorated the interment of a maiden.

it shall preserve the Voice entirely for
Hours or Days, so that a Man may send his
There being
to a Friend instead of his Writing.
always a certain Space of Intermission, for the Passage
of the Voice, betwixt its going into these Cavities, and

hollow Pipe, that

certain

Words

coming out; he conceives that if both ends were
seasonably stopped, whilst the Sound was in the midst, it
Huic tubo
would continue there till it had some vent.
verba nostra insusurremus, et cum probe munitur tabelWhen the Friend to whom it ia
lario committamus/ &c.
come out
sent, shall receive and open it, the Words shall
Order wherein they were
same
and
in
the
distinctly,
spoken. From such a Contrivance as this (saith the
same Author) did Albertus Magnus make his Image, and
"
Friar Bacon his Brazen Head, to utter certain Words
its

(PP. 71-2).

J. F.

MANSERGH.

I send you the following extracts from a letter
addressed to Public Opinion by Mr. W. H. K.
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Wright, of Plymouth, thinking them sufficiently
*
curious to find a place in N. & Q. ,' and that something more might be elicited respecting the author
of the book from which they are taken
:

" The volume is entitled ' The Comical
History of tbe
States and Empires of the Worlds of the Moon and Sun.

[7*

s.

vm.

OCT. 12, *>

se of this term as can be found is in a quotation
'
iven by him from
Peter Pindar's Prophecy,'
I have just met with an earlier example
789.
f its use
:

"

tuned my fundamental bass so musically, that a
eighbour on his return home, taking me for one of
hose animals whose mewings 1 counterfeited, picked
p an unlucky flient lying at his feet, and threw it at me
with all his force, saying,
The devil fetch that ton
I

Written in French by Cyrano Bergerac, and newly
London
Printed for
Englished by A. Lovell, A.M.
Henry Rhodes, next door to the Swan Tavern, near
Bride Lane, in Fleet Street. 1687. Licensed May 30,
at ! "Smollett's translation of Gil Bla?,' bk. ii. c. vii.
1686. Ho. L'Estrange.' In it are given a graphic account
The date of the translation is, I believe, 1749.
of the writer's adventures in the Sun and Moon. In
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.
one of the cities of the latter he meets an inhabitant
of the Sun who had also visited the moon on a voyage of
JOHN DUNS SCOTUS (7 th S. vi. 425 vii. 133,
Before leaving, the latter gives him a
discovery
As there is, I presume, no
'
51; viii. 49, 112).
book, which is the great work of the philosophers, composed by one of the greatest wits of the Sun.'
My mmediate hurry for determining the date of thfr
Spirit had translated these books into the language of
Cologne MS., MR. RIGG will kindly pardon me if
that World, but because I have none of their print, I '11
do not reply to all the statements contained in
now explain to you the fashion of these two Volumes. As his last
I would humbly suggest that
rejoinder.
I opened the Box (the cover of the book) I heard within
until some one well
somewhat of Metal, almost like to our Clocks, full of I >ur controversy be suspended
know not what little Springs and imperceptible Engines. rersed in mediaeval palaeography may have an
It was a Book indeed, but a Strange and Wonderful Book,
>pportunity to examine and report his views about
that had neither Leaves nor Letters; In fine, it was
,he age of the Kalendarium.
Perhaps Dr. Hohla Book, made wholly for the Ears and not for the
)aum could be induced to give his opinion on the
Eyes. So that, when anybody has a mind to read in it,
from the MS. in
he winds up that Machine, with a great many little subject, and publish an extract
dem Stadt-Archiv von K6ln>
lis Mittheilungm
Strings ; then he turns the Hand to the Chapter which
he desires to read, and straight as from the Mouth of a so as to enable one to examine it as an historical
Man, or a Musical Instrument, proceed all the distinct document. This would probably be a more satisand different Sounds, which the Lunar Grandees make
an
factory way of testing its age than criticizing it as
use of for expressing their Thoughts, instead of language.
When I since reflected on this miraculous Invention I examination-paper in Latin composition and gramno longer wondered that the Young Men of that Country mar.
were more knowing at Sixteen or Eighteen Years old
May I ask MR. RIGG to kindly point out to me
than the Grey Beards of our Climate ; for knowing how where I have made the absurd suggestion that
to Read as soon as Speak, they are never without Lec'the pomp which attended the reinterment in
tures, in their Chambers, their Walks, the Town, or
1509 is presumptive evidence of a prior transferTravelling ; they may have in their pockets, or at their
"
the tomb near the sacristy 1 And
Girdles, Thirty of these Books, where they need but ence from
no
wind up a spring to hear a whole Chapter and so more, also where I have admitted that "there is
if they have a mind to hear the Book
evidence of the bones so transferred having ever
quite through, &c.'
Addison, in the Spectator, No. 241, foreshadowed rested in the tomb at the entrance of the sacristy"?
the electric telegraph, and now we find the
The original place of burial and the first disinter:

'

'

;

:

am

phonograph anticipated two hundred years ago.
G. H, THOMPSON.
Alnwick.

[The original work of Cyrano de Bergerac was written
near the middle of the sixteenth century. A very rare
and undescribed edition, dated 1659, is before us. Cyrano
had then been dead four years, so the parallel dates back
nearly 240 years.!

DE

TRIPLICI HOMINIS OFFICIO' (7 th S. viii
notice of Edward Weston, author of the
above and other works, is contained in Wood's
(

28).
1

A

Athene

Oxonienses,'

ii.

573, 574, ed. Bliss.

are mentioned both by Tritheim and Wadtheir
ding, who, writing on the spot, could gather
information from records preserved in the monasAccording to the latter author the" original
tery.
tomb at the entrance of the sacristy was close to
the altar of the Three Kings," and the first transfer
of the bones is mentioned also in the Cologne chroin 1499.*"
nicle, edited by A. Milman, and printed
"
"
pious opinion is,
suggestion was, and my
Duns was
that, considering the esteem in which
must
held, his first reinterment, like the second,

ment

My

He

* I
of William Weston, of Lincoln College
presume this is the same book as Die Cronica vander hilliger Stat van Coellen,' printed at Cologne (in
Oxford, and of Lincoln's Inn, by his wife, daughte
Koelhoff. I subjoin a copy of the entry
of John Story, LL.D., entered at Lincoln College in 1499) by Johan
in question, which, however, does not mention anything
"
afterwards
at
am
vursz
Rheims, Rome, Douay,
1578,
about the original interment
[A.D. 1308J In de
iair vp den viii. dach in aller hillige maent/ starff Izo
finally Canon of St. Mary's, Bruges.
Coellen d' groisse subtijll doctor Johannes Scotus/ den
W. E. BUCKLEY.
men noempt Doctor subtilis eyn breeder van der MynreTOM-CAT (7 th S. v. 268, 309, 350, 455 vi. 109) broeder
ward begraven zo den Mynrebroederen
'

was son

:

;

One

of your correspondents at the last referenc
remarks that probably as early an instance of th

orden,ind

jm

choir vnder der clocken as vysswij^set die overscbr'.fft

by pyme

graff."

7*8. VIII. OCT.
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have been carried oat with a certain amount of have no personal acquaintance with any member
and all I admit is, that we do not know of that family, nor have I any reason to believe
that it is related to me.
the date and details of that ceremony.
My father was a WiltOn what ground does MR. RIGG suspect that the shire man, born near Bradford, and he, my grandburial register at Cologne has been tampered with ? father, and my elder uncle used the same spelling
As one of the duplicate tablets was exhibited in as myself, while my younger uncle (a surgeon at
such semi-public place as the sacristy, the monk Rochester) adopted the version Beavan, which I
" for the honour and
have always regarded as a mere eccentricity.
glory of his
who, in his zeal
Whether or not my remote ancestors were Welsh
house," would have attempted to interpolate the
I have not the least idea I can only say that my
ntry of Duns's death would have had little chance
father resented any such imputation as equivalent
of escaping detection.
To revert to the passage from the Kalendarium, to defamation of character. He was not a philoneither am I.
I always tell those of my
I grant it looks somewhat suspicious on closer sopher,
The first p^rt, so far as the first semi- correspondents, and they are legion, who spell my
scrutiny.
name wrongly, that it affords a perfect rhyme to
colon, seems to be the original entry, in which
t(
Idus Nov." is, no doubt, an error of the copyist "heaven," and if the original spelling has really
been altered at any more or less remote period, I
" VI. Idus Nov."
for
(the octave of All Hallows
think that consideration may afford a hint of the
Day). The rest of the passage, I admit, must
"
reason for the alteration.
have been added by a later hand.
Tempore
"
ALFRED B. BEAVEN, M.A.
Alberto [sic] imperatoris Romani is also an error,
Preston.
because Duns died during the interregnum which
followed the death of Albrecht L, who was slain
Beaven is merely a variant of Beavan, and not
on May 1, 1308, and whose successor, Henry VII., of Bevan.
Bevan = ab-Evan, i.e., " the son of
as we know, began his reign on Nov. 27 of that Evan."
Cf. Bloyd for ab-Lloyd, Bethell for abIf we could attach any importance to the
year.
Ithell, &c. In the same way Evan and Evans have

pomp

;

:

omission of the word "primi" after the name of
the sovereign, we might assume that the addition
to the original entry was made before the reign
of Albrecht II., i.e., before March 18, 1438.

MR. RIGG
tioned the

tomb was

Though I nowhere menwonder in what state the
present, and am much obliged for his
is

fact,

at

right.
I did

urbanity in satisfying

my curiosity.

It is a pity his

friend has not favoured us with a short description
of what he saw in order to satisfy us that the tomb
"
is
a brand new affair," and not the same elaborate memorial which Wadding saw and described
in the first half of the seventeenth century.
As MR. RIGQ has taken offence at the words
"
"
sceptic" and
Pyrrhonism," and considers them

opprobrious epithets, it becomes me to withdraw
them at once and express my regret for having
made use of them.
I am much obliged to the REV. ED. MARSHALL
for having directed rny attention to Dean Milman's
'Latin Christianity.' I now find that Wadding, too,
discredits the statement (to be found in Trithemius,
Sixtus Senensis, and Bzovius) that Duns was a
hearer of Alexander of Hales at Paris. If the pupil
was, say, over seventeen at the time of his master's
death in 1245, he must have been more than eighty
*
(not sixty) in 1308, according to Cocker's Arithmetic.'
L. L. K.

THE SURNAME BEAVEN
There

is

a family at

(7

th

Bed minster

S.

viii.

228).

(Bristol)

which

patronymic in this way; but whether or
not it is of Wiltshire origin I cannot say, for,
although I am a native of Bristol and was resident
there during the first twenty years of my life, I

spells its

become by imitative corruption (so common in
English nomenclature) Heaven and Heavens, of
which I see instances in my ' London Directory
'

One of the mostEogltsh-looking of this large
Welsh surnames is Baynham, which can be
proved to be ab-Ey non, i. e. the son of Eynon, and

(1870).
class of

,

therefore a variant of Binyon, Benyon, Pinnion
(again imitative), or Pinyon. I may add that Evans
is met by Bevans or Bevin?, and that again by
is

Beavins (' London Directory,' 1870), another instance helping to answer I. M.'s query, who need
not for a moment hesitate in accepting the statement that Beaven and Beavan are but variants of
the Welsh Bevan.
C. W. BARDSLET.
Ulverston.
Is this a

form of Bevan = Ap-Evan

?

C. C. B.

[Other replies are acknowledged with thanks.]

CEMETERY GUIDES

th
S. vii. 508 ; viii. 134).
(7
Graves in England,' by M. McDonagh,
Dublin, gives a guide to several celebrated graves.
'

Irish

W. LOVELL.
Temple Chambers, E.G.

THE REV.
If

F.

W. FABER, D.D.

th

S. viii. 249).
(7
will please to look at the

CUTHBERT BEDE

following extract from The Historical Register of
the University of Oxford,' University Press, 1888,
he will see exactly what the case is
" Francis A. Faber.
2
1826. Fellow
'

:

University.

cl.,

of Magdalen.
" Frederick

2

cl.,

1836.

W. Faber. University. Ens. Verse, 1836.
Johnson's Theol. Scholar, 1837."

Both Francis and Frederick were

at

Univ. Coll.
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Francis became Fellow of Magdalen.
Frederick,
the poet, did not change his college. The name
"
"
Frederick William in the
appears correctly as
'
4to. edition of Hymns A. M.'

ED. MARSHALL.
That the Christian names of the late Father
Faber of the Oratory were Frederick William, and
not Francis William, is absolutely certain. If any
additional authority to substantiate a generally
recognized fact were wanted it would be supplied
by the book now' before me, Galignani's onevolume edition of Wordsworth's Poetical Works/
Paris, 1828. This book was given by Faber to my
eldest brother, who was his contemporary and
friend at Oxford, from whom I have inherited it,
and on the inside of the cover I find written in his

own hand "Frederick William Faber, Balliol Coll."
CUTHBERT BEDE speaks of biographical dictionIf he
aries giving the name as Francis William.
to

refer

will

the

'

graphy,' vol. xviii.,

Dictionary of National Biohe will find the name given

EDMUND VENABLES.

correctly.

i7--s.vm.ooi.

12.

n reply to C. C. B., that I am not what he is good
nough to suppose me to be, i. e., I am not the
"
ditor of
Charades, Enigmas, and Riddles, colected by a Cantab."
A. J. M.

AUTHOR WANTED

th
The author
S. viii. 208).
(7
'
Revisal of Shakespeare's Text was Mr.
It was first published in 1765 ; the full
"
itle runs as follows :
Revisal of Shakespeare's
Text.
Wherein the Alterations introduced into it
>y the more Modern Editors and Criticks are
MORRIS JONAS.
particularly considered."

the
Heath.

'

)f

A

tb

PLURALIZATION

S. vii. 142, 309, 471, 517 ;
(7
Doubtless Miss BUSK'S meaning
155, 216).
could not have been better expressed, for "she
" it is an error"
lerself has said it"; doubtless
"
"
^possibly a
vulgar one) to treat a word as plural
nerely "because it happens to end in s"; doubtess "the question of the plural treatment, or
otherwise, of some sigmated words is fair matter
for discussion," and doubtless Miss BUSK is preiii.

pared to adduce some good reason, etymological
" rites"
or otherwise," for not treating the word
as a plural.
May I thank ' her in advance for
imparting it to this reader of N. & Q.' ?
'

knew

the Faber family very well some fifty
The father was agent to the Bishop of
years ago.
Durham, Van Niddert, and lived at Bishop Auckland.
He had three sons, Francis, Henry, and
Frederick.
Francis and Frederick both took holy

I

Henry was a

orders,

the

is

name

solicitor.

of the poet

and

replies to the

HERALDRY

:

theologian.

LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

E.

[Many

Frederick William

same

effect

have been received.]

DESCENT OF ARMORIAL BEARINGS

th

S.
vii.
132, 175, 278, 376,
yi. 427, 496;
497; viii. 111). I thank MR. BOUCHIER for his
kind attempt (at the last reference) to recover
my lost article for me. The one, however, he sug-

(7

th

S. vii. 147) is not that I was in search
was as to the marshalling of a widow's
arms) but he has been the means of my discovering it myself by a somewhat laborious search
through each single- volume index, s. v. my own
th
name, and I find it at 6 S. v. 229, as being an
article of nearly three columns in
length on the
differencing of arms, and to which I would now
somewhat tardily refer your correspondents.

gests (4
of (that
;

J. S.

UDAL.

Inner Temple.

BOOK ON GENEALOGY
'Manual

th

S. viii. 107).
Sims's
(7
for the Genealogist, &3.,' new edition,

8ro., London, 1888, published by Avery, Greek
Street, Soho, will doubtless meet the requirements

W.

and one might add Marshall's ' GeneaGuide to Printed Pedigrees,' second edition, 8vo., London, 1885, Bell & Sons, York Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.
A. VICARS.
of

;

logist's

'

ENIGMA

(7

th

S. viii. 228, 274).

As

silence is

supposed to imply assent, I ought at once to

state,

F.

REYNOLDS

(7

th

S.

viii.

188).

The

W. D.

following

anecdotes do not support the absurd story about
Sir Joshua, the child model, and the bad shilling.
Reynolds having heard of a young artist who had
become embarrassed through an injudicious marriage, immediately visited the young man to inquire
After
into the truth of his melancholy situation.
conversing some time on the subject, Sir Joshua
told the artist that he would do something for him,
and then, taking him by the hand, he squeezed it
in a friendly manner and hurried away ; while the
astonished artist found in his hand a bank-note for

one hundred pounds
And on the occasion when Gainsborough asked
!

sixty guineas for his The Girls and the Pigs,'
Reynolds, believing it was worth more, paid him
one hundred guineas for the picture. Zoffani, top,
on his arrival in England, found a good friend in
Sir Joshua Reynolds, who not only gave him the
price he named for his first picture, but afterwards
added twenty guineas to the purchase money.

him

*

" Sir Joshua
Reynolds," says Edmund Burke (who
was one of his executors), " had too much merit not
to excite some jealousy, too much innocence to
his
provoke any enmity. The loss of no man of
time can be felt with more sincere, general, and
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
unmixed sorrow."
Freegrove Road, N.

PORTRAIT OF IGNATIUS SANCHO (7 th S. vii. 325,
457; viii. 32). The small engraving of Sincho
mentioned by WIGAN forms the frontispiece to the
'

volume of Letters of the late Ignatius Sancho,
an African,' London, 1782. The frontispiece to

first
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second volume

graving, also

is 'a

by Bartolozzi.
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There is an instance in point on the rather unheraldic seal of the chapter of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, on which the arms of Archbishop
Brown (who was deprived of his see by Queen
Mary, and is supposed to have died in 1556),
are marshalled as the dexter impalment, while those
of the see of Dublin are on the sinister.
The
engraver has fallen into a double error here,
for the seal is dated 1574, when Adam Loftus was

pretty emblematic en
memoir of Sancho';

A

'
life is prefixed to the
Letters/ which is said ty
Lowndes to be written by Joseph Jekyll, but
im not aware upon what ground. From the pre
i'ace to the
Letters,' which is written in the thirc
person, it would appear that the editor was a lady
All the subsequent lives referred to by your corre
spondents seem to be merely rifaccimenti of th<
The arms, though rather indistinct
memoir. If the 'Letters' are genuine, Sancho archbishop.
must have been a phenomenal African. He was from their minuteness, are evidently Brown, as
Norfolk Armories/ p. 80, for
evidently a pet of the ladies, and had a large acquaint- blazoned in Eye's
ance among the literary and artistic celebrities of the Browne, Bishop of Norwich, Az., on a chev. or,
day. His 'Letters' are headed with a long subscrip- between three martlets arg., as many sa. on a
tion list, in which, sparsely swimming in a vortex ol
chief gu. a rose between two stumps of trees
So in this instance
aristocracy, we note such fish as Edmund Burke eradicated of the second.
and Edward Gibbon, Isaac Eeed and George there can be no other solution of the query than
Steevens, William Beckford and George Augustus that the engraver was at fault.
Engravers and
Selwyn, together with the whole Bunbury family, stone-carvers have much to answer for in the
with whom Sancho was apparently intimate, numerous heraldic phenomena that were and are
Sir Charles and his brothers, Henry the caritill prevalent.
ARTHUR VICARS.
caturist with his wife, the Jessamy Bride, and their
th
PEDRO
GOMEZ
S.
vii. 427, 497; viii. 72,
little son "Master
(7
Bunbury," and last, but not
I must thank MR. HOPE for the correction.
least, the mamma-in-law, Mrs. Horneck.
Although 237).
"

'

'

;

the editor asserts that the letters were not intended
for publication,

they begin with a quotation from
Pope, and have a distinct literary "tang." They
are mostly written in the
jerky style of Sterne, of
whom Sancho was a great admirer, but here and
there one comes across a passage of Johnsonian
sonority and amplitude of diction.
Although a
Whig in politics, who voted for Mr. Fox in the
Westminster election of 1780, and disapproved of
the American War, Sancho cannot resist a
fling at
"
Washintub," by which disrespectful sobriquet the

Pater Patriae appears to have been

(vol.

refer to

:

"

Gainsborough

i.

p. 36),

The

following

from a

may

I

My kind

credit to his friends."

F.

PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

A. H. BARTLETT.

THEATRE

th

(7

S.

viii.

249).

HERALDIC (7 S. viii. 168, 237). One would be
disposed to consider the marshalling of the arms of
the see of Worcester as the sinister
impalement on
the monument in Worcester Cathedral to be an
i

error of the
stone-carver, for instances of the

I cannot tell

how

Dryden pronounced this word, but he certainly did
"
not make what J. C. calls a "slurring monosyllable
of

The

it.

line is

common

andrines

one of the twelve-syllable Alexin his

(lines 539, 545, 575,
551, of the Globe edition.

poems

:

there are four

582) on the same page,

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A. J

Longford, Coventry.

SOURCE OF BALLADS (7 th S.
TREHERNE will find The Lay of

viii.

227).

MR.

'

the Capstan Bar,'
under the title Sound without Sense,' in J. AshbySterry's Lazy Minstrel (Fisher Unwin).
R. F. COBBOLD.
'

'

'

'

The Cruise
rom Lilliput
'

i

867).

ay

who

of the Caliban
(not Calabar) is
Leve^e' (Strahan & Co., London,
*
I wish some reader of N.
Q.' would
is the author of this volume of poems.

&

W.

H. PATTERSON.

Belfast.

th

kind

over the country. And when we take
into account the
slight knowledge of heraldry probably possessed by the workmen, such a mistake
might easily be made.
all

however, a brother Pedro,

my mind when

Clapham Road.

156,

'

Honest Sancho's weakness was a love of preaching, and he was never happier than when bestowing
advice on his young friends.

abound

has,

in

letter

's

W.

had

The
replying.
former, like his namesake, remains poor, but contented ; the latter achieves wealth and distinction.

perhaps

remembrances to Madam Tilda tell her, if
a good girl, I will try to recommend her to Mr.
he is really, I believe, a
, the painter, for a wife ;
first-rate genius
and, what 's better, he is a good young
man and I flatter myself will do honor to his science and

she

whom

known amongst more

the ex-butler's fashionable patrons.
passage, which I have extracted

dated Dec. 22, 1771

Gomez

Lazaro

'THE REPOSITORY'
lublication, in

4

vols.

th S. viii.
This
(7
185).
1777-1783, 12mo., was edited

DANIEL HIPWELL.

y Isaac Reed.

REFERENCE TO QUOTATION WANTED
Mr. William Henry Smith,
229).
'

tft

(7

a

S. viii.

staunch
'

Baconian, in his livret Bacon and Shakespeare
1884), states this: "In 'Reliquiae Wottonianse/
685, there is a short ode ascribed to Fra. Lord
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Bacon, entitled 'The World.' The short ode, one of
thirty-two lines and half-lines, inclusive, begins
thus
The world's a bubble and the life of man
:

Less than a span.
In his conception wretched, from the womb
So to the tomb.
Nurst from the cradle, and brought up to yeara
With cares and fears.
Who then to frail mortality shall trust,
But limns in water, and but writes in dust.

The

last line differs

from that quoted by L^LIUS.
FREDK. RULE.

'ONE TRACT MOKE'

th

S.

viii.
88).-This
by Mr. Monckton
The Annual
Milnes, afterwards Lord Houghton.
" was not the
Register for 1885 observes that it

was

(7

written, in the year 1844,

least noticeable brochure sent forth in the course of

this ecclesiastical melee."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

THE

YELLOW STICK "

"

th

In
S. viii. 29, 75)
(7
History of the Scottish Highlands,' vol. ii.
p. 28, an account is given
*'
of the conversion of the simple islanders of Coll from
Popery to Protestantism. The laird [Maclean of Coll]
had imbibed the principles of the Reformation, but
found his people reluctant to abandon the religion of
To compel them to do so, he took his
their fathers.
station one Sunday in the path which led to the Roman
Catholic church, and as the clansmen approached he
drove them back with his cane. They at once made
their way to the Protestant place of worship, and from
Keltie's

'

this persuasive mode of conversion his vassals ever after
called it the religion of the gold-headed stick."

"
"
It will thus be seen that the
yellow stick was
the laird's gold-headed cane.
The story is also
(and, I think, more graphically) told by Mclan in
'
his Costumes of the Clans,' in the chapter on the
Macleans, but I have not the book here, so cannot
JOHN MACKAY.
give the exact reference.
Cambridge, Mass., U.S.

[7*
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vm.
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S ivoy in Italy, from whom it has
H.R.H. the Princess Louis of Bavaria,

of the house of

passed to

who
~

is the present representative of the Princess
ladys of Wales, as also of King Henry VII.,
who claimed to be descended from the only
daughter and heir of Llewellyn ap GryfFydd.
As to whether the last Llewellyn's only daughter
Grwenllian, or Guendolen, was or was not the same
as Catherine who became the wife of Philip ap
Ivor, is a question many genealogists (myself
amongst the number) would like much to have
The young princess and her cousin, the
decided.
daughter of Prince David, were both sheltered
within the convent walls of Sempringham in September, 1289, when Edward I. desired Thomas de
Normanville to inform him as to their state and
C. H.
wellbeing.

CR ABBE'S 'TALES'

th
S. vi. 506 ; vii. 114, 214,
th
Although my note at 6 S.
vii. 511 had, I must confess, no special reference
to the incident in Crabbe's Tales
alluded to by
MR. BODCHIER, I have, as requested by him, read
the Learned Boy,' and I am sorry I am still unI admit that the
able to agree with him entirely.
chastisement was severe; but the provocation of
the farmer was great, and it would appear from
the poem that the castigation was really the result
of a mind overflowing with parental anxieties and
grievous disappointment and in a momentary
"
deliberately and with
passion, and was not given
In reply to his son's appeal for
forethought."

373, 511

;

viii.

(7

116).

'

'

'

mercy, the father says
Hadst thou been humble, I had first design'd
By care from folly to have freed thy mind ;
:

first intention was anything but
the use of forcible correction ; but from the conversation which he overheard between Stephen

showing that his

and

his
grandam his righteous indignation
"
"
care
the better of him, and he felt that
would do no good, but that "force must folly
THE QUEEN'S WELSH PEDIGREE (7 th S. viii. guide " and " pain must humble pride," and that
Her Majesty is undoubtedly the "legal re- " smart " was the " only cure." It sometimes hap224).
"
presentative of Llewellyn the Great, and also of pens, too, that the result justifies the means ; and
Llewellyn, the last Prince of Wales of the ancient it may as well be assumed that the correction had
line, inasmuch as she is the lawful sovereign of a beneficent and lasting effect on Stephen's mind
Wales, and therefore legally represents all the as not, though Crabbe does not point this moral,
sovereigns who have reigned before her over the but leaves his reader to imagine it or not as he
Not to mention the atheistical and imPrincipality.
pleases.
The Welsh descent of Her Majesty, through moral tendency of the boy's stock of literature, its
Margaret, Queen of Scats, the eldest daughter of destruction by burning was the best course, lookKing Henry VII., cannot be disputed. She is ing at the weakness of his mind, which is emphaalso undoubtedly descended from Ralph, Lord sized throughout the poem.
So far as Crabbe's
Mortimer of Wigmore, who married Gladys, approval is concerned, it must not be forgotten
daughter of Llewellyn ap Jorwerth ; but the heir that he was a clergyman, and, from his profession,
general and representative of Roger Mortimer (the would not tolerate atheism and immorality.
son and heir of Ralph and Gladys) in 1806 was
I think, again, that MR. BOUCHIEK'S argument
Henry Benedict, Cardinal York, the last of our in his last paragraph (ante, p. 117) admits of conStuart princes, and upon his death in 1807 the re- tradiction.
It surely does not follow that, suppresentation of the said Roger vested in the princes posing a man errs in one respect, that he is, ipso

got

7s. vm.
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sound advice on another
facto, incapable of giving
Personally, I always thought that Solosubject.
mon's wisdom was generally admitted.
It is evident that MR. BOUCHIER'S opinions and

And I
in this respect radically disagree.
He is in favour of the present
agree to differ.
generation being brought up in unwhippedness
Could I bring myself
I am not.
(ante, p. 146).
to believe that as good a result could be obtained
without the use of the rod, my opinion might be
At present I am heathen enough to
modified.
mine

disbelieve

LANE

ALPHA.

it.

FISHER

:

th

(7

S.

viii.

229).

Sir

Clement

Fisher, second baronet, who married Jane Lane,
died s.p. April 15, 1683, and his distinguished

Both were buried
Packington, in Warwickshire. Two of Jane
Lane's sisters were buried in the churchyard of
this parish, namely, Grace Lane, who died July 16,
1721, "aged about eighty," and Dorothy Lane,
who died November 22, 1726, " aged about eightytwo." Another sister, Lettice, is said to have been
buried at Hartley (a parish adjoining this), but I
Can any
have never been able to verify this.
J. B. WILSON.
reader of N. & Q.' do so ?
Knightwick Kectory.
wife died September 9, 1689.
at

'

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

th

(7

S. viii.

209).

Theme

of the young and beacon of the wise
"Land of Albania where Iskander rose,"
from Byron's Childe Harold,' canto ii. stanza 38.

refers to the

and

'

is

ESTE.

NOTES ON BOOKS,
The Register of Admissions

&0.

to

Gray's Inn, 1521-1889,
in Gray's Inn
together with the Register of Marriages
By Joseph Foster. (Privately
Chapel, 1695-1754.

WK

have here another of Mr. Foster's heroic and chivalrously undertaken labours. It is not likely that the
records of the Inns of Courts, rich as they are in historic
associations, will be long unpublished. Meanwhile, Mr.
Foster has by his own personal zeal and industry brought
within general reach those of Gray's Inn, not the least
Apart from the
interesting among our Inns of Court.
great men, from Bacon, Burleigh, and Gascoigne to
Barry Cornwall, who have rendered illustrious the records
of Gray's Inn, many names belonging to the most distinappear in its pages. Sir John
guished families in England
" that
Fortescue's statement
knights, barons, and the
greatest nobility of the

kingdom often place their

chil-

dren in these Inns of Court, not so much to make the
laws their study, much less to live by their profession,
having large patrimonies of their own, but to form their
manners," is quoted by Mr. Foster. This statement goes
back to the days of Henry VI. From that time downwards young men of family and influence have been glad
to rank as Templars or as members of Lincoln's Inn or
Gray's Inn, as our literature abundantly testifies. Nowadays, even, when a man aims at exercising magisterial influence in his native county he is called to the bar as a means
of obtaining some insight into the laws he expects to administer, How important a field to the genealogist is
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opened out by the publication of these registers is at
once apparent. Since Dugdale, more than two centuries
ago, drew upon these records for his
Origines Juridicales they have remained virtually
inaccessible, and
little consulted.
Such will no longer be their fate Mr.
Foster, as a worthy successor of Col. Chester, having
accomplished a task the magnitude of which has appalled
<

'

his predecessors.

Through want of support the list of contributors is
once more a reproach to individuals and to libraries Mr.
Foster has been compelled to forego his intention of rendering his register alphabetical. He has, accordingly,
followed the arrangement of the successive sheets. This
In folio 612, thus, under
is, of course, according to date.
the date Aug. 2, 1608, are recorded the entries of
George
Grey, son of Henry, Lord Grey of Groby, and John

Molyneux, Esq., cousin and heir of Edmund Molyneux,
Knight (one of the judges of the Common Pleas). Other
entries follow under Aug. 5, 6, and 9.
A full index follows, and gives the names and year, with the page of the
volume, as "Molyneux, John, 1608, p. 117," "Grey,
George, 1608, p. 117." If not an ideal method, this is at
least easy and adequate.
The entries prior to 1580 are
arranged chronologically from Harleian MS. 1912, comSimon
a
member
of the society and a
piled by
Segar,
grandson of Sir William Segar, Garter King of Arms.
The original transcript of the register was made by
Mr. G. E. Cokayne, now Norroy King of Arms, who
allowed it to be copied by the late Col. Chester. In mentioning these names in connexion with Mr. Foster we
give them as those of men to whom genealogists are under
highest obligation. We turn then to the subscribers.
Of these individuals more than half are familiar in the
pages of N. & Q.' It is, however, in the libraries we find
most cause for reproach. Thirteen American libraries and
one Australian library are in Mr. Foster's list. Two Oxford and two Cambridge colleges subscribe. Three Manchester institutions and the royal libraries of Berlin and
Stockholm. Three copies are subscribed for by London
institutions, namely, the British Museum (MS. Department), the London Library, and the Corporation Library.
The general result is, however, miserable, and it is
scarcely credible that the other Inns of Court and the
prominent clubs should not put such volumes on their
It is not our metier, however, to scold, and
shelves.
our interest in Mr. Foster extends only to challenging
for
a man who is doing work the full interest
support
and importance of which have not yet obtained adequate
'

recognition.

Dictionary of National Biography. Edited by Leslie
Stephen. Vol. XX. Forrest Garner. (Smith, Elder

&Co.)

THE appearance

of the twentieth volume of the ' Dictionary of National Biography will be accepted as a
landmark of its progress. So far the punctuality of the
successive volumes has been consistent and creditable,
and though rumours concerning the suffering of Mr.
Stephen through his devotion to his task have been disquieting, the same exact supervision has been exercised
over each succeeding volume. Not especially noteworthy
as regards the names it contains is this latest instalment.
Sympathetic lives of John Forster and William Edward
Forster are written respectively by Mr. Charles Kent and
Mr. T. Humphry Ward. Then come Forsyths and Fortescues without end, not a few of the members of the
latter family beirg described by Mr. G. K. Fortetcue,
assumably a descendant. James Foster, a not very distinguished divine, is the first person treated by the editor,
who takes him as representing as a thinker " the drift
of the dissenters of his time towards rationalism." Mr.
Stephen sends also Sir Philip Francis and Tkorcaa
'

.
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Fuller. He sums up very lucidly and ably the evidence
for and against ascribing to Francis the authorship of
the letters of Junius, and draws a striking and dramatic
picture of his odd and disagreeable individuality. Fuller,
Mr. Stephen finds, has been called "dear Thomas" and
"quaint old Tom Fuller" "with a rather irritating
iteration." He is too just, however, to arraign Fuller for
this weakness of writers who probably know little con-

cerning him, and pays an admirable, just, and thoughtful

Mr.
tribute to the good-natured, fantastic enthusiast.
Lee's communications are neither numerous nor long.
It is possible, indeed, to believe that in one or two early
communications he was setting contributors an example
of brevity, in the delusive hope that they would be led
to imitation.
Foxe, the martyrologist, is the most important biography, but the life of Abraham Fraunce, the
Shropshire poet, is a model of useful, condensed, and admirably conveyed information. Prof. Laughton has, of
course, many important lives, in which Franklin stands
pre-eminent in interest. Dr. Norman Moore and Mr.
H. R. Tedder are frequent contributors, the latter sending an excellent account of the Foulises. Mr. Bullen's
signature appears to Mary Firth, known as Moll Cutpurse, and Canon Venables sends an account of James
The other Gardiner,
Gardiner, Bishop of Lincoln.
Bishop of Winchester, is in the hands of Mr. J. Bass

Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse is responsible for
Mullinger.
Thomas Gainsborough. Among many excellent articles
Mr.
Russell
Barker, those on John Hookham Frere
by
and the Frosts are conspicuous. Sir Bartle Frere belongs
to Prof. Douglas. Among the valuable biographies of
the Rev. W. Hunt is that of Charles James Fox. Mr.
T. F. Henderson deals with the wicked Lord Lovat and
with poor Prince Fred, who "was alive and is dead."
Caroline Fox, the diarist, is in the competent bands of
Dr. Garnett.
Historic Towns.

mans &

Carlisle.

By M.

Creighton.

(Long-

Co.)

WITH

the possible exception of Exeter, this is the best
"
of the " Historic Towns
yet issued. The author evidently knows not only Carliele, but the neighbourhood
of the famous Border city, and is able to bring before us
the kind of life led there in past ages. There are few
towns in England with such a martial history as Carlisle.
Lying near Scotland, it was always more or less prepared to stand a siege, and was the centre of protection,
or supposed protection, to the scattered villages around
To most of us its history and interest come to an
it.
end with the defeat of the house of Stuart.
There are few sadder pages in English story than
that which tells us how Col. Francis Townley volunteered to stay behind and take the command at Carlisle
in December, 1745, while the retreating army marched
back to Scotland. And how like the Stuarts it sounds
" Prince Charles Edwhen, as Mr. Creighton tells us,
ward spoke Borne hopeful words of encouragement to the
men whom he was leaving to certain death." It is
impossible to think of Carlisle at this period without
thinking also of Waverley.' The hand of the mighty
magician has touched it, and for all time the traces of
that touch will linger. And how tenderly he did it.
'
Waverley is true history, whatever may be said of
some of Scott's other books. Mr. Creighton tells us of
He is just, and does not exthe sad days of 1746.
aggerate the cruelty of the revenge taken after Culloden ; but it was a terrible revenge, though it may
have been a terrible necessity.
There is much in this volume that will be of great
interest and amusement to the general reader.
We can
only hope that other towns may be as fortunate in
'

their historians as Carlisle has been;

it

is

no mean

CT*
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vm.
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achievement to be able to write the history of a place,
and make it appeal alike to the scholar and those who
seldom read anything excepting novels.
WE have received from Mr. J. Walter Thompson, 38,
Park Row, New York, a handsome volume entitled Advertising in America, which contains facsimile illustrations of the first (or title) pages of the leading American
newspapers and magazines, with much valuable information concerning their character, circulation, and advertising prices. The book is printed in English and French,
being intended primarily for the use of exhibitors at the
Paris Exposition.
'
RAMBLES IN BOOKLA.ND ' is the title of a new volume
of literary essays by- Mr. W. H. Davenport Adams, announced for immediate publication by Mr. Elliot Stock.
WE are glad to hear that the Thoresby Society has
secured a habitation at the Law Institute, Albion Street,
Leeds. The name of the old local historian shows that
the object of the society is to gather all historical and
antiquarian details concerning the capital of the woollen
trade and its neighbourhood. Prof. Ransoms, of the
Yorkshire College, or Mr. E. Wilson, of Red Hall, Leeds,

will

answer

all queries.

0ot(rc*
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Correrfpantretitrf.

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name and
:

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

H. A. W. 1. (" Recordations.")
Ducange sayg,
" Recordatio est rei factae ad memoriam
reducta series,
2. ("Capiscol.")
et in curia enarrata.
"Capischolia,
3. "Semainier" is the title
dignitas capitis scholae."
applied to the priest who is on service for the week as officer
in a religious community or in a chapter.
The exact
nature of his duties we cannot define. 4. "Necrologue "
has, we believe, no necessary
tyrology.

connexion with the mar-

OWEN DAVIES
'

versation ").

("Hogarth's 'Modern Midnight ConNothing further is known concerning this

You might
picture.
the British Museum.

show the print to an expert or
They are liberal and obliging

at
in

communicating information.
W. M. E. F. The ballad of ' Alonzo the Brave and
the Fair Imogene appeared in ' The Monk,' by Lewis,
vol. iii. p. 63, ed. 1796, and is in the Gentleman's Magazine
'

for September, 1796, p. 773.
A. R. R. ("Allusion in Browning "). The Duke of
Norfolk, near the time of the repeal of the corn laws,
was said to have recommended curry to the poor as a
food. Here is doubtless the allusion you seek.
M. E. is anxious to find the report of a speech by a

Cabinet minister quoting the verse " Is thy servant a
dog," &c.

NOTICE.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
"
Editor of ' Notes and Queries
Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
'

"at
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JOHN AS A ROYAL NAME.
The Christian name John,

so

common amongst

Englishmen in general as to have given rise to the
national sobriquet, has not for many generations
found favour in our royal family, perhaps owing
to the evil memory of the only monarch who was
so called.
Nevertheless, during the 321 years of
Plantagenet rule in England there were twelve
Some
princes of the blood who bore this name.
of these are but little known to the general reader
of history. Only one became king, although three
others were in direct succession to the throne. The
following is, I believe, a complete list of Plantagenet princes named John
1. John, Earl of Mortaigne, Gloucester, and
Oornwall, youngest son of King Henry II., born
December 24, 1166, died October 19, 1216 ; afterwards King John.
2. John, eldest son of Richard, King of the
:

Romans, and grandson of King John, born January 31, 1231/2, died September 22, 1232.
3. John, fourth (some say eldest) son of King

Henry III, born

circa 1250, died before 1256.
John, eldest son and heir of Prince Edward,
afterwards King Edward L, born July 12, 1266,
died August 1, 1272.
5. John, Lord of Beaufort and Nogent Lartauld, third and youngest son of Prince Edmund,
4.
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Earl of Lancaster, and grandson of King Henry
III., born before May, 1286, died circa 1326.
6. John, Earl of Cornwall, second and youngest
son of King Edward II., born August 15, 1315/16,
died September 14, 1336. He was heir presumptive to the throne from the time of his brother's
accession, 1326/7, until the birth of his nephew
Edward, the Black Prince, 1329/30.
7. John, Earl of Kent, second and youngest son
of Prince Edmund of Woodstock, Earl of Kent,

and grandson of King Edward
1330, died

I.,

born April

7,

December

26, 1352.
8. John (of Gaunt), Duke of Lancaster, KG.,
fourth son of King Edward III., born June 24,

1340, died February

2,

1398/9.

John, eldest son of Prince John, Duke of
Lancaster, and grandson of King Edward III.,
born circa 1364, died 1365/6.
10. John, third son of Prince John, Duke of
9.

Lancaster, and grandson of King Edward III.,
born 1366, died young.
11. John, Duke of Bedford, KG., third son of
King Henry IV., born circa 1389, died September
He was heir presumptive to the throne
14, 1434.
from the time of his nephew's accession, 1422,
until his own death.
12. John, fifth son of Prince Richard, Duke of
York, KG., and brother of King Edward IV.,
born November 7, 1448, died young.
Succeeding dynasties have furnished us with no
prince of the name until, after the lapse of 423
years, the youngest son of H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales (who was born at Sandringham April 6,
1871, and died the day following) was christened
Alexander John.

A curious fatality seems

to have connected the
of a princess of the royal house of Plantagenet
with this name. The Princess Elizabeth of Lancaster (who was born 1362/3, and died November
24, 1425) was the second daughter of John of
Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. She married three
life

Her first husband was John Hastings,
Pembroke, from whom she was separated
Her second
before he had attained man's estate.
husband was John Holland, Duke of Exeter, who
was beheaded January 9, 1399/1400. Her third
husband was John Cornwall, Lord Fanhope and
Milbroke, who outlived her. She had a son John,
to whom was restored his father's title of Duke of
times.
Earl of

Exeter in 1443. Her daughter Constance married
secondly Sir John Grey, K.G., eldest son of
She had two
Reginald, Lord Grey de Ruthyn.
brothers John, who both died young. John, King
of Portugal, and John, Duke of Bretagne, were
her brothers-in-law; John, Earl of Pembroke
(father of her boy-husband), and John, Duke of
Bretagne (who afterwards married his sister-inlaw, Lady Joan Holland), were her uncles by marriage ; John,
Castile, and

Duke of Bedford, John, King of
Don John of Portugal were her

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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whilst, curiously enough, she had not a
;
first hussingle cousin-german of the name, her
band, the young Earl of Pembroke, being the son

H. MURRAY LANE, Chester Herald.

pected
an oath"
phrase of "an oath made against
validated by the first lines of the speech
And like a civil war set'st oath to oath,

"

MR. SPENCE says in the very next
we may read any one word for any

And what

ther."

is

gained by this change

?

A

There was once an English Prime Minister, and
clever one too, who used to say to the advocates
" Can't
)f this or that alteration,
you let it alone ?"
Oh, how often do these wise words come into the
mind of the humble outsider as he wanders penively

up and down

peare criticisms

the tangled forest of Shake-

A. J. M.

!

is

:

:

first

la in thyself rebellion to thyself.

tion

olumn,

1

Up

But a

.

\

swear'at,

And makeat an oath the aurety for thy truth
Against an oath.
to this point the text of the remonstrance of
Pandulf explains itself as clearly as can be exThe
in a studied specimen of casuistry.

Therefore thy later vows against thy

OCT. 19,

A

SHAKSPBARIANA.
KING JOHN,' III. i. 283.

Thy tongue againat thy tongue ;
and by a following phrase also

vm.

tourely to say that admiration does not help
ook at B is a perfectly intelligible and Shakedoes not particularly
pearian way of saying that
dmire B. Admiration, for instance, the personified
uality so called, does not at this moment help me
look at MR. LLOYD'S amendment.

of her uncle-in-law by a second marriage.

Bat thou bast sworn against religion.
By what thou swear' at against the thing thou

s.

help," then, as

nephews

<

IT*

real difficulty confronts us in the continua-

:

Against an oath ; the truth thou artf unsure
To swear, swears only not to be forsworn
Else what a mockery should it be to swear
:

!

THE

TEMPEST,' III.

i.

13-15.

I forget :
Jut these sweet thoughts do even refresh my labours
Most busy, least when I do it.

The REV. MR. SPENCE ha?, I cannot but think,
written too hurriedly.
Ferdinand has, indeed,
momentarily (but only momentarily) forgotten his
Part
his
"abours.
of
soliloquy has been spoken
tfhile bearing his logs to the pile, and while
them
there
and
it is only to a slight after
;
arranging
rest that he refers when he says "I forget."
Then
as
a
lover
excusing himself,
will, for thinking of

The mischief here evidently lies in the negative ais
mistress, he goes on to say that, whether he be
The argument which has to be
term unsure.
or resting, his thoughts of Miranda do
working
accommodated by whatever change is made, runs even refresh these
labours, in like manner as he
" What a
to the effect,
mockery should it be to has just said:
swear, unless the proper tenor of the oath such
an oath as thou art alone authorized to swear is
"
not to be forsworn." To read the truth thou art
assured to swear," using assured, as Shylock does,
in the sense of having sufficient surety, would suil
the argument ; and the general parallelism with
"
"
the phrase
surety for thy truth in the preceding
line is quite in the style of his eminence's inver
An
sions and repetitions throughout the speech.
" secure to
other suggestion would be
swear," bu'

The

mistress

which

And makes my

I serve quickens
labours pleasures.

what

'a

dead,

1 will not, however, go further into MR. SPENCB'S
note, holding it better to explain than to emend, or
to attack the reasons given for so-called emendments.
I say to explain, since for some years this

passage
has seemed intelligible to me, I remembering that
the lest of the folio was an ordinary mode of spelling our least, and that the punctuation of that
folio
as is that of many old books, I might
W. WATKISS LLOYD.
more risky.
say
of nearly all old plays
is not
unfrequently incor'
th
S. vii. 124 ; viii
CYMBELINE,' I. iv. 1 (7
rect, and therefore placing the comma before least
222).
Unwilling as I am to rush in where angel
(as given above) instead of after it.
constant thoughts of her, says he, do even
so frequently tread
namely, among the red-ho
refresh my constant labours
a truth every one
ploughshares of Shakespeariana I cannot bu
must admit, whether he be in love or out of it.
venture a respectful remark upon MR. W. WAT
lachim
One who has to plod a long distance, over, it may
KISS LLOYD'S emendation of this passage.
says concerning Posthumus that when he saw him be, bad or rocky ground, if his thoughts be fixed
in Britain he (Posthumus) was of a crescent note
simply on the road, its length and tediousness,
thinks it longer than it is, and becomes the more
and was expected to prove so worthy as since h
Nevertheless
But if he be occupied with and pleased by
tired.
had been allowed the name of.
" I could then have looked on him the
says lachimo,
changing scenery, or by pleasant thoughts that
without the help of admiration," i. e., I did no
engross his attention, or by a question of moment,
he may, indeed, sometimes stumble, but he finds
think much of him, or, at any rate, I thought mysel
himself at his journey's end without feeling the
as good as he was. But MR. LLOYD says that "hel
"
is nonsense, and proposes to reac
labour of it or the full lapse of time and distance.
of admiration
Ferdinand, however, does not stop here, but con"eyes of admiration." If we may read eyes to

My

7*8.

vm.
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because it is in praise of his misgives himself a reason for so forgetting
himself and his labours. I am most busy, and
feel its effects most, feel most, both in body and

tinueshis strain

tressand

am

busily engaged in a heavy and
tedious task, in which I take, and can take no
interest, when I do it least, i. e., when I least in"
dulge in this sweet thinking of her."
may be the ejaculation of a reader this
Stay
cannot be, for it is thus made to refer to the plural
Not so
antecedent "these sweet thoughts."

mind, that I

!

Let the objector think a moment.
quickly, say I.
If he be at all read in our old authors, he will remember the sometimes loose, and the sometimes
to us apparently loose manner in which they used
their pronouns, and in especial he will remember
how, in explanation of this sometimes only apparent looseness, it not unfrequently happens that

the writer is thinking of and referring more to his
thought than to his previous expression of that
Here Ferdinand, or Shakespeare, uses
thought.
"
constant
it as referring to and agreeing with that
to
his
of
her"
rather
than
fore
expression
thinking
"
of the same in
these sweet thoughts."
One example of a similar use of it, from * Cymbeline,' V. i. 15, will, I think, sufficiently exemplify
this sometimes Elizabethan custom.
Posthumus,
exclaims to the gods
You some permit
To second ills with ills, each elder worse,
:

And make them
Here the

it

dread

it.

most unmistakably

refers not to the

doer's last committed crime, but to his "guilty
career," as described in the second line, which,
mysterious and even seemingly wrong, ends in
There comes,
justifying the ways of God to man.

says our moralist, a time when even such criminals
look back on their career, if not with horror, yet
with dread. But as he is thinking more of this
criminal career where ills are seconded with ills,
each elder worse, than of the ills themselves, he,
where nineteenth century writers would use " dread
them," uses "dread it."
I would add, before concluding, what may be a

second possible, though not, perhaps, very probable,
explanation of Shakespeare's use of it in our present passage.
It may have been done of set purpose, lest his hearers should erroneously refer the
more literally grammatical them to Ferdinand's just
six words before expressed labours, which, besides
their nearness in expression, were to the on-lookers
BR. NICHOLSON.
visibly in the plural.

'HENRY
302

;

viii.

II.

th

iii. (7
S. vi. 84, 304; vii.
His nose was as sharp as a pen,
To MR. HALL'S grammatical objection

V.,'

"

162).

and," &c.
I reply by quoting Mrs. Quickly herself:
"

There is no honesty in such dealing ; unless a woman
should be made an ass and a beast, to bear every knave'a
wrong." '2 Henry IV.,' II. i. 11. 39-41.

So, too, Fluellen

:

303

"Though he be as good a gentleman as the devil is,
and Belzebub himself.'
'Henry V.. IV. vii.

as Lucifer
144, 145.

MR. WYLIE will find an able advocacy of the
" Perkins "
emendation in the March number of
His own proposed substitution

Blackwood.
"
"
for

is

pen

prised

if

very happy.

this

of pin
I should not be sur-

reamended reading were

finally

adopted.

To DR. NICHOLSON my only reply is, "They
who live in glass houses should not throw stones."
If I

have erred

am

I

not yet convinced I have

John Falstaff's nose, my error is nothing
compared with DR. NICHOLSON'S blunder as to the

as to Sir

colour of Sir

Andrew Aguecheek's

note and

th
S. xi. 124, 204.)
reply, 5

my

hose.

(See his

Against DR. NICHOLSON'S disparagement I have
the private consolation to be able to place the
opinion of others fully his equals (a distinguished
editor of Shakspeare for one), who consider my

suggestion worthy of a place
emendations deserving notice.

E.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

among

conjectural

M. SPBNCE, M.A.

FRANCESCO REDI'S BACCO IN TOSCANA.'
I have lately read Redi's remarkable, I may
'

say extraordinary (and far from easy), dithyrambic
'
poem Bacco in Toscana,' and I have noted some
curious parallels to, as well as contrasts with,
passages in other poets which I may perhaps be
allowed to point out in * N. & Q.,' as I fancy Redi
is not much known to
English readers generally,
unless they happen to be fond of Italian poetry. I
must premise that the poet's glowing praises of the
wines of Tuscany are not to be taken au grand
s&rieux, as he was himself a water-drinker, which
makes his poem still more remarkable.
autho-

My

rity for this is Longfellow

:

Even Redi, though he chaunted
Bacchus in hia Tuscan valleys,
Never drank the wine he vaunted
In his dithyrambic sallies.
It

is

amusing to contrast the contempt
Bacchus who is the speaker all
" il sidro
regards beer generally, and

with which

through

"

in particular, with the praise
Rpnsard bestows on English beer in a poem
It is
quoted in Gary's 'Early French Poets.'
startling to find Ronsard, who was the poet laureate
of fountains and roses and kisses, singing the
"
praises of English
heavy wet." (" Heavy wet,"
I cannot
strictly, is stout or porter, I believe ?)
quote Ronsard's exact words, as this poem is not in
my selection from Ronsard (Paris, 1885). Redi
[cider] d' Inghilterra

which

says (vv. 229-234)
Chi la gquallida cervogia,*
Alle labbra sue congiugne
:

* " Cervoise " in old
French.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Che

Presto muore, o rado giugne

Wby

Chi vuol gir presto sotterra.

Whether Redi, like his predecessor Konsard,
ever visited England, I do not know ; but from what
he says of " the beautiful ladies who gladden the
Thames' 7 he would seem to have been here in
or at least Bacchus, is as strongly
and chocolate as to beer
and cider.
Tea and chocolate he profanely calls
"
medicines"; and as to coffee to which I fancy
his modern countrymen are as devoted as the
French are (see Goldoni's play, ' La Bottega del
he calls it " amaro e reo caffe," says
Gaffe')
that it is only fit for Arab slaves and janizaries,
that he would rather drink poison, and that the
Danaides invented it " down in Tartarus, down in
Erebus." These sacrilegious sentiments seem to
the present writer, who, like Redi himself, is nonalcoholic, and loves his tea and coffee nearly as
much as the French poet Delille ('Les Trois
Efegnes') did, "flat burglary as ever was com"
mitted
Here again, however, we are not to
take for granted that Redi is speaking seriously
at all events with regard to coffee and chocolate.

He,

opposed to

tea, coffee,

Being an

Italian, possibly

he did not particularly
in 1626, and died in

As Redi was born

1697, he saw the general introduction of tea and
coffee into Europe.
It is extremely improbable that Redi had ever
'
read, or even heard of, Gammer Gurton's Needle,'

and yet one passage

*
'
in the Bacco is curiously like
the following lines in the ' Jolly good ale and old

'

song

frost,

Can hurt me
I

am

(vv.

797-806)

:

sol

per gentilezza
Avallo questo e poi quest' altro vaso
E si facendo, del nevoso cielo

Npn temo il gjelo ;
Ne mai nel piu
gran

ghiado

to

especially suitladies of Paris

me, but

it is

per-

haps clear to others.
Etienne, in his 'Histoire de la Litte"rature
'
Italienne/ ed. 1875, p. 488, says of the Bacco in.
Toscana ' that it is " un essai fort habile d'harmonie imitative et un tour de force inge'nieux de
I can
versification; ce n'est pas de la poe"sie."

hardly agree with this criticism. The lines 832-905
contain much of the poetic force and spirit which
we should expect in a dithyramb, nor is this the
only, poetical passage in the lyric.

The word cantimplore (v. 292) would seem to
have some connexion with chante-pleure, about
which there was a discussion in * N. & Q.' last
th
year (7 S. vi. 127, 191, 252); but as cantimplora
means a wine-cooler, an ice-pail, and chante-pleure
a garden watering-pot, &c., possibly the resemblance between the two words is accidental.
May I take this opportunity of thanking your

correspondents

who

commended me

histories

recently (7

th

S.

12) re-

viii.

and handbooks of Italian
literature; and especially those who drew my attention to Etienne's excellent work above quoted, and
to

'

O'Byrne Croke's convenient Outlines of Italian
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
?

Literature

'

Ropley, Alresford.
P.S.
May I ask any of your readers to whom
Italian is thoroughly familiar to explain the following words > which are not in either of my very full

(Meadows's and Millhouse's)
affri588), qy. a form of affricano, the south-

dictionaries
(v.

:

wind (?)
cuccurucu, seemingly an onomatopoeic
word expressive of a tune played on the mandola
Also, does the last line of the poem,
(v. 855).
" Tutti
i
Satiri] cotti come Monne," mean
[i. e.,
"
"
as intoxicated as monkeys ?
that
all were
(Monkey is one meaning of Monna in Meadows).
Redi occasionally indulges in compound words
which are something like the marvellous compounds
which I believe Aristophanes and Plautus invented
;

wold,

wrapt and throughly lapt
Of jolly good ale and old.
so

Bacchus says

B

if I

and the

and London is not very obvious

cogno

no snow, no wind, I trow,

Taiaigi.

able for the vestal virgins

:

No

il

" Moscadelletto " should be

!

relish tea.

vm. OCT. 19. w.

s.

si belle

Kallegrar fanno

All' eta vecchia e barbogia.
Beva il sidro d' Inghilterra

person.

[7*

io

;

m'imbacucco

Nel zamberlucco,

Come ognor

for the edification of their audiences

Per infino a tutti i piedi
II segaligno e freddoloso

leggiadribelluccia."
barbicornipede,"
[Affricogno, a particular kind of vine tree.
the crowing of a cock.]

vi s'imbacucca
Dalla linda sua parrucca

Redi.

"

;

e. g.,

"

capri-

Cucurucik,

The following remarks

(vv. 69-90) I confess I do
Bacchus says of the " si divino
MoscadelJ.etto di Montalcino " that although for a
jest (per scherzo), he would sometimes drink a
single cup of it, he would not fall into the trap of
drinking three, but that he would reserve it

not see the force

of.

Per stravizzo e per piacere
Delle vergini t-evere
in sacro loco
Han di Vesta in cura il foco,

Che racchiuse
Per

le

E per

dame
quelle

di Parigi,

PLATONIC YEAR.

In many modern English
(Wright's 'Universal Pronouncing/
'
Encyclopaedic/
Ogilvie's 'Imperial,' Hunter's
Worcester) this expression is explained to mean
the period of the precession of the equinoxes, now
known to occupy about 25,800 years, at the end of
which the poles of the earth's axis will point to
the same places in the celestial sphere as at the
dictionaries

But this motion of the earth's axis
beginning.
was not known until long after the time of Plato,
its effect upon the apparent places of stars being

7-s.
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The name, therefore
first noticed by Hipparchus.
thus applied is quite a misnomer. The ancients
had a notion (purely imaginary) that there was a
perfect year, at the end of which all the orbs (the
would
moon, the sun, and the five known planets)
Plato in ' Timaeus
return to the same places.
this
hence
to
the
alludes
;
name, which,
(xxxix.)

mountain or the leader. That the two words are
the same may be gathered from the fact that brenin
is Welsh for Icing, and both words meet in the

Welsh designation

a

de laquelle on suppose que les corps
celestes se trouveront au meme lieu ou ils e"taient
lors de la creation."
Littre" and the dictionary of
the French Academy give similar definitions.
la fin

W.

T. LYNN.

Blackheath.

LOST NAMES. The disappearance of certain
family names may perhaps be of interest to some
of your readers, and if you think them worth
notice, I give you the following cases
1.
family called Vetripont once lived in Cumberland, connected, I believe, with the Cliffords.
I have seen the name in Peterborough Cathedral.
2. Ralph Vestenden carried the standard of Edward IV. (a black bull) at Towton. This name
:

A

seems to have disappeared.
3. Sir John Chidioke, killed in the Wars of the
Roses.
His effigy, in alabaster, with his wife by
his side, may be seen in Christchurch
Abbey,

No

doubt more might be mentioned.
GEO. J. STONE.

BRENNUS. Lempriere says that some authors
maintain erroneously that there was but one Brennus, and he mentions two. But it has been said

WARD.

C. A.

is brenin-pen-beirdd.
Walthamstow.

COURT ROLLS KEPT

IN CHURCH.
Hallana, IE
Middle Ages,' chap. viii. part i. (1872, ii. 283)
translates from Hickes a document of the reign of
his

'

Canute, relating to a dispute about the ownership
of certain lands. The case was heard in the county
court at Agelnothes-stane (which Hallam says is
Aylston, in Herefordshire), and Thurkil, husband
of one of the parties concerned, "rode to the church,
of St. Ethelbert, with the leave and witness of all
the people," and had the result "inserted in a book
in the church."
About 1542 John Dodington writes to William

Plompton, Esq.
" The cofer wherin
your
:

said court rowles lieth is

nought and the lock thereof not worth a pene, and it
standeth in the church at Sacomp [Sacomb, co. Herts.],
wheare every man may come at his pleasure" (' Plumpton Corresp.,' 239).

In 1809 the court rolls of the manor of Howden
were kept in Howden Church (Skelton Tnclosure
W. C. B.
Act).

DEATH OF MEDORA. I think it has escaped
the notice of many of the numerous readers of
'
Byron that the death of Medora in The Corsair*
was caused by lightning. The two following linee
seem
The
The

to

me

to prove this

:

lightning came, that blast hath blighted both,
Granite's firmness, and the Lily's growth.

W.

B.

LITERARY PARALLEL. The last verse o Waller^
exquisite song, "Go, lovely rose," viz.
Then die, that she
The common fate of all things

May

Hants.
4. Sir John
D'Abernon, of Stoke D'Abernon,
Surrey, may be added to those whose names have
disappeared.

of the heraldic king-at-arms 3

which

'

of course, refers to something very different from
With it was conthe precession of the equinoxes.
nected the absurd idea that all the events of the
previous period would in a new one be re-enacted
in the same order ; and this is alluded to by Fuller
in his 'Holy War,' quoted by Johnson.
The expression occurs in Hudibrasin the form of "Plato's
year," any great length of time answering the poet's
Let us hope that English dictionaries
purpose.
will not in future identify it with the motion of the
earth's axis and the precession of the equinoxes,
with which it has no connexion.
Across the
Channel they do not appear to err in this respect.
"
Larousse defines the platonic year as
revolution

305

read in thee

How small a part of time
That are

so

rare

:

they share,

wondrous sweet and

fair

!

curiously like a passage in Pliny's 'Natural
Sistory,' book xxi. i., where, speaking of Nature,
s

le

says

:

"

Quippe reliqua usfts alimentique gratia genuit :
deoque saecula annosque tribuit iis. Flores vero odoresque
n diem gignit magnet, ut palam eat admouitione homi:

-um, quae spectatiasime floreant, celerrime marcessere."

W. E. BUCKLEY.
word means commander- in-chief. Facciothere
is
a
=
mountain
of
have noticed this
I
Gaul
N.
says
Cisalpine
BASE, N. BASTARD,
so named
also that some Brennus founded the
everal times in wills in the Lichfield registry.
city Brennona, which we now call Verona.
The One sample may be enough. By will of April 14,
chief of the Thessalians was styled
538, "Richard Harneys, of the parresche of
rayos, which
is a commander
Further than this, Pen- Schenton, Esquiere," thus made one bequest:
literally.
dragon is generalissimo pen, head, and dragon,
Item, I gyf and bequeth to my Son' John' Harleader in war, probably from some kind of snake neys, a basse by Marget Boccher, iijM. vjs. viij<J."
crest worn by the general.
Now pen, I think, and The bequest occurs between other bequests to the
Inn would be kindred, and so it might serve for the estator's son and heir, Giles Harneys, and his sou
that the

lati

;

1

;

-
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THE HIGHEST TOWER

F. J.

alle

'

this

J. DIXON.
RESTORATION OF PARISH REGISTERS COOMBE
KEYNES AND WOOL, co. DORSET. It is gratify-

FURNIVALL.

:

IN CORNWALL.

The en

ing to record the recent restoration to their proper
custody of registers which had been long missing.
The annexed account of their disappearance will be
found in Hutchins's ' History of Dorset,' third edition, 1861, vol.

I cannot find it
The Highest Tower in Cornwall.
SIR, The following measurements, which have been
kindly sent to me bv the Revs. H. N. Purcell, A. H
Malan, and J. Lyde Hunt, may prove interesting to youi
readers.
Two measurements have been taken, (1) to the
:

"The

p.

362
Combe Kaynea and Wool began
:

;

The registers were found with the papers of Mr.
John Waldron Carter, a solicitor, and late churchwarden of Wool, and restored to the parish on the
death of his widow by her executors, Mr. Charles
Henry Warne and Mr. J. R. MacArthur. They
consist of two volumes.
No. 1 is a register of
Combe Keynes and Wool, dating, for marriages,

Yours truly,
C. Pox HARVEY.
The Sanctuary, Probus, September 19fch.

W. M.

i.

registers of

about 1592 the most ancient was very (airly written and
well kept till the Restoration, but, to the disgrace of the
parish authorities, it has lately been lost. It was missed
in the summer of 1838, when the church was under reIt was the practice at that time to keep the regispair.
ters in the iron chest in the chancel, but during the
repairs of the church the chest was removed either to the
curate's house or the churchwarden's. It cannot now be
ascertained how the book was lost."

top of the pinnacles, (2) to the top of the battlements.
Powey (1) 126 ft. and a few inches ; (2) 107 ft.
Altarnun (1) 109 ft. 3J in.; (2) 95 ft. 7i in.
Kilkhampton (1) 94 ft. 9 in.; (2) 84 ft.
In my former letter I gave the measurements of Pro
bus Tower (1) 123 ft. 6 in.; (2) 105 ft. 6 in.
So it is clear that Powey has the highest tower.

BY HOOK OR BY

m

earlier

closed cutting from the Western Morning News o
September 20 may interest some of your readers
I am under the impression that the subject has
been recently under discussion in'N. & Q.,' bu

"

OCT. 19,

than Skelton's, " And compellen men to bie
"
with hok or crok
Select
( Wyclif's
Works,' Th. Arnold, ed. 1871, iii. 331.

Nicolas Harneys, as if the base-born were as mucl
one of the family as the legitimate sons. Tin
same man's inventory spells kitchen "checcbyn/
and in that has " ij chavars, iijs. ii'jd," which mus

be "chafers," I suppose.

vm.

(.<* s.

B.

The origin of this
proverbial phrase is obscure, and indeed it seems
strange that things identical in form a hook and
CROOK."

Sept. 8, 1583, to Aug. 2, 1811; baptisms, July,
a crook should have been placed in opposition to 1585, to Sept. 15, 1811; burials, March, 1586, to
one another. It often happens that when the Nov. 8, 1810. No. 2 is a register of banns and
origin of a word or phrase is unknown a history is marriages of Wool parish, dating from June 9,
invented to account for it.
In the Morning Post 1772, to May 11, 1812. The ancient register waa
of Sept. 14 the editor made use of the familiar received by the Rev. Arthur R.
Hartley, Vicar of
phrase
whereupon this letter was addressed to Wool, from Messrs. Mac Arthurs & Dolling Smith,
him by Mr. George Oroke Robinson
of 29 and 30, John Street, Bedford Row, London,
"In your leading article of September 14, on the solicitors, on July 30, the more recent volume on
I
Boulanger situation, noticed the well-known words by July 20.
DANIEL HIPWELL.
;

:

'

hook or by

crook.'

Will you allow

me

to differ
to prove

with the

34,

orthography of the latter word, and
my position by the following anecdote ] About a century ago

two celebrated

king's

counsel flourished,

Hook and Croke (pronounced

named

re-

'

Crook '), the
an ancestor of my family.
They were
generally opposed to each other in all causes celebres, and
people said, If you cannot win your cause by Hook you
will by Croke.'
Hence arose the familiar saying, 'By
Hook or by Croke.' "
Of course Mr. Robinson wrote this in prefectly
good faith, on the strength of a tradition in his
In reply I sent the following
family.
" In a letter dated
September 15, Mr. Croke Robinson
informed your readers that this phrase originated in connection with an ancestor of his about a
century ago.
Would Mr. Robinson be surprised to hear ' that in the
reign of King Henry VIII., Skelton wrote the following
spectively

latter being

'

:

'

lines

?
'

Nor

will suffer this boke,

By hooke ne by crooke,
Prynted for to be.'

The Boke of Clout.' "
[The 'Boke of Colin Clout,' 1. 1210.]
But since I wrote my letter DR. MURRAY has
kindly given me a reference more than a century
'

^

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct

SIGNS SCULPTURED IN STONE.
part of the eighteenth century,

Until the early

when

the plan of

numbering came into vogue, not only taverns, but
11 houses of business were
distinguished by signs.

On

the rebuilding of the City after the great

fire

a

good many of these, instead of being hung out,
were sculptured in stone and let into the brick
ronts of the new houses, usually above or below a
irst-floor window.
A few old signs of this decription still remain in London and Southwark.
" The
One,
Bell," No. 67, Knightrider Street, was
removed only a few weeks ago. The only English
"
pecimen I have yet seen outside London is The
VEermaid." Perhaps I may hear from your readers
f other instances.
PHILIP NORMAN.
n

7t> s.
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CHARE. What is the derivation of this word,
meaning a street or lane, e. g. } Manor Chare, Pudding Chare, both in Newcastle-on-Tyne ?
J. P.

EGBERT GLOVER, THE MARTYR.
give

me the pedigree of Robert

burned

H.

Can any reader

Glover (the martyr),

Coventry Sept. 19, 1555, or any other
It is in one of the
reference to Glover pedigree ?
Harleian MSS., I believe.
A. K. GLOVER, Ph.D.
at

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.

CHARLES CLARK, OF TOTHAM, ESSEX.

Can any

of your readers supply information about this gentleman, who had a private press, where he printed many

curious pamphlets and broadsides ? His rhyming
bookplate, headed "A Pleader to the Reader not a
Heeder," is probably known to a good many of
your subscribers, as books containing it frequently
turn up.
I have a considerable collection of his
brochures, which, if of little value as literary productions, are at least quaint and curious.
BERTRAM DOB ELL.

COURT-MARTIAL.

Can any one give information

as to a court-martial held on an officer of the name
of Quentin during the Peninsular War, or not long

afterwards?
31, Queen Ann

H. WEDGWOOD.
Street,

ESPRIT. Which of the
French kings gave the order of the Saint Esprit
<;
Cordon
bleu
to
his
cook ; and what was
(the
")
the cook's name ?
R. M. T.

WAR

SONGS AND BATTLE CRIES.

Can any

me

information on this subject words
and tunes of those of any nation and any period ?
Books of reference on them or any notes would be
of great value.

LAURA ALEXANDRINE SMITH.
19,

Portsdown Road, Maida

Hill,

W.

THE REGISTER OF ST. MARY WOOLCHURCH HA.W,
IN THE CITY OF LONDON.
I am requiring information respecting the present resting-place of a
volume described as the "Register of the Parish
Church of Woolchurch, manuscript on vellum,
folio," forming lot 778 in the catalogue of the
library of Sir Peter Thompson, Knt., sold by Mr.
R. H. Evan?, of 26, Pall Mall, London, on April 29,
1815, and succeeding days. The register appears
to have been sold for 21. 12s. 6d.
J.

Lombard

has a long inscription, including the lines commencing "Britain's blessing"; of St. Clement,
Eastcheap (p. 469 b) ; and of St. Martin Orgars
These were no doubt destroyed in the
(p. 470 b).
Great Fire of London in 1666. Is there any record
of how these came to be put up, whether by
order of King James L, or only by the affection or
W. PAPWORTH.
esteem of her subjects ?

BEZA'S LATIN TESTAMENT. What is the date of
Bezi's Latin Testamen^, a translation of the notes
of which was inserted in Tonason's version of the
New Testament printed by Christopher Barker in
J. R.

1576?

DORE.

Hudderafield.

FRENCH PHRASES.
following
1.

"

What

is

the origin of the

?

Potron

-

Jaquet,"

" Potron

-

Minet," day-

break.
2.

"Compere-loriot," a stye on the eye.

"Marcher

sur la chre'tiente'," to wear shoes
and stockings in holes (Spiers). Is this a common
metaphor ? Can any one point out an example in
a French standard writer ?
" Pour le roi de
4.
Prusse," defined in M. Gasc's
"
Pocket Dictionary as for nothing."
"
5.
Vide-bouteilies," a small country box with
3.

'

'

garden.

W.

ORDER OF THE SAINT

one give
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M.

S.

BROOKE.

6. In writing a French postcard I used the word
"charabia" (broken French). My correspondent
asks me if it is argot, a question I am unable to

May I request your occasional correspondent M. GASC kindly to do so ? The word is
in his 'Pocket Dictionary,' ed. 1889, but it is not
in Spiers's
Dictionary,' ed. 1869, from which I
answer.

'

infer that it is a recent coinage.
'

In M. Alphonse Daudet's charming tale La
Belle-Nivernaise,' Louveau, the "patron" of the
barge, tells the police superintendent that she is
" un rude bateau monte'
par un Equipage un peu
This is explained in a note in M.
chouette."
"
"
manned by a smartish crew
Boielle's edition as
the said crew, by the way, consists of one man
" chouette "
with a wooden leg and one eye. As
"
means a " common brown owl (Spiers), what are
"
un peu chouette " has come
the steps by which
"
"
"
Cf. the
smartish ? M. Boielle says,
to mean
French slang, 'Elle est chouette, celle-la.'"
7.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alresford.

ROBERT,
liam

I.

DUKE OF NORMANDY,

Whom

did he marry

son of Wil-

?

HERBERT W.

Street, E.G.

B. THORP.

Macclesfield.

QUEEN ELIZABETH'S MONUMENTS.

Turning
over the pages of Seymour's 'London and MiddleI
noticed
the records of our great queen, and
sex,'
there may be others, beyond the four in the
churches of St. George, Botolph Lane (p. 440 b)
of St. Bennet, Gracechurch Street
(p. 444 b), which
;

GRIMSTON ROAD,

co.

NORFOLK.

At the church

at this place it is the custom, I am told, for the
bishop to preach once in a certain number of years.
Though the church is now in ruins and roofless,
the custom has nevertheless been carried out quite

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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informant tells me in fact, within
recently,
the last six or seven years.
Can any one give the
exact facts of the custom and its origin ? Possibly

my

the bishop has some rights in the place in return
lor his periodical sermon.
ALPHA.

LADY OF THE LAKE,' CANTO I. 13. Do not
the numerous islands, each claiming to be "an
islet in an inland sea," only exist in poetic imagi"
" the
nation,
being the only island al
lonely isle
the Trossachs end of Loch Katrine ?
KEN.

J. F. P.

ancient form of land measurement." Will he or
others among the readers of * N. & Q.' give some
particulars of this form of land measurement ?

We

have in this parish the field names Farthing Croft,
Penny Farm, Forty Penny Farm, and Five
Pound Nook. I have sometimes thought that the
first two, at any rate, might have been named from
an early payment of a nominal rent ; but the usage
hinted at by SIR HERBERT MAXWELL gives promise of fuller light.
W. THOMPSON.
Sedbergh.

PELLETS ON ENGLISH SILVER COINS. The de^
vice of a cross with three pellets in each
angle was,
I believe, first adopted for the reverse of our
pennies under Henry III.
This simple ornament
spread over a great part of Europe, probably on
account of the English sterlings being so largely
counterfeited.
I have heard, but I cannot remember on what authority, that there is a religious
signification in these pellets ; that they represent
the eueharistic wafer. I am inclined to think that
this is a
misconception, but should be glad to hear

what authority there
understood

is

is for

an opinion which I have
ASTARTE.

S.

VIII. OCT.

19,

'*

ings are illegal, against what Act are you offending,
to what arms does the Act refer ?

"

WHAT

A. R.

I.

EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS

is

B. A.

NOBODY'S
BUSINESS." Who originated this saying 1 It was
made use of by the Earl of Chesterfield in 1744
with reference to Pope,
is

" whom he considered as not inferior to
Horace, and imputed the asperity of his muse to the feelings of the poet
rather than to the natural disposition of the man."
'
Miscellaneous Works,' by Matz, 1777, 4to., i. 133.
Horace Walpole notes in the margin of his copy

JAMES HART, PHYSICIAN, OF NORTHAMPTON
Is anything known by Northamptonshire upon

PENNY LAND. On p. 58 supra, SIR HERBERT
MAXWELL, commenting on the etymology of
Paignton, remarks that "penny land" "was an

h

and

3612.

genealogists of the life or pedigree of this worthy,
who wrote several creditable medical books, espe'
cially The Diet of the Diseased,' 1633 ?

[7'

this

:

" Whether

this was not exactly the case, or that Lord
Chesterfield could not resist a Ion-mot that presented
did happen that when one of Pope's last satires
was published, a gentleman in the presence of Lord
Chesterfield said, he wondered nobody beat Pope for his
abusiveness. Lord Chesterfield said, Sir, what is every"
R. S. Turner's
body's business is nobody's business.'
'
Notes on Chesterfield' for the
reprint of Walpole's
itself, it

'

Philobiblon Society, p. 33.

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

FAL

IN PLACE-NAMES.
Can any of your readers
help me as to the meaning and derivation of the
first syllable

of such

words as Falmoutb, Falmer,
Falemouth and Falemere ?
COACH.

(Sussex), originally spelt

PENN, OF WHAT PLACE

?

In the third edition

of Burke's 'Encyclopaedia of Heraldry' occurs the
following coat, viz., "Penn (Buckinghamshire).
Where
Ar., on a chev. sa., three fleurs-de-lis or."
was the seat, and what is the lineage of the family

bearing this coat? They do not seem to be identical
with the Penns of Penn, in said county certainly
not the arms, for, according to Fuller ('Worthies')

and the existing evidence of the sixteenth-century
brasses in Penn Church, that family bore Ar., on
The omission from this
a fess sa., three plates.
edition of Burke of all mention of this ancient
family of knights and gentlemen, who were centuries

ago lords of the manor of Penn and high
Bucks, is surprising,

sheriffs of

P. S. P. CONNER.
126, S. 18th Street, Philadelphia.

widely spread.

ARMORIAL BEARINGS. I should be obliged if
any of your readers could elucidate the following
The Act 32 & 33 Viet. cap. 14, part 5,
points.
referring to the

use of armorial bearings, says
that on payment of the statutory fee of one
guinea
you are granted a licence authorizing you to use
armorial bearings not registered in the
College of
Arms. Does that mean that you are at liberty to
assume and use any design you please (not
already
used by any one) as armorial bearings ?
Also, can
a person legally announce in a
daily paper that he
intends henceforth to use armorial
bearings of such
and such a description, much in the same way as
announcing a change of name ? If such proceed-

VICKERS AND PiGoiT.

The Vickers family of
Catherine's, Dublin, to whom my father was
nearly related, was connected with the family of
Pigott of Delbrook, Dublin, and Maquires of
Pater's Place, by intermarriage, and also by conSt.

Will any correspondent who may
chance to see this query kindly give me any information as to how this relationship existed ?
J. VICKERS.
sanguinity.

THE ROUND ROBIN TO JOHNSON.

Among

those

signed the round robin was William Vachell.
Dr. G. B. Hill, in a note to his edition of BoswelPs
Johnson,' vol. iii. p. 83, says that "Vachell seems

who

only

known

to

fame as having signed

this

round

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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and

attended Sir Joshua's [Reynolds]
I have seen a letter of Vachell's dated
from Coptfold Hall, Essex, in 1801, and manifestly
in the same handwriting as the signature to the
round robin. Is this William Yachell, of Coptfold
Hall, who died in 1807, aged seventy-two, the same
as William Vachell of Hingeston, Cambridgeshire,
who was High Sheriff of Cambridgeshire and
J. SARGEAUNT.
Huntingdonshire in 1783 1
robin,"'

funeral."

Felsted.

THOMAS SHIPMAN.
me particulars
'

Carolina

Will some reader kindly
Thomas Shipman, the
when
or, Loyal Poems

of

give

author of

tons of Plumpton, and elsewhere. I believe him to
have been of Yorkshire, and his nephew, Sir John

Tong, of the same order of knighthood, was certainly so, a John Tong being Mayor of York in
'
1477.
medal, engraved in Pinkerton's Medallic

A

History,' struck to commemorate the presence of
John Kendall at the siege of Rhodes, gives his
arms as Argent, fretty gules, a chief azure. These

are similar to

Ellaker,

GREEN FAMILY. Can any of your readers give
information as to what became of the family of
Green of Stanlynch, co. Wilts, who were there in
1C23 (see 'Visitation of Wilts'), and what relation
they were to Green of York, who bore the same
arms?
F. W.

and

arms of Curwen, Salkeld, FitzHugh,
others, but unlike those borne by

Kendalls of Hertfordshire, Leicestershire, Ripon,
and other families of the name.

W. CLEMENT KENDALL.
Pateley Bridge, Yorkshire.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Where and by whom are some lines about an empty
house, beginning
I think there 's nothing, I

'11

not say, appals, &c. ?

MACROBERT.

'

;

work was published, its characteristics, date
death of author, and his station in life ?

this

of
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J. T.

KtgUf*.

CATS AND RAIN.

G.

SIR THOMAS PERT, Vice- Admiral of England in
Henry VIII. Where was he born ?
Where was he buried ?
JENKINS.
the reign of

(7

th

S. viii. 148.)

Undoubtedly, as the Editor has pointed out, this
a generally familiar prognostic. Nevertheless, it
be worth while to place on record the result of
a series of years' steady observation of this coincidence. The study of folk-lore naturally makes one
curious to test the truth of sayings that have long
obtained, and this comes so easily within the
field of observation that it only required a little
patience and perseverance to note the result.
That result has been undeviatingly in favour of
The hall barometer may be
the folk-lore saying.
"
"
misinterpreted, and the newspaper forecasts may
If he wash over one
err, but the cat never faileth.
ear once or twice there will be a shower ; if over
both ears many times there will be a downpour,
"as sure as eggs is eggs," as another folk-lore
saying has it.
All science is but the noting of more or less frequently recurring coincidences, and to make out a
reason for a more frequent coincidence constitutes the
whole difference between " knowledge" and "superstition." In all probability if a nature-student takes
the trouble to investigate the matter he will find
that the condition of the atmosphere when rain is
imminent irritates the keenly sensitive perceptions
of the cat, or in some way induces a licking fit ;
but the coincidence will remain the same whether a
reason be found for it or not.
Another cat weather-forecast occurs when a
steady old Tom, long past the frivolities of youth,
suddenly takes to capering about, and kicks all
This fit generally porthe rugs into cocked hats.
tends the break-up of a fine season, but it is a
prognostic which does not so constantly present itself for observation as the other.
is

may

JEREMIAH NEEDHAM SMITH,

of

Shoreditch,

and armourer and brazier of London, marElizabeth Morton, from Eillericay, Essex,

citizen

ried

apparently in 1771 or 1772, daughter of Charles (?)
Morton, who is said to have had an estate at the
latter place, which he gambled away.
J. N. Smith
had relations of the same name at South Lynn
I
Norfolk.
should
be
for
Plain,
grateful
any notes
regarding these two families.
J.
157, Dalston Lane,
'

A

G. BRADFORD.

N.E.

GARLAND FOR THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGE.'
of your readers inform me who was the

Can any

author of a book with the following title "A Garland for the New Royal Exchange
Imprinted
at London, January the 23rd, Anno 1845."
It
:

was

printed, in an edition of fifty copies only, at
the expense of Sir William Tite.
It consists of
imitations of the works of celebrated poets, as Sir

Philip Sydney, Sir Walter Raleigh,
Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, &c.

Spenser,

BERTRAM DOBELL.
SIR JOHN KENDALL, Knight of St. John of
Jerusalem, Rhodes, &c., and Grand Prior of the
order in England from 1491 to 1501, when he died
at Clerkenwell.
Will any reader of ' N. & Q.' help
me to settle the question, Of what country and
family was this John Kendall ? He is mentioned
by Thoresby, Vertot (in his ' Knights of Malta'),
Grainge (in 'The Forest of Knaresbro '), 'The
Plumpton Correspondence,' where he is seen to
have been on terms of intimacy with the
Plump-

As

assertion

is

apt to provoke controvers'ion,

it
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is necessary to point out that for a
perfect instance
of the first prognostic the paw must go right over
the outer side of the ear ; the thrusting it into
the innermost recesses of the inside may forbode

nothing, and the creature is so slippery and so
rapid and furtive in its movements that it requires
keen observation to detect when the fatal limit is
I speak from observations made in compassed.

pany with incredulous, but

after trial convinced,

friends.

An

equally unfailing folk-lore prognostic of rain
a donkey braying in England.
It also serves
as a type of the localization of such prognostics ;
for in Italy, for instance, the donkey's bray has

is

no such

significance.

Similarly, we had some time ago in 'N. & Q.'
a quotation of a bit of English folk-lore to the
effect that a fire found burning from
overnight was
the token of a death. Now, of course, this is an
unusual circumstance with a (coal) fire that has not
been purposely " banked up and damped down."
But in Italy one as often as not finds in the morning
red embers under the white ashes of the (wood)
fires.
R. H. BUSK.

[7*

s.

vm. o. 19,

True calendars, as pusses eare
Wash't o're to tell what change

is

neare,
'

which, by the way, I cannot find in the Hesperides ';
and from Swan's ' Speculum Mundi ' (1643)
" It is observed
by some that if she put her feet beyond
the crown of her head in this kind of washing, it is a
:

signe of rain."

C. C. B.

I have heard it remarked in North Yorkshire
"
that when a cat " washes over
both ears it is a
sign that a stranger is coming ; and also that if a
cat sits with its back to a tire rain is not far distant.
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

Diss.

The

sign considered to be a prognostic of rain is
when the cat washes herself by placing the paw
behind the ear, and working it to the front right
over her head, more as if she was brushing her hair
than washing herself. How is it that our learned
Editor attributes the ' Signs of Rain ' to Jenner ?
Surely Darwin wrote them. But his description
has nothing characteristic in it:

Melton, in his 'Astrologaster,' p. 45, tells
us:
"29. That when the cat washes her face over her
eares, wee shall have great store of raine."

Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws,
smoothing o'er her whiskered jaws.
"
Jaws " is but a sad concession to rhyme, instead
of sense, which mars the rationality of so much
poetry. To constitute the true sign of rain the paw
must work from the back right over the ear, and
then whether the rain will follow I will not venture to say.
Such is the value of folk and philosophic observation. But the blue pimpernel, or

So Herrick, 'Hesperides'

poor man's weather-glass,

For passages on
Antiquities,'

iii.

'Handbook

of

this subject see Brand's 'Popular
98, ed. Knight, 1841 Swainson's
;

Weather

Folk-lore,' Edinb., 1873,

p. 230.

(i. 180, ed. Pickering,
51, ed. Grosart, 1876), in the poem "His
age, &c.," stanza 12 :
True Calenders, as Pusaes eare

1846

;

Sits

is far

Waeht or 's to tell what change is neare.
This holds in French folk-lore, e.g.:

Quand
C'est le

le

chat se frotte

temps

and elsewhere.

more trustworthy.
C. A.

ii.

WARD.

Walthamstow.
[In answer to MR. C. A. WARD, the lines are assigned
to Jenner on the strength of * The Naturalist's Poetical
Companion,' a pleasing selection of verse, which has
received less attention than

it

seems to merit.]

1'oreille

vif qui se reveille.

Heraulfc,

It is not included

by Virgil among
the weather prognostics in the First Book of * The
a
Georgics, though
quotation by Mr. Swainson
from the Milanese shows that the belief
prevails
now in northern Italy.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

KOSHER

(7

th

word, meaning

This is a Hebrew
S. viii. 85, 213).
" fit" or
"proper." Here is the

word in Hebrew 11^3. The expression "Kosher
meat " means that it is proper to be eaten, the
animal having been examined after death.
"Kosher rum" is authorized by the chief Rabbi;
It may be worth noting that the idea that if _ whether it is prepared by him is doubtful, to say
" Kosher " is not limited to
the least. The word
cat cleans herself behind her ears it is
going to
"
" Kosher
are.
eaten
at
Passover.
rain is an old one.
cigars
goods
in his 'Historic of
Topsell,

Foure-footed Beastes (1608), s. v. " Of the
Cat,
remarks that she washes " hir face with her fore
feet ; but, some obserue, that if she
put her feete
beyond the crowne of her head, that it is a presage
of raine "(p. 105).
J. F. MANSERQH.
'

Dr. Jenner's verses do not quite
accurately represent the popular notion upon this subject. It
" wash "
is when cats
behind their ears that rain is
as DR. FURNIVALL'S friend
evidently
In illustration of this old belief Dyer
from
Herrick
quotes

supposed to be made without paste

or rather, in
;
cigars generally, the leaf is rolled and some sub"
"
Kosher is used to cause adhesion,
stance not
hence Kosher cigar?. I do not know who smokes
Kosher cigars. I once tried to smoke one ; but I

have never smoked another. A Biblical reference
is supplied in Esther viii. 5, "and the thing seem(l}
'
right before the king." See Gesenius, Lexicon.'
On the subject of Kosher meat your correspond-

much

information in the Nineteenth

foretold,

ents will find

meant.

pp. 409-422, in an article
Century for September,
'
by Dr. Behrend, Diseases caught from Butcher'*

:

7*s.

vm. OCT.
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Meat,' especially at p. 417, where the Jewish
method of examining the animals is described.

311

says, in effect, they drank hot drink ; sometimes
they poured cold (libations to the souls of the de-

M. L.
parted or manes) upon their graves
LlGHT-KEEPEKS AND DEATH AT THE SMALLS they qualified their wines by pouring
Near to the end of the third
'County of Devon' there is
given an "additional account of Eddystone Lightth

S. viii. 26, 79).
(7
edition of Cooke's

house," in which it is explained that after the destruction, in 1703, of Winstanley's erection
" a second was not commenced till the
year 1706, after
the making of an act. vesting the duties payable by shipthe
in
the
ping passing
light-house,
Trinity-house, and
empowering the master, wardens, &c., to grant leases. In
of
these
consequence
powers, they agreed with a Captain
Level, or Lovet, for a term of ninety-nine years, commencing from the day that a light should be exhibited.
Upon this agreement Capt. Lovet engaged a Mr. John
Rudyerd
(who) erected a second light-house
(which) was commenced in July, 1706; and sufficiently
to
exhibit a light on July 28, 1708."
completed

The agreement would terminate in 1807, the year
which is referred to by W. S. B. H. Rudyerd's
structure was burnt in 1755, and it was in this
lighthouse

that

the tragic incident related by
J. F. MANSERQH.

Smeaton had occurred.

SIDNEY MONTAGU

(7

th

S. v. 282, 370, 456).

In Whalley'a ' History of Northamptonshire,' vol. i.
p. 368, a pedigree of Montagu of Horton in that
county is given, and it is stated that Sidney,

;

sometimes

cold (water)
into them ; but, alike at table and altar, the service was "hot" or "cold," and not "lukewarm,'"
"
"
the
grave being taken as the altar of the manes
divi who presided over tombs and burying-places,

and were usually propitiated by pouring libation*
upon their sepulchres in February.
ALFRED WALLIS.

PETER PAYNE

th

This " inevit-

S. viii. 247).

(7

able Englishman," according to Folkestone Williams,,
is really a great forgotten Englishman, one whose
life should be chronicled in every English history.
I have been studying his life and work in Bohemia
for some years past, in the history of Bohemia and
in the places where he lived and worked, and have
been surprised to find our historians have so ignored
him, and that our ecclesiastical writers have so
Bohemian historians
slightingly referred to him.
let him fill his true place in history, and that a
I have just finished a MS. upon his
great one.
work with the Wyclifites in Bohemia, which is
now in the hands of a publisher, and in that trace
his career from his banishment from Oxford, where
he was vice-principal of St. Edmund's Hall, to his
death in Prague.
nobler, more manly, and

A

second son of George Montagu, by Elizabeth Irby,
his wife, was killed in a sea engagement with the
Earl of Sandwich May 28, 1672, confirming the

would be difficult to discover, and
his influence upon the Wyclifites in Bohemia
(whom we English call Hussites) was of immense

probability I stated as to his identity in

power.

last year.
123, Pall Mall.

my

reply

HORACE MONTAGU.

fearless life it

JAMES BAKER.

"THE DICK"

th

(7
207).
Probably a
" The Tumble-down
Dick," an occasional sign, and, of course, a scoffing reference to
There was such a sign at
Richard Cromwell.
S. viii.

curtailment of

WORDS THAT ARE NOT WANTED: RELIABLE
th

S.
Might one who is all but
yiii. 85, 133).
an outsider in such matters express his great delight at finding one of such knowledge, judgment,
and authority as DR. MURRAY vindicating the
status of this word.
Why it should have been
attacked, unless it were through ignorance, combined with a desire for oddity, has always been a
The objector was probably a cousin
puzzle to me.
german of the so-called Esthetic who mounted a
peacock's feather and I say this granting that the
peacock's tail is a thing of beauty. Possibly, if one
may hazard a guess, its rejection may have arisen
from its non-appearance in our earlier dictionaries.
Nay, even a later one, one which I am sorry I ever
expended so much upon, and that is Richardson's,
does not contain the word.
BR. NICHOLSON.

(7

"

GRAVES,"

S. viii. 244).

"

GRAVIES," IN JEREMY TAYLOR

(7

th

Surely the passage quoted by MR.
MARSHALL needs no commentary. " Sacrifices "
opposed to "feasts," "altars" to "tables," show
that the author desired to illustrate his
meaning
by references to the religious ceremonials and
domestic habits of " the ancients." Sometimes, he

Alton, in Hampshire.

JAMES

E.

THOROLD ROGERS.

Oxford.

"
Is not this word the same as
dyke," or
JULIUS STEGGALL.
"ditch"?
[MR. WM. RENDLE repeats the conjecture of PROPV

ROGERS, and A. H. that of MR. STEGGALL.]

THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. HARTLEY

(7

th

S.

viii.

reason to doubt that the
of this distinguished actress was Elizabeth.

229, 277).

name

There

It is so given

is little

by Bromley, without

qualification.

He enumerates four portraits of her, after J.

Nixon,
H. D. Hamilton, Reynolds, and ad vivum, engraved
respectively by W. Dickinson, R. Houston (1774),
G. Marchi (1773), and J. K. Sherwin (1782).

JULIAN MARSHALL.
[This information

is

also

supplied by

MR. DANIEL

HIPWELL.]

STELLA,
431;

Stella,

LADY PENELOPE RICH

th

(7

S. vii. 347,

There is, or was, a portrait of
110).
least, one so described, in the
or, at

viii.
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The Normans are addicted to giving nickname?,
and in the country and small towns many people
to this day are known, not by their proper name,
but by their nickname. Supposing that the name
of the skinner was Arlot, it might have been derived
from the fact of one of his ancestors having been
a vagrant in his youth and having settled rather

National Portrait Exhibition at South Kensington; an innocent-looking face, with black hair and
Of Penelope Eich I know of no portrait.
eyes.
As this lady's husband was a baron, is it accurate
to say

"

"

Lady Penelope Kich" 1 Should it not be
"
HERMENTRUDE.
Lady Kich ?

Penelope,

GRANDFATHER OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR
th

S. viii. 208).

Paris.

Arlette, or Herleva, the

[Very numerous

He
Fulbert, a tanner, of Falaise, in Normandy.
was rewarded for his too ready compliance with
his
lord's wishes in regard to his daughter
by the post of chamberlain in the ducal
household.
If the duties of chamberlain
to
a reigning prince in those days were at all
analogous to what they are at present, Fulbert's
one Herlwin of Conteville, by

D'Oyley,
ing lines

who

died 1663, are inscribed the follow-

:

Somerset Herald, and the author of
his Companions,' says that
the father of Herleve, or Arlotta, was a furrier, and
Planche",

CONSTANCE RUSSELL.

The Conqueror and

('Ant. Ang. Norm.') names him Herbert or Verperay; Galeron ('Hist, de Falaise')
CONSTANCE RUSSELL.
Vertprey.
Swallowfield Park, Reading.
'

La Grande

'

Encyclope"die

(Paris,

H. Lamirault

Rue de

Rennes), s. v. "ArArlette ou Arlotte, bourgeoise de
lette," says,
Falaise au XI e siecle, qui fut maitresse du due de
Normandie Robert-le-Diable, et mere de Guillaume
le Batard, qui devint Guillaume le
Conquerant."
Nothing more. This work, which is being issued
et Cie, e"diteuri?, 61,

"

in weekly numbers, is the most complete book of
its kind I know of.
According to the custom
which still exists in Normandy to designate the
wife and the daughter of a man by the name of

the man with a feminine ending, one might guess
that the name of the father of Arlette or Arlotte

was Arlot.

As

for the

etymology of the word harlot Skeat,
t

in his 'Dictionary,' s.v., says
11
Originally used of either sex, and not always in a
'
very bad sense, equivalent to modern English fellow.'
Old French herlot, arlot, a vagabond ; Low Latin arlotus,
a glutton. Of disputed origin ; probably from Old High
German Karl, a man. Hence also carlot ('As You Like
It,' III. v. 108) and the name Charlotte."
:

acknow-

Ask me not who 's buried here,
Goe ask the Commons, ask the Shiere,
Go ask the Church, They '1 tell thee who,
As well as blubber'd eyes can doe ;
Goe ask the Heralds, ask the Poore,
Thine ears shall hear enough to ask no more,
Then if thine eye bedew this sacred urne,
Each drop a Pearle will turne
T' adorne his Tombe, or if thou canst not vent
Thou bringest more marble to this monument.

whom

Ducarel

effect are

th

his legitimate relatives of

incontestably a burgess of Falaise, and Sir Francis
Palgrave (' Hist, of Norm.'), upon the authority of
Alberic Troisfontainep, says he was a brewer as
well; but his name and that of his wife are variously
given by different authors. By one he is called
Fulbert and Robert, and his wife Dodo ; by
another Richard Saburpyr, and his wife Helen.

same

REPRESENTATIONS OF TEARS ON TOMBSTONES
S. vii. 366, 477; viii. 16, 91).
In Hambledon
Church, under the fine monument to Sir Cope

(7

she had issue,
humbler rank were
not overlooked by the mighty bastard when he
had achieved the summit of earthly greatness.
C. H.
'

replies to the

ledged.]

previous calling would hardly have qualified him
for the appointment.
Herleva afterwards married

and

DNARGEL.

late in life at Falaise.

mother
of William the Conqueror, was the daughter of
(7

[7tbs.viii.ooT.i9/E9.

Swallowfield, Reading.

ST.

FELIX PLACE-NAMES

(7

th

S. vii. 464).

There are these traces of St. Felix other than H.
DB B. H., whose communications are so full of
interest, mentions.

London, 1722) has

Camden

('

Brit.' coll.

this notice of

him

470,

1,

in connexion

with his especial locality in Norfolk
"Shernborn [or Sherborn] upon this coast is well
worth our notice, because Felix the Burgundian, who
:

converted the East Angles to Christianity, built here the
second Christian church of that province, the first he is
said to have built at Babingley, where he landed. Of
this place Thoke was lord when Felix came to convert
the East Angles. Upon his conversion to Christianity he
built here a church dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul.
It was very little, and, according to the custom of that
age, made of wood, for which reason it was called StockChapel, and was probably the very same that Felix is
said to have built. As to Babingley, Felix, the apostle of
the East Angles, coming about 630, built there the first
Christian church in those parts; of which succeeding
ages made St. Felix the patron. Some remains of this
transaction seem to be found in the mountains called
Christian Hills, and in Flitcham, which imports as much
as the village or dwelling-place of Felix."

Babingley, united to Sandringham, has still the
'
dedication of St. Felix (Bacon's Liber Regis,'
p.

694, London, 1786).
There is a Feliskirk in Yorkshire, which has the

dedication of St. Felix ('Liber Regis,' p. 1116).
In Cornwall there is "Felax, alias St. Felix, alias
"
Phillack and Gothian, R., St. Felix and Gothian
These are churches with
(' Liber Regis,' p. 305).

name, apart from mere place-names.
was, of course, Bishop of Dunwich (Bede,
H. E.,' ii. 15). Baronius enumerates more than

his

He

J

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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sixty saints of the

name

memorated on March

of Felix. This one is

Under Fiixton, Norfolk, Camden
named "among many other

it is

"

com-

8.

county from St. Felix
Fiixton in Lancashire.

observes that
places in the
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perform were unpopular, and doubtless the objects
of many tricks and evasions.
Does not this throw
light upon Dekkar's
So

There is also a
ED. MARSHALL.

many

Rookes, catch-polls of poesy

1

R. R.

(p. 447).

Boston, Lincolnshire.

"
The " almost [but most undeservedly] forgotten
FEASTER AS A CHRISTIAN NAME (7 th S viiL
Felix, the evangelist of East Anglia and
The names on the East Yorkshire coast are
229).
founder of the Norwich bishopric at the long since full of interest and
Though I have
significance.
submerged Dunwich, "Felix, nominis sui mys- not met another Feaster Stubbs, who hoisted
terium factis exsequens," is gratefully remembered the arms
of Fawside of that ilk, with its motto
on the extreme western verge of the province, " Furth and fere Nocht " over his tavern in Robin
" as a
as
of
Bede
cultivator
which,
records,
pious
is a tomb
Hood's
in
St.

the

spiritual

field,"

"he

delivered

from

long-

standing unrighteousness and unhappiness." The
little village of Babingley, on an inlet of the Wash,
between Castle Eising and Sandringham, is identified by a long-standing historic tradition with the
landing-place of Felix of Burgundy, when sent
by Honorius "to preach the word of life to the
nation of the Angles"; and with the site of the
Christian church erected in East Anglia.
'
stated in Camden's Britannia' (ed. 1607),
and is confirmed by Sir Henry Spelman in his
'
'
Collections
Icenia,' and Peter Le Neve in his
first

This

is

for Norfolk,' and is mentioned by Blomefield in
his history of the county under " Shernbourne,"
where Felix is said to have built his second church.
The church at Babingley, originally, according to
Camden and Spelman, called by the name of its
is still dedicated to him.
In the neighbourhood, Flitcham may also perpetuate his name
as "the home of St. Felix," while the "Christian

founder,

"

Hills which rise near preserve the
success of his mission.
EDMUND

The church

memory

of the

VENABLES.

of Feliskirk, Thirsk, Yorkshire,
W. C. B.

is

Whitby churchyard
Bay, yet
Hartas Fewster, who was the son-in-law of
Crispin Bean. Whitby churchyard, reached after an
ascent of two hundred steps, is a remarkable spot,
not merely from its fine outlook, but also because
there is probably no churchyard existing with more
to

tenantless graves, or, to speak more by the card,
memorial stones without graves attached. Tombstones in numbers are there found to the memory
of the lost at sea
some " while engaged in the
Arctic Fishery," some "lost on Hasborough Sands,"
some " in the Gulf of Bothnia," or "perished at sea
off the island of Majorca," or "drowned in the

Cattegat on AnholtReef." It is a seaman's churchyard, and fitly crowns the lofty cliff overlooking
It
the sea, which is gradually encroaching on it.
is a pathetic record of the risk encountered by
"
"
those whose
paths" are in the great waters."
Among the singular names in Whitby churchyard are Gathsides, Huntrode, Backas, Blackboard,
Hannah Audas. I also noticed as a Christian name

is probably a variant spelling of the surFuster, Fewster, Fuyster, or Feuster.
Feuster was living in Yorkshire in 1459, and a
Fuyster in 1472. It is a trade name, denoting a

This

dedicated to St. Felix.

name

Fiixton occurs in Lancashire (near Manchester)
and twice in Suffolk (near Bungay and near LowesC. M.
toft).
Warrington Museum.

maker

ROOK = SIMPLETON

th

S. vii. 423, 476; viii.
(7
In Figgins's facsimile of Caxton's ' Game of
"
Chess,' in the
fyfthe chappytre of the second
book of the forme and maners of the Rookes," it

171).

says

:

" The

rookes whiche ben vycayrs and legates of the
kynge / ought to be maad a knyght vpon an bora & a
mantel and hood furrid with meneuier holdyng a staf in
his hand / & for as moche as a kyng may not be in al
places of his royame / therefor the auctoritie of hym is
For it happeth ofte tyme that
gyuen to the rookes
the mynystres by theyr pryde and orgueyl subuerte Jusand
do
not
tyce
right / Wherfore the Kynges otherwbyle
lose their royames wyth out
theyr culpe or gylte. For an
vntrewe Juge or off'ycer maketh his lord to be named
vniuste and euyl."

So

appears rooks were king's officers, and from
the unpleasantness of the duties
they often had to
it

G. B.

Leenoch.
Edgmere, Slough, Bucks.

A

of pack-saddles.

ISAAC TAYLOR.

This was probably a surname in the first instance.
As such it is not uncommon. Mr. Bowditch, in
'
his Suffolk Surnames,' gives several instances of
its occurrence, and devotes two or three pages to
a list of names of its class, such as Feast, Munch,

Chew, Dyne, Diett, Dainty, Sallade, Coolbroth,
Of course we are not to suppose that all such
names are derived from the acts or the things to
C. C. B.
which they seem to point.
&c.

Feaster is the name of a farmer resident in this
parish. As all manner of surnames are found used
as Christian names, I suppose that Mr. Stubbs
was named from some Feaster with whom his
fa

E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
mily was connected.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.
Is this a corrupt abbreviation of Sylvester?

W.

E.

BUCKLEY.
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[7

th s.

vm.

OCT. 19,

'sa.

HEMPLAND (7 th S. viii. 227). Land whereon
hemp is grown. Thus, in deeds in my possession
mention is made of a close or croft called Hemp-

ence that some erroneous remarks have been made
ispecting the original purpose for which the Chingrd obelisk, near Epping Forest, was erected.
It

garth at Holme-on-Spalding Moor, 1712, and a
piece of ground called a Hempgarth at South Cave
in 1739, both in the East Riding of Yorkshire.
'
Compare Hempholme in Poulson's Holderness/ i.
355, and another instance in the East Anglian,
In the East Eiding a hempgarth is
1870, iv. 180.
also known as a towgarth.
W. C. B.

been stated that it was originally placed there
Ordnance Survey authorities, and " maintained at the instance of the Astronomer Royal,"
hereas in fact it was erected in 1824 by Mr.
Pond, then Astronomer Royal, on a piece of
las

>y the

ground leased to the Board of Admiralty for
ninety-nine years from that date, solely for astronomical purposes, with the object of placing upon
the
Whitfrom
Dr.
Perhaps
following quotation
.t a distant meridian-mark in the true meridian of
'
aker's
of
be
of
to
Craven
service
History
may
the Royal Observatory, Greenwich; and Sir George
MR. PEARSON. The doctor is extracting parAiry remarked in 1839 that the mark was placed
ticulars from two surveys (in 1603 and 1604) of
as nearly in the meridian of Greenwich as it could
'

the manor of Grassington, in the parish of Linton,
"
and says
Many hemp-plots are mentioned ;
whence I conclude that plant to have been in
general cultivation."
reference to the Statutes at Large will suffi24 Hen.
ciently account for the use of the term.
VIII., c. 4, enacted that every person having in
his occupation sixty acres of land apt for tillage
should sow one rood with flax or hemp seed, upon
pain to forfeit three shillings and fourpence for
:

A

every forty acres. By 6 Eliz., c. 5, s. 17, this
statute was revived and made applicable to such
parts of the country as the queen's proclamation
should direct, the proportion of land to be sown
with hemp-seed and the penalty incurred for
The cause of the
neglect being both increased.
enactment is stated to be " for the better provision
of nets, for help and furtherance of fishing, and for

"
eschewing of idleness." The hempland" of which
your correspondent speaks no doubt originated in
this way.
The statute, however, was entirely repealed in the thirty-fifth year of Elizabeth.

W. THOMPSON.
Sedbergh.

It was no doubt a custom in ages
gone by to
have a plot of ground attached to cottages for the
growing of a certain quantity of hemp. A few
weeks ago in Brittany I observed several I may
say many plots devoted to the growing of hemp,
which is spun into coarse yarn for making bags, &c.
BOILEAU.
It

of

Though, as MR. LYNN remarks, the
mark became obsolete in, or shortly after,.
remember viewing it through Troughton's

London.

use of the
1836, 1

mural circle more than forty years ago, about 1845;
but at that time it was barely discernible.

MR. LYNN is quite correct in stating that the
collimating reversed telescope used in the observations for determining the error of collimation of
the transit telescope was on the south side of the
transit-room when first used by Sir George Airy in
1836 ; but he omitted to add that in 1839 this collimator was transferred to the north side of the room,
in which position it was used till the end of 1850,
when the observations with Troughton's transit
were discontinued. MR. LYNN'S statement that on
the substitution of the new transit circle for the
old transit instrument in 1851 a new collimator
was placed in the north of the principal telescope
(which is not capable of reversal) in addition to
the one formerly in use on the south side, also reWhen the transit circle was
quires a correction.
erected on the site, not where the transit instrument stood, but where Troughton's and Jones's

of some advantage to MR. PEARSON
him that Holy-Oke's 'Rider' (1659) mural circle were formerly mounted, it became
"a hempe croft," and that Miege's necessary, in consequence of the instrument being
"
"
non-reversible, to have two collimators. One was,
has
a

may be

to inform

Referso by the best instruments in the world.
ence to it was frequently made before 1836, and
occasionally for a few years after, as a check on
;he adjustments of Troughton's transit instrument.
The mark on the obelisk is now invisible through
;he transit circle, the present meridian instrument
at Greenwich, owing to the obstruction of the view
in the line of sight caused by the great increase of
manufactories and other buildings in the East end

speaks of
'
Dictionary (1701 )
hempe-close.
Bailey
defines a croft as being "
little close adjoining a
House for Pasture or Tillage.'-'
'

A

J. F.

Land where hemp was grown.

MANSERGH.
Here we had

hempgarths in connexion with cottages.
J. T. F.

Winterton, Doncaster.

THE CHINGFORD OBELISK
gather from

MR. LYNN'S note

therefore, placed in the meridian on the north side
of the room as before, and a second on the south
side, both collimators being of about five feet focal
length, furnished with object-glasses of nearly four
The position of the transit circle
inches aperture.
is about nineteen feet east of the old transit instru-

ment.

E.

DUNKIN, F.R.S.

Kidbrooke Park, Blackheath.
th
S. viii. 204).
I
(7
at the above refer

DERBYSHIRE WORTHIES (7 th S. viii. 188). MR.
HACKWOOD'S Wirksworth list is evidently extracted

7

s.

vin. OCT.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

19, '69.]

'

from Glover's unfinished History of Derbyshire,
a not remarkably accurate production, but one

which must serve

When

in default of

something

Churches of

better.

'

Cox (whose Notes on the
Derbyshire' and 'How to Write the

will the Rev. Dr.
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bourn, and younger brother of George Buxton, of
the same, who died 1810, aged eighty-nine. (See
pedigree in Glover's 'Derbyshire,' sub "Bradbourn.") If German was living in 1765, he would
His
probably be then aged about thirty- five.

'

proclaim his fitness for the great-grandfather and great-granduncle were both
him a band of independent named German, though none so named is given in
workers and proceed with that History of Derby- the pedigree in the two intermediate generations.
shire which his predecessor in the editorial chair The latter, however, who died in 1665, left issue.

History of a Parish
task) collect around

'

'

"

"

nursed during so many years?
of the Reliquary
But to return to MR. HACKWOOD'S query. The
three ladies whose names head his list have no
especial claim that I can find out to rank as
"Derbyshire worthies." The family of Bagshawe
has been known and respected for generations
but I know nothing of Blackburn, a name which
occurs not in Lysona's 'Derbyshire.'
Ellen Buckley, 1680, is not on my notes ; but William
Buckley, yeoman, was lord of the manor of Ible in

G. E. C.
S. viii. 228).
(7
These lines are not original in their English
form, but a translation from the Latin :

commemini, causae aunt quinque bibendi
Hospitis adveatua ; praeaena aitis atqua futura ;
virii bonitas; et quselibet altera causa.
Si bene

;

1696, and Edward Buckley gave, in 1772, a sum
of 401. for teaching the youth of Hayfield. Anthony
Bunting, one of a very ancient Derbyshire yeoman
51.

per annum

to the

Brassington Church a stone tablet records the gift
annum to the poor by Ann, daughter of
German and Jane Buxton, who died 1674. The
Cheneys were of Ashford and Moneyash. Daniel
Dean?, by his will, dated April 1, 1637, gave 20s.
to the poor of St. Werburgh's
parish, and 5s. to
the poor of St. Michael'?, Derby.
I am not aware
of any connexion with VVirksworth in his case.
Agnes Feme, or Fearn, is buried in Wirksworth
Church. By her will, dated 1574, she devised a
house and garden in Wirksworth on trust to the
intent that if after her decease there should happen
to be a free school in that town, her trustees should
cause five marks out of the profits of her lands to
be conveyed to the said school for ever.
She also
ordered 40s. yearly to be paid to the poor folk in
a bede-house in Wirksworth, and directed 11. 6s. 8d.
out of lands in Kirk Ireton and
Idridgehay to be
expended in clothing for the most necessitous.
of 20Z. per

:

Et

<

& Q.,'

1"

S. xii. 335.

translation, as it appears in
'Diet, of Quotations,' s.a., is as follows :

Webster's

Menagiana,' vol.

i.

p. 172, in

N.

The whole

If on thy theme I rightly think,
There are five reaaons why men drink

:

Good wine, a friend, because I 'm dry,
Or lest I should be by-and-by,
Or any other reaaona why.
H. Aldrich, Biogr. Brit.,'

Wirksworth alms-

family, gave
houses in 1685. The Buxtons, or Buckstones, were
of Bradborne and Brassington, and " German " is a
distinctive Christian name in the family.
In

th

FIVE REASONS FOR DRINKING

'

Bartlett has this note on the lines

p. 42.

:

"
Theae linea are a translation of a Latin epigram
'
(erroneously aacribed to Aldrich in the Biogr. Brit.,'
vol.

i.

p. 131)

which Menage and De

bute to Pere Sirmond."

la

Monnoye

attri-

P. 139.

ED. MARSHALL.
There can be no reasonable doubt that these
were written by Dean Aldrich, to whom
They were set to
they are generally attributed.
music, as a catch, by Henry Purcell, who died in
1695. They certainly cannot, therefore, have been
written by Dr. Haygarth, who was not born until
lines

JULIAN MARSHALL.

the year 1740.

SCOTT AND BYRON
As regards Sir Walter Scott's

PARALLEL DESCRIPTIONS
th

(7

S. viii. 245).

:

plagiarism, R. E. N.'s suspicion

is quite ground'
*
because Kenilworth was published in 1821,
'
and canto vi. of Lord Byron'a Don Juan in 1822 ;
ergo, the former author could not have borrowed the
passage in question (chap, xxii., not xxi.) from the
latter.
Sir Walter certainly is not the debtor,
though he may be the creditor, as Lord Byron probably had read and remembered Scott's mytholo-

less,

'

Thomas Blackwal!, of Wirksworth, left by will,
dated 1524, bequests for masses to the parish
church of Wirksworth, and other sums to different
"
a
churches, as well as the curious bequest of
gical comparison, and from it reproduced and,
fodder of lead " to the chapel at Cromford.
Henry poeiice, improved the original simile. However, it
in
Gee,
1619, gave 51. yearly to the school and
s somewhat
hard on Sir Walter to be even
almshouse at Wirksworth.
Mrs. Sarah Wood
as the borrower, when, in all probability,
suspected
I
(who was, take it, the person recorded by Glover
FREDK. RULE.
he was the lender.
as '-'Sarah Woodis") left 405.
yearly in 1707 to a
congregation of Wirksworth Calvinists, though
should be glorified as a "Derbyshire
why she
"
worthy on this account passes my comprehension.

ALFRED WALLIS.
"German Buxton,
fifth

1765," is possibly German,
and youngest son of George Buxton, of Brad-

[Many

correspondents point out this.]

MOCK MAYOR OF NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME
The custom in
468, 516; viii. 55).
for the fishermen and beachmen
"
annually to elect from their own class a seaside
mayor," whose province it was to settle such
7 th S.

his

vii.

town was

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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trivial disputes as

arise

might

among themselves,

After his
especially during the fishing season.
" seaside
"
election the
mayor was carried round
the town in a boat ; and upon this occasion he
made himself as much like Neptune as circum-

would

In the evening the
permit.
indulged in a copious allowance of
The custom ceased when herring ceased to
beer.
be landed on the beach (Palmer's ' Perlustration,'
stances

"electors"

iii.

F.

130).

DANBY PALMER.

s.

vm.

OOT. 19,

his subject, he will learn all about it from the
pen
of one who in life was a genial, helpful, generous
friend of mine, and whose memory Dumfries will

never let
in his

die.

The

Mr. William McDowall,

late

'

History of Dumfries,' chap, xlviii., tells the
The
story of the "Pyets" and the "Crows."
record of the Corbet family, and copies of their
epitaphs, appear at pp. 30 and 65 of the 'Memorials

of St. Michael's,' by the

Great Yarmouth.

same author.
GEO. NEILSON.

Glasgow.

POMPOUS EPITAPH
TAPHOS judges a

CT*

th

S. viii. 266).
PHILOlittle hastily in his visits to kirk-

(7

It is scantly kind thus to put a staunch
yards.
old provost of " fair Dumfries " in the pillory under
the heading of a " pompous epitaph." If PHILO-

TAPHOS knew how

stalwartly Provost Corbet main"
tained the cause of the
merchants " at a crisis in
the great feud which at different times convulsed
"
all Scotland between the
merchants " and the
" trades
"; how Dumfries was riven in twain between the two parties; how the "Corbies" took
their title from their leader's crest, and backed
him up right well ; how the " Pyets," democratic

who detested corbies, warred against
the provost and all his works ; how the Psalms of
David in metre, the Riot Act, whiskey punch, intimidation of lamplighters, fisticuffs, and I know
not what other weapons of offence and defence,
crestless birds,

physical and spiritual, were called into play in that
fell conflict
the pompousness would not loom so
large in his eye.

&

Q.' can smile at the storied
Cosmopolitan 'N.
urns of a century ago, but relatively the epitaph
which amuses PHILOTAPHOS is not at all out of

measure for a civic dignitary in his own town for
a provost of Dumfries buried in St. Michael's. An
earlier holder of the office had put his case
higher.
Said Provost Irving, dead in 1633, and laid in the
same cemetery
King James at first mo Balive named
:

Drumfreis oft since me Provest clamed
God hast for me ane Crowne reserved
For King and Gountrie I have served ;

which proud epitaphic argument, a sublime non
sequitur, would imply that a man who had occupied the civic chair had earned thereby the celestial
crown.
The epitaph now being considered strikes
a different note, resonant with private virtues, not
with magisterial triumphs. To compare its calm,
heavy tenor with the fiery facts of his brief official
life is enough to
tempt one to turn moralist.
Looking back upon the career of that bold partisan,
his undaunted fight in a
hopelessly unpopular

TOWN

'THE
MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE' (7
S. viii. 127, 173, 234, 272).
This poem appears in
full in
copy of Sir Theodore Martin's

my

Messrs.
"

dip deeper into

6, p. 81,

for

&

published by

Sons in

their

English Readers," 1870.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
There is an appendix to Phsedrus of doubtful
fables in Latin verse supposed to be by other hands
than that of Phsedrus, and amongst these fables is

Mus Urbanus et Rusticus.' I think that I am
right in saying that the fable is not by Phsedrus ;
but, to speak the truth, I overlooked the appendix.
'

E.

The reason why

this is not to

YARDLEY.

be found in the

poetical works of Prior or of Halifax is that, though
there is much verse in it (in travesty of Dryden),

the greater part

is a prose dialogue, with Dryden
"
'
appearing as
Bayes," as in Buckingham's Re-

W. KENNEDY.

hearsal.'

Haileybury College.

"

th
LANGUOROUS," AS USED BY KEATS (7 S. viii.
Will it do to inquire too curiously into the
precise meaning of every word used by Keats?
He was the prince of impressionists, and thought
more of the general effect than of the particular
feature.
What, for instance is the meaning of
"
"

229).

soother

in the verse,

With

jellies soother than the creamy curd?
"
regards the
lang'rous waiso," the Editor's
suggestion seems to be the right one when we remember the character of Keats's passion for his
"Charmian." Passion, indeed, in him and in his
poetry seems always to end in physical exhaustion
"
in "languor," or
faintness," or even in "swoonC. C. B.
ing."

As

THE CLINK IN SOUTHWARK (7 th S. viii. 228).
The Clink liberty is apparently named from the
clinking, clanging stones of the old
landing-place, which here ends Stone
It opens to the ferry for DowStreet, Borough.
has
gate, E.G., which represents the "over" that

"hard," or

named

to

ii.

Blackwood

Freegrove Road, N.

utter failure to suggest a solitary idea of the
public
character of the man.

Should PHILOTAPHOS care

William

Ancient Classics

Roman

strikes,

charming

edition of Horace, Satire

cause, the personal dangers he braved, the anxieties
which made him the subject of an epitaph long before his time, it is not its
which
it is its

pomp

th

" over the
St. Mary Overies, or
rhee," i. e.,
the water, superseded by London Bridge. The
I
profits of this ferry built the pro-cathedral ; and

fia^viii.
.
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shall be glad to learn how this theory suits ClatA. HALL.
tering Bridge, Kincardineshire.

'THE DESERTED VILLAGE" (7 th S. viii. 189).
M. Alfred Legrand's translation is erroneous as
"terms "and "tides."
Lands be could measure, terms, and

to

tides presage.

317

It is the common word in Lowland
"
Jamieson interprets it, (1)
Scots for jelly-pots.
An earthen vessel ; (2) a pitcher ; (3) a can for a
chimney-top ; (4) a potsherd," and gives some
references of respectable antiquity for the use of
He also gives " Piggerie, the place
the word.
where earthenware is manufactured ; a pottery."

bowl or cup.

HERBERT MAXWELL.
for presage
could survey land, and calculate
means nothing more the ebb and flow of the tides
OMELETTE (7 th S. viii. 182). Scheler gives us
he could fix the hour of high tide at "B.L.
(la maree)
Comobleta, oublie, nasalisee en ombleta."
" terms "
London Bridge or elsewhere. But the
pare then oublie, a synonym for the host, at mass,
would signify his understanding the Church Calen- so an
oblation; apparently a very fine pasty, and
dar, the table of Epacts, the Golden Numbers. in German "a wafer"; Fr. gavfre, our goffer, as I
which
on
He could tell when Easter falls,
depend
suppose, from Passover bread or cakes, really a
all the movable feasts and fasts of the ecclesiastical
tenuous biscuit.
" II
les
annoncer
mesurer
terres,
year.
pourait
all know the popularity of Easter eggs, and
d'avance les marges, et de plus les e"pactes, et les it seems
possible that our omelette is a nasalized
This is
fetes mobiles de la calandre religieuse."
diminutive from Latin offer'o, obtuli, oblatum, so
the meaning of the English line which M. Legrand an
A. HALL.
offering.
would clothe in all the grace of the French idiom.
th
In the north cloister of Westminster Abbey
It
GREEZED (7 S. viii. 87, 195).
may be wprth
there lies buried the valued servant of a pre- while noting that the word greeze, both as a noun
bendary of the minster. Very characteristic and and as a verb, occurs in the phraseology of West= a " striving crowd or a
quaint is his epitaph. It closes somewhat thus (I minster School.
greezs
write from memory, so may not be quite cor- melee," as Mr. Charles Eyre Pascoe interprets it.
To greeze = to strive together, to push, to squeeze.
rect)
Where the word came from, and whence the origin
Well couthe he numbers, and well measured land,
So doth he now that ground whereon you stand,
of its signification, I cannot say, though I have
Wherein he lies so geometrical,
ALPHA.
often used the word in the past.
Art maketh some, but thus will Nature all.

He

;

We

A

:

That

first line

in Goldsmith's

one might almost think to have been
head at the time he wrote his.
C. A. WARD.

Walthamstow.

"OFT IN THE STILLY NIGHT" (7 th S. viii. 280).
This song was written by Moore, but is not among
his
Irish Melodies.'
It is to be found in his
'
National Airs,' published in 1815.

METRICAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND
158,

238).

S. viii.

I

Publishers, Bevis

B.A.

&

Co., Southampton.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

'

Brecknock Road.

71,

PROF. SKEAT, under
he will be extremely

HEALING BY TOUCH (7 th S. viii. 205). It takes
a long time to extinguish a popular superstition.
Whether the notion of curing a disease by application of the hand of a just executed criminal still
survives in this country or not I cannot say, but
it existed at a period later than the year 1795,
hen the foreigner mentioned by MR. HODGKIN

heard so designated by the humbler members

Newgate. I myself saw it at Oxford
was an undergraduate, in the year 1824.
A man had just been hanged on the roof of Oxford Castle, on which, the trap- door and drop not

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BOLE (7 S. viii. 245).
this heading, remarks that
th

"
the
surprised if there is any proof of pig being
old name for a small bowl or cup." In my youth
small bowls or cups were constantly spoken of as
pigs, or piggs, in this city, and, I believe, are still
to be

th

(7

possess 'English History in
Khyme, from B.C. 55 to A.D. 1872,' consisting of
600 lines, and containing all the important events,
institution?, battles, &c., by Edward B. Goodwin,
88,

of society.

Some forty-five years ago a pigg-wife was a
woman who hawked crockery from door to door,
and I well remember that primitive representative
of the savings bank the
penny-pigg, a brown glazed
earthenware vessel, with a slit to admit of halfpence being inserted in it. Once the money was
"
deposited in this
bank," it could only be got at
A. W. B.
by breaking the pigg.
Edinburgh.

saw

it

when

at

I

being practicable, the old-fashioned gallows (two
I
uprights and a crossbeam) had been erected.
did not see the poor wretch turned off the ladder,
but I happened to pass by immediately after. The
ladder still rested against the crossbeam, and on
the top was sitting the London Jack Ketch of the
and
day, dressed in his Sunday best, a blue coat
red waistcoat, and a coloured handkerchief round

bis neck.
He sat with his arms folded, just above
PROF. SKEAT says he is incredulous as to the his victim's head, as if he were
lest the
watching^
antiquity of the word pig in the sense of a small man should come to life again and make his escape.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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But he was waiting for something else. Presently
a decent-looking woman came forward, and went
a few steps up the ladder. Ketch descended from
his elevation, took the woman's right hand, and
drew it several times quite round the criminal's
I was informed that she was
neck, still warm.
troubled with a large wen in her own neck, which she
hoped might be reduced by this strange remedy.
One or two more women followed her example.
J. E. JACKSON.
Leigh Delamere, Chippenham.
This superstitious practice was indulged in so late
as April, 1845, when Crowley, the murderer, was
executed at Warwick. Numbers of women with
wens and swellings were touched. I suppose that
it was one of the many forms taken by "faith
(See Brand's

healing."

'

Antiquities,'

iii.

278.)

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

This, with similar indecent customs for curing
'
wens, is noticed in Aubrey's Miscellanies,' p. 129,
st
1
1721 ;' N.
S.
ii.
36
vi. 145 ; xii. 201 ;
;
Q.,'
Thiselton Dyer's
Domestic Folk-Lore (Caasell,

&

'

167), which

also refers to Grose.

ED. MARSHALL.

APOSTOLICAL SUCCESSION
Cardinal

Newman,

p. 30, says

in his

'

(7

th

S. viii.

gone out with the Non-jurors."
That the bishop ever did say this I can scarcely
believe, as in his sermon at the consecration of four
colonial bishops in 1848 he insisted strongly on the
truth of this doctrine.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

CISTERN FOR A DINNER TABLE (7 S. vii. 187,
In the directions "to the Butler" con249, 454;.
tained in an old cookery book, ' The Queen-like
th

by Hannah Wolley, alias Chaloner, that
informed that in preparing for a meal he

official is

must

vm.

OCT. 19,

'39.

others of high estate,
we find the remark

and on

p.

464

of his 'Travels'

:

"

On the English tables there are no forks, nor vessels
to supply water for the hands, which are washed in a
basin full of water, that serves for all the company."

Was

this basin the " cistern "

?
Apropos of forks,
satisfactory to learn that at least the royal
table was not so sadly destitute.
At p. 376 it is

it

is

Duke dined with the king.
total number at table was seventeen, "and
there were as many knives and forks, which when
they sate down, they found before them."
What must specially strike one in such inquiries
is the wide gulf of ignorance which
separates us
from our forefathers and foremothers of only two
hundred years back. Could any one give a particular and correct account of the proceedings at a

recorded that the Grand

The

dinner party?

how

they brought each his

own

knife and fork out of his pocket ; how some, alas
may have brought no fork ; how and when they
washed their hands in this common basin or cisC. B. MOUNT.
tern, &c. ?
!

JAMES HAMMOND AND CATHERINE DASHWOOD
S. viii. 206).
Hammond's elegies, says John-

th

(7

:

"
Blomfield, the Biahop of London of the day, an active
and open-hearted man, had been for years engaged in
diluting the high orthodoxy by the introduction of members of the Evangelical body into places of influence and
trust. He had deeply offended men who agreed in opinion
with myself, by an off-hand saying (as it was reported)
to the effect that belief in the Apostolical succession had

Closet,'

s.

another suggestion to make. Did they serve for
the guests to wash their hands ? When the Grand
Duke Cosmo travelled in England, c. 1670, he was
hospitably entertained by many noblemen and

167).

Apologia pro Vita Sua,'

{7*

see

" that he

set Drink to warm in due time if the season
require;
[and] that he have his Cistern ready to set
his Drink in."
Ed. 1675, p. 336.

J. F.
Liverpool.

MANSERGH.

son,
passion, nature, nor manners. He that
describes himself as a shepherd, and his Nesera or Delia
as a shepherdess, and talks of goats and lambs, feels no
passion. He that courts his mistress with Roman imagery
deserves to lose her: for she may with good reason suspect his sincerity. Like other lovers, he threatens the

"have neither

lady (Miss Dash wood) with dying; and what then shall
follow ?
Wilt thou in tears thy lover's corsa attend ?
With Eyes averted light the Solemn pyre ;
Till all around the doleful flames ascend,

Then slowly sinking, by degrees expire 1
To soothe the hovering soul be thine the care,
With plaintive crys to lead the mournful band;
In sable Weeds the golden Vase to bear,

And

Cull

my ashes with

thy trembling hand."

Surely no blame can fall upon a nymph who
Miss Dashrejected a swain of so little meaning.
wood, in my opinion, entertained doubts of
Hammond's sanity, and, like a sensible woman,
rejected

him

accordingly.

HENRr GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

EEMOVAL OF ANILINE IMPRINTS
I think COL. PRIDEAUX will

267).

th
S. viii.
(7
find salts of

My inquiry as to the use of these vessels elicited sorrell one of the best agents for removal of these
nothing very decisive. MR. ALBERT HARTSHORNE unsightly stamps. It will remove writing ink very
is of opinion that
they may have been employed at quickly, and will in most cases remove aniline, but
one time for the washing of knives and forks and it will not touch
It is to be had at a
printers' ink.
Dr.
(as
Mynors Bright had suggested) of (silver) drysalter's ; the price is about one shilling per pound.
at
another
and later time merely for the Take a piece about the size of an almond for every
plates
In this uncertainty I have myself half-pint of water used, put in a clean vessel on a
cooling of wine.
;

7*

fire,

VIII.'OCT. 19,
viii.

S.
s.
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f these two verses belong to one and the same song, I
should be very glad to have it, and to know who is the
author.
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

and when boiling steep the paper in and keep
it will not injure the
till stamp disappears
GEO. BLACKLEDOE.

there

319

;

paper.
5,

Bishop's Court, Chancery Lane, W.C.

MititeUmtau*.

'
th
'
Two of
S. viii. 168).
EUSKIN'S POEMS (7
*
'
these poems, The Gypsies and The Exile of St.
written in 1837, 1838, in
Helena,' must have been
Verse Prize of
competition for the Oxford English
those years.
They were, however, not successful,
as in 1837 the prize poem was by A. P. Stanley,
scholar of Balliol, afterwards Dean of Westminster;
and in 1838 by Joseph Henry Dart, Commoner of
Exeter, afterwards a Bencher of Lincoln's Inn. In

NOTES ON BOOKS,
The Life of Richard Stale.
2 vols.

MR

the fervour of admiration for the literature of the
previous century was at its height there was some tendency to disparage the work of the eighteenth century,
which, indeed, as regards imaginative and poetic literature, does not shine very resplendently. Juster views
now prevail, and to-day is rather hurriedly and feverishly
making amends for yesterday. Mr. Aitken's is one of
those exhaustive biographies which we should gladly
have seen appear in connexion with an annotated edition
of Steele's works. Such edition is, however, scarcely to

phanta.'
In Friendship's Offering,' 1843, "The Broken
Chain, concluded from last year's volume, by J. R.,
Ch. Ch. Oxford," occupies pp. 61-85 ; and in the
'
same work for 1844 there are The Battle of Monte'
Walk in Chanotte,' by J. R., at pp. 59-69 ;

be hoped.

A

mouni,' by J. R., at pp. 141-144, with an engraving
W. E. BUCKLEY.
after a drawing by J. R.

MARGARET STMCOTT OR ELEANOR
th

GWTNN

tradition to the effect that
"
the former was the genuine name of "pretty Nelly
is mentioned in Doran's 'Their Majesties' Servants,' ed.

Lowe,

i.

URBAN.

91.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED
69).

th

(7

S. viii.

He

never sold the truth to serve the hour,
Nor paltered with Eternal God for power.
From Tennyson's Ode on the Death of the Duke of
R. HUDSON.
Wellington.'
'

(7'h S. viii. 230.)

The

verse quoted by B. H. D.
one of Watts's ' Hymns,' bk. i.
of which is as follows

is

no doubt altered from

hymn

88, the first verse

:

the time to serve the Lord,
The time to ensure the great reward ;
And while the lamp holds out to burn,
The vilest sinner may return.
H. E. WILKINSON.

Life

is

as life its term extends
Hope's blest dominion never ends ;
For while the lamp holds on to burn,

As long

The

greatest sinner

may

return.

the beginning of the fifteenth paraphrase of the
Church of Scotland.' The passage
The
of Scripture paraphrased is Eccl. ix. 4, 5, 6, 10.
A. G. REID.
author is Dr. Isaac Watts.

This

is

'Collection of the

(7

lh

S. viii. 249.)

beautiful linesill to loose the bands that

The
It

's

God decreed

to bind,

Though profoundly interesting as a figure,
Steele exists as a writer on the strength of a few essays
and letters. His literary bagrgage is too cumbrous to be
Interest in his political pamphlets is not very
carried.
widely diffused, and even his writings on theatrical subjects, those in the Taller excepted, have no great claim
selection from his works is
upon the general reader.
not desirable, and a collection we are not likely to get.
We are thus driven to treating Mr. Aitken's work as
what it is, and not what it might have been a course
not without its advantages. Imprimis, then ; it is a good
book, a piece of sound and conscientious scholarship, and

A

A

S. viii. 287).

A. Aitken.

(Isbister.)

AITKEN'S 'Life of Richard Steele' is an important
contribution to our knowledge of the early part of the
last century.
Slowly the present century is awaking
to the value of the bequest made it by the last.
While

the following year, 1839, the prize was awarded to
Mr. Buskin, the subject being Salvette and Ele-

(7

fca

By George

&c

quoted by S. A., and which are new to me, appear,
both from their subject and their rhythm, to be part ol
the song quoted by Richie Moniplies in the thirty-first
'
chapter ot The Fortunes cf Nigel ';
It 's hame, and it 's hame, and it 's hame we fain would be
Though the cloud is in the lift and the wind is on the lea
For the sun through the mirk blinks blithe on mine e'e
" I '11 shine on
Says,
ye yet in your ain countrie !"
;
'

;

intelligibly and sympathetically written account of a
curious life. Further information upon Steele's career
as a manager, upon the causes that led to the unprecedented interference with his possession of the patent of
Drury Lane Theatre, and his relations with his joint
managers, might be desired, and the index is far from
Still the work ia
fulfilling all modern requirements.
shapely, and the various facets of a many-sided mind are
held up conscientiously to the light. On many points of
importance a flood of light is cast by the new materials
Mr. Aitken has collected. Particulars as to Steele's first
marriage to Mary Stretch, now for the first time supplied, and very curious and interesting facts concerning
Mary Scurlock, his second wife, and the H. 0., whom
she calls "yt wretched impudence," are brought to lights.
Mary Scurlock herself appears in a light even less
attractive than that in which she has generally been
seen, and a curious picture of the familiarities permitted
by a decently behaved young woman is afforded. Apropos
to Mr. Swinburne's claim to assign to Conereve Steele's
immortal compliment to Lady Elizabeth Hastings and
the entire authorship of No. 49 in the Taller. Mr. Aitken
shares the doubt expressed in ' N. & Q.' whether Con-

an

greve wrote even No. 42.

The 'Life of Steele' consists practically of a record of
his difficulties, his shifts to obtain money, his successes,
which were numerous, and his coaxings and apologies tohis wife. Concerning Lady Price Mr. Aitken finds it
"
Sometimes she appears
difficult to make up his mind.

Her
have been penurious, sometimes extravagant
letters were sometimes very angry, sometimes tenIf we had more of these we could perhaps form a
Not the first is he who
clearer estimate of the writer."
could not quite understand her ladyship. Steele himself
had a perhaps deservedly difficult task to keep her in
order, A further insight into a book we have read with
to

own
der.
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much

useful contribution to the topography of New York and
to subjects illustrating its history.
There are acknowledged inaccuracies, which will probably be rectified
do not underthrough the publication of this index.

cellent portraits.

is meant by
Waterworks Money," of
facsimiles are said to be given in the ' Manual.'
mean tokens issued by an early waterworks

It deserves to b
pleasure we cannot afford.
generally studied and warmly appreciated, and must o
necessity reet upon the shelves of all students of thi
eighteenth century. It is well got up, and has some ex

Royal Historical and Archceologica
Vol. IX. Parts I. and II.
Association of Ireland.
Fourth Series, Nos. 78 and 79. (Dublin, Hodges &

The Journal of

the

Figgis; London, Williams & Norgate.)
these numbers, covering the period from January
to July of the current year, the valuable society so long
and so well known to archseologists as the Kilkenny
Archaeological Society may be said to begin a new
The rise in life
literary as well as corporate existence.
to which the president, Lord James Butler, pointedly
referred in his brief address from the chair at the first
general meeting under the new title, if taken, as the president urged it should be, as making the society's motto
"Excelsior," will be hailed with pleasure by antiquaries
on both sides of St. George's Channel. In the specimens

WITH

of the society's current work which are now before us
we are glad to note much that is of good augury for the
future of the new corporate body. Mr. T. Johnston
Westropp's History of Ennis Abbey, 1240-1693,' with
illustrations, is valuable as a record of the little-known
post-Reformation history of Irish religious houses. In
the ' Notices of the Manor of St. Sepulchre, Dublin, in
the Fourteenth Century,' by Mr. James Mills, of the
Public Record Office, Dublin, which is running through
the parts of vol. ix., we have much matter of interest
We note a Skarlet, for instance, as
to the genealogist.
"
one of the " former tenants named in the survey of the
now
manor
being printed, which is from a copy taken
in 1531 of a rental of 5 Ric. II., 1382, made by the
This evidence of Scarletts in
seneschal and a jury.
Ireland may possibly be new to some of our correspondents who are interested in the name. Mr. P. J.
Lynch contributes architectural plans and sketches of
'
Kilelton Church, near Kilgobbin,' arising out of some
Hickson's interesting Notes on Kerry
passages in Miss
'
Topography in part ii. The two articles should be
read together, and cannot fail to set before the reader
a vivid picture of bygone days, when these venerable
boat-shaped roofed oratories, the earliest existing
churches in Northern Europe, saw a Brandan and a
Columba worship within their humble walla.
'

We

stand what

A

Journal relating to the History and
New York.
Edited by W. W.
Antiquities of New York City.
Vol. I. No. I. August. (New York, Pasko.)
THE summer of this year has seen the birth of a new
Pasko.

of the antiperiodical, to be devoted to the illustration
"
"
Empire
City of the
quities as well as the history of the
"
United States. The word "antiquities in such a connotation must be taken rather broadly. But that there
much which is quaint and curious relating to the early
days of New York, under Dutch and English rule,
awaiting the enterprise of such workers as Mr. Pasko,
the first number of his periodical sufficiently shows. It
is curious to find the desire of a colonial governor for a
European reputation helping to introduce the printingpress into New York. To the ambition of his Excellency
Col. Fletcher, the "Great Swift Arrow" of the Indians,
is

he was constantly surprising, Mr. Pasko, in his
Notes on the History of
interesting opening article,
Printing in New York,' seems clearly to trace this gift
to future generations yet undreamed of, throughout a
Union yet to be established. Most curiously, this first
American printer, introduced by a soldier governor into

whom

'

the

New

World, was a Quaker, William Bradford, a
The Index to the Engravings in
commenced in No. 1, will be a

Leicestershire man.
Valentine's Manual,'

'

which
Can it
company
1

?

Mr. Pasko may be congratulated on having conceived
a scheme which promises to be useful to the historian
and antiquary on both sides of the Atlantic.

The Ethics of Art. Two
E. C. Robins, F.S.A.
(Whittaker &

The Temple of Solomon.
Lectures.

By

Co.)

MR. ROBINS tells us a great deal about King Solomon's
temple, and makes various quotations from the Bible
and Josephus. We own that our ideas on the Temple of
Solomon are somewhat misty and vague, and, so far as
we are able to tell, Mr. Robins ia as likely to be right
as any one else who has written on the subject. We
much prefer his lecture on The Ethics of Art,' and
'

are sorry that

occupies such a small part of the

it

volume.

READERS of Le Livre learn with surprise that in its
present shape it will cease with the close of the year.
Ten years will then have elapsed, and twenty goodly
volumes, to the merits of which we have drawn attention,
will remain a bibliographical treasure.
In a different
shape, and with many new and attractive features, and
still under the management of M. Octave Uzanne, it will
appear next year. To these changes we hope to draw
attention.
The October number has a continuation of
the very interesting correspondence of Casanova, and a
portrait of Edgar Allan Poe.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and

'

Old

'

ddress of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
>r
reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address aa he wishes to
,ppear.
;o

Correspondents

who repeat

queries are requested

head the second communication "Duplicate."

AN OLD READER.!.

("Davilla's

'Civil

Wars

of

France,' 1647.") This translation is by Sir C. Cottrell
and William Aylesbury. It is in very little request,
and has no pecuniary value. 2. (' Practice of Piety.')
See Sir
This is by Lewis Bailey, Bishop of Bangor.
'

Egerton Brydges's Restituta,'

ii.

246.

H. ("Village Superstition "J. The idea that
me cannot die upon feathers is fully discussed 6 td S. iii.
J. P.

.65,

339, 356, 418

;

iv.

236

;

v. 55, 196.

CONSERVATIVE (" Works of Peter Pindar "). These
John Wolcott, M.D.
CORRIGENDA. P. 295, col. 2, 1. 22, for "not" read
"
hat; p. 296, col. 1, 1. 25, for Niddert" read Mildert.
NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Advertisements and
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'"
"
"
at the Office, 22,
The Publisher
business Letters to
book's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
are by

o this rule

we can make no

exception.
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'

8.

:
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Age
The

'

9.

Notices to Correspondents.
10.
11.

flotesf.

13.

known

to folk-lorists that analogues of
'
The House that Jack built and The Old
'
and the Crooked Sixpence exist in nearly all parts
is

well

Woman

'

14.
15.

Popular Tales and Fictions,'
vol. i. pp. 289-313, will be found a goodly number,
from the Hebrew, the Norse, the Gaelic, the PanI have met with
jdbf, &c.; and two others, which
since that work was published, are, I think, well
of the world.

In

my

*

in
worthy of being enshrined
'

*

N.

&

the

French and

title

foreign, but chiefly

his native province,*
"
"

Hola

which begins thus

Jean," dit

!

from Champagne,
:

le maitre,

Va m'

chasser la biquette,
Qui mang' tout not' raisin,
La bas, dans 1' grand jardin."

Jean part et ne r'vient pas,
Et n' chass' pas la biquette,
Qui mang' tout not' raisin,

La bas, dans 1' grand jardin.
" Hola 1' chien," dit le
maitre,
" Va m' mordre ce Jean-la,
!

Qui
*

'

n' chass'

in the big garden.

Hilloa

Dog," says the master,
me that Johnnie,
chases not the Nanny," &c.

Go

!

bite

The Dog goes and returns not,
Nor goes to bite Johnnie, &c.
"

Ho Whip," says the master,
" Go thrash me that
Doggie,
!

goes not to bite Johnnie," &c.

The Whip goes and returns not,
Nor goes to thrash Doggie, &c.
"

Ho

"

Go burn me

!

Fire," says the master,
that Whip there,

That goes not to thrash Doggie," &c.
The Fire goes and returns not,
Nor goea to burn the Whip, &c.
"

Ho

the

Water," says
master,
" Go drown
me that Fire," &c.
!

The Water goes and returns
" Ho
the

not, &c.

!

"
"

Ho

!

Go

sabre

Sword," says the master,
me that Ass there," &c.
The Sword goes and returns not, &c.
" Then 'tis
I," says the master,
" That thither
must bie me,"
And with a bound he is there.
So the Sword runs to sabre the Ass;
The Ass runs to drink the Water;
The Water runs to drown tbe Fire;
The Fire runs to burn the Whip ;

The Whip runs to beat the Dog ;
And the Dog runs to bite Johnnie
And Johnnie chases tbe Nanny

Q.'

of Biquette dans le Jardin,' M.
Charles Marelle, Professor of French Literature in
the University of Berlin, gives an interesting
'
'
parallel to our Old Woman and her Little Pig in
a small collection of oral variants of popular tales,

Under

"

Ass," says
master,
"Go drink me that Water," &c.
12. The Ass goes and returns not, &c.

CUMULATIVE NURSERY STORIES.
It

Johnnie goes and returns not,
Nor chases the Nanny,
That eats all our grapes

Who

'

of the Elizabethan
Rimmer's
beline

!

Who

329.

NOTES

:

" Hilloa
Johnnie," says the master,
" Go chase me the
Nanny,
That eats all our grapes
Down in the big garden."

"

John Newgate, 328-St. Augustine Memorial Gabelle
Genealogical" Taffy was a Welshman "Authors Wanted,

REPLIES

goes in English, leaving out the

it

Down

3.

'" Maud " Vindicated'

Dan ace

Visitation of Wilts

how

from preceding verses
THE NANNY-GOAT IN THE GARDEN.

321-Gibbon and the

:

is

lines repeated

CONTENT S. N
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That ate

;

the grapes,
the master shuts the garden.
all

And
The other version

from South Africa,* and

is

it

to be regretted that the translator did not reproduce somewhat of the simplicity of the original ;
is

students of comparative folk-lore do not like stories
done into fine language, for oral tales have little or
no scientific value when they are not given precisely
as the people tell them
:

THE JUDGMENT

One
tailor),

OF THE BABOON.
Mouse had torn the clotbes of Itkler (the
who then went to the Baboon, and accused the

day, the

Mouse with these words
" In
this manner I come
:

my

clotbes, but will not

to thee.
Tbe Mouse bas torn
know anything of it, and accuses

pas la biquette," &c.

AffenschwanZj&c., Variantes OralesdeContes PopuRecueillies par Charles
laires, Frangais et Etrangers.'
Marelle. Braunschweig, 1888.

* '
Reynard the Fox in South Africa ; or, Hottentot
Fables and Tales.' Chiefly translated from Original MSS.
in the Library of H.E. Sir George Grey, K.C.B., by
W. H. I. Bleek, Ph.D. London, 1864.
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the Cat; the Cat protests likewise her innocence, and
says the Dog must have done it ; but the Dog denies it
also, and declares the Wood has done it ; and the Wood
throws the blame on the Fire, and says the Fire did it ;
and the Fire says, ' I have not, the Water did it '; and the
Water says, 4 The Elephant tore the clothes '; and the
'
Elephant says, The Ant stung them.' Thus a dispute has
arisen among them. Therefore, I, Itkler, come to thee
with this proposition : Assemble the people, and try
them, in order that I may get satisfaction."
Thus he spake, and the Baboon assembled them for
trial. Then they made the same excuses which had before
been mentioned by Itkler, each one putting the blame upon
the other. So the Baboon did not see any way of punishing them eave through making them punish each other.
He therefore said: "Mouse, give Itkler satisfaction."
The Mouse, however, pleaded not guilty, and the Baboon
"
said,
Cat, bite the Mouse." She did so. He then put
the same question to the Cat, and when she exculpated
"
herself, the Baboon called to the Dog,
Here, bite the
Cat." In this manner he questioned them all, one after
the other, but they each denied the charge. Then he
addressed the following words to them, and said
"
Wood, beat the Dog ;
Fire, burn the Wood ;
Water, quench the Fire ;
Elephant, drink the Water ;
Ant, bite the Elephant in
the most tender parts."
They did BO ; and since that day they cannot any longer
agree with each other.
The Ant enters into the most
tender parts of the Elephant
:

and

The
The
The
The
The

And

bites

him

;

Elephant drinks the Water;
Water quenches the Fire ;
Fire burns the Wood ;

Wood beats the Dog;
Dog bites the Cat ;

(p.

the

s.

following in

vm.
the

OCT. 26,

m

second naee

69):-

" Nor would
any one now class Savonarola with tha
fanatic who consigned to the flames the
of
Alexandria because all knowledge worthy of
library
the name was contained in the Koran."

Mahommedan

Chap.

li.

p. 450, vol. vi. of

Gibbon's

"

Fall,' in

Decline and

Alexandrian Library,"
eight volumes,
contains a complete refutation of the assertion
of the reviewer, and is as applicable to the
present
moment, the writer, and his followers, as when Gibbon wrote, more than a century ago. Alexandria
was taken by the Saracens 640, and in 1240 this
story of the library came first into circulation, just
600 years after it was said to have happened. I
think the time has come when it should be definitively settled whether this story of Omar and
Omron, of the fact and saying, is true or false.
Gibbon, after giving the passage from the annals
of Abulpharagius, writes the following of it
:

" Has been
frequently transcribed, and every scholar
with pious indignation has deplored the irreparable
shipwreck of the learning, the arts, and the genius of
antiquity. For my part, I am strongly tempted to deny
both the fact and the consequences. The fact is, indeed,
marvellous. Read and wonder, says the historian himself.
*
(Abulpharagius wrote in Latin, Audi quid factum sit et
And the solitary report of a stranger who
mirare.')
wrote at the end of six hundred years on the confines of
Media is overbalanced by the silence of two annalists of
a more early date, both Christians, both natives of
Egypt,
and the most ancient of whom, the patriarch Eutychius,.
has amply described the conquest of Alexandria."
In a note Gibbon gives the name of the other
annalist, Elmacin, and continues
" The silence of
Abulfeda, Mertade, and a crowd of
Moslems is less conclusive, from their ignorance of
Christian literature."
:

the Cat bites the Mouse.
judgment Itkler got satisfaction, and
Through
addressed the Baboon in the following manner " Yes,
now I am content, since I have received satisfaction, and
with all my heart I thank thee, Baboon, because thou
hast exercised justice on my behalf and given me redress."
Then the Baboon said " From this day I will no longer
this

:

:

Gibbon says further in the text, the sentence
attributed to Omar is repugnant to all the dicta
of the Mahommedans as it was to their
deeds,,
and he

judgment.

There does not appear to be any reason to suppose that the Hottentots adapted this story from
some European version during recent times, nor is
it at all likely that they invented it
independently.
It is curious to observe that in the Hebrew
version,
the Norse story of ' How they brought Hairlock
'
our
own
tale
of
the
Old
Woman
home,'
nursery
and her Little Pig,' and the French and Hottentot
versions cited in the present note, a cat, a dog, a
stick, fire, water, &c. , play the same parts, which
hardly could have been merely fortuitous.

1

has

Villari,

[7*

praises

them

for their

encouragement of
have

literature, foreign to their own, which might
been lost had it not been preserved by them.

Not only have

I seen this answer of the caliph
Omron, the commander of the faithful,
as to what he should do with the books of the
library of Alexandria, repeated by the reviewer
and by many others, but I believe it is in all

Omar

to

the authorized books of education used in schools
and the universities, as I heard a young lady who
had come from a local examination at Oxford declare, and when I showed her the contradiction
in Gibbon, replied, he wrote under a bias against
Christianity. There is the law of evidence, whether
literary or legal and criminal, independent of all
W. A, CLOUSTON.
the opinions by which a writer may be influ233, Cambridge Street, Glasgow.
enced.
There is the same rule in historical
criticism, that if you cannot produce any conGIBBON AND THE ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY.
temporary evidence of an affirmative made by a
The Edinburgh Review of July, article 3, p. 68, person centuries after the event happened, and
Life and Times of Girolamo Savonarola,' by Prof find
nothing said by those who were bound by

7th s.
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and

their interests

their position to

have heard of Butte Close, Esshe Close. (Privy Seal

though negative, is superior to
the affirmative, which must necessarily fall to
In the course of 600 years, if any
the ground.
from first to last had said that such an event
liad been reported, but it was not true, there
would have been some foundation to build upon.
Gibbon makes more remarks on the subject, in
some of which he may be said to have been influenced by his well-known anti-Christian feeling.
He laughed at the books having supplied fuel
for six months to warm the water in the baths.
He said a library of valuable books had been
-destroyed by the patriarch of Alexandria, Theophilus, which were replaced by ecclesiastical
writers on disputed
of
Christian
questions
dogmas, and if they had been burnt they would
have been applied to a more useful purpose.
it,

this evidence,

Abulpharagius, who lived in the thirteenth
century of our era, was a Christian convert from
Judaism, and it might be said with some probability of him that he was urged by bias to publish
a story which he did not invent, but found in
circulation, and therefore he may be acquitted of
any pious fraud usual to writers in those ages,
according to Moshiem.
Much has been written lately in

N. & Q.' on
"
est veritas et prevalet," or
prevalebit."
Is not the above story an instance to the contrary,
c

"Magna
of which

"

may be said, Magna est falsitas
and " prevalebit " ?
W. J. BIRCH.

it

"

prevalet

et

TOPOGRAPHICAL NOTES.
(Continued from 7 th S. vii. 63.)
Abingdon. Eat Seynt Elynstret, to the west
St. Mary's house (domus) in the Church of St.

;

Ellen, to the south.

Le Bury,

in Sterte Street,

between the Almonry, on the north, and the kitchen of the Abbey, on the south. (Close Roll, 26
Hen. VI.).
Banbury. The shepe market; Wolhouse; Shottarfarbar; Northebarrestrete. (Patent Roll, 3 Edw.
Calues Close, rented at 20s. per
vii.)

VI., part

-annum

;

waie, 12s.

the narrowe close called the procession
the close called Cowles, 26s. ; two fish;

pooles and gardens, 10s. 8d. ; Litle Aynsame pasture, 41 ; Great Aynsame pasture, 51. (Close Roll,
2-3 Phil, et Mar., part ix.) St. John Streat, Hog-

market, le Bestemarket, Golbarestreat, Shepestrete;
Cothcoplane ; le Shambles in High-Strete. (Privy
Seal Bills, uncalendared, Feb., 15 Eliz.)
Beaconsfield

Bekenesfeld
Bekensfeld

:

Bekkonefeud (Close Roll, 1262)

1389).
Beconysfeld,
Barrettes Crofte, Normans,

(ibid.,

;

alias
Litle

Normans, Wadundevemede Crofte, prato vocato
Wadendeve. (Ibid., 2-3 Phil, et Mar., part iii.)
Beverley.
Inquisition on Robert Browne, who
died 28 April, 4-5 Phil, et Mar. Held the
Grey
Friars,

the

Cloyster Garth,

323

the ffratour garthe,

Bills,

June,

1 Eliz.)

Bodmin.
Creynekislane,
Lostwythielsfcret
wherein is the park called Popespark.
(Close
Roll, 12 Ric. II.)
Le Estgate, le Est strete, le Highstrete,
Cardiff.
le Southgate, Duckatrete, Werton Strete (wherein
is Cock's Tower) ; Churches of St. John and St.
Mary. (Patent Roll, 3 Edw. VI., part ii.)
Great Chesterford. The manor, of the value of
46. 7s. 3^<1, and the advowson, value 20 marks,
granted to Katherin?, Duchess of Norfolk, Feb.
18, 1433.
(Close Roll, 11 Hen. VI.)
Cirencester.
Henry VIII. granted to Roger
;

Basing, ar., the Monastery of Cirencester ; Spyringate or Spille Grange, Brodingham, Culverhey,
Shepehouse Close, Seconde Acre Close, Dunge
paters Close, le Almerie Grange, le Harles, le pastur' voc' le Downy lease et le Somer pasture, Pul-

hamsbarne, le Almerie Close, St. John's Mode,
Oliuers Shepehouse, Newe Close, Strotton Close,
Dole Meade Cliff, and Kingsmeade. (Privy Seal
Bills, Jan., 7 Eliz.)
The chapel vulgarly called La CrouColchester.
(Close Roll, 7 Ric. II.)
Coventry.
Smythesfordstrete, Parua Parkestrete,
Spounestrete, Crossechepyng, Gosefordestrete, the Erlestrete, the ffrerelane, Houndeslone;
an acre of pasture in Wodemulnehaye ; Bagodesmulne, the Erlesmulne (both water mills) ; Crowemulne ; messuage called La Draperie ; garden
called Erlesorchard ; le Westorcbard ; piece of
land called Dame Anneisfeld.
(Close Roll, 8
Edw. III.) Robert Winter, the Gunpowder Plot
conspirator, rode to Coventry on Nov. 4, 1605,
and stayed that night at the Bull Inn. (Gunpowder Plot Book, art. 47.)
Derby. Property bounded on the south by the

chirche.

land of the Abbot of St. Saviour, Bermondsey, on
the east by the market, and on the west by the
House of St. James of Derby. (Close Roll, 26
Hen. VI.) The Whitcrosse Field ; St. Leonard's
Field ; the walle feild. (Close Roll, 2-3 Phil, et
Mar., part

iii.)

John Byer of Dartford, co. Kent, ar.,
Dartford.
and Henry, his son and heir, have granted and sold
to Joan, widow of Thomas Eglesfeld, of Esteham,
co. Essex (in consideration of a marriage to be
solemnized between the said John and Joan), the
manor called Horsemanes or Brownes place, Dertford, Wellfeld, Highefeld, Buckden, Sandpyttes,
le Haske, on the south side of the King and
Queen's highway from Dertford to Dertford
Heathe ; Dertford Heathe, the Salte Marshe ; the
Inne called the Crowne in Dertford ; the meadows
called the Crown leas, at the Hythe in Dertford
a mesaforesaid; the croft called High felde
suage in High Street, a messuage in Uppstrete, a
;

messuage called the Sterr in Uppstrete.
Roll, 1-2 Phil, et Mar., part vi.)

(Close
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Dover.

Order to Bertrand de Cryoll, Constable

Dover Castle, to make a new wall in the new
tower, and make progress with the gate already
begun; and roof the houses inside the Castle which
have been unroofed by the wind. (Close Eoll, 36
Hen. III.) Mem., that on the Sunday before St.
Vincent, anno I (Jan. 21, 1308), in the King's
Chamber in St. Martin's Priory, John de Langeton,
Bishop of Chichester, delivered the Great Seal
and on the Monday following, in the early morn(Ibid.,
ing, the King removed to the Domus Dei.
I Edw. II.) The King has heard of defects in
of

the houses, walls, towers, churches, chapels, belltowers, halls, and other edifices of Dover Castle,
the windows and doors, the books, vestments, and
other ornaments of the churches and chapels aforesaid, also in arms, &c. The Abbot of St. Radegund
and the Master of the Domus Dei are appointed
to inspect these matters from time to time, and to

order necessary repairs and supplies.

Edw.

(Ibid.,

44

III.)

East Grinstead. John Drewe, of Estgrenested,
Sussex, son and heir of deceased Thomas Drew,
sells his reversion (after death of Alice, his mother)
co.

of the messuage called Estcotte, four parcels of

land called Homecrofte, Scrafax, ffowlysfelde, and
Wynteres, in the parish of Estgrenested, to James
Cottisforde of Cramebroke, co. Kent, clothier, for
2001 (Close Roll, 2-3 Phil, et Mar., part vi.)
Eton. College of the blessed Mary ; Lymecroft, in le Southfeld ; road from Eton to Le
Wyke. (Close Roll, 22 Hen. VI.)
Evesham. Long Street le Pott Lane to east ;
Brittans Street and Beanely Style to west ; Horse
Lane; Modies grounde. (Patent Roll, 19 Eliz.,
;

part vii.)
Exeter.
The parish of St. Satmole, outside the
East Gate. (Patent Roll, 3 Edw. VI., part iii.)
Tenement and garden in the parish of Holy
Trinity, between the tenement of John Howper on
the north, the lands of the Archdeacon of Exeter
on the east, those of the Dean and Chapter on the
south, and Southgate Street on the west ; now in

occupation of Gregory Jane, pewterer.

Two

tene-

ments in the parish of St. Sydwell, without the
East Gate, between the lands of ffulton Prediaux
on the east, the highway from the said gate to the
Chapel of St. Anne on the south, the tenement
sometime belonging to John Gye on the west, and
the lands of the Dean and Chapter on the north.
The King's
(Close Roll, 2-3 Phil, et Mar., part i.)
highway leading to Bounhey on the north, and the
Millestreame on the south and west lane leading
;

towards Howborne
Eliz., part vii.)

;

Parristreate (Patent Roll, 19

Grantham.

[7*

s.

vm.

Swynegate, alias

le
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Highe

Street.

(Patent Roll, 19 Eliz., part vii.)
Gravesend.
Tenement called le Cristofre ; garden called Dixygardyn
land of the Abbot of
;

(Close Roll, 23 Hen. VI.)
Weststrete,
wherein William Turner leaves a "placea" to his
wife Agnes, Feb. 8, 1464.
([bid., 6 Edw. IV.)

Tourhill.

HERMENTRUDF.
SIR HENRY NORTON, BART., CIRCA 1658-9.
The identity of this somewhat mysterious baronet
His name,
has, I believe, never been determined.
which appears in no known baronetage, is met with
occasionally in the State Papers of the period. He
was, moreover, elected M.P. for Petersfield in the
Parliament of Richard Cromwell in 1659, being
unseated by resolution of the House on March 22
of that year.
The fact of his existence and of his
baronetcy is thus sufficiently authenticated. It has
been suggested that he was connected with the
Nortons of Rotherfield, Hants, and a possible, but

unrecorded, successor to Sir Richard Norton, the
baronet, who died in 1 652, it is alleged, without male issue.
That, however, is disproved by
Sir Richard's will, for although the Rotherfield
baronetcy did not, as generally stated, become extinct with Sir Richard, his successor
whether a
son or a brother is not clear was a Sir John Norton, who survived until after 1685.
The difficulty as to the identity of Sir Henry
Norton is, I am disposed to believe, solved by the
following items from the 'Admission Register of
first

Gray's Inn,' recently published under the auspices
of Mr. Joseph Foster
:

1629, Aug. 3.

Sir Gregory

Norton of Hampden?,

Bucks, Knight.
1657/8,

March

10.

Sir

Henry Norton

of Richmond,

Surrey, Bart.

Unfortunately in neither case

is

the parentage

stated.

Sir Gregory Norton, afterwards the well-known
had been created a baronet of Ireland on
April 27, 1624, and is, therefore, incorrectly described as knight in the Gray's Inn Register. In
*
the Mystery of the Good Old Cause (1660), we
" he had Richmond
are told that
House, situate in
the Old Park, and much of the King's goods, for
an inconsiderable value." And in the Mercurius
Publicos of Thursday, June 28, 1 660, it is stated
regicide,

'

that on the preceding Saturday the House of Commons settled the manor of Richmond, with house

and materials, purchased by Sir Gregory Norton,
Bart., on the queen (Henrietta Maria), as part of
her jointure.
It is thus clear that at the time of his death the
regicide held the manor of Richmond. The precise
date of his decease is not known, but he was cer-

Framlingham. The manor of Little Framlingham, value 301. 13s. lid., and the advowson of
Framlingham, value 201, granted to Katherine, tainly dead
Duchess of Norfolk, Feb. 18, 1433.
(Close Roll, and is said
II Her. VI.)
that year.

in,

to

or shortly before, the year 1652,

have been buried at Richmond in

7*s.
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All have faded
All have gone

These known facts concerning the regicide
baronet, in conjunction with the description given
to Sir Henry Norton when admitted to Gray's Inn
"
as of Kichmond, Surrey," strongly suggest, if they
do not actually prove, that the latter was the son
of Sir Gregory, and succeeded him alike in baronetcy
and estate, which he legally held until the Restoration, when the post-mortem attainder of his father
There is, however
stripped him alike of both.
some reason for thinking that Sir Henry Norton hac
died just before the Bill of Attainder was passed.
correspondent in one of the early volumes o

Well I know

my breast returneth
Changeless faith, and grateful truth ;
I know my heart's flame burneth
With the oil that fed its youth.
Still, beneath the churchyard willow,
Gazing on each sodded heap,
I would ask a quiet pillow,
With the long and dreamless sleep ;
Well

st

strongly

Paul's, Covent Garden, co. Middlesex, baronet."
This difference in name may be, as
stated, an error

in transcribing, any

how

it is

perplexing.

Assum-

ing the identity of the testator with the regicide,
the so-called " disobedience " of his son
Henry was
possibly no more than disapproval of his father's

extreme anti-royalisra.

W. D.

have perished

Well I know that some beside me
Fondly strive to soothe and cheer;
And that, let what may betide me,
They will hold me near and dear.

& Q.' (1 S. ii. 250) quotes what is presumed
to be the will of Sir Gregory Norton, and which
corroborates the foregoing conclusion.
This document is dated March 12, 1651, and was
proved by the relict, Dame Mariha Norton, Sept. 24
1652.
In it the testator states that his land at
Penn, co. Bucks, was mortgaged, mentions his disobedient son "Henry Norton," and desires his
burial may be at Richmond, co. Surrey.
This
will agrees with all that we know of the regicide
;
but, unfortunately, the testator styles himself not
Sir Gregory, but Sir Richard
Norton, "of St.

all

for ever gone ;
beloved, and visions cherished,
All have vanished one by one.

Forms

A

*N.
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Where no sculptured pomp above me
Shall extol with praise and fame,
But where those will come who love me,
Just to sigh and breathe my name.

May

her dying wish be realized

Bury

!

WM. FRBELOVE.
St.

Edmunds.

LEXICON PUNS.

th

(See "7 S. vii. 427, 4*76 ; viii.
Beside the " figment" pun from Liddell and
*
Scott it may be worth while to preserve in N. & Q.'
a note of another, which I take from Pall Mall
Gazette of July 9
" In Sect. 8 of Monro's ' Homeric Grammar
occurs,
Xovo/iai (I wash myself, but this is rare),' believed to
be the only light touch with which the Provost of Oriel
has deepened the gloom of that melancholy work."
15.)

:

'

PINK.

B. HUDSON.

Leigh, Lancashire.

Lapworth.

ELIZA COOK.
I have noticed in various
periodicals a disposition to undervalue the poems
of the late Eliza Cook, and to write
disparagingly
of her.
In her
she was the Poetess of the
day

People, and her poems in the Weekly Dispatch were
looked forward to as much as the political articles of
"Publicola." I do not overlook Miss

Jewsbury,

Mrs. Hemans, Miss Brown, or L. E. L. Her
poem
The Song of Old Time ' is one of the finest
|
lyrics
in the English
language; and who can read the following touching lines without emotion ? They were
written during a serious
illness, and in the prospect
of death
:

beneath the churchyard willow.
Where the latest sunbeams come,
would gladly seek a pillow,
Sleeping in my last, sweet home.
For health's ebbing tide has left me
On a stark and dreary shore ;
Year by year has time bereft me
Of what time can ne'er restore.
Still,

I

Friends, whom once I lov'd to reckon
Give no more the clasping hand.
Cold in dust, they can but beckon
To another, better land.
Hopes as vivid as the tinting
Of the April rainbow light,
Thoughts as tender as the glinting
Of the first, pale star of
night
'

JOHN DORT.

In Cotgrave there are three expres-

sions, doree, dorade, and poisson S. Pierre, all of
which seem to John Dory (formerly doree,* and

=

derived from doree}. But in France at the present
time I do not know that doree is used, and Littr6

seems to speak of it as old, though Gasc, who is
I
generally very correct, gives it as still in use.
lave myself repeatedly heard dorade used in France,
and can state from my own experience that the fish
o called is really John Dory ; and at the Cafe*
iloyal in Eegent Street, which is managed by
French people, the word used is always 8. Pierre
without poisson). At all events, whether doree is
three extill used in France or not,
Cotgraye's

cessions are

wn

original

Sydenham

all still in existence, either in their

form or in another.

F.

CHANCE.

Hill.

ARCHDOLTES : FOOLESOPHERS. These words,
which, so far as I have been able to examine, are
>oth non-lexical, occur in the same sentence in Sir
Thomas Challoner's translation of Erasmus's * The
'raise of Folly': "Suche men therfore that in
.eede are archedoltes and woulde be taken yet for
ages and philosophers, maye I not aptely calle
* In

Cotgrave and Sherwood the word seems to be
Is this a misprint

ritten doree.
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theim foolesophers
page 1569, p. 5

?

"

(Lond., 1649, but in last
less archaic spelling in
rect.) The original (Argent.,

with

;

Lond., 1577, sig. B 1,
1511) has nopoo-6<j>ov<s
"

for

(sic),

foolesophers.
"

(L.
foolishly wise, a sapient ass
Mto/oocro(os,
and S.), occurs in Lucian, ' Alex.,' 40. Has not
Joolosophers lately been put into the mouth of
Kobert, the head waiter, by a facetious contempo-

:

'

'

'

thoughtful or contemplative, but anxious, full of cares,
marking."

That Milton in the title of his poem should have
blundered seemed to me so incredible that I referred to a French-Italian dictionary contemporary
with its publication, viz., that of which the " derniere edition " was published by Chouet at Geneva
in 1644, and was rewarded with the following:
"Pensif, penseroso, che pensa. Pourquoy estesvous si pensif, perche state voi cosi penseroso. II
tst tout pensif, Egli & tutto penseroso."

W.
46,

o. 26, w.

VIIL

of explaining its derivation; and I, having been so
deservedly sat upon by PROF. SKEAT for my ignorance about oandurth, will not affect to have even
"the ghost of a glimpse of a notion" as to what
the derivation may be. But there are some in the

Midland Counties who would be glad

know.
A. J. M.

to

EXECUTION OF CHARLES
from a

tract

PENSEROSO. Mark Pattison, in his
"
<" English Men of Letters series), says
" To the
poems of the Horton period belong also the
two pieces L' Allegro and II Penseroso,' and Lycidas."
He was probably in the early stage of acquiring the language when he superscribed the two first poems' with
their Italian titles. For there is no such word as penseroso,' the adjective formed from 'pensiero' being
*
Even had the word been written correctly,
pensieroso.'
its signification is not that which Milton intended, viz.,
'

a

The following exI.
letter, dated London, January 30,
and
written
'Milton' 1648,
by one who seems to have been
an eye-witness, may interest, although containing

ED. MARSHALL.

rary?

[7*

H. DAVID.

Cambridge Road, Battersea Park.

nothing that is not well known
" All e news I can
eende you is, that y e Kinge was bey
headed this day before Whitehall Gate itt much dise
contents y Citizens, y e manner of his deportment was
very resolutely with some smiling countenances, intimating his willingness to be out of his troubles he made
no speech to y e people, but to those upon y e stage with
him, expressing that they murdered him y e Bishop of
London was with him upon the stage when he mayde
:

:

;

;

;

himselfe ready for the blocke, he first pulled off hishatte
and gave it to y e Bishop, then his cloak, and bis doublett
to two others, and hys George he gave to y e Bishop,
which y e Parliament hath sent for, and after his death
proclamation was made, that none should be proclaimed
Kinge of Englande butt with the Parliament's consent."

A. E.
13,

WELBY.

Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.

CHEKEY.

th S.
(See 7

A controversy,

36.)

vi.

arising

267, 453, 498 ; vii.
from DR. MURRAY'S

request for instances of the use of this cant word
before 1840, was left undecided owing to a doubt
as to whether a trace of its use could be discovered

LITERARY PLAGIARISM.
N. & Q,' I know, in the sixteenth century. In the injunctions of
finds room for the discovery of literary plagiarisms
King Edward VI. to the capitular bodies of the
and coincidences. I have come across the follow- cathedrals, in 1547, they are forbidden to " use any
C

ing rather interesting one, which may not yet have
been placed on record. Mr. Andrew Lang, in his
'
charming little volume Letters on Literature,' has
an essay on John Hamilton Reynolds entitled '
Friend of Keats,' wherein he quotes Reynolds's
With unerring [taste Mr. Lang gives us
poetry.
some of the best of it. Among the extracts is a
stanza from ' The Romance of Life,' in which occurs

wanton, filthie, cheJcyng, scornefull, or taunting
"
wordes (clause 9). This should be decisive.
J.

A

We must

And

In Marston's

WENTWORTH HUYSHE.
BARRA.
in

This word, so spelt by

common use,

A

may

as I

my informant, is
am assured, among the working

classes of Birmingham. It is a
substantive, equivalent in meaning to the impersonal verb "it suits."
"
"
Thus it 's just my barm is said to mean " it just
suits me."
Local
is
to the task

philology

unequal

be addressed to them direct

CHRISTMAS COMEDY.

Lost,'

V.

ii.,

Biron says

In 'Love's Labour's

:

Here was a consent,
(Knowing aforehand of our merriment,)
To dash it like a Christmas comedy.

'Antonio and Mellida,' second

part, 1602, Act I. sc. i., is the following :
For see, the dapple grey coursers of the morn
Beat up the light with their bright silver hooves,
And chase it through the sky.

request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

She would earthward stray
linger with her shepherd love, until
The hooves of the steeds that bear the car of day
Struck silver light in the east.

H. ROUND.

I presume, though I do not feel certain about it,
that by a Christmas comedy is meant an amateur
play of the Quince and Bottom order, most com'
monly on a Biblical subject, such as is not entirely
extinct among Christmas institutions even at the
But what was the operation of
present day.
"
dashing," apparently spoken of as if it were a
regular part of the proceedings ? Was it a standing practical joke with the great folk of the hall,
to

show

their

good breeding by bamboozling or

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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making fun

of the actors,

and generally upsetting

In accepting the performance of Pyramus, Theseus uttered a truly gentle and becoming
sentiment
the play

?

:

I will hear that play:
For never anything can be amiss,
When simpleness and duty tender it.
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T. CECILL, ENGRAVER.
I have a copy of the
Bishop of Hereford's 'Annals of England,' translated by Morgan Godwin, 1630, with portraits of
Henry VIII, Edward VI., and Queen Mary. The
portrait of King Henry was engraved by T. Cecill
r T. Cecill, sculp."). I can find no account of

Cecill as engraver.
Perhaps some of your correBut woeful indeed is the falling off from this as the
spondents will be able to state. Also, is this a
The rude running commentary scarce book ?
play proceeds.
X, Y.
kept up by Theseus himself, Lysander, Demetrius,
and the very impatient Hippolyta, would go very
DUTCH REFUGEES. Moranf, in his History of
'

"
near to " dashing

it

in the approved

(?)

fashion.

However, unless my first surmise be correct, my
second must fall to the ground. Perhaps some one
may be able to throw further light on the question.
The matter is not, I think, self-evident, and a
line or two of annotation would scarcely be thrown
away. Yet, as often happens, I cannot find that
a single commentator has a word to say upon it.
0. B, MOUNT.

Can any of your readers inform
the origin and derivation of the mili"
T. B.
tary term
overslaugh" ?
OVERSLAUGH.

me what

is

where there
They came from Sandwich
were about 200 more." Can any one give me the
names of the heads of the eleven households, and
inform me how to set about compiling the names
of all the Dutch refugees that fled from the perseI know the volume of the Cam?
den Society's publications which deals with Pro-

cutions of Alva

testant refugees 1618-88.
be of service to me.

This

is,

A

printed at Derby by Thomas Richardson, is bound
in red leather, with a divided brass clasp, when
unfastened, opening the several covers.
By opening the front cover we get at the book ; by opening the other we discover a snuff-box, lined with
thin brass. There is no date, but the style of
printing and binding would seem to point to the
J. 0. J.
beginning of this century.

BAIRD'S 'MEMOIRS or THE DUFFS' are mentioned in the notice of the Earls of Fife by W.

TURNPIKE. Was there ever a turnpike at Albert
Gate ] I do not refer to the turnpike at Hyde
Park Corner, which I know was removed in 1825.
R.
CHILD'S COT ON

F.

A FUNERAL MONUMENT.

On a-

monument

in Doveridge Church, Derbyshire, the
youngest child of the deceased is represented comThis being a
fortably tucked up in its little cot.
novel feature to myself, I would be glad to hear of
The monument is of the sevenother examples.
teenth century, and was erected to a Davenport of
Cheshire, and the elder children are all kneeling.
The cot has a hood, and shows traces of its ornamental character, and is doubtless such as would

Cramond (Genealogist, new series, vol. iii. p. 205).
Where can I refer to a copy ? I have not found
one in the British Museum, London Library, or be used at the
Water Orton.
Bodleian.

of course, too

VAN.

late to

SONG- BOOK AND SNTJFF-BOX COMBINED. Is the
following an ordinary thing ? It is new to me.
small book, comic and English song-book,

1

Essex,' vol. i. pp. 75-6, quoting a political letter
on the subject of the Dutch refugees at Colchester,
temp. 1577, says there were "about eleven households to the number of 50 persons small and great.

period.

J.

BAGNALL.

N. R.

SEETHING LANE. Can any of your contributors
kindly give any account of derivation, origin, and
meaning of the above? In an indenture of 1603 it
is called Sydon Lane ; in one of 1694 it is named
said to marry, April 25, 1758, John Preston, of
S. V. H.
In Burke's 'Commoners,' Sidon, alias Seething Lane.
Bellinter, co. Meath.
vol. ii. p. 605, Mary, daughter of Collector Smith,
[Seething Lane was originally called Sidon Lane, coralso calls it Seeding
of Limerick
James
in Burke's rupted into Sything Lane. Stow

JAMES SMYTH, COLLECTOR, OF DUBLIN (AND
OF LIMERICK), In Archdale's 'Irish Peerage/
vol. ii. p. 386 n, James Smyth's daughter Mary is
?

(called

'

Smyth

Peerage '), is also said to marry Darby O'Grady,
whose eldest son was created Viscount Guillamore
in 1831.
Can any of your readers assign Mrs.
O'Grady's correct place in the

Smyth

pedigree

?

TRUTH.

ANNA CHAMBERLATNE. Can any one kindly
inform me if a portrait exists of this lady, who
fought in man's clothes in an action against the
French fleet in 1662, and lies buried in the parish
church at Chelsea ?
R. HOLDEN.
United Service Institution.

Lane.]

GRAEFTE. I have before me a photograph from
a painting signed " Graefte," representing Beethoven playing the piano to an audience composed

men; one, on the right hand of the plate,
representing a man in full court costume, with
breeches and silk stockings; two others on the left
hand, representing, apparently, military men in
long boots ; and the fourth in the background. All
I should be
are listening with rapt attention.
'
very much obliged to any N. & Q.'-ite who could
of four
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help me to the date (approximately) of the painting (when did Graefte live ?), and to identify the
In all probability one of the latter is
listeners.
some member of the Austrian royal family.
T.

[7*

s.

vm. GOT. 26

,

tion regarding Mrs. Carey herself, her connexion
with the duke, and her home at Fulham, would be

much

valued.

Kindly reply

direct.

CHARLES JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.

ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

Budleigh Salterton.

A

EARLY CHURCH IN DOVER.
friend tells me
of a church in or near Dover
which, he says, was
built in the year 157 A.D.
Is there any reason for
believing the story and date? There is an old
legend of a church built by Joseph of Arimathea,
but that is in Scotland. I do not believe in that
well-to-do Hebrew coming to Scotland ; but no

one says he came to England. What man of Kent
or Kentish man could have indulged in church
building in the year 157 A.D.? Is the whole thing
a newly-invented myth ?
A. H. CHRISTIE.
[Surely Christianity at this period had not yet been

preached in England

!]

A. WHITEHEAD. This name occurs amongst
the names of the contributors to the
Monthly Repository and Review of Theology and General Literature, new series, edited by Leigh Hunt and
E. H. Home, 1827 to 1837.
Who was he, and
what did he write ?
ALPHA.

PLAYS BEFORE THE RESTORATION. Is there
any catalogue of the printed plays existing in our
If
tongue previous to the Restoration, 1660?
there be, it would be doing a service if some reader
of *N. & Q.' would draw our attention to it.

ANON.

VISITATION OF WILTS, 1533. Will some reader
tell me whether the Visitation of Arms by
Thomas Benalt, Clarencieux 1533, which exists at
Heralds' College, has been published ; or how a
copy of a pedigree given in it can be obtained ?

kindly

E.

W.

B.

DANACE.

Is there any assignable reason why
Charon's fee at the Styx ferry should have been

the &Wa/o?, a Persian coin of a value somewhat
greater than an obolus ? I imagined that the Charon
myth came to the Greeks from Egypt. From
this one might infer that they got it from Chaldea.
The derivation of the word is sometimes given as
8dvo<s, a gift, and sometimes from Savos, dry, so
But neither etymon illustrates
corpse or skeleton.
my point. Danet, in his scholarly 'Dictionary,'
says rois Savaois, i.e., of the dead, and that it
was an obolus, or penny farthing. But this helps
All admit it to be a foreign coin, and
nothing.
some say Persian. Hesychius tells us that it was
vo/uo/jarioV TI papfiapiKov, and was more than
an obolus. Stackelberg (Smith's * Diet. Antiq. ')
says that in a grave opened at Same, in Cephallenia, a coin was found between the teeth of the
corpse.
Unfortunately there was no Person there
to say what coin.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

'

[Langbaine, the Biographia Dramatica,' and Halliwell, the latter two especially, give a list of all known
plays, but do not confine themselves to the pre-Restoration drama.]

PHILIP LAMBERT and family, some time in
the seventeenth century
(probably in the early
part) removed from east Kent to the south of Ireland. Any information
respecting the above would
be thankfully received by
p. LAMBERT.
Sussex House, Sandgate, Kent.

WRITER TO THE
persons

SIGNET. -Is there any

who have held

this office

list

of

?

M.B.Cantab.

MRS. CAREY AND THE DUKE OF YORK.
in his Memoirs of
George IV.,' states
'

Huish,

that the
"
king's brother kept a Mrs. Carey at a
beautiful
cottage at Fulham." This was Fulham Lodge, afterwards famous as the residence of Dr. W. T.

Brande,
D.C.L., F.R.S. Under the auspices of Mrs. Carey
a public office was
opened in the City, where commissions in the army were offered to
persons at reduced rates. Mrs. Carey's " clerks,"
says Huish,
were also employed " to
dispose of places in every
of
church and state." Could any reader
department
kindly give me (or refer me to) any details of these
alleged disreputable transactions?

Any

informa-

"

' "
MAUD VINDICATED.' I should like to know
where the essay entitled 'Tennyson's "Maud"
'
Vindicated,' and the volume of Tennyson's Enid;
or, the True and the False,' can be found.

UNDERGRAD.

JOHN NEWGATE OR NEWDIGATE was

in Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1634. He was born in 1580 in
Southwark, near London Bridge. He came to this
country with his third wife, Ann, and their children.
This wife had been previously married, first to
Hunt, secondly to
Draper. Their daughter
Hannah married Mr. Simon Lynde, a wealthy merchant of Boston, son of Enoch Lynde, a shipping
merchant of London, of the Dutch Van der Linden
family, whose wife was Elizabeth, great-greatgranddaughter of Sir John Digby, of Eye, Kettleby,

and Lincolnshire.
John Newgate is believed to have been a son of
Philip Newgate, of Horningsheatb, co. Suffolk.
In an early will, dated 1665, John Newgate gives
a legacy to his wife's sister, who had married William Newgate, his uncle's son, living in London.

Who

was his wife ?
In a pedigree of the Lynde family, prepared by
Chief Justice Benjamin Lynde, second grandson of
Simon and Hannah (Newgate) Lynde, copied from

7"- S.

VIII. GOT. 26,
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an earlier paper, in mentioning his grandfather
"
John Newgate, he adds, see arms in margent."
What arms did John Newgate, or Newdigate, bear ?
Did he descend from the same ancestry as the
Newdigates of county Surrey and Warwickshire,
or any of the heraldic families of that name now
existing in

England

Newdigate,

Newgate,

"

of

c/cAei/'e

ST.

MEMORIAL.

A

Man

of

God

(Cotmanfield).

Why

this last

[This query
'

first

8'

eya> SO>/A' iKopvjv'

Ta<ios kv Aex et>
Tavpov Se /x.api/'as ocrreov,
Is Kpara raySpos eyKporw.
A. 0.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED,
La

vie est

Et puis

Et puis

The Marquess of Dufferin and
reported to have been willing to conciliate
local prejudice at Belfast by referring to the
"native strain " represented in his blood. Perhaps the marquess is no ethnologist, for I cannot
trace his authority.
His own family, the Blackwoods, are from Fifeshire.
Subsequent intermarriages introduce Hamilton, Temple, Sheridan,
which names do not rank as native Erse; for
Sheridan, see Sherenden, quasi Surrenden, in

bon

Could love have saved,

soir

!

JAMES HOOPER.
he had not died.
HERMIONE,
ia

premeditated

poverty."

As wearied pilgrims once possest
Of longed-for lodging, go to rest,
So I, now having rid my way,
Fix here

What

is

my

buttoned staff and stay.

meant by " buttoned

staff"

]

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
Haste,

Will any one tell me in what year
the objectionable tax on salt was imposed in
France ?
LAELIUS.

!

;

" A rent
any one may have, but a darn

appeared in the Graphic for Nov. 15,

GABELLE.

bonjour

vie est vaiue

Un peu d'espoir,
Un peu de haine,

?

1884.3

brSve;

Un peu d'amour,
Un peu de reve,

noble

TENAX.

KAeTTT^s Trdvv'

f^ov fjio\(av,

e/cetro

memorial cross has recently been raised by Earl
Granville at St. Ebb's Fleet, near Minster, to mark
the meeting-place of St. Augustine with King
Ethelbert in the year A.D. 596.
The memorial
has been appropriately erected in a secluded part
of the Isle of Thanet, where memories of the saint
are embalmed in such local names as St. Augustine's Well, St. Augustine's Oak, the Field of the

yap

ravptiov Kpeas'

Ta(f>iov

La

AUGUSTINE

fv OuaAAios*

TroTrot,

es OIKUXV

Connecticut, U.S.

THE

inter-

:

TIS

Ta^ios
dAA, eJ

London, mer-

brother Sir John Lewi?,
chant." He makes his
of Ledston, in the countie of York," one of the
What is known of Sir John
overseers of his will.
Lewis and his son, Sir John Lewis, of Ledston,
York 1 Are there any descendants of this Newdigate or Newgate family still living in England ?
E. S. SALISBURY.

He

lately.

viewed this new Greek beauty, and expressed
himself as highly edified and delighted. I beg to
offer it to yourself and readers with a humble hope
in the same direction

?

alias

me

neighbourhood, called on

Nathaniel, son of John and Ann Newgate, born
in England in 1627, married in England Isabella,
daughter of Sir John Lewis. Nathaniel Newgate,
in his will dated Sept. 8, 1668, calls himself

a
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little flock, 'tis

time to leave the mountain,

Shadows are long, the sun is sinking fast ;
Soon will the moon be sparkling in yon fountain.
Haste,

little flock,

for the daylight

'a

nearly past.
F. C.

GENEALOGICAL.

Ava

is

Kent.
"

A. H.

TAFFY WAS A WELSHMAN."

Will any of the
N. & Q.' kindly inform me as
to date, origin, and authorship of the
nursery
"
"
rhyme Taffy was a Welshman ? I never saw it
in print, though doubtless many a
nursery book

learned students of

has

'

but I have a vivid recollection of frequently
it
In a
three-quarters of a century ago.
sleepless hour at night lately it was running in my
head, and, by way of amusing myself, I turned it
into Greek dimeter iambic verse.
An eminent
Oxford scholar, happening to be on a visit in the
it

;

hearing

PROVINCIAL PUBLISHING.
th

S. viii. 205, 269.)
(7
glad that this subject is thought worthy of
regard, and I have read with special interest the
very natural and by no means unfair reply of
YORK PUBLISHER to what I had said about the
The reply shows (1)
literary position of his town.

I

am

A

that there is at least one publisher at York, even now;
(2) that there is at York at least one person who
not only knows of the existence of 'N. & Q.,' but
who even reads that useful and unassuming
periodical ; and (3) that a very recent and marvellously rapid growth of intellect has taken place
It is pleasant to know these things, but
at York.
not quite so pleasant to find oneself accused of
"intellectual

obscurity."

Not

that

I,

for

one,

should be unwilling to plead guilty to obscurity of
almost any kind, provided that the indictment were
But even a York publisher
properly framed.
should know that, although every town is not a
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a town.
Old Troy was a city,
heard it spoken of as " Troy town."
New Troy, or Augustopolis, "quse apud veteres
Londinium nuncupabatur," is a city; but " London
town " has for ages been a common and endearing
name for it. Edinburgh is a city, yet Sir Walter calls
it "mine own romantic town."
And the old balcity,

every city

and we have

ia

all

says that

The

rain rins doun in Mirriland toun,

although Milan was a city when that ballad was
written, and had been a city for centuries before.

A.

J.

M.

provincial publications Dearden's Miscellany ought always to hold a high place, both for
its own sake and for the courage and public spirit
of its projector, the late Mr. Dearden, of Nottingham. The Miscellany first appeared in 1839, and
ran for three years, when it was abandoned as unremunerative. Its literary editor (that " fury with
the abhorred shears ") was, I believe, the Rev. H.
Alford, at that time Vicar of Wymeswold, and
afterwards Dean of Canterbury; but there were
two or more joint editors. Dean Alford was certainly one of its chief contributors, both in prose
and verse, and several of his contributions were
afterwards published in an independent form.
Amongst the other contributors were Thomas

Amongst

Featherstone, James Montgomery, Agnes Strick'
land, Thomas Ragg (author of The Deity,' a poem,
I suppose, almost forgotten), and other well-known

The Miscellany was

writers.

[7"> s.
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Son ; but his original business was not forgotten,
for I heard, full fifty years ago, a son spoken of in
Derby

as

" Cock Robin."

Then Richardson began

a publishing business at Derby.
I suppose A. J. M. does not mean to infer that
there was a person or firm at Truro whose business

was

chiefly publishing.
Child, of Bungay, published books in numbers,
not of a high class, for the walking distributors.

He

emigrated to America (I think to Philadelphia),,
where he and his son became influential citizens,
often mentioned by travellers to the United States^
A. J. M. mentions Wilson, of York, but does
not tell us of their large business in the publishing
of Lindley Murray's books.
These were sold by
thousands in the early part of the century up to>
*
1820, and possibly later. They included the Introduction to the English Reader,' The Reader/
'Introduction to English Grammar,' 'English
'

Grammar.' Lindley Murray's ' Grammar' was a
mere compilation. In 1814 I heard a person say
" This man is no
of him,
grammarian. I do not
suppose he ever read, or even heard of the Diver*

sions of Purley.'

"

Bemrose & Sons are printers and publishers in
Derby, having an establishment in London.
Like A. J. M., I am not an " expert," but havebeen long interested in the subject of his note.
ELLCBE.
Craven.

For twenty-five years at the least books not
"only a" little one" sort, nor of the "shilling:
shocker kind have been printed and published
at Worksop by Mr. Robert White, from whose
course it did an excellent work, and its ultimate
press, according to the reviewers, work has beerr
failure to pay expenses was widely
Mr. again and again turned out equal to that of the
regretted.
Dearden was not the only publisher in Nottingham best produced in London. Even ' N. & Q.' has
at this time ; there was another of the name of borne this
testimony to books sent forth from Mr.

character, but

it

chiefly literary in

included a monthly chronicle of

events, scientific notes, &c., in which prominence
was given to local matters. During its too short

Allen.

0. 0. B.

It may be that there are very few
persons or
firms no win the provinces whose business was

mainly

publishing, but in all large towns, and in many
small towns, books are occasionally published,
being well printed and well got up. Even in York
I could find a printer to' print and publish a book
of moderate size for me.
If the friend of A. J. M.
would tell us the sort of book and the terms offered,

might account for his failure to find a publisher.
Mozley, at Gainsborough, eighty years ago, and
perhaps later, published little halfpenny books
about 3| by 2| inches, on wretched paper, with
'
very bad type and small woodcuts, such as Cock

it

Robin,' Goody Two Shoes,' and the like.
Many
of these were sold by small general
shopkeepers in
the Midland Counties, where people went in to
buy
a sheet of writing-paper and to beg a wafer with it.
'

Mozley removed to Derby, where he established
an important publishing business for books of a
higher class, with a son, under the firm of Mozley &

Of these, 'Historic Notices of
The Register of Perlethorpe,' Don'
Charities,' The History of Roche Abbey/

White's press.

Rotherham,'
caster
'

'

'

The Deanery of Doncaster,' besides several ediof 'Worksop, the Dukery, and Sherwood

tions

Forest,' are witnesses of the important position o

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

White's Worksop press.
Workaop.

Bristol should not be omitted from the

list

of

provincial publishing towns, for few books of recent
'
years have had a wider circulation than Called
"
Back,' the first volume of Arrowsmith's Bristol
Library." Mr. Arrowsmith does not confine him-

but has published 'Bristol,.
Past and Present,' in three volumes, and Dr. Bed-

self to light literature,

'
Races of Britain.'
Mr. Abel Heywood, of Manchester, publishes
the works in prose and verse of several well-known
MR. DUFFIELD may be glad
Lancashire authors.
to learn that the Corporation of Manchester are
Reissuing an important work, The Court Leet

doe's

'

7*

s.

vm.

cords of the
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Manor

by Mr.
by Messrs. Blackvolumes have ap-

of Manchester,' edited

J. P. Earwaker, and published
Nine
Co. of that city.
lock

&

peared, bringing the history

down to 1805.
JOHN RANDALL.

FREDERICK HOWARD, FIFTH EARL or CARLISLE
th
The annexed transcript of an
S. viii. 208).
(7
interesting unpublished letter from Lady Byron to
Lord Carlisle, preserved with the family muniments
at Castle Howard, will go far to meet the point
raised
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induced me to think of writing to his Grace upon the
subject and the success of such an application would be
more than probable if I could have your Lordships support in it. I am really ashamed to be so troublesome to
you after experiencing your favour so recently but I have
confidence in your Goodness to overlook it and with the
greatest esteem and gratitude I subscribe myself

Your Lordships obliged
obedient Ser',
C.

G. BIROK.

Newstead Abbey July 9> 1799.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Moore's 'Life' gives 1798 (apparently in the
Altho I have been late in conveying my summer or autumn of that year) as the date of the
acknowledgements to your Lordship for the very friendly appointment.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
part you have taken in my eons and my Interest which
Hastings.
Mr Hanson did not fail to communicate to me, I can
assure you I felt it with a grateful heart. I consider it
OLYMPIC VICTORS (7 th S. viii. 148). In the
as the most fortunate circumstance of my life to have
my Son placed under your Lordship's Protection, it gives edition of Pindar by West and Welsted, Oxford,
me spirits to enable me to discharge my duty to him and to 1697, folio, there is a chronological series from
relieve your Lordship from a very considerable portion B.C 776 to A.D. 28 of the " Olympionicae o-raSieis,"
of the Burthen of the Guardianship which upon all or victors in the
foot-race, communicated by
occasions it shall be my unwearied study to do and I
of St. Asapb, Lichfield,
have a well grounded hope that he will merit all our Lloyd, Bishop successively
endeavours.
Since I brought him to England I have and Worcester, "vir in restituendis obscurorum
had him under the care of a Person here who has been temporurn periodis longe accuratissimus," which
successful in curing Persons of deformity and I think his
similar list of Olympic
comprises 199 names.
Foot is much improved but altho this is an important victors is
printed by Mr. Fynes Clinton in his
matter to be attended to, his education is equally so, he *
Fasti Hellenici,' vol. i. pp. 241-244, comprising
is I believe as forward as most youths of his age.
I
to the
nevertheless should regret the loss of any time and the period from the first Olympiad, in 776,
indeed I do not think his Foot will be an obstacle to any fifty-fifth, in 559 B.C., but it is not continued in
Both these writer*
plan of education that may be thought proper for him. his second and third volumes.
I am extremely anxious to have your Lordships senti- have
probably taken their lists of names from the
ments and advice on this head and as I dont see how a
of the celebrated Scaliger, written in
correct Judgement can be formed without seeing him, compilation
and as Mr Hanson who has been here to have this Estate the Greek language, entitled 2waya>yr) 'IcrropiKrf
valued, has been so good as [to] undertake the charge of
'OXvfjLTridSfav oLvaypa^ij, and described by himhim I have thought it for the best to let him take him self as "
nobis partim ex editis partim ex nonto Town and he will introduce him to your Lordship and dura
It occupieseditis scriptoribus collecta."
will take care to return him to me under proper care.
of his edition of the 'Chronicon of
thirty
pages
here
must
until
be
uncertain
I
know
My continuing
what Plan you recommend. I did intend going to Town Eusebius,' pp. 313-343, and is followed by a list
in the Autumn but as your Lordship will most probably of Olympic victors, pp. 343-350. Many learned men
be in the country at that time, I have availed myself of have
appealed to this piece as if it were an ancient
the present opportunity. I shall feel anxious until I am
even after Stanley (in his notes to
favoured with your opinion and advice and as I am monument,
and Bentley (in his 'Dissertation on
unwilling to obtrude too much upon your Lordships JEschylus)
had pointed out Scaliger as the author.
time, if writing should interfere with your engagements Phalaris ')
and you will have the goodness to make known your On this see F. Clinton, *F. H.,' ii. pp. xxiv-xxvi.
sentiments to Mr Hanson he will communicate them to For ancient authors on the
see
Olpmpic victors
'
me.
Corof Antiquities,' p. 832 ;
Mr Hanson advises me to defer making an application Smith's Dictionary
'
to Chancery for a maintenance for my son until it is sini Dissertationes Agonistic* '; Krause, Olympia/
known to what extent the Property can be improved &c., Wien, 1838. The list above referred to gives
and to asertain [sec] that the necessary measures are only the victors in the stadium (Spo/xos, cursus,
now taking but 1 very much fear the Fortune, even in
running), whereas the term athletes comprised alsoits improved state, will not -admit of an allowance
equal
wrestling ; (3) Trvyfirj, pugilatus,
to my sons rank, and my own situation is also to be (2) 7rd\r), lucta,
the TrevraflAov, or, as the .Romans
considered. From a state of affluence I am reduced to boxing ; (4)
an Income of 210/. a year, out of it an allowance of 6QI. called it, quinquertium, leaping, running, throwis made to
my Grandmother. It was suggested to me ing the discus, throwing the spear, and wrestling ;
that it was not an unusual thing in Government to and
(5) the TrayKpdnov, pancratium, comprising
bestow some mark of their consideration towards Persons
and wrestling. Of the
Trvy/xry and TraAr?, boxing
in my situation but I
thought little of it until 1 heard
that your Lordship had mentioned it also and I confess victors in these several contests but a small proThe 'Epinician Odes' of
I have since thought a great deal
upon it. The Duke of portion are on record.
Portland being Lord Lieutenant of this
county which Pindar, forty-five in number, and the fragments,
added to the claims my own situation give
me, have furnish the names of thirty-six victors, about a

My

:

Lord,

Wm.

A

A
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dozen of whom were strictly athletce, the rest
being winners in the chariot and horse races, one
in music, and ten boys, and among all these the
Since
only one of note is Hiero of Syracuse.
Scaliger's time many inscriptions have been published from which additional names may be

gathered, as, for instance, one found at Apbrodisias, printed by Fellows in his 'Lycia' (Lond.,
1840), p. 313, who adds :
"Inscriptions in which athletes or musicians enumerate their victories, written on the bases of the statues that
were erected either by their fellow citizens or themselves,
are not unfrequent. (Gruter, 314, 1 ; Muratori, 647, 1 ;
Boeckh, 247, 1585, 1720, 2810, 2811.) Most of them are
of later date than the middle of the second century
of our aera. From this epoch the public games and
festivals constantly appear on the coins of the Roman
Empire (Eckhel, D. N.,' iv. p. 430) ; the general passion
for them, and the patronage they enjoyed from the Emperors, increasing exactly in the same ratio as the remnant of public spirit and prosperity were decreasing."

th
1.7

s.

vm.

m
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by those who know them, even in business and
in a letter recently received from another Liverpudlian in the Brazils my own Christian name is
reduced to the same level. I recollect, however,
years back, hearing, I think in Liverpool itself,
;

another explanation of the term, something after
this fashion.
That just as a "dickey" is a substitute (or make-believe over a dirty one) for a
clean shirt front, so the Liverpudlian, from his
close business and social associations with our
friends over the water, has, in many of his ways

and much

become semi- Americanized,
"
"*
(makeDickey
words, become a
believe, second-hand, imitation, or counterfeit)
"
R. W. HACKWOOD.
Uncle Sam."
of his talk

or, in other

QUEEN ANNE, IN QUEEN SQUARE, WESTMINSTER (7 th S. viii. 225). The New View of
London' (1708) says of Queen Square, Westminster, that it was "a beautiful new (tho' small)
This last remark is full of significant warning to
Square, of very fine Building* "; and in the list of
own
in
of
our
view
of
the
tendencies
day
ourselves,
"Publick Statues "it has "Queen Ann of Great
to races, sports, and games of all kinds.
A careful Britain, erected in full proportion
on a Pedestal at
study of the names of the victors in the athletic the E. end of Q. Square, Westminster" (vol. ii.
contests of Greece and Rome confirms the opinion
p. 802).
adduced by PROF. J. D. BUTLER in his query, that
It is curious that in Harrison's 'History of
few, if any, were distinguished in other ways. London'
'British Traveller' (1784)
(c. 1778) and the
Their training prevented it, as may be seen from we are told that at the north end of
Queen Square,
"
the remarks of Plato in his 'Republic,' iii. 13,
a very handsome statue
Bloomsbury, there was
where, speaking of their "E^is, he say^s vTrvtoSys of her present majesty Queen Charlotte." Other
avTr) ye TIS KCU <r<f)aXepa, Trpos vyiciav' rj OVK
Guides/ &c., mentions a statue of Queen Anne.
'

'

:

'

6pa<s ort Ka0evSovcri

rf.

rbv

(3iov,

KCU eav crpiKpa

TeTay/jev^s Stamps, /-leyaAa /cat
(T(f>6Spa VOO-OVO-LV OVTOL ol ao-/o?Tat ; or, as it is in
the translation by Spens, Glasgow, 1763
" The
bodily plight of the wrestlers is of a drowsy
kind, and ticklish as to health ; or do you not observe
that they sleep out their life ? and if they depart but a
little from their appointed diet, such wrestlers become
greatly and extremely sick."
W. E. BUCKLEY.
e/cpwcri

J. F.

rfjs

The

:

Reference should by all means be made to H. F.
Clinton's 'Fasti Hellenici
The Civil and Literary Chronology of Greece from the LVIth to the
CXXIIIrd Olympiad/ third edition, 1841, Clarendon Press ; also to the continuation by the same
author, 'The Civil and Literary Chronology of
Greece from the CXXIVth Olympiad to the Death
of Augustus,' second edition, 1851, Clarendon
Press ; Herodotus ; Thucydides ; Pindar ; Pau:

ED. MARSHALL.

sania?.

DICKY SAM (7 S. viii. 125, 232). It has been
said that the Liverpudlians obtained this designation from a generally persistent habit of abbreviating all Christian names when addressing
relatives or friends, using Bill, Tom, Jack,
Ned,
th

Harry, Dicky, and Sam, instead of the full front
names. This may be a doubtful or far-fetched
explanation, but I have three or four friends in
that quarter who are
certainly always so addressed

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

statue of

Queen Anne

in

Queen Square

(now called Queen Anne's Gate) is mentioned in
Old and New London/ vol. iv., but certainly not
In fact, the author conas a "beautiful" one.
siders it as a very poor specimen of art.
'

Mus URBANUS.

With reS. viii. 168, 237, 297).
(7
gard to bends and quarterings, a shield in the south
aisle of Westminster Abbey, for one of forty

HERALDIC

th

founders, shows plainly that in the thirteenth century the dexter or sinister position was quite indifferent. It is that of Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln,

which on his

seals

was quarterly, or and

gules,

The drops of
with a bend sable and label argent.
the label are sometimes three or seven, but here five.
The gules quarters, instead of being the second and
third, are here first and fourth, so that the bend,
" bend sinister."
to avoid crossing them, is a
E. L. G.
J. MARRIOTT
The Rev. John Marriott,

'THE DEVONSHIRE LANE': REV.
(7

th

S. viii. 208, 277).

third son of the Rev. Robert Marriott, D.C.L.,
Rector of Cottesbach, co. Leicester (died July 18,

1808),

entered
*

Spelt

"

Rugby School July
Dicky," for

21,

an obvious reason.

1788;

7th s.

vm. OCT. 26, '89.3
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at Oxford, as of Christ Church
1798, then aged eighteen ; a studen
and B.A. June 17, 1802; M.A. Jan. 21, 1806
became curate of Broadclyst, co. Devon; and wai
presented in 1807 by the Duchess of Buccleuch, to
whom he was domestic chaplain, to the rectory o
Church Lawford with Newnham Chapelry, co
Warwick, which he held till his death in 1825
Mr. Marriott, a friend of Sir Walter Scott, was
the author of 'A Sermon [on 1 Peter v. 4] preached
at Coventry at the Archdeacon's Visitation, June 29
1813,' London, 1813, 8vo.; 'Hints to a Traveller
in Foreign Countries,' 1816, 8vo.; a volume o
sermons, London, 1818, 8vo.; 'Cautions suggested
by the Trial of K. Carlile for republishing Paine'i
"Age of Reason," being a Sermon [on Prov. xxi
11] preached at Broad-Clist Oct. 24, 1819,

lished in Belfast in 1815. The poem had appeared
previously in print in 1795, and the note refers to
the epithet as then applied for the first time in it,
and not in a former poem, as MR.
supposes.
He has rummaged out another set of verses, published without name or date in a volume of ballads,

matriculated
Oct.

10,

A

collection of his sermons,
Exeter, 1819, 8vo.
edited by his sons, the Eev. John Marriott, Curate
of Bradfield, Berks, and the Rev. Charles Mar-

Fellow of Oriel, Oxford, had publication in
DANIEL HIPWELL.
1838, London,
34, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

riott,

8.

WALKING STATIONERS (7 th
234).

I

S. vii.

428,516 ; viii.
well, but he

remember David Love very
"
"

was not a flying stationer properly so called ;
he was a poet selling his own works, and had not
to pay for a hawker's and
I am
pedlar's licence.
There
sorry I have preserved none of his poems.
are two interesting articles on him in Hone's
Every-day Book,' with a faithful portrait, and in
'
The Table Book' are to be found a further notice
of him and of his death.
I do not say he was
really a poet, but he was a rhymer and an interest-
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WARD

having on its title-page 1820, but which date (for
reasons satisfactory to himself) he thinks ought to
have been 1795
These verses also contain the
!

and

epithet,

Drennan

;

their authorship he assigns to Dr.
though, even from the vulgarity of the

(t
specimen he quotes ( Wack [or perhaps more cor" Whack
rectly
"] for the Emerald Isle "), I am
certain my father never wrote a line of them. But
even were it as MR. WARD supposes, his claim as
the inventor of the epithet would still hold good.
This, however, is demolished after the following
" Who
fashion
can believe that the witty Celts
:

who had discovered

that theirs
the 'green isle of the ocean'

Drennan

?

was par excellence
came to wait for

"

I really do not know how civilly to reply to this
sort of argument. All I can say is that I am certain
my father believed himself to be the originator of the
apt designation in question; that as such his claim
has been very frequently acknowledged and, so far
as I know, never previously questioned ; and that
that claim does not seem to me in the slightest

degree invalidated
the subject.

by MR. WARD'S dubitation on

JOHN

S.

DRENNAN, M.D.

Belfast.

:

ing character.
Sutton & Son, who printed his life, had a considerable trade as booksellers and printers.
The
elder Sutton, who established the business and who
founded the Nottingham Review (a

newspaper

largely circulated in his day), may be said to have
begun as a walking stationer. In the last, or early
in the present century, he took orders for and dis-

tributed Brown's

'

Self-Interpreting Bible,' a book
of Dissenters. When combound up it made two thick quarto

much used by some sects
pleted and
volumes.
The business

REGIMENT OF SCOTS (7 S. vii. 308 ; viii. 69,
I have before me a succession-roll of
132, 234).
the colonels of the fine old corps which is lineally
represented by the Royal Scots (Lothian Regiment)
of our present Army List, from which it appears
th

that George Douglas, Earl of Dunbarton, commanded from 1645 to 1684 (not 1681), when he
was succeeded by Frederick, Duke of Schomberg.

Why
him

A

EMERALD ISLE (7 th S. viii. 245).
communication at the above reference from MR. 0. A.
seems, so far as I understand its
to

WARD

made by my

the

name

purport,

deny

father, Dr. William Drenthe first person to give Ireland

Emerald Isle. This claim, as MR.
WARD states, was first preferred in a note to a
poem entitled Erin,' contained in a volume pubof

MR. PATTERSON

John Lang

ISLEWORTH
for

(7

th

to

designate

GUALTERULUS.

At the latter
"
Lyon a mistake

S. viii. 208, 258).

above references

Syon

prefer

?

is

not

"

GQALTERULUS.

?

COLERIDGE'S EPITAPH ON AN INFANT ' (7 th S.
149 ; viii. 155). The following fine lines from
Don Juan,' illustrative of this subject, are worth
'

vii.

Craven.

nan, to have been

does

as

of the

of the walking stationer has
changed very much in my time; accidental circumstances have led me to know
something of
it at various
periods.
ELLCEE.

the claim

no name even resembling John Lamy ; but
might well have been a locum tenens.

I find

this officer

quotation

:

Whom

the gods love die young," was said of yore,
And many deaths do they escape by this :
The death of friends, and that which slays even more
The death of friendship, love, youth, all that is,
Except mere breath and since the silent shore
Awaits at last even those who longest miss
The old archer's shafts, perhaps the early grave
Thicu men weep over may be meant to save.
Canto iv. stanza xii.
'

;
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A

note refers the quotation, or rather the idea
it contains, to Herodotus, not verifying the
The allusion is doubtless to the beautireference.
ful story of Cleobis and Biton narrated by Solon
to Crcesus in book i. c. 31.

which

in his learned

and

in-

comments, seems to think there is no epitaph 'On an Infant' by Coleridge, that greatest of
moderns. It is in the 'Juvenile Poems' of 1817,
I think, and certainly it is in the three- volume
edition, Pickering, 1840 (i. 49)
teresting

:

Ere sin could blight or sorrow fade,
Death came with friendly care;
The opening bud to heaven conveyed,

And

bade

it

will on one side of the lake, see a
and beautiful landscape
On the opposite shore
you will find rocks and cliffs of stupendous height, hangover
broken
the
in
horrible
lake
ing
grandeur, some of them
a thousand feet high, the woods climbing up their steep and
shaggy sides, where mortal foot never yet approached. On

blossom there.

amphitheatre the lolty mountains rise round, piercing
the clouds in shapes as spiry and fantastic as the very
rocks of Dovedale."-P. 194.

However, we are told by Dr. Dalton, the author of
the piece following the above, that
Horrors like these at first alarm,
But soon with savage grandeur charm,
And raise to noblest thoughts the mind.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

Some

people think this very beautiful ; to me it is
lapidarian a little more fluid in expression than
Isaac Watts, but not greatly above him.
ColeThe dreamridge in these poems is not himself.
secret is not upon him yet, although I do not think,
with Mr. Swinburne, that these poems are " each
more feeble and more flatulent than the last."
The epitaph in question has clearly nothing to
do with Menander's line, any more than with that
of Plautus in the ' Bacchides ' (iv. 7), " Quern Di
"
the gods
diligunt adolescens moritur," or
love die young" ('Don Juan,' iv. 12).

Whom

C. A.

WARD.

EEV. ISAAC ALLEN, LANCASHIRE MINISTER
S.

viii.

209).

Walker's

1714

There

is

this

notice

th

him

of

(7
in

the

Clergy,'

London,

pp. 183, 184.

MORITZ'S

An

*

TRAVELS IN ENGLAND

'

(7

th

S. viii.

'

appendix to West's Guide to the Lakes
" the
(ed. 1799) contains
principal detached pieces
which have appeared on the subject of the lakes,
by esteemed writers." These "pieces" give a
good idea of the style which was adopted in the
last century when writers
attempted to describe
mountainous scenery. From the first of them
"Dr. Brown's Letter, describing the Vale and Lake
of

?

Shakspeare.

Archbishop Leighton expressed the opinion that
an inn was a desirable place in which to die, and
Johnson said that no contrivance of man produced
so much happiness as a good inn or tavern ; nevertheless,

Howard, the

greatest,

perhaps, of

all

philanthropists, was anything but a welcome
guest, it is stated, to the English innkeepers,
no flesh
for the simple reason that he ate

and

drank

neither

wine

nor

spirits

!

How-

ever, he characteristically resented the treatment
he received, at the same time satisfying the
cupidity of the landlords by paying for fare he
Howard was only sixty-four
never indulged in

when he died

-

ii.

mine Inn

!

'Sufferings of

ED. MARSHALL.
202).

Shall I not take mine ease in

in 1790.
Freegrove Road, N.

:

"Allen, Isaac, A.M., Bestwich* [sic] cum Ouldham, R.,
then worth 400J. per annum, f He was a very great sufferer ;
and among other ill usages was imprisoned in Manchester.
After he got his liberty, he fled to Ripponden J
(a small chapel in Yorkshire), where he, some way or
other, subsisted himself by preaching. But whether it
were by connivance or settlement, I know not. The
rebels also pulled down ten or twelve bays of building for
him. He survived the usurpation, and returned to his
living, to the great satisfaction of his parishioners."
Part.

At Keswick, you

rich

these dreadful heights the eagles build their nests; a variety
of waterfalls are seen pouring from their summits, and
tumbling in vast sheets from rock to rock in rude and
terrible magnificence ; while on all sides of this immense

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

The REV. ED. MARSHALL,

'

[^ s. vm. OCT.

Keswick

"I cull the subsequent passage

'

:

* This is
entered as Prestwich in the Index,
"
f " See John Lake, in this county."
}
Rippon, as I have otherwise been informed
I am satisfied that is a mistake."

:

but

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

DATE OF APPEARANCE or SMALL-POX
viii.

267).

(7

th

S.

The 'Penny Cyclopaedia' contains

the subsequent remarks on small-pox (Variola) t
s.

v.

:

" It
known

a subject of dispute whether this disease was
to the antients, or whether it has originated at a
comparatively recent date. Those who contend for its
antiquity refer us to the account of the plague of Athens
by Thucydides (ii. 46, &c.), which, they say, is as accurate a description of the leading symptoms of Variola a&
could possibly be expected from any historian who is not
a physician. Those who hold the opposite opinion call in
etymology to their aid ; the word pock or pox, they say,
is

of Saxon origin, and signifies a bag or pouch ; the epithet small in England, and petite in France, was added in
the fifteenth century. The term Variola is derived from
the Latin word varus, a pimple, or varius, spotted ; and
according to Moore, the first authentic passage in which
'
it occurs is to be found in the Bertinian Chronicle of the
date 961. The first author, however, who treats expressly
of small-pox is Rbazes, an Arabian physician, but even he
confounded it with measles, and these two diseases continued to be considered as modifications of the same disorder till the time of Sydenham." Vol. xxii. p. 143.

is

'

Rhazes or Razes died either at Bagdad or Rai A.D.
923 or 932; but even he quotes from earlier writers
on the two diseases.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Parkinson ('Thea. Bot.,' 1640) says
" The
Egyptian Cocks foote as Alpinus saith is used by
to give it to children to expell
the Egyptian women
or drive forth the measels, small pox, faint spots, pur:

P. 1180.

ples."

" the small
pocks

"

And nearly all his remedies for
are also those for "the plague or pestilence, Measels,
Purples, or any other infectious disease."
In the ' Idolatry of the East-India Pagans,' by
Philip Baldseus (1672), there is an account of the
Indian legend of the origin of the small- pox, for
'
see Churchill's Voyages and Travels/ 1704,
wn
which
J. F. MANSERGH.
I iii. p. 840.
,.;
Liverpool.

KENTIGERN asks whether

the introduction of
small-pox into America from Africa is a statement
historically correct. It is thus noticed by Prescott
*
in his History of the Conquest of Mexico,' Lond.,

1849, vol. ii. book iv. chap.
" The visit of Narvaez left

viii. p.

27

n.

:

melancholy traces among
long remembered. A negro in

the natives, that made it
his suite brought with him the small-pox. The disease
spread rapidly in that quarter of the country, and great
numbers of the Indian population soon fell victims to it.

Herrera, 'Hist. General,' dec.

Also

vol.

ii.

book

v.

chap.

ii, lib.

x. cap. vi."

153

vi. p.

:

"He (Maxixca) had fallen a victim to that terrible
epidemic, the small-pox, which was now sweeping over
the land like fire over the prairies, smiting down prince
and peasant, and adding another to the long train of
woes that followed the march of the white men. It was
imported into the country, it is said, by a negro slave in
the fleet of Narvaez.* It first broke out in CempoThe poor natives, ignorant of the best mode of
alla.
treating the loathsome disorder, sought relief in their
usual practice of bathing in cold water, which greatly
From Cempoalla it spread
aggravated their trouble.
rapidly."

There

154, after the notice of the terrible
the natives
It does not seem to have been fatal to the Spaniards,
many of whom, probably, had already had the disorder,
and who were, at all events, acquainted with the proper
is also, p.

devastation

"

method

among

:

of treating it."

A

prominent case in the fifteenth century was
that of Charles VIII.
:

" Carolus
VIII.,

Galliae rex, bellum in Aragonios
quas variolas nostri vocant (veteres

parang, eo morbo,
papulas appellabant) correptus, Astae mensem
morari coactus est." Jovius, lib. i.

Small-pox is said to have been introduced into
Europe from the East by the Saracens. It was
known so early as the tenth century, but does not
appear to have become general in Western Europe
* "'La
primera fue' de viruela, y comenzd de esta
manera. Siendo Capitan y Governador Hernando Cortes
al tiempo que el Capitan Panfilo de Narvaez desembarcd
en esta tierra, en uno de BUS navios vino un negro herido
du yiruelas, la cual enfermedad nunca en esta tierra se
liabio visto, y esta sazon estaba esta nueva Espaiia en extremo muy llena de gente.' Toribio, Hist, de los Indios,'
MS., parte i. cap. i."
'

until about the end of the sixteenth century.
At
the end of the seventeenth century (1694) Queen
Mary of England died of small-pox ; and in 1711

and 1712
ing off the

it

raged in

Emperor

Germany and France, carryGermany and the Dauphin

of

and Uauphiness of France and their son. A few
later other European monarchs perished
by this disease. Haydn's Dictionary of Dates
says that it is to Europe that America owed the
introduction of this scourge, and makes no mention of its having arisen from the importation of
J. W. ALLISON.
slaves from Africa.
years

'

'

Stratford, E.

Small-pox must have been very common in England at least early in the seventeenth century, and
in fact before then if Mr. Furnivall's date for
'Love's Labour's Lost' (1588-9) is correct ; for it
is evident, as Dr. Farmer (quoted by Nares) shows,
that in this play (and frequently in Elizabethan
"
"
writers)
pox means small-pox, and not the disease we now term pox without the epithet (see
1
Love's Labour 's Lost,' V. ii.). Farmer refers em"
lady's
phatically to Davison's canzonet on his
sicknesse of the poxe "; and Nares adds an equally
conclusive passage from Donne's correspondence:
" At
my return from Kent I found Peggy had the
poxe I humbly thank God it has not much disIt would almost appear as if the
figured her."
term " small-pox " were an after-thought. Guesses
are forbidden in these columns, or reasons in plenty
C. C. B.
might be suggested for the change.

A

writer whose opinion will be more generally
accepted than Dr. Oreighton's says
:

"The

origin of this destructive pestilence is involved
in obscurity
Small-pox certainly attacked the Arabian
army at the siege of Mecca in 569, and soon after reached
Alexandria. The Saracens carried it with them in their

warlike expeditions, and by the eighth century all Europe
is supposed to have become infected. But Anglada, quoting Marius, Bishop of Avenches, and Gregory of Tours,
provea that as early as 570 the disease had shown itself
At what time it reached England
in France and Italy.
Woodville found that distinct menwe do not know
tion of it had been made as existing both here tmd on
We have
the Continent prior to the ninth century
notices of severe epidemics in 1174, 1365, 1440, 1556,
'
Dr. Guy's Public Health,' p. 197.
1564, and 1613."

unum

ED. MARSHALL.
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EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BURIAL ON THE NORTH SIDE or THE CHURCH
S. viii. 204, 276).-! hardly know any part of
England in which, fifty years ago, the "feeling
(7

th

side of the
against being buried on the north
church " did not prevail, as attested by the paucity
of graves there, or more likely their entire absence.
And there can be no possible objection to the phrase
"a popular prejudice against it," nor yet to the
statement that the said prejudice has prevailed
But it is possible
"from time immemorial."
neither of the contributors at the page last quoted
" time imhas fully realized how very far the

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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The original reason why few persons chose to be
memorial " goes back. I have opened some eighty
grave-mounds, barrows, or "houes" in my own buried on the north side of a church was that in
immediate district, and in one of them, and one of former times, when the Roman Catholic religion
them only, have I found an interment that lay a prevailed, it was customary, on seeing the tombstone or grave of a friend or acquaintance, to offer
little, and but a little, north of the magnetic east
and west line. And Canon Greenwell, who has up a prayer for his soul. As the usual entrances
opened many more than three hundred barrows, into most churches were either at the west end or
has, as I believe, found one interment in all on the on the south side of the church, persons buried on
north side.
So that the " prejudice " or the " feel- the north side escaped the notice of their friends,
burial
on the north side," or towards and thereby lost the benefit of their prayers. The
ing against
the north, is at least, taking the accepted date of north side, accordingly, became a kind of refuse
most of these barrows, twenty-five centuries old, spot, where only persons who were very poor, or
and, quite possibly, an indefinite number of cen- who were guilty of some offence, were buried.
I do not propose to offer Lunatics who had destroyed themselves were buried
turies older than that.
any explanation of the fact connected with these on this side, as were persons who were executed.
very ancient burials which I have cited, or to show Suicides were sometimes buried out of the east and
graves, and this fact is
any preference for either of the explanations which west directions of the other
'
have been propounded. I would rather simply say said to be alluded to in Hamlet,' where the second
"
"
I look upon the survival of this old
or gravedigger bids the first make Ophelia's grave
feeling
"prejudice" as another
preserved for
world customs, usages,
in one word, in our old

we have

bit of fossil history, such as
us in so many of our old-

observances

and varied

;

or, to

put

straight

it

folk-lore proper.

Some

day, perhaps, a professor of the science may
expound the formation and the epoch
to which such matters severally belong.
J. 0. ATKINSON.

First Clown. Is she to be buried in Christian burial
that wilfully seeks her own salvation ?
" Second Clown. I tell thee 8he
is, and therefore make

her grave straight
finds

arise able to

Danby

in Cleveland.

MR. PICKFORD'S mention

of the

weakening of
the foundations of a church by graves reminds me
of a story which may amuse some readers of
1
N. & Q.' When my father first became Vicar of
Over, an old man died in the parish whose name
I do not now know, if I ever did ; but they called
him Boser, because he was born at Bosworth. He
wanted to be buried, I can't tell why, close to the
church wall ; but my father ordered the grave to be
dug some way off, for the reason given by MR.
PICKFORD. After the funeral my father had to go
up to town, which he did outside the night coach
from Cambridge no railway then ; and coming
back, made up, I suppose, for his lost time by
This was
taking a long walk round the parish.
the conversation he had to hold.
Parishioner A
" Good
day to you, sir ; I hope you had a pleasant
journey to London." "Thank you, pretty fair,"
:

my father. Parishioner B " Good morning
I hope you were comfortable outside the coach."
"Thank you, tolerably so." At last it got down
to parishioner
or N, and this gentleman my
father stopped, and asked why in the world everybody was so anxious about his journey. Parishioner
or
grinned, shrugged his shoulders, and
"
replied,
Well, sir, they do say of course, I don't
believe it, you know but they do say as old
Boser's ghost sat by you on the coach all the way
to London, and wouldn't let
you rest because you
said

:

;

M

M

N

wouldn't bury him where he wanted to"
C. F. S.

Longford, Coventry.

!

WARREN, M.A.

:

"

it

the crowner hath sat on her, and
Christian burial." ' Hamlet,' V. i.
:

T.

W. TEMPANY.

Richmond, Surrey.

The prejudice against burying upon the north
side of the church, which was up to within the last
half century general in England, is of extreme
antiquity, and its origin must be looked for in preThe experience of all who have
historic times.
devoted any time and care to opening barrows has
been that the primary interment occupied the
centre of the mound, and that the secondary interments, which are so usual in barrows, are most
frequent on the south and east, probably selected
on account of the sunny aspect. They are rare on
the west, and very rare on the north side.

F. G.
29,

Weymouth

Street,

HILTON PRICE.

W.

In the churchyard of the parish in which I was
born, Hatfield Peverel, near Chelmsford, Essex, all
and must lie to the north
the bodies buried lie
of the church ; the ground to the south, the west,
and the east forming part of the squire's park and
E. WALFORD, M.A.
gardens.
7, Hyde Park Mansions, N.W
.

PORTRAIT OF IGNATIUS SANCHO (7 th S. vii. 325,
The epistle from Sancho
viii. 32, 296).
quoted from his 'Letters,' and dated "London,
July 18, 1772," could not, as COL. PRIDEAUX

457;

suggests it might, refer to Gainsborough as likely
to suit the negro's correspondent as a husband, because Sancho must have known that the painter

was already married; nor could Sancho merely
"
"
this artist, who was then in the zenith
believe
of his fame, was "a first-rate genius"; nor could
he be called "a good young man," who, born in.

7*s.
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1727, was forty-five years old when the letter was
written.
Besides, Ignatius, who wrote from Richmond of a proposal to recommend his lady friend
as a wife, was unlikely to refer to Gainsborough,
who was then living at Bath.
Lowndes's authority for saying that the memoir
'
of Sancho which is prefixed to the Letters was
written by Jekyll was, no doubt, the title-page of
the so-called "fifth edition," now lying before me,
dated 1803, and "Printed for William Sancho
the father died on December 14,
[son of Ignatius
1780], Charles Street, Westminster." This title" Letters of the
la^te Ignatius Sancho,
page says
an African. To which are prefixed, Memoirs of
'

;

:

His Life. By Joseph Jekyll, Esq., M.P." The
book comprises a facsimile of a letter from Sterne
The portrait is
to Sancho, dated July 27, 1766.
said to have been painted by Gainsborough at
Bath. It is mentioned by Fulcher, and was given
by Elizabeth Sancho, the negro's surviving daughter, to Mr. William Stevenson, of Norwich, to

whom

seventeen of the published letters are addressed.
On the back of the canvas it is written
that the likeness was painted in one hour and forty
The writer was
minutes, November 29, 1768.
Mr. W- Stevenson, who died in ,1821. From him
the picture descended to the present owner, Mr.
H. Stevenson, who lent it as No. 2 in the Grosvenor Gallery Winter Exhibition of Gainsborough's
Works, 1885. Sancho is said to have sat to Hogarth
for the negro boy in Miss Edwardes's picture called
'Taste in High Life,' which was sold lately at
"
of the

SanWilliam Sancho was one
chonets," as the father called them, or whity-brown
offspring of Ignatius, who, by the way, was buried
Christie's.

in the

Broadway

at Westminster, close to Charles

where he kept the chandler's shop to which
Nollekens took J. T. Smith, June 17, 1780.
(See
F. G. S.
'Nollekens and his Times,' ii. 27.)

Street,

th
Allow me
S, viii. 28, 172).
(7
supplement my last reply under this heading
with the following paragraph, which, I find,
I omitted by some accident from the envelope in
which it went to post.
We have here the obvious source of our own

BALDACCHINO

to

analogous, though not precisely equivalent word
bawd and its compounds, for which the ' New
'
English Dictionary rejects all hitherto suggested
sources.

R. H. BUSK.

337

appellation of Baghdad was Medimt-es-Seldm, the
City of Peace. I doubt if it was ever called elbaldah, which signifies a district or country, rather
than a town, in old Arabic.
I think there is no doubt that baldacchino is
derived from Baldacco, an old Italian name for
Baghdad, where the silken stuff of which canopies

were made was manufactured. Compare the name
Balsora, which used to be commonly employed for
the town which in Arabic is called el-Basrah.
Ancient Babylon and modern Baghdad are close to
each other, and their proximity would account for
the confusion which seems to have arisen with regard to them. The letter gh (ghain) in Baghdad,

though a guttural, has a very liquid sound insome
mouths.
A residence of a dozen years or so in Arabicspeaking countries, including the Persian Gulf,
will perhaps serve as an excuse for my speaking
with some confidence on these points. I trust Dr.
Murray will submit all his words derived from
Arabic and other Oriental sources to some competent scholar before finally printing them

W.

off.

PRIDEAUX.

F.

Jaipur, Rajputana.
I amplify an
CURRY (7 th S. viii. 300).
It was not curry, but curryeditorial statement ?
powder minus the curry, that the Duke of Nor-

May

folk (with the best intentions) was so much reviled
Mr. Fonfor recommending to the ill-fed poor.

blanque made very merry over the proposal in the

Examiner somewhere

in the year 1845.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

" IS THY SERVANT
I can help
was Sir W.

M. E.

to

A DOG 1
some

"

&C.

extent.

(7

th

S. viii 300).

The "minister"

V. Harcourfc, and he introduced the
the
quotation by the remarkable words, "As
"
The
Syrian prophet said to the King of Israel
date of the speech was before Aug. 18, 1881, and
I think not long before that day.

HERMENTRUDB.
FONTS

(7

th

S. viii. 208).

" The Rubric
requires, however, that the baptistery
be under lock and key, by which, therefore, either the lid
of the font or the entrance to the baptistery ought to be
secured."
O'Kane's 'Notes on the Rubrics of the

Roman

Ritual/ fourth edition,

p. 104.

"According to the Roman Rituale [the baptistery]
should be railed off, should have a gate fastened by a

In referring this word to the Arabic baldat, lock." 'Catholic Dictionary/ p. 64.
PROF. SKEAT has travelled a little outside his own
GEORGE ANGUS.
terrain.
St. Andrews, N.B.
Properly speaking, there is no such word
as baldat in Arabic.
The classical word, with the
PROGRAMME (7 th S. vi. 446 ; vii. 32, 133).
tannin, is baldatun ; the modern colloquial word
is baldah.
When it precedes a hamzated letter it Allow me to cite an instance of this word spelt as
becomes baldat, but then only. For instance, el- program, which occurs in the 'Antiquary,' the
baldah jedldah means the city is new el-baldat-el- probable date of which is 1794-95. Mr. Oldbuck
" Not so fast, not
El-baldah certainly is addressing Mrs. Macleuchar
jedidah means the new city.
Will three shillings transport me
applies to Mecca (vide Lane, s.u), but the ordinary so fast, woman.
;

:
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to Queensferry

gram

1

"

(c. i.).

agreeably to thy treacherous pro-

The novel was published

originally

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

in 1816.

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&0.
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ittle cause for surprise that the mine which supplied it
has been again worked. There is, we are glad to think,
jause to hope that a further supply will be forthcoming.
'Gleanings," Dr. Simpson modestly calls his present conribution, and he credits his predecessors with having
ilready reaped the field of the grand history of the
Such gleanings, however, have something of
sathedral.
the character of an aftermath. An enthusiast in all that
concerns the Cathedral of St. Paul, on the foundation of
which he has been for eight-and-twenty year*, Dr. Simpson has prosecuted his labours with exemplary devotion,
and with opportunities such as his official employment in
connexion with the foundation affords. Exclusive of appendices, accordingly, fourteen chapters, four of them
devoted to the music in the Cathedral, appear as the re-

Lyrics from, the Dramatists of the Elizabethan, Age.
Edited by A. H. Bullen. (Nimmo.)
A COLLECTION of lyrics from the Elizabethan song-books
is a fitting supplement to the delightful volumes of lyrics
from song-booka, &c., already owing to Mr. Bullen. Something of the same kind was attempted by the late Robert sult of his latest labours. Some of these are necessarily,
Bell, whose 'Songs from the Dramatists' was the moat
The
ihrough no fault of the writer, disappointing.
popular work of the long series to which it belonged. It
ibrary is the chapter to which one instinctively turns,
was, however, the chief recommendation of the previous oblivious temporarily of the fact that had there been in
volume that it was cheap, and brought within reach of
t any treasures commensurate with the importance of
the masses divine lyrics which were only accessible in
;he edifice we should have heard much about them.
scarce and costly editions.
Thanks, however, to the Here then, as was to be expected, though, thanks to the
taste and industry of the editor and the spirit of the
present librarian, who is the author of the book, a large
publisher, we have here, in a volume fit to grace the
jollection of books and tracts connected with St. Paul's
bower of a princess, a collection of all the lyrics scattered has been
found, we are fronted with the fact that the
through the plays of English dramatists between Lyly real bibliographical treasures, with few exceptions,
"
and D'Avenant or Suckling. How exquisite these are is
"Stained Glass Windows
in the Great Fire.
known not only to the scholar, but to every man of taste, perished
s a pleasant and stimulating chapter, and the account of
since the best lyrics of Shakspeare, Fletcher, and Jonson
the plays acted by the Children of St. Paul's has interest
are among them. What need some have felt of a work
that extends beyond the ordinary reader upon archi"
of this class may be proved by the fact that a full third
Some
tectural, ecclesiastical, or antiquarian subjects.
"
of Mr. Bullen's extracts we have at different times copied
reproduces curious
Early Drawings of Old St. Paul's
into our own commonplace-book.
Here, however, all designs, some of which will be entirely new to the great
are collected together the few priceless lyrics of Shakmajority of readers. A verger's note-book supplies the
'
apeare, all the singing passages in The Faithful Shepparticulars of such things as passed in his time in the
or ' Comus,' dainty verses from Jonson's
herdess
church which a certain Michael Shaller held worthy of
masques, the graceful fancies in which Lyly is seen at note. These deal with " the Ordre for the Obsequies to
his best, saucy and poetical excerpts from Suckling, the
be holden in Saint Paules Church in London, for Ferwitch melodies of Shakspeare and of Middleton, the dinando late
Emperour departed," the monument and
rhythmic moralizings of Shirley, and who shall say funeral of Sir Nicholas Bacon, and other like matters.
what treasures of Beaumont, Browne, Rowley, Flecknoe, The
opening chapter deals with the College of the twelve
Heywood, Munday, and others of that race of worthies. Minor Canons in S^ Paul's Cathedral, and is reprinted
Comparatively little trouble of choice has fallen to Mr. from vol. xliii. of the Archceologia. The same graceful,
Bullen's lot, since his task has been that of collection
and pleasantly conveyed erudition distinguishes
rather than selection.
He has, however, hunted in varied,
the whole of the matter, and every chapter furnishes
corners seldom explored, and is able to say, at the close
of keen interest to our readers.
of his introduction, " If any songs of merit have escaped something
my notice, I will endeavour to repair the fault hereafter ; Shakespeare's Cynibeline. Edited, with Notes, by C. M.
but I have been at some pains to make the collection as
Ingleby, LL.D. Revised by Holcombe Ingleby, M.A.
complete as possible."
(Triibner & Co.)
Meanwhile, a pleasanter and
"
more trustworthy companion through this enchanted THREK names long and honourably known in N. & Q.'
land of Faery" than is Mr. Bullen has not been seen. are associated with the production of this useful and
His criticisms have the unerring instinct and taste of scholarly edition of 'Cymbeline.' Dr. Ingleby, whose
those of Lamb and Leigh Hunt, and his language has a loss is still felt, is responsible for the undertaking and
picturesqueness and strength that exercise a strong in- the main portion of the work. Mr. Holcombe Ingleby
fluence over the reader. Rarely do we wish to dissent has piously discharged the task of revision, and Dr.
from his verdicts. We should like to put in a plea for Brinsley Nicholson has supervised the supervisor and
Ben Jonson, whose lyrics Mr. Bullen holds " want the given the benefit of his suggestions. In these facts full
natural magic that we find in the songs of some of his recommendation of the volume is involved,
less famous contemporaries."
Mr. Swinburne holds, or
The Visitor's Chester Guide and Handbook to Eatoi Hall
held, a similar opinion, and the decision of two such
and Hawarden Castle. By Alfred Rimmer. (Chester,
judges is final. Still, the last stanza of the song to Diana,
in
the volume, has a melody that lingers conEvans.)
quoted
MR. RIMMER, who is well known by his previous works
stantly in the memory, and the refrain, or whatever it
partly carried
may be called, "Goddess, excellently bright!" is per- on the Dee and other cognate subjects,
Yet one more volume, consisting of ' Lyrics from out in conjunction with the late Dean Howson, here
fect.
Elizabethan Romances,' Mr. Bullen promises, and the undertakes to be our Duca through the Chester Rows,
the splendours of Eaton Hall, and the wood-cutting of
series will then be, in its way, perfect and unique.
Hawarden. There is much in Mr. Rimmer's present
as
Gleanings from Old St. Paul's By W. Sparrow Simpson
subject to make his little book one for the antiquary
well as the ordinary, and not very antiquarian, tourist.
D.D., F.S.A. (Stock.)
'
DR. SPARROW SIMPSON'S Chapters in the History of Old There are plenty of illustrations, including the Rows, of
St. Paul's won so favourable acknowledgment there is
likenesses of the Duka
course, and, equally of course,
'

'

'
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and Duchess of Westminster and of Mr. Gladstone.

Mr Rimmer gives,

so far as

he has been able to gather

famous pictures in
it the history of some of the more
like to know
the collection at Eaton Hall. We should
"
of White
something more, however, about the Church
'
of
Adoration
Rubens's
Sisters at Louvain," from which
the Magi is said to have come, having been "sold at the
in 1876," an evident misprint
suppression of the convents
for 1786. We happen to know Louvain, and do not
remember any church of the "White Sisters," nor can
we identify such an establishment in Belgian works
of Louvain.
Again, the Carmelite
giving an account
"
convent at
Loecher, near Madrid," bears a name very
un-Spanish in form, and this place also we have failed
to identify. It will be understood, of course, that in
desire to see
saying this we are only actuated by the
*
Mr. Bimmer's useful and interesting Guide' as comas in its
minor
details
in
its
as
and
trustworthy
plete
'

general features.

Essays ly the late Mark Patlison. Collected and Ar2 vole.
(Oxford,
ranged by Henry Nettleship.
Clarendon Press.)
MR. NETTLESHIP has here published what he considers
to be the most noteworthy of the articles by the
that strangely varied
late Rector of Lincoln College
character, a man of whom so much was expected
and who did so little. To some these essays will be
almost a revelation, showing, as they do, that those who
had formed the highest opinion of Pattison's literary
ability (we had almost said genius) were right after all,
and that he might have made a great name among contemporary writers had he so willed it. He did not so
will it ; and since the publication of his autobiography,
if we may so call the volume that startled many of us
soon after his death, perhaps we are not astonished that
he never realized the hopes that were formed of him by
some who knew him best. Let those who hold a dif'
ferent view of him read the article entitled Gregory ol
Tonrs,' and we think they will find themselves obliged
to admit that only a great master of style could have
composed such rhythmical English, and only an extremely learned man could have so placed the lacts
before us. Mr. Nettleship gives us a list of other essays
and articles written by Pattison. We wish he saw
his way to reprinting them. There is no doubt thai
they would prove very interesting. It is needless t(
say that these volumes are well and carefully edited
We can heartily congratulate Mr. Nettleship on having
given them to the public, and we think they were
needed, if it were only to show that Mark Pattison had
after all, some claims to be what certain of his friends
considered him.

THE first number of the Photographic Quarterly
edited by Charles W. Hastings, has made its appearance
It contains some good papers and illustrations, includinj
some admirable specimens of photo- micography. Messrs
Hazel!, Watson & Viney are the publishers.
DR. JOSEPH EDLESTON is engaged in editing a secon
volume of the Parish Registers of Gainford, in the count,
of Durham. This second part, which contains the mar
riages, and is in continuation of the former volume o
baptisms, will be published very shortly by Mr. Ellio

WE drew

attention no long time ago to the 'Speculum
Amantis ' of Mr. Bullen. ' Musa Proterva ' is the tit!
bestowed by the same capable and indefatigable edito
upon a companion work, to be issued, like the previous
in a limited and privately printed volume from his re
sidence, 1, Yelverton Villas, Twickenham. The 'Specu
is already at a premium, and its successo:

lum Amantis

hich deals with the love poetry of the Restoration,
kely before long to be classed in the same category.
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SLANG, JARGON, AND CANT.

A few days ago
of the

volume

first

I received from England a copy
of Messrs. Barrere and Leland's

Dictionary of Slang, Jargon, and Cant.' As the
subject of which it treats has been a favourite
study of mine for many years, I may perhaps be
permitted to make a few remarks upon it.
The book is beautiful to look at, and is got up
wide marin the approved modern style de luxe
gins, hand-made paper, Elzevir type, and so forth
but I am sorry to say I cannot speak so favourably of its contents. To those who have been looking forward with the hope of at last possessing a
a hope which the reputareal dictionary of slang
tion of the compilers gave reason to justify
the
book is decidedly disappointing. To those who
have based their expectations of a dictionary upon
the opus magnum of Dr. Murray it is not a dictionary at all, but simply a collection of memo*

randa pour

The
heart, I

servir.

stone

that, in the kindness of
sling at the compilers is this
they
so little use of the boundless stores of

first

my

would

have made

N. & Q.' Every volume of this periodical contains
matter invaluable to the editor of a work of this
I do not profess to have examined
description.
carefully every page of the book, but I have only
come across two references to N. & Q.,' one of
which is practically useless, as it does not mention
1

'
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To take a prominent inmay state that the phrase

"hard lines" is only illustrated by a few lines
from a recent number of Punch, no real
attempt
being made to explain its origin or meaning.
'
reference to
N. & Q.,' l"t S. xii. 287; 4 th S. xii.
67, 174, would have shown that line was formerly
synonymous with lot, and that whereas in the Bible
version of Psalm xvi.
we read "

A

6,

The

lines are

unto me in pleasant places," the Prayer Book
version has (verse 7), " The lot has fallen unto me
in a fair ground."
"Hard lines " mean, therefore,
a " hard lot "; and a quotation from Cobbett in
1799 which a correspondent gives would have
better illustrated the phrase than 'Arry's lucubration in Punch.
Again, the phrase "Carry me out
fallen

and leave me in the gutter " is described as an
Americanism, whereas a very old and distinguished
correspondent of 'N. & Q.,' C. (the Right Hon.
John Wilson Croker), showed (2 nd S. iii. 387),
"
that in the form
Carry me out and bury me
"
decently the expression was in common use in
Ireland more than a hundred years ago.

In the next place, the compilers have failed to
give satisfactory definitions of cant or slang, or to
show the difference between those terms. Cant, as
used in the phrases " thieves' cant," "tinkers'
"
cant,"
printers' cant," or the cant of any craft or
calling, is really a language within a language, and
is intended to conceal the thoughts of those who
utter it from the uninitiated.
Slang, on the other
hand, is open to all the world to use', and its ranks
are recruited in various ways : sometimes from
cant, as in the case of pal and cove, and other
words in general use; and sometimes from dictionary words, which acquire a restricted meaning.
For instance, the French word fille has now become
so restricted in its use that no one would dream of
applying it to a young lady, who in polite society
can only be called une jeune fille or unejeune personne.
The adjective gay has acquired a similarly
restricted meaning amongst ourselves when applied
to females, and no gentleman would think of calling a lady of his acquaintance, however hilarious
she might be in disposition, a gay woman.
This

when applied to women has, therefore,
slang, and in course of time this restricted
use may so enlarge itself as to apply to men of dis-

adjective

become

and the word will thenceforward
be banished from serious writing. The gradual
formation of language is a slow, but never halting,
process ; and a word which in one century is good
and recognized English, may become slang in the
next.
The converse principle holds equally good,
and the language of the scullery at one epoch may
solute character,

become that of the drawing-room in the next. The
s;reat formative element in the production of slang
is, however, the desire to hide, by means of metaphor, ideas which in their unconcealed nudity are
apt to shock us. To die is not always a pleasant
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it assumes the shape
subject of thought; but "when
"
"
"
of
kicking the bucket or hopping the twig it
becomes almost a joke. Scragging is not half so
"
"
bad as hanging, while dying in one's shoes is
in
than
them.
worse
living
hardly

A

dictionary of slang composed on a strictly
would be a most valuable and interesting work, but the compilers of the book under
reference appear to have relied on such authorities
as the Pink Un or the Bird o' Freedom, and to have
thought it superfluous to attempt to ascertain the
origin or history of a word. The slang word bluff (in
the game of poker) is, for instance, infinitely better
'
treated in Dr. Murray's Dictionary,' which does
not profess to be a slang dictionary, than in the

work

before us.

The word

crack has a dozen slang

meanings, all of which are mixed up promiscuously,
The
with no attempt at chronological correctness.
"
word, in the sense of to boast," was in use in the
seventeenth century, and perhaps earlier, and I
met with an example only a few days ago, when I
was looking up something in ' N. & Q.' (2 nd S. iii.
302).
Etymologies, when given, are often childishly wrong, as in the case of the old English word
gallimaufry, which cites Hotten's guess that its

vm.

NOV.

2,

m

form "jigger me tight" is left untreated, bub
can adduce good evidence of its existence from
another of Mr. Pitts's ballads in my possession
ive

[

called

'The Charity Boy':
And yen ve has a breaking-up,

Oh

crikeys

!

To cut avay

historical basis

'

(.7* s.

Oh, jigger

don't I eat and sup ;
then the time,
tight it is so prime.

'tis

me

!

I am sorry to say that, with the exception of one
or two poetical pieces, such as ' The Leary
Man/

Barr&re and Leland have left the field of
Uatnachian literature almost untouched.
I will conclude with a few remarks on the
Anglo[ndian slang expressions which are contained in
the book, for which the introduction says the chief
authority is the 'Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and Phrases' of Sir Henry Yule
and the late Dr. A. C. Burnell. As every one who
's interested in the subject can refer to this
book,
VIessrs.

t is difficult

to see

why any

portion of

its

contents

should have been incorporated in a dictionary of
slang, inasmuch as the Hindustani words with
which Anglo-Indians interlard their discourse are
no more slang than the numerous French words
which are employed in English conversation. No
reference to Littr<$, one calls penchant, ennui, corset, &c.
meaning is galley scraps.
slang, and there
"
under
Galimafre'e," would have prevented this is no reason for considering a word as slang which
The faultiness of the book in this re- expresses a Hindustani idea for which there is no
mistake.
spect is the more remarkable, as Mr. Leland in his exact English equivalent. It would take up too much
introduction lays down most excellent principles space to deal with all the Hindustani words in the
on which to work, and it can only be accounted dictionary; but I may refer as an instance to dolly,
for on the hypothesis that many entries have not or, as it is always spelt nowadays,
dali, which
received the personal supervision of the compilers. means a basket of fruit and flowers presented by an
A few omissions in a work of this kind inferior to a superior. The English cannot express
are inevitable, and I have noticed none of this idea by one word, and they therefore use the
I have not seen boiley, a term Hindustani one ; but this does not make it slang.
importance.
for
bread soaked in water, which is per- In addition to this unwarranted insertion of norhaps peculiar to baby -farming establishments mal words, the book teems with errors. The first
(Pall Mall Budget for Aug. 22, 1889, p. 1066). Hindustani word which is presented to us, abddr,
Chum is omitted, although it is of old date, and is is translated as "teetotaller," a signification I have
found in its present sense of a room-mate never heard given to it since I first arrived in India
or stable-companion in the 'Life of Ambrose thirty years ago. It is derived from the Persian ab,
Gwinett." Its diminutive chummie, a chimney
water, and means in the houses of the native nobles
sweeper, is not forgotten ; but the locus classicus a servant who is entrusted with the water, and
is not given, and I therefore add it, from a ballad
keeps it cool by means of ice or saltpetre and in
which emanated from the printing-office of Mr pur English clubs, where not much water is drunk,
it signifies the servant who is in
Pitts some fifty years ago
charge of the
No more shall the Chummies bawl out Sweep
wines, and is, therefore, just as much or as little
As they trudge thro' the streets all forlorn,
slang as the English word "butler."
good illusNor wake those gemmen out of their sleep
tration of my meaning will be seen s.v. "Chokey."
Who don't go to bed till the morn.
The Hindustani word chauki means a seat or chair,
"
"
Chaff, chap, chop (in the sense of to exchange or and also a guard-room. In the former sense I do not
"
"
swap ")> fast (loose or dissipated), game (in dy- consider it slang, as it is never used out of India,
ing game ") are also omitted, and very many words and is there only applied normally ; but with the
are inadequately treated.
Deadhead, I believe, is latter meaning it has travelled from India to Engusually employed of a person who frequents the land, and is used by thieves and low characters as
theatres on the strength of "paper" only. Jiggered a synonym for prison, and has thereby become a
has acquired almost a classical status, since Mr slang English word. Why Messrs. Barrere and
Hobbs employed it with such delicate nuances o Leland have inserted the word under two separate

A

,

;

:

!

A

meaning in

'Little

Lord Faun tier oy.' The alterna

entries I fail to comprehend.

T*B. vni. NOV. 2/89.]
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I do not mean to assert that Anglo-Indians
But when we do
far from it.
never use slang
diverge from our usual correctness of language, we
employ the floral exuberances of the Gaiety or the
Pink 'Un, and do not babble Hindustani among
:

If I floor my adversary by winning
" take tea with
him"; if he returns
every rubber I
the compliment by licking my head off at billiards
Of the few slang terms
lie "has me on toast."
which are due to the natives, I can only at this
"
moment think of bundobust," which, originally
meaning "arrangement," is used to signify preThe " burra Mem " (who
paration of every kind.
is not in the dictionary), before whom we all bow
" burra Bibi"
at dinner-parties, has ousted the
(who is in the dictionary, though quite obsolete).
Bibi is never employed in the case of Europeans,

ourselves.

except as an adjunct to the names of the boardinghouse keepers in Calcutta and the Hill stations,
who are known as Bibi Smith, Bibi Jones, &c.
The only really slang expression which I can find
in the dictionary is under "Juwaub," or, as it
should be spelt, Jawab. This literally means an
answer, but when one lady says to another that
Mr. Eobinson has got his jawdb, or has been
jawabed, it is understood that he has made an offer
of marriage to a lady and has been refused.
The Anglo-Indians are not an inventive race,
and amongst ourselves we prefer to borrow than to
This will account for the small amount
originate.
of indigenous slang that we can boast of.
One or
two expressions might be added in an appendix to
the dictionary.
Our Eurasian brethren are usually
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ent has one, I hope he will favour us with the collation of

it.

The

title of the
eighth edition is the same,
though varying slightly in spacing, &c., as that of
the sixth, as far as 1. 20, " By Edmond Hoyle,
"
The Eighth Edition
Gent.," after which it reads,

The Laws of the Game,"
so on, as in the sixth
edition, down to
1. 32, after which it reads as follows :
"
To this edition are also added, A whole Chapter of
Thirteen new Cases, never publish'd before. London
Printed for T. Osborne, at Gray's Inn. 1748."
with great Additions.

&c.,

|

and

|

I

|

|

The names of Hildyard, Bryson, and Leake have
disappeared. The paragraph on p. 1 in which (in
the sixth edition) the "Artificial Memory" was
offered at the price of "one Guinea" no longer
It is
to feel sure that these
appears.
"
" thirteen new impossible
Oases were presented here for the
first time, and had not
previously appeared in the
seventh edition, which I have not had an opporof
for
such announcements as
tunity
examining;
this

were repeated frequently by our author long
announced had ceased to be
e.
the "

after the additions so

novelties, as,
published," in

several Cases, not hitherto

g.,

32 of the present title-page. These
had already appeared in the sixth edition, and
were therefore not " hitherto unpublished " in any
sense.
Title, on verso of which is the "Advertisement" and "To the Eeader," signed (autograph)
by the author,* 1 f.; and pp. 84; B to D in
twelves

Next

E

;

1.

in sixes.

same volume,

follows, in the

Game

on the

"A

short

|

The
known as chee-chees,frova. their peculiar intonation. Second Edition.
The
MDCCXLVIII.," &c.
At Simla or Mussoorie you will find the hill cap- title is otherwise the same as before, with
slight
tain, who prefers dancing attendance on the ladies differences of spacing and punctuation.
The pubto doing his duty in the plains.
a
Of
kindred lishers' names are the same. A in twelves
(ingenus is the bow-wow, who is perhaps a less inno- cluding title as A 1)
then 2 ff. of sig. G (in
Treatise

|

of

|

Quadrille.

|

|

;

cent specimen of natural history than the tame-cat
of English domestic life.
But although the subject is almost inexhaustible, I must now bid adieu
to slang and slangery.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Jaipur, Rajputana.

BOOKS ON GAMING.
(Continued from p. 264.)
An instance of Hoyle's want of care in editing
his books occurs in the second paragraph of his
preliminary remarks, p. 1 of the Short Treatise on
the Game of Whist,' sixth edition, 1746; for he
there announces, as before, that he has framed an
" Artificial
Memory," which "he is ready to communicate, upon Payment of one Guinea," forget" Artificial
"
ting that he has included this
Memory
in the very edition (price one shilling) to which
that paragraph is prefixed. Whether he continued
this blunder in the following edition or not I cannot say; for no copy of the seventh edition of

Hoyle's book

is

known

to me.

If

any correspond-

twelves), paged 121-123 (verso blank) instead of
There is no
25-27, as they should have been.
hiatus after the first sheet, the catch-word and the
sense both being right.
In the table of contents
"
"
at the end of the book
Quadrille is represented
as beginning on p. 99.
Perhaps this may have

been true of the
This
treatise

still

undiscovered seventh edition.

is followed, in the same volume,
by the
on piquet and chess, " The third Edition.
|

Printed for T. Osborne, at Gray's Inn.
MDCCXLVIII."
Title
and pp. 127-177 (verso
blank); G (including the title), the remaining
10 ff. of that sheet,
and I in twelves, ending
with I 5. The third edition of the treatise on
" Printed for
T. Osborne, at Gray's
backgammon,
Inn.
MDCCXLVIII.," follows immediately, with a
title much the same as that of the former edition.
I (the remaining 7 ff.), K, and L in twelves
pp.
|

H

|

;

*

The advertisement of the laws for sale no longer
appears. Probably the demand for them w.is insufficient
to justify their continue

form.

1

publication in that separate
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table of contents occupying back of the title again bears the autograph signa(title) to 224, the
5-10, and the remaining 2 ff. being taken up tures of Hoyle and Osborne, and the book differs
with advertisements of "Books printed for T. in no respect from the three preceding issues.
JULIAN MARSHALL.
Osborne." The treatises are not indexed in the
" Contents " in the order in which
they occur in
(To "be continued.)
the book. There is in this edition one very note"
worthy feature. Chap. xv. has Additional Cases,
THE PRIVY COUNCIL OF OCTOBER 22, 1688.
1747," and chap. xvi. has "Additional Cases, 1748."
This is the earliest instance of the dating of reI do not propose to discuss any constitutional
markable cases, gathered from the author's notes.
question; but I desire to use your columns to em(J.M.)
a most wholesome proposition, enunciated
The next issue appeared in the same year (1748), phasize
Mr. H. D. Ellis in the Times of Wednesday
and in a somewhat strange form. The title, of by
"
that
errors of all sorts are best
which eleven lines are printed in red and twelve September 20,
killed before they attain considerable proportions."
in black, runs as follows
Mr. Ellis sends with his letter to your daily
The Accurate Gamester's Companion
Containing
The Game of Whist to contemporary the copy of a most courteous and
infallible Rules for playing
Treated in an easy useful communication, addressed to him in reply
In all its Branches
"action
Also to an inquiry he had made, by Mr. C. L. Peel,
ner, and illustrated with Variety of Cases.
the Laws of the Game, Calculations relative to it, &c.
the learned and grave Clerk to H.M.'s Privy
are
The Ninth Edition improv'd. To which
added,
In that epistle the following passage
Council.
The Games of Quadrille, Piquet, Chess and Back-Gamoccurs
mon, fully explain'd. Likewise a Dictionary for Whist,
"
It is a matter of history that on the 22nd of October,
And an artificial Memory. The whole founded on the
Experience of Edmond Hoyle, Gent. London: Printed 1688, on the occasion of the birth of the Icing's son, an
for Tho. Osborne
And Sold by W. Reeve, at Shake- extraordinary Council [Privy Council
spear's-Head, near Serjeant's-Inn-Gate, in Fleet-Street. met, where were likewise present, by His Majesty's
1748. (Price Three Shillings.)
[King James II. 's] desire and appointment, Her Majesty
the Queen Dowager [Queen Catherine of Braganza,
Facing this title is a page of advertisements of widow of the late King
Charles II.] and such of the
"Just Published, the following Books. Printed
peers of this kingdom, both spiritual and temporal, as
for and Sold by W. Reeve," &c. (this page in the
were in town, and also the Lord Mayor and aldermen of
and several of their
B.M. copy is placed a little later). After these the City of London, the judges,
"
two leaves the rest of the book is the eighth edi- Majesties' counsel learned.'
tion, from title to advertisements at the end, in- The inverted commas (within the inverted commas
clusive, exactly as already described.
(B. M., H. J., signifying quotation marks made by me) are Mr.
J. M. )
It is clear that W. Reeve bought the eighth Peel's own.
For the explanatory words introduced
edition from T. Osborne, and prefixed his adver- within brackets and the italics I am responsible.
tisement page and title, and so sold it as the ninth From what chronicle Mr. Peel apparently quotes
edition.
He must, I think, have bought it very I am entirely ignorant.
early after its issue, for it is not uncommon (with
Now, in this relation, of what do I, as a firm
his title, &c.), while I have as yet seen only one believer in the soundness of Mr. Ellis's theory,
copy of the eighth edition without his additions; complain ? I submit that Mr. Peel's statement is,
and these had not been removed from the book, if not absolutely erroneous, essentially misleading.
which was in an old, if not the original, calf cover.
I rely upon the words I have italicized, " on the
The tenth edition has a title similar to that of occasion of the birth of the king's son."
conthe eighth, except that, after the author's name, vocation convened four months and twelve days
"Tenth" is in the next line substituted for after the event it is summoned to consider may be
"
said to have been occasioned by that event, but the
Eighth," and at foot the last line reads thus
"Printed for T. Osborne, at Gray's Inn. 1750." meagre assertion is, I venture to think, inadequate.
"
"
On the verso of the title the Advertisement has I contend that the immediate cause of the con" No
the following addition
copies of this Book vocation governs the episode of the assemblage.
are genuine, but what are signed by Edmond Was that governing cause the birth of the "White
"
"
Hoyle and Thomas Osborne." These names are Rose of England of the Jacobite party, the old
"
" To
Pretender of the incredulous (or affecting to pose
printed here ; but at the end of the address
the Reader " they are appended in the autograph as incredulous) Whigs, on Sunday, June 10,
of the author and his publisher.
Otherwise the 1688?
book is identical with the eighth and ninth ediHistory does not bear out the proposition that
" on the occasion
tions, of which it is a mere reissue, with misprints, the Privy Council was summoned
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It was
&c., uncorrected, from the same type.
again reissued, with the following imprint
"
Printed for T. Oaborne, at Gray's Inn ; and sold
The
1755."
by W. Reeve, in Fleet-Street.
:

|

of the birth of the king's son." It was summoned
to meet not only for the reason of a doubt having
been cast upon the fact whether the child, four
months and twelve days old, was the king's son

7 th

s.

viii. NOV.

2, '89.]
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all, but on the event having happened that proposed to put that doubt to the hazard of warlike
an avowed expression of incredulity
decision,
backed up by a demonstration of armed force.
Let us consider this matter with some little re-

at

On Monday, July 1, a prosigned on the day before, Sunday,
June 30, was despatched to the next male heir to
the throne, the Protestant Prince of Orange, the
very raison d'etre of the production of which manifesto was that a fraud had been endeavoured to be
perpetrated upon the nation, by the pretence, made
three weeks before, of the birth of a legitimate heir
to the crown; that is to say, the Whig party complained that for the legal Protestant heir apparent
a spurious Papist successor was to be substituted.
On Sunday, September 30,* in that year, the
male (Protestant) heir to the crown, by a formal
declaration, adopted that aspersion on the three
months and a half old baby, and committed himself to the theory that the
child [was only a
gard to chronology.

test, influentially

"warming-pan prince."

On Friday, the 19th of the following October,
Whig aspirant disputant, or disputant as-

the

345

Hence we account for the presence of the queen
dowager, the relict of the king's brother, at the
Council board; but the illustrious lady, like many
others of both sexes, and of all sorts and condition?,
was there only in the capacity of a witness.*
Catherine of Braganza had been present at the
The terms of her letter to her
birth of the baby.

King Pedro (see Egerton MS. 1534, f. 10),
showthatwhen she stood godmotherfor her assumed
nephew she never doubted that she was sponsor to
a legitimate Prince of Wales. This princess was
brother,

therefore naturally

summoned

to a Council con-

vened not "on the occasion of the birth of the
king's son," but to rebut by her personal testimony
which she actually, so far as she had the power,
did the doubts thrown upon his parentage.
That the expedition, sailing on Friday, October
19, had, owing to bad weather encountered in the
North Sea, to put back to port and refit, and
did not actually sail again until Thursday, November 1, landing at Torbay on the following Monday (" Guy Fawkes day "), the 5th, has, I submit,
no bearing upon the impression entertained at
Whitehall, amounting may I venture to assert ?
to a scare, which imperatively led to the hasty
convocation of the Privy Council, and the securing

committed himself and the fortunes of the
armada he had spent three months and a half in
The "Protestant vane," the important evidence of the infant prince's aunt,
preparing to the sea.
recently erected in anticipation of this apprehended the widow of the late king, on Monday, October
What hastily followed on that panic all
invasion, still to be seen on the east gable of the 22.
banqueting house (now the Chapel Royal), White- domestic historians of this period well know. The
pirant,

at length steadily indicated "a Protestant
east wind."
During Sunday, October 21, courier
confirmed courier that the king's nephew's wellfleet
had put to sea, and that and this
appointed
hall,

is

most important the justification most strongly
upon for the essayed invasion was the

relied

In
spurious character of the asserted royal issue.
great haste, then, on this Sunday the Privy Council
is summoned to meet on the
not
following day,
" on the occasion
of the birth of the king's son "
(which had happened four months and twelve days
before), but on the occasion of the asserted fact
that the so-called prince was the king's son
having
been questioned in so illustrious a quarter, f
*

Burnet says October 10, but the prelate is careful
to add, in parenthetical brackets,
"(N.S.)," so that the
apparent discrepancy is fully accounted for. England at

that date had not adopted the new style of
supputation
common on the continent, where the declaration was
issued. The document was amended four
days afterwards
i.e., Oct. 4th (Oct. 14, English), Dutch reckoning, but this
is not material to the point under consideration.
See,
also, as fixing the date, Eev. Precentor Venables, ascribing the death of John Bunyan (August 31, 1688, a Friday)
to "just a month before the publication of the Declaration of the Prince of Orange " (letter to the Times
Monday, October 1, 1888). Of course the learned divine
means a calendar month.
t Luttrell (' Brief Relation,' &c., i. 470) gives the date
of the assemblage of this
extraordinary Council as October 20, but this is clearly an error. The
bishop entrusted
with the restoration of the
privileges of Magdalen Col-

restoration of the Bishop of London to his see ;
the ignoble despatch of the Lord Chancellor (the
Jeffreys at whose shaggy nod the charters of scoresof corporations had fallen for years past like Jericho's walls at the sound of Joshua's trumpets) to
the Guildhall, with the reversal of the result of the
"
"
Quo Warranto proceedings ; the solemn reOxford, conceded by the king on learning of the
Dutch expedition, had appointed Monday, October 22,
for the ceremony of restitution, and had arrived on the
Saturday at Oxford, when on the Sunday he received the
summons to attend the Privy Council next day, and so at
once returned to town, and the Oxford function was not
'
performed. (See Lord Macaulay's History/ chap, ix.)
Probably the notices were issued late on the Saturday,
and Luttrell has, contrary to his usual habits of correctlege,

ness, mistaken the date of the summons for the date of
meeting, but that the latter was on the Monday (the
State
22nd) there can be no doubt.
(See Howell's
Trials,' xii. 123, and a quotation from the diary of
Henry, Earl of Clarendon, Hid., p. 146, which throws
all the light needful on the incidents connected with th&
The child about the circumissuing the summonses.)
stances of whose birth the convocation was held baptized shortly after he came into the world, had been
"
"
formally named only on the preceding Monday, the
"
15th.
The proceedings of the "extraordinary Council
of Monday, the 22nd, were officially confirmed and
ordered to be printed at a general Council held on
'

Thursday, November 1st, 1688.
* See the three classes
Privy Councillors, witnesses,

and auditors

carefully discriminated and defined in
xii. 123, which should surely

Howell's 'State Trials,'
main question at

set the

rest.
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storation of Augusta's violated charter ; the frantic
appeal to the Earl of Bedford, to the Mr. Kettlewell, the noble and the commoner, both of whom
had given martyred sons to the popular cause, all
this is trite ; but do, pray, afford me the oppor
tunity of nailing to the counter as spurious the
assertion made, apparently only by a slip of the
pen, of the esteemed Clerk of the Council, that
the special meeting of the Privy Council on Monday, October 22, 1688 an event supplying so important a factor in the sum of the results of the
great and glorious revolution of that year" as a
matter of history " was " on the occasion of the
birth of the king's son."
I sent this correction to the Times, the journal
in which the error originally appeared, on the very
day of its utterance; but as it seems to be a rule
now with the newspapers never to acknowledge

error in historical details printed in their columns,
of course my note failed to secure insertion.

NEMO.
"

CHAUCER'S FORNEYS OF A LEDE." Lichfield
Probate Registry, Sept. 20, 1558, will of William
Pultney, of Exhall, in the county of the city of
Coventry, gent.
" I
gyue and bequethe to John Pultneye, my sonne and
heare, my lease wyche I bade off tbe kyng^s Majestye
Henry th[e viij] for Cartynges wast & Farley wast, and
:

my great counter

My

in the halle/
grate brasse potte,my
greatest stepyng [fatt], tbe seconde bruyng fatt, & the
seconde spyte, and the bruenge leyde in the kettchcn."

In the inventory of

this testator's

goods we find:

In the kettchen
Fyrst

Item

yij pottes, iij
spettes, a

iiij

handdyorns,

panes, j ketill. iiij basena, iijJi.
pare of Rackes, ij cobardes, and

ij

xiijs iiijd.

Item, iiij ledes, xijs.
Item, in cowperye ware,

xs.

F. J. FrjRNIVALL.

WILLS

RHYME.

IN

cannot give reference,
but have, I think, seen not long ago in ' N. & Q.'
a rhyming will given as a rarity.
I give another,
which is curious, if not edifying. It is copied
from a very rare specimen of the provincial press,
namely, "Poems on Various Subjects.
By the
I

[7

th

a.

vm.

NOV.

2,

w.

To have and to hold,
Come heat or come cold,
Sans hindrance or strife,
Though thou art not my wife

;

As witness my hand,
Just here as I stand,
The twelve day of July,
In the year seventy.
Signed,

It

WILLIAM HICKINQTON.
know from the register
ever was proved there. The

would be interesting

to

York if such a will
date would be 1770.
I do not know if Pocklington ever enriched the
world with any other bibliographical treasure beIt has another
sides Mr. Hickington's poems.
and better claim to distinction as the birthplace of
Dr. Ullathorne, the late Catholic prelate.
R. HUDSON.
of

ADELARD OF BATH.

We have

so very few Engin saying this I
am not detracting from the glory of Alcuin, V.
Bede, and others, and S. Anselm was, of course,
an Italian by birth that we should carefully note
can claim among
those of English blood.
lish mediaeval philosophers

and

We

English schoolmen Wyclif, Occam, Hales, and
Bradwardine, and I may note that though Wyclif 's
doctrines were condemned at the Council of Constance, his own contemporaries regarded him as a
great schoolman, a master of logic, and he was
certainly one of our greatest and acutest Englishborn dialecticians; and probably also it was the
" comfact of his holding democrat, socialist, and
"
munistic views which at once made him the idol
of the English commonalty, with John of Gaunt
as its patron, and the enemy of the Roman Curia.
Vide Mr. Riley's admirable 'Fasciculi Zizanianorurn/ in the series of medieval documents edited
and published under the direction of the Master of
the Rolls.

But till lately I did not know that the West of
England had furnished a mediaeval schoolman. I
'
Averroes et
note, however, in M. Ernest Renan's
PAverroisme' (Paris, Michel Levy Freres, Rue
Vivienne, 2 bis, et Boulevarde des Italiens 15, a

la Librairie

Nouvelle, 1867, p. 201) the name of a
Renan's words

William Hickington, Esq., of Pocklington. philosopher from mediaeval Bath.
Pocklington, printed and sold by J. Easton and by are
late

:

[sic] all

Mr.

the different booksellers.

and Testament: proved at
Deanery Court at York.

HicJcinglon's last Will
the

This

is

my

last will,

I insist on it still,
So sneer on and welcome,

And
I,

1821."

e'en laugh your fill.
William Hickington,

Poet, of Pocklington,
Do give and bequeath
As free as I breathe

To thee, Mary Jarum,
The queen of my harem,

My cash

and my cattle,
With every chattel,

"La

medecine,

les

mathematiques,

I'astronomie,

avaient tente la curiosito de Oonstantin 1'Africain, de
Gerbert, d'Adelard de Bath, de Platon de Tivoli, avant
que 1'on songeat a demander des enseignements philosophiques a des mecreants conime Alfarabi et Avicenne."

As

is new to me, I think, asin M. Renan is not a misprint, that the existence of this English schoolman
deserves a note, and I should also welcome any
H. DE B. H.
information about him.

Adelard's

name

" Bath
suming that

"

FREDERICK THESIGER, FIRST BARON CHELMSFORD, HIS BIRTH AND BAPTISM. It is a fact not

7*s. vin. NOV.
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known that this Lord Chancellor was
born and baptized in the parish of St. Dunstan-inFrom the year
the-East, in the City of London.
1789 to 1795 the family of Thesiger occupied the
house No. 1, Fowkes Buildings, Tower Street. I
append a transcript of the entry in the register of
generally

baptisms

:

1794. Frederick

Son of Charles Thesiger and Mary

his

wife, born 15th July, baptized 4th Sept. 1794.

Foss, in his 'Judges of England,' gives April 15
as the date of birth.
DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.
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and it does not adorn it much.
Then follows
occupies 70 pp.
" Oraison d'un savant a

The "Traite"

:

1'article de la mort, s'addressant & 1'Etre supreme. Nudus veni, dubius vixi, incertus
morior, quo vadam nescio: Ens Entium, Causa Causarum,
miserere mei."

There are some six or seven pages more of supplementary verses of indifferent quality, except one
poem, said to be by "1'abbe de Lattaignant,.
chanoine, un des plus grands chansonniers de
France." This is called 'Hommage a TEtre Supreme,' is worthy of B^ranger, and curiously likehim.

above says "
Philadelphie,"
a colophon which says " A Boston,
"
sous
la protection du congrea."
Probably PhilaWe must request correspondents desiring information
"
"
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their delphie,"
Boston," and General Washington
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the were alike innocent of all knowledge of it.
answers may be addressed to them direct
I suppose it may be assumed that this is the
French version from which the Ashburnham MS.
'DE TRIBUS IMPOSTORIBUS.' Can any reader of was "faithfully Englished," but the Historical
'N. & Q.' give me bibliographical references or in- MSS. Report gives no date.
formation respecting this book? In the Eighth
Longfellow, in the note before mentioned, quotes
Report of the Royal Commission on Historical Matthew Paris as referring to the Latin work ' De
MSS. (Appendix, part iii., Report on MSS. of the Tribus Impostoribus ' as a book " which, if it ever
Earl of Ashburnham) there is the following entry, existed, is no longer to be found."
under the heading " MSS. relating to Ecclesiastical
I hope the subject may be
sufficiently interesting
to draw some information from the readers of
Subjects":
" 1. The famous book entitled De Tribua
Impostori- 'N. & Q.' as to whether it or any English version*
does exist.
bus,' translated from the original Latin into French, and
ROBERT HUDSON.

The

A

title-page as

but there

is

'

now

faithfully Englished, with a Preface, Annotations,

and Additions by the French

Lapworth.

translator."

A

quarto of 134 pp., in a modern hand. I find
the book referred to also by Longfellow in one of
the notes to his translation of Dante (' Inferno/ x.
119), where he cites from Matthew Paris a letter
of Pope Gregory IX., in which the
authorship is
ascribed to Frederick II, Emperor of Germany,

with hard words enough to quite justify Dante in
him in one of the red-hot tombs of the
heretics, which, with their open lids, he found so
" This
like the tombs in the
cemetery at Aries.
"
king of pestilence," writes Gregory, openly asserts
that the whole world was deceived
by three,
namely, Christ Jesus, Moses, and Mahomet."
Finally, I have, penes me, a waif which has survived coverless and in very shattered
condition,
and the title-page of which I transcribe
locating

CLOVEWORT.
Holland's

This

name

is

said in Britten

and

'

Plant-names/ on the authority of Mr.
Friend, to be applied, at Brackley, in Northamptonshire, to the common buttercup. Will any
one who lives in that neighbourhood be so good as
to say whether the name is in common
use, or, if

Is it in use anywhere
not, to whom it is known 1
else in the Midlands, or elsewhere ?
There was
an O.E. name dufwyrt, supposed to have been a
buttercup ; but as no trace of this has been found
in any of the many lists of plant- names of the
intervening period, its existence in popular use in
modern times is a phenomenon to be carefully in-

vestigated and authenticated, and, if established,
a fact of no small value.
J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

:

Traite des Trois Imposteurs, des Religions Dominantes et du Culte, D'apres 1'analyse conforme &
1'histoire
Contenant Nombre d' observations morales,
analogues a celles mises a 1'ordre du jour pour 1'affermissement de la Republique, sa gloire, et 1'edification
des peuples de tous les pays. Orne de Trois
gravures.
Phila lelphie, Sous les auspices du General
Washing-

SKELETON IN THE CLOSET, OR CUPBOARD.-

What

:

A

A Paris, chez lecitoyen Mercier,
de lettres, rue du Cocq Honore, No. 120. Lon-

thon, et ee trouve.

homme
don, at

M.

Miller,

libryre,

Boon

street,

Piccadelly.

M.DCC.XCVI.

It

is

it

was once adorned has survived, that of Moses,

of pp. 80, 8vo.,
audaciously profane, but very
witty.
Only one of the three portraits with which

;lad

is the origin of this
expression ? I shall be
of early quotations for it.
Send direct.

J.

A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

CLOTH- COLOUR.

London

What does this mean ?

"A

In the

Gazette of 1681 we find,
middle siz'd
in an old Cloth-colour riding Coat." Ibid.,
of
into
Cloth-colours."
1683,
parcel
Selk, Dyed
a Bundle of Cloth-coloured
Ibid., 1704, "Lost
and black Sowing Selk."
J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

man

"A
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'

TRENCH'S SELECT GLOSSARY.
In compiling a
bibliographical list for a new edition of this work
I have failed in some cases to find particulars of
the author cited by the archbishop. I should be glad
if any of the readers of 'N. &
Q.' could tell me any'
thing about Jackson, the author of Blasphemous
Positions of Jesuits' ('S. G.,' s.v. "Artisan")?
What is known about Sydenham, the author of

*

The Athenian Babbler

'

('

S. G.,' s.v.

"

Epicure")

?

Is anything known about the Vaughan who wrote
*
'
The Life and Death of Dr. Jackson ' (' S.
s.v.

G

"Plausible")?

A. L.

MATHEW.

Oxford.

JENNINGS FAMILY. Can any of your correspondents kindly afford particulars relative to
Fennell Jennings, scrivener, of Westminster, who
in 1706 apprenticed his son Theodore to the Pewterers' Company ?
As the Company's books only
have entry of the same, any additional particulars
would be most welcome.
A. B. OSBORNE.
Bed Lion Passage, W.C.

RESTORATION OF FADED WRITING.

me

Could you

with the best mode of restoring faded
writing on parchment, as I believe such a restoration is possible ? At least, I am under the impression I have seen something to that effect either
in some of your old issues or some other
journal.
What is, also, the best mode of removing stains
from morocco or calf bindings, or tickets gummed
to fine bindings ?
as immersion in water
always
leaves a stain.
favour

What is the modus operandi of applying pure
vaseline, recommended in your columns as a restorative to faded book- covers ?
I have tried it,
but fail to find any benefit by simply
rubbing it
in with the fingers.
GERALD E. HART.
[See, for

"Faded Writing," 6>

S. v. 288, 355; vi. 71,

a wave:

'

But how came

tion of earlier date than the
present century ?
I believe, a fact that until more recent times

It

it

vm. NOV. 2/39.

be called

to

wire, or
J. T. F.

?

wyre

Bishop Hatfield's Hall,

Durham.

HERALDIC. I am unable to refer to Papworth
or Burke, and shall be much obliged to any reader
'
of N. & Q.' who can inform me what families the
following arms belong to. They are on a piece of
silver plate.
Party per pale, sable and argent, a
double-headed

eagle, counterchanged, impaling
party per saltire, argent and ermine, in chief three
in
base
a tiger's head.
annulets,
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
Boscombe Manor, Bournemouth.

TIDAL PHENOMENON IN THE THAMES. Thorn*
History of London states that on Novem'

ton's

ber 18, 1763,
" the tide in the river Thames at eleven
o'clock, when
it was flowing, suddenly stopped, and ebbed for the space
of an hour, after which it returned and flowed the usual
time."

Is there a similar instance

on record

?

GEORGE
St.

ELLIS.

John's Wood.

COMMANDER OF ORDNANCE. By what department was the Ordnance administered in 1800?
What was the office of Commander of Ordnance
Where can
equivalent to?
Ordnance matters be found ?

THOMAS NASH

'
:

records relating to
R. P. H.

PIERCE PENILESSE, HIS SUPThis was first pub-

PLICATION TO THE DIUELL.'
lished (in 4to. form) in 1592.
copy of the original edition ?

Where can
S. E.

I see a

STANESBY.

STRAP IN RODERICK RANDOM.' Is his original
known? The Annual Register for the year 1771
(published 1772) has among its deaths, p. 166,
*

col, 1

:

"Mr. Duncan

CONFIRMATION. Can any of your readers direct
me to sermons by Anglican divines on confirma-

s,

CT*

from

it is said,

Strap in

'

Rivers, bailiff of Glasgow; the person,
Dr. Smollett took his character of

whom

Roderick Random.'

"

F. J.

FURNIVALL.

is,

bishops

were accustomed to confirm only at their visitations, and such services would probably be out of
the reach of numbers of people,
who, presumably,
grew up unconfirmed. Any information on this
subject would be most acceptable.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

WERE. Halliwell gives this as "North" for a
There was at Winterton,
pond, or pool of water.
in Lincolnshire, and is at
Scunthorpe, in the same
a
county,
pond called the Wire Pond. I should
be glad to hear of other ponds called Were or
Wire. I presume it is the same as A.-S.
wa'r, or
$6rt which Bosworth gives as "(1) an enclosure, a
enclosed
place
;
(2) a fishpond, a place or engine
for catching and
keeping fish, a wear ; (3) the sea,

INSCRIPTIONS ON STEELE'S MONUMENTS. Can
any one supply the inscriptions on the monuments
to Steele in Llangunnor and Carmarthen ?
W. LOVELL.
Temple Chambers.

SUBSIDY

ROLLS.

Will

some

specialist

be

generous enough to answer the following query ?
The information would prove of incalculable use to
students. Which Subsidy Rolls are likely to
be (between the years 1327 and 1550) of most service to the genealogist ?
The Roll of the Subsidy
of 1327 is rich in names, and if other rolls of like
interest, and at moderate intervals, were searched
between the years I mention, the genealogist who
has exhausted parish registers and wills with valuable result could carry his researches back with
equal success, particularly if the family taken up

many

7*s.

vm.

NOV.
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were of one county and even moderate position.
The report (22?) of the Keeper of the Records,
although it gives a full list of these rolls, does not

KNOT.

give the information I seek.

WELLINGTON STATUE.
to

an accurate description

statue

by Boehm

was

unveiled

it

at

Can any one refer me
of the new Wellington

Hyde Park Corner ?

When

JAMES D. BUTLER.

originate ?
Madison, Wis., U.S.

the best statement
that the 'Iliad' and

King Solomon ?
C. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.

GAY'S

'

FABLES.'

=

Abington Pigotts, Camb.

SECRET." In a review I have
Toilers in London,' by the British
Weekly commissioners, it is said that
among
" the
these poor women death is often called
great

just read of

secret."

think
sure.

'

They did not invent

this word-form.

we owe it to some Latin
Can any of your readers

classic,

am
me ?

but

enlighten

I
not

ASTARTE.

Bentley's theory
were written by

Odyssey

be "hodie

Who

FROST IN THE CHANNEL.

In the recently pubof Charlotte Elizabeth (Duchess of

Where shall I find

'

'

this

Nicolas
sepelivi" (subaudita) Nicolaum Neminem
Nemo ? Not that I connect this Nicolas Nemo
with Nicolas Nemo of Landbeach in 1594.
'
I find no notice of Nicolas Nemo in N. & Q./
though I have gone through the indices ab initio.
-was he ?
WM. GRAHAM F. PIGOTT.

"THE GREAT

This rule, meaning that every realm, through its ruler, has the
sole right to determine the form of religion that
shall exist within its boundaries, dates from the
sixteenth century.
Just when, and where, did it

of Dr.

Would

"Nicolaum Neminem."

R.

?

" Cujus REGIO EJUS RELiGio."

BENTLET.
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Can any one

tell

me how

editions of these celebrated fables have been
printed since the publication of the first issue of
the first series in 1728 ? I have the record of one

many

lished letters
Orleans and sister-in-law of Louis
passage at p. 229

XIV.) I

find this

:

"

Paris,

January

21st, 1716.

" I do not
know, dear Louise, what the winter is like
in England, but I have never felt such cold in my life
here.
It is five weeks since we have received any news
from England. This is not surprising, for they say that
the sea is covered with ice at Calais, and that English
vessels cannot leave Dover."

hundred and twenty separate editions, many of
Can any of your correspondents confirm this rewhich I have in my own collection ; but as I have
markable statement, and give an instance of the
met with many which are not in the British
Channel being frozen in the present century ?
Museum Catalogue, and as other editions are
E. M.
under
notice
almost
being brought
my
every week,
Brighton.
I shall be glad to know if any other collector has
been engaged in the same work and to the same
THE INVENTION OF THE THIMBLE. I quote beextent.
Gay's 'Fables' must have been very low a paragraph cut recently from the columns of an
How far is the assertion corpopular, and they doubtless still retain their popu- Indian newspaper.
larity, seeing that they have been translated into rect that thimble is derived from thumb-bell ?
" There is a rich
almost every European language, and even into
family of the name of Lofting in
W. H. K. WRIGHT.
England, the fortune of whose house was founded by
Bengali and Hindustani.
Plymouth.

LEGHS OF ACTON BURNELL.

Can any reader

of
'
N. & Q.' say where an early account of the ancestors of the Leghs, extinct
baronets, of Langley
and Acton Burnell, Shropshire, can be found?
Also of the Traynels (Tyrrells), Lords of Hatton,
also in Shropshire ?
JAPHET.

NICOLAS NEMO. At p. 255 of vol. iv. of the
Cambridge Ant. Soc. Comm. I find the Rev. Bryan
Walker, in his notes upon discoveries in the recent
restoration of Landbeach Church, has the following
foot-note

:

Lofting. The usefulness of the article commended
at once to all who used the needle, and Lofting acquired a large fortune. The implement was then called
the thumb-bell, it being worn on the thumb when in

John
it

and its shape suggesting the rest of the name. This
clumsy mode of utilizing it was soon changed, however,
but the name, softened into ' thimble,' remains."

use,

DIGNA SEQUAMUR.
Nagapatnam.

'THE OLD SEAT.' Is this poem, included in a
Rotterdam edition of Tennyson's * Works,' about
which a query was inserted in N. & Q.' (5 th S. iii.
128), really by the Laureate ; and, if so, where
VARSITY.
did it first appear ?
'

"

The Rood-loft was standing in 1594, for amongst the
entries for 1562 in the Pariah Register is found this
'
strange note
Pope, the fox will eate no grapes, and
whi he can not get y m ; so at this tovvne thei loue inglish
seruis because thei can haue none other, as apperith bi
the candilbeme and rode loft as I think : iudge you
by
me Nicolas Nemo, A.D. 1594.' "
:

Extract from the parish register of Abington
Abington juxta Shingay : buried, 1675,

Pigotts, or

such an apparently insignificant thing as the thimble.
The first ever seen in England was made in London less
than two hundred years ago by a metal worker named

NURSERY RHYME. I was informed the other
day by a certain venerable rector, cetat. eighty-four,
residing in the county of Durham, that, according
"
rhyme of
Hey
and the fiddle" was com-

to a family tradition, the nursery

diddle, diddle, the cat
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posed on the occasion of his birth.
Perhaps this
is worth airing in
N. & Q.,' and may elicit some

I

'

further particular?.

H.

J. P.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.
" Life ia a
comedy to those
those who feel."

who

think, a
C.

to

KOYAL LEPERS.
(7

th

S. viii. 108, 174, 217, 277.)

There is near Oxford the chapel of St. Bartholomew, which was conferred by King Edward

L7"> s.

vm.

NOV.

2,

>.

quoted in Lambarde (' Diet./ 306). Can any of
your readers identify the passage in Leland? The
stone house was at Rotherhithe, not Bermondsey,
It can have had
as MR. W. RENDLE gives it.
nothing to do with the Lock without St. George's

whose position is fixed in Kent Street,
Southwark. What is MR. RENDLE'S authority for
the statement that there was a leper-house at Bermondsey ? No such institution is found in Sir
James Simpson's list ('Essay?,' ii. 160), and the
'Annals of Bermondsey ' make no mention of any
visit from Henry IV., or of his granting a charter
to the monks.
J. HAMILTON WTLIE.
Bars,

Rochdale.

To HERMENTRUDE'S list of leper hospitals allow
upon his new foundation of Oriel College. It
was originally founded by King Henry I. for me to add the following, in Essex, which occur to
twelve infirm lepers with a chaplain (Wood, Hist, my recollection Maldon (St. Giles) Colchester
J. C. GOULD.
of City of Ox.,' ed. by Peshall, p. 273, Ox., 1773).
(St. Mary Magdalene).
It must not be supposed that there is any quesTo
the list may be added Ospringe, near Fation but that the medieval leprosy was a much
near Canterbury,
more serious disease than the common leprosy of versham, Kent; Harbledown,
G. B. LONGSTAFF.
founded by Lanfranc.
the Bible. And of this severer form of disease

II.

'

:

is not a single instance in the Bible, except,
If there had been any
perhaps, the case of Job.

there

;

In addition to the leper hospitals in England
mentioned at p. 277, 1 would add that at Maiden
Bradley, in Wiltshire, where a hospital for poor
leprous women was founded in the latter end of
the reign of King Stephen or in the beginning of
See
that of Henry II. by one Manasser Bisett.
Hoare's Wilts,' Hundred of Mere, p. 94.
THOS. H. BAKER.
Mere Down, Mere, Wilts.

doubt remaining among scientists it would have
been set at rest by the long and careful disquisition of Sir Risdon Bennett, after and with the
assistance of Dr. Greenhill, ch. i. pp. 15-53 of 'The
Diseases of the Bible,' for R.T.S., Lond., 1887, with
ch. v. pp. 97-100 for Job, with further reference to
notes, pp. 139-141. For Dr. Greenhill's history of
*
the term see the Bible Educator,' vol. iv. p. 76,
and for the reference to Job, p. 176.
ED. MARSHALL.

*

Robert de Ros, of Werke, founded a hospital
chaplains, thirteen lepers, and

for lepers (three

other lay brethren, according to Dugdale's

'

Baron-

There was a leper hospital at Bodmin, which is age ') a t Boulton, in Northumberland, before 1225.
It lasted in it s seal is
not on the list of HERMENTRUDE.
appended to a deed in the Treasury
name till the beginning of this century, when, dated 1244.
WATER BOUQET.
after the death of the last so-called patient, the
<
Calendar of Wills
Dr. R. R. Sharpe, in the
foundation fell into neglect and decay.
Chancery
was then moved on the subject, and at length the .Proved and enrolled in the Court of Hasting,
Court declared the corporation extinct, and trans- London,' states that Walter de Mourdon in li
Suthwerkferred the property (a few houses and cottages, made bequests to the lazars without
"
"
JOHN RANDALL.
and about fifty acres of land) to the Royal Corn- barre and at Hakeneye."
|

__-^.-._

1

wall Infirmary at Truro, the governors engaging
if called upon, to receive lepers.
See
'
In 1883
Parochial History of Cornwall,' i. 100.
3 the Guardian to ask where a

done in the

case.

C. F. S.

M.A.

Longford, Coventry.
It is known that Henry IV. stayed occasionally
at Rotherhithe during the closing years of his life,
and that the manor of Rotherhithe belonged to the
of Bermondsey ; but I can find no evidence
Abbey
that " the stone house in which he is said to have
"
lain while he was cured of a leprosy had any con-

nexion with Bermondsey Abbey. The authority
for the tradition about the stone house is Leland,

MINSTER

(7

th

S. viii. 65, 115, 212).

The

fol-

and is not, as he has suggested, merely
a modern use.
of the
Inquisit. 5 Edw. III. defines "the limits
the west end of
Bail as extending eastwards to
the shrine of St. Hugh in monasterio."

early times,

Welbourne's Chantry Book: "Fuit principal

causa movens de factura duarum voltarum campanilium in fine occidentali monasterii."
Will of William of Gretton, 15 Edw. III.:
"Item lego fabrice monasterii beate Marie Vir-

viii. NOV.

s.

ginis
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quandam schoppam

[shop] in Dernestall,

Line."

I might easily multiply extracts, but these are
sufficient to prove the point as regards Lincoln.

The use

of

monasterium

monastic church

generally for a non-

may be abundantly illustrated
Hugh Candidas, speaking of

elsewhere; e.g.,
Harold's donation to Peterborough, writes, "Item
dedit terrain in Lundona juxta monasterium Sancti
Pauli "(Spark, p. 40).

The parish church of St. Aldate's, in Oxford,
appears as monasterium in the register of Abingdon
Abbey, temp. Hen. I., quoted by Dr. Ingram in
'Memorials of Oxford' (Pembroke College),
monasterium quoddam S. Aldati episcopi con-

his

"

secratur."

Kirkdale Church, in Yorkshire, affords a much
example than any yet quoted of the use of
minster for a parish church.
The well-known
inscription round the sundial reads thus: "Orm
Gamal suna bohte Sanctus Gregorius minster" &c.
"
Orm, Gamal's son, bought St. Gregory's minster
when it was all to-broken and to-fallen." As Orm
was murdered by Earl Tosti's orders in 1064, this
inscription may be placed about the middle of the
earlier

eleventh century.

On

this

Mr. Freeman writes
"

('Towns and

Districts,' p. 312),
minster here, as at

the word

church of the smallest

scale,

Mark

the use of

Assandun, for a
which we can hardly

conceive as maintaining more than a single priest ";
and again, " Besides the use of monasterium to
mean monastery, it also often means minstert that
the other
is, the church as distinguished from
buildings, whether the church was monastic or
"
secular (t&., p. 341, note 1).
I may add that I find the Cathedral of Lichfield
(always a church of secular canons) styled minster
or monasterium in some of its records, and that
at Salisbury, also secular, a thoroughfare leading
to the cathedral is called Minster Street.

"

For the general term Ducange says (sub we.),
Universum ecclesise omnes monasteria dictse";

adding,

"

Ssepe sumitur [monasterium] pro eccle-

cathedrali."
Those who have travelled in
Germany will remember that Milnster is constantly

Bishop of Chester has said, the original missionaries were nearly all monks, and each monastery
was a great mission centre. The monastic system,
"
he continues, did its work well, and that a most
important work for the time, in levelling and
equalizing the country for parochial administration, and furnishing teachers for districts too poor
and too thinly peopled to provide for their own
"
As a rule, the
clergy (' Const. Hist.,' i. 222-3).
earliest churches were minsters in the strict meaning of the word, and they continued to be so called

when the term had

Mynstre preost Parochus,"
Mynsterham
<{
domus, templum,"
Mynstre clsensung
reconciliatio."
The ' Promptorium
Par vulorum ' also gives " Mynstre = chyrche, monasterium." Thus we see that minster in early times
Ecclesise

= Ecclesise

stood for a church simply, entirely
irrespective of
its
being monastic or the contrary.
In this use of minster we have what it is now
the fashion to call "a survival,"
bearing unmistakable testimony to the fact that
in

common with most European
evangelization

to

England,

countries,

the monastic system."

owed

As

its

the

lost its appropriateness.

BONHAM FAMILY (7 th

EDMUND VENABLES.
I am in-

S. viii. 168, 252).
terested in this pedigree, and have been for

some time

ceased her, having died June 18, 1532.

She was

Thomas
collecting all information I can about it.
Bonham, of Stanway, in Essex, who was second
husband to the widow of Edward Knivett, prededaughter of Henry, first Lord Marney. She then
married John Barnaby, or Barnabee, and died in
With regard to this Thomas, there is an
1535.
Inq. p.m. 25 Hen. VIII, No. 1, in Public Record
I am
Office, which I have not been able to read.
anxious to find his relationship with Thomas Bonham, of Kent, who married his son Robert to
Dorothy Basset He may have lived at Mailing,
as Robert's second son is described as of Mailing,
Can any one throw light on this ?
co. Kent.
deed, dated 1356, of Robert de Bonham, rethe manor
lating to property at Great Wishford and
of Bonham, in Somerset, which was in my grand-

A

now in the British Museum ;
I believe the Wilts and Essex families were
connected. The last at Great Wishford (Wilts)
to have been Walter Bonham, who sold

father's possession, is

and

appears
He may have been the father
the manor in 1665.
or grandfather of Samuel Bonham, born about
1677, for whose birthplace and parentage I am in
search.

I should be

respondent

happy

MB. A.

to

communicate with your

cor-

T. EVERITT.

E.

sia

used for cathedrals, which, I may observe, were
never monastic out of England.
In Lye's 'Anglo-Saxon Vocabulary* we find
"
"
=
=
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W. BONHAM.

British Consulate, Boulogne-eur-Mer.

LTDIA WHITE (7 th S. viii. 209, 277). -The
casual mention of this lady's name in my 'Old
'
and New London scarcely deserves to be dignified
with the name of an " article." Besides recording
the place and date of her death, I give nothing beyond one quotation from Sir Walter Scott and
another from Peter Cunningham, the one mentioning her illness, and the other her former celebrity
in

May

Fair.

E.

WALFORD, M.A.

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
th

S. vii. 368, 478 ;
(7
Starting from Threadneedle Street
52, 154).
we are in some danger of going round the world.
But as we have got to Wordsworth, and are adout their
vising Messrs. Macmillan how to bring

THREADNEEDLE STREET

viii.
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new

edition with lines properly numbered, as if
the bard were already a classic, let us saunter yet
I suppose
further, and ask for a judicious index.
it would be
presumption to ask for a concordance.
shall soon be doubling Cape Horn, I see.
But
why does not the Index Society devote some of
its energy to
furnishing concordances to the great
poets ? It is too bad to leave to that benefactor
of his species Mr. C. D, Cleveland to do it all
alone.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

We

CHAPEL (7 th S. vi. 364, 450 ;
As MR. BLADES asked for an

yii.

38

;

viii.

214).

instance of chapel
meaning a body of men, I forward one or two of
about a score I have just met with in reading
Hall's 'Chronicle':

near Bexhill.

It

[7*

s.

vm. NOV. 2,

mainly consists of marsh land,

although there are some slightly elevated ridges,
and gives name to the Level of Hooe, the village
itself occupying a position considerably above the
Horsfield, in his 'History of
surrounding soil.
Sussex,' vol. i. p. 544, says the manor of Owe,
the possessions of
How, Hoo, or Hooe was part of
Earl Godwin.
The editor of ' Magna Britannia/
p. 508, says Hoo was the manor and estate of
John, Duke of Bedford, uncle of Henry VI. The
Rev. W. D. Parish, in his Sussex Dialect,' says
hoe means fuss, anxiety: "I doan't see as you've
any cause to putt yourself in no such terrible gurt
hoe over it."
JAS. B. MORRIS.
Eastbourne.

'

"

th
S. viii. 206).
(7
Sibley, in his paper on left-leggedness,
September 12 at the British Association,

COLUMN ON CALAIS PIER

On the morrowe beeyng the sixt day of July, the kyng Dr. W. R.

came toward hys coronacion into Westminster hall, where
hys chapell and all the prelates mitered receiued hym.
so they in ordre of processio' passed forwarde."
Hall's < Chronicle,' 1550, Richard III., f. 1, verso.

And

The next

is

from the funeral of Henry VII.

:

read on

states that, the left leg being the stronger, it is
more readily brought into action ; hence troops
march off with the left foot ; it is the foot which

placed in the stirrup of a saddle, or the step of
There was, therefore, I
a bicycle, in mounting.
may remark, nothing very sinistrous in the action
to which MR. LOVELL draws attention, of Louis
XVIII. putting his left foot foremost when stepping on French soil on his return from exile in
is

"When

the chariot was thus ordered, the king's
vhapell, and a grete nombre of Prelates, set forward
praying: then folowed all the kynges seruauntes, in
blacke, then folowed the Chariot and after the Chariot
,ix. mourners
There met with theim all the Priestes
and Clearkes, and religious men, within the citee, and
without (whiche went formoste, before the kynges
Chapell)." Ball's 'Chronicle,' 1550, Hen. VIII., f. 1,
:

verso.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

England.
Freegrove Road, N.

R. R.

BED-STAFF (6 th S. xii. 496 7 tt S. i. 30, 96, 279,
412 ; vii. 512 viii. 236). I have more than once
CLIVE FAMILY (7 th S. viii. 148). The 'Thes- seen a bed-staff in use like the one described by
MR. W. H. BROWNE at the last reference. It will be
pian Dictionary (1802) says that Catherine Rafter
remembered that the Lady Rohesia used one too
in 1732 "was married to
George Clive, a gentle"
man of the law and brother to Baron Clive but upon her husband Sir Guy's head and found it a
'The
See
of
mickle
Ingoldsby
might."
the
weapon
were not
;

Boston, Lincolnshire.

;

'

;

long happy, as a separation
The 'Biog. Diet.,' 1809, gives
similar information, but uses the title " Lord " instead of "Baron."
J. F. MANSERGH.
parties

soon followed."

Liverpool.

THE PRINCESS HENRIETTA, DUCHESS or ORth

LEANS

S. vii. 462; viii.
(7
31, 133, 198).
to MR. WINSLOW
JONES, I beg to say
that the maiden name of the authoress of 'The
Princesses of England was Wood, and not Green.
Her ' Letters of Royal and Illustrious Ladies ' was

In reply

'

published by her before her marriage, and conseI canquently under her maiden name of Wood.
not explain the error in the British Museum Catabut
it is an error.
I will look it out the
logue,
next time I am there. I can speak
positively on

having had the privilege of enjoying
an intimate friendship with Mrs. Everett-Green
this question,

for full forty years.
Anerley.

H. E. WILKINSON.

THE MEANING OF THE NAME Hoo
106).

(7

th

S. viii.

In Sussex we have a village called Hooe,

C. C. B.

Legends.'

A

COPRA (7 th S.
the universal trade name of

PHILOLOGICAL COINCIDENCE

:

This is
104, 231).
dried cocoa-nut in the Indian and Pacific Oceans,
and it will doubtless be found in English trade
It is derived from the Hindustani word
lists.
Miopra, originally signifying a cocoa-nut, and thence
I know
the kernel, and is of Sanscrit ancestry.
nothing of the Samoan language, but there is
nothing in the extract quoted from the New York
viii.

Phrenological Journal by MR. GILDER to show
The ordinary trade
that copra is a Samoan word.
term for the dried kernel or meat of the cocoa-nut
is employed, and without further evidence to prove
that copra is an indigenous Samoan word, I must
real coindecline to accept the coincidence.
cidence, however, occurred just as I was sitting
down to write this reply, and while my head was
Ichdnsamdn,
metaphorically full of cocoa-nut.
or butler, came in to ask if he might take out of my
godown, or store-room, some khoprd wherewith to
This is not
confect a fish-sauce for my breakfast.

A

My

T*

s.

viii. NOV.
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only a true bill, but it will serve to indicate one
of the uses to which copra is applied.

W.

F. PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Eajputana.

SECRET CORRESPONDENCE (7 th S. viii. 285).
The idea in DR. CHANCE'S second paragraph may
go a great deal further.
Why pieces of paper
of the shape of stamps ? Why not all shape?, every
shape with a different meaning,
circles, ovals;
squares, oblongs, rhombuses, rhomboids, trapeziums,
trapezoids ; triangles (equilateral, scalene, and isospentagons, hexagons, &c. ? Further still, you
could pierce each piece, either in its own shape or
in another.
Thus, ringing changes on shapes,
colours (if neither you nor your correspondent were
celes),

and

positions, you
alphabet (for the sake of change

colour-blind),

a

"gammadelt") which would

longer than your

or his.
C. F. S.

life

would get an

we

last

will call

it

a great deal

WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.
th

PALAEOGRAPHY (7 S. viii. 287). See Euripides,
'
The passage
Fragm.,' Theseus,' vii. (Dindorf).
'
is preserved in
Athenseus,' x. 454 b.
P. J. F. GANTILLON.
1

CROWLAND (7 S. vii. 370). Smiles, in his
Lives of the Engineers,' p. 25, explains the proverb " Every cart that comes to Crowland is shod
"
with silver by the fact that the ground all about
it was so
boggy that neither horse nor cart could
th

'

approach

M.B.Cantab.

it.

HUSSHIP

(7

th

S. vii.

370;

viii.

70,

133).

I

thought, as MR. BUCKLEY appears to do, that
"
"househusship might be
huse-scipe," or
ship," and that there might be some reference to
the old custom of presenting a child at the first
house it enters with such gifts as an egg, bread,
salt, and silver coin, which may be a survival of
the christening feast.
J. T. F.
Winterton, Doncaster.
S. viii. 66).
The
BUMPTIOUS, ITS DATE (7
'
following, from Pycroft's Oxford Memories/ will
show that this word was in common use before
1 832 at Oxford:
" Part of
the Latin apology ran thus : ' Eo quod contumaciter se gesserint.'
What is the meaning of behaving conlumaciter ? asked Wratislavv.
Why, bumptiously,
to be sure,' said Lane, 'and a
very good interpretation,
th

'

353

of Philadelphia, to a reporter of the Phila'The skin on the breast,' continued
delphia Record.
the physician, 'is soft and pliable, and may be
used in the making of gloves.
When people buy
gloves they never stop to question about the material
of which they are made.
The shopkeeper himself may be in ignorance, and the purchaser hag no
means of ascertaining whether the material is human
skin or not. The fact is that tanning of human skin is
extensively carried on in France and Switzerland. The
product is manufactured into gloves, and these are imported into this country. Thus, you see, a person may be
wearing a part of a distant relative's body and not know
Then the doctor drew from a drawer a brand-new
it.'
'
pair of black gloves.
There,' said he, is a fine article
made from the skin of a child. As the hide of a kid comwith
that
of
a
pares
goat, so, of course, does the skin of a
child compare with that of an adult, and it is much
The skin of a
sought in France for glove purposes.'
man's back makes good sole leather,' said the doctor.
'Nature has protected man's spine by a skin which is
much heavier than that of other parts of the body. Here
is a piece of a well-tanned skin from the calf of a man's
And the doctor displayed a bit of white leather,
leg.'
strong and thick. In a museum in Belgium are bodies of
six members of one family.
They were all buried in a
tan-yard, and when they were exhumed years afterwards,
the skin, flesh, and even the bones were well preserved,
so thoroughly tanned were all the parts. The specimens
are in a better state of preservation than are the Egyptian
mummies. A few years ago General Ben Butler effectually checked the tanning of human skins in MassachuThe
setts, and since that time the business has ceased.
few samples of tanned human skins now obtainable were
made by scientists as an experiment. Dr. Nardyz formerly possessed a fine pair of slippers made of the skin
of a member of the genus homo, but his wife did not like
the idea of her husband literally wearing a dead man's
The doctor does
shoes, and so one day they vanished.
not say a word, but he thinks he knows who is responsician,

'

'

sible for their disappearance."

JOHN
Holmby House,

T.

PAGE.

Forest Gate.

A. B.'s last word on this subject reminds me
'
that in Frank Buckland's Curiosities of Natural
History he gives an account of a church door, so
far as I recollect, in Kent, where, under the large
nails, was still to be found human skin. Of course
a piece was speedily under Buckland's microscope,
and he pronounced it to be the skin of a fair or red
The legend says that when the
haired person.
Danes made their excursions on the English coast
any of them so unlucky as to be caught by the inhabitants was flayed and the skin nailed on to the
church door.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
'

'

too.

E.

HUMAN LEATHER

LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

th

S. vii. 326, 433 ; viii. 77,
The following paragraph, clipped from
131, 252).
the Northampton Mercury of
24

(7

August

last,

should, I think, find a place under the above heading
:

DRINKING HEALTH IN BLOOD (7 S. vi. 388,
474; vii. 292). The story of which the source was
asked for at the first reference is told in White*
locke's Memorials,' p. 453, second edition. It may
be found also in D'Israeli's ' Curiosities of Literath

ture,' s.v.

"

Drinking Customs in England."

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hasting?.

" Gloves which "Human Leather.
" THE THREE BLACK GRACES
are sold as kid are often made of
human skin,' eaid Dr. Mark L, Nardyz, a Greek phy- 453 7 th S. viii.
Allusion
256).
'

;

"

th

(6
is

S. ix. 389,
at the

made
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to the second reference, where, anent the
above phrase, two lines of the whimsical and clever
badinage on Quadrilling' are quoted. The song
has long been out of print, but I possess a verbatim copy of the original, which I now send,
hoping that (te volente, Mr. Editor) it may be perpetuated in the pages of N. & Q.':
last

'

S. VIII.

[7*

military,
prettily la pastorelle,

Dance

and

if

you

finish

life,

and

let la

Pantaloon,
1

clever

hit,

zephyr

thirty stone, attempt

to pas-de-

it.

Chorus

None now inanimate, who

Run, neighbours, run, &c.
fatter or

who

thinner

chiine.

Chorus

Run, neighbours, run, &c.

FREDK. RULE.

Run, neighbours, run, all London is quadrilling it;
Order and sobriety are dos- dos.
This is the day for toeing it and heeling it,
All are promenading it from high to low.
King Almack, with his Star and Garter Coteries,
Never did anticipate such democratic votaries ;
Courtiers and Citizens are flirting with Terpsichore,
The Town 's an Amphitheatre for capering and kickery.
Chorus Run, neighbours, run, &c.
Dames, Cavaliers, too, unwilling all to stand alone,
Thinking practice requisite to do things right,
Like Harlequin and Columbine, rehearsing with Lord

And Widows weighing

grande

it.

Rejected Addresses.'

Meet slily in the morning to prepare for night.
Paine s first set invented to delight us, is
Danced at St. James's, St. Giles's, and St. Vitus's
Dandies turning figurants, conceive they 've made a

find the net will

hit,

Venture en avant deux for

Quadrilling.
'

2, '89.

In weaving strong your chaines-des-dames, ye damsels be
not dilatory,
And wind them while you caper round the lalance-en-

*

Ascribed to the Authors of

Nov.

is,

So wonderful, so blunderful, is Fashion's freak;
Baronets from Boodle's, money-lenders from the Minories,
Are jumbled antithetically jowl by cheek.
Trade stands still, while Tradesmen are chassee-\ng it,
Brokers from the Stock-Exchange are busy ballote-ing it,
Commodores on timber toes are driven from their lati-

LORD CHATHAM

th

S.

viii.

168).
Through
Mr. Charles Butler) Mr. Pitt cultivated
'
the muses.
Miss Seward's Anecdotes contain
an imitation by him of the ode of Horace " Tyrrhena regum progenies," which shows a very classical mind.
He also translated the speech of
life

(7

(says

'

Pericles inserted in Smith's version of Thucydides,
as related by Mr. Pitt to a friend of Mr. Butler.
'
(From Timbs's Anecdote Biography,' Bentley,.
London, 1860.) Charles Butler, it may be remarked, was the nephew of the eminent Dr. Alban
Butler; born in 1750, educated at Douay, he afterwards studied law, and acquired a great reputation
and practice as a conveyancer. Secretary of the
Committee, 1787, for the Abolition of the Penal
Laws against the Koman Catholic?, he all his life
was zealous in promoting the welfare of his coreligionists, and died in 1832, leaving behind him
a literary reputation and many works of erudition
too numerous to quote here, but the following may
*

be mentioned, viz., Horae Biblicae,' 'Hoiae Juri*
dicse Subsecivse/ Memoirs of English, Irish, and
Scottish Catholics,' and his

(

Reminiscences.'

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

tudes,

While gawky Lady May'resses are sprawling into

atti-

"MARCH

tudes.

Chorus

Run, neighbours, run, &c.
The Three black Graces, Law, Physic, and Divinity,

Walk hand-in-hand along the Strand, humming

la poule;
Trade quits her counter, Alma-mater her latinity,
Proud again to Mister Paine to go to school.
If you want to go to law, you '11
nothing get by asking it,
Your Lawyer 's not at Westminster, he 's busy pas-de-

lasqu-ing it ;
If you want to lose a tooth, and seek your man for drawing it,
He cannot possibly attend, he 's demi-queue-de-chat-ing

Chorus Run, neighbours, run, &c.
Poor Haut-ton! 'twould strike with horror dumb her set,
What mortal can consider it without dismay ]

To see La Trenise to the kitchen make a summerset,
To keep her sister company, the lost LSEte !
Even whilst you listen, unconscious, to my ditty,

le

Cavalier seul

I

lal-

(7

th

S. viii. 87, 154,

p. 162, ed. 1888).

i.

DE

V. PATEN-PAYNE.

I have an old newspaper cutting headed " The
March of Intellect
new Comic Song, Sung at
the Theatre, Lewes, in a Pic Nic Entertainment
for the benefit of the Spanish and Italian Refugees,
January 13, 1829." The song consists of seven
four-line verses, and is at your correspondent's dis:

A

J. J.

posal.
Shiraz, Persia.

CLAW

fool,

anc'e-mg it,
Will end at last by dancing on,

Essays,' vol.

tb

(7

S. viii. 169).

rapidity and
Scottish Dictionary

with

Queen-regent of the scullery, the pretty Mrs. Kitty,
Holds her check'd apron up, with simpering
agility,
And thinks she is glissard-'mg it, as graceful as nobility.
Chorus Run, neighbours, run, &c.
Majors of Hussars, while gaily mouline-ing it,
Their hearts have ground to powder, and have
play'd the

For neglecting prenez-votre-dame, while too much

OF INTELLECT"

This phrase is quoted by Carlyle in his
'
essay on Goethe's
Helena/ which first appeared
in 1828 in the Foreign Quarterly Review ('Misc.
203).

'

PHONOGRAPH
The

(7

th

"To daw

FAHIE.

off,

to eat

voraciousness" (Jamieson's
R. M. SPENCE.
'),
S. vi. 125, 253; viii. 293).

from Bishop Wilkins's treatise in
connexion with the production of the phonograph
(and, for that matter, the graphophone also), can
be supplemented, for the same writer, in his
Mathematicall Magick ; or, the Wonders that
may be performed by Mechanicall Geometry'
*

extract

7*

s.

vm. NOV.
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"

entitled
Doeialu?
(1648), in the second book,
or, Mechanical!. Motions," says
" There have been some inventions also which hav
been able for the utterance of articulate sounds, as th
But now about articulat
speaking of certain words
sounds there is much greater difficulty. Walchius think
it possible entirely to preserve the voice, or any word
spoken, in a hollow trunk, or pipe, and that this pi
being rightly opened, the words will come out of it in t!
The more sub
same order wherein they were spoken
stantiall way for such a discovery, is by marking hov
nature herself doth imploy the several instruments o
speech, the tongue, lipa, throat, teeth, &c."
:

Although the connexion has not been noticed in
think it has been alluded to abroad
A correspondent in the French periodical Cosmo,
so far back as June in this year drew attention to
Wilkins's ideas.
T. E. JAMES.

'STORY OF A BUSTLE': 'PUNCH'

EUGENE

(7

th

S. viii. 68, 237).
vol.

Guigard, in his
ii.

(Paris, 1873),
after stating that this library was dispersed after
the prince's death, and that some of the books
appear from time to time at public sales, where
they are recognized "par les armes ci-dessus et
par leur magnifique reliure en maroquin plein,
goes on to relate the following marvellous story

about those which went to Vienna ; and as his
account is so completely at variance with that
given by MR. BUCKLEY, one can but hope, for the
credit of Austria, that M. Guigard was misinHe says :
"
Toutefois le plus grand nombre est conserve aujoura la bibliotheque imperiale de Vienne (Autriche),
d^hui
ou on les a depouilles de leur premier vetement pour les
recouvrir en carton gris.
Pourquoi ? On n'a jamais pu
"
savoir

In Punch,

248).

thus

!

"

Such an

?

F. N.

TAILED ENGLISHMEN (7 th S. vi. 347, 493 ; vii.
212, 349, 433; viii. 36).-The idea that
Englishmen were possessed of tails prevailed among
the people of Central Africa.
In Dr. Livingstone's
Journal, under date June 22, 1866, is found a
note to that effect.
Chirikaloma, the head man of
132,

'

7

a village, being asked
"if he had ever heard of cannibals or people with
tails,
replied, Yes ; but we have always understood that these
and other monstrosities are met with only among you
sea-going people.' The other monstrosities he referred
to were those who are said to have
eyes behind the head
'

as well as in front."

ARCHER MARTIN.
(7

th

S. viii. 87).

Halliwell would

be right in referring this word to
Durham,
not Devon.
Holloway's 'Dictionary of Pro"
vincialisms,' 1840, gives the word thus
Reedto

:

stakes, stakes to

house.

North."

oft hast

thou embrac'd

my zone,
the tight embrace could see
vainly deem'd that we were one,

When none
They

And

wilt thou

I feel that

now

fall off

we must

Unwitness'd

let

Where none can

;

from me 1

part but oh
that parting be

!

;

where none can know,
That thou hast ceased to cling to me.
There go I can my tears restrain,
see

Nor shake a nerve, nor move a muscle ;
But ah I feel I plead in vain,
!

And thou

art gone

my

"-vi

treach'rous Bussel.

NEMO correct in his dates 1854 to 1856?
do not find in those years anything on the
subject ; besides, the bussel, which came into
general wear about 1838, was gone out of fashion
(tor the time) in 1854, being entirely superseded
and eclipsed by crinoline. The bussels in those
days were stuffed with rags or wadding some even
hinted that hay was sometimes used.
caricature
of the period represented a donkey endeavouring
Is

I

A

to obtain possession of a lady's improver,
the consternation of the fair wearer.

much

to

JAS. B. MORRIS.
Eastbourne.

THE GULF OF LYONS
book
1879

'

th

(7

S. viii. 6, 193).

The

from a note in M. Charles Lentherie's
Les Villes Mortes du Golfe de Lyon,' Paris,

following

is

:

"

n'a pas toujours 6te
L'antique nation des Ligures
confinee dans les Alpes maritimes et sur les premieres
cretes des Appennins
Strabon
appelle AtyvffTiict)
toute la presqu'ile occidentale de 1'Europe. Par anaij
la
mer
on
conclure
ogie,
peut
quo
Ligystique du memo
comprenait tout le bassin occidental de la
geographe
Vlediterranee, le Golfe de Lyon, ou du Lion, par conequent. C'est dans la forme grecque de Aiyvarixov,
vwv TreXayot, que M. Tardieu propose de voir la
veritable origine de 1'appellation Golfe de Lyon. 'Des
deux formes modernes,' dit-il, ' c'est la premiere, Lyon,
a peu de chose pres la
[u'il faut preferer, comme etant
ranscription exacte du nom ancien Aiyvwv, Ligyon
de
ou
Golfe
Liguriens}. Rien de plus naturel
Ligyens
d'un nom grec dans un pays
ue la persistance
ieup!6 des colonies de Marseille, la cite phoceenne.
Rien de plus naturel que la persistance du souenir de cette longue domination des pirates ligyens.
Seulement, avec le temps, le sens et 1'origine de

nom s'etaient perdus, la forme ligusticum mare
u ligusticus sinus ne laissant plus ais^ment recon-

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

REEDSTAKE

S. viii.

e

Also referred to again on August 12-14.

seem

th

iii.,

:

How

formed.

If true, he may well ask " Pourquoi
act of vandalism seems incredible.

(7

1842, p. 216, is a song
The last three verses run

vol.

'The Separation.'

this country, I

'Armorial du Bibliophile,'

355

which

cattle are fastened in the

JULIUS STEGGALL.

aitre 1'etymologie.
On en avait d'ailleurs restreint
emploi a ce qui est aujourd'hui le Golfe de Gnes, pour
des cotes meridionales de
le grand Golfe
ppeler
a Gaule d'un autre nom, celui de Sinus Gallicus ou
Toutes ces causes reunies etaient bien
'jlallicum mare.
ropre a egarer la critique ; mais rien n'y contribua plus
ue la ressemblance fortuite du nom (Golfe de Lyon) avec
e nom d'une ville illustre, derive, lui, d'une source toute
ifferente, d'un radical celtique et non plus grec, Lugunum
On ne s'expliquait guere comment, a un tel
oignement de la cote, son nom avait pu jamais etre em-

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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m

ploy6 dans la nomenclature maritime de ce pays. Aussi
imagina-t-on de bonne heure de substituer a la forme
consacree, qu'on ne comprenaifc pas, une forme nouvelle,
celle de Golfe de Lion, sinus Leonis, bien malheureusement choisie en ce sens qu'elle risquait de faire perdre a
tout jamais la trace, et qu'on expliquait a 1'aide d'une
mechante metaphore poetique (la fureur des flots comparee a celle du lion), soil du nom de je ne sais quel
rocher (du Lion) situs a l'entre"e d'un des ports de ce
"

journeyman blacksmith. He applies
accepted, and proves so clever that

golfe.'

painless euthanasia, giving you back all that
pristine beauty of which even now I observe so
many traces in your august visage. The confiding
nature of woman yields to this appeal. The lady,
"
like a London umbrella, is
re-covered while you

to suggest the inquiry as to the
"
"
first
Golfe de Lion
the form
'
of
& Q.'
N.
some
reader
in
maps. Perhaps
appears
The subject is also
can answer the questiou.
discussed at length in the body of the work.
B. W. S.

The writer goes on
date at which

BOBSTICK (7 th S. iv. 508). At the above headHitherto
ing I asked for the meaning of bobstick.
In part i.
there has been no reply to my query.
*
of Barrere and Leland's Dictionary of Slang,' just
published, I find the following
"Bob (general), a shilling. Origin unknown. Perhaps from a simile in allusion to the meaning of lob,
formerly bait for fish, the coin being looked upon in the
light of a bribe. BobsticJc, old slang for a shilling, would
in that case be the fishing-rod. Compare with palm- oil,
both money and bribe, and the French slang huile de
mains,' same meaning. Also with yraisse, money, from
:

'

the phrase graisser la patte' to bribe. It is curioua to
note that bob is a blow, and blow slang for a shilling."
'

I would further ask,

Why

ticular regarded as a bribe

was a

his master

leaves all the business in his hands.
The lady of
the village drives past one day in her carriage ;
the journeyman runs out and explains that his

master has found a method of making old folks
young. There is no deception your ladyship has
only to step into this cauldron, and submit to a
:

wait," and departs, again young and lovely, to her
aged and astonished husband. Him she takes
next morning to be restored in like manner but
meanwhile the journeyman has disappeared. The
master blacksmith, compelled to undertake the
old gentleman's case, of course fails, and the
But
youthful widow orders him off to execution.
the Prince of Darkness, with characteristic magna;

nimity, rescues

him

at the last

moment, upon

the

understanding that he will henceforth walk in the
paths of virtue, as his father did.
I am indebted for this story, and for many
others, to my lamented friend W. R. S. Ralston.
I think he told it at large in his book on Russian
Folk-Tales.'
A. J. M.
'

shilling in par-

FRENCH PHRASES

1

JOHN CHURCHILL
50,

for work, is

SIKBS.

Agate Road, The Grove, Hammersmith, W.

CITIZEN AND TOLOSER (7 th S. vii. 387, 454;
I should be much obliged by any
213).
information relative to the family of Del Tolhus
referred to by MR. F. DANBY-PALMER, Great
Yarmouth.
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
viii.

Freegrove Road, N.

"

(7

th

307).!. "Potron-

S. viii.

Potron-Minet."

Littre" says

"Etymol.
Bourguignon pauitron-jaiquai, potron jacquet, de
grand matin; normand des le paitre jaquet

Jaquet,"

:

La vraie legon est des le paitre au jaquet [squirrel],
au minet [cat], c'est a dire des le moment oil le
chat, I'^cureuil va au paitre, c'est a dire de grand
matin."
"
2.
Loriot is a bird of the
Compere-loriot."
kind of sparrows. Littre" says " Compere Loriot.
Compere et loriot, ainsi dit, peut-etre, a cause de
la couleur varie"e que presente cette petite tumeur
:

HUYSSEN

th

(7

S. viii. 88).
Huyssen' de Kattenin Courthope's
Synopsis of

dyke does not occur

the Extinct Baronetage of England,' 1835.

ASTARTE.

[swelling]."

"Marcher sur la chre"tienteV' Littr<5 gives
When a
phrase without any explanation.
man wears stockings and shoes in holes, the flesh
of his feet, human flesh, is in contact with the
3.

STORY OF THE CLEVER DECEIVER (7 th S. viii.
The "pretence of making an old woman
261).
young again" which this story contains has also

the

at least one analogue in Russian folk-lore ; only in
that case it is not a pretence, but a real restoration
of youth, effected by means of a Medea's cauldron.
It is one of the stories illustrating that sincere

ground.

and doubtless well-founded respect for the devil
which distinguishes a Russian peasant. A village
blacksmith sets up a picture of the puir deil over
his shop door, and treats it with great respect,
"
taking off his hat to it daily, with a Good morning, brother craftsman !" He prospers accordingly,
and dies in the odour of sanctity. But his son and

successor, a lazy, drunken loon, throws stones at
the portrait, and speaks evil of the great original,
who thereupon arrives at the shop disguised as a

The phrase must have originated during,
or shortly after, the Crusades, in which the French
had so considerable a part, and when the Turks,
the arch enemies of all the European nations, \vere
so much despised and hated that they were hardly
considered as human beings, and we called them
dogs if they called us Giaour; and thence the
words Christian and man becime synonymous.
In many French villages and small towns the
word Christian is as yet used instead of mzn,
and such sentences as the following are often
" I am not to be used thus I
to be heard there
am a Christian after all " in which the religious
;

:

!

meaning of Christian

is

not at all referred to.

7th s.

VIII. Nov.

" Pour

2, '89.]
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In the beginning
so powerful
German Empire was nothing more than the little
kingdom of Prussia, having just dropped its title
The country was very
of Duchy of Brandenburg.
poor and the military discipline very hard. Frederick Wilhelm I. was very harsh, cross, and
stingy, and did not even know, perhaps, what it
was to make a present. And his reputation was
so well grounded and so widely spread that it
became a by-word to say that a man had worked
for the King of Prussia when he had done some
4.

le

Roi de Prusse."

of the eighteenth century the

now

unprofitable job.
"
"
Vide-bouteille (plural vide-bouteilles), from
5.
the verb vider and the noun bouteille, a small
lodge, not far from a town, where a man can go
with his friends to make merry and empty bottles
freely.

" Charabia " is not
6.
Littie* says
argot.
"Charabia, s.m. Terme populaire. Le patois des
Auvergnats, et, par analogic, tout autre parler
The word is in the
qu'on ne comprend pas."
Dictionnaire of the French Academy, with a
:

'

'

definition to the

same purport.

"Chouette." Littre" says, s.v.: "Populairement Etre chouette, etre parfait en son genre."
'
" Ma
in his
7.

Rabelais,
Pantagruel,' iii. 14, has,
sera coincte [smart] et jolye comme une
belle petite chouette."
DNARGEL.

femme

Paris.

[Many

replies are acknowledged.]

and in the navy by lashing the sailor to
and then flogging the bare back with a
cat-o'-nine-tails.
Ward, in 'The London Spy,'
tells us that in Bridewell both men and women
were whipped upon their naked backs before the
Court of Governors. The president sat, with hammer in hand, " like a Change Broker at Lloyd's
Coffee House, when selling goods by inch of
Candle," and the whipping only ceased when the
triangle,

a grating,

hammer

T.

fell.

W. TEMP ANY.

Richmond, Surrey.

In the journal of the Mayor of Penzance for
1816-17 I find the following entries respecting
whipping
July 24, 1817, William Trewhella publicly
whipped in the open market and round the mar:

according to his sentence, for stealing sacks
with corn.
Aug. 22. Nine vagrants taken up last night
severely reprimanded and ordered to be drummed
out of town by the constables, and if found here
again to be whipped. Francis Peard, of Portsmouth,
ordered to be whipped out of town.
There are also many entries respecting vagrants
being ordered to quit the town, under pain of
ket,

being treated as rogues and vagabonds, which proWhat is known of the
bably meant whipping.
ceremonies of whipping beggars and drumming
them out of town? Did the punishment really
take place or did the sentence simply mean that
the beggars at once took their departure ? The
;

JUDICIAL WHIPPING IN ENGLAND (7 S. viii.
When Landor referred to the "naked
haunch," he was evidently indulging poetic licence,
as persons when whipped were only stripped from
the waist upwards, so that the haunch would not
be exposed to "the stem beadle's whip." That
women were whipped at the whipping-post and
th

287).

the cart's-tail
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Women

is a positive fact.
of all
suffered, from the girl of sixteen to the
woman of sixty, and the practice of whipping

ages

them only ceased in 1817, when it was abolished
by 1 Geo. IV., cap.^57. If women of the middle

class escaped whipping, it was no doubt due to the
fact that they but rarely committed the offences
for which women of the lower orders were

punished,
otherwise they would have been equally amenable,
as there does not appear to have been any
statutory
exception in their favour ; indeed, it seems more
than probable that many women of the middle
class were whipped, when we remember that
whippings were inflicted upon women not only for
crime, but for being insane, and having the smallWhether Hannah Snell was whipped or
pox.
not, I am unable to say ; but if she really existed,
and was in the army, I should think it quite likely
that she was ; and under certain circumstances
the whipping
might have been carried out without
her sex being discovered.
In the army flogging
was performed by fastening the soldier
up to a

subject of public whipping is interesting, and
ought to be illustrated by the customs of various
towns. Was the punishment under an Act of
Parliament, or simply in accordance with a by-law
GEORGE 0. BOASE.
made locally ?
36,

James

Street,

Buckingham Gate, S.W.

Full information on this subject can be had on
'
reference to
History of the Rod,' by the Rev.
Wm. W. Cooper, B.A. (John Camden Hotten,
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
London).
Preegrove Road, N.

A

GLADSMOOR

(7

th

S. viii. 149).

Is there

any rea-

son to assume a migration of this word in either
direction, for one would seem to be as likely, or
May not the name have
unlikely, as the other 1
been bestowed in each locality from a similar
cause?
Morris, in his 'Etymology of English
Local Names,' p. 24, says, "The names of birds

are sometimes to be

met with

in local

nomen-

Swan-more, the swan's moor." Glead,
hawk or kite ;
gled, glede, gleed, are names for the
and glad is also used for the buzzard; so that from
these birds frequenting certain heaths or moors
these localities have probably derived their names
of Gladsmoor, Gladsmuir, each independently of
the other.
Bardsley also, in his 'English Surnames,' pp. 493-6, enumerates many personal
names, or nicknames, derived from birds. And
clature,

e. g.,
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with reference to the one in question he cites our
present Authorized Version as retaining the term
"
glede, with the kite and vulture," in Deut. xiv.
13, adding that it is
" found
in
Gledhill
and '
or more
'

'

Gladstone,'
Gledstane,' that is, the hill or crag which the
kites were wont to frequent.
A ' William de Gledstanys
is met with in the Coldingham Priory records of the date
locally
'

correctly

'

of 1357, proving its North English origin.
and Gladstone are thus synonymous."

Hawkstone

The name Gladsmoor, near Barnet, in Middlesex,
shows that the word is not exclusively northern.

W.

E.

BUCKLEY.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED
47, 96, 176, 235, 373;

(7

th

S. v.

viii.

39).
He sleeps the sleep of the just.
Will M. JOSEPH REINACH kindly give exact reference
to Littre (7 th S. v. 96), or quote the original French
words as used by Ch. de Bernard with reference to M.
Gastoul's sleep ?
A. H.
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him it is necessary to know the Venice of the
decadence, a period the literature of which Baretti described as "filthy comedies, stupid tragedies, futile
romances, and frivolous dissertations." Especially weary
was Gozzi of the tragedies of Chiari and of the clever, but
pale and conventional, comedies of Goldoni. In an"
commedie dell'
tagonism to these he revived the old
arte," and supplied the manager Sacchi with a series of
brilliant outlines, which had to be filled up by the Italian
improvisatori. So skilful was he in the disposition of
plots, taken generally from the stories of childhood, and
in fitting the capacities of his actors, that this revival of
an expiring art was regarded almost as a new creation.
On the strength of it, at least, he won an unprecedented
vogue in Venice, and a reputation as an original genius.
His ' Memoirs,' the publication of which was not permitted until the fall of the patrician government of
Venice, owed their composition to a curious quarrel with
a Venetian gentleman, whom the actors, according to
Gozzi, had caricatured without his permission. For the
particulars of this, and for the life generally of Gozzi,
the reader must be referred to Mr. Symonds's fascinating
papers. Mr. Symonds has had his doubts as to the expediency of undertaking the task he has completed. On
this he may set his mind to rest.
The book will be received with delight not only by students of literature,
and
morals, but by the general reader. The
art, history,
'
Memoirs may not rank with the confessions of Rousseau or the almost unmentionable revelations of Casanova
and Retif, but they will be hailed with delight. That
Gozzi is not a man of the mark of Benvenuto Cellini Mr.
Symonds asserts when he suppresses or abridges portions
of his work. For this liberty, meanwhile, he compensates by his own brilliant and serviceable essays on
'
Italian Impromptu Comedy,'
The Dramatic Fables of
Gozzi,' and other subjects. As a whole the translator
and editor's task has been well accomplished. A few
How close care is requisite on
slips are to be found.
scholarly work is shown in a note at vol. ii. p. 7, where
the insertion of a comma between the words "Nou"
velles
and "Recreations" conveys a wrong idea
of a work of Bonaventure Desperriera, whom, after
preciate

'

The Memoirs of Count Carlo Gozzi.
Translated into
2 vols.
English by John Addington Symonds.

(Nimmo.)
IN hia translation of the ' Memorie Inutili of Carlo
Gozzi and the essays by which it is accompanied Mr.
Symonds brings to the knowledge of the English public
a curious and striking individuality. The high reputation which Gozzi enjoys among a few later Italians has
not hitherto extended to England. In France, even, he
is known principally, if not
what Mr.
"
" entirely, by
Symonds calls a perversion of his memoirs by Paul
de Musset. He has not yet, though he soon will, become
the prey of the magazine writer, and Vernon Lee alone
among English critics of note has mentioned his works.
For this neglect the scarcity of the ' Memoirs ' is prin'

Originally published in 1797, when
the author was seventy-seven years old, they have not
been reprinted, and are now so scarce that much research
was necessary to obtain a perfect copy for the purpose of
translation.
The reputation of Carlo Gozzi has, indeed,
been swallowed up in that of his elder brother Gaspare,
who, though always treated with profound respect by his
cadet, is in point of genius his inferior.
What, then, are the claims of Carlo Gozzi, and what
kind of physiognomy is that which Mr.
Symonds has
revealed ? Gozzi is a typical Venetian of the
period of
Casanova and Goldoni. More typical than either of these
is he in a sense, since,
a
three years' exexcept during
perience as a soldier in Dalmatia, he never seems to have
quitted Venetian territory. He belongdd to a family
which was titled and honourable, but not in the full
sense patrician. In the hands of his immediate
predecessors the family property had been
sadly impaired,
and after the death of his father he inherited an insignificant property and a plentiful crop of lawsuits.
Still
he contrived, with occasional loans, to live the life of a
gentleman, and was proud enough to refuse to take money
for the plays with which he enriched the Venetian
stage
and for his literary work generally. A confirmed old
bachelor, and in the end not far from a misogynist, a
good deal of a cynic, and a close observer of men and
things, he appears to have been brave, loyal, crotchety,
honourable, and worthy, and, what is remarkable, a
clean liver amid scenes of unbridled
sensuality. To apcipally responsible.

[7*

'

Mr. Symonds elects to call Desperiers.
sumptuously got up in all respects, and
by a portrait of Carlo Gozzi, six fine and
spirited etchings by M. Lalauze, and coloured reproduchis

original,

The book

is

is

illustrated

'

tions of those designs of the actors in the
Comedy of
Arts' which, imitated from the history of the Italian
theatre of Riccoboni, were used by M. Maurice Sand in
his

'Masques

et Bouffons.'

The Century Dictionary : an Encyclopaedic Lexicon of
the English Language.
Prepared under the superintendence of William Dwight Whitney, Ph.D., LL.D.
In 6 vols. Vol. I. (New York, The Century Co.;
London, Fisher Unwin.)

AMONG

modern days
contribution
claims.
individual
lexicographical knowledge
Based upon the idea of adapting to American needs the
'
Imperial Dictionary of Messrs. Blackie & Sou, it aims
at giving a general dictionary, serviceable for every literary and practical use; a collection of the technical
terms of various arts, sciences, trades, and professions
more extensive than has previously been attempted ; and
such encyclopaedic information as shall constitute it a
Pictorial illustrations are
book of general reference.
the

which bid

many

scientific dictionaries of

for support, this

new American
has

to

'

'

Among existing English works the Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Messrs. Cassell is that to which it
bears the closest resemblance.
added.

'

Without aiming at being a lexicon of all written and
spoken English, it will supply definitions of about two

7"> S.

VIII. Nov. 2,
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hundred thousand words, including an unusually large
number of dialectal and provincial words, and necessarily
very many Americanisms, real or so called. The kind of
words, for obvious reasons, excluded is shown in one or
two paragraphs of the introduction, the limitations being
According to modern practice the details
judicious.
of the history of a word are exhibited in the etymobeen written anew in
logies, the whole of which have
as laid down
conformity with the principles of etymology
and
Edward
the ' Dictionary of
Skeat
Prof.
Muller,
by
Dr. J. A. H. Murray having been consulted, so far as
the present section of the work is concerned. It will be
more easy to judge of what is new in the work when the
Dicpart of the alphabet covered by Dr. Murray's
'

'

'

tionary is passed. It is at least obvious that the great
work of Dr. Murray has been laid frequently under
contribution.
large number of Latin terras in
more or less familiar use, as ad eundum, a mensa et thoro,
In matters of orthography newer, or
&c., ia included.
American, methods of dealing with words, such as

A

humour, theatre, civilize, &c., will be favoured, though
On
all forms of spelling will, naturally, be given.
these matters, however, on the rules for pronunciation,
and on a score similar points, it is necessary to refer the
reader to the introductory explanations, since it is impossible within reasonable limits to furnish an idea of
them. A special feature, which will probably excite
some comment, is the supply under a given word of illusUnder "Ancient "
trations of the use of its synonyms.
thus are given instances of the use as equivalents of old,
antique, antiquated, old-fathioned, "quaint, obsolete, and
instances of the use
obsolescent; and under "Adversary
of antagonist, opponent, enemy, and foe. Explanations
of the relative strength of these various synonyms, all of
which are covered by the original word, are furnished.
Many philologists and specialists of highest note are employed upon this work, to further features of which as
they develope we may have more to say. The scope and
execution of the whole, so far as they are seen and are

recognizably original, are praiseworthy.

Prince Dorus. By Charles Lamb. (Field & Tuer.)
COPY of what purported to be, and was not, the first
edition of Charles Lamb's Prince Dorus ; or, Flattery
Put Out of Countenance was sold recently by auction to
a bookseller for 451. There is little cause for wonder,
then, that Mr. Tuer has thought the book of which he
possesses a copy almost, if not quite, unique worthy of
being reprinted in a limited edition in what is almost
facsimile.
One of the rarest and the most characteristic
"
works of that " gentle spirit known as Elia, it is certain
to rise in value, and the crown which it now costs may
be expected to yield speedy interest. Very quaint and
amusing are the illustrations of the long-nosed prince
and his fair inamorata, and the verses are delightful.
An enthusiast and a connoisseur in all that regards
Lamb, Mr. Tuer has prefixed a pleasant and gossiping
introduction. This bright little volume will have a place

A

'

'

in every collection of

modern

literary curiosities.

The Picturesque Mediterranean:

its Cities,

Shores,

359

of Messrs. Cassell to furnish a sketch of its history, accomfull illustrations of its beauties. Writers such
as Messrs. Traill, Dicey, and Grant Allen have been emon
the
ployed
letterpress, and Messrs. McWhirter, A.R.A.,
Simpson, Fulleylove, Wyllie, and others of no less note
have supplied sketches for woodcuts by the best English and continental engravers.
Part I. opens with a
beautiful coloured view by Birket Foster of the Rock of
Gibraltar from Algeciras. The first chapter, " The Pillars
of Hercules," ia headed by a lovely cut, '
Entering the
Mediterranean.' Mr. Traill is responsible for this chapter,
which is illustrated by admirable views of Gibraltar,
Ceuta, Tarifa/and Tangiers. "Smyrna" is the subject
of the second chapter, the beginning of which
appears
with a view of ' Smyrna from the Sea.'

panied with

The Life, Times, and Labours of Robert Owen. By
Llojd Jones. Vol. I. (The Labour Association.)
those among us who are interested in Robert Owen

To

and

his work we recommend this book.
Its great fault
that only the first volume has at present been puband readers will most likely lose the thread of
the story. It is only a few exceptional biographies that
can stand the test of being brought out by odd volumes
at a time, and we fear that this is not one of them.
Still, it is well that it has been given to the world, so
that we may see what manner of man Robert Owen
was,
and what he achieved. This present volume has no
index. We are sorry for it, and hope the
complete work
will have one.
is

lished,

$at(fttf ta Carrrtfpanaetit*.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

or reply be written on a separate slip of
paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "
Duplicate."
J. D. will be obliged for a few particulars concerning
the life of the late Baroness de Lehzen, who was some

time governess to our Queen.
NOTICE.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Took'a Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at

Just published, price

A HISTORY

1Z. 11*. <>d.

(with Illustrations and

Maps) of the

and

Hands. Part I. (Cassell & Co.)
is the wonderland of the world.
Passing through the Pillars of Hercules the dweller in
Western civilization finds himself in the realms of enchantment. He ia at the portals of the gorgeous East,
and the whole volume of the world's picturesque history
opens in front of him. The shores of the Mediterranean
are empires, and there is scarcely an island among the
thousands of its archipelagoes, scarcely a village so obscure as to be without some historical association. Beauty
and fame are the dowers of almost every hamlet on this
"
tidelesa, dolorous, midland sea." It is a good idea, then,

THE Mediterranean

Basingstoke: 0. J.

London: SIMPKIN.
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WILLIAM BLAGKWOOD & SONS'

MESSRS.

PUBLICATIONS.
DEDICATED TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
This day

is

This day

published,

HINDU-KOH: Wanderings and Wild
DONALD

Sport on and beyond the Himalayas. By Msjor-General
V.C., late Prince of Wales' Own Goorkhas, Fellow
of the Royal Geographical Society. 8vo. with numerous Illustra-

MACINTYRE,
tions, 218.

"Rarely has the reader of books of wild sport the good luck to fall
on a prize like General Maclutyre's 'Hindu-Koh.' It is cram full
from cover to cover with hunting lore and adventure of one cf the
most interesting regions of the earth." Scotsman.
This day

SCENES

from

Prisons and

or,

Crown

is

published,

Outline Analysis of

'
Mr. Browning's Poem. By JEANIE MORISON, Author of The
'
Purpose of the Ages,' Ane Booke of Ballades,' &c. Crown 8yo.

cloth, 38.

LETTEKS FEOM AND TO

KIRKPATRICK SHARPE.
CHARLES
Memoir
ALEXANDER ALLARDYCE, Author
of

Edited by

'

of

Admiral Lord Keith, K.B.,' &c. With a Memoir by the Kev.
W. K. R. BEDFORD. Illustrated with 2 Portraits of Mr.
Sharpe, and numerous Portraits and Etchings reproduced from

Next week

2 vols. 8vo. 2l. 12. 6cZ.
They furnish a literary feast of considerable piquancy and great
variety
They have restored to the world a buried treasure of rare
and curious interest, and of incalculable price." Scotsman.
rich and various treasure of gossip, anecdote, and history
perhaps the best of such collections that we inherit from the early
part of the century." Daily News.

"A

SONG

of the

BELL, and

other

Translations from Schiller, Goethe, Uhland, and othjrs.

THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B.

The WORKS

Crown 8vo.

By

Sir

78. 6d.

of HORACE. Translated
THEODORE

into English Verse, with Life and Notes, by Sir
MARTIN, K.C.B. New Edition. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 218.

GOETHE'S FAUST.
Sir

s.

6d.

K.C.B. Part I. Ninth Edition.
Second Edition, Revised. Fcap. 8vo.

Part II.

WANDERINGS

in

GORDON GUMMING.

CHINA. By

C. F.

Third Edition, with Portrait of the
Author, and other Illustrations. 8vo. 10s.

Map,

7s.

in FIJI.

Fifth Edition.

By

the

Same

Post 8vo. with Illustrations and a

6d.

A LADY'S CRUISE
MAN-OF-WAR.
SAME
By the

8vo.

in a

AUTHOR.

with Illustrations and a Map,

FRENCH
New
Edition.

Post

12s. 6d.

OSWALD HUNTER

of Edward Irvmg,' &c. With Portrait and Wood Engraving of
Study at St. Mary's College. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
" Mrs.
Oliphant has drawn the Principal's portrait with a loving
hand. .. .It is as lifelike as the striking head on the frontispiece of the
volume." Times.
New Edition, with a Portrait,

The BOOK-HUNTER. By John

History of

Volcanoes,

SAME AUTHOR.

By

its

With Map and numerous

Illustrations,

vols. 8vo. 25s.

GRANITE CRAGS.
AUTHOR. New Edition.
ings.

Post 8vO.

'

The Reign

SCOT ABROAD. By
Third
Crown

The

Hill

Author of 'A History of Scotland,' The Scot Abroad,'
of Queen Anne,' &c. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

BURTON,

'

AUTHOR.

Same

the

8vo. 1C. 6d.

Edition.

SCOTTISH SONG:JOHN

its

Wealth,

STUART BLACK IE,
Wisdom, and Social Significance. By
Emeritus Professor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh,
Author of Lays and Legends of Ancient Greece,' &c. Crown 8vo.
'

with Music,

78. 6d.

"

A charming book, as useful as it is charming, and one which every
lover of letters will sincerely welcome." Echo.
"A most original and suggestive work.... The very best book on the
published." A orth. British Daily Mail.
subject
" The yet
work is thoroughly and altogether admirably done."

"A

Manchester Examiner.
pleasant, wholesome book

tions."

full of

shrewd and just observa-

FortcJ.

and SCOTSMEN in the
SCOTLAND
JOHN
from
MSS.
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
Edited

RAMSAY,
of

'

the

of

Esq , of Ochtertyre, by ALEXANDER ALLARDYCE,
Memoir of Admiral Lord Keith, K.B.,' &c. 2 vols.

8vo. 318. 6d.

"

to all Scotsmen and to
The work is one which will give delight
'
'
It brings before us good old Scotland with the
vividness possible only to an acute contemporary." Globe.
"
most
form
the
interesting addition that
Altogether these volumes
has for some time been made to Scottish social, personal, and anecdotal history." Scotsman.

many Englishmen.
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of the

VARIOUS AUTHORS. Crown 8vo.
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illustrated with Maps and Plans,
Volumes respectively contain :
I. The ORIGIN of the
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its

III.

Concise History of the Great Religious Systems of the World.

AT HOME
AUTHOR.

Volume

the Introduction of Christianity
to the Present Day.
By ALPHuNS BELLESHEIM, D.D.,
Canon of Aix-la-Chapelle. Translated, with Notes and Additions,
by D.
BLAIR, O.S.B., Monk of Fort
Augustus. With a Map.

Author

Translated by

THEODORE MARTIN,

Fcap. 8vo.

will be published,
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HISTORY
CHURCH SCOTLAND. From

his Drawings.

The

St. George's

is,

St.

" The author writes with much pathetic power." St. James's Gazette.
" Bears the unmistakable impress
of fresh observation, and provides
the reader with some amusing stories." Daily News.
is

Origin and

The LIFE of PRINCIPAL TULLOCH,
D D..
Andrews. By Mrs. OLIPHANT, Author of 'The Life

life.".

This day

its

Master of the

8vo. 12s. 6d.

however, the most comprehensive history
that has yet been published. Intelligent research and industry have
Hie towards its production. It is a mi"ne of facts on the origin and
evelopment of Scottish art." Scotsman.

By

Graphic
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Glasgow.

" Mr.
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published,
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Songs
Popular Phrases
Wanted Dedication of a Well Dr. Kusser Reconnoitre
The
J. Russell
Corporations of Petty Canons, 36S
Authors
National Assembly
Artels
Large Beech
:

'

A

Wanted,

REPLIES

369.
'

Ode on the Intimations of ImM. Hodson
Chekey Barra, 371-

Wordsworth's

:

mortality,' 369 -Mrs.

Error regarding the Mass

Academy The Poetry

Lord Hartington in the Royal

of Painting, 372

Celtic

Church-

Climb T. Harris Date of
Prince Charlie Ander, 374 Thackerayana
'
Verdant
Bacon's Essays
Red-hipped Humble-bee
Green,' 375 Register of St. Mary Woolchurch Haw Courtmartial MSS. of Scott's Poems Beza's Latin Testament
Spectator,' 376 Theatre Inscription in Parish RegisterSynonymous Appellations of Cities Milton Fowling-piece
Strap -Death of Medora, 377 South wark Fair Authors

Date of Bellamy's Birth, 373
Garrick's Birth
'

Wanted,

'

378.

NOTES ON BOOKS

and an English translation appeared in 1693 by
Thomas Brown.
"Your MS. translation," writes Dr. Garnett, " is not
the same as that published in 1693 by Thomas Brown.
Brown says in his preface that he has only had a small

share in the work, and I should think it probable that
yours may be the original translation, afterwards revised

'

'

lode.'

The most remarkable circumstance, however,
that the anecdote of the finding of the bodies of the

by him.
is,

murdered princes in the Tower is entirely omitted by
Brown, as also are several other anecdotes in the same
It is still more remarkable that it is
place.
apparently
unknown to writers on the Tower and to writers on
Richard III.; at least, I cannot find it mentioned by Lord
de Ros or Dixon, by Horace Walpole or Legge. Sir George
Rich, writing under James I., does, indeed, speak of
'
certain bones, like to the bones of a child, being found
lately in a high, desolate turret, supposed to be the bones
of one of the murdered princes ; others are of opinion
that it was the carcase of an ape kept in the Tower, that
in his old age had happened into that place to die in.'
It would be interesting," adds Dr. Garnetfc, " to discuss
whether there are different versions of the same circumstance."

Canon Creighand have been favoured with some valuable
notes on the point.
The question is most interesting, and I shall be glad if you can find
I laid the subject before the Rev.

ton,

space to give the whole story to the readers of
N.
Q.,' together with Dr. Garnett and Canon
Creighton's notes on the point
" The same Prince Maurice likewise told
my Father
'

Sommer's Spenser's The Shepheardes
Calender 'Foster's The Parish Church of St. Mary, Whap:
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Queen Elizabeth's time, the Tower of London
being full of Prisoners of State, on account of the frequent Conspiracies against her person, as they were
troubled to find room for them all, they bethought themselves of opening a door of a Chamber that had been
walled up for a long time ; and they found in this Chamber
upon a bed the Skeletons of King Edward V. and the
Duke of York, his brother, whom their Uncle Richard
the Cruel had strangled to get the Crown to himself,
which Henry VII., Grandfather to Queen Elizabeth, deprived him of, together with his life. But the prudent
princess, not willing to revive the memory of such an
action, ordered the door to be walled up as before.
Nevertheless, I am informed that this same door having
been opened some time since, and the skeletons being
found in the same place, the King of England, out of
compassion that these two princes were deprived of
burial, or from other reasons that I am ignorant of,
has resolved to erect a Mausoleum to their memory,
and have them buried in Westminster Abbey among
From a MS. in the Delaval Papers, a
the Kings."
translation from Sir Aubrey de Maurier's History of
the Prince Maurice, Prince of Orange.'
I.
De Ros says that in "the complimentary oration
in Latin (still in preservation) with which the authorities of the Tower received James I. at the gate on
his first visit to the fortress after his accession express
mention is made of the Bloody Tower as the scene of the
"
Princes' murder." Therefore it must have been matter
of common belief and notoriety" that they were murdered there.
I have not found this oration, but the first visit was
made May 11, 1603 (How's 'Annals'), in the State
" True order of
Papers, No. 97, March 15, 1603, in the
H.M.'s Proceeding thro' London," which I thought
contain
it.
might
II.
Bayley says the Bloody Tower first got that name
in the reign of Elizabeth; but the evidence as to the
that in

SKELETONS OF THE TWO MURDERED
PRINCES.
the several MSS. I found with the
'
Delaval Papers, the bulky Essays on the History
of the House of Nassau, Princes of Orange, and
Founders of the Commonwealth of the United ProThere
vinces are perhaps the most interesting.
is no date attached to them, yet they bear evidence of having been written in the latter portion
of the seventeenth century.
There are seven distinct essays, and in all of them there are to be found
interesting references to matters connected with
"
English history. Yet it is in the life of Maurice
de Nassau, Prince of Orange," that the sayings and
doings of Queen Elizabeth of England are frequently
Some of these anecdotes being quite
introduced.
new to me, I wrote to Dr. Garnett, of the British
Museum, and enclosed the story of the skeletons
of the two murdered princes, to learn who the
author was likely to be, aad whether such a book
as this had ever been published. This inquiry has
led me into a most valuable and interesting correspondence, and has brought out facts which I
think are of some literary and historical interest.
Dr. Garnett informed me that the MS. in my possession was evidently that of Lewis Aubrey de
'
Maurier's
Memoirs pour servir a 1'Histoire de
Hollande,' which were published at Paris in 1680,

Among

'

'
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exact date is not complete, and amounts to this that in
the reign of Henry VII. it was called the Garden Tower,
but in a survey taken 1597 by the lieutenant's order (Sir
John Peyton) it is called the Bloody Tower (' Vetusta
:

Monuments/

vol.

i.).

Legge, in 'The Unpopular King,' ii. 74, say?, "When
in 1597 it was first designated the Bloody Tower, a portion was crowded by delinquents of all descriptions ";
but this is, I think, a careless transcript from Bayley.
The 1597 Survey was not taken with the object of enlarging the Tower, but for the purpose of determining
the bounds of the Liberty, which was often encroached
upon. I find nothing in the State Papers to show that
the Tower was enlarged during Elizabeth's reign ; but
Prince Maurice's story only mentions the opening of the
walled- up door, the charge for which would probably
come under general repairs, which are given in the State
Papers.
III. As to Sir George Bue's story of the bones like to
the bones of a child, which some thought to be those of
an old ape, and the question is, Is this the same as

Aubrey's story 1
This makes
1. He says the bones were found lately.
the date of his history of Richard III. important, which
The date of Bue's death was 1623 (' Diet,
is not known.
of Nat. Biog.').
2. Aubrey says the skeletons of two children were
"
found on a bed with " deux licols au col (not mentioned in the MS. translation). Bue says the bones of
one were found, and gives no details.
3. As to the place where they were found, the two de"
turret reckoned
scriptions agree fairly. Bue calls it a
a vast and dam'd place for the height and hard access,
into
this be the
in
it."
Could
many years looking
nobody
Bloody Tower ] If so, then Bue must have written his
work before Raleigh's imprisonment in the Bloody Tower
(' Hist. Papers,' p. 347, where complaint is made of the
door being so much left open). Bue's work is written in
defence of Richard. The use of the Tower as a menagerie makes the ape story not unlikely.
IV. Aubrey's story does not seem a likely one. Could
the skeletons have been in a state of such preservation
with the " deux licols " still there if left exposed on a
bed for a century. The finding them on a bed ia most
unlikely. It does not agree with any contemporary story
of the disposal of the bodies. All are in favour of burial
in some place or other, and it was probable that they
should be buried.
It does not agree with the story of Henry VII.'s prolonged search for the bodies.
I can think of no reason why Elizabeth should have
wished the story hushed up ; as a Tudor there was every
reason for publishing it.
But still less can I think of any reason why Brown
should have omitted the story in 1693.

JOHN ROBINSON.

17
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way in which witches can inflict on men every
kind of infirmity. Most superstitions (astrology
to wit) bring Holy Scripture to their aid, and one
the

is

rather

surprised not to find the histories of

Miriam, Gehazi, and other Biblical instances adduced here. Yet the argument is fortified by the
case of the blessed Job, who by a demon was
stricken with a very bad ulcer, which is expounded
The writer admits, however, that
of the leprosy.
there is great difficulty in attributing leprosy and
epilepsy to witchcraft, because these diseases
usually spring from previous chronic dispositions
and defects of the internal parts. Nevertheless,
he says it has been found that they are sometimes
brought on by witchcraft. For in the diocese of
Basil, on the borders of Lotharingia and Alsace,
there was a certain honest workman who had used
hard words against a certain quarrelsome woman,
She, being indignant, threatened him that she

would soon be revenged upon him. He made
but that same night he felt a
He touched it and
pustule growing on his neck.
rubbed it a little, and then found that his whole
face, with his neck, was so puffed up and swollen
that a horrible kind of leprosy was showing itself
even over his whole body. He delayed not to send
for his friends and advisers, and told them what
had happened, and of the woman's threatening
words, and that he should die in the belief and
suspicion that she by art magic had brought that
The woman is taken, subjected to
evil upon him.
The judge
examination, and confesses the crime.
inquiring more carefully of the manner and cause,
light of her threats,

she replies
" When that
:

man had attacked me with opprobrious
words, I was burning with rage, and as soon as I got
evil spirit began to ask me the cause of my sadI told him the particulars, and insinuatingly
ness.
He asked
solicited him that I might revenge myself.
'
me, What would you that I should do to him V I answered, 'I would that he shoul 1 always have a swollen
'
face.
So he departed, and inflicted upon the man that
infirmity, beyond what I asked, for I did not at all wish
that he should smite him with such a leprosy."
home an

Whereupon she was burned.
Also, in the diocese of Constance, between
Brisiacum and Friburg, a certain leprous woman
is in the habit of telling to many (unless she have
paid the debt of all flesh [debitum universce carnis]
in these two years) that on a like cause of dispute

SUPERSTITIONS ABOUT LEPROSY.
which existed between herself and a certain other
Omne ignotum pro magnifico." In the Middle woman, when at night she was gone out of her
Ages what men could not understand they counted house, and tried to do part of her work before the
"

supernatural, an easy method of disposing of many
One of
things, which has not yet gone out of use.
these was leprosy, which, with its mysterious and
subtle character and awful and incurable results,
joined to the testimony of the Bible, almost of
itself created superstition.

In Sprenger's * Malleus Maleficarum,' published
about 1490, there is a chapter (part ii. chap, xi.) on

door, suddenly a certain hot wind blew into her
face from the house of the other woman, which
was opposite to hers, whereupon, as she asserted,
she suddenly fell into the leprosy which she was
bearing.
Again, in the same diocese, and in the
territory of the Black Forest (nigrce silvce), a certain witch, while she was being lifted by the executioner from the earth on to the pile of faggots

7*
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"

a

I will give thee
prepared for burning her, said,
into his face,
reward," and then, by her breathing
immediately he was struck with a horrible leprosy
survived only
through his whole body, and
Her horrid wickednesses are omitted
a few days.
The writer concludes the
for the sake of brevity.
that witches cause epilepsy,
chapter by asserting
sickness (caducum morbum), by adminisor
falling

tering bewitched eggs.
Breathing in the face of a person was an outward
worked in
sign that a change was being spiritually
such a one e.g., in the ancient service books, before baptism the priest was ordered to exorcize the
evil spirit hitherto dwelling in the child
:

"

The

priest

must breathe

into the face of the child 3

times together, saying, N. Receive the Holy Ghost. But
a habitation for the
devil, flee, and prepare
Lord. Come out of him, thou unclean spirit, and give
Paraclete."
the
to
the
Spirit,
Holy
place

do thou,

But before the Reformation it was clearly perceived
either
that, without the intervention of anything
infected person could conspiritual or magical, an
vey the infection to another by breathing upon
him. It was the sixth of the forty-four rather far-
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th
S.
superstition reported from Brazil (7
145), that children are killed in order to afford
It existed in 1671,
a cure for leprosy, is not new.
as may be seen at 2 nd S. x. 77, where it is said
that the children were required in order to cure

The

viii.

This would be Louis
the French king's leprosy.
th
XtV., another royal leper (see 7 S. viii. 108, 174,
W. C. B.
217).

THE

'

ENGLISH DIALECT DICTIONARY.'

Many

readers of N. & Q.' will probably be interested to
bear of the present position and prospects of this
work.
By the help of a willing, though comparative small, band of workers, most of the books
and tracts formally written in dialect have now
*

been read for quotations, and a very large proportion of the published glossaries has been transcribed,
each article on a separate half-sheet of note-paper.
In addition, however, to these obvious sources of
information, much useful matter is to be gleaned in
the highways and by-ways of literature e. g., I
have just this last week obtained a goodly "songle"
of S. Staffordshire words out of D. C. Murray's

'Rainbow Gold,' 1886, and some rare Surrey
words in R. Nevill's Old Cottage and Domestic
To cover this extensive
" came Architecture,' 1889.
ground we must fall back on the assistance of many

fetched articles exhibited in Parliament against
Cardinal Wolsey in 1529 that he, knowing himself
to be suffering from an infectious disease,
in your
dayly to your Grace [the king], rownding
noble Grace,
ears, and blowing upon your most
with his perilous and infective breath, to the mar-

vellous danger of your highness, if God of his ingoodness had not better provided for your

finite

173).
p.
coll.,
(Fiddes's 'Wolsey,'
It was one of the ten
(Better provision, indeed !)
precepts laid upon a leper, when he was separated
from those who were whole, that he should not
answer any one who asked him a question unless
the leper had first been ventilated in the cpen air

highness"

(Surtees Society, vol. Ixiii. p. 107*).
Leprosy, however, was not always an evil procured by witchcraft. Sabra, the wife of St. George,
being threatened by a giant, made supplication to
the gods to defend her, and immediately
"
she saw an ugly toad come crawling before her, through
which by policy she saved her life, and preserved her
honour; for she took the toad betwixt her hands, and
crushed the venom from her impoisoned bowels, where-

with she all besprinkled her face, so that presently her
fair beauty was changed into loathsome blisters, for she
seemed more like a creature deformed with leprosie, than

a

lady of excellent feature."

'

"general readers." May I appeal to this great
body to make a note of any provincialisms they

may happen

to

each word on

meet incidentally

its

own

half-sheet,

in their books,
and to give an

accurate reference to the page, volume, title, and
date of the work from which the quotation is taken,
and then to forward the results to me ? In particular I can suggest the following books as containing incidental dialect. Will some one volunteer
A. Gissing,
to undertake one or more of them ?
'
Both of this Parish,' 1889 (Glouc.) ; W. B. For'Pengerrick Castle,' &c.
far, 'Kynance Cove,'
(Corn.); E. D. S., 'Dorica,' 1889 (Dorset); W.
'
'
Her Two Millions,' &c.
Birch Dene,'
Westell,
and Gabriel' (Line.);
'Ruth
L.
(Lane.);
Cheny,
'
E. R. Sofning, Land of the Broads' (Norf.) ; [J.
Larwood] "Erratics, by a Sailor," 1800 (Norf.) ;
'
Mrs. Blackett, her Story (W. Shrops.) ; [M. A.
'

Cursham] 'Norman Abbey' (Notts) Mary Howitt,
'
Tales' (Notts); P. H. Emerson, Pictures of East
Anglian Life,' 1888 J. Lucas, Studies in Nidderdale,' 1882; A. E. Barr, 'Feet of Clay,' 1889
W. Crossing, ' Amid Devonian Alps,'
(Manx)
1889 (Dartmoor); H. Smart, 'Long Odds,' and
other novels (sporting terms). Many of Miss Linskill's and Mrs. Barr's novels introduce the York;

'

'

;

;

Thus she was preserved, and then the Amazonian
"
her leprosie by the secret vertue of
queen cured
"
her skill (' Seven Champions,' 1696, part i. chap,
As Sabra was afterwards crowned Queen of
xvi.).
Egypt, she ought to be included among royal
lepers.

Sir Walter Scott has an interesting note on
Robert the Bruce's leprosy in The Lord of the
" a scorbutic
canto
it was
'

Isles,'

y.

n. 8.

disorder, which

He

says

was then called a leprosy."

shire dialect.

Whether

purpose, repay perusal I

the following will, for our
am not equally sure
:

Horace Smith, 'The New Forest,' 1829; Miss
Braddon, 'Vixen' (New Forest) E. Holt, 'The
King's Daughters,' 1888 (Essex) J. W. Warter,
The Sea-board and the Down,' 1860 (Sussex) ;
Thomas Parkinson, ' Yorkshire Legends and
;

;

'
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J. Dalby, 'The Mayroyd of salt-water fish as well as fresh- water fish, whereas
Mytholm/ 1888 (Cumb.); Mrs. Whitcombe, 'Bye- I have reason to believe that blanchaille is used in
France of the fry of fresh- water fish only. See the
gone Days in Devonshire and Cornwall/ 1874
Mrs. Bray, 'Hartland Forest/ 1871 (N. Dev.); Petit Journal of June 27, 1887, where, in a
'Courtenay of Walreddon/ 1844 (Dev.); W. lengthy article upon river fishing, I find the fol-

Tradition?,' 1888;

;

" Par
Howitt, Rural Life of England '; S. Baring-Gould, lowing
les
blanchaille, nous entendons
'The Pennycomequicks,' 1889 (Yorks.); 0. M. ablettes, vandoises, ve"rons, petits gardons et che'
Will some one vennes de surface, peteuses, petites bremes, &c.,"
Brown, Dwale Bluth (Dev.).
kindly search these 1 There are still some glos- all river fish, though I cannot give the English
saries to be copied, which I would be happy to equivalents of all of them.*
With us, on the consend to any one who will undertake them.
trary, whitebait is always used of the fry of saltPALMER
water fish.
A. SMYTH E
If we are to believe a paragraph of
(Clk.).
The Chalet, S. Woodford.
Truth of May 16, p. 904, it is composed of sixty
cent,
of
P.S. I understand that the late Canon Sim- per
sprats, and forty per cent, of herring?,
mons, of York, left some important collections of with a few odd stray fish, whilst, according to the
same
dialect words, but I have not succeeded in tracing
paper of May 23, p. 957, in Italy whitebait
them. Can any one tell me of their whereabouts 1 (the Italian term is not given ; is it biancaglia ?)
His occasional notes on dialect in The Lay Folks' is composed of the fry of sardines and anchovies,
also salt-water fish.
Mass Book (E.E.T.S.) make one wish for more.
Another difference between blanchaille and
CENTENARIES AT BATH. Foundation of See and whitebait is that blanchaille is
apparently used of
Abbey. The present time seems to be one of anni- the living fish only, whereas whitebait is used both
versaries and centenaries.
In 1088 John de Vil- of the
living and the dead fish, and more especilula, a native of Tours and chaplain and physician
Friture is the word commonly
ally of the latter.
to William Rufus, was attracted to Bath by the used in France to
denote a fry of small river fish,
fame of its waters. He obtained the appointment and takes the
place of blanchaille on the menus.
of the see of Somerset, located in Wells, and afterF. CHANCE.
wards moved the see to Bath. In 1090 he obtained
Sydenham Hill.
'

:

:

'

'

'

from the king a grant of the abbey of Bath.
this time the bishop

From

became the abbot, and the

prior, who governed the monastery, did so as the
alter ego of the bishop, to
he vowed obedi-

whom

He became owner

of the site of the ruined
city by a charter of William Rufus (undated). This
new bishop rebuilt the abbey and its church and
ence.

the

far exceeding the

in 1122.

Bath Charters.
The first municipal charter
granted to Bath was in 1189, when Richard was
embarking for the Holy Land. It granted to the
Merchant Guild the same liberties of holding property, settling disputes, and trading, as were exElizabeth
pressed in a charter to Winchester.
granted a charter to the city in 1590, which codified
the existing municipal customs.
W. LOVELL.
Temple Chambers, E.C.

WHITEBAIT AND BLANCHAILLE.

For the

last

few years blanchaille has frequently been used in
English hotel menus as the French equivalent of
whitebait.
I have never yet seen the word on a
French menu, for whitebait, as we understand it,
not known in France. For all that blanchaille
a good French word, and is defined by Littie*
"menu poisson blanc." This definition is, how-

is

is

ever,

scarcely satisfactory,

for it

might

refer to

offers 500Z. for

Five hundred pounds, too small a boon
To put a poet's muse in tune,
That nothing may escape her.
Should she attempt the heroic story
Of the illustrious Churchill's glory,
It would not buy the paper."

The church was

a magnificent structure,
dimensions of the present building, and the works exhausted the bishop's means.
He seized the lands of the monks, doled out a
meagre allowance for food, and applied the surplus
revenues to his building works. He died suddenly
city.

EPIGRAM FROM THE 'EVENING POST/ SEPTEMBER, 1736.
"
The Duchess of Marlborough (Sarah)
a poem in honour of her husband.

JAMES

E,

THOROLD ROGERS.

RIDING THE FRANCHISES OF DULECK, NEAR
DROGHEDA. The following, taken from Owen
Adams's WetTdy Journal, published in Manchester
in the year 1742, seems to deserve a corner in

'N.

&

Q.':

"

Dublin, June 2, 1742. On Thursday last the Franchises of the Corporation of Duleck, near Drogheda, were
rode in the following manner, viz., three led horses
covered with large straw mats neatly fringed with green
rushes in imitation of field cloths ; the persons who rode
as Mayor and Alderman, were dressed in women's red
petticoats, instead of gowns, large tie wigs, each knotted
with large sea shells and large caps made of platted straw
like Beehives, with a bunch of Wheat at the top of each
of them
The rest wore straw hats, with bars of wheat
on them in imitation of feathers ; and their waistcoats
:

*

(m.) I know, from having
France, to be roach and dace respectively.
of
and ablette and veron are
bream
is,
course,
;
probably bleak and minnow respectively, though I have

Gardon and chevenne

fished in

Breme

heard goujon used=both gudgeon and minnow. Vandoise and peteuse I do not know. The former is in Littre
and Gasc.

7*
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were laced with small platted straw, resembling golc
lace ; and the ruffles made of green wheat ; they all rode
on straw saddles, with Housings and holdings of the
same, and cabbage stalks instead of pistols; wooden
swords and boots made of the buts of trees. Adam and
Eve were dressed in long Dock leaves. Their Vulcan
was dressed in a white horse's skin and his face blackened
with soot. Their Venus was a man dressed in a white
Peten-l'air, with a long black beard. Their music consisted of three pipers on horseback and two boys beating
on four empty runlets instead of kettledrums, and a
merry andrew sounding a large bullock's horn. Their
arms, which were a plow and harrow, were carried on
men's shoulders on horseback, in the feast ; and their
colours, a silk handkerchief tied on a sallie wig, made
up the rear."
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which that I have seen I met with in Paris.
entitled

It is

:

A

Defence.

Defending King George your Country and Lawea
Is Defending Your selves and Protestant Cause.
Invented by Mr. James Puckle
For Bridges, Breaches, Lines and Passes
Ships, Boats, Houses, and other Places.

The engraving shows a

large revolver, or mitrail-

on a tripod, the breach of which is turned by
hand and contains six chambers, the contents of
which are discharged in turn through a single long
barrel.
The tripod possesses an elevating arrangement, and the piece can be swivelled in any desired
direction. The part containing the chambers is reFRED. LEART.
83, Fairfield Street, Manchester.
movable at pleasure, and when one "sett" had
INACCURATE QUOTATIONS. Whoever is respon been discharged a charged one was " substituted.
One set is depicted as intended for a ship shootsible for the classical allusions in the Globe news"
"
ing Eound Bullets against Christians "; a second
his quotations.
paper would do well to
verify
Last week I read that my old friend Horace is as for one "shooting square Bullets against Turks."
The machine was also devised to "Discharge Gra" Habent
sua fata
responsible for the witty saying,
nado Shells." The inventor of this anticipation of
libelli"; and on the very next day I noticed that
the well-known line of Virgil, "Urbs antiqua the Galling and other guns had an eye to profit as
well as patriotism.
In the Collection of Satirical
fuit," is taken by the same writer as referring to
Prints, B.M., Nos. 1620 and 1625, allusion is
Troy, and not to Carthage.
made to Puckle's machine as forming the basis of
E. WALFORD, M.A.
one of the many bubble projects of 1720
N.W.
7, Hyde Park
leuse,

:

Mansions,

A rare invention to Destroy the

CROMWELL'S FARTHING. Among the farthings
struck in the time of Oliver Cromwell is one on the
reverse of which are three pillars bound
together,
with the English cross, the harp, and the
thistle,
and the motto " Thvs vnited invincible."

KALPH N. JAMES.
THOMAS FULLER AND FRIEDRICH VON LUGAN.

"

He that falls into sin
a saint; that boasteth of
So writes

<

Fuller,

Of

Was

is

a man; that grieves at
a devil."

it, is

it, is

Self Praising,' in

<

The Holy

he acquainted with the aphorism of
Friedrich von Lugan, which Longfellow thus transState.'

lates

?

Man-like

to fall into sin,
to dwell therein,
for sin to grieve,
God-like is it all sin to leave.
is it

Fiend-like

Christ-like

is it

is it

work was published in 1642.
only know that Longfellow says he
the seventeenth century.
Fuller's

ANTICIPATIONS
or
PUCKLE'S ' DEFENCE.'

MODERN

Of

home

instead of Foes abroad
Friends, this Terrible Machine
're only wounded that have shares therein.
J. ELIOT HODGKIN.

Fools at

Fear not,

They

Crowds

my

Richmond, Surrey.

BOYMAN'S MUSEUM IN EOTTERDAM. I have
recently gone through this collection of paintings,
and as an old frequenter of galleries I would recommend that the pictures should be numbered
consecutively, instead of, as now, by the name of
the artist ; and also that the numerals should be
twice the size, that art critics sitting may be able
to see the number.
W. LOVELL.

DESCRIPTIONS BY SIR WALTER
The following passages, in poetry and
prose, from perhaps two of the best of Scott's
in 1808, and 'Guy
Of Lugan I works, 'Marmion,' published
in 1822, are closely parallel and coflourished in Mannering,'
One would have thought that a com"ncident.
C. C. B.
parison would have led to the conclusion that the
same graphic pen had sketched out both, and have
INVENTIONS
unveiled the disguise of the " Great Unknown."
is legion in
sciences.
A The poetical account occurs in the fine description

PARALLEL

SCOTT.

:

Their name
almost all branches of the arts and
long chapter might be written on those connected
with military engines and devices
; many experts

modern artillery are unaware of the early
essays,
wanting only modern appliances to make them
To take one instance almost at ranpracticable.
in

dom; at the beginning of the eighteenth century
James Puekle (an original thinker, and author of
several curious works)
issued, somewhere about the
year 1720, an engraved broadside, the only copy of

the surrounding scenery near Edinburgh,
'mine own romantic town":
Yonder the shores of Fife you saw
Here Preston Bay, and Berwick Law ;
And, broad beneath them rolled,
The gallant Frith the eye might note,
Whose islands on its bosom float,

of

;

Like emeralds chased in gold.

Canto

The prose

description,

iv. st.

30.

which occurs in the ac-
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count of

going to dine with Coun
on a Sunday in Edinburgh in his

Guy Mannering

sellor Pleydell

Auld Reekie, is as follows
" But
Mannering was chiefly delighted with the view
from the windows, which commanded that incomparable
prospect of the ground between Edinburgh and the sea ;
the Firth of Forth with its islands; the embayment
which is terminated by the Law of North Berwick and
the varied shores of Fife to the northward, indenting
with a hilly outline the clear blue horizon." C. xxxvii.
lofty flat in

:

;

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
BRUCE FAMILY. In a copy of the Bible, printed
by the Assigns of John Bill, Thomas Newcomb,
and Henry Hill, London, 1682, and containing the
heraldic book-plate of N. Bruce
Or, a saltire and
chief gules, on a canton argent a lion rampant
azure ; crest, a dexter cubit arm erect, holding in
the hand a scimitar in fess ; motto, " Fuimus "
are these entries
James Bruce was Married to Janet Troup December
19th 1770 being on Wednesday by the Rev d M* Ogibby.
Margaret Bruce born Dec* 27. 1771 bstwixt 3 & 4
o Clock Morning bein^ Fraiday.
James Bruce born Sept* 26 being Monday betwixt 10
& 11 at Night 1774.
Ninian Bruce Born Feb 8"' 1777 betwixt 7 & 8 at Night
:

being Saturday.
Janet Bruce born Aprile 7 th 1779 betwixt 3 & 4 Morning being Wednesday.
Mary Bruce born Aprile 3' 1782 on Tuesday between
11 & 12 forenoon.
Robert Bruce born May 28> 1783 being Wednesday
between 1 & 2 forenoon.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

BYRON'S BIRTHPLACE.

Some time ago I drew
attention to the fact that the house in
Piccadilly
where Byron passed the wretched year (1815) of
his married life was then in the hands of the
builder and decorator.
Nothing now remains of
its exterior ; it is all new
vamped, and no longer
to be recognized.
Yesterday I passed down Holies
Street, Cavendish Square, and found that No. 24,
the house in which the
poet was born (January 22,
1788) has been cleared away altogether. This note
may serve to record an historic fact, and perhaps
save the pilgrim of futurity a headache.
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
33,

Tedworth Square, S.W.

GEORGE

An

III.

ATTACKED BY A LONDON MOB.

volume of newspaper cuttings compiled in
the time of the Georges
by Commissary- General
Bowman furnishes an account, from Lord Onslow's
of
an
attack
on
the
pen,
king made by the mob on
October 29, 1795, when His Majesty was
proceeding through St. James's Park to open Parliament:
"

old

On the king's alighting from his carriage
[we subsequently learn] a passage was opened for him through
the mob, by the courage and
strength of an Irish gentleman, who in all probability was the means of savin"- his
sovereign's life. The king, grateful for the service, de-

CT*
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s.

sired the late Lord Melville, then Mr. Dundas, to give
the gentleman an appointment of some profit. On the
gentleman being asked by Mr. Dundas what he could do
for him, he answered, with the characteristic humour of
his country, ' The best thing, sir, you can do for me, is to
make me a Scotchman": a witty but unfortunate allusion;
for so highly did it offend Mr. Dundas, that he dismissed
the gentleman unrequited as he came. The royal gratitude was not, however, to be so obstructed. The king
having repeatedly inquired of Mr. Dundas what he had
done for the brave Irishman, and always receiving for
answer that no vacant situation had turned up for the
'
gentleman, his majesty said at length, very tartly, Then,
In fact, the
sir, you must make a situation for him.'
minister did as desired, and a new office was created in
favour of the king's deliverer, to which a salary of 65(M.
a year was attached."

Who

was the Irish gentleman

W.

]

J.

FITZPATRICK.

CURIOUS ERROR IN 'Eos ROY.'

I believe it

has been generally understood that Sir Walter
Scott in the composition of his novels rarely
altered or polished the original manuscript, the
sheets passing into the hands of the printer in the
form in which the author first wrete them ; and
the discovery I have recently made of a curious
error in 'Rob Roy' would seem to confirm this
view.

In chapter iv. of ' Rob Roy/ one of the principal
Mr. Francis Osbaldistone, is made to
say:
" It was on such a
day, and such an occasion, that my
characters,

timorous acquaintance [Morris] and I were about to
grace the board of the ruddy-faced host of the Black
Bear,' in the town of Darlington, and bishoprick of
Durham, when our landlord informed us, with a sort of
apologetic tone, that there was a Scotch gentleman to
dine with us."
'

This Scotch gentleman, who accordingly appears,
is, indeed, no less a personage than Rob Roy himself.
Now for the error. In the opening pages of
chapter ix., which describe the interruption of
the interview between Mr. Francis Osbaldistone,
Morris, and Justice Inglewood by the sudden
arrival of Mr. Campbell (Rob Roy), Francis Os-

"For it was he, the very
"
had seen at Northallerton
are mine)
and Rob Roy is himself

baldistone remarks,

Scotchman

whom

I

(the italics
;
made to say, in addressing Morris, a little further
" On the
on,
evening that we were at Northallerton," &c.

Having thus sufficiently demonstrated the existence of this somewhat remarkable oversight on
he part of Sir Walter, I think it is only reasonable to infer that after fixing upon the town of
Darlington as the scene of this portion of his
novel, he must, in the hurry of composition, have
"
North"orgotten the fact, and so have written
"
allerton
So far as I am aware, this slip
instead.
las hitherto escaped observation, and probably
none but an enthusiastic student and admirer of
he works of the great "Wizard of the North"
would have observed the discrepancy.
It is a

7 th

S.

VIII. Nov.
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somewhat singular coincidence,

too, that a near
ancestor of the present writer should have been

honoured by mention, under his real name, in
'
Scott's Heart of Midlothian.'
A. ST. JOHN SEALLY, Capt.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

names

of any other printer (and particulars) in any
Staffordshire town or place between 1600 and 1800.

M.

BOOK OF
Book

JOB.

E.

REYNOLDS.

was the author

Words

of

" The

Authorized Version, Arranged and Pointed in General Conformity with the Masoretical Text," Dublin, 1828?
of Job, in the

of the

C. E.

[The name of the author
to be

Laurence, but

is

little

seems

known concerning him.]

DINANT.

astical Polity,' Pearson's 'Exposition of the Creed,'
Burnet's 'History of the Reformation' there has
been an abridgment of Burton's 'Anatomy of

Melancholy.' The title is "Melancholy as it proceeds from the Disposition and Habit, the Passion
of Love, and the Influence of Religion.
Drawn
chiefly from the celebrated work entitled 'Burton's
Anatomy of Melancholy,'" London, 1801. There
is a reprint, London, Chatto & Windus, 1881.
Who was the compiler of this work ? What is the
estimate of its value ?
ED. MARSHALL.

CHAUCER SOCIETY. When
Bond's transcript of the De

may we
Burgh

-

'

see Dr.
Clarence
also the
;

Household Book/ announced as part iii.
la'ie lamented Mr.
Selby's extracts from Civic and
Record Enrolments,' announced as part iv., of the
'Life Records'?
LXXII.
'

MONEY

DROPPERS. What is the meaning of
It is used, with other terms, including
?
'
in
The
forgers,
explanation of the contents of
Chronicles of Newgate,' in a recent catalogue.
term

"De Statu Prisci Orbis
Secunda. Prefatio," 8vo.,
pp. cxxxvii., and portraits of Burke, Fox, and
North. Lowndes mentions two copies of this preface by Dr. Parr being sold at Birdley's sale "with
Cancelled Leaf."
Can any reader of 'N. & Q.'
inform me what leaf it was that was cancelled ?
BELLENDENUS

(G.),

Editio

of Clare,
Gloucester, &c., was descended from a natural son
of Richard I., Duke of Normandy, and was brother
of the half-blood to the Conqueror, he being a son
of the notorious Harlotta by her second husband,

This Richard is known
Gilbert, Eirl of Bryonne.
to us as Richard de Tonbridge.
Was he also Earl

Richard de Dinant

BURYING - PLACE OF THOMAS TAYLOR, THE
PLATONIST. Can you or your readers oblige me
with information concerning the above ?
H. K. JONES.
PRINTERS AND BOOKSELLERS.

Can any

of

your

readers supply information relative to the following printers and booksellers John Tregortha,
:

Burslem, 1796

to 1827; J. Walthoe, Stafford,
1668; John Lineall
Mary Wilson, Wolverhampton, 1750 or relative to any books, tracts,
Also the
&c., printed or published by them?
;

;

A. HALL.

?

MINERAL OIL. Is rock-oil known to exist in
the neighbourhood of the island of Purbeck ? From
the following notice it would seem to have
been in use there at the end of the sixteenth or
the beginning of the seventeenth century
:

"

The shores are very Rocky all about ye Island. Wewent 3 miles off to Sonidge a sea faire place not very
big there is a flatt sand by y sea a little way they
take up stones by ye shores y l are so oyly, as ye poor
burn it for ffire, and its so light a fire it Serves for Candle
Celia Fiennes,
too, but it has a strong offensive smell."
Through England on a Side Saddle/ p. 6.
:

'

M.

WAS SHAKSPEARE LAME

P.

Charles Kingsley,
'
in his novel of Alton Locke,' says that Shakspere
was lame. What authority had Kingsley for saying
this

?

WILLIAM BLOOD.

?

Birkenhead.

PIGS SEEING WIND. What is the origin of the
often expressed idea that pigs see the wind ? The
way in which various animals are affected by
changes in the weather has not been sufficiently
studied.
JAMES HOOPER.
50, Mornington Road, N.W.

WALHAM

GREEN, FULHAM.

I should be glad
with early (say
In the
before 1700) references to this village.
parish books its former name is variously spelled

if

218, Beresford Street, Newington, S.E.

Richard FitzGilbert, Justiciary 1073,

who founded the eminent baronial families

ALPHA.
Libri Tres.

Who

be addressed to them direct

*
BURTON'S
ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY,'
ABRIDGED. As was the case with several other
important English works as Hooker's 'Ecclesi-

this
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any readers could furnish

me

Wandon, Wandons, Wendon,

Wansdown, and

even Wodson Green. The earliest instance of the
present spelling I can find is 1628. Is Walham a
corrupt form of Wandon, &c. ; and what is the
meaning of the name ? Please answer direct.
CHAS. JAS. FERET.
49, Edith Road, West Kensington, W.
" THE LIVER OF
IT."
boy told me lately in
Warwickshire that he had cut his finger-nail right
"
into the liver of it."
Asked where he had got

A
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the

word he could not

know anything

say.

Does Dr. Murray
It would
" The
for
quick of
R. HUDSON.

of such a use of it?

seem to be a synonym

clearly

it."

Lapworth.

BARRYMORE PEERAGE. In my copy of Lynch's
Feudal Dignities of Ireland,' on p. 228, at the
end of chap, viii., " Peculiarity in the Descent of
the Feudal Baronies of Ireland," is the following
" In
the Barrymore family the
manuscript note
remarkable precedent occurred of the heir to the
'

:

SONGS WANTED.

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, YORK.

Can any

of

your correspondents inform me if the apparitions
mentioned by the Rev. S. Baring Gould in his
work on 'Strange Events in Yorkshire' have been

The last date of its appearance
lately visible?
that he mentions is, I think, 1873.
T. M. D.

POPULAR PHRASES.
origin of the following

wife";

"As

stiff

Can any one

?(!) "As
as

me

the
busy as Beck's
tell

Tommy

Harrison"; (3)
" As
young John Walker's chimes." Conthe
last
of
the
three there is an old rhyme
cerning
(2)
slow as

to this effect

:

Young John Walker's chimes,
They went so very slow,
That young John Walker scarce could
Whether they went or no.

tell

Where

is

9,

m

'

'

When

she

fell in love

the song of

is

Rosemary Lane

'

to

tan,

with the dog's-meat man.
'

The Match- seller

in

be found ?

are the best matches as you can desire
For lighting your candle or kindling your fire.

They

J.

A.

DEDICATION OF A WELL.

I should be glad to
know of a form of dedication of a well. Something
of the kind may be possibly known to your readers,
and I should be glad if they would send me a copy
direct, or kindly inform me where it can be had.

(Rev.) H. HUYES.
Cauvey Island, South Benfleet, Essex.

Can any

DR. KUSSER.

of your readers kindly

afford particulars relative to Dr. Kusser, who was
German chaplain to the Duchess of Kent in the

year 1834

JAMES DAVIS.

?

RECONNOITRE. I have just become possessed of
a copy of the second edition of Horace Walpole'a
'
Historic Doubts.' The first sentence in the preface runs thus
:

"

So incompetent has the generality of historians been
for the province they have undertaken, that it is almost
a question whether, if the dead of past ages could revive,
they would be able to reconnoitre the events of their own
times, as transmitted to us by ignorance and misrepresentation."

0. C. B.

LOVEBAND FAMILY.

NOV.

In Gray's Inn Lane, some time ago,
An old maid lived a life of woe ;
She was forty-three, with a face like
Also, where

any one possessed of a
pedigree of the family of Saunder, of Lapford Court
and Payhembury 1 According to Kelly's 'Devon/
the Rev. Christopher Saunder, a well-known man
in his day, was Rector of Lapford in 1570 ; and
the same authority states that Westerford, Heanton
Punchardon, a large demesne, is now the property
of E. T. Saunder, Esq.
W. D. PINK.
Is

vm.

Can you inform me where
The Dog's-meat Man ?

I can find the old song of

being deprived of the title and estates in
When
consequence of being deaf and dumb."
did this occur, if ever ?
Ross O'OoNNELL.

SAUNDER FAMILY.

s.

impossible to have the lozengy field with any charge
upon it and at the same time to keep strictly
within heraldic rule, or in similar instances the
general objection is waived owing to the peculiar
arrangement of the field. May I ask some correspondent to say whether the foregoing example is
or is not good blazonry, and well within the
S. G.
legitimate lines of the laws laid down ?

title

Killarney.

V*

there any ac-

count of this family?
Kelly's 'Devon,' under
"
Tarnscombe," says Delleys and Granslake belong
to J. E. Loveband, of Brookfield
House, Fremington, whose family have owned property since 1314.
And under " North Tawton " the manor of Halse
belongs to the Rev. J. Loveband - Fulford.
Also, under "Fremington" we are told that A.
Loveband Crocker resides at Middlebridge, and
J. E. Loveband at Brookfield.
W. D. PINK.

reconnoitre seems to be used in the sense in
Is
it is used in French, "to recognize."
there any earlier instance of the use of the word in
English; or was it at the time of Walpole's writing

Here

which

a French word used by him, but not yet assimilated into our English tongue ?

JOHNSON BAILY.
South Shields.

CORPORATIONS or PETTY CANONS OR VICARS
CHORAL. In an interesting volume, recently published, entitled
Gleanings from Old St. Paul's,'
by Dr. Simpson, there is a chapter dealing with
the "College or Corporation of Minor Canons'
'

HERALDIC.

One

of the first general laws of
heraldry is that colour upon colour is inadmissible;
but are there no exceptions to this rule ?
rea-

My

son for making this
inquiry is that I know of at
least one ancient coat where the blazon is
lozengy
of alternate colour and
metal, with one of the
ordinaries placed upon the field.
Now either it is

attached to that cathedral.

I

know

that there

were kindred corporations in the other cathedrals
of the old foundation, viz., York, Sarum, Lichfield,
but I
Lincoln, Exeter, Wells, and Hereford;
should like to know whether the canons, or vicars,

7-

vm.

s.
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ever lived in community
whether they were
mixed bodies of " priests and clerks "; and why in
some places they were called " vicars " and in St.
Paul's "petty canons," as well as two of them
"
" cardinal "
cardinales chori." I see there was a
amongst the "vicars" at Chichester.
J. MASKELL.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

;

JOHN

KtrssELL.

The mouse that never leaves
Can never be a mouse of any

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY.

I possess a volume,
"Collection Ge"nerale des Portraits de MM. les
a
1'Assemble'e Nationale tenue a VerDeputes
sailles le 4 Mai, 1789.
Paris chez Le Vachez,
sous les Colonnes du Palais Eoyale No. 258."
It
"
is
dedie a la Nation et present^ a Nosseigneurs
de 1'Assemble'e Nationale," by the said Le Vachez,
and contains 158 portraits, beginning with Louis
XVf. and ending with Urb. A. L. F. Gautier,
Depute de Touraine. I wish to know if the series
was ever completed, and, if so, whether the remaining volumes are obtainable or hors de prix,
It is worth remarking that Mirabeau figures as

A

1

own poor

hole

MACROBERT.

the best of schoolmasters, only the
'
school-fees are heavy."
Quoted by Carlyle in his Misc.

"Experience

Essays,' vol.

i.

is

p. 137, ed. 1888.

"
de
Riquetti," and Robespierre as
Ross O'CONNELL.
Robespierre."

WORDSWORTH'S

DE

V. PATEN PAYNE.

'

ODE ON THE INTIMATIONS

OF IMMORTALITY;
b
(7< S. vii. 168, 278, 357,

416; viii. 89.)
do not write with the intention of discussing
meaning of the line
The winds come to me from the fields of sleep,
which, indeed, is sufficiently obvious to any one
I
the

who will take the trouble to study the introductory note which Wordsworth prefixed to the poem,
and will compare the third stanza with the first. I
" fields of
merely wish to point out that the phrase
"
sleep occurs in the works of a contemporary poet.
'

John Hamilton Reynolds, in his poem The Garden of Florence,' has these two fine lines
:

"G be

Passion lays desolate the fields of sleep,
And wakes a thousand eyes to watch and weep.

the never-failing pages of *N. & Q.' (2 nd
219), as well as from Mr. Andrew Lang's
'
admirable paper on Reynolds in Letters on Litera(
The Garden of Florence, and
ture,' I learn that

From

Killarney.

ARTELS. An article in the Bookworm for Ocon 'A Russian Bookseller and Publisher,'
taken from The Russians of To-day,' by E. C.
tober,

'

Grenville- Murray, contains the following sentence
"Skilled labour is always dear in Russia, and the
artels of printers have latterly forced up the wages of
their hands to three paper roubles a day."
P. 331.
:

is artels ?

W.

E.

BUCKLEY.

A

LARGE BEECH. There is an old beech tree
about a mile and a half from where I live, in a
fir wood
just off the Petersfield road, which
measures, as a friend and myself have ascertained
by careful measurement with a 33-feet tape,
27 ft. 4 in. round the trunk at three feet from the

thick

ground. At four feet from the ground it measures
a few inches more.
It not this a very unusual size
for a beech ?
What is the average girth of this
tree when full grown ?
What would be the probable age of a beech such as the above ? It is in
to
It
flourishing condition,
judge by its foliage.
is a magnificent old
fellow, and if any one should
ever cut it down I hope he will be haunted
by the
tree's hamadryad.
It is certainly not a "light
beech," such as Shelley mentions in 'Alastor,'
line 433,

its

soul.

Will any of your correspond-

ents give me some information as to the descent
and other particulars of John Russell, who was
made a Commissioner of the Navy in 1747 ?
T. M. D.

What
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and Tennyson in 'The Talking Oak,'
Would not 27 ft. be a good girth for
Pardon this very imperfect description,

stanza xxxvi.

an oak ?
but I am not learned

in arboriculture.

JONATHAN BOUCHIER.
Ropley, Alreaford.

S.

ii.

'

Poems was published by John Warren, Old
It was to some
Street, London, in 1821.
extent an anonymous book, as Reynolds merely
" John
affixed his Christian names,
Hamilton," to
other

Bond

That he was an attentive student
the title-page.
of Wordsworth's poetry is proved by the fact that
"in 1819 he anticipated the genuine 'Peter Bell' of
Wordsworth by a spurious Peter Bell,' in which were
exhibited and exaggerated the characteristics of Wordsworth's earlier simplicities."
'

He may therefore have unconsciously borrowed the
expression "fields of sleep" from Wordsworth's
earlier poem, but he would not have borrowed it
unless it had conveyed a distinct image to his mind.
'
'
The quotation about Reynolds's Peter Bell is
from an excellent account of the poet in *N. & Q.,'
Mr. Lang's more recent paper will,
2 nd S. ii. 274.
" knew more of
I think, make people wish that we
as a hint to an
serve
and
may
perhaps
Reynolds,"
Judging from the samples
enterprising publisher.
given, there is some fine poetry of the hot-house
order to be found in Reynolds's verses.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Jaipur, Rajputana,

The winds come

to

me from

the fields of sleep.

be very imperative and restrictive
to sleep in the abstract; but supposing that we
read sheep instead, will the the then restrict the

The

the

may
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sheep to sheep in the concrete ? To me the allusion
u the fields of
"
to winds as coming from
sheep conveys a sense of intolerable bathos. Wordsworth
is perhaps as deficient in humour as any poet that
ever lived, be his other qualities what they may,
so that you never can quite tell what he may fall
into on occasion.
But as we have got the word
sleep in the text, why should we go out of our way
to import the word sheep ?
Carlyle is always talking about the golden silences, and Wordsworth is
less
in
scarcely
persistent
referring to the silence
of the stars in nature, the hush in fields, and the
sleep

upon the

hills.

Many words

should not be spent upon the theme;
not worth it.
If we introduce sheep, it can
The
only be that we want to go wool-gathering.
passage in question is of a character constantly
recurrent in Wordsworth's poems.
I do not think
him a man of felicitous speech, though at intervals, and when his soul gets filled with a large,
pure thought, the phrase sometimes melts to it and
it is

into a very perfect mould.
In this and the
three preceding lines he is not at all at his best
falls

has half lost his track, in fact ; but we need not also
In the song
step out of our way to make it worse.
of 'Brougham Castle' there are four lines finer than
these
Love had he found in huts where poor men lie ;
His daily teachers had been woods and rills,
:

The silence that is in the starry sky,
The sleep that is among the lonely hills.
This seems to me to put sleep in possession of " the
fields," which are evidently mountain fields by the
I do not know whether it will be allowed
context.
that possession is nine points of the law of poetry.
In the beginning of that same 'Brougham Castle'

Wordsworth says

:

The words of ancient time

s.

vm. NOT.

9,

m

own, I said "throughout," he makes me say
"in"; and he suggests that I consider that the in-

his

troduction of the word sheep necessarily involves a
If MR. EWING can see no difference bebatho?.

tween the passages he quotes from The Brothers *
and from Keats and this verse of the ode as he
would " amend " it, he should not pose as a critic
'

0. C. B.

of poetry.

On

examining the entire passage in which this
seems to be no great difficulty in
understanding its meaning

line occurs there

:

Now while

the birds thus sing a joyous song,
And while the young lambs bound
As to the tabor's sound,
To me alone there came a thought of grief;
A timely utterance gave that thought relief,
And I again am strong:
The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep ;
No more shall grief of mine the season wrong ;
I hear the echoes through the mountains throng.
The winds come to me from the fields of sleep,
And all the earth is gay,
Land and sea give themselves up to jollity,
And with the heart of May doth every heart keep holiday.

The momentary pang
there

is

of grief has passed away, and
no longer any suggestion of sadness in the

The poet interprets
genial influences of nature.
these influences by the state of his own feelings
the roar of the cataract serves only to inspirit him
by its trumpet tones. The winds, which in another mood of mind might have seemed harsh and
"
from the fields of sleep."
ungentle, come softly
should there be no "fields of sleep"?
"
Byron tells us that
sleep hath its own world.'*

;.

Why

Why

In Spenser's descripnot, then, its fields ?
tion of the House of Sleep, he says, speaking of

Morpheus
And more to

:

I thus translate.

Is that prose line introduced merely to
rhyme with
did he really find some old ballad and recast it freely into Wordsworthian
expression,
sate, or

modelled upon the balladesque and bellicose dogGilfillan
gerel of the 'Last Minstrel/ just out ?
"
stirs the blood like the first
says it
volley of a
great battle." I do not think it does this, but it
comes nearer to doing it than I should have thought
the severely contemplative Wordsworth could, and
so seems to lend some colour to the above-mentioned prose line.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.
It is useless to argue for or against MR. SWING'S
proposed emendation of this verse until it has been
explained how, if the accepted reading is wrong,
Wordsworth came to leave it uncorrected for nearly
This is truly an
fifty years of literary activity.
"
insurmountable bar," and MR. EWING must deal
with it. I have only to add that in his
lengthy
note at the last reference MR. EWING
misquotes
me upon one point, and misrepresents me

pon another.

[7*

Where, quoting an

earlier note of

A

lull him in his slumber soft
trickling stream from high rolls tumbling down,
ever drizzling rain upon the loft,

And

Mixt with a murmuring wind, much

like the

soune

[sound}

Of swarming

bees, did cast him in a swoune.
other noyse, nor people's troublous eyes,
are wont t' annoy the walled towne,
Might there be heard; but careless Quiet lies
Wrapt in eternal silence farre from enimyes.

No
As

still

In an exalted rhapsody like the poem in quesis there an inexcusable incongruity in representing the winds that blew upon the poet as if
coming from a region which exists only in the
tion

realm of the ideal
San Francisco.

?

W.

B.

I hardly know whether it will be a support or &
disappointment to your correspondent MR. EWING
to learn that he has been anticipated in his discovery of the astonishing results of simply substituting sheep for "sleep" in a passage of high poetic
Some years ago, in the dim light of one
beauty.
of the college chapels at Oxford, I heard the chaplain read a well-known and beautiful verse of the

7*s. vni. NOV.

Psalms thus

:
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" For so

He

beloved

giveth his

reader, however, was in that case so
little proud of his ingenuity that he immediately
corrected himself, with some confusion.
sheep."

The

F.

MRS. M. HODSON

(NE'E

HOLFORD)

(7

W.
th

S.

B.
viii.

The title-page reads :
248).
Lives of Vasco Nunez de Balboa and Francisco Pizarro
From the Spanish of Don Manuel Josef Quintana. By
Mrs. Hodson. William Blackwood. Edinburgh, and T
Cadell, Strand, London 1832.
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and of the precision with which the currency and
meaning of words can be established, the former
of these periods

may

well be

called a time of

compared with the broad daylight of the
Then would not any reasonable man >
later.
coming upon an appearance of this word only in
the earlier period, be ready without much doubt
to pronounce it an impalpable and delusive appearance, as substantial as a ghost? Does not tha
twilight

improbability of

its

being genuine

OVK ovap aXX' vrrap ecrBXbv
amount almost to an impossibility ? Something
The dedication, to Robert Southey, is dated Sharow
has been said, and, as I think, sufficiently said,
Lodge, May 12, 1832.
concerning each one of the cited passages a&
Margaret, eldest daughter of Allen Holford, Esq
on its own particular merits. I need not
of Davenham, Cheshire, was married to the Rev. judged
C. B. MOUNT.
go over this ground again.
Septimus Hodson at South Kirkby, Yorkshire,
October 16, 1826. He was of Caius College, CamBARRA (7 th S. viii. 326). I sincerely wish I
bridge, M.B. 1784, for some time Vicar of Thrap- could help A. J. M. with this curious word, and
ston, co. Northampton, Chaplain in Ordinary to the more so because of the reasonable form in
the Prince of Wales, and chaplain to the Asylum which the
What we want to
question is put.
for Female Orphans.
He was the author of several know for the purpose of etymology is (1) the proand
died
at
Sharow
works,
In the present
Lodge, Yorkshire, nunciation and (2) the sense.
December 12, 1833, aged seventy.
case I understand that barra gives the presumed
DANIEL HIPWELL.
pronunciation, and that "It's just my barra"
34, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.
means " It just suits me." I must observe, howthat the example proves that the assumed
ever,
th
CHEKET (7 S. vi. 267, 453, 498; vii. 36;
It is obvious that
sense "it suits" is wrong.
viii. 326).
The quotation at the last reference is
barra is a substantive, and not an impersonal verb
probably to the point, but not wholly decisive ; at all.
This proves that sentences should be
for cheJcyng may be bad spelling for
chekkyng, i.e.,
No subin accordance with grammar.
"
analyzed
which
:

also suits the sense.

checking,"

WALTER W. SKEAT.
I

fancy that

ROUND'S note

when

the

Editor

passed

MR.

famous canon
of Canterbury, "he had a merry
It seems
eye."
for publication, like a

scarcely credible that a man should so easily allow
himself to fall into such a trap. The verb to check

= to

taunt, reprove, vituperate, and (intransitive)
to brawl, is among the common words of
English
literature down to the eighteenth
century, and,
as I need not say, is
entirely suitable in the place
quoted. Yet MR. ROUND prefers to identify tha
word with a piece of modern slang. May I be
allowed once more to state what I take to be the
rationale of the thing?
It is like the familiar
ghosts.
Why don't they show
themselves in broad daylight, instead of
skulking
in dusk and darkness ]
Here is a word which, to
most men's sense, must be redolent of the
spirit
and manner of nineteenth
century slang, not
known
before
but
thence
positively
1840,
coming
rapidly into general use (as such words are apt to
I think we all like to have the last new
dp;
piece of slang on the tip of our tongues).
From
1840 backward we traverse more than two centuries before finding another
example so much as
alleged; thence again through eighty years fur-

argument against

ther we are offered three more
examples. Now,
in respect both of the
quantity of its literature

is equivalent to a
of only one known
thus used.
This is barrow,
rowful" or "barrow-load,"
'
English
ing to the

stantive
I

know

"
is.'*
substantive plus
word which could be
" barin the sense of

a sense which, accordDictionary,' occurs in
"
'
barrow
Shakespeare, Merry Wives,' III. v. 4
The reference is right, and
of butcher's offall."
barra is often heard for it. "That is just my
barrow- load" will make excellent sense ; i.e., that
is just what I can carry, just what I can get along
with or undertake. I offer this only as a guess >
for what it is worth.
It can be tested by com-

New

:

parison with usage.

A

WALTER W. SKEAT.

I take this to be a fairly well-known Midland
word. I should write it burrow, or, by pronuncia"
In the burrow " means under cover,
tion, burra.
or on the sheltered side, in tha sun and out of the
wind. There can be little doubt that it is identical
shelter for
with the ordinary word burrow,
rabbits
M.E. borwgh " (Skeat). Apparently the
iownfolk of Birmingham have come to use it
aguratively for any snug corner or comfortable
C. B. MOUNT.
berth.

"A

:

The word barra is the common pronunciation of
"
barrow in wheelbarrow, and the sayings, It 'a jus!;
"
"
"
my barra and This is my barra are of the commonest of expressions heard among workmen of all
It is used in connexion with work or
irades.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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occupation of every kind, and of tools as well,
which suit the workman. It is well known that
among navvies, whose work is done with pick,
spade, shovel, and wheelbarrow, each man at the
outset of a big or little "job" selects his tools,
and when he finds suitable ones he says, "This is

"

tool," whether
barra," and he sticks to that
it be barra, shovel, spade, or pick, all through the
work, because he finds that his task is easier so
long as his tools are "just his barra."

my

(7

S. vi.

506

;

I
154, 235, 318, 471; viii. 53, 149, 255).
to thank MR. F. A. MARSHALL for the very
th
kindly and courteous tone of his rejoinder (7 S.
viii. 255) to my somewhat testy remarks, and at
the same time to apologize, in my turn, for my delay
in doing so.
I trust that MR. MARSHALL'S communication referred to above may be taken as indicating that the illness which caused his delay has
ceased. With me matters were as bad: for I have
vii.

for

some weeks

in

London, but

am now

re-

stored.

The only point that remains

to be noticed bethe colloquial use of the term " Roman
Catholic."
This, of course, is a matter of individual feeling. I can only say that I have found
the phrase in the mouth of a Protestant felt to be
offensive by members of that Church, I
may, I
think, say invariably. But I must add that my experience in the matter has been gathered almost
T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
wholly in Italy.
Budleigh Salterton.

tween us

is

LORD HARTINGTON AND THE EOYAL ACADEMY
th
S. vii. 445 ; viii. 18, 75, 157,
Just one
(7
253).
last word in reply to H.
will forgive
for
saying that he appears to me to be trying to shift

He

me

the burden upon the other leg, as he now asks me
to give a trustworthy authority for
giving the eldest
sons of dukes a coronet and higher
precedence than
he has indicated. I am aware that legally and
strictly, their

titles

being only by courtesy, they
right to any such in-

would not be entitled as of

at all (and surely the same
principle
would extend to the rank of earl, to which
H. would appear to have no such objec-

signia

tion); but the heraldic practice being as I have

suggested

it

is,

and have

shown authority

which H. scouts

in support of that contention, I
am still anxious to know what objection can be
taken to their claiming the heraldic insignia corresponding to their highest courtesy rank ? That
is the modern heraldic
practice, and that consequently the artist in question was right in what
will, I feel confident, be shown if H. will
kindly refer the matter in question between us to
the arbitrament of the modern court of chivalry
the authoritative opinion of the College of Arms.

that

he did,

9, '89.

much

been appointed. But 'N. & Q.' will still follow
me, and I trust that, though at longer intervals it
may be, its well-known pages and the friendly controversies arising therefrom will never cease to
interest and instruct me.
J. S. UDAL.
Inner Temple.

have

been

viii. NOV.

regret I shall be unable to take up the
for before these lines are in print I
shall, in all probability, be far beyond the bounds
of heraldic authority, on my way to take up an
official position in Fiji, to which I have recently
I

THOS. RATCLIFFE.
th

s.

award myself,

Worksop.

ERROR REGARDING THE MASS

[7*

THE POETRY OF PAINTING (7 th S. viii. 64, 196,
It is difficult to know how to reply, and

272).

perhaps hardly worth replying, to a correspondent
who stigmatizes a statement deliberately made by

unimpeached authority as pure nonsense, and who
presumes to reflect on the judgment of the Editor
of N. & Q.' in admitting it into his columns. But
there may be many who, like the Editor, may consider the history of a celebrated picture worthy of
record, and who may see no necessity for impugning the veracity of the historian. So far as I can
make out the meaning of F. G. S., he seems first
to have thought it necessary to combat the idea
that the picture could have been painted by
stealth, and then, having found that no such idea
had been started, to have fallen back on the question of nomenclature from his point of view, coupled
'

with denials of the veracity of M. Jules Nolle"e de
Noduwez. I forbear to fill your space by quoting
this gentleman further as to the circumstances in
which the picture now in the National Gallery
was painted, nor by references to the other names
which it has borne. What M. de Noduwez explained was how the picture acquired and maintained the apparently inappropriate designation of
Chapeau de Paille as an inheritance from a
'

'

former picture to which it had been fancifully,
though more reasonably applied. Hence the picture bore the name in the Peel Gallery, and carried
it thence to the National Gallery.
Comparatively
enlightened as we are in these days, it was not left
for us to discover that the hat was not of straw.
But once dismiss the fancy designation of the
picture, there is no more reason for describing it by
the hat which enters into it than for describing the
" black hat and
portrait of Mrs. Siddons as
feathers," or Raeburn's portrait of a lady as
" broad-brimmed white straw hat." Even the hat
with which Van Eyck chose to endow Jean Arnolfioi
by far the most remarkable hat in the National
Gallery has never been suggested as affording a
the picture.
in question is, according to good
If
authority, the portrait of Mile, de Lunden.
her name is not to be mentioned, and Rubens's
own reticence to be imitated, we may as well imitate him further by naming it, as he did, "Portrait
d'une demoiselle, les bras croiseV'
title for

The picture

KILLIQREW.

,

s.

CELTIC CHURCH

MR. MOULE

196).
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(7

ta

but the cross of Christ
It is more than probable that
in the early days of the Roman occupation of Britain
there were no inconsiderable number of isolated Christians, before the planting of any Church in that land."

vii. 429, 476 ; viii. 93,
thinks that the form of

S.

still

tonsure seems to point to an independent
Eastern origin for the Celtic Church. May I suggest that there was no ecclesiastical separation between East and West for centuries after the date
the

of the planting of the Celtic Church, and that,
apart from this, a difference in a minor matter of
discipline cannot point to any independent origin ;
for while the faith of the Catholic Church is one,

may, and does, vary for different counDifferences of discipline in branches of the
Church in communion with the see of Rome exist
to-day of course with full permission of authoto a far greater extent than a variation in
rity
the form of the tonsure.
Bede's ' History 7 treats
more of the Anglo-Saxon Church than of the
Celtic.
He may, as MR. MOULE supposes, have
known very little of the origin of the latter. As a
matter of fact, he says little of it, but what he does
discipline

tries.

say is clear and to the point, and his statements do
not stand alone. I have before quoted the
'AngloSaxon Chronicle.' The 'Liber Landavensis,' translated and published by the Welsh
Archaeological
Society, affords many evidences, direct and indirect, of the Eoman origin of the Celtic Church.
Space forbids my giving more than one. In the
twelfth century Urban, Bishop of Llandaff, held a

long correspondence with Pope Calixtus II. In
one of his letters, given in full in ' Liber Landa-

Bishop Urban speaks of Christianity
having existed at Llandaff "from ancient times,
that is, from the time of Eleutherius,
Pope of the
See of Rome."

vensis/

that_

MR. MOULE

tells us, was a member
Church ; but we must not conclude
"
"
he knew
of the origin
absolutely nothing

Gildas, as
of the Celtic

of his Church, for I believe I am correct in
saying
that, whatever the monk Gildas may or may not
have known, such of his writings as have come

down

to us

do not attempt anything

like con-

secutive history.
I believe he speaks of the faith
of the Church in Peter as being " the first of the
apostles, and key-bearer of the kingdom of heaven,"

and he is constantly quoted as speaking of the
gospel having been preached in Britain before A.D.
61.
MR. MOULE does not, however, appear to
recognize the difference between the existence of
Celtic Christians and the
planting of the Celtic
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The

my

italics are

own.

From the supposition of the
MR. MOULE "suspects" that

ignorance of Gildas
the tales of Philip
and Joseph, of King Lucius and Pope Eleutherius,
grew up during the two centuries which elapsed
between the times of Gildas and Bede. I cannot
see fair

ground

for this suspicion,

and

would

I

suggest that, at any rate, the stories of Philip and
Joseph belong solely to the realm of legend, while
those of Eleutherius and Lucius belong to history.
They cannot, therefore, be classed together, or
together lightly dismissed.
I have been told that the Anglican Bishop Good'

his Church of England, Past and
Present,' elucidates the fact of the planting of the
Church in Britain by Pope Eleutherius at the instance of King Lucius.
I have not the book to
refer to.
Will any reader of ' N.
Q.' tell me
what Dr. Goodwin says on the subject ? VERA.

win of Carlisle, in

&

The statement of MR. MOULE requires an
explanation, otherwise the unhistoric remark of
Gildas respecting the preaching of the gospel in
Britain in the time of Tiberius might be taken as
It is not safe to refer to the various
history.
notions about the introduction of Christianity into
Britain without consulting specialists.
So, as to
Tiberius, there is in Haddan and Stubbs's Coun'

cils,'

vol.

i.

p.

24

:

" The
general statement made by Gildas (' Hist.,' vi.,
B. H.,' 8) is equally groundless with the above. He
simply transfers to the particular case of Britain, with
which (as used by his sole authority) it has no connexion
whatever, language of Eusebius ( Hist.,' ii. 2, 3, interpr.
Ruffin., and Chron.) respecting the general spread of the
'

M.

;

gospel in the reign of Tiberius (v. Scholl, 'De Eccl.
Brit, et Scot. Hist. Fontibus,' and see also Ussher)."

"
In this extract " above refers to the " legends of
Glastonburv Abbey, which are of post-Norman
date,

and

saw

first

light in Will.

Malm. ('Antiq.

ED. MARSHALL.

Glaston.')."

DATE OF BELLAMY'S BIRTH (7 th S. viii. 87, 138).
"The Gentleman of Covent Garden Theatre,"
who wrote the Memoirs of George Anne Bellamy,'
'

1785, also states (p. 5) that she was born on St.
George's day,1733, "some months too soon for the
Church.
On this I may be allowed to quote a husband (Captain Bellamy) to claim any honour
clergyman of the Church of England, the Rev. or interest in the matter." It is generally supWilliam Baker, D.D., head master of Merchant posed that she derived her name of George from
Taylors' School and Prebendary of St. Paul's.
In this fact. These ' Memoirs ' repeat the story that
his 'Lectures on the Historical and
Dogmatic she made her debut as Monimia when only in her
Position of the Church of England,'
The statements made in the
published by fourteenth year.
the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, theatrical memoirs of the last century must be
Dr. Baker says
accepted with great caution, and I have not the
"
From the first there were always Christiana among slightest doubt that Miss Bellamy was much older
tho Roman soldiers ; the Imperial armies carried with than she represented herself to be.
them, wherever they went, not only the eagles of Rome,
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
:
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th

In
CLIMB (7
S. viii. 127, 178, 218, 231).
addition to the other references, Halliwell's * GlosClomb
sary,' s.v. "Clombe," may be consulted.
'
also occurs in Byron's Siege of Corinth,' line 6
of the introductory stanza
:

We

forded the river and

doml

the high

hill.

A. COLLINGWOOD LEE.

THOMAS HARRIS (7 th S. viii. 247). I extract
the following particulars concerning "Thomas
Harris, chief proprietor of the Theatre Royal,
Covent Garden," from the ' Thespian Dictionary
It is there stated that he was
(1802).
" descended from a
respectable family, and was brought
up to business. He received a liberal education, which
he improved by a constant application to literature ; and
having, by industry, acquired a competent fortune, in
the summer of 1767 he joined with Mr. Rutherford in
purchasing all the property of Covent Garden Playhouse.
Mr. Powell was invited to join them, and, by his
recommendation, Mr. Colman was admitted as the then
properest person to conduct the business of the stage
The property of the theatre was assigned in August,
1767, and the house opened by the new managers September 14, with the comedy of 'The Rehearsal,' and an
occasional Address, written by Paul Whitehead, Esq.,
and spoken by Mr. Powell. Disputes soon afterwards
arose amongst the new managers
On Mr. Column's
secession (1776), Mr. Harris undertook the management
of the stage business, which, it must be confessed, has
been ever since conducted with peculiar regularity."
'

The

notice concludes with a somewhat lengthy
criticism of his mode of catering for the public.

MANSERGH.

[We have been favoured with a view of a fine portrait
by Opie of Thomas Harris, in the possession of Messrs.
Longman, of Paternoster Row. Mr. J. N. Longman,
the great-grandfather of the present Mr. J. N. Longman, married a sister of Harris. A chest full of documents, including mortgage?, &c., connected with Covent
Garden Theatre under the management of Harris is
also in the possession of Messrs. Longman.
]

DATE OF GARRICK'S BIRTH (7 th
As no reader of N. & Q.' has been

S. vii. 447).
able to answer
my query regarding the entry of Garrick's baptism
in the register of All Saints'
Church, Hereford, I
wrote to the vicar, the Rev. Henry P. Prosser,
M.A., who has, with the greatest courtesy, fully

answered my question. The entry is in February,
1716/17 that is, as we say, February, 1717.
R. W. L.
th

S.

viii.

that I have a copy (12mo.) of Struan's

me

'

Poem?,'
but without binding and title-page, and
wanting
'
some leaves of the History of the Robertsons of
Strowan/ &c., which is prefixed to the work. The
1
Poems seemingly were not published until early
'

NOV.

9, -89.

George III., though most of them
were written during the wretched times to which

in the reign of

they refer of the exiled King James and the Prea ballad I find later
tender, one of them only
with reference to " Prince Charlie
"hope for
Charles's safe Return."
Though Strowan (Alexander Robertson), the Jacobite laird, was certainly

"a

one
in poetic feats, I mean
no " illistrious bard
jovial piece at least from his now doubtless scarce
'
book merits, I think, handing down in N.
Q/

&

headed
n to his Brother Duncan Voir
Si
To retrieve your good Name,

It is

And

establish your

Dear Goth

let

over

a

Bottle*

Fame,

your Fiddling alone,

'Tis better to go

And

Fight with the Foe,
That keeps royal James from his own.

Duncan
The

Voir's

Answer

to

Bt

n

\_Struan}.

fatigues of the Field

Small Pleasure can

yield,

But the silly Repute of a Hector
Then at Carie we '11 stay

;

And
With

drink every Day
the dear little Prig the Elector.

the Robertson of Strowan
resided, it
appears, generally at Mount Alexander, in Perth"
this
of
seat
of
Clan-DonOver the gate
shire.
"
noch's Chief were inscribed ten lines of his verse,
thus
four
the first
running
In this small Spot whole Paradise you '11 see,
With all its Plants but the forbidden Tree;
Here every Sort of Animals you '11 find
Subdu'd, but Woman who betray'd Mankind
The " History " aforesaid or rather genealogy to
1753_of the " Strowan's family in Scotland," concludes at p. 48 with the following statement as to

The bard

:

their widely-spread issue :
" The Robertsons is not
only numerous in the Highlands, but also in every County, City, Town, Parish, and
Vilage in the low Country, so that no clan in Scotland is
so numerous; and in England their descendents are
under these honourable names, viz., Robertson, Robertson alias Collier, Robinson, Robison, Robson, &c."

'

(7
241).
Strowan, great Chief whom both Minervas crown
Illistrious Bard, thou suflf'rer of Renoun.
The lines quoted as above at p. 243 remind

vm.

!

Liverpool.

"PRINCE CHARLIE" AND HIS FRIENDS

a.

"

Waltham Abbey.

J. F.

[7*

R. E. N.
Bishopwearmouth.
" ANDER" AS A TERMINATION
th
S. viii. 266).
(7
In his interesting note DR. CHANCE quotes
Africander as an instance. "In Africander also,"
he says, "it cannot well be any thing else." I cannot
help supposing that here we have an instance how,
whilst writing on a subject to which we have given
due thought and consideration, a new illustration
or additional argument (or what seems to be so)
sometimes strikes us and gets inserted without
that so much needed watchfulness.
DR. CHANCE
would not, I venture to say, maintain what he
wrote ; but if unchallenged, the slip might escape
his notice. If in Africander ander is a termination
"
"
meaning akin to," like," what is the meaning
of the word?
Africander or, as the Dutchspeaking colonists in the Cape Colony write it,

S.

VIII. Nov.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

9, '89.]

Afrikaander contains two terminations, aan and
the other nominal.
The
er, the one adjectival,
d is epenthetic, such as is added in similar cases
by many Dutchmen, who, e. g., call the inhabitants
of the villages situated on the Zian by the collective name of Zaanders (instead of the more usua
Zaankanters), &c.
I do not imagine that hereby I have told anything new to the author of the note, but there are
we get too many proofs of it in almost every
number of N. & Q.' readers and amateur etymologists for whom this note of warning is needed
I may add that beside the form Afrikaander the
alternative Afrikaner is also in use at the Cape.
'

The

Philological Society there (or what seems
to be the equivalent thereof) prefers, as it appears,
this form, at least so I conclude from the title of a
book " Geskiedenis van di Afrikaanse Taalbewegbewerk deur' n Lid
ing ver Vriend en vyand
van di Genootskap van Regte Afrikaners."

The language
phlet

of this work, or of a little pamin Afrikaans, deur S. v du Toit.
full of interest for the philologist

"Di Bybel

Paarl, 1889," is
acquainted with Dutch.

WlLLEM
Newton

School,

Rock

S.

LOGEMAN.

Ferry.

I think there are more cases in English in which
is not referable to
avi]p than otherwise, as
inlander, colander (as it is often spelt), meander,

ander

375

positively contradict, were it not positively asserted
That he turned w
by one who says he knew him.
into v, as a Frenchman commonly does, I should
admit as probable ; but that he did the converse a
la fagon de Bow Bells I cannot believe.
That he
was a quack, or anything else than a man of sense
and honesty, those who knew him will, I think,

0. A.

repudiate.

WARD.

Walthamstow.
th

BACON'S 'ESSAYS' (7
S. viii. 269).
To the
authorities which the REV. J. MASKELL notices
there can be subjoined that of Archbishop Tenison,
'
in his
Baconiana,' to which S. W. Singer refers
'

Essays,' preface, p. xviii, London, 1857,
Aug. 21, 1856)
'
"
Archbishop Tenison in his Baconiana thus speaks
of the Essays,' and gives us some clue to the names of
tra^latora
'The "Essays, or Counsels Civil and
Moral," though a by-work also, do yet make up a book
of greater weight by far than the "Apophthegms," and
coming home to men's business and bosoms, his Lordship
entertained this persuasion concerning them, that the
Latin volume might last as long as books should last.
His Lordship wrote them in the English tongue, and en-

(Bacon's

preface,

:

'

'

:

larged them as occasion served, and at last added to
them the " Colours of Good and Evil," which are likewise found in his bock "De Augmentis." The Latin
translation of them is a work performed by divers hands ;
by those of Dr. Hacket (the Bishop of Lichfield), Mr.
Benjamin Jonson (the learned and judicious poet), and
some others, whose names I once heard from Dr. Rawley,
"
but I
them.'

cannot now recall

gander, solander, salamander, and many more.
Philander appears to stand nearly alone.
The This connects two other names with the translation.
ED. MARSHALL.
word has now almost gone away horn flirting into
the meaning of walking purposelessly and in a
RED- HIPPED HUMBLE-BEE (7 th S. viii. 267).
loitering way from spot to spot and back again. It In 'Common
Objects of the Country' the Rev.
is from this change,
probably, that it applies more J. G. Wood says:
to men. The secondary Greek sense was an
epithet of
We proceed to the Bee tribe ; and first take the comwomen who loved men, or were of masculine habit, mon
Humble-bee, several of which are shown on Plate H,
and that degenerated into lewd. Lastly, in lapidary fig. 10, representing the Red-hipped Humble-bee.' "
P.
it
171.
was
inscriptions
constantly applied to a woman
who loved her husband dearly. The Greek significa- The coloured plate to which reference is made
"
tions are manifestly more applicable to women than shows the bee to be both "
red-hipped and "redto men. Andar in Spanish is " to walk," and seems
tipped," and in the explanation of the plate it is
"
''
evidently cognate with wander, and I am not sure called
the red-tailed Humble-Bee.
that this rhyming affinity has not had
J. F. MANSEP.GH.
something to
do with impressing a sense of "sauntering" upon
Liverpool.
the word philandering.
I expect that the further
'VERDANT GREEN' (7 th S. viii. 247). I am
DR. CHANCE pursues investigation as to the termination ander in
the less favour will he sorry that I cannot answer F. W. D.'ts query with

-

(

'

English,

show

to dv/ip as the

etymon.

C. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.

THACKERAYANA

[

th

S. viii. 265).
Deville kept
(7
in the Strand, at the west corner of
Burleigh
Street.
Some mention of him occurs in Gill's

a shop
*

Technical Repository (i. 375). He was a Frenchor a Swiss, of very considerable
ability and
You could never talk with him and
ingenuity.
not learn something.
He was a man of ideas, and
sanguine about novelties, perhaps over sanguine.
"
That he was an arrant cockney " I should most

man

any sort of exactness, as, unfortunately for myself,
had no pecuniary interest in the sale of the book,
nd therefore had no check on the number of copies
Nathaniel
Part i. was issued " London
sold.
Oooke (late Ingram, Cooke & Co.), Milford House,
Strand, 1853." At that time the Illustrated London News had a book-publishing establishment at
Ylilford House, and Mr. Cooke issued 'Verdant
reen as one of his " Books for the Rail." It was
irst advertised on October 8, 1853, and I undertood that the first edition consisted of five thousand
opies, Mr. Cooke having very little faith that it

'

:

'
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would meet with a large sale. I have a cutting
from the Illustrated London News, November 5,
1853, of the publication of the "second edition";
and I have another cutting, March 25, 1854, from
the same paper, stating that "twenty-five thousand
were sold in six weeks." The second part was
issued by Mr. Cooke in 1854. In the following year
Messrs. Herbert Ingram & Co. relinquished their
book- publishing business, and sold their copyrights,
&c., at Messrs. Southgate & Barrett's, December 15,
'
1855, when the first two parts of Verdant Green

by Mr. James Blackwood,
now the sole owner of the
book, and for whom I wrote the third and concluding part. I have a cutting (August 16, 1856)
of the issue of the fifty-ninth thousand of part i. ,
and of the thirty-ninth thousand of part ii. ; and I
have a copy of Mr. Blackwood's circular to the
trade that the first edition of the third part would
consist of twenty thousand copies, as guaranteed
by Messrs. Seccombe & Jack. The three parts
were then bound in one volume, of which the
sixty-second thousand was issued in August, 1858.
I have cuttings that advertised the ninety-fourth
thousand, June, 1868; and the 104th thousand,
August, 1871.
were bought

When

'Ingoldsby Legends,' 'Happy
Thoughts,' 'Christmas Stories by Dickens/ &c.,
were issued, with illustrations, at sixpence or a
shilling, printed in quarto, double columns, Mr.
Blackwood published a sixpenny edition (n.d.) of
'
Verdant Green,' with many of the illustrations.
"
is marked

My

173rd thousand

copy

not able to say

if this

";

but I

am

applies to the sixpenny edi-

tion only, or also includes the three-and-sixpenny
edition.
In Mr. W. T. Spencer's book catalogue,
October, 1889, original copies of parts ii. and iii.
are offered for 6s. each, and first editions of all
three parts for 22s. 6d.
In January, 1886, Mr.
Meehan, of Bath, offered a first edition of part ii.
for 8s. 6d.
I conclude that the separate issue of
the three parts would cease on the publication of
the volume; but Mr. Blackwood could answer
these questions better than I am able to do.

CUTHBERT BEDE.
(7

THE REGISTER OF ST. MART WOOLCHURCH HAW
S. viii. 307).
The Rev. A. W. Cornelius

th

Hallen, of Alloa, has published the register from
1558 to 1760 in his series of the 'London
City
Church Registers,' and I therefore apprehend the
church is the " present resting-place," to which it
has probably been restored.

EVERARD HOME CoLEMAN.

9, '89.

found in Gentleman's Magazine, 1814, vol. Ixxxiv.
ii.
pp. 484, 494, 577; Annual Register, 1814,
vol. Ivi. pp. 329-333
and in "The Trial of Colonel
Quentin by General Court- Martial, taken in shorthand by W. B. Gurney," London, 1814, 8vo., a
copy of which is in the British Museum.

part

;

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

MSS. OF

is

the

NOV.

November 1 following. The result was made
known in a General Order, dated from the Horse
Guards, November 10, 1814. Accounts will be

for 752.

Row, who

vm.

to

'

Paternoster

.

Allow

me

SCOTT'S
to

POEMS

th

S. viii. 120, 216).

(7

supplement

my

former reply on

by saying that the MS. of Scott's
Chronicles of Canongate is in the possession of
Mr. George Child, of America.

this subject
'

'

J.

CUTHBERT WELCH,

F.C.S.

The Brewery, Reading.

BEZA'S LATIN TESTAMENT (7 th S. viii. 307).
your correspondent will consult the Cambridge
edition of Beza's Latin New Testament, published
in 1642, he will find the date of his translation
given by Beza himself in his dedication to Queen
If

This dedication is dated Geneva, the
Elizabeth.
calends of August, "Anno ultimse Dei patientise"
(it was written at the close of his life), 1598 ; and
at the beginning he says it was between thirtyone and thirty-two years since he first dedicated
the fruit of his labours on that translation to Her
Royal Majesty. But he adds that in the tenth
year previous to the date of the dedication his
labours on the translation had been " quorumvis
lectorum oculis ac judiciis expositi." This shows
that the translation was completed in 1556, and
I believe the
published about the same time.
cyclopaedias give 1556 as the date of the completion
or publication of Beza's Latin New Testament ;
and I find it stated in one of them that his translation of the New Testament into Latin was completed in 1556, and printed at Paris by R. Stephens
in 1557.
S. ARNOTT.
Gunnersbury.
'
*

Westcott's
This was first published in 1556.
History of the Bible,' p. 273 ; Hartwell Home,
Introduction to the Scriptures,' v. 80, ed. 1846
;

Chalmers, 'Biographical Dictionary,'
easily accessible authorities.
C. F. S.

v.

214;

all

WARREN, M,A.

Longford, Coventry.

[Very many

replies are acknowledged.]

THE 'SPECTATOR' (7 S.
of the Spectator, in 8 vols.,
th

viii.

248).

My

copy

London, printed for
and R. Tonson and S. Draper, no date, is quite
COURT-MARTIAL: COL. QOENTIN (7 th S. viii. complete and correct. Each volume has a frontisA general court-martial, for the trial of Col. piece drawn by F. Hayman, and carved by C.
307).
"
to
(afterwards Sir) George Augustus Quentin, of the Grignion. The seventh volume is dedicated
10th Royal Hussars, was held at Whitehall Oc- Mr.
dedication
the
signed
being
Methuen,"
tober 17, 1814, and continued
by adjournments "Richard Steele," whereas the dedications of all
71,

Brecknock Road.

J.

VIII. Nov.

7th s,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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the other volumes are signed "The Spectator.'
This volume begins with No. 474, and ends with
DNARGEL.
No. 555.
Paris.

I have a copy of the above, but the seventh and
not alike, as in the copy of
eighth volumes are

The seventh volume begins with No.
Methuen the eighth
474, and is dedicated to Mr.
volume begins with No. 556, and ends with 635,
and is dedicated to W. Honey Comb, Esq. I should

377

= Edinburgh ; " Cottonopolis " = Manchester ;
"the modern Tyre " = Liverpool ; "the Midland
"=
capital
Birmingham "the queen of watering"
;

= Brighton. MR. HARDY will

places
able to

add many others

to this short

Worcester, with

;

think, therefore, that C. C. B. has vol. vii. inserted
in his copy by some mistake for vol. viii.
T.
K.

W.

th

Is not the pro
THEATRE (7
249, 297).
nunciation of this word the-d-teria the following
S. viii.

passage from 'As

Thou

You Like

It/ II.

vii. ?

its civic

motto " Floreat semper
spoken of as "the
R. HUDSON.

civitas fidelis," is constantly
faithful city."

Lapworth.

MILTON AND VONDEL

(7

th

S.

viii.

On

288).

Milton's obligations to the Dutch poet see "Milton
and Vondel, London, 1885, by the Rev. George
Edmundson, Vicar of Northolt, formerly Fellow of
Brasenose College, Oxford." W. E. BUCKLEY.

we

are not all alone unhappy:
This wide and universal theatre
Presents more woful pageants than the scene
see'st,

MANSERGH.

J. F.

Liverpool.

B.

C. C.

probably be

list.

Wherein we play

in.

J. F.

FOWLING-PIECE (7 th S. viii. 247). I take the
following from the minutes (in MS.) of proceedings of the Dublin Society for the year 1744
"May 24th. Dr. Wyne in the chair. Mr. Nathaniel
Dunu, near the Bagnio in Essex S 1 produc'd a Small
Gun of his making, well executed, w h discharges two
Shotts [s?'c], one immediately after another."
:

MANSERGH.

Liverpool.

,

The query of S. C. seems to contain two errors.
The pronunciation of the plebs is not antique, save
as following the accent of the Latin and the conIn literary English
ventional accent of the Greek.
the accent has always been on the penultimate.

Thus Chaucer, 'Knight's

1027:
That such a noble theatre as it was ;

and Sbakspeare
V.

Tale,'

several times,

e. g.,

and 'Julius

Csesar,' I.

II.,'

book

This leads us to conclude that the double
(especially that description in which the barrels are

by side) is a comparatively modern invention ; and
we do not think it could have been in general use until
the latter half of the last century, or more specimens
would have been preserved."
side

STRAP IN < RODERICK RANDOM

The line quoted by S. C. from Dryden is,
No slurring could turn
course an Alexandrine.
J. SARGEATJNT.
theatre into a monosyllable.
Felsted, Essex.

INSCRIPTION IN PARISH REGISTER (7 th S. viii.
The couplet is Welsh; but "fosta" has
248).
been wrongly spelt; it is tosta. " Hwura" should
be Hwyra, and the couplet is usually written
:

dial,
dial,

Gun,' says

Koyal Dublin Society.

of

Hwyra

'The

Specimens of early double guns are extremely rare,
and but few are preserved in any of the known museums

to

Llwyra

on

THOS. GALT GAMBLE.

Pompey's theatre;
and Hey wood, 'Apology for Actors' (1612),
The world 's a theatre, the earth a stage.

Dial duw,
Dial duw ;

which may be translated, "God's vengeance is
slowest but surest," or paraphrased by the familiar
:

The mills of God grind slowly,
But they grind exceeding small.
E.

th

'

(7

S. viii. 348).

DR. FURNIVALL, who asks if the original of
Strap in Roderick Random is known, may care
to learn that in 'N. & Q.,' 7 th S. v. 133, will be
found a long contribution from the present writer,
'

'

claiming to establish the identity of Strap's protoW. J. FITZPATRICK, F.S.A.
,ype.
Dublin.

DEATH OF MEDORA

th

(7

S. viii.

305).

I will

content myself with utterly destroying W. B.'s socalled proof that Medora's death was caused by
He says, "The two
"ightning, as alleged by him.
;;
following lines will prove this, namely) the cause
of her death
The lightning came, that blast hath blighted both,
The Granite's firmness, and the Lily's growth.
:

A

lightning blast seems analogous to a thunder
But Byron did not write W. B.'s first line,
and in Murray's editions of 'The Corsair' it is

WOODALL.

flash.

Oswestry.

SYNONYMOUS APPELLATIONS OF CITIES
viii. 48).

his

iii.,

That done repair

lines

in

:

of Europe.

men ;

in a theatre the eyes of

79)

"

gun

'Richard

ii.,

As

Greener,
(p.

th

(7

S.

The following synonymous

appellations
"
the
use, viz.,

are, I fancy, in pretty general
"
Aberdeen ; "the modern
granite city

=

Athens"

hus
The thunder came, that bolt hath blasted both,
The Granite's firmness, &c.
:

Still

I do

not propound the chimera that the
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cause of Medora's death was a thunderbolt.
W. B. is referred to canto iii. sect. 21 of * The
Corsair,' where he will find this line
:

was enough she died what reck'd it how?
I will venture to say to W. B., please " verify

It

And

FREDK. RULE.

your quotations."

[?-

vm. NOV.

s.

9,

9.

wark, went

to Suffolk Place, adjoining to St. George's
Fields, and caused the persons who had erected the
booths and stalls there to pull them down, as they had
no lawful authority for keeping any fair, so that Southwark Fair may now be considered as entirely abolished."

A

cutting dated September 26, 1763, from the
Fillinham collection, runs thus
" The
persons that were committed to prison for un:

The notion that the death of this heroine of
lawfully assembling under pretence of keeping SouthByron's tale was by lightning cannot be a true in- wark Fair are discharged out of custody, having entered
for
the lines must then imply that into recognizance for their appearance at the next general
terpretation,
Conrad died in the same manner
quarter sessions."
The lightning came that blasb hath blighted loth.
A cutting, same collection, August 25, 1764
"
As the Borough and several other fairs have been
But this meaning directly contradicts the sequel of
the tale, namely, that Conrad left the scene in a lately abolished, it would be a very beneficial measure
were every other fair near London put down and totally
boat, and was never seen there again, but that abolished."
Medora's body was buried as described.
Her
I shall therefore look with some curiosity for the
death was a broken heart, when his comrades returned without Conrad. The story of Lara has answers to the query at p. 289.
WILLIAM RBNDLE.
generally been regarded as a sequel, containing the
fate of Conrad and Gulnare.
The " lightning " is
It may be worthy of mention that in Spenser's
:

:

:

'

'

not

literal,

but metaphorical.

SOUTHWARK FAIR

(7

th

commenced on September

E. A. D.

This

fair

and lasted for upwards
day of the fair the Lord
Mayor and sheriffs rode in their robes, at two
o'clock in the day, to St. Magnus's Church, where
they were met by the aldermen. After evening
prayer they all rode through the fair to Newington Bridge, and then, retiring to the Bridge House,

of a week.

On

the

'Complete English Traveller,' published
stated of Southwark that

in 1771,

it is

S. viii. 289).
8,

first

they partook of a banquet. At this fair Rich, the
is said to have
discovered Walker, the
original Macheath, playing in a booth, and, being
struck with his ability, engaged him for the Lincoln's Inn Theatre.
In 1743 the fair was limited
to three days, whereupon the
proprietors of the
booths declared they were unable to make the customary collection for the prisoners in the Marshalsea.
The prisoners, enraged at this, pulled up the
pavement and threw the stones over the prison
wall on to the bowling-green where the fair was
held, with the result that a child was killed and
actor,

several people were injured.
It was thereupon
determined to put down the fair ; but the proprietors of the booths and stalls removed to the Mint,
where the fair continued to be held until the year

when it was finally suppressed.
With regard to J. R. D.'s query as

" there was also a fair in the
Borough, but it has been
suppressed some time on account of the great number of
dissolute persons who resorted to it."
Pp. 136-7.
J. F. MANSERQH.
Liverpool.

AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED

(7

th

S.

viii.

309).
I think there

The

's

correct reading

nothing, I

'11

not say appals, &c.

is

Perhaps there

's

nothing, &c.
Don Juan,'
'

Byron,

v. 56.

FKEDK. RULE.
(7'

h

S. viii. 329.)

Could love have saved, thou hadst not died.
From Casa Wappy,' an exquisitely written elegiac
poem by David Macbeth Moir. The lines were composed "on the death of an infant son of the writer,
who died after a very short illness. Casa Wappy was a
"
pet name for the child." Moir was the famous Delta"
JOHN W. HOWELL.
of Blackicood's Magazine.
'

(7t- S viii. 350.)
a comedy," &c, From Horace Walpole's
nd
W. C. B.
See 2 S. v. 265.
.

"Life
'Letters.'

is

1763,

to

whether

the fair was not continued to as late a date as 1771,
I would suggest that, although the fair
have

may

been suppressed in 1763 so far as the pleasure portion was concerned, it is nevertheless possible that
the statutory fair, or market, was held as late as
the date to which he refers.
T. W. TEMPANY.
The, or an, authority for the statement that the
suppression of Southwark Fair did take place in
1763 is given in Annual Register, September 19,

1763

:

"The high

constable and upwards of ono hundred
petty constables, by an order of the justices in South-

NOTES ON BOOKS,

&o.

The Shepheardes Calender. By Edmund Spenser. The
Original Pldition of 1579 in Photographic Facsimile,
with an Introduction by H. Oskar Sommer, Ph.D.

(Nimmo)

'

A FACSIMILE reprint of the Shepheardes Calender of
Spenser is sure of a welcome from lovers of poetry and
These two classes are numerous enough to
bibliophiles.
carry off the limited issue which Mr. Nimmo has put
into circulation.
Dr. Sommer dwells upon the claims of
the poem to the honours now accorded it. These will not
be disputed by those to whom the book appeals. With
its enchanting verse, its quaint illustrations, and its
black-letter text, it is exactly the work which the biblio'

phile, hopeless of finding the original,

is

delighted to

7*

S.

VIII. Nov.

9, '89.]
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Conqueror and his companions. That some
really was preserved at the abbey,
to enumerate those companions, the
Quarterly holds proven. In Heinrich Heine a subject
touched upon which must always be full of interest-.
His brightness, indeed," says the reviewer, " rests
" Ich
bin, ich weiss nicht was,"
pon storm clouds."
ften echoes back to us from his pages, wonderful in
owners of these initials. The subject inspired much interest,
and
shade.
heir
Dr.
insoluble.
light
as
mingled
however,
Uhlemann,
was
and
dropped
IN the Fortnightly Mr. Oswald Crawfurd gives a valua German scholar, has taken it up, and the evidence he
'
has gathered is creditable alike to bis perseverance and
ble account of Portuguese Folk-lore.' In Portugal the
Jf he had done nothing else but stimulate
his insight.
races of Pagan superstition are abundant fountains are
Dr. Sommer to the publication of this charming book,
rowned with flowers and offerings are made to trees.
we owe a debt to the indefatigable German worker.
What is told of the Bruxas is very curious. Mr. Swiniurne, writing on Wilkie Collins, passes upon that
The Parish Church of St. Mary, Whaplode. By W. E.
rriter a verdict far more moderate and sane than it has
Foster, F.S.A.
(Stock.)
Part iii. of
ieen the fashion since his death to deliver.
THIS is one of a class of books which have multiplied of
Russian Characteristics dwells upon the unconquerlate years and are always welcome, the history of a
Mr. George Moore
,ble procrastination of the people.
local knowledge
parish written by one possessing full
lelivers a famous jeremiad over all our dramatists and
and a warm interest in his subject. Mr. Foster has eviome
of our actors. ' Women of To-Day,' contributed to
dently made a careful study of the parochial records,
he Nineteenth Century by Lady Catherine Milnes Gasand the result is this brief monograph, somewhat dry, if
It is written with
cell, has attracted much attention.
the truth is to be told, but abounding: in facts, ecclesiasand not a little irony, and is well worth readWhaplode is one of pirit Mr. J. E. C.
tical, historical, and architectural.
on
Roman Catholicng.
Bodley writes
the most interesting of the Fen churches of Lincolnsm in America,' and speculates as to the influence the
shire, and its history was well worth writing.

Dr. Sommer, meantime, in his introduction
of the various editions of the
supplies a full account
'
the English
Shepheardea Ca'ender,' and brings before
reader the conclusive proof, or what may be accepted as
with
such, that the B. K. whose commentary appeared
the 'Calender' is none other than the poet. B. King
and Edward Kirke, or Kerke, have been advanced as the
possess

;ory of the

document"

old

which professed
'

'

'

THE Bookbinder, Part XXVIII. (Clowes & Sons),
of the
gives a fine reproduction of a binding by one
Eve family. A good suggestion for an exhibition of bookBedford
&
Messrs.
Co.
is
forward
by
binding
put

10,000,000 Catholics out of a gross population of
60,000,000 will have on the future of Christianity.
\.n interesting scientific article is sent by Mr. J. Norman
Lockyer on 'The History of a Star.' Dr. Jessopp in
'

Are they Grievances 1 answers a previous paper of
itnon Perry in the eame review, and the Rev. Alfred J.
Church makes a sensible reply to the recent arraignof criticism by Prof. Knight and others. Special
ment
of the Library Association.'
attraction is assigned the Century by The AutobioTHE Edinburgh Review for October devotes a fair graphy of Joseph Jefferson,' which begins with the preshare of its attention to the Dark Continent, taking as
The illustrations are specially excellent,
sent number.
its subjects the conquest of Algeria and East Africa
An engraving of the ' Head of ^Esop,' by Velasquez,
In speaking of the territorial divisions forms the frontispiece. 'Street Life in Madrid' is exicspectively.
which the European powers have awarded to themselves cellent. In the Italian Old Masters Mr. Stilltnan deals
as "immense territories over which not one of these with Benozzo Gozz >li, and reproduces his very curious
powers exercises the authority of a civilized govern- portrait of himself. ' The Grolier Club,' by Mr. Brander
ment," the reviewer seems unduly hard upon the Congo Matthews, gives a capital account of a very interesting
Even appeals from the courts there institution. ' Adventures in Eastern Siberia may a ^
State at least.
have been carefully provided for by a council of eminent be commended.' Souvenirs et Portraits in Temple Bar
in
Brussels, appointed by the sovereign. contains some delightful gossip concerning society in
jurists sitting
Rome, caput mundi, claims our attention from the im- France in pre-Revolutionary times, and gives, with many
mense advance in knowledge of her early history whicl: anecdotes, a series of brilliant pictures. A good account
pystematic excavation has enabled Comm. Lanciani anc
of Thomas Poole,' a knowledge of whom is indispensProf. Middleton to set before Italian and English able to a full
intimacy with Coleridge, also repays attenArchdeacon Farrar, as a brilliant biographer tion. Mr.
students.
Saintsbury contributes to Macmillan's a very
of the Fathers, comes before us with striking wore
judicious and penetrative criticism of James Hogg, and
pictures of Ambrose, Gregory, Basil, and Athanasius quotes some very happy specimens of the Ettrick Shepcontra mundum.
herd at his best. Mrs. Lecky's The Gardens of PomTHE Quarterly Review takes us to Pope's Villa a peii repays attention, and ' Eton Fifty Years Ago is
Twickenham, and discusses the man and his age, holding brightly written. In Murray's Mr. John Murray supthe balance between the "petty meannesses" of the plies a highly interesting account of the origin and hisman and the "magnanimous" conduct which he coul tory of the famous " Handbooks for Travellers." It is
at times display. The age was hollow, insincere, an
somewhat startling to find the writer describing his intermean to a degree. Pope, the Quarterly reminds us view with Goethe at Weimar, and stating that when his
could be a "generous patron of struggling men o
travels began not only had not a single railway been
" keen and unscru
letters," while he could aho be a
opened, but North Germany was ignorant of Macadam.
his
rival"
of
th
Lord Brabourne describes County Histories,' Mr. AcMonaco,
contemporaries.
pulous
worth continues his delightful ' Railways of Scotland,' and
beauty spot of the Riviera, and, some would add, it
" dramatic
Mrs. Kendall sends part iii. of her
plague spot, receives the attention which is really du
opinions."
'
to its singular position among States and to the genera
Myths of the Great Departed in the Gentleman's
The archives whicl is a fresh subject. The same may be said of Mr. Farrer's
ability of a long line of rulere.
'
M. Saige is gradually giving to the world already prov
Charles the First's Book-Fires.' Ilfracombe and Lundy
the rich stores from which illustrations of English a
The Forum
includes some few antiquarian particulars.
well as continental history may be expected.
Th contains The Love of Notoriety,' by Miss Frances
Duchess of Cleveland's Battle Abbey Roll is shown t
Power Cobbe,' ' Making a Name in Literature,' by Mr.
be well worth the study of all who are interested in th
Gosse, and Democracy in the Household,' by Mrs. Lynn
No. XLI. of the Library (Stock) has an important
'
article by Chancellor Christie on The Work and Aim

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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Anonymity is discussed in the New Review.
which is not finished, is well worth readRailways.'
Mr. Acworth deals with Our Southern
ing.
"
"
The Truth about " The Dead Heart and A Tale of
Two Cities," by Mr. John Coleman, brings forward
Some
some good letters of Watts Phillips to Webster.

The

'

'

of
Royal Parks gives in the Cornhill a popular account
St. James's Park, Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens, &c.
Axe
Bronze
The
and
may
Among the Cider-Makers
be read with advantage. As regards letterpress and
is
illustrations, Margaret of Scotland,' by Mrs. Oliphant,
'

'

(

'

foremost among contributions to the English Illustrated.
'
Gay's How Happy Could I Be With Either' is delightLord Lytton
fully illustrated by Mr. Hugh Thomson.
and Mr. Lewis Morris are among the contributors.
Mr.
Tinsley's has a biographical sketch of Mr. Ruskin.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat"queries are requested
to head the second communication
Duplicate."

A. LASTOR writes that he said the spelling quar(?)
was unscholarly, not ungrammatical, and adds that
mind there is something peculiarly barbarous

MR.
toes

to a refined
is

All

the

Year Round has

'

A

Gossip

about Bibles.'

MESSES. CASSELL & Co.'s publications include the
History of Music of Emil Naumann, Part XX. This
continues the account of Lully, and gives The Germans
in the School of the Italians.' It is illustrated by a facsimile of the Theatrum Instrumentorum,' of Michael
Praetorius, with its quaint representations of vocal and
instrumental performances, and a second from Haydn's
'
for string instruments.
Old and New
Divertimento.
London, Part XXVI., leads the reader from Somerset
in
is
taken
a
view
of
which
there
1755, by the
House,
Savoy and the Strand, to Charing Cross. Turner's House
in Maiden Lane, the old Adelphi Theatre, the Fox-underthe-Hill, and many other spots of interest some of them,
In
follow.
like Hungerford Market, long swept away
'
Timon of
the Illustrated Shakespeare, Part XLVI.,
Athens is finished and * Julius Caesar begun. Classical
'

'

We

'

'

Arundel town and castle, Chichester Cathedral
design.
from various points, Glendalough lakes, and Cong Abbey
are among the numerous views that are supplied.
Part X., has overtaken the
Celebrities of the
Century^
'
Dictionary of National Biography,' and the lives from
Horsley to Korner are those in the latest list of that
work. Specially full lives of Huskisson, Huxley, Jackson (Andrew and " Stonewall "), Joseph Jefferson, Lord
PicJeffrey, Kean, Keats, and Keble are furnished.
turesque Australasia, Part XIII., opens with a very
Of the Wentworth
attractive view of the Bealey river.
Falls another tempting picture is given.
Launceston and
Bathurst are depicted, and there is a very pleasing
on
Birds
and
Some
Of
the destructive
Beasts.'
chapter
powers of the kangaroo we had no previous idea. The
'

Dictionary, Part LXX., reaches from
Encyclopaedic
"
"Statics to "Studied." An illustration of a Steinkirk
have aided a recent discussion in 'N. & Q.'
might
"
"
and similar words may be studied with
Stereotype
advantage. Part II. of The Holy Land and the Bible
describes the plains of Sharon, and then progresses to
Ccsarea.
Its illustrations are effective.

THE

Rev. J. Gurnhill, B.A., East Stackwith Vicarage,
Gainsborough, is willing to print in book form much
material of antiquarian and historical interest connected
with the Gainsborough parish registers, a report on

which he drew up

Canon Williams, late
He seeks to obtain a hundred

at the request of

Vicar of Gainsborough.
subscribers at half-a-crown each.

personally fail to see that quarloes

more shocking, even if less scholarly, than potatoes.
J. HERBERT ( Lay Bishop "). See 6U> S. xi. 308, 332.
NOTICE.

"

Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
" The Publisher
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
to
return comWe beg leave to state that we decline
munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES

'

The picsubjects suit the designer of the illustrations.
ture of the body of Caesar at the foot of Pompey's statue
is very well conceived.
Our Own Country, Part LVIII.,
gives Connaught, Chichester, and West Sussex and Carlisle.
Carlisle Cathedral is the subject of a full-page

9,

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

about quarloes.

son, arrest attention.

NOV.

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

'

'

vm.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and

discussion,

'

s.

to

'

'

Linton.
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QUERIES

:

strange fashion
"II capo e Dio. Ugni Dio tauto viene a dire coine
quando ugni cosa ammorbidando, perche la tiri tosto
te ; o vuogli intendere ugniti il capo
perocch 1'olio ti
sarebbe di sopra e tu di sotto ; e per questo olio
derieno li sacrament! della chiesa."

si

inten-

'

'

'

A

:

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Roll.'

frftttf.

FRANCO SACCHETTI,

A.D. 1335-1410.

Most

readers of Italian literature are acquainted
with the novelle of Sacchetti, 258 in number. He
wrote also sonnets, frottole, ballads, and other light
thing3. I have been surprised to find that he wrote

sermons, since he was not a priest, but employed
in commerce and in the magistry of Florence, his
native city. Moreover, his novelle abound in indelicate situations, like those of Boccaccio, his contemporary, or nearly so, whom in many respects he
resembles ; although he is simpler in style and evi-

But while often
dently an independent writer.
and indulgent in sneers at clerical and
monkish hypocrisy, he never satirizes the substance
of religion, but only its graceless professors ; and
in these respects the sermons and the tales in his

indelicate

novelle have
so far as I

Thus in Sermon I., on hypocritical fasting, from
Matthew vi. 16, he explains " Unge caput" in this
:

'

NOTES
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much

in

common.

know, not printed

His
till

novelle were,

1724, and the

sermons remained in MS. till 1857, when they
were edited and published at Florence by Ottavio
" I
Sermoni Evangelici, le
Gigli under the title of
Lettere ed Altri Scritti inediti o rari di Franco
Sacchetti."

Then he

those who fast from food,
simply
obedience to the legal requirements of the
" who
Church, without fasting from sin, to Satan,
never eats, but is always sinning."
"
In explaining the saying Let not thy left hand
know what thy right hand doeth," he makes the
right hand an emblem of the Saviour and the left
hand that of the devil :
likens

in

" Tutto
quesfco e che ogni bene che si fa in questa vita
dee avere merito e da Dio o dal moudo. Quando 1'ha
non
lo dee avere dall' altro."
daU'uno,

In a discourse upon the last judgment from
^
Matt. xix. he gravely asserts that when Christ will
return to judge the world it will be on March 27,
because on the 25th day of that month he was
crucified and on the 27th he rose from the dead.
In Sermon XL, on " Quench not the spirit," he
writes

:

"How

is it possible to quench the
Neither
Spirit!
more nor less than as the candle is lit or extinguished.
Do you wish, then, that this candle should not be put out?
Shut the five gates, so that the wind does not enter and
blow out the candle. The five gates are the five senses,
which if left open allow many winds of vain-glory and
other vices to enter in and extinguish the candle."
In the same sermon there is a beautiful passage,

which would
tion

suffer

much by attempt

at transla-

:

" Che

cosa e

uomo ?

L'uomo

e rosa mattutina, pere-

grino e viandante e servo morte: la rosa mattutina sull'
aurora s'apre, s' 6 fresca e bella; poi, come il sole la
scalda un poco, subito cade e seccasi. Cosi e I'uomo uu
poco di tempo chiaro e fresco, e una febbre viene e hallo
morto ; 6 peregrino della sua patria del cielo, e qui e
forestiero ; servo de' morti s'intende, peroche I'uomo
ignora si ricompera della morte. Va I'uomo a dormire,
peroche se non dormisse morebbe; levasi dal lotto, e
vestesi perche non gli faccia freddo, per paura della
morte ; va a desinare, per mangiare, accio che viva, per
paura della morte bee perche ha sete', per paura della
:

morte

:

e cosi dell' altre cose."

In the same sermon he contends that man is
not merely self-made or evolved out of material
things :
" Chi non ha
ragione, non ne pu6 dare altrui ; e chi
non ha intelletto, nol pu6 dare altrui, e chi non ha
volonta memoria, non la pud dare altrui ; adunque gli
p
element! non hanno tutte queste cose, e 1'anima le possiede ; adunque non 6 creata di materia, ne d'elemento, ma
dallo intelletto e dalla ragione superna; e perd e eterna

The sermoni resemble meditations or short com- siccome il seco creatura."
ments upon important passages of Scripture, and
In Sermon XIX. he identifies the woman who
" Beatus
could hardly have been delivered from any
venter qui te portavit " with Marcilla,
pulpit. said

Some of his sayings are so curious that they may
be worth repeating and preserving for the benefit
of readers and preachers in these times.

the maid-servant of S. Martha.

In Sermon XXVII. he asserts that the angel
Gabriel was of the order of the Seraphim, of the

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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same order as Lucifer; hence he was chosen to
the announcement to the Holy Virgin, that
the same order which brought death should also

make

carry the message of life to the world.
In the same discourse he refers to the controversy between the preaching friars and the friars
minors respecting the immaculate conception of
the Virgin Mary, the preaching friars opposing and

di

(.7* s.

vm.

San Giovanni Eyangelista."

plies

NOV.

To

ie,

w.

he re-

this

:

"Che San Giovanni fu vergine; e se ella pur fusse
tata, che non fu, moglie de S. Giovanni, seguia ancora r
:he non avendo peccato con altrui serebbe stata vergine.
S questo non e vero, per6 la chiesa non canta per lei
officio

de vergine."

In

another place he reckons the Magdalen
amongst the apostles, and states that she preached
he gospel at Marseilles and converted the duke,
In Sermon XXXIV. he compares the four rivers
ihe duchess, and many others.
which ran out of the Garden of Eden to the four
In a sermon on the " Body of Christ " he gives
the friars minors accepting

it.

cardinal virtues
"E
per quello che si pud comprendere, qual nasce in
Erminia, e qual in una parte, e quale in altra. Adunque
non apparirebbe che scendessimo dal Paradiso terresto.
I' dico disi ; perocche 1'acqua, poiche e mossa del tuo
principle, corre talora sotto il mare, e talora sotto i
monti e sotto la terra, e poi riesce ne' monti d'Erminia,
e pare che faccia principle in quello luogo, ea."
In Sermon XXVII. he discusses the question
whether non- Christians may not be saved:
"
e nascesse pagaeno o saracino
Pupte uno che viva
ealvarsi non avendo battesimo? Rispondo che si, vivendo
facendo quelle altrui che
e
giustamente,
regolarmente
volesse che fusse fatto a lui."
:

Jesus, he says, was born on a Sunday and died
on a Friday, after living thirty-two years and three
months.
On the day and hour at which the serpent tempted Eve the angel Gabriel was sent to
say Ave to the Virgin. On the ninth hour of the
same day on which day and at which hour Adam
was and Eve were driven from Paradise, was Jesua

Adam

In Sermon XVIII. he

made out

asserts that
"
of the red earth of the
campo

;he following piece of physiological information :
" II fanciullo maschio nel ventre della
madre in quaranta di 6 vivo, e la femmina in ottanta di ; e cosi come
il
corpicino comencia a essere nel ventre della madre,
cosi in quel luogo principia 1'anima ; e non creda alcuno
che 1'anima si acquisti come egli e nato/perocche serebbe
errore e eressia."

Damas-

crucified.

hence uomo from humus, la terra.
I do not quite understand what he means by

cene

the following :
" Nota che nella
lingua ebraica giammai non
alcuno parlare che fosse disonesto."

In the same sermon there
tude
" L'anima e

is this

si

trovo

excellent simili-

:

la
la sua imagine."

On
hood

Matt,

moneta

col conio di Cristo scolpita

con

'DICTIONARY OP NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY':
NOTES AND CORRECTIONS.
(See 6th s. xi. 105, 443 ; xii. 321 ; 7th s. i. 25, 82, 342,
376; ii. 102, 324, 355; iii. 101, 382; iv. 123, 325, 422;
v. 3, 43, 130, 362, 463, 506; vii. 22, 122, 202, 402 ; viir.
123.)

xxiii. 2,

Vol.

he thus refers to the priestP. 20

:

Gli dottori canoniche e prelati seggono sopra la catrochg il fumo della vana
tedra e non nella cattedra
gloria assalisce piu loro che ltra gento, e quel fumo gli
leva sopra cattedra."

In many places he attacks the shortcomings
of the clerical orders.
In Sermon XXVII. he
asserts :
" De' sei
preti 1'uno non sanno grammatica, ne non
hanno scienzia, no discrezione ; e per questo e la fede e
il mondo viene mancando a piu giornate."

There

is

letter e,

much

same kind

of the

and canzone.

in his novelle,
See novelle 25, 28, 54, 100,

111, 128, &c.
Amongst those

who foretold the coming of Messiah he enumerates the following pagans
unconscious prophets, I suppose :
Virgil, Nabuch de
"
Nosor, and un sibilla di Bambilonia."
quotes
"

He

Jam redit et virgo, reprophecy thus
deunt Saturnia regna" ('Bucolica,' Eel., iv. 6).
Nabuch de Nosor is, no doubt, Nebuchadnezzar
Virgil's

who

If approved, further extracts will follow.
J. MASKELL.

";

:

the sybil of Babylon was I know not.
In Sermon XXXVII. he says that there are
some " che dicono che la Maddalena fu la moglie

a.

XX.

Nath. Forster.

See Raines's

of Rochdale,' Chetham Soc.
P. 44. Sir John Fortescue.
1

Middle Ages.'
P. 49 b. Fortescne

Jervas, printed in the

is
'

See

'

Vicars

Hallam's

mentioned in a letter from
Life of Parnell ' prefixed to

'
Poems.'
P. 51. T. D. Fosbroke's account of himself,
<
Ariconensia,' 178-183; for "Hesther" read
Hester.
'
th
S.
P. 64 a. On weapon-salve see N.
Q.,' 7

his

&

vii.

22.

P.

68.

Dr. J.

M.

Fothergill contributed two

papers to Good Words, 1882, and perhaps others.
P. 72 a. Phalerus.
Qy. Phalereus ?
P. 83 a. Phineas Fowke's name is appended to
the document, 1696, prefixed to Garth's 'Dispensary.'
P. 85. An account of Bishop Fowler's possession
'
of a MS. by Bishop Bull, Nelson's Bull,' second
edition, p. 513.
P. 86 a, last line. Saducismus. Qy. Sadducismus?
" H. W. B."
P. 90 a, 1. 12 from bottom. For
read J. T. F.

7<*s.

vin. NOV. 16/89.]

P. 91

a,

1.

10.
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For " Stoke Severn" read Severn

StoJce.

C. J. Fox.
Mathias, 'Purs, of
eleventh ed., xv. 46, 260, 373, 474.
"
P. 113 a, 1. 5 from bottom. For
Osbaldwicke
in the county " read Osbaldwick in the church.
P. 181 b Bohm.
P. 118 b. Boehme.
P. 128 a, 1. 16 from bottom. For "Dobledo"
read Doblado.
I. 2.
For " shrift " read shift ; 1. 21,
P. 136
" twice a b,
day," i.e., Sunday ?

Pp. 95-112.

Lit.,'

'
Pp. 148-9. Dr. Hammond quotes Foxe's Maras to the value of the Prayer Book ; testimony on such a point from such a source must be
'

tyrs

"

'

authentick," Directory and Liturgy,' 14.
Pp. 152-3. Bishop Richard Fox. Bishop Fisher
dedicated to him his treatise 'De Veritate Corporis,' 1527.
P. 158. Fraizer.
Denham allows his skill in
certain cases
"Do but confer with Dr. Frazer,"
:

Rochester says, "One
'Poems,' 1684, p. 125.
flies from 's creditor, the other from Frazier,"

The pump in the king's
'Poems,' 1707, p. 120.
bath at Bath was set up by the advice, order, and
direction of the

Hon.

Sir Alexander Frazier, principal physician-in-ordinary to His Majesty, Ding'
Hist. Marb.,' i. p. xxvii.
His wife was a
ley,
cousin of Bishop Cosin, who left in his will a piece
of plate each to the doctor and to his daughter
Elizabeth. Cosin consulted him about a strangury,
and on matters of business, and he was entertained

Durham on his journey with the Commissioners
from Edinburgh. Cosin's 'Corresp.,' ii.
P. 160. Dr. G. Bull wrote on ' Posture at the
Sacrament,' at the request of Bishop Frampton,

at

Nelson's 'Bull,' 87.

Pp. 162

a,

163

a.

For "Anglia Notitia" read

Anglice Notitia.
P. 164.

Alban

Dr. Patrick advised
Peachell about him, 'Autobiog.,' 229.
P. 180 a, 1. 9 from bottom. For "Lang " read
Francis.

Laing.

A

'
'
P. 188. Frankland.
copy of his Reflections
Bamburgh Castle Library. See 'Autob. of Jos.
'
Lister,' 1842, pp. vi, vii, 49 ; Turner's Nonconf.
in Idle,' 119 ; Guest's ' Rotherham,' 460.
P. 189 b, 1. 26 from bottom. For "Commen"

in

read

Commem.

P. 196. See 'Sir
Beesly, 1881.

John Franklin,' by A. H.

P. 199. Fransham.
See Hone's 'Year-Book,'
1289-1306.
P. 207 a, 1. 13. "Leadclune." The present

baronet prints it Ledeclune.
P. 209 a. Willim.
Qy. Willins ?
P. 210 b. Perceval.
Qy. Percival ?
P. 211 a. For "a volume" read two volumes;
for "J. Doyle" read John
W. Diggle. Mr.
Hughes's book was so unsatisfactory to Lanca-

383

shire readers that Mr. Diggle is just
bringing out
'
Bishop Eraser's Lancashire Life.'

P. 211. Bishop Fraser published a volume of
University Sermons,' 1855, and two volumes of
'Parish Sermons,' 1855-60; his sermon at the
opening of new buildings at Shrewsbury School appeared after his death, 1886. See his autobiog.,
Manchester Mag., Jan., 1880 ; Spectator, Oct. 31,
'

1885, p. 1434 ; Edinburgh Review, April, 1886 ;
London Quarterly Review, July, 1887; Times,
March 2, 1887; Church Times, Oct. 7, 1887;
Guardian, March 30, 1887; G. Huntington in

Temple Bar; 'Leaders Upward and Onward,' by
H. C. Ewart, 1887.
P. 212 a, 1. 24. "At Reelick, of which county."
P. 222 b. On Fraser's succeeding Gisborne see
'Letters of Junius,' 1807, p. 205.
Pp. 244 b, 245 b. The ode on the death of Queen
Caroline seems to be given to both father and son.
P. 254. Dr. Wm. French.
An anecdote of him
'
in Pryme's Autob.,' 362.
P.
255 a, 1. 20 from bottom. "Biased."

Qy. biassed

?

Wm.

Frere. Notices of him in Pryme's
'Autob.,' 98, 276.
P. 272. Archbishop Frewen.
See Yorkshire

P.270b.

Archceological Journal, vol. i.
P. 280 a. Pits says that Fisher wrote a

book

'DePurgatorio.'
P. 282 b. The voyage of "Martin Forbosher
Englishman," 1577, and the disappointment about
the gold, is mentioned in Blundevile's Exercises,'
1606, p. 273 b.
"
P. 283 b.
Riggat." Martin Frobisher married
'

May 30, 1559, Isabel, widow of Thomas
Rickard, of that place. (This note is supplied by
Dr. Sykes, F.S.A., Doncaster.)
P. 285 a. "Bridge Frodsham, comedian," died
October 21, and was buried at Sculcoates, Hull
October 25, 1768, so that he cannot have died at
York on the 26th. There is a poem on his death
in John Coates's 'Poems,' 1770.
His portrait wa*
at Snaith,

engraved by Halfpenny.

He had

been at one

ot

the universities (Tickell's 'Hull,' 901); Robertson's
'
Poems,' 1773, 270. There was a Miss Frodsham
belonging to the same company.
P. 310 a, b. For "Rylands" read Ryland.
P. 315 b, 1. 11 from bottom. For "1738" read
1638.
"
318
319

Pp.
P. 319

a,

Redevivus," Qy. Redivivus?

b.

b. Fuller's

'

Hist, of Univ. Camb.,' edited

by Marmaduke Prickett and

Thomas Wright,
Cambridge, 1840.
P. 323 a. Bishop Fuller's kindness to Samuel
Shaw, the Nonconformist, see life prefixed to his
'
Immanuel.'
P. 330. B. Furly. Locke's Letters,' 1708, pp.
365-71.
P. 337 a. On Fuseli's Milton Gallery see Mathias,
'

'Purs, of Lit. ,'442.
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P. 345
P. 377
P. 379

b.
a.

a.

"
Novisimus," Qy. Novissimus ?
"
Prebend," Qy. prebendary ?
Thomas Gale was a friend of Sir G.

[7*

s.

vm.

NOV.

16,

The French, with better taste, at the same time
had commodious buildings devoted to auctions,
and we believe they were the first to introduce

seats into auction rooms.
Wheler (Wrangham's 'Zouch,' ii. 143).
"
"
P. 380 a, 1. 15. For Nicholson read Nicolson.
As to our unfortunate forefathers, they seem to
P. 380 b. Koman Antiquities in Fife, Discover- have formed their collections in despite of many
'

ing the Site of the Battle between Agricola and
Galgacus,' by the Kev. Andrew Small, 8vo., Edinburgh, 1823.
P. 384. Gallini. Pryme's ' Autob.,' 76.
P. 407 b. Anecdote of Lord Gardenstone in
Chambers's ' Traditions of Edinburgh.'
P. 412. B. Gardiner. See preface to Amhurst's
Terrse Filius.'

P. 415

a.

:

evidential value of Gardiner's
Mozley's 'Miracles,' third edition,
S.

Gardiner.

See

Ascham's

'Letters.'

P. 425

b.

Tho. Gardiner wrote commendatory
'

verses for Browne's Britannia's Pastorals. 7
P. 434. Garencieres. <N. & Q.,' 6 th S. xii.
W. C. B.

P. 126 a, 1. 19 from foot. Omit "Godfrey."
P. 223 a, 1. 13. Omit "or was," and for "Farn"
ton read Farr aline.
P. 223 a, 1. 23. General Eraser's wife survived
him, and was afterwards defendant in a suit for
breach of promise of marriage, in which she was
cast in damages.

P. 256 b. Bartholomew Frere was at Felsted
School with his brother William. More about him
*

in The Ball Archives/ diaries, &c., of Sir George
Jackson, edited by Lady Jackson.
P. 315 a, J. 28. For "St. Peter's, Aldwincle"
read Aldwincle St. Peter's.
P. 315 b, 1. 28. For " Montagu, at Boughton,"
read Montagu of Boughton.
J. S.

AUCTIONS AND AUCTION BOOMS.
The Dutch appear to have been the first to revive auctions in modern times; but we cannot say
_

anything in praise of the arrangements in their
auction rooms in the seventeenth century. Among
other things, they burnt a candle while the biddings were going on. It is difficult to say why
they did this, but on foggy days, so common in
their country, as the auctioneer would become invisible when the candle went out, the
biddings
would necessarily cease.
can also understand
that, being a people who loved quiet, the Dutch
would prefer the extinction of a candle to that sharp
tap of the hammer which now so often sends a
thrill of pleasure into one heart and a chill into
many others. Nevertheless, as they used tallow
candles, the effect of the frequent extinction of

We

candle ends must have been rather
trying to the
olfactory nerves, and the tap is decidedly an im-

provement.

;

the beginning of a catalogue announcing the sale
of a collection of paintings and limnings at "The
Barbadoes Coffee House" in February, 1689/90,
makes the following curious address

The

see
pp. 287-8.
Pp. 419, 425.

vision,

for even in 1689/90 sales of pictures
were frequently held in coffee-houses and public
houses.
Mr. Gilleflower and Mr. Millington were
then the principal auctioneers and the latter, at
difficulties,

" To

Gentlemen and Ladies, &:.
" To describe the art
of Painting, would be to Epitomize the Histories of most of the Civilized Nations of
Europe, in which the art, as also the Artists, are both
Recorded and Transmitted to succeeding Ages with Apthe

plause and Commendation. My design at present, is to
hint at, rather than to discourse of the advantages that
attend this noble invention. If any are curious observers
of the several parts of Nature, in this they may see it
displayed in its liveliest Colours, and improved in its
If fond of Fame, a Kind
of immortality, behold a conquest gained over the Grave,

most Transcendent Beauties

:

and a Victory over Mortality itself. This incomparable
Art at the same time informs the Judgment, pleases the
Fancy, recreates the Eye, and touches the Soul, entertains the Curious with silent Instructions, by expressing
our most noble Passions, and never fails of rewarding its
admirers with the greatest Pleasures, so Innocent and
Ravishing, that the severest Moralists, the Morosest
Stoicks cannot be offended therewith, so refined, that the
Repetition occasions

new

delights,

and the most

solid

Entertainments. In a word it remains hitherto undetermined, whether the Effects of the Pen, or that of the
Pencil, have most obliged Mankind; the one, it's contest
Exhibits the Sentiments of the Understanding, the other
truly represents the Lineaments of the mind, in the Portraitures of the Persons. To these Transient Remarks,
I might add the Testimony of Sacred Story, both as an
argument of the Esteem that Painting was in amongst
the Jews as also, that it was reckon'd by them none of
the least infelicities that they were threatned with, viz.
to be deprived of their pleasant Pictures.
" To
conclude, when I first Essay'd this way of Selling
Paintings and Limnings by Auction, I propounded to
myself the obliging of the Gentry, Citizens &c. and to
bring it into Esteem and Reputation, to make it familiar
and acceptable, and withal, an honest gain to myself.
And as I am bound publickly to own, so I will upon all
opportunities freely acknowledge, that the worthy
Gentlemen, &c. the Buyers, have both by their presence
and custom, promoted and incouraged it. And that I
may remove the Prejudices of some, and the Misappre:

hensions of others, as to the sincerity of the management,
have printed the Conditions of Sale with an addional
one, that no Person or Persons shall be admitted to bid
for his, or their own Pictures, &c. for I will, and cannot
omit to aver, that the Gratifying of my Customers with
moderate Pennyworths in the things I sell, was one of
ihe Principal motives that gave rise to the attempt, and
the most probable way to Continue it, which having
"_s
^without vanity be it said) in some measure effected, I
do not in the least repent, (that for your sakes. Gentlemen) I have hitherto extended and exercised my
I

ungs."

7'" s.

vin. NOV.
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Certainly George Robins, in his wildest flights,
never rose higher than Mr. Millington.
Another strange address is that of Edward Millinton in the catalogue of a collection of prints
He
and engravings of a somewhat later date.
says

:

"Whereas many Auctions have been kept for the more
Indifferent Judgments, we thought fit for the benefit of
the Virtuoso's, and more Understanding Gentry, to select
out of vast Numbers, such as for their Fairness and rarety
of their Blackness will doubtless be admired by all that
see them, such persons onelyare desired to come. Those
which are slight or defaced being reserved for other Time
and Place, and another sort of People.
" Ti's
hop'd therefore a true Estimate will be set upon
" VALETE."
such valuable Curiosities.

It

is

not
"

people

difficult to

imagine

how "another

sort

would receive such an intimation in our

Very few of the sale catalogues issued at the end
of the seventeenth century give the year ; but the
following announcement, made in a catalogue of
" a Carious Collection of
Paintings and Limnings,"
must be of about the same date as the preceding.
It is stated on the title-page that they
" will be
exposed

by way of Mineing, (a Method
of Sale not hitherto used in England) on Thursday 12 th
and
13"'
Saturday 14"> of this instant March, at
Friday
Mrs. Smythers Coffee House in Thames street, by the
Custom House The Sale beginning each Morning preThe said Paintings are to
cisely at Nine of the Clock.
be viewed from this day forward until all be sold. Catalogues may be had at the place of sale.
"Pray read me, but do not take me from the Table"
This was a large sale, in which there appear to
have been some valuable pictures. Of course the
exact date could be calculated. The usual time
then for sales to begin was at four o'clock in
the afternoon. It seems that at such sales the
auctioneer put up the lot at a high price, and
lowered it until somebody present called out
to sale,

:

"

Mine," and that in some instances any person
might advance upon the "mine"; so that the process of sale must have been like going down a ladder
and up again.
RALPH N. JAMES.

DEATHS OF NEAR KINDRED.

th
S.
(See 7

vii.

In reference to the notes on this subject
from the pen of your frequent contributor the
REV. J. MASKELL, I beg to submit the following
curious case, which occurred at Thonock Hall,
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, in 1789, and which I
think will be of much interest to MR. MASKELL
345.)

and the numerous Lincolnshire contributors to
*
N. & Q.' I may explain I learnt the interesting
particulars thereof through my grandparents residing for many years near to Thonock Kail,
where my father was born in 1793. Hence the
old hall, along with its
with

surroundings, together
then owner, Miss Frances Hickman, were no
strangers to him.
Now there died at Thonock Hall in 1780 Sir

its
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Nevile George Hickman, Bart., the

last

male of

the family, in whom the title became extinct.
The baronet had three daughters, viz., (1) Frances,
who survived him, and died unmarried at Thonock
Hall in 1826, in her eightieth year ; (2) Rose
Elizabeth, who likewise died at the hall, in 1779,
leaving one son, Nevile Thomas, of weak intellect,
aged seven ; (3) Ann, who died in infancy. By
the will of Rose Elizabeth (a copy of which is
before me) her husband was Thomas Baker, a
lieutenant in the 5th Foot Regiment, on the Irish
establishment ; and, according to the records of

the regiment, Lieut. Baker was wounded in IreI confess I
land in 1783, and he died in 1784.
am unable to state where Lieut. Baker died. Not-

withstanding, I may safely state that his orphan
son, after the death of his mother at the hall in
1779, remained there in the care of his aunt, Frances

Hickman.

Hence

it

maybe

noted that the

of the family Miss Frances Hickman had with her in her loneliness in the hall on
the death of her father in 1780 was her orphan
nephew. But about this date the lady received

only

member

into the hall her cousin, Miss Ann Laming, whose
widowed mother had been accidentally burnt to
death at Winterton, Lincolnshire, and thenceforth
the trio of near kindred resided happily together
in that old-fashioned

was then

Thonock Hall
with

(or

Thonock

as many
windows as there are days in the year, until 1789,
when sickness, followed by death, unhappily entered

Grove, as

it

called),

its

therein, and her cousin Miss Laming and her
orphan nephew young Baker expired within a
Some idea may be
few hours of each other.
formed of Miss Frances Hickman's state of mind
by her sad bereavement, and being thus left alone
in that old hall.

And

this notice of these singular

deaths therein would, I think, be very incomplete
were I to omit therefrom the remarkable circumstances attending their interment, inasmuch as, in
her lonely grief, Miss Hickman confided the whole

arrangements for the interments to the family
lawyer, who, strange to state, had the Hickman
vault opened for the body of her nephew, and had a
common grave opened in Gainsborough churchyard

Now it happened
for that of her cousin Laming.
that the latter had a brother, William Laming, a
framework-knitter, resident in Nottingham, who
interrepaired to Thonock to attend his sister's
ment ; and when he arrived there, and learnt the
distinction made by opaning the Hickman vault
for one and a grave for the other, he demanded
and insisted that his sister should be interred in
the vault.
Thereupon there ensued a violent and
alarming altercation in the hall on the matter
between Miss Hickman's lawyer and her cousin
William Laming, and the unseemly quarrel was

not quelled until the grief-stricken lady interposed
between them. Still, so determined was her cousin
Laming in his purpose, that ultimately both bodies
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were interred together in the Hickman vault, and
the grave in the churchyard was refilled without
a corpse therein.
I certainly should be very much pleased to learn
whether any one among the numerous Lincolnshire
'
readers of N. & Q.' has ever seen or heard ol
anything relating to the foregoing remarkable circumstance taking place in the Hickman family
of the lords of the manor of Gainsborough.
F. MIDDLETON.
Corrington, Notts.

THE KERNOOZERS.

Those who have been as
puzzled as I have been by the mention of a society
of Kernoozers during a recent correspondence in
the Standard about the disappearance of memorial
brasses, will read with interest the following paragraph, taken from the Exchange and Mart of
Oct. 11
" Theft of memorial
brasses, and displacement, neglect,
or loss of old armour from church tombs, have been
occasioning correspondence in the daily papers. Kernoozers may still rescue a great deal of the latter from
oblivion, as, like all true connoisseurs, they are enthusiasts.
Indeed, the words kernoozer, kernoozling, are
but a humorous travesty on connoisseur. It was created
thus. A man who was of humble birth and no education
became so mixed up with artists that he gathered much
knowledge on matters connected with art, and developed
a taste to some extent for studying armour. He was
often found in the celebrated Christie auction room, and
on one occasion, when armour was under the hammer,
he of the rostrum asked Mr.
what was his opinion
of the pieces, but Mr.
excused himself from giving
any on the ground that he was no kernoozer.' When
a club of armour virtuosi was formed, and a name
desired for it, some one suggested the adoption of Kernoozer, and now its sense (or nonsense) is so extended
that a verb is formed I kernooze, you kernooze, he
kernoozes, I should kernoozle, he should kernoozle, &c.
Truly the Lindley Murray or lexicographer of the latter
half of the nineteenth century has his work cut out for
him."
:

'

have myself heard the word connoisseur
Englished as kernozher by a person of quite ordiST. SWITHIN.
nary education and culture.
I

title

= 110);

[7*

total of titled

(including Speaker), 59

a

VIIL NOV.

10,

339.

classes,

M.P.s

esquires, 760 (including
145 without affix to their names indicative of
Total number of members
societies, degrees, &c.).
of club, 1344.
WM. R. O'BTRNE.
;

COMPREHENSIVE EPITAPH.

I have been in few
England which would not supply
than that
epitaphs even more "pompous"
cited p. 266 ante.
But I was struck with the

churches in

great simplicity of diction for its date (1667) of
one on a tablet in a prominent position in the old
church of Dartmouth the other day, to the memory
of a man who seemed to have enjoyed some distinction in the town.
The whole record of his
qualities

was summed up

in this line

:

His character, a Gentleman.

This and nothing more
be wanted ?

And what more

could
E. H. EUSK.

!

"BUTTONED STAFF."

th
S.
(See 7

viii.

The 'New English Dictionary' shows that
buttoned means furnished with a knob, and that
Herrick uses buttoned staff for " knobbed stick."
This dictionary should be consulted for all words
or B.
W. W. SKEAT.
beginning with

A

COINCIDENCE OF DATES.

The

Sheffield

Daily

Telegraph of Thursday, October 24, records the
following strange coincidence, which strikes me as
almost without parallel
:

"An

employe of one of our large mercantile hpuse8
died the other day, after twenty-seven years' service, a
very worthy man, whom his firm will much miss. His
son was born on the day the father entered their service,
the son died at the age of twenty-seven on the anniversary of his father's birth, and"now the father has died on
the anniversary of his son's
!

FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVARE".
30,

Rusholme Grove, Manchester.

CURIOUS INN-SIGN. Mr. James Coleman, of Tottenham, has just issued a catalogue of early charters

and deeds, one of the items in which is a deed beATHENAEUM CLUB. (See 6 th S. xi. 246.) The tween Edw. Bromfield, gent., and Thomas Overman, of St. Saviour's, Southwark, gent., dated
following analysis of the Athenaeum Club as at
1624, relating to land and four inns in Southwark,
constituted
be
with
that
present
may
compared
one of which, called " The Holy Water Sprinkle,"
at
the
reference
published
previous
is situated in St. Saviour's.
This sign is not menLaw
:

Judges, 58 (including 6 county court) ;
Q.C.s, 35; barristers, 215; total, 308.
Divinity:
Bishops, 36 ; clergy, 112 (including 19 dignitaries);
Medical
M.D.s and surgeons, 82.
total, 148.
Total of the three professions, 538.
Universities
:

:

:

Oxford, 382; Cambridge, 339; Scotch, 65; London,
35; Dublin, 49; total, 870.
Professors, 74;
Societies (chiefly F.R.S. and F.S.A.), 268 ;
Royal
Academicians, 32 ; civil engineers, 39 ; librarians,
5.
Naval officers, 10 ; military officers, 67 ; total,
77.
Peers, 82; lords (sons of peers), 11 ; honourables, 31; baronets, 59; knights (titular), 131;
Privy Councillors, 25 ( + 85 with other than P.C.

tioned in Hotten.
Romford.

THOMAS BIRD.

BULGARIAN WEDDING CUSTOM. An old and
curious wedding ceremony with the Bulgarians is
;he public and solemn shaving of the bridegroom
Whilst the barber perearly on the wedding day.
forms his work the bridegroom is surrounded by a
dancing crowd of girls and lads. His hair having
Deen cut, it is carefully gathered by some girls, to
preserved in a chest of the bride. When the
barber has done he gets as a present a linen cloth,
and from every one a small piece of money. Then

7"> S.
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the bridegroom kisses the hand of each girl, washes
The
face, and puts on the wedding dress.
latter (not the person, but his festive garment)
must be accurately weighed three times by a lad
This
ere the bridegroom is allowed to put it on.
strange custom is said to date back to remote
times of early Slavonic heathendom, but still continues being strictly observed, especially by the
his

X.

villagers.

uertaf,

We

must request correspondents desiring information

on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

secondly a widow lady named Lynch. By his first
marriage he had issue (1) David, married to Isabella Simpson ; (2) William, married to Janet,
daughter of Edouard Cash, or Casshe (supposed to
have come to Rutherglen from Lisburn, in Ireland,
and was probably of Huguenot extraction) (3)
Thomas, married Miss Galloway. (1) Elizabeth,
married David Reide ; and (2) Margaret, died unmarried.
CASSHE.
;

'THE BOOK OF SUNDIALS.'
Information is
much wanted about the following dials, in order
that they may be described in a forthcoming edition of The Book of Sundials.'
'

The

I havedial on Langford Church, Berks.
seen the treatise on Langford Church written by

be addressed to them direct.

may
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1.

CLUB. Will any one who knows his Pepys
kindly send me the reference for this passage
dined at the French house, but paid ten
What is the
shillings for our part of the club."
contemporary evidence for the application of the

The dial face is obliterated,
Sir Henry Dryden.
and only the figures which support it remain.
2. The dial alluded to in Pennant's second 'Tour
to Scotland
as having been seen between Newcastle and Stannington Bridge, known by the name

name club to the company said to have met at the
"
Mermaid Tavern," and to have included Shak-

of Pigg's Folly.

:

"We

Is it called a club ?
spere, Ealeigh, and others ?
I also want early instances of the modern sense of
the London club. Gronow's 'Reminiscence?,' 1862,
p. 76, says

:

"The

clubs of London in 1814
White's, Boodle's,
with the Guards', Arthur's,
Brookes', or Wattiers'
and Graham's, were the only clubs at the West End."

At what

date were any of these instituted, or ormodern way 1 Quotations before
1823, and, if possible, before 1814, are wanted.
Please send direct.
J. A. H. MURRAY.

ganized in the

'

The remains of a dial face found in opening a
Taymouth Castle gardens, referred to in
Scottish Notes and Queries, May, 1889.
Notes on other dials not already described in
The Book of Sundials will also be gratefully received by
HORATIA K. F. EDEN.
3.

drain in

'

'

Hill Brow, Rugby.

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CLAN BUCHANAN.
would feel much obliged if any correspondent of
N. & Q.' could give me reliable information as to
who is the present head of this clan.
I
1

HEATHER.

Oxford.

ENGLISH FRIENDS OF GOETHE. The Goethe
possesses a number of portraits of English friends of Goethe who came to Weimar between 1815 and 1830, and whose portraits the poet
caused to be painted for his collection. The sitters'
names are written at the back of the portraits.

Museum

.

HERALDIC. Can any of your numerous readers
kindly give me the arms of the younger branches
of the Constables, A.D. 1540; also of Viscount

Knox, Englishman."

Dunbar

others are the following

:

"
2.
Dupre, Englishman."
"
3.

(Scotch)

?

EBORACUM.

Two

brothers of the name of Lawrance (or
Lawrence?), the elder styled "Chevalier."
4. 5.

Is

Cromie, an Irishman."

Among
"
1

there a book
called 'Graduati Oxonienses,' corresponding to
'Graduati Cantabrigienses,' of which I have a
copy published in 1823 ? I fancy that I saw such
a work some years ago, but may have been misE. L. H. TEW, M.A.
taken.

'GRADUATI OXONIENSES.'

6.

"Naylor."
7. "Plunkett."
"
8.
Captain Culling Smith."
I shall be glad of any information with regard
to the above.
R. G. ALFORD.

BURNING OF WOMEN. Mr. Pike, in his inter'
esting History of Crime,' states that the sentence
of burning was passed for the last time on a
woman in the year 1784, the culprit being one
Mary Bay ley. I find by the Annual Register for
1789 that the sentence was carried out on one
Murphy, or Bowman, for coining, on
She was, however, strangled at
the stake before being burned, and this appears
Was there any
to have been the usual practice.
legal authority for it; and, if so, what?
As to the sentence itself; coining was then high
treason, and burning was for a long time the
penalty on a woman convicted of treason. Murder

Christian

WILLIAM MACKINTOSH.

Could any correspondent of N. & Q.' inform me if William Mackintosh
was a baillie of Rutherglen, Lanarkshire, from 1800
to 1830 1 It is
supposed that he was a native of
Fifeshire, and removed to Rutherglen, where he
became possessed of house property situated in the
Stonelaw Road.
He is said to have married

March

18, 1789.
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husband was called petty treason, and incurred the same penalty. The penalty was not
apparently intended to expose the female offender
to greater suffering than the male, but to avoid
the sentence of disembowelling which was then
passed on males convicted of treason. Murder of
a wife, however, was not petty treason, owing to
the current theory of the inferiority of women.
The punishment of burning was abolished in
1789, and the abolition must have been in contemplation, if not actually before the House, when
the woman Murphy was burned.
Or was it that
the burning (which took place in London) produced an outburst of popular feeling that resulted
in repealing the former Acts ?
I should be glad to know whether the sentence
of flogging was carried out on a woman shortly
before the repeal of that law, and had anything to
do with the repeal. The public flogging of women

of a

was prohibited in 1817, and private flogging followed in 1820.
J. R.
Dublin.

Can any collector of engravings identify the subject of one I
have lately seen, of which the date and name of
the engraver have unfortunately been trimmed off?
At first sight the subject appears to be classical.
In the foreground are three figures in classical
attire, one of whom is holding a stone, or chart,
traced with a map ; another figure, on the left
hand, is placing a compass needle on the chart,
and all are watching the flight of some bees which
a boy on the right of the group lets fly, and appear
to be drawing an augury from their flight.
In
the background is a sharp-prowed Roman galley,
and on the upper right hand, in the sky, is a
cupid flying, with a cloud of swarming bees, which
form a circle, and in the middle of this are three
bees, much larger than the rest, and disposed,
The bees in the
heraldically speaking, 2 and 1.
circle are like the bees of
Napoleon, and my own
conjecture is that it is a veiled allusion to the
return of Napoleon from Elba, as many historical
events of that period are presented in this classical
form, and the date of the engraving appears to be
about that time, so far as I can judge.

B.
PISCINAE.

FLORENCE SCARLETT.

I read that in the gardens of the
family there exist eighteen piscinse

Vespasian
paved with an oblong square tile, and that the
vaults above them are so solid that roots of the

most ancient oaks, firs, and cypress, which split
marble and flint, have not affected them, and the
pavement is as smooth as the first day it was laid.
This account does not state the material
employed.
One concludes it to have been brick, put together
in excellent Roman mortar.
But supposing the
vaults to have been built with
parian marble, duly
chiselled and connected with cement of
equal

s.

YIIL NOT.

.

ic,

what tree roots could have penetrated
such masonry?
I wrong in supposing that
the marble would be rather the stronger of the
two ; or is the scholar creating a wonder out of a
quality,

Am

thing that only shows his practical ignorance of
the subject ?
0. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

MOUNT ETNA.

In what poem is the descripan eruption of Mount Etna to be found

tion of

which contains the lines
The fluid lake that works below,
:

Bitumen, sulphur, salt, and iron scum.
Heaves up its boiling tide. The lab'ring mount
Is torn with agonizing throes ?
W. T. L.

ZOROASTER.

&

Will any reader of *N.

Q.'

kindly inform me whence Shelley got the myth of
Zoroaster and the dual universe theory contained
in his

'

Prometheus Unbound/

I.

191-209

?

G. WOTHERSPOON.

FOLK-LORE

SUBJECT or OLD ENGRAVING.

CT

:

COAT TURNED INSIDE

In

OUT.

Belfast Northern Whig I lately read an
account of the finding of the body of a farmer
who had lost his way at night on one of the DoneThe coat of the man was turned
gal mountains.
inside out ; and it was further stated that there is

the

a belief in the district that if any one, on losing
his way, turns his coat inside out he will have a
Does any
better chance of finding his way again.
reader know of a similar superstition being prevalent elsewhere? How women would put the
idea into practice is not stated.

W. W.

DAVIES.

Lisburn, Belfast.

ST. MARK'S EVE. Several curious Lincolnshire
On
legends are connected with St. Mark's Eve.
that night, says a dying tradition, horses and
cattle converse in their stalls, and foretell future
And it is
events, as they do at Christmas.
believed that the spirits of living people become
so far disembodied that the ghosts of both men
and women may be forced to appear before their
It is also said that
future husbands or wives.
those who watch the church porch on St. Mark's
Eve see the spirits of all the parishioners enter
the building, and judge from their subsequent
behaviour whether they will die, marry, or remain
Now,
single during the twelve following months.
why should these beliefs have attached themselves
particularly to the Eve of St. Mark ? Is there any
record of a heathen spring festival specially connected with the art of divination 1

K. E. E. L.

FLEURY'S

'ECCLESIASTICAL

HISTORY.'

The

that is, to
early part of this great work down,
was translated by H. Herbert and pubA.D. 870
lished in five volumes quarto in 1727-1732. Cardinal Newman published in 1842-1844 a trans-

~
.
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lation of the early part, down to the year 456. Ar
there any other English versions of this importan
book 1 I think there are not. It is admitted b;
students whose opinions are very wide apart tha
Fleury is, on the whole, the best book of ecclesi
astical annals to be found in any modern
tongue
Some one with time to spare and the gift o
patience would do well to undertake the labour o
making an English rendering of the whole. Her
bert is fairly good so far as he goes, but there are
some amusing things therein highly characteristic
of the time when he flourished.
I am not in thi
"
secrets of the trade," but I should
imagine that i
the translation were well done there would not be
much difficulty in finding some one who woulc
issue it to the world.
There is one point which J
would dwell on for a moment. The hoped-for
translator, whosoever he may be, is sure to have
of his own, and as the pages grow
into English before him will feel
tempted to make
notes.
It is a desire that should by no means be

some opinions

suppressed, but it is important we should have the
text unhampered by any one's
I
suggestion.
therefore trust that, as is the case with the
publications of the Early
Text
the
notes
English
Society,
of the translator will be
printed at the end of
the volumes, not at the foot of the
pages.
was H. Herbert, the translator? The
subscription
list in the first volume shows that he had

Who
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tain the earliest authentic date arrived
reference to the inscription itself.

with a
A. H.

afc,

EARLY CHURCH IN DOVER.
(7

th

S. viii. 328.)

Has MR. CHRISTIE never heard of what Dr. Bright
" the beautiful mediaeval
calls
once curromance,"

rently accepted, which brings St. Joseph of Arimathea with twelve companions to Glastonbury, and
"
of the church built by him of wattled osiers
ut
ferunt," as William of Malmesbury cautiously adds
and of the staff he planted in the earth, which took
root and grew into the famous " Holy Thorn " of
Glastonbury, descendants of which are still asserted,
and I believe with some ground of truth, to produce leaves and flowers on Christmas Day ? Few
legends are better known, or at one time obtained
wider credence. It has been exquisitely versified
by the late Dean Alford. These early saints often
appear in very unexpected places, but I never
heard of any legend connecting Joseph of Arimathea with any church in Scotland.

EDMUND VENABLES.
I

am

surprised at

MR. CHRISTIE'S statement

about Joseph of Arimathea, that " no one says he
to England," since there are, I suppose, few
more commonly known legends than that of his
having built the first church at Glastonbury, somewhere about A.D. 63, to say nothing of the famous
thorn tree said to have grown from his walkingstaff, which he stuck in the ground there, and
which, according to the orthodox tradition, is still
Crowing, and puts forth blossoms every year at

many came

influential patrons.

CAREW.

ANON.

Can any one give

the pedigree, native
place, or any other information of or concerning
William Carew, an English merchant
residing in
Lisbon, who was killed there in the earthquake of
1755 ? Is there any account of the
earthquake
giving particulars of the persons killed ?

G. DENISON LUMB.
65,

Albion Street, Leeds.

MALCOLM HAMILTON, ARCHBISHOP OF CASHEL.
I should be obliged
by any biographical information relative to this eminent
divine, consecrated in
1623, and died in 1629 ; and of his son Hugh.
created Lord
in
Glenawly,
Ireland, 1660.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

NEW

FELLOWSHIP OF THE
LIFE.
Where can I
find particulars of a
society called, I believe, the
Life ?
Fellowship of the
Any information
will be acceptable.
OWEN

hristmas.
Without going so far as to admit the
ruth of this part of the legend, I can see nothing
very improbable in his having come over to this
country. Since, however, the most sober historians,
*
and, I may add, the Acta Sanctorum/ reject the
whole story, we may perhaps give it up, or, at all
events, pronounce it not proven ; yet it was certainly believed in the early ages of the Church,
iz., about A.D. 550, and is mentioned by almost
very one who has ever written anything about
It is to be found in William of
Glastonbury.

Vtalmesbury, John of Glastonbury, Cap grave, Matihew of Westminster, and I know not how many
more of the old chroniclers ; and St. Joseph was
DAVIES.
said to have been buried there about the year 82.
s. -Could an
of
the
rea
<*ers
of
y
As to a church having been built at Dover about
N. & Q.' give me information of a
Blois.
Roger
.D. 157, 1 am rather inclined to think that this
the son of Thomas
Blois, of Belsted, Suffolk,
s a mistake for Durobernia, i.e.,
who died 1661, or of any of his descendants ?
Canterbury,
where there certainly was a tradition of a ChrisP S F
church having been built in the time of King
85, Friar Street, Reading.
ian^
Jucius, which would cover the above-mentioned
RUNES. Has any English
specialist tested cer.ate, and as this part of Britain had been already
tain statements
recently put forth as to the remote known to the Romans for more than two hundred
antiquity of Runic inscriptions ? I wish to ascerears, one would think it more likely than not that

New
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Christian missionaries had by this time found their
"
"
way "there. Anyhow, there is nothing new in
the
F. N.
myth," if such it must be called.

The ancient church within the bounds

of

Dover

which only parts of the tower and walls
remain, is said to have been first built by that
somewhat mythical personage King Lucius, about
the date mentioned by MR. A. H. CHRISTIE, and
is doubtless that to which his friend referred.
The oldest church still used in England is probably
Castle, of

Martin, Canterbury, the chancel of

that of St.

VIII. Nor. 16,

.

'89.

"

By an Antiquary." But it was well
even in 1827, when the first edition
ppeared that its author's name was Eichard
homson, author of 'Tales of an Antiquary,' &c.
he publishers' printed announcements at the
me so mentioned the fact.
'
Sir William Tite printed the Garland' in 1845,
nd I recollect its puzzling me at the time why he
id not give Richard Thomson his due, by stating,
ither on a title-page or in a preface, that this book
manated from the brain of the latter, and not from
is own.
It has always seemed to me a piece of
In a letter
11-judged mystification on his part.
age to be
nderstood

which formed the whole of the original building,
and is said to have been erected at the beginning now before me of Sir
William's, presenting a copy
of the third century, but to have received its
of the book, there is no inkling whatever as to who
present name when it was repaired and recon- wrote it, which is left all the more curiously vague
secrated afterwards by Bishop Luidhard, who at"
y his saying, The accompanying little book will
tended Bertha when she became, as wife to King
ell its own story," a thing which it most assuredly
That Christianity was
Ethelbert, Queen of Kent.
William Tite was a

As

does not.

preached in Britain at least as early as the third
century we may accept on the authority of Ter'
Liber
tullian, who, in the seventh chapter of his
adversus Juclooos,' mentions amongst other remote
"
Britanplaces brought under the faith of Christ

norum

Eomanis

inaccessa

loca," in which perhaps
to parts of Ireland.

an allusion may be intended

W.

T.

LYNN.

Blackheath.

[The

receipt of very

numerous

replies

is

acknowledged.]

'A GARLAND FOR THE NEW KOTAL Ex
CHANGE'

(7

th

Your correspondent
S. viii. 309).
will find a clue to the

MR. BERTRAM DOBELL

authorship of this volume in the late Mr. Britton's
'Autobiography' (Supplement, part ii. p. 151).
'
Sir W. Tite had presented a copy of the Garland
to Mr. Britton, who describes it as one of the gems
of his library

"A volume

which justly ranks amongst the curio

sities of literature, and, as only fifty copies have been
printed, we may fairly conclude that its market price a
no distant date will be very great. Had it appeared
some twenty years ago, when bibliomania raged in the
metropolis, a copy of it in Evans's sale-room would hav
excited eager competition. Like the once popular am

witty 'Rejected Addresses,' by James and Horace Smith
this volume contains several pieces, in prose and verse
imitative of the writings of Thomas Tusser, Thoma
Churchyard, Sydney, Spenser, Pembroke, Raleigh
Shakespeare, Jonson, Butler, &c. When I say that th
imitation of such poets is admirable, it is no small com
pliment to the unknown author, who has shown himsel
well qualified to write * Tales of an Antiquary.' "

Mr. Britton, were he
complimented on his

could not in turn b
calling the author of th
*
Tales of an Antiquary' who was also the autho
of the 'Chronicles of London Bridge,' &c., an

was a successor

so far as

money

is

well-printed quarto of ninety- eight numbered and
eight unnumbered pages, and contains thirty-two
most interesting imitations of sixteenth and sevenOne of
teenth century poets and prose writers.
:he two sonnets in imitation of Milton will serve
as a

specimen.

I have not chosen

Person and William

cott in the librarianship of the

London

Up

Institutio

unknown. The book last mentioned, full of abl
antiquarian research, and written in a most attrac
tive and pleasant style, is, indeed, stated on its title

with any

:

Founder's Statue leing left Undeslroyed in
Ruins of the Royal Exchange, after the late Fire.
As when the Patriot-Hebrew in the night
the

th&

Went forth his City's Ruins to survey,
And scarcely recognized the well-known way,
Or round the walls could trace his course
So look we now upon like solemn sight

aright

;

:

For Sin did Salem and Londinum lay
In Sickness and in Ashes ; as our day
Hath seen in two brief years by God's avenging Might
There alone
There once stood the Emporium

?

!

Now

stands the Founder's Effigy, as stood

Marius in Carthage's ruins. Sculptured stone
And Royal Image hath raging fire devoured ;
Only this Form through the red pyre up-tower'd,
As over burning worlds shall rise the just and good.

FREDK. HENDRIKS,

alive,

to Prof.

it

are
special intention, as all the other compositions
equally ingenious and clever

On

:

Sir

generous
concerned, it is fair to infer
who
most
hat he paid the author,
likely, as was
he case with Britton, looked upon him as a
Maecenas. Whilst, however, Britton pushed hi
wn name and enterprises in every shape and way,
K. Thomson took quite another tack, and clung to
,he anonymous, or at most the pseudonymous form
>f publication, although he had long been a pracised hand in literary composition.
To come back, however, to the * Garland.' It is

man

Tite,
generally attributed to Sir William
In the catalogue of the library of Mr. George
Co. in 1867, No. 7670
Smith, sold by Sotheby
" Tite
(W.), Garland for the New Koyal Exis,

This

is

&

change.

Only

fifty

discopies printed for private

with autograph note from Mr. Tite,
This was bought by Mr. Lilly for ll.

tribution,

1845."

W.

E.

BUCKLEY.

7*

s.

vni. NOV.
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BERKS AND OXFORDSHIRE

(7

th

'

&

N.

Q.'

on the subject (7 th

S.

th
Much information on
S. viii.
(7
" Virtue of Gems 289).
"
will be found in The Mirror of Stones,' by Camillus Leonardus, physician at
Pesaro, dedicated to Csesar Borgia, London, 1750;
also in the 'History and Mystery of Precious
Stones,' by William Jones, London, 1880, wherein
the origin of the fiction and virtues of the various
gems, also the month in which it was proper to
wear particular stones, are fully set forth in a

GEMS

S. viii. 7, 97).

I am unable to procure 'Oxfordshire Pedigrees/
'
ed. Sir Thomas Phillips, or Ashmole's Berks'; and
the Harleian Society's 'Visitation of Oxfordshire'
does not mention the family I am searching for,
whose name I did not give, as I had previously put

a query into

391

i.

489).
Sir

'

the

John Dance, knight of the body to the king,
privy councillor, steward of the manor of Donyng- chapter devoted to "Superstitions."
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
ton, Berks, Chief Butler of England 1515, paymaster of the army, &c., was evidently a man in
71, Brecknock Road.
high favour with Henry VIII. He was magistrate
THE LORD MAYOR AND THE GORDON RIOTS
and sheriff for London, and for the counties of
th
Two other epigrams bearing on
S. vii. 446).
(7
and
Oxon.
He
his
Berks, Wilts, Bucks,
spells
and addname as Daunce in the various State Papers of the the above, which seem worth unearthing
ing to my former note, are also to be found in the
time, where his signature frequently occurs ; and
Westminster Magazine for 1780. One of them
"
"
it may be noticed that
Wulcy is often the carOn Seeing
to be impromptu,
dinal's signature in the same papers.
After this (p. 334), professing
burnt by the
we must not be surprised to find the name of the Earl of Mansfield's House
*

Dance, or Daunce, spelt variously as Dauncey,
Dansey, Duns, or even Dunce and Dunch but I
will keep to the spelling Dance, as it is under that
form that I believe the existing descendants are to
be found.
William, the son and heir of Sir John, was
granted by Henry VIII. the manor of Whitchurcb,
co. Oxon, for sixty years from 1522 ; the lease of
this would therefore be up in 1582.
In 1525 he married Elizabeth, the second
daughter of Sir Thomas More, and after the

Rabble,' runs thus

execution of his father-in-law we lose sight of the
Dance family altogether. All that seems to be

known

of

them

is

that William Dance and Elizafive sons and two daughters,

:

Too nearly now,

Thy

namely

(1)

John,

(2)

Thomas,

(3)

Bartholomew,

(4) William, and (5) Germain ; the daughters were
Alice and Elizabeth.
Any particulars of the sons would be most

acceptable.
I think that

some of the family must have
stayed near Donntngton, which is not far from
Newbury, as before the second battle of Newbury
Charles I. was entertained at the house of Mr.
Robert Daunce of that town (* The Battles of Newbury,' by W. Money, F.S.A.).
In 1545 (Close Rolls) there is mention of John
Daunce, of Beckenham, who left three sons, Henry
Dunce, of London, gent.; John Dunce, of East
Greenwich, gent.; and William Daunce, of Estham, co. Essex, gent. ; and the family must have
been in the county for a century at
least, as in
1466-7 Thomas Daunce and others held land as
feoffees of Wm. Keene, of Woolwich
one of the
;
manors so held was Ayshe, in Somersetshire.
I know the pedigree of
Dansey, of co. Wilts,
from W. H. Cooke's collections of ' The
History of
co. Hereford.'
This throws no light on the ancestors or descendants

Hen. VIII.

John Dance, temp.
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
of Sir

in every sense,
fate to his is rais'd :

Like Tully's shone thy eloquence,
Like His, Thy House has blaz'd.
'

'

other, Extempore on the late Riots (signed
J. F., Tower-Hill), points the moral :
If men of the Laws had not made such a breach,
a fine
'Twould have sav'd Kennett'a folly; the

The

K

speech;

Many necks from the rope a Baker much flour;
Much expence for Blue Flags, and a Lord from
;

beth his wife had
:

:

With truth,
Mansfield, has thy fame
To Tally's been compar'd
Like his, by Reason's power, thy aim
Thy Country's Laws to guard.

;

the

P. 387.

Tow'r.

may add that in his defence" before the Privy
The rioters were
Council the Lord Mayor said,
so violent, and such was his temerity, he thought
death would be his potion." The italics are the
R. E. N.
magazine's above quoted (p. 305).
I

SIGNS SCULPTURED IN STONE

At Milton-next-Sittingbourne

(7
I

th

S. viii. 306).
see-

remember

some twenty years ago, a sculptured sign
Adam and Eve under the apple tree,
and underneath ' The First Fruiterers (I do not
remember the exact spelling). It was a seventeenth
J. M. COWPER.
century sign.
ing,

representing

'

Canterbury.

ARMORIAL BEARINGS

(7

th

S. viii. 308).

There

nothing to prevent any person from assuming
armorial bearings ; but the following protest against
" coat of arms " of a
family
persons usurping the
to which they do not belong may be of sufficient
*
is
a
It
to
in
N.
&
value
quotation, I
Q.'
appear
may remark, from the advertisement in the Athenceum, No. 3234, of Mr. Joseph Foster's 'The
Pedigrees of North of England Families,' viz.
" As coat armour is intended to form a
leading feature
is

:

of this series, I propose to give the heraldic authority,

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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where such

It seems to be often
exists, for each coat.
imperfectly understood how wide a gulf divides those
coata which are borne by right heraldic from those which
have been assumed by no right whatever, and often to
the actual wrong of others. For a coat of arms duly
granted is an incorporeal hereditament vested in the
heirs of the grantee, so that if a person of the same surname, but not descended from the grantee, or comprised
within the limitations of the grant, usurp, under a misapprehension, that coat, he not only encroaches on the
rights of others in a way which, in other matters, would
lead to litigation and loss, but actually gives himself out,
even if unwittingly, as a member of a family to which he
may not belong. These plagiarisms, unfortunately too
frequent, are doubtless due in a large measure to the
common delusion, assiduously encouraged by heraldic
stationers,' engravers, and the like, that a coat of arms
belongs to a surname, instead of being a privilege vested,
'

like a title, in a certain person and his heirs.
It is no
reply to this argument to say that heraldry is now obsothe use of coat armour, indeed, might, on that
ground, be discontinued, but so long as it continues to be
borne, it should surely be borne intelligently and of
right."

lete;

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Eoad, N.

BROOSE (7 th S. viii. 285). The Scotch observance or custom known by this name is an old one,
The
borrowed, I should imagine, from antiquity.
race, so far as my reading goes, was on horseback.
The victor was rewarded with the bride's hand" Auld
kerchief.
Burns, in his salutation to his
Mare Maggie," refers to the custom
When thou was corn'fc, and I was mellow,
:

At

At a country marriage naturally it was young
farmers who were the competitors, and after the
festivities they were pretty well "elevated," so
the race was probably an amusing one.
When the
threshold of the bride's future home was reached
she was lifted over it, for fear she might stumble,
a sign of bad luck.
piece of oat cake was then
broken over her head.
I know not any good authority for the statement
that the reward to the successful rider was a dish of
brose.
Readers might ask, if brose was the reward,
what sort of brose it was.

A

ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
Swansea.

HARCOURT PEDIGREE

am much

(7

th

S. viii. 181, 278).

indebted to your correspondent for his
reply respecting the Harcourts of Norwich, and
especially for his correction of my misapprehension
as to the duration of Alderman Harcourt's life.
My ground for the assumption that Jermy Harcourt was living in 1808 was the following, culled
from Blomefield's ' History of Norfolk' (ed. 1808):
" Hethersete. In
1658, John Rope, gent, of Norwich,
I

gave for the use of the poor a messuage called Jack's in
Hethersete, copyhold on Woodhall, and half an acre copyhold on Cromwell's manor, which is now the Queen'shead, and is rented at 101. per annum, the clear income

s.

vm. NOV. 16/89.

of which

is annually applied by Jermy Harcourt, gent.,
and Claude Roberts, the present feoffees, in clothing the

poor."
I concluded that this Jermy Harcourt was identical with the Mayor of Norwich, and possibly I
was so far right. Blomefield's statement was
doubtless written many years before 1808, the
date I inaccurately applied to the individual in
descendant of his brother, Boys Harquestion.
court, informs me that it is believed the mayor
died issueless. I find, however, that Boys Harcourt had a grandson named Jermy, born 1779,
but he would, I think, be too young to have been
a trustee of the charity at the time referred to by
FUIMUS.
Blomefield.

A

THE TRUTH OF REVELATION (7 th S. viii. 249).
'The Truth of Revelation demonstrated by an
Appeal to Existing Monuments, Sculptures, Gems,
Coins, and Medals,' by John Murray, F.S.A.,
F.L.S., F.G.S., second edition (London, William
Smith, 113, Fleet Street ; Southampton, Fletcher
R. M. SPENCE.
& Son), 1840.
'

*

Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

DISCOVERIES IN THE BIBLE (7 th S. viii. 249).
E. L. G. will perhaps find the Scripture character
who was blessed and cursed though in that case
it would be more correct to say cursed and blessed
by the same authority for the same act, in
Judges

F.

xvii. 2.

W.

A.

Stirling House, Croydon.

We took

the road aye like a swallow ;
Brooses thou had ne'er a fellow
For pith and speed.

[7*

BENTLEY (7 S. viii. 349). Joshua Barnes had
the honour of attributing Homer's work to King
Solomon, although in print I saw it given to
C. A. WARD.
Bentley.
th

Walthamstow.

OVERSLAUGH

(7

th

S. viii. 327).

An American-

Hexham's 'Dutch
ism, borrowed from Dutch.
"
Overslaen, to omit, to overDictionary,' 1658, has
The corresponding
slip, or to leave undone."
is uberschagen ; English would make
The
but we have not the word.
modern Dutch overslaan means "to turn over,
omit, pass by, miss ; also, to incline, to calculate."

German verb
it

overslay,

WALTER W. SKEAT.

The noun overslaugh means the bar of a river.
The military term "To overslaugh an officer"
means to stop his promotion or employment by
the appointment of another to his rank or duties
'
L^LIUS.
(vide Webster's Diet.').

SONGS WANTED (7 th S. viii. 368).' The Dog'stn
;
meat Man is printed at length in 'N. & Q.,' 5
S.

vi. 456.
Longford, Coventry.

C. F. S.

WARREN, M.A.

Any book on

Russia
Wallace or Dixon.
Artels are trade unions, with mutual financial

ARTELS (7 th S. viii. 369).
will explain this word; e.g.,

7*

s.
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Every workman
responsibility to the employer.
servant, and clerk in Russia belongs to his artel.
D.
[See also CasselFs

'

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.']

THE INVENTION OF THE THIMBLE

(7

th

S. viii

All sensible people are advised always
349).
distrust an etymology which requires a story

tc

tc

it to make it intelligible.
See
'
in my
The spelling
Dictionary.'
thymbyl occurs in 1440, and thymel in Anglo
Saxon. I believe thumb-bell to be an " invention,'
"
"
thimble is
softer

be told about

"Thimble"

certainly.

Why

than thumb-

The words "hard" anc
soft," as applied to sounds, are absurd, and are
only used by those who do not understand phobell

I

"

do not know.

WALTER W.

netics.

made thimbles

SKEAT.

at

Islington in 1695,
there seems to bo a general consent that this
their first introduction into England ; but

Lofting

and
was
Edwards

(' Facts, Words, and Phrases') says they
were known to the Romans, and that some were
found at Herculaneum. There is nothing of this
in Guhl and Koner.
For the origin of the name

see Skeat's 'Concise Dictionary,' s.v. "Thumb."
wear the thimble on the

Sailors, it is said, still

thumb.

0. 0. B.

SIR CHARLES

WAGER

(7

th

S. viii. 289).

The

late Col. Chester went deeply into the
subject of
the birth and parentage of Admiral Sir Charles
and
Wager,
entirely disproved the statements as to
his mean origin.
See The Registers of the ColChurch
of St. Peter, Westminster' (1876),
legiate
GEORGE C. BOASE.
pp. 363, 375.
36, James Street, Buckingham Gate, S.W.
'
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graduated in Oxford ; and also Peter Payne. His
opinions were denounced and condemned at the
council of Basil, particularly those ' De Dominio
Civili,' which no doubt refers to Wiklif's book.
He died, according to Gascoigne, at Prague in
1455 (' Life,' p. 177). Payne is said by the same
author (p. 20) to have stolen the seal of the university, and appended it to a statement that all
the Oxford fctudents and England favoured the
Hussite teaching.
He is said also to have carried
Wiklif's books with him to Prague (p. 10), and
probably the MSS. which have been recently dis-

covered in Vienna were Payne's. It is to be hoped
that the further information of which MR. BAKER
announces the discovery will be soon published.
Payne must have been a man of some mark, or
Gascoigne and others would not have condemned
him so heartily. JAMES E. THOROLD ROGERS.
Oxford.

1

JAMES SMYTH, COLLECTOR, OF DUBLIN (AND
OF LIMERICK) (7 th S. viii. 327). Burke's Peer'

1862 edition, gives a pedigree of this family,
wherein James, tenth son of Thomas, Bishop of
This James
Limerick, is said to leave issue.
might well be the father of Mrs. O'Grady. Another
point in this pedigree is worth clearing up. Thomas,
Bishop of Limerick, is born 1650 ; his nephew,
Edward, Bishop of Down and Connor, was born in
age,'

*

1665, according to Fasti Ecclesiae Hibernicse,' v.
ii. 209, an
apparent impossibility, as the nephew's
'ather was a younger brother of the Bishop of
Limerick.
ST. VEDAST.

ROBERT,

DUKE

MR. THORP

OF

NORMANDY

(7

th

S. viii. 307).

query answered in
An interesting letter written by Sir Charles Pearson's 'History of England during the Early
Wager respecting his ancestry will be found in ,nd Middle Ages,' London, 1867, i. 434, and in
Genealogical Tables,' Oxford, 1875, by Hereford
Gloucestershire Notes and Queries, vol. i. p. 119,
and an epitome of other Wager letters at p. 35 of B. George, as well as by other historians and
Robert II. of Normandy married
the same volume. See also Gentleman's
Magazine, genealogists.
Sibylla of Conversana, and the poison-making
1798, part ii., and Col. Chester's particulars of the
Wager family in his notes to the 'Westminster egend told of Queen Eleanor is also told of Sibylla,
Abbey Registers/ Harleian Society's publications, is Mr. Pearson relates. It may be worth noting that
Bouillet's valuable 'Atlas d'Histoire et de Geographie'
vol. x. pp. 363, 375.
F. HUSKISSON.
Loes not mention whom Robert married, though it
The captain was the admiral's father. Both Sir
gives his son William Clito, Count of Flanders,
Charles and his widow were buried in Westminster who died
s.p., 1128, in his father's lifetime. Burke,
Abbey, and Col. Chester therefore searched for the n the pedigree of the royal family printed in his
'
and
found
it.
See
pedigree
Westminster Abbey
*
Peerage,' contents himself with saying of Robert,
*Df-?~J....~. >
f\s*r\
nto,' pp. 363, 375.
issue extinct," without naming his wife or what
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
ssue there was to be extinguished.
NOMAD.
will find his

Longford, Coventry.

PETER PAYNE (7 th S. viii. 247, 311). Most of
the information about this
personage is derived
from Gascoigne. He we nt
by several names. He
was called Peter Hogh, from a
village near Grantham, where he was born; Peter Freyne, because
his father was a
Frenchman; Peter Inglys, from
his birth in

England;

Peter Clerk, because he

He was twice married, first, in childhood, to
larguerite, Countess of Maine, who died aged
ourteen, or twenty-four, without issue ; secondly
o SybilJa, daughter of Geoffrey, Count of ConShe was
ersana, and niece of Robert Guiscard.
married in Apulia in 1100, and died at Rouen in
103, leaving two sons, Henry, or Richard, born
Forest when
102, killed accidentally in the

New
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a boy, and William, surnamed Cliton, born when

mother died, and killed
He
Castle, July 27th, 1128.

his

at the siege of Eu
also was twice mar-

to Sybille, daughter of Foulques V., Count
of Anjou, and Giovanna, daughter of Renato, Marof
quis
Monferrato, but he left no issue.

ried,

[7*

visited the exhibition to say

;

a

viii. NOV.

i6.

but MR. PATTERSON

could probably obtain a catalogue by writing to
Edinburgh, and thus get a fair notion as to the
likelihood of the vera effigies of the first colonel of
the Cameronians being in the Hamilton Palace

NOMAD.

collection.

HERMENTRUDE.
"
Robert, in the course of his return frem the East,
had married Sibyl of Conversana, in the Norman lands
of Italy, a

woman who

is

described as far fitter to rule
Her early death left

duchy than he was himself.
him with a young eon
on Will
William."
his

Freeman's 'Norman

Conquest,' vol. v. pp. 177-8.

ST. SWITHIN.

KWADIJK

th

S. viii. 267).

(7
Probably Kwaduk,
a village in North Holland, lat. 52 31' N., long.
4 59' E., about four miles from Edam.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
Brecknock Road.

71,

Kwadijk is a village of North Holland, a few
kilometres N.E. from Purmerend, with four or
five

EDWARD

hundred inhabitants.

PENSEROSO

th

S.

viii.

(7
this reference is welcome

The

SMITH.

criticism at

326).
excellent. It is clear

and

Mark

that

Pattison forgot the difference between
modern Italian and that of an earlier period.
'
'
Florio's Italian Dictionary (1598) is often useful
Fiorio gives pensoso, "pensive, carefull,
here.
musing, full of care or thoughts." And as equivalent words he gives both pensieroso and pensoroso.
The last is a bad spelling ; pemeroso is better.

WALTER W.

SKEAT.

SEVEN CLERICAL ORDERS (7 th S. vi. 28, 71; vii.
149 viii. 71).
Would it not be an unnecessary
;

absorption of space if reasons were to be given for
the acceptance of the once so-called Epistle of
The great authority
Ignatius to the Antiochenes.
upon ^ the Apostolic Fathers leaves no room for
question, for Bishop Lightfoot observes
:

"The

investigations of the preceding chapters have

cleared the ground, all rival claimants have been set
aside, so that the seven epistles, as known to Eusebius
and as preserved to us not only in the original Greek,
but also in Latin and other translations, alone remain in
possession of the field."' The Apostolic Fathers/ pt. ii.
v. i. a. 315, London, 1885.

ED. MARSHALL.
PORTRAIT OF AN EARL OF ANGUS (7 th S. viii.
There seems a possibility that the porwhich MR. PATTERSON is seeking may be

107, 292).
trait

those now being exhibited in the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh, where an
extract from the Scotsman, printed in the October

among

number

of the Antiquary, states that "a number
of the progenitors of the Hamilton
family" are
Whether this rather loose description is
hung.
intended to apply to the Hamilton side
only, or to
the paternal stock of the
"present ducal repre-

sentative,"

it

is

impossible for one

who

has not

VISITATION OF WILTS, 1533 (7 th S. viii. 328).
of Wiltshire by Benolt, Clarenceux

The Visitation

I presume, the one E.

W.

B. means.
(H. 20), and
I am not aware that any copy exists outside the
It has, of course, therefore, never been
College.
published, and so a copy of a pedigree contained
therein could only be obtained in the ordinary way,
and by paying the usual fees. For information
'
concerning Wiltshire Visitations see Herald and
Genealogist,' vol. ii. p. 293 ; Wiltshire Archaeological Magazine, vol. ii.; and the preface to the
'Visitation of Wiltshire, 1623,' edited by MarA. VICARS.
shall, and published in 1882.

in 1530,

The

is,

original is in the College of

Arms

HENRY NORTON, BART. (7 th S. viii. 324).
The following facts make everything clear. In
the will register for 1652 (Bowyer 162) is the will,
dated July 26, 1652, of " S r Richard Norton, of
SIR

Rotherfeild, in the countie of Southampton, Barronett," which gives his manors, &c., to his unborn
child, if a daughter at eighteen, if a son absolutely.
In default to his brother John Norton.
Mentions
his "cozen Mr. James Sessions of Chowton Clerke,"
and appoints his wife, brother John Norton,
"
"
cozen
Thomas Bilton, and brother-in-law
Richard Cobbe, executors. It was proved Oct. 5,
1652, by Sir John Norton, Bart., and Richard
Cobb, Esq., power being reserved to Dame ElizaIn the same
beth, the relict, and Thomas Bilton.
book, folio 179, is the will of "Sir Gregorie Norton
of the parish of Pauls Covent Garden in the
Countie of Middlesex Barronett," containing these
" First
whereas I have mortgaged my land
words,
in Penn in the Countie of Bucks to Robert Johnson of London Esquire I leave the redemption
thereof unto my unnaturallie dysobedient sonne
The testator confirms settleHenrie Norton."
ments by deed of his other property, and desires
to be buried in or near Richmond.
This will was

Dame Martha Norton,
wishes for the will of Sir
Henry Norton I will search for it. Can he tell me
anything of the ancestors or descendants of Mary
Norton, who, I believe, married the Rev. Fuller
Bowles about 1700?
GEORGE BOWLES.
10, Lady Margaret Eoad, N.W.

proved Sept. 24, 1652, by
the

relict.

If

MR. PINK

In
S. viii. 327).
T. CECILL, ENGRAVER (7
'
*
Redgrave's Dictionary of Artists an engraver of
this name is mentioned, but is spelt with one I
He practised in the first half of the
(Cecil).
seventeenth century, working from 1628 to 1635
in London, where he maintained a high rank
th

=

vin. NOT.
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his contemporaries. Some of his best works
are dated 1627-28 and 1631, and are portraits
executed enmany of them from his own designs
His ' Queen Elizabeth on
tirely with the graver.
Horseback' is much esteemed. His works are neat in
finish, but stiff and wanting in taste ; his drawing
of the figure weak and incorrect, the extremities
bad ; yet Evely speaks of his art in high terms.

among

See Thomas
the

'

Cecil, engraver, nourished 1634, in
Dictionary of National Biography.'

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

British troops under Sir Ralph Abercrombie in
Egypt (March, 1801), my father, then a mere lad,
was one of the sailors in the transport service who
volunteered to "pull" the boats ashore. As the
boats neared the strand a murderous fire from the
French caused a dreadful destruction of life
amongst the British, both soldiers and sailors (see
When a boy I frequently
Alison's History ').
*

heard

G. S. B.

Brecknock Road.
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my

father tell the story of that morning's

war

; and amongst the
death of a soldier a
I think in the boat in

of the horrors of
incidents was that of the

example

non-commissioned officer,
which my father was at the

oar, killed, as he
by the wind of a cannon-ball. My father
has been dead many years, and I cannot refer to
him for particulars but I am satisfied as to hia
belief that the soldier's death was caused as I have
GEO. JULIAN HARNEY.
stated.

alleged,

"IS THY SERVANT A DOG?"

th

S. viH. 300,
(7
I can approximately fix the date of this
extract
a
from paper which
speech by the following
I read at a clerical meeting May 2, 1881:

337).

"A few weeks ago a Member of Parliament said, amid
loud cries of Hear
Hear
that many of those who
voted for coercion would, if such a thing had been proposed to them a year earlier, have answered as the
{
King of Israel did to the Syrian, Is thy servant,' &c."

Enfield.

'

'

!

!

It will be seen that my version differs from that
given by HERMENTRUDE. She may be right, as I
probably quoted from memory, and correct also in
ascribing the speech to Sir W. Harcourt, though I
have a strong impression that it was Lord Randolph Churchill who propounded this novel reading
in Jewish history.
T. LEWIS 0. DAVIES.
Pear Tree Vicarage, Southampton.

I did not see the original question put by M. E.,
but surely there is a well-authenticated application
of the words long anterior to Sir W. V. Harcourt.
Many years before I had ever heard of that
minister's existence, a story was current that upon
a proposal being made to the late Rev. Sydney
Smith a minister in quite another sense of the
term that he should have his portrait painted by
Sir Edwin Landseer, the witty canon met the sug-

"

Is thy sergestion with the pointed rejoinder,
vant a dog?"
FREDK. CHAS. CASS, M.A.

Monken Hadley

;

Rectory.

SEETHING LANE (7 th S. viii. 327). In addition
to the names of this lane already given, it is also
called in old documents Siventhenelane, SinecheneIt
lane, Synechenelane, and even Swedenelane.
is also called
Synechenestreet, and in later times
Lane.
In
like
manner Mincing Lane is
Sything
often written Monechenelane. These various forms
occur in Riley's ' Memorials of London and Lon-

don Life,' 8vo., London, 1868, pp. 68 and 453
and Sharpe's Calendar of Hustings Court Wills,'
8vo., London, 1889, pp. Ill, 352, 400, 408, 532,
and 541. I cannot discover the root of the word
but these various forms may serve to throw some
J. MASKELL.
light upon its etymology.
;

'

reader,

by Thomas Flatman, he says

THE WIND OF A CANNON-BALL (7 th
viii. 57).
At the famous landing
;

S.

vii.

of the

:

" The

ingenious Author of the following Compositions
was a man every way accomplished. To the advantage
of his birth, his education has added what was necessary to fit him for conversation and render him (as he
In the
was) desirable by the best wits of the age.
calamities of the last Rebellion he was no small sharer,
the iniquity of the times having no power to shock his
loyalty, he cheerfully underwent the trials of unhappy
He is dead, and happy out of the reach of thy
virtue.
Envy, and in no need of thy pity ; therefore, good reader,
for humanity sake be charitable to the productions of a

dead Author who was worthily honoured and admired
while he lived, and attained the desirable satisfaction of
living very easily in a troublesome age, and carrying
with him a good conscience to his grave."
J. N. B.
110, Haverstock Hill, N.W.
:

'

Besides being the author of
Carolina,' published in 8vo., London, 1683, he is also described
"
as being the author of
Henry the Third of
France Stabbed by a Fryer, with the Fall of the
Guise, a Tragedy in

Lowndes has

Rhyme. London, 1678.

for his

4to."

WM. NORMAN.

works

:

of France, Stabbed by a Fryer,
of the Guise, a Tragedy in Rhyme.

Henry the Third
with the Fall

mdon, 1678.

4to.

Carolina

Loyal Poems.

;

or,

London, 1683.

8vo.

ED. MARSHALL.

;

426

'

th

THOMAS SHIPMAN (7 S. viii. 309).
Carolina;
or,Loyal Poems,' was published in 1683, and consists
of poems of considerable, but unequal, merit, many
of them being expressed in the coarse and flippant
style which prevailed during the Restoration. The
first verses in the book are dated 1651, and the
The copy which I have is evidently a
last 1679.
posthumous publication, for in an address to the

CHOIR (7 S. vi. 267). DR. MURRAY inquired,
I think, not long ago for instances of this word
Here is one. The conspelt with the initial q.
tinuator of Fabyan's 'Chronicle' says, in 1553
th
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"On S. Katherins daye after even song, began
the Quere of Paules to goe about the steple singing
"
with lightes, after the olde custome (p. 712).
JULIAN MARSHALL.
PIGS OF LEAD (7 th S. vii. 386; viii. 153). On
Oct. 30 I saw a large pig of lead, lately found
when digging a grave, lying on the tiled floor of
the ruined nave of Kenilworth Priory Church. It
is 4 ft. 3J in. long, 1 ft. 3j in. wide, and 7 in.
deep, boat-shaped, and stamped on the flit top in
four places with a shield bearing an arrow enThere can be no doubt
circled by a royal crown.
that this is a mediaeval pig of lead, cast from the
roof covering of the priory church, and overlooked
and left behind by the spoilers at the suppression.
W. H. ST. JOHN HOPE.
Burlington House, Piccadilly.

BOLE

:

PIG

(7

th

S. viii. 245, 317).

Under

the

[7*

s.

vm.

NOV. 16/89.

in Vin, not understanding the Scotch word pigs
n this sense, says, "It is just as he says, sir, only
heard nothing about pigs. The people said he
had broke some crockery."
JONATHAN BOUCHIER.

Kopley, Alresford.

"

I have a " primitive representation of the savings
>ank" modelled in the shape of a pig. It is modern,
nd was purchased in Holland about two years
It is made of common clay, has a slit in the
go.
ack to receive coins, and is coloured bright green!
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place,

W.

th

PRIVY COUNCIL

With
S. viii. 188, 231).
(7
deference to P. C., I venture to think that there
are not so many exceptions to the rule stated in
'
Coningsby as he seems to imagine. I should be
jlad to obtain a complete list of those who have
>een admitted to the Privy Council while holding
he office of Under Secretary of State. Lord Brabourne and Baron Henry de Worms, I am aware,
come under this category.
G. F. It. B.

all

heading 'Bole' I remarked that I" did not see
any reason for supposing that pig is the old name
In reply to this I am
for a small bowl or cup."
told that it is fifty years old, and, again, that Jamieon gives examples of it.
1 KINGS x. 3 (7 th S. viii. 288).
Surely there is
The passage seems to mean
Well, the earliest example I can find is that in no difficulty here
1. 25 ('J3n.,'vii.
bk.
vii.
xiv.
aot that Solomon confessed his ignorance, but that
cap.
Douglas's Virgil,
"
" caelata urna " is translated
by ane tie answered all the Queen of Sheba's questions.
792), where
"
There was not anything hid," &c., indicates that
payntit pyg." But this does not take us back even
to the Middle English period. In questions of ety- the queen herself hid none of her difficulties from
"
The late
old," as applied to English bim, and received solutions of them all.
mology my idea of
learned Bishop Wordsworth (in loco) explains the
words, extends to that period at least.
What I desire is some further light upon pig passage differently, as meaning that the Almighty
and pig gin. The latter occurs in Cotgrave, as I "hid" no knowledge from Solomon; and thus,
*
have shown in my Dictionary.' I quote, as the receiving his wisdom from the only true source,
supposed original of the word, the Gaelic pigean, he could give answers to all the queen's questions.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
and suppose the word to be Celtic. Other etyHastings Corporation Reference Library.
mologists have done the same.
But the chances are that the Gaelic pigean and
I must confess these words never presented the
pigeath, both beginning with the suspicious non- difficulty to me which they did to the KEV. A.
Celtic p, are mere borrowings from English, and
SMYTHE PALMER, It is implied that Solomon gave
do not help us. And my present notion is that the
queen all the information he could on the points
rest
and
the
are
all
various
brokenpigt piggin,
on which she consulted him ; it is stated that this
down forms of M.E. biker, a drinking-cup, also
The last
ability included all that was wanted.
spelt bicker and beaker ; see these forms in Murpart of the passage, in fact, might be rendered,
and
form
the
u
ray's Dictionary,'
compare
pitcher.
There was not anything [of all the things asked]
Biker occurs in 1348, more than a century befor
hid from the king which [being hid] he told her
was
born.
Douglas
The former clause of the sentence has so
not."
I should be very glad of further illustrative
clearly the same meaning that that alone would
new
that
us
tells
somequotation
quotations.
prevent misunderstanding of it, the later clause
thing as yet unrecorded will be more helpful than
being evidently an emphatic repetition of it, stating
a ton of argumentation.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
version
The
there were no
!

'

A

that

In the second chapter of ' The Fortunes o
'
Nigel there is a misunderstanding anent the wore
Eichie Moniplies tells Heriot that "ae auld
pigs.
hirpling deevil of a potter behoved just to step in
my way and offer me a pig, as he said, just to pu
my Scotch ointment in, and I gave him a push, as
but natural, and the tottering deevil coupsd ower
amang his ain pigs, and damaged a saore of them.

exceptions.

Douay

has "there was not any word the king was ignorant
answer her." This is
of, and which he could not
clear enough ; but I scarcely think the other versions are ambiguous.
Blackheath.

W.

T.

LYNN.

Surely there is no difficulty in the passage.
There might have been among the queen's questions things hid from the king, which, therefore, he

vin. NOV.

7'" s.

i

,
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could not tell her ; but, as a matter of fact, "ther
was not anything hid from the king [there was no
These las
anything] which he told her not."
words are but epexegetical of the former.
W. 0. B.

" Solomon told her all her
questions there wa
not anything hid from the king which he told he
not." Is not this perfectly plain if read thus, o
" Solomon answered her all he
so understood ?
questions : there was not any question hid from
the king [by the Queen of Sheba] which he an
swered her not."
E. W. HACKWOOD,

397

which MR. WALLIS or
other correspondents can give or refer me to as
bearing directly upon that once thriving capital of
the lead-mining district, which now appears bent, as
a town, on quietly dropping out of existence.
accessible county histories)

W. HACKWOOD.

E.

:

THE 'PREM SAGUR'

(7

th

S. viii. 287).

This

is

'Prem

Sagar,' written by Sri Lallu Lai, a
Brahman, begun in 1804, and ended in 1810. It
" a version in
is
pure Hindi of the tenth chapter
of the 'BhagavataPuraaa,'" and "enjoys immense
popularity in northern India, has been frequently
reproduced in a lithographed form, and has several

the

'
Lumby, in The Cambridge Bible times been
The author wrote many
printed."
and Colleges,' thus explains the pas
other things also.
See 'Encyclopaedia Britan"
was
too
for
him
in
all
sh(
"
sage
Nothing
deep
Hindustani."
nica,' s.v.
asked, he discovered the correct answer and gave
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
it to her."
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.
Reference

Prof. J. E.

for Schools
:

Hastings Corporation

HENRY HOME, LORD KAMES

(7

th

S. viii. 228,

thanks to MR. FORBES CAMPBELL for
254).
his information.
Could he or any other corre-

My

N. & Q.' inform me if the date oi
Home's birth and the Christian name of his mother
of
Walkinshaw of Barrowfield, and
(a daughter
spondent of

'

granddaughter of Robert Baillie, principal of the
University of Glasgow) are given on the monument
at Kincardine ?
G. F. E. B.
"
" THE GREAT
SECRET (7 th S. viii. 349)." The
"
grand secret is traced to more than one source.
In 'N. & Q.,' 4
S. ix. 489, it is stated that
Arthur Thistlewood, at his execution, May 1,

"I shall soon know the grand secret,"
as likely as not to have caused its use
"
"
among the toilers in London. It is also attributed to Eabelais, ibid., and vol. x. pp. 49, 84.
1820, said,

which

is

ED. MARSHALL.
See 'The Grand Secret,' 4 th S. ix. 426, 489, but
not indexed, and 4 th S. x. 58, 84, indexed as
'
Deathbed Puns.'
Jos. PHILLIPS.
Stamford.

DERBYSHIRE WORTHIES (7 th

S. viii. 188, 314).
obliged by the information as to the
above given by MR. WALLIS at the latter reference.

I

am much

His reply closes with words expressing exactly
what I wanted to get at in connexion with lists of
"worthies" not only in Derbyshire, but
"
elsewhere, for, as he says,
why," when a good
leaves
40*. yearly to a religious body, "she
lady
should be glorified as a worthy passes
my comprehension." Most of those he has notes of
appear to
boast of this kind of "worthiness," and not much
so-called

The names I gave were taken from a
which may or may not have been extracted
originally from Glover's 'Derbyshire.'
My desire
was to learn as much as possible as to their connexion, "worthy" or otherwise, with the old town
of Wirksworth.
Indeed, I should be thankful for
any information (not to be found in existing and
besides.

MS.

TURNPIKE

Library.

th

S. viii. 327).
turnpike at Albert

(7

have been a
into the park there

is

There never could
Gate ; the entrance

too near for that.

The

turnpike, when removed from Hyde Park Corner,
was carried to Auljo's house, which was on the
opposite side of the road, but very near to the enirance to the Broad Walk, Kensington Gardens,
[t was next carried almost into Hammersmith, to
:he east of the lane that led to Eichardson's house,
North End, Fulham. But the place is so overwhelmed with bricks and mortar scarce a feature
It looked more rural then than the high
remains.
road near Chiswick does now.
'Tis true, 'tis pity,
)ity

'tis

Such improvements nearly

true.

'tis

queeze the

life

out of one's thoughts.
C. A.

WARD.

Walthamstow.

TRENCH'S
Is not the

SELECT GLOSSARY (7 th S. viii. 348).
Sydenham referred to the well-known
'

'

Greek scholar Floyer Sydenham, born 1710, died
787, the sad circumstances of whose last days
were the cause of the foundation of the Eoyal
See Chalmers's 'Biographical
"iterary Fund?
)ictionary.'
Hastings.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Jackson was a well-known divine, Dr. Thomas
ackson, Dean of Peterborough, and President of
1C.C., Oxford, who died 1640. Edmund Vaughan,
'
he author of his Life,' was a contemporary fellow
f his college, but I can find nothing more of him.
to have been Humphrey
iydenham, Eector of Ash Brittle, who died 1650.
le published, according to Allibone, a volume of
errnons in the year mentioned by Trench, 1627.

lydenham I imagine

C. F. S.

list,

WARREN, M.A.

Longford, Coventry.

THE "GRAVE MAURICE" (7 S. vii. 487; viii.
"Good Palatine" for Goody Palsgrave
5,75, 291).
clearly wrong; the first the printer's error, the
th

econd mine.

But Prince Maurice was net a

graf,
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or count.
Pfalzgraf of the Khine was the title
of his father, and afterwards of his eldest brother,
Carl Ludwig. The name "Goody Palsgrave" was
given in scorn of the position of the poor Queen of
Beauty, not of her lack of ambition. No one ever
accused the poor lady of wanting ambition except
one of her granddaughters, Charlotte Elizabeth,

Madame

Prince
of France, and HBRMENTBUDE.
Maurice of the Rhine came to England to seek

service with his uncle Charles I. in the year 1641,
and in James Shirley's play of 'Hyde Park,'
licensed in 1632, acted at Drury Lane, and published in 1637, Fairfield says, "I have sent my
footman to the ' Maurice ' for a bottle," &c.

A. H. CHRISTIE.
'

Familiar LetIt is evident that Howell, in his
" Grave " in the above
phrase
ters,' did not use the

an adjective. After describing " Grave Maurice's
death," he says
" Grave
Henry hath succeeded him in all things, and
as

:

a gallant Gentleman, of a French education and temper." Ed. 1650, p. 117.
J. F. MANSERGH.
is

ancestor, Col. Lane, of Bentley, sometime M.P.
"or Lichfield, and therefore nieces of Lady Fisher.
have always understood that their sister Lettice
was buried at Martley. The pedigree I have by
me gives the date of Sir Clement's death as April
!

1683.
Jane Lane certainly had no daughters.
replied privately to MR. HOWARD, and corrected
lis assertion that she was the daughter of Col.
~ane.
She was his sister, and aunt of Grace,
Dorothy, and Lettice Lane, who were his daughters.
16,
[

H.

MURRAY LANE,

Chester Herald.

In the pedigree of the Lane family given by Mr.
J. Hughes in the appendix to his Boscobel Tracts'
"ed. 1857) it is stated that the heroic Jane Lane,
who married Sir Clement Fisher, died in 1689
without issue.
J. S. UDAL.
'

Inner Temple.

FREEMAN'S QUAY (7 th S. viii. 207).-! cannot
discover that this quay is mentioned either in the
'
New View of London or in Maitland. Was it
a porters' and carmen's Utopia?
J. F. MANSERGH.
'

Liverpool.

Liverpool.

"
is
There can be very little doubt that " Grave
the English representative of "Graf." Some of
"
the commonest of manorial officers were the dykegraves," "penny-graves," and "head- graves," where
If
grave simply stands for gerefa, modern grieve.
confirmation were needed, it is sufficient to turn to
Andrew Marvell, who mentions the "dyke-grave"
I have
in his 'Character of Holland,' line 49.
noticed this in Yorkshire Archceological Journal,
W. 0. B.
x.75.

'

TOWN MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE

th
S.
(7
The following con127, 173, 234, 272, 316).
temporary testimony as to the authorship of this
'

viii.

poem may be acceptable
"Did not he [Lord Halifax]
:

Mouse

"

'

write the "Country

with Mr. Prior ]
Yes, just as if I was in a
chaise with Mr. Cheselden, here, drawn by his fine horse,
and should say, " Lord, how finely we draw this chaise."
The Mr. Cheselden referred to
Lord Peterborough.
was the eminent surgeon, who died in 1752. Spence'a
'Anecdotes/ Singer's ed., 1820, p. 136.
'

'

CHARLES WYLIE.
AUGUSTINE MEMORIAL (7 th S. viii.
Cotman field simply the field of an
The satire of The Hind and the Panther, transowner of that name ?
ED. MARSHALL.
versed to the Story of the Country Mouse and the
Mouse' was first published in quarto in 1687.
METRICAL HISTORY or ENGLAND (7 tb S. viii. City
" bound
"
It is hardly correct to say that it is
up
To
list
of
works
the
these
158,
238,
88,
317).
with vol. iii. of Poems on Several Occasions,' by
"
Metrical Chronology in which
might be added,
Matthew Prior, Esq., 1727, second edition. It is

THE

ST.

Is not

329).

'

'

:

most

the Important Dates in Ancient and
are expressed by Consonants
used for Numerals, and formed by aid of Vowels
into Significant Words ; with Historical Notes
and Questions for the Exercise of Young Students,
by the (late) Rev. John Henry Hewlett, M.A.,
The fourth edition (1846) contains
Longman.
additions to the Indian history.
H. G. GRIFFINHOOFE.
34, St. Petersburg Place.
of

inserted in that volume, with a separate title-page
and with fresh paging, but it is followed by '
Poem on the Death of Matthew Prior '; ( Threnus ;
or, Stanzas on the Death of Mr. Prior'; 'The Inscription on Mr. Prior's Monument'; and the
index to the volume, of which it would therefore
appear to form an integral part. Several of the
poems in this volume are not by Prior, and it is
probable that Charles Montague had the larger
share in the composition of 'The Hind and the
th
CLOTH-COLOUR (7
S. viii. 347).
Probably Panther Transversed,' as it was included in the
drab.
WALTER W. SKEAT.
poetical works of Halifax, which were published
This colour is probably the natural colour of the in Prior's lifetime, whereas it did not appear in
Prior's works till the posthumous edition of 1727.
W. E. BUCKLEY.
wool, not dyed.
This looks as if Prior had no desire to claim it as

Modern History

LANE

FISHER (7 th S. viii. 229, 299). The two
Grace Lane and Dorothy Lane, who wer
buried at Knightwick, were the daughters of my

sisters

:

A

own.
do not think Prior ever wrote a poem called
'The Mice' (p. 174). 'Earl Kobert's Mice: in

his

I

7as.

vni. NOV.
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France

'

the Style of Chaucer is probably the piece alluded
This was originally published in a separate
to.
folio sheet, of which I have a copy, but is to be
generally found in collections of Prior's works.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

is

concerned,
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is

of exceptional energy and enter-

rise.

Engles solum la Translation Maislre Geffrei
Gaimar. Edited by the late Sir Thomas Duffus Hardy
and Charles Trice Martin. Vol. I. Rolls Series.

estorie des

(Eyre & Spottiswoode.)
HIS work has been printed some years ago by the
axton Society under the editorship of the late Mr.
homas Wright. A portion of it also appears in the
NOTES ON BOOKS, &0.
Monumenta Historica Britannica,' and the Rev. J.
The Chouans. By H. de Balzac. With 100 Engravings
tephenson gives an English version in his 'Church
on Wood by Leveille from Drawings by Julien le Historians of England but this is the first time that a
Translated
Blant.
by George Saintsbury.
Newly
ext has appeared based on a full collation of the manu(Nimmo.)
Only four manuscripts of this chronicle are at
cripts.
Chronicle of the Reign of Charles IX. By Prosper
The best is in the British Museum;
resent known.
Merimee. With 100 Engravings from Drawings on
be others are in the Heralds' College and the minster
Wood by Edouard Toudouze. Translated by George
braries of Durham and Lincoln. The Museum copy
Saintsbury. (Same publisher.)
as been taken as the standard text, and the various
NOT contented with giving us the best printed and illuseadings of the others given in foot-notes.
Nothing can
trated editions of English works, Mr. Nimmo introduces
>e better than the elaborate care shown in describing
In
order
illustration.
of
French
us to the masterpieces
he manuscripts and recording their various readings.
'
to justify the publication of such books as The Chouans
<V>r the latter portion Gaimar is an original authority,
and The Chronicle of the Reign of Charles IX.,' he has
nd cannot be valued too highly.
'
substituted for the ordinary translator Mr. Saintsbury,
The Lay of Haveloc,' though not strictly a part of
who to an unequalled knowledge of French literature he work, is given with an amount of care for which
an
as
English
adds a high and well-merited reputation
tudents will be thankful. It has been printed before
The volumes before us are accordingly qualified in several occasions, but we have never hitherto had a
etylist.
to take their places among the most prized works of
We fear that the ' Gesta
erfectly trustworthy text.
the collector. In rendering the picturesque, animated,
lerewardi are principally known to our readers from
and eminently dramatic style of Merimee Mr. Saints- ;he two novels of which Hereward is the hero. The
We are at least sure
bury is, perhaps, happier than in dealing with the more
itory itself may be a romance.
In both jhat it is not to be
exact, realistic, and close portraiture of Balzac.
accepted without making great
cases, however, his success is remarkable, and both
deductions for the exercise of the imaginative faculty.
volumes may be read with pleasure that is not often felt That Hereward lived, and was for some years a thorn in
in the perusal of a translation. So animated a picture
;he side of the Conqueror, does not, we imagine, admit
as is presented of the Massacre of St. Bartholomew
f doubt.
and the events by which it was immediately preceded
can scarcely be found elsewhere, and the illustrations of The Letter and the Spirit.
Eight Lectures delivered
before the University of Oxford in the Year 1888 on
tLc grim tragedy and of the events generally have inde
is
a
master
of
his
sub
Toudouze
Foundation
of
the
M.
the
late
Rev. John Bampton. By
scribable beauty.
of draughtsmanship a mar
Robert Edward Bartlett. (Rivingtons.)
ject, and unites to great power
a
fev
Not
WE make it a rule to refuse to criticize books of theology.
vellous ability in the use of technical details.
of the designs are spirited and bold enough to be assigned The reasons for this are so obvious that we are not called
In dramatic pose, in vigour, and in cor
to Meissonier.
upon to explain them. An exception may, however, be
made when we draw attention to the current volume of
rectness his figures are marvellous, and though the execu
tion of the wood-blocks is not always perfect, the work the Bampton Lectures.
When, nearly a hundred and
is of signal beauty.
forty years ago, pious John Bampton, of Trinity College,
illustra
the
still
in
their
are
of
remarkable
More
way
Salisbury, left his estates to
Oxford, Prebendary
'
M. Le Blant, to whom is owinj found a lectureship, he probably had before him only
tions to Les Chouans.'
'
the simple desire of doing good at a time when laxity of
the painting of La Mort de d'Elbee,' has entered tho
morals and a shallow kind of scepticism were believed to
roughly into the spirit of the work. His designs, a qualit.
less common than might be supposed, are true illustra
prevail more than at any previous period. He, we may be
book
and
characters
of
the
bein
well assured, did not look forward to the long series of
tions, the situations
In France these two works, whic
eminent names which have become connected with the
faithfully caught.
were issued by M. Emile Teetard, already rank as raritiei
Bampton lectureship. All the lectures must, from the
and have enjoyed a "phenomenal" success. There can b
terms of the will, relate to matters theological but the
terms have been interpreted in an elastic manner, and
little doubt that they, together with a companion volum
many of the more modern volumes have been important
yet to come, will enjoy an equal prosperity. In this clas
of art the French are unapproachable. Would we coul
contributions to literature. We need but mention Soames
on the Anglo-Saxon Church, delivered in 1830, and
draw near to them As an historical sketch neither Le
Chouans nor the Chronique de Charles IX.' can sur
Hampden on the scholastic philosophy, the year followto
take
one
of
Scott's
work
Durward,'
ing, to indicate two books held to be of grave historical
pass'Quentin
dealing also with French history. We cannot but fee
importance in the days of our fathers, though modern
what a gift it would be to the English book-lover if, i
investigation may now have condemned them to the
place of the conventionally illustrated editions of Englis
upper shelves of libraries. In our time the names of
works with which we are familiar, we could have a
Mangel, Liddon, Rawlinson, and Wordsworth greet us.
When a book has genuine mer
edition akin to these.
From the literary standpoint, which alone we may
there is an American public to fall back upon after th
employ, Mr. Bartlett's 'The Letter and the Spirit'
no
one has enterprise enoug
is not equal to
several that have gone before him
English, and it is a marvel
to give us books of this class. Awaiting euch, we than
in recent days.
He ranges over far too wide a field.
Mr. Nimmo for bringing within our reach two of th
Many of the points he touches on with regard to Jewish
most remarkable artistic products of a year which, so fa
literature, the meanings contained in the New Testa;

A

'

'

'

'

;

!

'

'
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the early Church was
ment, and the manner in which

debate. On some of
governed, are subjects of warm
these he speaks with too much dogmatism. It is of
little use to give opinions on these matters unaccom-

The style, however, is excellent.
panied by reasons.
the matMany who have but imperfect sympathy with
ter of these lectures will be carried on to the end by
their charm of manner.

The Bookworm: an Illustrated Treasury of Old-Time
Second Series. (Stock.)
Littrature.
the second
its new and competent director
volume of the Bookworm is even more interesting than

UNDER
the

first.

A

great merit in

it is

that

it is

what

it

pro-

and deals exclusively with books, ransacking

fesses to be,

in search of information a variety of bibliographies new
feature of special interest in the present
and old.
volume consists of Bookworms of Yesterday and Todescribed the marvellous trade
day.' Under this head are
collection of Mr. Triibner, and the libraries of gentle'
N.& Q.,' including the
all of them contributors to

A

'

men,

Robert Samuel Turner, Chancellor Christie, Mr.
collection
Henry Spencer Ashbee, and others. Turner's
the Dolets of
was, of course, of world-wide reputation;
Ashbee's
Mr.
and
library inMr. Christie are unique ;
cludes very many highly remarkable books. This series,
if well carried out, will add much to the attractions of
the Bookworm.
late

Ballads of the Brave. Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Selected and Arranged by
Frederick Langridge, M.A. (Methuen & Co.)

THIS is an excellent collection of ballads, and is what it
record of noble daring, of
professes to be an English
in verse. It has been
courage, and of adventure, told
use of boys. It is just as
the
for
compiled principally
well adapted for girls, and will prove an admirable classbook for both. There are only five poems in the whole
volume relating to the deeds of women, which may be
of the book.
'
Dr. Bennett, in his Contributions to 'a Ballad History
of England,' continued and concluded The Armada, a
The whole is given.
Fragment,' by Lord Macaulay.
The description of the actual sea fight is printed for the
The poem will be read with
first time in these pages.
love to dwell on the
thrilling interest by those who
" famous deeds of ancient days," and who believe that
the spirit of heroism and dauntless bravery animates
as in the time
English hearts in these days of Victoria

thought a defect, considering the

title

1

of Elizabeth.

With some Account of the

The Battle Alley Roll.

the Duchess of Cleveland.
3 vols. (Murray.)
IN the handsome volumes before us the Duchess of

Norman

Lineages.

By

given the three authorized, or semiauthorized, versions of the famous Roll of Battle Abbey.
We do not suppose that the question will ever be settled
as to whether it was an authentic list, compiled almost
immediately after the Norman settlement in England,
or whether it was made at a much later period. We do not
see how absolute proof of its being genuine is ever to be
with the Duchess of Cleveland
given, though we agree
in thinking that it was a genuine list, and that new names
were inserted or added to it from time to time, as occasion seemed to require ; and occasion did seem to require
In a modest
it very frequently, we are sorry to say.
she has been "lost in
preface the author tells us that
amazement at some of the pedigrees furnished by the
heralds."
Well, indeed, might she be, if she had no
heralds in their
previous experience of the subject of
relation to pedigrees. The desire to see themselves amid
a list of grand leudal names is not confined to those

Cleveland

has

[7*

s.

vm. NOV. ie, '59.

who

lived in the immediate centuries after 1066.
all the Norman families mentioned in the
Rolls are given, and a great mass of information is
offered to the reader, some of it most quaint and amusing.
To quote the preface again, " I have retained the picturesque old legends ...... What would De Vere be without its meteor star, or De Albini without its conquered
lion 1 I have also given all the anecdotes I could collect,
partly to relieve the inherent dulness of a mere catalogue of descents, and partly because many of them
incidentally furnish vivid pictures of manners and
customs long since passed away."
Here speaks the
spirit of the Middle Ages, ere men began to fancy they
must keep to facts or conscious inventions when they
wrote of the past. We owe a debt of gratitude to the
author not only for the historical portion of her work,
but for touching the lingering traces of a past that
never was a present with such a kindly hand.

Accounts of

THE Antiquary will enter upon a new series with the
new year, under the editorship of the Rev. Dr. Cox, who
has resigned the editorship of the Reliquary. Several
and improvements are promised in the new
series, and many fresh contributors will assist in its
The firat number will contain, among other
pages.
papers, an article on the 'Armory of Henry VIII.,' by
Hon. Harold Dillon, Secretary of the Society of Anti-

alterations

quaries.

ME. A.

L.

Wellington,

HUMPHREYS
co.

promises shortly a

'

History of

from sources principally

Somerset,'

original.

Qatittt to

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name and

:

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of

good

faith.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."
PROF. FELS, Hamburg ("Bucket-Shop"). "An unauthorized office, used originally for smaller gambling
transactions in grain, and subsequently extended to
offices for other descriptions of gambling and betting on
the markets, the stocks," &c. (Murray's 'Dictionary,'

which consult for derivation,

M.

'

details, &c.).

A Mad

World, my Masters,'
play by Thomas Middleton, 4to., 1608.
T.

is

the

title

of a

'

F. M,
Marie, Roman,' is by Julien-Auguste-Pelage
Brizeux, author of a translation of 'La Divina Cornmedia' of Dante, 'Le Telen Arvor,' a collection of
Breton poems, &c.
THOS. HIDE DRAKE ("Militia Stations in 1780").

See 2 nd S.

ix. 198, 250, 272.

CORRIGENDUM. P. 365, col. 1, 11. 15 and 21 from
"
bottom, for Lugan read Logan.
NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; acd
' '

to this rule

we can make no

exception.
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persuades his enemies that he has obtained a flock
of sheep from the bottom of a lake, and induces
them all to jump into the lake, in the hope of
The fourth fable is a
getting flocks of sheep also.

S3, 1889.
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destroyed, seems to have been borrowed by
has its parallel in other
The
fiction, in an Indian story and elsewhere.
third may have suggested a somewhat similar tale
is

Pre-natal Sin

Ingoldsby Legends,' 408

'

Life and Letters of Mary
'
Shelley
Wheatley's 'How to Catalogue a Library'
Sparvel-Bayly's New Studies in Old Subjects'' Magazine
of Art.'

Notices to Correspondents.

by La Motte Fouque". It may also itself be an
imitation of an incident in a very ancient German
The tale is one of illusions,
play by Roswitha.
and it is narrated how Charles of Rimini, being
somewhat too pressing in his attentions to a virtuous girl, is suddenly caused by a miracle to
mistake for her some pots and pans used in cookThe girl escapes, and he is so begrimed by
ing.
his misdirected attack that his own servants do
not know him, and give him a sound thrashing.
The fourth fable is a story told by several Italian
'
Belnovelists, and is generally known as the
'
It is also in the ( Turkish
phe"gor of Machiavel.
Stories.'

The second of the third night, which is similar
more folk-tales than one, is the original of
Madame D'Aulnoy's Fair One with the Golden
Locks.'
The fifth, which concerns the bull with
to

*

gilded horns,
stories

STRAPAROLA.

The

Straparola, one of the imitators of Boccaccio,
lived in the earlier part of the sixteenth century.
If he has neither the grace nor the wit of the
earlier Italian writer, his stories have more variety
and more matter. When imitating the licentiousness of Boccaccio, he shows less taste than his
master.
He is generally coarser, and in one or
f

stories is absolutely revolting.
He lived
'
before the Arabian Nights ' and other collections
of Eastern tales were known in Europe.
Yet he
evidently got some of his stories from the East,
for more than one is identical with the Arabian
and Turkish tales. Many other stories are identical with folk-tales which since his time have
been found to exist in many parts of the world.
Madame D'Aulnoy based many of her tales on his ;
and M. Gueullette, a poor writer of the last cen'
Contes Tartares' and the
tury, the author of the
'
Contes Mogols,' has used him in the same way.
The fables of Straparola are supposed to be told in
thirteen nights, and are somewhat less in number
than the tales of the ' Decameron.'

two

now examine his work particularly. The
fable of the first night is not remarkable.

I will
first

The second

is a form of the well-known folk-tale
concerning the master thief. The third resembles
a folk-tale which
be found in Grimm's col-

may

lection

and elsewhere.

401

It is that in

which a

man

is

similar

one of the Turkish

to

and to one folk-story
of the fourth

first

at least.

night

is

like several

and has been imitated by M. Gueullette
under the name of The Blue Centaur.' The third
is the fable from which Madame D'Aulnoy has
derived her Belle Etoile and Prince Che"ri.' It is
;he same as a story in the Arabian Nights concerning the two sisters who were jealous of their
jroungest sister. It has been doubted whether this
;ale properly belongs to the
Arabian Nights,' but
think there can be no doubt that its origin is
Mental. Its chief incident is similar to one in
Chaucer's 'Man of Law's Tale' and in several
egends scattered about Europe. The fourth fable
would seem to have furnished the intrigue of The
Merry Wives of Windsor' and of 'L'Eoole des
Femmes.' The same story has been told by one
legends,

'

'

'

'

'

'

[

'

ther Italian novelist at least.
The first fable of the fifth night appears to be
sompounded of two different folk-tales, examples
'
)f both of which may be found in Thorpe's
Yule
'
Tide Stories,' under the names of The Princess
'
on the Glass Mountain and Grimsbork.'
The second fable of the sixth night is the most
lisgusting story ever written; but it bears in one
Darticular a strong resemblance to stories by Rabe'

and La Fontaine, which, although coarse, are
long way from being so bad as this beastly, and
worse than beastly, production.
The second fable of the seventh night seems to
ais

i
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have been suggested by the tale of Hero and
Leander, but here it is the lady who swims to her
lover and is drowned.

much hen-pecked, hearing of this
determined that he also would kill his wife's
This he did, but found that it was then too

married, and

make the desired impression. The story is
the same in Straparola, except that the men kill
their own horses instead of their wives' cats.
The
fifth fable resembles a Danish folk-tale, and also
of
the
second
mendicant
in
the
the story
royal
*
Arabian Nights.' Generally it is more like the
in
but
the
incident
the
metafolk-tale ;
concluding
'
morphoses is found in the Arabian Nights,' whilst
it is not found in the folk-tale.
The second fable of the ninth night is a repetition of the eighth tale of the fourth day in the
late to

'

Decameron.'

The

first

'

fable of the eleventh night is Puss in
is without the boots in Strapa-

Boots'; but Puss
rola's rendering.

The

third fable of the twelfth night, concerning

man who knew the language of animals, and
learnt thereby how to keep his wife under control,
the

is

*
Arabian Nights.
found amongst the Euro-

the same story as one in the

Its parallel

pean

may

also be

'

vm.
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.

judging from the

that,

it

K. M. SPENCE, M.A.

Manse

of Arbuthnott, N.B.

'MEASURE FOR MEASURE,'

I.

i.

8 (7 th S.

vii.

43).

But that

Not

your sufficiency [gives commission'], &c.
in the least raising the question of priority
to

MR. HOLCOMBE INGLEBY was the first to
publish a solution which had independently occurred to myself, he has every right to it I would
add a word or two on an objection that was raised
to my statement of it by a known Shakespearian,
and which, therefore, may occur to others. It is
'
that this cannot be the explanation, since the
for as

Duke

gives him his commission, in so many words,
"
'
lower, There is our commission.'
Quite true ; but one of these two conclusions is
equally plain, and either can be adopted at the option of the actor or reader. The Duke gives Escalus
his commission at 1. 8, and then points to it or
touches it while it is in the hand of Escalus, 1. 13;
or takes it in his hand (from his belt or from an
attendant), and shakes it or points to it at 1. 8, and
finally delivers it at 1. 13.
word on the scansion. Looking to not a few
lines in Shakespeare's contemporaries, it may, I
think, have been intended as a five-foot line
five lines

A

But that

to

|

your

suffic

|

iency as

|

your worth

|

is

able,

should an Alexandrine be insisted on, either
But that to your sufficien cy as your worth is able

or,

folk-tales.

The fourth

is

Tempest'

B.

occupies, "even" is the emphatic
"
refresh," and not, as he
qualification of the verb
" most busiest."
egards it, of the adjective
MR. H. WEDGWOOD surely uses language unnecessarily strong when he speaks of the substitution of
'busiest" for "busie lest" as "a violent alteration of
ihe text"(!) more especially as the reading pro)osed by himself makes a greater change. "Least,"
which has been revealed to him in a night vision,
was long ago revealed to all other students of
Shakspeare by the Second Folio. It has met with
the little favour which it deserves.

which

jlace

The first fable of the eighth night is the story,
well known from Scotland to Ceylon, concerning
the married couple who agreed that whichever of
them spoke first should get up and bar the door.
Straparola's is the coarsest and the most amusing
The second fable is the same as a story
version.
which, if I remember rightly, is told by Sir John
Malcolm in his ' Persia ' as the narration of an
As the
actual fact occurring in modern days.
fiction is older than the time of Shakspeare, it
may be permissible to doubt the fact. As Sir
John Malcolm tells the story, a Persian on his
wedding-day killed the favourite cat of his wife,
and frightened her so that she became a most submissive wife. His friend, after being some time
act,
cat.

*

in

[7*

fable of the thirteenth night in its

beginning must have been suggested by the fable
of Bidpai concerning the bear and the gardener.

" suffic

|

|

|

or

|

|

|

iency as."

It is right to add that it has occurred to me
the meaning of the original is lost in the that the following variant meaning may also be
copy, for Straparola makes a man instead of a given to the passage, at the option of the reader,"
bear the perpetrator of the homicidal blunder. In reserving the actual giving of the " commission
the fifth fable there is an incident somewhat to 1. 14 Then no more remains, but that to
similar to one that may be found in ' Ali Baba your sufficiency
i.e., to your learning and to
and the Forty Thieves.'
robber is introduced your mental qualities as your moral worth is able,
in a sack into a house, but, being accidentally and let them work.
So far as my perception
discovered, is knocked on the head whilst he is in goes, there is some objection to this interpretation
" able " and " work. "
the sack.
in the use of the words
E. YARDLEY.

But

all

A

BR. NICHOLSON.

SHAKSPEARIANA.
TEMPEST,' III. i. (7 S. vii. 403,504). I am
always happy to see a Shakspearean note by MR.
HOLCOMBE INGLEBY, the worthy son of a worthy
*

sire.

th

My

objection to his interpretation of the

'CYMBELINE,'

th S. vii.
I. iv. 1 (7

124

;

viii.

222,

started this hare, perhaps you will
allow me to pursue it one step further. The explanation offered by DR. NICHOLSON, though so
manifest to himself, has never penetrated my
2).

Having

T*S. viii. NOV.
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understanding, nor does A. J. M. clear up the
" to
say that admiration does
Certainly
difficulty.
"
to look at B is a perfectly intelligible
not help
phrase ; but then Shakespeare happens to say that
"A could look at B. without all this admiration to
assist him," which is just the opposite, and, to me,
"
"
quite unintelligible. For though spectacles may
help a man to see, as in DR. NICHOLSON'S instance,
admiration does not help a man to underrate his
Nor does ME. WATKISS
fellow, but the contrary.
LLOYD render the needed assistance; for I was in
quest of a rational interpretation, not emendation,
being altogether opposed to the school of critics
who shirk the difficulties by altering the text.
Having now published the revised edition of my
*
father's
Cymbeline,' I should not have troubled
your readers further in regard to this passage, but
that I have accidentally stumbled on its fellow in
'
Twelfth Night,' II. i. 22, "I could not with such
estimable wonder over far believe that [i. e. t in
Viola's beauty]," where the wonder, or admiration,
again has the reverse effect to what one might anticipate. Even with this illustration I do not see my
way to explain the passage in question, except by

A

repeating that

it is

a case of slipshod writing, which

can be matched by several other passages in the
same scene.
HOLCOMBB INGLBBY.
Eastbourne.

Should not admiration be here read wonder ?
Shakespeare undoubtedly employs it in this sense
'
in some instances, notably in Hamlet,' I. ii.
:

Horatio. Season your admiration for a while
attent ear ; till I may deliver
Upon the witness of these gentlemen

With an

This marvel to you.

Also in

'

Macbeth,' III.

Lady M. You have

iv.

:

displaced the mirth, broke the
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"incapable of our flesh" the meaning would clearly
appear ?
But we all are men
In our own natures frail, incapable
flesh
few are angels.

Of our

;

"
primary meaning unable to hold,
" As
contain, restrain, or govern
incontinent."
one incapable of her own distress," dying Ophelia
"
is described, her grief being
Few
ungovernable.
Incapable in

its

:

are angels," i.e., entirely in the control and
posses"
sion of the best part of their nature.
Thy spirit
" is
is all afraid to govern thee
said of Anthony in
that passage where "angel," "spirit,"
"demon,"
are all employed in the same sense.

T. B.

WlLMSHURST.

Chichester.

'MERCHANT OP VENICE,' IV. i. (7 th S. viii.
222).
Bishop Wordsworth, in his 'Shakspeare and
the Bible,' p. Ill, in commenting on this passage,
shows that MR. WATTS as an objector stands in
good company. The bishop writes
" The
concluding part of Portia's speech called forth
from Sir W. Blackstone the remark that to refer the
Jew to the Christian doctrine of salvation and the
:

Lord's Prayer

is

a

little

The Bishop goes on

out of character."

to say

:

" The learned
judge was probably not aware

that
the Lord's Prayer was not composed by our Lord as
containing anything which would be new and strange
to His disciples, but as putting together in a short
form all that was most valuable in the Jewish liturgies
already known to them. See Lightfoot, vol. ii. p. 159 :
Bull, vol. i. p. 335; and Grotius on St. Matthew vi. 9,
who also refers to Ecclesiasticus xxviii. 2-4 :
Forgive
thy neighbour the hurt he hath done unto thee, so
shall thy sin also be forgiven when thou prayest.
One
man beareth hatred against another, and doth he seek
from
the
Lord?
He
sheweth
no
to
a
pardon
mercy
man which is like himself, and doeth he ask forgiveJ;
nnaa
r\f
Viia
/\nrrr
aina
?
ness of his own sins ?
'

'
:

good meeting

With most admired
Macb.

And overcome

G. WATSON.

disorder.

Can such things be,
us like a summer's cloud

Without our special wonder.

And

'

V.,' IV. i., when the Welsh captain, a great stickler for strict discipline, says
" It is the
greatest admiration in the universal 'orld
when the true and auncient prerogatives and laws of the
wars is not kept,"

in

Henry

quite certain the old soldier does not mean
that breaches of discipline are to be admired in
the modern sense of the word. In this and the
former two instances it is clear from the context
that admiration stands for wonder or amazement ;
and in this sense I suggest the * Cymbeline ' pasit is

sage should read
" I would then
have looked on him without the help
:

(or incentive) of

wonder

(or curiosity)."

G. WATSON.
Penrith.
1

HENRY VIII.,'

suggest that

if

V. ii. (7 th S. viii. 163).-May I
"
" and
be read
capable of our flesh

Penrith.

"

I fancy that
the Divine Williams," in the person of Portia, knew what he was about when he
put the "thought from the Lord's Prayer" to

which MR.

WATTS

refers into the argument for
the exception of the clause " as we
forgive them that trespass against us" (and possibly that, too, is present in another form), every
petition of that prayer has been traced in the
liturgies of the Jews themselves ; and should Shy"
lock have even " spotted
the apparent omission,
Portia had another shaft ready for him, in the fact
that He who framed the whole prayer was himself

mercy.

With

a Jew.

B.

MR. WATTS seems
where there

is

none.

to

me

to

W. HACKWOOD.
make a

difficulty

The Lord's Prayer

is

not

Jew as well as Christian
necessarily referred to.
acknowledges "that in the course of justice none
of us should see salvation" (Psalm cxxx. 3, 4).

Jew

as well as Christian "prays for

mercy "(Psalm

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Whoever prays for mercy is in moral con" "
to render
bound by " that same prayer
the deeds of mercy." Such was Portia's plea and
Shylock could not, and did not, gainsay it, though,
like too many others, Jews and Christians alike,
li.

1).

sistency

;

duty notwithstanding, he would have his will.
B. M. SPENCE, M.A.
Manse of Arbuthnott, N.B.

of severe

She uses the arguments which to her
The
generous, humane nature seem convincing.
speech would not have been appropriate in the

c

I.

OTHELLO,'

In

i.

the

MOORE.
lines

opening

'

:

Tush never tell me, I take it much unkindly
That thou lago, who hast had my purse
As if the strings were thine, shouldst know of this.
In the phrase " Never tell me " does Eoderigo use
this phrase as a sign of impatience, as we should
" Don't tell me " or does he mean to
say to day
upbraid lago for not having told him of Othello's
elopement with Desdemona ? The commentators
pass these lines over without comment, presuming,
no doubt, that the passage requires no explanation.
MORRIS JONAS.
!

!

BOOKS ON GAMING.
(Continued from p. 344.)
Hoyle's next treatise had meanwhile appeared
under the auspices of another publisher, with the

following
A Short

title

:

Treatise of the Game of Brag,
Containing the Laws of the Game. Also Calculations, shewthe
Odds
of
or
certain
Hands dealt.
ing
winning
losing
By Mr. Edmond Hoyle. London: Printed for and
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

I

I

|

Sold by J. Jolliffe,* Book- seller, next to White's
Chocolate-House in St. James's- Street, 1751. i^T The
Laws of the Game of Brag, signed by Mr. Hoyle, are
sold separately at the same
Place, for Half a Crown.
|

|

|

|

|

The

signature of Hoyle is on the title, the verso of
is blank.
Title, 1 f. ; Contents, 1 f. ; and
pp. 40. The last page has only the warning to
pirates.
(B.M. and H.J.) In spite of that warning a piratical edition appeared in Dublin in the
same year, entitled

The Polite Gamester containing short treatises on the
Games of Whist Quadrille Back-Gammon Piquet and
Together with an Artificial

Chess.

Memory

or

An Easy

Method of assisting the Memory of those that Play

at the
of Whist. By Edmund [sic] Hoyle, Gent. DubPrinted for Peter Wilson, in Dame Street, 1752.

Game

This

on the

|

|

|

j

D

B

to
in
Title, 1 f. ; Contents, 2 ff.; and pp. 45.
sixes ; E, 1 f., followed by F 2-6.
Appended to
this

"

is

An

Artificial

Memory ...... Dublin

:
|

Peter Wilson, in Dame-street,
M,DCC,LII.," consisting of 8 pp., A in fours, includthe
title
1.
(without signature) as
(J.M.)
ing
This is followed by the treatise on quadrille,
16 pp., including the title, A, 2 ff., and B in
Printed

for

j

A

on backgammon, 28 pp., including the title,
B in sixes, and C in fours, the last three
pages containing the table of contents ; on piquet
and chess, 33 pp., including the title, and contents

A

;

and

A

to
for piquet, 1 p., contents for chess, 1 p.,
in sixes.
(The whole series B.M., and J.M.)

C

Hoyle's next important work was announced
in the Public Advertiser,

January 23 and 31,

1754
" Next Month
:

will be published
By Subscription at
Half a Guinea. The Doctrine of Chances made easy to
those who understand Vulgar Arithmetick By Mr.
Hoyle Subscriptions taken in by the Author, and Mr
|

|

|

|

|

|

Jolliffe [sic], in St.

James's Street."

This advertisement, but beginning with the word
"
;
Speedily will be published," was repeated in the
same paper on February 25 and March 12, 1754.
The essay itself is included in a " list of Books
published in June, 1754," in the Gentleman's

Magazine, vol. xxiv., 1754, p. 294, and is also
mentioned in vol. x. of the Monthly Review, pp.
384 and 391, in the " Monthly Catalogue for May,
1754." In the end of May or the beginning of
June, 1754, therefore, this essay appeared,* with
the following title :
An Essay Towards making the Doctrine of
Chances Easy to those who understand Vulgar Arithmetick only
To which is [sic] added, Some Useful
Tables on Annui- ties for Lives, &c. &c. &c. By Mr.
Sold by J. Jolliff [sic], in St. James'sHoyle. London
Street.
(Price Half a Guinea.) No Copies of this Book
are Genuine, but those that are signed by the Author
|

J

|

|

|

|

|

:

|

|

|

|

:

|

|

which

lin.

|

[sic]

|

sixes
of

Othello Eoderigo taxes lago with refusing to
place confidence in him, viz.
'

Treatise

Edmund

|

logic.

of the Attorney-General.
J. CARRICK

The

separately.

|

what is appropriate to the speaker. Portia
She is a cultivated
not a Doctor of Laws.

mouth

m

Game of Whist. ContainHoyle, Gent, The Fifth EdiWith great Additions to the Laws of the Game,
tion.
and an Ex- planation of the Calculations which are
necessary to be understood by those who would play it
Dublin: Printed for Peter Wilson, in
well, &c. &c.
Dame-street. M,D.CC,LII.
|

ing ...... By

|

Shakspeare puts into the mouths of his chais

title,
first is

23,

|

racters

woman, unacquainted with the laws

VHI. NOV.

and was probably sold

rate

A Short

s.

IT*

is

*

a general
Jolliffe's

title.

name

is

Each

treatise has a sepa-

here spelt with a

final

e.

|

[n.d.].

Here follows Hoyle's autograph signature.

A

A to K

The dedication
in fours, the title counting as
1.
to the Earl of Egmont fills the two sides of
2,
and the preface occupies the remainder of the first
sheet.
Then follow pp. 73, the verso of the last
being blank. (H.J., and J.M. wanting the sig-

A

* It is
probable that Hoyle was well acquainted with
the literature of this branch of his subject, and he can'
not have been unfamiliar with A. De Moivre's Doctrine
of Chances,' 4to., which appeared first in 1717. The
second edition was printed in 1738. and the third in
1756.
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Our author begins

nature on title).
thus
" In order to

his preface

:

put Play upon the most equal Foot, in
you have practical Rules and Examples,
plainly expressed in Words at Length, whereby all various
Cases, and the Odds of Games of any Kind, may be easily
resolved, without any Knowledge of Algebra, or Logarithms; by which the most unskilful Person in betting
his money, is put upon an equal Foot with those who
have applied themselves to this Kind of Study for many
this Treatise

Years."

He

gives also calculations for betting at whist,

"

"

and

and the converse

at all- fours, and
directions for calculating the chances at both those
games, with tables of annuities according to the
London bills of mortality and Breslaw tables; and
" other
useful Tables, which the Reader may understand
without any Knowledge of Decimals. Calculations for
Lotteries and Dice, with Directions how to perform the
Operations."
"
new Edition " of this scarce tract was printed
for Osborne and Baldwin in 1764.
The title has
at foot the following words : "
copies of this
for

begging

A

No

Book

are genuine, but those that are
signed by
the Proprietors on the Back of this Title "; and
on the verso of the title are the signatures of "Tho:
"
"
|

Osborne

and

K. Baldwin."

(B.M.)

JULIAN MARSHALL.
(To

le continued.)
th

COL. GARDINER.

S. viii. 228.)
It is
(See 7
that Col. James Gardiner, who
fell at Preston
was
in
the
Pans,
year 1719 suddenly
and permanently converted from an evil life to a
a
life
vision
which
he had, or honestly
very holy
by
believed that he had, of the Saviour on the cross
a mode of conversion intelligible enough to his-

known

of all

men

torical Christians, from St. Paul
downwards, but
"
savouring of enthusiasm," or even of Popery, in
the mind of the Georgian Protestant.

Philip Doddridge, therefore, feels constrained to
apologize for the event, and to assure us of its
reality, before he proceeds to use it as a weapon
In his ' Life of Gardiner '
against the unconverted.
a book written in that clear and sober and accurate English which died out with
and the

Cowper

eighteenth century he insists upon his own circumstantial knowledge of "this
amazing story,"
and affirms that what he had said about conversion
would
be sufficiently vindicated by it, i.
generally
e.,
the story of Gardiner's vision, if it stood
by
alone;
"
which yet," says he, " I must take the
liberty to
say, it does not ; for I hope the world will be par"
informed
that
there
is at least a second
ticularly
"
that very nearly approaches it,
story of the kind
whenever the established Church of England shall
lose one of its
brightest living ornaments, and one
of the most useful members which
or
that,

any

other, Christian

mean

communion can boast
"

perhaps

:

in the

time," he adds,
may his exemplary life be
long continued, and his zealous ministry abund-
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"
These words were written, as
antly prospered
internal evidence shows, in 1746.
To whom do
A. J. M.
they refer?
!

A. WELBY PUGIN. The following letter is from
A. Welby Pugin to a clergyman in Staffordshire,
who wished him to rebuild his church
:

Rev a and Dear

Febr. 16, 1852.
I should

have regretted the loss
Sir,
of your little church, which it would have been a
pleasure to design, but I am just now drawn by work almost
beyond my strength ; and I am getting up a very important work, from which I hope great good. I am a
firm Believer in the separated Church of England
being
a real one, and this idea is spreading fast. I am stirring
at bottom among the Gothic Catholics who are disgusted
with all the Pagan horrors imported by the Oratorians
and others from modern Italy. In old Italy I have found
the finest pointed Christian things in the world, which
I am going to etch with my own hands in another work.
But my Book, of which I will send you a Prospectus, and
when it comes out beg your acceptance of a copy. My
Tract will be called " An Apology for the Church of England since the Separation " under the 8 th Henry, showing
the almost unavoidable causes of the Separation, that
the new Bishops only followed in the steps of the old,
and suffered by what they had done. That the English
were baptized into a separation was more a misfortune
than fault, but attended eventually by some happy circumstances, and I make a good case. It is a bold thing
for me, but I am a bold man. I call you a Catholic member of the Church of England, and am a loving and
affectionate Brother of true minded Anglicans, endeavouring to promote charity and truth.
Ever, Dear Sir, with respect
your devoted Servant,

A.

WELBY PUGIN.
SENEX.

LORD BEACONSFIELD AUTHORS OF 1832. In
Temple Bar for April and May, 1889, are two
amusing articles by Mr. H. W. Lucy on 'Mr.
:

Disraeli,' in the latter of which, at p. 54, it is said
that
" in a letter to his
sister, dated the 7th of April, 1832, he
complacently quotes a couplet from the Omnibus, a cheap
literary satirical paper of the day, which gives an alphabetical poetical list of authors
I is Israeli, a man of great gumption,
To leave out the D is a piece of assumption."
There is probably a mistake about the date of
this letter, as the number of the National Omni'
bus in which The Literary Alphabet appears was
:

'

not published till Friday, April 13, 1832,* nor is
the couplet correctly quoted. As perfect copies of
the Omnibus are rather scarce, the Editor may
perhaps find room for the whole of the alphabet,
which introduces us to some forgotten denizens of

Grub

Street

:

A

stands for Andrew a comical chicken,
Whose fame was worth fourpence whose surname was

B

is

Picken.
Old Bayley, a writer of

Whose absence
*

at

ditties,

Boulogne each

fair lady pities.

The publication may, of course, have been antethe
dated, like Punch and the illustrated periodicals of
present day.
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the boy for a revel
pays like a prince, and who puffs like the devil.
and Blackwood
Eraser
of
Delta
D is the
The knife of the critic, whose tales never hack would.
E stands for Ebony honour and glory
A broth of a boy, and a trump of a tory.
F for Fontblanc [sic], the Examiner proper,
Who ne'er writes a line but it turns out 'a whopper.
G for John Gait, with his mind and his Member,'
Who writes without rest from July to December.
is the Harrison
sent on a mission,
In search of such tales as may suit a physician.
I leaves D'Israeli, a man of much gumption,
The D being dock'd as a piece of assumption.

Hal Colburn

is

Who

;

H

J

and Jordan for J does.
own way, and he finds that that way

does for Jerdan

He

has got his
does.

K stands for Keightly [sic]

the man of mythology,
whom Romans and Grecians must make an apology
us
Blanchard
the
Laman
foregoing,
brings

For

L

Whose works are worth reading as he
is Montgomery
Robert or James,

M

is

worth knowing.

What

the Devil 's the use of confounding their names.
stands for nobody king of lamp-lighters,
Whose numberless children are most of them writers.
O for Doherty musical, mellow

N
A

Baronet bright, and a jolly good fellow.
P for the Planche, whose pieces are all hack'd,
His best was the Brigand his last was the Compact.
Q is the Quin of the Monthly Review,
By nobody cared for, and heard of by few.
R stands for Rintoul a mighty Spectator,
Who hated by all men has turned a man-hater.
S for St. John, with good sense all his head through,
Whose books are admired the more they are read thro'.
T for Trueba the Don Telesforo,
Who having writ much, we hope yet will write more 0.
V is the Valpy (we tell you no crammer)
Divided between Education and Grammar.
is Wordsworth, who wrote ' We are Seven,'
And expects when he dies to be laureate in Heaven.
X is a letter whose name stands alone,
And may serve many authors instead of their own.
Y stands for Young an inditer of Travels,
Who the ways of Economy also unravels,
And if he be clever, as some men have said,
He '11 probably find out the meaning of Z.
The writer of this doggerel had the assurance to
attribute it to the muse of Tom Campbell.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.

W

Jaipur, Rajputana.

GALLICISMS IN EAST SUFFOLK. If the following Gallicisms, still surviving in East Suffolk, have
not already been noted, I think they are worth
preserving
:

Used in relation to fish that is tainted
or not quite fresh
haut gout.
2. The smallest pig of a litter is called " the
1.

pit

Ho- go.

=

man "= petit man.

3. Largesse.

The gleaners

mand

largesse of passers by.
10, Kensington Gate.

GOOSE AND GRAPES.
curean morsel once.

in a corn-field de-

H. D.

ELLIS.

Sterne mentioned an epi-

Somewhere he was regaled

with a goose stuffed with grapes. This deserves
amongst epicurean absurdities and
I fear that the letter must be
culinary curiosities.
to be recorded

v* s. vm.

NOV.

23, 'so.

which he recorded it. It was in one of
by him to Ignatius Sancho, that very
remarkable negro who lived in Charles Street,
Westminster.
C. A. WARD.
lost in

many

sent

Walthamstow.

THE WASHINGTON ANCESTRY. Some time ago
now I am away from my books, and cannot

(just

specify the date) I sent a short account of Col.
Chester's researches, which, after all his immense
labour, failed to connect the John and Lawrence
of Virginia, the first emigrants, with their English
ancestors ; and I expressed a fear that where Col.
Chester had failed we could hardly hope that any
one else would succeed. But, happily, my fears

were vain ; and Mr. Waters, after immense efforts,
has fastened on to the chain the missing link.

Assumption and guessing, the besetting

sins of the
pedigree-hunter, are utterly abjured by
him ; and his paper, communicated to the New
England Historical and Genealogical Register,
and since separately republished, is a pattern of
perseverance and skill.
Lawrence Washington, who died in 1616, had,
besides other issue, two sons, John and Lawrence,
and these were assumed to have been the first
emigrants ; but, as Col. Chester pointed out, John
was knighted, and Lawrence was a beneficed
clergyman. It was, therefore, impossible that they
could have been described in their Virginia wills
"
as
gentlemen." Mr. Waters has discovered that
Lawrence the clergyman had two sons, John and
notice
Lawrence, and these were the emigrants.

common

A

of

Mr. Waters's discovery was communicated by

Dr. Jessopp to the A thenceum of October 19 ;
but I shall be very glad to be able to record it in
'
N. & Q.,' inasmuch as in its pages I had expressed my hopelessness of any one succeeding
where Col. Chester had failed.
J. DIXON.
[For MR. DIXON'S previous communication see

6'> S.

xi. 35.]

EIDLET CRANMER LATIMER.

The following

paragraph appeared in the Yorkshire newspapers
of October
" Mr. J. G.
Hutchinson, the Bradford Borough Coroner, held an inquest in the Town Hall, Bradford, yesterlay, concerning the death of Mr. H. Ridley Cranmer
:

jatimer (sixty-four), brewer's agent, residing at 23,
Marlborough-road, Bradford, who died suddenly at his
residence on Tuesday."
W. C. B.

THE FIRST STEEPLE- CHASE ON RECORD.

A

et of four coloured prints with the above heading
s occasionally to be met with.
They represent a
steeple-chase ridden by several officers in night-

and night-shirts over their uniform. On the
plate there is a reference to the Sporting
Review, No. 1, January, 1839, turning up which
we find what professes to be an authentic account
f the steeple-chase received from an eye-witness.
saps
irst

,

s.

vm, NOV. 23, '89.]

NOTES AND QUERIES.

The date is given as December, 1803, and the place
Several cavalry regiments, I believe,
Ipswich.
claim this famous steeple-chase, but I have reason
to think that it was in fact ridden in 1835 by
some officers of the 3rd Light Dragoons (now 3rd
Hussars) ; the story, as I have heard it, being that
late one moonlight night a discussion arose as to
point-to-point riding, that horses were ordered out
then and there, and that the officers rode with
night-shirts over their uniform.
I am anxious to find out whether this is the
"first steeple-chase on record," and whether I am
right as to the date and regiment.

HORACE W. MONCKTON.
9,

Temple, E.G.

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers

may

be addressed to them direct.
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'
graved in Pinkerton's
Iconographia Scotica'); a
third in the hall at Marischal College (By whom?
Mr. Bulloch writes " The powerful head of this
prelate at Marischal College has been mistakenly
assigned to Jamesone. It does not in the least
possess his peculiar manner ") ; and a fourth (said
by Mr. Bulloch, p. 175, to be by Jamesone) at
Have the last two been engraved ?
Fintray.
:

Adam Bellenden, or Bannatyne (1569-1647),
minister at Falkirk, Bishop of Dunblane and of
Aberdeen, and afterwards rector of Portlock.
John Forbes (1566-1634), minister at Alford,
Middelburg, and Delft.
John Durie (1537-1600), minister at Edinburgh
and Montrose.
David Lindsay (? -1641), minister at Guthrie and
Dundee, and Bishop of Brechin and of Edinburgh.
Principals and Professors. Alexander Arbuthnot (1538-83), minister at Logie-Buchan, Forvie,

Arbuthnot, and Old Machar, and
principal of King's College.

first

reformed

James Lawson (1538-84), sub-principal of King's
A MISSING MS. OF DR. MARTIN LTJTHER. College, and minister at Edinburgh.
Robert Howie (? -1645), minister at Aberdeen
This MS. is a small 8vo. volume of 34 pp., in
boards.
It is a collection of German proverbs, and Dundee, first principal of Marischal College,
written in red ink on stout yellowish hand-made and afterwards principal of St. Mary's College, St

Andrews.
William Forbes (1585-1634), minister at Alford,
Breslau bookseller in 1862, but owing to a fire in Mpnymusk, Aberdeen, and Edinburgh, fourth
1865 which destroyed their ledgers this firm is principal of Marischal College, and afterwards first
unable to say to whom the volume went. Any in- Bishop of Edinburgh.
portrait (original not
formation would be most gratefully acknowledged stated) is given by Pinkerton ; another (said by Mr.
by the Royal Commission who, under the auspices Bulloch, p. 183, to be by Jamesone) is at Craigston;
of the late Emperor William I., prepared and are and a third (query also by Jamesone ?) in Marischal
now issuing a new edition of Luther's works. Com- College Hall. Have the last two been engraved ?
Charles Ferme, or Fairholm (1560-1617), regent
munications to be sent to the Rev. Dr. Schoell, 3,
at Edinburgh University, and principal of the colElsworth Terrace, Primrose Hill.
W. A. N.
paper.
page.

There are

fifteen or sixteen lines

A Cambridge firm bought the

on each

MS. from

a

A

PORTRAITS OF SCOTTISH DIVINES.

Information
is requested as to the existence of portraits of the
following divines, collections on whose lives, by
Wodrow, are to be printed by the New Spalding
Club.
Ministers and Bishops. John Craig (151 2- 1600),
colleague of Knox, minister at Montrose and Aberdeen, and chaplain to James VI.
David Cunningham (? -1 600), minister at Lanark,

Lismahago, and Cadder, Subdean of Glasgow, and
reformed Bishop of Aberdeen,
Peter Blackburn the elder (? -1616), regent at
Glasgow University, and Bishop of Aberdeen. A
portrait, said to be by Jamesone (Mr. Bulloch's
'
George Jamesone, his Life and Work,' Edinburgh,
1885, p. 121), hangs in the hall at Marischal ColHas this been engraved ?
lege, Aberdeen.
Patrick Forbes, of Corse (1564-1635), minister
at Keith and Edinburgh, and
Bishop of Aberdeen.
portrait is engraved in the 1635 edition of the
'
Funerals (original not stated) ; another is in the
Senatus Room at King's
College, Aberdeen (en-

lege at Fraserburgh.
John Johnston, of the Crimond branch (15701611), professor of theology at St. Mary's College,
St.

Andrews.

It will be esteemed a favour if replies are sent
direct to
P. J. ANDERSON.

New

Spalding Club, Aberdeen.

OXGANG. Can any one give me information
anent oxgangs, in East Yorks ?
An oxgang is
*iven as thirteen, fifteen, and twenty acres.

JOHN THOMPSON.

first

A

'

[Oxgang

is

given as twenty acres in Cassell's

'

Encyclo-

paedic Dictionary.']

VALENCES SACHEVERELL.

A

copy of the first
'His-

issue of the first edition (1614) of Ralegh's

tory of the World,' now in my possession (purchased at the sale of the library of the late J. E.
'
Bailey, 'author of the Life of Fuller '), contains the
following note, written in a contemporary hand on
the fly-leaf

:

" This Booke
given

to

Valences

Sacheverell Esqr by Sr Wallter Rawleys own Hand
In the year of our Lord 1614." Is anything known

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of this individual ?
The work contains an enorof MS. notes, probably written by
him.
T. N. BRUSHFIELD, M.D.

mous number

Salterton, Devon.

'ARABINIANA.' Mr. Serjeant Kobinson, in his
'
amusing reminiscences The Bench and Bar,' mentions some grotesque incidents recorded in this
small volume of legal reports of the decisions and
charges of Serjeant Arabin. As I have a copy of
these reports, I should be glad to know the name
of the reporter (presumedly an Inner Temple man)
and any particulars of Arabin or his friend Mr. C.
Was he the
Phillips, who figures in the volume.
Charles Phillips of the Curvoisier
the famous orator, of whom so
speeches were

trial,

and

many

also

public

1816 to 1820, before
figuring in 1832 at the Old Bailey and in these
reports

published

JAMES

?

T.

FOARD.

GENTLEMEN TROOPERS. Some of the critics of
'
the new Life of Steele consider that the fact of
Steele entering as a gentleman trooper in the Life
'

Guards was a derogation from his

gentility ; and
lowered his position with his fellow officers
when he received a commission. Is this so ?
In the notices of the life of the late Charles Vig-

that

it

noles it is stated as an event without example that,
on the death in the West Indies of his father in
military service, a commission as ensign was allotted
to the baby for his maintenance.
Having known
other such cases, it did not strike me in the same

HYDE CLARKE.

light.

PLACE-NAMES. I shall be glad if any readers of
N. & Q.' can give the etymology of the placenames of Newington Butts and Walworth. Waiworth, spelt in the time of King Edward the Confessor Walerode, is described in the
Domesday as
"

'

a manor." Lysons, in his
Environs,' thinks it
probable that the name of Newington is derived
from the rebuilding of the church of Walworth on
a new site, which was called
afterwards

Neweton,
Newenton and Newington, meaning a new town.
It appears from the
Testa de Nevill' that in the
reign of Henry III. it was spelt Niweton (vide
'
Brayley and Walford's Surrey '). I should also
like to know the
etymology of the word Butts.
Northwick thinks it is derived from the exercise
of shooting at the butts j
but, according to Old
and New London,' there are other writers who are
of opinion that the derivation is from the
family
of Butts, or Buts, who owned an estate here.
GEO. BLACKLEDGE.
'

5,

"

Bishop's Court, Chancery Lane, W.C.

THE LEEK UPON SAINT TAVT'S DAY "
IV.

(

Hen.

Just now, when Father Ignatius
Lyne) has been claiming at the
Church Congress a more emphatic recognition of
St. David in the calendar of the
Prayer Book, with
the belief that if Dewi Sant were
printed in capitals
vii. 107).
(Rev. J. Leycester

V.,'

CT*

s.

vm.

NOV.

23,

w.

March 1 the cause of the Church
would be greatly furthered in the Principality, I
am led to ask which of our sovereigns followed
Henry of Monmouth's example of wearing the leek
on that anniversary, and whether there is any record or present survival of a court custom commemorating the good service done by Welshmen
"in a garden where leeks did grow." It was from

in a line with

James

court that a usage (for so, I suppose, it
'
is noted in the
Memoirs of Sophia,
Electress of Hanover,' came to that of his grandson the Elector at Heidelberg
I.'s

was) which

:

"On March

1 [1661],

which the English

in general

and the Royal Family in particular observe by eating
in the evening an onion which they have worn in their
hats throughout the day in memory of a battle won by
a Prince of Wales wearing this device, the Elector
arranged to send leeks to all the English residents, to
Baroness Degenfelt, her children, and to me ; and invited me to come and eat mine in his rooms, where I met
the Baroness with the prettiest little son and daughter
"
in the world
(p. 95).
Is any ceremonial eating of onion or of leek still
practised in England by "the general" who have
no palate for caviare ?
ST. SWITHIN.

THE 'INGOLDSBY LEGENDS' AND MARSH OF
I very much desire to
co. KENT.
identify the second quartering of the following
arms, borne by the family of Marsh, seated in the
parish of East Langdon, co. Kent, for at least three
1 and 4 Marsh,
centuries
Quarterly of four
quarterly gu. and arg., in the first quarter a horse's
head couped of the second ; 2
, Azure, three
mermaids arg. crined or ; 3, Soame, Gu. a chevron
between three mallets or. Probably the owner of
the arms in question inherited the Soame coat, and
so transmitted both that and his own to Marsh ;
and some one familiar with the Soame alliances
prior to the year 1583 may be able to supply the
name. I cannot identify the arms by the aid of
either Burke's ' General Armory
or Papworth's
'
Ordinary,' two works in which I had hitherto

MARSTON,

:

:

'

imagined were recorded every possible (and impossible) British armorial.

The quarterings above given are blazoned,
though somewhat inaccurately, by Hasted, in his
History of Kent/ as appearing on the mural monument in East Langdon Church to Thomas Marsh,
of Marston, born 1583, died 1634.
Having occa'

sion to verify Hasted's rendering of the inscription
on this monument, I communicated with the present rector, who informed me that the memorial
had disappeared from the wall of the chancel,
where it was originally placed; that on inquiry he
had learnt that about fifty years ago it fell to the

was shattered to pieces ; but a
parishioner of his was still living who helped the
then rector to gather up the fragments, and that
with his assistance he had discovered these carefully stowed away in a cupboard in the vestry.

ground and

7*s. vni. NOV.
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23,

still await decision as to the possibility of
repairing and replacing the monument.

They

This Thomas Marsh, I believe, can have been
none other than the hero of ' The Leech of Folke-

He

was owner and occupier of Marston
Hall at the period referred to in the "legend";
and although evidence exists which reveals the
stone.'

fiction of the narrative so far as

concerns his issue,

would be interesting to know if the author was
in possession of any tradition respecting this family
upon which he may have based his very humorous
Such a question, I know, may raise a
conception.
smile, but one feels encouraged to advance it after
in
a
reading
biography of the Rev. Mr. Barham
it

that he utilized the traditions of his native county,
&c.
son of this Thomas Marsh appears to have
embraced the tenets of George Fox, and many of
his descendants survive, in positions of much respectability and as members of the Society of
Friends.
FUIMUS.

A

Will some reader of N. & Q.'
of any books in English, Rabbinical or other, which are wholly or in part on the

PRE-NATAL SIN.
give me the names

subject of pre-natal sin

?

THOMAS
SATSUMA CHINA.

McMicHAEL.

0.

Is this a china revived, or a
Where can I find a modern

newly-made china?
account of Satsuma china ?

EBORACUM.

[One of the best known of Japan manufactures.]

BY AND

BYS.
They are also sometimes apt to commit negligences
(the French call them by and bys) which are very prejudicial."
Misson, 'Travels in England,' translated by
"

Ozell, p. 120 (1719).

to ?

The words

in parentheses are, I suppose, an interpolation of
the translator's.
T. LEWIS 0. DAVIES.

Pear Tree Vicarage, Southampton.

NAME

OF

II.

AUTHOR WANTED.
ii.

184, on

In his 'Illustra-

'Romeo and Juliet,'

ii.,

At lovers perjuries
They Bay Jove laughs,

Douce observes

:

" With the
following beautiful antithesis to the above
It is given
memoriter from some old play, the name of which has
been forgotten
When lovers swear true faith, the list'ning angels
Stand on the golden battlements of heaven,
And waft their vows to the eternal throne."
lines every reader of taste will be gratified.
:

Can any one

give the reference

W.
FAUNA.

J.

?

A. H. MURRAY.

Oxford.

OXFORD MAGAZINE.

Where should

I be likely

an old number of the Dark Blue,
which contained a ghost story (title forgotten) some
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
time in the sixties \
to procure

Krplta*.

OLD JOKES IN NEW DRESS.
(7

Miss BUSK
FITZPATRICK

th

S. viii. 66, 136, 291.)

writes,

" I do not know

why MR.

applied to stockings,
" the now all
I said was

calls clock, as

an obsolete word." What
If I am to be
but obsolete word" (vide p. 137).
quoted in a critical spirit I must claim to be
quoted accurately. The word dock, as applied to
Archaic Dicstockings, figures in Halliwell's
'

Webster (revised by Groodrich) explains
"

tionary.'

Richardson deancient, obsolete."
archaism as an obsolete phrase or expression.
When clock (an ornament on the stocking) is given
by Halliwell as an archaism, surely I was warranted in calling it "a now all but obsolete"

archaic as
fines

word

!

I hardly like to obtrude my own personality in
discussing the small matter below: but in this case it
I see by the newsis not easy to avoid doing so.
" Mr. Pemberton has
supplied a readpapers that
able volume of reminiscences of that most original
comedian, Edward Askew Sothern." I have not

seen the original book as yet, but the Dublin
Evening Telegraph prints the following
"Sothern and the Undertaker.
" He called
upon one of these tradesmen one day and
on
a
most elaborate scale, all that was necessary
ordered,
Before the preparations could have gone
for a funeral.
far he reappeared with great solicitude to ask how they
were progressing. Again, at a brief interval, he presented himself, with an anxious face, to inquire when he
could count upon possession of the body a question
which naturally amazed the undertaker, who was at a
Of course, you provide
loss to discover his meaning.
The body?' cried the underthe body,' said Sothern.
'
taker.
Why, do you not say,' exclaimed the actor, exhibiting a card of the shop, All things necessary for
Is not a body the first
funerals promptly supplied ?
"
:

What is the French phrase referred

tions of Shakspeare,'

Can any one send me a quo-

CLOTHES-BRUSH.

tation for this of date before 1821

{

>
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?

E. BUCKLEY.

This word, meaning the animals in any
The earliest use of it I find
region, how old is it ?
was by Linnaeus, as Latin, about 1745, and in
English by his translator in 1807. What earlier
use can be cited ?
JAMES D. BUTLER.

'

'

'

'

'

necessity

?

Thirty years ago I heard Dr. Hamilton Burke,
of Westport, now Local Government Board inspector, Dublin, tell a story not unlike it regarding the former member for his county, Dillon
Browne. This story I inserted, with kindred anecof
dotes, in my notes to the 'Correspondence
Daniel O'Connell,' vol. ii. p. 372
" For several
years before his death, in 1850, frequent
draughts of sherry became a necessity with Browne.
it.
to
Owing
poverty, however, he was ill able to provide
Attracted by the announcement 'Funerals supplied/
:

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Browne one day, when
upon an undertaker, his

fatigued in his rambles, waited
face buried in a handkerchief,

from emotion. The man ran for a
decanter of wine ; Browne drank and was relieved. He
asked several questions about scarves and hat-bands, coffins, hearses, mutes and coaches. The undertaker assured
him that he would provide all. Browne at last stood up
'
But you have not told me where I am to find
to leave.
the remains,' remarked the undertaker.
You said you
would find everything find the body,' exclaimed
as
he
left
the
house
and
Browne,
rapidly turned the
his voice inaudible

'

corner."

W.

J.

FlTZPATRICK, F.S.A.

It is, as Miss BUSK says, vexing to the soul to
see our dear old jokes ascribed to some modern

much more grievous
; but
which one has fondly thought

wit

is it

when

to be

a joke

one's

own

exclusive property is ruthlessly snatched away, and
presented under a change of subject, place, and
year. This is what my friend SIR WILLIAM FRASER

has done by a joke which was veritably mine, and
which has been, and still will be, a cause of laughter
to

my

friends.

I do not at all deny that the
was as dense as the old woman
his density was exhibited in
mentioned, and at the expense

"elderly gardener"
of my story, or that
the way and time
of the fame of the
Great Duke. But this was what happened a dozen
years before his death. I was passing an Oxford
vacation in Berwick in 1840, in which year the
King of Prussia died ; and a friend came in one
day in great glee, telling us that he had been to
visit an old cottager, and that the
following con
versation had taken place

[7*

s.

vm. NOV. 23,

he outskirts of which we came across a fisherman,
ipparently a native and of some seventy winters.
Thinking him to be an authority on the antiquities
f the place, I thought it wise to ask him the nearthe battleest way to the object of our pilgrimage
field of Preston Pans.
No exception could possibly have been taken to
ihe manner in which my inquiry was answered.

The reply was courteous, simple, and evidently
given in all sincerity, and was in these words :
I do not know, sir ; I never heard of it ; it did
not happen in my time." We thanked the ancient
mariner for his information, and then continued
our journey; certainly not wiser, but at any rate
not sadder, pilgrims that day.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

correspondents of 'N. & Q.' have
instances of stupendous ignorance
of
in
great
presumably informed
persons
fact in my own
matters and great men.
Several

mentioned

A

experience
ago, while

may be worth

Midlands, I

Many
noting.
walking tour in the

on a
came

to a river,

She.

The King

He. Yes
She.

King

A

;

Prussia
is

!

o'

Prussia

!

!

The Lord

I asked a strapping country
"
" The
of that river 1
River," he replied; and no other name did he
"The River" it was to him, as to his
know.

in Worcestershire.

"

lad,

What

is

the

name

when they

ancestors ages before,

called

it

So he 's dead

like a

woman.

!

But wha

's

Avon.
O.

S. vii. 247, 329, 432, 490 ; viii.
(7
I must fire a parting shot for the good
Refine it as he may, A. J. M. must
carry on his conscience the fact that his casual
remark is calculated to leave a stigma on an heroic

DOUGLAS

save us

!

The

he 1

It is

dangerous to
assert, and impossible to guess, the age of either.
I will not, therefore, assert that it was not even in
1840 a venerable story, dating perhaps from
the last days of Frederick William II.;
born,
therefore, in 1797; but it was certainly presentee
to me as newly born on or about June
20, 1840.
HENRY H. GIBBS.
Aldenham House.
story

it

was Shakespeare's Avon in its course through
Warwickshire to meet the Severn near Evesham,

?

he died ten days ago.

The King

o'

Prussia

o'

dead
A's dead, is a?
's

years

West

and guessed that

:

He. D' ye know the King of Prussia

'

The following occurrence may be related in con
nexion with this subject.
During a short stay
lately with a friend of mine in the neighbourhood
of Edinburgh, I expressed a desire to see the
battle-field of Preston Pans. My friend
acquiescing
in my ambition, consented to
accompany me, anc
we decided to proceed thither by sea. The day
selected for our expedition
happened to be delightfully fine, and the Frith of Forth not too rough
but just rough enough to be pleasant. We took boa
at Portobello, and after a most
enjoyable row
reached Preston in good time. Landing at Preston
<md having placed our boat in the care of safe
hands, we walked through the decayed village, on

th

189, 289).
Sir James.

memory. True that can only be with people who
do not weigh the evidence ; but there are still some
I have read
N. & Q.' too long to admit
such.
'

that A. J. M.'s opinion ranks only with that of
him "who died o' Wednesday." Nevertheless,
this

time he retires with a broken shield.

Froissart is the only fourteenth-century author
who mentions the sepulchre of the Lord in conThe others
nexion with Bruce's dying behest.

make

the aid of

Christianswar with Saracens,

the forefront,
The fifteenth-cenor the totality, of the mission.
tury authorities are of little account.
Froissart gleaned his facts as a flying
His
all admire him.
visitor to Scotland.
His narrative lives.
descriptions are admirable.
foes of

God, and enemies of Christ

Now

We

But who ever treated him
verbatim

et literatim,

as

before

1

an historian, exact,
Barbour, a native

the history of
Scot, travelled and scholarly, made
his life work. He loved Douglas second only
to the king whom Douglas served and died for,
and his knowledge of the knight's career is on a

Bruce

TS. vm.
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(See The Bruce/ passim. There
are not fewer than twenty-two distinct episodes
scale according.

'

carefully noted by Barbour concerning Douglas.)
On these facts alone is it reasonable to brush aside
Barbour, to ignore the older authors who corroborate him, to look for the whole truth and
nothing but the truth in Froissart, and to draw

an injurious conclusion from a textual criticism,
as if the Frenchman's chronicle were verbally in?

It is not reasonable.

It violates the

first

spired
principles of historical criticism.
If I understand aright, there are but two points
" To
in A. J. M.'s last note calling for reply.
1.
travail upon God's foes."
This, A. J. M. seems
to contend, means God's foes at headquarters, the
garrison of the Holy Sepulchre.
May I retort
A. J. M.'s own very unpersuasive reason that
Bruce did not say so ? The words needed no gloss

when

uttered.
They certainly included the Saracens in Spain.
This is apparent from various
passages cited on pp. 189, 190, and from the words
of Froissart on p. 290. Douglas therefore kept his
vow in fighting against the Saracen in Spain.
" To
2.
wage war against God's enemies ; and
that enterprise done, then he thought to go forth
to Jerusalem and to achieve what he was charged
with." From this A. J. M. infers that the enterprise was a thing by itself, not a part of the commisssion.
Again I demur. The context must be
looked to. Besides, if one must haggle about the
meaning of single sentences, achieve ( = French
achever), to complete, to carry through to an end,
is here used in that sense, just as in the
previous
citation (p. 290, first column) from Froissart.

God's enemies, and so far implemented the behest, he was to achieve, to carry
to an end, his commission by burying the heart at
Jerusalem.
A most ample testimony from Frois-

Having fought

sart to the fidelity of the Scottish knight.
sart is on the side of Douglas, not of A. J.

Frois-

M.

I regret that my authority No. 11 (p.
191) was
not intelligible.
I thought it plain enough, but a
couple of close commas would have made it plainer
still.
For their omission I accept the fullest
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to scores of Derbyshire villages, for they brought
to the houses news from the outer world, as well
as the cheap romances then issued in weekly
numbers at a penny each, besides the periodicals
of that day, such as the Family Herald, Reynolds's
Miscellany, London Journal, all published at a
penny, but for which twopence was the common

The Weekly Dispatch, almost the only
London paper sold in the villages, was supplied at
charge.

sixpence,

and there was a good

little

monthly at

twopence, the Family Friend, which sold largely.
The walking stationers carried their goods in from
Derby once or twice a week, and some announced
their arrival by the tootle of a horn.
They carried
the papers in square tin boxes, slung over the
shoulder, one behind, the other before, and also
carried a miscellaneous lot for immediate delivery
in a loose parcel under the arm.
They also came
on special occasions with " the last dying speech
and confession" of criminals hanged at Derby,
"
Nottingham, Leicester, after each 'sizes." One
of these old walking stationers died at Worksop
about two years ago, at a shop which he had kept
His name was Job Limb, of
for over forty years.
Mansfield stock. He made regular and long journeys from Worksop to many villages in Notts and
Lincolnshire, his best journey, of some weeks' duraHe was the first
tion, being down the Trent side.
in this district who travelled with "parts" supplied

monthly by London and provincial publishers. He
made a goodly sum, particularly out of the sale of
the first parts, which were supplied in those days
at half cost in any quantity to the walking
THOMAS EATCLIFFE.
stationers.
Worksop.

In reply to the notes on David Love by ELCEE
who therein is most certainly in error, inasmuch
'
'
as by my copy of his Autobiography David Love
states he began very early in life travelling with
books, and for some time he pursued that occupation, varied at times with other pursuits, such
I quote the
as schoolmaster, and even coal-miner
following passage from his 'Autobiography,' p. 31,
which occurs therein subsequent to his first marthe
riage, and which should be conclusive on

I meant to say that the ' Buke of
the Howlat,' a Scottish poem, had not been cited
ELLCEE
because it was mainly romance.
I may add that question disputed by
"
Having bought a good stock of books, I set out to
I quoted neither John Major nor the ' Book of
sell them in the country a long distance from our home,
Pluscarden ' because they are so late.
being ashamed that any one should know I was again
I would fain have convinced a contributor such turned a
I sold them tolerably well,
flying stationer.
as A. J. M.
I quit the field, not sure that I have sent for more, and carried on the business."
not convinced him after all.
But whether or no, I
Probably it may surprise ELLCEE to learn that
confidently confront his opinion with the testimony at one time David Love travelled with drapery
of the old historians. Not one of them
not FroisWhen
goods, at another with looking-glasses.
sart himself
affords standing ground for the
sug- climbing over a high stile, he stumbled, and in
gestion that Douglas wavered from his vow.
smashed the whole of his stockresponsibility.

:

WALKING STATIONERS

th

GEO. NEILSON.
S. vii. 428, 516

(7
;
234, 333).
Walking stationers forty years
were
the most welcome of the weekly visitors
ago

viii.

falling

cracked and

which ended his dealing in that class of
Moreover, on searching, I fail to find that
David Love ever procured a licence ; and it is
he had a few of his
clear, too, that occasionally
in-trade,

gooda.
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curious rhyming productions printed, and sang and
sold them about the country ; and in the later
years of his long life he more generally pursued
that course.
Among the few queer characters
Nottingham possessed in my young days I cannot
c>
Old
say I remember David Love or rather
Glory," the sobriquet he had curiously acquired,
and was better known by but his widow, who

died in 1853, aged eighty-three, I knew very well,
as in her final illness and a few weeks before her
death I was called upon to visit the aged widow.
Prior thereto we were utter strangers.
Nevertheless, in the course of my visits the aged widow

made some
some

strange revelations to me, including
The following may
relating to her husband.

be worth noting

s.

vm.

NOV.

23,

go, and no doubt may still be used, though snuffaking has become less and less fashionable. They
were sure to be circulated with the bottle by some
wag whenever a lot of boon companions sat to-

DNARGEL.

gether.
Paris.

WRITER TO THE SIGNET

(7

th

S.

viii.

328).

query by M.B.Cantab, is not an
personal to an individual, but a right, now

'he subject of the
fiice

obsolete,

)ractically

vested in the members of

The names

of existing members will
Scottish Law List ' for the current
fear, and reference to back volumes would, of
course, give the names of deceased members.
society.

De

'

found in the

NOMAD.

:

" I married David Love because he was such a
great
scholar, and when he was my husband I could then trust
him with, to read and explain to me, the secrets of the
papers my father on his deathbed confided to my charge,
proving his kinship to some great and rich families [two

M.B.Cantab, will find a list of the practising
Writers to the Signet in Oliver and Boyd's ' EdinG. F. R. B.
burgh Almanac.'

WERE (7 th

Lincolnshire baronets]."

t

Hence

;he

it appears that
owing to being reputed a
great scholar" David Love gained his third wife,
nearly thirty years his junior, and concerning whom there evidently exists a genealogical
of
no ordinary interest.
In 1821 David
puzzle
Love, doubtless presuming upon the information
he had gained from those papers, positively went
to claim his relationship to the then head of one
of those great families ; on which occasion, in
reply to his statement, the aged lady, with some
heat, and with arm extended towards her visitor,
"
Leave the hall Leave the hall immeexclaimed,

"

who was

!

It will be soon enough for you to come
here to claim your rights when I am carried out of
"
these hall doors
And poor old David was conducted from the aged lady's presence and out of
the hall by her butler, William Thornhill.
I may
add I received the foregoing from an eye-witness

diately

[7*

!

!

of the strange scene.

F,

M.

went

to

called

fact that it stood by the side of the village
This was in the Midlands, where this term
pond.
.a
applied not to every pool, but to the one usually
found near the entrance to a village, in which
C. C. B.
horses, &c., are washed.

A

spot by IfSey Lock, near Oxford, where men
used to go sometimes for pigeon shooting, used to
be called "The Wires," and may be connected
W. E. BUCKLEY.
with this word.

At Bibury,

Gloucester, the pool below the wear
for purposes of irrigation is
called locally the Wire Pill. I have always looked
upon this as a corruption of Wear Pool ; but it is

thrown across the Coin

Saxon English.

possibly good

SHERBORNE.

J. T. F. asks for ponds bearing the name Wire.
There is one at Whitchurcb, in Buckinghamshire,
which is approached by a lane of the same name.

The pond

Corrington.

One of the first schools
Weir House Academy, from

S. viii. 348).

was

lies,

west of the

as nearly as I can

remember, southG. S. B.

village.

These itinerant vendors of chap-books and similar wares sometimes assisted in the distribution of
literature of a higher
At the end of the
type.

ALL HALLOWS BARKING, LONDON (7 th S. viii.
With reference to the inaccuracies in the
206).

fourth

novel

Tatler

humble

it

is

advertised that

"Upon

the

petition of running stationers, &c., this
Paper may be had of them, for the future, at the
GEO. L. APPERSON.
price of one penny.

Wimbledon.

SONG- BOOK AND SNUFF-BOX COMBINED (7 th S
I know nothing of this combination
327).
but I have seen something of the kind. It
rather a large and flat round box, with two lids
the one at the top and the other at the bottom. I
you chanced to open the right lid you could take u
pinch of snuff ; but if you happened to open the
viii.

ii

one, instead of snuff you would see a pictun
Such snuff-boxe
queer or an obscene one).
were very common in my parts twenty- five
year

wrong
(a

'

George Geith of Fen Court mentioned by
the REV. J. MASKELL, may I draw his attention
to the fact that when Sir Robert Walpole was
asked if he would like a history read to him he
must
replied, "Anything but history, for history
"
be false," and not History is fictitious," as quoted
'

by your correspondent

?

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

Freegrove Eoad, N.

508 ; viii. 356). MR. SIKES
shilling in particular regarded
It seems likely that none but
bribe?"
Messrs. Bariere and Leland, whose guess the etymology if, so regards it. But if anybody doee,

BOBSTICK
"

says,
as a

Why

(7

th

S. iv.

was a

surely the answer

is

clear, that the coin

was an

T*

a vm. NOV. 23/89.]
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easy one for the giver, and an acceptable one for
the receiver. We should save ourselves and others
a great deal of trouble if we would be content
with reasons on the surface, instead of needlessly
imagining reasons below it.
0. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

within

its

413

boundaries"; but rather what it says,
is to decide the religion of his realm.

that the ruler

SHERBORNE.

COLEPEPPER FAMILY

th
S. viii. 229).
Martin
(7
Culpeper, of
College, Oxford, married Letitia,
daughter of Humf. Clarke, of Kent. See 'The

New

Visitation

of Shropshire,

1623,'

published

this

SKELETON IN THE CLOSET (7 th S. viii. 347).year by the Harleian Society, vol. xxix. p. 416.
The title of the seventeenth chapter of 'The
GUALTERULUS.
is
Newcomes'
"Barnes's Skeleton Closet"; and
FRANCESCO ESDI'S 'BACCO IN TOSCANA' (7 th S.
Thackeray

the story of the skeleton in the

tells

somewhere else in that work. I am quite
sure that Thackeray originated the phrase.
closet

E.

"

WHAT

BUSINESS

"

YARDLEY.

EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS

is

th

is

NOBOBY'S

This proverb occurs
in Fuller's
Gnomologia,' 1732, under the form
"Everybody's business is nobody's business." It
does not seem to be given by Eay in his collection
of proverbs.
Its origin, therefore, may be in date
intermediate between the two collections.
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.
(7

S. viii. 308).

'

The Paddocks, Palgrave,
This saying

Diss.

attributed to Izaak Walton by
Hoyt and Ward (' Cyclopaedia of Practical QuotaNew
tions,'
York, 1882). The exact reference is
'
Com pleat Angler,' part i. chap, ii., of which the
first edition was published in 1653.
is

DE

V. PAYEN-PAYNE.

CHARLES CLARK, OF TOTHAM, ESSEX

th

S.
(7
viii. 307).
This gentleman was a singular characI knew him well.
ter.
amassed a vast supply
of literature, chiefly of a satirical and whimsical
One of his most famous broadsides and
tendency.
_

He

pamphlets is on 'Fairlop Fair' and 'Fairlop Oak.'
For upwards of twenty years he had a private
press
at his residence, and is
honourably noticed by
Timperley in his

'

Typography.' I have a portrait
of his tractates (which numbered
sixty or more), and any I have I shall have pleasure in showing or lending to
your correspondent.

of

him and many

C. GrOLDING.
Colchester.

There is a short account of him in the 'Dictionary of National Biography,' and the sources of
information there named include Lowndes's
appendix, p. 216-17; Olphar Hamst, 'Fictitious
'
Names,' 29, 44, 107, 197; N. & Q
1" S. v.
416, 621 ; 5* S. iv. 464, 521 ; v. 17, 395 ; Egerton
MS. 2249, f. 109 ; 2250, ff. 15, 17.
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
Baling Dean.

Africogno is thus explained in the notes
copy of Eedi, by Constantini, 8vo., Parigi,
1823: "Nome d'una specie d'uva, che non 6
dilettevole a mangiare."
Cuccurucu is "canzone
cosi detta, perclie in esse si replica molte volte la
yoce del gallo," while the last line, "Tutti cotti,"
viii.

to

303).

my

" uno modo
proverbiale, esser
monna (una bertuccia o scimenia)
is

cotto come una
vale esser ubbri-

cato."

The notes

to Leigh Hunt's translation of the
are most valuable for the understanding
of this remarkable poem ; not the translation itself,
for Kedi cannot be translated, but only imitated.
That Eedi coined many characteristic words is evident from what his commentator says :
" Si affatico inoltre il Kedi nello
le etimo'

Bacco

'

investigare
logie italiane et molto contribui a rettificare e ad ampliare il vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca ha
quali tenea un onorevole posto."

It is difficult to believe, after reading the 'Bacco,'
that the author could have been a total abstainer.
Upon what evidence does Longfellow assert it?
It is true that he was a very delicate man, and as
a physician prescribed temperance and other
natural remedies in preference to drugs, as may
be seen in his letters. It is true, also, that he be'
gan a poem in praise of pure water, Arianna Inferma, Ditirambo '; but, as Leigh Hunt says, it has
none of the life and inspiration of the ' Bacco,' and
was evidently written, as Milton would say, "with
his left hand."
I should think he was, like most
wise men, a moderate drinker, but liked his wine
good. The words which follow are not those of an
enemy to wine :

Chi 1'acqua beve

Mai non

^

ricave

Grazio da

me

:

Sia pur 1'aqua o bianca, o fresca,
ne' tonfani sia bruna.
*
*
*
*
*

E

se a sorte alcun de' miei

Fosse mai cotanto ardito,
Che bevessene un sol dito,
Di mia man lo strozzarci, &c.
J.

MASKELL.

"

Cujus REGIO EJUS RELiGio " (7 th S. viii.
349).
The
arrived at by ' The Diet of
^compromise

Spires,' 1526.

It does not
mean, however, that
every realm, through its ruler, has the sole right
to determine the form of
religion that shall exist
'

Eedi was a teetotaller, and I think Longfellow stretched an expression in the lines quoted by MR. BOUCHIER.
Leigh Hunt, whose translation lies open before
me (1825), says in his " Companion No. XXIV.,"
It is not easy to believe that

4U
"
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S.

'89.

He drank

very little wine, and was a great diluter date, for it corresponds exactly, in style and treatThe language anent water put into the ment, with (for instance) some of the frescoes at
mouth of Bacchus is certainly rather too hearty for Ravenna. This embroidery contains, among other
a teetotaller
things, a series of figures of naked men, each of
of it."

:

whom is fighting with a
idea, after having seen the

any follower of mine
Dares so far to forget his wine
As to drink an atom of water,
Here 's the hand should devote him to slaughter.
If

Away

with

water
Wherever I come, &c.

With

all

regard to 'II Sidro d'Inghilterra,'

it

is

there singled out for its exceptional strength. Kedi
"I
says elsewhere,
speak of English beer because
in our days it is more esteemed than any other."
MR. BOUCHIER, like Hunt, is reminded of the
excellent ale-song in * Gammer Gurton's Needle/
and I recall a very witty one by Francis Beaumont on ' The Ex-ale-tation of Ale ' (vide l Poems,'
1653).

Whether Eedi ever

Hunt

certain.

says

visited

that

is

England

"James

still

una

made

II.

special request, by his ambassador, Sir William
Trumball, to have the poem sent him." He also
thinks Dryden had read the work.
It

may

interest

MR. BOUCHIER

to refer to Prof.

*

Huxley's Critiques,' where, at pp. 221-3, he will
find an eloquent eulogium on Redi as an experimental scientist.
ST. CLAIR BADDELET.

was and

is

martyrs

in

that these are figures of Christian
but the old
the amphitheatre ;
sacristan, who I suppose represents the opinion of
local authority, scornfully rejects this notion of
mine, and constantly affirms that the figures are
those of gladiators. If so, this piece of heathen
symbolism nearly approaches in date to that which
is mentioned by K. P. D. E.
A. J. M.

GAME OF GOOSE

(7

th

ment.
33, Bloomsbury
"

viii.

A. J.

th

(7
S. viii. 265).
In that storehouse of treasures, the
sacristy at Chur, there is a large fragment of silken
web, four or five feet wide and of irregular shape,
which is said to be part of an ecclesiastical vestment of the time of Justinian. At
the

any

embroidery upon

it

S.

viii.

208,

:

!

HERMENTRUDE.

M.

CHRISTIAN USE OF HEATHEN SYMBOLISM

th

(7

is evidently imperfect
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
Bless the bed that I lie on
Four corners to my bed,
Four angels at their head ;
One to read and one to write,
And two to guard my bed.

rhyme

At

the foregoing reference inquiry is made for a por" this
trait of
lady, who fought in man's clothes
in an action against the French fleet in 1662, and
lies buried in the parish church of Chelsea."
Now, I have known several female sailors personally, and have met with many others in books ;
but I never heard of Anna Chamberlayne. Where
is a life of her to be seen ; and whence does MR.
HOLDEN get the facts which I have quoted above ?
To the best of my recollection (for I write at a
distance from books) Anna Chamberlayne is not
'
in Wilson's
Wonderful Characters,' nor in that
'
curious book, Female Warriors,' which has spoilt
a good subject by inordinate padding. Nor does
she appear in the list of female sailors and soldiers
which I contributed to 'N. & Q.' some years
ago.

W.C.

my

S.

327).

WYATT PAPWORTH.

Street,

nurse in
grandfather's family, who died in 1818
at the age of 108, or at least so reputed. The parish
registers of her birthplace are, unhappily, lost for
the period required to prove it. The last line of

ED. MARSHALL.
(7

11, 92).

The following version was used by an old

'

S.

viii.

408;

FOUR CORNERS TO MY BED "

275).

not summer,
288).
nor one woodcock a winter," is in "Proverbs,"
Camden's ' Remains Concerning Britain (p. 329,
London, 1870), first published in 1605.
th

S. vii.

children very often play upon one of the oriI
ginal boards to which reference has been made.
shall be happy to show it to T. W. R. by appoint-

"One swallow maketh

ANNA CHAMBERLAYNE

th

(7

My

the

"ONE WOODCOCK MAKES NO WINTER"
viii.

wild beast. My own
fragment several times,

rate,

appears to be certainly of his

[Qy. "at night" or "all night

HERALDIC

th

"
?]

Fields composed
of the sub-ordinaries in metal and colour are
be
and
reckoned as neutral,
may
charged with an
ordinary or a natural figure, either in metal, colour,
or proper, without violating the cardinal rule
Thus the fur vair is always
referred to by S. G.
argent and azure, disposed in equal shield-shaped
forms, but it may receive a charge of either metal
or colour, or a charge vair
may be laid upon either
metal or colour, or a shield vair is itself a complete
(7

blazon (Nisbet's

S. viii. 368).

Heraldry,' vol.

i.

p. 20).

HERBERT MAXWELL.
There are exceptions to the rule, as in the arms
But
of Jerusalem, where metal is upon metal.
the blazonry referred to by S. G, or similar blazons,
are quite common in English heraldry, as, e.g., in
the coat of Clifford,
les.

St.

Chequy

or

and

azure, a fesse

GEORGE ANGUS.

Andrews, N.B.

THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. HARTLEY

th

S. viii.
(7
Elizabeth, the daughter of James
and Eleanor White, of Berrow, co. Somerset, was
probably baptized in the church of that parish

229, 277, 311).
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7 th s.
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owing to a noticeable absence of
between 1745 and 1753, no record thereof
appears in the register. The annexed notice of
her will be found in Phillips's Public Characters,'
1806, vol. viii. p. 521

information as to the authorship of * Lilliput
I have always understood that the book
Leve"e.'
was written by W. B. Rands, under the nom de
plume of Matthew Browne. Why has the book
not been reprinted 1 It was the source of much

"
During the Vauxhall season in 1777, the celebrated
Mrs. Hartley, the actress, was at Vauxhall with a party

amusement to both juveniles and their elders
twenty years ago. Copies of it at the present
time seem to be exceedingly scarce.
F. C. BIRKBECK TERRY.

circa 1751, but

entries

'

:

of friends, enjoying the pleasures of that delightful spot.
In the course of the evening this lady and her friends
were most unseasonably broken in upon and disturbed

by a man whose name was George Robert

Fitzgerald.
that occasion Mr. Dudley afforded his protection to
Mrs. Hartley, against the rude attacks of Mr. Fitzgerald ;
the consequence was that he was challenged by, and
met him afterwards at a coffee-house in the Strnd,
where Mr. Fitzgerald received that chastisement which
his insolence demanded. This rencontre happened while
Mr. Dudley was editor of the Morning Post."

On

Burke, in his 'Extinct Baronetage/ writing of
Henry Bate Dudley, says
" He married
Mary, daughter of James White, Esq.,

the Rev. Sir

:

of Berra, in Somersetshire. In his earlier years, the
of his temperament betrayed him, notwithstanding his cloth, into several quarrels. The cause of
two of these rencontres (with Messrs. Fitzgerald and
Miles) is said to have been Mrs. Hartley, an actress,
celebrated for her beauty, who, singularly enough, after
the lapse of half a century, died on the very same day

warmth

with her quondam champion."
Mrs. Hartley is thus noticed

June, 1782,

vol.

lii.

"

p.

309

in Gent.

:

Lately, in the South of France, Mrs. Hartley, the
celebrated actress."

And

at p. 357 (July, 1782) this appears :
" The
report of Mrs. Hartley's death is not true ; that
lady now resides at Orleans in good health, and passes
by the name of White."

The entry
Woolwich,

of her burial in the parish register of

co.

Kent, reads

Chapel."
will,

as

" Mrs.

Elizabeth White, of the

parish of Woolwich, co. Kent, spinster," dated
Jan. 25, 1824, was proved Feb. 25, 1824 (P.C.C.,
127 Erskine). In it she mentions her sister Lady
Mary Bate Dudley, and her husband, Sir Henry.
She bequeathed 100Z. stock Three per Cent. Consolidated Bank Annuities to the Covent Garden
Theatrical Fund.
DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

DR. KUSSER
after

(7

th

S. viii. 368).

whom MR. DAVIS

Kev. Dr. William Kuper

The gentleman

inquires is probably the
(not Kusser), many years

chaplain to the Queen Dowager Adelaide at St.
He was a native of Germany and a
James's.
Lutheran. He was father of the late Admiral Sir
Augustus Leopold Kuper, G.C.B., who died about
three or four years ago.
E. WALFORD, M.A.
7, Hyde Park Mansions.

SOURCE OF BALLADS (7 th S.
MR. PATTERSON, at the second

th

S. viii. 289).
The
prefixed in the British
Museum Catalogue to the annexed works of Anne
'
of Swansea, authoress of Cambrian Pictures':
of

Anne Hatton

(7

is

Poetic Trifles. Waterford, 1811.
Secret Avengers. A Romance. 4 vols. Lond., 1815.
Chronicles of an Illustrious House ; or, the Peer, the
Lawyer, and the Hunchback. A Novel. 5 vols. Lond.,
1816.
Gonzalo de Baldivia; or, a Widow's Vow. A Romantic
Legend. 4 vols. Lond., 1817.
Secrets in Every Mansion; or, the Surgeon's Memorandum Book. 5 vols. Lond., 1818.
Cesario Rosalba; or, the Oath of Vengeance.
Romance. 5 vols. Lond., 1819.
Lovers and Friends: or, Modern Attachments. A
Novel. 5 vols. Lond., 1821.
Guilty or not Guilty ; or, a Lesson for Husbands.
Tale. 5 vols. Lond., 1822.
Woman 's a Riddle. A Romantic Tale. 4 vols. Lond.,
1824.
Deeds of the Olden Times. A Romance. 5 vols.
Lond., 1826.
Uncle Peregrine's Heiress. A Novel. 5 vols. Lond..

A

A

1828.

Gerald Fitzgerald.

An

Irish Tale.

5 vols.

Lond.,

1831.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
Myddelton Square,.Clerkenwell.

34,

a curious coincidence, a lengthy account of
CymruFu (Weekly Mail),
Cardiff, the same week that MR. BOUCHIER'S
query was published in these columns.

By

:

P. 182, No. 1452. Elizabeth White, King Street,
buried February 6, 1824, 73 years. Carried to Union

Her

ANNE OF SWANSEA

name

viii.

227, 297).

reference, desires

this

worthy appeared in

ARTHUR MEE.

ADELARD OF BATH

th

(7

S. viii. 346).

H. DE

B. H. has surely forgotten Alexander Neckham,
Robert Grosseteste, Koger Bacon, William Occam
(" the Invincible Doctor "), Thomas Bradwardine,
Robert Holcot, and Walter Burley, all born before
the dawn of the fourteenth century.
Adelard, or
Athelard, of Bath, is not the strange name to some
that it would appear to be to H. DE B. H., and I
would refer him for information to Henry Morley's
'
First Sketch of English Literature,' pp. 45-6.
ST. SWITHIN.

There

is

sources of

an account of him, with references to
information, in the 'Dictionary of

National Biography,' vol.
[Many replies to the same

i.

effect are

W.

C. B.

acknowledged.]

A

few
ENGLISH GODDAMS (7 S. viii. 288).
years since I was having my hair cut in a cathedral
and my
city when a French lady entered the shop,
th

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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vm.

s.

NOV.

23,

conversed fluently with her in her There can be little doubt that Keats has used the
native tongue. When she had left the shop I word in the sense of " sweeter." But whence did
spoke to him about his French. He told me that Keats obtain this sense ? Had he in his mind, as
when he was eighteen years of age he went to he wrote, Milton's well-known line
Paris to be an apprentice there for three years, so
The soothest shepherd that e'er pip't on plains
that he might acquire a conversational knowledge of
(' Comus,' 823) ?
the French language, and be able, when he set up Did he understand soothest as
equivalent to
for himself in England, to advertise himself as
sweetest, confounding it with swoot, swoote, swote =
from So-and-So's establishment in Paris, which sweet, used by Chaucer, &c.?
things came to pass after he had resided four years
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.
in Paris.
He told me that during the whole of
INSCRIPTIONS
ON
STEELE'S
MONUMENTS (7 th S.
that time his master and mistress and fellow apviii. 348).
MR. LOVELL will find copies of the inprentices never once called him ' by his proper
name. " They always called me the little God- scriptions on the monuments to ' Steele at Carmarthen and Llangunnor in my Life of Richard
dam,' because I was an Englishman."
Steele,' vol. ii. pp. 319, 327; or in SpurrelFs CarCUTHBERT BEDE.
marthen.'
G. A. AlTKEN.
In Lord Mahon's (the late Lord Stanhope's)
12, Hornton Street, Kensington, W.
'Historical Essays,' p. 30 (Murray, 1849), it is
'
PORTRAIT OF BURNS (7 th S. viii. 247). ENsaid, on the authority of Memoirs concerning the
Maid (' Collection,' vol. viii. p. 273), that Joan of QUIRER is referred to a letter which appeared in
Arc when before Orleans was asked to dine off the Globe newspaper of Nov. 6, wherein it is authoa shad fish before going to the fight. She replied, ritatively stated that Burns never sat to Raeburn.
" It shall not be eaten till
GUALTERULUS.
supper, by which time
we will return by way of the bridge, and bring
SOUTHWARK FAIR (7 th S. viii. 289, 378). See
back with me as prisoner a Goddam, who shall its history from first to last in ' Old and New
eat his share of it." Lord Stanhope adds :
Mus URBANUS.
London,' vol. vi. pp. 58, 59.
"This nickname of Goddam which in more angry
times than the present we have often heard muttered
LITERARY PLAGIARISM (7 th S. viii. 326). Tenny'
behind our countrymen in the streets of Paris was, we
son, in
Tithonus,' surpasses both Marston and
had always fancied, of very modern origin. Till now we
in the expression of the thought common
Reynolds
could not trace it higher than Beaumarchais in his
'
to all three. I do not know where in his poems to
Mariage de Figaro.' We now find, however, that all
It
future anti-Anglicans may plead for it, if they please, look for a grander image than he makes of it.
the venerable antiquity of four centuries and the high is to Aurora that Tithonus speaks
Joan
of
Arc."
precedent of
Thy sweet eyes brighten slowly close to mine
Ere yet they blind the stars, and the wild team
This essay first appeared in the Quarterly Review,
That love thee, yearning for thy yoke, arise.
No. 138, March, 1852.
T. LEWIS O. DAVIES.
And shake the darkness from their loosened manes,
Pear Tree Vicarage, Southampton.

hair-dresser

'

'

:

And

MR. WHITELY

WARD

fire.

C. 0. B.

'

author of a Tour in Normandy had for asserting
that the English had been called Goddams in

France for the last five centuries. It is certain
that they were habitually described under that

name by Joan

of Arc four centuries before the
publication of that work ; and it is probable that
she did not invent the term, but simply applied to
her enemies an expression in general use, and
which may have dated from the wars of the third
Edward.
E. B. DE F.

See 'A Cursory History of Swearing,' by Julian
Sharman, p. 45, for the use made of this word by
Joan of Arc ; also p. 52 for a reference to Henry
VI. as little King Goddam."
T. W. F.
[Other replies are acknowledged.]

"LANGUOROUS," AS USED BY KEATS (7 th S.
Your correspondent at the second
229, 316).

viii.

reference inquires as to the

meaning

of soother in

the line

With jellies

beat the twilight into flakes of

asks what authority the

'

NOTCHELL

th

(7

S.

viii.

'

ing from my Supplementary English Glossary ':" Nochell. To
cry nochell in the extract seems
mean the same as a word which was added to our le
guage towards the end of 1880, to Boycott,' though _
bably Gaffer Block only said that he would not"
The wor
responsible for debts contracted by his wife.
seems the same as Nichill, q.v. :
" Will. The first I think on is the
King's majesty (G(
'

bless

him

" Sam.

!)

him they

cried nochell.

What, as Gaffer Block of our town cried

than the creamy curd.

hi

wife?
"

Witt. I do not know what he did; but they voted tl
nobody should either borrow or lend, nor 'sell nor bi
with him, under pain of their displeasure.
Dialogue

Oxford Parliament,' 1681 (Harl. Misc., ii. 114)."
There is an Officer in the Exchequer,
"Nichill.
called Clericus Nihilorum, or the Clerk of the Nichill
who maketh a Koll of all such sums as are nichill'd \
the Sheriff upon their estreats of the Green Wax, wh
such sums are set on persons either not found, or
found solvible.' Fuller, 'Worthies,' chap, xxv."
'

T.
soother

I give the follow-

268).

LEWIS 0. DAVIES.

Pear Tree Vicarage, Southampton.

7"> S.
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NOTES AND QUERIES,

'6

th

COLUMN ON CALAIS

S. viii. 206, 352).
PiER'><7
Is not the reason given at the last reference why
the left leg is put foremost in marching, and placed
first in the stirrup or on the step of a bicycle, the
wrong one 1 Very few animals move the fore and
hind leg on the same side together, and I opine
that men are usually left legged because they are
It is certainly the case that the
right handed.
stepping into the saddle with the left leg leaves
the right hand more free to take the reins, as also
to grasp the saddle.
Very few of us, I suppose,
kick with the left leg, that being an act which

does not necessarily bring the

MONEY DROPPERS (7 th S.

arm

viii.

into play.
C. C. B.

367).

An

By

a Gentleman

extract

and Pickpockets, &c.

who has made

the Police of the

Metropolis an object of Enquiry twenty-two years.
London, 1819," 12mo., will answer this query:
"Money-droppers are no other than gamblers who
contrive that method to begin play.
It is an almost
obsolete practice and its twin-cheat, ring-dropping, not
:

less disused
'What is this?' says the dropper.
wiggy 1 if this is not a leather purse with money !

ha

'My
Ha

!

gentleman was next to me, was not you, sir]' To
which the countryman assenting, or, perhaps, insisting
upon his priority, the finder declares himself no churl in
the business, offers to divide it into three parts, and
points out a public house at which they may share the
contents and drink over their good luck, &c. The found
is

counterfeit, or screens, or else Fleet notes.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

I find the word in no other dictionary than
"
Webster's, where it is given thus
Chare, n., a
narrow street (prov. Eng.), Halliwell." But I
think its derivation is the same as that of the word
"
Char (2), a turn of
char, thus given by Skeat
work (E. ). Also chare, chore, chewre ; M.E. cher,
And so Manor Chare, Pudchar, orig. a turn."
:

ding Chare, would mean Manor Turning, Pudding Turning; that is to say, the turning of the
road to go to the manor, the turning of the road to
go to the house where the pudding is made, or

DNARGEL.

eaten.
Paris.

!

ha ! Let 's have a look at it.' While he unfolds its
contents his companion comes up and claims a title to a
share.
'Not you, indeed'' replies the finder; 'this

money

criminal trial swore that " he saw three men come
out of a chare foot." " Gentlemen of the jury,"
exclaimed the learned judge, "you must pay no
regard to that man's evidence ; he must be insane."
But the foreman, smiling, assured the judge that
they understood him very well, and that he spoke
the words of truth and soberness. The late Lord
Chancellor Eldon was born in a chare-foot, and in
a facetious moment admitted it.

:

from "The London Guide and Stranger's Safeguard
against the Cheats, Swindlers,

417

They

drink
An old friend comes in, whom the finder can
barely recognize, but remembers him by piecemeal. La
bagatelle, the draught-board, or cards, exhibit the means
of staking the easily-acquired property, so lately found,
but which they cannot divide just now, for want of
The countryman bets, and if he loses is
change.
called on to pay: if he wins, 'tis added to what is coming
to him out of the purse.
If, after an experiment or two,
they discover he has little or no money, they run off,
and leave him to answer for the reckoning, &c." P. 69.
It is an early form of the " confidence trick " and

This is the same word as sHear, or cut, easy of
application to a road or lane.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.
[Other replies are acknowledged with tbanks.]

"BELTED WILL "(7 th

S. viii. 266).

I was glad

MR. BOUCHIER'S letter relative to "Belted
Will" Howard, and hope it may elicit further

to read

information, in addition to that which is generally
known, respecting that almost legendary character
'
in Sir Walter Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel.'
Sir Walter was rarely deterred by an anachronism,

whether in his poetry or prose writings as witness,
inter alia, the introduction of Amy Robsart into
'Kenil worth 'when it made for the interest of
The anachronism in the
the tale he had in hand.
instance of Belted Will has been, indeed, frankly
admitted by him in his notes to canto iv. of the
ALFRED WALLIS.
"ring-dropping."
In note 7 to st. vi. of that canto he
Lay.'
"
[Many replies to the same effect are acknowledged.]
acknowledges that by a poetical anachronism he
is introduced into the romance a few years earlier
CHARE (7 th S. viii. 307). J. T. Brockett, in his than he actually flourished." The Lord William
Glossary of North Country Words,' says that it Howard thus designated was the second Scott
|
is derived from the Saxon
cerra, viceflexio, divererroneously says the third son of Thomas Howard,
ticulum, from cyrran, to turn, a chare being a fourth Duke of Norfolk (beheaded in 1572 for his
turning from some superior street; and that it is complicity with Mary, Queen of Scots), by his
not quite peculiar to Newcastle, although
nearly second marriage, and grandson of Henry, the
so.
There is the Gaunless Chare and the Wear
accomplished Earl of Surrey, executed by order of
at
Chare,
Bishop Auckland, lanes leading re- Henry VIII. in 1547. In right of his wife, Eliza"
to
the
stream
at the very confluence
spectively
beth, sister of Lord Dacre of Gillesland, who died
of which," says Camden, " stands Auckland."
without heirs male in the eleventh year of ElizaMessrs. Vint and Anderson, in their '
History beth, Lord William Howard succeeded to Naworth
of Newcastle,'
the
give
following laughable mis- Castle, in Cumberland, and became, in conseHe
understanding, which happened at one of the quence, Warden of the Western Marches.
assizes some years ago.
One of the witnesses in a likewise
the same marriage the site
acquired by

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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on which Castle Howard was erected, and was the
ancestor of the present Earls of Carlisle.
Notwithstanding his father's attainder, Lord
William was restored in blood, by Act of Parliament, in 1603, upon the accession of James I.
It seems, however, like bringing down a mythical
hero of romance, who could boast that none

Saw

In field or foray slack,
the blanche lion e'er fall back,

to very matter-of-fact proportions when it is stated
that towards the close of Elizabeth's reign and
during the earlier years of the seventeenth century
he occupied lands contiguous to Enfield Chase,
and even, according to one account, paid poor's
The
rate at Bonder's End from 1600 to 1623.

[7*

s.

VIIL NOT.

2s,

m

Timperley refers to J. Walthoe, and quotes Dunton. Has MR. REYNOLDS seen a Table of Places
in England and Wales with their Earliest Specimens of Typography,' by W. H. Allnutt, in the
Transactions of the Library Association for 1878 ?
Several Staffordshire places are named.
A. L. HUMPHREYS.
'

Ealing Dean.

Your correspondent should apply to Mr. Rupert
Simms, bookseller, Newcastle-under-Lyme, who
has been collecting for the bibliography of Staf-

W.

fordshire.

0. B.

CLOVEWORT (7 th S. viii. 347). Is not clovewort a pink, so called on account of its smell ?
In the Wakefield market I have frequently seen
the single pink-coloured pinks sold under the

rolls of the manor cf East Barnet contain many
surrenders to the use of William Howard, Esq.,
" son of Lord William
Howard, one of the sons of name of clove-flowers, cloves, or clove pinks, and
'
Thomas, the late Duke of Norfolk," the earliest in vol. iv. of Sowerby's Botany,' p. 16, Dianthus

dating from about 35 Eiiz. ; but I have been unable
to discover from what period the connexion of the
Howards with the Chase commenced. The son
here mentioned, afterwards Sir William Howard,
Knt., of Brafferton, co. York, died without issue
'
The property at East Bar(Collins's
Peerage').
net bordering upon the Chase, with which he
was connected, at that time styled Mount Pleasant,
Belted Will, accordis now known as Belmont.
ing to the Peerage,' died in 1640.
FREDK. CHAS. CASS.
Monken Hadley Rectory.

The late Canon Ornsby collected all that is
known about him in the volume of 'Na worth
Household Books ' printed for the Surtees Society.
He says " it is somewhat uncertain when the
'
Belted Will' became attached to
sobriquet of
him"; but as his old belt used to be shown at
Naworth, he concludes that the name was well
known before Sir Walter Scott used it. We may
accept this statement the more readily, because
the editor had to demolish several legends about
him. Lord William died on or about Oct. 7, 1640,
at Greystock, and was there buried.

W.
[Many

replies

C. B.

have been received.]

given as clove-pink or clove-gillyW. M. E. F.
"
'
Cockayne's Saxon Leechdoms,' &c., has Clovewort, or batrachion (Eanunculus acris)"; but the
clovewort (Caryophyllata) of our later herbalists
Is it
is avens, or herb-bennet (Creum urbarum).
possible that it is to the latter that the name is
C. 0. B.
still applied in Northamptonshire ?

caryophyllus

is

flower.

ANTICIPATIONS OF

A

MODERN INVENTIONS

similar engine, in

use

(7

th

S.

the
Venetians, is described by B. Randolph, ArchiIt held "five charges, each
pelago,' 1687, p. 70.
firing severally at a certain time, and carry several
have a touch, to reach from
bullets
They
one chamber to the other."
Andrew Marvell, in his ' Rehearsal Transpros'd,'
1672, p. 30, mentions ancient attempts to make
a Suez Canal, whereupon Richard Leigh, in the
viii.

365).

among
*

TransproserRehears'd,' 1673, p. 119, adds, "Who
can tell at how great a distance every breath of
moving air may continue articulate? Especially,
if vocaliz'd in Sir S. Moreland's trumpet."
W. C. B.
<

THE REGISTER OF

HAW

th

ST.

MARY WOOLCHURCH

In September last I
was examining a large MS. collection which has
recently come into my possession, some of the
books and documents in it relating to many places
of interest in and around the City, when I found a
and Provincial Words one of the meanings given priced catalogue of Sir Peter Thompson's MSS.
and which
to the word "liver" should be "quick, active, and library, sold by auction in 1815,
evidently showed that some of my MSS. came
lively," a definition quoted from Palsgrave.
from the collection of the well-known eighteenth
R. B. JOHNSON.
century knight. In this catalogue I noticed that
th
PRINTERS AND BOOKSELLERS (7 S. viii. 367). there was " The Register of the Parish Church of
"
There was a J. Walthoe at the sign of the Black Woolchurch, a MS. on vellum," which sold for
Lion," Chancery Lane, in 1684. In that year he 21. 12s. 6d: Knowing that the Rev. J. M. S.
issued a curious old book of folk-lore called The Brooke, the rector of the united parishes of St.
Pandemonium ; or, the Devil's Cloyster,' &c. Mary Woolnoth and St. Mary Woolchurch Haw

"THE LIVER OF

IT" (7 th S.

If in
some parts of England the expression "liver of
"
the nail
is used for the quick of the nail, it is
'
curious that in Halliwell's Dictionary of Archaic
viii.

367).

'

'

(7

S. viii. 307, 376).

7*

s.
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instincts are requisite to read the characters that are
(Lombard Street), had printed in 1886 the register
on the stage, and a woman's grasp of the value
book of his parishes, and that there did not appear brought
of domestic incidents is
to
the whole

to be any portion of his registers missing, I wrote
to Mr. Brooke informing him of the note I had
discovered, and, as I did not know of any parish
called Woolchurch, would he kindly examine his
books and see if any portion was defective ; and I

suggested that probably the churchwardens' accounts or other parochial volume may have been
"
meant when simply cataloguing as register." I
was anxiously waiting for his promised reply upon
his returning to town, when, to my surprise, and
without further communication with me, he adverfirst through the
tised for the missing volume
newspapers, and lastly in your own columns. I
have thought it better to explain fully how the
inquiry came about, as it must not be taken for
granted that it was a register book of St. Mary
Woolchurch Haw at all, but rather, as I believe, a
churchwardens' book, or a register of some parish
in

Kent or Surrey.
While writing upon the

subject, permit me to say
that the "Abstract of an original deed," dated
1702, relating to the Backwell family and the old
house called "The Unicorn," next "The Grasshopper," in Lombard Street, printed by Mr.
Brooke at p. Ixiii of his appendix to his transcript of the registers of his united parishes, was
kindly communicated by me to him, I having the
original deed in my London collection of MSS, ,
but for some reason or other Mr. Brooke has not

mentioned

this.

In years to come inquiry

may be

the information obtained, and
T. C. NOBLE.
where is the original deed ?
Greenwood Road, London.

made whence was

AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED

(7

th

S. viii.

369).

The mouse that always trusts to one poor hole, &c.
The above line (misquoted by your correspondent) is
from Pope's imitation of Chaucer's 'Wife of Bath/
FREDK. RULE.
1. 298.
" I hold a mouse's hert not worth a leek
oon
to."
hole to sterte
That hath but
'
Chaucer, Prologue to Wjfe of Bath v. 572.
C. A. PYNE.
"
The mouse that hath but one hole is quickly taken."
'

Herbert.
A. L. HUMHPKETS.

[Other contributors supply the reference to Chaucer.]

NOTES ON BOOKS,

Shelley.

By

2 vols. (Bentley & Son.)
comprehension of the quasi-tragedy of Shelley's
life a memoir of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley is necessary. This is now supplied in two handsome and delightful volumes, the interest and value of whic.h extend far
beyond the circle of Shelley worshippers. The life which
now for the first time sees the light is such as a woman
woman's perceptions and
only could have written.
Mrs. Julian Marshall,
full

A

its

give

interest.

Considering the historic importance of the characters
issue of the main action, the moral of
the story is singularly commonplace. The one lesson,
the
beyond
advantage of the kind of morality it is the
custom to decry as Philistine, is that it is dangerous to
introduce into a young menage a young and an attractive
sister of the bride. To tell us this needs " no ghost come
from beyond the grave." The lesson is, however, sternly
taught. When, almost at the outset of the story, Mary
Wollstonecraft Godwin eloped with Shelley, her subsequent husband, Jane Clairmont, her half-sister, accompanied her in her flight, remaining for years her companion. When Mary retired, Jane, or Clara as she elected
to call herself, remained conversing with Shelley upon
subjects of all others the most dangerous between a young
and sensitive girl already in a false and compromising
scene (vol. i. pp. 92-3)
position and a male companion.
shows a climax of hysteria on the part of the girl, the
danger of which a woman of more experience than Mary
would have at once understood. Here is the conclusion :
" I
repeated one of my own poems to her." It is Shelley
who speaks or writes. " Our conversation, though intentionally directed to other topics, irresistibly recurred to
Our candles burned low we feared they would
these.
not last until daylight. Just as the dawn was struggling
with moonlight, Jane remarked in me that unutterable
expression which had affected her with so much horror
before ; she described it as expressing a mixture of deep
sadness and conscious power over her. I covered my
face with my hands, and spoke to her in the most studied
gentleness. It was ineffectual ; her horror and agony increased even to the most dreadful convulsions. She
shrieked and writhed on the floor," and so forth.
All
this tells its own tale.
To this undesirable form of intimacy is attributable no inconsiderable portion of the
obloquy to which in subsequent years the Shelleys were

and the calamitous

A

:

subject.
It is impossible to follow Mrs. Marshall through her
admirably accomplished task. Of Shelley himself, of

Byron, of Trelawny, of Leigh Hunt, and of Godwin,
with the whimsical contrast between his theories and
his practices, and of hia baneful influence over the lives
of his children, a brilliant account is given. Into the
very soul of her heroine Mrs. Marshall has entered, and
the portrait of the woman is unsurpassable. Shelley is
at the close of the first volume.
His influence
is felt throughout.
The matter in the second volume is
principally new, and is of much interest. To the personality of Shelley it must be attributed that the first
volume, though a portion of its information has been
discounted, is, on the whole, the more fascinating.

drowned
&0.

The Life and Letters of Mary Wollstonecraft

To a

necessary

and its sweetness of proportion. In a
se Mrs. Marshall holds a brief.
She has in a hotlycontested dispute to secure the reader's sympathies for
one side. In this she is completely successful, and the
reader who rises with delight from the perusal of her
work must be a strong partisan if conviction does not
wait upon gratification. This result, moreover, is due to
Furnished by Sir Percy and
logic rather than appeal.
Lady Shelley with the MS. journals and letters in their
possession, she supports her views and statements by indisputable authority. The result is a book of fine literary
flavour and a series of portraits of admirable fidelity and
thrilling actuality

How

to

F.S.A.

Catalogue

a,

Library.

By Henry

B. Wheatley,

(Stock.)

MR. WHEATLET'S volume confers lustre upon the
in which it appear?.
Not only does it contain a

series

large

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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of bibliographical information, all conveyed in
the pleasantest way, it is a practical treatise upon
a light
cataloguing, a pursuit many have begun with
heart and laid aside with a feeling akin to despair. To
all in control of libraries, to the collector as much as
the librarian, the book directly appeals, and the information under the head of "How to Treat a TitlePage" is of supreme value. For the benefit of his
of the
readers, moreover, is issued an abridged list
Latin names of places which to those who do not possess the two series of the invaluable 'Typographical
Gazetteer of Cotton will be of highest importance.
"
Under the head of " Dates information which, though
known, of course, to bibliographers, is anything rather
than a general possession, is furnished. We wonder, for
on the Aldine
instance, how many can read the date
first
Aristophanes, MUD, or this, which we see for the
In whatever
MVICXXI.
time in Mr. Wheatley's book,
Its
is regarded it is a prize.
little
volume
this
light
size is out of all proportion to its worth.

amount

'

New

Studies in Old Subjects.
F.S.A.
(Stock.)

By

J. A. Sparvel- Bayly,

must be a bold man who, without any pretence of

HE

independent research, ventures to rehandle such overas Archbishop Becket, Mary Stuart, and
the story of the Armada. It is with such subjects, trite
as well as old, that Mr. Sparvel-Bayly undertakes to
deal.
His essays, if somewhat slight, are agreeable
reading enough, but they appeal to the general reader
rather than to the historical student or antiquarian.
In his interesting paper on Pews of the Past the writer
has missed the earliest reference to the subject in Langland'a Vision concerning Piers the Plowman
Ich am ywoned sitte
Yparroked mpuwes. C. vii. 144;
"
and it is disappointing to find a chapter on Good Queen
"
without so much as a word of reference to the
Bertha
"
"
and other strange legendary accretions that
goose-foot
have grown around her memory. When Mr. Sparvel-Bayly
"
chrism child,"
in swaddling clothes a
an
infant
calls
he evidently means a "chrisom" child (p. 177): but
what "a sword of balon" is, with which he equips Sir
Roger de Trumpington (p. 169), we can hardly conjec-

worn themes

:

ture.

Possibly laton, latten,

is

the word intended.

The Magazine of Art. ( Cassell & Co. )
of the Magazine of Art maintains its
well-established supremacy of interest. Very pleasantly
varied is the literature, and the illustrations cover a wide
Still greater luxury is promised in the forthrange.
coming volume, but it is not easy to see how the present
is to be surpassed.
Among the prose contributors are
Mr. William M. Rossetti, Mr. W. Cosmo Monkhouse, Mr.
J. E. Hodgson, R.A., Mr. Frith, R.A., Mr. W. J. Lawrence, Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A., Mr. Madox Brown, and
Mr. F. G. Stephens. Among their contributions not
the least interesting is Mr. Rossetti's paper, in three
So
parts, on the portraits of his brother Dante Gabriel.
interesting is this, it is enough largely to promote the
sale of the magazine among Rossetti worshippers.
Mr.
'
Wallis's The Habit does not Make the Monk is perhaps the most attractive picture in the volume. A good
deal is written on 'Art in the Theatres,' the subject
being treated in the practical way by Mr. Telbin and
Mr. Augustus Harris. Pictures of Mr. Irving's revival
of Macbeth
are also given. It is impossible to go
through the letterpress or the illustrations. As regards
the latter, indeed, the subject is inexhaustible. Special
attention may, however, be directed to the portraits of
That of Madox Brown, by himself, is specially
painters.
excellent, Millet is, of course, largely represented. Mr.
'

'

artistic guise.

THE penultimate number of Le Livre opens with
further particulars of the Nouvelle Revue, by which it is
to be succeeded.
It contains, in addition, a further and
final instalment of the letters of the Comte de Koenig to
Casanova. These deal principally with historical matters
the conquests of Napoleon, the fall of Venice, &c.,
and include some scarcely concealed gratification at the
English naval victory of St. Vincent. M. Lemercier de
Neuville gives an account of the origin of the Theatre
de la Rue de la Sante. An excellent illustration is supplied of the library of the former College of Jesuits of
Rheims, 1685. This fine edifice is now the Lingerie de
1'Hopital General.

_

'

'

SINCE the preparation of the ' Chaucer Concordance
has been resumed very generous help has been given by
A few
ladies and gentlemen both here and in America.
parts, however, yet remain to be undertaken, and Mr.
Graham, 4, Queen's Terrace, Maidenhead, will be pleased
to hear from any one who will assist in preparing the
slips.

to Carrerfpanttent*.

We must call special attention to the following notices
ON all communications must be written the name and
:

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE

cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
"
to head the second communication
Duplicate."

French "payer
").
This question has been often asked in

K. A. N. W. ("To Pay the Piper
les

violons."

&

Q.,' and no very definite information has been
The expression is supposed to take its rise in
elicited.
the Pied Piper of Hamelin. See especially 3rd S. ii. 412.

'N.

THE new volume

vm. NOT. 23,

The Light of Asia ; or, the Great Renunciation, by Sir
Edwin Arnold, M.A., K.C.I.E., &c., has been issued by
Messrs. Triibner & Co. in a cheap but attractive and

'

'

s.

Furniss supplies the comic element. At whatever page
the volume is opened something to entertain or to delight awaits the reader.

'

'

[7*

Roland and Oliver are said
132) to be the names of two steeds (others say
who were of equal
to
Charlemagne,
pages) belonging
merit and renown. A "Roland for an Oliver" thus
meant "tit for tat."
("

st

(1

Roland for an Oliver.")

S.

ii.

A. FELS (" Grinning Match "). It was the custom at
fairs for yokels to grin through a horse-collar.
Whoever was judged to have made the ugliest grimace
carried off" a small prize.
F. GREEN (" Ye for the "). See 4> S. ii. 322, 359,

country

'

'

'

h

429,545; 5< S. i. 29, 76.
F. R. O'FFLAHEKTIE (" Book-plate ").
We can neither
reproduce nor answer your question.
The subject is too
S. I. B. ("Schoolboy Slang").
wide to be opened out " with a light heart."

NOTICE.

"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries '"Advertisements and
"
the Office, 22,
The Publisher
Business Letters to
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at
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to

it was afterwards
pubby William Walker, when the painter said
Mr. Walker

mezzotint engraving of
:

" Your
admirable engraving conveys to me a more true
and lively remembrance of Burns than my own picture
of him does ; it so perfectly renders the spirit of his
expression, as well as the details of his every feature."

This picture was exhibited in the British Portrait
Gallery department of the great Art Treasures
Exhibition at Manchester in 1857, No. 317 of the
This valuable historical collection was
Catalogue.
under the excellent management of Mr. Peter
Cunningham, and he thus describes the portrait:
" Robert
Burns, painted by Alexander Nasmyth. Lent
by Colonel William Nicol Burns. Engraved in 1787 by
Beugo for the second edition of Burna'a poems. This
picture

hung

in the poet's house in the poet's lifetime."

The same picture was again seen in England at
the great Loan Exhibition of Portraits held at South
Kensington in 1867. It was No. 804 of the Catalogue, and thus described :
" Painted
by Alexander Nasmyth. Lent by Colonel
W. N. Burns. Canvas 13 by 15J inches. Inscribed at
back, 'Painted from Mr. Robert
Burns, by his friend
"
Alex.

Nasmytb, Edin.,

1787.'

picture has now found its appropriate restingplace in the National Gallery of Scotland at Edinburgh, and is thus described in the Official Cata-

The

BURNS AND SIR HENRY RAEBURN.
th
(See 7 S.

As

the

names

of Sir

viii.

247, 416.)

Henry Raeburn and Alex-

logue, 1886,
"

No. 34,

p.

127:

Portrait of Robert Burns. Bequeathed by Colonel
ander Nasmyth have recently been before the pubWilliam Burns, H.E.I.C.S. On the back of the picture
lic in connexion with well-known portraits of Burns,
is the following statement:
and the question has been raised as to the relative
I hereby certify that this is the original Portrait of
share which each artist had in producing them, I the Poet by Alexander Nasmyth, Landscape Painter, in
and is the only authentic Portrait of him in
two
letters
which
readers
to
before
Edinburgh,
lay
your
beg
bear distinctly upon that portrait of the poet which existence, or at least the only Portrait of the Poet whose
is indisputable.
is now upon loan at Bethnal Green, and forms part authenticity
ROBERT BURNS, Eldest Son of the Poet.
of the National Collection of Historical Worthies.
Dumfries, April 28th, 1834.
There can be no uncertainty about the chief It is also signed on the back by the Artist, Painted from
Burns by his friend Alexr Nasmyth, Edin%
authorship of the picture being attributable to Mr Robert
"
Alexander Nasmyth, a personal friend of Robert 1787.'
From this portrait Nasmyth made two copies : one
Burns.
'

The
the

origin of the portrait is admirably told by
Mr. James Nasmyth, of Hammer-

artist's son,

field, Penshurst, himself a most accomplished
draughtsman, and happily still among us, in his
'Autobiographical Memoirs,' edited by Samuel
I quote the third edition, pubSmiles, LL.D.
lished by Mr. Murray in 1885.
Mr. Nasmyth
informs us (p. 33) that his father, Alexander Nasmyth, had been introduced to the poet by Mr.
Miller at Dalswinton.
When Burns visited Edinburgh an intimate friendship sprang up between
him and the artist, and they had many interesting
walks together in the neighbourhood of the romantic
Mr. James Nasmyth adds
city.
:

for George Thomson, of Edinburgh, which is now
in the National Portrait Gallery in London, presented in 1858 by John Dillon, Esq.; and the
other is now the property of Elias Cathcart, Esq.,

of

Auchendrane.

The replica painted for Burns's friend, Mr. George
Thomson, passed to his son William, who disposed
of it through the agency of Mr. John Scott, of the
firm of Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi, in Pall Mall
East, London. It became the property of Mr. John
Dillon, who generously presented it to the National
Portrait Gallery at an early period of its existence.
The first offer to the gallery was made by letter to
Mr. William Smith, an influential member of the
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Board of Trustees, and formerly the eminent
seller of Lisle Street,

Soho.

The following

printletters

show the way in which the name of Sir Henry
Kaeburn was associated with it. The picture was
accepted by the Trustees at a Board Meeting held
in June, 1858, and it appears in their Second
Annual Eeport, printed March 18, 1859, as "Kobert
Burns 1759-1796, Painted by Eaeburn and Nasmyth. Presented by John Dillon, Esq., June,
will

1858."
years afterwards, about 1872, a communiwas received from Mr. James Nasmyth, expressing his fall conviction that Sir Henry Raeburn
had no part in the portrait in question, and that
the picture was painted by his father alone. Upon

Many

cation

the Trustees unanimously determined to omit
of Eaeburn, and the alteration was made
both on the written tablet attached to the frame
and in the printed copies of the Catalogue.
own impression is that, beyond the possibility of a
few touches to give point to the features by deepening the shadows, the picture was entirely painted
by Alexander Nasmyth. The tone of colour, treatthis,

the

name

My

ment, and method of working are entirely different
from any of Eaeburn's known productions.
The following letters will now speak sufficiently
for themselves

:

Letter from Mr. John Dillon to Mr. William
Smith, F.S. A., one of the Trustees of the National
Portrait Gallery:
12, Craven Hill, Bayswater, June 22, 1858.
'
My dear Sir, I beg to offer to the National Gallery of
Portraits the likeness of Robert Burns, by Alexander
Nasmyth, touched upon and finished by Sir Henry Raeburn.

The accompanying
history.
It appears that

letter will tell,

Nasmyth from

and confirm,

its

his original sketch of

Burns, taken from the life, painted two portraits. The
one I saw some years since in the possession of my friend
Major Burns, son of the poet, and has been engraved.
The other, the one now in question, was painted for
Mr. Thompson [sic], of Edinburgh, the well-known publisher of the songs of Burns, with music, from whose son,
Mr. Wm. Thompson [sic], thro' Mr. Scott, of Pall Mall
(Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi & Co.), I obtained the picture.
If, by the aid of your kind services, the picture should
be considered acceptable, it would be to me a matter of
great gratification.
I am,

my

dear

vm. NOV. so,

>.

persons who knew the Poet, this joint work has always
been considered the finest and most truthful.
Mr. Taylor and several other Gentlemen seem to think
351. a small sum for such a work, and, without altogether
rejecting the offer, I should prefer waiting a little longer,
hoping that a higher will be made.
Mr. Tait and Mr. R. Chambers recommended advertising the Manuscript letters and Portrait for competition ; and, to give the Americans time to send
Orders,
the 23rd August was mentioned as the day when the
highest offer, if approved, would be accepted.
Perhaps you will agree with me in thinking under
these circumstances, that we should wait for another
month before coming to a decision unless something
very tempting were offered.
Considering the large Sums already given for Burns's
manuscript letters, 260J. is a small sum comparatively
for this splendid and very complete Collection
Mr. R. Chambers told my sister very lately that a small
Bookseller in Ayr purchased a single letter of Burns, for
which he paid Twenty-five pounds.
Mr. Tait says that Burns is far more popular ia
America than in England, nearly as much so as he is in
I remain, my dear Sir, yours very truly,
Scotland.
WM. THOMSON.
(Signed)
!

John

Scott, Esq., Pall Mall East.

be seen by the above that neither Mr.
William Thomson nor Mr. John Dillon was aware
that the picture bequeathed by Col. William Burns
was the actual " original study," rapidly painted in
Nasmyth's studio, and given by him to Mrs. Burns,
as described by Mr. James Nasmyth, the son, and
that from this picture the artist afterwards made
two copies, or repetitions ; one for Mr. George
Thomson, Clerk to the Board of Manufactures,
Edinburgh (now in London), and the other belonging to Mr. Elias Cathcart, of Auchendrane. I cannot attach much importance to the assumption that
Raeburn " touched upon and finished" the portrait now at Bethnal Green.
It is so like the
It will

Edinburgh portrait that if Eaeburn did anything
to one he must have worked also upon the other.
Eaeburn was only two years older than Nasmyth. They were great friends. In 1787 both
had studied in Italy, but Henry Eaeburn had
known Sir Joshua Eeynolds in London and
travelled abroad with the advantage of his introduction.
GEORGE SCHARF.

LETTERS OP THE DUKE OF NEWCASTLE AND
COL. JOHN HUTCHINSON.
The two following letters may interest readers of
N. & Q.' The first, from the Duke of Newcastle,
Mr. John

JOHN DILLON.

William Smith. Esq., &c.
Letter from Mr. William Thomson to
Scott, Pall Mall East (Messrs. P. & D. Colnaghi
Co.) :

&

Bayham

s.

Sir, faithfully yours,

(Signed)

16,

CT*

Terrace,

Camden Town,
23 July, 1851.

Dear Sir, In reply to your letter of yesterday, I
believe the Portrait of Burns in your hands was painted

by Alexander Nasmyth from an original study in his possession, and I am not aware of its having any relation to
the picture of Major Burns.
Mr. Nasmyth painted the likeness with much care,
and at my Father's suggestion, he consented to its being
touched upon and finished by Sir Henry Raeburn. By all

<

was intercepted and printed in a Parliamentary
newspaper, viz., 'Several Proceedings in Parliament,' 18-25 Sept., 1651
MY LORD, Your Lordship's Letter by Creswell is so
nobly kind, friendly, and so wise counsel, as it is too big
for my Pen, Inke, and Paper, only it hath made me all
over thankfulnesse, and that is as much as I can either
:

say or do. For my estate they are now selling of, it is
against all the old tenents that I should be a Traytor and
Rebell, and all my estate confiscate, and I to be hanged
without mercy, and none will lend me two shillings here,
but flye me, and know not how to put bread into my

TB. viii.
mouth, as

if I

NOV. 30/89.]
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was the arrantest knave and Rogue

in the

World, I vow to God the ridiculousnesse of it makes me
laugh heartily, like the Gentleman that had his ship
taken from him by our wise, just, and grave privy Councellors. Againe to passe the time away withall, my Lord
Bishop of Derry, my Lady Oneale and my selfe gravely
sat in Councel, as wise and provident Parents to provide
the best we could for our children, agreed upon a Match
between my son Harry and her daughter, and gravely
articled, bought eighteen pennyworth of Ribond for the
wooing, tbe old Lady a lean Chicken in a Pipkin for the
Dinner, with three preserved Cherries, and 5 drops of
Syrup by them for the banquet. One wiser than the
rest asked how it should be performed, which our wisdomea never thought of before, so when my estate was
examined, besides the Parliaments selling of it, That my
debts were so great with what was intailed upon my Son
Charles as I could estate nothing, the old Lady was very
angry at that, but I had more reason than modesty, I examined her, having examined old Ladies in my time, and
found she had as little. So the times have broke that
grave intention, yet the joynture and portion being alike
one might think it might go on. And so Harry is a lusty
Batchelor beging homeward for England, but the yong
Lady truly is very deserving and vertuous ; One of the
cast privy Councellors his Majesty left here behind
Every letter and book of News we gravely deliver our
opinions thereof, but first wipe our mouthes formally
with our handkerchers, spit with a grace, and hem aloud,
and then say little to the purpose
If our doubtful
braines cannot resolve, then we shake our heads and
our
with
shoulders
shrugge
prudence, saying time will
produce more, but the Scots lie say no more. The sweet
Duke of Yorks Court is no more then was in Noah's
Arke, 18 persons with some beasts, and these 18 persons
are in 15 factions at least, to practice against you come
:

:

to White-ball, Ratcliffe like an Hermits staffe, and
Doctor Killegrew, Dr. Statesman great projects that
comes to nothing, nor can come to any thing, they have
hurryed the sweet Duke up and down, as I dare swear
his Highnesse is weary of them, but could not but laugh
at Matchivell Deveeke, that gravely broke his braine
with thinking that there was something in it, some

whatchecalle, which is his by- word; God blesse your
Grace, and tell me when I shall waite of you at Whitehall

:

My Lord I am intirely

Your Lordship's most

faithful

obliged Servant

W. NEWCASTLE.
Antwerpe the 8 of Feb. 1650.
Pray burn this Letter.

The following letter from Col. Hutchinson to
his father, Sir Thomas, is copied from the original
letter, which was kindly communicated to me by
Mrs. Arthur Evans

:

I have enquired throughout Duck Lane and little
SIB,
Brittaine, but cannot gett your booke
I have heard of
one which a gentleman hath, but he will not parte with
it under a peice, and they all
say you cannot buy it for
lesse.
I have sent you a perspective glasse, Sir John and
my Cosen Tho: Byron chose it; it cost too peices which
I have given to my Cosen Tho: Byron, there is too
e
1
glasses, one is to looke at y moone and y has a
upon
it
when you looke with that glasse, you must draw the
first draught to y e sircule
[?] which is marked with an
m, if you put in the other then draugh it noe farther y n
e
y first sircule, all y e rest of y e draughtes remaine at the
same distance for both glasses; when you take out either
of them, you must be suer to rubb it very well before
you
put it in againe, and not touch it with your hands, my
:

m

;

Cosen Byron saith

if

you

dislike it

he will have

it,

and
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c

repaye y mony againe. The Queene Mother of Prance is
for certainly looked for to be here this weeke and has
Hatton howse here in Holborne appointed for her, there
is little hopes of an agreement with Scotland, I cannot
tell you any particulars as yet, soe soone as I can
you shall
heare them. I intend (God willing) togoe to S r Edward
this next weeke, but will not stay there above one weeke,
if I can I will write to you before I goe and then you
shall have more of y e Scotts businesse, till then I humbly
take
leave
ever remaining

my

r
yo moste obedient sonne

London y e 20 of August.
Jo HUTOHINSOH.
I beseech you present my humble duty to my mother
and my love to both my sisters.
:

it is evidently 1638, as Marie de Medicis came
England in October, 1638 (Sanderson, Life of
Charles I.,' p. 247). Hutchinson had just married
Lucy Apsley, July 3, 1638, "at St. Andrews
Church in Holborn," and was living in the neighbourhood with his wife's mother.
Sir Edward
mentioned above is Sir Edward Hungerford,
brother of Lady Apsley (see 'Life of Col.
On the back of
Hutchinson,' ed. 1885, i. 81, 92).
the letter are notes on ecclesiastical history, in a

but

*

to

hand, probably that of Sir Thomas
"
the most eminent scholar
Hutchinson, who was
"
" the
of any gentleman in England
in
study of
"
school
and had a most
different

choice library,

divinity,"

valued at a thousand pounds "

(ibid. p. 93).

C.

H. FIRTH.

TOPOGRAPHICAL NOTES.
(Continued from p. B2i.)
The King gave to the Friars Minors
of Gloucester "turella muri Regis Glouc'eisvicinorV
at a rent of 6d. per annum, and the street called
Gloucester.

Stademan, between the houses between the Friary
and the Tower, at the same rent, that they might
hold schools of theology in the said tower. (Close
30 Hen. III.) Order to make a chamber
over the little cellar in Gloucester Castle, for Edmund the King's son. (Ibid., 35 Hen. III.) Barton Street, in parish of Holy Trinity ; Northgate
Roll,

Street, in parish of St.

John; Ailesgate, Le Blynde

Gate, East Gate, Barton Street (wherein are a cottage called Rotten Re we, and the house of Thomas
Sternholde, gen.), Ailesgate Street, Rose Lane,
Newe Inne Lane, a messuage inside East Gate
called St. Jonys hall
all (except perhaps the
Blind Gate) in St. Michael's parish Broke Street,
in St. Katherine's parish ; Churches of St. John
:

Baptist, St. Aldate, St.

Mary

Brodgate, St.

Mary

de Criste: Longsmy the Street, Brodesmy the Street,
Westgate Street, Southgate Street, Goore Lane,
Mawerden Lane, Graves Lane, Here Lane, Bride
Lane.
(Patent Roll, 3 Edw. VI., part iii.) Estgatestrete and Uphatherley, within the liberties ;

messuage called Lanes Landes at Uphatherley ;
messuage called Armettes. (Close Roll, 1-2 Phil.
et Mar., part vi.)

Inquisition of Giles Roberts,
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yeoman, who died Sept. 11, 5-6 Phil, et Mar. ;
held Longmeade, in the parish of St. Mary Lode,
Gloucester, and a messuage at Harthurst, in the
parish of Cheltenham.

(Privy Seal Bills, May, 1
Ebergate alias Westgate Street; Watringstrete.
(Patent Roll, 19 Eliz., part iv.)
Lane called Froggelone, in suburbs
Hereford.
of Hereford, contiguous to the Predicant Friars.
Le Chauncery
(Close Roll, 26 Edw. III., dorso.)
House, Widiuershestrete ; chantry in chapel over
the Northdore of the Cathedral. (Patent Roll, 3
Eliz.)

Edw.

VI., part xi.) The Chauntry House, in the
cemetery of the Cathedral. (Ibid., 19 Eliz.)

Garden

in the Castle of Hereford, called the
King's Orchard.
(Fines Roll, 49 Hen. VI.)
Hertford.
Twenty-two stones of lead to cover
the windows of the Queen's chamber, and to make

Crs

between the chamber and the chapel, in

ford

Castle, at

5%d. per stone

;

making a

herbarium next to the Queen's chamber ; making
the Queen's "clocetta" in her chapel, eighteen
days' work, 45s. Hospital of Holy Trinity. (Household Account of Queen Isabelle, 32 Edw. III.;
Oott. MS. Galba, E. xiv.)
Messuage bounded by
the cemetery of the church of Hertford on the
cast, the messuage called Wadardes on the west,
the field called Castelfeld, and the island called
Bukhornesey, lying next to Hasywoddes in the

[7*

s.

vm. NOV.

dearest Lord and father, and that of Constance
our mother, deceased. (Patent Roll, 2 Hen. IV.,
part i.) Licence granted, March 8, 1403, to Ralph,
Earl of Westmoreland, to found a chantry of two

Church of St. Mary of Leicester, for
the salvation of John, Duke of Aquitaine and Lancaster, our father, and our mother
Constance,
buried (humata) in that church. (Ibid., 4 Hen.
the
to
June
IV., part ii.)
Grant,
5, 1404,
College
of St. Mary, Leicester, for the souls of John Duke
of Lancaster
our mother Constance, our dearest consort Mary Countess of Derby, and our
dearest brothers, who are buried in the Collegiate
Church aforesaid. (Ibid., 5 Hen. IV., part ii.)
By indenture dated April 18, 1450, David Bromfeld, of Leicester, and Margaret, his wife, grant tenements in Belgraugate, in the eastern suburb of
Leicester, next to the tenement of Joan Monsorelle,
"
now mine," extending from the King's highway
to Plowmanlane ; the land called lachepolescroftes,
"
inter comunem balcun qui ducit usque ad ecclesiam S'c'e Margarete," and a piece of land belonging to the Hospital of St. John of Leicester ; land
towards the Chapel of St. John Baptist, between
which extends from the King's
Peturbed, &c
highway to the lane called Barkebylane. Longecroftes, between the land belonging to New Colextending to the Bishop of Lincoln's land.
lege
Land running from the end of Barkebylane opposite to the Chapel of St. John Baptist, from the
priests in the

(Close Roll, 1 Edw. IV.)
Le Brotherhouse, le Northstrete.
(Patent Roll, 3 Edw. VI., part ii.)
(Close Roll, 31
King's highway to Barkebylane.
Paid to Thomas Deyuill, Keeper Hen. VI.)
Huddersfield.
The brothers of Henry IV., named in one of
of Pontefract Castle, 2U 10s. 5d. for the construcparish of Hertford.

Horsham.

of a watermill at Hudresfeld.
(Liberate
Roll, 3 Edw. III.)
The great house called the Stylyard,
Ipswich.
in the parish of St. Elen ; the parishes of St.
Nicholas and St. Mary Elinour ; the inn called the
King's Head.
(Close Roll, 1-2 Phil, et Mar.,
tion

part

i.)

Leeds.
Paid to Thomas de Deyuill 22Z. 15s. 4d.
for the construction of a watermill at
Leeds, by
order of King Edward II. in his nineteenth year.
(Liberate Roll, 3 Edw. III.)
Leicester.
The new College of our Lady at Leicester, which is of our foundation.
(Register of
John of Gaunt, vol. i. fol. 155, b. ; June 2, 1372.)
Of florins of Florence and dokettes of Jeen
[Genoa], and other gold, in two parcels, there remains in my Lord's treasury, Leicester, 2,739 florins

and dokettes. Of doubloons of Castile there remain in the said treasury, 12,189. Offlorensof

these Leicester extracts, have received

little

notice

Their names were Edward,
John, and John, and they were all older than himself.
King Edward III. gave rewards to mes-

from

genealogists.

sengers who brought news of birth of children of
the Duke of Lancaster on three occasions Feb. 21,
:

1363
June

(16Z.

13s.

4d.),

May

4,

1366

(ditto),

and

These were for official letters j
the actual bringer of the news was rewarded on
the last occasion with 26Z. 13s. 4d.
Henry IV.
himself was the child born in 1367, as his own
compotus bears witness, and he and the prince
born in 1366 are alone distinctly called "son."
In the other case the tantalizing abbreviation
"
"
This entry may refer either to one
fil'
is used.
1,

1367

(51).

of the three brothers or the younger sisters, Elizabeth and Isabel, the latter of whom died in
infancy; but I suspect that Isabel was younger
HERMENTRUDE.
than Henry.

(To le continued.)
Aragon, 1,169Z. 7s. 3d. (Compotus of Robert de
Whitteby, Receiver-General of John, Duke of
THE MASS. It has been already mentioned in
Aquitaine and Lancaster, 15-16 Ric. II., Duchy
these columns that the Latin word missa for the
Documents, div. 28, bundle 3, No. 2, fol. 1.)

Licence granted, Jan. 12, 1401, to John Elvet
[late treasurer of the Duchess Constance] to found
a chantry in the church of the College of new St.
Mary's, Leicester, for his soul, and that of our

holy Eucharist occurs first in St. Ambrose of
Milan in the letter in which, in writing to his sister,
the abbess or prioress St. Marcellina, he says,
"missam celebravi." But it should be further

7*s. vin. NOV.

so,
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noted that in a prayer composed by him and addressed to Christ he says
:

"
Summe sacerdos et vere Pontifex, Jesu Christe......
propter magnam clementiam tuam concede mihi missarum solemnia mundo corde et pura mente celebrare."
" missarum solemnia " and " misI think that
sarum sacrificia" are phrases that logically and
" iterated " masses or
grammatically do not mean
multiplied Eucharists, but are simply rhetorical
or grammatical phrases for the sacrifice of the

425
Underneath

Lie the Remains of
Henry Francis Gary. M.A.
Vicar of Abbots Bromley
Formerly Vicar of Kingsbury Warwick
Translator of Dante
Born Dec. 6 1772
Died Aug. 14 1844.

I feel

bound

to believe that the grave in the

abbey contains the remains of Gary, but at the
same time shall be glad of an authoritative statement in the face of the reported restoration and
enclosure of the grave by the Vicar of Chiswick, as
set forth in the paragraph from 'Old and New

the holy Eucharist itself.
I am inclined,
think (following the learned Connop
Thirlwall, late Bishop of St. David's) that in the
Latin and coauthoritative text with the English of London.'
EDDONE.
the Anglican Thirty-nine Articles (vide Art. xxxi.)
the words "missarum sacrificia" probably mean
certain looseness in the emBUT AND BEN.
the Eucharist itself, and that (the plural, as I have ployment of Scottish words and phrases is becoming
said, being purely rhetorical) the opinion con- noticeable in current literature. One of the most redemned is not the dogma that the Eucharist is cent examples occurs in an article in the November
the valid and only Christian sacrifice, or the opinion Good Words, on 'The Author of "Willie Winkie.'"
that it is efficacious for quick and dead, or the The writer, speaking of workmen's cottages as
"
at the edge of the town, where the country
opinion that, as Savonarola said, and said rightly seen
and nobly, in one of his extant sermons, one mass begins and the street ceases to be a street, and
offered in faith is better than a multitude of turns into a road," describes them as having " two
masses offered without faith.
Du Caumont windows on each side of the door, the kitchen
mentions (' Abe'ce'daire,' Caen, 1870) that the
ben' and the parlour 'but.'"
More probably
multiplication of altars in one church (like burials, such dwellings will have only one window on each
except of saints or great secular persons, inside side of the door ; but the serious matter is that in
The this description the two ends of the cottage are
churches) is mediaeval, and not primitive.
'
Article xxxi. means simply this, and a note to a reversed.
But ' and ' ben ' are, of course, good
in
the
Church Times has shown this Scottish names for the kitchen and the parlour, or
correspondent
clearly, namely, that the Eucharist does not sup- inner apartment, respectively. As Jamieson points
plement the sacrifice of Calvary or remedy any out, ben is from A.-S. binnan, and is the signifidefects in it; that neither
and this is an error cant designation of the "locus secretior in penetraagainst which the article is apparently directed, libus domus." Moreover, to get into favour with
and the Council of Trent says very much the one's superior is equivalent to being "geyan far
same thing is the sacrifice of the Cross available ben," as if privileged to visit the inner and better
"
But the house," on the other hand,
only for the remission of sin original as opposed apartment.
to sin actual, whereas the mass alone
purges sin is nearer the outside, as the etymology of the word
" But and ben " has been an
actual; but that the sacrifice of the Cross and denotes.
equivalent
of the Christian altar are a
Gavin Douglas
continuing sacrifice, for a cottage from early days.
one and indivisible.
the
news
of
Dido's
H. DE B. H.
iv.
xii.
tragic
{' J&a.,'
25) says

mass,

i. e.,

also,

to

A

THE GRAVE OP HENRY FRANCIS CART.
and

New

London,'
lowing paragraph

vol. vi. p. 555,

In 'Old

occurs the

fol-

:

"
Carey [*ic"l, the translator of Dante, resided at
Chiswick in Hogarth's house, and lies buried in the
churchyard close under the south wall of the chancel.
His monument was a few years ago rescued from oblivion, and restored at the expense of the vicar, who
carefully enclosed it with iron railings."

In an obituary notice of the Rev.
Henry Francis
Gary, the Athenaeum of August 24, 1844, states
that " Mr. Gary well deserved the
place in Poet's
Corner in Westminster Abbey which
was
granted to his remains."
Wandering into the venerable abbey the
other day, I copied the
following from a slab on
the floor of Poet's
Corner, on the north side of the
grave of Thomas Campbell
:

end spread through Carthage as

A furius flamb,

kendillit and birnand scliire,
Spreding fra thak to thak, baith but and ben.

" the outer and inner
Small's annotation to this is
It is still a good literary expression in well-written Scottish verse, as, for
example, in Principal Shairp's vivid and haunting

rooms of a house."

'

Bush aboon Traquair
Frae mony a

:

but and ben,
By muirland, holm, and glen,
cam'
ane
hour
to
They
spen' on the greenwood sward.
*
Glen Desseray, and other
Chis is annotated in
"
cottage kitchen
Poems,' edited by Mr. Palgrave,
and parlour."
quotation which the Good Words
writer makes from William Miller himself might
lave suggested the true distinction.
mother,
speaking of her child's educational progress, is
made to remark

A

A

:
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And I 'm

P d my maid Biddy

sure ere the dark hours o' winter peep ben,
frae en' to en'.

Ye '11 can read William Wallace

in particular is admirably illustrated
in the apologue of The Wee Bunnock,' which is
'
told with skill and grace in Chambers's Popular
THOMAS BAYNE.
Bhymes of Scotland.'
Helensburgh, N.B.

items, showing the cost of divers necessaries of
in the most remote corner of Ireland 140 years
ago, may be of interest to some of the readers of
'
N.
Q.' They are extracted from an accountbook kept by John, eldest son of Daniel O'Connell,
of Darrinane, co. Kerry.
The writer died v.p.
May 2, 1751, cet. twenty-five. The entries range
from January, 1746, to November, 1749, and are
somewhat irritating from the constant recurrence of
"
" Pockett
Expenses,"
"sundry," to X. as per bill,"
"
"
" Ye "
and " the," " F and
spent in company."
life

&

"ff" are used indiscriminately.
For sweeping ye chimneys, Q^d.

To

the priest at my sister's wedding, 5s. 5d .
of silk stockings, 2s. 2c?.
in Tralee for a private bed and room during the

A pair
P

d

Assizes, 7s.

Disbura'd in expences p'sonally at balls, &c., besides
what my father used to pay for me, II. 5s. 8%d.

Journey to Limerick,

17s. 4c?.

A comb

for ye boy.* l%d.
To rum bestow'd Will. Falvey 3 gall., 15s.
d
hund
Fish do., 4s. lOd.
i
To Kean Mahony for backing
horse aged 4 years
this coming grass, 4?. 10|rf.
snuff-box cost in Dublin, II. 2s 9d.
P d Jasper Lisk, the schoolmaster, for teaching my boy*
to read, write, and siffre for a twelvemonth, Is. Id.

my

My

Buckles, a whip, garters, and
Is.

comb

for

my

guinea, and

my

Linnen 21 y at 3s. and 1J y d Cambrick, 12s. 9d.
A hay knife, 2s. 6d.
For a suit of cloathes blue and Scarlett, U. 4s. 3d.
4

high dry'd

ought to hold 4 months,

P d in the Post office of Limerick w th a letter to Gyles
Sullivane on board the Edinburgh Man of Warr at Porthsas it is to goe aboard ship but
not otherwise to England hence, Is. 2d.
A sett of Lockett buttons, 3s. 6d.
horse brush and 2 shoes, Is. 4rf.
mouth and pays postage

A

8d. ; lawn 1 y d , 4s.
of cloathes, 61. 10s. 6d.
for my J of 80 heiffers yearlings
ffather has bought for him and me at 18s.
36^.

Hungary water,

A suit

To Robert Hassett

wh my

piece w'ch they pass'd on me as a
prov'd to be but a deficient pistole, 17s. 9d.

2 pockett handkerchiefs, 2s. 8d.; Razors and strap,
a quire paper, 5d. ; a saddl cloath, 2s. 8d. ; 4
;
spoons plate, 31. Os. Qd.

2s. 2d.

my

boy,

2s.

;

i barrell oats,

;

A

Pockett Expences,

To brandy
and

my

in

Father,

;

beef 29

Ibs. at

2d.,

5s.

lUd.

14J. 7s. 5%d.

company Messrs.
II. 7s.

Rice, Hussey, Connor,

9%d.

BOSS O'CONNELL.
Killarney.

POMPOUS EPITAPHS.

th
(See 7 S.

viii.

266, 316.)

you one which I copied about thirty-five
years ago from the monument in the ground of the
West Free Church, Kothesay. If not too long for
your space, it will add one more to the number of
I send

these curiosities

:

Peter Macbride
Minister of the West Free Church.
A chosen vessel,
An ambassador for Jesus Christ
eminently qualified for his Master's work.
A bodily frame of masculine mould & of mien
commanding grave majestic,
suitably lodged a mind, powerful, penetrating firm,
subdued to the truth, enrich'd with human learning

and disciplined by grace.
Living near to God, single in aim, singularly faithful.

Rich unction, pressing earnestness, uncompromising
fearlessness in declaring the whole counsel of God

To

distinguished his public ministry.
Christ crucified, the hope of heaven,
Christ in believers, the hope of glory
his favourite themes.
the whole form of the Lord's house zealously faithful.
On Zion's walls an unsl umbering watchman.

Affection, Humility, Wisdom,
Shone in his pastoral life and private walk,
tender in sympathy, of enlarged benevolence,
given to hospitality, ready to distribute,
the children of God, the objects of his tenderest regard,
with burning zeal for the souls of men

encreasing

among

his favor'd flock.

During a ministry of twenty years
he went forth into the field
opened by the memorable event of 1843,
a standard bearer in the cause of his Royal Master
and preaching incessantly, with increasing energy
and zeal
in the Western Isles
and especially in Knapdale his native place
where his labours were crowned with signal success

r
nd
at Easdale in the midst of his warfare 2
9ct 1846
in the 49th year of his age, and 20'" of his ministry

fell

A mighty man in Israel.
His attached flock erect this monument.

G. H. THOMPSON.

EIFFEL. The " Tour Eiffel recalls the Eiffelgeburge mountains of the Tyrol. Have we any
"

* Servant.

2d.

To Mrs. Carr ye midwife for deliver'g my wife yesterd
day of a daughter, 22s. 9rf. and p Dr. Cronin who was
call'd in, 11s. 4d.
Wine 5 b. at 20d., 8s. 4<Z.
side lamb, lid.

still

wh

quarters wages,

3d.

frails raisins, II. 10s.

1 Ib. snuff
Is. 8d.

w.

old, II. 5s.

Leather breeches for

P dancing

Pound Tobaccoe, 8^.
d8

so,

diff., 5s.

2s.

boy,*

r

Sullivan for a

NOV.

my

For a cow 2 years
To ballance of a

1

p

vm.

shoes, 2s. 8^. ; a cloak for her, 11s. ll^d.
boy, ll$d.
1^ doz. livery buttons'for

6d.

gloves, Is. ; riding gloves, Is. lid.
Pr. of Boots single channell'd, 15s.
For pumps two p r single channell'd at 5s. 5d.. 1
plain 4s. 4d. 15s. Zd.
For a wigg of Sheehy in Killarney, 5s. l^d.
P d McCann ye Taylor for making
coat, 2s. 2d.

s.

My wife's

'

The following

th

8d.

8s.

The use of ben

NECESSARIES OF LIFE IN 1750.

V

vm. NOV. 30/89.]

7*s,
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plausible etymology of Eiffel ? I may refer to the
Welsh hill named Yr Eifl, in Carnarvonshire, and
to break.
A. HALL.
the verb

We must request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses
answers

to their queries, in order that the

be addressed to them direct

may
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names of three Saxon possessors of three distinct
manors in this parish are given, and a park is
mentioned. Is it probable that one of these three
dwelt in a mansion (such as it was) situated within
the park ? This park is further mentioned in a
Placita Roll of John ; and we know by a Patent
of Edward III. that a mansion then existed
here, being the seat of the Montacutes, Earls of
Salisbury, and afterwards of the Duke of Somer-

Lord Protector, and Sir Edward Coke, the
Lord Chief Justice. It was originally
called Wellingdon Park, but now goes by the
WILLIAM RADFORD.
name of Park Farm.
set,

DICTIONARY QUERIES.

When

did the phrase
" & Co."
begin to be used in names of commercial
Who first
I want examples before 1818.
firms ?
used the phrase " To drive a coach and six through
"
an Act of Parliament ? An example is wanted
before 1700,

when

Chief Baron Eice.

is

it

We

ascribed by

Wei wood

to

have prepared a List of
Special Wants for the next part of the 'Dictionary,' of which I will send a copy to any one
who will use it.
J. A. H. MURRAY.
SUNDIALS. In the little church of Dalton-le
Dale, near Sunderland, fixed on the wall on the
north side are the figures ix. x. xi. xii., so placed
as to be opposite to the windows on the south side.
I am told that these were meant to act as a sundial. Are there any other instances of this arrangement ? The same church also contains two recumbent effigies. The dame in charge takes to herself
some KvSos for having plastered these over with a
preparation of her own concocting. The church is
about to suffer internal restoration and repairs,
it is

VOLUNTEER COLOURS. Do any volunteer regiments carry colours ; and, if so, do they require
special authority

hoped

carried out.

will

be cautiously and judiciously
J. P. H.

RECEIPT FOR SALAD. The lines beginning
Two large potatoes passed through kitchen sieve,
which I had seen attributed to Sydney Smith, are
contained in a recent issue of
The Ingoldsby
Legends,' and are headed "Last Edition." The
'

Then, though

And ham and

green turtle fail, though venison's tough,
turkey are not boiled enough,

Serenely full, the epicure may say,
"
Pate cannot harm me, I have dined to-day "
differ from the ending I had seen, which is

O

green,
glorious, O herbaceous treat
'Twould tempt the dying anchorite to eat
to the world he 'd turn his weary soul,
And plunge his fingers in the salad bowl
Which is the original version, and who the real
author ?
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.
!

!

Back

!

H.

Argent, three cross-crossleta fitche"e
Date 1662.
issuing from as many crescents sable.
Will some correspondent kindly throw light on the

READERS OF

me any
works of

16,

'

FICTION.

?

CORDUFF.

Will any reader send

particulars respecting the proportion of

compared with other works pubby our great libraries ?
ALBERT L. HAYNES.

fiction

lished or lent

Ickburgh Koad, Clapton.

MACKINTOSH.
Could any correspondent of
N. & Q.' inform me if William Mackintosh wa&

a bailie of Rutherglen, Lanarkshire, from 1800 to
1830? He was a native of Fife, and married,
secondly, a lady named Lynch, in Rutherglen,

where he possessed house property ? By his first
1, David, married to Isawife(?) he had issue
bella Simpson ; 2, William, married to Janet,
daughter of Edward Cash ; 3, Thomas, married to
Miss Galloway
1, Elizabeth, married to David
Reid ; 2, Margaret, died unmarried. Any particulars of the family will be most acceptable.
:

;

MACKINTOSH.

last four lines

PARK.

J.

?

ARMS.

family represented by the above

Oxford.

which

illustrious

"HUMANITY" MARTIN.

Can anyone

tell

exact date and place of birth of Mr. Richard

me

Mar-

Ballinabench Castle, M.P. for Galway, who
commonly known by the above name by reason
of the Martin Act for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals ? I believe he was born in Dublin; it was

tin, of
is

He was educated at
Eton and Cambridge. His father was Robert Marhis mother a
tin, Esq., of Dangan, co. Galway ;
daughter of Lord Trinilestown. I should be thankful for any references to him. Is there any portrait
in existence other than the poor copy (from an en'
graving) and bad likeness in the rooms of the
early in February, 1754.

mention of a park at all frequent
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
and where such occurs, may it be Royal Society
Animals in Jermyn Street ? ARCHER, MARTIN.
taken in the same sense as that in which the term
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
is at present
understood, viz., the demesne or
FITZ RALF QUARTERINGS. Bloomfield, under
pleasaunce surrounding a mansion ? The instance
I refer to is that of
The " E. Herling," speaks of the arms of Fitz Ralf
Donyatt, co. Somerset.

in

Is the

Domesday

;
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[7*

s.

vm. NOV.

so,

m

wo bendlets ar., in an old stained in the county Cavan during the Protectorate ? One
Can any of your readers inform of the original settlers (Abraham Clement, a
of arms this was ? John Fitz Ralf Licensed Adventurer in 1653) is described as "late

quartering Gu.,
glass

window

me whose

coat

married Alice Walesburgh, and Burke gives the
arms of that family as Ar., three bends gu., a
bordure sa. bezante"e, the field of which might be
mistaken for the above ; but I do not find Alice
Walesburgh was an heiress. The Fitz, with coat
Gu., two bends or, is the only other I find approaching the first description, but I do not know

who

they were. Any notes as to the family of
Pebeners, Suffolk, will be of great
me as their descendant through the
R. G.
Conyers and Lovells.

Fitzralf of
interest to

THE "LIBRARY OF THE FATHERS."

Who edited
A. P. H.

this?

THE PSALMS OF DAVID.

It is stated,

on the

'

authority of Hook's Church Dictionary,' that the
number of Psalms composed by David the psalmist
probably exceeds seventy. What proof can be offered
in substantiation of this assertion ; and is anything
known as to who may have been the composer or
ANGLICAN.
composers of the other Psalms ?
Ne wcastle-upon-Ty ne
.

DRAWING BY FLAXMAN.

Many years ago I purchased, at the sale of the art collections of a niece
of John Flaxman, R. A., two water-colour drawings
once belonging to that sculptor. His friend Henry
Howard, R.A., painted one of them in illustration
of a passage in 'Midsummer Night's
Dream,' II. ii.,
" And
certain stars shot madly from their
spheres
to hear the sea-maid's music"; whilst Flaxman
the
painted
exquisite companion picture, on the
back of which he wrote, "I'M call down fairies
from the moon to please her with their gambols."
I am told by a distinguished
authority that the
latter drawing is probably
unique, since Flaxman,
however great with pencil and chisel, very seldom
worked with water colours. I invite the opinions
of experts regarding this
statement, and I solicit
the source of the quotation.
G. H. W.
In the horse armoury of the Tower
London the small plaster group of the encounter
between the Duke of Clarence, Henry V.'s brother,
and Gavin de Fontaine, represents each knight
holding his lance's butt on the right side of his
horse, and the lance across the horse's neck, so
that the point is on the horse's left side.
Is this
correct, or an artist's licence ?
THORNFIELD.
TILTING.

of

EARL OF DELORAINE. Who was the Earl of
Deloraine, who died in England in 172-1 What
regiment did he command, and in what service ?
R. P. H.
e

CLEMENT OR CLEMENTS.

Where should

I be

likely to get information as to the ancestry of a
family named Clement, or Clements, which settled

Answers can be sent

direct to
T. H. FAY.

of Coventry."

Faybrook, Cootehill,

co.

Cavan.

BROWNING QUERIES. What church is referred
Browning's poem Dis aliter Visum,' and
"
"
'

to in

what

the
votive frigate of verse 9 ?
Why does the dying bishop in Browning's poem
'The Bishop orders his Tomb at St. Praxed's
Church ' command in the closing lines
is

Fewer tapers there,
But in a row ?
Is there

in a

row

any special significance in placing tapers
?

In verse 9 of Browning's poem ' The Worst of
It,' what is the reference in the concluding lines
She graced now
Beyond all eaints, as themselves aver ?
A. R. R.

FRENCH BOOKS OF DAYS, &c. Most of your
*
Every-Day
antiquarian readers know Hone's
'
Book,' Chambers's Book of Days,' and Forster's
*
Perennial Calendar. There are other books of the
same kind in our language of less account. I am
anxious to know whether there are any similar
books in German, French, or Italian. If there be,
'
a list of them in the pages of N. & Q.' would be
K. P. D. E.
useful to others as well as to
'

see

I
TEACHING OF THE TWELVE APOSTLES.'
in some critical notes on St. Paul's First

Epistle to the Corinthians sundry references to
newly-found 'Teaching of the Twelve Apostles.'
Can you or your readers give me any information
on the said book, publisher, price, editions, &c. ?

H. CUNLIFFE.

NUMISMATIC.

Perhaps some

numismixture of

of your

matic readers can account for the

empire and republic on the silver coin described
Obv. large head of Napoleon with laurel
crown, "Napoleon Empereur" below the bust;
A.
rev.: "Republique Frangaise.
1808," and
within a laurel wreath "5 Francs"; mint-mark a
cock ; round the rim is " Dieu protege la France."
Napoleon was crowned as "Emperor on Dec. 2, 1804,"
and it seems curious that Republique Franchise
should have appeared on his coins after that date.
below.

:

H.

JOHN HARRISON.

W. YULE.

Can any

of your readers tell
me the ancestry or something about the descendants of Capt. John Harrison, Governor of Bermuda
He
in 1622, and afterwards agent in Barbary ?
had been a soldier in Ireland during Queen ElizaHis
beth's reign, and a servant of Prince Henry.
sister is mentioned in the State Papers as having a

nephew Peter Harrison (perhaps son

of John)

and

:

s.

viii. NOV. so,
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Was this John
a son-in-law Sir Jerome Lindsay.
the same person as Sir John Harrison, a farmer of
the revenues in the time of the Long Parliament,
or Col. John Harrison, who was named as one of
King Charles I.'s judges, but did not serve ? Who
Was he related to the more
was the latter ?
distinguished General Thomas Harrison ?
CHARLES P. KEITH.
321, S. Fourth Street, Philadelphia.

An

BEAUTY SLEEP.
hour's sleep before eleven
" the
o'clock at night is called
beauty sleep," and
to my knowledge the old-fashioned mother's advice
her daughters was to get to bed before ten
to have the full benefit of "the
beauty sleep." I shall be glad of references to this,
to
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lamp. The smoke ceased, and he saw that what he
In what author can this story
sought was found.
JAMES D. BUTLER.
be read ?
Madison, Wis., U.S.

SOUTHWARK
South wark,"

in

M.P.s.

1624

Francis

till

Myngay, "of

his election

was found

void March 2, 1624. He appears to have represented Dunwich in 1601.
George Moore, Esq., in 1661 till his decease
circa

March, 1665/6.

Can DR. RENDLE

oblige

me

tion as to these 1
Leigh, Lancashire.

with any informaW. D. PINK.

o'clock, so as

whether prose or verse.

THOS. RATCLIFFE.

Worksop.

<

[All sleep before midnight
Riding.]

so called in the

is

THE TOWN MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE.

West

th

(7

S. viii. 127, 173, 234, 272, 316, 398.)

'
in N. & Q.'
Can any one kindly inform me if
that
rather
obscure
work
respecting
apparently
anything is known of the Wardour manuscript, the joint 'Country Mouse and City Mouse' of
mentioned by Sir Walter Scott in his introduction Prior and
Montague, that I am induced to believe
to the novel, and from which he says he obtained
the following authentic, and hitherto unpublished,
his materials for the same?
Before the novel account of its
origin may be of some additional
appeared was there any tradition of a tournament interest. It is borrowed from certain memoranda
been
held
at
having
Ashby-de-la-Zouch; and was concerning Prior by Sir James Montague, younger
'

So much has recently been written

IVANHOE.'

there a castle there at that time

?

KNIGHT TEMPLAR.
ROBERT, EARL OF LINDSEY.

On p. 82, vol. v.,
of Painting,' in a list
portraits
by Robert Van der Voerst, I
find, "Robert, Earl of Lindsey (from Geldorp,

of
of

Wai pole's 'Anecdotes

161. 16s.)"j and
Bertie, Earl of

on the following page, "Robert

Lindsey, laced sash over his
armour, 1627, folio, 161. 16s." Again, on p. 135
of the same volume, " Montague, Bertie, second
Earl of Lindsey, by William Faithorne, from Vandyke, 37J. 16s." Are any of these still extant ?
L^ELIUS.

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. The following is
quoted from a leading article in the Daily Neivs of
October 22
:

"Is it true that Wellington, when he was twitted with
his Irish origin, replied : 'A man is not a horse because
he happens to have been born in a stable ' ? "

May

N. & Q.' ?
HENRY GERALD HOPE.

I repeat the question in

'

Freegrove Road, N.

LAMP CHIMNEYS. Petroleum was known, and
even refined, long before it was used in
lamps. A
Frenchman is said to have spent years in vain
endeavours to construct a lamp in which the new
oil would burn without
smoking. Accident helped
him at last. Vexed by
failure, he had drained his
wine flask-^a long-necked thin
bottle, like oilflasks
and set it down on the table so hard as to
break the glass bottom. He then chanced to catch
it up and hold it over the
flame of his smoking

brother to Charles Montague, Earl of Halifax,
and it forms part of the longer notes to a forthcoming selection from Prior's 'Poems' in the
"Parchment Library." Sir James Montague's
memoranda are referred to by Joseph Warton in
the first appendix to the second volume of his
'Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope*
(London: J. Dodsley, 1782, pp. 482-3). They
were then in the possession of the Dowager
Duchess of Portland, Edward Harley's daughter,
and the " noble, lovely, little Peggy " of Prior's
verse.
The extract runs thus
"Then his [Prior's"] coming to Cambridge [i.e., to St.
John's College] gave him a fresh opportunity of renewing his friendship with Mr. Montagu, who was afterwards
:

Lord Halifax, but then only one of the fellows of Trinity
College, the neighbouring college to St. John's. And
the first fruit of this intimacy was no less beneficial to
the public than to themselves, for about this time came
out the celebrated poem of the Hind and Panther,'
written by Mr. Dryden, who had then professed himself
of the Romish religion, and that poem being very much,
cried up for a masterpiece of that great poet, it created
great dissatisfaction to all who opposed the bringing in
of popery by King James, and it was the wish of many
that the same should be answered by some ingenious
pen, but it is not certain that either Mr. Montagu or
Mr. Prior at first resolved to undertake the doing it, but
the book which came afterwards out by the name of the
'
City Mouse, and Country Mouse,' which was allowed by
all persons to be the most effectual answer to that poem
of Mr. Dryden's, and which was composed by Mr.
Montagu, and Mr. Prior jointly together, happened to
owe its birth more to accident than design; for the
Hind and Panther,' being at that time in everybody's
hands, Mr. Prior accidentally came one morning to make
Mr. Montagu a visit at his brother's chambers in the
'

'
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Middle Temple, London, where the said Mr. Montagu
lodged when he was in London, and the poem lying upon
the table Mr. Montagu took it up, and read the first
four lines in the poem of the 'Hind and Panther,'
which are these
A milk white Hind immortal and unchanged
Fed on the lawns, and o'er the forest ranged,
Without unspotted, innocent within,
She feared no danger for she knew no sin.
Where stopping, he took notice how foolish it was to
:

commend

a four-footed beast for not being guilty of sin,
and said the best way of answering that poem would be
to ridicule it by telling Horace's fable of the ' City
Mouse, and the Country Mouse in the same manner,
which beiug agreed to, Mr. Prior took the book out of
Mr. Montagu's hands, and in a short time after repeated
the first four lines, which were after printed in the

[7*

s.

vm.

NOV.

so,

*

Panther,' Burlesqued, or Varied," and that
admitted his coauthorship as late as 1720,
n the paper which he drew up in that [year for
'
acob's Lives of the English Poets.'

nd

rior

AUSTIN DOBSON.
Prior certainly wrote a short poem, entitled
The Mice.' It was inscribed "To Mr. Adrian
Drift, 1708,"

n " The

and may be found in Prior's ' Works'

British Poets,"

vii.

505.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

'

PLATONIC YEAR (7 S. viii. 304). The mystery
I the so-called Platonic year can scarcely be conidered solved by assertions as to what it cannot
be,
City Mouse, and Country Mouse,' viz.
Proclus, in his treatise 'De Sphsera,' cap. L,
A milk white mouse, immortal and unchanged,
ascribes to the Chaldeans the opinion that in the
Fed on soft cheese, and o'er the dairy ranged,
great planetary period the universe experiences an
Without unspotted, innocent within,
Aristotle also refers to a period
entire revolution.
She feared no danger for she knew no gin.
terms a great year, during the wintesr,
The repeating these lines set the company in laughter, which he
and Mr. Montagu took up the pen by him, and wrote or winters, of which the earth suffered from a
on a loose piece of paper, and both of them making cataclysmos, and during the summers an ecpyrosis
several essays to transverse, in like manner, other parts occurred.
It is probable that these writers referred
of the poem, gave a beginning to that work, which was to the same fact or belief.
afterwards published to the great satisfaction of many
It is popularly believed that Hipparchus was the
people, and though no name was set to the book yet it
was quickly known who were the authors of it, and as 5rst person who noticed the precession of the equiHis records are the earliest which we posthe reputation Mr. Montagu got thereby was the founda- noxes.
tion of his being taken notice of, so it contributed not sess; but to conclude that no person had observed
less to the credit of Mr. Prior, who became thereby
the fact previous to Hipparchus is assuming rather
th

'

:

reconciled to his

first

patron, the Earl of Dorset."

too much.

For the explanation of the

last twelve words,
The designer of the great pyramid of Jeezeh was
not material to the present point, I must refer undoubtedly an able astronomer so far as observathe reader to the revised account of Prior's boy- tion went, and it seems unlikely that during four
hood in the introduction to the above-mentioned thousand years at least all other observers had
I have called the extract an authentic failed to notice that the vernal equinox was adselection.
That this want of obaccount, because I doubt if it could well be more vancing along the zodiac.
Sir James Montague was Prior's servation should exist among a people who watched
trustworthy.
schoolfellow at Westminster and his life-long for the rising of certain stars in order to judge
friend ; he was also Charles Montague's brother
when the Nile would overflow appears at least

and had therefore the strongest reasons for bein^ unlikely.
Another somewhat interesting fact is that Isis,the
scrupulously just to both parties. The exact title
of the book, a copy of which lies before me, is, as
mother-goddess, was thegenitrix of two, viz.,
great
" The Hinc
it may perhaps be useful to
Horus and Harmachis, and this seems to point to
repeat,
and the Panther transvers'd to the Story of the twins. The sphinx is styled Harmachis on monuMuch ments contemporary with Khufa.
Country Mouse and the City Mouse.
Malice mingled with a little Wit. Hind. Pan
The first appearance of the bull (Taurus) as a
Nee vult Panthera domari. Quse Genus. London symbol on monuments is at about 4000 B.C., during
Printed for W. Davis, MDCLXXXVII."
It is a the reign of Kaka, the second king of the second
quarto of twenty-eight pages, not including

and preface

of four

unnumbered

pages.

title

The pro

cise part taken by each of its two authors in iti
production can now never be ascertained, although
tradition persists in giving the major honours t(
Prior.
On the other hand, the author of th
'
Memoirs of the Life of Charles Montague, lat<
Earl of Halifax, &c.,' published by Curll in 1715

says

"

(p.

wrote the Prefac
11) that Montague
It may be added that parts of th

entirely."

'Country Mouse and the City Mouse' wer
printed in Curll's spurious Prior of 1707, unde
'
the title of " Some Passages of Mr.
Dryden's Hine

There appears to have been no sign of
twelfth
(Aries) until the time of the
condynasty. It does not, therefore, seem quite
clusively proved that neither Egyptian, Chaldean,
or other astronomers knew anything about the pre-

dynasty.
the

ram

cession until the date of Hipparchus.
When in India I was told by a Brahman who
was well acquainted with astronomy that the fact
of the precession had been known in India during
many thousands of years ; and he also stated that
it was known that the rate of the precession was

not uniform, a geometrical fact which some modern,
theorists appear to have overlooked.

?t> s.

vm, NOV. so, mi
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The statement of Proclus that during the great
planetary period the universe experiences an entire
revolution is a correct definition of the appearance
of the precession.
Modern critics jump somewhat hastily to conThus it has been stated that
clusions.
" with it
[i. e., the great year] waa connected the absurd
idea that all the events of the previous period would iu
a new one be re-enacted in the same order."
If it were stated that there is a period of about
365 solar days, termed a year, and during the
next year all the events of the previous year will
be enacted, it would be only reasonable to con-

clude that, as astronomy was the subject referred
this statement meant that spring followed
winter, summer followed spring, autumn followed
summer, &c., during one year just as had been the
case in the previous year.
If we jumped at the
conclusion that this re-enacting of events meant
that the Whitechapel murders, the naval review,
or the death of the King of Portugal would again
occur each year, the term "absurd" would be
appropriate, but not quite in the direction that
the users of this term intended it to apply.
The period during which an entire revolution of
the seasons has been asserted to occur, viz., 25,868
to,

measurements.

It

431
would occupy too much space

to give full extract ; but the learned writer points
out that the practice varied in the east and west
that in the east proceeding by the
of Scotland
denominations of davochs, ploughgates, and ox-

gangs (1 davoch=4 ploughgates, 1 ploughgate=8
oxgangs) ; that in the west of davochs and penny
lands.
Further, in the west the davoch is called
a tirung, or ounce land (unciata terra), each tirung
containing twenty penny lands.
The ploughgate we know to have consisted of
104 acres, though that measurement seems to have
'
Aberdeen
varied, as we read in the Antiquities of
and Banff' (vol. iv. p. 690) of dimidia carucata, or
"
half ploughgate, containing
quater xx acras cum
copta vii acras et communi pastura." Taking it,
however, at 104 acres, that would give the davoch
416 acres, and as the davoch in the west contained
20 penny lands, each penny land would measure

about 20|

acres.

of the systems, the variety in
the quality of land, and also the practice and

The overlapping

years,

nomenclature under Celt, Saxon, and Norseman,
make it difficult to lay down a hard and fast rule
for the extent of an ancient penny land ; but
MR. THOMPSON must not suppose that the name
originated in the rent of the land, but in the taxa-

is

tion.

is based on a geometrical error.
The period
about 31,682 years, during which very great
changes of climate occur. The details connected
with this subject may be found in chap. vii. of my
*
late work
Thirty Thousand Years of the Earth's
Past History' (Chapman & Hall).
It would perhaps be more prudent to examine
this question a little more closely and
accurately

before assuming that the Platonic year refers to
"

something

"

which cannot be something else.
A. W. DRAYSON, Major- General.

Southsea.

A.

WELBY PUGIN

I was
405).
surprised and pained at the publication of a
letter by my father in your issue of the 23rd
inst.,
and I write, for the information of those who may
have seen it, to say that all who knew my father
(7

and were acquainted with

S. viii.

his last illness

knew

that they were not his real sentiments, and if his
state of health had been different such a letter
would never have been written. As the letter was
sent to a private person, I am all the more surI shall feel
prised that it was ever made public.
obliged if you will publish this letter in your next

PETER PAUL PUGIN, K.S.S.

[We print

this in compliance with Mr. Pugin's
wish,
but fail to see in what respect its publication was un-

desirable.]

PENNY LAND
MR. THOMPSON

K.
th

W. HACKWOOD.

This word, in
*
Supplegiven in my
a
with
quotation from
mentary English Glossary,'
Howell's 'Parly of Beasts,' p. 54 (published
1660)

FOOLESOPHER

(7

the form foolosopher,

S. viii. 325).
is

:

th

much

issue.

HERBERT MAXWELL.

not this penny used as a prefix, from the
Latin pannus, a rag or piece of cloth or clothing =
something left as security, in another form pawn ?
Is

th

Let me refer
(7
to one who has become our
highest
authority on the early history of our land, viz.,
Mr. Skene, who, in 'Celtic Scotland' (vol. iii.
p. 223 et seq.), enters very fully into the old land
S. viii. 58, 308).

of your philosophers (or foolosophers more
properly) have had the faces to affirm that we [women]
were not of the same species with men."

"Some

Cf. Crazyologist, Futilitarian.

T. LEWIS 0. DAVIES.
Pear Tree Vicarage, Southampton.

THE STYLE OF A MARQUIS (7 th

S. viii. 166, 237).

"

Without interfering in the discussion of Most
Noble" versus "Most Honourable,"! may mention
that Whitaker's Almanack, which presumably follows the best authorities, gives as the "style"
" The Most Hon. the
I trouble
."
Marquis of
1
N. & Q.' with another query. Why has the old
almanac
the
spelling of marquis, still followed by
just named and by the correspondents of 'N. & Q/

above referred

to, been of late largely superseded
by the spelling marquess ? I believe I have seen the
latter form used in the Times and other newspapers
and periodicals ; besides which I have before me a
on
passport granted to a British subject to travel
"
bhe Continent, which commences as follows
We,
Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoigne Cecil, Marquess
:
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of Salisbury," &c.

Why the

change from marquis

to marquess ?
What reason ? The old form seems
to me preferable ; but is the new correct ?

GEO. JULIAN HARNET.
i

Enfield.

ENGLISH FRIENDS OF GOETHE (7 th S. viii. 387).
The bearer of the name Knox mentioned by
MR. K. G. ALFORD I remember to have seen at
Weimar in 1827. I knew him slightly; in fact, I
He
believe I was at school with him previously.
was living at Brighton in 1858 but I was not
;

aware he was a friend
great

many

other

There were a

of Goethe.

Englishmen

at

Weimar

in

1827-28, but I remember none of those your
GOTHA.
correspondent names.
[Culling Smith, was, of course, the patronymic of the
seventh Duchess of Beaufort.]

THE PRINCESS HENRIETTA, DUCHESS OF ORLEANS (7 th S. vii. 462 viii. 31, 133, 198, 352).
With reference to the name of the authoress of
The Princesses of England,' it may be remarked
;

'

that it appears as follows in the 'Dictionary of
English Literature,' by W. Davenport Adams
"Green, Mrs. Mary Anne Everett, miscellaneous
:

writer (b. 1818), has written
England' (1849-55)," &c.

'

Lives of the Princesses of

HENRY GERALD HOPE.
Freegrove Road, N.

JUDICIAL WHIPPING IN ENGLAND (7 th S. viii.
In the churchwardens' book of Mere
287, 357).
is preserved a copy of an order of Quarter Sessions,
held at Devizes April 9, in the third year of the
reign of King Charles II., from which I extract as
follows
" This Court
Takeing notice That the dayly concourse
and greate increase of Rogues, vagabonds & sturdy
Beggers is a greate grievance and annoyance to the
Inhabitants of this County, And through the Niglegence
or ignorance of those officers who have been intrusted in
this Concerne. They are now grown soe insolent and
p'sumptious, That they have oft by Threats and menaces
extorted money and victualls from those who live in
Houses far remoate from Neighbours whillest theire
Husbands and servants have 'been employed abroad in
management of theire Lawfull vocations. And have put
the people in a greate consternation or feare, That they
:

will fire theire houses,

or steale theire

goodes.

The

Consequences whereof may prove very dangerous if not
r
tymely p vented. Wherefore This Court takeing into
theire serious Consideracon what reamodies may bee
most properly applyed to these growing mischiefes doth
order and Com'and all Chiefe Constables, pette Constables, Headboroughs, Tythingmen and all other officers
herein concerned.
That they doe fourthwith cause all
the Lawes and Statutes heretofore made against Rogues,
vagabonds and Sturdy Beggers wandering and idle p'eons
to be put in Execucon and to that end it is hereby
ordered. That all High Constables, Petty Constables,
Tythingmen and other officers herein concerned shall

w th in

theire sev'all respective lymitts

make

privy search

once every weeke (and oftner if need be) in all Ale
houses, victualling houses, Barnes and other suspected
r
places in the Night tyme for the app hending and

out of Rogues, vagabonds, Sturdy Beggars,
And they shall alsoe
waridring and idle persons.
r
hend
all such rogues &c. who traveill w th forged
App
and Counterfeit passes in the day tyme and all such
persons as they shall soe app r hend in such search or shall
take beginge, wandring or disordering themselves. The
Constable, Headborough or Tythingman being assisted
both the Minnister & some other of the pish, shall cause
to be stripped naked from the middle upward, and to be
openly whipped untill theire bodies bee bloody."
finding

.

Then, after sixteen articles giving instructions
to the various officers as to the carrying out of their
duties,
"
17.

others

No. 17 defines them
And for the betf Informacon of all officers and
who shalbe concerned in the Execucon of the
:

said Lawes, what p'sons by the Lawes of this Realme
are esteamed Rogues, vagabonds and sturdy beggers.
All p'sons calling themselves Schollers, goeing about
r
beging. All Sea fragin men p tending Losses of theire
Shipps or goodes on the Sea goeing about the Countrey
beging. All idle p'sons goeing about in any Countrey
either beging or useing any suttle Crafts, or unlawfull
Games or Playes or feigning themselves to have knowledge in Physiognomy, Palmistery or other like Crafty
r
Sciance, or p tending that they can tell Destinies, fortunes or such other like fantasticall imaginacons. All
p'sons that bee or utter themselves to bee Proctors, Procurers, Pattent Gatherers or Collectors for Goales,
prisons or Hospitalls. All fencers, Bear Gards, Com"
players of Enterludes and Minstrells wandring abrod.

Juglers, Tinker?, pedlers and Petty Chapmen
wandring abroad. All wandring persons and Common
Labourers being p'sons able in body Tossing [?], Loytering, refuseing to worke for such Reasonable wages as are
taxed or comonly given in such p'tes where such p'sons
doe or shall happen to dwell or abide, not haveing LiveAll p'sona
ing otherwise to maintaine themselves.
deliv'd out of Goale that begg for theire fees or otherwise
doe traveill begging. All such persons as shall wander
abroad beging, p r tending Losses by fire or otherwise.
All such persons wandring & p r tending themselves to bee
Egyptians or wandring in the Habitt, forme or attire of
Counterfeit Egypsians. All such p'sons as shall wander
upp and Downe in the Countrey selling Glasses. All
the aforesaid persons not being under the age of Seaven
yeares are by the Law taken, deemed & adjudged to be
rogues, vagabonds & sturdy beggars."
All

THOMAS HENRY BAKER.
Mere Down, Mere,

An

old man,

Wiltshire.

now

me that he rememwoman perform penance in

dead, told

bered seeing a young

was whipped out of
was for incontinency.
There is a man
It took place within this century.
living now in the parish who was put in the stocks
for being drunk and disorderly on a Sunday mornthis church, and afterwards
It
the parish at a cart's tail.

ing.

The remains

of the stocks are still apparent.

E. LEATON BLENKINSOPP.
Springthorpe Rectory.

have to thank your correspondents on this
I think they confirm the views which I
As to Mr. Cooper's History of the
expressed.
Rod,' I read it some years ago, and it seemed to
me a very unreliable work. Can any one tell me
"
who the author was; or whether the title Rev.
W. M. Cooper" is an assumed one? I should
I

subject.

'

T*

s.
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also be glad to know whether any similar work
has been published in America or France.
doubt if Landor borrowed his language from any
whipping which took place in America.
As to whipping ladies, I doubt if any lady can
be named who was whipped, whether judicially or
non-judicially, in the United Kingdom during the
last three hundred years, even if the lady's age is
taken as low as seventeen years.
SCEPTIC.

A

Is the statement that the practice of whipping
only ceased in 1817 by 1 George IV., cap. 57,
quite correct ?
Query George III. ? In 1862

flogging

was

liberally applied to garroters.

W.

J. F.

Dublin.

'STRAPAROLA'

th

(7

S.

viii.

401).

To

those

whose curiosity concerning this amusing tale-teller
will no doubt be awakened by the interesting note
of MR. YAKDLEY, I would recommend the recent
Paris edition (1882) of Jouaust, which, giving the
translations as originally published of J. Louveau
and P. de Larivey, is illustrated by fourteen etchings after J. Gamier, and rendered valuable by an
*'Avant-propos" by the erudite Gustave Brunet,
in which are enumerated the numerous editions
'
'
through which Straparola has passed.

H.

BOBSTICK

S.

A.

th

S. iv. 508, viii. 356, 412).
Notwithstanding the REV. C. F. S. WARREN'S advice,
"
I fail to see a reason on the surface " why a shilling should be an easier coin for the giver than a
(7

smaller one, and more acceptable to the receiver
than a larger sum. Moreover, if the term bob is
derivable from "bobstick," I believe there is a
deeper reason than a surface one for a shilling being
regarded as a bribe. If, however, this derivation
is not tenable, then it
may be that bob comes from
Robert, the slang for one shilling, which originated
from the police rate started at one shilling by Sir
Robert Peel's Act for the organization of a
police
force for London (see
Gypsey's 'Slang Dictionary,'
and Answers for Sept. 28, 1889).

JOHN CHURCHILL
Agate Road, The Grove, Hammersmith,

50,

SIKES.

W.

The REV. C.
sarcastic

F. S. WARREN is, I think, unfairly
with reference to MR. SIKES'S
query

about "bobstick." Ogilvie's 'Dictionary'
gives
"
under this head " Bob, a shilling,"
formerly Bob"
stick (slang), and also
for
an
slang
infantry soldier
as the " Light Bobs,"
possibly from being
enlisted with a shilling.
Therefore I think in this
case, at any rate, a shilling may be regarded as a
bri be.
C. R. T.
Union Club, Trafalgar Square, S.W,
:

NEW

OLD JOKES IN
DRESS (7 th S. viii. 66, 136,
I must say that when
296, 409).
recently noticing
'
a critical remark in N. &
Q.' I did not recognize
the writer as Miss Rachel
the
Busk,
accomplished

authoress.
in inserting

433

I wrote " Mr. Busk," which the Editor,
my letter, very properly corrected to

W.

Miss BUSK.

J.

FITZPATRICK.

TIDAL PHENOMENON IN THE THAMES (7 th S.
Edmond Howes, in his continuation of
348).
Stow's 'Annals/ records that on Sunday, Feb-

viii.

ruary 19, 1608,
" when it should

liaue beene dead low water at London
Bridge, quite contrary to course it was then high water;
and, presently, it ebbed almost halfe an houre, the quantitie of a foote, and then sodainly it flowed againe almost
two foote higher than it did before, and then ebbed
agane vntill it came neere the right course, so as the
next floud began, in a manner, as it should, and keep his
due course in all respects as if there had beene no shiftAll this happened before
ing, nor alteration of tydes.
twelue of the clocke in the forenoone, the weather being
indifferent calme ; and the sixt of February, the next
yeere following, the Thames againe shifted tydes very

strangely."

Another remarkable flow of the Thames occurred
on February 4, 1641. The British Museum possesses a tract with the following title
A Strange Wonder, or the Citie's Amazement. Being
:

a Relation occasioned by a wonderful and vnusuall accident, that happened in the River of Thames, Friday
Feb. 4, 1641. There flowing Two Tydes at London
Bridge, within the space of an houre and a halfe, the
last coming with such violence and hideous noyse that it
not onely affrighted, but even astonished above 500
watermen that stood beholding it on both sides the
Thames. Which latter Tyde rose sixe foote higher than
the former Tyde had done, to the great admiration of all

men.

London, 1641.

The Philosophical Transactions

of the Royal
Society for the year 1756 contain letters on the
irregularities of the tides at Chatham, Sheerness,
Woolwich, and Deptford. At Sheerness it ebbed
no more than two feet and a half for four hours
after high water, when it flowed again for a fewminutes, then ebbed again, but so little that at
Low water there were seven feet of water at the
stern of the dock, being five feet more than was
ever known to be.
'
Maitland, in his History of London,' states that
on November 28, 1767, the tide ebbed and flowed
at London Bridge and at Greenwich twice within
an hour and a half, which is confirmed by a report
in the Gazetteer of December 22.
The following instances of the irregularity of the
f
iides are given in Haydn's
Dictionary of Dates,'
3ut the authorities are not named, and I have been

unable to trace them
It ebbed and flowed twice
:

in three hours, 1658;
again three times in four hours, 22 March, 1682 ; again
wice in three hours, 24 November, 1777."

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

It

is

recorded that in October, 1582, the tide

bbed and flowed thrice in one hour at Lyme, in
I do not think that partial ebbings
Dorsetshire.
and flowings are uncommon in the Thames, having
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myself noticed

the

phenomenon whilst making

tidal observations off

and on more than one

Barking Creek in 1846-7,
occasion.

E.

DUTCH REFUGEES

(7

th

W. HACKWOOD.

S. viii.

327).

A

good

deal of information can doubtless be obtained by a
search in the library of the Dutch Church of
Austin Friars, now in the custody of the Librarian
of the Guildhall.
EDWARD SMITH.

VAN

should apply to the Huguenot Society.
of 10, Coventry Street, Haymarket, will do all needful in the way of intro-

Major Lambert,

A. H.

duction.

As a

lineal descendant of one of these refugees,
interested in this subject, and would be
glad if VAN would write to me direct. Some time
since, when visiting Sandwich, I endeavoured,
without success, to trace the names of those landing there. I believe my ancestor arrived about
1568, for very soon after we find the family of
Unwin settled in Essex in the neighbourhood of
Castle Heddingham, a Richard Unwin

I

a

am

[7"- s.

WAR

th

S. viii.
SONGS AND BATTLE CRIES (7
In the London or Gentleman's Magazine
307).
for January, 1757, there is a war song, with music,
entitled 'The British Bucks,' "The words and
musick by a true Briton."
author's name is

No

given, but

it

has a good martial ring about

though not a sea song,

it

may

in 1576.
Chilworth, Guildford.

it,

and

possibly be a pro-

duction of Charles Dibdin.
Now rise my soul and tune thy voice to sing,
Rejoice to serve thy country and thy king ;
May every Briton glow with martial fire,
Honour and glory is my sole desire.
Let hand and heart apace
Britonp, strike home
Revenge pursue the ambitious Gallic race ;
Your country 's bleeding, and on sea and shore
Wrongs in abundance wound her more and more.
!

Fight and record, be to each other true
Yourselves alone can Frenchmen still subdue.
In Druid strains, then, shall sweet echo raise
Songs ever sounding in Britannia's praise.
,

Edward the Third, her darling

favourite son,

He

conquered France, tho' they were ten to one ;
now like Edward, you '11 proud Lewis tame,
And make him tremble at great George's name.
Strike

purchasing

manor hard by

vm. NOV. 30,

JOSEPH BEARD.

GEORGE UNWIN.

During the French and German war a shilling
book was published, I think by Boosey, of the
'ONE TRACT MORE' (7 th S. viii. 8,
war songs of those countries.
May I make one correction? The tract was
For the fourteenth century, Froissart's ' Chroin
or
about
the
1841.
Cardinal
published
nicles are a mine of wealth for such subjects the
year
Newman acknowledges it gracefully and grate- French, Spanish, and Burgundian cris de guerre,
'

;

fully in his 'Apologia,' p. 91, ed. 1882.

are given as well as the English.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Monstrelet's Chronicles continue this period,
RUSKIN'S ' POEMS (7 th S. viii. 168, 319). Rus- and I think that Mrs. Bury Palliser's book on
kin was an earlier contributor to this serial than 'Badges' gives many of the more well-known
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.
in the volume which MR. BUCKLEY mentions.
I battle cries.
'
have only a few volumes, but these contain poems
Sir Walter Scott wrote the War Song of the
by him. In the volume for 1839 there is a Scy- Edinburgh Light Dragoons when he served as a
thian Banquet Song,' pp. 25-39, by J. R., of Ch.
quartermaster in the Yeomanry Cavalry, and fought
Ch. ; 'Aristodemus at Platea,' pp. 140-142. Vol. the battle of Cross
Causeway and the affair of
<
for 1840
The Scythian Guest,' pp. 52-60 'The Moredun Hill. The words of that
song are proBroken Chain,' parts i. ii., pp. 137-154. Vol. for
bably to be found in some edition of his complete
1841
The Two Paths,' pp. 73-4 ; The Broken works. I know
The
nothing about the tune.
Chain,' part iii., pp. 111-119.
Vol. for 1842
French Marseillaise and, no doubt, many other
'
The Last Song of Arion,' pp. 48-56; 'The Hills of war
songs are to be had, words and tunes, at
Carrara,' pp. 178-180; 'The Broken Chain,' part Durand & Schcenewerk's, 4, Place de la Madeleine,
ED. MARSHALL.
iv., pp. 359-374.
Paris, or correct information will be given about
'

'

'

'

'

:

;

:

FRENCH PHRASES (7 th S. viii.
would refer MR. BOUCHIER to the

them by
I
307, 356).
valuable book

of Charles Rozan, f Petites Ignorances de la Conversation,' Paris, P. Ducrocq (no year), of which
I have the tenth edition before me.
Charabia is

not so young as MR. BOUCHIER supposes. I find
'
it in
Barr6,
Complement du Dictionnaire de
I'Acad^mie Frangiise,' Bruxelles, 1843. Since a
previous edition of this work, which I have not at
hand, appeared in Paris four years before, it is
likely that charabia dates at least so far back as
1839.
A. FELS.
Hamburg.

'

'

:

DNARGEL.

this firm.

Paris.

Does LAURA SMITH know Blake's
(p. 72, ed.

Pickering, 1874)

]

One

'

War Song

'

line is false in

theology, but this may bfc well put aside ; and
otherwise I think nothing grander or nobler of the
kind ever was or can be written.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
Longford, Coventry.

Wahl- und Denkspriiche, FeldSchlacht- und Volksrufe,
besonders des Mittelalters und der Neuzeit.'
L. L. K.
See

Dielitz's

geschreie,

'

Losungen,

-
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TAFFY WAS A WELSHMAN (7 S. viii. 329)
Surely A. C.'s version of the familiar nursery
May 1
rhyme is deficient in the middle stanza
supply it, with an attempt to render it in the same
language and metre ?
th

!

I went to Taffy's house,
Taffy wasn't at home ;
Taffy came to my house,
And stole a mutton bone.
Tot</>/oi;

aAA' ov

TOT'

yXOov

KO.T OIKOV

et's

when he visited Alexandria, and blushes
when he records the spectacle of desolation which
he beheld. The Serapeum itself, in which the
shelves

books had been stored, was afterwards razed to
the ground by order of the Emperor Theodosius,
when any stray volumes that may have escaped
were pillaged by the populace or sent to Constantinople.
It is, therefore, a well-established fact that both
the libraries had been destroyed before the city

Sofiov

Ta^tos

435

ryi/,

was captured by the Arabs.
All the writers who give the legend of the destruction of the library by the Moslems are late

yap Trpos OIKOV pov /zoAwi/
oWeoi/.
e/cA.ei/'ei' oios
6

The omission of the second stanza leaves the and untrustworthy, while the contemporary and
writers are wholly silent on the subpresence of the weapon with which Taffy's head trustworthy
was broken unaccounted for, and robs the tale of ject. Eutychius, a scholar, who was himself Patriarch of Alexandria, describes, in his 'History*
the poetical justice children always delight in.
the taking of Alexandria by the Moslems, but
E. V.
mention of the destruction of any library.
At the end of a book of stories called ' The makes no
"
as Prof. Krehl well says, was a scholar
Child's Own Book' there were some poetry and Eutychius,
for whom the loss of the library, if it did really
"
Taffy
nursery-rhymes. Amongst the latter was
exist at the time, would have been a sad and pitiwas a Welshman." The writer had this book in
able event."
Amru, in the letter to Omar in
1841 ; but what the date is I cannot tell, as only
which he describes the capture of the city, menA. B.
the poetic part is in my possession.
tions the palaces, the baths, and the theatres, but
GIBBON AND THE ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY (7 th says nothing of the library.

MR. BIRCH says that "the time has
should be definitely settled "whether
the story of the burning of the Alexandrian Library
S. viii. 322).

come when

it

by the Moslems "is

true or false."

first appears in a book of travellers'
by Abd-al-Latif, who wrote 500 years after

The legend
tales

How

far Abd-al-Latif is a
authority may be gathered from the
fact that in the same sentence in which he describes the destruction of the library he says that
the building was erected by Alexander the Great,
and that Aristotle lectured at Alexandria; both of
which statements we know to be erroneous. Aristotle never was in Alexandria, and the library was
founded by Ptolemy I., and not by Alexander.
Abd-al-Latif is, therefore, a writer of no authority,
and he is plainly merely retailing the gossip of his
dragoman as to events as remote from his days as
the insurrection of Wat Tyler or the battle of AginThe historical value of
court from our own time.
Abd-al-Latif's gossip is neither more nor less than
would be an account of the Hundred Years' War

the

supposed event.

MR. BIRCH trustworthy

might have gone further, and have said that the
question has been already settled to the satisfaction of all historical students.
Some important additions have recently been
made to the excellent criticisms of Gibbon, which
I should be glad to be allowed to put on record in
the pages of ' N. & Q.'
The question has been ably discussed by Prof.
Krehl in a paper read in 1878 before the Congress
of Orientalists at their Florence meeting, and published in the Transactions, and also in Matter's
(
Histoire de l']ilcole d'Alexandrie.'
These writers
have not only proved that there was no library in
existence at Alexandria when it was taken by

Amru, but they have also accounted for the origin
of the legend.
There were two libraries at Alexandria, that of
the Bruchium and that of the Serapeum. The
first, which was the famous library of the Ptolemies,
the library of Alexandria, stood by the water's
edge, and accidentally,caught fire and was consumed when the fleet of Julius Csesar was burnt in
the harbour.
If any books escaped, or were subsequently replaced, they must have perished when
the whole Bruchium quarter of the city was burnt
by Aurelian.
As for the smaller library in the Serapeum, it
was pillaged or destroyed by that " bold bad man "
Theophilus, patriarch of Alexandria. Orosius, a
contemporary writer, himself saw the empty

derived from an American tourist's recollections
f the beefeaters' comments on the armour in the
Tower. The Black Prince and Prince Hal, Cressy

and Agincourt, would be jumbled together, just as
Abd-al-Latif jumbles up his Alexandrian history.
A hundred years after Abd-al-Latif, 600 years
after the supposed event, the story is said to be
recorded in a history written by Abulfaragius, a
Christian bishop, who lived on the confines of
Media. But it now appears that the story is not
found in the original work written by Abulfaragius,
which was in Syriac, but is only found in a later
Arabic translation of uncertain date, into which it
may have been copied from Abd-al-Latif.
The source of the story seems to be a statement
by Ibn-Khaldoun, who wrote 460 years later than
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Ibn-Khaldoun says that the Moslems

Etitychius.

passage

may

suffice to

[7*

s.

confute the

vm.

NOV.

common

so,

error of sup-

burnt a library, but where this library was he does posing that cordon-lieu means a first-rate artist of either
In gastronomic language the term is exclusively
sex.
not say. It is believed that Omar burnt a library,
applied to females, and the original cause of its being
or libraries, somewhere in Persia, and Prof. Krehl so applied was an involuntary and enthusiastic
recogconjectures, with great probability, that this refer- nition of female merit by Louis XV. The confirmed
ence to the burning of an unknown library in an opinion of the royal voluptuary was that it was morally
unknown place may have been localized by later and physicallyof impossible for a woman to attain the
perfection in the culinary art. Madame
highest pitch
legend at Alexandria, where it is as certain as Dubarry, piqued by his frequent recurrence to this
anything of the kind can be that no library existed invidious theory, resolved to bring him over to a way of
when the city was taken by the Moslems. Thus thinking more complimentary to her sex. She accordthe story

is

condemned

as a

mere

fable

by

all

the

canons of historical criticism.
I may add that the question was thoroughly
thrashed out in the St. James's Gazette and the
Spectator in the months of May and June last
That it should have now reappeared in the
year.
Edinburgh Review shows how hard such stories

ISAAC TAYLOR.

die.

[Many

replies are acknowledged.]

ORDER OF THE SAINT ESPRIT
The Order

of the Saint Esprit

th

(7

S.

viii.

307).

was the highest

ingly sought out the best cuisiniere that France could
produce, and gave her the minutest private instructions
as to his Majesty's favourite dishes and peculiar tastes
and caprices. If the story we are repeating be a lie, it
is certainly a lie circumstantial, like the account of the
duel in ' The School for Scandal,' for tradition has
handed down the exact menu of the supper prepared
under the Dubarry's supervision by her protegee. It
comprised a coulis defaisan, les petites croustades defoie
de lotles, le salmis de becassines, le pain de volatile a la
supreme, la poularde au cresson, les belles ecrevisses au
vin de Sauterne, les bisquets de peches au noyau, and
creme de cerneaux. The dessert consisted of some raisins
dores, a salade defraises au marasquin, and some Rheims
biscuits.
Every dish prospered, and the enraptured
monarch, instead of starting up, like Dryden's Alexander, and rushing out to fire the city, sank back in his
chair with an ineffable feeling of languid beatitude, and,
if Desaugier's verses had existed at the time, would
doubtless have sung

of the French monarchy, ranking nearly with our
own Order of the Garter and that of the Golden
It is scarcely needful to add that no
Fleece.
"
French king ever gave the cordon bleu to his
and
the
cook";
suggestion that such an incident
A chaque mets que je touche
ever took place is a mere invention to cover ignorJe me crois 1'egal des dieux,
ance of the origin of the term cordon bleu as
Et ce que ne touche pas ma bouche
applied to a chef de cuisine :
Est devore par mes yeux/
" L'Ordre du
Saint-Esprit institue par Henri III. en 'Who is this new cuisinier of yours?' exclaimed the
n'etait pas, rfomme tant d'autres qui sont
1578
monarch, when this unparalleled succession of agreeable
venues depuis, un ordre banal auquel chacun pouLet me know his name, and
surprises was complete.
L'on n'etait admissible en tout cas let him henceforth form
vait pretendre
part of our royal household.'
que si Ton avait au moins trois generations de noblesse
la
France!' retorted the delighted exA lions done,
Le cordon bleu etant une distinction toute
paternelle
Have I caught you at last ? It is no cuisinier
grisette.
a
un
nombre
ceux
reservee
petit
parmi
particuliere
qui at all, but a cuisiniere ; and I demand a recompense for
occupaicnt un rang tres-eleve' dans la societe, on prit her worthy both of her and of your Majesty. Your
1'habitude de donner, par comparaison, le nom de cordon
royal bounty has made my negro, Zamore, governor of
lieu aux personnes d'un me"rite supfirieur
le cordon
Luciennes, and I cannot accept less than a cordon lieu
Cette for
lieu d'un communaute c'est notre cordon bleu.
my cuisimere.' There was probably nothing which
comparaison fit si bien son chemin qu'elle alia sans the king (or the lady) would not have granted at such a
encombre jusqu'a la cuisine ; lea celebrites dans 1'art de moment
but the name of the cuisiniere was unfor;
Vatei et de Careme etaient aussi des cordons Ileus"
tunately not inscribed in the register of the order, and
'
Petites Ignorances de la Conversation,' par Charles she has thus been cheated of her
immortality."
Rozan, Paris, 8vo., s.d., pp. 247-8.
HERBERT MAXWELL.
"
"
In England we talk of the
of
blue ribbon
[The extract given by SIR HERBERT MAXWELL is also
the turf, but we can hardly fancy an educated sent
by MR. JOHN CHURCHILL SIKES, Many other replies
Frenchman inquiring which English sovereign to the same purport as the foregoing are acknowledged.]
conferred the Order of the Garter on a jockey who
WHISKEY (7 th S. viii. 127). The proper reply
JOHN WOODWARD.
won the Derby
:

'

'

'

:

!

I extract the following from

*

The Art of Dining

;

Gastronomy and Gastronomers' (London, 1852),
an amusing treatise of which Abraham Hayward
was the anonymous author. It will sufficiently

or,

explain to R.

M.

T. the origin of the expression,

which does not apply to male cooks at
" It
all to
'

all

:

may consequently turn out no great hardship after
be obliged to follow the advice given in the new
'

'

Almanach des Gourmands (of 1830)
Si les gages
d'un cuisinier, et surtout les habitudes de 1'artiste, vous
le rendent trop dispendieux, bornez-voua au cordon-lieu.
Faites choix d'une cuisiniere active, propre,' &c. This
:

to your correspondent as to when whiskey was first
introduced into Scotland as a manufacture or
beverage is something like the chapter on "Snakes
There never was, and is not now,
in Ireland."
such a thing as whiskey manufactured in Scotland,
or even used as a beverage, except, perhaps, a
small quantity of a compound imported from
the Emerald Isle. That is whiskey with an e.
Whisky without an e is, I must admit, not unknown in Scotland ; but it is a popular delusion
that whisky, the national curse, has been from
time immemorial the national drink of Scotland.

7*

s.
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TEMPERANCE

modern

1723, the Society of the
was formed in Edin
Improvers in Agriculture
in the United Kingdom
burgh, the first of the kind
The Duke of Hamilton at its first meeting carried
a resolution against the drinking of "foreign stuff,"

will find a note about an Irish
Richard MacRagnaill, or Reynolds, who
died in 1405 from drinking too much whiskey
(uisce-betha, usquebagh), in 'Annals of Loch Ce,'
This is, I believe, the earliest known inii. 112.
stance of the kind.
He will find an early account

"that thereby the distilling of our grain might be encouraged, and the great sums annually sent to France for
brandy (generally smuggled) might be kept at home."

of the process of distilling and the sovereign vir"
"
tues of this
queen and mother of medicines in
the Red Book of Ossory, reported in the Historical

That

is

not

innovation.

so.

It is a comparatively

On June

chief,

8,

that time it became a point of honour to
drink only home-made whisky, which, becoming
popular by degrees, acquired the character of being
pre-eminently "Scotch drink." Beer or ale, however or, as it was called in the west and southwest of Scotland, "yill" was until then, and long
after, the national drink of the common people, as

MSS. Commissioners' Tenth

From

was that of the upper classes. In every
who have inherited the goods and chattels
of their grandparents there is to this day a superabundance of long, old-fashioned ale glasses, for

claret

family

p. 254.

He

Report, app. part v.
should also consult the Ulster Journal

of Archaeology,

vi.

283,

vii.

J.

33.

HAMILTON WYLIE.

Rochdale.

HUMAN LEATHER

th

S. vii. 326, 433 ; viii.
(7
Many years ago I saw
252, 353).
amongst the curiosities preserved in the library at
Trinity College, Cambridge, a portion of the skin
of a man who had been hanged for the murder of

77,

131,

It was white in colour, and apparently
his wife.
drinking the strong Scotch ale in use during about an eighth of an inch in thickness ; and in
of
the
and
which
beginning
this,
century
the same cabinet was a lock of the hair of Sir Isaac
was dealt round somewhat in the same way Newton.
as champagne used to be poured out, in a most
The practice of flaying must have been of
gingerly manner, about a quarter of a century ago, the greatest antiquity.
We read in Herodotus
in tall glasses that held more froth than anything that
King Cambyses slew and flayed Sisamnes,
In country gentlemen's houses in the olden father of
else,
Otanes, and stretched his skin upon the
time, when a guest arrived he was met by the judgment seat, "because that he, being of the
" crack a
laird, who made him
nut," that is, drink number of the royal judges, had taken money to
a silver-mounted cocoanut- shell full of claret, and
give an unrighteous sentence" (book v. c. 25).
during his stay he always found a hogshead of Rawlinson adds in a note
claret standing on tap in the hall, but whisky was
" In later times the Persians seem to have
flayed their
not even dreamt of. Cottage gardens throughout criminals alive.
Manes, the heretic, suffered this death
Scotland were very frequently fenced in with the (Suidas, in voc.), which was known as 'the Persian
staves of old claret casks.
Before the introduction punishment' (Theodoret, 'Adv. Haer.,' i. 26; Cyril,
Catech.,' vii.). Mesabates, too, is said to have been
of tea, ale was regularly drunk at breakfast and
'
In 1743 Duncan flayed alive by Parysatis (Plut., Artaxerx.'). Flaying
supper, as well as at dinner.
was also an Assyrian practice. (See Botta's Monumens
Forbes of Culloden, Lord President of the Court de
ii.
and
Monuments of
vol.
Ninive,'
pi. 120,
Layard's
"
of Session, waxed very wroth that " there are very Nineveh,' second
Vol. iii. p. 191.
series, pi. 47.)
few cobblers who do not now sit gravely down with
To come to more modern times, the legend runs
their wives and families to tea, and the revenue
that Zizka, the celebrated Bohemian general, who
has sunk in proportion as this villainous practice
died in 1424, bequeathed his skin to be converted
has grown," and he points out that " this drug," as
into leather for a'drum, upon which a pas de charge
he calls it, was so extensively smuggled as to be
might be beaten. Yet the story is worth menthen obtainable at from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per pound,
as showing an instance of not coming quite
tioning,
a moderate enough price even nowadays. In the
to such base usages after death as described in
Bacchanalian songs of the old Scotch poets before 1
Hamlet,' for it would have been anything but an
Burns ale and claret are constantly referred to,
JOHN PICKFORD, M. A.
use.
and even in Burns ale is quite as frequently men- ignoble
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
tioned as whisky.
The ale was frequently drunk
There is no doubt about human skin being
hot :
found upon church doors; but the old tradition of
The Nappy reeks wi' mantling ream,
its having been that of captured Danes has given
An' sheds a heart-inspiring steam.
The beer was generally brewed at home, with the place to the conviction that it is the skin of sacriThis seems to be proved by the
robbers.
help of the brewster-wife, hence there were but legious
undoubted piece of human skin nailed to the door
few brewers, but a great many maltsters.
It
would be " a great day for Scotland " if the people of the Royal Treasure Chamber at Westminster
J. C. J.
would get back to the real national drinks, ale and Abbey.
MRS. SCARLETT has not veriBed her references,
claret, in place of whisky and champagne.
J. B. FLEMING.
and so has confused two passages in Buckland.
last

:

'

'

'
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s.

VIIL NOT.

so,

His mention (i. 84) of skin on a church door relates
MINERAL OIL (7 th S. viii. 367). If there is no
no microscopical work of his own, but of others, local source of supply of the " oyly stones " menand a longer account of this may be seen in Lord tioned in the query, I would offer as a suggestion
the likelihood of their being pieces of amber
Braybrooke's Pepys's Diary,' i. 167, Bohn's ed.
in a note on Pepys's mention (April 10, 1661) of which may have been washed out of the Baltic
similar skin on a door of Rochester Cathedral
Sea or similar resinous matter. Amber burns
also Appendix, iv. 330.
Buckland's microscopical with a bright flame, and while burning emits a
work of the kind, which MRS. SCARLETT had in strong smell. ' Science for All tells us that " occaher head, was done on a skull from the crypt at sionally pieces of amber are cast upon the eastern
shores of our own island " (vol. iv. p. 217), and
Hythe, and he relates it at iv. 185.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.
these stray lumps would probably be more common
'

,

;

'

Longford, Coventry.

THACKERAYANA

in old times.

MANSERGH.

J. F.

Liverpool.

th

I can
S. viii. 265, 375).
settle any historic doubt as to the pronunciation of
Deville, the craniologist, by the authority of the
(7

doubtless hasty, but much ill-treated, late Dr.
The old doctor, who was almost as
Elliottson.
enthusiastic about phrenology as about mesmerism
he would have his laugh at his scientific opponents
on the latter subject if he were living now told me

The beds of bituminous shale used as fuel, and
called Kimmeridge coal, found near Kimmeridge, in
the so-called Isle of Purbeck, are well known. See
H. B. Woodward, 'Geology of England and Wales,'
where also the dark cliffs, forming a striking feature in the coast scenery, are menWoodcut of Kimeridge Bay on p. 281,
tioned.
edit. 1887, p. 334,

W. M. E. F.
more than once that he believed he was in the fig. 45.
same position relatively to some of his detractors
Most certainly rock oil exists in the Isle of Par"
as Deville declared himself to be
They are beck. M. P. will find information about it in books
conwinced, but they won't awow it."
on geology under the head " Kimmeridge Coal."
W. W. LL.
Mistress Fiennes's "Sonidge" is Swanage. The coal
is not found there, but at Kimmeridge, a village
STELLA, LADY PENELOPE RICH (7 th S. vii. 347;
several miles distant.
H. J. MOULE.
viii.
I differ from
:

110, 311).
your accomplished correspondent to this extent, that Lady
Penelope Devereux, as an earl's daughter, acquired
no higher distinction by marrying a baron, so she
only became Lady Penelope Rich. But in second
nuptials, when she married an earl, she became
A. HALL.
Penelope, Countess of Devonshire.
13, Paternoster Row, E.G.

431;

Dorchester.

The following

is

an extract from 'A Royal War-

Picturesque Rambles in the Isle of Purbeck,' by 0. E. Robinson, M.A., 1882
"Approaching Kimmeridge Bay on the side of the
cliff is to be found an excavation or quarry of the bituminous Kimmeridge shale, which is used by the cottagers for fuel, and but for the peculiar smell, like that
guttapercha, which it emits when burning,
WALHAM GREEN (7 th S. viii. 367). The follow- of melted
might be Bold in more distant markets."
ing is an extract from 'Old and New London,'
Further information is given in the same interestvol. vi. p. 325
and artistic work on the attempt made to use
" The derivation of the
name of Walham Green is ing
somewhat obscure and doubtful. Lyaons and Faulkner the shale for gas-making and lamp oil. There is
also information given regarding the so-called coal.say it is properly Wendon, the manor of Wendon being
mentioned in a deed of conveyance in 1449 ; but it is money found in the district.
also called in various old documents by the names of
The above book, which is a model of what a
Wandon, Wansdon, Wansdown, and Wandham. It seems local work should
be, was published by the London
to have been first called by its present name about the
APPLEBT.
end of the seventeenth century."
Typographic Etching Company.

ren

;

or,

:

:

Mus URBANUS.
CITIZEN AND TOLOSER

(7

As MR. HOPE

th

S. vii. 387,

"

454

;

viii.

desires
any information" relative to the family of Del Tolhus, the
following scrap may be of service. John Thoulouse,
or, as often written, John Tolus, was Sheriff of
London in 1543.
was a member of the Clothworkers' Company, died in 1548, and was buried

213, 356).

He

at St. Michael's, Cornhill. I fear this is likely to
make " confusion worse confounded," but, considering the date, I am inclined to think he derived
his name from his trade, rather than from his

JOHN

nationality.
16,

Montague

Street,

W.C.

J.

STOCKEN.

Manchester.

may have referred to
which largely consists of bituminous matter, and is found near Swanage, in geoPossibly Celia Fiennes

Kimmeridge
logical

clay,

proximity to Portland sand.
I.

C. GOULD.

Loughton.

The rock-oil in question is doubtless that which
was formerly, if it is not still, obtained from the
bituminous shale which is quarried from under the
Kimmeridge clay at Kimmeridge, in the Isle of
the
Purbeck, and known as Kimmeridge coal
;

shale burns with a brilliant whitish flame.
often, unfortunately for speculators,

It has

been attempted

vm.

NOV. 30/89.3
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to be brought to
profitable use.
Kimmeridge is
not far from
"Somdge," or Swanage as it is now

called.

/

NOTES ON BOOKS,

>

&o.

By William John

Court-

.

WITH

the 'Life of Pope,'
by Mr. Courthope, the new and
standard edition of the poet
by Messrs. Elw n and Courthope is finished. Some difficulties have attended
the
compilation of a definitive edition of
Pope, and the Life*
particular, which forms vol. v. of the work has lom

m

'

been anticipated. When now
welcomed
to be expected, a careful and
worthy pie
n

Wes

it

as

wa?

itel

,'

l
1S because that
L ^,
position will
probably, be settled. It i. e 88
ential]y ro

r
ing,

Mr

*

c

py.

Courthope holds, "a central position between
two fluctuating movements of
English taste,?'
sical school was "a
protest against what has
bee

new, vigorous, imaginative, and exquisitelv

nopH!^]^
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Lower Lusatian, Kashubian, and Polish stories; under
" Eastern
Slavonians we are introduced toWhite Russian
' :

and "Great" Russian stories, as well as to "Little"
Russian stories from Galicia and from South Russia;
and under "Southern Slavonians" are collected Bulgarian, Serbian, Croatian, and Illyrian-Slovenish stories.
We should add that to each set of tales Mr. Wratislaw
has prefixed a short introduction, containing some inter
esting information concerning the dialects of the various

THE Clarendon

Marmion. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by Thomas Bayne. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
To the Clarendon Press Mr. Bayne has added a scholarly,
This is,
valuable, and delightful edition of Marmion.'
indeed, a model in its way. The text is based upon Lockhart's edition of 1833, A preface supplies a very interesting account of Scott's residence at Ashestiel, an essay on
the composition of ' Marmion,' a description of the characteristics of the poem, and an account of the criticisms
upon it. At the close are over a hundred pages of notes,
the literary and antiquarian value of which cannot easily
be over-estimated. These, indeed, brim with erudition
of the most varied kind, and may absolutely be read and
studied for their own sake, apart from the illumination
they cast on the poem.
'

Sketches.
By F. Edward Hulme, F.L.S., F.S.A.
(Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.)

Wayside

Diseases of Plants. By H. Marshall
F.L.S. (Same publishers.)

Ward, M.A., F.R.S.,

Time and Tide : a Romance of the Moon. By Sir Robert
S. Ball, LL.D., F.R.S.
(Same publishers.)
Toilers in the Sea.
By M. C. Cooke, M.A., LL.D. (Same
publishers.)

IN these and similar works the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge gives to the world at a cheap price
a series of works of unoppugnable authority. Science in
its direct development and issues is not within our proIt is, however, pleasant to be able to announce
the appearance of works so suitable for purposes of study
or of tuition, bringing within reach of the solitary reader
the latest discoveries and triumphs, and opening to the
"
Hesgeneral public a land of enchantment that passes
perian fables." The same firm has issued some children's
series
of
The
is
second
which
a
Zoo, by the
books, among
Rev. J. G. Wood, illustrated by Harrison Weir.
vince.

The Life of James Thompson (" B. V."). With Selections from his Letters and a Study of his Writings.
By H. S. Salt. (Reeves & Turner.)
admirers of the verse of James Thompson this
The author of The
will prove a very delightful book.
of
Dreadful Night' was not a poet even of
City
the second order ; but he had a facility in composing a
certain kind of verse, apd he had something to say that
Mr. Salt
to many among us seemed worth the eaying.
never knew him, but he has nevertheless written a very
him.
The
of
that
is
devoted
to
fair biography
portion
Thompson's prose is by far the best part of the book,
and will please even those who dispute his claim to rank
as a poet. We question whether such a book was needed ;
if it were, Mr. Salt has done his best to make it attractive
to others than those who admire James Thompson.

To

all

'

Grettir the Outlaw.

By

S.

Baring Gould.

(Blackie

&

Son.)

WITH

customary adroitness and capacity Mr. Baring
Gould has given a rendering of the Saga of Grettir the
is calculated to be generally popular, and
which
Strong
which conveys pleasantly some out-of-the-way erudition.
his

To the " Falcon Series " of Shakspeare's plays of Messrs.
Rivingtons has been added the Second Part oj Henry 1 V.,

s.

vm.

NOV.

so,

edited by A. D. Innes, M.A. It has notes,
glossary, and
a history of the play, all excellent.
DR. BRTJSHFIKLD has reprinted in pamphlet form, with
illustrations, from the Transactions of the Devonshire
Association for the Advancement of Science, &c., his
'
paper on The Birthplace of Sir Walter Raleigh,' read
at Tavistock in August last.
It has great value, and
out
matters of much interest.
opens

tribes.
Scott's

[7*

Press will issue, in a limited edition

and in a handsome form, " Letters of Philip Dormer,
Fourth Earl of Chesterfield, to his Godson and Successor.
Now first Edited from the Originals, with a
Memoir, by the Earl of Carnarvon." Of the 236 letters
now brought to light only fourteen have been published
and that in an imperfect form.

to

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,

or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

MAXWELL.

See 4th g. j. 57^ 209. Of the "Bull
"
Geo. Steevens says, in his edition of Shak" It was
speare,
originally (as I learn from the title-page
of an old play) the Bullogne Gate, i.e., one of the Gates
of Bullogne, designed perhaps as a compliment to
Henry VIII., who took the place in 1544. The Bulloyne Mouth, now the Bull and Mouth, had probably
the same origin, i.e., the Mouth of the Harbour of
Bullogne." See Cunningham's 'Handbook to London,'
This explanation is accepted in Larwood's ' Hisp. 88.
tory of Signboards,' and Dr. Brewer's 'Dictionary of
P.

and Gate

Phrase and Fable.'
J. B. S. ("J. Garbett ").
This is James Garbett,
1802-1879, Archdeacon of Chichester and Professor of
'
De Rei Poeticae Idea,' 1843, which
Poetry at Oxford.
you mention, consists of lectures delivered as Professor
of Poetry. He also wrote ' BamptOn Lectures,' 1842 ;
'
Parochial Sermons,' 1843-4; Beatitudes of the Mount,'
1854, &c. Consult Diet. Nat. Biog.'
'

K.

P. D.

E.-

A

deal of fun,

Like mourning coaches when the funeral's done.
*
Byron, Beppo/ stanza xx.

Another form of nominy
S. I. B. ("Nomony").
[pronounced nominee, with accent on the first syllable),
well-known North-Country phrase for a long speech.
It is probably derived from nomen.
a,

J. S. M. (" Francis Quarles,
Argalus et Parthenia,'
1621," &c.). No one can tell you the value of these
unseen. Send them into a London sale-room, and you
'

will learn.

NOTICE.

"

Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of 'Notes and Queries'" Advertisements and
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

"at

We
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geuse pour le public, que I'etablissement de plusieurs
commis dans notre dite ville de Paris, lesquels etant
divis^s par quartiers auront la charge de partir tous lea
matins, et de prendre chacun dans un bon nombre de
boe'tes qui seront mises en diffe"rents endroits desdits
quartiers pour la commodite de tout le monde, les billets,
lettres et memoires que Ton est oblige d'ecrire & tous
moments et a toutes rencontres, et de les porter dans une
boutique ou bureau qui sera dans la cpur du Palais pour
y estre delivres par ordre de quartiers et rendus par
leadits commis sur le champ diligemment et fidelement a
leurs adresses," &c.

Then follows a long enumeration of the advantage of the new system to the public
" Ainsi 1'on fera
plus d'expeditions et de diligence en
un jour que Ton en peut faire a present en une semaine
entiere
Les habitants de Paris pourront facilement
communiquer entre eux, tandis que juequ' ici on avoit
plus facilement des nouvelles de ceux qui habitent les
provinces que de ceux qui sont dans les quartiers 6Ioignes.
Enfin, cette disposition sera surtout avantageuse au marchand qui ne peut quitter ea boutique, & 1'artisan qui n'a
rien de si cher que le temps de son travail que le nourrit,
a 1'officier, de quelque condition qu'il soit, qui durant
1'assiduite i son exercise ne le peut abandonner."
Eecueil d'leambert/ Mai, 1653, tome Liii. p. 307.
Loret, in the Gazette en Vers, gives an amusing
paraphrase of the edict
:

'

:

On

va bientot m6tre en pratique,
Pour la commodity publique,

Twelfth Night.'

Un certain

Notices to Correspondents.

etabliseement
c'est pour Paris seulement)
boetes nombreuses et drues

(Mais

De

Aux

petites et grandes rues,

Ou, par soy-mesme ou son

PILLAR-POST LETTER-BOXES.
"
"
Among things new under the sun most

On
per-

sons would probably, in spite of the sweeping
adage, place those convenient depots for letters
which prove so great a boon, especially in winter
and rough weather, to suburban folk domiciled at
a distance from the post office, and the introduction
of which is well within the memory not only of the
But it
oldest, but of the middle-aged inhabitant.
appears that more than thirty years before Robert
Murray, the upholsterer, started (in 1685) the
London penny post, our French neighbours had
organized a system by which letters posted in Paris
could be conveyed to any part of the city at the
cost of a sou apiece, their collection and distribution being expedited by means of boxes
to all
intents and purposes similar to our wall and
pillar
box placed in and about the capital.

The edict of the Grand Monarque
new procedure runs as follows

the
"

laquaif,

pourra porter des paquets,

Et dedans & toute heure mettre

instituting

:

Louis, &c.

Considerant quo la grande etendue de
iiotre bonne ville de Paris, et la multitude des
pereonnes
la
qui
compoaent, cause beaucoup de longueurs et de
retardements au nombre infini des affaires qui s'y traitent
et qui s'y negocient, nous avons reconnu
qu'il etoit
necessaire d'apporter quelques ordres particuliers afin
d'en avoir une plus prompte et diligente
expedition, et
apres avoir examine plusieurs propositions qui nous ont
ete faites sur ce sujet, nous n'en avons
point trouve de
plus innocente pour les particuliers, ni de plus avanta-

Avis, billet, missive ou lettre,
des gens commis pour cela
Iront chercher et prendre la,
Pour d'une diligence habile
Les porter par toute la ville,
A des neveux, ;\ des couzins,
Qui ne seront par trop voizins,
A des geridres, des beaux-freres,
A des nonains, & des comeres,

Que

A Jean,

Martin, Guilmain, Lucas,

A des clercs, a des avocats,
A des marcbands, a des marchandes,
A des galands, a des galandes,
A des

amis, i des agens,
Bref, & toutea sortes de gena.
Ceux qui n'ont euivants, ni suivantes,

Ny

de valets, ny de servantes,
Ayant des amis loin logez,

Seront ainsi fort soulagez ;

Outre plus, je dis et j'anonce
Qu'en cas qu'il faille avoir r^ponce,
On 1'aura par mesme moyen,
Et si 1'on veut scavoir combien
Coutera le port d'une lettre
(Choze qu'il ne faut paa obmettre)
Afin que nul n'y soit trompe,

Ce ne sera qu'un sou tape".
But the citizens of Paris did not take kindly to
the postal novelty, which was destined to share the
same fate as the six- sous omnibus, a contemporary
invention, attributed to no meaner a personage
than Pascal. Furetiere, in his 'Koman Bourgeois/
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Another physiologist, Richeraud, also says that
men have been known from whose breasts there
tozed a milky whitish saccharine fluid, not unlike
"Certain boxes," he says, "were at that time newly
he milk of a woman.
affixed to all the street corners to hold letters sent from
Paris to Paris. But these things were ordained under
On submitting to a physiologist the question
such unlucky stars that the letters never reached their whether at some remote
period in the history of
destination ; and when the boxes were opened nothing

explains
fail

how

the letter-box experiment came to

:-

was found but mice, that mischievous wags had dropped
therein."

More than a century later, when the philanM. de Chamouset re-established the

thropist

the attempt of 1653 seems to have
HENRY ATTWELL.
been quite forgotten.

petite poste,

Barnes.

ON THE PRACTICE OP THE COUVADE.
In Mr. Bourdillon's elegant version of the old
'
French story Aucassin and Nicolette (1887) we
'

read, p. 140, that the hero landed in the kingdom
of Torelore, and on asking where the king was
"
they told him that he lay in child-bed."
In a note on this passage, p. 178, Mr. Tylor's
'
'
Researches into the Early History of Mankind is
" Some Remarkable
referred to. In the chapter on
Customs " the couvade is described, in which the
father goes to bed for a certain time after the birth
This practice is
of a child instead of the mother.
accounted for partly on the idea of the child belonging exclusively to the father, and partly on the

want

of distinction in savage intelligence

the race man did not share with woman the task
of suckling the infant, he referred me to Darwin's
Descent of Man,' second edition, chap.
After
yi.
discussing and dismissing the probability of the
mammae of the male being a female character,
transferred by inheritance to the males, and after
many instances of the male sharing with the female
;he care and nurture of the young, and also
.nstances of the secretion of milk by the male,

Darwin says
" Now if we
suppose that during a former prolonged
period male mammals aided the females in nursing their
:

>ffspring, and that afterwards, from some cause (as from
the production of a smaller number of young), the male
ceased to give this aid, disuse of the organs during
maturity would lead to their becoming inactive ; and
from two well-known principles of inheritance, this state
of inactivity would probably be transmitted to the males
But at an earlier
at the corresponding age of maturity.
age these organs would be left unaffected, so that they
would be almost equally well developed in the young of

both sexes."

0. TOMLINSON, F.R.S.
Highgate, N.

between

objective and subjective relations. Dr. H. Brunner
suggests that the demons of disease which were
plotting against mother and child might in this
way be tricked.
It is remarkable how widely spread the practice
was and perhaps even is for, as Mr. Bourdillon
points out, it prevailed among the natives of Corsica, the Iberians of the north of Spain, and has
survived even to this century among the Basques

of Biscay.
I venture to suggest that such a practice could
not have originated in the motives above referred
to, but rather in the necessities of humanity in the
early history of the race, when the man shared
with the woman the exhausting function of suckling
From long disuse the lacteal organ has
the child.
become rudimentary in men generally, but occaIn Frank
sional exceptions are to be met with.
'
lin's Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the
is
made
of
a
Polar Sea' mention
young Chipewyan
who suckled his own child after the death of its
Humboldt
mentions a tribe
mother in child-birth.
in which the men, or some of them, share the office
of nurse with the women. Dr. Richardson, who

accompanied Franklin, saw no reason for doubting
the fact related to him, and the opinion of eminent
physiologists is in favour of the possibility of man
According to
exercising the function in question.
"
Majendie, Though the secretion of ^ milk seems
proper to woman after parturition, it has been
sometimes seen in virgin?, and even in man.''

FAMILY OF COLDHAM HALL,.
Ambrose Rook wood, of Coldham Hall,,
in the parish of S tanning field, near Bury St.
Edmunds, was, as is well known, one of the conspirators in the Gunpowder Plot in 1605, and

ROOKWOOD

SUFFOLK.

it with all the attendant
It is said that his
savage barbarity of the times.
wife and children witnessed him drawn to execution on the hurdle to Old Palace Yard, and bade
him farewell. Two of his grandsons are said to
have fallen some forty years afterwards when fighting on the side of Charles I., to whom his son was
Ambrose Rookwood was only
a faithful adherent.
twenty-seven at the time of his execution. Another

executed for his share in

descendant, Brigadier Ambrose Rookwood, is said
to have suffered death for his implication in the
assassination plot in the reign of William III.
Is there any pedigree in existence of the family;

and

is it

known when

it

became extinct 1

During

the time that the plot was being hatched Rook-

wood

is

known

to

have

left Suffolk,

and

to

have

resided at Clopton Hall, near Stratford-on-Avon,
in order to be near Catesby, its prime mover, whoIt may here be
resided at Ashby St. Legers.
noticed that many of the conspirators lived at the
time in the adjacent counties of Northampton,

Warwick, and Worcester, as Catesby, Tresham,
John Grant, and Thomas Winter. Probably the
residence of

Rookwood

at Clopton Hall points to

some connexion with the ancient family of Clopat
ton, of Clopton, a name long and well known
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To them New Place, the given in his works. In this letter he also gives
home of Shakspere in that town, once belonged, the origin of the poem. The poet further sends for
and there may yet be seen the portrait of Charlotte Dr. Aikin's opinion five verses of poetry, which, he
in his letter, had been sent to him some
Clopton. It may here be asked whether there are explains

Stratford -on -A von.

any allusions, or supposed allusions, in the writings
of Shakspere to the plot, of which, no doubt, he
In
was one of the first to receive the news.
'
Hamlet we read, " For 'tis the sport to have the

time before anonymously, and which were said to
have been written by a lunatic on the walls of his
cell with the stem of a tobacco-pipe.
Montgomery himself has a very high opinion of

enginer hoist with his own petard."
Coldham Hall, the family mansion, built in 1574

these verses, going so far as to state (of course in
joke) that he would be willing to become a
lunatic if by so doing he could write such verses.
He asks Dr. Aikin to find them a place in the
Athenceum. Can any reader say if they were ever
published there or elsewhere ? I append a copy:

'

by Robert Rookwood, must have been forfeited
with the estate to the Crown on the attainder of
Ambrose Kookwood, and on the trial of him with
the other conspirators Sir Edward Coke, then
Attorney- General, sternly applied to Sir Everard
Digby, who asked for some little provision from

and family, the

his possessions for his wife

Sublime Invention ever young,
Of vast conception, towering tongue,

To God the

lan-

:

it also out of desolate places," &c.
To whom did
the estate afterwards belong; or to whom was it
granted or sold? Over the mantel-piece in the
entrance hall a fine room open to the roof, and
from which the other rooms are approached was,
and perhaps may be now, a large half-length portrait of a lady, and underneath it some lines in gilt
letters from Hudibras, part ii. canto i. v. 885,

commencing

This

The Abishag of his

Of

3 rd S.

vi.

?

Dale, champaign, grove, and hill,
The Multitudinous Abyss,
Where secrecy remains in bliss,
And Wisdom hides her skill.
Tell

252) gives

To

Coldham was

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.

Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.

LETTER OF JAMES MONTGOMERY.

them 1 Am, Jehovah

said,

Moses, while Earth heard in dread,
And smitten to the heart,
At once above, beneath, around,
All nature, without voice or sound.
" Oh Lord Thou Art."
Replied,

particulars concerning Lord Monson,
who was one of Cromwell's lords, and was married
three times.
The portrait of the lady being in the
it might have
been their residence at one time as occupants.
The arms of Rookwood are given by heralds as
Argent, six chess-rooks sable. Crest, On a helmet
and wreath, argent and sable, a chess-rook or,
winged proper. In Stanningfield Church is a tabletomb with a canopy, said to be that of Thomas
Rokewood, who died in the reign of Henry VIII.

eyes,

The World, the clustering Spheres he made
The glorious light, the soothing shade,

some curious

house, however, does not prove that
the property of the Monsons, though

;

all things depend ;
Beneath whose arm, before whose
All period, power, and enterprise,
Commences, reigns, and ends.

An

Q.,'

of God, the Almighty source
that tremendous force,
all things

On whom

said to represent the wife of William, Lord
of the judges of Charles I., who thus
punished her husband for showing favour to the
unsanctified Cavaliers.
He must, however, if this
is true, have changed his political principles.

&

age.

He sung

is

<N.

of his verse,
:

Monson, one

editorial note (see

;

Gives balm for all the thorns that pierce,
For all the pangs that rage
Blest light, still gaining on the gloom ;
The more than Michal of his bloom,

Did not a certain lady whip
lordship

theme

The muse, bright angel

:

Of late her husband's own

eternal

Notes from yon exaltation caught,
Unrivalled Royalty of thought,
O'er meaner thoughts supreme.

guage of the imprecatory Psalm "Let his children
be vagabonds, and beg their bread ; let them seek

THOMAS
ST.

MILDRED'S

BREAD STREET.

C.

CHURCHES,

McMiCHAEL.
POULTRY

AND

Jealousy for the accuracy of
Q.,' which has done me the honour to
'N.^
admit into its pages several communications from
myself, leads me to crave a few lines to point out

an error of

its

usually

accurate correspondent

NEMO, who

asserts (7 th S. iv. 384) that both the
churches called after St. Mildred no longer exist ;
the first, St. Mildred's in the Poultry, having been

I have in removed nearly thirty
years ago, and the other
and interesting autograph
which he says was in Friday Street, but it was
James
poet
Montgomery, dated Shef- (and is) in Bread Street two or three years ago.
field, March 11, 1809, and addressed to Dr. John
Both these churches were rebuilt by Sir ChrisAikin, London, who was at that time editor of the topher Wren.
That in St. Mildred's Court,
Athenwum. Montgomery sends with this letter Poultry, was taken down and the
parish united
the first draft of his
The
poem
Castaway Ship/ with St. Margaret's Lothbury nearly thirty years
I may say
asking Dr. Aikin's opinion upon it.
ago (I cannot ascertain the exact date, and should
that this copy differs somewhat from the
poem as like to know why NEMO implies that it was

my

possession a long

letter of the

'
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A

few old gravestones only
standing in 1863).
mark the site on the left hand side of the court,
now filled with places of business. But I astonished a policeman in Bread Street by asking
him where the church of St. Mildred formerly
He pointed to the spire of it the other
stood.

Cannon

and suggested that
I must be thinking of All Hallows, which was
taken down in 1878, as is stated on the building
(south) side of

Street,

occupying its site, together with the fact that
Milton was baptized there (i.e., of course, in the
church on the same site which was destroyed in
the Great Fire).
W. T. LYNN.
Blackheatb.

GENESIS v. passim: "AND THEY DIED." I
have lately seen an inquiry for the author who

drew attention to the repetition of the phrase "And
"
they died after the statement of the length of life
in the instance of the Patriarchs enumerated in
Genesis, chap. v.

But

it

Possibly

was in

'

N.

&

may I mention the name here ?
book 'De ^Eternitate Considerations
at least

Q.'

In

'

his
the
Jesuit Drexelius refers to the comment, and
ascribes it to Guerricus, the Dominican, as fol-

lows

:

"Guerricua cum audisset in templo legi e libro
Geneseos
Factum est omne tempus quod vixit Adam
nongenti triginta anni, et mortuus est,' and so on unto
Methuselah, ita mortem concepit animo, et se quoque
moriturum, tarn valide impressit menti, ut demum in 8.
Dominici leges jurarit, quo mortem sanctius obiret, et
'

:

tutius adiret

beatam aeternitatem, quando hie nulla est
Cons
v. sect. 1, p. 100, Col.

reperienda seternitas."
Agr., 1634.

The

story

is

the State of

made

Man

'

'

'

'

7

Taylor ; see Eden's Taylor's Works, vol. i. p. vii,
"
note) :
Guerricus, a most famous divine, hearing
the fifth chapter of Genesis read," &c. (book i.
ED. MARSHALL.
chap. i. p. 8, London, 1699).

vra. DM.

7,

m

anachronism, and therefore a libel and absurdity,
if applied to our parochial
clergy (including bene"
ficed
university

dons ") at this time.

But apart

literary and pictorial interest of such
caricatures, it is edifying and also encouraging to

from the

contrast a languid and torpid past with the revived
and subsisting energies of the national Church.

H. DE B. H.
POPE'S ' WORKS (CROKER, ELWIN, AND COURTHOPE), 10 VOLS. The following note is worthy of
record in N. & Q.' as showing the length of time
between an announcement of an important work
and the complete publication of it. In my unbound
copy of the Quarterly Review, No. 171, for December, 1849, is the following advertisement
'

c

:

"

Nearly ready for publication. A New Edition of the
Works of Alexander Pope. With Notes, an Original Life,
and 100 Unpublished Letters. By the Kt. Hon. John
Wilson Croker. Portraits. 4 vols. 8vo."

Possibly there

may be an

earlier

announcement.

The following dates are those of publication of the
work announced: 'Letters,' 5 vols., 1871-86;
'Poetry,' 4 vols., 1871-82; 'Life and Index,'
J. W. Croker died Aug. 10, 1857.
Mr. H. Sargent, in his review of the work
(Academy, Nov. 9), writes
" It is now
thirty-five years since the expectations of

1889.

:

lovers of literature were aroused by the announcement
of a new edition of Pope by John Wilson Croker, the
foundation of that which has been at last brought to a
successful conclusion by Mr. Courthope."

JAMES WM. COOK.

'

use of in the Contemplations of
(formerly attributed to Jeremy

.

Snaresbrook, Essex.

HURRAH.

The

following letter appeared in the

Times of October 15, and seeems worth preserving
"SiK,
:

In to-day's issue of your paper your Berlin
correspondent who, by the by, habitually sends ydu
over such masterly translations of German official documents and newspaper extracts remarks that the exNON-RESIDENT CLERICS. There is an old and clamation 'Hurrah !' 'is said to be of Slavonic origin.'
humorous
to
what
is
now I presume your correspondent must have some authority
very
caricature, alluding
"
for this assertion ; but I hope you will allow me to point
happily the past, by H. Bunbury, Esq.," repreout that, as far as I know, the word is of purely German
senting a college gate, evidently meant for CanterIt is generally assumed to be derived from the
origin.
at
Christ
which
bury Gate,
Church, Oxford,
adjoins imitative interjection hurr, describing a rapid movement,
the president's lodgings at Corpus, and also Oriel from which word the Middle High German hurren, ' to
'to hurry/ has been formed.
College, from which (it is a Sunday morning, after move rapidly,' or rather
a luxurious " hot breakfast," and before a cold and Hurrah is, therefore, nothing else but an enlarged
form of hurr, and, as I said, of purely Teutonic origin.
meagre morning" service and sermon) a number of In Grimm's 'Wb'rterbuch' we find the interjection
"
clerical
dons
are issuing, in cassocks, " bobquoted from a Minnesinger. It also occurs in Danish
and
wigs,"
shovel-hats, mounted, as Addison or and Swedish ; and it would be interesting to know when
it was first introduced in this country in the Anglicized
Steele would have said, on easy-going,
ambling form of
hurray. In Germany it was frequently used
"pads," en route for their respective rural parishes.
during the Napoleonic wars by the Prussian soldiers,
in
these
Milton's
satirical
remark
Certainly,
cases,
and it also occurs in some political and martial songs of
"
that
the hungry sheep look up and are not fed " those
days. Since then it seems to have been adopted
would in strictness have been applicable. And also by other nations, even by the French in the form of
the innuendo of the caricature is obvious, i. e., that hourra. That the interjection did not become so popular
in this
the clerical shepherds preferred the luxuries of a in Germany as a cheer at convivial gatherings as
precountry is probably owing to the circumstance that
'
to
the
of
a
rural
if
even
college
simplicity
parish,
ference was given there to the brief exclamation Hoch !
such
a
satire
would
of
be
an
the
adjacent.
and
Happily
phrases
beginning
forming respectively the end
'
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Er lebe hock and Hoch soil er leben.' Of late the
word hurrah seems to have become rather popular in
Germany. It is just possible that the English reimported
'

4

'

there, or that

it

it

was revived through the magnificent
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first edition of a New Testament in the Greek
language was issued by Isaiah Thomas, known in
"
his day as the
Baskerville of America."

the

C. FERGUSON.

'

poem Hurrah Germania written by the Poet Laureate
of the German people, Ferdinand Freiligrath.
'

!

"

1 am, Sir, yours obediently,
" C. A.
B0CHHEIM, Ph.D.
"
King's College, London, October 12."

E.

LEATON BLBNKINSOPP.

FIRST EDITIONS OF THE BIBLE PRINTED IN
AMERICA. It is a notable fact that neither the
Old nor the New Testament in the English language was ever printed in the colonies till after
the Declaration of American Independence.

The earliest publication of any portion of the
Scriptures printed in America was Eliot's translation of the New Testament into the Natick
Indian dialect in 1661. The Old Testament followed in 1663. Twenty years later a second and
last edition of this Bible was issued.
The first
edition is now valued at 2507.
The Marquis of
Hastings's copy of the second edition sold for 200Z.
The first edition of the Bible in the German
language, and the first in a European tongue, was
printed at Germantown, in Pennsylvania, in 1743,
by Christophe Saur. One H. E. Luther, a wealthy
typefounder of Frankfort, had sent as a gift the
founts of type in German text from which this edition was printed. At the
Brinley sale, a few years
since, a copy was sold for 350 dollars.

In 1777 Robert Aitkin, a native

of Scotland,
settled in Philadelphia as a
printer, issued
edition of the
Testament, the first in the

who had
an

New

English language with an American imprint. For
and his attachment to the
independence he was committed

this breach of
privilege
cause of American

to prison.

After his release this zealous
Scot, with the
sanction of Congress, announced for
publication
"
an edition of the
Entire Bible," which appeared
in 1782, in brevier
type, without pagination, and
in two duodecimo volumes.
This will always be
prized as the first Bible in the English language
ever printed in America. Both of these editions
are of excessive
rarity.
An edition of the Douai

and Rheims version of
the Bible was
printed at Philadelphia in 1790 by
Matthew Carey, an "exile from Erin." It sold
for six dollars.
Charles Carroll, of Carrolton,
headed the subscription
list, followed by the names
of not a few of the most
distinguished men in the
South.
In 1790 the New Testament was issued at New
Xork, and another at Connecticut.
In 1791 a
folio edition of the Bible was
printed at Worcester,
the text revised
by Dr. Bancroft, father of the historian.
In the same year a
carefully corrected
edition was printed for the
Quakers in New Jersey,

In the

last

year of the last century, A.D. 1800,

Portland, Maine.

LITERARY PARALLELISM.
Athenceum an article

In a recent number
of much interest and
on
of
the
Great
originality,
'Songs
Dominion,' took
up the view that poetry, in reflecting the life of
is
in
material
man,
great
according to its historic
associations.
The writer went on to say that
of the

" if even
England, with all her riches of historic and
legendary association, is not so rich in this kind of
poetic material as part of the Continent, what shall be
said of the new English world, Canada, the United
States,

&c.?"

In a poem by the late Alexander Smith there is
something akin to this thought
Of this I am certain,
That but for the ballads and wails,
That make passionate, dead things, stocks and stones,
Make piteous, woods and dales,
The Tweed were as poor as the Amazon,
:

That, for all the years it has roll'd,
tell but how fair was the morning red,
sweet the evening gold.

Can

How

It has to be added, however, that the writer of
the article referred to proceeds further to deal with
poetic art as the reflex of the life of Nature.
W. B.

Kadernie, Fifeshire.

PRINCES ALFRED AND OCTAVIUS, SONS OF
III.
There is an excellent line engraving

GEORGE

by Sir Robert Strange representing the apotheosis
of these two infant princes, after the painting by
On the authority of Burke's
Benjamin West.
'Peerage' of 1879, Prince Octavius, who was the
eighth son of George III., was born February 23,
1779, and died May 2, 1783. Prince Alfred, who
was his ninth and youngest son, was born September 22, 1780, and died August 26, 1782. They
were both buried in the royal vault in Henry VII.'s
chapel at Westminster Abbey, but afterwards
exhumed, and deposited in the royal vault at
Windsor constructed by George III.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
'SPOTTED LADDIE,' A FOLK-TALE. This was
name of a story that an old nurse, a county
Antrim woman, used to tell to the children in her
Most of the details are forgotten, and I
charge.
should like to ask, Has the tale ever found a place
among the many others which have been collected
and published, or has any variant of it been found ?
A married
I can only recall the commencement.
couple had no children. They greatly desired to
have some. The woman went to a witch or fairy,
and asked for her help. She told the woman to go
into the garden after dark and to lie down under
a bush and to hold her mouth open. She did this,
the
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and a drop sweeter than honey fell into her mouth.
After a time a girl was born. Twice again this
was repeated, and now the woman had three
daughters, and they were the most beautiful girls
The fairy warned the woman
that ever were seen.
not to do this again, or she would be sorry for it
She disobeyed, and if the other drops
all her life.
had been sweeter than honey, this one was more
Then the woman was frightened;
bitter than gall.
but it was too late, and when the birth took place
it proved to be a dog, and they called it Spotted
The three girls and their dog brother
Laddie.
grew up together. The dog could talk, and was
very wise and kindly. He saved his sisters from
many dangers which their wilful ways got them
In fact, Spotted Laddie was the good genius
into.
I think he was changed into a
of the family.
prince in the end.

W. H.

PATTERSON, M.R.I.A.

EOTAL AUTHORS

:
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structions," signifying, I presume, that the minister
would be responsible for his agent's arrangements.

What may be the effect on banking Sir James did
not explain.
I suppose that the ex-ambassador felt that hasty
messages from home might interrupt and impair
pending negociations that would otherwise prosper.
Did not a telegraphic interference cause our disaster at

Majuba

Hill,

when

Sir

Evelyn

Wood was

stopped in advancing to support our inexperienced
troops against the Boers? But I am writing beyond

what I know.
On one occasion Mr. Hudson, who had been the
private chaplain and trusted almoner of Queen
Adelaide, read to me a letter which had been dictated by Her Majesty in her last illness, and which
contained the most touching expressions of gratitude to all classes of the British nation for their
This must
hospitable reception of a foreigner.

have been in

Belfast.

[?

ALFRED GATTY, D.D.

print.

Luiz DE BRAGANQA, KING

RICHARDSON'S 'DICTIONARY.' (See 7 th S. viii.
While commenting on 'Words that are
not Wanted
Reliable,' at the above reference,
deceased Luis I., King of Portugal, who has deDR. NICHOLSON observes that it does not appear
voted his life most industriously to literature. Hia in
Richardson's ' Dictionary,' which he proceeds to
chief works are translations from Shakespeare,
" which I am
depreciate by saying that it is one
'
viz., 'Hamlet' in 1877, 'The Merchant of Venice
sorry I ever expended so much upon," whether in
'
in 1879, 'Richard III.' in 1880, and
Othello' in
money, for, like many of William Pickering's
1885. To these ho has added Romeo and Juliet,'
books, it was published at a high price, or in time
'The Rape of Lucrece,' and 'Venus and Adonis,' does not matter.
Opinions may differ on this as
'
apparently not yet published. See Silva, Diet. on other subjects, but there is one merit for which
or PORTUGAL. To the catalogue of royal authors
there must now be added the name of the recently

311,)

:

'

Bibliographico Portuguez,' t. xiii. p. 327. I believe
there is also an account of this king's literary work
in Teixeira de Vasconcelle, 'Les Contemporains
Portugais,' vol. ii.; but I have only seen the first
volume of this work. Alas I am very imperfectly
acquainted with Portuguese ; but I am assured
by a qualified judge that the king's translations
are well and faithfully done.
J. MASKELL.
!

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH AND ITS USES.
Some years ago I was on friendly terms with the late
Rev. G. T. Hudson, Rector of Harthill; and on two
or three occasions he invited me to pass a night
at his house to meet his brother, Sir James Hudson, our former ambassador at Turin.
They were

both highly accomplished and remarkable men,

and I much enjoyed the

privilege of their society.
What has recalled these interviews has been the
very interesting speech of Lord Salisbury, who

made

the electric telegraph so important an instrument in the service of diplomacy. I heard
Sir James Hudson say that the two things which
had suffered most from the use of the telegraph
were diplomacy and banking. With the latter, I
fancy, he was connected at Florence, where he then
resided. He said, " When I called on Canning for
instructions before starting on a diplomatic mission, he took a quarto sheet of paper and wrote his
name at the bottom, telling me those were my in-

Richardson deserves great praise, that is for the
series of quotations to illustrate the use of words,

which are not only well selected and arranged in
chronological order, but also have a full reference
in most cases appended to them, so that the ' DicThe larger
tionary is a sort of universal index.
Greek and Latin lexicons had for some centuries
attended to this point, so essential in a work of
reference, and it is surprising that Dr. Johnson
should have been content with adding only the
name of the author to the passages which he with
so much judgment selected as illustrative. Richard'
'
son's
Dictionary may now be purchased for a
comparatively small sum, and pending the com'
pletion of the New English Dictionary will be
of service for a good many years to come.
'

'

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

GIGANTIC SKELETON. The (Dublin) Freeman's
Journal of August, 1812, contains the following
paragraph. Lewis's Topog. Diet.,' or any kindred
work, makes no reference to the discovery
'

:

" It

surprising, considering our veneration for Irish antiquities, that no notice should be taken
This
of the skeleton recently disinterred at Leixlip.
extraordinary monument of gigantic human stature was
found by two labourers in Leixlip Churchyard on Friday, the 10th ult., when making a kind of sewer, near
is

not a

little

the Salmon-leap, for conveying water, by Mr. Haigh's
It appeared to have belonged to a man of not

orders.
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It is believed to be the
Phelim O'Tool, buried in
the
near
Salmon-leap,
1,252 years
Leixlip Churchyard,
ago. In the same place was found to be a large finger
no
was
There
inscription or charing of pure gold.
racters of any kind upon it, a circumstance to be

than ten feet in height!

less

same mentioned by Keating
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paring for publication by the Surtees Society, the
following passage occurs (11. 2177-80):
pis lyfe contemplatyue J?an
Cuthbert in a priue place began
In a place with oute his cell
Now calde \>Q thrus house as men

it might throw a clear light upon this inOur correspondent saw one of the
teresting subject.
teeth, which was as large as an ordinary fore-finger."

The corresponding passage

An

secessit

lamented, as

abnormally large human skeleton is known to
be preserved in the Museum of Trinity College,
Dublin ; but Dr. Samuel Haughton informs me
that it belonged to a Tipperary hero named

Magrath in the last century, and until I showed
him the above declares that he had never heard of
the remains found at Leixlip.

W.

J.

FITZPATRICK, F.S.A.

" Et
quidem in

primis

Bede

in

vitae

tell.

is this

:

rudimentis

solitariae

ad locum quondam qui in exterioribus ejus cell
'
Vit. S. Cuthb.,' xvii.
partibus secretior apparet."

"

The place was almost certainly St. Cuthbert's
Island," a tiny isle close to Lindisfarne, accessible
on foot at low water. On this islet are some traces
"
St. Cuthbert
of the mediaeval or earlier chapel of
in the Sea," and also, as Dr. Raine thought, of
building near it ('N. Durham,' 145).
" thrus house " of the fifteenth centhe
it
?
Can
have been a place of burial, so
tury
called from a number of throughs or flat graveJ. T. F.
stones ?

another

What was
(Rttttta*.

We must

request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct.

" COCK-AND-BULL STORY." Has the
origin of
been ascertained ? The earliest refer-

this phrase

ences yet before

me

are the following

Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

HERODOTUS. Where is the first literary refer"
"
ence to Herodotus as the Father of history ; and
H. R.
who is the author of the expression ?
Oldham.
"

:

Anat. Mel.,' pt. ii. sec. ii. mem. 4
1621, Burton,
"
Some men's sole delight is, to take tobacco,
(1651), 274
and drink all day long in a tavern or ale-house, to discourse, sing, jest, roar, talk of a cock and bull over a

To STAY AT HOME

'

kindly

tell

me

is BEST."
Can any reader
the author of the following lines of

:

pot," &c.
'
1660, S. Fisher, Rustick's Alarm,' in Works (1679),
409 " What a strange Story ia here as if a man should
tell a Tale of two things, a Cock and a Bull, metaraorpozed into one, wheirof the one having been as confidently as untruly avowed to be assuredly known to be
the other, viz. the Cock to be a Bull, is [being denyed]
as ridiculously as reasonlessly profer'd to be proved in
this illegal and illogical way of Argumentation, viz.
That which evidenceth it self to be a Bull, both is, and
is assuredly known to be a Bull ; but the Bull [alias the
Cock ; for so he means, and should say] evidenceth himself to be a Bull
Theirfore the Bull [or the Cock] both
is, and is assuredly known to be a Bull."
1667, Sir R. Moray, Let. 7 Nov., in Lauderdale Pap.'
" This
(1885), ii. 83
evening I gave L. P. a visite, but
I would not begin to talk of any matters and bee did not,
so wee talkt about an hour of a cock and a bull."
1681, 'Trial of S. Colledge,' "36. Mr. Ser. Jeff. We
call you to that particular of the papers, and you run
out in a story of a Cock and a Bull, and I know not
:

'

:

what."

The second

of these suggests the
first might refer to

but the

I'ane,

bull-baiting.
"

Our

first

French coq-a-

cock-fighting
example of "cock-

only of 1828 ; earlier examples
stories of a cock and a bull."
have all
I need
not add that references to Brewer's ' Phrase and
Fable and similar works are not wanted.
and-bull story

is

"

'

J.

A. H.

MURRAY.

home, my heart, and

Home keeping

To

stay at

home

is

best.

E. S. E.

TOWN'S HUSBAND. "James Mihill, Town's
Husband," was buried at St. Mary's, Beverley,
What is a town's husband ?
in 1757.
A. J. M.

A TOPOGRAPHICAL PLAN OF MANCHESTER AND
SALFORD/ by C. Laurent, engineer. Below the
map it says: "London, published Dec. 9, 1793,
by C. Laurent, Geographer, New Road, St. George
Fields." I shall feel obliged to anyone who will
'

kindly supply me with particulars about Laurent's
He seems to
career and" the date of the death.
have been a Frenchman who settled in London,
and must have been employed for the production
of

works similar to the above. Did he issue any
maps and surveys of towns of this country ?

other

C.

of St. Cuthbert

(c.

ROEDER.

Fallowfield, near Manchester.

CATO STREET CONSPIRACY.
In the Castle Howard MS. life
1450), which I am now pre-

;

Weary, and homesick, and distress'd,
They wander East, they wander West ;
And are baffled, and beaten, and blown about
By the winds of the wilderness of doubt.

Oxford.

THRUS HOUSE.

rest,

hearts are happiest

For they who wander they know not where
Are full of trouble and full of care.
To stay at home is best.

!

:

1

Stay, stay at

'

'

and

verse

colnshire, is a house called the
occupied by friends of mine,

At Holbeach, LinWhite House Lodge,

who were informed
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of dictionary fame, that the
said house was the place where the above conWill any one tell me if this
spiracy was hatched.
is so, or give me any information upon the subject?
T. J. MITCHELL.
Holbeach.

by the late Dr. Latham,

In 1780 there was near West-

FISHMARKET.

minster Bridge a place called Fishmarket.
abouts was it in old Westminster 1
0. A.

Where-

WARD.

Walthamstow.

WALLACES OP RAVARA, NEAR BELFAST.

For

the purpose of elucidating family history, I should
be glad to correspond with any representative of
the above family.
CORDUFF.

AMUISSEMENT. The collection of philological
memoirs presented to M. Gaston Paris by his
Swedish pupils, and just published at Stockholm,
is headed by a dissertation on the vocal loss, or
suppression in sound, of final r in French (as, for
nstance, in Monsieur, parler, &c.), and this vocal
suppression
finale."

As

best French

is

lt

L'Arnuissement de 1'R
not to be found in the
dictionaries, can any phonologist
called

this

word

is

amongst your readers kindly explain the derivanew term ?
X.
P.S.
Soon after having sent you my query, I
traced the derivation of this term from muet and
mutus. Still, may I further ask, Would the formation of such a new technical term not have more
fitly started from the Latin root mutus (cp. Ital.
muto, Span, mudo), avoiding the needlessly prefixed a (though it is formed after the analogy of
current words, like adoucissement, &c.), and pro-

tion of this

ducing, for instance, a

new

derivative like muti-

fication ?

[7*8. VIII. DEO.

oats, of a silvery colour,

7, '89.

and they moved with a

quick, gliding motion, very like swimming.

seemed to have no legs, and were
any kind of maggots. Have any of
of 'N. & Q.' observed these little
walnuts? The nuts were foreign.
W. H. PATTERSON,

They

very unlike
the readers
animals in

M.R.I.A.

Belfast.

THE FORMATION OF COMPOUND WORDS.

Will

student kindly enlighten my
ignorance by explaining the correct manner of
forming compound nouns 1 In my native shire we
talk of "the house-roof," instead of "the roof of
" the
the house,"
barn-end, "instead of "the end of
" the loaf
the barn," " the bread-loaf," instead of
of bread," and simplify our speech generally by the
But I am told by critics
use of double words.
that such substantives are provincialisms, and must,
therefore, be excluded from the vocabulary of
If this be so, by
people who speak book English.
what rule may the uninstructed distinguish the
sheep from the goats, dictionary words from
If bread-loaf is, as I am told,
colloquialisms?
be accepted as
provincial, why should sugar-loaf
B. L. R. C.
classical?

some

philological

LAMBERT FAMILY, KENT. Is anything known
of a Kentish family of this name migrating to
Ireland ? There is a tradition that five daughters
of this

name married

prove a clue,

if

a

fact.

This may
aldermen.
HARDRIC MORPHYN.

five

SIR HENRY NEVILL. Who was the Sir Henry
Nevill who was knighted at Cadiz in 1596 by the
Earl of Essex? Was he "Sir Henry of Bedminster," the youngest brother of Edward Nevill,
restored as Baron Abergavenny in 1604, or his
cousin Sir Henry of Billingbeare, ambassador to
"
who was

France in 1599 ?
Henry Nevill, Esq.,"
SILVER FISH. Persons who have lived in returned M.P. for Liskeard in 1597-8, is generally
" silver considered, and with strong probability, as the
Queensland tell of little creatures called
in which case the Cadiz knight
fish," which act in the same mischievous way that after ambassador,
moths do in our houses in this country, i.e., by would probably be the first-named. If so, when
?
eating up clothes, carpets, furs, &c.
They are was Sir Henry of Billingbeare knighted
said to be very like tiny fishes of a silvery hue,
and to move about very quickly over floors or
wherever else they can be seen. I suppose these
little creatures are known to
naturalists, and I
should like to ask to what branch of the animal
who
are their relations,
kingdom they belong,

and by what name learned men call them. This
query is suggested by something that came under
my notice lately. I think I have seen some real

Leigh, Lancashire.

UVES. Did this word in Norman-French, or in
in the
any other dialect, signify a bunch of grapes
F.S. A.
of the sixteenth century ?
early part

DEFOE'S DUTCHMAN. In speaking of the effect
'
famous pamphlet The Shortest Way with the
had with the Dissenters themselves,
Dissenters
and their dulness in comprehending its intention,
'
Defoe says (Forster's Daniel De Foe, 1855, p. 70),
his

'

under these cold skies.
On
Hallow Eve some children were eating walnuts at
" All the fault I can find in
and
on
one
of
nuts
these
crushed
my table,
myself as to these
being
several little creatures were seen
moving quickly people is that when I had drawn the picture, I did
about the plate among the fragments of the nuts. not, like the Dutchman with his man and his bear,
They were spindle-shaped, less than half an inch write under them, This is the man and this ia the
What
long, in general form like a very small pickle of bear,' lest the people should mistake me."

living

silver fish

'
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is

the incident referred to

;

and who

is

man ?

the Dutch-

ALPHA.

FATHER OF HENRY WASHINGTON. Can any of
your readers tell the name of the father of Henry
Washington, brother-in-law of Henry Fairfax,
Sheriff of Yorkshire about 1690?
Washington
died in 1718, and his widow lived in St. Andrew's,
Two
had
seven
children.
London.
She
Holborn,
were baptized at South Cave, and others at Doncaster or in London.
He had a son Richard, who
may have been the person of that name who in
1747 died at Barbadoes.
E. D. N.
St. Paul,

Minnesota, U.S.

RACINE AND THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS.

Where

does Racine refer to the

execution of Molay,
Grand Master of the Knights Templars in France,
put to death by Philip the Fair in 1314? He
puts into the martyr's mouth, I am told, a summons to his judges to meet him at the august and
Where is it ? I have
impartial tribunal of God.
searched in vain.
J. MASKELL.

BATTLE OF BOSWORTH.
said to

John Cheyney is
have been the standard-bearer to Henry
Sir

VII. at this battle. How is it, then, that in the
church of Yspetty Evan, in North Wales, there is
a monument to Ryhs Fawr ap Meredydd, " Standard-bearer to Henry VII. at the Battle of Bosworth " ? Can the two standard-bearers have both
attended Henry of Richmond, the Welsh Ryhs ap
Meredydd bearing his standard of the Red Dragon,
as the Tudor banner or ensign, and Sir John
Cheyney bearing his English coat of arms ? Where
can I find an account, with particulars, of the
standard-bearers at this battle ?
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

BLACK CAP WORN BY A JUDGE.

Can any

of

your readers tell me the origin and meaning of
the judge putting on a black cap when he passes
a capital sentence on a convict ; and if there
is any prescribed
shape for it ; and whether
it is worn at
any other time ; and, if so, when ?
I fancy

it
may symbolize sovereign power, inasas the judge would then be the
only person
in court with his head covered ; but I know of no
data for this idea.
HAGEE.

much

st
[This query was asked 1
unanswered.]

S. ix. 399,

and remains

execution of witches, or of the various ordeals to
which they were subjected, would be most useful.
I am also desirous of getting some views of the
district around Pendle, near Burnley, in Lanca'
Lancashire
shire, the home of the so-called
Witches.'
F. J. LESLIE.
Knowsley, Prescot, Lancashire.

'DE TRIBUS IMPOSTORIBUS.'
(7* S.

viii.

347.)

During the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
centuries rumours were current of the existence of
an extraordinarily blasphemous book bearing this
It is referred to by innumerable writers
title.
(Genthe cites no fewer than ninety-one, and his list
might be largely increased), yet certainly no one
of them had seen it, or was able to give any
precise details as to its contents.
Twentyseven men, of more or less eminence, have been
credited (or discredited) with its authorship, among
others Averroes, Frederick I., Frederick II., Boc-

Poggio, Pomponatius, Machiavelli, Erasmus, Aretin, Dolet, Servetus, Rabelais, Giordano
Bruno, and Milton ; .and although MR. HUDSON is
inaccurate in referring to a letter of Pope Gregory
caccio,

IX., cited by Matthew Paris, as ascribing the
authorship to the Emperor Frederick II., yet the
statement in the letter that the emperor asserted
that the world had been deceived by three impostors, Moses, Jesus Christ, and Mahomet, possibly was the foundation of the report that such a
book existed, and certainly gave rise to the subsequent suggestion that the emperor himself was its
author.
During the early part of the eighteenth
century, however, and perhaps during the latter
of
the
seventeenth, there circulated in manupart
script a short treatise bearing this, or a somewhat
similar title, which was believed to be the celeThe earliest of these
brated book in question.
manuscripts of the existence of which we have
undoubted and authentic evidence was in the
library of J. F. Mayer, of Berlin ; and at the sale
of his collection, in 1716, it was purchased by
Prince Eugene of Savoy, and from it several of the

MSS. now

One

existing were copied.

of these,

apparently made soon after 1716, is in my possession, and bears the following title
"De Imposturis Religionum, Breve Compendium.
Descriptum ab Exemplar! Mscto, quod in Bibliotheca
:

HARES NOT EATEN BY GAULS AND CELTS. I
should be much obliged if some of your readers
will give me the reference to Caesar's statement
that hares were not eaten

449

by the Gauls and

W.

Celts.

A. P.

WITCHCRAFT. Can any reader kindly tell me
where to find any engravings or woodcuts, old
or modern, illustrating the witchcraft
superstitions
prevalent in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ? Representations of a trial or

Job. Friderici Mayeri. Theologi, publice distracta BeroAnno 1716 deprehensum, et a Principe Eugenic de
Sabaudia 80 Imperialibus redemptum fuit."
It is a small quarto of 44 pp., and is legibly written,
the paper and handwriting being of the first half
lini

of the eighteenth century.

In 1712 La

Monnoye published

a dissertation,

form of a letter to the President Bouhier, to
prove (which he does satisfactorily) the non-existin the
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ence of the book so often referred to in mediaeval
and modern times.
(This dissertation will be
found at the end of the editions of the * Mena-

716, but it contains several additional pages at the
nd, and has also numerous variations in the text,
lowing that it was not printed from Mayer's MS.
'
r from any copy of it.
The book has very little
giana given by La Monnoye.) He was replied to
'
It is
in 1716, in a Re*ponse a la Dissertation de M. De
terary or theological merit or interest.
La Monnoye sur le Traite" Des Trois Imposteurs.' hiefly commonplace argument to prove that Moses
"
nd Mahomet were both impostors, and that the
J. L. R. L.," and has been attributed,
It is signed
)ld Testament is not inspired.
While the author
but not upon any substantial ground, to J. P.
f
xpresses great respect for the Gospel, and says
Arpe, author of an Apology for Vanini.' The
writer asserts that he was the possessor of a MS,
othing directly against Jesus Christ, it is clear
aat he is intended as the third impostor menof the book in question, which he had obtained in
1706 from a German officer at Frankfort, to whom ioned on the title. The dates at which this book
he had taken a solemn oath that it should never was composed and the three copies referred to
rere printed have been the subject of much
be copied ; but though he conceived himself bound
Emil Weller is of
iscussion among critics.
strictly by his oath, he did not consider that this
pinion that the date 1598 is genuine, and that
prevented him from translating the book, and he
and a friend did accordingly translate it into he book was, in fact, composed in the latter
French ; and he then proceeds to give a sketch of half of the sixteenth century, and printed at
The pretended
racow in 1598. Barbier (' Diet, des Anonymes ')
the argument of each chapter.
Jrunet (' Manuel '), and others contend and this
translation has since been printed in full, as herethat the book was, in fact,
after mentioned. It is clear that it has no relation
s the general opinion
whatever to Mayer's MS., and unquestionably it jrinted at Vienna in 1753 by P. Straube, and that
never had a Latin original. An account of it, and
or his editor based it upon one of the MSS.
of its true history and origin, with the ridiculous which had been for some time in circulation, but
story of how the original came into the writer's made some additions thereto. Certainly the style
possession, may be read in Prosper Marchand's and matter seem to me to be those of the end
'
interesting dissertation on the book De Tribus of the seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth
'
'
contained
in
his
His- century rather than those of the latter half of
Dictionnaire
Impostoribus
I have not seen the copy in the
ihe sixteenth.
torique' (La Haye, 1758), vol. i. pp. 312-329.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century a Bib. Nat., and can therefore express no opinion as
The
to the date of the printing of the volume.
printed book was found to exist bearing the fol
" De Tribus
Anno book has been frequently reprinted and translated
lowing title
Impostoribus.
MDIIC." It is described as a small octavo of 46 pp into French, Italian, German, and perhaps Spanish.
Three copies of this are mentioned, but the where The best edition is that given in 1867 by Gustave
abouts of only two of these is now known. One is Brunet under the following title
in the Bibliotheque Rationale, and comes from
Le Traite des Trois Imposteurs (De Tribus Imposthe collection of the Due de la Valliere, at whose toribus; M.D.IIC) Traduit pour la premiere fois en FranTexte Latin en regard, Collationne sur 1'exemplaire
9ais
sale in 1784 it was purchased for 474 livres.
du Due De La Valliere, aujourd'hui a la Bibliotheque
second copy was in the Crevenna collection, am
Imperiale de Paris, augmente de variantes de plusieursh
was announced in the sale catalogue of 1790. I manuscrits etc., precede d'une Notice Philologique et
was not, however, then sold, but was stated to be Bibliographique par Philomneste Junior. Paris et
:

:

A

withdrawn

; and its subsequent history and pre
sent locality are not known.
The third copy wa
purchased by Renouard in 1812, at the sale of the
books of a German professor, who had written
upon it that it had been given to him at Rotter
dam in 1762 (' Catalogue de la Bibliotheque d'ur
Amateur,' vol. i. p. 118). At the sale of Renouard'
library in 1854. it was sold for 140 francs, anc
passed into the collection of Prince Michael Gal
Its mos
litzin, where it probably now remains.
recent editor, however, Emil Weller, asserts th
existence of a fourth copy, in the Royal Library o
Dresden ; but according to Falkenstein (' Be
schreibung der Kceniglichen Bibl. zu Dresden
1839, cited by G. Brunei) this is a copy of th
edition printed at Giessen in 1792 by Kriege
The copy in the Bib. Nat. is substantially th
same book as that of which the MS. was in Mayer

collection,

and which was

sold to Prince

Eugene

i

;

Bruxelles, 18o'7.

As only 237 copies were printed (mine is No. 164),
The same editor
it is now difficult to meet with.
had previously given an edition of the Latin
"

text,

with a notice

Philologique et Bibliographique,"
in 1860 (Paris, Gay). Two other excellent editions
are those of Weller (Heilbronn, 1876) and F. W.
Genthe (Leipzig, 1833). The latter has an introduction containing much interesting matter, and
" De
Breve
bears the title

Impostura Religionum

Compendium seu Liber de Tribus Impostoribus.
Nach zwei MSS. und mit Historisch-Litterarischer
of the three
Einleitung." It is not a reprint of one
based on several
copies bearing date MDIIC., but is
Prior to the Heilof the MSS. before referred to.
bronn edition Weller had printed the book with a
German translation in 1846. Other editions are

those of Berlin

1792 (with
(according to Weller)

(or rather Giessen),

another tract), under the

title

7*s. viii. DEO.

7, '89.]
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'Zwei seltene antiaupernaturalistiche Manuacripte,' joint production of one Vroese, J. Aymon, and J.
It was printed in 1719 at the Hague,
This I have not seen.
Daelli, of Milan, printed Rousset.
in 1864 an edition with an Italian translation, as with a life of Spinoza prefixed, under the title 'La
well of the text as of the " Notice Philologique et Vie et 1'Esprit de M. Benoit Spinosa.'
According
"
the whole impression of the
Bibliographique of G. Brunet.
Spanish transla- to Marchand nearly
'
tion is cited by Weller, but not otherwise known latter part (the Esprit de Spinosa ') was burnt on
to me, with the impress "Londres (Burdeos), account of its profanity ; but one copy fell into the
hands of a disreputable literary adventurer named
1823."
The celebrity of the book and the interest to Ferber, who caused it to be printed at Rotterdam
which it, or its title at least, has given rise during by M. Bohm, with some modifications, without the
'
so many centuries has led to the publication of life of Spinoza, under the title De Tribus ImposBoth these editions
several treatises with an identical or similar title, toribus,' Frankfort, 1721.
some intended to induce the unwary reader into (of 1719 and 1721) are now extremely rare, and I
buying and reading them under the impression know them only from the descriptions of Marchand,
that they were the genuine ' De Tribus Impostori- Barbier, J. C. Brunet (Manuel), and G. Brunet,
bus.'
The earliest that I know was written by but I doubt whether any one of the three last-named
J. B. Morin in 1644 (reprinted 1654), ' Vincentii has seen a copy of either, or knows them otherwise
Panurgi Epistola ad 01. Virum J. B. Morinum than from the description given by Marchand.
De Tribus Impostoribus.' The three impostors The 'Esprit de Spinosa' was reprinted in 1768referred to are Gassendi, Naud6, and Bernier. with the title " Trait6 des Trois Imposteurs.
book entitled 'De Tribus Nebulonibus,' speciYverdon de 1'Imprimerie du Professeur de
This is (probably) the earliest edition
ally against Mazarin, the two others being Mas- Felice."
saniello and Cromwell, appeared in 1647, and in bearing the French title 'Trois Imposteurs.'
'
1669 Evelyn published his well-known History of copy of it is in my possession. In addition to
the Three late famous Impostors Padre Obto- the treatise itself, it contains an interesting
manno, Mahomet Bei, and Sabbatai Sevi.' It is appendix, comprising "Sentimens sur le Trait6
not probable that the title of any of these was des Trois Imposteurs," the "Reponse" to the
intended to deceive, or did, in fact, deceive any dissertation of La Monnoye, and an extract
one ; but the next book which I notice is more from the ' Memoires de Litterature of Sallengre.
deceptive, and is frequently cited in catalogues as Other editions are cited by G. Brunet, of 1767
'
being the genuine book. Its title is De Tribus Im- (with other tracts, the first of which is entitled
postoribus Magnis Liber.' The impostors are Lord 'De I'lmposture Sacerdotale,' and the impress
Herbert of Cherbury, Hobbes, and Spinoza. The "Londres"), 1775, two of 1776, and 1793. In
author was Christian Kortholt. The first edition 1796 an edition printed at Paris was given by
was printed at Kiel in 1680 ; the second, edited, Mercier de Compiegne. This is the book of which
after the author's death, by his son, at
Hamburg in MR. HUDSON possesses a copy, and of which he
1700.
German translation of it was made by gives the full title, but I cannot agree with him
Michael Bern (not Born, as G. Brunet states), and that it is "very witty."
Though occasionally
printed at Hamburg in 1693, under the title amusing, it seems to me in general laboured and
'Altar der Atheisten, der Heyden und der dull. An English translation of it is cited by G.
Christen.'
Brunet as published at Dundee in 3844 by J.
The Kiel edition of the original is stated by Myles, entitled 'The Three Impostors.' This was
Marchand, Genthe, and G. Brunet to be printed made from the edition of Amsterdam of 1776, and
"Kiloni, apud Richelium." My copy, however, was reprinted in 1846 at New York by G. Vale.
bears "Kiloni, Literis & Sumptibus Joachimi
According to G. Brunet, a Spanish translation was
Reumanni, Acad. Typogr. 1680." I have not a printed in 1823 at Bordeaux, under the rubric of
sufficient acquaintance with Kiel
printers to know London ; but, as I have before stated, Weller gives
if there was one named Richel
but is it impossible this as a translation of the Latin treatise De Tribus
;
"
"
that in Marchand
Richelium is a misprint for Impostoribus.'
German translation appeared at
Eeumannum, and that Genthe and G. Brunet Berlin in 1787.
"
'
have simply copied Marchand, without
'
Le Traite des Trois Imposteurs was placed in
verifying
their references " ]
The Hamburg edition of 1700 the Index in 1783. The Yverdon edition has the
is also
printed by Reumann.
honour of being cited, and the impress is curiously
"
In the early part of the eighteenth
century there given as Yverdon de 1'Imprimerie des Professeurs
circulated in MS. a treatise directed
against the de Felicite"."
Christian as well as the Jewish and Mahometan
An interesting article on the subject will be
'
'
religions, bearing the title Esprit de Spinosa.'
It found in the ' Analectabiblion of the Marquis du
was at first attributed to a pupil of
In Blackwood's Magazine,
Spinoza, a Roure, vol. i. p. 412.
physician named Lucas ; but Marchand considers vol. viii.
what purports to be
p. 306, will be found
that Lucas was not the
author, but that it was the an original contribution, but is really a translation

A

A

A

A

'

A

'

A
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of a part of the

'

'

R^ponse

to the dissertation of

La Monnoye. As the articles in Brunei's Manuel
(last edition), Barbier's 'Diet, des Anonymes' (third

'

*

and Querard's Supercheries' (second ediare not always under the heads to which we
'

edition),
tion)

should naturally turn, it may be convenient to
note that they will be found in Brunet in vol. v.
col.

944, under "Tribus"; and col. 1207, "Vie et
M. B. Spinosa"; in Barbier, vol. iv.

1'Esprifc de
col. 285, under

"Expense";

col.

788, "Traits'";

"De Tribus"; in Querard, vol. i.
386, under "Arpe."
Though this reply has extended to too great
length, I have confined myself to the barest

and

col.

1224,

col.

To adequately discuss
bibliographical detail?.
the title, the books, the editions, and the
various controversies, literary, theological, bioto which they
graphical, and bibliographical,
and which have never yet been
would demand an article of
the length allowed by a quarterly review, and
have given

rise,

satisfactorily treated,

could not be achieved in the space to which a reply
*
in N. & Q.' must necessarily be confined.
RICHARD C. CHRISTIE.
The Elms, Roehampton.

To reply fully to the query of MR. HUDSON
would require far more space than could be reasonably asked from the Editor of N. & Q.,' the subject being full of detail as well as of interest.
Many of your correspondents are far more capable
than I of doing it justice, but the following notes
may be of some service. About the beginning of

the seventeenth century a work bearing this title
was talked of with bated breath, the earliest mention of such a treatise appearing in 1611
(the tract
then existing only in MS.) ; and suggestions to
the same effect appeared from time to time
through
the century. But though many orthodox writers
busied themselves about this terrible tract, none of
them was able to point to the existence of a copy,
and the earliest actually existing work with such a
title is that described
by Brunet and other bibliographers, containing 46 pp. octavo, the title-page
of which gives no indication of
place or name of
" De
author or printer, and simply runs
thus,
|

Tribus Impostoribus Anno. M.D.IIC," There is
evidence to show that this treatise really existed in
MS. in 1716, but the date of 1598, as above, is evidently false. I believe that only one copy can now
be traced as in existence, viz., that sold in the La
Valliere sale, 1783 (vol. iii. p. 374), for the then
large sum of 474 livres.
(It was bought by the
|

|

duke

for 300 livres.) It is now in the
Bibliotheque
Nationale at Paris, and from it the textual reimin
1861
pression given
by Philomneste Junior
(Gustave Brunet), was derived. The copies sold
at the Crevenne and Kenouard sale seem to have
It is asserted by Barbier (' Dictiondisappeared.
naire des Anonymes ') that this edition was
printed
in Vienna in 1753.
second edition, an ex-
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tremely limited issue, appears to have been printed
at Giessen by the bookseller Krieger in 1792. This
contains 64 pp., instead of 46 in the original.
The
text was, moreover, published in 1833 at Leipzig
Dr.
F. W. Genthe.
Based upon MSS. without
by
inspection, perhaps, of the La Valliere copy, it
does not contain the whole of the text. In 1846
the full Latin text with a German translation
appeared, with an introduction by Emile Weller.
This editor is of the opinion that the date 1598 is
really that of the impression of the first edition.
Finally, we have the edition of 1861, mentioned
above, which MR. HUDSON would do well to consult.

The French work entitled Trait6 des Trois Im'
posteurs appears to have little or no connexion
with the original Latin treatise, but to be merely
a redaction of a fragment of a book entitled * The
Life and Spirit of Spinoza.' The editions are as
follows
Rotterdam, 1721, small 4to., pp. 60 ;
Yverdun, 1768, small 8vo., 1775 (Dutch), and
:

1776 (German) editions, pp. 152 ; Amsterdam,
1776, 138 pp. To these must be added MR. HUDSON'S edition, 1796, a notice of which I have not met
with.
English translations of this work appeared
in Dundee, 1844, 12mo., pp. 96, entitled 'The
Three Impostors,' and again in New York, 1846.
None of these appears to have anything in common
with the original Latin text, in reference to which
a few words may not be out of place.
Some conception of the spirit which animates it
may be gathered from its opening words
" Deum
esse, euro, colendum ease, multi disputant, antequam et quid sit Dews, et quid sit esse, quatenus hoc cor:

poribus et spiritibus, ut corum fert diatinctio, commune
Interim cultum
est, et quid sit colere Deum intelligant.
dei ad mensuram cultua fastuosorum hominum
mant."

A

dispassioned

and

made use

critical,

if

aesti-

"
unreligious,"

an inquiry whether the
orthodox ideas of a divine being and of worship,
forth
in
the
Old Testament, can
especially as set
give satisfaction to an unprejudiced seeker after
truth ; the discrepancies and difficulties in the
Mosaic record are dwelt on; the human element in
revelation is mercilessly brought into prominence;
and finally, with but scanty reference to Chris-

method

is

of in

tianity or its founder, the author plays off Moses
against Mahomet, urging that if the sectaries of
the former call the Arabian prophet an impostor,
the Mahometans have in reply a perfect right to
accuse Moses of giving currency to stories incredible and fabulous.
The treatise seems to be incomplete or imperfect,
the conclusion being somewhat abrupt, and is of a
suggestive rather than of a comprehensive character : it appears to me to contain nothing inten-

tionally profane, but must certainly have been
startling to the few orthodox readers whom it can

have reached.
Finally, a comparison of the

first

few words of

7^
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the Ashburnham MS., mentioned by MR. HUDSON, with those which I have quoted will show
whether that MS. was translated from the original
or from the spurious treatise.
J.

ELIOT HODGKIN.

Richmond, Surrey.

The Wigan Public Library possesses a reprint of
the work * De Tribus Impostoribus,' published by
Jules Gay (432 copies only) in 1861, 16mo. The
reprint is made from a copy once belonging to the
Due de la Valliere, and now in the Bibliotheque
Nationale.
MR. HUDSON will find most of the
information he desires in the admirable bibliographical notice which precedes the text of this
"
charming little edition, which is written by Philomneste Junior " (Pierre Gustave Brunet).

H.

T.

FOLKARD.

am

informed that an annotated edition of ' De
Tribus Impostoribus will be published at the end
I

'

of the year, accompanied by translations into English, German, Dutch, French, and Italian.

HENRY ATTWELL.
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depuis l'e"poque ou le droit sur le sel, consenti par les
Etats Generaux en 1353 pour des besoins momentanes,
& proroge en 1358, devint ensuite fixe & permanent; il
suffit d'obaerver qu'en 1537 cet impot fut porte au quart
de la valeur du sel; qu'en 1543 il le fut jusqu'aux trois
huitieines, & qu'il etoit alors per$u indistinctement dans
toutes les provinces du royaume, excepte la Bretagne."

The report goes on to say that in 1549 and 1553
Poitou, Santonge, Aunis, Anjou, Limousin, the
Marche, Perigord, and Upper Guienne redeemed
the tax by a payment of 1,743,500 livres, and that
several other provinces had subsequently purchased
Others, again, had managed
partial exemptions.
to obtain exemption from the frequent additions
that had been made to the price of salt, while
Artois, Flanders, He"nault, Calais, the Boulonnais,
Alsace, Be'arn, Lower Navarre, and other modern
of the crown, were, like Brittany,
wholly exempt. The result of these conditions was
that one-third of the kingdom paid two-thirds of
the tax, that two-fifths of the country paid pracacquisitions

tically nothing, and that the multiplicity of divisions

required the maintenance of 1,200 interior customs
where a continual war raged between the
farmers of the tax and the smugglers, occasioning
"
4,000 saisies domiciliaires,
every year more than
plus de 3,400 emprisonnemens, & plus de 500 conbarriers,

[Many valuable replies, going principally over the
same ground, have been received.]

GABELLE (7 S. viii. 329). The information
afforded by most histories of the French Revolution respecting the gabelle is so hazy, not to say
inaccurate, that it may interest many more than
L^ELIUS to have the following extracts from a trust"
Me"moires " laid
worthy but very rare work, the
by the Ministry of Louis XVI. before the Assembly
of the Notables.
The "Me" moire concernant la
Gabelle " opens as follows
th

:

"

Un

si considerable dans sa qualite
qu'il excede
produit de deux vingtiemes ; si disproportionne dans
sa repartition qu'il fait payer dans une province vingt fois
plus qu'on ne paie dans une autre ; si rigoureux dans sa
perception que son nom seul inspire de 1'effroi; un impdt,
qui frappant une denree de premiere necessite pese sur
le pauvre presque autant que sur le riche ;
qui prive le
commerce de plus d'une branche interessante; qui enleve a 1'agriculture un moyen salutaire de conserver ses
bestiaux ; un impot enfin dont les frais vont au cinquieme de son produit, & qui par 1'attrait violent qu'il
presente & la contrebande fait condamner tous les ans a
la chaine ou a la prison plus de
cinq cens chefs de famille,
& occasionne plus de quatre mille gaisies par annee ; tels
sont les traits qui caracterisent la Gabelle."

impot

le

The ministerial report goes on to say that the
king is desirous to ease his people of so grievous a
burden, but that, as the impost produces a revenue
of nearly sixty million livres, it is
impossible to do
more than lighten the shocking disproportions of
the tax, and reorganize the administration with a
view to economy. Various propositions to attain
these ends follow, but as they never came into
The
operation, it seems needless to recount them.
following

"

is

more interesting

II eat inutile

origine de la

:

de rechercher quelle a ete la premiere
Gabelle, & quels ont ete ses accroissemens

damnations a des peines capitables ou
J.

afflictives."

LATIMER.

Bristol.

That objectionable tax on salt is first mentioned
French history in an ordinance of Louis IX.,
1246. On March 20, 1340, Philippe VI. de Valois
monopolized the salt to the revenue throughout the
whole kingdom. Charles V. (1364-1380) made
It was abolished by
the gabelle a perpetual tax.
the Assemble Constituante on May 10, 1790.
in the

DNARGEL.
Paris.

According to Haydn's 'Dictionary of Dates,'
" was first
imposed by Philip the Fair on
the French in 1286."
this tax

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

This tax on salt was first imposed by Philip the
The tax
Fair on the French in 1286 (Duruy).
produced thirty-eight millions of francs in the
It was a grievous burden,
reign of Louis XVI.
and tended to hasten the Eevolution, during which
G. S. B.
it was abolished (1790).
It is stated inTegg's 'Dictionary of Chronology*
that this oppressive tax on salt was imposed in 1435.
J. F. MANSERGH.
Liverpool.

SCOTT AND BYRON
Although I am wrong, it
seems, in entertaining for one moment the shadow

PARALLEL DESCRIPTIONS

(7

th

:

S. viii. 245, 315).

of a suspicion as to Sir Walter's inviolable origi'
in the passage in
Kenilworth,' at least
nality
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our only poet almost, Byron, on the other hand,
has to be saddled, little doubting, with what
amounts to nearly a direct charge of plagiarism

mblished in 1767
rhat

;
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but, in the face of the above,
in the quotation I

meant by the querist

is

ive?
ALFRED CHAS. JONAS.
from the pen of MR. RULE.
Is it conceivable
th
WAS
S. viii. 367).
SHAKSPEARE
LAME
1 (7
that both descriptions of the respective heroines
Amy Robsart and Gulbeyaz may be original 1 I The authority for this assertion is Sonnet xxxvii.
nd more particularly the third line,
wish not to detract from Scott's noble genius whose
So I, made lame by Fortune's dearest apight.
novels, which I am just now again devouring, will
never be equalled but the Great Wizard's words Some will have it that lame is here used figuraof himself should not be forgotten. "Byron
ively ; but to me this seems forced and unusual.
beats me out of the field," said Scott, " by his On the other hand, no words are used that
ihow that this lameness was due to malformadescription of the strong passions, and in deep"
seated knowledge of the human heart
It may have been from a wound or fall,
ion.
(see Gentleman's Magazine, vol. vii. p. 313).
B. E. N.
or the like, more or less prior to his writing

THOMAS FULLER

(7

th

S. viii. 365).

It is

worth

pointing out that, if Fuller was indebted to Logan,
there is one material difference which their relative
The third
religious opinions rendered necessary.
line of Von Logan's aphorism could only have
been written by one of Arian sentiments, and is
appropriate enough in Longfellow's mouth, who
was a Unitarian. But Fuller, as a Churchman, is
compelled to alter the wording. Von Logan was
born 1604, and died 1655.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

PARALLEL DESCRIPTIONS

Do

(7

th

S. viii.

and I incline to think that his use
word Fortune's rather favours this view.
Had it been congenital, one would rather have
"
by dire Fate's," or
expected some such phrase as
'by Heaven's dearest spite." Still, however, it

this sonnet,

of the

might be plausibly argued that a lameness preexistent to, or occurring shortly after, his entry on
lis dramatic career, was the cause of his usually
as has more or less credibly come down to
acting
Such tottering lameness would
us old men.
render more natural the exclamation of old
"I can go no further," and lead to
Adam
:

Orlando's description of
365).

passages fairly come under the
If a writer has twice to describe
the surroundings of a town, must we not expect
him to use the same names ? And really this is
all that Scott has here done, nor this with absolute
identity, for the novel does not mention the name
of the bay.
In the poem, the shores of Fife do
not indent the horizon, and in the novel, the
islands do not float like emeralds.
Surely some
such coincidence would be necessary to entitle the

Who

these two

heading given

after me hath many a weary step
in pure love.

Limp'd

?

BR. N.
Is not the notion that Shakespeare was lame
founded on his Sonnet xxxvii., in which is the
line,

So

*****

I,

made lame by Fortune's

So then I

am

dearest spite,

not lame, poor, nor despis'd

Again, in Sonnet Ixxxix., he says

quotations to be called parallel descriptions. Not
to say that the water is Frith in one case and
Firth in the other.
C. F. S. WARREN, M.A.

1

:

my lameness, and I straight will halt,
Against thy reasons making no defence.
Elsewhere he speaks of
Speak of

Longford, Coventry.

In quoting these

him as
An old poor man,

Strength, by limping sway disabled.

friend the Rev. J. PICK
FORD gives, in the first quotation, the wor
The
Frith," in the second, the word "Firth."
latter is, I think, the correct rendering.
It i

my

'

W.
[A. HALL, JOHN CHURCHILL SIKES,
MORRIS JONAS write to the same efieet.J

RECONNOITRE

Firth, from fiord, not Frith, from /return.

th

(7

S. viii. 368).

J.

BIRCH, and

In No. 165 of

the Spectator, dated Sept. 8, 1711, reconnoitre is
GEORGE ANGUS.
condemned as one of the numerous French words
St. Andrews, N.B.
that were introduced during Marlborough's wars.
home to
GAT'S ' FABLES ' (7 th S. viii. 349). Perhaps
young soldier is represented as writing
do not grasp MR. W. H. K. WRIGHT'S meaninj his father in "the year of Blenheim," i.e., in
"
when he asks how many editions have been printec 1704, and saying, Our general the next day sent
" since the
a party of horse to 'reconnoitre' them from a
publication of the first issue of the firs
'
The word, with various
little 'hauteur,'" &s.
series in 1728 "; but from W. Walker's EnglisI
others similarly adopted, held its place, and by
and Latin Proverbs, &c.,' published 1672, th
the end of the century was not considered a
author acknowledges having made use of "tha
The ' Encyclopaedic Dictionary quotes
most ingenious 'Collection of Proverbs,' newl
stranger.
and Fellow of the Roya Graves, a contemporary of Walpole's, for an expublished by J.
, M.A.
The fourth edition was, I believe, ample in the sense of "recognize." In 'The
Society, &c."

A

'

R

.

viii. DEC.

7,
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(published 1773) it is of kindred origin with Prydain, whence the
would hardly have Romans formed Britannia. A bearer of the name
in his short hair and may therefore consider himself a veritable Autochthon.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
present uncouth appearance."

Spiritual

Quixote/

150

i.

appears the following:
reconnoitred Wildgoose

"He

THOMAS BAYNE.

Jaipur, llfijputana.

Helensburgh, N.B.

HOLY TRINITY CHURCH

(7

th

S. viii. 368).

The

apparition in Holy Trinity Church, Micklegate,
York, has not been visible for some years. When
the church was enlarged, about two years ago, the

window at which it usually appeared was taken
away. The present sexton has seen it several times;
and even now when he finds any of the church
windows open says that the Trinity ghost has done
J.

it.

PRIDEAUX FAMILY

(7

th

NICHOLSON.

S. viii. 219).

A kindly

allusion to myself, which I have observed in an
of Mr. Engledue Prideaux's
editorial notice
e
Pedigree of Prideaux of Luson,' has induced me

to risk a charge of egotism, and explain the desig" First Class Political
nation of
Agent of India,"
overwhich the reviewer seems to be a little puzzled.
In 1873 the Indian Political Department, which

corresponds with the home diplomatic service, was
distributed into three grades
Residents (who
again were divided into two classes), Political
Agents (three classes), and Political Assistants
(three classes).

When my

relative

drew up

his

pedigree my grade was that of a Political Agent
of the First Class, but since my appointment to
the Residency of Jaipur I have enjoyed the
higher designation of Resident of the Second
Class.
The term employed in the pedigree is
therefore correct, except that it is not usual to add
the words "of India" to the designation. Long
before the time of Bishop John Prideaux literary
tastes had been developed in the Prideaux family,
for a poetical writer of that name flourished in
the days of King Henry VIII. About ten or
eleven years ago I made an inquiry in ' N. & Q.'
about this Thomas Prideaux, who wrote a poem

on Queen Dido, which is printed in Collier's
'History of English Dramatic Literature,' but
failed to elicit any information.
The best account
of the family will be found in Sir J. Maclean's
'
History of Trigg Minor.' The earliest form of
the

name

Pridyas or Prydyas, whence it degenerated into Prideis or Priddis.
person of
the latter name, which is spelt Preidyox in the
register of his burial, was an accomplice in the
murder of "Master Page of Plymouth," about
is

A

it

MINSTER (7 th S. viii. 65, 115, 212, 350). Though
makes no difference to CANON VENABLES'S

"
"
argument, I think the Salisbury Minster Street
must have been named from the adjacent yard of
St. Thomas a Becket's parish church, and not from
the cathedral(neither of these having been monastic).

The street is exceptional, the most central and
shortest in the city, and the only one having both
ends crossed and stopped. It is true that to-day
it makes a bit of the shortest coach road from
Castle Street (the entrance from Old Sarum) to
High Street and the Cathedral, because the direct
junction of those two main thoroughfares, between
St. Thomas's and the river, has been made only a
footway, perhaps when that church was rebuilt in
Tudor times, for I think no vestige of its earlier
fabric remains, and the present one very closely
overhangs, by both its ends, the square of houses
E. L. G.
enclosing its yard.
1

"MAUD"

UNDERGRAD

VINDICATED'

(7

th

S. viii. 328).

a copy of this book in the
British Museum.
Its author is Robert James
Mann, M.D., and it was published by Jarrold &
Sons in 1856.
Its purpose was to defend the
Laureate from the charge of preferring war to
will find

peace (such as

Punch, Aug.

(

The Laureate's View

18, 1855).

DE

of

War

'

in

V. PAYEN-PAYNE.

LOVEBAND FAMILY (7 th S. viii. 368). Two
members of this family, both resident in North
Devon, are fully recorded in Mr. Walford's
County Families.' Their addresses being given,
MR. W. D. PINK can have no difficulty in applying to them for the information that he seeks.
Mus RUSTICUS.
'

Consult parish register of Yarnscombe, Devon.
R. W. C.

CHARE

New

th

(7

See the part of

S. viii. 307, 417).
'

English Dictionary

just issued,

antiquity of the word is shown ; also
tion to country lanes in the North.

FAL
mouth

IN
is

PLACE-NAMES
situated at the

th

(7

where the
its

applica-

E. D.

FalS. viii. 308).
of the river Fal,

mouth

hence its name. Camden does not mention the
which several ballads were written.
The form town of Falmouth, but writes of the " bay full of
Prideaux does not appear before the end of the winding creeks, receiving the little river Vale,
fifteenth century, when it was
beginning to be upon which something inward, flourished an old
considered "the correct thing" to deduce an town call'd Voluba, mention'd by Ptolemy. But
ancestry from the companions of the Conqueror. it has long since either lost its being or name ;
I feel no doubt that the groundwork of the
name, which yet does still in some measure remain in
which was primarily a local one, was the Cornish Volemouth or Falemouth" (ed. 1695, col. 7). As
or
pryd
prid, which means soil or earth, and that regards the town, we are told in Beauties of Eng'
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land and Wales' (1802), that "in 1660 a proclamation was issued by Charles II. that Smithike
alias Penny Come Quick, should from and for
ever after the 20th of August, 1660, be called by
In Morden's
the name of Falmouth" (p. 448).
'Map of Sussex,' Falmer appears to be spelt

Famner.

J. F.

Dr. Bannister,

in

his

MANSERQH.

'Glossary of

Cornish

Names,' under "Fal"

gives, "Fal, the prince's
Joyce, in
[river], Ifoill, slowly, softly (Gaelic)."
'
his Irish Names of Places," gives the meaning of

the words aill and faill [oil, foil] as a rock or cliff,
and of fdl as a hedge, and instances "Falcarragh,
in Donegal, rough or rugged fdl, and here the
"
to

a field
meaning has probably been extended
ONESIPHORUS.
(p. 211, 1875).

Fal, the same as fell, a range of hills. Common
North Yorkshire, Cambridge, and Scotland
'
Falmer, the
(see Edmunds's Names of Places ').
JOSEPH DEAN.
pond by the hills.
Croydon.
in

The first syllable
when spelt fale,

of the place-names referred
shows the meaning
" vale." Walcott refers to this in
accounting for
"
the name
Penny-come- quick, which the first

to,

at once

Falmouth": "The name is
really Pen-coom-ick, the head of the narrow dingle,
or the valley on the creek."

inhabitants

called

R.

W. HACKWOOD.

Is this connected with fale, a name given in
some parts of Lincolnshire (see Halliwell, s.v.) to
C. C. B.
wet, marshy land ?

THE WASHINGTON ANCESTRY (7 th S. viii. 406).
As MR. J. DIXON considers his opinion on this
subject to be of sufficient importance to appear in
refer him and your readers to
your" pages, I would
"
Conclusions which appear in the very paper
the
to which he refers, viz., in the New England His-

and Genealogical Eegister, and reprinted
the Nation of Oct. 17 last

torical

in

:

Mr. W. H. Whitmore further adds
" On both these
points we may hopefully expect
ance from our English friends, now that the
investigation

ia

o

No. 2

7,

Larrance Washenton baptized the

w.
xiiijt*

Adhere, may I ask, is the evidence in these entries
lat the father was "a clergyman and M.A." ?
it may be asked, with perhaps equal
Where is the evidence of the contrary ?

lough
ess,

fair-

Laurence Washington, M.A., was instituted to
he vicarage of Purleigh, Essex (vide Newcourt),
larch 14, 1632/3, and is said by Walker to have
>een ejected in 1643. He is found acting as Surroate at Whethamsted (Herts) Jan. 29, 1649-50,
rhen his signature appears below a bond by John
)agnall, who was guardian of two cousins of the
Washingtons whose baptisms are named above,
what is the value to be assigned to this signaure, which I take to be a purely official act, and,
herefore, a mere coincidence ?
But another apparent difficulty in Mr. Waters's
;ase is to explain away thefact that though the Vicar
f Purleigh served his parish in Essex from 1633
o 1643, yet the baptisms of three of his alleged
hildren are to be looked for fully forty miles away,
n the adjoining county of Herts, in the parish of
Fring, although there is not a tittle of evidence
;hat the Vicar of Purleigh had any issue at all or,
'or the matter of that, that he even had a wife
J'est

magnifique, mais ce

n'est

It will be interesting to

pas genealogie.

know what were

the

special circumstances which would have led a wife
to travel forty miles in those days, so that her
children might be born in a distant parish, or that
;hey might be taken so great a distance merely to

baptized.
the aid of a friend (as Mr. Waters very properly remarks) the Washington ancestry has, as it
may fairly be assumed, been riveted to an English
connexion ; and I doubt not that more satisfactory
"
evidence may yet be discovered by our English
friends," for Mr. Waters has utterly failed to
realize the effect of his statement (fatal to his

By

theory), that in the lifetime of the Vicar of Purwas appointed over his alleged
ST. VEDAST.

leigh a guardian
children

SIR

HENRY NORTON,

Baptized senc our Ladye daye Anno Dom 1636 Eliza
beth da of r Larranc Washington Aug xvii.
Baptized senc Mickellmas daye Anno Dom' i64i Wil

BART.

th

(7

S. viii.

324,

MR. BOWLES'S clear and interesting note
394).
leaves but one point unexplained, namely, how it
came to pass that Sir John Norton, of Eotherfield,
inherited the baronetcy upon the decease of his
had
brother, Sir Richard, in whose favour the title
So far as appears, there was no
been created.
special remaindership to the Rotherfield baronetcy.

W.

D. PINK.

Leigh, Lancashire.

CLUB

:

Crisames senc our Ladie daye Anno Dom' 163J
Layaranc sonn of Layarance Washington June th

M

r

so contracted."

following are the baptisms referred to in

above

assist

field

M

DEC.

!

:

The

sonn of

a vm.

aij.

"We lack

positive proof to identify him [Laurence
Washington, of Virginia, who owned lands in Luton
with the Laurence baptized at Tring in 1635."
"
Having rendered it almost absolutely certain that
(2)
the father of the Washington children baptized at Tring
was a clergyman and M.A., we lack absolute certainty
that he was identical with the Rector of Purleigh."
(1)

am

CT*

(7

th

whether there

S.
is

DR. MURRAY asks
viii. 387).
any contemporary evidence for the

said
application of the name club to the company
With
to have met at the "Mermaid Tavern."
some diffidence I venture to suggest that Howell
in the
possibly refers to some such company

7*

S.

VIII. DEC.
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7, '89.]

following passage (dated Aug. 15, 1636), in his
'
Familiar Letters.
It seems evident that a play
is intended upon the word club :
'

OXGANG

th

(7

an oxgang

457
The number

S. viii. 407).

of acres

be 6|, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13^, 15,
16, 18, 20, 24, 30, according to the system of tilThis is partly
lage and the way of reckoning.
th
S. ii. 405, 481, and
explained in 'N. & Q.,' 7
more fully, with special reference to East Yorks,
'
in

may

"In my last I writ to you that C. Mor was dead
He is now alive again, for
(I meant in a moral sense).
he hath abjur'd that Club, which was used to knock him
in the head so often, and drown him commonly once a
You know Kit hath a poetick fancy, and no in Domesday Studies,' vol. i. pp. 159, 175, 186.
day
unhappy one, as you find by his Compositions; you Twenty acres, the area given in Cassell's Encycloknow also that Poets have large Souls, they have sociable paedic Dictionary,' is quite exceptional. It can
free generous Spirits, and there are few who use to drink
only occur in a two-field shift, where the oxgang is
of Helicon's Waters, but they love to mingle it with
reckoned in both fields by the small hundred.
some of Lyons Liquor, to heighten their Spirits."
ISAAC TAYLOR.
Howell himself was one of " the tribe of Ben,
MR. JOHN THOMPSON will find some information
and may be referring to things he had " seen done
touching oxgangs in East Yorks in Poulson's
at the Mermaid >; or elsewhere.
'Holderness,' where are to be met with areas
Littleton (Cambridge, 1693) has, "a
or
club,
varying between six acres and twenty, as denoted
society of friends "; and "a club of wits."
The measure indicated by the oxI can give DR. MURRAY a reference to the word by the term.
gang in this division of Yorkshire (Cleveland) is
club in Pepys, but not to the
he
wants.
passage
about as variable as anything that can be imagined.
Under date Feb. 24, 1659, Pepys records
"A
Thus, I not only know of oxgangs as low as eight
very handsome supper at Mr. Hill's Chambers,
I suppose upon a club among them, where I could find acres and as high as eighteen and twenty, but in
that of Ingleby Barwick, as
that there was nothing at all left of the old preciseness one small township
in their discourse, specially on
it is usually called
I have notes of two distinct
Saturday nights."
measures (in or about 1299), the one of twelve
C. C. B.
'

:

PIGS SEEING THE WIND (7 th S. Tiu. 367).
JAMES HOOPER cares to turn to Time

If
for

MR.
No-

New

vember, 1888,
Series, No. 47, p. 581, he will
find a paper which I wrote on '
Lucky Pigs.' In
that article are certain
grotesque

typographical

errors, scarcely warranted, as I flatter myself,

my copy

by

but in spite of these he may be interested
with what I have advanced on the subject of his
;

FRANK REDE FOWKE.

query.

same roll a rental
no doubt they are both
Gisburgh Priory
I published a note touching this variauthentic.
ableness in the Antiquarian the last year of its
i

of

existence,

J. C.

forty acres.

gives the bovate as from six to
'
Coles, in his
Dictionary of Hard

Words,' 1732, says,

24, Victoria Grove, Chelsea.

acres."

This saying was noticed by EIRIONNACH in

1 st S.

ATKINSON.

Hyde Clarke

"

Commonly taken for fifteen
R. W. HACKWOOD.

JAMES HAMMOND AND CATHERINE DASHWOOD
S. viii. 206, 318).
Although I may possibly

th

183,
There are some notes on this subject at
100, to which this may be added

viii.

produced in connexion with this pair of lovers.
Lord Hervey had written an "Answer," in the
character of Miss Dash wood, to one of Hammond's
'Elegies,' which was published in the fourth
volume of Dodsley's 'Collection.' On this Mr.

1 st S.

:

the approach of wind, Swine will be so
"7f. Upon
ternhed
and disturbed, and use such strange actions,

Croker has the

this gossip of the last century I shall, perold acquaintance,
haps, be forgiven for recording that
Lady Corke, who died in 1840, at the age of ninety-four,
told me that she had known Kitty Dashwood very
well,
and that Hammond undoubtedly died for love ; ' the only

my

Somebody (who?) having

w

said that he "Never
such a wind," was asked what it was
like, and
"
Like
to
have
blown my hat off "
I,

W.
READERS OF FICTION

(7

th

S. viii. 427).

instance of the kind,' she said, that she had ever known
in her long life.'
Kitty had at first accepted, but afterwards rejected him on Lady Corke, and, indeed, all
Kitty's contemporaries, thought
prudential reasons;
and this is the tone of Lord Hervey's ' Answer.' Ham'

C. B.

In the

September number of the Fortnightly Review
there is an exhaustive article
upon this
*

entitled

'WVmf

T?.r.i;u TX.~~I

f

Amidst

of Winds, '1671, p. 42.

T>

'

j>

2

and Miss Dashwood

in 1779, bed-

pen
The

I should think
Library, Guildhall,

[Other contributors supply the same
information.]

it

questionable

if

Kitty ever went

so far as to accept Hammond.
Walpole, in his
account of Queen Charlotte's wedding, says
:

(
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"It is as comical to see Kitty Dashwood, the famous
old beauty of the Oxfordshire Jacobites, living in the
palace as Duenna to the Queen. She and Mrs. Boughton, Lord Lyttelton's ancient Delia, are revived again
in a young court that never heard of them." ' Letters,'
ed. Cunningham, 1861, iii. 435.

IT*

s.

vm. D EO

.

rror is corrected in subsequent editions.
refers to the edition of 1882
find that Garter is there spoken of as

MR. UDAL

7,

And

if

he will

King

of

Arms.

Surely in quoting an author one should
refer to the last and revised edition.

My object was

impression is that political differences were the
sole cause of the separation of the lovers, and that
Hammond, in the highest spirit of chivalry, preferred that Hervey and the other worldlings of the

My

from imputing inaccuracies to
to prove how overwhelming was the preponderance of authority in favour
of King of Arms, as he seemed to show a
partiality

Court should draw their own conclusions on the
subject rather than compromise the Jacobite friends

for the other designation.
There seems to be every reason to suppose that
the title King at Arms, where used
the old

of his mistress by revealing the true motives for
his "rejection."
Jaipur, Rajputana.

W.

F. PRIDEAUX.

OLD INNS AND TAVERNS OF LONDON AND
h S. viii.
Mr. Dodshon Foster,
(7
287).
I believe, of the firm of M. B. Foster
Sons, of Marylebone, had a large number of watercolour drawings of inns of London and en-

SUBURBS
a,

&

member,

made by Mr. Wilson, a

friend of Birket
Foster's death the collection
passed into the hands of Mr. Francis Harvey, of
St. James's Street, who in 1887 issued a catalogue of the 888 drawings, the bulk of which, I
think, are now in the possession of Mr. H. Blackwell, of 151, Queen's Road, Finsbury Park, who, I

virons,
Foster.

On Mr.

by

heralds, crept in from that inaccuracy and disregard for minor details prevalent in former days,
especially with regard to spelling.
This, I think,

David Lyndsay styling
Arms, as your correspondent
L^ELIUS mentions. Though under the emblazon of
"
his own arms we find,
The Armes of Sir David
Lindesay of the Mont Knycht, alias Lion King of
Armes, Autor of this present Buke. Anno Domini
1542."
ARTHUR VICARS.

might well account

for Sir

himself

at

AMBROSE HEAL.
Amedee
11

Villa,,

Crouch End, N.

THY SERVANT A DOG ?"

IS

th

(7 S. viii. 300, 337,
This sentence has been made use of by two
correspondents. But as it is a literary reference, it
may as well be stated that the homiletic use of it
which used to be made must now finally disappear.
The Revised Version translates 2 Kings viii. 13,
" But what is
thy servant, which is but a dog, that
he should do this great thing ? " It is not an in" Nemo
"
stance, by any means, of
repente on the
part of Hazael. This is a second mistake in connexion with the passage.
ED. MARSHALL.

395).

be not amiss to point out to MR. J. S.
that in the third edition of Cussans's book
"a
(1882) the text (p. 244) runs
King of Arms
was appointed."
F. W. D.
It

may

LJELIUS

:

"KING OF ARMS" OR "KING AT ARMS"
448

(7

th

viii.

29, 112, 235, 251).
Although
'
Cussans, in his first edition of the Handbook of
Heraldry,' 1869, does make use of the expression

King

at

;

Arms,

still it is

only fair to note that the

thy

And

still

'

Marmion,' canto

iv.

GEO. JULIAN HARNET.
Endeld.
is

viii.

S. vii.

name

in high account,
thy verse has charms,
Lyndesay of the Mount,
Lord Lion King-at-Arms.

Still is

Sir David

London.

'

King

Black's centenary edition of Scott are 3,000 miles
from where I am writing ; but in a cheap American edition before me the first of L^LIUS'S readings is followed

11 vols.]

Sidney Smith was chatting with Edwin
Landseer, when the latter said, "I wish you would
" Is
sit to me for your portrait."
thy servant a
dog that he should do this thing ? answered Sidney Smith. The quotation was particularly apt,
being addressed by a Canon of St. Paul's to the
best of animal painters.
J. CARRICK MOORE.

gives as correct the reading

subsequent issue says the title or designation
should be King of Arms. May I inquire which
form Sir Walter Scott followed ? My volumes of

of forty years ago, long before the
speeches quoted, that I distinctly remember the
latest bon mot of Sidney Smith being current in

upwards

first

Arms, as following the signature of Sir David
Lyndsay (1 or Lyndesay) of the Mount, but in a

at

[It

It is

Lyon King

UDAL

am

sure, will be pleased to show them to J. R. D.
According to the catalogue there was a drawing
of "The Old White Horse," Brixton Hill, but
none of either of the inns at Streatham.

far

MR. UDAL, but merely

King-at-Arms in Cadell

&

Co.'s edition of

183

,

FOLK-LORE: COAT TURNED INSIDE OUT (7 th S.
The following counter-charm for the
388).
evil eye appears to be to some extent an illustra" Turn the shift over the
tion of the belief,
head,
'
'
turn it three times withershins (i.e., against the
course of the sun), hold it open, drop a burning
coal through it three times, and put it on again."
R. G. ALFORD.

a protection against the misleading of
See Keightley's 'Fairy Mythology' and
E. YARDLET.
other works.
It

is

fairies.

There
Cornwall.

is

a somewhat similar superstition in
any one loses his way in the country

If

vin.

,
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ie) led

pocket of the coat or dress

will be welcomed by heralds, and constitutes an
all-important and, indeed, indispensable addition to
existing records of the "great houses."

and volume
'

of his clothing inside
to be sufficient if the
turned out.

pany by turning some portion
It is believed by many
out.
is

J.

Twelfth Night;

,

/Vtb
^/

S

to.

'Tis

has been added
handy book, and the introduction and notes contain
much serviceable information.

I

viii
viii.

infamy

to die

with music by Variou8 composers, edited by
^ 1607>
E. P. Arkwright, has been published by Joseph
Williams, London, and Parker & Co., Oxford, as No. 1 of
the " Old English Editions." If, as seems probable, the
8er i e8 \ a to be continued, it will be interesting and valuabie

and not be missed.

line occurs in stanza cvi. of a beautiful poem by
'
Carlos Wilcox, an American poet, entitled The Religion
to
of Taste,' republished in London in 1832. It deserves
J. MASKELL.
be better known than it is.

(7

tb

is

.

Qn Higjigate mil} a topogra phical sketch, by Mr.
John Pym Yeatman (Bradbury, Agnew & Co.), has

S. viii. 369.)

the best of schoolmasters, only the
" rt 1 - le 8

--

Experience

~

reached a third edition.

'

AN

2SS2TS5JSKJ

a reference memonter to
sentence or
to conclude,
i will learn
iklin'B

^**t*fcJ&

.

^

m '^S^^f^^ff^f^fZ
9*S*"^*?^J>*i*SL?

Franklin's

:

Essays,'

t

|

London, 1850. p. 109.
ED. MARSHALL.

NOTES ON BOOKS,
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index supply all obtainable knowledge concernsimilar matters.
ing the poem, its subject, its metre, and
The text is obtained by collating the parallel texts
that have been issued by the Chaucer Society. Without
such aid Prof. Skeat could never, he owns, have undertaken the task he has happily executed. His book is, of
The
course, indispensable for educational purposes.
Student, and the general reader even, will not care to
occupy himself with any other edition.
glossarial

|

of the Fortnightly

'

Par Roman- Ivanola Noblesse de Russie.
vitch Ermerin, Docteur en Droit.
(St. Petersburg,

'

Annuaire de

H. Schmetzdorff London, Low & Co.)
FOK the first time the Russian nobility has an Annnaire,
;

or Peerage, such as most European countries have possessed from a century and more, as in the case of Germany and England, to eight years in the case of Den-

Voluminous
in that of Finland.
six
" /vF 4-Vci TCiiaaian vinVhilitv o-viaf in
"R.iiacinn
of the Russian nobility exist in Russian.
the
first
to bring
Ermerin
Our friend Dr.
is, however,
the particulars of the great families of Russia within
reach of the fairly cosmopolitan reader. Very picturesque
and romantic are the annals he gives, and the pedigrees

'

and

.-v'killniT'/ia
nobiliaires

number

f

m

I

(Percy Society) or his follower, Robert Bell, the facilities
The
offered the modern scholar beget some grudging.
present edition is a monument of sound and judicious
the
and
the
the
and
introduction,
notes,
scholarship;

;

^A

'
Practical Religion.' To the other grievous qualities of
the Russian Mr. Lanin adds dishonesty of the most flagrant description, and Madame Blaze de Bury gives a
most appetizing account of a new French novelist, M.
Lavedan. In days of paradox everything finds its reLavedan.-ln
and
the Nineteenth Century M. H. Dziehabitation,
wicki writes eloquently ' In Praise of London Fog.'
There is moreover, gome truth in his proposition. Sir
Joseph Fayrer writes on 'The Venomous Snakes of
India. He gives a good account of the manner in which
the creatures are bandied by charmers, and counsels a
higher scale of rewards for the destruction of the rep.
tiles. Mr..Augustine Birrell speaks highly of Mr. Court'
hope's Life of Pope '; Sir Morell Mackenzie deals with
The Revival of Leprosy '; and the Rev. Charles H.
'
Wright describes recent measures for Stamping out
Protestantism in Russia.' The other articles are political.
In the Century appear some good articles, including
'
Selections from Wellington's Letters to Mrs. Jones, of
Pantglas, a lady sixty years his junior, in whom he took
a warm interest. Quite remarkable is the gravity of the
duke's letters.
Mr. Jefferson's interesting 'Autobio'
Nature and People in Japan T
graphy is continued.
is excellent in letterpress and illustration.
The same
'
may be said of The Paris Panorama of the Nineteenth
Century.' In the Gentleman's the Rev. S. Baring Gould
writes on Coffin Nails,' and communicates some quaint

The Legend of Good Women. Edited by the
Rev. Walter W. Skeat, Litt.D. (Oxford, Clarendon

FOLLOWING the edition of the minor poems of Chaucer
bv Prof. Skeat, comes from the same source an authoritative edition of the 'Legend of Good Women.' In
those whose acquaintance with Chaucer was made in the
old editions, or at best in the text of Thomas Wright

exceptionally attractive

Vrof.Dowden'8 Ien^(Moi8mmFrMice7
openg
In this the respective methods of Sainte-Beuve, Scherer,
M.
Brunetiere, M. Taine, and M. Hennequin are
Nisard,
ably reviewed and contrasted. M. Hennequin is once
more brought on the tapis in ' A Page of My Life,' by
Mr. John Aldington Svmonds, descriptive of existence at
the high latitudes amidst which he dwells. In what is a
species of apologia the Bishop of Peterborough says that,
on account of misinterpretation of his recent utterances,
he has seen postcards flying about him like a cloud of
mosquitoes, while indignant and mostly incoherent letters
have fallen upon him like a shower of rockets. Mr. Grant
" foible is
Allen, whose apparent
omniscience," writes on

Chaucer.

mark,

CAMPIONS Masque in Honour of the Marriage of Lord

H

The

for 1758

Edited by H.

Will.

(Riyington.)

edition of the plays of Shakspeare
'Twelfth Night.'
It is a cheap and

S.

240).

"

What You

or,

Howard Crawley.
To the useful Falcon

LITTLETON.

the gambler's superstition of turning his chair
round to change his luck akin 1]
A
WATJTim
OF nTTrt-PATinvQ
AUTHORS
QUOTATIONS WANTED

459

'

'

with which the book is liberally furnished are striking,
the origin of one family dating from Genghis Khan. The

and very interesting learning. ( Under King John,' by
Mr. Alex. Charles Ewald, deals principally with crimeMr. Cuthbert Hadden writes on.
during that reign.
*^Charles
li<itina Dibdin
TiiK/li r
an/1 TVf*
Allan Voa
o SIS\*V*VM
-.-.;/* A
and
Mr. n**ant
Grant Allen
has a
communication From Africa.'
Canon Ainger contributes to Maemillan's a very thoughtful paper on ' The Teaching of
County Landmarks,' by Lord EdEnglish Literature.'
mond Fitzmaurice, has naturally an antiquarian flavour.
Very readable is The Later Plays of Bjornson. Mr.
Acworth finishes in Murray's The Railways of Scot'

1

I

_

'

'

'

'
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'

'

'

Mary

'

opened out. Celebrities of the Century, Part XI., includes
K and L, and furnishes lives of Kossuth, Lamartine,

'

'

L.

E. L., Laplace, the various Laurences, John
Leech,

Leo XII., Viscount Lesseps, Liszt, Lords Liverpool and
Lyndhurst, and others. Part III. of The Holy Land of

the Bible is principally

1

'

'

paper.

'

'

at(re* ta CarretfpanBrnta.

'

Illustrated shines brilliantly as regards illustrations,
which are excellent as well as numerous. The letterpress is scarcely up to the level of the designs. The

Monthly Chronicle of North-Country Lore and Legend
has an article on The Luck of Eden Hall,' and very
much matter of high antiquarian interest.
'

No. XXIX. of the Bookbinder (Clowes & Sons) reproduces from Mr. Quaritch's collection a beautiful French
binding which is conjecturally assigned to Augustin de
Seuil.
Mr. Quaritch's 'Brief History of Decorative
Binding is pleasantly conspicuous in the letterpress.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.

WE

To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of
paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication "Duplicate."

Lmiys

diminutive

RKOENT numbers

of Mr. Hamilton's Parodies have no*

Part LXXIII. and last gives a list of theaus.
trical burle?ques and parodies, the first of its kind ever
published, and likely, therefore, to be of use to the theatrical student.
Mr. Hamilton is to be congratulated on

reached

the accomplishment of Lis task.

THE Antiquary

contains

'

'

THE

publications of Messrs. Cassell lead off with Our
Own Country, of which the penultimate number has
been reached. Carlisle and Great Yarmouth are depicted,
and there is a fine full-page view of Great Marlow, as

The Thames from Windsor to Reading.'
'
Julius Caesar is completed in Cassell's Shakespeare, of
which an extra sheet is issued. The illustrations to the
play are very dramatic. Old and New London, Part
XXVII., begins at Charing Cross, reproducing Canaletti's
view of Northumberland House. The first Royal Academy, Old Cockspur Street, St. Martin's Lane, the old
Church of St. Martin, and Leicester Square about 1750
are depicted. The reader is thus taken northwards to
Soho Square. Part LXXI. of the Encyclopaedic Dic"
"
"
"
Sun," with
tionary contains Studied to Suspire."
its innumerable derivatives, is the most important word
in the number. Of the leaf of the sun-dew, immortalized
by Mr. Swinburne, and of the sun-fish, &c., illustrations
are given. To the utility of the dictionary our columns
bear constant witness. Praeger's Naumann's History of
'

illustrating

*

Music, Part XXI.,

reproduces

Probably from

with

reck,

suffix.

'

See the 'Encyclopaedic Dictionary.' Claude Lorraine's
'
Liber Veritatis is in the collection of the Duke of
Devonshire.
For an account of it see Bryan's Dic'

'

December

Charles
Blount, Eighth Lord Mountjoy,' by Mr. W. Roberts,
and the conclusion of Bibliographical Notes on the Old
English Drama,' by Mr. Carew Hazlitt.
for

("Reckling").

There lay the reckling one,
But one hour old.
'
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.'
A mother dotes upon the reckling child
More than the strong.
1
Taylor, Philip van Artevelde.

'

Gerard

Dow's

'

The

and many curious plates of musical instruments from the 'Syntagma Musicum.' 'The Germans

Violinist,'

occupied with the Philistine plain

and Samson country. It is abundantly illustrated, both
in the text and in separate
engravings. After giving a
picture of opossum shooting, Picturesque Australasia,
Part XIV., takes the reader to the Janolan Caves, and
thence to Queensland, giving many moving incidents by
flood and field.
It is curious to find that the custom of
assigning uncanny spots to the arch-fiend has extended
to the Antipodes, and that one of the caves is the Devil's
Coach-house. In Woman's World 'The Choice and
Arrangement of Furniture is the most satisfactory

'

'

vm. DEC. 7,

in the School of the Italians ' is concluded, and ' Music
in England under Henry VIII., Edward VI , and

land and Mrs. Kendal her ' Dramatic Opinions.' 'An
International Census of Hallucinations also appears.
'
Lord Chesterfield is the subject of a good paper in
'
Among the Americans is readable, and
Temple Bar.
'
Recreations of a Dominican Preacher amusintr. Belgravia, which now appears from Messrs. F. V. White &
Co., has an account of 'Chopin as Man and Musician '; a
'
review, by Mr. Percy Fitzgerald, of The Dead Heart ';
and a little about Poison and Poisoners,' by Mrs. Alexander Fraser. With its contributions by the Rev. S.
Baring Gould, the Rev. C. R. Manning, Dr. Hutchinson,
Mrs. Linnaeus Banks, and other well-known writers, the

Newbery House is rapidly winning its way into favour.
In the New Review ' What to Do with our Old People,
by Prof. Max Mu'ller, eeems to hint at a way of thinning
population by returning to old means of dealing with
"
eld." The Hon. Lewis Wingfield tells of his troubles in
directing a Lord Mayor's Show. Bret Harte sends a
In the Old Muniment Room of Wollaton Hall
poem.
The Cornhill has two pleasant descriptive
is continued.
articles, Longshore Memories and 'Among the Sardes.'
Not very exact in all the statements is Some Unrehearsed Effects.' Dr. Arthur Stradling gives in Longman's some grim recollections under the title 'A Land of
Death.' Mr. Lang is pleasantly controversial in 'At the
Sign of the Ship.' A Christmas number of the English

s.

[7*

tionary of Painters and Engravers,' under
Claude."

"

Gellee,

JOHN AVERT, JUN. (" Panel Portrait ").
This is
obviously a portrait of Erasmus, who died at Bale in
1536, the year you mention. What you read "Erasm
"

Raherd should probably be Erasm. Rotterd., orRoterod.
Erasmus of Rotterdam.
R. F. COBBOLD ( Paying through the nose "). Thia
i(

subject has twice been treated in N. & Q.' (see 1" S. i.
335, 421; ii. 348; 5"> S. vi. 134) without eliciting a very
satisfactory explanation.
'

MOLLIE ("Charade").
"

The only answer to this we
rd
Jgnis-fatuus." See 3 S. viii. 316.
READER (" Marquess or Marquis "). The former

have heard

OLD
is

'

is

held to be the English spelling, the latter the French.
THOMAS HYDE DRAKE is anxious to find references in

&

N.
Q.,'
to trace.

about 1867, to militia stations which

we

fail

NOTICE.
"
Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
"
Editor of ' Notes and Queries
Advertisements and
'

"at

the Office, 22,
Business Letters to
The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.

.
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If Royal Virtues ever Crown'd a Crown;
If ever Mildness shin'd in Majesty;
If ever Honour honour'd true Renown ;
If ever Courage dwelt with Clemency ;
If ever Princess, put all Princes down

14, 1889.
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Notices to Correspondents.

QUEEN ELIZABETH'S MONUMENTS.
th
(See 7 S.

viii.

307.)

The question raised by MR. PAPWORTH has long
engaged my attention, but I have been unable to
ascertain whether the numerous monuments in the
London churches were erected by grants from the
public purse or by the voluntary contributions of
Some of your correspondents may
the people.
have access to the registers of the churches named,
which might settle the question.
This church conAlballows, London Wall.
tained a large painting on cloth, with the effigy of
the queen lying on her tomb, and the following

all.

In the figure of a book over her
They that trust in the Lord shall be
:

which

shall not be

as

Mount

Zion,

removed.

On

the right side of her
Spain's Rod, Rome's Ruin, Nether-land's Relief,
Heaven's Gem, Earth's Joy, World's Wonder, Nature's
:

Chief.

On

the left side of her

:

Britain's Blessing, England's Splendor,
Religion's Nurse, and Faith's Defender.

'

478.

461

Under her

these words

I have' fought a

:

good Fight, I have finished

my

Course,

&c.
St.

Ann's, Blackfriars.

The following

inscription appeared on the monument erected to the
of
the
:
memory
queen
Sacred unto Memory; Religion to its primitive Sincerity restored ; Peace thoroughly settled, Coine to the
true value refined, Rebellion at home extinguished;
France, neere Ruine by intestine Mischiefes, relieved ;
Netherlands supported, Spain's Armada vanquished;
Ireland with Spaniards Expulsion and Traitors Correction, quieted ; both Universities Revenues, by a Law
of Provision, exceedingly augmented ; finally all England
enriched, and Forty-five Years prudently governed.
Elizabeth a Queen, a Conqueress Triumpher, the most
devoted to Piety, the most happy after seventy Years of
her Life, quietly by Death departed.

On

the reverse

:

For an eternal Memorial, unto Elizabeth, &c.

See

St.

Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside.
Gracechurch Street.

St. Bennets,

Here was a

monument
To the memory of Elizabeth, Queen of England, France
and Ireland, Daughter of King Henry VIII. by Anne
Bullen his wife. She died at Richmond 24 March 1602
being 69 years 6 months and 17 days old, when she had
reigned 44 years 4 months and 7 days.

Read but her Reign,

The inscription on a book, the right and left side
of the monument, and lines, being the same as at

For Wisdom,

Alhallows the Great.

lines

:

this Princess might have been,
call'd Nicaulis, Sheba's Queen.

Against Spain's Holofernes Judith she,
Dauntless gain'd many a glorious Victory.
Not Deborah, did her in Fame excel,
She was a Mother to our Israel
An Esther, who her Person did engage,
To save her People from the Publick Rage

St. Botolph, Aldersgate.
Here was a large
painting in memory of Queen Elizabeth, with the
regalia, lions, &c., and the words from 2 Timothy

:

iv. 7, 8.
;

haste patroness of true Religion,
Saint, in Field an Amazon
Glorious in Life, deplored in her Death,
Such was unparallel'd Elizabeth.

In Court a

:

Born Anno 1534, Crowned 1558, Died 1602.
Alhallows the Great, Thames Street. Stow says
there was a monument in this church, with these
words
:

Catherine Coleman, Fenchurch Street. Here
of Queen Elizabeth are the arms of
and France quartered, with the motto
England
"
are
St.

in

memory

Semper Eadem," under which

these words

:

Elizabeth, the late Queen of England, France, &c.
Came to the Crown November, 1558, Reigned 44 years,
slept in the Lord 24 March 1602. Many daughters have

done virtuously, but thou surmountest them
moria Immortalis.

all.

Me-
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A

simiSt. Catherine Cree, Leadenhall Street.
lar painting to that at Alhallows, London Wall.
Here was formerly a
St. Clement's, Eastcheap.
monument to the memory of Queen Elizabeth,

with the same words as are given in the latter part
of the inscription at Alhallows the Great.

Here was formerly
St. George, Botolph Lane.
a monument to Queen Elizabeth, the inscription
as at Alhallows the Great.
Here also was a monument
St. Laurence Jewry.
to

Elizabeth, similar to that at St. Michael's,
" I have
Street, with the inscription,
fought

Queen

Wood

[7*

s.

vm.
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There
Michael's, Wood Street.
these words
Here lyes her Type, who was of late
The Prop of Belgia, Stay of France,

St.

monument with

was

a

:

Spain's Foil, Faith's Shield, and Queen of State,
Of Arms, of Learning, Fate and Chan ce,
In brief, of Women ne'er was seen
So great a Prince, so good a Queen
Sith Virtue her Immortal made,
Death (envying all that cannot dye)
Her Earthly Parts did so invade
As in it wrack'd Self-Majesty.
.

But so her Spirit inspired her Parts,
That she still lives in Loyal Hearts.

a good

fight," &c.
St. Michael's, Crooker Lane.
The monument
Mary Somerset, Thames Street, formerly contained the following inscription
contained a monument to the memory of the queen.
Elizabeth both was and is alive, what then can
A monu- Queen
St. Mary Woolnotb, Lombard Street.
more be said
St.

:

?

ment

similar to that at Alhallows the Great.
Martin Orgars, Cannon Street. The inscription on the monument was similar to that at
St.

Wood

Street.
St. Michael's,
The monuSt. Martin's Vintry, Thames Street.
ment to the memory of Queen Elizabeth contained

these words

To

:

memory of Elizabeth Queen of England,
France and Ireland, Daughter to King Henry 8th, Niece
to Henry 7th by the Daughter of King Edwarth the 4th.
A Mother to her Country, a Nurse to Religion and all
good Arts, being of incomparable Knowledge in very
many languages and endued with rare Ornaments of
Body and Mind in all Princely Virtues above the Sex of
Women. I have fought a good Fight, I have finished
the eternal

my Course,

&c.

St. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside.
The monument
contained the words from 2 Timothy iv. 7, 8, and
was a representation of that erected by King James

for
Elizabeth, Queen of England, France and Ireland, &c.
Daughter of King Henry the 8th by Queen Ann Bullen,
Grandchild of Kin^ Henry 7th, Great Grandchild of
King Edward the 4th, and Sister of King Edward the 6th
and Queen Mary. She restored Religion to its primitive
Sincerity, settled Peace thoroughly, reduced Coin to the
old Standard, extinguished Rebellion at home, relieved
France, near ruin by intestine Mischiefs, supported the
Netherlands, vanquished Spain's Armada, quieted Ireland with Spaniards Expulsion, and Traytors Coercion
augmented exceedingly both Universities Revenues by a
Law of Provision, and enrich'd all England. Was a
Mother to this her Country, the Nuree of Religion and
:

Learning, for perfect Skill of very many Languages, for
Glorious Endowments, as well of Mind as Body ; and for
Regal Virtues, beyond her Sex. A Prince Incomparable.

And after 45 years most Prudeut and happy Government, she died in the 70 year of her Age A.D. 1602.
Whose corps is interred in the famous Collegiat Church
of Westminster.
On the other side :
Fame blow aloud and to the World proclaim
There never ruled such a Royal Dame.
The Word

of God was ever her Delight,
she meditated Day and Night.
Spain's rod, Rome's Ruin, Nether-land's Relief;
Earth's Joy, England's Gem, World's Wonder. Naturt'd
Chief
She was, and is, what can there more be said
On Earth the Chief, in Heav'n the 2d Maid.

In

it

!

In Heaven a Saint, in Earth a blessed Maid.
She ruled England Yeeres 44 and more, and then

re-

turned to God,

At the Age of Seventy Yeeres, and somewhat

od.

St. Mildred's, Bread Street,
Th' admired Empresse, through the World applauded,
For supreme Vertues rarest Imitation,
Whose Scepter's Rule Fame's loud-voyc'd Trumpet lauded
Unto the Eares of every foreign Nation.
Canopied under powerful Angels Winga,
To her immortal Praise sweet Science sings.
Queen Elizabeth dy'd 24 March 1602.

Here was a monument,
St. Mildred's, Poultry.
the words as at Alhallows the Great, but with this
addition
If Prayers or Tears of Subjects had prevail'd,
To save a Princess through the World esteem'd ;
Then Atropos in cutting her had fail'd
And had not cut her Thread, but been redeem'd i
But pale fac'd Death and cruel churlish Fate,
To Prince and People bring the latest date.
Yes, spite of Death and Fate, Fame will display
:

Her gracious Virtues thro the World for aye.
On the north side of the
St. Olave Jewry.
chancel, Queen Elizabeth is represented lying on
her tomb, adorned with columns of the Corinthian
order, with the regalia, and under an arched
on which is placed her arms, between two
>y,
.vis, but no inscription.
A large painted cenot. Glare's, Southwark.
taph, the effigy of the queen being adorned with
columns of the Corinthian order supporting an
She was in her robes of state, with the
arch.
"I
have fought a good
Inscription,
regalia, &c.
fight," &c.
St. Pancras,

Soper Lane. The monument contained the following inscription
Mora mihi Lucrum. Spiritus Astra petit. To the
most happy, blessed, and precious memory of the late
famous renowned and never to be forgotten Queen Eliza:

The restorer of true Religion, a tender nursing
Mother to the Church of God, a powerful Protector
(under Almighty God) of her own Dominions, a ready
Helper of her neighbouring -Princes, a hearty and unlived
feigned Lover, and beloved of her Subjects who
Jehovah
gloriously full of Days, and whom the Eternal
beth.

blessed with the longest life of any Prince of England
since the Conquest.
By way of Thankfulness to the

7s.
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most holy sacred and individual Trinity, and her ever
honoured Royal Virtues, this memorial of hers, was here
erected, set up, and consecrated the 17 Nov. 1617.
Terram, Terras, Tegat.
memorial stone
St. Saviour's South wark.
bore the following inscription :
St. Peters Church at Westminster
Her Sacred Body doth inter ;

A

Her glorious Soul with Angels singa,
Her Deeds live Patterns here for Kings.
Her Love in every Heart hath room,
This only Shadows out her Tomb.
Coleman Street. Here was a
monument similar to that at Alhallows the Great.
Here also was a
St. Swithin's, Cannon Street.
cenotaph in memory of Queen Elizabeth.
Agnes Strickland concluded her life of Queen
St. Stephen's,

Elizabeth with these words: "Queen Elizabeth
was the last sovereign of this country to whom a
monument has been given, and one of the few
whose glory required it not." I conclude this
paper by asking if any persons ever had so many
monuments erected to their memory as Queen

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

Elizabeth.
71,

Brecknock Road.

" The
"by

your

OVERSIGHTS OF AUTHORS.
Rob Roy,'" pointed out
correspondent CAPT. ST. JOHN SEALLY

curious error in

'

th

S. viii. 366), is surely too slight a matter on
which to found the assumption that Sir Walter
Scott did not usually exercise care in correcting

(7

his proofs. The slip alluded to is one of the easiest
to escape notice, because when a writer is searching for clerical errors a wrong word is much more
likely to pass unobserved than a mis-spelt one, paris a
as in this instance
ticularly when the word

proper name.

Even were it the case that Sir Walter corrected
his proofs in a perfunctory manner, he was certainly not so negligent in this respect as was Cer"
vantes, who, it is said, nunca volvia a leer lo que
"
ya habia escrito (Ochoa's edition). Some of the
more glaring of the blunders in ' Don Quixote '
'
are referred to in the first volume of N. & Q.,'
but one of them has a sequel which I do not think
has been noticed there.
The error occurs in
chap, xxiii., where, a few pages after the account
of the mean theft of Sancho Panza's ass, the
author, having forgotten the incident, reintroduces
the animal, as if nothing had occurred.
Not until
chap. xxx. is the faithful beast restored to Sancho
in due form.
Cervantes, taken to task for this
slip, alludes to it in

part

ii.

(chap. Hi.), saying that

he had been twitted with lack of memory because
he had forgotten to name the thief. Here he has
forgotten that the culprit, Ginds de Pasamonte,
Tvas duly designated.

The following
oversight, by no

is

a specimen of another kind of
rare in this immortal book.

means
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In chap.

x. (part ii.) Sancho says that he had never
on Dulcinea, whilst in chap. xxv. (part i.)
he says he knew her well.
As regards proper
names, Cervantes's memory serves him wonderfully
well.
However, in chap. Ixiii. (part ii.) he speaks
of one Don Gregorio, who is previously styled Don
Gaspar, and by Ricote in chap. liv. Don Pedro. In
But it
chap. Ixv. he reappears as Don Gregorio.
is in his chronology that Cervantes most frequently
comes to grief. When referring to past events he
very often overstates the time allocated to the
action in the narrative; a series of events which
really only occupied two days is next spoken of
as having taken thrice that time, and so on.
Indeed, in chap. xvi. Sancho says, "No ha sino un
mes que andamos buscando las aventuras," when in
reality the time was only three days.

set eyes

On this subject of chronology

reverting to Scott
I do not know whether the following lapsus on
the part of Sir Walter has already been taken note
of. It occurs in the opening chapters of 'The Antifirst chapter, Mr. OldEdinburgh by coach on
Tuesday, July 15, 17 , and arrived at their
destination the following day. In chap. iii. it is
stated that Mr. Lovel did not call on the antiquary
until the fifth day thereafter, yet in chap. v. the
antiquary sends an invitation to Sir Arthur War-

quary.'

According to the

buck and Mr. Lovel

left

dour for Tuesday, 17th inst. (i. e., July, as is seen
from the opening paragraph of the succeeding
chapter), on which day Lovel repaired to MonkNot only has the five days' delay slipped
barns.
from Sir Walter's recollection, but he allots two
Tuesdays to one week.

Manzoni also a most careful writer makes
'
a slip in the chronology of the Promessi Sposi,'
which I only observed a few days ago. Every day
of the first week is accounted for. The story opens
on Nov. 7, 1628. The marriage of the Sposi was
on the 9th
to have taken place the following day
Padre Cristofero remonstrates with Don Rodrigo for
having frustrated the marriage, and that noble
gives orders that the heroine shall be seized on the
evening of the lOtb. During the tumult of that
night the Sposi take flight to Monza, where, at
breakfast next morning, they ruefully reflect on the
:

banquet they were to have had "due giorni prima."
Unless it was then the fashion to have the wedding
feast the day after the ceremony, there is here a
mistake of one day. After breakfast the hero proceeds to Milan, where he arrives that same day
(Nov. 11), and takes part in the bread-riots of
"
that sad
giorno di San Martino," or Martinmas.
Next day he escapes to Bergamo, passing the night
As showing that
en route in a miserable hut.
Manzoni was keeping a strict account of his dates,
" Che
he here exclaims
notte, povero Renzo
"
Quella che doveva esser la quinta delle sue nozze
Here'quinta is correct. On Nov. 13 Renzo arrives
at
safely at Bergamo, where he finds the mills
!

:

!
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Now an air of great piety pervades ] house, and everything had been going wrong since
work.
Promessi Sposi,' and yet, although we have thus it came."
On first going to Holy Communion at our church,
ample details of these first seven days, no mention
the same girl also expressed surprise at the people
is made of a Sunday. And Manzoni, by the exact"At our church," she
ness of his opening date, Nov. 7, 1628 which was receiving indiscriminately.
"
a Tuesday shows that Sunday was the day fol- said, the squire goes up to the altar first, alone, then
oi
the
the
the
the
merchant's
folk
riot.
come
last."
Was this a
story
gentry ;
However,
poor
lowing
the transactions of Nov. 12 (chap, xvi.) would rule in olden times ? I never heard of it before.
seem to indicate that the author had overlooked
A. L. CLARK.
'

But

the Sunday.

is

it justifiable

to criticize a

KEBLE'S MONUMENT IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
The inscription on the above runs thus :

of fiction in this manner; and when does such
criticism become carping ? For instance, much is
made of the moonlight in the opening chapters
of Manzoni's novel ; and, whether by chance or
calculation, the author is correct in this matter, as
the moon was ten days old on Nov. 7, 1628. If,
however, there had been no moon on that date, or
had there been an eclipse during the week which
would the author have been blamethere was not
worthy for not having paid due respect to the

work

calendar?

J.

YOUNG.

In memory of
John Keble
the Author of

The Christian Year.'
Born 1792.

'

Died 1866.
In quietness and in confidence shall be your strength.
Isaiah xxx. 15.
He rests in peace at Hursley, of which he was Vicar
thirty years.

but a feeling than an
newly placed on the walls of our Pantheon should be above suspicion, that makes me
NAPOLEON'S NICKNAME, " LE PETIT CAPO RAL. venture to
'*
suggest that the phrase "of which
The origin of this name is given by Count De
scarcely fulfils that condition. Surely it should be
"
" of which
Las Cases in his 'Memorial de Sainte Helene':
where." Supplace," or, better still,
"A singular custom was established in the army of pose he had died Dean of Worcester, the inscripItaly, in consequence of the youth of the commander, or tion " He rests in
peace at Worcester, of which he
from some other cause. After each battle the oldest solwas Dean," would not have been tolerable. The
diers used to hold a council and confer a new rank on
between
Worcester the city and Wortheir young general, who, when he made his appearance confusion
in the camp, was received by the veterans and saluted cester Cathedral would have been too obvious. In
with his new title. They made him a Corporal of Lodi, the existing inscription there seems to be confusion
Glasgow.

inscription

and a Sergeant of Castiglione ; and hence the surname of
'
Petit Caporal/ which was for a long time applied to
Napoleon by the soldiers. Perhaps this very nickname
contributed to his miraculous success on his return in
1815. While he was haranguing the first battalion which
he found it necessary to address, a voice from the ranks
'
We will never
exclaimed, Vive notre petit Caporal
fight against him
"English translation, London, 1823,
!

'

!

vol.

i.

p. 169.

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

A MAN'S CHRISTIAN NAME.

In Mr.
Earwaker's volume of fifty-two 'Lancashire and

EVE,

Cheshire Wills,' for the Chetham Society, 1884,
William Charlton, clerk, Rector of Bangor
Monachorum, by his will, dated March 2, 1582/3,
says
"
Item, I give to Eve Sliffhton and his wyfe a Bushell
of Rye and as much of otes, and a Bushell of Malte, and
also the righte I have in a Closse taken of Lewes
ap
Edward, and all the Croppes of woodd that I have payd
for to Eoberte Edsbury."
F. J. F.
p. 90,

:

FOLK-LORE.

It is not hypercriticism,

I have a young servant from a
small village near Staines who wished to buy a
new green gown. Her mother has positively forbidden it, " as a death in the family is sure to follow the wearing a green gown."
I also have a little white cat, which I am begged
to get rid of, " as white cats are so
unlucky in a

similar in kind,

if less

obvious.

R. HUDSON.

Lapworth.

DISSERTATOR

:

ENJOYABLENESS. Having writon Poetry, I.' (New Monthly

ten, in his 'Lectures

Mag. y 1825)
" In
short, if the dissertator* on classical poetry
danger of being dull over his prejudices," &c.,
Thomas Campbell adds this foot-note

is

in

:

"* I

am aware

that I here bring a French word intoEnglish, meo periculo ; but I have bargained with the
word to be turned out of doors in a moment if its introduction be disagreeable to the company."

Webster gives Boyle
which Boyle
dissertator

as his authority for this word,

to conjecture, but in any case
be earlier than Campbell by a

is left

must

good deal.
In the same lecture Campbell writes

:

"

Universally speaking, there is no comparison between
the enjoyalleness* of native and exotic poetry."
this foot-note :
* The word
enjoyable is English, and seems to legitimate this substantive."
J. D. C.

Adding
r

THE WORD "BRAT" IN A POLICE-COURT. I
send a cutting from a recent issue of the Carlisle
Patriot. whu;V may be of interest to some readers
of

'N.&Q.':

T* s. viii. DEC. M,
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"If Prof. Max Muller had been in Carlisle Police
court last Friday he would have heard a witness lei
fall a single small word, which, in its meaning and
connexion, would have filled him with the pleasure
which a naturalist feels on discovering some rare or
exceptionally fine specimen. In his new work on The
Science of Language,' he has a chapter on the degradation or deterioration of words. Thus the word idiot
originally meant only a private person, or one who was
not engaged in public business ; then it came to be
applied to an outsider, one who was ill-informed on
and indifferent to State affairs and lastly to the most
'
hopeless of all the mentally afflicted.
Villain,' again,
simply meant a villager; 'knave,' in its origin, signified a young man, and on the German court cards
the knave is merely the page or knight attending the
Then ' pagan ' and ' heathen come
king or queen.
from words which signify a countryman, because it
was in the rural districts, outside towns, that the
worship of the ancient deities was allowed to continue
The word ' brat is now a word of contempt,
longest.
but it was not always so; as we may see by the ex'
pression in ancient sacred poetry, O Abraham's brats,
'
O broode of blessed seede
This,' remarks Prof.
Max Muller, is said to be a Welsh word, and to signify
a rag.'
It is a very common word in Cumberland,
signifying an apron, but especially a dirty, torn, unvalued apron. 'The prisoner,' as the Carlisle witness
deposed last Friday, took three of my dresses, a Irat,
a jacket, and a pair of boots.' How a word which at
first was applied to children in a good sense got fixed
upon the tawdriest article of apparel is a matter for
speculation ; no doubt the change will be explained by
the same circumstances, or current of thought, which
led to the conversion of the word into a term of disparagement as regards children."
J. W.
Dalston, Carlisle.

Sent him letters him to ensens,
Of saynt cuthbert kyth and ky'ne,
J?e toune, J>e place he was borne Inne,
And how a kinge was his fader,
And a kynges doghtir his moder,
Also a man hight Mathyas,
Archebischope of saint Malachie was"
Twa bischops, Gylbert and Alanus,
And othir aid men witnes Jms ;
Prestes monkes of Saint Malafchy]

'

1

:

Of yreland

;

J>e

The

'

'

A

\>e saying of saint Bede,
his lyfe wrate,
here
[And
in] englys is translate.
Fra he was egbt jers aid,
What lyfe he lyffyd >e treuth ys tald.
In the thyrd parte ar discryed
Cuthbert mirakyls fra he dyed,

[It is]

As

saynt bede j?aim discryes,

In the thyrde buke

ST. CUTHBERT IN ENGLISH
library at Castle Howard possesses
a life of St. Cuthbert, of which a specimen is appended, unique so far as I know at present. I
should be very glad to hear of other copies, if such

off

hys storyes.

Off diu'se gests off yngland,
)>ar 5e may haue }?am at hand.
myracles sail I tell,

Ma

J?e whilk J?urgh him ofttymes fell.
J>e fourte and J>e last party,
Cuthbert lyfe compyled shortly,
And how was broght his body,
In duram mynster forto ly ;
How bischop William monkes restore,

In

J>ai

;

kepid cuthbert corse before

And diuers

:

othir cronykill

Of cuthbert and

MS. LIFE OF

VERSE.

J?at

[The] which in latyn

'

!

telled {ms treuly

I moued [beforne] ;
and] whare cuthbert [was borne].
second p'te who lykes to [rede],

matter

[How

'

'
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his, tell

I will

J. T. FOWLER,
University Librarian, Durham, and
Keeper of Bishop Cosin's Library.

The

MR. COOPER'S 'HISTORY OF THE HOD.' As
The Castle Howard MS. is perfect, except the History of the Eod seems to me an unreliable book, I wish to state a few reasons for so
that the first two leaves are wormed and
partly deIt would have been much better if the
thinking.
There
are
lines
stroyed.
8,361
author had inserted his authorities at the foot of
cuthbert
Saynt
lyfe who lyste to lere,
bis pages than given us a long set of references
And forto knawe f>at coresaynte clere,
[some of them to works of small value) at the end.
How he was borne, whare, of what (strynde),
Such a history can hardly be expected to be comWhat dedes he did, here is made
'

'

exist.

:

mynde.

What lyfe he leuyd, and in what (place),
What gyftes of god he gat thorgh grace,
So
mony myracles in his lyfe,
And eftir his dede in rewmes ryfe.
}>arfore

be bysy on

J)is

buke,

Lord and lady, for to lake.
Who-so lykes to luk it oure,

He

sail

fynde

it

part in foure.

In J>e first part sail
se
^e
His nation and hes natyuyte ;
How he come fra his (awn) lande ;
With wham, and whare, he was wonande.
]>e man J?at with j)is mater melys
>e autours, of his tente, he tellis ;

Howe a man

of mykil fame,

Of Ireland, Eugeny
>at

[his name]
was bishope of Hardinens,

plete, but I think the author might have been
expected to tell us of the flogging of the Hungarian

countess, for which Marshal Haynau was nearly
lynched in London, with similar floggings inflicted
by the Austrians on females of lower rank in Italy
about the same time, as also the atrocities of Marshal Davoust shortly before the fall of the First
Empire. He makes up for these omissions by a
number of apocryphal stories about flogging in
Russia which were current at the time of the
Crimean war, but does not once, I think, allude to

the celebrated ukase of Alexander II. which aboished the punishment in almost all cases. Coming
to his accounts of English flogging, his particulars
are seldom such as to enable the statements to be
ested.

As

to flogging well-grown girls, however,
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he names two schools Regent House, Bath, and
a charity school at East Barkham (wherever that
may be) managed by the Ladies Marjory and
Maria Royston. Regent House, Bath, is described
as kept by the Misses Pomeroy.
Some old ' Bath
Guide,' or similar publication, may show whether
such a school ever existed. If it did, the name
Regent House must have been prophetic, for a date
is indicated at which there was no regent.
Nor, I
believe, were there ever two titled Ladies Royston.
The French lady who appears in the narrative is
called Mile. Burgoyne, and the girl Betty Brown,
who is flogged, is about to enter service at the
house of a peer in an adjoining county, who is,

The
strangely enough, called Lord Royston also.
only other narrative of the kind which is, I think,
sufficiently definite to test is

one which Mr. Cooper

himself rejects as incredible ; but as inquiry may
bring some facts to light, I state it.
young lady
of eighteen, engaged to be married, resided with her
uncle and guardian, a bachelor, in the year 1865.
She attended some lessons as a day pupil at a large
school situated at a pleasant town on the Thames,
not far from Eton. She corrected a lecturer who
quoted a passage as from Tennyson by stating that
the author was Matthew Arnold, and for this
offence she was whipped in the schoolroom with a
birch rod.
If any such thing occurred, some of
those who witnessed the whipping will probably
be among your readers.
SCEPTIC.

A

cook

I send you an
in reference to

extract from a publication in 1832
the family of Burns, and shall be glad if any correspondent can give further information respecting
the poem alluded to, or if there is any record of
other writings by the same relative of the bard
" I knew
personally the great poet of the north,
'
Burns,' says a correspondent, and hia eldest son Robert,
who is now a clerk in the stamp office, was at school
with me. When sixteen years old, in this town, he wrote
a ballad, which was never published, I believe, on a girl
of his own age or thereabouts, and one clause only can I
It is this.
recollect, but which struck me most forcibly.
Describing the girl, for she waa in the humble capacity
of a servant, he says
:

:

Young Burns's father could

scarcely have done better.'"

G.

W.

JACKLIN.

A

HOUSEMAID DECORATED.
The following
story of a housemaid being decorated was told me
by an admiral on active service, and may interest
your readers. It arose out of a question put by
me to our host, a naval captain, as to the wages he
"

That is my cook," said he,
gave to his gardener.
laughing, "and he is paid for by the Admiralty."
captain, be it said, has certain allowances, which
help to eke out his not very handsome pay, and a

A

friend,

who

DEC.

u,

-89.

lived with his wife

had his own cook, a woman, so the allowance was transferred to the gardener. But to my
In the late Egyptian campaign one of the
story.
naval officers engaged in that inglorious war had
supplied himself with a cook and housemaid, preferring the services of the latter for his wife's
benefit to the steward allowanced by the Admiralty.

These servants appeared in the service books by
their initials or numbers (I plead ignorance to the
exact system), and, being supposed to have accompanied the officer in his services, on the just principle of

They

also serve

who

only stand and wait,

received in due course their medals.
Is there
another case on record, I wonder, of an Englishwoman decorated for service in our wars ?

HOLCOMBE INGLEBY.
CAPNOMANCER.

Capnomancy duly appears

New

'

in

English Dictionary,' but capnomancer
The latter word,
is, I believe, left unrecorded.
however, occurs in 'The Birth of Merlin,' first
the

published in 1662
Not an aruspex with his whistling spells,
No capnomancer with his musty fumes,
:

No

witch or juggler, but

is

thither sent

To calculate the strange and feared event
Of his prodigious castle, now in building,
Where all the labours of the painful day
Are ruined

still

i'

the night.

Act IV.
F. 0.

The Paddocks, Palgrave,

sc.

i.

p. 115, ed. 1889.

BIRKBECK TERRY.

Diss.

TENNYSON FAMILY. Elizabeth Tennyson, "of
this parish," married Thomas Wressell, farmer, in
1766.

son

'

Her hair is the wing of the blackbird,
Her eye is the eye of the dove,
Her lips are the sweet, blushing rose-bud,
Her bosom 's the palace of love.

My

vm.

s.

ashore,

A

ROBERT BURNS THE YOUNGER.

one.

is

[7*

Susanna, daughter of Mr. William TennySusanna his wife, was baptized on

and

March 15, 1770. Fanny Tennyson was witness
All these are to be found
to a marriage in 1779.
in the parish registers of St. Peter's, Barton-onHumber, which are now in the vestry of St. Peter's
There are Tennysons in several other
Church.
I
parish registers on both sides of the Humber.
'
have before now noted some of them in N. & Q.,'
of Hedon,
e.g., Mr. Michael Tennyson, apothecary,

who
"

A. J. M.

died early in this century.

THE ENGLISH TAKE THEIR PLEASURES SADLY."

tb
(See 7 S.

iv.

"

200, passim).

St.

Fond's verdict

Us
of English banquets remains true to the letter :
se saoulerent grandement et se divertirent moult
"
So writes Ouida in chap. ii. book i.
tristement.'
of 'Chandos.'
Can it be that the authoress of
'

'

Moths has given the real source of this saying,
that has been the subject of debate so often in
the pages of 'N. & Q.'?
Notwithstanding the
statement at the reference above that "the attempt
to find this passage in Froissart seems now abandoned," Mr. Froude, at the end of chap. x. of
" Froissart
says of the English
Oceana,' remarks,

T*
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A

'

that they take their pleasures sadly.
sad wise
man ' was an old English phrase." Sir John Lub'
'
bock, in his essay on The Duty of Happiness
(' Pleasures of Life,' vol. i. p. 3), is more guarded,
and introduces the quotation with an " it has been

At

the close of the season 1805-6 he left Covent
harden in the sulks, and retired to the country,
[s anything known of
his subsequent career?
When did he die 1
URBAN.

KING'S

said."

Mr. Froude, as an historian and essayist of between,
where ?
should
his

eminence,
certainly verify
quotations,
and perhaps some reader of ' N. & Q. can verify
that of Ouida.
JAMES HOOPER.
50, Mornington Road, N.W.

uerie*.
request correspondents desiring information
on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
answers may be addressed to them direct

LORDS SPIRITUAL.
earliest date at

I wish to find out

which the

As

title

" Lord

"

the

was given

my own

impression that this
title denotes spiritual, not temporal, rank, no
replies respecting their position as peers would
give the desired information.
My contention was
in a ruridecanal chapter lately held that bishops
suffragan ought thus to be addressed in virtue of
their spiritual office, and I should feel much
to bishops.

if

obliged

it is

Are the prison books

by the Gordon Rioters in 1780. Were the books
that time destroyed in the fire ? I shall be
much obliged for any information.

KEEPER OF THE TAP.
"

RAINBOW," FLEET STREET. In A.D. 1701
Charles Harper published a reprint of the 'Delphin
"
Rainbow," in Fleet
Martial,' at the sign of the
Street, "Excudit Benj. Motte
Impensis Cha.
:

Harper, ad Iridem e regione D. Dunstani in vica
Were Harper's preFleet-street dicto, MDCCI."
"
"
mises the same as those of the Rainbow tavern,
frequented at least sixty years since, to my knowledge, and probably later, by theatre-goers, for late
suppers ] The imprint recals to me memories of
Malibran in ' La Sonnambula.'
W. W. LL.

CHOCOLATE. Dictionaries derive this word from.
Mexican chocolatl, but no one has noticed the
change of the last two letters tl to te. Perhaps
some of your readers can explain this, of which I
give below some more examples, showing it to be

some of your correspondents would tell
" Your
as
Blessedness," a regular substitution
Acocote, from acocotl ;
were altered to a title
aquacate, from ahuacatl ahuehuete, from ahue"

me when such terms
"Your Holiness," &c.,

:

;

My

Lord."
corresponding to
The question of precedence of bishops suffragan
has already been discussed in * N. & Q.'; but this
does not go to the root of the matter.
E. L. H. TEW, M.A.
Hornsea Vicarage, East Yorks.

" HEIRESS
OF PINNER." In which of his letters
does Horace Walpole refer to the " Heiress of

Pinner"?
14, Ivy

BENCH PRISON.

If so,
say, 1760 and 1790 preserved ?
I believe that the place was burnt down

to

THE

We must
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BERESFORD.

S. B.

Lane, E.G.

ARUNDEL CASTLE. In Lewis's Topographical
"
Dictionary (under Arundel ") I notice the following
" The castle is the head of the honour of
Arundel, and
confers on its possessor the title of Earl without creation, a feudal right which was adjudged by Parliament
in the llth of Henry VI. to an ancestor of the present

from
huetl ; coyote, from coyotl ; guajalote,
huexolotl; malucate, from malucatl ; metute,
from metlatl; ocote, from ocotl; petate, from
petlatl ; tequesquite, from tequesquitl ; tomate,
from tomatl ; /opilote, from zopilotl.
J.

CROWN OF IRELAND.

S.

*

Duke

of Norfolk."

What

the authority for this statement ; and, if
correct, does it hold good at the present time 1
W. P. C.
["On July 8, 1433, it was adjudged in Parliament
11 Hen. VI. that the possession of Arundel Castle only,
without any creation, should confer the feudal honour of
Earl of Arundel." See Burke's ' Peerage,' under " Duke
is

I find the

terms of the Act of Parliament, treaty, or charter
by virtue of which the crown of Ireland became
merged in that of Great Britain ?

H. WHITBREAD.

Southill, Biggleswade.

'

:

PLATT, Jun.

Where can

CLARKE FAMILY.
me any particulars

Can any of your readers give
of Dr. Clarke, formerly Dean
of Bath; of his parentage and descendants? I
The informathink he was alive as late as 1802.
tion is desired to complete a pedigree of his branch

ALFRED GEORGE TAUNTON.

of the family.

PETRARCH'S

INKSTAND.

In

Mr.

Clayden's

'

Rogers and his Contemporaries,' vol. i. p. 177, is
given an extract from Rogers's diary, showing that
on Oct. 24, 1814, Rogers saw in Petrarch's house
at

Arqua the

poet's

inkstand,

"in bronze, the

A

winged cupid formed the
the top, and the vessel a circular

of Norfolk."]

form very elegant.

JAMES HILL, VOCALIST. Appeared at Bath in
1796 as Belville, in ' Rosina,' and at Covent Garden in October, 1798, as Edwin, in Robin Hood.

stopper, sitting at
vase, with the heads of four sphinx-like women at
the corners, each terminating in a branch or flower,
the feet small and scarcely discernible." Now, the

'
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frontispiece to vol. i. of Hone's
lished at Midsummer, 1827)

'

Table Book

'

(pub-

represents a very
similar inkstand of Petrarch, then in the possession

V* s. vm.
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{

laterally descended from William of Wykeham,
Bishop of Winchester. Can this be verified ? I

shall be glad to receive any information respecting
Miss Edgeworth, to whom it had been presented the above families, and especially as to the pediALF. T. EVERITT.
by a lady. The page with which the book com- grees.
mences says that Miss Edgeworth " allowed a few
High Street, Portsmouth.
in
casts
bronze." Of these she gave one to
"IF I HAD A DONKEY WOT WOULDN'T GO."
Leigh Hunt, probably that from which the frontisWhere can the words of the above well-known
It is now in the possession of a
piece was takep.
street ballad be found?
They were partially
relative of Leigh Hunt.
In this there are only
I
in the Animal World some years ago.
three heads of sphinx-like women, and three feet printed
should like the full text. Who is supposed to be
(this does not appear with any certainty from
ARCHER MARTIN.
the author ?
Hone's rather roughly-drawn woodcut), and the feet
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
are far from inconspicuous.
In the first edition
of Murray's ' Handbook to North Italy/ dated
BLACK-LETTER LAWYER. What is the exact
'
1842, fifteen years later than Hone's book, the meaning of this term 1 The New English Dicinkstand is still said to be in Petrarch's house at tionary ' (with a quotation from Lord Campbell's
'
Chancellors ') does not do much to explain it.
Arqua. It, however, is no longer mentioned in
the edition of 1866.
Were there two inkstands ; Bishop Watson, writing in 1814, mentions " my
and where are they now ? Who was the lady who friend Mr. Wilson of Peterhouse, afterwards one of
gave Miss Edgeworth her inkstand ; and how did the best black-letter judges in England" ('Life,'
she herself become possessed of it ? Mr. Clayden, i.
And R. W. Emerson, in 'Society and
8).
"
in the same book, vol. i. p. 427, says that an ink- Solitude:
Eloquence,' writes, I read without surstand, modelled in silver after that at Arqua, was prise that the black-letter lawyers of the day
It sneered at his [Lord Mansfield's] 'equitable
given to Rogers by Lord Grenville in 1826.
would be interesting to know if this had three or decisions,' as if they were not also learned." Does
four sphinx-like heads, for the date suggests that the
from
expression mean one whose law is drawn
it might have come to Lord Grenville from Miss
books only, not from practice also ? Sometimes it
J. POWER HICKS.
is used
almost as if it meant a civilian or a
Edgeworth.
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
canonist.
DERBYSHIRE HISTORY. Can any one refer me
Hastings.
to any records of the parish of
Eckington, DerbyPIGEON'S BLOOD. There is said to be a saying,
shire, or the hamlet of Killamarsh, in that parish ?

of

for Killamarsh ? Any information would be
very gratefully received. Perhaps Mr. WALLIS,
G. E. C., or MR. HACKWOOD could throw some
A. G.
light on these questions.

"He who is sprinkled with pigeon's blood will
never die a natural death." The origin of this is
referred to Charles I.'s bust, when being carried
home by the sculptor, who had stopped to rest.
of blood
pigeon, struck by a hawk, let fall a drop
upon the neck of the bust. This, according to
the king and a
Carte, happened at Chelsea, where
It occurred
train of nobility had gone to view it.
as they were looking at it, and the bird was a

FIFE.
Somewhere I have recently read that
the cotton grass (Eriphorum) was called by the
Scandinavians fifa, and that from the abundance
of this grass on its extensive marshlands the bleak

Carte's version is the safest to follow.
not put down the proverb as one of the
to be, and
pretty inventions of facts as they ought
C. A. WARD.
are not ?
Walthamstow.

'

'
Glover's
History does not go down so far in
the alphabet as either of these place. Also, what
is the modern name of the
place known in 1433
as Walmersho?
Is it likely to have been an
evolution of Chinewoldermaresc, the Anglo-Saxon

name

and misty county of Fife took
correct?

its

name.

0. A.

partridge.

May we

Is this

WHITE.

GOODENOUGH AND GlFFARD FAMILIES. George
Trenchard Goodenough, F.R.S., M.E.S. (born
1743, died 1836) married Susannah, sister of Sir
John Carter, Mayor of Portsmouth, by whom he
had one daughter, who was the mother of the late
Sir Walter Stirling, Bart.
A sister of Mr. Goodenough married into the Giffard family, and was
mother of Admiral John Giffard, of the Royal Naval
who was father of the late Sir
George Markham Giffard, Lord Justice of Appeal.
to
According
Burke, the Goodenoughs were colCollege, Portsmouth,

A

MURAT, KING OF NAPLES.

Lanfrey,

in

his

Life of Napoleon,' exonerates Murat from prein 1808, as Napocipitating the invasion of Spain
'

leon charged him with doing, and charges Napoleon with forgery in having a letter composed
as
(presumably at St. Helena) and published
authentic in his correspondence, which Lanfrey
asserts Murat could never have received, as il
never was sent. I should wish to know if this
is reasonably supsuggestion or charge of Lanfrey
In respect of Murat's
posed to be accurate?
death by the way, I recently saw in the papsr a
death his
daughter of his still lives I heard after

7*s.

vm,
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remains were decapitated, and his head preserved
in spirits of wine by the Bourbon prince who
ordered his execution, to prevent the arising of
I wonder is this relic still in existpretenders.
CHARLES J. HILL.
ence.

FLEMISH BRASS. Can any reader inform me
where a Flemish brass to a knight and lady of the
Compton family, mentioned in Boutell, is at present f It used to be at Netley Abbey.
Haines's
list

(1861) says

it is

in the possession of the Rev.

H. B. Greene, Longparish, Hants. Will any one
who knows where it is at present write to me
direct?
A. OLIVER.
5, Queen's Gardens, Hyde Park, W.

PRESENTS OF KNIVES. What is the origin of
receiving a coin for a present of a knife, scissors,
&c. ? In Prosper Me'rime'e's charming Corsican
story, the heroine, Colomba, gives a valuable
"
stiletto to a friend, but,
pour conjurer le danger
qu'on court a donner des armes coupantes ou perantes a ses amis, exigea un sou en payement." It
<;
would seem from this that the custom is widespread, and probably of some antiquity.

JAMES HOOPER.
50,

Mornington Road, N.W.

[The notion that cutting instruments if given will cut
love is old. See an article, by CTJTHBEKT BKDE, on
Folk-lore of the Knife,' 2 nd S. v. 391.]

JUDAS ISCARIOT.

Have

recent attempts to
" whitewash" Judas
any warrant in anything to
be found in early Christian writers?
I refer
*
Roman Lawespecially to Mr. W. W. Story's
yer in Jerusalem (' Poems,' London, 1885, vol. i.),
a masterpiece of special pleading, and a character
C. 0. B.
study worthy of Browning.

A

'
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AUTHORS OF QUOTATIONS WANTED.

"

I remember an old English comedy, said Fleming,
'
in which a scholar is described as a creature that can
strike fire in the morning at his tinder box, put on a
pair of lined slippers, sit ruminating till dinner, and then
go to his meat when the bell rings; one that hath a
peculiar gift in a cough, and a license to spit ; or if you
will have him defined by negative, he is one that can
make a good leg, one that cannot eat a mess of broth

PAUL

cleanly.'"

Q.

KARKEEE.

'

'
What would I
would'st thou have me do ?
have thee do
Learn to be wise and practise how to
thrive that's what I'd have thee do and not spend
X. Y. Z.
thy coin on every fool,' &c."

'

What

'{

Suspense, dire torture of the

Compared with thee
Whispering

reality

human

were

breast,
rest !

soft nothings into ears of love.

H. SKEY MUIR, M.D.
Chakrata, N.W. P., India.

Keplfe*.

WALKING-STICKS.
th

(7

S. viii. 289.)

Walking-sticks were in use, Genesis xxx. 10,
when Jacob said, " With this staff I passed over
Jordan"; to which, again, there is allusion Hebr.
"
xi. 21,
Worshipped leaning upon the top of his
staff."

In the instance of Ulysses, in

when Athene metamorphosed him

*

Od.,'

xiii.

437,

:

Se 61 (TKrjTrrpov KOU aeiKect

Which

his dogs

made him drop

CTKTJTTTpOV 8e 6 1 CK7TO-

:

X

1

POS.
xiv. 31.

And

which Eumseus subsequently restored

:

'

The concluding
PROMETHEUS.'
Ev/xatos 8' apa 6t crK^Trrpov 6v{j,ape<s eStoKei/.
poem of Shelley's 'Prometheus' begins thus (I
from
Rossetti's edition)
quote
Their characteristic significance is shown in the
This is the day which down the void abysm,
riddle of the Sphinx which was interpreted by
At the Earth-bom's spell, yawns for Heaven's despotism,
(Edipus (Diodorus, 1. iv. c. vi.), of which Ausonius
And conquest is dragged captive through the deep.
says that it was as to one
I believe the text of Shelley is doubtful in some
omnia solus.
et
et
SHELLEY'S

:

places, in consequence of his not correcting his
The Quarterly Beview once
proofs properly.

Qui

bipes,

"

tripes
quadrupes foret,
Griphus ternarii numeri

Id. xi.
'

":

Migne,

Patrolog.,' torn. xix. fol. 897.

quoted him

as writing the words "interwoven
looms," and, quite truly, called them nonsense ;
but they are beyond doubt a printer's error for
" interwoven
glooms," a beautiful expression as
applied to branches and foliage.

Macrobius, in a chapter in which he treats of the
origin of certain proper names, says of Scipio :
"
Cornelius, qui cognominem patrem luminibus carentur pro baculo regebat, Scipio cognominatus, nomen ex

But has any emendation been suggested which
would give a meaning to the first two of the abovequoted lines ? As they stand they seem absolute
nonsense; and this is much to be regretted, for
The
they are the beginning of a very fine poem.
third line is evidently suggested
by St. Paul's
"
When He ascended up on high
saying of Christ,

p. 147, Lond., 1694.

He led captivity captive" (Ephesians iv. 8), a
J. J. M.
quotation from Psalm Ixviii. 18.

'

cognomine posteris dedit."

'Saturnal./

"
impliad also in the

1, i.

c. vi.,

Opp.,'

Ille tenens baculum
The use is
"
and " Incumbens baculo quern dextra
dextra
'
"
regebat of the first poem in Ovid's Fasti.'
There is a story of the interview between Hooker
and Jewel at Salisbury which illustrates the use
of the walking-stick in England in the sixteenth
Hooker was allowed to leave the bishop
century.
"with good counsel and his benediction," but
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lert,

;

'

;

"

'

Walton's
Life,' prefixed
Works,' Ox. Univ. Pr., vol. i. p. 12, 1888.

to Oxford.'
'

Much

to

the walking-stick in literature is in the lines of
J. H. Frere to the lady whom he subsequently
married, Jemima, Dowager Countess of Enrol, with
the present of one :
A compliment upon a crutch,
Does not appear to promise much, &c.
'

English Epigrams,'

s.a., p.

308.

ED. MARSHALL.

The custom of carrying a walking-stick must
have originated in England in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, who was fond of playing a part in every
kind of pastoral, when every man in her kingdom
sang
The merry songs of peace

to all his neighbours.

History of Dress,' by F. W. Fairholt, and
*
Planches Cyclopaedia of Costume,' where illusrations are also given of the canes used in the
fifteenth and seventeenth centuries, and during
EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
ihe year 1730.
71, Brecknock Road.

Did not walking-sticks in this country practically
take the place of swords ? In Queen Elizabeth's
" with staves in their
hands," were
time, beggars,
supposed to be lame (see

celebrated heroic romance of Sir Philippe
Sidney (such was the way in which he used to
*
The Countess of Pemspell his Christian name),
broke's Arcadia,' appeared in 1591 ; and it is well
known that every respectable shepherd or shepherdess ought to tend his or her flock with a crook
in his or her hand.
Charles I, in his celebrated

represented with his left hand akimbo,
and his right resting on a long walking-stick.
I think the custom was first introduced to the
French Court under Louis XIV., when some oi
the great ladies are represented standing in a
garden with a long walking-stick in their right
hands.
This stick, with its love-knot, was probably the representation of the crook of the shepherds and shepherdesses, brought into fashion by
HonorS d'Urf4, in his 'Arcadie' (1616-1618).
During the French Revolution the Incroyables
used to walk about with a huge club under their
arms or in their hands ; and from the Restoration

portrait, is

(1814-1819) downwards the modern walking-stick
has ever been very fashionable.
DNARGEL.
Paris.

following appears in my note-book, but
unable to furnish the source from whence I
obtained it
'.

am

:

"

Walking-sticks were first introduced into fashion b;
the effeminate Henry II. of France, but did not become

a requisite appendage to the gentlemen of fashion in
England till tbe year 1655, at which time they were
formed with an indented head, in order to afford a mor
easy pressure of the hand which they supported.
Inge

'

A Caveat

;

or,

Warning

Common

Curseters/ 1566). In 1646, however,
'
a very rare print of a whole-length portrait of a
London dandy " shows that animal furnished with
both a sword and a walking-stick; while "the
dandies of 1730 laid aside their swords, and took
'or

to carrying large oak sticks, with great heads and
'
"
(see
Doings in Lonugly faces carved thereon
F.
MANSERGH.
J.
don,' pp. 49, 53).
Liverpool.

The

The

useful information will also be found in

A

The groats followed, as a matter of course.
The physician's cane is remembered from the
*
Rape of the Lock,' iv. 123. Another instance of

Davenport's

now crowned

iollow

'

way

vm. DEO. u,

which

.uity,

'

Hooker's

s,

in matters of fashion is for ever on the
it with the addition of the round and
which
sometimes contained nutmeg or
top,
inger, to warm the stomach of the valetudinarian, and
ometimes sugar-candy, for the asthmatic; but snuff
oon after coming into universal use among the bon ton
f society, the cavity was exclusively appropriated to its
eception ; and tbe meeting of two friends was invariably
marked, after the first salutation, by the unscrewing of
he tops of their walking-sticks."

without any money, which was forgotten. Recollecting this, the bishop sent his servant to bring
him back, and said to him, upon his return,
"
Richard, I sent for you back to lend you a horse
which hath carried me many a mile, and, I thank God,
and presently delivered into his hand
with much ease
a walking staff, with which he professed he had travelled
through many parts of Germany. And he said, Richard,
I do not give, but lend you my horse be sure you be
honest, and bring my horse back to me at your return
this

LT*

th

CONFIRMATION (7 S. viii. 348). Strange as it
seems to us nowadays, when confirmations and
visitations are held at separate times, yet it is the
fact that bishops used to confirm at their visita-

This practice is referred to by Dr. South
tions.
" The virtuous
in his sermon on Proverbs xxii. 6,
education of youth the surest, if not the sole, way
to an happy and honourable old age," written to
be preached in Westminster Abbey at a solemn
meeting of such as had been bred up at Westminster School, but, owing to the death of the

King, Charles II., at that time, not preached. In
it he devotes several pages to the subject of confirmation, and says that,
"owing to the importance of the ordinance itself and
the vast numbers of the persons it ought to pass upon,
will be found pext, at least, to a necessity (if at all
visitations
it), that there should be episcopal
more than once in three years, if it were only for the

it

short of

sake of confirmations."

Vol.

iii.

p. 403,

ed.

Oxford,,

1823.

From one of the registers of this parish (Middleton Cheney) I transcribe the following entries, made
by one of my predecessors, the Ven. Ralph Churton, Archdeacon of St. David's
:

1804, Sat., June 16. Bp. of Peterborough (Madan,
aged 76) visited and confirmed at Towcester. Monday,
June 18, His Lordship confirmed at Brackley.
The Bp. of Peterborough (Dr. Spencer
1807, July 10.
Madan) in his 79th year visited and confirmed at Daventry.

1810,

June

22.

The Bp. of Peterborough

visited

and

7"> s.

vni.

DEO. 14, -89,]
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confirmed at Towcester, in his 82nd year, apparently
better than at his last Visitation.
The Bp. visited and confirmed at
1813, July 1.
Daventry, active and well at the age of 85. The good
Bp. died Monday, Nov. 8, 1813, at the Palace, Peterborough.
1820, July 20, Thursday.
Bp. Marsh held his Primary
Visitation at Daventry. There was also a Confirmation.
The
Ld. Bp. of Peterborough,
26.
1823, Sat., July
Dr. Herbert Marsh, held a Visitation, and Confirmation
at Towcester. Monday, July 28, His Lordship held a
Confirmation at Brackley.
Are there any instances later than this of the two
functions being carried out at the same time ?
With reference to sermons by Anglican divines

upon confirmation, the following

collections con-

tain such:
Bayly, Benjamin, M.A., Rector of St. James's, Bristol,
1721, 2 vols.,

i.

163.

Berriman, William, D.D., Rector of St. Andrew's
Undershaft, 1751, 2 vols., i. 125.
Buckridge, Thomas, Vicar of Send, Rector of Marrow,
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Confirmation,' by Bishop Jeremy Taylor, and the
of Divers Bishops and Doctors in
Commission concerning Confirmation " are printed
'
vol. i.
by Strype in his Ecclesiastical Memorials,'
" Number
part ii., ed Oxford, 1822, p. 340, being
LXXXVIII. in the Appendix of Records and
W. E. BUCKLEY.
Originals," circa 1538.

"Judgments

The following books might be consulted with
advantage
The Apostolique
:

Institution of Imposition of Hands,,

for Confirmation, revived. By a Lover of Peace, Truth,
and Order. Sm. 8vo. 1649.
Laying on of Hands Asserted, or a Plain Discovery of
the Truth thereof; 1. Upon persons for healing, with
a briefe discovery of that Ordinance of Christ, to wit,
Anointing with Oile ; 2. Upon persons in office ; 3. Upon
Believers baptized. By William Rider, Servant to the
Church of Christ. 12mo. 1656.
Of Episcopal Confirmation. By B. Camfield, Rector

of Aileston, Leicester. 8vo. 1682.
Sermon on Confirmation, at Okeham. Rutland.
John Savage, Rector of Morcot. 4to. 1683.

Bundy, Richard, D.D., Prebendary of Westminster,
1750, iii. 295.
Camfield, Benjamin, Rector of Aileston, 1682, i. 72.
Hickes, George, D.D., Dean of Worcester, 1726,

iii.

26.

Newcome, Peter, M.A., Vicar of Hackney, 1702,

ii.

Seeker, Thomas, D.D., Archbishop of Canterbury, 1771,
Lectures on Catechism, and Sermon.
Stephens, William, Vicar of St. Andrew's, Plymouth,
1737,

ii.

29.

Besides these, many single sermons on the subject
have been printed
Bettesworth, Charles, Rector of Kingston Bowsey,
Sussex, 1712, 8vo., on Acts viii. 17.
:

Bradford, Samuel, Bishop of Rochester, 1724, 8vo.,

Hebrews

vi. 1, 2.

Brady, Nicholas, D.D., Minister of Richmond, Surrey,
1705, 4to., Acts xv. 41; 1708, 8vo., Acts viii. 14-17.
Denne, John, Archdeacon of Rochester, 1726, 1737,
4to., Acts xix. 5, 6.
Ellison, Nathaniel, D.D., Vicar of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
1700, 8vo., Acts viii. 14-17.
Ibbetson, James, D.D., Archdeacon of St, Albans,
1774, 8vo., Acts viii. 17.

Isham, Zachary, D.D., Rector of Solihull, 1705, 4to.,
Acts viii. 5.
Lewis, George, M.A., Vicar of Westerham, Kent, 1717,
8vo., Acts viii. 17.
Penn, James, Vicar of Clavering, Essex, 1761, 12mo.,
Acts viii. 17.
Priaulx, John, D.D., Canon of Sarum, 1662, 4to., Acts
viii.

17.

Prowde, Francis, M. A., Woollavington, Somerset, 1694,
4to., Acts viii. 17.
Savage, John, Rector of Morcot, Rutland, 1683, 4to.,
Acts viii. 17.
Saywell, Samuel, Rector of Bluntisham, Hunts, 1701,
12mo., Acts viii. 14-17.
Stebbing, Henry, D.D., Chancellor of Sarum, 1729,
8vo., Acts viii. 17.

White, Thomas, Rector of Ayston, Rutland, 1723, 8vo.,

Acts

viii. 17.

Whether

there are any confirmation sermons
preached before the Restoration I am not in a
'
position to say ; but there is the
Discourse on

W.

B-y

C. B.

Bishop Watson, of Llandaff, wrote his wellknown (and controverted) ' Advice to Young Per'
sons after Confirmation in 1788. Is it not a fact
that in the last century and the early part of this
the rite was often administered to the candidates,
I have seen it
not individually, but en bloc ?
stated somewhere that Archbishop Harcourt thus
confirmed eight thousand people in one day. At
all events, if there was any truth in a contemporary scandal, this was not the invariable custom

of Bishop Keppel, of Norwich.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.
'

Second Admonition to the Dissenting
Inhabitants of the Diocese of Derry
(London,
1696), the bishop of that place has a chapter upon
the doctrine and practice of confirmation, which
seems to infer that the rite was regularly and duly
For authorities since
administered in his day.
the Reformation he cites Calrin, Beza, Diodati,
and "the Assemblies Notes"; and "amongst the
Socinians Crellius," his object being to show that
the more extreme Reformers agreed with the High
The argument from
Anglicans in this matter.
C. C. B.
Scripture he bases upon Heb. vi. 2.
[The REV. B. MARSHALL sends a long list of sermons
In his

'

on the subject. ]

MARIA COSWAY

(7

th

S.

y. 307, 433).

A

con-

temporary account of her, with a portrait, will be
found in Phillips's Public Characters,' 1805, vol.
'

vii.

DANIEL HIPWELL.

pp. 198, 296.
th

OVERSLAUGH (7 S. viii. 327, 392). During
the many years I served in the army I never knew
a penal sense attached to the word, according to
the quotation from Webster given by LJELIUS.
was always applied thus by officers and men.
any one came by the roster for two different
duties on the same day, say for guard and orderly
It

If
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th

9.
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'

duty, he would go on guard, as being the superior
duty, and get an overslaugh for orderly, the inferior
H. A. ST. J. M.
duty.

the cask ; each end of the rope is then brought
back to the post and twisted once round it ; they are
then loosened or paid out equally, and the cask
thus is eased down any decline.
The French
th
WILLS IN EHYME (7 S. viii. 346). In Wills boucle is kindred, but has no direct connexion
of their Own' (1876), edited by me, MR. HUD- with it. It is
merely the word buckle, German
SON can see Mr. Hickington's last will, besides lucken, to bend, and
par, equally; that is, the
two or three other wills in rhyme.
rope at each end is equal.
Weights are raised or
WILLIAM TEGG.
lowered in the same manner by hauling in or
13, Doughty Street, W.C.
C. A. WARD.
slackening out together.

Some years ago I copied the following will from
one of the register books (159 Wake) in the Probate Registry at Somerset House. The testator
was John

of

Hedges,

St.

George's,

Hanover

Square, Esq., who died a bachelor at Finchley,
Middlesex.
Administration, with his will
annexed, was granted on July 13, 1737:

co.

'

This

5'h

day of

May

Being airy and Gay
To Hipp not enclined
But of Vigorous Mind
And my Body in Health

He dispose of my Wealth
And of all I 'm to leave

On

this side of the

Grave

To some one or other
I think to

my

Brother
But because I foresaw
That my Brethren in Law
If I did not take Care
Woud come in for a Share
Which I noe ways intended

Strictly

Command

my hand

That nought

I

belonging to Pontefract, which is still called, as it
was even in the twelfth century, "The Greave
Field " ? Was not this the field or allotment of
the gere"ffa ? Just over the border, adjoining the
Pontefract Greave Field, but in another township,
is what appears to have been his
residence, the
Greave Hall, of late years called Grove, but only
How long this land
during the present century.
and this dwelling have held the name there is
"
"
nothing to show, but the common land had in
the twelfth century been allotted, and was in the

named with their owners. The Greave Hall
then belonged to the lord of Darrington.
There is another similar trace of the former
existence here of such an officer in the name at the
opposite end of the township; in each case the
Greave Field being the outskirt of the town.
Similarly a chain of townships between the neighare

Manners were mended
(And of that God knows there 's no Sign)
I do therefore Enjoyn

Witness

THE TITLE OF WICGEREFFA (7 th S. viii. 106).
title, may I note that there is an
outlying "field," that is, formerly "common land,"
In reference to this

private possession of many owners, as we know by
the grants which some of them made to the monks
of Pontefract
grants in which the bounding lands

Till their

And do

Walthamstow.

have got

Be brought in Hotch pott
But I give and devise
As much as in me lyes
To the Son of my Mother
My nown Dear Brother
To have and to hold
All my Silver and Gold
As the affectionate Pledges
Of his brother John Hedges.

E. H.
Kidbrooke Park, Blackheath.

W. DUNKIN.

bouring wapentakes of Morley and Agbrigg are
each called graveships Ossett, Horbury, AlverIf this name of
thorp, Sandall, and Thornes.
graveship is not derived from the name of this
officer, the gere"ffa, will any correspondent suggest a
better derivation? It should be noted that in
each instance the land named after the greave is
K. H. H.
boundary land.
Pontefract.

Besides the will of William
Hickington, there

GEMS (7 th S. viii. 289, 391). See Thomas Nicols's
a History of Precious Stones,' 4to.,
rhyme of Monica Swiney, William
Lapidary
In the Scritti Inediti o Ran/
Jackett, and John Hedges in Wills of their Own, Cambridge, 1652.
Curious, Eccentric, and Benevolent,' by William of Franco Sacchetti, referred to on p. 381 of the
Tegg, London, 1876, pp. 62-65. The will of W. present volume of 'N. & Q.,' there is a curious
ED. MARSHALL.
article on the virtues and symbolism of precious
Hickington is at p. 63.
J. MASKELL.
gems.
are wills in

'

:

'

*

PARBUCKLE (7 S. viii. 69, 154). This is not
The method is used by
specially a nautical word.
the vintners' porters to lower casks for wine merth

DICKY SAM (7 S. viii. 125, 232, 332). Though
foreign to the original query, it may perhaps be
worth noting that " dicky " is slang for lame, weak,
th

The rope is
chants, and at many public houses.
not " tied at its middle " at all.
post is let into
the ground, say, the rope in a
loop is placed over
has the two ends
it, the cask or weighty

&c.,

passed under

dustani WOrd.

A

it,

package
one round each tapering end of

e.g., "He goes dicky on his pins." And "die"
becoming familiar as an equivalent for trouble or
It is not slang, but an imported Hinannoyance.
is

GUALTERULUS.

7*s. vni. DEC,
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WILLIAM MACKINTOSH
William Tosh was a

(7

th

baillie in

A

S. viii. 387).

Kutherglen in 1819,

He
1822, 1824, and 1826, and provost in 1827.
be the person OASSHE inquires after.

is likely to

WM. CRAWFORD.

requested to attend the funeral of the late Mr.
Taylor, from his late dwelling to Newington Church, on Friday, 6th Nov., 1835." This
seems to prove that he was buried at Newington.
R. F. S.

Thomas

Edinburgh.

COMMANDER OF ORDNANCE

COLUMN ON CALAIS PIER

th

S.

206, 352,
41 7).- C. C. B. has clearly never been a football
or
he
would recollect that in kicking off
player,
the left leg is invariably used. Equally clear is
the meaning of putting the left foot in the stirrup
in mounting, because the sword hangs on the left
side.
Any one trying with a sword on to mount
on the off side is not likely to repeat the experiment.
Doubtless bicycles came to be mounted
the same way from analogy with horses.
(7

viii.

HERBERT MAXWELL.
'STORY OF A BUSTLE': 'PUNCH'

(7

th

S. viii.

NEMO will find the information he
248, 355).
'
asks for in vol. xxvii. p. 129.
It is entitled
Book in a Bustle, a True Tale of the Warwick
Assizes.'
From the contents of the tenth verse it
will be seen that bustles were stuffed with other
material than those mentioned in my last :

A

A bustle's ample aid

had well supplied,
Within whose vasty depths the book might safely hide.
'Twas thought 'twas done by help of ready pin,
The sawdust was let out, the book put in.
!

JAS. B. MORRIS.
Eastbourne.

of

(7

th

S. viii. 388).

This

is

from

David Mallet's ' Excursion.'
P. J. F. GANTILLON.

POPULAR PHRASES (7 th S. viii. 368). May I
correct a very stupid blunder in this query ?
I
"
"
wrote "
John
Walker's chimes

Young

John Walker's chimes," both,
the illustrative rhyme.

for

Old

in the phrase and
C. C. B.

for July,

(7

S. viii. 348).
'

:

"Ordnance, a name given

to whatever concerns
thus the commander-in-chief of the corps of
'master
called
general of the ordnance,'
artillery
instead of general of artillery. Board of Ordnance ia of
In 1683 the care of
a very early, but uncertain date
the office of ordnance was committed to five principal
officers, besides the master-general, then George, Lord
Dartmouth, viz., a lieutenant-general, surveyor-general,
clerk of the ordnance, store-keeper, and clerk of deAt present the board of ordnance consists of
liveries.
the same members. This board deliberates, regulates,
and orders everything relating to the artillery and garrisons.
Master-general of the Ordnance is an officer of the
This officer has the sole command of
greatest trust
the Royal Regiment of Artillery, assisted by a lieutenantgeneral. By the great power vested in the master-general
by the king, he alone constitutes a board." P. 511.
artillery

;

is

J. F.

MANSERGH.

There are several books, modern and old, on
ordnance and gunnery at the Free Patent Library,
I cannot say if
Southampton Buildings, W.C.
they give information on the boards of ordnance.
H. Y. POWELL.
Bayswater.

th

1888

S. viii. 367).

(vol. xviii. p. 1)

'
Haydn's Dictionary of Dates says that Henry
VIII. organized the Ordnance Oflice, and placed it
The office was
under a master - general, &c.
abolished in 1855, and its duties vested in the
In the year 1800 the
Secretary of State for War.
Duke of Richmond was Master-General of the
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Ordnance.

Hastings.
One from
[Other contributions are acknowledged.
has, by his permission, been

MK. R. W. HACKWOOD
forwarded to R. P. H.]

BURYING - PLACE OF THOMAS TAYLOR, THE
PLATONIST

th

is

'

MOUNT ETNA
i.

(7

taken from the Military
Dictionary,' published in the "British Military
"
Library of December, 1800

The appended passage

Liverpool.

Good Mrs. Jones was of a scraggy make;
But when did woman vanity forsake ?
What Nature sternly to her form denied

canto

473

In the Antiquary
appeared an article

on the Platonist by Mr. Edward Peacock, who
says that

"he waa buried in Walworth churchyard. No stone
marks the spot, and the grave cannot now be identified.
His funeral was attended by a few of his literary friends ;
one of these told me that he remembered Isaac Disraeli
being there."

ALPHA.
Walworth, and Walworth church-

He died at
yard and St. Mary, Newington, graveyard have
both been named as his burial-place, both with
the addition that his grave cannot be identified.
The undertaker's card (in the Dyce
Collection,
South Kensington Museum) says, " You are

*

BURTON'S
th

ANATOMY

ABRIDGED

(7

No

name

OF

MELANCHOLY,'

An

abridgment of
the great work of my (or, I should write, our) collateral ancestor was published by Mr. Tegg in
'
Melancholy Anatomized.'
1865, with the title
editor's

S. viii. 367).

is

given.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

BOOK OF JOB (7 th S. viii. 367). Since I sent
forward this query I have come across a copy,
bound up with other works by the same author,
who I have ascertained was the Most Rev.
Richard Laurence, D.D., the last Archbishop of
Cashel.
Dr. Laurence was Regius Professor of
Hebrew at Oxford at the time of his elevation to
His works are not few nor
the archbishopric.
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Bampton Lectures, 'Book of Enoch'
in the original Ethiopian, with translation into
for which I may refer to Cotton's
Latin, &c.
'
Fasti Ecclesia) Hibernicge.'
C. E.

charge of the overcoats, and often, in restaurants,
All the
&c., of very valuable fur 3, form an artel.
Tatar restaurants are artels, and the Tatar servant
boys share the drink moneys or fees which are

COLERIDGE'S ' EPITAPH ON AN INFANT (7 th S.
149 ; viii. 155, 333).
There is another, and
a much more beautiful epitaph on an infant, attributed to Coleridge by George Mac Donald in his
1
England's Antiphon,' but I have not seen it in
"
any collection of the poems of this greatest of the
moderns." I quote it from memory
On an Infant dying before Baptism.

The greatest restaurant and hotel
and surely of Russia, the Great
Moscow Traktir, is held by an artel or corporation ; every man employed in the business is a
shareholder of the establishment. The restaurants
on the great railway lines in Russia held by
Tatars are generally artels. Artel, derived from
the Turkish word orta, is the corporation, arteltchik the member of the corporation.
EMERIN.

unimportant

'

vii.

:

(

Be, rather than be called a child of God,'

received daily.
of

Moscow,

Moscow.

Death whisper'd. With assenting nod,
head upon its mother's breast,
The baby bowed without demur ;
Of the kingdom of the blest

WALKING STATIONERS

Its

viii.

his note.

Possessor, not inheritor.

When

was

this written;

and whose was the child?
C. C. B.

Thanking MR. C. A. WARD for his notice, I
ask for a line to remove the impression which
was made by my note. I was aware of Coleridge's
ED. MARSHALL.
epitaph.

may

HINDU TRIMURTI (7 th S. viii. 108). I find I
have the following note in ' Sagas from the Far
East,' bearing on A. H.'s question (Tale xvi.,note 3,
p.

375)

'three precious
Buddhism are Adibuddha,

treasures,*

or

'jewels,'

of

Dharma, and Sangha, which

Buddhism became a sort of triad, called trivatna,
of supreme divinities ; but at the first were only honoured
according to the actual meaning of the words (Schmidt,
'Grundlehre des Buddhaismus,' in Mem. de I' Ac. des
Sciences de S. Pelersbourg, i. 114), viz., Sangha, sacred
assembly or synod; Dharma, laws, or more correctly,
'
perhaps, necessity, fate (Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde,' iii. 397) ; and Buddha, the expounder of the
same (Burnouf, 'Introd. a 1'Hist. du Buddhisme,' i.

in later

)?

At pp. 335 and 339-40 I had occasion to
attempt a brief sketch of what the same authorities and others have laid down
concerning the
trimurti, the really late date of its introduction,
&c.
R. H. BUSK.
16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.

ARTELS
^

th

(7

S. viii. 369, 392).

ciation or corporation of

men

Artel

is

an asso-

following the same

The corporation is responsible for the
profession.
mistakes of every member. All the private workmen at the Custom Houses in Russia (not those in

who

are at the service of the Crown) are
of an artel.
The artel has to pay all that
is lost, stolen, or
spoiled through neglect of one of
the members. The cashiers of all the private banks
in Russia are members of an artel.
considerable sum is, of course, deposited as a
guarantee

uniform,

members

A

against possible losses by the carelessness or dishonesty of one of the members, or arteltchiki.
In Moscow the "suisses," or men who have the

I referred

(7

th

S.

vii.

428, 516

;

Thanks are due to F. M. for
to David Love as I knew him

when he was not

a walking stationer, though he
Hone's 'Table Book.' He was
selling his own works, and was not liable to prosecution for being without a hawker's and pedlar's
He was a walking stationer in his early
licence.
If the
life, and was also a hawker and pedlar.
law was then as it was when he lived in Nottingham, he was liable to prosecution if he did not
ELLCEE.
regularly take out a licence.

was so called

in

Craven.

CORPORATIONS OF PETTY CANONS OR VICARS

:

"The

234, 333, 411).

CHORAL

th

(7

This question is partly
S. viii. 368).
'
late Dr. Hatch in his Growth of

answered by the

Church
"

Institutions,' p.

A fourth

180

:

was that Canonries, having become
places both of dignity and emolument, were sought after
as such by persons who had no proper claim to them
At first temporarily, but from the twelfth century permanently, canons were allowed to employ substitutes,
result

for the discharge of their strictly clerical
functions. So general did this employment of substitutes
ultimately become, that the 'vicars' of a cathedral
chapter came themselves to be constituted into a corporation and to enjoy revenues of their own."
vicarii,

.X..

vicars choral of Exeter Cathedral lived in
community, and the common hall still remains
which was erected by Bishop Brantyngham, A.D.

The

1388, together with chambers, kitchen, and other
"
offices,
pro vicariorum cohabitatione
'
vitaque communi." See his Register,' A.D. 1388,
vol. i. fol. 194.
King Henry IV., by charter
Feb. 26, 1401, erected them into a corporation by
" Gustos et
the title of
Collegium Vicariorum de
Choro Ecclesise Cathedralis Exoniae." The hall, a

suitable

spirited etching of which has just been published,
with others, illustrative of the antiquities of the
is now worthily
city, by Mr. Eland, of Exeter,

occupied by the Exeter Diocesan Architectural

ALFRED WALLIS.

Society.

TURNPIKE
is

(7

th

S. viii. 327, 397).

MR.

not quite correct about the turnpikes.

WARD

The one

7"- s.

vin. DEC. M,

'89.]

,
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at the entrance into Kensington, close to the old
Light Cavalry barrack, was not moved to the
Hammersmith Road, near North End, but both
existed at the same time, and remained till turnpikes were abolished. I had the pleasure of paying
one or other of them two or three times a week in
There was one corresponding to that at
1858-62.
Kensington in the Old Brompton Lane, where now
Gledhow Gardens stand. There is a view of the
*
Kensington Gate in vol. v. of Walford's Old and
New London,' with the old barracks, taken from
a water-colour drawing in the Grace Collection.
In Loftie's Kensington it is stated that all these
turnpikes were abolished in 1864.
G. F. BLANDFORD.

Macclesfield (four miles by the old road,
which has now degenerated into a track), stands a
house said to be 1,966 feet above the sea level,
boasting a sculptured stone sign, fixed above the
The " Cat and
door, of a cat playing a fiddle.
Fiddle" beats the reputed " highest house," the
" Traveller's
Rest," on the Kirkstone Pase, above
Ambleside, in Westmorland, by fully 200 feet; but
'
'
Baddeley's Guide to the Peak District deducts
about 250 feet from the elevation claimed for it,
and supposes some cottages on the other side of Axe
Edge (on which hill the "Cat and Fiddle" stands),

In ' Greeks and Goths,
a Study on the Runes' (1879), I have given the
dates of all the Runic inscriptions whose dates can
be ascertained, and have also stated the ground
on which
dates have been assigned to
approximate
the earlier inscriptions.
ISAAC TAYLOR.

shire,

'

KUNES

'

th

(7

S. viii. 389).

to

to be veritably the highest inhabited houses in the
Are they so ? The sign is said to have
country.

origin from an eccentric Duke of Devonwho used to drive to this lonely spot in
company with his cat and his fiddle. Another
Has either of these
derivation is from chatfidele.

had

its

explanations any warranty

?

JOHN
Near the

E. T. LOVEDAY.

Gradbach, Staffordshire, near
Buxton, roughly cut in stone over the door of an
inn are the figures of an eagle and child, the
eagle pouncing down on the recumbent child.
Above is given the date thus
village of

STRAP IN RODERICK RANDOM (7 th S. viii. 348,
I think I can add some additional interest
377).
and confirmation to MR. FITZPATRICK'S contribu:
tion on this subject (7 th S. v. 133), mentioned at
I
the latter reference.
In one of my copies of
38
17
'Roderick Random' I have, written on the flyH.S.
ink
and
in
with
the
the
of
the
leaves,
style
period, I noted this in December,
1885, and wondered
a note almost identical with MR. FITZPATRICK'S
what legend, if any, was attached to it.
extract from the Dublin Pantheon for April, 1809.
WM. GRAHAM F. PIGOTT.
I will not burden you with a repetition of the
Abington Pigotts.
whole extract, but will point out the few particulars
There are several in Shrewsbury, in Bridge
in which the Pantheon and what I take to be the
St. James's Chronicle of the day differ.
Street, in Cole Hall, and in other places, built into
"
1. The note in my book commences,
On Sun- the wall of the new frontages placed to old houses.
BOILEAU.
day last (March 19, 1809) was interred," &c. This
is a very important difference, you will
observe,
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CLAN BUCHANAN (7 th
and much more precise than the Pantheon.
In reply to your correspondent, the
S. viii. 387).
2. The concluding words in my note run thus.
acknowledged chief of the Buchanans is John
Instead of " the deceased to the last," &c., to the Buchanan Hamilton of
Leny, Perthshire, who, as
end, I read
heir male of the Buchanans of S pitta], is nearest
"
The deceased could never succeed in gaining more
of the old chiefs, the Buchanans of
than a a respectable subsistence by hia trade ; but he representative
that ilk.
The estate of Leny was acquired by the
possessed an independence of mind superior to his humble
Of late years he was employed as keeper of amily of Spittal through the marriage of Thomas
condition.
the promenades in Villiers Walk, Adelphi, and was much Buchanan of Spittal with the heiress of Leny, by
noticed and respected by the inhabitants who frequented whom, however, he had no issue.
He married,
that place." St. James's Chronicle, March 23, 1S09.
secondly, the heiress of the Hamiltons of Bardowie,
this
far
to
who
of
the
and
her
was
Surely
goes
prove
grandfather
present chief.
Strap's protoby
type was. While I am pen in hand I will give According to the family historian, William Buchanan
you a copy of another note, which I copied from of Auchmar, the family has not acknowledged any
'
another edition of Roderick Random,' professing distinct head since the principal family became
to be a key to some of the characters
extinct, but
"
'is classed into four classes or families
Marmozet, Mr. Garrick ; Sly Boots, Mr. Hogarth
who, though
Ranter, Mr. Foote ; Billy Chatter, Sir Philip Francis ;
hey keep entire friendship with, yet have no dependance
Bully Surgeon, Mr. Cheselden ; Strap, Lewis, a book- upon any other family of the name."
binder at Chelsea."
The four families are Auchmar, Drumikill, Leny,
S. S.
and Carbeth. The first two are both extinct in
SIGNS SCULPTURED IN STONE (7 th S. viii. 306, ihe male line. That of Leny is now represented
Five miles from Buxton, by the new road
391).
>y John Buchanan of Powis, with the cadets of
'

'

:

:

,
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Glenny, Drumpellier, Auchentorlie, and Boukell.
The representative of the Buchanans of Carbeth is
settled in America ; but of this family are descended the Buchanans of Ardoch and Scotstown,
and the Buchanans of Arden.
MACAUSLAN.

HERALDIC
non curat

th

(7
lex."

S. viii. 368, 414).

Not

'N.

so in

"De minimis

&

Q.'

and

in

In these accuracy is everything. This
is my apology for suggesting that SIR HERBERT
MAXWELL is not quite right in saying " the fur
"
vair is always argent and azure."
I add,
except
when otherwise blazoned." When not argent and
azure the tinctures must be mentioned.
Thus, in
the coat of Ricardo, co. Hereford and co. Gloucester,
Gules, a bend vair argent and vert, between three
garbs, two and one, or, on a chief ermine a chessrook sable between two bezants.
So the coat of
De la Ryver, or Dalriver, co. York, gives Vair
This
argent and gules, a border azure bezante"e.
family is now represented, and the above coat quartered, by H. C. Fairfax-Cholmeley, of Brandsby and
heraldry.

The Presbytery,

St.

Andrews, N.B.

when blazoned

That, except

as proper,

" colour
"

upon colour or metal upon metal is bad heraldry
is an accepted rule.
Like other accepted rules,
however,

it

has honourable exceptions. An exme in the banner of William the

ample occurs to

Conqueror, as depicted in the Bayeux tapestry,
Argent, a cross or, within a bordure azure.
'
(See my Historic Notes on the Bayeux Tapestry,'

viz.,

4to.,

London, Arundel Society, 1875.)

FRANK REDE FOWKE.
24, Victoria Grove, Chelsea,

ARMORIAL BEARINGS
It is to be

(7

S.W.
th

S. viii. 308, 391).

hoped that the opening sentence of

MR. HOPE'S reply, contained in your issue of
November 16, to the question on this subject
may not mislead inquirers into a persuasion that

persons are justified in adopting or, in other words,
may rightfully assume what they have not legally
come by.
There is nothing, it is true, to prevent any person from assuming armorial bearings,
though the mere fact of assumption will not
constitute a right.
If the jay invests himself
with the peacock's feathers, he cannot thereby
transform himself into a peacock or make himself more than a jay.
It would, perhaps, be well
if

this

question were more generally and
'

rately understood ; and N.
unfit medium for dispelling

a

man

lawful

accu-

&

Q.' seems to be

an

error.

DEC.

u,

t

duly granted [and no matter at what date] is an
incorporeal hereditament vested in the heirs of
the grantee." The ordinary procedure is, I fancy,
a very simple one.
John Brown becomes the
possessor, we will suppose, of a signet ring, and
the ring naturally seems incomplete to him without a device upon it.
He betakes himself to
one of the numerous seal- engravers who under"
find arms."
take to
Upon giving his name
certain pages are turned over, and he is authoritatively assured that such or such a crest attaches to
his surname.
To a certain extent in simple good
faith he carries away a belief that the monkey
reguardant or jackass displayed which the obliging tradesman suggests to him is indissolubly
associated with his patronymic, and, what is
more to the purpose, he seals his letters and
stamps his paper ever afterwards in accordance

with the information received.
comparatively harmless after

is

does

The imposition
and probably

all,

Notwithparticular injury.
neither more nor less than an im-

nobody any

standing,

it is

position, say what one will, and may, under certain
contingencies, lead to eventual misconception, as well

GEORGE ANGUS.

Gilling, Yorkshire.

p* s. vm.

no

Clearly, if
without right appropriates to himself the
bearings of a family with which he is

wholly unconnected, and to which it is capable
of proof that only a limited number of members
possess a title, he is guilty of what it is not too
harsh to term a robbery, seeing that as Mr.
Foster very distinctly puts it" a coat of arms

Besides which, it cannot be considered
honest to misappropriate the lawful proAt the present day espeperty of another man.
cially, when there is a revived inclination for
and
heraldic
genealogical research, stimulated by
the facilities provided at the Record Office, the
avoided.

strictly

Museum, and elsewhere, every assumption
not resting on fact, and which has a tendency to
mystify and mislead investigation, is to be depreThose who are satisfied with wearing borcated.
rowed plumes will probably treat all such scruples
with ridicule, or if not with ridicule, at all events
with indifference ; but there are others who, in the
British

spirit

which sang
The gowd

is not the guinea's worth,
will prefer the acquisition of a vested right to a
misappropriation. Every device, however, habitually used, is, I believe, liable to the tax on armorial
It might be well if the rate were made
bearings.
higher in cases where the user is without any evi-

dence to authorize

it.

FREDK. CHAS. CASS, M.A.

Monken Hadley
'IVANHOE'

(7

th

Rectory.
S. viii. 429).

KNIGHT TEMPLAR

has certainly looked into the introductions to
'Ivanhoe,' or he would not have found the
Wardour MS. at all ; but he has as certainly not
read them carefully, or he would have seen that
the Wardour MS. is fictitious, like the novelSir
more so, indeed, than a good deal of it.
"
Walter Scott states plainly there was no idea or
wish to pass off the supposed Mr. Templeton as a

and it is in the letter of the supposed
Mr. Templeton that the MS. is mentioned as that
" which Sir Arthur Wardour
preserves with such
of his oaken
jealous care in the third drawer
real person ";

7 th s.
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We

cabinet."

might as well ask

Wardour himself

as for his MS.
C. F. S.

for Sir

Arthur

WARREN, M.A.

THE STYLE OF A MARQUIS

th

S. viii. 166, 237,
The change of spelling from marquis to
431).
marquess is not the adoption of a new form, but

(7

Some of the more
the resumption of an old one.
venerable of the daily papers have always used
marquess. I never saw it in the Times, but I believe it was usual in the Morning Post and the
Morning Herald.

(defunct)

it is not
or daughter of a graf is graf or grafin ?
Karl
restricted to the eldest son, as with us.
Ludwig was the sole Elector Palatine, but each of

his brothers

Longford, Coventry.

It is difficult to see

either can be termed incorrect, though marquis comes closer to Chaucer's markis, and I agree
with MR. HARNEY in personally preferring this
HERMENTRUDE.
form of the word.

how

477

was

also entitled to the epithet of graf

HERMENTRUDE.

or pfalzgraf.

VASELINE FOR BOOK COVERS (7 th S. vi. 86, 236,
MR. HART should apply the
398, 472 viii. 348).
;

If rubbed in with the fingers
vaseline with a rag.
only, as he appears to have done, half the benefit
goes to the human skin. I may add that I use
veterinary vaseline, from the Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, New York, sold in tins.

HAROLD MALET,

Colonel.

CHILD'S COT ON A FUNERAL MONUMENT (7 tb
On more extended observation, MR,
S. viii. 327).
BAGNALL will not find cradled effigies like that he
th
AUCTIONS AND AUCTION BOOMS (7 S. viii. 384). records at Doveridge very unfrequent on ElizaSuch effigies
In this article your correspondent refers to the bethan or Jacobean monuments.
use of a lighted candle at sales by auction in the indicate that the child died an infant, while the
He puts forward a theory brothers and sisters who, often in trunk hose and
seventeenth century.
that the extinction of the candle was the means of ruffs, kneel in line belowtheir recumbent or kneeling
announcing the sale of the property put up for parents, survived to a later period. These infant
This appears to be correct, for the earlier effigies are more often swaddled, though not rarely
auction.
way of describing such a sale was "at (or by) the cradled. The best example of this latter type I
candle," as the following extracts from the know is the monument of the Princess Sophia, the
'Domestic and State Papers,' "Reports of the infant daughter of James I., in the north aisle of
Committee for the Advancement of Money," will Henry VII.'s chapel in Westminster Abbey. This

show

"
" rosula
regia prsepropero fato decerpta

:

"26th February, 1644. The Bishop of York's goods
"
&c. P. 352.
to be sold at the candle,'
" 4th
May, 1644. Sir Edward Littleton. Order that
his goods now at the Guildhall be sold by the candle,'
and the proceeds to this Committee's Treasurers.
"15th May, 1644. There being a difference at the
sale, and 221. 13s. being the price at which they were
sold, order that Mr. John Searle, a Broker, have them
for 30., which he is to pay to Mr. Tichbourne, who is to
'

'

deliver the goods."
"11 Sepf, 1644.
The statue of the

hampton House

to

P. 357.

Jerome Weston^fEarl of Portland.
King on horseback in Brass at Roebe sold by the candle towards the
'

'

Earl of Portland's assessment.
" 16th
Dec r, 1644. Order that the 1051. proceeds of the
horse be paid Mr. Trenchard for buying arms," &c.

lies

neatly

tucked up in her alabaster hooded cradle, calmly
"
Wherewith," writes Fuller (' Worthies/
sleeping.
"
of the weaker
i.
sex,
vulgar eyes, especially
490),
are more affected (as level to their cognizance,
more capable of what is pretty than what is pompous) than with all the magnificent monuments
It is certainly a quaint and
in Westminster."

EDMUND VENABLES.

pretty thing.

[MB. W. E. A. AXON, the REV. B. MABSHALL, the
REV. J. MASKELL, MRS. SCABLETT, and MR. E. H. COLEMAN also draw attention to what MB. AXON calls the
"
"
in Westminster Abbey.]
pathetic memorial
th

In the
S. viii. 427).
(7
of new books printed at the end of the Universal Magazine for June, 1778, 1 find the follow-

DICTIONARY QUERIES

list

There are many other instances of the use of

this

phrase in the three volumes of this Committee's
Does anybody know how early this
proceedings.
term was used ? Sale by auction appears at first
to have been applied solely to goods and chattels.
When was it applied to land?
F. B. LEWIS.
Putney.

THE "GRAVE MAURICE"
15, 75, 291, 397).

(7

th

S. vii. 487; viii.

MR. CHRISTIE has not

quite

understood me; but I think the fault is mine,
through not being sufficiently explicit. It was not I,
but Queen Anne, who considered Elizabeth wanting in ambition, because she, being a king's daughter,
was willing to accept the position of an elector's
wife.

With

respect to the title of graf,

may

I

remind MR. CHRISTIE that in Germany every son

ing

:

An Elegy

in a Riding-house, in Imitation of Virgil's
Robson and Co. Is.

first Pastoral.

A

Methodical English Grammar, by the Rev. John
Shaw. Richardson and Co. 2s. bound.
0. C. B.

" To drive a coach and six
through an Act of
Parliament" is ascribed by Macaulay to Chief
Justice Eice (1689), with reference to the Act of
Settlement. It must have been a proverb of veryold standing even then (Macaulay, vol. ii. cap. xii.
J.

p. 305).
Chelsea.

are

not

th

S. viii. 427).

Volun-

permitted to carry

colours.

VOLUNTEER COLOURS
teer corps

FOSTER PALMER.

(7
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.

-59.

force is

composed of artillery, engineers, or from a sergeantcy to a sub-lieutenancy in a foot
and none of those branches of the regular regiment of the line, and from the
regiment in
army or militia carries colours. Although volun- which he had enlisted as a private soldier.
teer corps may be clothed in scarlet, they are still
HENRY GERALD HOPE.
rifle volunteers, and use the short-rifle drill.
The
6, Freegrove Koad, N.
Honourable Artillery Company's infantry have
May I remind DR. HYDE CLARKE of what Machave never considered themcolours, but
rifles,

they

selves volunteers.
United Service Institution.

R. HOLDEN, Capt.

in 1685

The 'Volunteer Regulations'

(1887), part

iv.

seen iii. par. 1052, says, " Neither standards nor
colours will be carried by volunteer corps."
J.

CHESTNUTT, B.A.

Howden, Yorkshire.

NUMISMATIC (7 th S. viii. 428). For a note on
the subject of French Republican and Imperial
coins may I refer to a communication of my own
in'N. &Q.,6 th

S.

ii.

222?

HORACE W. MONKTON.
9, Temple.

GENTLEMEN TROOPERS

th
S. viii. 408).
With
(7
reference to the question of Steele's enlistment
being derogatory to him as a gentleman, it may be

mentioned, in connexion with the matter, that
from the period of the formation of the army by
Charles II., the Life Guards to which the safety
of the royal family is confided have always occuWhen
pied a privileged position in the service.
first instituted, in 1663, the ranks were
composed
of many men of good family and of some property,
who were, consequently, enabled to provide their
own horses when duly accepted as recruits in the regiment. The privates of the Life Guards, moreover,
were designated " Gentlemen of the Guard," and
their accoutrements, allowances, and pay have
always been much superior to the most favoured
line regiments.
There was, therefore, no derogation in Steele becoming a member of such a magnificent corps.
His desire to enter the army, it is
a rich relation of his
true, cost him a fortune
mother, who had made him his heir, threatened to
disinherit him if he took that course
but, baffled
in his hope to obtain a commission, preferring, as
he characteristically expresses it, the state of his

mind

to that of his fortune, he enlisted (as
many
of means and family do nowadays when
they
have failed in their examinations for a commission,
direct or otherwise) in the Life Guards.
Soon,
however, his good qualities, which made him the
delight of his comrades, obtained him a cornetcy
in his regiment, and not long afterwards,
by the
interest of its colonel, to whom he acted as private
secretary, he got a company in Lord Lucas's Fusi-

men

aulay says on the subject, when describing, in his
1
History of England/ the condition of the army
:

" This
corps [the Life Guards]
had a very peculiar
character. Even the privates were
designated as Gentlemen of the Guard. Many of them were of good family,
and had held commissions in the Civil War
Their pay
[four shillings a day] was far higher than that of the
most favoured regiment of our time, and would at that
age have been thought a respectable provision for the
younger son of a country squire."

GUALTERULUS.
SPENSERIAN COMMENTARY (7 th S. viii. 186).
Perhaps it need scarcely be pointed out that in
the interpretation of the passage in stanza xviii. of
book i. canto ii. of ' The Faerie Queene/ the Dean
of Winchester is quite correct, as so
distinguished
a scholar might be expected to be. It runs thus:

Therewith upon his crest
With rigor so outrageous he smitt.
That a large share it hewd out of the rest,
And glauncing downe his shield from blame him

fairly

blest.

MR.

0. J. FLETCHER conjecturally inserts commas
before and after "glauncing downe," and makes
the subject to "blest." But Spenser is
'^shield"
his own best commentator.
In book iv. canto vi.
stanza xiii. we find the curiously close parallel
:

Behind her crest
So sorely he her strooke, that thence it glaunst
Adowne her backe, the which it fairely blest

From

foule mischance.

C. E. D.

Oxford.

"HUMANITY" MARTIN
There
in

*

is

Men

some account of

th
S. viii.
(7
this celebrity to

427).

be found

Have Known, by William Jerdan, pub7

I

lished in 1868, an enlargement of articles which
had previously appeared in the Leisure Hour, a
periodical to which he was for many years a conTom Moore has embalmed him in his
tributor.
amusing parody of Horace, book i. Carm. 22
:

place me where Dick Martin rules
The houseless wilds of Connemara.

earlier numbers of the Dublin
University Magazine there would be found many

Probably in the
notices of

him and

his career.

JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
and became Capt. Steele. Gentlemen who,
"
like Micky Free, have not the
There was an oil-painting of this kind-hearted
janius for work,"
enlist, and will continue to enlist, with a view to Member of Parliament in the Irish Exhibition,
The portrait to which I refer was
promotion. It was only the other day, it may be London, 1888.
remarked, I read in the London Gazette the pro- that of a ruddy and healthy-looking middle-aged
motion of a great-grandson of King William IV. Irish gentleman, who appeared to me to have
liers,

,

.VIIL DEO. H/89.]
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riking pictures are displayed. The book is, indeed,
arefully written and edited, and has very convenient
arginal references. It is handsome in appearance.

been the personification of good nature. In connexion with the subject in question, permit me to
Mr. Martin's
correct two slight inaccuracies.
castle was named Ballinahincb, and his mother
was Bridget, the daughter of John, eleventh Baron
by
Trimbleston, and not Trinilestown, as quoted
'
Vicissiyour correspondent. Sir Bernard Burke's

Collected Writings of Thomas de Quincey. By David
Masson. Vole. I. and II. (Edinburgh, A. & C. Black.)
NEW edition of De Quincey has long been demanded.
now appears under the competent editorship of Prof.
Neither of the
[asson, and in an enlarged edition.

'he

;

tudes of Families (London, 1855), contains much
" Martins of
information relative to the fall of the
'

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

A

sketch of his character by a "Member of the
with a cut by Cruikshank, will
Upper Benches,"
*
be found in The Collective Wisdom ; or, Sights
and Sketches in the Chapel of St. Stephen,' London, 1824, chap. iv. pp. 47-54, a copy of which is
in the British

Museum.

England or
merica is complete. To the present considerable addions have been made. The arrangement is substantially
n agreement with DeQuincey'sownview. Dates of articles
nd sources of information are supplied, together with the
uthor'a own notes and supplementary notes by the
ditor.
Vola. i. and ii. contain the 'Autobiography*
nd the first portion of the ' Literary Reminiscences,'
which will be in three volumes. The entire series will
onsist of fourteen volumes, one volume to appear every
month. Illustrations, some of which appear in the first
wo volumes, are to be supplied, and the edition will be
ollective editions previously published in

Connemara." Perhaps it may not be out of place
to remark that the original of Godfrey O'Malley,
'
M.P., the uncle of the hero of Lever's Charles
Member
for Galthe
Dick
was
Martin,
O'Malley,'
way.
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DANIEL HIPWELL.

n

all respects satisfactory

Yorkshire Chap-Books.
L.C.P. First Series.

and

desirable.

Edited by Charles A. Federer^
(Stock.)

foRKSHiRE bibliophiles know the value of a collection
the chap-books and other works of Thomas Gent, the
fork writer and printer. Many of Gent's works are of
extreme rarity, and some of them are hopelessly lost,
jowndes, who in the Bibliographer's Manual mentions
af

'

'

NOTES ON BOOKS,

fco.

Sir John Hawk-wood (I'Acuto): Slory of a Condolliere,
Translated tram the Italian of John Temple- Leader
and Giuseppe Marcotti by Leader Scott.
(Fisher

Unwin.)
A GRIM and an unedifying story is that of Sir John Hawk
wood, whom the "Italians of the fourteenth century mighl
well have called the scourge of the people." According
to the accounts which have hitherto found acceptance
this celebrated leader of la compagnie blanche, the mos
celebrated and terrible body of mercenary troops ty
which Italy was ravaged, was a London tailor's appren
an<
tice, who was pressed as a soldier, and won spurs
command under Edward III. in France. After the treaty
of Brdtigny in 1360 he joined the bands of the tards
venus who desolated the west of Europe. Once more h
rose, until he became the most renowned leader and cap
tain of his age, leading to combat so many as six thousam
horsemen, and carrying victory to which side soever h
inclined. Employed in turns by the Pope, the Pisans
the Florentines, and others, he traversed Italy again an<
again from Piedmont to Naples, burning, ravaging, an<
setting to ransom, destroying all hope of future harvesi
and on occasion putting to the sword the entire populatio:
of prosperous cities. In the end he died, -at an advance
age, peacefully in Florence, in command of the Floren
With public honours he was buried in th
tine troops.
church of Santa Maria del Fiore. No cavalier of Florenc
failed to do honour to so illustrious a comrade. Th
shops were shut, the bier was covered with cloth of gol
the women wept over his ashes, and popular poetr
ranked him as a hero almost a demi-god. Hawkwood

a score of his works, is at the trouble to give the colla;ion of some which he has seen, a mark of consideration
The prices are not seldom
10 does not often bestow.
ligh, The History of the Great Eastern Window in St.
Peter's Cathedral, York,' having fetched as much as
ihree guineas, while The History of the Antient Militia
n Yorkshire,' consisting only of two leaves, was sold in
the White Knights sale for 21. 13s. Gent himself was a
'

'

and cross-grained man,
and compressed by his
is very amusing and full
of character. With certain of Gent's productions Mr.
Federer leads off what promises to be a valuable series of
Yorkshire reprints. In the present volume are The
Winifred and other Religious
Holy Life and Death of St.
'
Divine Justice and Mercy DisPersons,' in five parts;
'
played in the life of Judas Iscariot ; The Pattern of
Piety; or, Tryals of Patience in the life of Job; and
other edifying tracts in verse and prose. Gent's orthography is followed, and some of the rude illustrations
he employed are reproduced. Not very brilliant is the

curious, industrious, energetic,
life, as told by himself

whose

editor, the

Rev. Joseph Hunter,

'

'

'

poetry, but it is not without character. His notes are
preserved, and others are added by the present editor,
who also supplies a short introduction on chap-books
and a good account of Gent's life. How many works
are likely to be comprised in the series is not stated.
The opening volume is of a class to appeal directly to the

antiquary.

Curious

Creatures

in

Zoology.

By John

Ashton.

(Nimmo.)
what the French
He brings within the kea

IN antiquarian matters Mr. Ashton

is

body was claimed by the King of England, and grante
to him ; but a fresco which is warmly praised by Vasai
still continues a chief ornament of the church of Sant

would

Maria.

out-of-the-way and half-forgotten volumes. A tendency
to resent a kind of interference that renders increasingly
difficult and unremunerative the task of research has to
be resisted in days that threaten to render the Pyramids
as commonplace as the Duke of York's Column. Mr. Ashton casts his net wide, and draws in very many strange
pictures.
Especially quaint and curious are the 130
platea with which bis text is illustrated. These present

Hawkwood's new biographers give a detailed accoun
of his adventures, for which abundant materials are su]
Our authors are disposed
plied in Italian historians.
assign him a less unworthy origin. They have collecte
materials with much industry, and are eminently con
scientious in the supply of authorities.
curious an
sad chapter in Italian life is opened out, and a series
\

A

call a vulgar isateur.
of the public the information and the illustrations for
which the explorer or the scholar has had to hunt in

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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monsters and prodigies of every description. Among the
which he opens out
beings of shape quasi-human with
'
the explorer will recognize designs from the Voyages
and from John Bulmer's
of Sir John Maundeville
and
'Anthropometamorphosis,' one of the quaintest
sources
most curious of English works. From other
"
he draws the designs of Cetaceans, &c., of Harpies and
his book
Hydras and Chimseras dire," with which
abounds. No less varied in subject than the illustra'

tions is the letterpress, which supplies descriptions
from classical writers, Aristotle and Pliny, from Gesner,
Olaus Magnus, Pontoppidan. When he deals with crea" Moon Woman," who lays
tures so extravagant as the
he quotes, at
ggs, sits upon them, and hatches giants,
second hand, the authority of Lycosthenes and Ravisms
Textor. The book is a mine of marvels, and will furnish
with constant entertainment the hunter after the extraordinary. It is, like all the publisher's volumes, admirably
an ornamental ex hlris,
got up. A special novelty in it is

waiting only the signature of the possessor.

A

Lecture with an Historical
Wandrille's Alley.
(Sheffield, Thomas
Preface. By Alfred Gatty, D.D.
Rodgers; London, George Bell & Sons.)
THIS is a most interesting account of St. Wandrille s
of EcclesAbbey ; its connexion with Dr. Gatty's parish
and there are plans and engravings of
field is
St

survived in the

Norman

abbey.

By Francis Scougal.
from a Silent World.
(Blackwood & Sons.)
of six papers on
a
collection
to
title
the
THIS is
given
in Blackwood' s
prison life. They appeared originally
on " Capital
Magazine, with the exception of the chapter
The writer
added.
been
has
since
which
Punishment,"
states that for ten years he has been visitor to one of the
he
tells the
and
so that his experience is wide,
Scenes

prisons,

sad stories with all the force of reality. The papers
were written with two principal objects in view to
arouse more outside interest in the lives and welfare of
"
these inhabitants of the silent world," and to urge the
The incidents
speedy abolition of capital punishment.
are well chosen, and the whole book is written with
common sense and an absence of any morbid sentimentality.

Christmas books one of the most striking and
is Daddy Jake, the Runaway, and Short Stories,
"
"
Uncle Remus
told after Dark, by
(Joel Chandler
(Fisher
Unwin). Apart from the cleverness of
Harris)
the narrative and the beauty of the illustrations, the
folk-lore stories here given will interest greatly our

AMONG

attractive

readers.

MR. ELLIOT STOCK has reprinted in facsimile, with an
John Brown, D.D., Bunyan's A
Book for Boy* and Girls. Only within the last few
months has the original of this bibliographical rarity
been found. A good history of the book is given by Dr.
Brown in his full and valuable introduction. The poems
"
Emblems" of Wither or of Quarles.
recall the

introduction by the Rev.

vm. DEC. u,

scholar, and issued in luxurious and privately-printed
volumes translations of dramas from Lope de Vega and
other Spanish writers on subjects illustrative of Shakspeare. He belonged to many societies, and was the possessor of a good library and a fine collection of modern
paintings. A staunch friend and a liberal man, he assisted
as treasurer many public undertakings, and will be much
missed. His health failed of late, and he withdrew into
comparative seclusion. His signature last appeared in
the fifth volume of the present series.

are asked by " Union Club " to solve the following
"
Must the case before and after the verb to
question
le necessarily be the nominative ? For instance
though
clumsy English, no doubt is the following sentence
'
"
The
actually wrong, I proved the man to be him ?
question has been submitted to two daily newspapers,
which have given conflicting replies, and is referred to
us for decision.
shirk the responsibility, leaving it
to our contributors. Our own view is that the case before
and after should be the same, whether nominative or
"
"I
objective.
proved him to be the man is defensible.

WE

:

'

We

ta

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and

traced,

both places given. Those who collect pamphlets about
Yorkshire should add this to their store ; there is much
and St.
quaint information given both about Ecclesfield
Waodrille's. The latter is situated near the banks of the
short railway journey from
Seine, within a comparatively
Rouen. From the engravings given of the Abbey Church
but
;
we should imasdne it "to be somewhat like Melrose
"
than has
St. David's ruined pile
there is more left of

[7<* s.

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
Correspondents who repeat queries are requested

appear.

head the second communication " Duplicate."
K. A. N. W. 1. ("I would give a brace of moyders to
behold her.") Moidore, a Portuguese gold piece valued
to

at

11. 7s.

This Indian weed 'tis withered quite,
'Twas green at noon, cut down at night.
of this poem, of which many variants
For versions of it consult ' N. & O.,'
exist, is unknown.
2nd S. i. 182, 258, 370, &c.; also Mr. J. H. Dixon'a 'Ballads and Songs of the English Peasantry (Percy Society) ;
'
The Aviary ; or, Magazine of British Melody '; Gospel
Sonnets of the Rev. R. Erskine, &c. It was set to
music by S. Wesley.
MOKQANWG. ("Munser.") No such word appears [in
Norman- French dictionaries. It appears to be simply a
form of monsieur. ("Seleyent.") Apparently a form of
soleient, were accustomed.
W. J. C. ("Bewick's Birds '"). You do not give
the date of the edition. The two volumes fetch from
three pounds to five times that sum, according to size of
2.

The authorship

'

'

'

'

paper, condition, &c.
M.A.OxoN. (" Battle of Seringapatam"). The picture
of this by Sir Robert Ker Porter is, we are told, in the
It was, we believe, shown at
possession of Lord Stair.
the recent naval and military exhibition in Edinburgh.
"
"
col.
P.
CORRIGENDA.
penultimate "
1, 1. 27, for
377,
" Ball
read ante-penultimate ; p. 384, col. 1, 1. 33, for

read Bath.

NOTICE.

"

Editorial Communications should be addressed to The
Editor of ' Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
the Office, 22,
Business Letters to " The Publisher
Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
return comto
decline
that
we
leave
to
state
beg
munications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
'

"at

sincere regret we announce the death, at his
residence in Lewes, aged seventy-one, of Mr. F. W.
the signature of F. W. C. a frequent conunder
Cosens,

WITH

tributor to our columns.

Mr. Cosens was a good Spanish

We

7-

s.

vin. DEC.
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BURNS'S PORTRAIT BY NASMYTH.
(See 7"' S. viii. 247, 416, 421.)
interest taken in the history of the picture
of Burns painted for George Thomson, of Edinburgh, and now in the National Portrait Gallery,
London, has induced me still further to investigate

The

the subject.
It has already been stated that on the back of
the original portrait, now in the National Gallery
at Edinburgh, there exist several lines of writing,
including a date, and these are transcribed in the
Official Gallery Catalogue of 1886.
The London picture when presented to the
National Portrait Gallery by Mr. Dillon in 1858
was in sound condition, and has not been taken
out of the frame till now. It was protected in front
by glass, and backed with a strong coating of
brown paper, quite hard to the touch and perfectly
I now resolved to examine the back of the
plain.
painting itself, and after removing the strong coating of paper found that the portrait was painted
on a rough canvas, but well prepared to receive
colours, square in shape, and stretched over a
wooden strainer of the ordinary make, being nailed
down over the sides. The oil painting covered
the entire surface of the canvas, a considerable
portion of it being hidden by the smallness of the
oval aperture in the flat gilt spandril laid over it.
The removal of this covering revealed the curious
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fact that the portrait as originally painted was
made to look as if enclosed in an oval frame, or

set in a wall of square

masonry of brown
which the division and breaks, or chips,
on the edges of the blocks were carefully marked.
This fashion of surrounding a portrait with
sculptured stonework and masonry was much in
vogue with engravers during the last century, and
it would now seem as if
Nasmyth had prepared
this painting with a view to its being made use
of by an engraver.
It would be interesting to
ascertain whether the same peculiarity characterizes the original portrait in Edinburgh.
The two engravings by William Walker and
Cousens and by Zeitter show a stone wall with an
oval aperture, and on the lower part are inscribed
the name and dates.
Most of the smaller engravings are simply oval in shape and with no borderTwo of them, one by J. Beugo and the other
ing.
by R. H. Cromek, published by Cadell & Davies
in the Strand, 1804, are in stipple and remarkably
delicate.
They are very small. In all engravings
the waistcoat is invariably striped, and the head
window,

stone, in

turned to the
in the

same

left,

the large full eyes looking

away

direction.

When

covered with glass it was hardly possible
the material on which the London
picture was painted, and still less to suspect the
tampering* and alterations that it had undergone
by a subsequent hand in the sky and lower part of
the coat and waistcoat with a view of enlarging the
background and adding to the figure at the expense of the originally painted oval framework.
These recent encroachments were painted over the
stonework, and destroy the correctness of the

to ascertain

geometrical outline. The added portions betray
themselves by a broken and cracked surface of the
paint in consequence of using varnish of an inferior
In this manner a wider extent of clouds
quality.
was inserted above, and additional folds and a
button in deep shade were added to the waistcoat
below.
In our Official Catalogue, 1888, the dimensions
"
are thus given,
(oval) 1 foot | inch by 9| inches."
That was all that could be seen of the picture

and is technically called "sight measure."
taking the strainer out of the gilt frame we
find the dimensions of the painted canvas to be
1 foot 4 inches by 11^ inches.
That the picture was never larger than this is
shown by the fact that the edge of the canvas where
turned over and nailed down remains bare. The
canvas has never been lined, and at the back, on
the original surface, rather low down, we read
Sir H y Raeburn
& A Nasmyth Pinx 1.
itself,

On

:

The

letters A., N., and Pinxt are painted in with
a brush and oil colours by the artist himself. The

remaining words (here printed in italics) have
been written in subsequently by a different hand
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with pen and ink, small and cramped, so as to fit
There is
into the space left between the letters.
no date or any other writing on the canvas ; but

on the flat wooden strainer at the top is pasted a
inscribed with ordinary pen
piece of white paper, "
Robert Burns, painted by
and ink as follows
This
Nasmyth and Sir Henry Raeburn, R.A."
time when Mr.
paper probably belongs to the
William Thomson was intending to part with the
On comparing this picture with a photopicture.
at Edinburgh, the
taken from the

[7*

a.

vm. DEO. 21,

I am not aware that any claim has ever been
jade on behalf of Sir Henry for a share in the
riginal, which is now in the National Gallery of

GEORGE SCHARF*

dinburgb.
National Portrait Gallery.

:

BOOKS ON GAMING.
(Continued from p. 405.)

Something has been said already about Irisb

but theirs were not the only attacks from
irates
original
graph
which Hoyle suffered. Seymour, the compiler of
the
note
I
*
following
form of which is also oval,
lie later
Compleat Gamester,' who bad hithertobe without a certain
differences, which may not
ubsisted mainly on the labours of Charles Cotton,
to
Mrs.
The
original, given
degree of interest.
iow turned his attention to the work of the rising
Burns by the artist himself, I shall refer to as E,
uthor, whose treatise on whist had run through
Thomson
for
Mr.
afterwards
and the one painted
en editions in eight years. The whist in Seyin
fuller
and
softer
modelling, mour's seventh edition
L is slightly
as L.
(1750) is chiefly Cotton ;
and weaker in execution. The eyebrows in L are
ut in the eighth (1754) it is much increased,
in
chin
The
E.
in
than
arched
darker and more
pp. 137-194, of which pp. 188 (part) toL is more spacious and rounder, and the head ccupying
94 are from his seventh edition. The rest is as
his
left
behind
rounded
less
and
altogether taller
ollows:
Pp. 137-141 (part) are filled with the (24)
than in E. The waistcoat
ear, towards the trees,
aws of whist, mainly taken from Hoyle, but recast
the
of
buttons
with
reddish
in L is a plain
grey,
ind rearranged, probably with the view of avoiding
same colour. In the E and in all engravings that
nfringement of copyright. It is not unlikely that
and
L
the
In
is
I have seen it
foldings
striped.
his disguised infringement led to the subsequent
are
shirt
white
and
the
cravat
very
plaitings of
'settlement" of 1775.
Pp. 141 (part) to 143
The lower apex
carefully and delicately detailed.
seventh
part) are taken from 'Compleat Gamester,'
the
waistcoat
where
the
at
shirt
of the white
point
edition.
Pp. 143 (part) to 188 (part) are all
it
L
twists
In
turn.
different
a
takes
is buttoned
but reworded and transjlagiarized from Hoyle,
and turns round to the right. In E it is less ser- aosed, with the evident design of disguising the
E
In
the
left.
to
tends
decidedly
For example,
pentine, and
plagiarism.
much less of the waistcoat is seen than in L. OutCompleat Gamester,'
Hoyle, tenth edition
of
the
colour
beneath
in
shoulder
side his right
L,
eighth edition (1754).
(1750).
"
which
a
observed
xi.
be
is
the sky, may
pentimento,"
vii. If your Adversary
Suppose your Advershows that the shoulder was originally broader and 3 or 7 Love, and you are to sary is 6 or 7 Love, and it is
in that your turn to lead, in order
lead, your Business
This alteration is the work of the original
higher.
to put the Game upon an
is to risk a Trick or
In the lower part of the dress some pains Case in
artist.
of
putting
Equality, you shou'd risque
hopes
two,
laid
over
the
colours
assimilate
to
taken
have been
We will
your Game upon an Equal- a Trick or Two.
the
into
the stone bordering by scumbling up
suppose then, that you have
ity; there fore, admitting you
and 1
or
Knave
the
or
in
the
and
waistcoat
have
Queen
of
coat
Knave,
both
Queen
green
original surface
and 1 other Trump, and no Trump more, and in your
and
;

'

grey.

the light of these discoveries it is clear tha
all these alterations were deliberately made, am
may at the time have been considered successful
If we accept the assertion of Mr. Thomson tha
Sir Henry Raeburn did work upon the pictur
"
and " finish it, I fear that we must reduce hi
contribution to a very subordinate degree of im
of the clouds am
portance, and that the addition
folds of the waistcoat are all that can be attri
butable to Sir Henry's pencil or influence. Evei
in this case the alteration appears not to have bee:
deemed altogether satisfactory, as so much of th
added portion has subsequently been concealed b
In my last com
the aperture in the spandril.
munication I expressed my belief that, so far a
the features of the face are concerned, if Sir Henr
had touched upon the London portrait he mus
have done the same on the one at Edinburgh, a
they are practically quite the same.

By

good Cards in other Suits,
play out your Queen or
Knave of Trumps, by which

Means you

will strengthen
your Partner's Game, if he
is strong in Trumps ; if he
is weak, you do him no In-

jury.

P. 10.

This clearly

words

is

other Suits no good Cards,
play out your Queen or

of Trumps, by which
your Partner's Game will
he
be
strengthened, if
should happen to be strong
in Trumps ; but should he
be weak, you can't hurt
him. P. 146.

Knave

a mere paraphrase ; eighty-eight
with nothing gained either
It is nothing more than a
and none the better for the lame

for eighty-five;
in brevity or lucidity.

shameless piracy,
attempt at disguise.
for the remainder.

Much

the same may be said
Piquet, occupying pp. 107
is similarly concocted from
(3 11.) to 120 (part),
Hoyle's tenth edition. For example,
1
'
Compleat Gamester.
Hoyle.
Particular Rules.
General Rides.
i. This Game is played b:
i. You are to play by the
that is, when you
Stages of your Game; what Stages;

7*8. viii. DEC.
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meant by them is, that are pretty much behind
when you are backwards in your Adversary, you are to
the Game, or behind your play a pusl ng [sic] Game
is

;

Adversary, you are to play
pushing Game, otherwise
you are to make twentyseven Points elder Hand,
and thirteen Pointsyounger
Hand; and you are always
to compare your Game with
your Adversary's, and disa,

or thus, if elder Hand, you
are to make Twenty-seven
Points, if younger, thirteen
Points ; to discard properly,

you must

compare your
own Game with that of
your Adversary. P. 107.

card accordingly. P. 127.
It is not necessary to point out that this advice
{in both cases) had never been given before by any
author but Hoyle.
There was no other source
from which Seymour could have derived it; and
Hoyle, as we see, had given it long before Sey-

mour's piracy appeared.
The same remarks apply to the

Chess ' in the
Compleat Gamester' (1754). Pp. 124 (all but
8 11.) to 136 are all "arranged" from Hoyle's
treatise on that game.
For example,
*

*

'

Hoyle.

Com.plf.at Gamester.'

Some Rides, &c.
i. You
ought to move
your Pawns before you stir

Pieces,

your Pieces, and afterwards

and then

to bring out your Pieces
to support them; therefore

with

the Kings, Queens, and
Bishops Pawns should be
played, in order to open
your Game well. P. 162.

first

*
Again, in
&11 is directly

Man
Man

must be played; the same
must be done if 2 Men are
taken from it.

Kings, Queens, and
Bishops Pawns first. P.

the

are not underhave played any
till
you have placed
Man,
him upon a Point and
quitted him.
3. If you play with 15*
Men only, there is no
Penalty attending it, because by playing with a
lesser Number than you are
entitled to, you play to a
Disadvantage, by not having

Man

to take

up your Tables

Compleat Gamester.'
The Laws.
A Man that is taken
from any Point must be
play'd; and so it must be
if 2 Men are taken from it.
2.

a

Man

is

placed

it

cannot be

quitted,
said it is

play'd.
3. There is no Penalty if
you play with 15 Men only,

because it is to your Disadvantage to play with a
Number than you are
entitled to, since you have
not the additional Man to
fill
up your Tables

less

P. 246, &c.

:

Hoyle, p. 7.
Calculations necessary to
understood by those

who have made some Pro* This

is

]

A. The Odds in
Favour is about Five

plication of the foregoing
Calculations
This Gal2. [Ending]
culation may be applied
to many other Cases, very
useful to the Player.

tions explained

hia
to

Four.

The foregoing

Calcula-

In the same manner may
be calculated many other
Cases, which will be of
great Use to a vigilant
Player.

The laws

(Ix.) are translated

bodily from those

of 'L'Acade'mie Universelle des Jeux.'
The impudence of the pirate is best shown, after this
brief analysis, by his own words in his preface :
" in
"The
he
we have

improvements [!]
made,"
says,
the games of
Quadrille, Picquet, and Whist, are so
large and useful, and the Rulea and Directions we have
added [! !] so nice and exact, that, we presume, we have
sufficiently pointed out the Rocks and Shelves, on which
the Unskilful and Unwary have often suffered Shipwreck," &c.

He left it to later students to discover and point
out that in all his work there was nothing original,
but only the most cynical and dishonest appropriation of other men's ideas and labours for his own
JULIAN MARSHALL.

profit.

CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS.
Christmas

is

a popular festival devoted to the

amusement of the younger branches of the family,
and to paying homage and offering sacrifice to
certain deities, male and female, who are supposed
an interest in the young. Different nations
have different modes of celebrating the festival.
In Queen Elizabeth's reign the Christmas holidays
were observed for a month. The mistletoe bough,
burning of the Yule log, or clog, the singing of
Christmas carols, the ceremony attending the
bringing in the boar's head, the wreaths of holly

and ivy, plum porridge or pudding, minced pies
and spiced ale, all added to the fan and frolic
which raged furiously, for
A Christmas Gambol oft could cheer
The poor maa's heart through half the

The singing

In 'Quadrille' the only part stolen from Hoyle
44 and half of p. 45, as follows

edition.

one

to take
1. Till

upon a Point and

is p.

gress in the

Q. What is the Odds, that
out of any Two certain
Cards, my Partner holds

(.To le continued.)

P. 223, &c.

be

is

Answer. That he hold
one Card out of any two
certain Cards is about 5 to
4 in his favour.
An Explanation and Ap-

124.

You

-stood to

[sic]

and
your Pieces;
the
therefore, to
open
Game well, you should play

would know what

'

Hoyle.

the additional

move your Pawns,
support them

I

the
Jds that my Partner
holds one Card out of any
two certain Cards 1

Backgammon,' pp. 238 (2 11.) to 246,
annexed from Hoyle. For example,

The Lam.
1. If you take a
from any Point, that

2.

Rules to be observed, &c.
i. Before
you stir your

1.
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'

Compleat Gamester,' p. 44.
Necessary Calculations to
understand the Game of

of Christmas carols

is still

year.

practised in

parts of England, Scotland, and Germany, and is
particularly noticed by Brand, in his Observations
on Popular Antiquities.' It is asserted that our
'

Christmas tree came from Germany, our Santa
Claus from Holland, the Christmas stocking from
"
Christmas "
while the

Game.

Merry
Belgium or France,
and "Happy New Year" were the old English

a misprint for 14, corrected in the eleventh
plagiarist did not detect, but copied the

greeting snouted through the streets in timta of
These expressions formerly had
long, long ago.
allusion to the hospitality of the rich, whose doors

The

error slavishly.

Quadrille,

were, at this season of the year, opened to theii
tenantry anH neighbours when, as it were by prescriptive right, the master met his guests wit!
smiles,

^
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and conducted them

s.

vm.

DEC. 21,

the year must be round like the moon, and the
candles which they devour in large quantities are
made of sugar in various shapes.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

to their seats in th<

71, Brecknock Road.
spacious halls of their mansions, in the middle of
which were the hearths, and where, " Bound about
our coal-fire," they were regaled with all the plain
CHRISTMAS TRAGEDY. On Christmas Eve,
but substantial fare the season could afford. In 1713, Capt. Manne Tetten, of Archsum, landed
France the New Year is generally observed, rather with his five seamen in the neighbourhood of
than Christmas, for the distribution of presents. Eidum, an ancient village in the strange and lonely
It is the Christ-child who comes, with an escort oi
island of Sylt, which lies off the coast of SleswigHolstein.
It was tempestuous weather, and the
angels, with books and toys to fill the little shoes,
arranged by the fire-place. The German celebration little party, returning for the merrymaking of their
of Christmas is symbolical. Germans beat the frnit Frisian home?, were set upon and murdered by a
trees and shake crumbs about the roots that the gang of robbers.
To conceal their crime, the
year may be fruitful, and are much given to pro- murderers hastily buried the bodies of their victims
in
one
of
the deep hollows between high sand-hills,
cession, in which the Christ-child figures conIn Northern Germany the tables are which was locally known as the Dickjendiil, and
spicuously.
made
off
with their booty. But murder will out
spread, lights are left burning during the entire
night, so that the Virgin Mary and the angel who though among those Diinen, of all places, might
when
the
dead be expected to lie forgotten for a woman
passes
everybody sleeps may find something
to eat.
In Italy the Santa Glaus is called Bam- passing by the Dickjendiil shortly afterwards was
and
it
is
horrified
to see a man's arm pointing straight from
a representation of the infant
bino,
She
Saviour, being a large doll richly dressed and the sand, as if calling Heaven to his aid.
cherished with exceeding care.
In Poland it is quickly sought assistance, and the fate of Manne
believed that on Christmas night the heavens Tetten and his crew was discovered.
In an island
open, and the scene of Jacob's ladder is re-enacted, full of legendary lore it is not surprising to hear
but it is only permitted to the saints to see it. In that the ghost of Manne Tetten walked the lonely
Holland St. Nicholas is the Santa Glaus, and in shore, with hand outstretched to God for venparts of Switzerland he has a wife named St. Lucy, geance. But be this as it may, the discovery of the
who gives gifts to the girls, while he looks after the murder was made in the way above mentioned.
interest of the boys. In many parts of Switzerland, It is satisfactory to know that the robbers were
Germany, and the Netherlands St. Nicholas still traced and punished, and that from that time a
distributes his gifts on St. Nicholas Eve (Dec. 5), more regular form of island superintendence (it
instead of on Christmas Eve.
The Spaniards look could scarcely be called police) was introduced.
forward with delight to the Noche Buena, Christ- This tale may be read at length in Hansen's (of
mas night, and it is almost as much a festival with Keitum) ' Chronik der Frie&ischen Uthlande,' a
them as it is with us ; so much so, that the after- storehouse of curious legendary and historical lore,
noon of December 24 is observed as a half-holiday t/o which I have acknowledged frequent obligations
to prepare for the Pascuas de Navidad.
In the n my Heligoland and the Islands of the North
streets of Madrid sheds are raised for the sale of Sea.' Manne Tetten's ghost is known as the "Dick-

A

'

turon from Gijona, and mazapan from Toledo,
being paste made with almonds. The principal
dish on Christmas day is the besugos, a fish that
is only caught in the
Bay of Naples, which must,
and also the soup of almendras, appear on the table.
Christmas boxes are freely given and toys are distributed among the children.
The Government
distribute lottery tickets for the Loteria de Navidad
at licensed shops.
The 20Z. tickets are subdivided
into two guineas, decimo, or
tenths, and are so
much sought after that they are often at a premium.
The Portuguese are the best clients of La Loteria
Real Espanola. In China the festival takes place

in October,

"

when

special honours are paid to the

Seven Star Mother," or "Mother of the Measure,"
who is supposed to dwell among the seven stars of
the Great Bear constellation. The goddess whose
favour

is

specially sought is supposed to give long
ife to children.
The cakes eaten at this season of

WILLIAM GEORGE BLACK.

endalmann."

Alfred Terrace, Glasgow.

1,

A
MS.

CAROL.
back

10,

Lord Tollemacbe's Helmingham
1530

of last leaf, ab.

A
By

resone of

:

CAROLLE.

and power of one,

.ij.

This tyme god and man were sett at one.
God a-geynst nature ,iij. thyngys hath wrought,
First, of the vyle erth, made man wit/iout man ;
Then, woman without woman, of man made of nought
And man* without man. In Woman than
:

Thus god and man to-gether begane,
As .ij. to joyne to-gethyr in one,
As one, this tyme to be sett at one;
:

This god be-gane,
This worlds to forme, to incresse man.
Angellis in hevyn for offence was dampned,
And also man, for beynge variabyll
:

Christ.

;

7.

s.
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2i,

Whether these shulde be

Man

or angell

/
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mi
savyd,

it

was examyned,

then gode was greabyll

man was noc abyll,
And seid man hade mocyon / & angell hade none,
shulde
be sett at one.
man
and
Wherfore god
To answer

for

man

/

for

Thanke we hynae thane.
That thus lefte angell /and savyde mane.
F. J. FCTRNIVALL.

AN OLD CHRISTMAS JEST.
" There was some time an old
knight, who, being
disposed to make himself merry in a Christmas time,
and
his
of
tenants
sent for many
poore neighbours, with
their wives, to dinner; when, having made meat to be
set on the table, he would suffer no man to drinke till he
that was master over his wife should sing a carrol ; great
niceness there was who should be the musician. Yet,
with much adoe looking one upon another, after a dry
hemme or two, a dreaming companion drew out as much
as he durst towards an ill-fashioned ditty.
When, having
made an end, to the great comfort of the beholders, at
last it came to the women's table, when likewise, com-

mandment was

given that there should be no drinkes be
touched till she that was master over her husband had
a
Christmas
carrol), whereupon they fell all to such
sung
a singing that there was never heard such a catter-walling
Whereat the knight laughed so
piece of musicke.
heartily that it did him halfe as much good as a corner
of his Christmas pie." Pasquil's Jest?,' 1604.
'

EVERARD HOME COLBMAN.
71,

Brecknock Road.

Eose on Goatfell, an Arran policeman was pressed
in vain to tell why he buried the dead man's boots
on the shore beyond high-water mark. It was plain
that he had not acted with the intention of defeating
the ends of justice, and it was equally manifest
that he was puzzled to explain the proceeding.
It
turns out that the boots were buried to allay

A correspondent of the (Scotssuperstitious fears.
man- asked, on November 15, if the matter were
and an editorial note,
susceptible of explanation
;

appended

to his query, gave

the information that

would have been entertained in the
island, if the boots had not been so buried, that
the murdered man's ghost would haunt the locality."
THOMAS BATNE.
J'the

large family vault with a strong railing around at
His works
St. Peter's parish church, Blackley.
were at Blackley, Manchester, where he bad a
There are still remaining the
large establishment.
lodge that led to his large residence and many
other landmarks, as the estate round belonged to
him, with the old carriage road that is now called

We have precis of naturalization deed,
after him.
dated 1821, of L. B. Delaunay, formerly of Rouen,
in the kingdom of France, but now of Manchester,
in the county of Lancaster, as also of Charles

Tavare, formerly of Amsterdam, in the kingdom of
Holland, but now of Manchester, in the county of
Lancaster.
These two names are out of six
foreigners in the deed
my grandfather's name is
the third.
grandfather, Mr. Charles Tavare,
came to England about the same time as Delaunay,
and being in the same way of business they were
thrown together a good deal and were on visiting
terms.
grandfather was a dresser, bleacher,

My

My

and muslin finisher, and had New Islington
Works, Canal Street, Ancoats, and was also an
accomplished linguist He was also a refugee,
and built two or three streets near his works for
his employees' cottages
one of them bears his
name now, corrupted into Tavery Street, off Kirby
dyer,

Street,

SUPERSTITION IN ARRAN. At the recent trial
of John W. Laurie for the murder of Mr. Edwin

belief

Helensburgh, N.B.

THE INTRODUCTION OF TURKEY-RED DYEING
TO ENGLAND. There was an obituary paragraph
on Oct. 5 of Mr. Charles Louis Delaunay, a
member of an historical family. He was the son
of the late Mr. L. B. Delaunay and grandson of
the Marquis Bernard Rene Jourdan De Launey,
who was governor of the Bastille in Paris, born
The family
1740, massacred there July 14, 1789.
of the unfortunate marquis came over to
England,
and started the first Turkey-red dyeing establishment formed in England at Blackley. Mr. Louis
Bartholomew Delaunay died at his residence, Cross
Lane, Salford, late of Blackley, Jan. 21, 1865,
aged seventy-eight years, and was interred in a

485

Canal Street, Manchester.

The following cutting from the Middleton and
BlacJdey Guardian of Saturday, November 2, is
perhaps worth reproducing
" An old resident of
Blackley, near Manchester, ared
one who possessed a vast amount of knowledge regarding the history of his native village we refer to Mr,
Thomas Howard came in contact with our Blackley
representative the other day, and immediately commenced an interesting conversation upon the Delaunay
family, who formerly resided in the village, and regarding whom one or two paragraphs have appeared
In fact it was with
in our columns just recently.
:

respect to the information contained in these particular
paragraphs that the conversation occurred. Mr. Howard
remarked that between the Marquis de Launey,
whose tragic end in the Revolution wa< so graphically described
by Carlyle, and the Delauneys of
Such
Blackley there was no connection whatever.
He then
a statement was an absolute fabrication.
went on to say that years and years ago the De'
launays left Rouen, the Manchester of France,' for
England, where they came with the intention of introducing Turkey-red dyeing. They arrived at Blackley,
where they discovered that a Swiss of the name of Burrell had already settled in the village and was engaged
in the very line of business which they had come to set
up. Ultimately, however, the works fell into the hands
of the Delaunays, who at once extended the business
and in a very short time had laid the foundation to a
fortune. The well-known brow which leads down into
Delaunay's yard, though distinguished by the sign as
'
Hulton Brow/ is almost generally alluded to by the
'
villagers even now ns Burrell Brow.' When the De[aunays arrived at Blackley they resided in the first
instance in an old house which occupied the site on
which Moss House now stands, and at that time Louis
Bartholomew Delaunay, the father of Charles Louis,

whose death has recently been recorded, was only two
It may be mentioned that the Cleveland

years of age.
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estate and the land which in those days was known as
the French Barn estate the vicinity of Pike Fold wellwas possessed by the Delaunays, and according to those
who were familiar with the village at that time these
spots were exceedingly beautiful. By these facts which
are vouched for two erroneous statements at least will
be corrected, viz., that the Delaunays of Blackley were
in no way related to the historic
Marquis De Launey,
and that Turkey-red dyeing was not introduced by them
into England."

v

s.

vm. DEO. 21,

From the grants made to the first Earl of Lincoln (of the Clinton family) it would appear that
Elizibeth's favourite general and admiral sought
and obtained a grant of this very district of Glinton, which seems to show that he at least was
acquainted with the site of the cradle of his race,
although Dugdale was unaware of it.
J.

WILSON HOLME.

FREDERICK LAWRENCE TAVAR.
30,

Rusholme Grove, Manchester.

QucrU*.

WOMEN EXECUTED

We must request correspondents desiring information
FOR WITCHCRAFT. So long
st
ago as 1852 a correspondent of N. & Q.' (1 S. v. on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
395) drew attention to a statement, then recently answers
may be addressed to them direct
repeated in the Quarterly Review, and commonly
to
a
the
effect
that
woman
and
a
of
current,
girl
CHRISTOPHER GOODWYN'S WORKS. According
tender years were executed for witchcraft at Huntto Tanner, Warton, Eitson, Collier, Hazlitt, and
in
Your
1716.
for
asked
ingdon
correspondent
other bibliographers, Christopher Goodwin wrote
some trustworthy evidence in support of this
two poems, one entitled The Chance of a Dolorous
story, but his challenge has never been responded
Lover' (London, by Wynkyn de Worde, 1520,
to ; and I believe it is now generally held that the
and the other The Mayden's Dreme
last English sufferers for an imaginary crime were 4to.),
'

*

three Devonshire women in 1682.
Nevertheless,
1 observe in the latest edition of Haydn's ' Dicof
Dates
which
has
come
under
tionary
my notice
'

the following entries under " Witchcraft":
''

witches were executed at NorthampTwo^pretended
ton in 1705. and five others seven years afterwards.
"In 1716 Mrs. Hicks and her daughter, aged nine,
were hanged at Huntingdon."
There must be many readers of ' N. & Q.' interested in the fair fame of the two incriminated
Bounties.
Would it not be well for them to

examine

this libel,

and

refute

it

once for

all

THE NAME OF CLINTON.
that the

manor

Dugdale suggests

name

of this family was derived from the
of Glympton, in Oxfordshire; but this is an

The name was undoubtedly derived from
the manor of Glinton, near Market Deeping, in
Northants. The G had already been softened into
C when Ordericus Vitalis wrote, in 1140, describing
how Henry I. raised up men to a condition supsrior
to their fathers, as a counterpoise to the Norman
barons, "such as, among others, Goisfredus de
Clintons." But in 1121 it was written with a G;
for in a charter of that date
lately published in the
Pipe Roll Charters (being a grant on the marriage
of Miles of Gloucester with Sibyl
Neufmarche)
this very Gonf. de Glinton (so
spelt) appears as an
error.

attesting witness.

In Domesday it appears that in 1086 " Geoffrey
held Glinton, Northants, from Geoffrey de Mow'
bray, Bishop of Coutances," and in the Monasticon
'

Anglicanum it appears that Geoffrey de Glinton,
or Clinton, his son, chamberlain to Henry I. in
1120, gave the church of Glinton, Northants (inter
alia) to the priory of Kenil worth, i.e., he attached
to the priory he had established in his wealth the
village church of his native place.

HOLLAND.

?

JOHN LATIMER.

'

A copy of the latter
(London, 1542, 4to.).
belonged to fleber, but none of the modern
bibliographers seems to have seen a copy of the
former.
Neither work appears to be in a public
I should be glad to know where Heber's
library.
is
copy
now, and whether any copy of Wynkyn
de Worde's publication is known to be extant in
any private library.
Any further information
about Christopher Goodwyn would be welcome.
SIDNEY LEE.
18, Edwardes Square, Kensington.
What was

actor ?
He
the Dramatic

the Christian

name

of

mentioned as Mr. Holland
Mirror, 1808, and was then
He
alive.
was at Drury Lane or Haymarket, 1796When did he die and where can par1820.
ticulars further than those supplied in the abovementioned book and The Tnespian Dictionary,'
this

in

is

;

'

1

804, be obtained

?

URBAN.

JOSEPH GEORGE HOLMAN, 1764-1817.

Matriculated at Queen's College, Oxford, on February 7,
1783.
Can any one having access to the books of
that college tell me if he took a degree ?
It is
" that
said in untrustworthy biographies that

honourable society gave [sic] him his degree after
he became a member of a theatre." Letters of introduction which he took out to America spoke of
him as a Fellow of Queen's. Is this correct ? The
information is wanted for literary purposes.

URBAN.
'

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTLAND.'

Who

was the

author and what were the date and place of printing of this play: "Mary, Queen of Scotland: an
Historical Tragedy. 'Res vera agitur' (Juvenal)"?

My copy
"

is in a collection formerly belonging to
Francis Wrangham, Archdeacon of the East
Riding of Yorkshire." Each volume of the collec-

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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,.,

tion has a table of contents in his hand, signed
" F. W." In the table this
play is described as

"Unpubl

"Yorke's,"

d ."

The

title-page has (ap-

"
I: Y:"
Is this
parently in the author's hand),
"John Yorke, of Gourthwaite, Yorkshire," who
is said to have published
anonymously in 1783
*
a Tragedy ' ? If so, what are the
Iphigenia
dates of his birth and death ?
AMERICUS.
New Haven, Conn., U.S.
:

SIR JOHN HAWKWOOD. As a lineal descendant,
in the fifteenth generation (through the ancient
families of Doreward, Fotheringaye, Beaupre and
Bell), of the marriage (qy. in 1379?) of Sir William
de Co?geshall, of Codham, co. Essex, with Antiocha
Hawkwood, I am desirous to ascertain what reasons
there may exist for the belief that Sir William's
wife Antiocha was really a daughter of Sir John
Hawkwood (1'Acuto), the famous condottiere (vide
Morant's 'Essex,' vol. ii. p. 271). That she was the
daughter of a Hawkwood who bore the same arms
as Sir John
viz. , Argent, on a chevron sable three
seems to be certain ; but
escallops of the first
the point I am desirous of clearing up is whether
or no her father was in truth the Sir John Hawkwood the condottiere. Can any of your genealogist
correspondents assist me to authority on the subThere is, I know, a pedigree of Hawkwood
ject ?
*
in The Chesters of Chicheley,' by R. E. Chester

Aurelia,
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Two Unfortunate Orphans

of the City of
C. A. WHITE.

London,' 1690.)
Preston on the Wild Moors, Salop.

"

To CUT OFF YOUR NOSE TO SPITE YOUR FACE."
In Tallement des R6aux's ' Historiettes,' vol. i.
ch. 1, written between the years 1657 and 1659 r
"
occurs the phrase,
Se couper le nez pour faire
Can any of your readersde"pit a son visage."
nform me if the equivalent English phrase IB)lder than the French saying ?

HENRI VAN LAUN.

1

,

Waters, but unfortunately I have no opportunity
of access to that
time.

work

for reference at the present

JOHN H. JOSSELTN.

Ipswich.

MATTHEW SMITH, WATER-BEADLE.

In the year

'

'

Memoirs of Theobald Wolfe
" I am
Tone, vol. i. p. 413, this word occurs
writing here like a Muscadin (N.B. Dandy)."
This was in 1796. Is there an earlier use of it ?
J. CARRICK MOORE.

DANDY.

In the

:

He was appointed
GILBERT OF HASTINGS.
Bishop of Lisbon in 1147, and is said to have been
a native, or at least an inhabitant, of the town
rom which I write. Is anything known of him
more than what is contained in Mr. Freeman's
Norman Conquest' and the authorities there^
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M. A.
mentioned?
Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

LEQUARR^ CHAPEL, Little Dean Street, Sohoy
London. Ts anything known of this chapel, the
denomination to which it belonged, the date of
demolition, &c.?
34,

DANIEL HIPWBLL.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Is there any known instance of
RIDICULOUS.
the use of this word before the time of ShakeEtymologically it ought to mean that
speare ?

who is described as " water which excites mirth or laughter
but it is
beadle," of St. Mary Magdalen, Bermondsey, left now usually used in the sense of absurd or silly,
a legacy to his nephew, Matthew Smith, of this even when no thought of causing mirth is inThe father of this Matthew Smith is volved. It occurs in two places in the Authorized
parish.
1700 one

S.

Smith,

;

described as of the pariah of St. Mildred, Poultry,
in the City of London.
Having been connected
with that parish all my life, I am anxious to know
who this Matthew Smith pere was. He was buried
here.
His line ended in a daughter who married
a Jacob; Jacob's line also ended in a daughter who
married a Buxton. Sir Robert Jacob Buxton,
who died a year ago, left two daughters, one o!
whom is the lady of this manor.
collateral
branch of the Smith family was settled at Lee and
another at Ogbourne, and eventually produced

A

Mr. Assheton Smith, of sporting renown.
a water-beadle ?
Tockenham, Wootton

J.

CARLOVINGIAN LEGENDS.
books on

this

What is

HAWES.

Bassetfc, Wilts.

subject,

in

Wanted, names o
English, French, or

NELLIE MAC LAGAN.

German.

HEMMING'S LIGHT.
what peculiar

Who

was Hemming, and

"Poo
light did he originate?
people cannot go to the price of Hemming'd new
'
light."
(From
Dialogue between Francis anc

A

Version

one in the Canonical Scriptures, the other

Apocrypha. The first of these is Isaiah xxxiii.
"
19, where
stammering" is given in the text, and
(<
ridiculous" offered as an alternative meaning
The revisers have substituted
in the margin.
in the

"
"
:>
"
stammering in the
strange in the text and
"
unintelliIt would seem that it means
margin.
gible," as applied to an unknown language, which
sounds barbarous (in the original sense as applied
by the Greeks to the Persians) to those who are
not familiar with it. The other place is Ecclesi" he
asticus xxxiv. 18, where we are told that
that sacrificeth of a thing wrongfully gotten, his
offering is ridiculous." There is no sense of causing
mirth or laughter in this, neither is the meaning

absurd or

It certainly signifies unworthy
silly.
"
"
of acceptance, as the word
mockery does now,
which seems exactly to express the sense. The
Greek word in the original is /xejuw/o^ev^ which
does mean " exciting mockery," the verb fjnoKaofiai

being connected with /XWKOS, which

words meaning mockery in

all

is

cognate with

Aryan languages.
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The primitive sense seems

to be unintelligible
speech, the root mu (extended into muk) being
formed from the sound, as when we speak of the
mooing of a cow. So that "ridiculous" is used
this sense in the margin of the A.V. of the
passage in Isaiah quoted above.
Shakespeare,
however, does not use it in this, but in the modern
'
sense. Thus in the Tempest,' II. ii., Trinculo says
"
of Caliban,
most ridiculous monster, to make
a wonder of a poor drunkard," in which evidently
"
the sense
silly" predominates over "laughable,"
and the word is used as we should use it now. Can

m

but this particular coincidence is very
;
"
"
bills
curious. Can it be explained ? Is the term
used in this sense in other parts of England ?
C. C. B.

England

FALLOWS. There is a village named Thorpe-inWhat is the precise
the-Fallows, Lincolnshire.
"
"
meaning of the term Fallows so used ?
A. H.

A

any one point to an author earlier than Shakeapeare in which the word is found, and its exact
W. T. LYNN.
signification there ?
Blackheath.

[MR. LYNN of course
Horace,

'

Ep. ad

Pis.,'

mus "

recalls the "ridiculus

of

139.J

[Amanthis

TENNYSON.

In what periodical and at what
time did Anne Thackeray Kitchie publish an
article on Tennyson ?
A. FELS.
Hamburg.

DE

RODES. In the Camden Roll the name of
de Rodes occurs, with the following arms,
"Azure, a lion rampant or, debruised by a bendlet
Is this William de Rodes a relation of
gules."
Gerard de Rodes, who is mentioned as having been

Wm.

sent to the assistance of King Henry in
with French troops in the year 1266 ?

Normandy
Where are

De Rodes supposed to have come from 1 Are
they from Auvergne and of the same branch as
the ancient Comtes de Rede's, who bore " De

the

gueules, au lion d'or," whose line ended in 1063;
or of the later Comtes de Rede's, or Rodez, who
bore the same arms, "De gueule?, au leopard lionne"
d'or" ?
Did the French law of " Retour," which was
nearly the same as the old Irish law of"Tanistry,"
apply to Auvergne as well as to Normandy ?
B. FLORENCE SCARLETT.

"THE LAW IS NO RESPECTER OF PERSONS."
Can any one inform me where this saying is found;
or who is supposed to have first made use of it 1
J. T.

STANZAS ON THE BEAUTIFUL Miss LEPEL,
AFTERWARDS LADY HERVEY. Can any one tel]

me where

I can find the above, in which each
verse ends with "the beautiful Molly
Lepel"?
[For Miss Lepel see

BANK "BILLS."

W

S
S. ix.

One

506

;

K.

and x. passim.']

American characters in Grant Allen's novel Babylon calls an
Englishman's attention to the fact that what we
"
call bank-notes are termed " bills
in the States.
So they are in Lincolnshire, although not, so far
as I know, elsewhere in this
country. I have often
noticed very close resemblances between the dialect of my own
neighbourhood and that of New
of the
'

'

A

AMANTHIS.

friend of

mine possesses an en-

graving dated 1797. It represents a beautiful girl
holding something in the palm of her hand, almost
like hemp.
At the bottom is the word " AmanCan
I have looked in vain for the word.
this."
any one kindly give me information concerning its
H. M. THORPE.
derivation and signification 1
Eton House School, Hull.
the name of the heroine in Mrs. Inchcomedy The Child of Nature,' originally

is

bald's four-act

'

played by Miss Bruriton, subsequently Mrs. Merry, at
The piece is a
Covent Garden, November 28, 1788.
'
translation of Zelie ou I'lngenue of Madame Genlia. Is
it possible that this is a print of Miss Brunton or some
other actress in the character ?]
'

CORONATION. I wish to know how long after a
sovereign's accession to a throne the ceremony of
coronation takes place; and why it is the present
Emperor of Germany has not yet been crowned.

STANLEY COOPER.

What

exactly was the business of the
grocer of the seventeenth century ? Was it that
of a general dealer ; and what descriptions of goods
did it comprehend metal goods, for instance, as
well as provisions, sugar, cheese, &c. ? Was the
trade in the rarer foreign articles, such as spices,
When did tea
distinct from that of the grocer 1

GROCER.

and

coffee cease to

trade?

But

be distinct separate objects of

further,

the

name

grocer

--=

grosser

seems to imply a selling in the gross, or, as we
should say, wholesale, as distinct from a retail
In what sense or mode was this really the
trade.
Was it the object of the grocer to keep a
case ?
local store of the articles most necessary to the
community, at a time when travelling was rare,

and supply the smaller village shops, &c. ? If so,
was a direct retail trade combined with this ? Did
the grocer's shop ever include textile fabrics ? One
reads of the woollen-draper, the linendraper, and
the "mercer" (meaning, I suppose, a silk inercer,
or dealer in the higher class of clothing material)
in the seventeenth century ; but I do not remem-

ber coming across an ironmonger, and conjecture
that the commoner wants in this line may have

been supplied by the grocer.

Is the
Also, what was, or is, a "backside"?
had
word still in use and, if so, where 1
or court, an
imagined it equivalent to back yard,
enclosed place, bounded by the back of the house,
and perhaps walls or domestic offices but, finding
that at the time of the persecution of Noncon.

;

;

vni. DEC.

21,

_paformiats
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in the seventeenth century a

burying-

" in the backside " of a local
ground is said to be
member, a farmer, I conclude the word must have
a wider signification. How would it be defined or
W.
generally used 1
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Will
etchings, are specially marked "dry point."
some of your artist readers explain these technical
distinctions for the benefit of the uninitiated ?

W.

E. BUCKLEY.

[In the North, land and premises collectively behind
a house are known as " the backside."!

ROBERT FRYE.
of Leicester,' by
fo. 900, reference

In 'History and Antiquities

ENGLISH FRIENDS OP GOETHE.

John Nicholls, vol. iii. part ii.
is made to a brass, &c. in Lough-

th

(7

S. viii. 387, 432.)

,

With regard to two of the persons named as
borough Church to Robert Frye, a former rector
of Loughborough, and Deputy - Keeper of the English friends of Goethe I think I can supply
The date is supposed to be a little information. James Lawrence, who someKing's Privy Seal.
about A.D. 1500. Can any one give any particulars times styled himself the Chevalier Lawrence, and
He afterwards (in 1828) Sir James Lawrence, was the
(family, parentage, &c.) of this Robert Frye ?
can scarcely be identical with the Robert Fry, author of a very curious romance, entitled 'The
Clerk to the Council in 9 Henry IV., mentioned Empire of the Nairs,' of which a German edition
in Sir F. Palgrave's
Antient Kalendars, &c., of was published in 1801, and of which an English
the Exchequer/ unless there is some error in the edition was published in London in 1811, in 4 vols.
12mo.
He was also the author of 'A Picture of
dates.
GEO. S. FRY.
Verdun
or, the English detained in France/
Caedmon, Albert Road, Walthamstow.
2 vols., in which he relates his experiences during
HERALDIC. Can any of your readers inform me the time he was detained in France
by Bonaparte.
by what family of the Stuarts of county Aberdeen His most curious publication, however, is, perhaps,
"
the following arms and crest are borne 1
The Etonian out of Bounds or,
Gules, a the following
fess chequy argent and azure
crest, a lion ramp- Poetry and Prose.
By Sir James Lawrence,"
ant with a bleeding paw.
H. W. S.
2 vols., 12mo., published by Hunt & Clarke, 1828.
Westbourne Park, W.
This book contains some poems of a character
SAINTE NEGA. According to Prosper Merime'e, which Mrs. Grundy would not approve, and which
"
this saint is a favourite in Corsica, but
elle ne se show that his ideas as to the right relations betrouve pas dans le calendrier.
Se vouer a Sainte tween the sexes were of a very unorthodox descripDoes the cult tion. In a prefatory note he states that in 1790
Nega, c'est nier tout de parti pris.
of this unestablished saint extend beyond Corsica? he was the Montem poet, and that King George
There is something frank in inventing a saint to III., on being shown his portrait, remarked, in his
That is your
odd way, " What what what
be the patroness of lying.
JAMES HOOPER.
Where does that boy make his verses ?
50, Mornington Road, N.W.
poet, then ?
He is more in Windsor than in Eton. Never turn
PROTOTYPES OF CHARACTERS IN LEVER AND round on the terrace but I see his face.
Always
GEORGE ELIOT. Could MR. W. J. FITZPATRICK out 'of bounds
"
Hence
always out of bounds
or any correspondent kindly give me some informathe title of his book, which, however, might have
tion as to the prototypes of Lever's characters
also
been otherwise justified, for it is certainly beyond
as to the prototypes of George Eliot's heroines and
the bounds of conventionality, although I do not
other characters ?
SYDNEY SCROPE.
mind confessing that I have read it with a good
Tompkinsville, New York.
deal of amusement and interest.
One of the poems
SILVERPOINT.
Tn a notice of the Fine-Art in 'The Etonian' is entitled 'Love an Allegory,'
Exhibition which appeared in the and in the preface to it he says
Society's
" This
Times of November 12, p. 4, it is observed that
allegory was written at Stutgard in July, 1799,
"very few modern painters do as Raphael and soon after which I passed together with Goethe several
at
a
chateau, which the Duke of Saxe- Weimar had
days
Michael Angelo did, and make studies, more or
;

:

;

;

j;

!

!

!

!

!

;

:

:

less elaborate, in pencil or chalk or
silverpoint, for
the pictures that are to follow."
dictionaries
and works on art do not contain any explanation,
or even mention, of silverpoint.
Jackson, in his

My

Etonian of Mr. Canning, Joseph Charles
Mellish, one of the contributors to the Microcosm, and
translator of Schiller's 'Mary Stuart.'
friend, since
deceased, read it over to him, and the patriarch of German literature highly approved of the idea."
lent to a brother

My

*

History of Wood-Engraving,' when giving a brief
account of etching, enumerates "etching needles
or etching points," " the
graver or burin and dry
" most
of our best engravers
point," and adds that
now use a diamond point" (note to p. 312, ed.
1839) and I observe that in some of the catalogues of the Royal Academy a few engravings, or
;

It is

perhaps worth while to add that Shelley,

after reading the English edition of The Empire of
the Nairs,' wrote a letter to the author highly
approving of the peculiar ideas of love and gallantry
'

which the romance was written to enforce. Shelley's
was printed by Lawrence in some (but apparently not in all) copies of The Etonian out of

letter

'
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Bounds,' and

m

recollected that mathematicians always
a cone what ordinary people would call a
ouble cone, and consider the section made by
Every
utting both one curve (an hyperbola).
stronomer is aware that the stars in the southern
as
motion
are
to
precessional
emisphere
subject
And perhaps
well as those in the northern.
all

'

volume which was printed

for private circulation
I have a copy of this volume, which is of
especial interest, for it has the following inscription
on the title-page : " Ottilien von Goethe, von dem
Autor." It contains a number of passages trans-

in 1839.

'

Faust,' &c., respecting which the author
says
" The translations for the most
part were undertaken
by way of experiment, during a residence at Weimar a
name fragrant with pleasurable recollections to all Englishmen who have had the happiness to sojourn there,
and ever to be honoured and cherished by One, for the
many lasting recollections associated with that, to him,
endeared home. Not the least portion of their value, in
the writer's estimation, is derived from a grateful remembrance of the many kindly offices he was privileged to
experience throughput their progress at the hands of that
most amiable and highly-gifted lady, Madame de Goethe,
the varied and excellent qualities of whose nobly endowed

lated from

viii. DEC. 21,

must be

afterwards appeared in the volume
Moxon published in 1852.
Nay lor was probably S. Naylor, the author
a
Drama
and other Poems,' a
;
Ceracchi,
it

of forged letters which
"
"
of

s.

[7*

:

General Drayson's way of expressing it "the
econd rotation causes the two semi-axes of the
""
arth to describe cones during one slow rotation
would be more readily intelligible to ordinary
>eople.

But the

essential point of his book is to
this second

ontend that the axis round which

is not directed to the poles of
he ecliptic, but makes an angle of nearly 6 with
hat which is, being inclined to the earth's axis at
me of 29 26'; also that a complete revolution of

otation takes place

secondary axis occupies 31,682 years.
This would take too much space to discuss in
The purpose of my note at p. 304
rour pages.
was merely to point out that, as Plato knew
such motion, and the remark in his
nature, were, as is well known to all who know her, nothing of any
never more cheerfully exercised than in the promotion "Timseus' evidently referred to something quite
of ends conducive to the happiness of others."
maginary, it is incorrect to call the period of the
Mr. Naylor's poems, if not of high merit, give precession of the equinoxes, whatever be its durathe ancient Indians
evidence, at least, of a thoughtful and highly
iion, a Platonic year. Whether
The following sonnet, 'To the or Chaldseans were acquainted with any period of
cultivated nature.
Memory of Blake, the Artist,' is very noticeable, the kind is very doubtful (one cannot accept the
considering that it was written at a time when mere statement of a modern Brahmin upon it);.
Blake was almost unknown, or, if known, regarded t)ut certainly Plato was not, Hipparchus being the
first among the Greeks to indicate its existence.
as insane
his

:

W.

mightier than, I wis,
Great Uther's prophet-peer no Merlin thou,
To whom signs unsubstantial all did bow.
Eye had not seen, mind made, such mysteries
As veined thy mood and fashion. Shadows hurled
From some deep dreamy sphere, their plumes unfurled,
Slow flitting, hover'd o'er thy fine filmed sight.

Mighty magician

!

RECKLING = WRECKLING

!

distillation

Thy wand a chalk

'!

and make

by Koolman

rise

such awful Mummeries]

authors have since written about Blake,
but few of them, it seems to me, have more happily
apprehended his peculiar merits than Naylor ha
done in this sonnet. If I am not mistaken, Naylo
was the author of a verae translation of ' Reynard
the Fox.'
B. DOBBLL.
Charing Cross Koad.
I am
304, 430).
'
afraid the columns
N. & Q.' are hardly suit
able for a discussion of General Dray son's peculia
views respecting the precession of the equinoxes
may allow that the illustration usually give:
in astronomical books of the nature of the motio
which produces this phenomenon is not very cleai
and that misunderstanding may arise from callin
it a conical motion of the earth's axis.
But
th

(7
of

S.

th

(7

S. viii. 460).

The

is

;

and compare Swedish vrak, refuse.
Wreckand wretch.

It is closely allied to wreck

Many

PLATONIC YEAR

LYNN.

a misprint for, or rather a phoneticas pointed out
spelling of wreckling, the old form,
by Wedgwood. See E. Friesic wrak, as explained

word reckling

Creator of a World within a World
Where dim myateriousness, obscurely bright,
O'er all cowers brooding what thy power and whence,
To sift thy soul so fine, and mentalize
Whate'er in thee was clayey ? how dispense

Such magic

T.

Blackheath.

!

viii.

We

i

crealing simply means a wretched or poor
ture ; cf. Prov. Eag. wretchock, the smallest of a
As for th&
brood of domestic fowls (Halliwell).
It would be easy to
suffix, compare iveakling.
write a long article on this word, with crowds of

WALTER W. SKEAT.

examples.

ARABINIANA' (7 S. viii. 408). This is a collection of the eccentric sayings of Serjeant Arabin,
who was judge of the Sheriff's Court, and also a
Commissioner of the Central Criminal Court of
th

*

the City of London, when trying prisoners at theOld Bailey, both before and after dinner. It was
made by Mr. H. Blencowe Churchill, a barrister
of the Inner Temple and Oxford Circuit, the entry
of whose admission in the books of his Inn is as" John
follows
Henry Blencowe Churchill, of St.
Peter's College, Cambridge, only son of Henry
of OxChurchill, late of Bicester, in the county
Admitted Feb. 10, 1821. Called
ford, solicitor.
to the Bar Feb.
1827." He died so recently as
:

9,

Fl

s.

VIIL Drc.

21,
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August 12, 1880, at Reigate. He was a contemporary and personal friend of John Adolphus, the
historian of the reign of George III., and the Crown
Counsel at the Old Bailey for some years. Ser*
Recollections
jeant Arabin is referred to in the
of John Adolphus/ by Mrs. Henderson, p. 289.

The following

is

Inner Temple

the entry of his admission to the

with a hole at the top for a bung, and one at one
end for a wooden tap. I have two of them, and to
look at they are not unlike pigs, but that could
I
scarcely have been the reason of their name.
have seen vessels of that kind standing on a
bracket on old staircases abroad, and sometimes
H. A. W.
set in a tray.

:

" Gulielmus St. Julien
Arabin, filius et hseres Gulielmi
Joh'es Arabin, de George Street, Manchester Square, in
com. Middlesex, Armigeri, generaliter admissua est in
Societatem istius communitatis in consideratione trium
librarum sex solidorum et octo denariorum praemanibus
solut. decimo octavo die Januarii, Anno Dom. 1793.''

He was created a Serjeant in 1824. I have not
been able to ascertain the date of his call to the
'
'
Bar, but in the Law List of 1805 he is described
"
as
William St. Julien Arabin, special pleader,
home
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BURIAL IN ERECT POSTURE (7 tb S. viii. 158).
To the list here recapitulated may be added
R. H. BUSK.
6 th S. vi. 374.
th S. vii.
345;
(7
Correspondents have not alluded to
a
Husband
'An
who
wrote
Epitaph upon
Crashaw,
and Wife, who Died, and were Buried together/
It begins thus
To these, whom death again did wed,

DEATHS OF NEAR KINDRED

viii.

385).

:

This grave 's the second marriage-bed ;
London, Middlesex, and WestminHis last sitting as commissioner and closes:
And they wake into a light,
appears to have been at the Central Criminal Court
in October, 1841. * Arabiniana cannot be called a
Whose day shall never die in night.
volume, as it does not extend beyond sixteen pages. 1 Poetry,' by R. Crashaw, London, 1785, p. 81.
It was printed in 1843 "for private distribution
ED. MARSHALL,
only." It has, however, been cited (see Leverson v.
AT ARMS" (7**
OR
"KING
OF
ARMS"
"KING
the Queen, in 10 Best and Smith, p. 412), in which
In
viii. 29,
S. vii. 448
112, 235, 251, 458).
report it is stated that a copy is in the Library of
Weever's 'Ancient Funeral Monuments,' edit.
the British Museum.
circuit,

ster sessions."

'

;

An

account of Charles Phillips

is

to be

found in

volume of Serjeant Ballantine's ExMr. Phillips is also referred
periences,' p. 86.
the

'

first

He defended
Serjeant Robinson's book.
Courvoisier in 1840. His conduct of the case gave
to in

much angry controversy.
Mr. Samuel
Warren, in an article in Blackwood's Magazine

rise to

(afterwards reprinted in his 'Miscellanies'), de-

fended Mr. Phillips for his conduct in defence of
the prisoner.
A report of the trial will be found
*
in Townsend's Modern State Trials,' vol. i.
p. 244.
Mr. Phillips was afterwards made a commissioner
in the Court of Insolvent Debtors
by Lord Lyndhurst.
He was a friend of Curran, and the author
of a delightful work entitled
Curran and his
'

Contemporaries,' a
published in 1850.

third

edition

which was

of

Mr. Poland, Q.C., has kindly supplied much of
the above information, and on that account it will
be valuable for preservation in *N. & Q.'
J. E. LATTON PICKERING.
Inner Temple Library.

GREEN FAMILY
family of this

(7

th

S. viii. 309).

Perhaps the

name inquired about by
In

tled in Ireland.

mention Greens who

'

&

W.

set-

Q.,'

CHARLES

century.

F.

6 th S. i. 283, I
did so during the seventeenth

N.

S.

KING.

(7

th

is

given of

the manner of the creation or crowning of Garter,
principal K. of Arms, & of Clarentieux & Norroy
Prouinciall Kings of Armes; as also the creation of
Heralds, & Pursuiuants of Armes; which anciently
was done by the King, but of later times is performed
by the Earle Marshall, hauing an especiall Commission
therefore signed by the King for euery particular
Creation."

Weever goes on to say
" And first I will
be^in

:

with Garter, and shew what
necessaries are to be prouided for him, at the time he
shall be crowned, which are these following.

"

A

Booke and a Sword

to be

sworne upon.

A Crowne

Collar of Esses. A Bowie of wine, which
Bowie is fee to the new created King. And a Coat of
Armes of veluet richly enbroydered.
" The creation or
crowning of Garter, as well anciently
I will
as in these daies. was, and is on this manner.
instance with Sir Gilbert Dethick knight, who was created
Garter principall King of Armes, on Sunday the twentieth
day of Aprill, in the fourth of Ed. the sixt.
"First, the said Garter kneeled downe before the

A

guilt.

Kings maiestie, and the Kings Sword was holden on a
booke, and the said Garter laid his hand vpon the booke.
and also vpon the sword, whiles Clarentieux King of
armes, read the oath. And when the oath was red, and
the said Garter had kissed the booke and the sword,
then the said Clarentieux read the letters patents of his
office
(which were dated the 29 of April in the yeareIn the reading whereof, as the words doe
aforesaid).
follow in order, so did the Kings maiestie first take the
;

it on his head, named him
After that his Maiestie put on him his coat of
collar of SS about his neck, and lastly
his head, and so finished the ceremony."

cup of wine, and pouring

Corrard, Lisbellaw.

BOLE: PIG

1631, p. 662, a full account

"

Garter.
S. viii. 245, 317, 396).

I

have

generally heard a North German and Dutch vessel
of pottery or gres de Flandre ware called a
It
pig.
is in the
shape of a barrel, standing on four legs,

Armea, and the
the crowne vpon

the crownPrecisely the same order, including
of the two proing, is carried out at the creation
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vincial kings, that for the heralds being similar,
without the crowning. The man is thus, by the
crowning, constituted or created a king of arms,
and not an armed king, a man at arms, a soldier.
He is girt with no weapon, but takes the oath
upon the sword and book he is a man of peace,
and not the armed man which the substitution of
at for of implies.
There never has, indeed, been
any doubt upon the matter in the minds of recognized authorities, among whom I certainly do not
include Sir Walter Scott. And it is to be hoped
that the error which has so far crept in and
become established as to be accepted as correct by
no less a chronicle than the Court Circular for
Dec. 6, may be speedily stamped out again, for
it would be strange indeed if
an ancient and
honourable title should be at the mercy of the
;

blunderings of printers.

ALBERT HARTSHORNE.
I shall be happy to place at the disposal of your
readers a copy of the emblazon of Sir David's arms
from his register, by which it is quite clear that

"King

of

Armes

"

is

what he signed

himself.

LuELIUS.
ST.

MARK'S EVE

(7

th

S.viii. 388).

The practice

and watching in the church porch on
Mark's Eve, and to see on the third year (for
this must be done thrice) the ghosts of those who
are to die during the next year pass into the
church, Brand, as also Timbs, records, was once a
Montgomery
superstitious custom in Yorkshire.
of sitting
St.

refers to this belief in his

*

poem The

Vigil of St.

Mark':
" 'Ti8 now,"
replied the village belle,
" Saint Mark's
mysterious eve ;

And

all that old traditions
I tremblingly believe

tell,

:

"

How, when

the midnight signal tolls,
Along the churchyard green
mournful train ot sentenced souls
In winding sheets are seen.
" The
ghosts of all -whom Death shall doom
Within the coming year
In pale procession walk the gloom
"

A

Amid

the silence drear

!

An

illustration of this superstition may be found
in the Hollis MS. in the Lansdowne Collection.

how two men of Boston, Lincolnshire,
in the year 1634, agreed to watch in the churchyard, to see whether the ordinary belief would be
For what they saw, or professed to have
fulfilled.
seec, as also for other customs on St. Mark's Eve,
It relates

I
'

must

Book

refer

your correspondent to Chambers's

of Days,' vol.

i.

p. 549.

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.

71,

Brecknock Road.

Customs and beliefs akin to those referred to by
K. E. E. L. as belonging to St. Mark's Eve in
Lincolnshire are to be found in most of the Northern
Counties, interwoven with others

common

to All

[7*

s.

vm.

DEC. 21,

.

Eve (Halloween) and St. John's Eve in
It should be noted that in most
other localities.
cases the watching in the church porch must be
Saints'

done thrice to be effectual.
There is also the maiden placing a flower in the
porch during the earlier part of the evening, and
returning for it alone at midnight, when, if to be
married during the ensuing twelve months she will
see a marriage procession, with the bride in her

own

likeness, if to die unmarried, a funeral.
Other divinations or omens are hanging the smock
before the fire on going to bed, and watching for
the apparition of the future husband to come in
and turn it ; the laying of a nut by each fair one
of a party in or before the hot embers of a fire,
which nut, should marriage be in the wind, will
jump away, or, as the children say, "pop," on the

loved swain's name being spoken by the owner,
but will burn silently away if otherwise ; raking
out the ashes on to the hearth, and looking thereon
in the morning for the footprint of any to die
during the coming year ; the appearance of the
future husband, if any, on the inquiring damsel
running nine times round a baystick with a ring
in her hand.
"
In Northants, making the
dumb-cake," when
a word spoken during the operation or subsequent
action breaks the spell; and a piece of which cake
is eaten by each assisting in its manufacture prior
if
to walking upstairs to bed backwards. Result,
to be married during the year, the favoured swain
will be seen following, endeavouring to catch his
beloved before she can get between the sheets ;
but if to remain unmarried, dreadful dreams of
graves, winding-sheets, and rings that will not fit
are experienced.
Eating the egg yolk, and filling
the shell with salt, will also ensure a visit from the
desired one before morning. On the day itself, formerly a fast, blessings on the coming corn crop were
implored, and the farmer's team which worked on
that day was sure to be marked by loss of cattle ;
woe also betided any special work done, or
At Alnwick, the
person working on that day.
ceremony of admission of Freemen of the Common
took place, the curious ceremony being popularly
believed to be the charter by which the land was
held from the time of King John. These are a

few items in

brief.

Much

further will be found in detail respecting
the eve and day itself in Brand, Pennant, Hone,
E. W. HACKWOOD.
and other writers.

EARLY CHURCH

IN

DOVER

th

(7

S. viii. 328,

389)._The REV. PRECENTOR VENABLES and your
correspondent F. N. speak somewhat sceptically
as to the existence of a thorn at Glastonbury which
There certainly was such a
flowers at Christmas.
thorn, however, and I believe there is one still, or,
in fact, two, both of which sprang from that which
tradition asserts St. Joseph of Arimathea planted.

7*s. viii. DEC.
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'

'

Arboretum Britannicum this variety
mentioned as Cratcegus oxycantha prcecox.
also describes the thorn botanically in
Withering
'
his Arrangement of British Plants.'
He says it
in London's

is

blossoms twice a year, and that the winter blossoms, which are about the size of a sixpence,
appear about Christmas, and sooner if the weather
be severe. References might be given to numerous
other writers, but complete and easily accessible
accounts are to be found in * The Book of Days,'
Folkard's Plant-lore,' and Dyer's 'English Folklore.'
C. C. B.
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Canning became Treasurer of the Navy, his residence being one of the houses in Somerset Place
now forming part of the Inland Revenue DepartAt one of Mr. Canning's official dinners
ment.
the conversation turned upon some exhibition then
going on in London, where a man twisted a poker
round his neck. Some of Mr. Canning's guests
expressed doubts as to such a feat being possible ;
but Mr. Bedingfeld assured the company that
nothing was more easy to do and, suiting action
to the word, he rushed to the fireplace to prove
;

his assertion

by twisting poker,
"

tongs,

and shovel

round his neck in succession.
my honour,"
Upon
" a wonderful
DRAGOONS AND HUSSARS (7 tb S. vii. 267, 335,
perquietly observed Mr. Canning,
viii.
ORANGE
has
misread
me
in
391, 489;
111).
formance but the person who will most object, I
to
MR.
BARTLETT
enumy reply "
concerning the
suspect, will be my housekeeper, when she dis"
;

meration of

If he covers the
Cavalry regiments.
havoc in the fender to-morrow mornwould kindly read the paragraph again, he will
ing." Under what circumstances, or at what time,
see that I spoke of the 12th Lancers as making up
Mr. Bedingfeld retired from the public service I
the total of five regiments so equipped, instead of
am unable to state; but all particulars could,
four ; though, seeing how mixed my description
doubtless, be obtained from the Admiralty records
there reads, I can easily account for the charge of
preserved in the department of the Accountant
inaccuracy.
General of Her Majesty's Navy.

Light

MR. PATTERSON is quite correct in his early
history of the 18th Hussars until he gives them
the title of " King's Irish," This they never bore.
The date of their disbandment, on the peace reduction, simultaneously with the 19th Lancers, was
September, 1821, not 1822. Like all Hussars in
1858, the present regiment has no facings.

GEORGE

J. T.

MERRY.

DR. KDPER (7 th S. viii. 368, 415). The Rev.
William Kuper, D.D., K.H., Chaplain of the
Royal German Chapel, St. James's, died at Upper
Clapton, Nov. 27, 1861, aged eighty-nine. His
wife,

Wilhelmina, died Feb. 16, 1842, at the Lodge,

South Lambeth, aged sixty-three, and was buried
HAROLD MALET, Colonel.
in Nunhead Cemetery.
Their eldest son, Henry
GEORGE III. ATTACKED BY A LONDON MOB (7 th
George Kuper, married at Camberwell, Aug. 20,
S. viii. 366).
It appears by the London Kalendar
1847, Mary, eldest daughter of W. H. Driffield,
'

Year 1799,' p. 140, that Joseph BedingEsq., of Thealby, co. Lincoln, and died Decemfeld, Esq., was Inspector of Seamen's Wills at ber
7, 1856, aged fifty-two, at Baltimore, U.S.,
the Admiralty, his salary being 370Z. per annum. of which
city he was British Consul.
This appointment under the Crown was one to
DANIEL HIPWELL.
which fees were attached, and was considered to
34, Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.
be worth at least 2,OOOZ. a year.
Mr. Bedingfeld
HERALDIC (7 th S. viii. 387). The 'Peerage of
was an Irishman, of Herculean strength, and came
Scotland (my copy has lost the title-page and
to London in order to better his condition
by date of
issue, but has a frontispiece of William IV.)
A
obtaining employment under Government.
for the

'

lucky chance took him into St. James's Park,
near the Horse Guards, at the very moment the
attack was being made on the king's carriage by a
disorderly mob, who objected to the current price
of bread.
Mr. Bedingfeld forced his way through
the crowd towards one of the carriage doors,
which
he placed his back, and floored
against
several rioters in succession, as
so many ninepins.
The

if

they had been

cavalry escort closed

round the

keep the crowd at bay, and
is accurately told by
your
MR.
FiTzPATRiCK.
correspondent
carriage, to

the rest of the story

D

unbar, bearing Or,
gives Constable, Viscount
three bars a/ure, but in the engraving the field
is blazoned argent.
Crest, a dragon's head.
Supporters, dexter, a bull sable; sinister, a lion ram-

GEORGE ANGUS.

pant gules.
St.

Andrews, N.B.

THACKERAYANA
In commenting on

th

(7

S. viii. 265, 375, 438).

my

remarks about the fabulous

WARD

story told by D. D.'s funny friend, MR.
seems to fancy that I reflected on the respectability
of Mr. Deville.
I had no thought of the kind.

For many years he carried on a large business as
When I joined the Admiralty, in January, 1840, a London tradesman with great industry and
"
two gentlemen were still in the service who had success. D. D.'s
funny friend called him a proserved under Mr. Bedingfeld, and his extrafessor," and most absurdly caricatured him as talkordinary strength was remembered and talked of ing the broken English of the stage Frenchman
in the office.
I give one anecdote out of many that so amused our
I never heard
grandfathers.
that I heard, viz., in 1804 the
Eight Hon. George him speak a word of French. At his receptions
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a chair was placed in the middle of the wareroom.
this the subject sat.
Deville stood behind him
(or her, for now and then a lady would let down
her hair and be manipulated), and announced in a
loud voice all the peculiarities of the skull, and the
assumed points of character, often to the amusement of the bystanders.
father had his head
examined, and Deville found a large development

In

My

"love

of

father,

of

"Then,"

approbation."

"you would

call

said

"I

sir," replied Deville;
call it love of distinction."

tb s.

vm. DEC. 21,

during the hours of darkness, to harass or
cjure the souls of men, and faith in the superior
power of saints and angels to counteract their
It is curious to observe
malignant intentions.
;hat the religious principle involved in these old

spirits,

lines still lingers in
'

Glory to thee,

the well-known Evening Hymn,,

my

God,

two

this night," in its

lines,

Let no ill dreams disturb my rest,
No powers of darkness me molest.

my

me

a vain man." "No,
don't call it wanity, I

V

Truly folk-piety, as well as

folk-lore, dies hard.

JAYDEE.

G.

WATSON.

Penrith.

WHITEBAIT AND BLANCHAILLE (7 th
Have more recent observers upset

S. viii. 364).

the concluby Yarrell ? He unhesitatingly
pronounces the whitebait (Clupea alba} to be a
distinct species ('British Fishes,' second edition,
sions arrived at

vol.

ii.

GUALTKRULUS.

p. 202).

have been acquainted with this charm or
my early childhood, and have reason
to believe that, with unimportant variations and
I

prayer from

some
land.

FISHMARKET

th
S. viii. 448).
The West(7
market was situated on the north side
of the Long Woolstaple, at the south-east end of

minster

fish

the present

King

finishes

"

MY BED (7 S. viii. 208,
The lines quoted by your correspondent
275, 414).
form a portion of those beginning
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
Bless the bed that I lie on.
th

is

to the Blessed Virgin, to be
retiring to rest

said at night,

Saint Luc, Saint Marc, et Saint Mathieu,
Evangelistes du bon Dieu,
Gardez les quatre coins de inon lit
Pendant toute cette nuit. Ainsi soit-il.

are very ancient, and probably date from a
period long anterior to the Reformation. The late

Mr. Halliwell-Phillipps gave two versions in the
second edition of his Nursery Rhymes,' 1843,
'
p. 130, and referred to the Towneley Mysteries,'

E.

'

91 (Archceologia,

(MS. Lansd. 231,

fol.

vol. xxvii.

253),

p.

and Ady's

114),

'

the Dark,' 4to., Lond., 1655, p. 58. Many versions
have been given in ' N. & Q.' Cf., for instance,
1 st S. vi. 480 ; xi. 206, 474; xii. 90, 164.
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
Jaipur, Bajputana.
I well remember when a child (over sixty years
ago) being taught these lines by a servant-maid, to
be said in bed as a safeguard against evil spirits
during the night. I have forgotten how the last
line was worded, but have lately met with a version
which looks as if it might be a correct rendering of
the original. It runs thus
:

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
Bless the bed that I

lie

on.

;

The last-mentioned angelic duty is presumably contingent on the death of the sleeper during the
The lines are evidently an expression of
night.
early Christian belief in the special power of evil

.

FRANK, MR. HACKWOOD, MR. W. NIXON, and

same

effect.

The

of the country.

lines,

M.A., send replies to

we

fancy, are

known

much

the

in all parts

]

THY SERVANT A DOG

th

S. viii. 300, 337,
? (7
I beg to point out to MR. MARSHALL
395, 458 )
that the rendering of this passage which he gives
from the Revised Version is not new, but, like
"
"
many other of the improvements of that unfortunate and tasteless work, is taken from the

Is

most interesting of old Bibles, Matthew's, 1537*
"
where it is printed thus, What is thy seruaunt
which am but a dogge, that I shulde do thys great
thyng?" In following Matthew's in so many
instances the Revisers exercised sound discretion.
Wycliffe and Coverdale had previously given it,.
"

Four corners to my bed,
Four angels round my head
One to watch and one to pray,
And two to bear my soul away.

McC

Guernsey.

J;FATHER
Aubrey MR.
E. H. MARSHALL,

Candle in

oa

:

They

p.

Amen.

known

in France, for in the
November number of La Revue des TraditionsPopulaires of this year I find the following lines
are used in Poitou by the people in an invocation

Something similar

The Library, Guildhall.
" FOUR CORNERS TO

Eng-

with
If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take
And keep it safe for Jesus' sake.

Street.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.

additions, it is known in all parts of
One version, after the words,
One to watch, one to pray,
Two to bear my soul away,

"

And so it stands in
Is thy servant a dog ?
various editions of the Great and the Bishops'
Bible.
I am happy to say I have just received a bookseller's catalogue offering different sizes of the
Revised Version at about one-third the publishers'
No doubt Matthew's Bible is quite correct,,
prices.
the transposition of
for, after all, there only needs

7*

s.

VIH. DM.

21,
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comma to make the two versions agree. If the
comma after " what " is taken out and put after

She made her first appearfortunes on the stage.
ance at the theatre in the Hay market in the character

the Authorized Version will then read,
is thy servant, a dog [that is, who is
merely a vile person], that "he should do this great
"
"
Dogs are not
Observe,
thing.
thing ?
great
in the habit of doing "great" things.
Hazael
was not at all shocked ; there is not the slightest
evidence that he considered the actions base, but
He meant, " These are very great
otherwise.
things for so inferior a person to accomplish."
E. E.

Oroonoko.' This must have been
of Imoinda, in
about 1769, when she was eighteen years of age.
Her personal attractions are thus described by her

a

"

servant

"

" But what

Boston, Lincolnshire.

BARRYMORE PEERAGE

(7

th

S.

viii.

368).

Eichard Barry, eldest son of James Fitz-Eichard,
seventh Viscount Barrymore, should have succeeded his father, who died April 10, 1581, as
eighth viscount, but being deaf and dumb, though
of sound understanding, was passed over in the
succession, his younger brother David entering into
possession of the estates, and assuming the title.
Richard, the de jure viscount, died s.p. at Liscarroll April 24, 1622, surviving his brother, the
de facto viscount, who died at Barry's Court, co.

Cork, April 10, 1617, and was succeeded as ninth
viscount by his grandson David, created Earl of
See ' Complete
Barrymore Feb. 28, 1627/8.
Peerage/ edited by G. E. C., published by G.
Bell & Sons, vol. i. p. 252.
F. D. H.

BROWNING QUERIES (7 th S. viii. 428). 'The
of It may not be written in terms quite

Worst

'

theologically exact; but is there not a plain reference in stanza vii. (not ix.) to the two passages of
Scripture, St. Luke vii. 36-50 and St. Luke xv. 7 ?
Thus much may be inferred from stanzas v., x.,
and xix. of the poem. Is the church in ' Dis aliter
Visum,' "the humble chapel of Jesus Flagellge,"
at Bjulogne, where the fishermen " have lined its
walls with votive pictures, and hung its roof with

models of their barks'?" (Murray's 'France').
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
Hastings.

THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. HARTLEY

th

(7

S.

viii.

I have an impresion that this
229, 277, 311, 414).
lady's Christian name was Elizabeth, but cannot say
whence I derived it, and it is, therefore, worthless
as evidence.
One of her earliest portraits is in the

London Magazine for October, 1773, which scarcely,
perhaps, corresponds with her great reputation for
The accompanying biography states that
beauty.
her maiden name was White, and that her parents
occupied a position of great obscurity. The future
actress accepted a situation as chambermaid in a
gentleman's family, and there formed the connexion
which probably paved the way to her future elevaHer lover assumed the name of Hartley, by
tion.
which his mistress was always subsequently known,
and on falling into poverty persuaded her to try her

'

biographer

:

" This lady's
figure seema to have been moulded by
the hand of

Harmony herself.

It presents to us all those

which compose the essence of real grace ;
and the whole form is so admirably put together, that
the parts seem to be lost into each other, and to defy the
eye with their beauties. The features of her face are
marked with the same regularity. Her eye is lively,
though not brilliant; her skin is not singularly fair;
In a word, taking her
and her hair is dark red.
altogether, she gives us the idea of a Greek beauty."
fine inclinations

Besides Sir Joshua's pictures, there are engravings of this actress as Andromache, by Sherwin as Elfrida, by Dickinson, after Nixon ; and
;

by E. Houston, after Hamilton.

W.

F.

PRIDEAUX.

Jaipur, Rajputana.

STAG MATCH (7 tb S. vii. 508 viii. 36). Although
MR. LATIMER has been enlightened as regards a
;

"
Newcastle " stag fight, it is singular that (accord'
Notable Things,' Manchester,
to
Thousand
a
ing
1822) such barbarous sport as suspected by your
"
correspondent a stag and tiger fight," at least
did actually take place at a race meeting (in the
last century ?), and at the instance of no less a
personage than a royal duke. The account of this

extraordinary match is given unfortunately without date at p. 462 of the work, as follows
"The sporting [sic] Duke of Cumberland, when at
Ascot races one year, promoted a combat which humanity
bids us condemn ; it was between a stag and a hunting
:

The result was, however, far different from what
might have been expected. On a lawn by the road side
near Ascot a space was fenced in with very strong tiling,
tiger.

fifteen feet high, into which an old stag was turned, and
shortly after the tiger was led in blindfolded by two
blacks who had the care of him. The moment his eyes

were uncovered, and that he saw the deer, he crouched
down on his belly, and creeping like a house-cat at a
mouse, watched an opportunity of safely seizing his prey.
The stag, however, warily turned as he turned, and this
strange antagonist still found himself opposed by hia
formidable antlers. In vain the tiger attempted to turn
his flanks, the stag had too much generalship ; and this
cautious warfare lasted until it became tedious, when his
royal highness inquired if by irritating the tiger the
catastrophe of the combat could be hastened. He was
told it might be dangerous, but it was done ; the keepers
went to the tiger, and did as they were ordered, when
immediately, instead of attacking the deer, with a furious
bound he cleared the tiling that enclosed him. The confusion among the affrighted multitude may be conceived;
every one imagined himself the destined victim to the
rage of the tiger; but he, regardless of their fears,
crossed the road, and rushed into the opposite wood.
It happened that a herd of fallow deer were feeding not
far from the scene of action, and on the haunch of one
of them he instantly fastened, and brought it to the
ground. His keeper?, to whom he was perfectly famiAt
liarized, for some time hesitated to go near him.
length they ventured, and not being able to get

him

to
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quit the deer, they cut its throat, separated the haunch he
had seized, which he never left from his hold a moment,
covered his eyes, and led him away with the haunch in
his mouth."

The "sporting" Duke of Cumberland here
referred to, it seems evident, was no other than he
of Culloden fame, or infamy, who for his cruelty
"
the Butcher ":
generally was designated
" For the amusement of his soldiers at Fort
Augustus
[after Culloden], his royal highness instituted horse and
foot races, and induced the women of the camp to take
part in those races naked, and mounted on the barebacked ponies of the country." See Dr. Taylor's Scot-

[7-

ii.

pp. 945-51.

been called Corporation Clerk (Wharton's 'Report,'
There is something about Mr.
1833, p. 17).
Mihill at 7 tl1 S.

Mr.

ii.

Bishop wearmouth.

EDWARD M. BORRAJO.
Library, Guildhall, E.G.

MILDRED'S

which

critics

much farther than any of the above
Davidic authorship.
J. T. F.
Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham.

recently gone
in disputing

POULTRY

AND

how any one can answer this question
any good purpose within the limits imposed on
us by our Editor. It would be hadly possible to
compress within those limits even a list of the
books to which ANGLICAN ought to refer for his
There are three classes of them
information.
commentaries on (1) the Bible, (2) the Prayer
Book, (3) the Psalms. Perhaps ANGLICAN will
prefer the names of a few modern and easily accessible books under each head
(1) Bishops Wordsworth and Ellicott, Dr. Blunt, the Speaker, the
S.P.C.K.; (2) Bishop Barry, Dr. Blunt, Messrs.
Beamont and Campion, the S.P.C.K. (3) Dean
Perowne, Mr. Thrupp, Messrs. Jennings and Lowe.
I see not

Mildred's in the Poultry was standing in 1863.
All I can say is, that NEMO is perfectly correct, as
I came up with my family to London in 1867, and
having a great curiosity to visit the old City
I remember perfectly well going one
Sunday morning after that date to St. Mildred's,
Poultry, accompanied by some of my children ; and

churches,

is impressed on my memory by the circumstance that if we had not been present the
entire congregation would have consisted of the
beadle and the female pew-opener.

the fact

JOSEPH BEARD.

to

:

:

;

C. F. S.

CHURCHES,

BREAD STREET (7 th S. viii. 443). MR. LYNN
-The seems
anxious to know why NEMO implies that St.
Psalms is

S. viii. 428).

of the
are by no means
There is a good deal on the subject in
agreed.
'
the Prolegomena to Jennings and Lowe, On the
Psalms/ in the introduction to Perowne, and in
'
Wright's article on the Psalms in Smith's DicBut Prof. Cheyne has
tionary of the Bible.'

a question on

C. B.

Halliwell-Phillipps

ST.

THE PSALMS OF DAVID (7 th
Davidic authorship of many

W.

37.

gives the following
'
definition in his
Dictionary of Archaic and Pro"
an officer of a parish who collects
vincial Words,'
the moneys from the parents of illegitimate children
for the maintenance of the latter."

The

E. E. N.

DEC. 2i,' 8 9.

the audit accounts, and collected the fee-farm
rents (Gawtress's 'Report,' 1834, p. 85).
At
Beverley, in 1833, the same officer seems to have

'

land, vol.

s. viii.

WARREN, M.A.

Baling.

MR. LYNN

is

mistaken in his statement that

"

St.

nearly thirty
Mildred's, Poultry, was taken down
years ago," as I attended a service in the church
in the year 1870, and the demolition did not take
In the above
place till at least two years later.
year I attended a Sunday service at each of the
City churches, and published the numbers present
in the City Press, to show that the churches were
not so deserted as the advocates for their sacrilegious and vaodalistic destruction were in the
W. R. TATE.
habit of asserting.
Walpole Vicarage, Halesworth.

Longford, Coventry.

[Other contributors write

TOWN'S HUSBAND

(7

tb

to the

same

S. viii. 447).

BURIAL ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE CHURCH

effect.]

The follow-

ing advertisement appears in the Bull Advertiser,

Aug.
"

8,

1795

Guild-hall,

:

Kingston upon Hull, August

7,

1795.

Wanted by the Corporation

of this Town, a proper
Town's Husband, or Common
He
be
must
well
Officer.
acquainted with Accompts,
capable of drawing Plans and Estimates for Buildings,
and accustomed to inspect the Workmanship of Me-

person for the

office of

tb
In connexion with
S. viii. 204, 276, 335).
(7
this subject, it is worth recording that in Suffolk

almost every church has a north and south porch ;
and where old customs are observed, the body is
brought in at the south porch, put down at the
west end of the centre aisle, and carried out by the
north porch into the churchyard for interment.

When and why

up

the custom of bringing the body
was lost I do not know.

to the chancel

H. A. W.

chanics."

In 1833 the

Town

Clerk stated before the
Municipal Corporation Commissioners that the
Town's Husband performed the duties previously
he kept all the
discharged by the Chamberlains
;

Corporation's accounts, the general receipts and expenditure passed through his hands, he made out

me add

contribution on this question
in Norfolk.
relating entirely to country parishes
The three contiguous parishes of Garvestone, Reyof
merstone, and Thuxton stand on the south side
The entrance to each church is by the
the road.

Let

a

little

north porch, and the majority of the burials

is

on

7*s. viii. DEC. 2i,
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Each church has a south door
which is used when occasion requires. The parish
church of Burlingham St. Andrew stands on the
north side of the turnpike highway between Nor
it has north and south
wich and Yarmouth
porches. No burials on the south side, and yet
is the entrance used by the parishioners.
The
northern side is filled with graves, and the north
porch is used by the family at the hall, which is
the north side.

;

i

situated to the north of the church.

WM.
Belle

Vue

None

VINCENT.

Rise, Norwich.

the church would fall northwards, and
doom
cover the graveyard on that side.

H.

J.

MOULE.

Dorchester.

I inquired of an old parishioner, the other day,
there were no burials on the north side.
He
immediately replied, because suicides were buried
there.
E. LEATON BLENKINSCPP.

why

SKELETONS OF THE Two MURDERED PRINCES
S. viii. 361).
The very interesting letter from
MR. J. ROBINSON on the subject of the princes
murdered in the Tower induces me to send you the
following MS. entry on the fly-leaf of Sir Thomas
tli

More's
session.

note

'

History of the

Two

Princes' in

The book was published

my

in 1641,

pos-

and the

in the handwriting of the period
"
e
August y 17 th 1647.
" Mr.
Johnson, a Counsellor, sonne of Sir Robert
affirmed
to
mee
and
others then in Companye
Johneon,
that when y e Lo: Grey of Wilton and Sir Walter Raleigh
c
were prisoners in y Tower, the wall of y e passage to y e
King's Lodgings then sounding hollow, was taken down
and at y e place marked A was found a little roome about
7 or 8 ft. square, wherein there stood a Table and uppon
e
it y bones of two Children
supposed of 6 or 8 yeares of
e
age, which by y aforesayd nobles and all present were
e
e
th
beleeved
to
bee
credibly
y carcasses of Edward y 5
and his brother the then Duke of York. This gent was
e
also an eye witnesse at y opening of it with Mr. Palmer
and Mr. Henry Cogan, officers of y e mint, and others,
with whom having since discoursed hereof they affirmed
e
y same to me and yt they saw the skeletons.
is

There are some misprints in this contribution.
"
Sir George Buck, or Buc, is called
Sir George
"
"
"

How's
Rich," and afterwards Bue throughout.
'Annals'" should be Stow's 'Annals.' "'Hist.
Papers,' p. 347," should be 'State Papers.'
M. B.
PIERCE PENILESSE nis SUPTHOMAS NASH
PLICATION TO THE DIUELL,' 1592 (7 th S. viii. 348).
A copy of the original edition, in black letter,
without pagination, will be found in the Large
'

Room
34,

of the British

Museum.
DANIEL HIPWELL.

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

FROST IN THE CHANNEL

th
If
S. viii. 349).
(7
collateral evidence as to the severity of the winter
1715-16 will be of any service, I find it recorded

in a chronological record of the date
The winter was FO very severe about this time that
several post-boys and others were frozen to death
The
Thames was frozen over, and all manner of diversions
were used upon the ice."
:

'

And it is also recorded that on the 30th of the previous November
"the rebels abandoned [Perth], passing over the river
Tay on the ice, and the Pretender and the Earl of Mar
followed."

It appears, however, that the winter of 1739-40
was far more severe both in England and on the

R.

ontinent.

W. HACKWOOD.

:

.

"R(?) WEBB."
There is a plan included showing A, the little room
mentioned.
This note seems to fix with some precision the
time when the remains (whatever they were) were
found.
Grey was imprisoned and executed in
1603.
EVAN DANIEL.
St.

be glad if MR. ROBINSON or any of your readers
could inform me where I could see or obtain a
'
'
copy of the Memoires or of the translation.
J. G. C.

:

of your correspondents gives a reason for

the feeling against burying the dead on the north
"
side of the church.
to Do'set," it used to
Here,
be thought, in my boyhood, fifty years ago and
" crack of
that at the
is thought still
very likely
"

(7
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John's College, Battersea.

In the Yorkshire
s 120 pounds.

th

S. viii. 227, 276).
valleys a hundredweight of cheeses
(7

BIRKBECK TERRY.

F. C.

OLD INNS AND TAVERNS OF LONDON AND
td
S. viii. 287, 458).
J. R. D. will
(7
ind an exhaustive illustrated article on the ' Old
[nns and Taverns of London' in the Popular
Monthly for September, 1888; or if he cares to
write to me I think I can put him in the way of
obtaining some information on the subject.
SYDNEY SCROPE.

SUBURBS

Tompkinsville,

New

York.

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON
In the preface to Banim's

'

(7

Tales

th
'

S. viii. 429).

will be

found

anecdote, which came from my father.
lome observation made to him, my father said,
,he

On
"I

am

surprised that, as an Irishman, you should hold
tuch a doctrine."
"I tell you, sir, I am not an
"rishman."
"I meant no offence," replied my

" but I have heard
you state you were born
"
What of that, sir ? A man is not a
lorse because he was born in a stable, nor a Mem>er of Parliament because he was born in the
louse of Commons." See note of Croker in Bosather;

n Dublin."

MR. ROBINSON

refers to M. MaurierV Me"moires
servir a 1'Histoire de Hollande,' published in
Paris in 1680, and to an English translation

pour

Thomas Brown which appeared

THE LONG HUNDRED

by

in 1693.

I should

well's

'

'

Johnson in reference

to the fancy of

Dub-
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deny they are Irish. The Duke of
Wellington was constantly regarded as a born
authority on Ireland, and it is not strange that on

men

v* s. vm.

DEO. 21,

under

'

form a portion of his Song
published in 1763.
poem,
In a copy of Sman's ' Poems.' 2 vols., Reading,
account of his attachment to his country the Queen 1791, this poem does not occur, and I remember,
asked him to be godfather to her son, Arthur on buying the book many years ago, being very
His
All the talents who much disappointed at not finding it inserted.
Patrick, Duke of Connaught.
founded the Daily News Dickens, Dilke, and the ode On an Eagle confined in a College Court is
would be a little surprised by the oblivious- perhaps the poem by which he is best remembered,
others
and is to be found in vol. i. p. 4. Curiously enough,
HYDE CLARKE.
ness of the present editors.
this is also to be found in the Oxford Sausage,'
of
the
the
truth
as
to
from
any
Apart
question
though that work professes to be by members of
it
the
of
or
as
to
the
"
"
analogy,
politeness
story
that university.
It is
with a rude
embellished
must be observed that the retort contains a good
like many of the poems are in the book.
woodcut,
deal of truth.
Though the Duke was born in Ire- Christopher Smart, popularly known as Kit
Smart,
"
land, he was not an Irishman in the ethnological was born in
the
1722, and died in 1770 within
sense of the word. His family was English, although
rules of the King's Bench Prison."
A
small vigsettled in Ireland, since the reign of Henry VIII.
'
nette portrait of him is prefixed to his Poems.'
as regards his Rutlandshire ancestors, and from an
JOHN PICKFORD, M.A.
earlier period as regards his Sussex ancestors.
Newbourne Rectory, Woodbridge.
There is no evidence, so far as I am aware, to
The lines are well known. They are extracted
ahow that he had any Celtic blood in his veins.
from the ' Song to David,' written by Christopher
EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
lin

restraint. They
to David,' a very long

to

'

'

'

Hastings.

The Duke may have repeated the saying but it
a " Joe Miller."
is, I think, a mere jest-book joke
W. E. BUCKLEY.

Smart
It was

in a lucid interval while in confinement.
published in 1763.

first

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

;

THE " LIBRARY OF THE FATHERS

"
(7

th

A LARGE BEECH (7

S. viii.

The

428).
original prospectus, which appeared in
most of the early volumes, as well as before the
series was begun, has
:

" Edited
by the Rev. E. B. Pusey, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew, Canon of Christ Church, late Fellow
of Oriel College ; the Rev. John Keble, M.A., Professor
of Poetry, late Fellow of Oriel College ; the Rev. J. H.
Newman, B.D., Fellow of Oriel College."

The

earlier issues of the prospectus are curious as
containing some names of translators who subitquently withdrew their assistance.
W. E. BUCKLEY.

Editors
authority

by me.

Newman, and

Pusey, Keble,
&&.

Marriott

;

original prospectus I happen to have
C. F. S. WARREN, M. A.

Longford, Coventry.

STEEPLE-CHASE

(7

th

S. vii. 406).

At

Hastings.

the Mai-

ten races in 1801 a match was run between two
hunters, which should arrive at a given point in
the shortest time.
They went four miles in less
than fifteen minutes, and took one hundred leaps
in their way as they crossed the country.
The
favourite lost, of course
Mr. Teasdale was the
winner, Mr. Darley the loser, on whom the odds

MR. BOUCHIER

young

beech"

6,

starting.

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

Freegrove Road, N.

S. viii. 369).
May I sugthat the expressions "fair

(Tennyson) and

beech"

"light

(Shelley) have probably each a double meaning,
one reference being to the " smooth and silvery "
bark which distinguishes the beech from our other
forest trees, with the exception of the birch, with
The tree the dimensions of
its still lighter bark ?
which are given is evidently a patriarch among
'
beech trees ; but in Our Woodlands, Heaths, and
'
Hedges (1859), by W. S. Coleman, it is stated

that

"there is one of extreme antiquity and vast size standing
on Sunning Hill, in Windsor Forest, which measures (at
six feet from the ground) thirty-six feet in circumference."

P. 18.

regards oak trees, the above-named work
informs us that the Cowthorpe Oak, standing on
the banks of the river Nidd, in Yorkshire, measures
78 fc. in circumference, while the Winfarthing
Oak, in Norfolk, has a trunk of 70, and the Merton
Oak, in the same county, of 63 ft. in circumference.
J. F. MANSERGH.

As

Liverpool.

!

were in

th

gest to

th
S.
(7
Carlisle is constantly spoken of as
E. WALFORD, M.A.
Carlisle."

SYNONYMOUS APPELLATIONS OF CITIES
viii.

48, 377).

"Merry

Hyde Park Mansions, N.W.
" The
"= Limerick.
city of the violated treaty

7,

LETTER or JAMES MONTGOMERY (7 th S. viii.
The stanzas quoted under the above refer443).
ence as sent to James Montgomery anonymously,
"

written by a lunatic on the walls of his cell," are
in reality by Christopher Smart, who is said to
have scrawled them on the walls of his cell when

GUALTERULUS.
ZOROASTER

th

(7

S. viii. 388).

With

reference

be premised that the essence
the recognition
of Zorr ?trian belief was dualism

to this question

it

may

7*8.
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of Ormusd as the principle of good,
as the principle of evil.

and Ahriman

"

have had before him -what Gibbon had" written on

" Persian
in
two principles
theology
Decline and Fall of the Eoman Empire.'

'

;

i.

The

(See

Murray, 1872.)

p. 334,

HENRY GERALD HOPE.

Freegrove Road, N.

6,

LAMP CHIMNEYS (7 th
Argand the Frenchman

S.

in

viii.

429).

question?

Was
I

not
have

known the story from my earliest days, seeing it
in a little book of general
(with an illustration)
information entitled That 's It ; or, Plain Teach'

ing,'

published thirty years ago.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.
The story which PROF. BDTLER tells is that of
Argand and his invention of the argand burner for

chimlamps, the essential feature of which is the
be found in any good
E. E. S.

oil

hey are bound

to appear, upon the ample margin of the
Nothing, then, short of a reversal of philocan
prevent the book from being final in the
igical laws
inse that by far the greatest part of the work needs
ever be done again.
It is hopeless to attempt any analysis of the informaon given in the present part. Opening the pages absoitely at a venture, and taking the word on which the
nger first fell, we found proof, which for personal
easons shall not be indicated, that in the latest meangs assigned to words the information is as precise
nd careful as it is with regard to archaic or obsolete
We have, indeed, nothing but praise for the
hraees.
art, and congratulate Dr. Murray upon the manner in
which he is getting forward with his onerous task.

ictionary.

When Shelley composed For know there are
"
two worlds [not dual universe," as mentioned by
MR. G. \VOTHERSPOON] of life and death," in
'Prometheus Unbound,' he must, I apprehend,

vol.

The particulars will
ney.
biographical dictionary.

'he

Library of Mary, Queen of Scots.

man.

&o.

A New

English Dictionary on Historical Principles
by James A. H. Murray, LL.D. Part V
CastCUvy. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

Edited

BY readers of 'N. & Q.,' at least, the rate of progress o
Dr. Murray's gigantic undertaking is watched wit!
in some cases by know
appreciative interest, leavened
the sense of it
ledge. Slowly, as the work grows,
magnitude, as well as its importance, breaks upon one
with what is ii
is
it
contrast
to
Especially advantageous
5
fact a national undertaking of supreme interest anc
value the efforts that are made to anticipate or foresta]
Such a task is hopeless, and for scholar
its information.
for such practically i
this lexicon totius Anglicitatis
is

w ill remain alone and unapproached. What will hav

years hence, when new developments hav
It is scarcely
established themselves, is hard to guess.
however, going into the realms of prophecy to say that o
all future English lexicographical labours this work mus
form the basis, and that little except additions will b
Thus stands th
necessary to subsequent generations.
its first appearance to the cloee o
point. English, from
the nineteenth century, has been exhaustively studied
and its growth has for the first time been scientificall
analyzed and explained. This is done practically one
Whatever further developments of a
and for ever.
expanding language may be seen, the work is perfect u

to be

done

fifty

encyclopaedias, accordingly, this fine wor
important respects. Science advance
and
bounds, and to the worker the encyclopaed
by leaps
Wha
of a generation back is in many respects useless.
can an old encyclopaedia tell, for instance, concernin
of
to-da
the
other
In
knowledge
subjects
electricity
to now.

From

differs, thus, in all

1

?

subversive of that ot yesterday. It is otherwise wit
word or two mny epc tpe the keen an
our language.
diligent search of Dr. Murray s staff, past and presen
Such omissions are few, and necessarily unimportan
and the zealot will copy them from N. & Q.,' whe

is

A

'

By Julian Shar-

(Stock.)

MB. SHARMAN'S 'Library
e thrice

welcome

of

Mary Queen

of Scots' will

to the bibliographer as well as to the

dmirer of Mary Stuart. Few comparatively as are
he books named, they constituted at the time, in
he opinion of the writer, the most important colection north of the Tweed. The works the catalogue
is
f which
given were distributed between the
alace of Holyrood and the castle of Edinburgh. For
,he reasons ot this division, for the formation of the
atalogue, and for all the facts connected with the colection, the reader is referred to Mr. Sharman's very
nteresting and valuable introduction.
Poetry and
romance are largely represented in the catalogue, as was
;o be expected from a queen in whose train was Chatelard.
[t is natural that the books, many of which are in French,
should
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;he
;he

make

the collector's

mouth water.

First

among

numbers, entered, it may be said, in broad Scotch, is
well-known work, the French title of which is " La

reselegante delicieuse, melliflue et tresplaisante hystoire
et excellentissime roy PerceWhat is announced
forest, Roy de la grand Bretagne."
as "The Werkis of Allane Charter," supposedly 'Les
(Euvres [de] feu Maistre Alain Chartier,' 1529, follows.
This is a reprint in round letters of the black-letter

du tresnoble, victorieux

edition of 1520. Then comes a suggestive entry, "Ane
Oratioun to the King of Franche of the Quenis awin
hand write." " Rolland Amoreuse," " Amades de Gaule,'^
"
The Legend Aurie," " The Decameron of Bocas," " Ane
"
buik of Devilry," La mere des historeis," " Tua volumes
of Lancelot de Laik," &c., follow.
There are some

volumes of

classics

and

a sufficiently dangerous postheology. A few of

sessionsome volumes of Catholic
the

titles

Here

is

as they are given

one:

"Ane Turk

baffle

modern research.

buik of paintrie." One more
"
is
Pantagruell ia

book, very inadequately catalogued,

Frenche."
Spenser Society Publication*. New Series, Issue No. 1.
The Poly- Otbion. By Michael Drayton. Parti.
THE new series of the Spenser Society, though issued at
a diminished price, bids fair to surpass the earlier series
To not a few collectors the
in beauty and in interest.
substitution of a plain paper for the shiny ribbed paper,
which was terribly fatiguing to the eyes, will alone be
In the ' Poly-Olbion ' of
sufficient recommendation.
Drayton, however, the Council has hit upon a book of
With its handsolid merit and of great attractiveness.
some engraved title-page and no less admirable portrait
of Prince Henry, and with its quaint maps of the counhas always been a book prized by
ties, the Poly-Olbion
the collector, and copies have sold within a year or two
for close upon a score pounds. A reprint in facsimile of
this gem, for such it is, must be reckoned is a spirited
undertaking. A portion of the task is accomplished>
and that tbe most difficult, and nine songs are issued.
'

'
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The printed

well-printed text, a few useful notes, and an introduc-

is

tion.

title-page bears, of course, the date 1622. It
needless to quote Lamb's praise of this book, which,
is almost the warmest that most exquisite of
We trust the Society will recruit
critics ever bestowed.
members, and be encouraged to persevere in its new

King Alfred

departure.

New

Year's Gift, the first publication of the Religious
Tract Society. It ia a very curious work, dating from
1825, and furnishes opportunity for many reflections on
the art and manners of our grandfathers. It is a book
we are glad to possess.

(Isbister.)

WE have here a large
A

German.

collection of English proverbs with
equivalents in French, Italian, Spanish, and
work of this class is necessarily useful for

The

equivalents are not always the
So we have the chink,

reference.

We

'11

best.

For

THE

bear the stink,

Christmas Bookseller for 1889 brims over with
and is almost as much a gift- book as a trade

illustrations,

the French equivalent of which is "L'argent ne sent
"
Lucri bonus
pas mauvais," the corresponding "Latin is
Nummus non olet " is
est odor ex re qualibet." Surely
In very many cases the idea is conveyed that
better.
mere translations are made to do duty for proverbs.
Without being ideal, however, the volume is welcome.
An ample index is a desideratum.
Sylvie

the

MESSRS. FIELD & TUER have reprinted in facsimile,
with nil the quaint illustrations, The Christmas Box or

Proverbs, Sayings, and Comparison."! in various LanCollected and arranged by James Middlemore.
guages.

approximate

A

& SON have issued
History of
Great of England, by Jacob Abbott, a
cheap, a handy, and an excellent guide to Saxon England,
with a map and other illustrations.
MESSRS. BLACKIE

however,

and Bruno. By Lewis Carroll. (Macmillan &

Co.)

AMONG Christmas books the new eccentricity of Lewis
Carroll will occupy a foremost place, thanks, in part, to
the forty-six brilliant illustrations of Mr. Harry Furniss,
of which the author speaks in terms of justified eulogy.
Though a different framework is adopted, the new story
With its human
has much in common with the old.
teaching it is impossible not to sympathize. In a book
of this class, however, we scarcely care for the didactic

organ.

MR. FRKDERIG MAYER, of 113, Oxford Street, has
Almanack for 1890, written in

issued an International

English, French,

many

German,

Italian,

and Spanish.

It has

special features.

ONE of the most familiar of signatures must now, we
regret to think, disappear from the pages of 'N.& Q.'
In the Rev. Edward Bradley, generally known as "Cuthbert Bede," we lose one of the staunchest of supporters
and most frequent of contributors. The particulars of
his career and the list of his works have been given in
With his works of
most, if not all, English newspapers.
We knew him as an
fiction we are little concerned.
ardent student of antiquities, a diligent collector of folklore, and a bright narrator of shrewd observations and
There is scarcely a volume of
varied experiences.
N. & Q.' that he has not enriched with pleasant, entertaining, and often valuable matter, and his departure is
His occasional private coma matter of keen regret.
munications told of illness and unrest, but raised no
fears as to a fatal termination to his illness.
'

preface.

The Blue Friars, their Sayings and Doings. Being a
New Chapter in the History of Old Plymouth. By
W. H. K. Wright, F.R.Hist.Soc. (Plymouth, Westcott; London, Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)
MR. WRIGHT supplies in this volume a record of the
doings of a convivial and intellectual society existing in
Plymouth between 1829 and 1846, numbering many able
More than ordinary
and one or two eminent men.
interest attaches to their proceedings, to which attenin
Fraser's
tion has already been drawn
Magazine. Mr.
Wright's book, which is adorned with portraits and other
illustrations, is very appetizing, and its attraction will
extend far beyond the borders of Plymouth. Charles
Mathews the elder was by affiliation a Blue Friar, under
the title of Brother Prism. A second volume will probably be issued.

Behind the Veil. By Emily Sarah Holt. (Shaw & Co.)
Same author and publisher.
It Might Have Been.
'BEHIND THE VEIL' conveys in very pleasant and

much trustworthy information

as to the
the Battle of Senlac. It
period immediately following
is one of the books in which a golden gate to archaeology
tells the story of
It Might Have Been
is opened.
Gunpowder Plot, and gives, for the first time in print,
much interesting information as to the fate of some
attractive style

'

'

of the plotters.

to

CarrrsjmnQrntS.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents

WE

Let each note, query,
rule.
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
as he wishes to
address
and
such
writer
of
the
signature
are requested
appear. Correspondents who repeat"queries
communication
to head the second
Duplicate."

must observe the following

A. H. ("Mountains of the Moon"). These are referred to by Stanley in one of his latest missives.
R. P. H. desires to convey his compliments and thanks
to

MR. HACKWOOD

for his reply to query re

'

Commander

of Ordnance.'

" MR. H. G. HOPE has
CORRIGENDUM. ABHBA writes
mistakes which I
noticed, p. 479, col. 1, 1. 6, the two
mentioned to you some days ago. But in so doing he
For 'Trimbleston read
has made another mistake.
Trimleston, as I gave you the title."
:

'

England under Charles
W. F. Taylor. (Nutt.)

HERE

is

a useful

little

II.

Arranged and edited by

volume of Mr. Nutt's

series giving

NOTICE.

"
"
English History by Contemporary Writers." JudgEditorial Communications should be addressed to The
ment and discretion are shown in using the mass of Editor of Notes and Queries "Advertisements and
and
so
" The Publisher "at the Office, 22,
testimony, much of it in the shape of lampoon
Business Letters to
'

forth, that bears on the subject.

The Tempest. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and
Glossa'r
by Herbert A. Evans, M. A. (Suttoii & Co.)
THIS v*''' ifl''*' t'4t "University Shakespeare" has a
'

Took's Court, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.G.
We beg leave to state that we decline to return communications which, for any reason, we do not print ; and
to this rule we can make no exception.
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ogni peccato soperchio ; ma piii e detto lussuria il peccato
carnale, perocche e disoperchio e passa ogni termine e
mezzo. Sole e il quarto pianeto, nel quarto cielo. Chi
nasce in questo pianeto dee essere avaro ; e siccome il
sole e tondo e intorno ha li raggi suoi, e quelli di sopra
non fanno alcuno utile,
alia terra fa tutto
cpsi 1'ayaro
Marte e il
sforzo, ma verso il cielo giammai non luce.
quinto pianeto, nel quinto cielo; chi nasce sotto questo
pianeto e invidioso, non cerca mai se non guerra, e non
si cura della patria, ne d'altro,
purcbe possa stare sanza
pace. Juppiter e il sesto pianeto, nel sesto cielo. Chi
nasce sotto questo pianeto sta sempre allegro e goloso.
Saturna e il settimo pianeto, nel settimo cielo.
Chi
nasce sotto questo pianeto e accidioso.
E nota che
1'accidia e cagione molti peccati, perocche sempre pensa
1'accidioso ogni male, e, se puote, il mette ad esecuzione;
Be

non pu6

in lui e

il

male

volere.

Ma quanto da se,

digradando altro peccato da questo, e
de" mortali."
Serm. xviii.

il

non

minore peccato

In Serm. xxi. be asseits that the Pope cannot
any soul from purgatory

release

:

" Perocche il
papa e signore de' vivi in questa viva,
de' morti; e morendo il papa e morendo io,

ma non

tanto serebbe papa quant' io."

He

defines the seven mortal sins thus :
" Sono sette
maccbie, le quali sono appropriate a' sette
peccati mortali, cioe sette cose che fanno macchie. La
prima e \\fumo, agguagliato alia superbia; questo fumo,
dove va, lascia la macchia nera ; e dove e, nessuna persona vi puo stare cosi interviene dell' uomo superbo,
;

Notices to Correspondents.

FRANCO SACCHETTI

chia che egli abbondi intorno al cuore, si couverte in
ira.
La terza, la pegola, appropriata all' avarizia;
appicca la pegola non si puo tanto spiccare che non vi
rimanga la macchia ; cosi e 1'avarizia, chi se 1'appicca

SERMONI.'

:

These quaint sermoni remind us of the equally
singular discourses of the Macaronic preachers a
century later, which, however, were really preached,
although not, perhaps, exactly as they have come
down to us (see ' N. & Q.,' 6 th S. xii. 181). There
is the same extensive knowledge of the letter of
Scripture and the same unsparing exposure of the
vicious lives of monks and clergy, united to strictness of orthodoxy and respect for Church traditions.
Unsparing in exposing wrongdoing, Sacchetti is,
like all true men, compassionate towards the illadvised wrongdoer.
His charity extends even to
the author of evil
" Dio vuole che noi amiamo tutte le criature buone e
Potrebbe alcuno dire Vuole egli
ree, amici e nemici.
:

:

che noi amiamo il Diavolo ?
E io rispondo di si in
quanto egli e criatura di Dio ma non dobbiamo amar
lui in sua natura, coneiderando che per suo difetto ella e"
maligna e diversa." Serin, iii.
His astronomy is of the time
1

;

:

" Secondo

gli astrologhi la

luna e

riel

giammai non se la pu6 si spiccare che non li
ne rimanga. La quarta e il loto, appropriate alia lussuria, perocche il loto fa una macchia puzzolente e fastiaddosso,

(Continued from p. 382.)

primo

cielo

;

e

questo pianeto quando signoreggia chi fosse ingenerato
dee eseere di poca fermezza, e pusillanimo. Mercuric e
il secondo
pianeto, e e nel secondo cielo; chi fosse
ingenerato quando questo pianeto signoreggia, dee avere
'-eloquenzu e disiare signoria di terre. Venus
e il terzo pianeto, e e nel terzo cielo. Chi nasce in
questo
pianeto ha lussuria, E nota che lussuria si pu6 nominare

diosa;

cosi la lussuria e puzzolente e fastidiosa.
La
il vino, appropriate al goloso, getta su un panno
di vino, subito perde o muta il colore.
Cosi

quinta e

un poco

avviene all' uomo goloso e obriaco, che come prende
soperchia vivanda o vino, si muta di colore e di sentimento.
La sesta e 1' allugine o il bianco dell' occhio
Questo bianco quando comappropriata all' invidia.
prende per amori o per altro la luce, cioe quello che noi
chiamiamo il nero dell' occhio eicche fa macchia, accieca
La settima e la ruggine, appropriate all accila luce.
dia, perche ella fa macchia sovra il ferro, e divoralo,
cosi fa 1'accidia, che annulla e distrae in ee le grandi e
le forti cose, e eziandio di Dio e de' santi stando oziosa e
trista."

Serm.

xxii.

In a description of the
the

human

body, he makes

arm the emblem

of God, the hand that of the
the fingers of the Holy Spirit.
With

SOD, and
the separate fingers he deals thus :
" II dito
grosso prieme con forza e stringe il peccatore
perche torni a penitenza, e cbiamasi poilex- L'altro si
chiama index, e fa tre cose, mostra la via, chiama a se, e
minaccia; e cosi fa Dio al peccatore. II terzo, quello di
mezzo, si chiama medius; significa Justizia che sta in
mezzo. 11 quarto e anularis, vi si mette 1'anello chi e
tondo, e questo e appropriato alia fede, che non ha capo,
11 dito che chiamiamo mignolo si
come cosa ritonda
chiama auricularius ; con esso ei stura gli orecchi come
dee fare ogni cristiaco per udire la parola di Dio."
Serm. xxv.

NOTES AND QUERIES.
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Hatred of the Jewish race creeps out in the
following

"

Egli e

i7*s.vra.DEo.28,w.

Crescimbeni sets his death down
1410, without giving any reason for fixing that
but
[ate ;
the latest evidence of his being alive is
399.
" Boccaccio's
2. As to his being
contemporary,
r nearly so," he certainly was that ; (1) because
he widest margin for the birth and death date of
each make that a necessity ; (2) because Sacchetti
"
las left us a sonnet written
what after 1330.
,t

:

e una Judei, e ha fulta ciaviene per caso che 1'una scambia

una christiano

scuna mio fanciullo

;

fanciullo dell' altra, poi che la cristiana ha battezzato il suo. II cristiano che e battezzato tutto segue le
leggi de' Judei, il Giudeo che non e battezzata in tutto
segue le leggi de' cristiani, che crede sua. Addomando
che dee esser di costoro ? Dico cLe il judeo eanza battesimo che crede esser battezzato si salva ; 1'altro che e
battezzato, e tiene e opera le leggi de' Judei si danna."
Serm. xxi.

il

:

Here is a curious piece of natural history
" Cerastes e uno
eerpente che ha alia testa due corni:

e in Etiopia in qutlli paeei caldi entra sotto
quella rena col corpp e con tutta la persona, lascia solo
due cornicelle ; gli uccelle che volano, veggendole, credono che eieno due lombrichi ; scendono
d' aria per pascersi, come col becco toccano le coma, e
Seim. xxvi.
il serpente gli piglia e pascene."

celle nere;

quando fama corse
ui (Messer Giovanni Boccaccio) esser frate di Cer;osa a Napoli," and another written on occasion of
lis death.
There is also other contemporary record
f their acquaintanceship.

MR. MASK ELL states
258 in number really only 257, for
in
the
though
printed editions the
count begins with No. 2, just as if No. 1 remained
but in Italian they are always, so far as I
:o us
He asserts that the Greeks celebrate the mass know, spoken of, as Sacchetti's contemporaries
"
with bread which is leavened, and the Italians spoke of them, as "Le Trecento Novelle = the
three hundred stories. Did he set up 300 as the
with unleavened bread, yet
"il loro e il nostro 6 veramente il corpp di Christo; round number he intended to fill, without succeedSermon xliv.
eglino fanno bene e noi bene."
ing; or did he write 300, and 42 of them have
He admits that the " real presence " of the Re- faded away ? We know not now, yet we may
deemer in the Eucharist is not to be denned, but, know hereafter, for it is not so long ago that one
of his most admiring commentators hesitated to
he adds,
" una
La gallina cova 1'uovo, e in accept the MS. of the Battaglia delle Vecchie
figure ti vo' dare.
pochi v'e dentro pulcinp. Onde v' entro ] Or penaa all' con le Giovane/ which later editors have accepted
omnipotenza de' Dip, si egli puote eesere in quella ostia. and published as genuine because routed libraries
Or come egli in ogni parte 1 La figura de uno specchio have now
yielded up apparently genuine texts of
che si rompe in ogni pezzo e la imagine." Sermon xliv,
The 42 lost novelle may similarly be found ;
it.
Our Lord was crucified, he says,
but 300 is their title, not 258 or 257.
"ma non e ben chiaro BC la croce fu prima fitta, e poi
That his novelle abound in what MR. MASKELL
lo mettessono suso ; e i piu s' accordano che in terra fu
calls "indelicate" (but which would be more
confitto su colcapo verso levante, li piedi a ponente, lo
"
doubtful," scabreux)
bracchio ritto a sententrione, il maneo al meriggio; a aptly termed "delicate," i.e.,
dare a intendere che la morte fu ricompra di tuito i" situations is true enough, but this is far rather to
mondo e di tutta 1'umana generazione." Sermon xlv.
be ascribed to the innocence of a simple condition
of society (just as the most innocent child often
J. MASKELL.
" comes out with "
questions and observations
P.S. It would seem that the Greek Church
for the Eucharist.
The which force its wicked elders to put on their figdi fuori le

3. It is true his novelle are, as

;hey are, only

;he first is lost,

'

still

uses leavened bread

Armenians alone, of all the Orientals, use unleavenec
bread.
See Neale's 'History of the Eastern
Church,' vol.

"Readers

i.

p. 342.

of

Italian

literature

who

are ac-

quainted with the novelle of Franco Sacchetti'
have probably mastered just a little more abou
him than MR. MASKELL sets out and truly it is
only a very little more that is to be known
Nevertheless they will be delighted with him for
bringing into note their dear old author of 500
years ago.

But

first as to his date.

most encyclopaedias put him down
as 1335-1410, but (though those dates may roughh
answer all purposes), according to his best biographers they have never been ascertained, no
certain mention of his birth having been found
The chief thing to go upon is that he was marriec
three times, and from the dates of these marriage
it is reckoned that he must have been born some1.

It is true

leaves, itself all the time unconscious of ill) than,
as he seems to hint, to a vicious mind in the old

author. That, however much they may scathe vice
in the clergy as in other people, they are understood to have no anti-religious tendency is patent
from the fact that they were first unearthed and
published (and that without any expurgating) by a

Roman
there

is

and Vatican librarian. Therefore
nothing astonishing in his having left

prelate

his MS. mems. notes on certain passages in
the Gospels, which, as he was essentially a player
on words, he was pleased to entitle "sermoni,"
without having the power to foresee the portentous
post-puritan meaning which in the nineteenth century would come to be attached to the English
word "sermon." Guglielmo Giraldi, however, in

among

cataloguing Sacchetti's works in 1439, calls them
"
Sposizioni di Vangeli," and they were doubtless
a Lenten task of meditation he set himself, for
they are exactly 49 in number, and are, with few

7th s.
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exceptions, allusive to the Gospels in the mass for
the seasons of Lent and Easter, beginning with
Ash Wednesday and ending with Easter Tuesday.
I am the fortunate possessor of a copy of the
I say
only printed edition of these sermoni.
"
fortunate," for, though not what is called rare or
intrinsically valuable, it is very possible that there
is scarcely another copy of the book in this country besides those of MR. MASKELL and myself.
That of the British Museum has gone astray, and
the London Library, which on some occasions has
a book which the British Museum has not, does
not seem ever to have owned the sermoni.
If MR. MASKELL had really intended his cita" for the benefit of readers and
tions to be
preachers
in these times," it would have been easy to have

more edifying than those with
which he has presented us. Had he acknowledged

selected passages

that he picked these out as specimens of the naivete"
of belief and expression of the trecento, they would

mostly be

fair

enough, but then he might have

amused himself with picking out funnier
"

ones.

In regard to the one which he calls on the last
judgment," and which is Sermone VI., p. 18, he
is hardly fair in putting forward that Sacchetti
"gravely asserts that Christ will judge the world
on March 27," for he merely says in passing that
some pious teachers have so opined, because they
believe March 25 was the day he was crucified,
and we have lately seen it shown in N. & Q.' that
But the main
this was a common mediaeval belief.
object of his writing is eminently practical, and
this mention only leads up to the main object of
whether this detail
the paragraph, which is this
be true or not, what every Christian has to lay to heart
isthat on that day what a God of great mercy will say
"
will be, to the saved, Whatever alms or other good
thing you did to my brethren, you did it unto me ";
and unto the damned, " What you omitted to do to
one of My least ones, to Me it was you omitted
to do it."
So intent is he on conveying a lesson of
lovingkindness (rather than one of mere superstition), that he adds a sentence of consolation, the
"E
drift of which I frankly confess escapes me,
disa'
dannati
e
dare
non
maggior
per
questo
c

:

perazione."
In the passage quoted likening man's life to that
of a rose are one or two slips which may deteriorate it for those who have not the context; but the
of
only one that can be pointed out is one that
"
course MR. MASKELL did not make, namely,
ig"
nora for ognora, but as it stands it is unintelligible.

The same may be said of " suo " for seco at the
end of the next quotation.
The same of " tuo " for suo in the first quotation
on p. 382, though why that very obscure paragraph
was preferred

to

any in the four-and-twenty pages
it and the last I cannot ima-

intervening between
gine.
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The liberal sentiment as to the possible salvation
of good heathen occurs in Serm. X[V. (p. 44), not
Serm. XXVII.
" L'anima & la
moneta," &c., is in Serm. XII..
not Serm. XVIII.
The passage about Adam being made " nel
campo Damascene," &c., is in Serm. XVI. (p. 51),
not Serm. XVIII.; but entirely misses its point
by extraction from its context.
regard to the Sibyl of Babylon whom MR.
he knows not, there is certainly great
divergence of allusion and great confusion of attributions in those who have written on the subject of
sibyls; so much so that it is extraordinary to observe the aplomb with which the artists of the
quattro and cinque cento introduced them into
their work. They, at all events, admitted nine, all

With

MASKELL says

whom are supposed to have more or less darkly
spoken of the coming of Christ. The fourth ("la
Sibilla Cumea ") and the fifth ("la Sibilla Eritrea")
are both said to have been born in Babylon.
With regard to the spread of the Gospel by
Mary Magdalen, it is remarkable to find one so
well versed in Italian as to have unearthed the
sermoni of Sacchetti who yet has not heard of
the legends of the evangelization of Southern
Europe by Mary, Martha, and Lazarus and their
of

companions. Is not the story diffusely written in
Is not every halt of
fresco on the walls of Asisi ?
the route ascribed to them marked with a wonder
of architecture and sculpture throughout Provence ?

MR. MASKELL promises that if these are approved further extracts shall follow; and I, for one,
beg him to continue them. I will not, therefore,
poach on his manor by going one page beyond the
one where he has stopped ; but at the same time I
think I may be excused for gleaning a few of the
E.g., note the
pearls he has left behind him.
terseness of the following statement of an old
theme
" Our Lord God
has invited us that as He being God
became man, so we being men should become God. I will
go further, and say that thou canst not be of the number
:

of the Blessed nor enter into eternal

life

except thou dost

become God. The Godhead consists in Memory, Intelligence, and Will and by means of thy memory, intelligence, and will thou canst make thyself God, for it is
;

written that

He made

thee in His likeness."

Further on our author finds a rather original
answer to an old question, Which had the greater
sin,

"

Adam

or

Eve ?

and so far it has the greater
true Eve began
seeming that Eve had the greater sin. But here is the
received the command
Adam
For
of
the
contrary.
proof
It

is

because he contained in himself
the responsibility of representing the whole human race,
and the gift of original righteousness. And, again, supposing the female did indeed sin, if Adam had not willed
to follow in her sin, it would in no wise have hurt us,
and no condemnation would have ensued to any but to
Eve herself. Either another female would have been

from God Himself
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born of her, or else of another rib of the man God would
have made another woman, from whom the human race
might have descended. Besides this, Adam was more
bound to exercise constancy than she."

The

following idea, again,

"If Adam had not

is

subtle

and

original:

would God have been born
of the Virgin 1 I will prove that He would
He would
have come in order to conjoin his Godhead with our
manhood; and in order to show Himself 'to our bodily
eyes, though, indeed, there would have been no need
that He should have endured a penitential death."
sinned,

So, also, is the following
" It is to be observed that no one ever does
anything
whatever but that he has good of some sort or other in
view ; doing even some evil or sinful thing he has always
some good or other in his mind's eye. I do not affirm that
his end is right, but some good or advantage there is
before him."
:

But

I stop quoting in order to afford space to
a curious item in Gigli's preface.
From his study of the subject he has arrived at the
conclusion that Sacchetti was in the vigour of life
when he wrote the sermoni, and I see no reason to
doubt his conclusion. At the same time his proofs
(pp. Ixviii ff) are quite inconclusive ; for, first,
there seems no reason to suppose that the opinion
he quotes from Maestro Frco. da Empoli was
call attention to

recently

heard

memory

of

;

many

he

years.

be

speaking from
And, secondly, because

might

the stories of the 'Abate di Parigi' and 'La
'
Matrigna are told at greater length in the novels
than in the sermons, it does not follow, as he concludes, that the shorter version was written first ;
quite the contrary; supposing him to have written
them at length in the first instance, one can imagine he felt it superfluous to do more than outline
them on occasion of the second allusion.
The
differing treatment has nothing to do with date ;
it was consonant with a book of stories to tell a
story in greater detail than in a meditation or sermon. But a stranger discrepancy is that he accuses
Bottari of saying that the sermons were the outcome
of drivelling senility. Now, not only can I remember nothing of the kind in Bottari, but it certainly
does not occur on the page which Gigli gives as
reference.
16,

Montagu

Street,

E. H. BUSK.
Portman Square.

Scene,
1867.

CT*

Brompton; Time, 11

B.

h.

vm.

DEO. 23,

50m., December

31,

(Enter Sixty-Seven.)
67. Pity the sorrows of a poor old year
Whose trembling limbs have borne him to this door;
Whose days have dwindled to the shortest here,
And who to-morrow will behold no more
!

And

so to say farewell I have made bold;
Yet not so very great would seem
age,
Though an old year I 'm only a year old.
Yes I was born quite well I can remember

my

The

first of January, Sixty-seven,
therefore on the first of this December,
If months were years I should but be eleven.
The fact is, I 've been living much too fast
fashion which has made so many fail,
The world has had a rage for some time past
To go ahead and thereby hangs a tale.
Don't be alarmed I haven't time to tell it.
For soft " methinks I scent the morning air,"
And as I 'm not allowed to stop to smell it,
I '11 call in Christmas he 's got time to spare.

And

A

!

{Beckons.

(Enter Christmas.')
merrier Christmas than this lively sprite
I couldn't wish yon.
Keep him while you
He 's just the sort of chap dull care to fight,
For he was born, I 'm told, on Boxing Day

A

[The

may

!

!

lells strike

up.

They cry with joy elate,
"
"Old Sixty-seven to the right about
Christmas will introduce young Sixty-eight.
He 's just come home and I am going out.
Good-bye, a happy New Year to you all,
This poor old body wishes from his soul.
I hear the bells

!

!

Leap Year must have his spring I 've had my fall !
Time rings my knell I go to pay the toll.
(Turning to Christmas) You '11 see me out
Christmas,
Delighted beyond measure.
1

?

We

here to do so with great pleasure.
I '11 keep you up and steady.
[Leads 67 to the door.
67. Not a step farther.
I am one already.
Christmas.
are

all

Here take

You

my arm

're just in

67.

time, the clock

[Clock strikes.
giving warning.

is

Goodnight.

Christmas.

Good night

!

There goes another year

(Enter 68, jumping.)
68.

!

Good morning

f

Christmas. Holloah ! young Shipjack, who the deuce
are you ?
68 The New Year.
[Jumps.
How d'ye do ?
Glad to see you
Christmas.
And so you're 68 ! Well, you don't look it.
68. I thought that old bloke never meant to hook it !
Either the clock or he was awful slow.
[Jumps.
Christmas. You seem too fast. Why keep on jumping
!

THE OLD YEAR OUT, THE NEW YEAR

IN.

The following appropriate sketch for this season
of the year I found some time ago among the leaves
of an old book purchased from a box frequently
found outside the doors of dealers in second-hand
It is in MS., and if it has not already
books.
appeared in print may possibly be considered of
sufficient interest for the columns of ' N. & Q.' as
a seasonable specimen of the author's style.
'A Piece of Pastime for the Present,' written by the
late James Robinson Planche, and performed by him in
conjunction with the Messrs. Charles Mathews, senior
junior, at the residence of the former, on the 31st

and

December, 1867.

so?

Year! You wouldn't have me creep
Christmas, You've got two months to look before you
leap.
[Stopping him as he is alout to jump.

68. Ar'nt I leap

If such a lot of springs you mean to make
'Twill be Quick March with us, and no mistake!

68. Well, there, I' 11 mark time while to all around
You introduce me, as in duty bound.
Christmas. Upon my life, I don't know what to say.
"
68. Oh, " hero we are again
!

Christmas.

We

again

nay-

Christmas has here oft made his holly bough,
But 68 was never here till now,
[ To the company.

7tts.viiLDEo.28/89.]
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Ladies and gentlemen, you 've welcomed me in,
Now this is the New Year you 've come to see in.
I could tell tales of him who has gone out,
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actually living at the same time, viz. (1) Richard
Cromwell, born Oct. 4, 1626 ; (2) Charles II., born
May 29, 1630; (3) James II., born Oct. 14, 1633 ;
:

But this young chap, I know no more about
He is just that sort of lad
Than you do

to a conclusion much too fast.
And though Leap Year may be a hasty spark,

William III., born Nov. 4/14, 1650; (5) Q.
II., born April 30, 1662 (6) Q. Anne, born
Feb. 6, 1664 ; (7) George I., born May 28, 1660 ;
(8) George II, born Oct. 30, 1683.
On Christmas Day, 1470, five sometime Kings
of England were living, viz.: (1) Henry VI., born

I hope he won't be leaping in the dark

Dec.

(4)

!

May turn out good, or may go to the bad.
He don't look, I should say, much like a sappy one,
And we '11 all wish that he may be a happy one

Mary

;

The

race he started at would never last"

He 'd jump

We had enough of that last year.
Have added twopence

Those blacks

I

As we

are in the hole, to pull us through,
There 's work enough for a good year before you,
Get it well done, and, by Jove, we '11 encore you 1
Lay the foul fiend that lately has arisen,
Don't burn a playhouse, nor blow up a prison,
Look sharper out than did the " dear departed "
The last few years have been too tender-hearted
hope to find you made of sterner stuff,
And let the wzc^-ed feel you 're up to snuff.
The prices down of beef and mutton beat for us,
And don't drive us to eat what isn't meet for us.
If horse-flesh won't suffice to feed the masses,
The next resource will certainly be asses.
And Heaven only knows where that will end !
Some people won't have left a single friend

!

thought you 'd make us grin from year to year,
Not stand there lecturing in this dull way
It 's like Ash Wednesday more than New Year's
Day.
:

If any thing my temper irritates
It 's waiting, and of all waits
Christmas waits
Christmas. You 're right, they even give me the Blue
Devils,
And so have with you to our Christmas Bevels.
!

ceremony with my holly,
forms and let 's be awful jolly.
's a famous stock,
" like one o'clock
twelve
Go

all

Away with

Of ardent spirits here

boys,

"
!

Make everything to everybody pleasant,
And prove no pastime can surpass the present.

II.

Christmas Day, 1600, four sometime rulers
of England were living, viz. (1) Q. Elizabeth ; (2)
James I. ; (3) Charles I. ; (4) Oliver Cromwell.
On Christmas Day, 1819, four sometime monarchs of England were living, viz.: (1) George III.,
born June 4 (May 24 old style), 1738 ; (2) George
IV., born Aug. 12, 1762 ; (3) William IV., born
Aug. 21, 1765 ; (4) Queen Victoria, born May 24,
1819.

The numerous instances in which three successive sovereigns were living at the same time
occur to every reader.

mut

H.

MURRAY

LANE, Chester Herald.

INSCRIPTIONS IN BOOKS. The enclosed slip
from Jarrold & Son's 'East Anglian Book Ciris
cular,' No. 12, 1889, which I have just received,
a
worth, I think, preservation in your columns as
rather more than usually ambitious specimen of
book-cover doggerel
The following, on the inside of the cover [of Defoe's
:

EVERARD HOME COLEMAN.
71,

James

:

And

it,

IV., born April 28,

On

68.
Oh !
I say, shut up
Don't go on preaching so,
I came to pass a merry morning here,

!

Edward

:

(5)

The present company excepted.

It's past

1421; (2)

:

We

waive

6,

1442; (3) Edward V., born Nov. 4, 1470 (4)
Eichard III., born Oct. 2, 1452 ; (5) Henry VII.,
born July 26, 1455.
On Christmas Day, 1546, five sometime sovereigns of England were living, viz. (1) Hen. VIII.,
born June 28, 1491 ; (2) Edward VI., born Oct. 12,
1537; (3) Q. Jane, born Oct., 1536 (1537 ?) ; (4)
Q. Mary I., bom Feb. 8, 1515/16 ; (5) Q. Elizabeth, born Sept. 7, 1533.
On Christmas Day, 1648, five sometime rulers
of England were living, viz.
(1) Charles I., born
Nov. 19, 1600 ; (2) Oliver Cromwell, born April
25, 1599 ; (3) Eichard Cromwell ; (4) Charles II. ;
;

to the Income-tax,

And, what makes matters worse, the question 's whether
They are worth twopence take 'em all together.
Nay, who knows that it won't be soon a guinea eh
Plunged into an Abyss in Abyssinia?
Nay, come, young fellow [to 68], try what you can,

I

;

Brecknock Road.

Political History of the Devil,' 8vo., 1737], will please
the " picker up of unconsidered trifles ":

full often suffer
SOMETIME EULERS OF ENGLAND LIVING CON- As all, my friend, through wily knaves,
wrongs
TEMPORANEOUSLY. History is full of curious co- Forget not, pray, when it you 've read, to whom this
book belongs,
incidence, and none is more striking to the
modern reader than the frequent occurrence of Than one Charles Clark, of Totham Hall, none to 't a
right has better.
curious facts, which at the time would naturally
A wight, that same, more read than some in the lore of
be passed over without any notice or comment
old Wac-letter.
whatever. Among these may be noticed at various And as C. C. in Essex dwells a shire at which all

periods the contemporaneous existence of several
rulers of England the accession to power of some
of whom at that particular date could not have
been contemplated as possible. For instance
:

On

Christmas Day, 1684, no fewer than eight
past, present, and future rulers of England were

laugh,

His books must, sure, lest fit seem drest, if they 're not
bound in calf.
Care take, my friend, this book you ne'er with grease or
dirt besmear it,
While none but awkward puppies will continue to dogsear

it t
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And

my books, when book-worms "grub,"
them understand,

o'er

No marks the margins must
"hand/"

I'd have

de-/ce from any busy

Marks, as re-marks, in books of Clark's, when

e'er

some

critic

spy leaves,
It always him so waspish make, though they 're but on
%-leaveg.
yes, if so they 're used, he 'd not de-fer to deal a fate
most meet,
He 'd have the soiler of his quires do penance in a sheet !
The Ettrick Hogg ne'er deemed a bore his candid mind
revealing,

Declares to beg

"a copy" now 'a

a mere

-pre-lext

for

stealing.

So, as

some knave

to grant the loan of this

my

book may

wish me,

.

my

book-plate here display, lest some such fry
should dish me.
But hold though I again declare with-holding I '11 not
1 thus

Irook,

And

" a sea of trouble "
worm " to book."

still

shall take, to bring book-

1859.

HENRY
[For Charles Clark, see 6*

T.
S.

i.

FOLKARD.
198.]

SITE OF THE GLASTONBURY THORN. The recent
letters in 'N. & Q.' on the holy thorn of Glastonbury suggest to me to ask room in its pages for

s.

vm.

DEC. 23,

-89

Otherwise

it is
indistinguishable, I believe, from
the ordinary hawthorn.
Mr. John Clark, my
uncle above mentioned, was a local
antiquary, and
used his best endeavours, in vain, to
prevent the
"
"
utilization
of tons of
Glastonbury Abbey stones,

sculptured and otherwise, in making the present
road from Glastonbury to Wells. He was familiar
with every object of
archaeology in the neighbourhood, and all its then obtainable literature, and
was the first to write a popular account or
guide
to Glastonbury, illustrated from careful
drawings,
which has but quite lately gone out of use. Some
time early in this century he learnt that the
stump
of the original holy thorn on
Wyrral Hill was
about to be grubbed up ; and after
pleading for it
in vain, obtained permission of the owner to insert
on the spot a small flat stone, as an enduring
"
J. A.
memorial, with the simple inscription,

which was done under his own oversight,
and the stone remains on the same spot to this
The inscription stands for Joseph of Ariday.
A.D. 31,"

mathea, with the locally traditionary date of the
landing of the saint with his companions from
the inland mere, or arm of the Bristol
Channel,
which, it is well known, at that date washed the
foot of Wyrral Hill, obliging the only then road
from Glaston directly west to be carried over the
hill top.
The stone lies in the short grass of the
hill very near this ancient, but still
used, road,
and within a few yards westward of a gate leading
from it. As is well known, the legend goes that

noting some local facts concerning it, personally
well known to myself and others, but which, unless
recorded, may pass from memory in another geneTwo distinct lines of my forefathers were
ration.
for generations natives and residents of Glastonbury or its immediate neigbourhood. From a
grandfather on the one side (born 1776), and an St. Joseph, after mounting the steep hill, there
uncle on the other (born 1785) I have repeatedly halted, and exclaiming, "We are weary all!"
heard that the root and a small portion of the stuck his staff into the ground, where it budded
stump of the holy thorn-tree was still in the ground and grew into the holy thorn-tree. It has been
in their time on the top of Wyrral Hill (a Celtic suggested, but I forget by whom, that it might
"
name, locally corrupted to Weary-all Hill"), and possibly be a foreign variety of the hawthorn,
was regarded with respect and interest by the brought and planted by one of the pilgrims who
more intelligent inhabitants.
It was said, of flocked to the locality.
A more detailed account of the above circumcourse, to have been "cut down by Cromwell's
soldiers."
It may have been deliberately or wan- stances, leading to the placing of this stone, has
tonly destroyed in some one of the several crises been repeatedly related me not only by Mr. John
of destruction which the vast monastic establish- Clark himself, who also stated the facts in his
ment of Glastonbury must have undergone from Glastonbury guide, but by contemporaries of his ;
period to period, or it may have perished of old and should any reader take sufficient interest in
Most of the best houses in the town had the verification of the site to write to me direct,
age.
Unforholy thorn-trees in their gardens grafts from the further testimony could be adduced.
original; but how far directly or indirectly so, tunately, the inscription on the stone (which I first
I cannot say. There was one already belonging saw myself on its present site in 1849) is far too
to the house my great-grandfather
bought about scant to tell its own tale ; so that, unless a remem1785, much valued by his family, and which, I brance of its purpose is kept up by other means,
have heard them say, usually made more or less it runs the risk of being forgotten in the next
I. METFORD.
attempt at a second blossoming in the winter. I generation.
West Brow, Warwick.
have seen sprays from some of these long-cherished
bushes bearing a scanty flowering in December;
LINK WITH THE PAST. It would be a pity
and some years ago a drawing was taken of one
the following which appeared in the Standard
such at Christmas time by a cousin of mine living "ast
summer
should not find preservation in
in the neighbourhood, who wished thus to put on
N.&Q.':
record the sometimes disputed fact of the " mira"
My grandmother, whom I recollect clearly, died in
"
culous
Christmas blossoming of the holy thorn. 1850, in her ninetieth year, when I was seven years old.

A

'.f

7*

1

s.

vm. D EO

.
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She, as my father frequently told me, had a clear recollection of grand-uncles of hers who were known to have
fought at the Battle of the Boyne. Thus, should I lire
out ' three score years and ten,' I shall be able to
say in
1913, that I saw one who knew men who fought at the
Battle of the Boyne, thus linking the
1690
with
year
1913, a period of nearly two and a quarter centuries, the
century of Elizabeth to the, probably, past Victorian
age."

W.
DR. 0.

W.

RUSSELL'S

t

J. F.
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nine years old, not even married, much less a
queen ;
and nearly twenty years elapsed before she could
be addressed as " Chere Reine." I can find no
contemporary evidence to show that Edward I.
ever spoke of his wife by this term.
The nearest
expression to it known to me occurs on the Close
Roll of his sixth year, where, in a charter there
enrolled, he styles her "nostre chere dame Alienore."
Who is the earliest writer that makes the assertion
in question? Can it be traced to
any contemHERMENTRUDE.
porary author 1

THE SONNET.' This is not the title of a bookthough Mr. Aubrey de Vere and others urged the
author to reprint it as such but the title of two
long
and comprehensive articles which appeared in two
successive numbers of the Dublin Review, in OctoWe must request correspondents desiring information
ber, 1876, and January, 1877. The Rev. Dr. Russell, on family matters of only private interest, to affix their
who was then President of Maynooth College, in- names and addresses to their queries, in order that the
tended to finish the subject in one paper ; but Mr. answers may be addressed to them direct.
Cashel Hoey, who at that time edited the Dublin
BYRON AND R. B. HOPPNER. Is anything
Review under Dr. W. G-. Ward, accompanied the
proof-sheets with a warning that they had outrun known of H.B.M. consul R. B. Hoppner, to whom
the proper limit?. This change of plan enabled Dr. Byron wrote so many letters from Ravenna c.
and whom he met often at Venice, where
Russell to develope the second part
considerably; 1821,
was consul? Moore's 'Life' includes
so that the present writer was able, with
perfect Hoppner
truth, to state in this journal on April 21, 1877 many letters from Byron to Hoppner, who regrets
01
in
a
letter
to Moore that he had not made notes of
S. vii. 306)
"One of the fullest accounts of
(5
English sonnet-writers, and foreign ones also, his personal intercourse with Byron. I have some
of
the
original letters from Byron to Hoppner ; but
especially French and German, brought down to
the present time, with copious specimens, may be where are the originals of those printed in Moore's
4
'
Life ?
found where no one would think of looking for it
ESTE.
in the Dublin Review of October, 1876, and JanuOLIVER CROMWELL'S SWORDS. Several writer
To that note is due the attention that
ary, 1877."
has been paid to Dr. Russell's papers, which are have mentioned that, in or about the year 1640 a
number of long, heavy swords were sent down
quoted with appreciation by Mr. Sharp, Mr. Hall large
from London to St. Ives, to care of Oliver CromCaine, Mr. Main, and other compilers of sonnet
and were duly distributed by him.
anthologies, and also by the German Dr. Lentzner, well, Esq.,
'
They were marked on the hilt with the letters
in his
Tiber das Sonett und seine
:

Gestalwork,
tung in der englischen Dichtung bis Milton.'
These writers would never have discovered The
Critical History of the Sonnet' without your aid.
M. R.
'

"CH^RE REINE": CHARING.

We

were

all

taught in our innocent youth that Charing Cross
derived its name from the epithet of " Cbere
Reine," bestowed by Edward I. on the beloved
wife to commemorate whose virtues he erected the
Eleanor Crosses, of which this was the last. This
romantic and venerable fable seems destined to die
Within the last twelve months, I believe, I
hard.
have seen it twice repeated in magazines intended
for youthful readers'. Yet in his thirty-seventh year
(1252-3), Henry III. granted 50s. per annum to a

" who

should daily celebrate Divine service
chaplain
in the hermitage of La Charring, in honour of the
blessed Virgin and in commendation of the blessed
Edward " (Close Roll, 37 Hen. Ill, July 7) ; and
in 1272 he further bestowed a vestment and an
altar frontal, price 6s.

8d, on "Simon Ermite apud

Charringg'" (Ibid., 57 Hen. III.).
Now, in
July, 1253, Eleanor of Castile was a little girl of

le

0. C.

Is this correct (as to the delivery of the
if so, are any now known to exist ?
CHARLES J. HILL.
Waterford.

swords) ; and,

PENNSYLVANIA. Can any one give me a list of
books relating to the early emigrants to this State
from the North of Ireland ?
K. W. M.

HILDEBRAND HORDEN was

the son of Dr. Horden,

Twickenham, was an actor at Drury Lane, and
a man of education, and was killed in a brawl at
the " Rose Tavern," Co vent Garden, about 1698.
Is the date of birth obtainable from the Twickenham registers ? It should be 1668 to 1675. What,
of

too, is the date of his

death

URBAN.

?

I am preparing a memoir on the early Newcastle newspapers,
and wish to learn the whereabouts of any volumes
of the Newcastle Courant before 1750, and of any
single numbers of the Newcastle Gazette (1710-11),
besides the one in the Advocates' Library, Edin-

EARLY NEWCASTLE NEWSPAPERS.

J.

burgh.

Low

Fell,

Gateshead-on-Tyne.

R. BOYLE.
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LIVING OP BRATTON ST. MAUR.

who has

Will any one

f

access to Weaver's
List of Incumbents
and Patrons of every Parish in the County of
Somerset from 1309 to 1740' kindly inform me who
was patron of the living of Bratton St. Maur, near
Wincanton, in September, 1662 ; and how the

became vacant at
John Penny was

that time ?
I have a note
instituted Sept. 4, 1662,
and held the living until his death in September,
I have searched in vain for Mr. Weaver's
1689.
book at the British Museum.
living

that

H. W. FORSYTH HARWOOD.
PORTRAIT OF JOHN BUNTAN. I have before
me what is reputed to be a portrait of John BunIt represents him as a man
yan, painted in oils.
about thirty-five or forty, with moustache, flowing
brown hair, in a broad, plain white collar. On
the back is written, "Mr. John Bunyan, an original
portrait painted in the year 1665 by Mr. Edward
Cots wold, formerly in the possession of Dr. Eeid."
Is anything known of this ? It is very unlike his
usual portraits.

Fulham.

[7*

s.

vm. DEC. 28/89.

In May, 1751, the two men entered into

with M. Parisot, who would appear to
have had a manufactory where both the work of
the Gobelins and the art of dyeing in black and
scarlet, as then practised at Chaillot, was carried
For a time the factory was removed to Padon.
dington, but Parisot eventually returned to Fulham.
The premises were in the High Street, next to the
" Golden Lion." I should be much
old
obliged if
any readers could send me direct any references to
I want
accounts of this manufactory at Fulham.
to ascertain when the business ceased.
CHAS. JAS. F&RET.
49, Edith Koad, West Kensington, W.

articles

HARRIET SHELLEY'S LETTERS.

I understand
from Shelley's first wife have
I should be
in
America.
recently been published
glad to know whether they were copied into any
English periodical, as I should like to see them.

some

that

letters

RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

33,

J. C. J.

OLD SCOTTISH BALLAD. Can any of the readers
'
Coo.
Kersey's 'Diet./ 1707-23, has, "Cogs... of N. & Q.' give the words and music of an old
a kind of Boats us'd on the Rivers Ouse and ballad which I have heard from an old servant,
Humber." Is this name still known on these now dead ? It treats of the adventures of a mariner
a French vessel
rivers ; and to what kind of boats is it
applied ; or sailing to Holland, and who meets
is the name now
applied anywhere to any kind of of which he has reason to be afraid. A demon
boats ? May I beg correspondents not to run off page on board his vessel offers to sink the French
to the cogges of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen- ship if he is rewarded, and does so by boring holes
in her sides ; but returning, his master refuses to
turies, to which I do not want references ?
take him on board, in order to avoid paying the
J. A. H. MURRAY.
Oxford.

HORATIA NELSON.

What

is

the date of the

death of the daughter of Lord Nelson and
Lady
I think it is comparatively recent.
I cannot find it in Mr. Jeaffreson's book nor elsewhere.
An important literary work is waiting for

Hamilton?

the date.
339,

High

F. GROOME.
Street, Edinburgh.

MRS. HUMBY.
of this actress

?

What was

When

the Christian name
did she die ? I believe

within very few years.

WILLOUGHBY RADCLiFFE,

Mag. for August, 1754, is an account
two carpet weavers who came from Chaillob
London, and finally fell in with a M. Parisot,

gie ye
lie,

i'

gowd marks three thousand times three,
the Lowlands low,
she shall be

o'

"

*****

Maister, maister, draw me on board,
Hie, lie, i' the Lowlands low,
And prove to me as good as your word,
For I 've sunk yon French gallow."
" I ne'er will draw
you up on board,
Hie, lie, i' the Lowlands low,
I will not prove me as good as my word,
Though you've sunk yon French gallow."

Gallow appears to be a corruption of the French

FRANCIS R. Y. RADCLIFFE.

MANUFACTURE OF CARPETS AT FULHAM.

'11

If you sink yon French gallow.

of your

Hare Court, Temple, E.G.

the Gent.

"I

My only dauchter your wife

correspondents help me by any information as to
the parentage, or issue, or place or date of death
of a person of this name, who
appears in the year
1735, in the register of Leek, co. Stafford, as marrying Mary Chapel, and has a child John, baptized
at Macclesfield the same year.
I have been unable
hitherto to find out anything further about him
than the above two entries.
5,

:

Maister, maister, what will ye gie me,
Hie, lie, i' the Lowlands low,
Maister, maister, what will ye gie me
"
If I sink yon French gallow?
11

Hie,

URBAN.
Can any

reward, whereon the page threatens to sink his
The ballad, which I
ship in the same manner.
have not heard for twenty years, was sung to ^ a
"
curious wailing tune, and the refrain
Hie, lie, in
"
occurred in every verse. All
the Lowlands low
that I can recal of the ballad runs as follows

word
In
of
to
at

galiote.

E. R.

Conservative Club, Glasgow.

IN SNOW, S. DEVON.
what
Staying lately in S. Devon, I was asked
solution N. & Q.' had supplied for a phenomenon

PHENOMENAL FOOTPRINTS

,

s.
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which seems to have convulsed England in general, or monument exists giving the actual date of
and S. Devon in particular, some five-and-thirty Leguat's death, birth and parentage, &c. ? Is any
I remember nothing about it myself, portrait of him known to exist ?
years ago.
Any information
but I am told that on occasion of a deep fall of will be most acceptable to
snow somewhere in the years 1852-4 an extraS. P. OLIVER, Capt. (late R.A.).
ordinary track, consisting of a clawed foot-mark
of unclassifiable form, alternating at huge but
regular intervals with (seemingly) the point of a
crutch-stick, and vaulting over walls, hedges,
rivers, even houses, and obstacles of every sort,
appeared over a surface of thirty-five miles, all
produced in one night; that the track was fol-

lowed up by hounds and huntsmen, and crowds of
country folk, till at last, in a wood (I think it was
said over Dawlish), the hounds came back baying
and terrified. This was the moment when one would
think the real excitement would begin.
Nevertheless no one seems to have had the courage to
rush in where the dogs feared to tread, and the
matter ended in a battle of conjecture on paper.
The most general local impression seems to have
been that it was the devil put his foot in it, though
so widespread a belief in so useless and partial a
manifestation of a personal devil seems incredible.
Now what did N. & Q.' contribute to the inquiry ? I have looked in the General Index of the
decade named, under all the headings under which
I can conjecture that the matter might have been
"

classified

"Phantom,"

Fantastic,"

"Pheno"Snow,"

MUSE.
describes

Calmet says that an Egyptian author
Egypt as of four colours, according to the

"Le terroir de ce pays est pendant trois mois de
I'annee blanc et eclatant comme une perle, trois mois
noir comme le muse, trois mois verd comme les emeraudes, et trois mois jaune comme 1'ambre."

What

the meaning of the word muse here 1
any other dictionary that
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.
is

It is not in Littre", nor in
I have.

ITALIAN VENGEANCE. Sir Thomas Browne, in
'
section 6, part ii., of Religio Medici, says
" I cannot
believe the story of the Italian our bad
wishes and uncharitable desires proceed no further than
this life ; it is the devil, and the uncharitable votes of
hell, that desire our misery in the world to come."
1

:

:

He

does not explain the story

;

but Mr. Willis

alleges that the allusion is to the
story of the Italian who, having been provoked by
a person he met, put a poniard to his heart, and
threatened to kill him if he would not blaspheme
God; and the stranger doing so, the Italian killed

Bund, in a note,

him at once, that he might be damned, having
"Devon," "Devil's Walk," "Diablo boiteux," no time to repent.
"
Prosper Me'rime'e, in his history of Don Juan,
Hooky Walker" but all in vain. Can any conLes Ames du Purgatoire,' narrates how a Spanish
tributor better versed in back numbers assist me ?
noble who had been foully wronged by Don Juan
R. H. BUSK.
before the latter repented and became a monk
16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.
des austerites de Don Juan, et sa
STORIES WANTED. Who wrote the following "avait entendu parler 6tait si
repandue, que Don Pedro
reputation de saintete
short stories; and how and where can copies of ne doutait
s'il
1'assassinait, il ne 1'envoyat tout
pas que,
them be obtained ? (1) The Village Choristers/ droit dans le ciel. II espera qu'en le provoquant et
an amusing tale of a village choir who wished to 1'obligeant a se battre, il le tuerait en peche mortel, et
"
" at
Christmas (2) perdrait ainsi son corps et son ame."
sing the
Hallelujah Chorus
It is satisfactory to know that the reformed
'Look after Brown,' a story the moral of which is
that one should not be suspicious of one's neigh- profligate pinked Don Pedro, and lived a holier
life than ever, till the time came to inscribe on his
bours without reason.
H. W. N.
tomb the terrible words "Aqui yace el peor
FRANCOIS LEGUAT. As many of your readers hombre que fu en el mundo."
are
menal,"

"Mysterious,"

"Footprints,"

'

*

;

aware,

that quaint

old

traveller

Frangois

Leguat who made us acquainted with the aspect
and habits of the now extinct birds, the solitaire
of Rodriguez and the ge"ant of the Isle of France
after his exile and imprisonment, so charmingly
described in his well-known book, came to England, where he resided from 1707-8 until 1735.
In the September of this last year he died, at the
This nonagenarian refugee
age of ninety-six.
seems to have been on friendly terms with several
scientists of the period, and must have been a
notable of some little importance when he died

make out, in London or its neighCan any of your contributors and

so far as I can

bourhood.

correspondents inform

me

if

What

is

the origin of the legend of the Italian

?

JAMES HOOPER.
50,

Mornington Road, N.W.

GASKELL

:

GASCOIGNE.

I

was interested

to

late Mrs.
hear, not long ago, from a relative of the
Gaskell, the authoress, that the name is only a
Leland (I think) gives
corruption of Gascoigne.
almost twenty different ways in which this old

Yorkshire name is spelt, but Gaskell is not amongst
The Gascoigne arms are Arg., on a pale
them.
sa. a conger's head couped and erect or, as given
by Flowers in his Visitation of Yorkshire, 1585 (?),
who, by the way, spells it Gaskon. The Gaskell

any memorial tablet arms, as quartered by the Milnes-Gaskells, of
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Wenlock Abbey and Wakefield,

In vol. xi. of the 'Collections of the
are the same,
718.
which certainly points to some connexion of family,
ussex Archaeological Society,' pp. 42-45, is a
but so far back as 1600 they spell their name
urious account of the kidnapping of Thomas
As the derivation of surnames is always Wilson in 1675, and his being sold to forced labour
Gaskell.
a study of importance and interest, perhaps some
n Jamaica. The two following ballads relate to
of your readers can throw light on the sub'The Betrayed
his practice of kidnapping.
ject.
By the way, has the Gascoigne family any Maiden ' is from a broadside in my own possesmotto? I cannot meet with one, which in the ion, 'The Trepanned Maiden' is from a copy
case of so ancient and honourable a house is, I
n Douce's Collection in the Bodleian Library.
think, somewhat unusual.
CINQBARS.
The Betrayed Maiden.
Pitts printer, Toy and Marble Ware-house, 6, Great St.
AUTHORS or QUOTATIONS WANTED.
Andrew Street 7 dials.
If I could catch the little year,
Of a Brazier's daughter who lived near,
The happy year, the glad new year;
A pretty story you shall hear,
If I could catch him setting forth
And she would up to London go,
Upon the ancient track,
To seek a service you shall know.
I 'd bring him here, the little year,
Her master had one only son,
Like a
with his
pedlar

pack.

H. WHITBREAD.

J.

CONVICTS SHIPPED TO THE COLONIES.
(7

th

S.

i.

104 ;
395

72, 134,

ii.
;

162, 476

v. 50,

;

195

iii.
;

68, 114, 193; iv.
227 ; viii. 154,

vi.

217.)

In an
for April,

English Historical Review
1889 (pp. 355-6), I collected some notes

article in the

on the practice of transporting political prisoners
to the American or West Indian Colonies.
The
references there given will supply a list of the
names of political prisoners transported by Cromwell in 1655.
Cromwell is accused by Clement
Walker of selling the Welsh prisoners taken in
"
d
for
12
a head to be transported into bar
1648
barous plantations whereby to expel the Canaanites
and make new plantations in old England for the
"
godly, the seed of the Faithfull
(' History of

Independency,' pt. i. p. 95, ed. 1661).
To this charge George Wither replies:
"All Wales
knowea the Common Souldiers were
sent to their owne homes, and the Officers were to qui
England for a time, three or four only excepted, of
which only Poyer suffered; it may be some poore
Scoundrels who either had no homes, or durst not go to
a home if they had one, were willing to go to our
English plantations, Virginia, the Barbadoes, etc.
barbarous and Barbadoes begins indeed something alike
yet I dare affirm, that

all these plantations he term
barbarous cannot show so uncivil, so barbarous, s
impious a wretch as the Tower of London can [Walke
was then a prisoner in the Tower]." Wither, Respub
'

lica Anglicana,' 1650, p. 7.

In Mr. Inderwick's Side Lights on the Stuarts
an interesting note on the number of person
transported after Monmouth's rebellion, which hi
fixes much lower than Macaulay.
There is alsc
'

is

list giving the names of many
persons sentencec
to transportation (pp. 392, 395, 425).
list o
the names of some fifty Scots transported after th
'
1715 rebellion is given at p. 400 of The Faithfu
Register of the late Rebellion,' 8vo., London

a

A

Sweet Betsy's heart was fairly won,
For Betsy being so very fair
She drew his heart in a fatal snare.
On Sunday night he took his time
Unto sweet Betsy he told his mind,
Swearing by all the powers above
'Tis you sweet Betsy, 'tis you I love.
His mother happening for to hear
Which threw her in a fatal snare,
For soon she contrived sweet Betsy away
For a slave in the province of Virginia.

Betsy, Betsy, pack up your clothes
For you must see what the country shews,
You must go with me for a day or two

Some of our relations there for to view.
They rode till they came to a sea town,
Where ships were sailing in the Downs,
Quickly a captain there was found,
Unto Virginia they were bound.
Both hired a boat alongside they went
Sweet Betsy rode in sad discontent,
For now sweet Betsy's upon the salt wave,
Sweet Betsy's gone for an arrant slave.
A few days after she returned again
You are welcome mother, says the son

But where is Betsy, tell me I pray,
That she behind so long doth stay ?

O

son,

O

How great

son, I plainly see
your love for pretty Betsy,

is

Of all such thought you must refrain
Since Betsy 's sailing over the watery plain.
We would rather see our son lie dead,
Than with a servant girl to wed.
His father spoke most scornfully,
It will bring disgrace on our family.
Four days after the son fell bad,
No kind of music could make him glad,
He sighed and slumbered and often cried
'Tis for you sweet Betsy, for you I died.

A

few days after the son was dead,
their hands and shook each head,
Saying would our son but rise again
We would send for Betsy over the main.

They wrung

The Trappann'd Maiden ; or, The Distressed DamteL
This girl was cunningly trapanned,
Sent to Virginny from England ;
Where she doth hardships undergo
There is no cure it must be so ;

7*
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But if she lives to cross the main
She vows she '11 ne'er go there again.

&

Licensed

The water from the

Upon my head

Give ear unto a maid,
lately was betray'd,
And sent into Virginy O ;
In brief I shall declare,
What I have suffered there,
When that I was weary,
Weary, weary, weary, 0.

In the land of Virginny, 0:
The morter for to make,
Which made my heart to ake,

When that, &c.
When the child doth

When

that, &c.

A

Five years serv'd

Under Master Guy,

Which made me

for to

Sorrow, grief and woe

When that, &c.
When my Dame
must do

thousand woes beside,
I do here abide,
In the land of Virginny, 0:
In misery I spend
My time that hath no end,

That

I,

In the land of Virginny,

I

O

:

know,

When

;

let maids beware,
All by my ill-fare,
In the land of Virginny, 0:
Be sure you stay at home,
For if you do here come,
You all will be weary, &c.
But if be my chance,

says, go,
so,

sits at

Then have

When

I

meat,

none

to eat,

that, &e.

Homewards to advance,
From the land of Virginny, 0:

The cloaths that I brought in
They are worn very thin,
In the land of Virginny, 0:

Which makes me

If that I once more
Land on English shore,
no more be weary,

for to say,

Alas and well-a-day,
When that, &c.

I'll

lie

down when

I

plense,

In the land of Virginny,

:

Upon a bed of straw,
I lay down full of woe,
When that, &c.

33,

Round about my

:

bed,

&c.

So soon as

it is

day,

that, &c.

I have played

my part,

Both at plow and cart,
In the land of Virginny,
:
Billets from the wood,
back
Upon my
they load,

When

M

New

England."

At

the foot

of

,

this

list

is

written:

To work I must away,
In the land of Virginny, O:
Then my dame she knocks
With her tinder box,

When

reference

subject,

She spins her tender web,

When that,

to my reply (p. 217) on this
Mr. John Mackey, of Cambridge, Mass.,
U.S., has most kindly sent to me "A [nominal]
list of the passengers (272) aboard the John and
r
bound for
Sarah, of London, John Greene,

In

Then the

spider she
Daily waits on me,
In the land of Virginny,

Weary, weary, weary, 0.
W. 0., and sold by A. Bettes worth,
on London bridge. Douce, 2, 219.
0. H. FIRTH.
Norham Road, Oxford.

Printed by and for

In stead of beds of ease,

To

that, &c.

Then

In the land of Virginny, O:

When she

cry,

I must sing, By a by,
In the land of Virginny, O:
No rest that I can have,
Whilst I am here a slave,
When that, &c.

that first I came
To this land of fame,
Which is called Virginny, O;
The axe and the hoe
Have brought my overthrow,

Then

spring,
I bring,

When that, &c.
When the mill doth stand,
I am ready at command,

entered according to order.

That

When

511

that, &c.

Instead of drinking beer,
I drink the water clear,
In the land of Virginny, O
Which makes me pale and wan,
Do all that e'er I can,
When that, &c.
:

If my dame says, go,
I dare not say no,
In the land of Virginny,

" The
in the
persons aforenamed passed from hence
to order, regisship aforementioned, and are, according
Dat. Search Office, Gravesend, 8 November, 1651.

GILES BARROW,!
EDW. FELLING, > Searchers."
JOHN MORRIS, J
In this Search Office we have the cue to a list
left the port of
being formed of the vessels which
London with convicts, prisoners, and others for
the colonies, similar to the one I shadowed forth
in my reply, provided the records of that office
If they are, I have neither
are now in existence.
the time nor opportunity to compile such a list,
but perhaps some one else has both, and will do
so rather than let the subject drop out altogether,

such a list would be
seeing how vastly important
not only to the English people, but also to
:

Americana and the

colonists.

512
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On turning to Cruden's ' History of Gravesend,'
pp. 314, 482, 483, 498, I find that an officer of
the Customs designated a "Searcher" (sometimes
a " Gentleman ") had been stationed at Gravesend
in 1338, and at latest in 1373 ; that a local Custom House existed there from very early times ;
that a searcher's office, which consisted of two
rooms in a public passage that ran under a publichouse called the " Christopher " (removed 1828-9),
existed close to the public landing place up to
1819, in which year it was removed to a distant
part of the town under a decree of the London
Custom House authorities, dated March 5, 1819,
and was finally abolished from October 10, 1825,
by a further decree, dated August 25, 1825 ; and
that it became the practice for the masters of all

[7"> s.
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SUNDIALS (7 th S. viii. 427). If the hour figures
inside the north wall of the church are as far apart
as the windows, they must have been meant for
the shadow of some small object in a south window,
and be a rude approach to the arrangement for
setting watches that some Italian cathedrals have,
The sole admission of light through their
or had.
south transept end was by a pin hole in a metal

This will give, at any distance, an image
sun subtending the same angle as the sun
himself, and not, as a lens gives, at only one
definite distance.
meridian line, so curved as
to correct the equation of time throughout the
year, was then marked on the floor, and watches
could be set at every noon by the large (but very
faint) solar image crossing this, in a building
merchant ships and vessels outward bound to gloomy enough. Dials with scales divided to single
obtain their final clearance there from the port of minutes might be made to show clock time to a
London. There were searchers attached to every second, but would require two gnomons for alternate use, one from June 21 to Dec. 21, but the
port in England for similar purposes.
I would ask, Where are the records of these other only from about Christmas to the middle of
offices at Gravesend and elsewhere in this country? June.
For a few days before the northern solstice,
If in existence they would show the nature of the and a few after the southern, the problem is imE. L. G.
freights of the vessels which cleared outwards, practicable.
the ports they were destined for, and very possibly
RACINE AND THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS (7 tb S. viii.
lists of names, as in this instance.
They would
thus supply, to a greater or lesser extent, the 449). The play the REV. J. MASKELL refers to is
information which would have been contained in Raynouard's Les Templiers,' which was first acted
London and local Custom House cockets (certifi- in the beginning of 1805, and in which is to be found
the querist.
Raycates of lading), all of which, so far as London is the summons mentioned by
nouard is better known by his philological works
were
at
the
burned
at
fire
the
concerned,
great
Custom House on February 12, 1814, so I have on the Romance languages.
HENRI VAN LAUN.
been told at the Custom House.
The various records of the Corporations of
of the last century,
author
a
French
Raynouard,
Gravesend and of other ports doubtless would wrote a tragedy, 'Les Templiers,' which treats of
throw much light upon this important question.
the extinction of the Templars by Philip.
Perhaps
this is the work which MR. MASKELL is seeking. I
C. MASON.
29, Emperor's Gate, S.W.
should not like to say that Racine has not referred
to the subject ; but I do not see how he could
have done so in his tragedies, none of which relates
GENTLEMEN TROOPERS (7 th S. viii. 408, 478).
E. YARDLBT.
Nobody who was acquainted with the early history to French history.
of the Life or Horse Guards would have stated
The speech referred to is not in any play of
that Steele lost social position by
entering the
but in an inferior and more modern author,
Horse Guards under the Duke of Orrnond. It is Racine,
There the
Raynouard, 'Les Templiers,' V. ix.
true that Steele says that he lost the succession to
Grand Master summons both Pope and
a very good estate, in the county of Wexford, martyred
King to meet him, the former within forty days,
through taking this step ; but in the absence of more and the latter within twelve months, at the judgdefinite particulars too great a value must not be set
ment seat of God. The historical verity upon
upon this estate. In any case, the further state- which this incident is founded is open to question.
ment that the property belonged to a relative of
similar incident is described as having occurred
Steele's mother is an oft-repeated tradition,
without, at the death by violence of another Templar, whose
foundation
in
fact.
Steele
was
apparently, any
name is not given, at Naples. My authority is
subsequently in the Coldstream Guards, under Bontaric, 'La France sous Philippe leBel,'8vo.,
Lord Cutts, and in 1702 he became a captain in a
o.
144.
new regiment of foot the 34th under Lord Paris, 1861, p.
Lucas.
As I have shown in my Life of Richard
SILVER FISH (7 th S. viii. 448). The insect reSteele,' neither he nor Lord Lucas ever had any- ferred to by MR. PATTERSON is doubtless a Lepisma
" Fusileers " with of the order
thing to do with that regiment of
Thysanura. There are several varieties,
which their names have been constantly connected. but the commonest is popularly named "silver fish"
The body is flat,
in many parts of the country.
G. A. AlTKEN.
plate.
of the

A

'

A

N

'
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elongated, of a silvery colour, and covered with
It is an active insect, nocturnal
scales.

numerous

in its habits,

window

and frequently found

From

in dry cupboards,

W. M.

cracks, &c.

E. F.

description I should say that MR.
silver fish" is the larva of an orthopterous insect, likely the common cockroach (Blatta
It is well known that it is not inorientalis).
digenous here, and probably not in Europe, but
that it has been introduced by commerce. If,
his

happily for himself, MR. PATTERSON has not any
cockroaches in his own house, he will in all likelihood find that the vendor of the walnuts amongst
which the "silver fish" were noticed is not so
fortunate, although they might have been imported
with the nuts.
W. W. DAVIES.
Lisburn, Belfast.

"

Silver

fish" are

known

in

Lincolnshire as

fish," and are said to destroy woodwork
woollen clothes. They are also accused of

walking

and

feasting on the spices kept in kitchen cupboards,
and are promptly executed when they fall into the
hands of the cook.
Z. X.
.

Leaving others, more learned in entomology, to
give scientific information respecting the Lepisma

may say that it is not uncommon in
store cupboards andxlark dry places in the kitchens
old
in
of
houses
this part.
I well remember a cook
saccharina, I

who considered it unlucky to kill the insects,
and assured me that they were " real fishes "
I. 0. GOULD.

here

!

Loughton.

[Very many

replies to the

same

acknow-

effect are

interest of future would-be etymologists, mention a
few words in which the 6 is similarly excrescent ?

comb, dumb, limb,

numb ;

bramble, grumble,

hum-

mumble, nimble, ramble, scramble, shambles,
tremble, wimble ; to which may be added chamber,
The list might probably be
number, slumber.
EDMUND VENABLES.
largely increased.
ble,

PATTERSON'S "

"
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CURIOUS ERROR IN 'RoB BOY' (7 th S. viii. 366).
There is a somewhat similar error to that recorded by your correspondent in Scott's Pirate/

BERKS AND OXFORDSHIRE (7 th S. viii. 7, 97,
MRS. SCARLETT will find a page that will
391).
*
interest her in vol. iii. of the Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica,' p. 293, which she could
It is a funeral
get copied at the British Museum.
certificate, of the time of Elizabeth, of William
Dunche, of Little
tnam, co. Berks, who died 1597.
His wife, sons, grandsons, and their wives are named,
note says his epitaph
and interesting facts given.
and those of other members of his family will be

Wy

A

'
Berks.' Another
p. 35 of Ashmole's
note says his grandson William Dunch married
Mary Cromwell, aunt to the Protector, and was
father of Edmund, created a member of the Commonwealth House of Lords April 26, 1658, by the
title of Baron Burnell, of East Wittenham, Berks.
'
facsimile of the patent is in Noble's Memoirs
He
of the House of Cromwell,' vol. ii. p. 162.
was auditor of the Mint. There are other facts
concerning the family in vol. iii. p. 70, where the
crest is given as a horse's head gules, bezantic,
bridled or, temp. Hen. VIII. Vol. v. p. 271 is a
quotation from the register of St. Mary the Virgin,
Marlborough, which gives the burial of Mr. Thomas
Dance in the church, May 23, 1742. On p. 319 of
vol. iii. a quotation from the Hammersmith baptismal register gives Catherine, daughter of Edmund Dunch, Esq., and Catherine, his wife,
M.B.Cantab.
Sept. 27, 1705.

found on

A

MRS. B. FLORENCE SCARLETT seems to be confounding the name of Dunch with a great many
with which it has no connexion. The
''
Have you indeed saved him saved him from the other names
family of Dunche, or Dunch, now extinct, was one
murderous crew ] said Mordaunt, or Vaughan. Speak
"
of considerable antiquity in Oxfordshire and
and speak truth
at WitThese words were spoken by the elder Mertoun Berks. The head of the family resided
borders of Berkshire.
in his interview with Ulla Troil in the Church of tenham, just within the
owned
His name was Basil, not Mordaunt, Walter Dunche, who married a Hungerford,
St. Ninian.
few miles from Witthe latter name being that of his son. Of course, Newington, in Oxfordshire, a
He was
Mertoun should have been written, instead of tenham, on the other side of the Thames.
The family
Sheriff for Oxfordshire to Charles I.
"Mordaunt."
F. 0. BIRKBECK TERRY.
was nearly related to Cromwell, and many of its
THE INVENTION OF THE THIMBLE (7 th S. viii. members sat in Parliament. William Dunche was
PROF. SKEAT has effectually disposed M.P. for Wallingford in 1562 (showing such was
349, 393).
"
'
of the picturesque fancy that a
thimble is a the name 4 Eliz.) ; Sir William Dunche, Knt.,
"
Dunche
corruption of thumb-bell," the article being sup- was M.P. for Wallingford 1603 ; Samuel
posed to be so called from its shape. At the same M.P. for Wallingford 1620; Edmond Dunche, M.P.
time he dispels all doubt as to its derivation from for the county of Berks in 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626;
thumb, it being the representative of the A.-S. Edmund Dunche (the same) was M.P. for Walfor
thymel, a thumb-stall, such as, I believe, is still lingford in 1627-8 ; Edmund Dunche, M.P.
used by sail-makers to protect the thumb. The b, Wallingford 1640 Edmund Dunche, M.P. for co.
M.P. the same
therefore, is simply euphonic, or, as PROF. SKEAT Berks 1654 ; and John Dunche,
terms it, " excrescent," not radical. May I, in the county the same year ; John Dunche, M.P. for the
'

chap.

xli.

:

'

'

'

!

'

!

'

;
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county of Berks 1668 ; Hungerford Dunche, of Palma. But if, for the sake of argument, we admit
Wittenham, co. Berks, was M.P. for Cricklade in that the Paduan ' Salvator Mundi is in part the
1660 ; Hungerford Dunche, of Down-Ampney, co. work of Palma, what does that prove ?
Gloucester, was M.P. for Cricklade in 1678 and
portrait of Ariosto by Titian was painted
in 1679
Edmund Dunch, of East Wittenham, circa 1504. Where is that portrait ? The work
was M.P. for Cricklade in 1701. The name after of such a man as Titian cannot be stowed under a
this last entry seems to have been written Dunch. bushel
it must exist somewhere, and be valued
;
Noble, in his 'History of the House of Cromwell,' immensely. There is not a foot of ground unknown
will tend to confirm many of these names.
I have to the pilgrims of art.
Let us be plainly told
not heard that the name of Dunch was ever sub- where the famous
portrait of Ariosto by Titian
The British public has a perfect right
jected to the many aliases given by your corre- now hangs.
G. D.
to demand an answer to this question.
The plea
spondent.
that because a picture at Padua is said to be the
th
=
'

A

;

BASE, N. BASTARD, N. (7 S. viii. 305). DF. work
FURNIVALL may be interested to know that the
touch

same usage occurs

parish

in the baptismal register of this

:

Margrett, daughter of John Tenant of Dent, a basse,
baptized the xvth day of ffebruary [1606].

W. THOMPSON.
Sedburgh.

Palma (there is no direct proof that the
identical with that in our National Gallery portrait of an unknown singer) therefore we
must surrender our faith in the genuineness of an
historic property, is an argument too feeble for
consideration. Palma was a disciple of Titian, and
of
is

as such would naturally study to produce a semblance of one of the most sublime portraits that

THE POETRY OF PAINTING (7 th S. viii. 64, 196, genius has ever produced. Did not Marco d'OggiI am sorry to say that the reply given by onno copy Leonardo da Vinci aye, and caricature

272, 373).

KILLIGREW on the matter

of Ariosto

and Titian

th
S. viii. 196), while valuable as a
(see 7
record,
does not satisfy me. I should like to know a little

more of the history of that picture, e.g., how much
was paid for it, and whether the records furnish
anything like a justification for the assumption
that M. Edmond Beaucousin's

by the purchasers

It
picture was a portrait of Ariosto by Titian.
seems to me that the purchasers on behalf of the

National Gallery must have demanded and received a pedigree before accepting the portrait as
It cannot be denied that for
genuine.
something
like twenty-eight years the walls of our National
Gallery have endorsed the statement of M. Edmond Beaucousin. We are no ^ asked to admit
that the British public has been bamboozled
by

those in whom it placed its confidence.
But
before yielding to a
latter-day verdict I should
like to express my belief in the statements of M.
Beaucousin, and to uphold the genuineness of the
portrait in question, for the following reasons
1.
knew that Titian painted a portrait of Ariosto.
2.
knew that the said portrait was hanging on
the walls of the Palazzo Manfrini at Venice in
1817.
3.
knew that the picture was sold and
:

We
We

We

the sublime head of Christ on that glaring canvas
Must the world be inin our Diploma Gallery ?
vited, without further proof, henceforward to turn
its back upon the Cenacolo, and award its fading
glories to the painter's ape \
It is fortunate, indeed, for the world that there
is ample proof of the actual presence of Leonardo
within the Refectory at the Santa Maria della
Grazie else we might be told that the Cenacolo is
but a feeble copy of its prototype at the Brera. So
serious is this question that I regret the apathy of
those who accept without hesitation a theory so
" the baseless
flimsy that it might be compared to
RICHARD EDGCUMBE.
fabric of a dream."
33,

Tedworth Square, Chelsea.

In Sir Walter Scott's diary, under date No-

vember

20, 1826, there is the following sen" He
tence
[Sir Thomas Lawrence] dined with
us at Peel's yesterday, where, by the way, we saw
the celebrated Chapeau de Paille, which is not a
Chapeau de Paille at all" (Lockhart's 'Life of
:

GEO. NEILSON.

Scott,' chap. Ixxii.).

Glasgow.

THE BOOK OF SUNDIALS' (7 th S. viii. 387).
Miss EDEN asks for information concerning the
dial seen by Pennant near Newcastle, known by
The enclosed extract
the name of Pigg's Folly.
National Gallery that merely because "a head from the Monthly Chronicle of North-Country
precisely resembling this one has been assigned to Lore and Legend (vol. ii., March, 1888) will per'

removed from Venice at some time previous to
1860. It would appear from a
paragraph in the
Catalogue issued by the present officials at the

Palma"

therefore the one now in the National
Before accepting
Gallery must also be by Palma.
such reasoning it might be well to
inquire into the
question as to whether the picture said to be in
the
at Padua (the
collection
Giustiniani-Barbarigo
figure of which is admitted to be by another hand)
can in any manner be connected with the brush of

haps be considered interesting enough for a place

in your columns

:

"

The hamlet of the Three Mile Bridge, situated o?)
the Morpeth Road, is so called because of its supposed
distance from Newcastle. Associated with this village
One John Pigg was
is the memory of
Pigg's Folly.'
'

town's surveyor for Newcastle, and road surveyor for the

county of Northumberland.

It

was

said

he was well

7*s. vni. DEO.
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to both Charles II. and the Duke of York ; an
his eccentricities gave him a more than ordinary notoriety
'
the folks of Newcastle. The writer of the Life

known
among

of Ambrose Barnes has the following concerning him:
" ' He
usually wore a high-crowned hat, a strai t coat, anc
would never ride, but walk't the pace of any horae, hundreds of miles on foot, with a quarter-staff fenced with
an iron fork at one end. He would not only go to prison
when he needed not, but conceitedly chused the vilesl
part of the prison for his apartment, where he continued
a long while when he might have had his liberty whenever he pleased. But as much of Heaven's favourite as
this visionary fancy'd himself, everybody knew him to
be cursedly covetous, and the end he made answered the
disgrace he had thrown upon sufferings of religion, this
Pig dying in his stye in circumstances not unlike those
who lay hands on them3elves, or die crazy and dis'

tracted.'

"Alderman Hornby,

also,

Mr. Welford

tells

us in his

History of Gosforth,' girded at John Pigg, Hornby
'
adding that his name and peculiarities were the theme
of conversation so late as the middle of last century.'
Mackenzie, however, says that 'being a Puritan was
sufficient to entitle him to the scoffs of the profane and
the hatred of bigots of a different class.'
"It appears that Pigg was in the habit of walking
every morning from his house in Newcastle to Three
Mile Bridge, where he raised a column as a token of
gratitude for the health and pleasure that he derived
from his daily promenade. This column he inscribed
with moral lessons for the benefit of all who travelled
and
along the road. It was a square stone pillar, twelve
a half feet high, and stood within the hamlet, ' between
the forge and the joiner's shop.' The pillar bore three
sun-dials, and, in addition to being covered with scraps
of Holy Writ, had this inscription at the foot in praise of
'

wisdom

:

Who

would not love thee while they may
Enjoy thee walking] For thy way
Is pleasure and d-light ; let such
As see thee choose thee, prize thee much.
"At that time, says Mr. Welford, the turnpike road,
after crossing the Ouseburn, turned abruptly to the left;
bank, crossed over to the grounds of Low Gosforth, and
ran inside the present plantations to the north-west end

of High Gosforth. Pigg's Folly was a notable object,
therefore, in a crooked corner, and attracted much attention until the year 1829, when the road was straightened,
and the stone was broken up and used for making the
wall of the adjoining garden."

W.
32,

"

E. ADAMS.

ST. TAVY'S

DAT "

(7

th

S. viii.

In one of Hogarth's pictures, ' Hake's ProNo. 4, where the rake is arrested for debt
as he is going to attend a leve"e or drawing-room
408).

gress,'

at St. James's

Palace, there

is

introduced the

figure of a Welshman with an enormous leek in
his hat, thus showing that it is St. David's Day,
March 1. It was also Queen Caroline's birthday,
which accounts for the progress of the rake in full
dress going to St. James's Palace on that day.

E.

LEATON BLENKINSOPP.

THE GRAVE OF HENRY FRANCIS GARY
viii.

425).

So Gary's

(7

th

S.

Homer's
Mirabile dictu !

burial-place, like

birthplace, has gone a-begging
And the worst of such misstatements
!

is

like lies, with half-an-hour's start, out-distance the
ordinary truth-hunter.
Fortunately, however, the
race is not always to the swiftest. Your contributor
deserves the thanks of his confreres for catching up
this egregious blunder.
Its author was evidently
as ignorant of the following concluding lines of the
Rev. H. Gary's 'Memoir' of his gifted father
(vol. ii. p. 348) as of the Poet's Corner in the
British Valhalla
" His
remains were laid beside those of Samuel Johnson, in Westminster Abbey, to which I would apply the
words of his own favourite poet:
MjjKErt Hdirraivf Hopfftov."
:

J. B. S.

Manchester.

His burial " in the south cross " is duly recorded,
Aug. 21, 1844, in the 'Registers of Westminster
Abbey,' edited by the well-known Col. Chester.
G. E. C.

" THE LIVER OF IT"

th

S. viii. 367, 418).
In
(7
"
is the ragged skin
liversick

the Sussex dialect a "
which grows from the matrix or quick of the finger"
nail.
Liversick, a hang-nail on the finger"
(Parish's 'Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect').
"Prithee think there's livers [men of life and
"
spirit] out of Britain
( Cymbeline,' III. iv.).
T. B. WILMSHURST.
Chichester.
'

In an old book in

my possession, entitled The
of Knowledge, treating of the Wisdom of
the Ancients,' the third part is " An Abstract
of the Art of Physiognomy and Palmistry," and
"
in describing the lines of the hand it states,
The
Liver line, if it be straight and crossed by other
could what the Warwickshire
lines," &c.
boy said, though misapplied to his finger-nail, be
only a term in palmistry, a remembrance of which
may still linger in country districts ?
Book

Now

JOSEPH BEARD.
Baling,

BUT AND BEN

(7

th

S. viii. 425).

Your

corre-

spondent's explanation requires, 1 think, further

Holly Avenue, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
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that they,

Most original cottages, as I have
book on Surrey cottages, con-

consideration.
mentioned in my
sisted of one room only on the ground floor, any
other being usually clearly a later addition. Moreover, this second room is nearly always merely a
scullery and wash-up place, and until the introduction of American stoves the kitchen and living
room remained identical. I find the same plan
prevailing among the stone cottages of Gloucesterhire.

One of the plans given in my book may have
>een divided into two, but I think the division is
not original. Few, if any, of these existing cotages are older than the sixteenth century, and it
does not seem likely that the earlier cottages were
more commodious. It is possible that the term
"
but and ben applies to more important dwell-
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ings, but I have always understood it to mean the
humblest.
" ben "
I should think that probably the
applied
to the upstairs room, where the family slept. Probably in early times the cottage consisted of one

ground-floor room only, that served all purposes,
just as in early days the retainers slept in the halls
" but and ben " would
of the mansions. The term
then be applied to the improved cottage that had
RALPH NEVILL, KS.A.
a sleeping room over.
Bolls Chambers, Chancery Lane.

Perhaps the following anecdote
of place.
jamin, a

My
name

may

not be out

father's Christian name was Benborne by his ancestors for several

and also borne by his grandchildren,
although we have nothing else Jewish about us.
In or about 1825 he went from Yorkshire to Glasgow, with letters of introduction. At the first
house at which he called the person who answered
the door surprised him by the undue familiarity,
" Come
as he supposed, of
your ways, Ben,"
whereas it was the familiar invitation, "Come
your ways ben." I may add that he found no
little difficulty in persuading the Glasgow bodies
that he was not a Jew ; but his bright complexion,
blue eyes, and light curly hair, going against the
testified
popular notion of Israelitish phy
W. 0. B.
for him.
generations,

THEATRE (7 th S. viii. 249, 297, 377). In
Edward Ward's 'Hudibras Kedivius' (1707),
vol.

ii.

part xi., occurs
Squeez'd up like Holy-day Spectators
At one of B ch's lewd Theatres.

The same work,

:

vm.

DEC. 23,

'89.

Spelman and Wilkins

is

ictitious (ibid.).

In the corrections after p. xxx there is a statethat "the coin of Lucius (so called) probably

ment

)elonged to a Gaulish king," with the authority
"or

it.

The 'Liber Landavensis,' to which there is a
reference, is shown by its contents to have been
written during the latter part of the episcopate of

Urban, 1107-34

:

" It bears no other marks of untrustworthiness than
the scribe was evidently destitute of either the will
power to sift his materials, and of the knowledge
requisite to arrange them correctly, and in accordance
with historical accuracy. He obviously had before him
documents of various dates, which he did not invent, but
copied ; although these documents themselves were not
contemporary (save the later ones) with the transactions
recorded in them, and were memoranda drawn up by
,hat

or the

.nterested parties, with no one to check their inventiveAnd whenever he ventures upon a date, or upon
ness.
i historical fact that can be tested, he
(or the document
copies)
July, 1868
Ox., 1876.

is
:

almost invariably wrong." Arch. Camb.,
Bemains of A. W. Haddan. p. 253,

also in

ED. MARSHALL.
very far from my wish to pose as a wouldThe main source of
be authority on this matter.
my ideas thereon is Boultbee's 'History of the
Church of England,' a book of much research and
of almost matchless fairness ; and I still venture to
think, as I said before, that any one reading the
It

is

score or so pages of it will believe that neither
Gildas nor Bede knew the origin of the Celtic
H. J. MOTILE.
Church in this island.
first

i.

:

Marlesford.

CELTIC CHURCH (7 S. vii. 429, 476 ; viii. 93,
VERA suggests that the stories of
196, 373).
" Eleutherius and Lucius
belong to history." The
legendary character of the narratives connected
with the two names ought to be well known.
After a careful examination of the sources from
which it has been taken, there is this summary o:
th

their relative importance in Haddan and Stubbs'i
'
Councils,' vol. i. p. 26 :
" It would
seem, therefore, that the bare story of the
conversion of a British prince temp. Eleutheri originated
in Borne during the fifth or sixth centuries, almost 30(
or more years after the date assigned to the story itself;
that Bede, in the eighth century, introduced it into Eng
land, and that by the ninth century it had grown into
the conversion of the whole of Britain ; while the fullfledged fiction, connecting it specially with Wales and with
Glastonbury, and entering into details, grew up between
centuries nine and twelve."

The

s.

Dorchester.

part ii., shows another
pronunciation, now confined to the vulgar
And then, with all his Wit and Spite,
Blacken and vex the Opposite.
F. H.
vol.

etter of Eleutherius in

[7*

coins of Lucius, of which one specimen
the British Museum, are forgeries (ibid.).

is

in

Th

CLUB (7 th S. viii. 387, 456). In Alex. Broome's
'Songs, and other Poems,' the first edition, 1661
(he died June 30, 1666), there is on p. 87 song
'
xxvii. of part ii., entitled The Club,' which speaks
of an assembling for convivial purposes, apparently
an organized one, though without evidence of a
set

and

lasting

organization.

Not

impossibly,

however, nor unlikely, it was written for the Jon"
sonian meetings at the
Apollo," for at p. 325 of
the second edition of 1664 he Englishes Jonson's
Latin lines for the guidance of these social assemblages,

and

Nemo

translates the first line,

asymbolus, nisi umbra hue venito,

by
Let none but Guests or Chillers hither come.

may be worth adding that Broome sometimes
to
prefixes to his pieces dates varying from 1642
1658, but that there is none to either of these
It

piece?.

C. C. B.'s reference to Pepys, February 24, 1659,
as yet, I believe, the earliest recorded use of this
'
word. But its use in Alex. Broome's Song?,' &c.,

is

above, is probably earlier, if only because
Izaak Walton's commendatory poem is dated
May 29, 1660. In part ii. song ii. of the second
as

7 th s.

VIIL DEC.
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edition of 1664, but with the prefix "Written in
"
1645 to the Club Men," is a song to the Commoners "; but this probably refers to the apprentices and others, the wielders of clubs
:

Come your wayes
Bonny Boyea
Of the Town.
I may add that I have no remembrance

:

Upon

******

These ask as men that mean to make ye stand,
For they petition with their arms in hand ;
And till ye give, or some good Sign appears,
They listen to ye with their harvest-eares.
If nothing drops into the gaping Purse
Ye carry with ye, to be sure, a Curse.
But, if a largess come, they shout ye deaf
Had ye as many eares as a wheat-sheaf, &c.

;

:

turion's first getting to China. Tho' there seems to be
some Mystery in this, as Mr. Walter says, at p. 492, that
Mr. Anson all along in China gave out, to deceive the
Spaniards at Manila, that on his refitting his Ship, he
was to return by the same Cape into England ; if so, why

did not Mr. Walter & some others, rather stay a little in
an wholsome Port to go Home in their own Man of War

than to return in Swedish Ship, of probably not half the
Boom & Conveniences ? except Mr. Walter was in the
Secret of going afterwards in Quest of the Manila Ship ;
& .this is not probable as the Co'mpdore disclosed his
Purpose only after he waa out to Sea, in his leaving the
River of Canton. But for this, there might be other
Reasons, & so 1 leave it. After he got Home, he married
& settled at Portsmouth, where, I think, he had one of
the Churches ; & coming some Time afterwards to Cambridge, I met him several Times at Dr. Middleton's."
:

p. 64.

Mr. Walter was elected a Fellow of Sidney College, Cambridge, on the foundation of Mr. Leonard
Smith a fellowship then in the nomination of the
Fishmongers' Company Jan. 19, 1739. He was
appointed Chaplain of the Centurion, by warrant
dated July 28, 1740 (P. R. 0. Admiralty Records,
Commission and Warrant Book, No. 13) ; entered
on his duties Aug. 7, 1740 and quitted the ship
Dec. 22, 1742 (P. R. 0. Admiralty Records, Centurion Pay Book, 1739-44, No. 583). By warrant
dated March 16, 1744/5, he was appointed
" to take the Care and
pains of Officiating and performing the Place of Minister and Preacher of the Word of
God on board all Hia Maj Ships and Vessels, riding in
Portsmouth Harbour," &c. P. R. 0. Admiralty, Com;

ts

mission and Warrant Book, No. 14.

DANIEL HIPWELL.
34,

Myddelton Square, Clerkenwell.

Norfolke Largess.

They make a harvest of each Passenger.

;

Walter's publication, says
" The Author of this Book I was
acquainted with at
Cambridge, where he was Fellow of Sidney College, &
was always esteemed a very worthy & sober Man. His
Father was a Silk Mercer in London. He was rather a
puny, weakly, & sickly Man, pale & of a low stature, &
Buffered great Hardships on Board, being often forced to
do the most laborious Duty for want of sufficient Hands
to work the Ship, when it was at Times so deplorably
over-run with the Scurvy ; so he came back to England
in another Ship by the Cape of Good Hope, on the Cen-

the

We have a Custom nowhere else is known,
For here we reap where nothing ere was sown.
Our harvest-men shall run ye, cap and leg,
And leave their Work at any time to beg,

of

ANSON'S 'VOYAGES': REV. RICHARD WALTER
7 th S. vi. 92,
S. iii. 489 ; iv. 78, 100, 396
viii. 14).
Cole, in
235, 351, 432 vii. 112, 236
his 'Athenee Cantabrigienses,' speaking of Mr.

Add. MS. 5883,

S. viii. 406).

(7

In confirmation of MR. ELLIS'S communication,
I beg to point out that the word largess (without
final e) occurs, in nearly the sense here given it, in
Matthew Stevenson's ' Poems,' 1673

th

;

th

GALLICISMS IN EAST SUFFOLK

seeing the meetings at the "Mermaid" called a
club, and that whether Howell, in 1636, intended
a play on club an assemblage or not, he could not
"
have referred to the " Mermaid meetings, but to
"
those at the Apollo."
BR. NICHOLSON.

(5
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The slight difference I have alluded to in the use,
being that here it is the actual harvesters, and not
"
merely the poor gleaners, who are said to demand
R. H. BUSK.
largess of passers-by."
16, Montagu Street, Portman Square.
in Mid-Essex
as an appeal to
thank ye for the larjus."
J. SARGEAUNT.

Largesse, in the form larjus,

is

commonly used" by farm-labourers
a trespasser.
r.

I

'11

Felsted.

TURNPIKE
to think

(7

th

I venture
S. viii. 327, 397, 474).
is a little in error him-

MR. BLANDFORD

I feel as sure as I can
be of anything that the turnpike was existing at
North End Lane very long after the Kensington
impression was
turnpike had disappeared.
that the 1862 Exhibition would be the time when
self as to the turnpikes.

My

was removed from Kensington, and that it was
MR. BLANDFORD
carried to North End ; but
as^
remembers paying toll at both in the same week,
that seems conclusive as to the non-removal of
the bar from Kensington to North End Lane.
The spot has now lost all interest to me; but we
it

may

as well

know how it

stood, as the question has

been started. There must be many readers who
can give positive information touching it.
C. A. WARD.
Walthamstow.

WITCHCRAFT (7 th S. viii. 449). In Mackay's
'
Extraordinary Popular Delusions is a chapter on
the witch mania, where some illustrations are given
such as may be sought after by MR. LESLIE. They
are chiefly illustrative of continental towns where
the mania prevailed, but, inter alia, there is a
scene of Lady Hatton's house in Cross Street,
Hatton Garden. There is an engraving showing
the manner in which a witch was floated, and a
curious illustration representing Mathew Hopkins,
"the Witch Finder General," examining two
witches,

who

are confessing to

him the names

of
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their imps and familiar?, as copied from Caulfield's
'Memoirs of Remarkable Persons,' 1794, where it
is

said to have been taken

print.
Stratford, E.

s.

vm.

DEC. 23,

m

'

'

In Browning's poem Pheidippides death is the
"
guerdon rare which the Athenian racer receives
From the god Pan. After Marathon, he carries
"
the news of victory to the city, shouts
Athens is
"
and then
saved
'

!

'

BURTON'S

from an extremely rare
J. W. ALLISON.

-

ANATOMF

OF

Pheidippides dies in the shout for his meed.
S. A. WETMORE.
Seneca Falls, New York.

MELANCHOLY,'

ABRIDGED

th
This volume
S. viii. 367, 473).
(7
has no particular literary value. Its chief merit
is in containing seven woodcuts by Bewick.
copy should be bought now for about 4s. 6d. at a
dealer's.
J. CUTHBERT WELCH, F.C.S.

A

PORTRAIT OF IGNATIUS SANCHO
457;

viii.

32, 296, 336).

tb

S. vii. 325,
(7
F. G. S. has conclusively
who is referred to

shown that the painter G
by Sancho could not be Gainsborough. Who was
Burton's
Anatomy of Melancholy,' abridged, he, then 1 The correct date of the letter in which
published by Mr. Tegg, is the same book now he is mentioned is "Richmond, Dec. 22, 1771," as
issued by Messrs. Chatto & Windus, with the given by me, and not "London, July 18, 1772,"
The latter is the date of the
as given by F. G. S.
addition of their own imprint on the title-page.
next following letter, which is addressed to Mr.
WILLIAM TEGG.
who was one of Sancho's " worthy young
13, Doughty Street, W.C.
and a protege of Garrick. My quotation
men,"
th
COLERIDGE'S EPITAPH ON AN INFANT (7 S.
was from the first edition of 1782.
vii. 149 ; viii. 155, 333, 474).
There is yet another
W. F. PRIDEAUX.
given as Coleridge's, and on the death of his own
The Brewery, Reading.
*

,

'

'

Jaipur, Rajputana.

infant, in the edition of his poetical works, the

"

Lansdowne Poets," published by Warne & Co.
KEBLE'S MONUMENT IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY
th
Mr. Keble was vicar of the
S. viii. 464).
London, no date. The poems in the collection are (7
"
The poet's whole parish of Hursley ; but a Dean of Worcester
reprinted from the early editions."
is not dean of the whole city, so that there is no
hicjacet on his "pretty babe" is this
,

:

Epitaph on an Infant.
Its balmy lips the infant blest
Relaxing from its mother's breast,
How sweet it heaves the happy sigh

parallel.

satiety !
And such
infant's latest sigh !
rude
stone
the passer by,
!
tell,

his

Of innocent

my

O

FREDK. RULE.

At the last reference 0. C. B. says that the short
poem On an Infant before Baptism (which he
'

gives correctly from memory) has been ascribed to
Coleridge by George Mac Donald, but that C. C. B.
cannot find it in any edition he has.
It is to be
found in Coleridge's ' Works,' published by Moxon
in 1857.
When the poem was written, or who the
infant was, I cannot say.
W. W. DAVIES.

Glenmore, Lisburn, Ireland.

MR. PICKFORD'S quotation the
on the story of Agamedes and
Trophonius, taken from Matthew Arnold's poem
'
Westminster Abbey ':

May

add

I

That

Pair,

to

lines

following

remarks ? No doubt the general standard of
duty in the last century was none too high,
nor were university dons any better than they
should be. But as regards the parishes served from
Oxford, it must be remembered that residence
upon them was well-nigh impossible. They were
unprovided with parsonage houses, and the income
was, for the most part, so small that no one could

Had not fellows of
well "live upon his living."
colleges taken these cures, the parishes must have
intermittent
services of a
depended upon the
curate, who would serve three or four churches, or
else have had no clerical ministrations at all.
By
the way, Bunbury's scene has a modern counterI
of
When
was
at
course.
mutatis
mutandis,
part

Oriel,

in the pure Parnassian gorge,
finish'd, and a meed of price required.
"Seven days," the God replied,

" Live
happy ! then expect your perfect meed."
Quiet in sleep, the seventh night, they died.
Death, death was judged the boon supreme indeed.

some twenty years ago,

I

used to see hansom

cabs waiting outside the back gate at Christ
Church on a Sunday morning in readiness to
convey the chaplains of the house to various
parishes,
priests

where they were doing duty

who were

for parochial

temporarily absent.

EDWARD H. MARSHALL, M.A.

Hastings Corporation Reference Library.

"ANDER"

whose head did plan, whose hands did forge

The temple

Had

C. B.

clerical

That here the pretty babe doth lie,
Death sang to sleep with Lullaby.
Whether the epitaph be " lapidarian," or, in the
" beautiful
poet's own phrase,
exceedingly," I offer
no opinion. Perhaps these memorials of sorrowful
affection ought not to be harshly criticized.

'

I

W.

NON-RESIDENT CLERICS (7 th S. viii. 444). May
suggest that H. DE B. H. is a little too severe in

AS A TERMINATION

:

TO PHILANDER

With respect to this word,
266, 374).
Mr. C. A. WARD writes as if it was directly deBut is this the case 1
rived from <i'AavSpos.
ue uuuicomThe employment of the word seems to be
'Tiavi
According to the Imperial
paratively recent.
(7

th

S.

viii.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

7*s. viii. DM. 28,

Dictionary/ edited by Annandale, the word is
derived from "Philander, a virtuous youth in
'
Orlando Furioso,' between whom and
married lady named Gambrina there were
This derivation is rencertain tender passages."
dered probable by the following use of the word
The Way of the World,' Act V.
in Congreve's
1700.
sc. i.,
Lady Wishfort indignantly ex-

Ariosto's

a

'

claims :
" This exceeds

all

precedent

;

I

am brought to fine uses,

become a botcher of second-hand marriages between
I '11 couple you
Yes, I '11
Abigails and Andrews
baste you together, you and your Philander.
When did the verb first come into use ? Can any
quotations be given for its employment in last
to

!

!

1

century

F. 0.

?

BIRKBECK TERRY.

NOTES ON BOOKS,
The Viking Age

:

the

'

fco.

Early History, Manners, and Cus-

toms of the A ncestors of the English-speaking Nations.
By Paul B. Du Chaillu. 2vols. (Murray.)
THIS work, to which M. Du Chaillu has devoted
eight of the best years of his life, has plainly been a
labour of love, and it is evident that the author has
spared no toil, and the publisher has grudged no expense,
on the production of these two handsome volumes,
which are illustrated profusely, in excellent style.
The author is an enthusiastic admirer of the Norsemen,
and has steeped himself, so to speak, in the old northern
sagas. In reading them, as he tells us in his preface, he
has " felt like one of those old mariners on a voyage of
discovery." But it would have been better if, before
his voyage, he had made himself
setting out on
acquainted with the discoveries of earlier explorers, and
had provided himself with modern charts. The results
of his voyage of discovery resemble those which would
be made by a nineteenth century Columbus setting
forth anew in his caravels to discover the New World,
in ignorance of all that had happened since the times
of Ferdinand and Isabella.
M. Du Chaillu has sailed on his voyage of discovery
without due equipment for his courageous undertaking.
He is unacquainted with the elementary canons of historical criticism, and has no sense of chronological
perspective. Documents of all ages are jumbled together, as if what was true for the time of Cnut applied
He seems even
also to the period of prehistoric legend.
'
to be unacquainted with the Corpus Poeticum Boreale,'
in which the sagas with which he deals have for the
first time been critically edited.
Thus, he translates the
'
'
Voluspa from the old faulty text instead of from the
amended readings of Dr. Vigfusson and Mr. York
Powell.
M. Du Chaillu devotes a chapter to the runes, bu
is evidently ignorant of the extensive literature which
has grown up around them, and even of the discovery
made ten years ago, and now accepted by all scholars
as to their palaeographic pedigree. His method of dealing with them is precisely that of the prescientific
He gives indiscriminately a large number o"
period.
facsimiles of runic inscriptions of all dates and countries
some of them older by a thousand years than others
without transliterations or translations, as if one runi
inscription were as good as another, and these are followe<
by a collection of facsimiles of ancient inscriptions o
all sorts, Etruscan, Oscan, Greek, and Roman, which he

as
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"chosen at random from the museums,"

in order, as
" to
it, to enable the reader
judge for
of the resemblance, as if a casual reader could
olve, offband, a problem which for fifty years exercised
n vain the ingenuity of Home of the acutest palaeoIn this wonderful museum of
graphers of Europe.
jpigraphic curiosities we have actually the epitaph of
Cornelius Scipio, and a Greek inscription from Calabria.
Among the runic inscriptions we have the Rok stone
without a translation, and with no hint of the extreme
nterest of the record, we have the Tune stone with no
ndication of its palaeographical importance, and the
celebrated Frbhang bronze (vol. i. p. 342) merely labelled
'
Bronze figure representing a man, with inscription,"
without any intimation of its place of origin, or of its
unique importance as exhibiting the type of the very
earliest runes.
We have said that M. Du Chaillu has no sense of
For instance, he gives a
chronological perspective.
lumber of engravings of ships, including some from the
Bayeaux tapestry, which he illustrates by a representation of a naval battle of Barneses III., copied from the
wall of the temple of Medinet Habou at Thebes.
He thinks there is " a perfect similarity between the
Doats of the Egyptians" and some boats depicted in a
rock carving at Hazeby. in Sweden, and he then goes on
to speculate as to the relative probability of the ancient
Egyptians having voyaged to Sweden, and having engraved these sculptures as a memorial of their visit, or
e naively puts

imself

"

having visited Egypt shortly after the
time of Moses. M. Du Chaillu ought to have known
that the fact of the Norae scegl, pur " sail," being a
loan word from the Latin sagulem, is held to be a proof
that sails were unknown to the Teutonic nations before
the earlier centuries of our era.
Moreover, as the
"
of the Egyptian and Viking vesperfect similarity
" have a
sels consists mainly in the fact that both
single
mast, and their sails are furled," there is no necessity
for any discussion of the probability of the Hazeby
carvings having been executed by Egyptian artists. M.
Du Chaillu, however, thinks it desirable to support his
Egyptian hypothesis by drawing attention to the fact
that both the Vikings and the Egyptians used quadrangular shields, and also by the argument that a badly
drawn horse in one of the sculptures is intended to
represent a camel, an animal which, by the way, does
not appear on any of the Egyptian monuments.
M. Du Chaillu has been prodigal of time and labour,
and it is a grievous pity that the result of so much
energy and enthusiasm should be of so little permanent
value, owing to the want of preliminary training in
historical criticism and to ignorance of what has been
already achieved by other labourers in the same field.

of the Vikings

Selected from the
Treasury of Sacred Song.
English Lyrical Poetry of Four Centuries. By Francis
T. Palgrave. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)
THE reader of taste is indebted to Mr. Palgrave for an
exquisite volume. In its elegant half-vellum binding it
is pretty and dainty in external appearance, and until
one reads it one is scarcely prepared for the amount of
matter it contains. The selection is made with judgment and taste, the notes, as a rule, are excellent, and
One or
the work is almost all that can be desired.
two more of Wither's noble hymns might have been
'
Invitation
to
Praise
his
General
God,'
notably
given,
without which no religious anthology is perfect. One
or two of the longer poems of Isaac Watts deserve also
a place. Mr. Palgrave's criticism upon this poet is just
and welcome. There is nothing from Mrs. Browning,
which seems remarkable, but is probably inevitable.
Dunbar is the first poet from whom extracts are made.

The
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We would fain have gone back a century or two and
given some specimens of the earliest religious poetry
notably of that fine rendering of the Song of Solomon
'Quia Amore Langueo.' So little known is this exquisite
poem that we supply, small as is our space for quotation,
the two opening stanzas of the second part:
In the vayle of restles mynde,
I sowght in mownteyn & in mede,
trusting a treulofe for to fynd ;
vpon an hyll than toke I hede,
a voise I herd (and nere I yede)
in gret dolour complaynyng tho,
"
See, dere soule, my sydes blede,

Quia amore langueo."

Vpon thys mownt I fand a tree,
vnder thys tree a man sittyng ;
from hede to fote wowndyd was he,
hys hert blode I saw bledvng ;
a semely man to be a kyng,
a graciose face to loke vnto,
I askyd bym how he had paynyng,
he said, " Quia amore langueo."
In so admirable a compilation it is perhaps ungracious to dwell upon what does not appear. In the
very excellence of the book the temptation is found.
To point out the fine hymns that appear would be an
interminable task ; to find anything of importance
that is omitted exercises the intellect. After all that
has been said, we are happy to proclaim that this is the
best book of its kind of the existence of which we are
aware.
We have read it through with interest and
delight, finding, through association perhaps, renewed
pleasure in the oldest and best-known favourites. Very

many copyright hymns are included. The selection,
moreover, is made in a Catholic'spirit, and the hymns of
Watts, Wesley, Heber, Cowper,'Keble, Faber, and Newman, figure in the same volume.
The Life of Laurence, Bishop of Holar, in Iceland
Trans(Laurentius Saga). By Einar Haflidason.
lated from the Icelandic by Oliver Elton.
(Rivingtons.)

MOST of the qualities of the ordinary Icelandic Saga are
found in the ecclesiastical biographies which deal with
men of the same mould. Scarcely less strong than the
animosities of the Vikings are those of the lords and sirs
of the Catholic Church in Iceland in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. To read of the persecution of the
pious and resolute priest who subsequently became Bishop
of Hdlar at the hands of the chapter of Trondbjem, the
assaults on his liberty, and the ambushes against his life,
is to acquire quite new views as to the significance of the

Church

militant.

Very

piou?, devout,

and superstitious

the biographer, and such narrations as that of the
punishment which befell Bjorn, the associate of Laurence, when he refused to believe in the Icelandic saints,
have a fine flavour of medievalism. The book is, in
short, delightfully naive and interesting throughout, and
is a welcome gift.
Very much of the original flavour
appears to be preserved in a vigorous and, we may
believe, accurate translation,
is

Rambles in Book-Land: Short Essays on Literary SubBy W. Davenport Adams. (Stock.)
jects.
Stray Leaves of Literature.
By Frederick Saunders.
(Same publisher.)
THESE volumes both belong to the same series, and are
similar in aim. ' Rambles in Book-Land is a companion
volume to the Byways in Book-Land of the same
author, a little volume the reception of which was so
'

'

'

favourable there

is little

cause for surprise that another

IT*

s.

vm.

DEO. 28, '89

is made.
No less agreeable, easy, discursive,
and entertaining than its predecessor, Rambles in Book-

venture

'

Land

'

kindred popularity.
Stray Leaves of Literature is a sort of patchwork of
the sayings, real or reported, of past writers. It can be
read with amusement, but is gossiping rather than exhaustive or even accurate in information. It is curious
to find an author writing on collections of ballads and
omitting mention of Mr. Ebsworth. Mr. Saunders has,
we suppose, a large commonplace book, into which he
We should be more grateful if he gave in every
dips.
case chapter and verse.
will doubtless enjoy a

'

'

IN the "Finger" Prayer-Book Mr. Henry Frowde has
issued a bibliographical curiosity of an eminently attractive kind.
In a volume so small that it may be carried
in the waistcoat pocket or the purse, or even attached
to a chatelaine, is given the whole of the Book of Common Prayer in a clear and elegant type, which middle

or declining age may read with comfort.
It is 3
in.
in length, 1 in. in breadth, and one-third of an inch in
thickness, and yet contains 670 pages. By the omission
of occasional services and the calendar another edition
is reduced by one-third in thickness, and
weighs scarcely
more than half an ounce. A more curious or attractive
Christmas
has
not
novelty
brought.
To the " Cameo Series " Mr. Fisher Unwin has
added Ibsen's The Lady from the Sea, translated by

Eleanor Marx-Aveling and accompanied by a

critical

introduction by Mr. Gosse. It is a curious and powerful work, which, like many other productions of the
so-called realistic school, is more imaginative than the
wildest dream. It may, however, be read with pleasure
and advantage, and in its subordinate characters at
least is a powerful study.
The translation seems well
executed.

MESSRS. WILLIAH HODGE & Co., of Bothwell Street,
Glasgow, promise for the beginning of the year ' Trial by
Combat,' by Mr. George Neilson. This broad and interesting subject has attracted little attention in this
country, and Mr. Neilson's volume will be warmly welcomed.
f!0t(cc# to Carrc4pcmtteut4.

We must call special attention to the following notices :
ON all communications must be written the name and
address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of

good

faith.

WE cannot undertake to answer queries privately.
To secure insertion of communications correspondents
must observe the following rule. Let each note, query,
or reply be written on a separate slip of paper, with the
signature of the writer and such address as he wishes to
appear. Correspondents who repeat queries are requested
to head the second communication " Duplicate."

Y. S. M. Your contributions to vol. vii. appear duly
n the index. Have you sought under Y instead of
?
Your queries shall have best attention. The Catalogue

M

'

'

of Baronets will be acceptable, but we cannot promise
'hat it shall appear from week to week.
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A.R.I.B.A. on armorial bearings, 308
A. (A.) on Eliana, 238
A. (E. H.) on Sadek Beg, 69, 134
A. (H, S.) on Straparola,' 433
Ache on leprosy, 1 45
" Flowers of
autumn," 114
Acrostic,
Adams (John), head master of Westminster School, 229
Adams (W. E.) on Jean Paul Marat, 76
'

Pigg's Folly, 514
Addison (Jane and Anne), 6
Adelard of Bath, 346, 415

Advertising in omnibuses, 85
^Esthetics, introduction of the word, 166
Affuse, the adjective, 66
Africa, Tropical,' by H. Drummond, 147, 197
Ages, the seven, 44
Aitken (G. A.) on gentlemen troopers, 512
Ajax, the, captured by the French, 28, 95
Alderwoman, its meaning, 70, 133
Alexandrian Library, Gibbon on, 322, 435
Alford (R. G.) on coat turned inside out, 458
Goethe ( J. W. von), his English friends, 387
Alfred (Prince), son of George III., 445
Allen (Anthony), his glossary, 209
Allen (Rev. Isaac), Lancashire clergyman, 209, 334
Allen (Joseph), Bishop of Ely, his writings, 94

'

Allibone's
Allison (J.

'

Dictionary,' error in, 6

W.) on small-pox, 335

Witchcraft, 517
Alpha on Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 41
Crabbe (George), his Tales,' 298
Defoe (Daniel), his Dutchman, 448
Greezed, its meaning, 317
Grimston Road, Norfolk, 307
Hakluyt (Richard), 108
Money-droppers, 367
Pepys (Sir C. C.), 58

asylum at, 226
488
editions, 445

Altars, Christian, right of

Amanthis, engraving

American

entitled,

Bibles, first

Americas on Mary, Queen of Scotland,' 486
Amuissement, its derivation, 448
Analcade and cavalcade, 136
Ander as a termination, 266, 374, 518
Anderson (P. J.) on portraits of Scotch divines, 407
Andrew, a Jew, 48, 173
Angels and needles, 247
Angelus bell, 109, 195
Anglican on the Psalms of David, 428
Angling ridiculed by poets, 77
Angus (Earl of), his portrait, 107, 292, 394
Angus (G.) on Constable family arms, 493
Fonts, locked, 337
Hartington (Lord), his portrait, 18
Heraldic queries, 237, 414, 476
King of arms or king at arms, 29
Aniline imprints, their removal, 267, 318
Animal symbolism in the Middle Ages, 282
Animals, speech in, 13
Anne of Swansea, authoress, 289, 415
Anne (Queen), her statue in Queen's Square, Westminster, 225, 332
Anon, on apostolical succession, 167
'

Baldacchino, 28
Fleury's Ecclesiastical History,' 388
Mater Dei, 18
Plays, pre- Restoration, 328

'

'

Sergeant of the Bakery, 76
Taylor (Thomas), 473
Whitehead (A.), 328
Alphabet, Literary,' 405

Anonymous Works

:

Anglo-Catholic Family, 165, 235
Book of Job, 367, 473
Book of Kells, 29, 118
Brief History of Birmingham, 138
Crafty Courtier, 127
Dora Thorne, 34
Garland for the New Royal Exchange, 309, 3DO
History of England in a Series of Letters,
Lilliput Lev^e, 297, 415

INDEX.
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Anonymous Works

:

Lost Duchess, 69
Mary, Queen of Scotland an Historical Tragedy,
486
Millenium Hall, 68, 116, 254
Mother Hubbard, with burlesque notes, 168, 271
One Tract More, 88, 298, 434
Rattlin the Reefer, 58
Revisal of Shakespeare's Text, 208, 29G
Societie of the Saints, 127
Truth of Revelation, 249, 392
Anson's Voyage round the World,' 14, 517
Antiquary on Kelland family, 234
Apostolical succession and the Nonjurors, 167, 318
Apperson (G. L.) on prices for Jacobean quartoes, 58
Stationers, walking, 412
Apple Dumpling,' a poem, 18
Appleby on mineral oil, 438
Arabin (Serjeant), Arabiniana, 408, 490
Arch, four-centred, 88
Archdoltes, non-lexical word, 325
Arglan on Cartmel, place-name, 31
Pictish language, 78
Armitage (Rev. Robert), his writings, 235
Arms. See Heraldry.
Armstrong (Robert), emigrant to America, 268
Army lists, old, 48, 197
Arnott (S.) on Beza's Latin Testament, 376
Arran, superstitions in, 485
Artel = Russian trade union, 369, 392, 474
Arthur (Prince), his marriage with Katharine of
Aragon, 100
Arundel Castle, its owner an earl without creation, 467
Asceles earldom, 149, 271
:

'

'

'

'
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B. (C. C.) on Bank bills = notes, 488
Bed- staff, 352
Burial on north side of church, 204
Calais Pier, column on, 417

Cats and rain, 310

Chaworth

family, 259
Clerical explosives, 31

Clovewort, its meaning, 418
Club, its meanings, 456
Coleridge (S. T.), 'Epitaph on an Infant,' 474
Confirmation, 471
Critics, their blunders,

285

Dictionary queries, 477

Enigma, 274
Feaster, Christian name, 313
Folk-lore of wounds, 238
Fuller (Thomas) and Lugan, 365

Glastonbury thorn, 492
" Goddess of
Reason," 38
History of England, metrical, 158
Hymn, "Oft in danger," 278
Jokes, old, 136
Judas Iscariot, 469
"
Languorous," as used by Keats, 316
Leather, human, 252
Mahomet, his coffin, 275
Ode on Intimations of Immortality,' 370
Osmunda, 87
Parallel passages, 224, 416
'

Phrases, popular, 368, 473
Pitteraro, its meaning, 174
Publishing, provincial, 330
Rennet, vegetable, 231
Richter (J. P.), his ' Titan,' 12

(George), inscription on, 7
Astarte on Chaworth family, 186
Corpses, their preservation, 224
Gardiner (Stephen), Bishop of Winchester, 146
" Great
secret," 349
Houghton (Lord), 69
Naturalization, 177
Pellets on English coins, 308

Serpent's head, jewel in, 135
Small-pox, 335
Socdologer, its etymology, 188
Sovereign, its comparative values, 233
Spectator, The,' 1807, 248
Thimble, its invention, 393
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 234
Ward (Benjamin), 212

Philological eccentricities, 26
Wesley (John), 49
Asylum, right of, at Christian altars, 226
Athenaeum Club, analysis of its members, 386

Were

Ashby

Athol earldom. See Asceles.
Atkinson (J. C.) on burial on north side of church, 335
Oxgang, measure of acres, 457
Vill, lost, 63
Wontow, its meaning, 77
Attwell (H.) on pillar-post letter-boxes, 441
Subjective Objective, 166
Auctions and auction rooms, 384, 477
" Aumusse sur le
bras," 267
Auterine, misprint for antherine, 8, 71
Authors, their carelessness, 246 ; of 1832, 405
446 ; their oversights, 463
:

Axon (W.

E. A.) on

'

Imitatio Christi

'

;

royal,

in Japanese.

264
goddess of small-pox, 126
Stanley (Dean) on Tractarian movement, 61

Sitala,

B. (A,) on metrical history of England, 158
Leather, human, 252

'

'

or Wire, 412
Wool-gathering, 57, 216
Word-painting, 85
B. (E. W.) on Wiltshire Visitation, 328
'
B. (F. W.) on Ode on Intimations of Immortality,*

370
B. (G.) on Feaster, Christian name, 313
B. (G. F. R.) on John Adams, 229
Bankes (William John), 71
Duns Scotus (John), 112
Hakluyt (Richard), 215
Howard (John), his grave, 203
Hullock (Sir John), 48
Hutton (Catherine), 167
Kings I. x. 3, 397
Lissa medal, 171
Nightingale (Joseph Gascoigne), 91
Privy Council, 188, 396
Shield (W.), his 'Farmer,' 194
Truro (Lord), 235
B. (G. S.) on T. Cecill, engraver, 394
Gabelle, tax on salt, 453
St.

Veeps, 128
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Bartlett (A. H.) on Pero Gomez, 72, 297
Regimental badge of 63rd Foot, 175
Bartlett (R. E.) on inscription in register, 248
Base= bastard, 305, 514
Bath, centenaries at, 364
Battle cries, 307, 434

"

Pakeha Maori," 98
N.) on Thomas Shipman, 395
on
Louis
187
Buvelot,
(L.)
(M.) on George Ashby, 7
Princes, two murdered, 497
Bayne (T.) on superstitions in Arran, 485
B. (B.) on Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 152
Bethphage, 118
B. (S.) on Midland Counties' ballads, 213
"But and ben," 425
B. (W.) on the death of Medora, 305
Lyndsay (Sir D.), his register, 31
Ode on Intimations of Immortality,' 370
Mumping, 72
Parallelism, literary, 445
Reconnoitre, use of the word, 454
Scots as an adjective, 171
"Kescueshot," 129
"
B. (W. C.) on Belted Will," 418
Threadneedle Street, 154
"Blue beans," 115
Beaconsfield (Lord), couplet in the 'Omnibus,' 405
But and ben, 516
Beard (J.) on " Liver of it," 515
St. Mildred's Churches, 496
Confirmation, 471
Court rolls kept in church, 305
War songs, 434
"
Beaven surname, its origin, 228, 295
Deeds, not words," 235
Dickens (Charles) and Besant, 287
Beaven (A. B.) on Beaven surname, 295
Becket (Thomas a), relics, 128; and the City of
'Dictionary of National Biography,' 123, 382
Evans (T. S.), 271
London, 185
Bede (Cuthbert), his death, 500
on the Devil's
Glasgow theatres in 1830, 284
"Grave Maurice," 398
Walk,' 258
Faber (Rev. F. W.), 249
Hempland, its meaning, 314
Inventions anticipated, 418
Goddams, English, 415
I.
x.
396
3,
Jokes, old, in new dress, 66, 292
Kings
'
Latimer (Ridley Cranmer), 403
Macbeth on the stage, 21, 259
'
Verdant Green,' 375
about, 362
Leprosy, superstitions
" Medicus " in
"
English, 137
Washing the baby's head," 85
Pigs seeing the wind, 457
Bedingfeld (Joseph), of the Admiralty, 493
Town's Husband, 496
Bed-staff, 236, 352
Bee "Red-hipped humble-bee," 267, 375
B. (W. C, M.) on clerical explosives, 31
B. (W. M.) on highest church tower in Cornwall, 306 Beech, large, 369, 498
Bacon (Francis), Baron Verulam, his prayers, 113 ;
Pots,' 221
Beggar with the Three
"
Latin version of his Essays,' 269, 375
Beggar's Benison society, 200
"
on
Francesco
413
its
Belfast,
Redi,
Baddeley (St. C.)
Soveraign," 8, 38
Bell (H. T. M.) on Dr. Doddridge, 177
Badges, county, 88, 152, 217
Bellamy (George Anne), her birth, 87, 138, 373
Bagnall (J.) on child's cot on monument, 327
Heraldic query, 168
Bellendenus (G.), ' De Statu Prisci Orbis Libri Tres,'
367
Knots, heraldic, 53
Bailiwicks, royal, 132
Sells, pagan and Christian, 23, 293 ; the Angelas, 109
on
Hector
169
Sir
Belted
McLean,
Will," the sobriquet, 266, 417
Baily (J.)
Reconnoitre, 368
Benedict, its derivation, 47, 96
Bentham Vicarage, co. Gloucester, 97
Baines family, co. Surrey, 218
'
Baker (Sir George), Knt., his biography, 86
Bentley (Dr.) on the Iliad and Odyssey,' 349, 392
Baker (J.) on Peter Payne, 311
gerac (Cyrano de), his Comical History,' 294
Baker (T. H.) on Bonham family, 252
Berkshire, temp. Henry VIIL, 7, 97, 391, 513
Besant (Walter) and Charles Dickens, 287
Clawsick, its meaning, 257
Bethell (G.), jun., on universal language, 191
Lepers, royal, 350
"
Bethell ( W.) on
Whipping, judicial, 432
Hazing," 68
Baldacchino, its etymology, 28, 172, 337
Bethphage, its pronunciation, 47, 118
in
65
Ballow,
Shakspeare,
Jeverley bishopric, 62, 139
Bible
1672 edition, 9, 52 ; "Idol shepherd," Zech,
Ballyhack, New England phrase, 69
xi. 17, 38
Bank bills = notes, 488
vocabulary of English, 87, 152 discoveries in, 249, 392
Bankes (William John), friend of Byron, 71
misprint in Oxford edition
288 ; versions of 1 Kings x. 3, 288, 396 ; Beza's
Bardsley (C. W.) on Beaven surname, 295
of
of
Latin Testament, 307, 376 ; Genesis v. passim,
Barham (R. H.), hero the Leech Folkestone, 408
"And they died," 444; first editions printed in
Barine, who or what is it ? 69
in
burials
All
412
Hallows,
206,
America, 445
Barking,
Barmaster, his office, 27, 76
ibliography
Barra, its meaning and derivation, 326, 371
Anne of Swansea, 289, 415
Barracks=row of cottages, 146, 259
495
Barrymore peerage, 368,
Armitage (Rev. Robert), 235
Baird's Memoirs of the Duffs,' 327
Bartlett (A. H.) on gingerbread fairs, 27
(J.

McC.) on

(J.

'

'

:

'

:

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

;

;

'

:

'
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Bibliography
Bellendenu* (G.), 367
Biblical, 445
Blake (William), H7, 216
Books, prices of Jacobean quartoes, 58 ; published
in the provinces, 205, 269, 329
Books of Days, 428
Brame (Charlotte Monica), 34
Bright (Timothy), 113
Burton (Robert), 367, 473, 518
Cant dictionaries, 341
'
De Tribus Impostoribus,' 347, 449
Dialling, 142, 243
Evans (Rev. T. S.), 168, 270
*
Fugitive Pieces in Verse and Prose,' 188
Gaming, 3, 42, 83, 144, 201, 262, 343, 404, 482
Gay (John), his Fables/ 349, 454
Genealogical, 107, 296
Goodwyn (Christopher), 486
Grant's English Church and Sects,' 47, 158
Henryson (Robert), 234
Hewlett (Rev. J. T. J.), 235
:

'

'

Houghton (Lord), 69
Hoyle (Edmund), 3,

42, 83, 144, 201, 262, 343,

404, 482
Hutton (Catherine), 167
Lawrence (James), 489

Lindsay (Sir David), 31, 169
Luis I., King of Portugal, 446
Nash (Thomas), 348, 497
Naylor (S.), 490
'North Briton,' 101
'

*

Altered
Othello, a Tragedy.
Practice of Quietness,' 274

by Dryden,' 167

Spectator, The,' 248, 376

Tractarian, 61, 88, 298, 434
'
Traitd des Trois Imposteurs,' 347, 449
'
Verdant Green,' 247, 375
Volapiik, 192, 238

Weston (Edward),

28, 294
Yearsley (Anne), 188, 249
204
Bi-cliffhill,
Biographical queries, 269
Birch ( W. J.) on Gibbon and the Alexandrian Library,
322
Morris (J. B.), 176
Bird (T.) on a tavern sign, 386
Bishops, suffragan, 62
Bishops first styled lords, 467
Black (W. G.) on a Christmas tragedy, 484
Blackledge (G.) on aniline imprints, 318
Newington Butts and Walworth, 408
" Blackwall Hall "
man, its meaning, 48, 131
Blair of Castlehill, committed for high treason, 169
Blake (William), his Songs of Innocence,' 147, 216
Blanchaille and whitebait, 364, 494
Blanchard (Edward Laman), his death, 200
Blandford (G. F.) on turnpike, Hyde Park, 474
Blazon, bad, 48
'

Whipping,

judicial,

432

Blois family of Belstead, Suffolk, 7, 55, 389
Sluntisham, pronounced Blunsham, place-name, 125,

232
Boase (G.

on 'Millenium Hall,'
(Sir Charles), 393
Whipping in England, 357
C.)

254

Wager

Wool-gathering, 58
Bobstick, its meaning, 356, 412, 433
Bodkin, silver, found at Yaxley, 141

Boger (C. G.) on royal lepers, 174
London Bridge, old, 93
Minster, its meaning, 212
Boileau on Chin- stay, 8

Hempland, its meaning, 314
Signs sculptured in stone, 475
Bole, its etymology, 245, 317
"
Bonaparte (Napoleon), Le Petit Caporal," 464
Bone (J. W.) on Blackwall Hall, 132
Salford, its locality, 259
Bonham family, 168, 252, 351
Bonham (E. W. ) on Bonham family, 351
etymology, 204
snuff-box combined, 327, 412
Bookbindings, their preservation, 348, 477
Books. See Bibliography.
Books, inscriptions in. See Fly-leaf inscriptions.
its

Book and

Swift (Dean Jonathan), 47, 98

.

"
31enkinsopp (E. L.) on
Bumptious," 353
Burial on north side of church, 276
Cannon ball, its wind, 57
Episcopal query, 259
Faber (Rev. F. W.), 296
Hurrah, its etymology, 444
Leek on St. David's Day, 515

Book,

'Punch' publications, 12
(Josiah), 52
Kelph
'
Repository, The,' 185, 297
Buskin (John), 168, 319, 434
Shipman (Thomas), 309, 395
1
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The Legend of Good Women, edited
Chaucer
by W. W. Skeat, 459
Chronicle of Charles IX., translated by G.
:

:

Saintsbury, 399
Chronicon Galfridi
Thompson, 219

le

Baker, edited by E.

M.

Clavers, the Despot's Champion, 239
Clouston's (W. A.) Group of Eastern Komances,

139
Courthope's -(W. J.) Life of Alexander Pope, 439
Croising's (W.) Amid Devonia's Alps, 119
De Quincey (Thomas), Collected Writings, 479
Dictionary of National Biography, 19, 299
Dowling's (R.) Indolent Essays, 59
Du Chaillu's (P. B.) Viking Age, 519
Early English Text Society Bullein's Dialogue,
59 Vicary's Anatomic of Man, ib.
English Dialect Society: Peacock's Glossary of
Manley and Corringham, 80
Ermerin's (Dr.) Annuaire de la Noblesse deEussie,
459
Fiennes's (Celia) Through England on a Side
:

;

Saddle, 239
Poster's (J.) Register of Admissions to Gray's

Inn, 299
Foster's (W. E.)

Church of

St.

Mary, Whaplode,

379
Frank's (G.) Ryedale and Yorkshire Antiquities,
100
Eraser's (Sir W.) Words on Wellington, 59
Gatty's (A.) St. Wandrille's Abbey, 480
Gore's (C. )Ministry of the Christian Church, 119
Goss's ( W. H.) Life of Llewellynn Jewitt, 59
Gozzi's (Count Carlo) Memoirs,
J. A. Symonds, 358

translated

by
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Books recently published

:

Noble's (T. C.) History of the
mongers, 39

Company

Northern Notes and Queries, Vol.
Old New York, Vol. I., 320

III.,

of Iron-

99 237

Palgrave's (F. T.) Treasury of Sacred Song, 519
Pattison's (Mark) Essays, 339
Payne's (J. 0.) Old English Catholic Missions, 219
Phillimore's (W. P. W.) Northamptonshire and

Rutland Wills, 140
Picturesque Mediterranean, Part L, 359
Prideaux's (T. E. P.) Pedigree of Prideaux
Family, 219, 455
Rimmer's (A.) Visitor's Chester Guide, 338
Robins's (E. C.) Temple of Solomon, 320
Rod way (J.) and Watt's History of Guiana, 199
Ross's (Janet) Three Generations of Englishwomen, 99
Rossetti (Dante Gabriel) as Designer and Writer,

439

Roxburghe Ballads, Part XIX., edited by

J.

W.

Ebsworth, 159
Salt's (H. S.) Life of

James Thompson, 440

Saunders's (F.) Stray Leaves of Literature, 520
Scott's (L.) Sir
Scott's (Sir W.)

John Hawkwood, 479

Marmion, edited by T. Bayne, 440
Scenes from a Silent World, 480
Shakespeare, The Henry Irving, Vol. VI., 39
Shakespeare and Bacon, 100
Shakespeare der Autor seiner Dramen, by K. H.
Schaible, 139, 220

ScougaUs

(F.)

Shakespeare's Cymbeline, edited by C.

338
Sharman's
499

(J.) Library of

M. Ingleby,

Mary Queen

New

of Scots,

Studies in Old Sub-

Sparvel-Bayly's (J. A.)
jects, 420
Grange's (E. L.) Civil War Tracts, 60
Great Writers: John Stuart Mill, by W. L.
Spenser's Shepheardes Calender, edited by H. 0.
Sommer, 378
Courtney, 19 ; Frederick Marryat, by D.
Spenser Society Publications Drayton's PolyHannay, 79 ; Schiller, by H. W. Nevinson,
99 ; Crabbe, by T. E. Kebbel, 119 ; Heinrich
Olbion, 499
Sussex Archaeological Collections, 38, 117
Heine, by W. Sharp, 199
Villari's (P.) Life of Savonarola, 60
Haflidason's (E.) Life of Laurence, Bishop of
Wheatley's (H. B.) How to Catalogue a Library.
Hdlar, translated by O. Elton, 520
419
Hamilton's (W.) Odd Volume for Smokers, 80
Harrison's (F. B.) History of the French RevoluWigston's (W. F. C.) Bacon, Shakespeare, and
the
60
Rosicrucians, 100
tion,
Williams's (S. W.) Abbey of Strata Florida, 279
Harrison's (W.) Memorable London Houses, 40
Worcestershire Nuggets, 279
Historic Towns Carlisle, by M. Creighton, 300
Wratislaw's (A. H.) Folk-Tales from Sclavonic
Jones's (Lloyd) Life of Robert Owen, 359
Journal of Royal Historical Association of
Sources, 439
Wright's (W. H. K) Blue Friars, 500
Ireland, 320
Yorkshire Chap-Books, edited by C. A. Federer,
Lamb's (Charles) Prince Dorus, 359
479
Langridge's (F.) Ballads of the Brave, 400
Zimmern's (Helen) Hansa Towns, 180
Legrand's (A.) Termes et Locutions de Marine,
119
Booksellers, Staffordshire, 367, 418
Lestorie des Engles, 399
Borrajo (E. M.) on William John Bankes, 71
Luckock's (H. M.) The Divine Liturgy, 80
Fiction, readers of, 457
Fleet Prison, 177
Magazine of Art, 420
Millenium Hall,' 116
Marshall's (Mrs. Julian) Life of Mary WollstoneSt. Peter Nolasco, 215
craft Shelley, 419
Town
Mouse and Country Mouse,' 174
Middlemore's (J.) Proverbs, 500
Town's Husband, 496
New English Dictionary, Part V., 499
Nicholson's (J.) Folk-Speech of East Yorkshire, Boswell-Stone (W. G.) on Liddell and Scott's Lexi260
con,' 15
:

'

:

'

'

'
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Bosworth, battle of, standard-bearers at, 449
Bouchier (J.) on Anne of Swansea, 289
Beech, large, 369
" Belted
Will," 266
Carte spelt quart, 238
Cathedrals, Italian and French, 10, 74
Clans, Lowland, 55
Crabbe (G.), his ' Tales,' 116
French phrases, 307
Heraldic query, 111
Johnson (Dr.), his pronunciation, 24
Moritz (C. P.), his Travels in England,' 202
Pig=bowl or cup, 396
Eebecca in ' Ivanhoe,' 13
Kedi (F.), his ' Bacco in Toscana,' 303
Rennet, vegetable, 231
Ronsard (Pierre de), 183
Shakspeariana, 44
Tears represented on a tombstone, 16
White (Lydia), 277
Yearsley (Anne), of Bath, 188
Boulangiat for Boulangerist, 13
Bowker family, 147, 233
Bowles (G.) on Sir Henry Norton, 394
Boyle (J. R.) on Newcastle newspapers, 507
Bradford (J. G.) on Jeremiah Needham Smith, 309
" Cuthbert
Bede," his death, 500
Bradley (Edward),
Bradley (H.) on "Burrock," 173
its
Enlist,
derivation, 127
Braham (John), his " entusymusy," 187, 256
Brame (Charlotte Monica), her writings, 34
Brandon (Sir Charles), his biography, 48
Brass, Flemish, 469
Brat= apron, 464
Bratton St. Maur, patron of its living, 508
Brennus, the name, 305
'
Breton Fisherboy's Lament,' a poem, 247
Brewer (E. C.) on cradle of the tide, 51, 136
Fetes, French, 149
Translation wanted, 136
Bright (Timothy), his 'Treatise on Melancholy,' 113
Brisco family, 27
Brixham Market, custom at, 188, 236
Brooke (G. V.), his London debut, 249
Brooke (J. M. S.) on St. Mary Woolchurch Haw, 307
Broose, its meaning, 285, 392
Browne (W. H.) on bed-staff, 236
" Church
9
'

vermilion,"

Browne (Sir William), epigram on, 206
Browning queries, 428, 495
Browning (Elizabeth Barrett), her birthplace,

41, 152

meaning, 400
Buckley (W. "E.) on Joseph Allen, Bishop of Ely, 94
" Artels
in Russia, 369
Bethphage, 118
Blake (W.), his Songs of Innocence,' 216
"
Bonaparte (Napoleon), Le Petit Caporal," 4G4
Book of Kells,' 118
Browne (Sir William), 206
its

'

Bumptious,

its

date, 66
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Buckley (W. E.) on cats and rain, 310
Confirmation, 470
Consul, the title, 113
Darned, its meaning, 272
Dicky Sam, 232
Epigrams, 193
Eugene (Prince), 237
"Everybody's business is nobody's business," 308
4
Garland for New Royal Exchange,' 390
Gladsmoor, place-name, 357
Grant's 'English Churches,' 158
Greezed, its meaning, 87
Gulliver's Travels,' 98

Hazing, its meaning, 170
Husship, its meaning, 70
King of arms, 29
Languorous, as used by Keats, 229
Latin play, 214
"
Library of the Fathers," 498
'Millenium Hall,' 116
Morris (J. B.), 175
'Mother Hubbard,' 271
Olympic victors, 331
Padus, its meaning, 92
Parallel passages, 305
Pliny, Holland's, 37
'
Practice of Quietness,' 274
Richardson's Dictionary,' 446
Rubric meeting, 198
Ruskin (John), his Poems,' 319
Silverpoint, its meaning, 489
Were and Wire, 412
Weston (Edward), 294
Wool-gathering, 17
Bulgarian wedding custom, 386
Bullen (M. W.) on Abbots of Ramsey, 7
Bumptious, its date, 66, 353
Bunyan (John), portrait in oils, 508
Burial, in erect or sitting posture, 158, 491 ; on north
side of church, 204, 276, 335, 496
Burlesques, dramatic, 207
Burlington (Earl of) and St. Stephen's, Walbrook, 54,
169
Burning of women, 387
'

'

Burns (Robert),

his portrait

by Nasmyth, 247, 416,

421, 481

Burns (Robert), the younger, 466
Burrock, its meaning, 46, 173
Burton (Robert), Anatomy of Melancholy
367, 473, 518
Bury (W.) on Sergeant of the Bakery, 76
Busk (R. fl.) on Angelas bell, 109, 195
Baldacchino, 172, 337
Cathedrals, Italian and French, 9
Cats and rain, 309
'

Bruce family, 366
Bruce (Robert), his heart, 189, 289, 410
Brushfield (T. N.) on "Reed-stake," 87
h-'acheverell (Valences), 407
Buchanan clan, its representative, 387, 475
Bucket-shop,

f

I Queries, with No.

Clerical explosives, 250
Daudet (A.), his 'Jack,' 131

Epitaph, comprehensive, 386
Folk-lore rhyme, 178
Gallicisms in Suffolk, 517

Hindu Trimurti, 474
Jokes, old, 291
Keats (John), his grave, 134
Mass, error regarding, 256
Plural'zation of words, 216

'

abridged,
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Busk (R. H.) on Franco
St.

Sacchetti,

502

Casaubon (Meric), daughter and portraits, 107, 177
Cass (F. C.) on armorial bearings, 476

Peter Nolasco, 215

Walbrook, 54
Snow, phenomenal footprints in, 508
Unwhippedness, 146
But and ben, Scotch phrase, 425, 515
Butler (Charles), his biography, 354
Butler (J. D.) on "Ballyhack," 69
"
Cujus regio ejus religio," 349
Fauna, early use of the word, 409
Lamp chimneys, 429
Olympic victors, 148
Shakspeare (W.) in St. Helens, 168
Ward (Benjamin), 129
Butterfield (Swithun), Deputy Registrar of Hereford, 1
Buttoned=knobbed, 386
Buvelot (Louis), Australian painter, 187
By and bys, French phrase, 409
Byron (George Gordon, sixth Lord), death of Medora
in the Corsair,' 305, 377; his birthplace, 366 ; and
R. B. Hoppner, 507
Byron (Lady), letter to Lord Carlisle, 331
St. Stephen's,

'

C. (A.) on heirlooms, 218
"
Taffy was a Welshman," 329
C. (B. L. R.) on compound words, 448
C. (F. W.) on Carlyle's unpublished lectures, 286
C. (G. E.) on Henry Francis Cary, 515

Derbyshire worthies, 315
Translation wanted, 210
C. (J.) on the pronunciation of theatre, 249
C. (J. D.) on Dissertator Enjoyableness, 464
:

"
C. (J. G.) on
Soveraign of Belfast," 8
Princes, two murdered, 497
C. (L.) on the crosier, 47
C. (P.) on the Privy Council, 231
C. (W. P.) on Arundel Castle, 467

its pronunciation, 68
Calais Pier, column on, 206, 352, 417, 473
Calder (N.) on Charles Edward Stuart, 241

Cadogan,

Calderon and Shakspeare, 26
Cambridge, election of Provost of King's College,
1743, 145
Campbell (D. F.) on Lord Kames, 254
Cannon ball, its wind, 57, 395

Canons, Petty, 368, 474
Cant dictionaries, 341
Cant surname, 267
Canterbury parish registers, 37, 91, 146
Canterbury (Archbishop of), his dispensation,
Cap, black, worn by judges, 449
Capiscol, its meaning, 300
Capnomancer and capnomancy, 466
Carew (William), of Lisbon, 1755, 389
Carey (Mrs.) and the Duke of York, 328

Gary (Henry Francis), his grave, 425, 515

"Belted Will, "417
" Is
thy servant a dog

Cassell's "

Red

"

?
395
Library," edition of

'

Ingoldsby Le-

gends,' 45

Casshe on William Mackintosh, 387
Cat, torn, 294
Cataloguing, curiosity of, 206
Cathedral, metropolitan, 68, 194
Cathedrals, Italian and French, 9, 74
Cato Street Conspiracy, house where it was hatched, 447
Cats and rain, 148, 309
Caul, child's, 284
Cavalcade and analcade, 136
Cecilia Metella, new, 78
Cecilite religious order, 67, 259
Cecill (T.), engraver, 327, 394
Celtic Church, its origin, 93, 196, 373, 516
Cemetery guides, 134, 295
'
Cervantes, blunders in Don Quixote,' 463
Chamberlayne (Anna), a sailor, 327, 414
Champion of England, 113, 175, 254
Chance (F.) on analcade and cavalcade, 136
"
Ander," as a termination, 266
Correspondence by postage stamps, 285
Goethe (J. W. von), his last words, 66
Hobbledehoy, 33
John Dory, 325
Mort=much, 95
Sleep, its forerunners, 226
Surnames of married women, 129
Whitebait and blanchaille, 364
Channel, frost in, 349, 497
Chapel=printers' meeting, 214, 352
Chare=narrow street or lane, 307, 417, 455
Charing Cross, derivation of the name, 507
Charles I, his gloves, 96 ; medal, 111; eye-witness
of his execution, 326
"
Charley," the last, 268
Charon, his fee, 328
Chatham (Lord) and Smith's Thucydides, 168
Chaucer Society publications, 367
Chaucer (Geoffrey), Moxon's Tyrwhitt's 'Chaucer,'
"
1843, 86, 133, 214
Forneys of a lede," 346
Chaworth family, 186, 259
Check=to taunt, reprove, &c., 326, 371
Cheek=impudence, 326, 371
Chere Reine Charing, 507
Chestnut =stale joke, 52
China, Satsuma, 409
Chingford, obelisk at, 204, 314
Chin-stay, its meaning, 8, 56
Chocolate, its derivation, 467
Choir, its spelling, 395
Cholmley (John), M.P. for Southwark, 96
Christian names, Hebrew, borne by men and women,
5 ; Selina, 58, 154 ; combined, 126
Feaster, 229,
313 ; John as a royal name, 301 ; Eve, a man's, 464
Christie (A. H.) on consul, 49
Dover, early church in, 328
"Grave Maurice," 75, 397
Christie (R. C.) on 'De Tribus Impostoribus,' 449
Christmas carol, 484
Christmas comedy, its meaning, 326
;

:

27, 97

Howard, fifth Earl of), 208, 331
Carlovingian legends, books on, 487
his
unpublished lectures, 286
Carlyle (Thomas),
Carmichael (C. H. E.) on Asceles earldom, 271
Carol, Christmas, 484
Carte spelt quart, 148, 238
Cartmel, place-name, 31
Carwithen (Dr.) and St. Bride's, 165
Carwithen (W. H.) on Dr. Carwithen, 165
Carlisle (Frederick
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Christmas customs, 483
Christmas jest, old, 485
Christmas plum pudding, 107, 159
Christmas tragedy, 484
Chulle=to strike or beat about, 123
Church, court rolls kept in, 305
Church built 157 A.D., 328, 389
" Church Historians of
England," 128, 235
Church tower, highest in Cornwall, 306
Churches, decorated with birch boughs, 66, 213;
burials on northern side, 204, 276, 335, 496
Churchill (H. Blencowe) and Arabiniana,' 490
Gibber (Mrs.) and English opera, 88, 133, 176
Cicerone, introduction of the word, 68
Cinqbars on Gaskell Gascoigne, 509
Cistern for dinner table, 318
Cities, their synonymous appellations, 48, 377, 498
Clam, its meanings, 179
Clans, Lowland, 55, 111
Claret, riddle of, 13
Clark (A. L.) on folk-lore, 464
Clark (Charles), of Totham, Essex, 307, 413
Clarke family of Bath, 467
Clarke (Hyde) on Braham's " entusymusy," 256
Gentlemen troopers, 408
Peerless Pool, 214
Town, its etymology, 230

Cog, name of a boat, 508
Coincidences, in events, 46 ; curious, 105 philological
104, 231, 352
Coins rose, thistle, and harp on English, 48; pellets
on English silver, 308 Cromwell's farthing, 365 ;
"Napoleon Empereur," 1808, 428, 478
Coldham Hall, Suffolk, and the Rookwood family,

Wellington (Duke of), 497
= wattles, 107, 215
Clavering Churchyard, old tombstone
Claw, its meanings, 169, 354
Clawback, a bogus word, 186
Clawsick=:foot rot in sheep, 167, 257
Clearings, military term, 147
Cleffe, its etymology, 167
Clement or Clements family, 428
Clensieve for honey, 187
Clerical dress in 1790, 193
Clerical explosives, 31, 250
Clerical orders, 71, 394

Mary Woolchurch Haw, 376
Peter Nolasco, 21 5
Serpentine, fleet on, 37
Shield (W.), his 'Farmer,' 194
Sidesmen, their duties, 45
Tidal phenomenon, 433
Walking-sticks, 470
Year, Old and New, 504
Colepepper family, 229, 413

'

:

'

442

Coleman (E. H.) on Blois family, 55
Brixbam custom, 188
Chare=lane, 417
Christmas customs, 483
Christmas joke, 485
Christmas plum pudding, 159
Cibber (Mrs.), 176
Coat, innocent, 8
Crosier,

116

Dialling, its bibliography, 243
Divining rod, 256

Elizabeth (Queen), her monuments, 461

England, pictorial history

of,

317

"Four

Gems

corners to my bed," 275
for the months, 391

long, 276
Lighthouse keepers, 79
Mount Pleasant, 258
St. Mark's Eve, 492

Hundred,

St.

in,

167

518

Clever Deceiver,' folk-tale, 261, 356

Cliffery, its

;

St.

Clates

Clerics, non-resident, caricatured, 444,

;

:

meaning, 187, 253

Coleraine (George Hanger, fourth Baron), 71
Coleridge (S. T.), and Wordsworth, 89 ; 'his Epitaph
on an Infant,' 155, 333, 474, 518 ; and ' The Devil's
Walk,' 161, 258
Collyer (R.) on folk-lore rhyme, 46

Come round= recover, 187
Commander of Ordnance. See Ordnance.
Commonwealth Presbyterianism, 207
Communion received indiscriminately, 464

Climb,
pronunciation, 127, 178, 218, 231, 374
Clink = lock-up, 228, 316
Clinton surname, 486
Clio on " Notchel," 268
Clip, an adjective, 229
Clipper=horse and ship, 228
Clitch = stick together, 169
Clive family, 148, 352
Cloth-colour, its meaning, 347, 398
Clothes-brush, before 1821, 409
Clouston (W. A.) on the Clever Deceiver,' 261
'
Milkmaid and her Pot of Milk,' 221
Nursery stories, cumulative, 321

arms, 387, 493
on seventeenth century trial, 8
49, 113
to the colonies, 154, 217, 510
Cook (Eliza), lines written during a serious illness,
Cook (J. W.) on Pope's 'Works,' 444
Cooksey (C. F.) on Lily's Euphues/ 6

Clovewort= buttercup, 347, 418

Coombe Keynes

Club, its meanings, 387, 456, 516
Clubbing, military term, 52, 138, 213
Coat, "innocent," 8, 176
"
Cock " Tavern, Tothill Street, 67
Cockfosters, place-name, 167
Cocks and their hens, 249
Coffee and Balliol College, Oxford, 105, 258
Coffins, stone, filled with cockle-shells, 112

Cooper (T.) on Socinian nunnery, 63
Cooper (W. W.), his 'History of the Rod,' 432, 465
Copernicus and Regiomontanus, 84
Copra=cocoa-nut dried, 104, 231, 352
Corbet (James), of Dumfries, his epitaph, 266, 316
Cormorants on the Thames, 268
Cornish forms of exorcism, 9
Cornwall, highest church tower in, 306

its

'

Confirmation, at visitations, 348, 470

;

sermons on,

470

Congo vel Quango, 165
Conner (P. S. P.) on Penn

family,

308

Constable family
Constant Reader
Consul, the title,
Convicts shipped

'

parish registers, 306
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Coronation, date after accession, 488
Corpses, their preservation, 224

Davenant

Correspondence, secret, by postage stamps, 285, 353
Cosens (F. W.), his death, 480
Cosway (Maria), miniature painter, 471

David (W. H.) on

Cot, child's, on funeral monument, 327, 477
County badges, 88, 152, 217
Court martial temp. Peninsular War, 307, 376
Court rolls kept in church, 305
Couvade, origin of the practice, 442

his
Modern Midnight Conversa147
Davies (Sir Thomas), Lord Mayor of
London, 148
Davies (T. L. O.) on " By and bys," 409
Foolesopher, 431
Goddams, English, 416
"Is thy servant a dog ? " 395
Notchell, its meaning, 416
Davies (W. W.) on Coleridge's ' Epitaph on an Infant,'
518
Fish, silver, 513
Folk-lore, 388
"
"
Soveraign of Belfast, 38
Davis (M. D.) on Andrew, a Jew, 48
Dean (H.) on Blois family, 7
Dean (J.) on Fal in place-names, 456
Deane (Sir Richard), Lord Mayor of London, 128, 233
"
Death, the great secret," 349, 397
Deaths of near kindred, 385, 491
Deedes (C.) on Anthony Allen, 209
Deeds, old, their fate, 164, 235
De F. (E. B.) on English Goddams, 416
Defoe (Daniel), his Dutchman, 448
Delaunay family, 485
Deloraine (Earl of) inquired after, 428
Derbyshire history, 468
Derbyshire worthies, 188, 314, 397
De Ridders (Francis Joseph), artist, 229
De Rodes family, 488
Desmond (sixth Earl of) and Henry V., 68
Devil's Walk,' a poem, 161, 258
Deville, craniologist, and Thackeray, 265, 375, 438,
493
Devonshire, phenomenal footprints in snow, 508
Devonshire Lane,' 208, 277, 332
Dewick (E. S.) on Alderwoman, 133
Dialling, its bibliography, 142, 243
"
Dick, The," tavern sign, 207, 311
Dickens (Charles), mistake in ' Dombey and Son,' 65
and Besant, 287
Dicky Sam = Liverpool man, 125, 232, 332, 472
Dictionary of National Biography,' notes and corrections, 123, 382
'
Dictionary of Slang, Jargon, and Cant,' 341
Dictionary queries, 427, 477
Digna Sequamur on the thimble, 349
Dillon (A.) on the etymology of town, 231
Dinant (Earl Richard de), 367
Dinci "Per dinci," 31, 250
Dinner table, cistern for, 318
Dissertator, origin of the word, 464
Divining rod, 186, 256
Dixon (J.) on "By hook or by crook," 306
Runnel = small stream, 171
Turnip, its introduction, 116
Washington family, 406
Dnargel on the Angelus bell, 195
Bethphage, 118
Book and snuff-box combined, 412
Chare =lane, 417

(J. M.) on Canterbury
Casaubon (Meric), 177

Cowper

registers, 91,

146

Christian names, combined, 126
Signs sculptured in stone, 391
Cowper (William), passage in his Conversation,' 207
Crab harvest, its meaning, 248
Crabbe (George), his 'Tales of the Hall,' 116, 298
Crawford (Capt.) inquired after, 108, 157
Crediton, Holy Cross Church, 203
Crichton family of Lugton and Gilmerton, 247
'

Critics, their blunders, 285
Cromlech and dolmen, 188, 273
Cromwell (Oliver), his grace before meals,

46, 115 ;
portrait of his wife, 71; his great-granddaughter,
Mary Russell, 88 ; relic, 97; his farthing, 365 ; his

swords, 507
Crooke (W.) on misprint in Oxford Bible, 288
Cropredy Bridge, picture of battle at, 48, 112
Crosier, its position, 47, 116
Crowland saying, 353

Cumberland phrases, 18
Cunliffe (H.) on 'Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,' 428
Cunninghame, district and family name, 104
Curry-powder for the poor, 300, 337

Curwen

(J. S.)

on a grotesque expression, 106

Cymraes on Queen Victoria's Welah pedigree, 224
D. on Artels in Russia, 392
D. (C. E.) on Jane and Anne Addison, 6
Spenserian commentary, 478
D. (E. A.) on the death of Medora, 378
D. (F. W.) on bad blazon, 48
'Description of Millenium Hall,' 68
English as she is wrote, 46
Pluralization, 155, 296
D. (G.) on Berks and Oxfordshire, 513
D. (J.) on Nottinghamshire arms, 217
D. (J. R.) on London taverns, 287
Solicitors and stewards, 248
Southwark Fair, 289
D. (T. M.) on Holy Trinity Church, York, 368
Dalgleish (J. J.) on Scotch regiment in Holland, 132

Damant

family, 95
Danace, Charon's fee, 328
Danby, a lost vill, 63
"
Toloser," 213
Danby-Palmer (A.) on
Dandy, early use of the word, 487
Daniel (E. ) on skeletons of the two murdered Princes,
497
Daniel (William Barker), his birth, 8, 113
Darned, its meaning, 369, 272
Dashwood (Catherine) and James Hammond, 206, 318,
457
Dates, coincident 386
Daudet (Alphons
his Jack,' 48, 131
'

(Sir

William) and the

Due

de Roquelaure,

285
'

II Penseroso,'

326

Davies (A. C.) on Sir Thomas Davies, 148
Davies (0.) on Francis Francks, 287

Hogarth (W.),
tion,"

'

'

'

:

'
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" Church
vermilion," 111
Dnargel on
Clans, Lowland, 55
Consul, the title, 113
'Deserted Village,' 189
French phrases, 356
Gabelle, tax on salt, 453
Henrietta (Princess), 31

Hugo

(V.), his 'Toilers of the Sea,'

Lyons, Gulf

Mahomet,

of,

215

193

his coffin,

275

etymology, 154
(J. J.) in England, 34
Sockdolager, 273
'Spectator,' in 8 vols., 376
Tears represented on tombstones, 91
Parbuckle,

its

Eousseau

" Three blue
beans," &c., 232
Walking-sticks, 470
War songs, 434
William I., his grandfather, 312
Dobell (B.) on Charles Clark, 307
Eliana, 81, 195
'
Garland for the New Koyal Exchange,' 309

Goethe (J. W. von), his English friends, 489
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,'
429
Doddridge (Dr. Philip), his burial-place, 8, 112, 177
Dodgson (C. L.) on epigrams, 67
Dog law, 1808, 284
Dolmen and cromlech, 188, 273
Domesday phonetics, 203
Dore (J. K.) on Beza's Latin Testament, 307
Bible, 1672, 52
Dory. See John Dory.
Douglas (Lord James) and the king's heart, 189, 289,
410
Dover, early church in, 328, 389
Dragoons and Hussars, 111, 493

Dobson (A.) on

'

Drake (Sir Francis) and Plymouth leat, 13, 72, 197
Drake (H. H.) on Sir Francis Drake, and Plymouth
197
Drake (W. T. T.) on Hoo, place-name, 106
Drayson (A. W.) on Platonic year, 430
leat, 72,

Drennan

(J. S.) on "Emerald Isle,"
Drinking, five reasons for, 228, 315

333

Drinking health in blood, 353

"church vermilion," 9, 111 ; and
167
Ducking stool, 286
Dufferin and Ava (Marquis of), his pedigree, 329
Duffield (A. J.) on provincial publishing, 269
Duleck, riding franchises at, 1742, 364
Dunbar (Viscount), his arms, 387
Dunch family, 391, 513
Dunkin (E.) on Chingford obelisk, 314
Dunkin (E. H. W.) on wills in rhyme, 472
Dunkirk, origin of the name, 268
Duns Scotus (John), his biography, 49, 112, 294
Dutch refugees circa 1577, 327, 434

Dryden

(John),

'

Othello,'

E, song without the letter, 225
E. (C.) on 'Book of Job,' 473
E. (K. P. D.) on ducking stool, 286
Fonts, locked, 208
French Books of Days, 428
Mount Pleasant, 68
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E. (K. P. D.) on heathen symbolism, its Christian
use, 265
Earle (Erasmus), M.P. in the Long Parliament, 213
Eblana on old jokes, 291
Eddone on Henry Francis Gary, 425
Eden (H. F. K.) on sundials, 387
Edgcumbe (R.) on William John Bankes, 71
Byron (Lord), his birthplace, 366
Painting, poetry of, 64, 514
Shelley (Harriet), her letters, 508
Egyptian feasts, skeleton at, 180
Eiffel, its etymology, 426
Electric telegraph and its uses, 446
Eliot (George), prototypes of characters, 489
Elizabeth (Queen), her monuments in London, 307,
461
Ellcee on provincial publishing, 330
Stationers, walking, 333, 474
Ellis (G.) on tidal phenomenon, 348
Ellis (H. D.) on Gallicisms in Suffolk, 406
Emerin on Artels in Russia, 474
Ende, or^Eneas, 67,118
England, metrical histories of, 88, 158, 238, 317, 398
its sometime rulers living
contemporaneously, 505
English as she is wrote, 46
English Dialect Dictionary,' 363
English maladies, 45
English princesses wives of earls, 121
English pronunciation and Italian, 92
Englishmen, tailed, 36, 355
Engraving, old, 388
" I 'm the
loudest of voices," 228, 274, 29S
Enigma
Enjoyableness, authority for the word, 464
Enlist, its derivation, 127
Enquirer on a portrait of Burns, 247
Entusymusy, perversion of enthusiasm, 187, 256
;

'

:

Epigrams
Browne
:

206
193
Homer, his birthplace, 56
(Sir William),

"Femina dux

facti," 67,

Lord Mayor and Gordon Riots, 391
Maryborough (Sarah, Duchess of), 364
"

Si placeat brevitas," 67, 193
Epimeletes and Episcopos, 124
Episcopal query, 148, 259
piscopos and Epimeletes, 124

Epitaphs
"Caravale ingenioprsestans,"&c., translated, 155
:

Corbet (James), at
316

St. Michael's,

Dumfries, 266,

D'Oyley
(Sir Cope), in Hambledon Church, 312
" His
character, a Gentleman," 386
Macbride (Peter), in West Free Church, Rothesay,
426
Pompous, 266, 316, 426
Spping Forest, obelisks near, 204, 314
5ste on Lord Byron and Hoppner, 507
Etna, Mount, lines on, 388, 473
Eugene (Prince), his library, 68, 237, 355
Evans (Rev. T. S.), Canon of Durham, his writings,
168, 270
ve, a man's Christian name, 464
veritt (A. T.) on Bonham family, 168
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Everitt(A.T.)onGoodenough and Giffard families, 468
Ewing (T. J.) on Ode on Intimations of Immortality,'
'

89
Exegetical, introduction of the word, 166
F. (F. J.) on Eve, a man's Christian name, 464
F. (J. T.) on burial on north side of church, 276
Husship, its meaning, 353
Psalma of David, 496
Rubric meeting, 198

Thrus house,

its

meaning, 447

Were=pond, 348
F. (T.) on 'The Fireman,' 97
F. (W.) on Lissa medal, 7
F. (W. J.) on link with the past, 506
F. (W. M. E.) on clovewort, 418
Fish, silver, 512
Oil, mineral, 438
Faber (Kev. F. W.), his Christian names, 249, 295
Fahie (J. J.) on " March of intellect," 354
Fairs, gingerbread, 27, 79
Fal, in place-names, 308, 455

Fallow, part place-name, 488
Fauna, early use of the word, 409
Fay (T. H.) on Clement or Clements family, 428
Feaster as a Christian name, 229, 313
Fellowship of the New Life, a society, 389
Fels (A.) on French phrases, 434
Fennell (John), of Cahir, 76
Feret (C. J.) on biographical queries, 269
Carey (Mrs.) and the Duke of York, 328
Fulham, its history, 69 ; carpet factory at, 508

Holand (Thomas de), 127
Norton (Sampson), Knt., 215

Walham

Green, 367
Waren de Lisle, 128
Ferguson (C.) on Bibles printed in America, 445
Fergusson (A.) on grace before meat, 184
Marat (Dr.), 135
Fernie (J.) on Wellingore, co. Lincoln, 49
Ferrar (If.) on the Waterloo ball, 176
Fetes, French, 149
Fettiplace family, 33, 51
Fiction, statistics of its readers, 427, 457
Field (H. E.) on books on gaming, 43

Stag match, 36
Fielding (Henry), his portrait by Hogarth, 289
Field-names, Surrey, 166
Fife, its etymology, 468
Fire-backs, old pictorial, 38, 117
Fire watches, 187, 257
'
Fireman, The,' poem, 8, 97
Firth (C. H.) on convicts shipped to the colonies, 510
Newcastle (Duke of) and Col. Hutchinson. 422
Fish, silver, 448, 512

Fishguard, French landing at, 1797, 147, 235
Fishing songs, 107
Fishmarket near Westminster Bridge, 448, 494
FitzPatrick (W. J.) on G-eorge III. attacked by a mob,

366
Jokes, old, 136, 409, 433
Skeleton, gigantic, 446
Strap in Roderick Random,' 377
'

Fitz Ralf quarterings, 427
Flags and standards of England, 27, 178
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Flather (R. A.) on " Ragman Roll," 179
Flaxman (John), water-colour drawing by, 428
Fleet Prison, prisoners in, 129, 177
Fleet (C.) on Shakspeariana, 43
Fleming (J. B.) on burial in erect posture, 158
Flags of England, 178
Money scrivener, 110
Whiskey, Scotch, 436
Flemish brass, 469
Fletcher (C. J.) on Spenserian commentary, 186
Fleury's Ecclesiastical History,' 388
Fly-leaf inscriptions, 246, 505
Foard (J. T.) on Serjeant Arabin, 408
Folkard (H. T.) on De Tribus Impostoribus,' 453
Fly-leaf inscription, 505
'

Folk-lore

:

Boots, dead man's, buried, 485
Cat, white, unlucky, 464
Cats and rain, 148, 309
Caul, child's, 284
Church clock and

hymn singing, 78
Coat turned inside out, 388, 458
Green gown unlucky, 464
Knives, presents of, 469
Leprosy, in Brazil, 145 ; superstitions about, 362
Pigeon's blood, 468
Pigs seeing the wind, 367, 457
Rose, white and red, 265
St. Mark's Eve, 388, 492
Serpent's head, jewel in, 65, 135, 198
Touch, healing by, 205, 317
Weather sayings, 205
Wounds, punctured, 166, 238
Folk-lore rhyme, 46, 178
Clever Deceiver,' 261, 356
Folk-tales, gipsy, 221 ;
'Spotted Laddie, '445
Fonts, locked, 208, 337
Foolesopher, non-lexical word, 325, 431
Footing, an old custom, 188, 236
Forth (James) inquired after, 189
Fowke (F. R.) on heraldic query, 476
Pigs in clover, 124
Pigs seeing the wind, 457
Fowler (J. T.) on MS. Life of St. Cuthbert, 465
Fowler (Miss), her address, 208, 277
Fowling-piece, first double-barrelled, 247, 377
Foxall (S.) on authors of tales, 8
Francks (Francis), Belgian artist, 287
Fraser (Sir W.) on Capt. Crawford, 157
Jokes, old, 137
Shakspeariana, 163
'Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 174
Frazer (W.) on game of the goose, 11
Freelove (W.) on Eliza Cook, 325
Freeman's Quay, near London Bridge, 207, 398
French Books of Days, 428
French cathedrals, 9, 74
French phrases, 307, 356, 434
French pillar-post letter-boxes, 441
Frost in the Channel, 349, 497
Frost (F. C.) on Cecilite Order, 67
Fry (E. A.) on curate of Salford, 259
Fry (G. S.) on Robert Frye, 489
Frye (Robert), Rector of Loughborough, 489
'

;

INDEX.
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its

history,

69

;

manufacture of carpets

George
at,

Fulham

biographical queries, 269
Fuller (Thomas) and F. von Logan, 365, 454
Funeral custom of Arabic Christians, 165
Funeral mittens or gloves, 188, 292
Furnivali (F. J.) on Base = bastard, 305
Burrock, its meaning, 46
Cats and rain, 148
Chaucer (G.), his " Forneys of a lede," 346
Christmas carol, 484
Cormorants on the Thames, 268
Strap in 'Roderick Random,' 348
Thames locks, 149
Will, nuncupative, 245
Worthies, the Nine, 22

G. (A.) on Derbyshire history, 468
G. (B.) on Asceles earldom, 149
Bellendenus (G.), 367
'
Fugitive Pieces,' 188
G. (E. L.) on four-centred arch, 88
Bible, discoveries in, 249
Cradle of the tide, 98, 210
Heraldic query, 332
Minster, its meaning, 455
St. Stephen's, Walbrook, 170
Sundials, 512
'
Truths of Revelation,' 249
G. (F. W.) on heraldic query, 8
G. (G. L.) on heraldic query, 38
G. (R.) on Fitz Ralf quarterings, 427
G. (S.) on heraldic query, 368
G. (W.) on African slave trade, 147
Gabelle, tax on salt, 329, 453
Gallicisms in East Suffolk, 406, 517
Galuchat, its etymology, 28, 76
Gamble (T. G.) on fowling-piece, 377
Gaming, books on, 3, 42, 83, 144, 201, 262, 343, 404,
482
Gantillon (P. J. F.) on Rev. T. S. Evans, 168
Latin elegiacs, 6
Wordsworth (W.), Ode to the Cuckoo,' 12
Garbett (E. L.) on Italian and French cathedrals, 10
Gardiner (Col. James), his papers, 228 ; his vision, 405
Gardiner (Stephen), Bishop of Winchester, 146, 234
Garrard (Sir John) noticed, 233
Garrick (David), his birth, 53, 216, 374
Garrick (Mrs.), singer at Vauxhall Gardens, 148
Garwood (W. W.) on " Four corners to my bed," 208
Gascoigne surname, 509
Gascoigne-Nightingale. See Nightingale.
Gaskell surname, 509
Gater family, 51
Gatty (A.) on the Champion of England, 255
Coincidence, 46
Electric telegraph, 446
Gatty (C. T.) on bibliography of dialling, 142
Gay (John), his 'Fables,' 349, 454
Gems for the months, 289, 391, 472
Genealogy, books on, 107, 296
Gentleman and Mister, 146, 218
Gentlemen troopers, 408, 478, 512
'
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Fuimus on Harcourt pedigree, 181, 392
Marsh family of Marston, 408
Fulham,
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mob, 366, 493;

George IV., his classical quotations, 129
German, selection of poetry by a, 68, 197
German Emperor, his visit to England, 146,

213

Gibbon (Edward) and the Alexandrian Library, 322,
435
Gibbs (G. A.) on Herbert Spencer, 27
Gibbs (H. H.) on old jokes, 410
Philological coincidence, 231
Spanish words, old, 51
Giffard family, 468
Gilbert of Hastings, Bishop of Lisbon, 487
Gilder (D. D.) on Oliver Goldsmith, 72
Philological coincidence, 104
Serpent's head, jewel in, 65
Smuggler's mark, 27
Gingerbread fairs, 27, 79
Gipsy folk-tales, 221
Gisors family, 36
Gladsmoor, place-name, 149, 357
Glasgow theatres in 1830, 284
Glasses, inscribed, 167
Glastonbury thorn, 492 ; its site, 506
Glaze, paper, 49
Glover ( Robert), the martyr, his pedigree, 307
Gloves at funerals, 188, 292
415
Goddams, English, 288,
" Goddess of Reason " in the
French Revolution, 38
inventor
of fire watches, 257
Godfrey (Ambrose),
Goethe (J. W. von), his last words, 66, 232 " Weltschmerz," 227 ; his English friends, 387, 432, 489
Goit, part of a mill-stream, 87, 135
Golding (C.) on Bonham family, 252
Clark (Charles), 413
Sheppard (Revett), 112
Goldsmith (Oliver), passages in his poems, 72 ; ' Deserted Village' in French, 189, 317
Gomez (Pero), 72, 237, 297
Goodenough family, 468
Goodwyn (Christopher), his works, 486
Goose, game of the, 11, 92, 414
Goose stuffed with grapes, 406
Gosselin (H.) on Mayor, 35
;

Orthenville, battle

of,

48

" Yellow
stick," 75
Gotha on English friends of Goethe, 432
Gould (I. C.) on silver fish, 513
Lepers, royal, 350
Grace before meat, Border, 184
Graces, the three black, 256, 353
Graefte, painting by, 327
Grant's English Church and Sects,' 47, 158
Graves of celebrated persons, 88, 194
Gray (A.) on Shakspeare lexicography, 103
Green family of Stanlynch, Wilts, 309, 491
Greezed, its meaning, 87, 195, 317
Grenville (Sir Richard), contemporary records, 31
Griffinhoofe (H. G.) on metrical histories of England,
398
Pig=bowl or cup, 396
Grimston Road, Norfolk, church custom at, 307
Grocer, in the seventeenth century, 488
Groome (F.) on Horatia Nelson, 508
Gryphon on motto of Trin. Coll., Oxford, 208
'
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Hackwood

Gualterulus on army lists, 197
" Blue
beans," 115
Clubbing, military term, 52
Colepepper family, 413
"

Dicky Sam," 472
Gentlemen troopers, 178

Licences to pass beyond seas. 208
Mackinnon (Dan), 17
Scots Eegiment, 333

Truro (Lord), 112
(Sir Charles), 289
Whitebait and blanchaille, 494
Gunning family burial-places, 88, 194
Gurwood family arms, 28, 117
Gwynn (Eleanor) or Margaret Symcott, 287, 319
Gyles (Sarah), miniature painter, 47

Wager

H. on portrait of Lord Hartington,
H. (A.) on " Cliffery," 253
"Dicky Sam," 125
Dufferin and

Money

Ava (Marquis

75,

of),

253

329

scrivener, 111

Sangatte and Sandgate, 118

Shakspeare (W.), his descendants, 138

H. (A. H.) on "Proud" Preston, 56
H. (C.) on arms impaled by affianced

brides, 66

Marquis, 237

Negroes as heralds, 32

H.
H.

Victoria (Queen), her Welsh pedigree, 298
William I., his grandfather, 312
(F.) on the pronunciation of theatre, 516

on Barrymore peerage, 495
Dragoons and Hussars, 111

(F. D.)

Whorwood
H. (H. de

family, 97
B.) on Adelard of Bath, 346

Asylum, right of, 226
Bells, pagan and Christian, 23
Clerics, non-resident, 444
Crediton, Holy Cross Church, 203
Episcopos and Epimeletes, 124
Mass, the, 424

H.
H.
H.

Pagano (Mario), 281
on the grave of Keats, 45
(J. J.) on Pomeroy = Seccombe, 28
(J.)

(J. P.)

on nursery rhyme, 349

Sundials, 427

H. (L. M.) on Nottinghamshire arms, 153
H. (M.) on John Fennell, of Cahir, 76
H. (Mark) on " Yellow stick," 29
H. (R. H.) on convicts shipped to the colonies, 154
WfcgereTfa. the

title,

472

H. (W.) on "Deeds, not words," 164
H. (W. S. B.) on Sir Francis Drake and Plymouth
leat,

73

Light-keepers, 26
Hackwood (R. W.) on clerical dress, 193
Derbyshire worthies, 188, 397
"

Dicky Sam," 332

Fal, in place-names, 456
Frost in the Channel, 497
History of England, metrical, 158
I. x. 3, 397
Kosher, its meaning, 213
Meals, old Derbyshire, 206
Paper glaze, 49

Kings
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(R. W.) on pigs of lead, 153
Rennet, vegetable, 231
St. Mark's Eve, 492
Shakspeariana, 403
Tidal phenomenon, 433
Hagee on black cap worn by judges, 449
Hakluyt (Richard), his grave, 108, 215
Halhead family pedigree, 88
"
Hall (A.) on " Ballow in Shakspeare, 65
Book, its etymology, 204
Chaucer, Moxon's, 214
Clink at South wark, 316
Dinant (Earl Richard de), 367
Dolmen and cromlech, 188
Gladsmoor, place-name, 149
Kwadijk, place-name, 267
Omelette, its etymology, 317
Padus, its meaning, 93
Quango vel Congo, 165
Riscounter, its meaning, 28
St. Austell, 47
Shakspeariana, 163
Town, its etymology, 231
Hall (H.) on Stella, Lady Penelope Rich, 438
Hallam (Henry), his language, 86
Halliwell Hall, near Bolton, 28
Haly (J. S.) on Queen Anne, in Queen's Square, 225
Jokes, old, 291
Marquis, the title, 166
Shakspeare (W.) and Venice, 124
Shakspeariana, 223
Union Jack, 72
Hamilton (Malcolm), Archbishop of Cashel, 329
Hamilton (W.) on dramatic burlesques, 207
'Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 173
Hamlet, his youth, 44
Hammond (James) and Catherine Dashwood, 206
318, 457
Harcourt family pedigree, 181, 278, 392
Harcourt (Harriet Eusebia), her biography, 63
Hardy (H.) on synonymous appellations of cities, 48
Hare (S. V.) on a curious medal, 108
Zeunen, picture by, 7
Hares not eaten by Gauls and Celts, 449
Harland-Oxley (W. E.) on Gate House Prison, Westminster, 257
Harney (G. J.) on wind of cannon ball, 395
King of arms or king at arms, 458
Marquis, the title, 431
Harold on 'Dora Thome,' 34
Harris (Thomas), of Covent Garden Theatre, 247, 374
Harrison (John), Governor of Bermuda, 428
Hart (G. E.) on faded writing, 348
Hart (James), of Northampton, physician, 308

Hartington (Lord), his portrait at the Academy, 18,
75, 157, 253, 372
Hartley (Mrs.), actress, 229, 277, 311, 414, 495
Hartshorne (A.) on inscribed glasses, 167
King of arms or king at arms, 491
Harwood (H. W. F.) on Bratton St. Maur, 508
Hatton (Anne). See Anne of Swansea.
Hawes (J.) on Matthew Smith, water-beadle, 487
Hawkwood (Sir John), his family, 487
Hayes (J.) on James Forth, 189
Hazing, its meaning, 63, 170, 256

INDE X.
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(A.) on London taverns, 458
Heaven Heavens, 25, 173, 253
'Hebrew Exodus,' article on, 106
Hebrew name borne by men and women, 5
:

Heel-block, its meaning, 72
Heirlooms, information about, 167, 218

Anson's

Baker

Hemming's light, 487
Hempland, its meaning, 227, 314
Hems (H.) on Mahomet's coffin, 275
(F.)

on 'Garland

for

'

Exchange,

352, 432

Henry V. and

sixth Earl of Desmond, 68
Henryson (Robert), The Uplandis Mouse and the
Burges Mouse,' 173, 234
'

:

Arg., on cross engrailed five crescents arg.,

8, 38,

112
Arg., three cross-crosslets fitche'es, 427
Armorial bearings, their assumption, 308, 391, 476
Arms, impaled by affianced brides, 66 ; borne by
descendants, 111 ; differencing, 296
Az., crescent arg., in dexter chief a saltire az., 89
Bends and quarterings on monuments, 168, 237,
297, 332
Blazon, bad, 48
Book of Monuments, 227
Chevron between three crosses fitche'es, 147, 233

Colour upon colour, 368, 414, 476
Coronet of marquis by courtesy, 18, 75, 157, 253,
372
County badges, 88, 152, 217
Fitz Ralf quarterings, 427
Gu., fess chequy arg. and az., 489
of arms or king at arms, 29, 112, 235, 251,
458, 491

King

Knots, 53

Le Roy, Amsterdam, 189
Party per pale, sa. and
eagle, 348
Sa., turnip proper, a chief
Heralds, negro, 32, 97, 237

Herdman
Herdman

arg.,
or,

a double-headed

95

family, 87

(E. F.) on "Of that ilk," 115
Hermentrude on Asceles earldom, 272
Ch6re Reine Charing, 507
:

"Grave Maurice,"

15, 291,

477

Henrietta (Princess), 133
Lepers, royal, 277
Marquis, the title, 477

Nursery rhyme, 414
Otherwise= alias, 67
Overlay, its meaning, 78
Perrers (Alice), 97

Robert II. of Normandy,
Selina, Christian name, 58

393

Rich, 311
Topographical notes, 323, 423
"
Herodotus, the Father of history," 447
Hewlett (Rev. J. T. J.), his writings, 235
Stella,

Hibberd
Hicks

Lady Penelope

(J.)

Hickman

Jan.

18, 1890.

'

Voyages,' 14,
(Sir George), 86

517

Brief History of Birmingham,' 138

Bruce family, 366

New Royal

Henrietta (Princess), Duchess of Orleans, 31, 133, 198

Heraldry

212,

Hill (C. J.) on Cromwell's swords, 507
Murat, King of Naples, 468
Hill (James), vocalist, 467
Hindu trimurti, 108, 474
Hipwell (D.) on Anne of Swansea, 415

Heal

Hendriks
390
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on translations wanted, 101

family of Thorrock Hall, Gainsborough, 385
(J. P.) on Petrarch's inkstand, 467

Carlisle (Frederick

Howard, Earl

of),

331

Cholmley (John), M.P., 96
Daniel (W. B.), 113
Earle( Erasmus), 213
Fly-leaf inscription, 246
Gascoigne-Nightingale (Joseph), 91
Gate House Prison, Westminster, 257
Hartley (Mrs.), 414
Hodson (Mrs. M.), 371
Hullock (Sir John), 197
Kuper (Dr. William), 493
Lequarre' Chapel, 487
Manley (Mary de la Rivi&re), 156
Marriott (Rev. J.), 332
Martin (" Humanity "), 479
Nash (Thomas), 497
Norton (Sampson), Knt., 215
Paoli (General de), 284
Quentin (Col.), 376
Registers, parish, 306
Salmon (William), M.D., 92
Sheppard (Revett), 175
Thesiger (Frederick), Baron Chelmsford, 346
Tull (Jethro), his burial-place, 224

Wanley (Humphrey), 224
White (Lydia), 277
Yearsley (Anne), 250
Cecilia), a new Cecilia Metella, 78
Hobbledehoy, its etymology, 33
Hobson (E.) on Goethe's last words, 232
Hobson (W. F.) on Baldacchino, 172
Hodgkin (J. E.) on De Tribus Impostoribus,' 452
Inventions, modern, anticipated, 365
" Londres a travers les
Ages," 104
Match-locks and fire-locks, 128
Touch, healing by, 205
Hodson (Mrs. M.), nte Holford, 248, 371
'
Hogarth (William), his Modern Midnight Conversa" The
289
of

Hobart (Lady

'

tion,'

147;

his portrait

Fielding,

;

on St. Tavy's Day," 515
Holand (Thomas de), comes Kantise, 127
Holden (R.) on volunteer colours, 477
leek

Holland, Scotch regiments in, 69, 132, 234, 333
Holland, actor, 486
Holman (Joseph George), 1764-1817, 486
Holme (J. W.) on Clinton surname, 486
Homer, epigram on his birthplace, 56
Hoo, place-name, its meaning, 106, 352
Hood (Thomas), sen. his Lay of the Labourer, 227
"
Hooper (J.) on English take their pleasures sadly,"
'

,

466
Englishmen, tailed, 36
"Grave Maurice," 15
Italian vengeance, 509
Knife folk-lore, 469
Sainte Nega, 489

'

Index Supplement to the Notes and 1
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G.) on All Hallows, Barking, 412
Armorial bearings, 391
Barrack s=row of cottages, 259
Bellamy (Mrs.), her birth, 138
Calais Pier, column on, 352
Chatham (Lord), 354
Clubbing, military term, 213
Convicts shipped to the colonies, 217
Dicky Sam, 233
Gardiner (Stephen), Bishop of Winchester, 234
Gentlemen troopers, 478
*
Goddess of Reason," 38
Gomez (Pero), 237
Hamilton (Malcolm), 389
Hammond (James), 318
Henrietta (Princess), 432
Jokes, old, 292, 410
Kempis (Thomas a), 171
Lepers, royal, 218
Martin ("Humanity"), 478
Moritz (C. P.), his ' Travels,' 334
"
Quite the clean potato," 237
Reynolds (Sir Joshua), 296
Shakspeariana, 223
Steeplechase, first, 498
Toler family, 89
'
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 316
Wellington (Duke of), 429
Whipping in England, 357
Zoroaster and Shelley, 498
Hope (W. H. St. J.) on pigs of lead, 396
Hoppner (R. B.) and Byron, 507
Horden (Hildebrand), actor, 507
Houghton (Lord), his works, 69
Housemaid decorated, 466
Howard knights, 102
Howard (Lieut. Edward), author of 'Rattlin the
Reefer,' 58
Howard (H. R.) on Jane Lane, 229
Howard (John), his tomb, 203
Howard (Lord William), " Belted Will," 266, 417
Hoyle (Edmund), bibliography, 3, 42, 83, 144, 201,
262, 343, 404, 482
Hudson (J. C.) on St. Veeps, 213
Hudson (R.) on 'De Tribus Impostoribus,' 347
ELeble (John), his monument, 464
Lexicon puns, 325
" Liver of
it," 367
Wills in rhyme, 346
Hugo (Victor), passage in 'Toilers of the Sea,' 108, 215
Hullock (Sir John), Baron of the Exchequer, 48, 197
Humby (Mrs.), actress, 508
Humming, an expression of approval, 233
Humour and wit defined, 46
Humphreys (A. L.) on Charles Clark, 413
'Devonshire Lane,' 277
Funeral gloves, 293
Printers and booksellers, 418
Somerset superstition, 78
Hundred, long, 227, 276, 497
Hunt (E. G.) on Crafty Courtier,' 127
Huntley (T.) on Junius's Letters, 105
Hurrah, its etymology, 444
Huskisson (F.) on Sir Charles Wager, 893
Hussars and Dragoons, 111, 493

Hope (H.

'

535

its meaning, 70, 133, 353
Hutchinson family of Careleep, co. Monaghan, 248
Hutchinson (Col. John), letter to his father, 422
Hutton (Catherine), her 'History of the Queens of
England,' 167
Hutton (Richard), M.P. for Southwark, 1584-98, 69,
156
Huyshe (W.) on parallel passages, 326
Huyssen baronetcy, 88, 356
Hyde (Kitty), Duchess of Queensberry, 246
Hymnology: "Hark! the herald angels," 132 ; "Oft
in danger, oft in woe," 183, 278

Husship,

"Of that

Ilk:

ilk," 25, 115,

272

Indexes, books without, 104
Ingleby (H.) on housemaid decorated, 466
Shakspeariana, 44, 402
Inns.
See 1'averns.
Inscription in parish register, 248, 377
Inventions, modern, anticipated, 365, 418
Iphicles and his oxen, 51
Ireland, the Emerald Isle, 245, 333 ; its crown, 467
Irish

Church

history, 8,

157

Isleworth Manor, 208, 258, 333
passage through the Red Sea, 106

Israelites,

Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian

cathedrals, 9, 74

churches, 54
literature,

handbooks

of,

12

pronunciation and English, 92
vengeance, story of, 509

"
J. (F. C.) on the last
Charley," 268
J. (J. C.) on book and snuff-box combined, 327
Book of Monuments, 227

Bunyan

(John), portrait

of,

508

Fleet Prison, 177
Leather, human, 437

Sarum ritual colours, 137
W.) on George Anne Bellamy, 87

J. (L.
'

J.

Gulliver's Travels,' 47
C.) on Sir Christopher

(W.

Wren, 56

the Younger, 466
on healing by touch, 317
James (R. N.) on auctions and auction rooms, 384
James (T. E.) on the phonograph anticipated, 354
Japhet on Legh family, 349
Wynne (Catherine), 108
Jaundice and yellow flies, 48
"
Jaydee on Braham's entusymusy," 187
Marat (Dr.), 76
Thackerayana, 265, 493
Jennings family of Westminster, 348
Jeo Voile Droict on Alice Perrers, 30
John, as a royal name, 301
John Dory, derivation of the name, 325
Johnson (R. B.) on "Liver of it," 418
Johnson (Dr. Samuel), his pronunciation, 24 ; round
robin to, 308
Jokes, old, in new dress, 66, 136, 291, 409, 433
Jonas (A. C.) on " Broose," 392
and family name, 104
Cunninghame, district
'
his Fables,' 454
Gay (John),
'
Jonas (M.) on Othello,' 167
'
Revisal of Shakespeare's Text,' 296
Shakspeariana, 404

Jacklin (G.

Jackson

W.) on Robert Burns

(J. E.)

INDEX.
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Jones (Winslow) on Princess Henrietta, 198
Joseph of Arimathea, church built by, 328, 389, 492
Josselyn (J. H.) on Sir John Hawkwood, 487
Judas Iscariot "whitewashed," 469
Judges, black cap worn by, 449
Junius's Letters, "resent," " resenting," "resentment "
in, 105
Jutte (Pope), a woman, 135, 178
Juverna on Mount Pleasant, 258

f

\

Index Supplement to the Notes and
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rebs (H.) on old Spanish words, 51
uper (Dr. William), chaplain to Queen Adelaic'e,
368, 415, 493
Cusser (Dr.). See Kuper.

"wadijk,

Dutch place-name,

267, 394

(K. E. E.) on St. Mark's Eve, 388
j. (M.) on the meaning of kosher, 310
L. (R. W.) on David Garrick, 374
(W. J.) on G. V. Brooke, 249
jac on the Ajax captured by the French, 28
Boulangist, 13
.

.

K.
K.

on Brisco family, 27
L.) on Cromwell, 46

(C. L.)

(L.

Duns Scotus (John), 294
Trinity festival, 57

Kames (Henry Home,

Lord), his burial-place, 228,

254, 397

Kant surname, 267
Kantius on Cant surname, 267
Karkeek (P. Q.) on Emperor of Germany, 146
Kean (Charles), his Macbeth,' 147, 259
Keats (John), his grave, 45, 134 his use of " languorous" and "soother," 229, 316, 416; criticism of
Eve of St. Agnes,' 285
Keble (John), inscription in Westminster Abbey, 464,
518
Keith (C. P.) on John Harrison, 428
Kelland family, 148, 234
Kelso on Scotch regiment in Holland, 234
Kempis (Thomas a), his name. 125, 171 ; Japanese
translation of Imitatio Christi,' 264
Ken on Hugo's ' Toilers of the Sea,' 108
Rennet, vegetable, 108
Kendall (Sir John), his biography, 309
Kendall (W. C.) on Sir John Kendall, 309
Kennedy (W.) on 'Town Mouse and Country Mouse,'
272, 316
113
Kentigern on smalUpox, 267
Kenyon (G.) on Champion of England,
Kernoozers,' Society of, 386
Kerslake (T.) on heel-block, 72
Paignton, its etymology, 117, 252
Stavordale, its meaning, 235
Killigrew on "Magna est veritas," 75
"March of intellect," 203
Painting, poetry of, 196, 372
Pompeii, its pronunciation, 292
Quotes = quotations, 57
Words ending in o, 283
Words that are not wanted, 85
King farms or king at arms, 29, 112, 235, 251, 458
491
King (Bishop), bis trial, 109, 195
King (C. S.) on Crichton family, 247
Kinkell or Kinalle (Laird), 209
Murray (Sir Kobert), 269
King's Bench Prison, its books, 467
Kinkell or Kinalle (Laird), 1612, 209
'

;

'

'

Knees turned backwards,
Knife

folk-lore,

Knighthood,

35, 91

469

its insignia,

Knot on Subsidy

57

Rolls, 348

Knots, heraldic, 53
Kosher, its meaning, 85, 213, 310
Krebs (H.) on funeral custom, 165
Italian literature, 12

jach-Szyrma (W. S.) on universal language, 7
jaelius on cicerone, 68
Crawford (Capt.), 108
Heraldic query, 147
King of arms, 235, 251, 492
Lindsay (Sir David), 169
Lindsey (Robert, Earl of), 429
Overslaugh, military term, 392

Lamb

'

(Charles), playbill,

Mr.

H

,'

81, 134, 195,

238 ; reprint of Prince Dorus,' 359
Lambert family of Kent and Ireland, 328, 448
Lambert family of Maiden Bradley, 47
Lambert (John), son of Thomas, Herald, 68
Lamp chimneys, their inventor, 429, 499
Land titles, their registration first recommended, 246
Lane (H. M.) on sometime rulers living contemporaneously in England, 505
English princesses wives of earls, 121
John as a royal name, 301
Lane (Jane), 398
Lane (Jane), afterwards Lady Fisher, 229, 299, 398
Languages, universal, 7, 191, 238
Lapin on Revett Sheppard, 27
Largess, provincial use of the word, 406, 517
Latimer (J.) on Gabelle, salt tax, 453
Newcastle-under-Lyme, its mock mayor, 55
Women executed for witchcraft, 486
Latimer (Ridley Cranmer), 406
Latin elegiacs, 6
Latin lines, Ad Somnum,' 93
Latin play temp. Jac. I., 28, 214
Laun (H. van) on "Cut off your nose to spite your
face," 487
Racine ( J.) and the Knights Templars, 512
Laurent (C.), his maps, 447
Law against female blandishments, 146
Lawrence (James), friend of Goethe, 387, 489
Lawrence (W. J.) on Mrs. Hartley, 277
Limelight in theatres, 225
Negro, first, on the stage, 164
Lawyer, black-letter, 468
Lead, pigs of, 153, 396
Leary (F.) on riding the franch ses, 364
Leather, human, 77, 131, 252, 353, 437
Lede, in Chaucer, 346
Lee (A. C.) on the pronunciation of climb, 374
Greezed, its meaning, 195
Isleworth Manor, 258
Lee (S.) on Christopher Goodwyn, 48G
Lee (W. J.) on Murray of Livingstone, 28
Leek on St. David's Day, 408, 515
Legg (J. W.) on clerical orders, 71
Sarum ritual colour?, 137
;

INDEX.
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Legh family of Acton Burnell, 349
Legitimization, retrospective, 67, 177
Leguat (Franois), his biography, 509
Leigh (Sir Francis), KB., his biography, 7, 92
Leighton (Sir Thomas), of Feckenham, co. Worcester,

T.) on Chingford obelisk, 204
Copernicus and Kegiomontanus, 84
Cradle of the tide, 135, 211
'
Dombey and Son,' mistake in, 65
Dover, early church at, 390
Dunkirk, origin of the name, 268

Lynn (W.

288
"

on Non vox, sed votum," 97
Lossigel (H.) on metropolitan cathedral, 68
Lepell (Miss), Lady Hervey, stanzas on, 488
Lepers, royal, 108, 174, 217, 277 ; hospitals for, 277,

Lemon

537

German Emperor, 2 3
Hebrew Exodus, 106
Hebrew name borne by men and women,
1

Le

Kings

I. x. 3,

Newton

350
Leprosy, superstitions about, 145, 362
Lequarre" Chapel, Little Dean Street, Soho, 487
Le Roy (J. R.) on heraldic query, 189
Leslie (F. J.) on witchcraft, 449
Letter-boxes, pillar-post, 441

Lever (Charles James), prototypes of

5

396

(Sir Isaac), 184

etymology, 117
meanings, 487
St. Mildred's Churches, 443
Year, Platonic, 304, 490
Lyons, Gulf of, 6, 193, 355
Paignton,

its

Ridiculous,

its

his characters,

M. on

489

Lewis (F. B.) on auctions and auction rooms, 477
Lexicon puns, 15, 115, 325
"
Library of the Fathers," its editor, 428, 498
Licences to pass beyond seas, 208
Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, puns in, 15, 115, 325
Lighthouse keepers, 26, 79, 311
LiJy (John), annotated copy of 'Euphues,' 6 ; was he
ji member of Parliament
267
Limelight, its first use on the stage, 225
Lindsay (Sir David), his Register, 31 ; his Works,'

Isleworth Manor, 208
Rose family, 227
M.B.Cantab, on Berks and Oxon,

'

'

M.

Lindsey (Robert, Earl of), his portraits, 429
past, 506
Linotype, another barbarism, 125
Lissa medal, 7, 170
Literary parallelism, 445
Literary plagiarisms. See Parallel passages.
Littlehales (H.) on Celtic Church, 94
Littleton (J.) on coat turned inside out, 458
" Liver of it " =
quick of it, 367, 418, 515
"
LI. (W. W.) on the
Rainbow," Fleet Street, 467
Thackeray ana, 438
on
Lloyd (W. W.)
Shakspeariana, 222, 223, 302
Lodge (H. C.), his George Washington,' 268
Logan (Friedrich von) and Fuller, 365, 454
Logeman (W. S.) on Ander as a termination, 374

Link with the

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
Goose, game of the, 11
M.
before
seal
its
37
1539,
London,
City
burial-grounds,
185 its old inns and taverns, 287, 458, 497 Lord M.
M.
Mayor and the Gordon Riots, 391
M.
London Bridge, old, its architect, 35, 93
" Londres
M.
a travers les Ages," 104
'

;

;

Longstaff (G. B.) on royal lepers, 350

M.

Lord spiritual, the title, 467
Lord (H.) on " Affuse," 66
Love (David), walking stationer, 234, 333, 411, 474
Loveband family, 368, 455
Loveday (J. E. T.) on signs sculptured in stone, 475
Lovell (W.) on centenaries at Bath, 364
Becket (Thomas a) and the City of London, 185
Calais Pier, column on, 206

M.
M.
M.

Museum

365
Luis I., King of Portugal, his writings, 446
Lumb (G. D.) on William Carew, 389
Lunatic, lines by, 443, 498
Luther (Martin), missing MS., 407

Rotterdam, Boyman's

in,

Marriage prohibited at certain times, 77
"
Barra," 326
(A. J.) on
Brixham market custom, 236
Chamberlayne (Anna), 414
Clever Deceiver,' folk-tale, 356
Douglas (Lord James), 289
Gardiner (Col. James), 405
Morris, who was he ? 108
Oandurth, its etymology, 225
Publishing, provincial, 205, 329
Relph (Josiah), 52
Scory (Bishop) and Swithun Butterfield, 1
Shakspeariana, 302
Symbolism, heathen, 414
Tennyson family, 466
Translation wanted, 97, 209
Yearsley (Anne), 249
(E.) on frost in the Channel, 349
(F.) on walking stationers, 234, 411
(F. W.) on Mary Russell, 88
(G. F.) on French landing at Fishguard, 147
(H.) on Col. James Gardiner, 228
(H. A. St. J.) on overslaugh, military term, 471
(H. P.) on 'Breton Fisherboy's Lament,' 247
(H. W.) on Nottinghamshire arms, 88
(I.) on Beaven surname, 228
(J.) on episcopal query, 148
(J.), jun., on translation wanted, 136
(J. A. H.) on "Clawback," 186
Prometheus,' 469
(J. J.) on Shelley's
(N.) and A. on indexes, 104
'

'

169

Peel (Sir R), his paintings, 27

513

Grenville (Sir Richard), 31

'I

;

97,

94
Crowland saying, 353

Celtic Church,

M.
M.

'

"March of intellect," 87
Piccini (Isabella), 8
(W. M.) on lives of English saints, 109
(Y. S.) on the divining rod, 186

MacAuslan on the Clan Buchanan, 475

McC

(E.)

on

coffins filled

" Four corners to

with cockle-shells, 112

bed," 494
MacDonagh (M.) on graves of celebrated persons, SJ
MacDonnell (J. de C.) on Daudet's 'Jack,' 131
McGovern or Magauran's Castles, 109
Mackay family of Rhinns, 127

my

INDEX.
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Mackay (J.) on convicts shipped
Mackay of Rhinns, 127
"Yellow stick," 298

to the colonies,

154

Mackinnon ("Dan"),

colonel in the Guards, 17
Mackintosh (William), baillie of Rutherglen, 387, 427,

473

on riddle of claret, 13
Broose," 285
(Sir Hector) committed for high treason, 169
McMichael (T. C.) on letter by Montgomery, 443
Mahomet, his coffin, 188, 274

Maclagan
Maclaren

(Nellie)

(J.)

on

' '

McLean

Maladies, English, 45
Malet (H.) on Dragoons and Hussars, 493
Vaseline for book covers, 477

Maltby (William), his biography, 48
Manchester and Salford, plan by C. Laurent, 447
"
Maning (F. E.), Pakeha Maori," 98

Manley (Mary de

la Riviere), her biography, 11, 156
on minster, 65
106
Yostregere,
Mansergh (J. F.) on the Ajax captured by the French,
95
Anne (Queen), in Queen Square, 332
Bailiwicks, royal, 132
Baldacchino, 172
Beech, large, 498
Carte spelt quart, 238
Cats and rain, 310
Cistern for dinner table, 318
Cities, their synonymous appellations, 377
Clive family, 352
Cradle of the tide, 98
Dialling, its bibliography, 244
English and Italian pronunciation, 92
Fal, in place-names, 455
" Grave
Maurice," 291, 398
Grenville (Sir Richard), 31
Harris (Thomas), 374
Heel-block, 72

Manning

(C. R.)

Hempland, its meaning, 314
Humble-bee, red-hipped, 375
Humming, 233
King of arms or king at arms, 30
Kosher, its meaning, 85
Lighthouse keepers, 311
Lissa medal, 170
London burial-ground, 37
Mahomet, his coffin, 274
Moritz (C. P.), his Travels,' 334
Morris (E. F.), 176
Mount Pleasant, 258
'

Netherlands, war
438

in,

36

Oil, mineral,

Ordnance Office, 473
Osmunda, 251
Padus, its meaning, 92
Painting, poetry

Phonograph
"

of,

196

anticipated, 293

Preston,
Proud," 55
232
Rennet,
" Rescuevegetable,
shot," 212
St. Paul's Deanery, 96
St. Peter Nolasco, 215
Sancho (Ignatius), 33

Sergeant of the Bakery, 76

Mansergh

Supplement to the Notes and
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(J. F.)

on Shakspeare's descendants, 138

Small-pox, 334

Southwark

Fair, 378

Theatre, its pronunciation, 377
Turnip, its introduction, 74
Walking-sticks, 470
"
Weep not for the dead," 126
Mans! in Solitudine on Heaven Heavens, 25, 253
Manzoni (A.), blunder in Promessi Sposi,' 463
Mapes (Walter), translations of his drinking song, 108,
:

209, 252

Marat (Jean Paul),
76

;

'

Essay on a Disease of the Eye,'
135

his biography, 76,

Marks (E. N.) on song without the letter e, 225
Markwick (William), his drawings and MSS., 287
Marquis, the title, 166, 237,431, 477
Marriage prohibited at certain times, 77
Marriott (Rev. John), his 'Devonshire Lane,' 208,
277, 332
Marryat (Capt.), Rattlin the Reefer not his, 58
Marsh family of Marston, 408
Marshall (E.) on Rev. Isaac Allen, 334
Angels and needles, 247
Archdoltes Foolesophers, 325
Bacon (Lord), his prayers, 113, 375
Bells, pagan and Christian, 293
Benedict, its derivation, 96
Burial on north side of church, 276
Burton (R.), abridgment of his
Anatomy of
Melancholy,' 367
Canterbury registers, 37
Cathedral, metropolitan, 194
Celtic Church, 196, 373, 516
Cemetery guides, 134
Charles I., his gloves, 96
Coffee and Balliol College, Oxford, 258
Coleridge (S. T.), his Epitaph on an Infant,' 155,
474
Deaths of near kindred, 491
Dialling, its bibliography, 244
Drinking, five reasons for, 315
Duns Scotus (John), 50
Faber (Rev. F. W.), 295
Genesis v. passim, " And they died," 444
Goethe (J. W. von), his last words, 232
" Great
secret," 397
Irish Church history, 157
"
" Is
thy servant a dog ? 458
Lepers, royal, 350
Lyons, Gulf of, 193
Mahomet, his coffin, 188, 275
Mass, error regarding, 256
Mater Dei, 17
Morris ( J. B.), 176
Olympic victors, 332
Orders, clerical, 394
Osmunda, 252
Pigs seeing the wind, 457
Pompeii, its pronunciation, 292
Proofs seen by Elizabethan authors, 73
"
Quite the clean potato," 74
Ruskin (J.), his Poems,' 434
St. Felix place-names, 312
St. Teilo, Welsh saint, 194
Serpent's head, jewel in, 135
'

'

:

'

'

'
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Marshall (E.) on Thomas Shipman, 395
Sidesmen, 133
Small-pox, 335
Speech in animals, 13
Taylor (Jeremy), 158, 244
Touch, healing by, 318
Walking-sticks, 469
Wesley (John), 138
Wills in rhyme, 472
Wishing bone, 95
Wool-gathering, 217
Words, bogus, 38
Marshall (E. H.) on Browning queries, 495
Burton (R.), his Anatomy of Melancholy,' 473
'

Clerics, non-resident,

518

Confirmation, 471
for the poor, 337
Fuller (Thomas), 454
Gilbert of Hastings, 487
" Goddess of
Reason," 38

Curry-powder

" Grave
Maurice," 291
" Hark the herald

angels," 132

!

Heel-block, 72
I. x. 3,

Mackinnon (Dan), 17
One Tract More,' 298, 434
<

Ordnance Office, 473
Pilatos, Casa de, 91
Prem Sagar,' 397
Ronsard (Pierre de), 237
Rubric meeting, 129
St. Stephen's, Walbrook, 170
Small-pox, 335
Smart (Christopher), 498
'

Sussex Archaeological Collections,' 38
Touch, healing by, 318
'Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 430

Trench (Abp.),

Mary, Queen of Scots, her library, 499
Maskell (J.) on All Hallows, Barking, 206
Animal symbolism, 282
Bacon (Lord), his Essays,' 269
'

Canons, Petty, 368
" Cock "
Tavern, Tothill Street, 67
Gems for the months, 472
Italian literature, 12
Lepers, royal, 108, 217
Luis I., King of Portugal, 446
Mass, error regarding, 256
Minster, 115
Nunnery, Socinian, 192
Racine (Jean) and the Knights Templars, 449
Redi (Francesco), 413
Rose, white and red, 265
Sacchetti (Franco), 381, 501
Seething Lane, 395

Mason

(C.)

on convicts shipped to the

colonies, 217,

511

Richmond

rate books, 67

Westminster Gate House Prison, 167
Mass, error regarding, 53, 149 its " etymology, 53,
"
149, 255, 372; missarum solemnia and "miasarum
sacrificia," 424
Match-locks and fire-locks, 128, 174
Mathews (Charles) at Glasgow, 284
"Mawdelin box," 67
Maxwell (Sir H.) on column on Calais Pier, 473
Heraldic query, 414
Paignton, its etymology, 58
Penny land, 431
Pig = small bowl or cup, 317
St. Esprit, Order of the, 436
Sangatte and Sandgate, 33
Maxwell (P.) on Scots as an adjective, 87
Mayhew (A. L.) on the etymology of town, 230
Trench (Abp.), his Select Glossary,' 348
Mayor, right worshipful, 35
Mayors, mock, 55, 315
Meals, old Derbyshire, 206
Medals Lissa, 1757, 7, 170 ; silver allegorical, 108
Charles I., Ill ; Georgian, 158
Medicus, in English, 86, 137
Merry (G. J. T.) on George III. attacked by a mob,
493
London Bridge, old, 35
Regiment, Second Dragoons, 116
Spanish Legion, 218
Merrythought of a fowl. See Wishing-bone.
Metford (I.) on the Glastonbury thorn, 506
Metropolitan cathedral, 68, 194
Michael (W.) on the title Wicgerdffa, 106
Middleton (F.) on deaths of near kindred, 385
Military query, 27, 157
Milkmaid and her Pot of Milk,' gipsy versions, 221
Milton (John), and the mortality of the soul, 67, 236
and Vondel, 288, 377 ; the title II Penseroso,' 326,
394
Miniature signed "N. P.," 58
Vlinimitude, a new word, 286
Minster, its meaning and etymology, 65 115, 212
350, 455
Histarchy, its meaning, 93
Mister and gentleman, 146, 218
;

396
Lamp chimneys, 499
Lawyer, black-letter, 468
Leather, human, 353
Lissa medal, 170

Kings

539

his

'

Select Glossary,' 397

'Tropical Africa,' 197

Wellington (Duke of), 498
Wesley (John), 138
Marshall (F. A.) on error regarding the Mass, 255
Marshall (J.) on the spelling of choir, 395
Gibber (Mrs.), 133
Drinking, five reasons for, 315
Gaming, books on, 3, 42, 83, 144, 201, 262, 343,
404, 482
Hartley (Mrs.), 311
Liddell and Scott's 'Lexicon,' 115
Linotype, another barbarism, 125
Surnames of married women, 239
Martin (A.) on tailed Englishmen, 355
"If I had a donkey," 468
Martin (Anthony), 187
Martin (Richard), 427
Martin (Anthony), Bishop of Meath, 187
Martin (Richard), "Humanity Martin," 427, 478
Martin (Robert), ensign at Waterloo, 148
"
Mary, Blessed Virgin, Mater Dei," 17
'Mary, Queen of Scotland: an Historical Tragedy,'
486

'

:

;

;

'
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Mitchell (T. J.) on Cato Street Conspiracy, 447

Monckton (H. W.) on

steeplechase, 406
Money-dropper, its meaning, 367, 417
Money scrivener, 110
first

Mons on Nottinghamshire

arms, 153

Montagu (H.) on Sidney Montagu, 311
Montagu (Sidney), poem on his death, 311
Montgomery (James), letter to Dr. Aikin, 443, 498
Months, gems assigned to, 289, 391, 472
Monument, child's cot on, 327, 477
Monuments, Book of, 227
family, 185
Moore (J. C.) on " Cliffery," 253
Cradle of the tide, 98, 211

Mony penny

Dandy, early use of the "word, 487
" Is
thy servant a dog ? 458
Pitteraro, its meaning, 174
Serpentine, fleet on, 37

Shakspeariana, 404
(E. D.) on "Rothir," 49
(Lady), her 'St. Clair,' 247

Morgan
Morgan

Morison (John), emigrant to America, 268
Moritz (Charles Philip), his 'Travels in England,'
202, 334
Morphyn (ET.) on Lambert family, 448
Morris, who was he? 108, 175, 218
Morris (J. B.) on pictorial fire-backs, 117
Hoo, place-name, 352
'
Story of a Bustle in Punch,' 355, 473
Morris (John Brande), his biography, 175, 218
Morrison ( L. A.) on Robert Armstrong, 268
Morison (John), 268
Sinclair family, 267
Mort^much, 95
Motion Move, in Shakspeare lexicography, 103
Motto of Tnnity College, Oxford, 208
Moule (H. J.) on burial on north side of church, 497
Celtic Church, 196, 516
Dolmen and cromlech, 273
Nottinghamshire arms, 152
Oil, mineral, 438
Mount Pleasant, place-name, 68, 258
Mount (C. B.) on " Barra," 371
Cheek Check, 371
"Christmas comeay,'' 326
Cistern for dinner table, 318
Lyons, Gulf of, 6
Medicus in English, 86
Pluralization, 155
Mumping on St. Thomas's Day, 72
Murat (Joachim), King of Naples, 468
Murray family of Livingstone, 28
Murray (J. A. H.) on Clates= wattles, 107
Claw Clitch, 169
Clawsick=foot-rot, 167
Clearings, military term, 147
Cleffe, its etymology, 167
Clensieve for honey, 187
Cliffery, its meaning, 187
Climb, its pronunciation, 127, 231
Clink in Southwark, 228
Clip, an adjective, 229
Clipper = horse and ship, 228
Cloth-colour, 347
Clovewort=buttercup, 347
'

:

:

:

'
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(J. A. H.) on Club, its meanings, 387
"Cock-and-bull story," 447
Cog, name of a boat, 508
Dictionary queries, 427
" Now Barabbas was a
publisher," 193
Words that are not wanted, 133
Murray (Sir Robert), vivens 1692, 269
s Rusticus on Loveband family, 455

Murray

Mus Urbanus on Queen Anne
Walham Green, 438
vluse, its

in

Queen Square, 332

meaning, 509
77

tfusic, lines on,

Mythologies, Olympian, 8
.

on

folk-lore,

166

on Andrew, a Jew, 173
N. (B.) on was Shakspeare lame ? 454
N. (E. D.) on Henry Washington, 449
N. (F.) on Moxon's Chaucer, 1843, 86
.

(A.)

Dover, early church at, 389
(Prince), 355
Eire watches, 257
Toup's library, 58
ST. (H. W.) on stories wanted, 509
S". (R. E.) on angling ridiculed by poets, 77
Cumberland phrases, 18
Goose, game of the, 92
Lord Mayor and Gordon Riots, 391
Mister and gentleman, 146
Parallel passages, 245, 453
" Rescue
shot," 212
Stag match, 495
Stuart (Charles Edward), 374
N. (W.) on lines on music, 77
N. (W. A.) on missing MS. of Luther, 407
Names, lost, 305
Napier (A. S.) on long hundred, 227
Nash (Thomas), Pierce Penilesse,' 348, 497
Nasmyth (Alexander), his portrait of Burns, 421, 481
National Assembly, collection of members' portraits, 369
National Gallery, description of pictures in, 64, 196,
272, 372, 514
Naturalization and retrospective legitimization, 67, 177
Nay lor (S.), friend of Goethe, 387, 490
Necessaries of life in 1750, 426
Negro, first, on the stage, 164
Negroes as heralds, 32, 97, 237
Neilson (G.) on Asceles earldom, 271
Clans, Lowland, 111
Darned, its meaning, 272
Douglas (Lord James), 189, 410
Epitaph, pompous, 316
Paignton, its etymology, 117
Painting, its poetry, 514
St. Seine, 118
Nelson (Horatia), her death, 508
Nemo on Thomas Hood the elder, 227
Privy Council of October 22, 1688, 344
'
Story of a Bustle in Punch,' 248
Nemo (Nicolas) inquired after, 349
Netherlands, MS. on the war, 36
Nevill (Sir Henry), knighted at Cadiz, 1596, 448
Nevill (R.) on "But and ben," 515
New English Dictionary.' See Philological Society.
New Year in and Old Year out, 504

Eugene

'

'

'

'
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Newcastle newspapers, early, 507
Newcastle (Duke of), letter by, 422

mock mayor,

55, 315
Newcastle-under-Lyme,
Newgate or Newdigate (John), his family, 328
Newington Butts, its etymology, 408
Newspapers, early Newcastle, 507
Newton (A.) on William Markwick, 287
Newton (Sir Isaac), house he was born in, 184, 273
Nicholson (B.) on bed-staff, 236
Carte spelt quart, 238
Club, use of the word, 516
Cowper (W.), his Conversation,' 207
Greezed, its meaning, 195
Hamlet, his youth, 44
Heel-block, 72
" Kettle of
fish," 63
'New English Dictionary,' 114
Proofs temp. Elizabeth, 253
Book = simpleton, 171
Scots as an adjective, 171
Shakspeariana, 44, 162, 223, 302, 402
Words not wanted, 311
Nicholson (J.) on Holy Trinity Church, York, 455
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O'Byrne (W. B.) on the Athenaeum Club, 386
O'Connell (R.) on Barrymore peerage, 368

N

National Assembly, 369
Necessaries of life in 1750, 426
Octavius (Prince), son of George III., 445
Oil, mineral, in Purbeck, 367, 438
Olim Meminisse Juvabit on clubbing, 138
Oliver (0.) on Flemish brass, 469
Oliver (S. P.) on Francois Leguat, 509
Olympic victors, 148, 331
Omelette, its derivation, 182, 317
Omnibuses, advertising in, 85
Onesiphorus on Cadogan and Somers, 68
Fal, in place-names, 456
Italian literature, 12
Plymouth surnames, 229
Orders, seven clerical, 71, 394
Ordnance Board and officers, 348, 473
Orthenville, battle of, 48
Osborne (A. B.) on Jennings family, 348
Osmunda, Queen and fern, 87, 251
Otherwise= alias, 57
Ouvry (E. C.) on heraldic query, 89
Overlay, its meaning, 77
Overslaugh, military term, 327, 392, 471
Oxford magazine, the Dark Blue,' 409

Nomad

Oxford University, Balliol College and
258 ; motto of Trinity College, 208
Oxonienses,' 387

its

'

Nightingale (Joseph Gascoigne), his biography, 91

Nis on jaundice and yellow flies, 48
o on Kacine and the Knights Templars, 512
Noble (T. C.) on dog law, 1808, 284
St. Mary Woolchurch Haw, 418
on Earl of Angus, 292, 394
Folk-lore rhyme, 178
" Of that
ilk," 272
Robert II. of Normandy, 393
St.

Prudentiana, 146

St. Teilo,

Welsh

saint,

194

Shakspeare (W.), his London lodging, 253
Trinity festival, 155
Writers to the Signet, 412
Nomony or nominy long speech, 440

"
E.) on
Clam," 179
on Harcourt pedigree, 278
Norman (P.) on signs sculptured in stone, 306
Norman (W.) on Ignatius Sancho, 32
Shipman (Thomas), 395
Norris (H. E.) on Blunsham Bluntisham, 125
North Briton,' third volume of Wilkes's reprint, 101
Norcross

(J.

Norgate

(F.)

:

'

Norton (Sir Henry), Bart., circa 1658-9, 324, 394, 456
Norton (Sir Sampson), Knt., his biography, 9, 133, 215
its meaning, 268, 416
Nottinghamshire arms, 88, 152, 217
Nunneries, Socinian, 63, 192
Nursery rhymes: "Four corners to my bed," 208,
275, 414, 494; "Taffy was a Welshman," 329,
435 ; "Hey diddle, diddle," 349
Nursery stories, cumulative, 321

Notchel,

O, plurals of words ending
0. on funeral gloves, 293
Jokes, old, 410
Oil, mineral, 438

in,

283

Shakspeare (W.), was he lame? 454
0. (F. B.) on Sir Francis Leigh, 7
Eonsard (Pierre de), 237
'
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 234
Oandurth, its meaning and etymology, 225, 278
Oaths, clerical, 31, 250
Objective, introduction of the word, 166

'

Oxfordshire temp.

Henry VIII,

Oxgang, a measure of

acres, 407,

7,

coffee,
'

;

105,

Graduati

97, 391, 513

457

P. (H. M.) on fishing songs, 107
P. (J. F.) on James Hart, 308
P. (M.) on caul folk-lore, 284
Oil, mineral, 367
P. (P.) on Champion of England, 255
"
Preston,
Proud," 214
P. (B. B.) on advertising in omnibuses, 85
Barracks=row of cottages, 146
P. (W. J.) on Radcliffe family, 208, 287

Padus,

its signification,

92

Pagano (Mario), his biography, 281
Page (J. T.) on Dr. Doddridge, 8
Leather, human, 353
Page (W. G. B.) on Anglo-Catholic Family,' 235
Hodson (Mrs. M.), 248
<

Soinswer, its meaning, 288
Paignton, its etymology, 58, 117, 158, 252
Painting, its poetry, 64, 196, 272, 372, 514
" Pakeha
Maori," pseudonym, 98
353
Palaeography, passage in Euripides, 287,
Palmer (A, S.) on 'English Dialect Dictionary,' 363

Kings I. x. 3, 288
Palmer (F. D.) on mock mayors, 315
Palmer (J. F.) on dictionary queries, 477
Heaven: Heavens, 173

Kean

(Charles), his

'

Macbeth,' 147

Knees turned backwards, 91
Paoli (Pascal de), exhumation of his remains, 284

Paper glaze, 49
Papworth (W.) on Queen Elizabeth's monuments, 307
Lucretius and Tasso, 224 MasParallel passages
Scott and Byron, 2*5, 315,
singer and Blair, 224
Waller and Pliny, 305 ; Beynolds and
453
Marston, 326, 416
;

:

;

;
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Parallelism, literary, 445

Pickford
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(J.)

on Iphicles and his oxen, 51

Parbuckle, its etymology, 69, 154, 472
Parish (W. D.) on Monypenny family, 185
Park, in Domesday, 427
Parry (J. H.) on epigrams, 193
Paterson (A.) on Feaster, a Christian name, 229
Patterson (R. S.) on Earl of Angus, 107

Leather, human, 437

Regiment, 2nd Dragoons, 34
Regimental badge of 63rd Foot, 57
Scotch regiments in Holland, 69
Patterson (W. H.) on silver fish, 448
Spotted Laddie,' a folk-tale, 445
(De V.) on Timothy Bright, 113
Payen-Payne
"
Everybody's business," 413
Liddell and Scott's ' Lexicon,' 15
1
'March of intellect," 354
'"Maud "Vindicated,' 455
Minimitude, 286
Pepys (Sir C. C.), 58
Scotch university graduates, 35
Payne (Peter), his biography, 247, 311, 393
Payne (W.) on Peter Payne, 247
William the Conqueror, his grandfather, 208
Peacock (E.) on 'Anglo-Catholic Family,' 165
" Church Historians of
England," 128
Hazing, its meaning, 256
*
One Tract More,' 88

Pilatos,

'

Preston, "Proud, "56
Runnel= small stream, 24

Wool-gathering, 114
Pearson (F. S.) on Hempland, 227
Pedigrees wanted, 108, 174
Peel (Sir Robert), his collection of paintings, 27
Peerless Pool, near the City Road, 214
Pelican feeding its young with its blood, 11
Pellets on English silver coins, 308
Penn family, of what place 1 308
Pennsylvania, its early emigrants from Ireland, 507
Penny land, a form of land measurement, 308, 431
Penny (C. W.) on Runnel = small stream, 76
Stella, Lady Penelope Rich, 110
Pepys (Sir Charles Christopher), Lord Chancellor, 58
Perrers (Alice), her biography, 30, 97
Pert (Sir Thomas), Vice-Admiral, temp. Henry VIII
309
Petrarch (Francis), his inkstand, 467
Philander, its derivation, 518
Phillimore (W. P. W.) on Thomas a Kempis, 125
Phillips (Charles), friend of Arabin, 408, 491
"
Phillips (J.) on the
great secret," 397
Philological coincidence, 104, 231, 352
Philological eccentricities, 26
Philological Society, 'New English Dictionary,' 4, 114
Philotaphos on a pompous epitaph, 266
Phonograph anticipated, 293, 354
Piccini (Isabella), engraver, 8
'
Pickering (J. E. L.) on Arabiniana,' 490
Pickford (J.) on Princes Alfred and Octavius, 445

Beverley bishopric, 62
Burial on north side of church, 276
Cambridge, Provost of King's College, 145
Cecilia Metella, new, 78
'
Coleridge (S. T.), Epitaph on an Infant,' 333
Evans (T. S.), 270
Garrick (David), 216
Graces, three black, 256

Martin (" Humanity "), 478
Morris (John Brande), 218

Newton

(Sir Isaac),

273

Parallel passages, 224

Pelican feeding

its

young, 11

Casa de, 91
Programme, its spelling, 337
Publishing, provincial, 270
Rattlin the Reefer,' 58
Rook wood family, 442
Sancho (Ignatius), 33
'

Scott (Sir W.), parallel descriptions by, 365

Smart (Christopher), 498
Swift (Dean), 246
Tears represented on tombstones, 16

Threadneedle Street, 52

" Three blue
beans," &c., 232
Pictish language, 78
Picton (Sir James Allanson), his death, 60 ; on History of England,' 15
"
Pierpoint (R.) on Church Historians of England," 235
'

Mors mortis

morti,'' &c.,

12

Pig = bowl or cup, 245, 317, 396, 491
Pigg's Folly, near Newcastle, 387, 514
Pigott on Bowker family, 233
Pigott family of Abingdon, 208
Pigott family of Dublin, 308
Pigott (W. G. F.) on minster, 212

Nemo

(Nicolas),

349

Signs sculptured in stone, 475

Pigs in clover, 124
Pigs of lead, 153, 396
Pigs seeing the wind, 367, 457
Pilatos, Casa de, 91, 158
Pillar-post letter-boxes, 441
Pink (W. D.) on Sir Charles Brandon, 48
Fettiplace family, 33
Howard knights, 102
Kelland family, 148
Leigh (Sir Francis), 92
Leighton (Sir Thomas), 288
Lilly (John), dramatist, 267
Loveband family, 368
Nevill (Sir Henry), 448
Norton (Sir Henry), 324, 456
Saunder family, 368
Southwark M.P.s, 429
Piscinae, Roman, 388
Pitteraro, its meaning, 128, 174
See Parallel passages.
Plagiarisms.
Piece of Pastime for the Present,'
Planche" (J. R.),
504
Platonic year, 304, 430, 490
Platt (J.), jun., on chocolate, 467
Plays, pre-Restoration, 328
Plimer (Nathaniel), miniature painter, 58
Pliny, passage in Holland's translation, 37
Plum pudding, Christmas, 107, 159
Pluralization of words, English, 155, 216, 296
Plymouth leat and Sir Francis Drake, 13, 72, 197
Plymouth surnames, 229
'

A

Pomeroy=Seccombe, 28
Pompeii,

its

pronunciation, 107, 292

Ponsonby (G.) on graves of celebrated

persons, 194
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Pope, female, 135, 178

Pope (Alexander),

'roverbs and Phrases

lines

quoted by Johnson, 56

;

Croker, Elwin, and Courthope's edition of his
'Works,' 444
Person (Richard) and 'The Devil's Walk,' 161, 258
Portraits of Scotch divines, 407

Postage stamps, secret correspondence by, 285, 353
Postmen, twopenny, 126
4
Prem Sagar,' Hindu book, 287, 397
Presbyterianism during the Commonwealth, 207
"
Proud," 55, 214
Preston,
Price (F. G. H.) on burial on north side of church, 336
Prices of necessaries in 1750, 426
Prideaux family pedigree, 219, 455
Prideaux (W. F.) on aniline imprints, 267
Authors of 1832, 405
Baldacchino, 337
Ballads of the Midland Counties, 109
Bellamy (Miss), her birth, 373
Cibber (Mrs.), 88
Olive family, 148
Copra dried cocoa-nut, 352
" Four corners to
my bed," 494
Hammond (James) and Catherine Dash wood, 206,
457
Hartley (Mrs.), 495
Hogarth (W.), his portrait of Fielding, 289
Hyde (Kitty), 246
Knighthood, its insignia, 57
Manley (Mary de la Riviere), 11
'
Ode on Intimations of Immortality,' 369
Prideaux family, 455
Sancho (Ignatius), 296, 518
*
Slang, Jargon, and Cant,' 341
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 398
Wellington (Duke of) and Bishop of London, 164
Prince (C. L.) on jewel in serpent's head, 198
Princes, two murdered, their skeletons, 361, 497
Princesses, English, wives of earls, 121
Printers, Staffordshire, 367, 418
Town Mouse and Country
Prior (Mat) and the
Mouse,' 127, 173, 234, 272, 316, 398, 429
Privy Council, Under Secretaries in, 188, 231, 396
Privy Council of October 22, 1688, 344
Programme, its spelling, 337
Proofs seen by Elizabethan authors, 73, 253
'

'

Proverbs and Phrases
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:

:

:

Woodcock, one, makes no winter, 288, 414
Wool-gathering Wits gone wool-gathering, 17,
:

57, 114, 216
Psalms of David, their authorship, 428, 476
Publisher: "NowBarabbas was a publisher," 180, 193
Publishing, provincial, 205, 269, 329
Puckle (James), his 'Defence,' 365
Pudsey family, 232
Pugin (A. Welby), letter by, 405, 431
Pugin (P. P.) on A. Welby Pugin, 431
Punch,' 'Story of a Bustle in, 248, 355, 473
Punch publications, 12
'

'

Puns, lexicon, 15, 115, 325
Purbeck, mineral oil in, 367, 438

Quango vel Congo, 165
Quentin (Col.), his court-martial, 307, 376
Quotations
creature that can strike fire in the morning,
469
rent any one may have, 329
Aleator quanto in arte est melior, 39
And now 'tis silent all, 89, 119
As long as life its term extends, 230, 319
As weary pilgrims once possest, 329
Christ is the Master of this House, 249
Clad in the gorgeous trappings of the East, 69
Could love have saved thou hadst not died, 329, 378
Eju age Sublimos tentet Natura recessus, 67
Experience is the best of schoolmasters, 369, 459
Good Lord, how sweetly smells the hawthorn tree,
149
Haste, little flock, 329
He never sold the truth to serve the hour, 69, 319
His spurs of steel were sair to tide, 169
How much the wife is dearer than the bride 52
If every man's internal care, 169, 259
If I could catch the little year, 510
Is thy servant a dog ? &c., 300, 337, 395, 458, 494
It 's ill to loose the bands that God decreed to
bind, 249, 319
La vie est breve, 329
Les Anglais s'amusaient tristement, 466
Let wealth and commerce, laws and learning die,
14
Life is a comedy to those who think, 350, 378
:

A

A

!

Ballyhack Go to Ballyhack, 69
Beans Three blue beans in a blue bladder, 48
115, 232
Beauty sleep, 429
Bodkin To ride bodkin, 27, 76, 116
Busy as Beck's wife, 368
But and ben, 425, 515
By and bys, 409
:

:

:

Carpet On the carpet, 35
Cock-and-bull story, 447
Crab harvest, 248
Crowland carts shod with silver, 353
Cujus regio ejus religio, 349, 413
Cumberland, 18
Kmerald Isle. 245, 333
English take their pleasures sadly, 466
Everybody's business is nobody's business, 308
413
:

:

French, 307, 356, 434
Great secret = death, 349, 397
Hook and crook, 306
Kettle of fish, 63
Law is no respecter of persons, 488
Locus classicus, 147
Magna est veritas et prsevalet, 75
March of intellect, 87, 154, 203, 354
Measurable distance, 223
Nose Cut off your nose to spite your face, 487
Pigeon's blood, 468
Potato Quite the clean potato, 74, 237
Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves ? 51
Skeleton in the cupboard, 347, 413
Sleep the sleep of the just, 39, 358
Slow as old John Walker's chimes, 368, 473
Stiff as Tommy Harrison, 368
Washing the baby's head, 85

:

!

Londa

dal

mar

divisa,

39
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on " Barra," 371
sleep," 429
Publishing, provincial, 330
Stationers, walking, 411
Eaymond (Henry Augustus), pseudonym, 116
Rayner (R.) on a military query, 157
Regiment, 2nd Dragoons, 77
Razzle-Dazil on Wemyss
Moore, 248
Rebecca, in Scott's 'Ivanhoe,' 13
490
Reckling =wreckling, 460,
Reconnoitre, early use of the word, 368, 454
Recordation, its meaning, 300
Rector on translation wanted, 47
Redi (Francesco), his ' Bacco in Toscana,' 303, 413
Reed-stake, a provincial word, 87, 355
Regiment, all its officers knighted, 27, 157 ; uniform
of 2nd Dragoons, 34, 77, 116
Regimental badge of 63rd Foot, 57, 175
Regiomontanus and Copernicus, 84
Registers, parish, inscription in, 248, 377 ; their
restoration, 306
Reid (A. G.) on letter of Sir W. Selby, 245
Reliable, use of the word, 85, 133, 311
Relph (Josiah), his Cumberland poems, 52
Rendle (W.) on John Cholmley, M.P., 96
Hutton (Richard), 156
Lepers, royal, 174
Southwark Fair, 378
Symcott (Margaret) or Eleanor Gwynn, 287
Translation wanted, 210
Rennet, vegetable, 108, 231
Rescue shot, its meaning, 129, 212
Ratcliffe (T.)

:

Mors mortis morti mortem, 12

Non

vox, sed votum, 47, 97, 136
but low aim is crime, 230
Perhaps there 's nothing, I '11 not say, appals,
309, 378
Quod primum formas, 39
.Rough lads were they, most blasphemous to oxen,

Not
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failure,

209
Since our boat went
Somne veni, 93

down

at sea, 149

Suspense, dire torture of the human breast, 469
childhood shows the man, 39
fruit that must fall without shaking, 140, 196
mouse that hath but one hole, 369, 419

The
The
The
The
The

poet 's your only practical man, 69
sweet oblivion of flowers, 230
Theme of the young and beacon of the wise, 209,
299
Those emblems Cecil did adorn, 149
'Tis infamy to die and not be missed, 240, 459
To stay at home is best, 447
To tell thy miseries will no comfort breed, 169
Unanswered yet the prayer your lips have
pleaded, 169
Weep not for the dead, 126
What wouldst thou have me do ? 469
When lovers swear true faith, 409
Whispering soft nothings into ears of love, 469
Who then to frail mortality shall trust, 229, 297
With you, my superlative maiden, 69
Your voiceless lips, O flowers, 228, 254
Quotations, inaccurate, 365
Quotes = quotations, 57

"

Beauty

:

Resent, resenting, resentment, in Letters of Junius,

105
'

E. (A.)on"G-aluchat,"28
Hartington (Lord), his portrait, 18
K. (A. E.) on Browning queries, 428
E. (B.) on "Of that ilk, "25
Scotch ballad, old, 508
K. (F. N.) on Baird's Memoirs of the Duffs,' 327
Northern Notes and Queries,' 237
E. (J.) on burning of women, 387
E. (M.) on Russell's History of the Sonnet,' 507
E. (E.) on Chapel = printers' meeting, 352
Cocks and hens, 249
"
" Is
thy servant a dog ? 494
Lepers, royal, 278
'

'

"

On

the carpet," 35

Shakspeare facsimile folios, 15, 50
Translations wanted, 252
Wool-gathering, 17, 114
E. (T. W.) on the Spectator,' in 8 vols., 377
E. (W.) on minster, 212
Morris (Henry), 176
Eacine (Jean) and the Knights Templars, 449, 512
Kadcliffe families, 208, 287
Eadcliffe (F. E. Y.) on Willoughby Eadcliffe, 508
Radcliffe (Willoughby) inquired after, 508
Eadford (W.) on Park, in Domesday, 427
Eaeburn (Sir Henry) and Burns, 247, 416, 421, 481
Eoll," original MS., 49, 1/9
"Ragman
" Rainbow"
Tavern, Fleet Street, 467
iisey, co. Hunts, its abbots, 7, 158
on
hdall (J.)
royal lepers, 350
/ Publishing, provincial, 330
'

Return of Aphrodite,' a poem, 267
Revolution of 1688 and the Privy Council, 344
Reynolds (Sir Joshua), anecdotes of, 188, 296
Rich (Lady Penelope), " Stella," 110, 311, 438
Richardson (Charles), LL.D., his 'Dictionary,' 446
Richmond, Surrey, its rate-books, 1650-1800, 67
Richter (Jean Paul), his
Riddle of claret, 13

'

Titan,' 12

Ridiculous, its meanings, 487
Riding the franchises of Duleck, 1742, 364
Rigg (J. M.) on Duns Scotus, 49, 112
Riscounter, its meaning, 28, 173
Robert II. of Normandy, his wives, 307, 393
Robins (Benjamin) and Anson's Voyage,' 14
Robinson (J.) on skeletons of the two murdered
Princes, 361
Roeder (C.) on Laurent's plan of Manchester, 447
"
Rogers (J. E. T.) on The Dick," tavern sign, 311
Epigram, 364
Lepers, royal, 278
Payne (Peter), 393
Telescope, instrument like, 264
Rogers (T.) on the Union Jack, 9
Ronsard (Pierre de), notes on, 183, 237
Rook=simpleton, 171, 313
Rookwood family of Coldham Hall, Suffolk, 442
Roquelaure (Due de) and Sir William D'Avenant, 285
Rose, white and red, superstition, 265
Rose family of Scotland, 227
Rothir, its meaning, 49, 172
"Rotterdam, Boyman's Museum in, 365
Round (J. H.) on Cheek=impudence, 326
'
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Hobart, 78
Rubric meeting,

in England, 34

;

and Lady

Cecilia

Nega, in Corsica, 489
Paul's Cathedral, not the " metropolitan," 68, 194
St. Paul's Deanery, its garden, 96
St.
St.

its

meaning, 129, 198

R.) on Francis Joseph De Bidders, 229
Kule (F.) on Brixham market custom, 237
Climb and clomb, 218
'
Coleridge (S. T.), his Epitaph on an Infant,' 518
Graces, three black, 353

Rudd (W.

Medora, her death, 377
Parallel passages, 315
Runes, their antiquity, 389, 475
Runnel = small stream, 24, 76, 171
Ruskin (John), his poems, 168, 319, 434
Russell (Dr. C. W.), his
Critical History of the
Sonnet,' 507
Russell (John), Commissioner of the Navy, 369
Russell (Lady) on Baldacchino, 172
dates, its meaning, 215
Fairs, gingerbread, 79

Peter Nolasco, his birth, 128, 215
Prudentiana, or Pudentiana ? 146
St. Psalmod or Saumay, 67
St. Seine and the Seine, 118
St.

St.

St. Stephen's, Walbrook, its architecture, 54,
St. S with in on Adelard of Bath, 415

Angelus

Fettiplace family, 51
Graves of celebrated persons, 194
Medal of Charles I., Ill

William

its

introduction, 74

his grandfather, 312
Russell (Mary), great-granddaughter of Cromwell, 88

K. on Stewart pedigrees, 174
S. (B. W.) on Gulf of Lyons, 355
S. (C.) on sonnet sequence of 1627-8,
S. of

S.

S.

S.
S.
S.
S.

S.

S.
S.

82

(De) on Archbishop of Canterbury, 27
(E. E.) on lamp chimneys, 499
(F. G.) on poetry of painting, 272
Sancho (Ignatius), 336
(G.) on twopenny postmen, 126
(H. W.) on heraldic query, 489
(J.) on Dictionary of National Biography,' 384
(J. B.) on carelessness of authors, 246
Gary (Henry Francis), 515
Henry V. and Earl of Desmond, 68
Morgan (Lady), her 'St. Clair,' 247
Sbakspeare (W.), his descendants, 89
(M.) on Alice Ferrers, 31
(M. A.) on an enigma, 228
'

S. (O.) on Bible, 1672, 9
S. (R. F.) on Mrs. Hartley,

277

Taylor (Thomas), 473
S. (S.) on Strap, in Roderick Random,' 475
S. (S. E.) on Capt. John Stansby, 147
S. (T.) on Societie of the Saints,' 127
S. (Y. E.) on Grant's 'English Church and Sects,' 47
Sacchetti (Franco), his 'Sermoni,' 381, 501
Sacheverell (Valences) inquired after, 407
Sadek Beg, 69
St. Augustine memorial, 329, 398
St. Austell, place-name, 47, 156
St. Cuthbert, MS. Life in English verse, 465
St. David's Day and the leek, 408, 515
St. Esprit, order of, 307, 436
St. Felix place-names, 312
St. Mark's Eve, its legends, 388, 492
St. Mary Woolchurch Haw, its register, 307, 376, 418
St. Mildred's Churches, Poultry and Bread Street,
443, 496
'

Hartington (Lord), his portrait, 18
Jutte (Pope), 178
Kernoozers, 386
King of arms or king at arms, 29
Leek and St. David's Day, 408
"
Red-hipped humble-bee," 267
Robert II. of Normandy, 394
Translation wanted, 136

Welsh saint, 9, 194
Thomas's Day, mumping on, 72
Vedast on James Smyth, of Dublin, 393
Washington family, 456
St. Veeps inquired after, 128, 213
Saints, lives of English, 109
Sala (G. A.) on the derivation of omelette, 182
Salad receipt, 427
Salford and its curate, 1642, 188, 259
Salisbury (E. E.) on Henry Scarlett, 187
Salisbury (E. S.) on John Newgate or Newdigate, 328
Salmon (William), M.D., his biography, 92
Salter (S. J. A.) on human leather, 77
Sancho (Ignatius), his biography and portrait, 32,
296,336,518
Sangatte and Sandgate, 33, 118
Sargeaunt (J.) on the pronunciation of theatre, 377
Vachell (William), 308
Sarum ritual colours, 137
Satsuma china, 409
Saunder family, 368
Scarlett (B. Florence) on relics of Thomas a Becket,
128
Berks and Oxfordshire, 391
Bosworth, battle of, 449
Browning (Elizabeth Barrett), 152
Cecilite Order, 259
Colepepper family, 229
De Rodes family, 488
Engraving, old, 388
Field-names, Surrey, 166
Heraldic queries, 233, 248
Leather, human, 131,353
London Bridge, old, 93
Naturalization, 177
Negroes as heralds, 97
Nottinghamshire arms, 217
Oxford magazine, 409
Ramsey, its abbots, 158
War songs, 434
Scarlett (Henry), his biography, 187
Sceptic on Cooper's History of the Rod,' 465
Whipping, judicial, 287, 432
Scharf (G.) on Burns's portrait by Nasmyth, 421, 4S1
Schleyer (Johann Martin), inventor of Volapuk, 191
St.

I.,

169

110

St. Teilo (not Jeilian),

156

Sangatte and Sandgate, 118
Tears represented on tombstones, 312
Turnip,

bell,

English maladies, 45
Flags of England, 178
German Emperor, 214

'

St. Austell,

545

St.

'
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Scory (Bishop) and Swithun Butterfield, 1
Scotch ballad, old, 508
Scotch divines, their portraits, 407
Scotch regiments in the United Provinces, 69, 132,
234, 333
Scotch university graduates, 35
Scots, as an adjective, 87, 171
Scotsman on Scots as an adjective, 171
Scott pedigrees, 108, 174
Scott (Mrs. Sarah), author of 'Millenium Hall,' 116

Shakspeariana

f
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:

" Unof Windsor, Act II. sc. i.
measurable distance," 223
Much Ado about Nothing, played at Cambridge,
268
"Tush never tell me,"
Othello, Act I. sc. i.
404

Merry Wives

:

:

!

Tempest, Act III. sc. i. "Mostbusie lest," 302,
402
Timon of Athens, Act IV. sc. iii. " The sea 's a
in
of
Rebecca
Scott (Sir Walter), original
Ivanhoe,'
thief," &c., 223
Winter's Tale, Act II. sc. i.
"I '11 keep my
13; "Quid hoc ad Iphicli boves?" 51 ; MSS. of
stables where I lodge my wife," 44
his poems, 120, 216, 376; 'Lady of the Lake,'
canto i. 13, 308 parallel descriptions by, 365, 454 ; Shaw (W. A.) on Rev. Isaac Allen, 209
ardour MS.
Commonwealth Presbyterianism, 207
error in Bob Roy,' 366, 463, 513 ;
Salford and its curate, 188
mentioned in Ivanhoe,' 429, 476
497
Shelley (Harriet), her letters, 508
Scrope (S.) on London taverns,
'
Rob
in
366
on
error
St.
J.)
Roy,'
Shelley (Percy Bysshe), and Zoroaster, 388, 498 ;
Seally (A.
Searcher on Plymouth leat and Sir Francis Drake, 198
passage in Prometheus, 469
Sheppard (Revett), his biography, 27, 112, 175
Seething Lane, origin of the name, 327, 395
Sherborne on " Cujus regio ejus religio," 413
Seine and St. Seine, 118
Were or Wire, 412
Selby (Sir William), letter to Lord Fairfax, 245
Shield (William), his 'Farmer,' 107, 194
Selina, introduction of the name, 58, 154
300
Shipman (Thomas), author of 'Carolina,' 309, 395
Semainier, its meaning,
Senex on A. Welby Pugin, 405
Sidesmen, their duties, 45, 133
Sigma on an acrostic, 114
Sergeant of the Bakery, 76
Sero sed Serio on Book of Kells,' 29
Signs sculptured in stone, 306, 391, 475
Sikes (J. C.) on " Bobstick," 356, 433
Serpent's head, jewel in, 65, 135, 198
Silverpoint, its meaning, 489
Serpentine, fleet on, 37
Sin, pre-natal, 409
Seville, Casa de Pilatos at, 91, 158
Sewell (W. H.) on silver bodkin found at Yaxley, 141 Sinclair family, 267
Shackleton family pedigree, 88
Sitala, the goddess of small-pox, 126
Skeat (W. W.) on Baldacchino, 172
Shakspeare surname, 246
Barmaster, 76
Shakspeare (William), facsimile editions imperfect,
Barra, its meaning, 371
15, 50 ; and Calderon, 26 ; bis London lodging, 73,
notes
on
lexiBole, its etymology, 245
168, 253 ; his descendants, 89, 138 ;
Othello, a
Buttoned=knobbed, 386
cography, 103 ; and Venice, 124, 223
Coriolanus'
in
167
altered
;
'Chaucer,' Moxon's, 1843, 133
by Dryden,'
Tragedy,
Cheek Checking, 371
Dublin, 247 ; was he lame ? 367, 454
Coincidence, curious, 105
Shakspeariana
Goit, its etymology, 135
"
Without the help
Kempis (Thomas a), 171
Cymbeline, Act I. sc. iv.
Milton (John), II Penseroso,' 394
of admiration," 44, 222, 302, 402 ; Act III.
"With that harsh, noble, simple
sc. iv.
Oandurth, its etymology, 278
Overslaugh, military term, 392
nothing," 44
Hamlet, Hamlet's youth, 44
Paignton, its etymology, 58, 158
" For therein
Pig=bowl or cup, 396
Henry IV., Pt. I., Act IV. sc. i.
should we reach," &c., 223
Reckling=wreckling, 490
"
babbled o' green
"Ride bodkin, "76
Henry V., Act II. sc. iii.
= small stream, 76
nose
was
as
"His
a
Runnel
as
fields," 162;
sharp
Shakspeare surname, 246
pen," &c., 303
"
Capable of our
Theory and practice, 26
Henry VIII., Act V. ec. ii. :
Thimble, its invention, 393
flesh," 163, 403
"
In strength of
Julius Caesar, Act III. sc. i.
Town, its etymology, 183
malice," 43
Turnip, its introduction, 216
King John, Act III. sc. i. "Unsure to swear," Skeleton at Egyptian feasts, 180
302
Skeletons, gigantic, 446
"
'
65
Slang, Jargon, and Cant, Dictionary of,' 341
King Lear, Act IV. sc. vi. : Ballow,"
"
Christmas Sleep, lines on, 93; its forerunners, 226; "Beauty
Love's Labour 's Lost, Act V. sc. ii.:
sleep," 429
comedy," 326
Macbeth on the stage, 21, 147, 259
Small-pox, its Hindoo goddess, 126 ; its first appearof
the
obeli
Globe
for
Measure
edition,
ance, 267, 334
Measure,
Smalls Lighthouse, death at, 26, 79, 311
402
Merchant of Venice, Act III. sc. ii. "Indian Smart (Christopher), lines by, 498
Act IV. sc. i.
/
"We do all Smart (J. P.), jun., on Ruskin's poems, 168
beauty," 44
Smelting, early, 153
pray for mercy," &c., 222, 403
/
:
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'

:
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;

'

'

'

'

'
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W.) on fire watches, 187
(Jeremiah Needham), of Shoreditch, 309
'
(Mary), her Complete Housekeeper,' 182

Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith

Steeplechase, first, 406, 498
Steggall (J.) on Pope Jutte, 135

(B.

(Matthew), water-beadle, of Bermondsey, 487
(W. A.) on Pierre de Ronsard, 237
(W. H.) on Lord Truro, 32'
Smollett (Dr. Tobias), Strap in Koderick Eandom,'
348, 377, 475
Smuggler's mark, 27, 77
Smyth (James), Collector, of Dublin, 327, 393
Snow, phenomenal footprints in, 508
Snuff-box and book combined, 327, 412
Soames (C.) on curious medal, 158
Socinian nunnery, mythical, 63, 192
Sockdolager, its etymology, 188, 273
Soinswer, its meaning, 238
Solicitors acting as stewards, 248
Somers, its pronunciation, 68
Somerset superstition, 78
Song without the letter e, 225

Songs and Ballads

:

Betrayed Maiden, 510
Cruise of the Caliban, 227, 297, 415

Dog's-meat Man, 368, 392
Drinking song, by Walter Mapes, 108, 209, 252
Fishing, 107
If I had a donkey wot wouldn't go, 468
Lay of the Capstan Bar, 227, 297, 415
Match-seller in Rosemary Lane, 368
Midland Counties ballads, 109, 213
Night before Larry was Stretched, 74, 237
Oft in the stilly night, 280, 317
Quadrilling, 354
Scotch, old, 508

Three Buxome Lasses of Northamptonshire, 109,
213
Tobacco is an Indian weed, 480
Trappann'd Maiden, 510
War, 307, 434
Sonnet sequence of 1627-8, 82
Southey (Robert) and The Devil's Walk,' 161, 258
Southwark, Clink in, 228, 316
Southwark Fair, its suppression, 289, 378, 416
Southwark M.P.s, 429
Sovereign, its comparative values, 129, 233
Spanish Legion under Sir Lacy Evans, 147, 218
.

'

Spanish words,

old,

51

1

Spectator, The,' in 8 vols., London, 1807, 248, 376
Speech in animals, 13
Spence (R. M.) on Darned, 272
Shakspeariana, 163, 223, 303, 402, 403
'
Truth of Revelation,' 392
Spencer (Herbert) and the 'Economist,' 27

Spenser (Edmund),
186, 478

"

From blame him

fairly blest,'

"Spermagoraiolekitholakanopolides," 48, 132
Spotted Laddie,' a folk-tale, 445
Stag match, 36,495
Stage, first negro on, 164
Stanley (Dean) on the Tractarian movement, 61

Stansby (Capt. John), his family, 147
Stationers, walking, 234, 333, 411, 474
Stavordale, its etymology, 129, 235
Steele (Sir Richard), monumental inscriptions,
416 ; a gentleman trooper, 408, 478, 512

54T

348,

Padus, its meaning, 93
Reedstake, provincial word, 355
Sockdolager, 273
Stella (Lady Penelope Rich), 110, 311, 438
Stephens (F. G.) on Shakspeare's London lodging, 73
Stewart family of Stenton, Perths, 48
Stewart pedigrees, 108, 174
See Walking-sticks.
Sticks.
Stocken (J. J.) on Chestnut= stale joke, 52
Deane (Sir Richard), 233
Gisors family, 36
Norton (Sampson), Knt., 133
Toloser or Tosoler, 438
Stone (G. J.) on lost names, 305
Stories wanted, 509
Straparola, his fables, 401, 433
Stuart (Charles Edward),
The Royal Laddie and
other verses, 241, 374
Subjective, introduction of the word, 166
Subsidy Rolls, 1327 to 1550, 348
Suffolk, Gallicisms in, 406, 517
Suffragan bishops, 62
Sundial on interior wall, 427, 512
See Dialling.
Sundials, notes on, 387, 514.
Surnames of married women, 129, 239
166
Surrey field-names,
Swift (Dean Jonathan), 'Gulliver's Travels,' 1726,
47, 98 ; Latin lines on, 246
Symbolism, heathen, used by Christians, 265, 414 j
animal, in the Middle Ages, 282
Symcott (Margaret) or Eleanor Gwynn, 287, 319
Symonds (J.) on Alexander Pope, 56
'

'

"

T. (C. R.) on
Bobstick," 433
T. (D. K.) on Col. Richard Thornhill, 69
on
T. (H.)
Cockfosters, place-name, 167
Davenant (Sir W.) and Due de Roquelaure, 285
T. (J.) on " Hark the herald angels," 132
T. ( Y.) on heraldic query, 95
!

"

Taffy was a Welshman," Greek version, 329, 435
Tailed men, 36, 355
Tales, three anonymous, 8

Tancock (O. W.) on " Chulle," 123
Tate (W. R.) on St. Mildred's Churches, 496
Taunton (A. G.) on Clarke family, 467
Tavare" (F. L.) on coincident dates, 386
Turkey-red dyeing, 485
Tavern signs Grave Maurice, 15, 75, 291, 397, 477;
:

The Dick, 207, 311
475 ; Holy Water

sculptured in stone, 306, 391,
Sprinkle, 386 ; Bull and Gate,
440 ; Cat and Fiddle, 475
Taverns, old London, 287, 458, 497
Taylor (H.) on Sampson Norton, 9
;

Taylor (I.) on Alexandrian Library, 435
Asceles earldom, 271
Dolmen and cromlech, 273
Domesday phonetics, 203
Feaster, Christian name, 313
Oxgang, measure of acres, 457
Runes, their antiquity, 475
Taylor (J.) on Champion of England, 175
Taylor (J.) on Dr. Doddridge, 177
Goose, game of the, 11
Law against female blandishments, 146
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un printed sermons, 158; "graves" Thome (H. M.) on Amanthis, 488
Taylor (Jeremy),
"
Thornfield on tilting, 428
in Sermon XIII., 244, 311
or " gravies
Taylor (Thomas), Platonist, his burial-place, 367, 473 Thornhill (Col. Richard), his family, 69
'
Threadneedle Street, origin of the name, 52, 154, 351
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles,' 428
Thrus house, its meaning, 447
Tears represented on tombstones, 16, 91, 312
"
Tidal phenomenon in the Thames, 348, 433
Teesdale (E.) on "innocent coat, 176
Tide "Cradle of the tide," 51, 98, 135, 210
Runnel = small stream, 171
'
on
Burton's
518
Tilting, position of lance at, 428
Anatomy,'
Tegg (W.)
Titian, hia 'Ariosto,' 64, 196, 514
Eliana, 134
Wills in rhyme, 472
Titles: Mayor, 35; Consul, 49, 113;
Wfcgere'ffa,
106, 472; Marquis, 166, 237, 431, 477; Lord
Telescope, instrument like, 264
spiritual, 467
Tempany (T. W.) on burial on north side of church,
Toler family and Counts of Toulouse, 89
336
Toloser.
See Tosoler.
Southwark Fair, 378
Tom cat, 294
Truro (Lord), 32
Tombstones, tears represented on, 16, 91, 312
Whipping in England, 357
Tomlinson (C.) on the practice of the couvade, 442
Tenax on St. Augustine memorial, 329
Topographical notes, 323, 423
Tennyson family of Barton-on-Humber, 466
Trodden Flowers,' 227 ; Tosoler, its meaning, 213, 356, 438
Tennyson (Lord), and
'
" Maud"
The
Old
455
Vindicated,' 328,
Seat,' Touch, healing by, 205, 317
Toulouse (Counts of) and Toler family, 89
349 ; article by Anne Thackeray Ritchie, 488
on
as
a
C.
518
termination,
Ander,
(F.
B.)
Toup (Mr.), his library, 29, 58
Terry
Tower of London, skeletons of the two murdered
Bi-cliffhill, 204
Bluntisham Blunsham, 232
Princes, 361, 497
Towers. See Church tower.
Capnomancer, 466
Carte spelt quart, 238
Town, its etymology, 183, 230
'Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' a poem, 127, 173,
Cats and rain, 310
234, 272, 316, 398, 429
Climb, its pronunciation, 1 78
Town's Husband, its meaning, 447, 496
Come round =recover, 187
Tractarian movement, Dean Stanley on, 61 ; ' One
"Dick, The," tavern sign, 207
Tract More,' 88, 298, 434
"Everybody's business," 413
Translations wanted, 47, 97, 108, 136, 209, 252
Keats (John), "soother," 416
I.
x.
Trench
397
3,
Kings
(Abp.), his 'Select Glossary,' 348, 397
Trial, seventeenth century, 8
Lilliput LeveV 415
Mister and gentleman, 218
Trinity festival octave, 57, 155
" One woodcock makes no
winter," 288
Trollope (T. A.) on Blake's 'Songs of Innocence,' 147
'
Rob Roy,' error in, 513
Drinking, five reasons for, 228
Tom cat, 294
Graeffe, painting by, 327
Translation wanted, 210
Hallam (H.), his language, 86
its
157
introduction,
Mass, error regarding, 53, 149, 372
Turnip,
Wit and humour, 46
Weather-lore, 205
Tew (E. L. H.) on Anson's Voyage,' 14
Truro (Lord), his biography, 32, 112, 235
Truth on James Smyth, 327
Apostolical succession, 318
Tull (Jethro), his burial-place, 224
Bethphage, its pronunciation, 47
348
Confirmation,
Turkey-red dyeing, its introduction into England, 48."
Christian
313
Feaster,
name,
Turnip, its introduction, 74, 95, 116, 157, 216
Lords spiritual, 467
Turnpike, Hyde Park, 327, 397, 474, 517
Salad receipt, 427
Udal
(J. S.) on differencing arms, 296
Thackeray (W. M.) and Deville, the craniologist,
Flags of England, 178
265, 375, 438, 493
Gurwood family arms, 117
Thames, cormorants on, 268 ; tidal phenomenon, 348,
Hartington (Lord), his portrait, 18, 157, 372
433
King of arms or king at arms, 29, 235
Thames locks, 149
Lane (Jane), 398
Theatre, its pronunciation, 249, 297, 377, 516
Nottinghamshire arms, 153
Theatres, first use of limelight in, 225
Union Jack, crosses on, 9, 72
Theory and practice, 26
Unwhippedness, a new word, 146
Thesiger (Frederick), Baron Chelmsford, his birth,
Unwin (G.) on Dutch refugees, 434
346
Urban on Eleanor Gwynn, 319
Thimble, its invention, 349, 393, 513
Hartley (Mrs.), actress, 229
Thimm (Franz), his death, 40
Hill (James), vocalist, 467
Thompson (G. H.) on climb and clomb, 218
Holland, actor, 486
Epitaphs, pompous, 426
Holman (Joseph George), 486
Phonograph anticipated, 293
Horden (Hildebrand), 507
bson (W.) on Base bastard, 514
Uves, its meaning, 448
jEempland, its meaning, 314
V (E.) on "Taffy was a Welshman," 435
fenny land, 308
:

'

;

:

'

=
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I. R.) on Baines family, co. Surrey, 218
Latin play temp. Jac. I. 28
Vachell (William) inquired after, 308
Vale (D.) on Pompeii, 107
Van on Dutch refugees, 327
Varsity on Much Ado about Nothing,' 268
Vaseline for old book-covers, 348, 477
Venables (E.) on Baldacchmo, 173
Blackwall Hall, 131
Cot on funeral monument, 477
Faber (Rev. F. W.), 296
"Idol shepherd," 38
Joseph of Arimathea, 389
Mass, error regarding, 152
Minster, 350
!St. Austell, 156
St. Felix place-name?, 313
St. Stephen's, Walbrook, 169
Thimble, its invention, 513

V. (W.

,

'

Venator on De Triplici Hominis Officio,' 28
Venice and Shakspeare, 124, 223
Vera on Celtic Church, 93
Vicars choral, 368, 474
Vicars (A.) on flags of England, 178
Genealogy, books on, 296
Heraldic query, 297
King of arms or king at arms, 30, 112, 458
Negroes as heralds, 237
Pedigrees wanted, 174
Wilts Visitation, 394
Vickers family of Dublin, 308
Victoria (Queen), her Welsh pedigree, 224, 298
'

Vill, lost, 63

Vincent (C. W.) on "Three blue beans," 48
Vincent (W.) on burial on north side of church, 496
Volapiik, its inventor, 191, 238
Volunteer regimental colours, 427, 477
Vondel (Justus van den) and Milton, 288, 377

W. on grocer in the seventeenth century, 488
W. (A.) on Darned, 169
W. (A. B.) on Pig=small bowl or cup, 317
W. (A. E.) on king of arms or king at arms, 30
W. (C. S.) on Milton and Vondel, 288
W. F.) on Green family, 309
W. (G. B.) on Pudsey family, 232
(

W.
W.

Washington family, 268
(G. H.) on drawing by Flaxman, 428
on " Aumusse

surlebras," 267
(EL A.)
Burial on north side of church, 496
Church decorated with birch boughs, 66
'

Devonshire Lane,' 208
or cup, 491

Wager

by a German, 197
393

(E.) on Allibone's 'Dictionary,' 6
Burial on north side of church, 336
Coffee and Balliol College, 105

Walford

(Dr. William), 415
Legitimization, retrospective, 67

Mistarchy, 93
Mythologies, 8
Quotations, inaccurate, 365
.Repository, The,' 185
White (Lydia), 351
4

custom of carrying, 289, 469
Wallace family of Ravara, near Belfast, 448
Vallis (A.) on Derbyshire worthies, 314
Funeral gloves, 292
Match-locks, 174
Money-droppers, 417
Reference wanted, 132
St. Austell, 156
Taylor (Jeremy), 311
Vicars choral, 474
Walpole (H.), reference to "Heiress of Pinner," 467
Walter (Richard) and Anson's 'Voyage,' 14, 517
iValworth, its etymology, 408
Wanley (Humphrey), his epitaph, 224
War songs, 307, 434

Ward (Benjamin), emigrant to New England, 129, 212
Ward (C. A.) on Ander, as a termination, 375
Brennus, the name, 305
Carte spelt quart, 148
Cats and rain, 310
Coleridge (S. T.), 89, 334
Danace, Charon's fee, 328
'
Deserted Village,' 317
'
Devil's Walk,' 161
Doddridge (Dr.), 112
Emerald Isle, 245

Eugene

(Prince), his library, 68

Fishguard, French landing

at, 235
Freeman's Quay, 207
George IV., 129
Goose and grapes, 406
Hakluyt (Richard), 215
Latin lines, 93
Muse, its meaning, 509
'
Ode on Intimations of Immortality,' 369
Parbuckle, its etymology, 472
"Pigeon's blood," 468
Piscinse, Roman, 388
Reynolds (Sir Joshua), 188
Thackerayana, 375
Threadneedle Street, 351
Translation wanted, 210
Turnpike, Hyde Park, 397, 517
Ward (J. W.) on English Goddams, 288
Waren de Lisle, his biography, 128
Warren (C. F. S.) on Bethphage, 118
Beza's Latin Testament, 376
Blake (W.), his Songs of Innocence,' 216
Bobstick, its meaning, 412
Burial on north side of church, 336
Canterbury (Archbishop of), 97
'

Cassell's

(Sir Charles), his family, 289,

Kuper

Valham Green, Fulham, 367, 438
Valking-sticks,

" Red
Library," 45
Cathedral, metropolitan, 195

Pig=bowl

W. (J.) on Brat=apron, 464
W. (W. H. K.) on poetry selected

549

Correspondence, secret, 353
(Oliver), 115
Darned, its meaning, 272
or
.^Eneas, 118
Ene*e,
Goit, its etymology, 135
Gulliver's Travels,' 93
'History of England,' 15
'
Ivanhoe' and the Wardour MS., 476
Knees turned backwards, 35

Cromwell

'

Leather, human, 437
Lepers, royal, 350
"
Library of the Fathers," 498

INDEX.
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Prem Sagur,' 287
(C. F. S.) on
Psalms of David, 496
Scott (Sir W.), parallel descriptions, 454
Shakspeare (W.), his descendants, 138
Smuggler's mark, 77
Theatre, its pronunciation, 297
Translation wanted, 210
Trench (Abp.), his 'Select Glossary,' 397
Wager (Sir Charles), 393
Washington family, 268, 406, 456
Washington (Henry), his father, 449
Water-beadle, his office, 487
Waterloo ball, 176
Watson (G.) on "Four corners to my bed," 494
Shakspeariana, 403
Watts (T. G.) on Shakspeariana, 222
Watts (Thomas), his family, 29, 111, 214
Weather lore, 205
Webb (G.), Bp. of Limerick, 'Practice of Quietness,'
274
Warren

'

Wedding custom, Bulgarian, 386
Welby (A. E.) on execution of Charles I., 326
Welch (J. C.) on Burton's Anatomy,' 518
Scott (Sir W.), MSS. of his poems, 216, 376
Well, form of dedicating, 368
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Witchcraft, engravings and woodcuts illustrating, 449,

517

women

executed for, 486
surnames when married, 129, 239 ;
last executed for witchcraft, 486
burnt, 387
Wontow, its meaning, 77
Wood (W. H.) on Champion of England, 254
Woodall (E.) on register inscription, 377
Woodroofe family, 232
Woodward (J.) on Order of the St. Esprit, 436
Wool, Dorset, its parish registers, 306
Wool-gathering, proverbial meaning, 17, 57, 114, 216
;

last

Women,

their
;

Word-painting, 85
Words, bogus, 38 ; not wanted, 85, 133, 311 their
pluralization, 155, 216, 296 ; ending in d, 283 ;
compound, 448
;

Wordsworth

(William), his Ode to the Cuckoo,' 12 ;
'
reference to Queen Osmunda, 87, 251
Ode on In;
timations of Immortality, 89, 369
Worth (K. N.) on Sir F. Drake and Plymouth leat, 13
Worthies, the Nine, and the arms they bore, 22
'

'

Worthy

(C.)

Wreckling,

Wren

on Gater family, 51
etymology, 490

its

(Sir Christopher), his residences,

56

"
Wright (H. P.) on Oft in danger, oft in woe," 183
Wright (W. H. K) on the Devonshire Lane,' 277
'

Wellingore, co. Lincoln, its vicars, 49
Wellington (Arthur, Duke of), and Bp. of London, 164;
statue by Boehm, 349 ; his Irish origin, 429, 497
"
Welt-schmerz," in Goethe, 227
Wemyss=Moore, 248
Were=pond, 348, 412
Wesley (John) and clerical celibacy, 49, 138
Westminster, "Cock" Tavern, Tothill Street, 67;
Queen Anne in Queen Square, 225, 332
Westminster Abbey, burials in, 114
Westminster Gate House Prison, 167, 257
Weston (Edward), his 'De Triplici Hominis Officio,'
28, 294
Wetmore (S. A.) on ' Epitaph on an Infant,' 518
Whipping, judicial, in England, 287, 357, 432
Whiskey, Scotch and Irish, 127, 436
White (C. A.) on the etymology of Fife, 468
Fowling-piece, 247
Hemming's
light, 487
'
Punch ' publications, 12
White (Lydia), her biography, 209, 277, 351
Whitebait and blanchaille, 364, 494
Whitehead (A.), his biography, 328
Whorwood family, 97
Wicgerdffa, the title, 106, 472
Wilkes (J.), third vol. of reprint of North Briton,' 101
Wilkinson (A.) on Meric Casaubon, 107
Wilkinson (H. E.) on Princess Henrietta, 32, 352
Will, nuncupative, 1618, 245
William the Conqueror, his grandfather, 208, 312
Wills in rhyme, 346, 472
Wilmshurst (T. B.) on "Liver of it," 515
Shakspeariana, 403
Wilson (J. B.) on "Crab harvest," 248
Lane: Fisher, 299
Wilson (K. D.) on the ' New English Dictionary,' 4
Wiltshire Visitation, 1533, 328, 394
Winters (W.) on Sir Richard Deane, 128
Wire = pond. See Were.
Wishing-bone of a fowl, 95
Wit and humour defined, 46
'

Gay

(John), his

"Ride bodkin,"

'

Fables,'
27, 116

349

Writers to the Signet, 328, 412
Writing, restoration of faded, 348
Wyatville (Sir Jeffery), architect, 27
Wylie
(C.) on Shakspeariana, 163
'
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 398
Wylie (J. H.) on royal lepers, 350
Whiskey, Irish, 437
Wynne (Catherine), her father, 108
Wyre-lace, its meaning, 233

X. on Amuissement, 448
Bulgarian wedding custom, 386

"Medicus"

in English, 138

Vicars choral, 474
X. (Z.) on silver fish, 513

Y.

on Milton, 236
'North Briton,' 101
Y. (T.) on pigs of lead, 154
Y. (X.) on T. Cecill, engraver, 327
Yardley (E.) on Racine and Knights Templar?, 512
(J. T.)

Shakspeare (W.) and Calderon, 26
" Skeleton in the
closet," 413
Straparola's fables, 401
'
Town Mouse and Country Mouse,' 316
Yaxley, Suffolk, silver bodkin found at, 141
Year, Old and New, 504
Year, Platonic, 304, 430, 490
Yearsley (Anne), of Bath, poetess, 188, 249
Yellow-stick," in the Highlands, 29, 75, 298
York, apparitions in Holy Trinity Church, 368, 455
York Publisher on provincial publishing, 270
York (Duke of) and Mrs. Carey, 328
Yostregere, variant of austringer, 106
'
Young Rosinian,' a novel, 288
Young (J.) on oversights of authors, 463
Younger family of Haggerston, 53, 234
Yule (H. W.) on numismatic query, 428

Zeunen, picture by, 7
Zoroaster, Shelley on, 388, 498
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